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PREFATORY NOTE TO VOL13!lE 15 

OF 

SPECIAL REPORTS ON EDUCATIONAL SUBJECTS. 

The following Report was prepared by Miss Ravenhill as the 
result of an investigation made by her at the joint request of the 
Board of Education, the West Riding County Council and the 
Royal Sanitary Institute. Reports upon certain aspects of her 
inquiries have already been presented to the West Riding County 
Council and the Royal Sanitary Institute, whilst. the present 
volume contains the Report prepared by her for the Board of 
Education. Miss Ravenhill's paper was, with the exception of 
the Index, to all intents and purposes ready for publication in 
June, 1903, but in the autumn of that year, when the plans for 
the issue of a series of papers dealing with School Training for 
the Home Duties of Women, which had been laid by Mr. Sadler, 
came to be considered in detail, it was found necessary for 
various reasons to delay the prepara.tion and publication of reports 
dealing with the work being done in this country. The results of 
investigation showed that, until the new Local Education 
Authorities had found more opportunity to organise this 
part of their work by the introduction of more systematised 
methods than have hitherto been possible, it would be wise 
to postpone any review in published form. On the other 
hand th.e absence of any material relating to certain European 
countries which devote special attention to the teaching 
of Domestic Economy rendered delay in the publication of a 
volume dealing with foreign countries inevitable. The inten
tion was, therefore, to await the completion of reports from 
these countries before issuing any of the material which had 
been collected, but the increasing attention drawn to all matters 
affecting the health and well-being of the individual and the 
family, which has resulted from the Report of the Inter-depart
mental Uommittee on Physical Deterioration and the action of 
influential organisations which represented educational opinion 
of various. kinds, have made it seem desirable. to publish as 
much of the information as possible immediately. The lines of 
development in the U nit.ed States of America have been national 
and little affected by the continental conditions of the Old 
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World, so that there was less reason here fot grouping Mijs 
Ravenhill's Report with the other foreign material. Hence Its 
issue as Part I. of the Series. 

It mus't be understood that, as in the case of previous Special 
Reports issued by the Board of Education, the Board do not 
make themselves responsible for the terms employed nor for the 
opinions expressed in the Report-such responsibility resting 
entirely with the Author. 

The Board desire to take this opportunity of expressing their 
thanks to the many officials and teachers who, by their willing 
courtesy, aided Miss Ravenhi1l in collecting the materials for 
this Report; they also wish to place on reoord their indebtedness 
for the loan of the blocks from which the various plans inserted 
in this volume have been printed. 

Office of Special Inquit'ies and Reports. 
May, 1905. 
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THE TEACHING' OF If DO~IESTIC SCIENUE" IN THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 

INTRODUCTION. 

A,,-ScHEME OF PUBLIC EDUCATION. 

One essential to the acquirement of an intelligent knowledge 
of the scope, methods and ultimate value of any special course 
of study carried on in the schools of a country is a clear compre
hension of its educational system. In the case of the U mted 
States this process is considerably facilitated by the general 
adoption of one broad, basic principle, viz., the provision throug-h
out the country, from public fundS, ofa system of free educatIOn 
in all grades, from Kindergarten to University; merely nominal 
fees being exacted for text-books and laboratory equipment. 
President Draper, of the State UniversIty of Illinois, refers in 
one of his luminous and suggestive addresses to the public 
school system of the United States as the" one institution more 
completely representative of the American plan, spirit and 
purpose than any other in existence." Limits of space permit 
only of avery brief r&llJ/me of this comprehensive system, but 
some of its most salient features have been selected for presenta
tion. The whole may be grouped under six divisions :-

1. Kindergartens, open to children from a to 7 years of age, 
where attendance is voluntary. 

2. and 3. Primary and Grammar Schools, tho curricula of 
which cover the ages of compulsory school attendance (variable 
in the different States), usually from 7 or 8 to 12 or 14 yeitrS of 
age. 

4. High, or Secondary, Schools, offering a four-,Years' course, 
for pupIls from 14 to 18. (Provision for evemng classes is 
usually made in all city'Grammar and High Schools.) 

5. Colleges (State, Agricultural, Normal, etc.), attended by 
students from 18 to 22. 

6. Universities, for post graduate courses. . 
That part of the system usually described as PUBLIC consists Grade 

of three or four grades of schools, known as Primary, Grammar Schools. 
nnd High, or as Primary, Intermediate, Grammar and High. 
These grades of schools are distinguished from one another by 
the tOpICS and methods introduced into their courses of study, 
:lnd by the kind of mental activity required in pursuing them. 
In Primary, Intermediate, and Grammar Schools (which are 
very generally grouped under the denomination" Grade Schools "), 
the curriculum usually includes reading-, writing, arithmetic, 
goo<7raphy, his~ry, physiology and hYgiene, drawing, nature 
f;tudy and phySIcal culture. In the more advanced educational High 
institutions the II elective" system in force permits selection. from Schools. 
a wider range of subjects, while actually reducing the number 
included in the particular course selected by the individual 
student. The majprity of High Schools provide six or seven 
alternative courses;~ these include a good "all round" general 
~ A 
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course, a classical, a scientific,' a commercial course, and so 
forth. High Schools especially for "manual training" (me
chanics, engineering, the domestic sciences, etc.) are provided 
in most cities, and take equal rank with those whose special aim 
is the preEaration of pupils for college. The manual training 
courses include modern languages, . literature, history and ~eo
graphy, in addition to the study of chemistry, Ehysics, drawmg, 
etc." with the direct object of developing breadth of view and 
well-balanced minds in their students. The High School move
. ment is' growing with enormous rapidity at the present time. 

Private In addition to this general.provision for the education of the 
Schocls. people, in.which the nation believes enthusiastically, a certain 

JlUqlber of. private. schools (kindergarten, grammar, high, com
mercial, art, industrial, Erofes!?ional, denominational) are to be 
found in large cities, such as New York, Boston, Chicago and 
Detroit. In these the courses are practic!J,lly identical with 
tbose)nthe public schools, but the demands of social caste are 
considered and secured by the exaction of fees. 

St.'\te . . State Agricultural Colleges are the outcome of a general 
~l;Yilcultural intellectual and industrial advance which widely affected public 

u eges. sentiment in th!} United States about half a century ago, from 
which arose a demand for a new class of institution to be 
entirelY devoted to scientific a,nd technical education. Some 
efforts were made to supply this demand by Erivate enterprise, 
but the people soon grasped the advantage which would result 
from the organisation and maintenance of these new institu
tions under State or national patronage; consequently the Bill, 
introduced into the House of Representatives in 1857 by 
Mr. Morrill, for the purpose of donating public lands to the 
several states and territories, received sufficient support to be 
pas!ied in .1862. This Act secured "the endowment, support, 
and maintenance of at least one college in each State, where 
the leading objects shall be, without including other scientific 
and classical studies, to teach such branches of learning as are 
related to aQTiculture and the mechanic arts, in such manner 
as the legisYature ot the States may respectively prescribe. in 
oI:der to promote the liberal and practIcal education of the 
industrial classes, in the several pursuits and, professions in 
life." This great work has given free tuition. to thousands 
·of students, who have by this means been enabled to bring 
trained minds to the. development of industries, and to utilise 
scientific facts and principles for their advancement.. ,Under 
the provisionS of the MoriillActs, 64 State. Colleges are now 
in . operation in the several states and territories. They may 
be divided into three classes :-Colleges which have courses 
in agriculture only; Colleges which have courses in agriculture 
together with ~thers in a variety of subjects, including specially. 
mechanic arts; and, thirdly, Colleges, or School!!, or Depart
ments of Agriculture which. form a part of universities. Their 
organisations are so wisely varied to 'meet the needs of local 
environment" that .. no one institution will serve as a type .for 
all, put a representative university o( this kiJ:ld briefly. describes, 
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itself in its publications as .. simply the 13th, 14th, 15th, and 
16th Grades of the State System of Public Free Education"; 
it considers itself to be related to the High schools just as 
they, in turn, are related to the Grades, and sets forth that 
it should be as natural for a pupil to look forward from the 
High school to the University as from the 8th Grade to the 
High school The prevalent aim in these colleges is to give 
to the young people of both sexes the largest possible oppor
tunity' for both general and special training to prepare them 
for hfe; and to touch, in a practical and helpful way, every 
interest in the State. Admission to them has been hitherto 
on very easy terms; candidtttes are required to be 16 years 
of age, and can frequently matriculate on the strength of a 
High school certificate; but the whole standard of entrance 
requirements is likely to be considerably influenced in future, 
Bnd undoubtedly will be raised, by the action of the recently 
formed College Entrance Examination Board. 

The first ~ormal schools in the United States were founded Nom,al 
in 1839. They, too, were an outgrowth of the national interest Schools. 
in popular education, particularly after German influence began 
to be felt; at first they wore the joint product of private 
and public liberality; very soon, however, a considerable number 
became incorl'orated into the State system of public instruction. 
State or Municipal Governments now support upwards of 160, 
but this by no means represents the sources of supply for 
teachers in the States, as there are in addition, at least 178 
l>rivate Normal schools; only about one-fourth as many students, 
however, graduate annually frOID these as from the institutions 
supported by public funds. 

The generosity of wealthy citizens is the source from which Tec~nical 
have sprung the magnificent, richly-endowed, Technical Insti- Instltute.s. 
Lutes, which exert a perceptible influence to-day upon thE! 
social and industrial life or the United States. The Pratt . 
Institute at Brooklyn, N.Y., the Drexel Institute at. Phila
dolphia, the Eastman Institute at Rochester, the Lewis and 
Anuour Institutes at Chicago, and many more, are affording 
opportunities to the ambitious, stimulating the laggard, and 
raising the tone and standard of student and professor through-
out the country. The activity of these ~reat independent 
educational centres .. sets the pace" for institutions subject to 
state and municiyal control; mdeed, each derives benefit from 
the somewhat dlverse methods adopted by its compeers to 
attain a common end. 

To private munificence also is due, wholly or in part, the Universities • 
.existence and endowment of some of the leading Universities, 
;such as Columbia. University, New York City, the University 
of Chicago, the Leland Stanford Junior University, California, 
.and others. It is, perhaps, superfluous to draw attention to the 
adaptation to national needs of these as of all other parts 
of the educational system; but it is allowable to recall what 
Dr. W. T. Harris brings out in his monograph on .. Elementary 
Education," prepareq for the United States Educational Exhibit 

MOO.· A 2 ' 
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at the Paris Exhibition, 1900, that "American universities ex
hibit, only a {lortion of what, in Europe, is thought neces..ary to 
the constitutlOn of a complete university, viz., the traditional 

'four .Facultiesof Theology, Law, Medicine, and Philosophy," 
because, .. although all four may be in existence, they are 
not all organised and demonstrated 011 the same {llane; but, 
on the other hand, they include elements which, m Europe, 
are strongly marked off from universities, viz., technical schools 
and undenrraduate schools." On this account the formation 
of . new colfe~es and departments is effected with fucility, and 
their curricUlum is extended to include subjects unrecognised 
in such connections in Europe. 

Co-education is the general practice throughout the whole 
educational system, though a few cities report separation of the 
sexes in High schools; and a very small mmonty report separate 
classes for boys and girls in some Grade schools: From the 
statisti(',s published in 1900-1 by the National Commissioner 
of EducatlOn, it would appear that in about two-thirds of the 
total number of private schools reporting to the National 
Bureau at Washington, and in 65 per cent. of the colleges and 
universities, co-education is the policy; the advantages of the 
method preponderate so conclusively that reference to occasion
ally recorded disadvantages is rarely made. 

The national school system is supported wholly by taxation, 
imposed by each State or city, an appropriation for purposes of 
education being made from the general fund. The Federal 
Government h~ never exercised any official control ovep the 
public educational work of the country, but it has always shown 
Its intimate interest by generous gifts to educntion in the form 
of land rights frOUl the public domain: and its moral influence 
is wide reaching through the Bureau of Education at Washing
ton. This Government Department was organised for the 
purpose of gathering the fullest information from the whole 
educational world, at home and abroad, and for its gratuitous 
dissemination to all interested therein; when the Bureau is 
lmder the direction of such a master mind as that of the present 
N ationa.l Commissioner of Education, Dr. 'V. T. Harris, the 
extent of this influence for good is wellnigh incalculable. 

Compulsory Attendance is compulsory, either at a public or approved 
Attendance. private school, in thirty States, one Ten-itory, and the Distl-ict of 

Columbia; the most gencral obligatory period is from 8 to 
14 years of age- Though the length of the nominal school 
year is p.bout 200 days, statistics show that the nverage is con
siderably lower, amounting to not much more than 140. This 
is accounted for by the fact that, in rural districts, in order to 
facilitate agricultural operations, it is still a common practice 
to open the schools during the winter only, when, owing to 
difficulties of transit and bad weather, the regular attendance 
is much interfered with; thus the "average" length of the 
school YCilr for the whole school population is very materially 
diminished. Laws whieh. absolutely prohibit the emp~oyment. 



or children under a specified limit of ~oe, in mercantile or manu
facturing establishments, are in foree and enforced in several 
States. 

The Local Boards which have the management of the schools Bauds .of 
are generally termed· Boards of Education; and form depart- EducatlOlL 

ments of the State or city govemmenL (In townships and 
districts the dt>Signations most generally used are School 
Directors or School Trustees.. A township usually signifies six 
&quare miles of land. <J.uite irrespective of the poptllatIOn. which 
may be numerous or nil; so many to1i"llShi~ constitute a county, 
10 many counties form a State.) These Boards are corporate 
bodies, antI are empowered to make contracts; to acquire, hold. 
anll dispose of property; to employ teachers ana fix their 
&alaries; to make the rules and regulations for schools, and to 
fix the course o( study And the list of text-books to be used.. 

The following notes on the typical organisltion of a cit] Organi· 
school system will sene to exp~ allusions in the te~t 4!f this ati0f.c~ I 
RcporL Each Board of EducatIOn, created by law, IS. m the s lyle' .Yo 

majority of instances. eJected by the peoJ>Je, though some im_"'18 m, 
portant cities constitute exceptions to this rule of popular 
control; in these cases the members of the Boord are nominated 
by the Mayor, or hy the ('''ity Council, or even b] the city jud.:,oes, 
&8 at PhilOOeJphia. The members serve gratwtoosJy, and bAve 
full powers to establish, maintain, and control Cree public 
IChools (or all children of school age within the limits of the 
city, townslUp, county, or St.Jr.te. In. most cities the teachers are 
appointed by a committee of the Board; to an increasing 
extent they are required to be graduates of the city or county 
Normal School, or of an institution of equal or higher grade, 
'-'., they must bave received definite training in the art of teach-
ing. Annual estimates of the disbursements anticipated during 
the comin~ year mllSt be made and submitted to the City 
Council That body appropriates Buch varyin~ sums of monev 
(or the pu~ named in the estimates as tIley think proper. 
in view of all the other claims on the city's funds. once 
appropriated, all such money is controlled by the Board of 
Education. Each Board has two principal executive officers, 
a secretary and a superintendenL The latter is expectol to be 
an experienced educator, well versed in school managf'ment and 
a student of ~ on its philosophical side, he should also 
possess good administrative ability; the course of study adopted 
18. to a great extent, framed by the superintendent, and usualJv 
embodies his ideas. There are county superintendents of l'lU'81 
or township schooJa in about thirty-five State&. In thirteen of 
these they are elected by the peopfe, in the remainder they are 
appointed by: certain state or county officers, or are chosen by 
the combined vote of the School Board. In addition, each State 
has a Superintendent of Public Instruction; he is variously 
described as Superintendent of Common Schools, of Public 
Schools, of Education, or &8 Commissioner of Public Schools.. FIUICtioos 

It must be always bome in mind that the central Government of Central 
of the enited States exercises remote authority over the public Goyemmf'IlL 
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schools. and has never attempted any control over education in 
the several States, though it has aided them by donations of 
land, an~~ in some cases, of money. 

A sketch of the progressive development of the Grade school 
}lI'ogramme in one State will best indlcate the gradual expansion 
(1'£ the nation's educational ideals, and theinHuence exerted on ' 
}lUblic bodies .by private. initiative, when based on sound 
principles .. The statutes of the State of Massachusetts require 
that m all the "common" . schools, instruction be given in 
'orthography, reading, writing', English lanpQUage and grammar, 
geography; arithmetlc, drawmg, history 0 the United States, 
physiology and hygiene, and manual training., In cities and 
towns which have a population of more than 20,000, the same 
'statutes authorise instruction, at the discretion of the .school 
committees, in the following additional !!ubjects: book-keeping, 
algebra, geometry, one or more of the foreign languages, the 
elements of natural science, kindergarten training, agriculture, 
sewing, cooking, vo<;al music, physical training, civil government 
and ethics. Thus to the readiD.g and writing of toe original 
colonial' schools of Massachusetts have been added, in the 
following order: English grammar, spelling and arithmetic, in 
1789; geography in 1826; history of the United States in 1857; 
music (optional) in 1860; drawing in 1870; sewing (optional) 
in 1876; physiology and hygiene m 1885; manual training in 
1898. Se,,"eral of these subjects were at first allowed and later 
required. Physiology, for instance, was allou.ed in 1850, requi'red 
in 1885.; ,!lrawingwas allowed in 1860, required 'in 1870; manual 
training was allowed in 1884, required in 1898. The causes 
and the forces behind all this enlargement have been largely 
sociological, to a much less degree pedagogical. It if? most 
significant that the original petition to the legislature in 1869 
for compulsory instruction m industrial drawing was signed 
exclusively by business men, leaders in the great industries of 
the Commonwealth. They decla~ed that for the United States 
to maintain its standard as a manufacturing nation drawing was 
an "essential" in elementary education. For similar utilitarian 
reasons manual training was introduced. Of the. authorised 
subjects, several have been forced into the front rank of 
" essentials" by modern social conditions; this is specially true 
of sewing, cooking, physical training and elementary science; 
the last under the modem title "Nature Study" has .very 
strong claims, and is now often utilised as an introductionto,the 
science of home life as well as to physiology.. . . . . 

This outline, necessarily incomElete, endorses. the assertion 
that" the present elementary school course in the United States 
is not a mlscellaneous collection of subjects brought together by 
the chance effoo:ts of enthusiasts, but a conscious and intelligen't 
effort·of the people to frame a scheme of elementary instruction 
and. tra.~ing adapte~ .to the changing condit~ons of social life. 
It IS. WlSe~y recognlsed that when the Legtslat'!ll"e decrees a' 
curtam lilubJect shall be taught in all. the schools, It does not by 
that Act say that it shall be taught to each pupil; the principle 
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of universal opportunity is the educational watchword." Dr. 
Murray Butler recently expr~ssed this spirit in terms. so suitable 
and explicit that their quotation from the" Educational Review" 
for May 1900 will best enforce the point. "Education, conceived 
as a social institution, is now being studied in the United States 
moro widely and more energetically than ever before. The' 
Chairs of education in the great universities are the natural 
leaders in this movement. It is carried on also in 'normal 
schools, in teachers' training classes, and in countless voluntary 
associations and clubs in every part of the country. Problems 
of or~anisation and administration, of educational theory, of 
pr~tlc!l'l procedure ~ teaching, of child nature, of hJ:gie~e and 
sarut~tlon, aro engagmg att.entlOn everywhere. H~r~ill hes the 
promise of great advance& ill the future. EnthUSiasm, earnest
ness, and scientific method are all applied to tho study of 
education in a way which makes it certain that the results will 
be fruitful. The future of democracy is bound up with the: 
future of education." 

Of the moulding influences at work on the great State systeiil Influence of 
none is more powerful for good than the National Educational Nation,!,l 
Association, which numbers its members by thousands, and is AEduc~tlt<?nal 

'd d b f h . ~ d II . d SSOCla IOn. gm e y some 0 t e most gIlte as we as most expenence 
educational leaders in the States. The bulky records of its 
annual meetings contain a mass of experience and suggestion 
combined with full recognition of the dignity and responsibility 
of teachers, and constitute a useful record of the worth of 
teaching ideals and of improved practice. Of the numerous 
organisations employed in the education of public 'opinion few 
cnn com,Pete witli this potent, wisely regula too. force; though to 
University Extension lectures, Summer Schools and other culture 
ngencies may be attributed a part of the prevalent public 
sympathy with, and respect for, tile profession of teaching which 
prevails over a large part of the United States. . 

Under such circumstances it is conceivable that rational arid· 
upiversal education is looked upon by the American people. as 
an element of national as well as of social strength; and that 
the public mind is set upon utilising a well-balanced s<;:hool 
curriculum as a factor in the attainment of that high standard 
of prosperous life to which the nation aspires. . .. . 

In tlie United States, as in Great Britain, detailed. conceptions The School 
ot the best methods to follow in the scheming of a school and the 
programme are almost· as llI,lmerous as the individuals who Home. 
concern themselves with the question in any of its aspects; but, 
emerging .from this sea of opinions, are a few prominent 
personalities, . whose freedom from prejudices or party spirit, 
scientific bases for their convictions, and courageous perseverance 
in face of obstacles and apparent failure. secure a fair trial for 
their systems, and influence radually the educational'spirit and 
practice of their country.· 0 these one of tho most notable is. 
Dr. John Dewey of Chicago University. who has drawn public 
attention to two" tragic '~ weaknesses ill the old school systerI).. 
where, in his opinion. social spirit was. wanting. being replaced 
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by ." that medireval misconception which limited learning to 
books." By precept and unda.unted practice, Dr. Dewey 

. impresses on those who have ears to hear and eyes to see that 
" the idea) school should reproduce systematically, and in a large, 
intelligent, and competent way, what in most households is done 
only in a comparatively meagre and haphazard manner;" while 
he maintains that" the root question of education is that of 
taking hold of a child's activities, of giving them direction, and 
of so training them as to produce valuable results." 

B.--HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE 
TEACHING. 

Educational It -seemed to me that these two broad generalisations constitute 
to-day the chief motive forces at work in the organisation of the 
best DOInestic Science teaching in the United States. The 
original purely utilitarian spirit which lea to its introduction is 
now somewhat adversely criticised and often strongly resisted; 
while the undoubted pedago~cal and sociological_value of the 

vel'SUS 
lItilitarian 
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. subject is emphasised and eVIdenced under the auspices of its 
ablest exponents. But though the end is not yet (for. the 
finest courses are admittedly tentative, and those responsible for 
them are only"feeling their way," and buying their experience 
often at a high price) encouragement is not ,absent; men and 
women of many interests and ~f diverse callings are giving in their 
adherence to the belief that on pedagogical and sociological as 
well as on utilitarian and economical ~unds, Domestic Science, 

,under one or other of its designatIOns, deserves, and must 
eventually find, a place in the well-balanced curriculum of all 
grades of educational institutions. For a small proportion of the 
}>Opulation, or even of its responsible directing unit'!, to reach 
thIS conclusion has demanded time, as is demonstrated by the 
following brief sketch of the growth of the movement. 

, On both sides of the Atlantic the term Domestic Science is 
still limited by a surprising number of people to the two 
subjects of cooking and sewing. The scope is nevertheless usually 
extended sufficiently to include ~n introduction to the elements 
of personal hygiene and house, sanitation; and, in England, 
laundry work frequently comes under the same head. In the 
greater number of the States, this . latter subject is very rarely 

. mcluded in any elementary school Domestic Economycurriculum, 
though it is beinS' gradually introduced into Household Science 
courses in the HIgh schools and colleges. In the first instance, 
the utilitarian aspect of Domestic Science alone was that con
sidered in America; those who pressed its introduction into the 
schools were stimulated by a realisation of the deficiencies ap
parent in home management and experienced a sense of dismay at 
the evils to the community which result from this ignorance. 
A quarter of a. century ago education was still defined as 
" the preparation for life," instead of being recognised, as 
it is now, as co-extensive with life; so, as this period of 
J>repar~tio~ .was l.i!nited for a large. proportion of the populatio~, 
th~ deSIrabIlIty of Includmg a practICal kllQwledgo of the DomestIc 
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Arts in the Grade school programme seemed urgent, and 
led to the persevering efforts of private individuals whicn 
culminated In the adoption of cooking and sewing in the 
grammar schools of a few cities. 

Almost without exception the existing recognition of the valuc Intro-
of Domestic Science as a school subject, utilitarian or educational, ductioD .of 
is owing, in the first instance, to private enterprise, but before D<!mestlc -
educational authorities would permit the introduction of the ~l!:hi~~ 
subject into schools, cookery: lessons were given to public school du~ to 
children, from 1876 onwards, under the ausp'ices of the Young l'rivate 
Women's Christian Association, and other philanthropic bodies. Enterprise. 
The children of the poorest classes were those gathered in by 
these benevolent individuals; they were 'first instructed in the 
elements of noedlework; simple training in housewifery under 
the name of" kitchen gardemng"· followed, succeeded later Oil 
by lessons in plain cooking. 

Sewing was adopted iirst in the public schools of Boston, which Intro-
led the way in this matter, about 1840, though little was done duction lind 
until 186.5, when a lady furnished the materials for the children's dthlopmen 
wOl'k and defrayed the expenses of a seamstress and of a dress- Te!chinO' 
maker, each of whom was engaged to teach an advanced class of:- .. 
for half a day a week in the difterent schools. Eight years later (a) Sewing. 
a teacher was appointed to give her whole time to this work, and . 
received an equal compensation with the regular teachers;- in 
1875 the important step was taken of appointing a special 
committee to supervise sewin~ in the schools throughout the 
whole city. At this promiSIng moment the hopes of those 
interested were a'pparently doomed to disappointment, for the 
solicitor of the CIty Board of Education reported that it was 
illegal to spend public money for this purpolle. Again private 
enterprise came to the rescue, and for the next twelve months the 
work was carried on entirely by private funds, until the legisla
ture had passed a law authorising instnlCtion in sewing in the 
public schools. To the present day, however, sewing is far from 
universally: taught in the grade schools of the United States: 
and in quite a number of those where it is now found, it has 
been regularly: introduced only within the last four or five years: 

The germ from which the N ew York Cooking School has 
since developed came into being 30 years ago, when Miss Juliet (b) Cookinr 
Corson organised cooking classes for women of all social grades; 
public and private lessons being offered. The first "public lesson 
to working women resulted in the formation of mIssion classes 
in cooking for children, and, about the same date, the Princi{>lll 
of Lassell's Seminary (Auburndale, Mass.) had sufficient enterpnse 
--* In the United States the term .. kitchen gardening" signifies the training 
of children in domestic work under the guise of play. Thc utensils provided 
are in the form of toys, and each household operation is conducted on a 
scale proportioned to the size of the utensil. Small children from fi ve year!! 
old and upward appear extremely interested and happy when thus engaged, 
but I think this method of teaching Household Science, has, in all cases, 
heen confined to pri'l"ate organi~atioos; it hail never been considered 
sufficiently educational for adoption even in the kinderg-.I.rtens of the 
public schools. 
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to invite Miss Maria Parloa to give.a course of lessons· to its 
students. In 1879, this lady pioneered the first training course 
in cooking to teachers at Chautauqua Summer Schools, but the 
subject was, not introduced into the public schools even of Boston 
(which has be{ln the most progressive city in this respect) until 
1885. Philadel'phia, Providence and Washington, rapidly 
followed Boston s example, 'and to-day cooking courses in grade 
schools are found in over fifty cities in the States, while each 
year sees an increase in thIS number. The introduction of 
sewing thus apparently preceded cooking, but its development 
has followed very similar lines, and in numerous cities both 
subjects are included in the curriculum. Meanwhile Domestic 
Science. on a far broader and more thorough basis, has been 
gOLdually receiving recognition at the hands of High school and 
college authorities. with excellent results. These indicate the 
altered conception of the educational value of the subject since 
the first awakening of interest in Domestic Economy some 
thirty-five years ago. It was somewhat after this date tbat the 
advocates .lor early introduction to, and training in, the domestic 
arts pressed their point by· calling attention to the ad van~8"es 
these offer for the exercise of manual dexterity by girls. Un
wittingly they mad~ themselves resllonsible. for th~ plausible 
and stIll current belief, that to deal WIth plastIC materIals under 
conditions where the attainment of the desired end (culti
vation of strict accuracy and manual dexterity) by occasional 
failure and repeated practic'e cannot be permitted on account of 
cost or want of time,' is of equal educational worth with the 
manipulation of wood and iron carried on simultaneously by the 
boys. This misunderstanding, in conjunction with the still 
ev~dent existence of the purely utilitarian spirit, has hampered _ 
true progress in the treatment of Domes~icScience throughout 
a large proportion of the United States. Fortunately a power
fut note of progress has been solinded during the last decade, 
which has gained greatly in volume since the concentration of 
effort resultiri~ from thE) initiation,in 1899, '?f the Lake rlacid 
Conference of Teachers of Home EconOmIcs.' The directly 
educational vahle of the subject in schools; its great scope, its 
intimate' bearin$ on· every phase of life, is now.· steadilv gaining 
recognition, 'while the field it offers for the application of 
scientific principles, rather than for the mere acquirement of 
manual dexterity, is forcibly emphasised by sound authorities. 

Three or four' years ago, Prof. W. O. Atwater (United States 
Dept. of Agriculture) made the observation that "the Science of 
Household Economics is now in what the chemists call the state 
of supersaturated solution which needs to crystallise out. Some.
times the point of a needle will start such crystallisation." This 
needle point would seem to have been introduced by the mem
bers of the Lake Placid Conference when they held their first 
meeting in September, 1899. The initiators believed that the 
time was ripe for some united action on the part of those most 
interested in Home Science (or Household Economics); (1) be
cause of the benefit' derived from wise organisation and 
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co-operation; (2) because of the growing popular feeling that the 
study of Home Science was one of the most important questions 
before the nation; (3) because the real worth but often mistaken 
treatment of the subject demanded the direction and initiative 
of trained, enthusiastic experts. Invitations were, t.herefore, 
issued for a conference ~n ~his important sociol?:r'cal pro.bIem; 
and the generous hospltality of the Lake PIaCl Cluo (m the 
Adirondack Mountains, New York State), was offered to, and 
accepted br' twenty or twenty-five ladies and gentlemen, earnest 
students 0 the subject, to whom it has been extended for the 
same purpose each suceessive year.· The cordial recognition of 
the great services rendered to Household Science by Mrs. Ellen 
H. Hichards. Professor of Sanitary Chemistry in the Massachu
sett's Institute of Technology, led to her unanimou& election as 
chairman of the conference, a tribute to the unremitting and 
tactful efforts, which, backed by her profound scientific know
ledge, are responsible for a high proportion of the recent develoE
ments in this subject, whether in tlie social or educational worla. 

The conference devoted its first meeting to the selection of a suitable 
dellignation for its Bubject, such as should be simple and yet compre
hensive enough to cover sanitation, cookery, and kindred household 
sciencell and IIol'ts, whether the instruction concerning them were given in 
kindergarten or college. After full discussion, the name" Home Economics" 
WIlJl agreed upon as the best title for the whole general subject. When thus 
clll&~itied IlJI .. distinct section of Economics, it can take its place 
logically in the oolle~e or university course to which its dignity, scope and 
sociological value entitle it ; restricted to the narrower conception implied by _ 
the title of Household Arts, the conference was of opinion that It could· 
not be suitably recognised as a palt of a university curriculum. Though 
Home Economics WIlJl selected as the general descriptive term, it was agreed 
that other I>.hfllJles might be advisedly used for subdivisions of. the subject. 
Domestic EcoDomy, for instance, might be appropriately reserved for 
lessons adarted to young pupils m kindergartens and grammar schools' 
Domestic Science might be applied to it in high schools, where food and 
house sanitation should be studIed by scientific methods, while Household 
or Home Economics appeared the title best suited for college courses. It 
WIlJl also at once emphasised that the teacher of Domestic Science and 
Hou~ehold Arts should be an "all round" woman; she should be qualified 
to bring a knowledge of many sciences and arts to bear on her work, and to 
this end a thorough practical trainin~ in each of these would be essential. 
The general oJ!inion was in favour of mtimate co-operation between special 
teachers of thiS subject with the other members of a school or colJege staff. 
and the desirability was pointed out of drawing the attention of educational 
authorities to the value of including Ilome branches at least of Home 
Economics in school. and college curricula, if only to combat the prevalent 
tendency to dissociate home life and interests, from education, and thus, 
incidentally, to depreciate its dignity and influence. 

At the second annual conference, held in July, 1900, a large proportion (l) SecoD 
of the sessionll was devoted to debates on courses of study j (a) for public Conferen 
schools; (b) for training teachers j (c) for colleges and universities' (d) for ' 
vacation and evening schools; (e) for university and extension teaching, as 
well as for other agencies devoted to the scientific and sociological study of. 
the home. In the course of her introduction to th~ special subject for one 
meeting, namely, "Courses of study for the Grade schools," Mrs. Ellen H. 
Richards referred to the need of fundamental work that will touch the lives 
of all the people, and showed thaJ:, under existing conditions, the only place 
where this can be done is in the tirade Schools, where she said the alms of 
the whole course should be to develop power in children and to guide them 
in the use of this power over their own environment, food, clothing and 
shelter. The quotation of recent statistics showed that at least 40 per cent. 
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of the pupils first enrolled drop out of school before the fifth grade; and, 
though the National Commissioner of Education reports that" the increase 
in the number of high schools and in the number of .students enrolled in 
them is something phenomenal," and highly satisfactory figures can also be 
quoted as to the growth in numbers of college students, it L'I but relatively 
few who as yet follow more advanced courses of study; while, of these, the 
percentage who elect to devote definite attention during a part of these 
precious years to any aspect of sanitation, though on the increase, is still 
modest. This opinion was not merely endorsed by this conference, but is 
shared by those responl!ible for the grade school cours64i in several important 
cities. 

With a view to discover to what extent such teaching is given in the 
elementary and secondary schools of the country, an inquiry was addressed 
during the followin~ year to the Boards of Education of a number of cities 
by a specially appomted sub-committee. This questionnaire included the 
following points: (1) topics included; (2) syllabus of courses i (3) grades in 
which taught; (4) time per hourI per week, per lesson; (5) SIze of classes; 
(6) cost of equipment and matenal; (7) the value attached to the subject· 
(8) the methods used to develop its value, either as manual training, appli;J 
l'cience, or economics; and (9) the methods used to correlate the subject to 
others. Unfortunately only 25 replies were received, and these, m several 
instances, were not complete. All but one course included cooking, how
ever, in some fonn; 13 included sanitation in part (as the care of plumbing 
and personal hYgiene);. 9 included sewing; 10 included economics, but 
confined the subject cnieHy to the economics of food supply; few in
dicated appreciation of the value of time or of energy; money value alone 
being taken into account. Even these imperfect returns seemed to indicate 
that the workers placed the educational value first, one alone emphasised 
the utilitarian phase, though great diversity of opinion was reported aa to 
the methods used to develop the value of the subject. In their discussion 
of an analysis of these returns, tbe conference concluded that to take 
its prol?er place in educational work, the subject of Home Economics or 
DomestiC Economy must be both narrowed and broadened; narrowed till it 
shut out much that, though useful, is not of great educational value, in that 
it haa not been correlated with other branches of study ; made broader, in 
that the subject of the hygiene of the home, including foods and sanitation, 
should be so woven into the sciences and economics that it will be the 
foundation for a liberal culture. 

Another sub-committee of the same conference presented through its 
reptesentative, Dean Marion Talbot, Professor of Sanitary Science in the 
Universit~ of Chicago, a report upon the existing courses of study related 
to Home Economics in colleges and universities; the work of inquiry had 
been carried out by Mrs. Mary Robert Smith of Leland Stanford University. 
Circular letters were sent to 89 different institutions, asking what they 
offered in courses on domestic science or household economics, personal 
hygiene, sanitation, nursing, bacteriology domestic. architecture, etc. 
Out of the 89, 58 reported work in one or other lines; 13 had nothing, and 
18 did not reply. • 

One of the concluding resolutions at this second conference has already 
borne fruit. It was resolved that" the time has come when public interest 
demands the recognition of Home Economies liS a training of the child for 
efficient citizenship; that the National Education Association be asked to 
consider and create a Department of Home Economics." This resolution 
was paased hi July, 1900. Iii. July, 1901, the Council of the National 
Educational AsSOCiation included a. "Round Table" of Domestic Science 
for the first time in the programme of its annual meeting. 

It was my pleasant privilege to attend the third annual meeting of the 
Lake Placid Conference, where the 30 invited members included teachers 
or professors in every grade of educational institution, inspectors, and the 
presidents of the most prominent social organisations for the adva.ncement 
of Hygiene and Domestic Science. The representative character of the 
conference is apparent from the fact that its members were a.t wO\'~ 
in at least 15 States, and held degrees from 15 different colleges. 
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The attention of the conference Wall concentrated chiefly on the con- (d) Besum 
lIideration of a Report, JJrelJared by a small committee and presented by of ReJ?Orti 
the chairman, }liM Helen Kinne, Profell.'lOr of Domestic Science at Teaehmg ( 
Teachel"ll College, Columhia Univel'llity. This report had occupied 3 years Household 
in its preparation and its lIuggestive, IlJIeful character may be best gauged Economics 
by a pelusal of the following extracts :-" While there is a growing (Third 
apprecJation of luch work (i.e, the teaching of Household EconomiC!!) ConferenC4 
in the IIChools, all evidenced by its introduction in many new places, 
there is also a IICeJltical attitude in the minds of many all to its value, a 
tendency to clM.'l it among fads, to regard it all one more of the new 
subjects that are over-crowding the curriculum. Even among superin-
tendents, gcneral teachers, and parents who are its friends, there is a 
lack of formulated opinion all to its value, and a tendency to throw 
r61Jpoollibility on the special teacher, and consequently there is lack of 
rit&l connection with other IIChool work. There is also no common under-
ltanding among special teachCrl! of the subject, and little intelligent and inter-
Mted dillCuMion in general educational conferences. Y ct statistics show that 
IIO-called Domestic Science, in BOrne form, is taught in the elementary schools of 
more than fifty cities in the C nited States, in high IICboo18 and manual tr~in-
ing IIChoo" lIupported by public funds, and that it is established in an 
increasing number of State agricultural colleges and univel'llities. There are 
hundreds of teachel"ll at work at good salaries, and IIChools of pedagogy and 
technical IICbooll are ..-nding out more workel"ll each year. Hence the 
IIChoolman who takes time to consider the situation finds hiDll!Clf confronted 
br an extfll,/)rdinary economic incongruity, the expenditure by School Boards 
o public funda for maintaining a lubject about which they know little or 
nothing. Thf' PI1l'pOll6 of the report is to present the whole matter to 
principalll and general teachel'll for dillCU88lOn, by defining the subject, 
formulating a statement of ita educative value, and IJfoposing' definite 
CODI'IIClI of study. It, therefore, propounds the problem What is Domestic 
Science and Art, or Home EconomiC8 l' Here are varioU8 household arts, 
luch aa preparation of food, making of garments and household articles, 
and keeping of tbings clean. In carrying on certain of these pJ'OCe88e8, 
particularly cooking and cleaning, we are working with forces outside our-
aelve-, and when we ask what these forces are, and how they behave, we 
dillCOver that here in these mattei'll of daily life we are applying the 
principles of chemistry, physica and biology. In other prOCe88e8, such as 
aewing, wearing, and baaketry, we are dealing with form and colour and 
so are applying the fine arts 1U the home. Per Ie, then, broadly speaking, 
our subject is one form of applied science and art . 

.. But home economiC8 is more than the apl.lication of lICience and fine arts 
merely to the end that certain resulta may be correctly reached, or certain 
article!! artistically made, fot we must coDllider the place of thCfle arts in 
the lOCial order, and this brings U8 immediately to the thought of the home 
and its conduct; tIu MIM, (U tlu I'ltlCe where fk individual u given lUCk 
,.hy.iral ,nul ethU:al ,urruundingl, tlutt he u mnde an e(fecti/Je humn,n being ; 
'h~ ,,·wlllrl of tlu Ivnne, on tI,e matn'ial .ide, (U the laking to produce fk 
"'III rurJu with the iM.lJt trpendiJ7ITe 01 eTleT'fI1/, material, time, and 11W1U!JI. 
Here we have reached the study of economics; the economica of home con-
8umption. To lum up the whole ma~ tnen, our subject coU8ists of 
certain bou.'!Chold arts and actirities, on a number of sciences, and 
leading to the study of economics." 

The ~port next discnaaea the value of the subject, which it presents 
from tbree pointa of view j that of 8OCiety, of the individual, and of the 
IIChool in ita attempt to ~ra1U the individual for hiffillClf and for aociety. 

.. • • • Does 80Ciety aa a whole show any needs that such a study would 
meet and aDllwer f Surely the most casual Itudent of present BOCIaI con
ditioU8 mDllt see that a large proportion of our population, both rich and 
poor, is in a poor physical condition, and that there is in consequence great 
economic waste; for lack of rigQIlr means lack of effective accomplishrilent;. 
and also makes necessary large expenditure for remedial measures. With 
Letter IIhelter, food, water, ventilation, rational cleanlintllllland properclotbing, 
a check wollld be placed on this enormOD8 waste. more real work would be . 
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'd) Resume done, and there would be fewer patent foods, medicines, and hospitals. An
',f· Rel?Ort on othercommon waste is through poor huying and extravagant use of materials. n 

'eathm of "To what," it continues, .. are these things due 1 Doubtless to many 
lou~eh~ld influences, but potent among them are two: (1) I!morance of women on these 

·rconomics points in the management of the household; and, (2) Ignorance of men and 
fhird • women together in the management of that larger household, the city. 
'onference) (1) Domestic and ecollomic conditions have greatly challoaed during the last 
~nt'nued half century, and while men have met such changes in their business lives 

. and adapted themselves to tbem, women go on in many. respects in the ways 
which were adequate in the day~ of their grandmothers, but which are far 
from sufficient now. A"aain, the daughter from the family of small mean'! 
must often take her place as a breadwinner outside the home, and the child 
of well-to-do par~nts -i~ absorbed in her school life. Both. equally. enter 
upon their married life with little or no knowled"ae of the business of house
keeping before them. (2) If all our citizens, both men and women, 1\·ere 
alive to the physical and economic evils consequent on bad building, im
perfect water supplies, defective disposal of wast~ and dirty streets, these 
things could not exist. No political organisation could hoodwink such 
intelligence into surrender of the right to sanitary surroundings. The 
teaching of Home Economics should go far to correct these errors, for it 
emphasises health as a normal condition, and gives knowledge of the 
physical conditious that will maintain this; emphasises the home as the 
unit of society, and the management of the home as a business needing 
brain and special training; shows how, on the economic side of marriage, 
the wife is the business partner, that her part as spender and manager is 
no less important than the husband's as earner, and that he cannot succeed 
if she fails to meet her obligations. II 

The Report next dwells upon the educational advantages to the individual 
consequent upon a right introduction of the subject into the school time
table. " Experience olfers evidence that children gain increa.."6d power of 
muscular control and ex pre.~ion throngh the hand work: they become 
self-reliant and useful to others by the capacity thus evolved, while the 
variety of occupation is not only 8,,"Ieeahle at the time, but c'lnduces to 
their social value. The subject also affords excellent opportunities for the 
development of the relating power, that is, for tracing cause and effect, and 
for the reali&atiou that successful practice depends upon a firm grasp of 
underlying principles. Luck becomes a myth; judgment as to time is 
developed, and good taste is formed in regard to colour and form, in 
furnishings and clothing. It bt,comes apparent to the most self-willed 
child, that in dealing with materials and forces it is llot as till! please, but 
a,g natUl"e pleases, and to control her we must obey her. While, at first 
sight, it may seem a small matter for pupils to make a loaf of good bread, 
yet see what it involves. They are free individuals and may do as they· 
please. They may please to pour boiling water on the yea..~t, forget the 
salt, refuse to make their muscles work effectivelY:t let the dough stand a 
length of time convenient to themselves, and fait to manage the oven 
dampers; what then' Nature has gone quietly on her way and returns to 
them their just due; their own careless, irresponsible selves expressed in 
a soggy dark, sour, ill-shaped loaf of bread. We have here in concrete 
terms the whole matter of the limitation of the individual by his environ
ment. Through a series of such experiences there comes an understanding 
of what law means, and self-control, obedience, and freedom •••. Taking 
the thought and hand work together, the subject gives the school a field 
where the knowledge and powers ~ed in other subjects may be applied 
to practical ends; and conversely, It stimulates an interest in other subJects. 
This idea of application is an essential part of the plan that aims to make 
a close connectIOn between school and home life." 

The Reyort proceeds to consider the ~neral order of the subjects 
included m Household Arts, and EconomIcs, beginning with the lower 

. elementary grades and running through the high school. Remembering 
the definition of the subject as a whole, as consisting of household arts 
based on several sciences and leading to the study of economics, the com
mittee recommend that as. in the lower grades, the child is interested in 
the mllre doing (the }llay element ~hould enter largely into his .activities), 



tbe art side alone sbould be given; sucb prores...<oes as sewing!. 1n'aving, (Ii) Resume 
l..,ketry and eooking may be used as .. forms of expres.. .. ion, with an of Re-eort on 
ooca..uooal sbort aeries of eooling lessons. .. In the epper Elementaryl the Teaching of 
acieatific aspect can be introduced; sewing. rooking, cleaning, can be ~ven Ho~bold 
in continuous COUNe8; the re&.iIOll8 why can be developed and priocl"les F.ronoruics 
establiahed. The economic &Spect also arises in the necessary deci"lons (Third " 
upon the best way to ca.rry on a proress in order to SAve time or strength, Conference) 
all other thiDgII beillg equal. or the best material to select for a given --<Oltti,u.tltl. 
purpoee. The ht'&lth aspect finds its place by a study of cleanliness, not 
"-erely,,, the c1ea.ning of things soiled hy ~ but. as the p~vision of 
.. l,"&n &lr, c1ea.n water, clean food., and good dnunage. In the hlgh school, ' 
th., at"ti"ities must continue, but are less prominent. therefore the scientific 
A-I«t Mould be further emphasised, and the economic somewbat fully 
de,'eloped. The definite subjects of study are food, in its relation to 
nutrition' clothing in its relation to health, and lIS embodying the beauti-
ful ; the bou:<o with its &r'tUtic and hygienic furnishill~, its sanitation 
and I'ractical nlan~eat· tbe he&lth of the household, lIS dependent 
on Il6I':OOIIai hygiene-this ~ould comprebeud the care of little children, 
as well as of those who are ill and injured. Thus, looked at lIS a 
whole, from the Primary Grad6S througk the High School, the subject 
is _n to develoll from the roncrete doing thro~b the scientific to the 
economic, but "ith no sharp dividing lines. This is not only the 
natunU unf"lding of the subject in it:gelf, but it meets the natural 
interest of the 11I1I'ii at each st.~ .. of his growth. }'irst. we like to d,\ ju"t 
for tlte 1,Ieasure of d(li~g t thea we ask why; and not until the mind is 
maturing do "-e care to babulce values, and judge of the worth of tbin~ in 
relAtion to each other; and here are the three l,hases of our subject. the 
art., the Ilcienoe, and the economic.· 

The Committee's next consldtll1\tion W".J.S the 1UT~'ement of d,-finite 
COli,.,..., where .. it is necessary to have in mind !'Ome of the pradl<"l\l 
difficlllti811 "hich ari.-oe in the arra~ment of an ideal course; and \iI'heN 
the ditfl."l'l'DCe8 of opinion which exist among tIIoughtful special teadlers 
Dl1l$t be c1t>&rly understood &lid be given due weight." These illdu.ie the 
problems of the school itself. .. Our first stumbling block is the fact that 
If "'e are to help the JlI&SS of our peol,le by mEllUlS of this subject, we Dlust 
do it in the eleruentary school ; and if the work is to have real social value, 
we mu,.t enforce there those economic aspects that in &II ide&!. scheme develop 
in perfecti('n in the high achooL The problem is to do this without over
cro,,'dillg the IIChooi course. to mue the work natural and interesting, and 
to avoid d~ati,.ing. Our aerond difficulty meets us in the high IlC.hOOI. 
In "pite of the nnmhers of manual trainiog high schools, and high schools 
~\;DI 80 aLlied English. acieatilic, or general courses, large numbers of our 
hi8h l'Cbooi pllpila are in college preparatory achools. The main pur
pose of the college prepuatory is to put the pupil into rollege, and • time 
IS worth £1,000 a mlDUte.' Of course, the m&llw training school gives an 
adequate amount of time to th. home sulUects; the • general' COUI1te may 
do eo, &lid becomes a bettt>r course in consequence; but the • college 
prep8rattlry,'-how can it r Wbat it can or can not do dellends on the 
dictum of the colleges. While it ill encouragin~ to note tbe broadening of 
entrance requirelilents, in general. there is nothing as yet that really touches 
thi." subject.. And is it not to these very girl~ 'rho are to spend fonr ~ 
as college stude.ots, removed from responsibihty as to home life, thac we 
need to give a bent toward th. thought of home as a field for tile Uge of 
their best powers I-

The opinions of special teachen are next taken into account. .. While 
thoughtful teachen are agreed as to tbe purpose of this work.·and have 
the same ends in view, it ill but natural tliat they should differ as to the 
form of the work. The main points at issue ooc:ur in the lower element
ary and in the high achooL There are BOme teachers who advocate, even in 
the firat, II6rond. and third years in achooI. continuous courses in cooking, 
and would. indeed, uve. it run thro~h every ~ of the elementary. 
Othen advocate an OOC&Slonal short 98n68 of cooking 1es.."Ons as expression 
work. !<pecially in connection with a study of primitill'e lire, equally with 
other lWId work. It ma1 be said for th. former tha.t they certainly ~uch 
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(d) Re!'4ume a large mass of children on the 'practica.l side, for the dropping out from 
of Report on Hchool soon belPns. Against this plan and in favour of the Ilecond, it may 
Teaching of be said that thiS form of hand work is in itself more difficult and better 
Household suited to the older pupils, and that the youngest pupils are not ready to 
Economics. grasp the principles that need to be developed. Again, economy of time 
(Th ird must be considered; a subject may be good, but others, too, are good, and 
(Jonference) each subject should claim only that amount of time that makes it effective 
--continued. in connection with others for the child's development, rather than for its 

own complete unfolding. It would seem that cooki»g and cleaning need 
not require so much time as this first plan involves, when properly com
bined with other household arts and with all other kinds of hand work. 
It must be added that such work in the lower elementary is new, and is 
carried on in few schools. It is fortunate, however, that both of these 
schemes are in actual practice and that experience will argue for or I\gainst. 
The difference in opimon as to the h~h school courses is in regard to thl! 
amount of practical work and its relation to the other work of the hiah 
school. One attitude is this: that the hand work belongs strictly in the 
elementary schooll beeause that is the time to develop self-activity and 
right h"blts of domg ; that if the household arts belong in the higll school 
at all, they should be at the minimum and in connection with some other 
subject, not in consecutive courses; as, for instance, in studying acids and 
hasCH in chemistry, baking powder could be made, and even baking powdllr 
Li~cuit; or. in physics, in studying siphonage, traps could be examined and 
cleaned. The main thought is to emphasise the scientific and ecmomic 
a~p3ct, by reducing the actual practice of the arts themselves, and by giving. 
thOde arts directly in connection with the scientific courses. Another pbn 
while emphasising and developing the scientitic and economic aspects, would 
retain the practice of the arts in continuous courses, running/aralIe) 
with the science and fine arts work, and closely connecte witll 
them. The advocates of this arran~ment feel that in this 
way the girl's nature and likings are taken mto account as they are not in 
the other. The first plan seems to assume a sudden change in the girl in 
p3.l!$ing from the elementary to the high school that really does not occur. 
Indeed, the first year high school girl is apt to be in a state of disorganisa
tion, and is in the high school rather than of it, so far as seri()us and 
th"u ~htful work is concerned. She cares little for science per se, and 
nothing for economics, but is delighted still to lIlanl prepare, and serve a 
lUeal or trim a hat. Shall we not take her as she IS, give her what she likes 
to do, and lead her through that doing to -see what liCH below it, and so 
develop her interest in science and in greater things 1 While the former 

• plan. may b,~ the ideal one, the real girl seelUS to demand its modi-
ficatIOn. • . . .. 

To facilitate the criticisms and su~gestionswhich it was the object of this 
Report to provoke, several tabulatea schemes are included, illnstrative of 
these various stages and methods of treating the subject. Its comprehen
sive character is further emphasised by the following extracts: "Certain 
practical considerations will suggest themselves as to the teaching I'taff, 
equipment, and cost of materials. First, as to the teacher. It is being 
demonstrated in a few sc~ools ~hat in the lowest ~es t~e general 

. teacher can carl7 on the various kinds of hand work Without difficulty or 
overcrowding. In the 7th and 8th Grades it is desirable to have a special 
teacher for hou~ehold arts, but teachers can be found who are able to 
combine the various kinds of work. In the high school, if the course is 
well developed, running through two or three years, and with large numbel's 
of pupils, more than one special teacher is proved to be necessary ; and, so 
far, there seems to have arisen a natural division between the honsehold 
arts that lean. towards the sciences and those that lean towards the tine 
arts. 

" Next, equipment and material. Up to the 7th grade most of the work, 
such as weaving, basketry, and se~g, can be carried on in the ordinary 
schoolroom. If cooking and cleaning are introduced below the 7th grade, 
some small amount of equipment is necessary. This, however, can be pro
vided at a cost of from $ao to $100 (£6 to £20) for fifteen to twenty 
children, and may consist of two or three work ta.bles, a few gas I'toves, and 



utensil..!, and & cuplxoard for utensils and necessary food materials. Below 
the 7th grade the cost of all kinds of materials per child is from two to 
three cents (ld. or Hd.) per lesson. For the work in the 7th. and 8th. 
grades, where cooking, housekeeping, and eleaning are taught, an extra room 
and lpecial ,uipment, costing from fiiOO to $1,000 (£100 to £200), 
are necessary. n these grades cost of material for cooking and cleaning is 
four to five cents per child per lesson. In the high school cost of equip
ment will depend on the nature of the work. as indicated above. Equipments, 
ranging from '1,000 to '1,500 (£200 to .£3(0), and even more, are 
put into our lI1lUlual training schools, but effective work can be done with 
an equipment at '1,000 or less. But when the amount of money ex
pended 18 too small, results must be unsatisfactory. The conditions are 
80 variable that no fixed standard in equipment i>l po::;sible. Apparatus 
should be good in quality but not exc8>lSive in amount. If too meagre, 
the lI'ork iB restricted, and pupils do not learn the principles or value 
of good tools. If too elaoorate, ingenuity is not developed, and ex
trav.nt standards are established. Cost of materials, too, is variable. 
MlarleB of Rpecial teachers in elementary grades are $600 to $1,000 
(.£120 to £2(0) a year; in high schools, $800 to $1,800 (£160 to 
.£3(0); thiB will vary in dilft'l'ent localities, depending on cost of living 
governed by local conditions." 

In conclusion, this suggestive and well-considered Report declares that 
.. Good tflaching of thiB Bubject is based upon the same principles as ~ 
teaching of other subjects, and the work should be in the hands of tramed 
teachers, not of thoee who are familiar with the practical side of the 
subject only i" while, with compulsory briefness, it touches on the qm·.stion 
as to the d6lllrability of giving Home Economics to boys. "So far, boys and 
girla have shared in Buch work in the lower elementary grades, and in one 
school in the upper elementary also. Usua.lly in the upper elementary 
the boys carry on heavier work iu place of the domestic arts, and follow 
this by metal work in the high schooL It seems necessary that boys as well 
&8 girls should understand hygiene and food values and their practical 
applications. If they do not share the household economic work with the 
glrl~ llrovi.!ion should certainly he made-for thi.'1 in their study of science, 
IJ6llrlJlg in mind the responsibilities they &>!Sume la.ter on iIs fa.thel'li, 
householdel'>l, or members of civic council:!." 

The consideration as to how far boys' education should Influence 
mclude some introduction to the subject of Home Economic."I; of Lake 
and, in the event of its educational and sociological values Placid Con
being recognised, to what extent and in what form it should (fere) Conee• 
be ed h d 

.•. a neem-
present , 1\8 assume some {lronunence m certam ing the 

minds, whose opinion is respected m the United States. importanee 
Whether it be the immediate result of the co-educational of home 
teaching of the elements of Physiology and Hygiene during the ro1!U!cs 
first 7 or 8 years of school life, or whether the prevalent a:es 
determination to attain the premier position among nations be . 
the incentive, a realisation is evident on the part of both sexes 
that each is intimately connected with and responsible for the 
:llaintenance of the conditions essential to a healthy life. Some 
credit for this evident impulse to improve the conditions of 
home life is probably due to the State Board of Agriculture at 
Washington, which has carried on, for many years, true 
missionary work alonO' lines at once simple and .3cicntilic, by the 
gnltuitous diffusion 01 sound knowled~e on the subject of food 
and diet in relation to the health of human beings. Then the 
desire to purify municipal politics, and to secure to each citizen 
in fact th8.t which the constitution accords to him in theory,may 

~~ B 
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also account for the growing appreciat.ion .that mere election b,r 
popular vote to a position of authority' does not carry with It 
mnate qualifications for the responsibilities assumed, ~ that 
previous preparation is demanded by honesty, if by no other 
motive. co Municipal Housekeeping," in whicli men play by far 
the more prominent ~rt, is a common topic just now in many 
parts of the United States. As a conseguence, opportunities 
have already been provided for students of 60th sexes m Colleges 
and Universities to follow courses in sanitation, chiefly in 
connection with the study of Sociology, Bllcteriology, Household 
Science and Architecture. These assume that both have alremly 
received a slight, though practical, foundation in the elements 
of Hygiene in the Grade and High ilchools, where, obviously, such 
preliminary instruction is of great moment. As a matter of fact 
well-nigh every child does receive some teaching in the subject, 
but the time available is often limited, and the lessons may he 
not alone purely theoretical but confined to a "ery narrow 
presentation, so that at mORt, but a slight conception of its 
myriad ramifications through the whole structure of life is 
formed. It is against such unsatisfactory, contracted, lopsided 
teaching, that the Lake Placid Conference enters a protest. Two 
points liitherto often overlooked in the framing of school courses 
have been, the desirability of linking school and home life with 
ties of mutual interest, and the \IDrecognised importance 
attached by children to subjects included in their school 
programme. If home and the conduct of daily life be ifo{Dored 
by the teaching staff and find no place in the weekly studies, the 
scholars are apt tacitly to assume that they are of no account, 
that training in right methods is requisite orily in school subjects, 
and that household duties do not demand, or are not wortli, the 
exercise of qualities studiously cultivated in school practice for 
use in other phases of future bfe. Possihly these thoughts, too, 
as well as tlie point of early leaka~ from school, were in tho 
minds of those respl)nsible for the Ueport from which I hAl'e 
qU(lted at such lengtb. 

As has been pointed out, the Lake Placid Conference conceil'cs 
of Home Economics as 0. subject well-nigh as all-embracing as that 
comprehensive term, Hygiene. That thIS influence and tliese con
ceptions carry social weight is apparent from their echoes in the 
toll owing' quotation from a pamphlet on II Domestic Economy," 
widely CIrculated among, and approved 11Y, the Ohio }'ederatioll 
of 'V omen's Clubs, which numbers many tbousllnd members. 

"The qUl'stion is fr8l1uently asked-' What is llIeaut by Domestic 
Economy" and the answer is confidentl)' given-'Cooking and Sewing.' 
Such a oonception is pitifully narrow. If dom&ltic economy spans no 
broader horizon than this, there is just rea.~n why educators should stop 
and count the cost, but cooking and sewing are only small parts of tho 
subjl'ct, as are carbon and hydl'Ogl'n small parts in the science of chemistry. 
To those of us who have most studied tlie subject, it is as broad as the 
world and as vital as life. • •• By political economy or national economy is 
meant all that bears most intimately upon state and nation: domestic 
economy then shollid include at: that heal'll upon home life and hunlan 
develoJiment, and if this ill true it is the nucleus of every other 00011('111)' in 



the world.. No oloo 01' ism but tonehea it. History, science, literature. 
~ and economics are part and pure! with it. and link us to the 
pas&. An ia the stimulll8 to greater .... uty and tnJ.er ideals fOl' to-day, 
and eocioloo and religion are the beaeoo lights for the future. . .. De1l"ey 
8a)'ll,'Afw all, lif. ia the great thing, the life of the child, not more than 
the life of the man,' and domestic economy means the conception and 
mainteDanc:e of life at ita best. Ita whole aim should be to create the best 
~hildren, to plate them in the safest environment. and &0 so train them that 
they shall develop into the most perfect type of men or women, physiailly, 
mentally, and mOrally. • •• To acromplish the ~ result help must 
(ome from all sides, the ward achooI has its particular field, the high school 
may adVUK'e the work, the college and university must train the leaders, 
but t.ck of all must stand the home and the men and women who are 
bearing the burden.a of life to-day. When the parents of our coun~ are 
COD"rinced that a training for &he most practical and sacred dnties of life is 
DWdful for the tnJ.ee& development of their children, then from educators 
and at&te8men will come a response &0 their call . •• An impro~ bome 
life ia perhape not all that is neoess&l"f to hn=. bnt if mothers and 
teachen 1i"8le better informed concernmg the needs of the human 
heing, the result would be a enperior nwe of men. From no source but 
from the homes can a DAtion recruit her citDans, and upon the training of 
her girIa depend these homes.. • • • We are yet &0 learn that there is 
power in correct living, and that nothing which pertains &0 life is trivial 
01' unimportant.· 

The ~ual formation of an intelligent public opinion on this 
subject. the promising growth of popular support in £!.vour ot 
its edUcatiOlW developments. are aSSlSt4ld by the action of this 
and other State Federations of Women's Clubs, and also by the 
influence of the National Household Economic .Association, the 
Women's Educational and Industrial {"nion, the Association of 
C.ollege AlllIllrue, and similar bodies. • These social organisations 
have done goo4 service, not alone in the direction of securing a 
recognition of the school value of Domestic Science, but bv the 
fact that the grotwds upon which their advocac.r is based is a 
realisation, by their members, of their own defective knowledge 
in this respect and of the price paid by those deptllldent upon 
them for their needless and costly ignorance. _ 

Allusion has alreadl been made to the three classes of opinion Three 
held and 8lIp~rted m the States as to the character, position. Schools of 
and methods to be employed in the tea<·hing of Domestic Science ~ 
or Household Economics. each of which finds representation in Science 
diJlerent cities and in schools of various types ana grades:- Teaching. 

1. The utilitarian {l&rty, who desire to secure instruction (or 
girls in cooking, se1i"l.Dg, cleaning and the elements of house 
sanitation, with the sole view of preparing the home makers of 
the future for the duties which will devolve upon them; and 
by this means to raise the standard of health and happiness 
amoog the people. The supporters of this opinion ask, therefore, 
that practicit.l work in domestic subjects shall be included at an 
age which shall secure its advan~aes (or all girls before " leak
~oe· sets in, and that the courses shall bear as directly as may 
be upon the immediate economic necessities of the pupilS; 
facility of accomplishment being more emphasised. than reasons 
for results gained. 

• See Pan ilL of Report. 
B2 
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2. Thellanual training advocates, who hopefully anticipate 
t.he attainment of two, or even three, ends; viz., the acquirement 
of such desirable fa.(lulties as quick observation, rapid correlation 
between hand and eye, carefUl precision and skilled fingers, by 
means of and coupled with increased command of the household 
arts. In addition tbey hope that a realisation of the dextelity 
and thought demanded by right manipulation will lend new 
dignity to the materials employed and to the home in which 
they find their natural place. 

3. Those who .have recognised the real educational import
ance of the subject in all its fulness and scope, when Judi
ciously introduced into schools, quite apart from immediate 
utility or from the possi.ble acquirement of manual dexterity. 
The supporters of tliis view consider the former conceptions 
incomplete, possibly mistaken, estimates of its real worth. To 
them Its value lies in the field. it offers for the application of 
scientific knowledge and for the exercise of the arts; in the 
strong social links it forges between school and home life at an 
early period; in the dignity it attaches to domestic matters at a 
later stage; and in the introduction which it involves to 
economic and sociological problems, when studied in its entirety 
by more advanced students. 

Diversity of It will be well at this point to draw attention to, and to lay 
~duh~oI?al emEhatic stress upon, the fact that no generalisation can be 
~t t? S In safely made upon educational methods in the United States. 

c lce. The elasticity permitted and independence possessed lead, as 
one result, to a diversity of detail in each city, often in each school 
of a city. This, while beneficial to those immediately concerned, 
is bewildering and discouraging to a "foreigner," who desires to 
fotm and to record an accurate conception of which method, 
among many, yields the most satisfactory results. It is 
possible to broadly classify the objects in view as utilitarian, 
manual training, or educational; but, in practice, the line of 
division is rarely defined with absolute clearness, and exceptions 
would almost equal the number which conform even to a very 
broad rule. 

Under one or other title, and to a greater or less extent, 
Domestic Science finds a place in every type of educational 
institution. These may be classified under the main divisions 
of I. State Institutions, sUPEorted by taxation and controlled by 
the people, at which attendance is gratuitous ; and II. Private 
InstItutIOns, endowed by individual munificence, independent of 
popular control, at which the payment of fees is required. 

The accompanying table will serve to convey some idea of the 
diversity of practice which obtains in Grade and High Schools 
with respect to the teaching of even two branches of Domestic 
Science. The particulars are adapted by kind permission fi'om 
.. Teachers College Record," for November, 1901, which contains a 
mass of interesti.ng details upon the subjects therein grouped as 
Manual Training. 
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Grade School •• High Schools • 

L n.ln .IV . v.1 VL - VIL vln . IX . I. II. :UI . IV. 

Lewloton. Me. s.-is:- I--

:: 8. 8: B. B. ' B. 

~:'t!:,I."il!.~ ... 8. 8. S.Ck • Ck. Ck 
S. S. S. Ck. Ck. 

Conoord. )laoa. • 8: 
8. 8. B. 8. .. 

Dedham. M ..... 8. 8. S. 
Yall River. lllllllL • 8, 8. 8. S. 
'itch burg. M..... • 8: s. s. 11: '",: 
Medford. MIIIIIL • 8. S. 8. Ck. 
Natick, Haaa. • • i: 8: 8: 8: 

B. B. S. .. 
S:Ck. 

, .. 
N. Eaatou. M..... • B. S. S. S.Ck. 
Waltham. III ..... · .. .. .. .. S. S. S. S. Ck. tk. Hartford. Ct. • 

~:Ck. S:Ck. Ck. S:CJr. 
. ci, Ck . 

N~ .. Haven. Ct. • • .. cli:. Bingllampton, N. Y. • .. 
"': . 

a:Ck. 
BrookliD, N. Y •• .. S.Ck • 

M.T.R .• 
Brooklyn. N. y" Pratt .. .. .. .. s. S; S. Ck. 

Inatitutc. 
ItIt ..... N.Y.· •• 8: 8: 8: 8: 8: s. s. S. 
Jamestown, N. Y •. B. S. Ck. 
No .. York. N. Y. • 8: s. 8. S. 8.Ck. 
Newburgh. N. Y. • S. S. s. 

S:Ck. S:Ct. 8yracuae. !'r.Y.. • 
"': 

8.Ck. 
Ck. Utica, N.Y •••• 

8: 
s. Ck. Ck. 

Yonkei'll. N.Y .•• 8: 8: 8: 
s. Ck. iI: iI: iI: it Albury Park. N. Y. S. 8. B. iI: iI: 

Atlantic City. N. Y. 8: 8: 
8. S. ~. iI: S: S: S: Camden N.Y ••• 8: 8: s. S. B. S: 

Cape May. N.Y. 8. S. 8. 8. 8. s. 
~~~ft:J.\r.Y~· : · 8: 

8. 8. II. S. S. 
S. 8. S. B. B. .; 

Hacken_k. N.Y.· B. B. B. S. B. S: Ck. Hoboken. N. Y.· • .. .. .. .. S. S • 
llonlelair N. Y. • S. s. 8: Ne .. ark, N.Y. • • .. .. .. .. s: 8. 

8. S: S~ S: Fout Orange. N. Y. .. .. .. .. B. S • 
Orange. N. Y. • • 8: B. B. S. S: .. . Ck. Ck. 
South Oranlle. N. Y. .. 8: 8. s . 8. 
P ..... I •• N.Y ••• .. B. 

il. 
Ck • 

Summit, N. Y. 8: Wilmington. Del •• 8: s: 8: Ck. Ck. COlumb .... O ... S. , 
Cloyelaod, O. • • • 8. B. Ck. Ck • .. 

Ck. S: Toledo. 0 .• Uk T.B .• .. s . a: s. s. Ck. Ck. .. 
Champal'r.1' IlL • • .. 8. S. S. Ck • 
Chicago. II.· ••• .. .. .. .. S· S: 
Chicago. F ....... Bchool a: s: i: 8: s: s. 
Chicago, 10 .. loh Fr. S. S.Ck. S.Ck . .. 

School. 
Mlnneapolb, Mlno. S. S. S. Ck. Ck. S: S: Kan ... City. Mo • s: a: s. B. B. Ck. Ck. .. S: 

cli:. 
Monomlnee, WIL • B. S. B. B. S. S. .. Ck. S. Ck . 
Oohkoek, WIL . · .. " .. .. s. S. S.Ck. S.Ck. .. S.Ck. S.Ck. S.Ck. S.Ck • 
Carthage. Mo. .. ., 8'. 

I, B. 
)loberly. Mo. • • • s: a'. Ck. IJellypr. CaI.M,T.H.8, a: a: a: s: Ck. Sao Francloco, Cal. . :i .. .. .. 

S: S: cli:. San Fran.llOO. School 
of M .. II. ArtL 

Note.-The above particulars are derived from "The Economics of 
Handwork in Elementary and Secondary Rchools" by Louis Rou;ztion, 
Table A. "Manual training subjects given in the various school years ill the 
schools enumerated." 'J·eadi.era College Record, vol. 2, No.5, November, 
1901. 

S.-Sewing. Ck.-Cooking. 

If, fo~ cOI?-venience sake, the broadest English definition of Use rI. the 
Domestic SCIence be employed throughout this Report to cover term . 
the topics which that subject comprises in this country, it will ~i:es:lC 
be found to include the greater part of the ground occupied by c . 
the different designations of which use is innde for describing 
the same Ruhjccts in the United Sta.tc~. I shall therefore com-
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prehend the following su~iects under this generic-term-when
discussing their treatment and position in all grades of educa
tional institutions, where they appear variously grouped under 
the heads of Manual Training, Domestic Sciences, Domestic Arts, 
Household Economics, PhyslOlogy and Hygiene, and Sanitary 

_Science:-
(i.) Cookery. 

(ii.) Needlework. 
(iii.). Dressmaking. 
(iv.) Millinery. 
(v.) Laundry work. 
<vi) Housewifery (which includes purchase of commodities). 
(vii.) Elements of Domestic and Personal Hygiene (including 

house sanitation). " 
(viii.) Care of young children. 

A number of specimen schemes and syllabuses, tYJ?ical of 
Domestic Science and Hygiene courses and methods ill each 
grade of institution are included in the t.ext and in the Appendix. 
In the course of my comments upon these, I shall endeavour 
to give a just view of the present position and treatment of 
the sUQject, though time and space forbid the inclusion of much 
suggestive material. 

In conclusion, concise allusion is also made to the problems of 
domestic service; for these, it is anticipated that at least partial 
solution may result .from the educatlOnal efforts recorded in 
the following pages. 

The Report is sub-divided as follows :-

Part I.-State Imtit'Utions. 

A.-Primary and Grammar, or Grade Schools. 
B.~High Schools. 
C.-Colleges. 
D.-Normal Colleges. 

rart II.-Privatelmtitutions. 
r 

A.-Kindergartens, Primary and Grammar Schools. 
B.-HiO'h Schools. 
C.-Te(~hnical Institutes" 
D.-Women's Colleges. 
E.-Universities. 

Part Ill-Social Agencies for the Promotion, of Domestiq 
Science Teaching. 

A.-Women's Cluhs. 
B.-Philanthropic Agencies. 
C.-Summer Schools. 
D.-Universit.y Extension . 
. K-The Domestic Serviqe Problem. 
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PART 1. 

STATE INSTITUTIONS. 

A.-GRADE (PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR) SCHOOLS. 

As the RepOrt is primarily concerned with State educational Domestic 
methods, this class of institution will be that first treated. Seie!lC6 

Domestic Science is frequently limited in the Grade Schools ~~~ht~n 
to the subject of cookery, and its accompaniment of the elements Grade 
of ~Ie!lning. Needlework is~ore ?ften inclu~ed under. ~anual Schools. 
Trammg than under DomestIC SCIence, and, 1D some CltIes, f,;g. 
Cleveland (Ohio), Detroit (Mich.), and Toledo, both subjects are 
classified under the former head. Laundry work has not yet 
found a place in elementary schools; a great prejudice eXIsts 
Against its introduction, in spite of home washing being t~e rule 
in most families, especially in cities where the industry has not 
heen absorbed by the Chinese. Housewifery, apart from that 
incidental to a cookery course, is rarely taught, but the inclusion' 
is contemplated of definite, teaching on simple house sanitation ; 
probably this is now a fact in Philadelphia. Considerable time 
and attention are devoted to the outlines of domestic and' 
rersonal hygiene, but as subjects apart from Domestic Science; 
they constitute the obligatory elements in the curriculum of 
practically all State elementary schools. Dressmaking and 
millinery are obviously too advanced for children in the grade 
schools, though the cutting and making of a simple blouse lends 
great attraction under some Boards of Education to the last year 
of the needlework course. The Care of Young Childrell is not 
usually dealt with at this period of school life. New York City 
is a direct exception to thIS rule, though incidentally scholars of 
both sexes get some insight into the subject, or, more precisely, 
gain some conception of the care necessary to ensure health, by 
means of repeatedly impressed lessons in the ele,ments of hygiene. 

t.-Cookery. 

Cookery is not yet an obligatory subject, linder every Board 
of Education, though it is. becoming so m the majority?f citi~s, 
all the result largely of the gradual removal of the dIfficulties 
which previously existed. 'l'he~e included paren~l.objections, 
want of' necessary accommodatlOn, or of appropnatIons for the 

Eurpose, and considerations as to suitable employment 'for the Gad' 
h'I h' . 1 . th . d 'Th' r es m oys w let eirgu compamons were us occuple . ' e which 

subject usually finds a place in the time-tables of the 6th or 7th generally 
and 8th ~des of the grammar schools, more generally in the taught. 
last two. As the age for compulsory school attendance is '5 
years, the average age when these grades are reached is 12 or 
13. Weekly lessons are everywhere the rule during one, or 
more generally two, school years o! _~ or 9 months eac~. - At 
J~ro()khne (Mllss), where mllnun1 trammg IInq the domestIC arts 
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were developed and made increasingly educational during the 
last 10 years of ProfessOt" Dutton's valuable service as Superin
tendent of schools, cooking is practised by the girls for 2 hoUl'S 
a week for three years m the 6th, 7th and 8th grades, and a. 
three years course is available also at Menominee lor girls who 
pass on to the high school. Here the last, or 8th grade, 
year in the elementary schools is devoted to the introductory 
stages of cookery, servmg, housekeeping, and house sanitation i 
the course being continued during the first two high school 
years. At Boston, Washington, Philadelphia, Toledo, and 
Chicago, the cookery course lasts two years, while in New 
York City it is confined to a year and a half, and at Cleve
land (0.), and St. Louis (Mi) to one school year. In these 
cities, however, the lessons are longer, 21 hours being the rule, as 
against the Ii hours at Toledo, Washington, and Chicago. 
Boston stands well with its 2 years' course of 2 hours lessons, 
but for the weekly loss of this half-hour at Washington some 
compensation exists in the small number ·(12) to wlllch each 
class is limited, which favours careful individual guidance and 
sUQervision. 

The number of scholars in. a class is as variable as the length 
of the lessons. It is influenced by several factors. One of these 
is the almost impossible task, in some places, of keeping pace 
with the growth of the school population. In New York City, 
e.g. (a recognised proportion of wliose children consists of very 
poor and ignorant emigrants). the Domestic Science Organiser 
(Mrs. Mary E. Williams), advises and sanctions classes of 40 or 
even 50 guls, in order to secure the advantage of some training 
for the largest possible number. The same cause and feeling are 
partially responsible for very similar conditions at Boston, 
though where possible the classes there are limited to 25, 
a~d an assistant is P!Ovided w~ere this .is not the case. 
Another factor appears m the relatlve proportIOn of boys to ~ls 
in any Earticular locality of a country where co-.education is the 
accepted custom; it is, for instance, responsible at the present 
time for the organisation of small classes at W ashin~on. 
though their small size is in part due to the fact that this Clty is 
characterised by its large number of relatively small schools, less 
crowded classes being the result. At Chicago. where the 
influx of emigrants is large. the size of the Domestic 
Science classes varies from 18 to 32. The average 
number in most cities is 20, and the general rule is indivi
dual work on the part of each child. Group work-two or more 
-is only introduced when the article does not lend itself to 
much subdivision, or when the principle cannot be illustrated 
without sufficient bulk. To this rule N ew York City, Washing
ton, and Cleveland are the three Erominent exceptions. In 
these cities one-third only of the girls do practical work, the 
remainder make .observations and take notes. Such large and 
numerous classes entail very heavy work on the teachers, 
especially where the work is individual. as at Chicago; here 
nearly 600 girls pass through the hands of ~ach teacher, 



weekly. allowing tor toW' 11 hoW' classes per day of 30 
girls each i the additional strain of sectlring a thorough .. clean 
"p" h» each clas,> during the already brief lesson involves 
hutch nerve tension and physical fatigue. The 2 or 2! 
honr lessons at Philadelphia, although they pertnit of the attend
dam'e of but a quota of girls t'rotn each school, reduces the 
nnmber of "'eekl,Y classes per teacher to 10, and the number of 
f'hildren to he tndividually known bv each teacher to about 
~OO. • 

It is of interest to note that in Philadelphia, cookery classes 
were first organised 15 years ago, in the Girls' High School; 
t.he experiment. pro\"ed so successful that in two years a place 
was found for t he subject in the grade school programmes; 
even now, it is only an .. optional," or .. elective," but, neverthe
lesR, yery popular subject. 

The system of" centres" seems general. These are attached .. Ce tre" 
in most instances to new schools, though the adaptation of Syst!m. 
basement rooms for this purpose is very common, in which case 
the light and ventilation are apt to be defective; still, great 
credit. is due to organisers and teachers 'for the skilful care, 
thought, and personal trouble they spend to make the best. of 
the second bESt premises. The Supervisor of Manual Training at 
Cle\'eland, Ohio (Mr. W. E. Roberts), has introduced a manual 
training centre method which presents various advan~ooes, and 
has the merit of not being extrav~crant. A kitchen for gu-ls and 
a carpenter's shop for boys are provided as an annex to the selected 
school buildings; the cost of building and equipment sufficient 
for classes of 20, respectively, aveI'll{,TCS £1.000; cloakrooms and 
sanitary conveniences are attached. Light, airy, suitably 
amLDged apartments are pronded, infinitely preferable to the 
more pretentious basement. rooms frequently allotted. to these 
purposes. This plan obviates the necessit,Y for outside ciass('S to 
enter the school building, and the proxinuty of the kitchen and 
workshop promotes mutual interest in each other's work among 
pupils who pursue all other studies together.· 

The number of centres provided in each city depends upon 
the time Domestic Science has been adopted as a scliool subject; 
whether it is required of all girls in the selected grades; upon 
the size of the classes; and last, but not least, upon the funds 
available for building and equipment. At Boston, where the 
subject has been taught many years, 22 centres exist, each 
attended by girls from 5 to 7 grammar schools; these centres 

• Significant of the strong develoJlment and recognition of the social 
spirit in the United States, is a plea.."IUlt little custom which prevails in 
the city of Cleveland for maintaining sympathy between boy and girl 
classmates. Permission is given at suiuhle mtervab for the interchaDge 
~f visits at tbe.."8 manual training centres. Simple hospitality is dispensed. 
in thelr kitchen by the girls, as on the (){'('8Sion of my visit to the Wade 
Park School. where preparations were in force to ent~rtain the boys with 
c:oooa and cake, prepared hy the young cooks. Later on the courtesy 
would be returned. by"an inVItation from the boys to inspect their work
shop, when each would present a small spocjlllcu of bis skill to one of the 
,gi rl vi~ito"'" 
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are convenient in situation, but many of them are only adapted 
rooms, basement or otherwise, though improvements now in 
progress will gradually re(>lace ~hese with. modem apartments. 
At Chicago, 1"here the subject was introduced in 1898, I found 
11 centres; the same stage of adaptation is being gone through as at 
Boston, with a like promise ofoett.er things, already fulfilled'in 
the newest schools. The accommodation, even with large classes, 
sufficed for less than one-half of those eli~ble to receive the 
instruction. At this date it is probably conslderably increased. 

Comparison with developments in New York City will 
exemplify .the rapidity with which these take place. In 1898 only 
4 cookery teachers w«;lre employed by the Board of Education of 
that city, though the 1!ubject had been tentatively introduced 
into the schools some years before. In May, 190i, the supervisor 
had 29 teachers under her charge, employed at 40 centres. 
There the basement plan does not obtain, but the kitchens are 
located on the topfioor of the 4. and 5 storied· buildings. This 
plan involves much stair climbing on all concerned, and on that 
account should be discountenanced unless lifts are provided, as 
is customary in High Schools when carried up to this height; 
in respect of light and ventilation such a position is admirable. 
Five ce~ltres suffice for the needs of a less populous· city, such 
as Toledo, in spite of cookery being obligatory on all girlS in the 
7th and 8th grades since 1899; previous to that date it was 
" elective." Spacious cooking" laboratories" are attached to the 
newest schools at Washington; hitherto, owing to want of space 
and the number of centres necessitated· by the small classes 
and numerous schools, private houses have, in some instances, 
been employed for the purpose, and are still in use; these are un
objectionaltIDder t~e exccpti~nable conditions ,!hich obtain there. 

The small detalls of eqUlpment are as vanable as those of 
all the other particulars recorded,but the broad general plan 
is' the same In all the cities I visited, or of wnolle courses 
I obtained reliable information. Even this, however, is subject 
~o !D;odification according t? th~ ~ethod employed, either of 
mdlvldual work or of practlCe hmlted to a small group, or by 
the funds at the disposal of the organisers. Illustrations convey 
the best idea of the prominent feature which most conspicuou_sly 
distin~uishes an American school kitchen, or "cooking laboratory" 
from the appearance familiar in England. It consists of a table 
of varying length and form; three sides of a square to accommodate 
20 students. as at the Pratt Institute amI some of the Boston 
school centres; or a short oblong, just sufficient for two, or at 
most four, workers, as at the Ohio State University, the Toledo 
Manual Training School or the Bradley Institute, Peoria, lll. 
Whatever the length, the table is usually of hard wood, from 
3f) inches to 33! Inches in height, about 25 inches wide, and 
calculated to allow from 25 inches to 33 inches per pupil 
according to size. I saw several instances where the front 
portion was wood, either plain, polished, covered with metal; 
slate or white glazed tiles, or coated with 80me vitreous 
preparation resembling glass. )11" Louis ROllbillion (Teachers 
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College, Columbia University) considers" that unglazed, vitrified, Equipment 
white tile laid over asphalted paper, bound at the table edge by -cQfl,ti'llued. 
a metal strip is perhaps the best, although somewhat expensive." 
At one high school each pupil is supplied with white American 
cloth to protect the poliShed wood; and an asbestos mat upon 
which to place her hot pans. The back half of the table may. 
or may not. be covered with sheet zinc; above this portion 
I'UIl8 an iron grid raised about 6 or 8 inches; this may be 
continuous the whole length of a long table or be fitted in 
sections of' 12 to 18 inches. It serves the dual purpose of" 
range which permits of individual cooking, and of a stand for hot 
pans; bunsen gas burners, or gas rings, are fitted underneath 
the grid, one for each pupil, and a considerable amount of the 
cooking processes are conducted by these means. When gas is 
not available, single burner oil stoves are substituted-one for 
each {lupil EaCh pupil's place, about two square feet at the 
table, IS fitted as fonows: Slid immediately under the top are 
two boards, one for bread or past1")', one for meat, etc., below are 
two drawers, the deeper one usually provided with one or two 
sliding trays. In this drawer is kept the small ware in constant 
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Fig. 1. 

PLAN SnoWUlG HORSESHOB AND GROUP ARRANGEMENT OJ' 
CooKING TABLES. • 

Figa. I, 2, S are reproduced by kind permiBsion from .. The Eoonomi06 of 
Manual Training," Teachers College Record. Vol. II., No.5, Nov. 1961. 
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use, generally two kniVell and forks, two tea-spoons, two dessert Equipment 
spoons, two table-spoons, two wooden spoons, two. plates. salt and -,.-cmuinued. 
pepper boxes, glass or lDetal measuring cup,- a small strainer, 
pattypans, and a box of matches. (Inexpensive appliances 
conducing to economic methods are freely provided, e.g., " soap 
shakers," costing 5 cents j these consist of a small wire soap box 
at the end of a long wire handle, they are used for the rapid 
production of lather j the smallest fragments can be utilised for 
the purpose without wetting the hands, while the handles 
J>rojecting from the :pans serve, upon occasion, to remind 
the careless that soap IS going to waste.) The equiJ>ment in 
hardware, always simple, is usually sufficient for 20-25 individuals. 
I saw instances of admirable ingenuity exercised by teachers 
to improvise a supply for the needs of individual work under the 
stress of the large classes in some cities; but a crowded class-
room is not the right opportunity to make such additional 
demands on an already hard-worked teacher, and the principle 
of demanding rcsourcefulness under such conditions cannot be 
commended. In the second and shallower table-drawer, note-
books. recipes. and so forth, are kept. Below the drawers is a 
metal bin, used for either flour or potatoes, and a cupboard 
which usually contains a granite ware and a tin saucepan, a 
baking-dish, one or two china howls of different sizes, and so 
forth. Between one drawer and the bin or cupboard is a sliding 
seat, of which prompt use is made, if a pause in active work 
occurs for the purpose of receiving directions from, or watching 
demonstrations by, the teacher. The dish-cloths, towels, etc., 
hang at one end of each table, while large utensils, such as a 
washing-up pan, hang generally at the other. 

----~~~----~ 
·The glass or metal cup measure is too prominent m all cookery teaching 

and recipes in the United States and Canada Dot to demandfuller dl'scription. 
It offen tho unquestionable aavantages of economical simplicity, cleanli-
nesJ and uniformity in practice, and when of glass leaves little to be desired. 
Its usual 8hape is 8lightly facetted; there are 4 broad and 8 narrow facets

l and each of the 4 hroad facets bears a scale on a different 8cheme or 
measurement, as follows :-

I. 

• pint even filII. 

110&. 

1~ 40E. 

S OE. 

207. 

10z. 

FACETS. 

II. 

Colfee Clip or 
2 Teacups. 

even full 
1 Tea onp. 
Wine glass. 

III. IV . 

Table spoonful. Sligar. 

Sugar. i Liquid. 501'.. 

4 I 8 " oz. 

~G 
_ 2 , " 
-1 --1-2 

300. 

2 oz. 

1 oz. 

The one measure can thus he employed for fluids and solids is unifoml 
throughout the rountry, and is the accepted standard upon which recipes 
an! compounded. 
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Equip~ent In s?me recently fi~te~ school-kitc~ens a sma.l). glazed earthen': 
-contmued. war~ ~~k finds a.plac? m each cooking table, eIther at one end, 

or dlVldmg the table mto two halves. More generally the sink 
accommodation is Jlrovided against an outside wall, and, in either 
case, there is a goou supply of hot and cold water ava.ilable. In 
other respects the fittings closely conform to those customary in 
this country, though occasionally a six-foot marble table is pro
vided for the makmg of pastry or of very refined dishes. The 
universal custom is to expose all pipes, whether for the supply 
of water or of gas, or f~r the removal of w~te. The plumbmg 
appears excellent, and, mdeed, needs to be, m a country where 
tlie climate necessitates the protection of soil-pipes within the 
dwellings, and where sanitary fittings are funllshed with far 
greater liberality of supply and consideration for comfort than is 
at present our habit. Pipes are usually J,lainted white, in a few 
instances they are of polished metal; WIthout exception they 
are well managed, so that, far from being an offence, they are 
pleasing to the eye, and contribute to cleanliness and convenIence 
of access. A coal range and a gas range with ovens are found in 
most schools; in Technical Institutea conveniences for cooking 
by electricity are occasionally provided in addition. An Aladdin 
oven is- -a frequent feature, and is found very useful for 
soup-making, or for processes requiring slow, steady and pro
longed heat. An ice-box of more or less pretension is considered 
almost as great, if not a greater, necessity than a coal range. 
Large cupboards are usually- fixed against. the walls; these are 
usually glazed. The" supply' cUJ.lboard contains the groceries,etc., 
in constant requisition, and speCimens of preserves, canned fruit, 
etc., often t~e·bandiwork of fo~er pup~; the c~~ cupb?~rd 
frequently displays a tasteful dmner and tea-servIce m additIon 
to bare IlCcessaries; these are used in. the "serving lessons," to 
.which marked attention is paid in all grades of cookery courses. 
In closed cupboards, or on open sherves below the china, are 
found the larger utensils in general use, and others more rarely 
required-stew-pans, double boilers, moulds, cake-pans, and 
cutters, ice-cream freezers, .mincing-machines, coffee-mills, etc. 
A third cupboard is often subdivided into lockers or s.malI com
part.ments; each member of each class has· one aSSigned and 
numbered, wherein to keep the cap and apron invariably re
quired to be worn during class-work. The making of these 
articles constitutes, I was often told, a foretaste of good things 
to come for small needlewomen, who thus anticipate during- the 
quiet hours of stitchin~ the future active pleasures to be enJoyed 
when young cooks. Charts and drawings find a place on the 
walls, and show the various cuts of meat, the proportion of 
nutrient properties contained in different foods,' and the aII;I.O~t 
of certain nutriments which can be bought for a. given prIce m 
different foods. 

A nice dining table, often with chairs en 8'Uite, is the rule, as 
an essential equipment of the table-serving lessons. ~ood 
napery is provided in addition to the special china mentl.One~ 
above. In many cases a recess, or a small separate room IS 
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attached and utilised as a dining room, a ~t feature being F4ui~ent 
made of t.&steful and suitable surroundings. The part of the ~Hltl •• ~ 
room in whieh the table and china are plaOOd is always notice-
able for some &fpearance dist.~G"Uishing it. from t.he" kitchen ,. 
air of the rest 0 the apartmenL I do not know how l\'idely the 
opinion of the very suCcessful Supervisor of cooking in one large 
City is held, but it. mav be partiallv responsible for the homelike 
atmosphere observable in IlllUlY o~ these school kitchens. She 
oonsiJers that the cookerv room should be the .. rosy corner" 
of a school, the place· for pleasl!nt surprises and little 
treats, to which a tired teacher or child can sometimes resort 
for a cup of tea or other light refreshmenL No doubt the 
e1a. .. ticity permitted to the schools under soee superintendents, 
and the invariable custom for all food cooked to be consumed on 
the a~~ usually on the spot, by the student responsible for 
the' are also factors of some account in this characteristic. 

In quite general use, too, are the sets of ndmirable wood 
blocks, first designed and Dloiule at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technologr, Boston, and now supplied by the Pratt 
Institute, Brooklyn. Of these there are three sets in all; the 
largest represents, iu blocks of various colours, red, blue, l\'hite, 
and ~llow, and ofnrious SIzes, the proportions of water (blue). 
proteid (red), fat (yellow), carbo hydrate (white). salts (grey), in 
the bones, muscle, blood, etc., of a full-grown man. These can 
be arranged in many useful ways; to illustrate, for instance, tho 
tl'Iwl4! amount of each constituent in the body, or the proporlion 
of each in blood, bone, or muscle; their superficial area is 8 inches 
x 8, and the total height 51 feeL The other two sets of blocks 
are much smaller-super6ci&l area,3t inches x 3i, total height 17 
inches; but made to the same scale of proportion they illustrate, 
respectively, the daily income and outgo of a healthy body the 
colours being similarly employed to those in the large body blocks. 
though others have to find a place-indigo blue for the daily in
take of ox~'~n, brown for the daily outgo of urea. and so forth.· 

Among 'ule specimen Grade &·hool Cookery Courses l\'hich I Typical 
have sdectro to include in this Report ale those in use in Xew Courses.. 
York Cit\", Toledo, and Washington. They show the scope and 
extent of ground co\'ered where the amount of time expended, the 
number of scholars in a class and the methods of practice are 
somewhat dive~; it must be borne in mind that all are subject 
to frequent reVISIon. 

In "Xew York City the course at present consists of (a) Xew 
'v,eekly lessons for Ii years; the num~r of children legally York City
allowed is 40, though, Ol\ing to the rapid increase of {'Opul&- Table I. 
tion, 45 and even 50 names ap~ on some rolls. It lS open 
to girls in tho 6th and 7th grades. In girls' schools. where 
the whole class follows the course, two-hour lessons are usual, -
but in mixed schools (bv far the more general), the neces-
sarily smaller class is nominally limited to Ii hours weekly, 
though, in practice. the principal usually succeeds in allowing 2 
hours for this popular lesson. 

-For details and COIlt of a Model Kitcla~-Nluipm~~ See -::.\Jlpmcfu~( 
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(,t.) New To secure a measure of uniformity among the teachers in 
Y nrk qity presenting both the sciemific and practical sides of their 
-cont~~ued. subjects, Mrs. M. E. Williams, Supervisor of Cookery, has prepared 

a comprehensive outline for their guidance, though great 
elasticity is allowed in the details and actual ground covered. 
She advocates the method of prefacing each new department of 
practice with one theoretical lesson; to embrace experiments 
which bear directly on the principle of cookery involved. 

This outline opens the course with instruction on air, fire, and water, the 
three essentials to life. Very simple experiments and demonstrations with 
air are carried out, e.g., testing it for carbon dioxide with lime water, sub
sequently comparing results with expired air and with that in which com
bustion bas taken place. A short study of combustion follows; the series 
of demonstrations being conducted with the aid of a candle and lamp 
chimney! wood blocks, cards, and lime water, and so forth. This introduces 
an exammation of the structure and management of kitchen ranges for coal 
and gas, time being devoted to the study of fuels, hard and soft coal, ga.~, 
kerosene, etc. Water and its most salient properties are then studied ex
perimentally, subsequently to which cleanliness and cleaning introduce the 
girls to their first elementary lessons on moulds, yeasts and bacteria: 
Natural and artificial aid" to cleanliness are illustrated by careful practice; 
the reason for each process and its constituent parts being carefully followed 
out. By this time it is anticipated that an intelligent, though, perforce, 
elementary insight will have been gained into' matte~l its nature, and 
changes; the importance of care and accuracy in details will have been 
impl'essed, while practical acquaintance will have been made with ordinary 
utensils and their uses, the principa,l methods of cooking and the accepted 
table of measures. A short time IS then devoted to a consideration of the 
elements composing the human body, and of the part played by food in its 
growth and repair; the subject of food principles being thus introduced. 
'I'hese are classified as water, protein, fats, c.'l.rbo-hydrates, and mineral 
matter. Simple starch foods are first cooked, the potato, cereals, wheat; 
then tissue building foods, as eggs and milk. Bread and bread stuffs follow, 
succeeded by meat and fish. The practice of frying and sauteing leads to a 
study of fats as valuable fuel foods, while the preparation of vegetables and 
fruits turns attention to', the acid and salt supplying foods. Throughout, 

• the experimental treatment and explanation of underlying scientific 
prinClples is consistently followed. For instance, at an early stage of the 
COUl"Me, a potato is subjected to very careful examination, and a rough 
analysis is carried out to find "what it contains," the iodine test for starch 
is taught, and the results compared with those obtained with solutions of 
sugar, cornflower, laundry staJ:ch and salt; the effects of heat on albumen 
are closely observed, and their applications are demanded; milk and flour 
are subjected in turn to simple analysis, and the rdsulti discussed from the 
points of view of cooking, nutriment, and so forth. Bread making serves 
to introduce the action of acids on alkalies, and, more immediately, of an 
acid on baking soda; indeed the study of baking powders is entered into 
at some length for the sake of its many le. .. sons. What yeast is its growth, 
requirements, producta, are all included under this study of bread. The 
principles of broiling, roasting, stewing, braising, frying, baking, soup 
making, are, of course, explained and illustrated in due order, and" made 
over" dishes, such as hashes, croquettes and minee, find a place. The 
practice of "canning" and preserving is made use of to present the germ 
theory and the efiects of moulds on food stuffs. . 

_ Near the end of the se~ond year the question is raised as to what cons~l
tutes a suitable diet, and experiments on cooked food with saliv~ pep'sm 
and pancreatic juice are carried out to demonstrate the processes of .dlgestt<!n. 
A short study of infant feeding and invalid cooking follows this physlO
logical teaching. The course concludes with the cooking and servmg of a 
simple, nutritious and economical diuner. 'rhe syllabus seems ~o me com
Ilrebensive, well-planncd, useful, and educational; infinite care IS taken to 
secure" intelligent doing," not mere mechanical practice. 
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TABLE I. 
~ HAMMAR SCHOOL COOKING COURSE, NEW YORK CITY, 1902. 

~:~~~ Scope ~f Canna. 

Le~gth of 
Co .. ..... 

T.o' .... . 

lI'lIurr YBAL 81!COMD YEAL 
Am.-Wby Important to life; relation ANIMAL l'BoTBIM.-Th""l'1 and prac· 

to oomb""tton. tlce. 

------1 lI'fRB.-Combnatlon; nIH; fuela, varia. BoILING AND PARBOILlNa.--I'ractice. 
tlea of, etc. 

Oradelll'(. 
audUL 

A_ .... 
IlL 

!hmberln 
c1_, MJ to 
Ii". 

°':J~~=t1::!r 
.ork. 

M""ROD.
Theory, 
oupport.ld 
b, •• peri· 
mental 
... mon.t .... 
tlono of 
uMerlying 
oclenUtlc 
prlnclpleo, 
precedea 
application 
In practice. 

Leuod., 1.-11 
bun,. 
weekly. 

RoASTIMG.-Theory and practice. 

W nBIL-Bo __ : characten; impuri. BROILING. _ Simmering; tbeory and 
tl.., etc. practice. 

CBBlIl8TRr OP CLEAIIIING.-Peraonal 
c1eanllneaa; hOWleuold cleanllneaa; 
aUb to ventilation, ounlljrbt.. dlBin· 
fect&nto: care of booda anl1 bedding, 
loon, wall.. cetllng.. cloaeta, trap .. 
pantrieo, Ice bo"88, diab to .... la, etc. 

IITBWING.-Theory and practice. 

BIUISIIIG.-Theory ~nd practice. 

FRIOASSEEIRG.-Tbeory lind practice. 

Ta. BUllA. BoDY.-Elementa compoa- FRnMG.-Theory and practice. 
Ing It, and ",bere obtained. MADIHIVBR DISHBS.-Tbeory and prac. 

tlce. 
'0011. - Ita function; food prln· 

clplea. SAudllm.-Theory and practice. 

Po1'.t.TOBS (apeclmen of treatment)-. 

TuIWRr.-Bi.tory; botany, note dll· 
feren... botw""n Iweot and .. hite 
potatoeo ; compoeitlon ; experlmont 
.bu.ln, water,.torcb teat.,colluloae, 
ul80f n.I""'*X>pe; drawing-plant, 
tuber, .torcb grain.; dlg",tlon of 
.torch; &allyery ,land.; action of 
&allya on llianda; teat &aliya wltb 
lItmua; pancreatic Juice; food 
value of .torch. 

PRACTlCB.-
Boiled } 
:.!~ Wblte, ... eeL 
Cream 

Compare nutritive .alne of &ame. 

CBRLU.S.-Theory and practice. 

BRBo\DI.-Theory and practice. 

Y.AIIT. - Botanical cl ... 18catlon; 
manner of gro .. Lb, .. Itb experlmenta; 
_ uf mlcroocope; drawlnp; fer
mentation-laotto, acetic. 

FISH.-Theory and practlee. 

SOUPS WITH STOCK. - Theory and 
practice. 

BBEP-TBA, JUICB EXTRACT.-Theory 
and practice • 

VBGBTABLEs.-Theory and practice. 

S.t.I.lDS.-Tbeory and practice. 

DRBSSIIIGS.-Theory and practice. 

DESSBRTS (.weeta).-Thenry and prac. 
tlce; method of treatment; their 
relation to food and diet; U18 and 
abuse; UB8 of fruita elone, and in· 
combination with, other material.· 
re&8On for the Indigestibility of pastry; 

:::':ia:.:"'....r.:!t::d=~ulteratl~n 
Cuatanl&-Practlce. 
BoulD~s.-Practice. 
Gelatine Jem ... -Practlce. 
Batter Puddlngo.-Practice. 
Cakea.-Practlce. 

8AI1CBS.-Practlce. 

C .... 'NI .. e AND PRunvIlIIiI.-Motbod 
'LOUL - Other ",hea' preparatlona; of treatment. 

tbeory and practice. 

PROTBIN.-Theory; dlgeltlon of; nnder 
whet oundltlooa mOIL ... lIy dlgeated : 
maatlcatlon; patrlc and Intaatiual 
dlpatlon; experimentl. . 

B008. - Theory and practice. 

TEA, CoPPKB, Coco.t.. - Theory and 
practice. 

MILK.-Theory; nutritive value; care 
::':'nt:!":ol"::!~~h~terlli.atlon, 

BU1TEa.-Tbeory and practlc~. 

CHB8SB.-Th~ry and practice. 

VBGBT.t.BLII CL.t.SSIPlC.t.1'IOII. 

GRRII THBORY.-Fonll!D matter In 
the air; dust, and what It contain.: 
mould .. ,-to, and bacteria; abow 
moulda on bread, lemon, che .. e, 
Jemea, etc.: fermented canned frulte ; 
lOuring of milk, IOUp., uncooked and 
cooked food, etc. : uae of microscope : 
food value of canned fmit. compared 
.. itb other fooda; practice; canning 
of fruito In ...... n; jelllea. 

J'RBEZING.-Thoory and practice. 

PHYSIOLOGY.-Alimentary canal; draw. 
Ing abo"inll &aUvery t!land. of canal • 
&aliva, gastriC juice, pancreatic juice: 
.. perim~n~ witb &aliva, pepain, and 
pancreatIc Juice. 

INV.t.LID COOKING. 

IMP.t. .. T FBEOlllG. 

c 
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(a) N~w Details are largely left to the' discretion of individual 
York <;:ity teacherll: e.g., in a Jewish quarter, special care is given to showing 
-:cQnt17lued. better lhethods of cooking th~ fish and coarser kinds of poultry 

which form the staple diet of" Hebrews," as well as the ri~ht 
methods of keeping lind preserving fruit and vegetables, whICh 
they consume in larse quantities; or, in an Italian quarter, where 
home made wine IS the rule, the {lrocess, conilucted under 
conditions of scrupulous cleanliness, is mtroduced into the school 
kitchen. , Habitually the girls .. can" and preserve fruit and 
veO'etables for use throughout the winter months. . . 
~he regrettable and very weakpointm this course is that so 

few pupils share in the actual practice work of eaeh lesson. The 
group method on a large scale is eom,Pulsorily adopted in all 
schooL'l, a:bout one-third of the girls dO!llg practical wor~; while 
the remamder tnake notes and observatIOns. 'The one-thIrd who 
are selected for the practice are subdivided into cooks, house
keepers, and scullery-maids, thus the actual number which 
handles the food is very small, and no one child carries throl1~h 
a dish fro~ first to List. This incidentally prevents also tile 
formation of a true estimate of the time necessary for a single 
individual to prepare either a dish or a meal, as the "house
keepers" are expected to eut ready to the hands of the II cooks .. 
all the material and utensIls they need at the very moment they 
are required, while the II .scullery-maids" remove and wash each 
article immediately after use, by which means the final clearing 
up is reduced to a minimum. The coincident demand upon the 
attention ,of the observers' is rather severe; they are expected to 
concentrate their minds for over an hour upon processes in which 
they take ,no active share. Excellent and most comfortable 
" tablet" 1lormqhaiirs were provided in the kitchens of the New 
York City schools I visited, but many children stood throughout 
the time.in order to see, as the large room had no raised gallery 
to facilitate observation. The supervisC)r is well awa.re of the 
disadvantage of the present system, but until far larger" appro
pria.tions" are made by the Board of Education neither stati'nor 
eql,1ip~ent Can be supplied on the'scale essential where individual 
worK at each lesson is the rule; mcanwhile Mrs. \Villiams 
believes that she docs the greatest good to the greatest number 
by pursuing the present' policy. The interest aroused among 
parents, the cordial support the), accord to the subject, and the 
facilities afforded to the girls for home practice, are all filCtOrs in 
the form~t!on of a public opinion wh~c~ will presentl~ in~ist upon 
the prOVISIOn of further opportumtlOs for each girl III every 
school. The system of alternate demonstra.tion and practice 
lessons, suchas is the rule in England, is'quite the exception in 
the United,~tates, evcn if it be anywhere found. In New York 
City it is the custom to deinonstrate part of the time more or 
less' oatly in the col1rso,bilt only to do so just enollgh to seCllre 
right: Inanipulation at each step by uotYinllors. In tho l' broad .. 
losson, for example, the teacher wOll15 bogin the kneQ.dinS'; if 
II omelet.tes" be the subject she would make one first; but if the 
process be simple, the girls would carry out the whole under her-

.I"J \ 
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direction. and this is the ordinary pLW· 'with lessons on the la) New.: 
cooking oC vegetaLles; or the. broiling and roasting oC meat, etc. York <?ityed 
Yarks are given (or conduct; no examination is heJd, kno~ledge ---ro1&tUtM • 

bein~ tested by the prevalent custom oC revision. It is usual to 
inqUIre and to recoru which girls have practised at home what 
has been learnt at previous lessons, and. samples oc. home work, 
to which special encouragement is given, are orouaht hlibitually 
Cor criticism or approval Experience shows that 'home applica-
tions are general. even in well-tcHlo homes where competellt 
llervants are kepL 

High qualifications are demanded 01 the special teachers; and .. 
it is proposed to insist in future upon a ·college degree, plus a 
spe<!ial course in cookery oC at least one· year.. Teachers must 
bd licensed under the New-York State Examination· Board. after 
pas&!ng a 8uc:cessflll qualifying examination, of which the follow
mg IS a specuncn paper :-

EXAYISATIOX FOR LlCEYCE TO TEACH cooK.i..XG . . . 

Ti"." lAm Aown. 
19th October, 1899. 

1. (a) Describe the 8tructure of a ooal range, stating the use of each p8rl 
(I,) l>eRcribe the operating of such a range. . 
(t') Dt>scribe your method of teaching the structure of a cool-nuige and 

. the use or its part&. . . 

2. Which is mnre easily digestible. Ii cmst of bread ,·ell browned or a 
boiled potato t Give reAAODS io full, indicating the chief physical, chemical, 
and physiological VI'OOe8lle8 involved. 

3. Deteribe YODr method of giving a lesson 00 meat lIOnp as regards (a) 
instruction, (6) laboratory management. . Give reasons. 

4.. (a) Classify the food principles.. 
(6) State the nutritive function of each food principle. 
(t') State with rea~ms the ~r.proximate proportion' of each food , 

principle iB the average daily ration. . 
5. DillCllllS impurities in drinking water' and in ice, treating Ca) their' 

kinds, (6) their lIOUree, (c) their effects, (d) household precautioDS or counte!"-' . 
agents, with reasons. 

6. (a) Show how in the matter of langwi.ge instrnctiou, the cooJUng 
teacher may co-operate with the regnIar teacher. . 

Cb) Su~ lpecimen themes for compositions drawn from your 
~~ . , 

(r) How wouid you correct such compositioWl r . 
(tl) What directions would you give reganiing no~taking and the 

keeping of note-books in Y0Dr c1a..."S r 
(t) Frame two arithmetical problems Inch as yon would give pupils 
. in connection with their cooking lesson: in measure and proportlOD, 

and in cost of food. ' 
7. (a) CIa.""'4ify the cooking pruces.'IeS y,itb ~rerence to the, DIOde 'of . 

applying heat. . . . . . 

(6) state the approrimaie temperature of the several pl'Oolel8e8. 
64110.. 02 
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(c) State in degrees Fahrenheit the _proper temperature for baking a 
loaf of bread; muffins; meat. Give reasons. 

(d) Give two ways in whIch the temperature of the oven may be 
approximately determined without the use of a thermometer. 

The salaries fot teachers of cooking and sewing are as follows: 
First year, $900 (about £180), with a rise of $100 (£20) a year for 
the succeeding three years, making a maximum of $1,200 (about 
£240). Supervisors of these subjects receive $1,500 (£300) the first 
year, and progress by annual increase of $100 to the maximum of 
$2,000 (about £400). The Supervisor in New York City sives 
personal instruction at the Teachers' Conferences on the division 
of the work in the different grades, and teachers are required to 
give, in turn, a lecture from some subject chosen from the 
excellent little manual in use, "The Elements of the Theory and 
Practice. of Cooking." Free use of the blackboard during each 
lesson is ndvocated, also composition and dictation lessons on the 
class subjects. In addition to the use by teachers of the State 
Board of Agriculture's Food Bulletins, Professor. Atwater's " Prin
ciples of Food and Diet" is employed as a reading book in each 
class ; Mrs: Williams also desires and ensures that pupils should be 
familiarised with quotations on cooking, cleaning, and housekeep
ing from the best authors, to emphasise the dignity of the 
subject, and to illustrate the high estimate attached to home 
life by the most eminent· writers. Valuable books of reference, 
both for teachers and pupils, are provided in the school libraries, 
and care is taken to keep these abreast of the progress made by 
investigation and research in this line of work. To afford useful 
stimulus and assistance to her staff the Supervisor periodically 
conducts parties of these special teachers to visit manufactories 
of food products, such as flour mills, cream of tart.ar works, 
canning and baking establishments, or tea and spice importing 
works. . 

In Toledo, cooking is an obligatory subject for girls of the 
7th and 8th grades of the grammar schools. The average age 
is 13, and the· average number 30 in a class; the otherwise 
excellent work being done has .its practical value seriously 
neutralised by the limited time allotted for the lessons .. One 
and a quarter hours ,Per week is the pel'iod assigned to all 
classes of manual' traming, and thougli this may suffice for 
deriving some of the advantage~ offered by sewing, chip-carving 
and carpentry, it is quite inadequate for cooking classes, where 
girls first receive a small amount of theoretical instruction, 
then prepare and cook a dish, and subsequently clear up' the -
utensils employed in the lesson. A one-year course of 2! 
hours weekly lessons, such as is provided in Philadelphia, is on 
many accotmts preferable to half the lesson period for two years, 
as is the case at Toledo. The syllabus finds a place in this 
Report for two reasons--(l) Because the City Superintendent 
of' Instruction states that; in spite of its. shortcomin~s, the in
fluen,ce. of the Domestic Economy course in the pubbc schools 
is distinctly apparent in the homes of the people, a statement. 
amply confirmed by several teachers; the Superintendent is 
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satisfied that not only are families served with better food, but 
houses are cleansed and their inmates refined because of this 
trainin~. In four years it covers the field of the selection, mak
ing and care of the wearing apparel of a family; instructs girls in 
the art and economy of the purchase, preparation and serving of 
meals, and demonstrates some of the elementary {lrinciples of 
those sciences and arts which underlie housekeepmg and the 
beautifying of homes. (2) Because, though the syllabus 
drawn up by l\Iiss Matilda Campbell of the Manual Training 
High Scliool has naturally much the same scope as that gener
ally found, it ap{lroaches the subject in an educational as well as 
a utilitarian spmt, and deals more directly than is USUll.l with 
the municipal protection of food and water by means of the 
Public Health enactments. The experimental demonstrations 
are on lines similar to those in the New York City Course, but, 
apparently, rather more detailed attention is given to thp various 
methods employed for the preservation of food; the useful 
question of adulterations and sophistications is raised on· several 
occasions, while some possible causes of water pollution are not 
only discussed, but pupils are incited to make tlieir own outside 
observations and to brmg reports for discussion. The chemistry 
of cleaning is introduced towards the completion of the course, 
rather than at its commencement, whicli, conceivably, might 
lead to more intelligent appreciation of its principles. An ex
perienced eye, however, qUIckly detects the compulsory limitation 
of choice to rapidly-cooKed dishes, and trained teachers will per
ceive that time does not permit the whole }>reparation of even 
these to be carried through in class, though here, as in New 
York City, general, well-justified relill.nce seemed to me to be 
placed on home practice. The girls work in groups of two and 
the equipment is good, but materials are cut down to an unwise 
limit. Each teaclier is responsible for 20 classes a week, and 
receives poor remuneration, $360 per annum (about £75). No 
normal training in addition to their special subject is required 
at present of teachers, indeed, it could not be at the eXISting 
salary. ' 

With the exception of the svllabus, which is framed on some- (e) Phila
what old-fashioned conventional lines, Philadelphia ofiers a delphia. 
favourable contrast to the conditions obtaining in respect of the 
cooking classes at Toledo. The first permanent cooking centre 
for grammar schools was established in 1889. In 1901, 13 
sclmol kitchens were in opcration, and provided instruction for 
about two-thirds of the whole number of girls eligible to attend. 
The course extends through the nine months of one school 
year; each weekly le~son averages 2! hours, and is open to 
6th grade scholars. The system gives each teacher of cooking 
10 classes a week, and about 250 girls attend each centre; the 
actual number in a class is variable-the inevitable result of co
education in the schools. There is keen competition to be 
among the selected quota from cach school; indeed, the children 
coming from the best houses are Qften among the most eager 
flpplicRnts. 
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,I. 

Length of 
Course, 

Two Year •• 

.lver..ge age. 
lS. . 

No.lncl ..... 
30. 

'LeSsoDS, 
Ii hours 

w .... k1y. 

U.S.A.-State Grade Schools. 

TABLE II. 
TOLEPO. GRAMMAR· GRADE SCHOOLS. 

SCHliDUL1;:- OF ·COURSE IN COOKING •.. 

1st YBAR. 
lIiTRoDUOTION, HiBtory and import· 

· alice of cooking. 
'TABLJr 0 .. WRIGHTS AND MRASURBS 

(iIIuBtrated). 
BoILING' O".w ATBS, TIWPBRATURR, 

etc. ' 
COHDUBTlON, . different ruels . used, 

making and care of a lire. 
Effect of cold and boiling water on ' 

· .fOOd principles.in at .... ch and 
albumen. 

CIIBULS.·. . , 
VBGIITABLII CLASSIIIICATION. 

Seed8 . .. Shoo,... Flowers 
Roots Stslks Fruits 
Tube.. 'LeaVeB Fungi 
· Composition aud food value. 

FRUITS.. .' 
, C&mpositloA 'anl! food valne. 

R.CITATION ANDPVI,IIW (typical 
· .. toeatment).· 
Milk, its composition aud food 
. value. . . ,.'.. '. -

Analysis: Fat shown by making 
a small amount of butter. 

C .... ein. by action of reUDet and 
acids. . . 

Milk Bngar 1Iithalcohol teat. 
Danger of diBe&Be from milk. 
Introduce opinion of Health 

Officer .... to aom'l J!OW'Ct08 of 
contaminlttion. 

Sterilization and itiJ object. 
SouPS. economy of as food. 
C,om8g;~~,;;, a:~dc~.value of TRA. ' 

wBBOns on the CUTS OF MIIAT. 
ilr.WING. Nconomy of thOB using' 
. . cheap'cuto of-meat. . I 

Preservation of meat lIy different 
methods. ~moklng.· .altmg. 

BRO!i::~~~g, ~::~~;ii:a~OD ofi 

Intense heat to ~ut surface of 
fibrin of meat. How to retain 

· I he jui""" of meat.. Evils, of. , 

com';;!rt~",::,::i,od value of o,eate.; 
BAKING POWDRR. Composition. 

Chemical . nnion· of acid and 

:~~!i;.!:~~~~;::.ga~~·sL.~'\.~~teri .. 

2nd YeBr.-Cont. 
· EGGs, 

· ('..om position and food value. 
Effect of beat npon a1bum~n. 
Test for fresh eggs -preserva. 

tlon of. 
Soft .. nd hard cooked • 

. SOUP.-Made from meat. 
~:::~:nt of meat: slow ~ooking. 

· MEAT. . , 
Review cutS ef meat. ' 

'CHICKIINS. 
How to buy. 

, How t.o prepare for cooking. ' , 
FISH. . . 

. How to tel\ freSh lI.h. . 
, ~li':,~tion BIld food ,value. 

REVlEw'lIfAIUNG BRBAlD .. ·· 
DIGESTION OF FOOD. 

EXp"riments with,' artillcial 
· digestion. 

FRYING. 
PASTRY. , 
WATER (typioal t .... tment). 

Surface wells. 
Deep "eI\8. . . 
, '{ Rivers and brook •• 

Its ·Bource Springs. 
Rain water. 

Test of bard and soft ", .. ter. . J For cooking 
Reaso f bon' purposes. 

0,8 or lDg l To destroy 
· . g.rm life. 

)lang .. of surface wel\.. . . 
Pupils inve.tigaw .. en. In their 
· neighbourhood and report. 

Possible BOQl'Ces of contamination • 
SALADS. 

· DESSERTS. Use and abuse. Use of 
fruits alone aod in compo!llition. 
Adulteration of lIavourlOg ex· 

.' tracts. 
oCHEHISTRY OF CLEANING. 

Materiala·:{:::a:Oda. Washing 
· ., . .' .Powder' 

Ammonia Sapolio 

. ' , ' Grease, etc. 
Dirt .. ' 

Proportions of acids and alkalL 
" BRRADS.. . 

{

Villibl8 {J)O.~ '. . 
. . {Germs' , 

InVISIble llacteria . 
CAKIIS. . . 
INVALlD.COOl'ING. 

Neatness and dalntin,,,,,,,,f ..... 

· ~~:;;g\i ',..,oklng of atarchy 
foods. ., 

Low temp81'8tnre cooking of 
. albuininoOB food.; 

Practi..... . 
CHIIIISI':. Manufacture. composition 

and food value. 
TABLII SETTING AND SIIRVING. 

Cooking and serving of a .imple 
dinner by eacbelass. 

FRII1IZING. 

2nd YEAR. 
\!LA""IFIOATION OF FOOD. 
USBS of food in the body. 
i.'HE HUMAN BODY. 

Elements and compounds com· 
posing it. 

Growth.' . 
Food, its function; waste and 

,', ~::r~{: ~:~:nd ~~er~i~e~nt 
nA.tinn~. 

( { Fresh air. 

. 'Heat '/ Natural Sunlight. 

DIsln·· i ' ' fCarbolic 
fectant. I' .' acid •• 

t
' .utilieial Corrosive 

. lS"blimate. 
. • Sulphar 

fumes. 
FLOuR.~Manllfactored flour. 

· Spring whe.t. 
Winter_beat. 

Analysis of. Separating st.reb 
and gluten. 

Burn Hour to show presPne6 of 
. water and mineral matter. 

Yeast.-Where found. 
Method of Growth. 
Chemical caused by Its· 

· growth. . 
.. {LaCtic.. . • 

FSRlrIENT,..TIOl! Alcoholic" (:Uu •• 
Acetic tr&ted.) 

TABLIIi SlITTING AIID SIIRVING. . 
Daintiness, cleRnlin.... quiet. 

nfl/SS, ("q,"efulne~. . 
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The course, comprises instruction in the usual processes, 
economy, cleanliness, method, promptness, and the development 
of executive ability being the primary objects; the high standard 
demanded of the special teachers obviates any risk of disparage
ment of the importance of the intellectual value of Domestic 
Science. A manual is {'rovided for the use of the pupils, which 
contains a very extenslve variety of dishes, incluuing delicate 
invalid cookery, the selection from which is left to the Judgment 
of the teacher. The recipes are generally distributed, legibly 
printed on cards, for use during the lessons, . which minimises the 
large amount of tim~ otherwise absorbed by note making, which 
is then limited to a record' of methods or other observations. 
The girls work either individually or in groups, according to the 
particular recipe to be carried out., , ,Both oral teaching and 
practical demonstrations are given by the teachers ; the propor
tion of time devoted to the two depends upon the subject under 
consideration, and a little upon the individuality of the teacher; 
the whole period is never devoted to teaching or demonstration 
except at tho introductory lesson . The teacher actively: directs 
the pupils' work, and where group work is fur .some good reason 
inevltable, she divides it so far as may be among the members 
of the group in such a way that each member may take J>art in 
each step of the process. Periodical" quizzes" are conducted 
by: the teachers, and examinations form part ot the curriculum; 
table setting. and the cleaning of room, sink and utensils con
stitute a part of such tests. The equiJ>ment, with the exception 
of the necessary plumbing, is left eI).tirely to the discretion of 
the Supervisor" ~iss Wright; while yery simple it seems com
plete. All cooking teachers are reqUlred to 00' graduates of the 
Drexel Institute, and their sound scientific training 'must 
gradually influcnce school methods; the Supervisor is also hope
ful of securing by degrees more connection with physiology and, 
other suitable subjects now included in the regular school 
course. Numerous instances of home applications were ad
vanced, and each child is systematically called upon to say what 
she has done at home each week during the interval between the 
classes. 

At Washington. cooking is. an· obligatory subject for girls (d) Washing
in the 7th and 8th grades, the total number of lessons in ~n. D.C. 
the two years' course is . 72, of 1 t hours' duration. The classes labIe III. 
are held. at centres, each of .which serves a ,weekly average of 
200 pupIls. As has been s8J.d, the number m each class rarely 
exceeds 12-an arrangement supported by the Supervisor, Miss 
Emma Jacobs, for various reasons, to which' I Iiave referred 
below. In the new schools large cooking laboratories are 
provided; well fitted, splLcious, with an air of great comfort. 
The arrangement of lessons varies 'somewhat each year. 
thoufJh in sub~tance' the ~yllabus is ~he same'; tha.t· employed 
the first year IS repeated m a more extended form during the 
second. All recipes are written from memory after the article 
has been made, except in such, cases as soup stock and bread, 
when it is impossible to complete the entrro process in the 
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TABLE III. 

WASHINGTON, D.C., GHAMMAR GRADE SCHOOL. 

SYNOPSIS 01' FIRIlT YEAR 01' COOKING COURSB. 

BOILINII. IlTEIVI'II. BnOILIIIII. B"'KI.II. PRTIIIII. IIITBODUCToar. I 
---,--'--11-"----,------1-----1 1-----1----

Lenllth of Coo .... 
I'wa Yen •. 

(J) Deftnltl.m. 

-Grade. VIL and vln. I (2) PUlopo.e •• 
(OIrll). 

:]110. In ("1_. 
12-

Lf .. onl 11 boun. 

.A 1l,II .. bu.. ."b.l.&n. 
ti"J1y tbe '"me III 
that employed III 
the !I •• t year I. reo 
J>.al<!4 In .. more. 
eXl<!nrled lorm duro 
Inll the ~nd year. 

(8) Proce ••••• 

(4) Incldent.1 anc! 
/len .... 1 Intor. 
'''''tlon re.pect
Inll mBt.trl"I •• 
lource., pro
ee. e. of l r.· 
p" ... Uon au d 
combination, 
care and .. lee· 
tlun of maled"I •• 

»,8nlllon. 

j
llRATI._p,e.b beef, 

mutton. O.h/ poultry. 
CUftfd bee, pork, 
!llh, tonllne. Houp. 
h ... Inmh, mutton. 

:" lIab. puultry. 

.!4 VI!IIRTABLIlR. - Lo.rge 
" . palato... b •• t •• 
'Il 011 Ion •. SmAil bean •• 

.. \ p ..... ,. .. 1 .... 

~ DOUoHR.-Dnmpllnll •. 
Roly • poly pud. 
dlnll" 

LIQUml. - Cu.tarel •• 
IUUooI, beverag •• , 
tea, cofleu. cocoa.. 

DellnltlO:!. 

JlI"terlnl.. Veil_table •. {
Meah. 

Kind •• 

Frull •• 

(
H .. ,leot. 

N:r.~~t. 

1
ChoWder • 
Plica .... .,. 
Pot-pie. 
Bl'alaloll. 

Definition. 

(STRAKI. - V.nl, 
beet, .Irloill. 
tenderloin. 
portfar honsfII, 

I ftauk, round. 

j (CnorR. - Pork, 
iI 1 lamb. multon. 
ill 

PIIII. - Sbnd, 
m1mon, ooc), 
0111OOrl, cla.D1I, 

\ bread. 

UTIr,KRILR. - G rid· 
Iron, broUer •• plt. 
IUBll<!r. 

Definition. Deftnltlon. 

(Flob. 
IOYIl<!1'I. 

,Brel\d (ra loed by 
f ... t) breaa 
(reloe(1 by the 
union of loda 
wIth an acid.) 

Mal<lrlat.·lpouu.r. 
BILtten. 
Cake •• 

.!I ) Brend (",Ioed by I UTRNllt.Il. - (Kettle. 

.2 entanillement of pan). ! 01.). 

PIlESERVI"rJ. 
Meat. beef. mnt· 

ton. pork. nib. 
pouUry. 

Cake (\oaf •• moll). 
I'le.. pnddlDIII. 1 Klod •• 
·"lI8table •• 

B1. I .. ,ar 
('rullo). 

By' vinegar 
(frulh. 
.olleU· 
bl.a); 

By nit. 
.moke,il'e 
(mllll.). 

.... --;t.gS-

~~f. 
~ ~. 

rr 
01:1 

:'1l 
~ ::!. 
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~v. 
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attending the classes: these she fills in and numbers as the joints (Ii) Washing. 
10 definoo are cooked or described. The market rrice is recorded ton_
of each article used. and the variation in price 0 certain articles t'"Ked. 
is also shown, as the date of each statement is recorded for sub-
sequent comparison; pupils are called uJ>On at intervals to 
compute the cost. of m6al8 from data 80 collected; the recipes 
proVided give quantities sufficient. for six persons. Knowled~ 
IS tested by revision lessons, which are very liberally introduce<:. ; 
specimens of home efforts are also invited and constantly brought. 
1i)r criticism, while the pract.ical value and influence of the 
work are evidenced by t.he frequent letters of apJ!roval received 
from mothers, ~ateful for the assistance gainoo. in home life 
from school tUltioD- The lessons seemed spirited and most 
J!ractical. and ,,'ere evidently enjoyed by those who took part. in 
them. There aro no demonstrations in the English sense of the 
tena Miss Jacobs believes that better resUlts attend work 
perfonned by the pupils under careful supervision; she there-
fore allows only one-third of the twelve girlS to work at. the sarno 
time, two as cooks, two as housekeepers, while the remaining 
eight. watch, criticise and make notes. Those who are selected 
to work, do so, following the explicit. verbal directions of the 
teacher, who can at once see and correct an awkward or imper-
fect movement. If a pupil fiWs to secure correct manipulation. 
the teacher will guide tne child's hand, and show how the 
muscles must be controlled, for instance, in the kneadmg of 
bread. If the children are likely to have acquired a poor method 
of holding an implement or using the muscles in some familiar 
hOUlO rroccss, the teacher ,,'ould show the correct and better 
way 0 doing the work before giving her directions, as when 
beating white of eggs to a stiff raste. The fact that no teacher 
can watch at once the work 0 20 children and be sure· that 
each is doing the work with accurate facility is one of Miss 
Jacob's strongest arguments in favour of the \Vashington system . 
.. Our children," she writes, .. are able to work from dictation. 
because from the first day they enter school they are trained to 
obey directions which call into play the muscles of the hands 
and other parts of t.he body in the execution of orders. Manual 
training begins for them in the Kindergarten, and the work for 
each gla4e calls into play more groups of muscles and other 
powers. I do not mean to say that. the manipulation in the 
cooking classes is all that could be desired, but with only two 
girls at. work the teacher secures better results; thus something 
more perfect. is presented to the class without. having to uso 
every alternate lesson for demonstration on her part." 

High qualifications are demanded of the teachers; graduates 
of the Prat.t or Drexel Institutes, or of some first-clasS t.raining 
school are preferred. Details of the lessons and personal obser
vation show the attention devoted to learning the .. reason why," 
to ba.~ing practice on intellig(\nt knowledge, and the importance 
attached to thoroughness. Frequent revi"ion, even at. t.he 
expense of fewer recipes, . is preferred to mere mechanical 
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compliance with a stipulated programme;' The intelligent efforts 
to connect the ,Domestic Science work with the ; language, 
literature and, plan work (geography) throughout the, grlMies 
ar~;largely due to 1Iliss Ja.cob'sintluence;.e.g. inthe:N/l-ture 
:wor;k, Under animals; *e . bee, he~; duck and rabbi.t (creatures 
of food. value to mankrnd) are dIScussed and studIed; under 
pla~ts, the development, growth and fruition of . the bean and 
pea, and their uses in the daily diet, are observed ang noted; 
.under .insti,t4.~ional life, ice, ice wagons, ice houses, markets, 
th~r produce, how and why sold, find a place. Ip. number 
;~~k; simple exercis~s in the application of the number of ~ks 
m .1.\. bushel, quarts.ill a gallon and so on, are based on .artlcles 
in tcommon family use. In language work, work done in and 
'arou'\td a home is often the selected su~ject, with the direct 
obj'€;6t of arousing- interest in the right fulfilment of home duties. 
Tlielormation of good. habits in the protection and right care of 
food jsJortunately promoted by the stringent. milk regulations 
ill force in Washington. * 
. To summanse accurately the expenwture involved by Grade 
;3chool Cooking Courses is impossible; the cost of equipment is 
much affected· by the prices which rule .in a. particular city pr 
State_labour is much aearer in ,the east t.l1an in. the west,to 

, the extent of almost doubling the cost of some articles,such as 
ta~le.s~metal work is su~ject to almost equal. variatiQns, and the 
'i'-.appropriations" granted bring in another element of lUl
~ertainty. In Chicago, given a suitable room, $150 (£30) suffices 
to equip a class of 24 well; but, were oth!3rfigures quoted,they 
w,<:11,lld admit of no really accurate comparison.. In Illore . than 
one city the cooking tables were made. by the boys as part of 
~~,eir manual training course. The cost per head pe~' lesson is 
much. more generally the same, one cent. represents a fair average. 
A':t N e~ York City the cost varies from i cent to 1 t ,cents; . at 
Boston \t must not exceed i cent; at Chicago Ii cent is the rule; 
at Detroit, I! cent is allowed. This means that .the quantities 
for individual work are very small, though, as a whole, f<:lod 
stuffs; and especially vegetables and· fruit, are cheaper than· in 
England. Each class eats on the spot the food it has prepared, 
unless request be made to take speCimens away from the celltre 
for display to the Principal or teacht:r)lot the school attended. 
This custom is prevalent throughout every grade.of institution. 
I still'remember the novel impression it . conveyed to m!3, as.a. 
complete stranger, on the occasion of my vislt to. the Pl'I1tt 
Instltute shortly after my arrival in the United States .. I had 
watched the class of normal students engaged in the prepa-ration 
of a suitable meal for a child of 18 months; immediately' the 
proc~sses were complete and had been criticised by the. teacher, 
e.ltch, drew out· her sliding seat, sat down and, with the most 
businesslike air, disposed' of her' handiwork. The English 

*' Noperspn or <;<llllpany is, permitted to send milk into the city who 
does not conform to the requirements as to air space, cleanliness,l,rotection 
of, the' milk, etc., in· the cow byres and dairies from which the milk ill 
despatched.' ''I'he rules are .stated to"be rigidly, enforced. , 
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method of sellin~ the food cook~ excited.' very severe comments· 
the ge.neral opiwon was that only by eating her prOOuction coul,d 
/& ~t\ldgnt of any age, te&t. its quality .andi-eaUy., gau.ge its ~hoI:~ 
CQmings or gocxl points. To reqUire children to handle, swell. 
see, 6Il.voIJ.I'yor sweet dishes, and ~hen to tum their.back&upon 
them was considered a relic inde~of Puritan days. As e.ach 
Grado School Course includes the making of cake and ice cream 
(the latter really" almost a national dish), on SQme OCC!ISioQ& a 
truly festive spint pervades the kitchens. The usual pJanis to 
conclude the whole course with the cooking and serving o( !l 
simple three-COllrse dinner, to which are invited some members 
of the Board of Education, or the Principal and a few of the 
staff; the young cooks are, responsible for the r.rovision, for a 
wven sum, of a suitable and seasonable mea, in sufl.icient 
nutritive proportions. The dainty ways and quick ,perceptious 
observable in American prls make them deft at the table servke 
upon whi(.!h such stress lS laid during the cooking courses, a.nd 
~ table manners'~ are by no means neglected. I was glad to hear 
emphasis laid upon dailY,care and method rather than upon the 
occ.asional display for which this poncluding dinner might other-
wise set a precedent. , 
, Salaries are a variable 'quantity, though Toledo is forttmately Teachers. 
conspicuous. in its very low scale of remuneration. Those in .. 
force at Chic.'\go seem to me a fairly usual average: i.e. $500 
(.£100), the first year, rising by annual increase of $50 or $100 
to $900 (about ,£(80). The tendency is for the salaries of special 
~3Chers to rise., As each year the standard of training is some-
what raised, tho Normal and Technical Institute cl8S.'!es. a~ 
followed by a higher class of women; superintendents Also 
realise the valu') to the work of .. all round" as well as· 01 
.. special" knowledge, and demand evidence ofa good general 
ooucat.ion. as well ,as expert knowledge. The grade school 
teacher of cookery is not one apart, she is as highly trained and 
qualified as anyone of her colleagues. and shares their lives, and 
interests. I have reason to )Jelieve that. the. teachers at the 
Hyde ~chooL Boston, are not unique ,in. their frequently volun~ 
tary;meetings to discuss, the ,inl.ef-relations between the various 
sul~ects. for,. which they are severally responsible •. SQ that in
telllg6Bt,interes\ may be stimulated by co-ordination of .subjects 
in all the various classes, cookery taking its place on ,equal terms 
with history,literature, or languages. 

, .' 2 . .....:.KeedlewQ)·k. , 
. Needlework is not an accepted .. constant quan,tity" ina Of recent 
United Sta~ public school programme as It is ,in Grea~ and li!llited 
Britain. . It is not unusual to learn that the introduction of the adoption. 
subject. for so limited a period as even one or two ~'ears out' of 
the ei~ht which 90nst.itllte the full curriculum, comcides only 
with the comparatively recent adoption of manual training into 
the schools of sucb citles,as Detroit or Cleveland, and it would 
be {lOs;ible to name imJlOrtant' towns "'here no llisl;ructlon,~ 
,.Hm sewing is included in elementary school work., . 
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Various causes are assigned for this fact: (1) There are 
those who attribute. it to the very rapid development of the 
country, with which its system of education, in spite of its great 
elasticity, finds it no easy task to keep pace; but a few years 
since, in many districts the distance to oe accomplished to reach 
a school made the attendance so limited in time that only 
subjects which could not be acquired at home found a place in 
the time table. (2) The sudden advancement of industrial 
fortunes coincident with the count.ry's growth threw the mental 
perspective of the masses awry, so that parental and public 
misconceptions of the value and dignity of manual occupations 
bulk yet as large" obstacles to the universal introduction of 
needlework into the Grade schools. (3) The world-wide, slow
dying delusion that book-learning is the only agent of culture, 
and that attention should be concentrated upon the printed page 
during school hours, is still responsible for the continued exist
ence of a monotony of method under some Boards of Education 
by whom the intellectual 'stimulus derived from variety of occu
pation is as yet imperfectly recognised. 

Methods of Outside New England the present rapid adoption of needle
Teaching 1 work as a school subject seems to me the direct outcome of an 
aft Length evident reaction in favour of almost any form of manual occupa
o ourse. tion. The shortcomings for purposes of absolute exactness in 

manipulation inherent in the employment of .. finely-woven, 
pliable materials, which also make considerable demands on eye
sight, and favour" coaxings "to conceal slight inaccuracies, are 
overlooked or condoned, in view of the other facilities offered, 
One of the most attractive of these is the small expense incurred 
by the employment of needlework as a branch of manual train
ing for girls, where boys e~ioy the superior advantages, for the 
special. ed~cational object .in view, of woo.d and metal work. 
To "malOtalO, so far as pOSSIble, the parallehsm of the two em
ployments, several directors of the subject in different cities 
have adopted the method of dealing with the various stitches as 
1'10 many" exercises," to be carried out on pieces of-unbleached 
calico from 4t X 4t inches square to 9 x 5 inches in size. 
These are then fastened into a book, to be retained by the pupil ; 
usually written descriptions, and very frequently excellent pencil 
sketches, are appended of the positip~1 of the hand in sewing, 
for instance, or the fixing of the material for a bias seam. Un
less the acquirement of the usual- stitches· be followed by their 
sufficient application to a suitable .s:arment, these" exercises" are 
decidedly unsatisfactory. All dittIculties of manipulation are 
emphasised by the use of such small pieces of material, in
sufficient in themselves to provide" space for real practice or to 
reproduce ordinary conditions of employment; and the learner only 
experiences the discouragement attendant on most first attempts, 
unmitigated by the subsequent realisation of the power gained 
through repetition and constant applicatpon. This from the 
utilitarian point of view. From that of manual training, does 
not the real worth of any" exercise" adopted for this purpose 
depend upon sufficient time allowance to favour, if possible, tq 
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ensure, the individual development of accuracy, £Wility and ~feth~ of 
skill; does it not almost .presuppose sufficient opportunity for Tdtng th 
repetition, 80 that success be gamed by sturdy strides ofindepen- ~f Co::a! 
dence, though these involve a few bad falls, rather than by care- -continued. 
fully guided, faltering, unstable steps, ftS of an infant, whose leading 
strings have spared it any hard tumble, but. have robbed it at the 
same time of the healthful spirit of active self-reliance? I am 
by no means alone in the opmion that these "sample" books, if 
desired; should form the apex, not the base, of such a course, 
when their contents would serve to demonstrate the skill g-ained 
by longlractice on actual ga1'Il1ents, rather than the pamfully 
execute handiwork of untrained fingers. 

This, at hest unsatisfactory, method seemed to me. to be 
carried to an extreme at Toledo, in spite of the undoubtedly 
good intention of the organiser; all the 5th and 6th grade pupils 
receive 75 minutes manual training instruction per week .. The 
special teachers visit each school m pairs, a teacher of wood
work and a teacher of stlwing to~ether. The mixed classes are 
divided, and the boys do chip-worK on one side of their ordinary 
class-rooms, while the girls learn to sew upon the other .side. 
The course for each term contains a certain number of problems 
and pieces, with the object of allowing a pupil to progress slowly 
or rapidly according to ability, and to secure for each child a 
fair share of individual attention. Thirty pieces of needlework 
must be completed during the two years; as a consequence, very 
small samples of each stitch or its application are possible, and 
the results, as observed, did not appear very satisfactory. The 
boys were interested, eager, and happy; the girls uninterested, 
bored, and rather careless. This introduction to " Manual Train
'ing" is succeeded in grades 7 and 8 by cooking for the girls 
and by carpentry for the boys; the change of attitude' among 
the girls was si~ificant and striking . 
. The length of these sewing courses as well as the methods 

adopted are variable; that advocated in "Scientific Sewing and 
Garment Cutting," by Antoinette Wakeman and Louise M. 
Heller, illustrates one in common use (this seemed a favourite 
book with teachers). The latter lady is the. originator of a 
system of cutting out generally adopted, which is guided by 
slmple, easily-comprehended. mathematical principles. 

This manual provides for sewing practice tbrougbout the eight 
public school S?;ades; an exce.ptional arrangement at present, 
tor there are still cities where glrlS get no trainin~ in needlework 
under high school age. The usual length of grad.e schobl course 
is two years, though Philadelphia and Brooklyn cover approxi
mately the ground dealt with in Miss Heller's book, durmg the 
five years needlework is taught in their schools. 

The custom seems general of emJ>loying coarse canvas for 
beginners, and at no penod of the grade school course is the use 
of fine material approved; coloured thread on a cream-toned 
material is gener8Jly employed during the first stages. The 
methods of instruction and usual sCQpe 'of practice closely re
semble those usual in this country. hut I thinK greater emphasis 
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is laid on: the ~rtisticr side; grace of form, taste in colour, selec-, 
tion and combination are dealt with. at ·every &tage.Large 

. frlt1n~s: with coarse canyas are supplied' for the teachers' demon
stratlOnS;and' a very hberal use IS made, of ,the' blackboard f01:' 
illustrative:: pUl'pose&, Satisfactory' importance is . attached to 
cleanliness and care in keeping of materIals. .. ..• : . ; 
, I include a few notes on the, courses 'and methods I • observed 

in (lifferen't cities,.but,as I have· already said, there is too wide a 
diversity of •. detail in 'prru;tice to perm~,t of generalisations; while' 
the', tenoro£ the whole IS closely alhed to what las been long 
eS,tablished in, Englanli . . 

At Brookline (Mll-ss.) needlework' is continued throughout-the 
grades in a; few schools where 'French and Latin are not taught. 
In the other :schools. an hour a week is devoted to,it from Grades 
III., to VI; inclusive. The co~educational system is here consis
tentlyenforced: . boys share these' classes with' the: girls" 'and 
prove ,themselves very adept in the use of the needle; An excellent 
example of horile work recurs to my memory in the form of a 
neatly patched knee in a cloth knickerbocker, executed by the 
small boy wearer. At this particular school one room was set 
apart for sewing. The 'actual' method of iristruction by' the 
motherly'teacher might be described as" old f~hioi1ed," but the 
results secured and the' interest .aroUsed spoke volumes for its 
merits,plus, of course, the' 'personality of 'tIle iristructress. ! She' 
mentioned 'fith gratificatioD·the increased neatI\ess and atten-' 
~ion to personal appearance apparent afte~ a few weeks' attendance' 
m.her classes,· ana referred alSo to .the' IInfluenceon posture and 
carriage:which,follows:the making and fitting of simple blouses 
by the girls in the upper grades. . Additional and useful interest 
is lent to these sewing lessons. by the use of a well-proportioned 
doll~ equal in :size to a child of throe :or four years of -age: upon· 
which garments of every description are fitted by their makers, 
who arpthus stimulated ~to. accuracy in measurement, care in 
cutting- out, skill· in fitting, a.nd to a generally business-liko 
attitude,in their: manipulation of materials.. . . 
*Miss Heller describes an inexpensive casein which work and materials 

can be kept i which, with modifications for convenience, was to be noticed 
in several SChools. '. . . '., " . 

It consists of a series of nine' wooden shelves arranged. between two 
standards, 4t xl ft" placed against a wa:ll,I")Ar~anged i.n tiers' of seven 
on' each sheltai'e strong' pasteboard Qoxes, furmshed wIth small brass 
rings, 80: that they can ,be drawn out ·with· ease.· Each box is 12 
ins, long by 8 wide by 6 deep. On the front par~. beneath the ring, is 
pasted 0, slip of paper bearing the name of the. pupil.whose work is placed 
in the box. . The innate mechanica 1 ability of the Americans sho~s itself in 
many little neat, simple devIces of this kind, which economise trouble and 
promote order and cleanliness. At Bnffalo, the boys make work-cabinets . 
for the girls' use as part of their manual ,training .. In.some,·Phiiadelphian. 
schools a simple lab?ur saving .applian~e is inu~e, devis,ed .aud lllade J>v 
one of the staff (MISS Trumble). A {liece of stiff card IS fitted about l~ . 
inS". below the surface of a . wooden (cigar) box, 'the 'card being perforatea 
with rows of oblong holes. At the conclusion·ofeach sewing class the hox 
is catried.round by olle of the pupils; each, of. h~r companions drops her' . 
pair of scissors into one of Jthe slits, the number of which correspollds with 
the number of scissors iu use.. 'fhe Whole number are thus rapidly collected 
and ready for the next occasion, the absence of a' pair' is immediately 
detected, while the Ilcissor blades are protected from damage and dust. 
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To arouse a similar active spirit of self-help in their sewing (h.) Boston. 
classes seems the object of many Boston teachera, 4t an exhibit 
of tho year's needlework in one school I saw ~ot only creditable 
sewing, especially in the execution of buttonholes, but .undergar-
ments and blouses cut out and made,at home almost wltl).out any 
assistance or supervision; these gave evidence of personal selection 
on the part of the maker, combined with efforts to produce what 
would beof service at home and satisfal,)tory to thetea"her at. school. 

In the schools of Cleveland, Ohio, manual training includes (c.) Cleve
Bowing, and the whole is under the charge 0, f a Juale supervisor, land, Ohio. 
a not infrequent occurrence; the _ work .il! considered to be 
de\'eloping satisfactorily. In the earlier grades simple clay 
modelfmg, cutting and pasting of paper into cubes, prisms, etc., is 
the rulo for both sexes. Subsequently,bovs have drawing, knife 
and wood work, while girls have sewing in ~ades V. VI. and VII., 
and cooking in Grade VIII. Th~sewmg course covers running, 
basting, overcasting, hemming and stitching. These are applied 
in grade V. to small model aprons,pillow":slip,s and laundry bags. In 
grade VI., in addition to "review lessons' of stitches preVIOusly 
learned, ~orners. are ",mitred," patches prepared and hemmed, 
bands cut ',and stitched, ruffles gathered and /lewn. In grade VII. 
buttonholes are niade, garments brought from home are darned 
and patched; and simple garments are cut out in calico and print. 

In Philadelphia, ,40 -instructors in sewing work are under the: 
direction of a most able woman supervisor, Miss Kirby. Each oC(d) Phila
her staff has an a~signed district comprising adjacent schools; d~lphja. 
about 60,000 girls ',are eligible Cor; and receive these lessons: Table IV. 
boys share the instruction in _ some schools and are amonO' the 
brIghtest pupils. The course covers six grades (III.~o ViII.). 
The City allows 6 cents per annum for each child engaged in 
sewing. There are two: lessons a week of 35 or 40 minutes each. 
Every pupil is provided with needles, 'pins, thimble, scissors, 
buttonliole llcissors, -cotton, dressmakers' -scales, emery bags, 
drafting paper and calico. Very free use is made of the black-
board by teachers, who endeavour, by question and answer, to 
enablo each pupil to grasp -the -underlying principles of their 
work. The genuine enthllsiasm aroused, speaks volumes for the 
excellence of the teaching'; great pleasure and pride, of a purely 
disinterested character; are taken],y t.he children in this subject, 
for neither marks nor promotion depend ,upon the proficiency 
displayed. The reward for progress taKes the form of permission 
to make some dainty and attractive article, such as an 
embroidered petticoat, a smocked ,frock, a Liberty hat for a 
younger memoer of the family, or some special, garment which 
appeals to, the fancy of the young seamstress. In Mch grade I 
saw spocimens of really eX<Juisite needlework, which seemed the 
rule rather than the exceptIOn. Instruction in how to draft and 
cut' paper liatterns is ~iven systematically throughout the course; 
the ehler 'girls mamfestly enjoy the cutting and fitting of a 
'Jim pie dress and blouse, which form the subject of their last year's 
needlework. All the course is carried through in the ordinary 
class-rooms j table accommodation is provided for the cutting out. 



TABLE IV. 

GRAl\HIAR SCHOOL COURSE IN NEEDLEWORK, PHILADELPHIA. 

LnmmOF 
COURSBJ 

81x 
YB.RS. 

THIRD YBAR. 

FIRST HALF. SECOND HUF. 

---1--------
Grade. 

lII.-VIII. 
POSITION.-Of the 
body; of tbe 
tblmble 8nger ; of 
tbehanu. 

DRILL.-Tbreading 
the needle; taking 
stltcb; bolding 
tbe sciBson. 

SBWING.-Hem· 
ming, basting, 
fastening a Dew 
thread. 

OVBRS&WING. 

CUTTlNG. 

(Pnpila wh., sew 
reasonably wei I 
may bring towel., 
w8Ih .. rags, and 
IlmlI,ar articles to 
be hemmed.) 

Review work: 

SEWING.-Running 
seam; backstitcb 
seam; backstltcb 
andrunningseam; 
b a If backstitcb 
seam. Raw edges 
of all seams to be 
overcast. Sewing 
bags, pillow·slip., 
oversleeves, iron· 
holdei'll, and bibs 
to be !Dade. 

'X 
DRAFTING.- Bibs 
and limple 
Itraight bodices 
with .trap over 
the armhole. 

FOURTH YEAR. 

FIRST HALF. 

IIeview work: 

SEWING.-Rever· 
sible seam; 
square pateb .. ; 
sbeet. and 
tablecloths to 
be hemmed. 
Pillow.llIp., 
dust caps, pen· 
wipers, under 
bodice. with 
leam over the 
armhole to be 
,made. 

SECOND HALP. 

Review work: 

SBWING. - Gather· 
lug, darning. 
Making plain 
aprons, children'a 
dre.se. witb 
yokes, children's 
apron.withbodice 
and skirt. Book. 
to be covered; 
worn garments to 
be mended; shoe 
buttons sewed on. 

, DRAPTING.-Under 
DRAFTING.- bodice. with 

Yokes;, under- under-arm and 
.bodice. with shouider leam; 
seam under the drawers; chil
arm; covers to dreo"sapronswith 
fit book.. bodiceoand skirts; 

children'. dr ... e. 
with yok •• ; in· 
fant'. nightdreeo. 

FIFTH YEAR. 

Review work: 

SEWING. - Making 
nalTOW hems and 
fell •. 

TUCKS. 

STOCKING DARN· 
ING.-Patching 
and angular dre .. 
darning. 

FRENCH FELLS.
Angular patch. 

FINE GATHERING. 

BUTTON·HoLES. 

Drawera, combing 
cape., shoe bags, 
stocking bag., 
aprons, under 
bodices, and plain 
IklrtB to be made. 

DRAFTING.
Drawers, under 
bodic.. with one 
dart and one 
spring to lit the 
hi'. 

SIXTH YEAR. 

Review work: 

SEWIKG. - Special 
attention to be 

g~i~ •. t~i.~~=~ 
of allllinda. 

GUSSETS. - Stock· 
ings re·.oled. 

HERRING·BoNE 
STITCH AND 
FEATHER STITCH 
for liannel gar· 
men's. 

CIRCUL'R PATCII". 

GORED SKIRTS, 
chemises, blouses, 
nightshirts and 
liaunel 8l1lrtB. 

DnAFTI~G. - Che· 
miso, gored skirt, 
droBI Ileave, 
nightshirt, blouse. 

SBVESTH YEAR. I EIGHTH YEAR. 

Review work: 

SE,,"ING.- French 
gathering; 
button·hoies 
with tailor finish; 
cutting, fitting. 
and maKing 
piain gsnnent •. 
Speclaiattention 
given to night· 
dresses, COl'set· 
covel'S, and meD', 
shIrtB. 

DRAFTING. - Cor· 
set-covers. night
dreBBea, -men'-8 
shirts, aod night 
shirts. 

Review work: 

SEWING.-Cut
ting, fitting, and 
making gar· 
ments of all 
kioM. SpeCial 
attention to 
men'. shirtaaod 
to dr ..... to lit, 
pupila. 

DRAFTING.
iJress bodices, 
.kirt., and 
sleeves. 
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In Washington, sewing is taken for l! hours a week during (e) Washing-
4 years of the school life. The number in each class averages ton. 
25 for plain sewing, 18 for the cutting and fitting of plain 
dresses; special rooms are provided for these latter classes at 
convenient centres, and excellent practical training in more than 
mere dressmaking is the result of the method adopted. Mathe-
maiical precision is required in the patterns designed and 
drafted, " while attention is directed also to the development of 
the activities and creative faculties" through drawing and colour 
design. The teacher gives frequent " talks" on the processes of 
manufacture, illustrated with samples of the various processes 
to which Mch material is subjected, and the girls gain a working-
knowledge of how to distinguIsh good from bad materials. As a 
rule, Ilupils bring a sufficient number of home articles in need of 
careful darning for ample practice when that stage is reached in 
the course, and the girls are quite commonly enthusiastic enough 
to cut out and make blouses for themselves at home, which they 
subsequentl~ wear at school for the approval of the teacher and 
the admiratlOn of their friends. , 
, The salaries of sewing teachers are, as a rule, similar to Teacher •• 

those earned by teachers of cooking. At Boston, for instance, the 
maximum for both is identical, $936 (£187); but, whereas, the 
minimum salary for a teacher of cooking is $532 (£106), subject 
to an annual mcrease of $48 (about £10) that of the seWing 
teacher depends on the number of "divisions" for which she is 
responsible; thus, in the Annual Report by the Boston Board of 
Education, it is stated in School Document No.2, 1900, that the 
salary for a teacher of sewing in one division is $144 (£28), in two 
divislOns, $240 (£48), three divisions, $336 (£67), and so up to 
eleven divisions $880 (£176) the maximum is $936 (£187) for 
teachers of over eleven divisions. 

The custom of employing specially trained women seems in
variable; frequently tbey are required to be graduates of the 
Pratt or Drexel Institutes, or of some other mstitution of re
cognised standing. The special training is as a rule supple
mental')': to the general J>reparation demanded of all teachers; 
it includes a knowledge of common textiles and their manufac
ture, ability to design, draw and draft patterns, practical 
acquaintance with sewing machines (hand and foot, of various 
maKes), the details of needlework, and a certified familiarity with 
educational {'rinciples as applied in the teaching of sewing. 

Although it is a general and advantageous custom to mclude Dress
the cutting and making of a simp'le blouse in the majority of Making, 
grade school sewing courses (while in one or two CIties the t!tllinery, 
cutting and making of a II housemaid" skirt is utilised to intro- W u'kdry t 
duce eldor girls to the use of the sewing machine), the instruc- ta~~htni~ 
tion so g'lVen could not be described as dressmaking. Grade 
Neither that subject, nor millinery, nor laundrywork, have Schools. 
yet found a place in the United States elementary schools. 
Dressmaking or millinery would be out of place where comEuI-
sory school life ends at 13 or 14; of the time devoted to neealo-
work the whole must be expended on the acquisition.of its 

MOO p 
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elements. Considerable- diwrsity of opinion preTails as to the 
desirability of intiodueing Lmndrywork into the grade sch.)()ls. 
Parental opposition appe.'U'S to be pronounced, and thosv who 
adyoc.ate its inclusion are forced to recognise that the time is 
not yet ripe. . This is the more strange in that most women of 
all elas.'IeS take a more actiYe share in housework than is usual 
in this country,and the washing of ordinary articles is generally 
done at home; the charges at a public laundry are Yf!r] high. 
4)ouble or ewn treble those general in this COlIDtry; but 1t lUust 
00 confe;sed that the results seem to compensate for the cost: 
professional laundry work is more of a tiDe art, mol'Q akin to 
the best Freneh cI~ starching than it is in Engl.-md. . 

3.:-Hl)u$JM.t:if~r!J. 
-

Method of . Housewifery, as a separate. subject. does not appear in 
te.ching Grade school courses. Great attention is given in the coOking 
~oosewifery courses to the cleaning of kitchen fitt~os and utensil.., and to 
~ery the cleaning of floor and furniture.. A usual method emploYe\1 

is, towards the conclusion of each lesson. to diYid" the girls into 
groups of two or ·three; of these one group will \Io"&Sh utensils, 
anotlier rinse, a third will drr. a fourth will clean the stove or 
sink; another group will putWeach article in its place, while one 
group is told otf to superintend and inspect the "'ork of the rest 
Of the class. .AB an instance of what earn will do, apart from the 
incidental 'training in ~ methods, I saw saucepans in' 6-
oollent order in one Boston school which had heeD used for 9 
VE&rS by 13 classes weekly with 3Q girls in each. The cari...~ 
and sources of household dirt, and the reasons why the different 
cleansing l\,oeD.ts attain their object are· usually treated in detAil ; 
experiments are made with the cleaning of metals with different 
materials, and their effectivenesS is complu-ed ;~.g., l.arnished brass 
articles are n1bbed' respectiyely with rottenStone, with rotten
stone and water, with rottenstone and oil, with Tin~ or with 
lemon juice; the results are turnedh5 aOf'Ount for- the incnles':' 
tion of underlyingscient?Jic principles. which ~ thus ~orot~ghlf 
bro'ught home to the ehildren,who seem to gam an mtelllgent 
comprehension of some of the p'hysical and ehemicalchangt>$ of 
roatt.er, to· be able to dJtr~rentJat~ elements from oomp?uOOs, 
IiIld to· understandpractieally some of the relations and pro
perties of acids, bases and salts. The staining Ctf steel. the 
corrosion of t.inand other metal ware by potat.oes or fruit; the 
action of the acids in meat or fruit upon the tins in "'hieL they 

a' , resened when these are OpenM to the air; the lmW"holesome 
utts'liable to be so formed; all afton! endless opportUnities 

or-the application of these principles, once their existence is 
realised. &rid should foster" systematic knowledge of thin~ per
taining to th~ h~me." Th.e subject ~f"~ving and .~adDust" 
tte&too on' SImilar e~mental lines, IDtl'OdUces gtrls to an 
elementary conception of theeauses which favour the deYel(lp
ment of moulds, yeasts; and bacteria; ~.!1., & piece of brea<l. 
cheese. or somo cooked fruit, is exposetl to the air for a few dttys, 
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covered sufficiently to be kept moist, and thereswtant .grOWth Method of 
is examined with hand lens and. microscope, comparisons being teac~ 
instituted with specimens kept entirely protected from the air, ~oc:rrery 
01' allowed to dry. .... I!.oos ery . 

Methods of household cleanliness outside the kitchen are -roIItilitied. 
!ncluded in some coo~ery cou~: at Brookline .(M~s.). f?r 
Instance, a bed and slmply furnished room are' proVIded ill· 

one school cooking centre, where the airing and making of a 
bcd, "'ith the daily care of a bedroom, are taught by demonstra-
tion and ·practice. This is, however, exce.pt.io~; such instruc-
tion ,.'hen given, is most usually theoretlCa1;. and is Qrdinarily 
deferred to the more advanced High school course:.. . 

Great stress is laid in all cooking courses upon the cost of food 
niaterials,and the relativenutrieni pro~rties of food stuffs of differ
ent qualities and of various prices, s~ially in connection with the 
different cuts of meat.. ThD.nks to the work of Professor Atwater 
and his assistants and to the liberality of the State Deeartment 
of Agriculture, a vast amount of more reliable infonnatlOn upon . 
diet and food-stuffs is gratuitously available in the United States 
than in Great. Britain. and this is turned to excellent practical . 
aoo;mn' by good teaclJers in ~he schools. It is not the custom' 
to cnlnlSt the outside purchase of oommodities to the. children 
composing a class; to send untrained girls to sele<:t articles, AI 

judgment of whose 9ualities they are not com~tent to form~ is 
regarded as unprofitable. The teacher, Without exception, 
discusses the price of her own purchases, her reason for selection, 
and the signs by which she nas been guided; she will. also 
occasionally take her class to the market and draw their attention 
to the choice available and to the features which should 
influence a wise choice. Towards the end of their course the 
girls . are called upon to practise the drs wing ul!0f a plan. of a 
day'& or. a'week's meals, which must contain a definite amount. 
of nutriment for a given sum; from a series of theso exercises 
one menu will be selected for preparation, which. is then probably 
served to school managers or ~rents as the finale of the. schoOl 
y&lr. Reference has been already Wade to these little functions. 
which consist usually of a three-course break&st or dinner. 

Table sc"ice and" table manners" are dealt with very practi
cally and with repeated emphasis. The girls waiting on tho 
several occasions when refreshment. was served to me during 
visits to' schools, gave evidence that. their dexterity was the 
outcome of studled and, intelli~~mt practice:. the . natural. 
deftness of the 'American girl·ma~es her an apt.·pupil where 
taste and neatness are demanded. The higher standard·' of 
living' which prevails ~nerally in the United States . may 
account for a rather different attitude towards this part of 
the training from that usual in this country, where" so. tar, 
such teachmg is confined to our .primary schools; ne.erthe
less, in cities like New York, Boston or Chi~O'Q, where. some 
quarters are given ':faIt;: the poorest and.most recently arrived 
emigrants, I found . ty methods and refined a table manners " 
inCulCllted and exercised with reiterated care, and not by any means 

&l9O. D2 
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in the cooking classes only-the" Good Habits Talks" deal con
stantly with the subject. 

4.-Hygiene. 

An Obli~ The oblig-atory inclusion of the elements of Hygiene and 
tory SubJect. Physiology m the time-table of all primary and grammar schools 

in almost every State of the Union is the direct result of the 
persistent and successful efforts made to obtain legislation· on 
the subject by the Women's Christian Temperance Union, which 
advocates this method of ai'ming the rising generation against 
subsequent temptations to excess m the consumption of either 
stimulants or narcotics. The extent of this vast influence, which 
has imposed uniformity in even one particular upon a national 
system priding itself upon its elastic mdependence, is not easily 
appreciated in a country such as ours, where centralisation is the 
rure, as far, at least, as elementary education is concerned; 
and though there are some wise and thoughtful minds who 
question the realisation of the ideal by this means, there 
certainly appeared to me to be a promise of good fruit, not so 
much directly from the occasionally crude inculcation of so-called 
" temperance" doctrines, as, indirectly, from the coincident 
lessons on good habits, and the simple, reiterated instruction on 
the beauty and complexity of the human body and its functions. 
To these lessons so many hours must be devoted for so many 
weeks each year for the seven or eight years of elementary edu
cation ~ the very text books employed must, in most States, be 
submitted . to the Council of the Temperance Organisation, 

Attitude of 
Teachers ; 
Methods of 
Teaching. 

before circulation in the schools. Both requirements are really 
working for good, though at a regrettable expenditure of 
friction and irrItation on the part of those who disapprove of the 
compulsory introduction of highly debateable topics. 
The "Good Habits Talks" in the lower grades are not 
only 'very popular with the little ones, for they deal 
chiefly with familiar surroundinQ'S" and: 'with that centre of 
deepest interest to the young child'~his own self-but they are 
found to offer a broad field for the'cUltivation of other subjects. 
As these simple lessons gradually develop in the higher grades 
into more sJ>!lcific treatment' of hygiene and physiology, direct 
stress is laId on the dignity of t~Ef:)body, and Its dependence 
upon environment for the attainment of perfection, emphasis 
being meanwhile given to t.he claims of home life in all its rela
tions. Such teaching demands previous aC9.uaintance with the 
subject by the teachers, especially as the tendency is to encourage 
practical illustrations; consequently more care is now devoted 
to the study of hygiene and physiology in the Normal schools 
and State colleges, with undeniable advantages to the students 
and their prospective pupils. 

The irrltation and soreness which followed the adoption of 
these coercive measures are, though visibly- existent, gradually 
giving place amon~ some of the more thoughtful and intelligent 
to a recognition ot the undoubted value of the subject, when 
shorn of the questionably desirable obligation to include specific 
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instruction upon the effects of alcohol and narcotics upon the Attitude of 
human bod!. Its educational possibilities show themselves to Teachers ; 
be ample. It excites interest, exercises observation and reason, MethC?ds of 
links school lessons with daily life, promotes reverence for the Teachel!lg d 
bod ~. d did h -con ,nue . y, suggests reil.Sons tor every ay customs, an en stem a 
new dignity, fosters good habits, and affords a convenient 
gathering wound for the clans of nature work, geography, 
history, sCience (elementary or advanced), art and physical 
exerC18e. Manual work and field trips, both desirable in a 
well-planned curriculum, are almost essential elements in its 
study, while in the upper grades, in skilled hands, the first 
principles of economics and sociology open young eyes to a wider 
Bocial world than has been hitherto conceived. Already a 
respectable proportion of superintendents, inspectors and 
teachers are agreed as to the undoubted claims of hygiene to 
recognition on other than reforming grounds; while none but 
affirmative answers, were offered to my persistent inquiries as to 
its attraction for and influence over the children. The some-
what hot partisan spirit apparent in a number of the recognised 
text-bookS, to which exception is taken bY' principals and 
teachers alike, results also m the more general emJ>loyment of 
that preferable method, which discards implicit relIance on the 
printed ~ge in favour of more apparently spontaneous instruc-
tion by the teacher. In some cases the modified laboratory 
method adopted enables pupils to gain their information at first 
hand, chiefly by direct observation of the concrete object. though 
this plan is yet in its infancy. The details of these State laws 
vary slightly as to numbers of hours and weeks per year that 
the instruction must find a place in the time-table: the 
minimum period appears to be 10 weeks, the maximum 6 
months annually, With five, four, three or two weekly periods of 
instruction, given to both sexes, of each grade, in every public 
school. 

A fair presentation of the whole movement and a well
balanced review of the questions involved may be found in the 
" Educational Review" for March and June, 1902. Superintendent 
W. B. Ferguson (Middletown, Conn.) takes for his text the recent 
modification of the State law which was carried a few months 
ago, and his remarks embody my own impressions of the best 
educational thought on the subject as I h€ard it expressed 
during my recent visit. 

In the course of this article Superintendent Ferlluson traces the history of 
what he describes as "one of the most remarkable movements in modern 
times. The Connecticut statute of 1893 resembled in its general features 
the statutes of several other States: it was less stringent than the law 
of New York, Illinois, or New .Jersey, but more exact than that of 
Ml\IIS&Chussetts or Pennsylvania." The statute hRS been in force eight years . 
.. The hope entertained by the Women's Christian Temperance Union of 
effecting a thorough temperance reform in society by teaching the children 
the effects of alcohol Oil- the human body rests upon the old Socratic 
philosophy that knowledge of evil ensures the avoidance of evil, that 
people do wrong from illUornnce only." . . . This instruction was to be 
given in connection with Physiology and Hygiene, but "temperance was , 
.to be made the chief object," The writer points out that the first ~at .. /-. 
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Attitude of mistake made by the temperance leaders was to compel publishers to revise 
Teachers' ' their text books on Of Physiology" and to incorporate in them chapters on 
)[ethods ~f narcotics. "These books, therefore. instead of being scjentifically accurateo 
Teaching contained. statements, that contradict both science and the everyday 
-rontinved, observations of men." " ' 

• Superintendent Ferguson deals admirably with one reason for the general 
disapproval of these "endorsed" Physiologies by intelligent teachen;, 
namely" the emphasis placed upon factd-or as.'1umed facts-that appeal to 
fear, and to negative teaching chiefly, to the disre~ of facts that 
appeal to manliness and the moral nature, and to the omlSSion of much that 
should be given to ,emphasise the beauty, nobility, and strength of a 
temperate life. The poverty,. crime and misery of the drunkard are 
hysterically held up to the gaze of the children, but the steady hand, the 
distinct speech, the quick senses, the healthy body. the clear brain, the 
success and happiness of the tem~rate man are scarcely mentioned. Says 
Professor S. T. Dutton of Columbia Uni~ersity: "Wedo not teach hygiene 
by the study of disease, cleauliness by the observation of filth, nor purity 
by the contemplation of vice. • • . We teach truth, kindnes.~ 
generosity by pomting to men and women who exemplify those virtues." 
}'roebel's injunction was aQ "to fill the min4 with the beautiful that there will 
be no room for the ugly." • : . We do not contend that the evil e1fects of 
alcohol and tobacco should never be pointed out to children. They shoul~ 
be, but chiefly in order that by contrast the nobility, strength and snccesS 
of the temperate life may be made' more impressive.' • .'. This temperance 
education Jaw had been tried iB Connecticut eight years with resultA, that 
were unsatisfactory to both teachers and temperance leaders, when, suddenly, 
the widespread opposition to the law that had been gathering force among 
the' educators became mauifest and made itself felt in fal'our of radical 
modi6cations.: . . . It was suggested that a committee of school teachers 
be appointed to -confer "ith the officers of the temperance orgaBi.'!8tionof 
the State, with eminently sati.-,factory results. ' .• " Grea' honour is due to 
the temperance people of Conuecticut, especially the W.e.T.U., for mani
fe~ting a broad-mindedness and a scirit of conciliation which made agree" 
ment with the teachers possible. They 'placed duty before policy, good 
teaching· before any desi~ for n "perfect" law, and the interests of the
children before the fey or pleasure of anybody. The future will show, we 
believe, that, i~ winning the respect and confidence of the teachers by 
uniting with them in support of a more reasonable temperance education 
law they" builded better than they knew.- •. , If this statute be compared 
with that of 1893. the following chief difference Will appear, the pn>..sent 
Jaw does not require temperance instrllction below the fourth gr.w.e, nor in 
the high school ; it does not require the use of text books below the sixth 
gr8(;le, nor the use in any grade of books that devote any definite portion of 
space to narcotics. Neither does it require'the use of text-bookS by the 
pupils. All these requirements were definitely specified in the statute of 
1893.'" , '. 

It seems probable that similar action will be gradually taken 
in other Stll.te.<;, for whichrenson I iridude a reference to the 
~r~liminary repor,t of th~' ~ommit~ee C?f t~e .Ne~ York S~t& 
SCIence Teachers ASSOCIatIOn, which IS dlstmgmshed by ItS 

temperate tonc, and by its recognition ·of the unquestionable 
ad¥llntages to be gained. if the desired instruction be wisely Ilnd 
scientifically imparted. 

The· opinions and recommendations submitted in their' 
preliminary Report on "Sc.hool Instruction in the Effects of 
Stimulants and ~arcotics" by this C'A>mmittee deals with (1) the 
discrepancies which exist on this subject between the scientific 
text books used in Universities and Medical Schools and the 
" endorsed .. text hooks employed in the public schools ;(2) the 
extreme complexity of the problem invOlved; (3) a resume of 
the opinions of upwards of 200 teachers regarding the prcseJlt 
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required methods of teaching physiology; (4) the ,Commit.tee's Attitude of 
conclusions from their investigations. and (5) their recoD;lmenda- Teachem; 
tions. No doubt is raised.as to the great hnportan~ of lha Metb<!dsof 
proper study of physiology in both grade, and high' schools Te:!ii:w 
.. because of the .rractica.l teachings of hygiene that may be thui; . 
widely diffused. but it is pointed out that so fl\.r there' is no 
evidence .. of 8. marked change of sentiment in the. young either 
for or a~inst the use of" stimulants and narcotics, while .. b~ 
the un pedagogic methods employed (frequent and unneces')ary 
repetition. the exhibition of charts showing morbid physiologw 
conditions. etc.) it succeeds only in cultivating in ehildreI,l an 
abhorrence of the beautifu~ and useful s~ienc.e of physiol~'y;" 
therefore the recommenda.tlOns u~ modIficatIon of the eXIStmg 
arbitrary laws;-freedom for teachers to decide as ,to the 
character and content of their instruction in physiology . and 
hygiene; broad truthful teaching on the subject of .alcohol an<J. 
na.rcotics until this modification has been effected. time being 
de\'otoo to a treatment of the subject from the moral and 
economic rather than the physiologICal standpoint. I ,have 
dwelt thus in detail with the present attitude of the teaching 
world towards this question, because ofits importance to, us iQ 
Great Britain. Daify evidence of the want of self-control in thlit 
use of stimulants coruronts even the least observant among us; 
the necessity for checking the' continuance of a menace to the 
nation's health and prosperity is generally recognised; the most 
effectual methods of inculcating self - control, and remo\;ng 
causcs contributory to its destruction or inhibition are ,yet to 
seck. I believe thll,t our great neighbours across' the sea are OQ 

the right road when they include in their school curriculum 
lcssons in self-respecting patriotism and, such ,a practiCAl 
acquaintance wit,h t,he bOdy and its working a.s to stimulate 
the acquirement of hygienic habits. It will be readily recognis~<! 
that meanwhile, and in spite of its limitations, thls legal 
obligation to includo the elements of physiology and of pt;lrsonal 
Ilnd domcstic hygiene in the curriculum of all Primary and 
Gr~mlllar Schools th!otl~hout at. le<'lst seven - eighths of ~he 
Umted States results 10 tllo devotlOn of much more nttentLOn 
to theso subjects than would otherwise be the case. As the 
primary object has hitherto been to secure to each boy and girl 
simple tcI\Ching,impressed by constant repetition,on the pernicious 
effects of alcohol and narcotics on the human body, the laws 
usually demand that one third of the specified time be set 
apart for this immediate purpose. Originally the. coincident 
lessons on the structure, functions, needs and p<lssibilities of the 
body were included to supply reasons upon which to base the 
!lpecial instruction. MY' observations ga¥e me the conviction 
that in the hands of the greater number of superintendents, 
principals and teachers, the first has become last; every allow-. 
Ilt.le minute, and po.."8ibly a good many more, is devoted to 
instilling the general principles of healthy livin~, the 
.. temperance" teaching is reduced to a minimum &n(l often 
~¥en under protest-wJscly so, in the opinion of some v;hn are 
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qualified to be th'e best judges. To give lessons of apparent a:-nd 
desirable simElicity on a highly complex subject to immature 
minds is an achievement possible only to the few, as, for instance, 
to such rare brains as those of Professors Huxley and Tyndall. 
The average well-intentioned, but often indifferently qualified, 
hard-worked teacher is liable to be led into one of two o.angers, 
rash, exaggerated dogmatism, or commonplace, unimpressive, 
even ridiculous platitudes, neither of which methods attains the 
really good object. 

The subject of Personal and Domestic Hygiene usually, 
therefore, takes its place not as a branch of domestic economy, 
but as one among others, in the general school programme; thIS 
is the case at Cleveland (Ohio), Buffalo, Washington (D.C.), or 
Lynn, (Mass.); but it is not uncommon to find it first brought 
before children in their language or object lessons, or in the 
nature study course, which last would seem, for good reasons, 
the most suitable position. These latter methods have been 
adopted in Philadelphia and Boston among other large cities. 
Occasionally this teaching on the physical structure and 
developIP.ent of the body is connected with the course on 
"Conduct and Government," or with that on "Manners and 
Morals," which find a place in the time-tables of some Boards of 
Education. The most evident advantage which arises from the 
obligatory :prominence assigned to physiology and hygiene is that 
boys and gIrls Il;lik.e share the instru?tion, whereas if ~he subjects 
a:ppear only as lllCldent~1 to DomestIC Economy, as IIi England, 
gIrls alone devote time or attentiQn to' their study, and that to a 
scant de~ree. As a rule, all the children appear to enjoy these 
lessons, If at all suitably given, but if there be a preponderance 
of interest it is on the side of the boys; this is not the observa-
tion of a prejudiced witness, it is the confirmed opinion of 
experitmced school authorities. 

The course at Cleveland. Ohio, has been selected for presenta
tion, because it offers a good illustration of an intelligent 
method of treatment when physiology forms the backbone of the 
course and hygiene .tppears chiefly in the form of applications. 
The course of study in the Public School of Lynn, Mass., is given 
as an example of a scheme which star,ts with the habits. familiar 

. to the little ones in home life, supplies reasons for their adoption, 
(a) Hyannis and leads up to the structure of the body only in the later years. 
Table VI. The third selected course (Hyannis Normal School) also 

approaches the subject from the familiar side of home habits 
and is of interest on two accounts (1) as an illustration of the 
.quick observation which enables educators in the United States to 
remark, appropriate and adapt to their school nse, material put 
into shape in other countrIes; (2) the fact that this scheme 
embodies very closely my own views of what should be taught 
to every child in every school. The original was drawn up 
four years ago by request of the Council of The Sanitary 
Institute, wit.h the hOEe that it miO'ht find a place in the Board 
of Edl;c.l.tion's Day School Cod~ a hope not destined to be 
l·t:alised. It was therefore the more satisfactory to find i~ 
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had been meanwhile successfully adopted in some Massachusetts 
schools, where it has answered its deSired ends to a degree which 
warrants its employment as a model for students in tIie Practice 
school of one of the best Normal colleges. 

The children in Grade I. at Cleveland make acquaintance with the (6) Cleve 
human body by first having their attention turned to the appearance, land Ohio. 
position, number, form, use and beauty of its external parts: th18 suggests Tabies V 
the idea of care being desirable, and emphasises one form of that care, and VIl . 
viz., cleanliness. Upon this a talk on the skin and its uses follows • 
naturally, and the proper care of hair and nails is a practical point 
emphasised. 'J."he use of the different senses is then taught objectlvely, 
and ia incidentally useful as a language le880n also: the children must not 
only touch objects, and name the sensation, for instance, but must mention 
other substancea and the "feeling" they induce; so with the parallel 
exercises on sight, smell, taste, sound. The first year's teaching concludes 
with very simple lessons on why and what and. where and when we should 
eat and drink. In order to comply with the legal requirements, it is 
suggested to teachers that "they should make a simple statement that 
people IIhould not use very strong drink if they wish to have good health." 
Grade IL revises the previous instruction, with considerable amplification, 
e.g., attention is called t;Q the relations of the parts of the body to each 
other, and to the purpose of life j "the neck turns the head, the arms help 
the hands to reach, to carry," etc. Prominent bones are identified and 
named (skul~ spine, ribs, hip bones) ; the relations of bones and muscles 
to bodily posture serve to throw light on motion, and to bring in the 
applicatIOn of the need for exercise, rest and slee{l. . The direct purpose of 
the lessoDB 00 the special sense organs in th18 Grade is to train the 
children to greater acuteness in ditltinctions between sounds, colours, 
forms, distances, flavours and muscular efforts. The idea of growth and 
nutrition is next connected with food, also the advantages of cooking 
food are discussed. 'rable manners &8 well as table setting are l'ractitled 
as well as preached; talks on the lungs and on air, with rudimentary 
ideas on ventilation, mtroduce another useful topic. 

In Grade III. the same points constitute the basis of instruction. The 
children find, name, and suggest the uses of many more bones. The 
connection between food~ posture, and good physical development is 
carried further. The speclal IIt'nse organs are subjected to simple tests, 
and tho ple&l\ure derived by their means is emphasised. Various forms of 
food, right and wrong methods of preparation and consumption, some idea 
of the proclll'S of digestion and the rell.'lons for habitual care of the teeth 
again culminate in 3. talk on table manners and arrangements. The 
mechanical aspect of breathing is discussed, and the good or ill effects of 
impure air and out of door exercise, together with suitable means of 
domestic ventilation\ find a place. In Grade IV. the instruction substanti
ally follows similar Jines, but assumes a less .,:olloquial form, though the 
importance of simple treatment is emphasised; thus, in treating of the 
heart and circulation, teachers are adVised not to touch on the subJect of 
cavities or valves at this stage, but practical applicatioDB to II.'lSlSt the 
fonnation of good habits are to be invariably included. The outline of 
work in Grade V. is preceded br the following "General Suggestions" for 
the course of study in the rema,lDiug grades :-

"Neverlose sight of the practical side of the subject; it will profit a 
child but little to know about bones, for example, if after all he lets his 
shoulders droop and his spine become unnatu1'll.lly curved. Pupils sh(>uld 
study their own bodies as much as possible. They should find out by 
actual examination how man~ bones thp]' have in the arm, hand (not 
wrist), leg, foot (not ankle), ribs, etc. They should study heart beats, 
pulse in wrist, neck and temple, weij!'ht and height· chest measure and 
expausion in inches; motion of the different joints; the wonderful motion 
of the hand and arm j of the head upon the liackbone; of the whole trunk 
upon the hip joints. The si~ht and nearing of pupils may be tested roughly 
also 8l'Dlle of touch. The microscope and apparatus in the 8th Grade ar~ 
free to the teachers of the 5th." 
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GRADE SCHOOL COURSE IN PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.' CLEVELAND,'.{)HIO,· 
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GRADE I. GRADE II. GRADE III. GR.\DE IV. ORADE V. GRADE VI. 1lRAnE ·VII. GRADE VIIJ.· 
1 -j- --1---------'-

P~"TS 01' THE 
HUMAN BonY, 

Position, Dumber, 
beauty, 11 B e, 
special adapt .... 
tton. care. 

THE SKIN_ 
UBe. appearance, 

strllcture, care. 

PARTS OF TI'IE 
HUM." Bo~y .. 

Amplification 0 f 
Grade I. 

Relation of parts 
to each otber. 
and to the pur
pose of life_ 

BONES AND 
MUSCLES. 

BONES AND 
MUSCLES. 

Find bones, dit
cuso Ihape Bnd 
reasons. Food 
for bonea. Bone 
~rowth and ha· 
bits of posture. 

lJ£xercis8 and 
rest .. 

TIU!: SPECIAL SENSE Taught objectively THE SPECIAL SENSE. 
ORGANS. in their relations ORGANS. 

Their usel taught to habltl of sit- Pleaonre derived 
objectivelr-what tiDg,,,tanding,etc. from Ben .. ea. 
islearnt by tourb,. . Simple t.ltS of 
sight, s m ell, ·rHE SPECIAL SENSE si~ht, hearing, 
taste, Bound. ORUANS..· taste, etc. 

Amplification o·f . 
FOOD AND DRINK. 
Hirnple les800s on 

what food il. etc_ 
Care of teeth. 

Grade I. -FOOD AND DRINK. 
Main points· of ~01i(1 and liquid 

structllre. Pur . fom\. ·Outllne of 
pOle of lessons digeatlve process. 
to the training of eare of teel h. 
• enses to gr .... ter MeaT. and Man-
acuteness. ner., etc. 

F,'OD AND DRINK. 
Amplification 0 f 

Grade I. 

BREATHING. 
)lecbanlcalaspectr. 

~e~r~~~~~ P"u~~ Oeneral intronllc·. 
tion.in growth ", ;a,J -Dutrition: 

.t( co~ked.fO°'!rabil: 
setting Bnd table 
mannerl. 

an.. f01l1 al r. 
Value of exercise. 
Ventilatl9n .. of 
bedrooml. 

BONES AND ·ORGANS OF MOTION. 
MUSCI.ES. 

Com p 0 8 i t i o.n, 8,tuc1y: bO~,e It.ru~:· 
growth, repaIr, . "tures. - .Pa881V8 
uses, mot,on and .strene;tb. Motion.· 
1 uC 0 mot ion., ." Actna" stl'ength' 
Joint Itructure, of musclea. 

THE SKIN. ,ORGANS OF REPAIR. 
CODotruction; Ulee, Introductiontoltudy 

bathl. of metaboliom In 
body_ 

FOOD AND DItINJ(. . 
Dlg.stive ·pl'Oo..... THE BLOOD. 

Manner, time, Composition. Micro
quantity, f r e - ·'8coplc appearance. 
quency of eating. Absorption by lac· 
Influences of al· I teals., ' 
cohol and to
baooo •. 

CIRCULATION AND 
, ReSPIRATION,· 

THE LUNGS ... 
Structure. Use. 

, PHYSIOLOGICAL- . PHYSIOLOGY AND I THE EAR AND SOUND. ' 
EXPERIMBNT8. PH1-S·IC8. 

To Ihow why bones Blending of lifAI and 
are hollow. To: :matter.:' 
.how anl.mal· Physical&t h 
·and mlneraLparto. ,.ohemical, c iIInges. 
of bonel. Study of Experiments. 
frelb bone. Study 
of freilh· mUlele. - PHYSICAL FORCB. 

Simple Anatomy of 
. Ea.. - , 
Sound.-(Wave. uo". 

·t ~o n, telephonp, 
musical pitch,l veO' . 
locityofsound,etc.) •. 

,Study of mU8cle Experiments. THB EYE·ANII·LIGHT. 
action on Ibeep's .. Simple anatomy. of 
leg and ·In· own THE· CIRCULATION' eye. . . 
bodle.. A"O THE LAWS Light.-(What it 1o, 

.,., .. OF LIQUIDS. how it travel., 
Experiment to .how (f.eSlure,. 08pillary .veloelty;ete).:·' . ,. 
. action o·f, di-a-. attractIOn. Bpeed, 

phragm in relpira, .etr.) ,Experiments. 
·tlon. 

Card model. llIus< 
tratlng action of 
Intercoatalmulo1es. 

RESPIRATION AND 
·ATMOSPHERIC 
PRESSURE. ,. 

. OSNBRAt. SENSI' 
RILITY AND HEAT. 

N ervee 01 Sensibility. 
Heat._(What It is;· 
, howprodllcod,etc.j. 

Expel'it,nentl. (.~ :; 

Work of heart ami 
blood vea.el •. 
Reopiratlon. Air 
and Its impllrl· 
tiea and purlfl· 
cation. 

Bevlew digeotion .. 

.THE SKIN,":, Study ~boorptt~. D.·-
StUlly of balr, DaUo,. ..• ... . 

etc.·· . Tho· heart and it.· 

Ileep and .hallow ,. 
~r:.atbing. Pure 

(Combustion ··a II d 
BespiratioD. ·Pby 

,.iea! properties of THE NERVOUS By.':, 
. air, principle of ·~·EM AND ELEc, 

barometerrr ebc.)'"' 'l'R1CITY .. • 
Experiment. : Simple anatnmy ·of 

Dls.ectsbeeps'·lnng~ .. br&ln, .plnal cord, 

ORGANS OF PEu.-. 
, OEPTION. 

Study of tongue, 
lUll ie, eye, etc. ' . 

functionl. Ventilation •. ·' ·ete. . 
.. Qt. a nervous Impulse· 

The Dervou. system •. , ... DIIlI!STION AND. .01' tiberatlon Of.' 
. LoclltlOll of chief· ABSOIU'TION. • ",energy with elsc.· 

. centre., etc. . . Of)mbinatlon of· phy,_ .- trio dl.charge.. ;" 
sical·aud chemical Elementary .tud,y. ot~ 
processes. Effect. eleotrlclty. 
of alcohol 011 hu· Exporllnentl. 
man body. 
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TABLE VI. 
GRADE SCHOOLS.-OCTLIXE COURSE IX ELnIE~'TARY'PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGlEXE. 

H YANN IS. MASSACH t-SETTS .. 

OIlADE I. I ORADE Ii. I GUDslU. GRADSIV. GRADS V. GIUDE \'L ·ORADi YII. 08.\DII VIII. 

THE ROME.-She!. THB HOIIE.-)Ia- I T H B H 0 II 8.- ~LBANLINUS- EXERClsB.- AI R.-Propertleo of FoOD "'ND BBVER· PBRSONAL 8T' 
ter; parte of home; terial. ami nec.... ("boice, a I pee t. air; hot,cold,dry, agee.- GIIINB.-Re,le .. 
us .. of each part. saries; air, light., lOil,.lrrounding&, L Ofpenoon. . 1. UI. of ell' damp 8ir~"IeII; Review Orade UI. of tho hygiene 

:k~e, warmth, comfortt, etc:. 
2. Of clothing. 

erclH. moyemea.t of air ; Cc;,:r.08ltion of 'hILt d irectl)' reo 
IOUDda, odOUl"l ; f I ; ltorch and Jateo to the """' 

CI.IUNLlNE.'I!I.- 2. Klnlil of ulea of .i.r; pure lUgar, fata. p ..... of tho·body. 
How homes are CLEAliLINBS8.-0f 8. Of home. exercise. , and, Impure air; t.eida;·'examlae 
kept clean: how CLIUNLINESS.-Of home, of person, ventilation, tern· . milk, cheele, 1. Clean line •• 
peTlOn. are kept home, of person, of clothing. 4. Of Ichool- S. Form. of rwture, 8IIn· butter. (Urade IV., I-
clean. of clothing. room. exercise. IghtJ Ilmple 9.) 

metho lof home 
EATING.-Fooda, 6. Of town. 4. Time for .entiJation; BBVBR A G B R.- 2. Ellerelle 

DIRT D"' ... GER. •. - DIRT DA!'IGERS.- Claseee,and vari .... esercUe. . Water, pror.ertl"!'. (Grade V.). 
What lUak .. II irt; What dirt is; ties; for differEnt 6. OfhaU and - lOurees, mpnn .. 
effoetl of dirt. where it com ... ages; reguJaritl tbamb ..... 5. Amount of BREATHINO.-Wby. tie&, purification; S. Breathing 

frow. Bnd variety. exerciae. how; Organ! of tea, coffee, cocoa, (Groden.). 
breathing: need alcobol. 

EATING. - )18&1.: 
: EATI"o.-Maonere, 

CLOTHING.- 6. Place for of breathing; Orgen. ·01 eatIng; 4. Hygiene of 
w.he.n, what, why. SLEEPING (r ... t).- 1. Ules Bod exerci$e. helpe, hindrance •. digeation'.!':li"of; . eating Bnd 

methode. Other .. Iting advantages -- hygiene of inr drinking 
period •• material.; 7. Regularity Bevle .. clrrulBtlon risk. ·to foo ; (Grode VII.). 

SLRRPlSG.-When, clothe" for of exercise. and exerciae. food protection, 
bow, , .. hy. PL'YlliG. - Wben, various -- 8. Vari~ty of 

r,eflOnal. pu bile, G. Good habitB-
wbere, why. HEALTH PRE~ER' BODS; making egal. fa) in aleep •. 

VATION.-Five of clothing; exerclje. jng-fresh air, 
HEALTH POlESKIt. lawl of health; cleaning of 

9. D~ .. ' 

I 
<-lothing; ("I 

YATIOS.-A trea- HK'LTH PRF.OER· importance and clothing. for In eating-reg. 
Bure, 811ti how to VATION._Motber examples of eacb. .. exercile. _ .. ularity, etr .. 
guard it. Nature and ber ete.; (e) in 

JaWI. 10. Effect of wurk; (d) In 
exercise. recrt"ation. 

11. Result. of 
exercise. 

Re.t; public 
GYOloasia. 

.. 
--- - --_. -- -~ -------- - -' --- -- ------- - ------------.-

I () IUDS IX: 

HBAL,.R tlF 
CoMIiUNITY-

Plv. I" ... of 
·Health·for 
townl.and 
eltlH, . 

I Cleanlln_. 

2. Wholeeome 
food. 

8. Pu ra aIr 
and water. 

4. Healthy 
condltlonl 
for .. ork, 

6. Reereatlon. 
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(b)CJeveland Interest in the study of the organs of motion is stimulated by com
Ohio- parisons between the motions of different animals, aa horae, fish, worm, 
COfltiAfud man, bird; the activity of muscles with observations on the results of use 

• upon known substances, leads naturally to the topic of the organa of 
repair and the material furnished in the form of food. drink, or air. 
After a review of the proeeBSe8 of digestion, the fact that the digested 
matter must enter a " common carrier" which haa "the right of way" over 
the entire body, introduces the subject of the blood, and to some teaching 
on absorption by the lacteal! and lymyhatica. This and the remaining 
subjects for this Grade (the lungs, skm and organs ofpereeption) are 
but lightly treated, aa they are repeated in far more detail in Grade VL 
Here digestion is reviewed, and ahRorption is taught more fully. The 
structure and functions of the heart and the circulation of the blood occupy 
a great portion of the allotted time, but the concluding lessons are devoted 
to a preliminary study of the brain, spinal cord. and great sympathetic 
nervous system, especially to their great importance aa instruments of 
mind and centres of nervous force. Prior to this period most ilIust1'ative 
material is found in observations made by the children, but at this stage 
teachers are nr~ed to employ simple experimental illustrations, especially 
"during the wmter months, when there is less to observe out of doors." 
(A few specimens of such illustrations may prove suggestive.) 

"To illustrate why bones are hollow: Take a sheet of foolscap paper and 
roll it into a cylinder about an inch in diameter, holding in shape by means 
of strinp or rubber bands; support this cylinder in a horizontal position 
by placmg a support under each end. Now place weights upon the middle, 
notmg how much it sustains before breaking. Next, take the same kind 
of sheet of paper and fold or roll it into a solid bar: support and load aa 
before. Notice the result. 

.. To show the animal part of bone: Soak a clean bone, as a rib, in strong 
vinegar or dilute muriatic acid until it becomes flexible. )lineral matter 
has disappeared. 

"To show what part of a bone is mineral : Weigh a small bone accurately, 
then roast it for about three hours on a hot bed of coals. Remove cal'tlfully 
and weigh again. Animal matter has disappeared. Notice what propor
tion. 

"Saw a bone through lengthwise. Notice the structure of ends, middle, 
and outllide part. 

"To show the structure of muscles: Take a piece of lean meat that haa 
been boiled; pick it to pieces with needles, showing connective tissue and 
the larger and smaller mu~cular fibres. Place one of the smallest fibres 
under a microscope and notice the markings. 

"To show the action of the flexor and extensor muscles: Procure the 
front leg of a sheep. Remove the connective tissues which surround 
the entire leg, and carefully separate the muscles from ea.!h other, loosening 
up' the tendons to where theT are attached to the bones. By Jlulling the 
different muscles, thei" functlon in life Cl'n bo nicely shown. It will be 
seen that many muscles act together to cause the same movements: that 
other muscles are antagonistic. 

"Have childreu notice the swelling of muscles when in actiou ou their 
own bodies. Let them find the muscle, or set of muscles, which makes 
certain movements: as, extending the arm, bending the arm, extending or 
ben-iing the index finger, turning the head to left or right, chewing, etc. 
Show the muscles as the power acting upon the bones as levers of different 
classes." . 

Further suggestions include how to make models to show the principle 
upon which the diaphragm acts in respiration, or to illustrate the action of 
the intercostal muscles. Most teachers find no difficulty in improvising or 
adapting many more of the same kind to meet the need for concrete 
demonstrations. 
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The nlethod adopted in the remaining two Grades briu.,"S out well a (6)CJeveland 
point yl.'\ dimly perceived in this country, which is, nevertheless, susceptible Ohio-
of far full ... r development than is accorded to it even in this instance at cotUi.wd. 
Ueveland. Ohio, vi&., the valuable field afforded b1 hfgiene and physiology, 
not alone lor the acquirement of the theories of physles and chemistry, but 
for their application under most favourable and attractive circumstances.. 
The syllabus opens as follows-

"We do not know what liCe is, but the mechanism which life has woven 
and built around itself conforms to the same laws and principles which 
hold in the physic:al world, and cannot be well understood without some 
reference to physic:al laws. The following outline is an attempt to suggest 
Ie880DB which will be & blending of the two great departments of science, 
~ology and physics, life and matter-and the two thus bronght together 

me one, vi&., physiology, since all matter and its laws are but sublJer.. 
vient to the one great thing-Life. . . 

.. As a preliminary to these lessons the teacher should place the minds of 
the children in the right attitude towards the work. The)" should know 
that it is the human body that forms the central figure in all these lessons, 
and their thoughts should be continually bronght back to that fact." 

The following 18 the ontline :-" All the manifestations of life, whether 
individual or national. can be reduced ultimately to certain changes. All 
changee are of one of two kinds: either changes of place or of compotlition : 
the former are known as physical, the latter as chemical. The teaCher will 
illustrate physical changes and chemical changes. Let the children classify 
the following changee: water evaporates; dew forms ~ ~ is mined, 
transported, thrown upon the fire, burned; unsupported ooaies fall to the 
ground, tnIeB grow, sugar dissolves in water, a watch ignites by friction, 
gunpowder explodes, water boili\ iron melts, iron rusts, grape juice 
fermen~ apples decay, cherries ripen, blood circulates, food digests; 
animals inhale air, & certain part umtes with the blood, the blood repairs 
worn~ut tissues i anintals feel, children think, sudden news quickens the 
pulae, etc. PhYSlc:al force. Muscles exert force. What force is. Other 
kinds of force than muscular force, as cohesion, adhesion, gravitation, 
magnetism, electricity etc. How force is measured; units of force; as, 
pounds, ounces, etc. \Veigh many things on spring scales or other kind. 
Educate the muscular sense by having pupils estimate the weight of many 
things after lifhng them. 

.. By exerting force, muscles produce motion. Some kinds of motion, as 
uniform, accelerated, retarded, pendulum movements, etc. 

.. The c:irculation and the laws of liquids. 

.. The heart fully explained as to its shape, size, walls, cavities, valves, 
intl.'rior, by means of dissections of heart of Oll: or sheep. The circulation 
carefully and minutely traced through both the pulmonary and systemic
circuits. 

• The circulatory system compared with the distribution of water in a 
city j the heart, arteries and capillaries and veins having their analogies 
more or less perfectly in any city supplied by a pwnping station. 

"Study, in counection lIith the circulation, the effect upon liquids when 
subjected to pressure j also capillary attraction • 

.. Respiration and atmospheric pressure. Why we breathe j the relation 
of air to the blood. Show nature of oxygen and carbon dioxide. Experi_ 
ment with lime water to show that breathing and burning give rise to 
sante products. .Relation of plants and animals as regards the air. Show 
simple experiments in atmospheric pressure. Counect the facts ot the 
physic:al properties of air with the organs of breathing, showing that it is a 
purely pliysiCal process. Teach the mechanism of breathing; ribs, inteJo.. 
costal muscles, abdominal muscles, diaphragm,. tracllea, bronchial tubes, 
air cells, and how all operate together, thua forming the respiratory 
apparatus. 

II Dissect lung of sheep, sho'i\-ing lung tissue and air tubes. 
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(6.) Cleve- "Perform,.if, P?ssible, the experiment with mercury and,baromcter tuhe 
land, Uhio to show the prmCIple ,of the barometer. - " , ' 
-continued. " Ventilation. Why necessary; how perforIiled. 

," Digestion and absorption. Relation of these processes 1;0 the bloo<£, 
"Digestion is performed by a combi~tlon of physic8.I and chemical pro

cesses, while,absorption is identical ,with the taking up of moisture hy-the 
roots of plants. The effect of alcohol upon the body in general and in 
particular should receive a large measur~ of attcntion." , 

TIlE SUGGESTIONS FOR (iRADE VIii. LRE (fiVE1V INjhiLL. 
The Ear aM Souna. ' 

"~each as much of the anatomy of the ear as ia found in any ehlmcntary 
physlOlogy. ' ' " , 

,., The' £8.1' constructed with referenceto' sound. 
"Sound. What it is. Wave motIon, shown by rope. How sound is 

produced. Show by using tuning fork, small bell ot large glass dish, that 
a sou.ndingbody is vibrating.,., Show how sound travels -thrQllgh the a.ir : 
string telephone: experiment to prove that sound will not pass through a 
vacuum. .. Velocity of sound in air: echoes.' Musical sounds: pitch, 
loudness.' ' .. , 

,iHli.ving studied the'ear and: sound' to some Jittleext.entsnow how the 
former is adapted to receive the' latt"er : trace 1\' sQiud wate from; a Il.is
tant bell ,through the air; into the ear, through iu. differentpatts"\.mtil~l1e 
ends~fthe'aU:ditorynE,lrve are,excited: ":' 1< " .": ' , •... ' 

" 'res,t the hearing of pupils. 
1'.What ;knowledge,is brought to us by the !lense pf ~earing .. ' 

7,'heE!le and Liu.'ht • 
• ~ The ~nat\olI1Y ofthe eye. The eye-bali and its slll'~~undin~~. 'Muscles 

to move ... ' Why located where. it is. The cornea, sclerotic coat, ,choroid, 
iris" ',J.enSl retina, aqueous ,and vitreous. humour." Drawings of eye made. ' 
Li~ht and what it is. Travels in straight lines (nearly) through the air. ' 
Velocity; how found. Reflection. " 

General Sensibilitl/ and Heat.' . ..;. . 
"Why ~ur' sense of heat ,should. be distributed ,()ver· the entire ,body. 

What heat is 1,V a,rious, waYl! ,qf. prQducing; ,l>y JIlechl1bi~ .. action, by 
co~l;lusti?n, 

,'fhe Nervous, System (1M Electricity. 

"The anatomy of brain; spirial cqrd. nerv~s. ,sympathetic' syste~, taught 
by use of chart. Do· not go too, deeply. 1'Oto structure of bram, a very, 
general notion only. Show tbat the nerves bring all parts of.the body into 
a sympathetic relation. A ner:vou~ impulse is a d.ischa:ge or libera~ion of " 
energy analogous to the electriC discharges: not Identical but havmg an 
analogy 80 'near 'as to make the study of electricity in place in this con-
nection'l occupies time. ,Experiment. " "'" ' " 
. :'.' T.e~h pa:rli.lysiI~t influences of alc~hor an.d 'narcotics U:~on'.nerv~lUs 

tiSSUes, , anq. 'espeCIally' upon the brain: DISCUSS other p'hyslologICli~ 
reasons wby stimulants and narcotics should Mt be used: also moral 
aspe~tsof drinking alcoholic stimulants.~', ',. ' " ", : 
Thro~gh.out, the,~hoIe ,:eightyears teachers are incited to 
maintarin:aclose connection' between nature study 'and 
human physiology ; applications ai-ealso requir~d and' intro~ 
duced in his classes by the-Physical Culture Instructor: "'At 
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the teachers' quarterly meeting when this amont{ other 
sulticcts L'I discussed between the supervisors and theIr staft: 
unremitting efforts are made by the former to lresent suitable 
lIuggestions of how associations may be create between these 
subJccts and daily life, either by judicious co-relation with 
other subject.s, or by the. constant diffusion of, a general 
atmosphere of healthful habits around and among the cliildren. 
Teachers are also furnished with a list of suitable books ot' 

. reference: ' .. Physiology for Little 'Folks," "The House I live in," 
and Blaisdell's .. Our Bodies" for the earlier grade<;: Huxley 
and -Youman's'" Physiology," and Shaw'~ and Gifford's and 
Avery's If Physics" for the-later. 
'Thecomple~ curriculum at present in forceintheGrade schools 

of Cleveland, Ohio, is detailed, as it appears to be a 1{6od specimen 
ot such time-tables, and brings out clearly the propOltion (f 
hours devoted each week, throughout the compulsory school 
life, to the various studies, mental, moral, physiCAl, manual, 
and so forth" up?n which the 'atten~ionof ,~h~ ~hil~ren is 
concentratecl HItherto sparse attentIOn has been gIven to 
physiology in the Cleveland'Normal School, a defect to repair 
which.no·pains is spared-by the Superintendent-of ·the Oity 
Schools. Admirable and exhaustive courses of lectures, to the 
teachers are given by the Medical Officer of Schools, Dr. R. Leigh 
Baker, or by other authorities, and the sincere interest exhibited 
iIi the lessons by their supervisors must prove a useful impetus 
to' ood work. . , " .. .. 
, fhe school course at Lynn (Mass.) also shows the posi- (c.) Lynn, 

tion assign~' in the" time~ta.ble to civics, elementary Mass. 
s:cience, and morals and manners, as well· as to hygiene. ''l'his Tables VIII. 
I b'·' di 'ded . h' fi f od and IX. IlSt .su ,~ect IS VI I!lto twoparts.!'t erst treats 0, go 
habIts, of what th" childrendo~ daily; ,the second takes' up 
th~stl.i.dy: ~f physiology .. Teaclier~ are a~vised' to begin by 
brief and tllmple conversatIons, to dIrect chIldren to' theIr own 
experianc~s and observalions at home, at's?~ool' and. elsew~ere, 
ana to brmg:out the, elements of healthy livmg: eatmg, dnnk
!ng, , working, . re~ting, ,sleeping,'playing,' ·clea;nliness.·· . It" is 
mtended that children'~hoUld then be led to se!3: what parts 
of .the.body are brought mto use through .the actIOns notIced; 
h soo why these' parts are useful, how they should be cared 
fbr, and why, exercise; rest; and' pure' air are necessary. Among 
the 'many inig~estive "'Notes to Teachers " the-f611ow~Ilg' is one 
of the -most 'Va~uable :-" In order to impress upon· the children 
the -importance of correct living, the teacher must' practise in 
school 'what she teaches. She should see that the schoolroom 
is kept clean, that the "heat is properly regulated. that the air 
i~ ~ept pure by proper ventilation,. that the ?hi,ldr~n are not 
subjected. to dangerous draughts. that the light IS srlitable, 
that' the ,physical exercises, songs, and other diversions are 
used' at, ilie: right time,so far as these things are· under her 
control or influence. She should see that the children observe 
the hints on' cleanliness of person or clothing, that they take 
proper care of themselves and their garments, ete." 



GRADIS I. 
h. m. 

Reading. · · · 9 10 

Spelling. - -
Language 

Constructive Work · 
Composition · 
Nature Stu,l,. · · 
Literature • 2 6 

History · · 
Indn.tr:... • · 
Condnct and Mo al •• 

Geography. · - -
Physiology and Hygiene 0 26 

German· · · 6 40 

Arithmetic · · · 2 80 

lfsnuai Training • · 0 40 

Drawing. · · 1 0 

Penma~shlp • · ~ 1 80 

Music . · · · 1 G 

Phyolcal Culture 0 60 

ReceB.e. · · 0 25 

TABLE VII. 
CLEVELAND PUBLIC GRADE SCHOOL WEEKLY TIME TABLE . . 

II. III. IV. ' V. VI. VII. 
h. m. h. m. h. m. h. m. h. m. h. m. 
8 60 8 f6 6 36 Reading ~ · S 16 8 16 Reading . · · 2 6 

\I Spelling Spelling . · · 1 10 5 1 40 \I 6 " 1 15 1 16 
Language 

Language Grammar • · 3 10 
Con8tructlve Work • 1 15 1 ,16 C,omp08itlon on 

Anlmalstndy(lstmth.) 
General Subjects • 0 40 

S""cial ,Compo_i· , 
tlon I 

Plant Study (7th, 8th Elementary I and 9th months) • Science _ 2 65 2 26 1 16 Industrle. (8rd and 1 20 
6th montbs~. • 1 16 1 15 Physics f History with onduct , 

Botany and Civics (2nd, 4th 
and 6th month.) • Astronomy 

German 8 20 8 20 Lauer Literature 1 20 

- - - - 3 20 Literature '" Composl. ' German 2 40 
tion· • • • 2 6 2 6 

0 26 0 26 0 26 Physiology & Hygiene 0 40 0 40 Physiology & Physic •• 0 40 

6 40 6 40 6 40 Geography . · · 8 66 8 66 History 2 40 

\I 85 3 f6 6 10 Arithmetic • · 8 65 3 66 Arithmetic • , 26 

1 0 1 0 0 46 Manual Training. · 1 0 1 0 M.anual Training • 1 0 

1 25 1 0 1 6 Drawing . ". 1 10 1 10 Drawing 1 10 

2 6 2 6 1 80 Penman.hlp • · 1 10 1 10 Penmanship. · · 1 10 

1 16 1 0 1 6 Muoic · 1 10 1 10 Music · · 1 10 

0 60 0 60 0 60 Physical Culture · 0 60 ~ 60 Physical Culture • 0 60 

1 40 1 40 1 40 RereBsea · 1 40 1 40 Recesses 1 40 
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Drawing 
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ReoesBes 

VIII. 
h. m. 
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40 
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40 

o 40 

\I 40 

6 0 

40 

16 

16 

0 50 

40 
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t'!l 

L 

-
Beadlnll. 

Spelling. 

Vertical writing. 

Arithmetic. 

Hyr.ene anJ phy.l. 
o ogy. 

Hanoera and 
morale. 

Language. 

History .torle .. 

Observation lea· 
sona on place and 
position. 

ObaervatlQo les· 
10Da on natural 
and physica! phe· 

Domena. 

Observation les· 
sons on people 
and occupations,/ 

. 
JL 

BeadIng. 

Spelling. 

Vertical writing. 

Arithmetic. 

Hygiene and pb¥a1. 
ology. 

Maooou and 
morale. 

Language. 

History .tori ... 

Observation lei· 
sona 00 place aud 
po.ition. 

Observation les· 
Bona on natlU'&1 
and physical phe. 
nomena. 

Observation I ea· 
lona on poopl. 
and OCrnptLliona./ 

TABLE VIII. 

LYNN GRADE SCHOOL Ct'RRICt'LVM. 

ilL n·. I V. VI. 

Rl>adIag. Beading. Beading. ResIling. 

Spelling. Spelling. Spelling. Spelling. 

Vertical writing. VerUca! writing. '-mica! writing. '-ertl ... 1 writing. . 
Arithmetic. ArIthmetic. Arithmetic. Arithmetic. 

Hy[ene and Bygl~neand pby.l· Hygiene and HYlliene and 
P yalo!ogy. otugy. physiology. physiology. 

Mannen and Manners and llaDDe~ and Manners and 
morals. morals. morala. moral II. 

Geography. Geography. Geograpb¥_ Geography_ 

Language. LaIl~U&!(e. Language and Language and 
grammar. grammar. 

History .tori .... History stoli.s. History (Ameri· History (Amerl. 
can lI&1T' .. tiv .... ). cen nan-ativ .. ). 

Observation leo· Ohservation loa· 

:''4" V::ltfo~ Ions on place and 
p.oltioo. 

Obaervation I .. · Observation Ie.· 
SODa OD Datural Bona Oll natural 
and physical and physical phe. Ele,!,entary Elementary 
phenomena. Domena. sCIence. science. 

Obs.rvatlon les· Observation les· 
Ions on people sons on people 
and occupa .. and Of'l~IlJlil.ti01U"1 
t1ons. 

I 

VIL VIII. 

Beadinll· Beading. 

SpellIn/. Spelling. 

V mica! wrlti~. V~rtlcal writing. 

Arithmetic. Arithmetic. 

Hygiene and 
poysiology. 

Bf~one and 
p Yliology. 

}[annere and ,Manners aad 
moral .. ulumu. 

Geography. GeoJ(raphy_ 

Language and Language and 
grammar. gra.mmar. 

History of the 
Uniwd Stat... 

Hiotory of the 
United Stat... 

Civics. Civic •. 

Ele,!,entary Elementary 
sCIence. Icience. 

I IX. 

Beadlnll. 

Spelling. 

'-ertical writing. 

Arithmetic. 

Hyt,ene and 
p yalology_ 

Mannen and 
moraia. 

Geography. 

Language and 
gralnlDar. 

Hlst..,ry of the 
U uit.d State.. 

CIvics. 

Elementary 
Icience. 

::} 

1 .... 
t:::: 
~ 
~. 
;::t 
a. 

fr 
i 

.0) 
Q;j, 



TABLE IX. 

LYNN GHADE SCHOOL-COUHSE IN HYGIESE AND PHYSIOLU(iY. 

Ond.LADdn I III. and IV. 

81m pie tala on topl .. I 80HII.-lt.I poopl •• Dod what tb"1 do. 
t ..... """ In detail 10 

IUbiequeot Orad. BATIIIO.-Tb. meal .. 

each ... are dire"""" 
to lead tb. ohlldna 
to Dolloe what tb"7 
do dall,. And to 
train th.m to 
health, IIvlnr. b, 
trlvlDr them oomot 
,.n_1 notlODl on 
thla point .. far 
.. thel' OlIn oom. 
pnhend. 

P'OOD.-Varloaa klndl. 

Bow TO XOT.-Manno .. at table. 

8LPRPIlla -When; how muoh. 

WORKIIIO.-At home; at IObool: with bando and head: 
wb,. 

PLUIIIO.-WbJ: how. 

Rurl.a.-Whon: why. 

CLIUIILllllU.-of ponoD : of olothln.; of roontI. 

BADBABITI. 

Nol •• -Chlldnn mould be led to lee what part. of the 

~lol:ln::"JI;t t!!'':. ":'hJt~h',:hp:~~ ~:,VI::.~:\~ 
how .. e Ihauld OIl,. for them; how to 8v,,14 InJllry and 
properly to aerelea thorn. Children Ire tndno" to I •• 
that eurt.tl.tt" "_,, and good air are alwllYI noceuary. 
Teach ... mut .. tlAlnd to tho Die of dall, breathlnll aDd 
ph,lleal ••• ",1Iea 10 tbo I.bool. 

V. 

Extend work of Orado 
IV'

I 
and emphalil. 

Ita mportanoo. 

P'OODI.-Tbe\r 000.1' 
lit,; II Indo ; quan· 
tit,· adaptation to 
Ip""lal pnrpoI.I; 
preparation; 0 a u
tlonl, etc. 

vr. VII. vm. 

I 
DIOI!ITIOII.-Ortranll Rr.IPI.ATIOII.-

:ft~r~";"~~n:I~: ~;:l'::~ or..o ........ ; 
.nd Imokln!! hablt.l. 
Hlndran_todlpa. 

8KIILBTOII AIID Mus· 
CVLAI& IVITIIH.-
8tructurel i Ulel; 
h'lIl.ne; npDlr; 
.....tIoDi. 

tlOD ; cautlonl. 

ABSORPTIOII AIID 
CIRCULATIOII. -
Or"aol and pro
CeMt'I ; hYllene oj i 
oautlonl. 

%fr..youe 8VI'I'KH.-
Growth: hy"'.no; 18P.CIOL 811111111.
exe",lae; cautlonl. LI~ht; Imlll; taote; 

boarlnll; touob. 

In Orad .. vn. and I Vllt. IUIIII,"tlOnl 
lhould be 1I1 •• n In ..... of """Id.nt.l. 
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In Section II. which comprises the next three classes, attention is directed 
to the limbs and structure of the body, the following extract indicating the 
met.hod advised :- • 

. Sectioo II. TM Limb8 and Walls. 

Skin, muscle, tendon, blood, blood vessels, nerves, fat, bones, joints, 
ligaments, cartilage. 

Sources of knowledge. The body. At home-fur, raw and cooked beef, 
leg l)f a fowl, veal, lamb. At the market-sides and cuts of beef, mutton 
and pork, bones. At school-shank of beef, bones, pictures, diagrams, 
books. 

What to teach. The organ: its chief characteristics and its name; its 
position and uses; how it should be cared for; the effects upon It of 
alcohol and narcotICS. 

Method. 1. Find what is known. 2. Teach pupils to observe the organ; 
to observe its uses; to learn its care from experience, home training, from 
knowledge of use, from reading. 3. Contribution of facts. Selection and 
arrangement of facts by pupils. 4. Oral and written descriptions, drawings 
with and without objects, according to outline. 5. Reading of selected 
articles. Suggestions. Observations of corresponding parts in other 
animals. (Teach to put a 'piece of sticking plaster on a wound; to cleanse 
and bandage a cut; to aSSIst one who is weak.) 

The remainder of the course is devoted to the consideration of food, air, 
clothing, removal of waste, exercise and rest, the necessary illustrations 
being gathered by the pupils and added to by the teacher; the nutritive, 
digestive, circulatory, respiratory motory and nervous systems being 
considered and studied in Section in. by the higher grades. Teachers are 
exborted to avoid technicalities as far as possible with the younger pupils, 
to make use of numerous simple' expenments, and to let rules for the 
proper care and use of the different organs, systems or functions of the 
body be repeated and re-enXorced. Special attention to the interdependence 
of vital processes is advocated, and the ideal of a strong, wholesome 
and unabused body as best fitted for successful and happy living is kept 
constantly and conspicuously in the foreground. In consequence of' the 
law which requires special iustruction in schools as to the effect of alcoholic 
drinkS: stimulants and narcotics on the human system, these subjects 
appear in each section of the course, but the teachers are cautioned to 
deal ouly with the more serious consequences, just enough to attain the 
purpose of mentioning them at all, to refrain from a.qsertions of what is 
uncertain or sinc~ely doubted by high authority, or likely to be repudiated 
by the pupil when he is mature enough to judge for himself. If the 
children thoughtlessly incline to make merry over the weakness, or folly, 
or misfortune of persons visibly under the influence of alcohol, their teacherS 
are advised to lead them to a truer and more serious attitude towards 
such things, dwelling on the personal effort and capacity necessary to form 
good habits and to avoid bad ones, and showing by illustration, that the 
man needs a strong and beautiful body if it is to be sound and well 
balanced. Special delicacy of treatment is pointed out as necessary in 
those unfortunate cases where children find themselves between the safe 
teaching of the school and the COtmter practices and influences of horne. . 

(e) Washing- Good methods and wise counsels to teachers find admirable 
ton, D.C. illustration at Washington, where the enthusiasm, on occasion 

limited elsewhere to supervisors, ex.tends to most members of 
the staff. This is largely due to Mrs. I. G. Myers, who has been 
responsible for many years for the Normal School curriculum 
and has alsQ had l!in intimate connection with the sehools them-
selves. ..... . . 
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The following extract from the "Outline of Work for 1901,j 
llpeaks for itself as to the personal practice which it is assumed 
should accompany the teachers' precepts:-

" To the teacher-
"Study the ventilation of your own buildin~ and schoolroom. Know 

hllw to secure the best possible fresh air conditions for the children and 
for yourself. Test thill frequently by_going from the room for a minute, 
returning sensitive to vitiated air. Keep a fraction of the mind on tem
perature, to Bee that it is the proper one. Have a watchful care to the 
adjustment of shades} for the best distribution of lilJht. Be mindful of the 
Reating of pupils havm~ defective sight, so that theIr defects may lessen by 
f08tering care. The direct aim of the early study of physiology is the 
intelligent care of the body. The formation of healthful and refined habits 
is the end to be Becured." 

In GradeB IV.z V., VI., VII., and VIII. advantageous place is found for 
the elements or sanitation. The skin, nails, hair, and teeth are first 
Iltudied in Grade V., then appears the following note: "Study the con
ditions of a healthful schoolroom: sunlight, its effect; dust, its dangers; 
fresh air, its value j temperature, what it should be. Let the responsibility 
for this care a-radually pass from the teacher to the pupils, by whom in 
turn, it should be 8ust.a.med, with intelligence and conscience." In Grade 
VI. sanitation comprehends" The care of the sleeping room; a kitchen 
sink, use, conlltruction, care, risks from want of care, etc." In Grade VII. 
air and ventilation are required to be treated experimentally and" practi
cally;" and sewer gas, its nature, effect!!, and dangers, is considered in 
connection with the city regulatIOns for plumbing. The physiology in 
Grade VIII. is confined to a simple general study of the nervous system: 
the lIanitation concerns itself with the sources of diseases, germs and their 
conditions of development, a study of simple disinfectants (sunlight, soap, 
and water, par excellence) and concludes with an introduction to municipal 
sanitation (Ranitary dwellings\ street cleaning, sewerage, garbage) con
tagious diseases, etc.). Appenaed is this suggestion: "Combine thiS unit 
with the study of city government;" the force and worth of which 
note is appreciated when the fact is reealled that boys of 13 or 14 
constitute half the pupils who come under this instruction. No text-books 
are suggested for use until Grade IV., then" The Child's Health Primer" 
and Stowell's" Essentials of Health" are named as suitable; but long and 
valuable lists of reference books are appended for the teachers' use through
out the course, all of which are available at the teachers' library. Among 
books on gener~l physiolo~, I<'oster's, Colton'S, Tracey"s, and Bertha Brown'~ 
find a place, Wltli Ball's • Care of the Teeth," MerCIer's" Nervous Syst.em 
and the Mind{ Rosenthal's" Muscles and Nerves," and Lagrange's" Physical 
Exercise i" .Hilling's and Morrison's excellent books on Ventilation and 
Hrating, and Prudden's "Dust and its Dangers" and "Story of the 
Bacteria" are also included, besides the Annual Reports of the Health 
Department and references to articles in current literature. 

Practical methods and field trips are advocated, and unusual 
trouble is taken to inter-connect this with other school studies. 
The much talked. of principle of correlation is practised with 
most encouraging resUlts in the Washington schools, though all 
concerned are aware that but the first steps along this right 
road have yet been taken. 

At Philadell.>hia t~ Good. Habits Talks find a place among (.f) P~ila-
object lessons m the loUl' pnmary grades. delphia.. 

In view of the well-recognised fact that eating a.nd drinking bulk largely 
in a smaIl child's mind, the conversational lessons open on articles of food 
and drink (bread, beef, mutton, coffee, tea, butter, cheese, rice, fruits), and 
from what natural objects these are obtained, followed by a similar treat
ment of common articles of clothing. In Grade III. the care of the human 
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body, by means of cleanliness, clothing and breathing fresh air, gives occa· 
sion for much useful talk,so that by the time Grade IV. is reached (the 
children being from 9 to 10 years old) curiosity is aroused as to the general 
structure of the body and the means by which it receives sensations. Dur· 
ing the remaining four years the physiological and hygienic _ aspects of the 
study are well balanced in treatment, as is evidenced by the written notes 
of the more advanced grades. By the courtesy of Miss Wright, one of the 
Board of Education Supervisors, I have been furnished with a. large num· 
ber of notes made by pupils in Grade VIII.,executed without previous 
notice in the ordinary course of work and handed to me without revision 
as they left the writers' hands. Of these, forty papers are on the nervous 
system; they are clear, well expressed, and, as a whole, satisfactorily 
accurate; the plentiful introduction of pen and ink drawings illustrate the 
facility attained in this· mode of eXp'ression by an American· child. Each 
paper contains a verbal sketch, Illustrated, of the cerebro-spinal and 
sympathetic nervous systems, and highly creditable drawings of the under 
surface of the brain, show.ing the cerebrumJ cerebellum and medulla. 
oblongata; each paper concludes with the hygienic applications to be 
made of the knowledge gained, couched in evidently original language:
.. It is the worry in many cases that causes nervous sickness." "To keep 
our body in healthaIso tends to keep the nervous system in health, as the 
blood which nourishes the nervous system must be pure and good ... , The 
nervous system can be easily abused, sitting up late at night, overtiring the 
body, reading cheap novels and going to the theatre too much all tire the 
brain." The following extract from one of the best papers illustrates the 
danger, to which reference has been made as so liable to arise from well 
meant efforts to simplify a complex, and, as yet, incompletely understood 
subject; though the general tenour is excellent some of the daring asser
tions on the part of the pupil are inaccurate aDd misleading. "The use of 
narcotics,. strong drink and opium all tend to weaken the nervous system. 
The alCOhOl gets into the blood, takes away all the healthful parts of the 
blopd and it gets into the nerve tissue which is very watery, and the 
alcohol dries up the water and takes its place, and when the alcohol is once 
in the nerve tissue it is very hard to get out, so for this and other reasons, 
alcohol should be avoided by every sensible person. Opium and all other 
drugs should be equally avoided, the craving is verr. hard to get rid of and 
will often be inherited by the victim's innocent children. The opium has 
a deadenin~ effect that is very dangerous, often resulting in death; all the 
patent medIcines and cough cures often have a form of opium in the~J and. 
they should be avoided as a household remedy, as the effect on children 
especially is very dangerous." 

Even more striking is another. set of papers·. from the 
sallie school for the variety i..D. verbalex:pression of identical 
facts and the really beautiful pen and ink drawings of the 
structure of the ear, including ~eparate illustrations of its parts. 
The evident grasp of the theory of sound, in addition to the :fi tness 
of the human ear for the tr~nsmission of sound waves, is most 
ap.earent,and ~he remarks on. the . care of the ear a~e simple, 
ratIOnal, common sense. A third set of papers deals WIth the eye 
and also ~erits high praise. Sketches enter even more fully 
into these notes, ana are used with great effect to illustrate· ana 
assi~t ~o sho~ten. written descriptio~. It is evident that the 
hlgtemc applicatIOns have been welllmpres~ed, though a number 
o the writers wisely omit any notes on the effects of alcohol and 
tobacco. on the eye, which· are reported by others in words 
similar in substance to. the following extract from one paper :-

" Effect' 'of· Alcohol' on the Eye.-It in a general way dulls or weakens 
the nerve. Alcohol is known to produce congestion of eyes. It irritates· 
the delicate linings of the eyelids and lessens the acuteness of vision. 
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"Effect of Tobacco on the Er.e.- Tobacco smoke irritates the eyes. It 
C3W188 sharp pain of the eyeba.l. Smokem often have confused and feeble 
villion due to partial paralysis of the optic nerve.· 

These papers are home-work on an· assigned subject which 
had been previously studied in class, and rank as "Composi-, 
tions ;" the sketches are allowed to be copied from diagrams or 
objects. The execution of these careful drawings has various 
values, iIi addition to the inevitable mental impression received 
of relation of parts, of form and of structure; accurate observa
tion, neatness, precision, manual dexterity, r~liance upon means 
other than verbal for expression, the employment of facility 
gained in another branch of study, are all callaO. into play. The 
method appears in general use. I have specimens of similar, 
though less advanced, notes collected in the course of a visit to 
some schools at Providence, Rhode Island, where pencil illustra
tion rather than verbal description is relied upon. Bone 
structure, the mechanism of a. joint, the sha.{>e and arrangement 
of the teeth, the position of the organs In the thorax and 
abdomen are drawn; and usually six or seven written lines arc 
considered to supply the necessary letterpress. 

Good papier-mache models and anatomical charts 8.re provided Illustrative 
under some Boards of Education, but a majority of those teacherS lIfethods. 
whose previous training or post-graduate courses enable them to 
approach the whole topic from its practical side, confirmed my 
own opinion that one illustration from life or a familiar object, 
one demonstration on animal tissues, such as the leg of a rabbit 
or the eye of an ox, is worth more as a means to convey a true 
conceptIon, to arouse active interest, or to stimulate subsequent 
observation than the free use of costly models. The extent to 
which this .; better" way is followed depends upon the attitude 
of the Supervisors or school principal, and the capacity and en-
thusiasm of the teacher. The same spirit which nas ,P1'ompted 
the rapid introduction of the" laboratory method"mto high 
schoolS and colleges is permeating the whole world of ' education, 
with a promise of good things to come for this .as for other suit-
able subjects. 

Speci8.l lessons upon the care of young children are not Th~ Care of 
usual in the public schools, though exceptions to the rule exist Yo?ng 
in N ew York City, Washington, and very probably elsewhere. Chlldren. 
In respect of sensible clothing, England can learn with advan- . 
tage from the United States where babies, from birth, have 
necks, anns, and legs completely and continuously protected. 
The artificial feeding of infants is chiefly in the. hands of 
physicians, who write individual prescri.ptions to be II made up .. 
at milk laboratories instead of at chemIsts' shops; and this cus-
tom was, in my experience, " reason frequently advanced for not 
givinO' instruction on the subject of "bottle fed" babies in 
schools. At Buffalo the use of tube. botdes is forbidden by 
law. I do not know whether such enactments have been made 
elsewhere, but in this "city the result within a comparati vely 
short time was to reduce the rate of infantile mortality by one-
half. At the N ew York cookery centres the girls learn how to 
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sterilise and ~teurise milk.; how to modify cow's milk. to meet 
the needs of infants at dilierent age periods; how much food to 
give and how often to feed; what are and what, are not the 
right shapes for feeding bottles. They also learn how to make 
barley water and foods suitable when the child begins to require 
other than milk. diet. .. What Baby must not have," needs to 
be well impressed in the poorest quarters of that city as well as 
in our own towns. Regular instruction is not given at \'" ashing
ton, but Mrs. 1 G. Myers occasionally takes the elder girls alone, 
at one or other school, for personal instruction in nursery 
hygiene as well as in the wise care of their own health. 

B.-HIGH ScHOOI.8. 

To confine the following remarks to the teaching of th(' 
Domestic Sciences and Arts, and Hy~ene in the public hi~h 
schools is to omit, for the present, reference to some excellent 
examples. of secondary school courses supported by private en
dowment, e.g.-those at the Pratt and Lewis Institutes, which 
will be treated in Part II. Nevertheless, adherence to the 
division of educational institutions into the two groups of 
those maintained by State funds or from private resources will. 
it is hoped, enable those unfamiliar with the intricacies con.<>e
quent upon this parallel dual system to assign to each its just 
relative proportion to the mass of good work accomplished 

bynboth.. Sc· . I ·tied 1m·th . omestic lence IS c assl , a ost Wl out excephon. as 
Manual Training under all Boards of Educat.ion into whose 
high schools it has been introduced. The reason for tllis is 
found substantially in the system of co-education. If the ¢rls 
of a division devote so much time per week to a subject from 
which boys are excluded, their occupation during these" periods .. 
must be of a character inapplicable to girls. Manual traini~ is 
widely recognised as desirable for both sexes and is therefore 
conv~niently, if not quite accnrately. extended to cover cooking, 
sewing, laundry and table service. as well as its more l~timate 
subjects, work with day, card, wood, or metal It must Jways be 
borne in mind that a proportion of authorities maintain the 
.. trainin~" value of all these occuPi/otions to be equal. In large 
cities whIch support several high schools, one of these is usually 
set apart for the expl"eSS purpose of ofiering special facilities in 
manual training to both sexes, and is so denominated; not that 
all Manual Trailling Hiah Schools necessarily include domestic 
subjects in their cumcuYa., but they do so in many cities, and. I 
helie,·e. to an annually increasing extent. AtProvidence(Rhode 
Island). at Ann Arbor (Mic1i.), and in the early days at. 
Philadelphia., cookery and even sewing, appeared in the tim~ 
tables ofhi"~nschools before adoption into ilie gnurunar schools; 
but Broo . e, (Mass.). ofters an illustration of the more 
general tendency, viz., to include an introductory course in both 
subjects in the elementary schools, and to encourage further 
study and practice in the high schools. • 

As a rule, hi~h schools provide a choico of courses for their 
stm1.ents, usul\lly from five· to eight in number; these 
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are described as General. Classical, Scientific, Latin-German, 
English preparatory. Commercial. Manual, etc. The base of 
most of them is very similar d~ the first two out of the four 
years oJ high school life, by which means different.iation or 
specialisation is »?Stponed until about 16, and premature 
specialisation avoided at 14 years of ~0'6. Domestic Science 
may constitute a required subject in the General, Technical, 
or Manual Training courses, as it does, ~.g., at Brookline 
(llass.), or it may be an .. elective," open to all girl students, 
lUI at Ann Arbor and Muskegon. When DOUse sanitation plays a 
prominent part this section of the course is occasionally thrown 
o~n to boys, as is the case at the Toledo Polytechnic School. 

The scope of the whole course is often very cOmprehensive, as Scope alltl 
the arts are included to an extent not usual in this country Value o!' 
(considerable time being- devoted to the practice of design, clay ~mll!'hc 
modelling. drallring, an<1 to some study of colour), while it would eo::' 
be hard to find one scheme which dot'S not require, or include 
in itself. a study of general chemistry, elementary physics, and 
an introduction to the first princi'ples of bacteriology; some 
suggestions on economic and SOCiological problems are also 
brought forward, with a view to widen the ~Is' horizons and to 
prepare them for their future positions and obligations. It is 
evident, therefore, that. valuable opJ>C?rtunities await those who 
approach such courses in the attitude of mind anticipated by 
tIle experts res~nsihle for their formulation. During her four 
years' study an intelligent girl devotes time to theoretical and 
experimental work in chemistry, physics and biology, usually 
with s~ial reference to their practiCal household applications, 
,,·hich she at once proceeds to test in her cookery, laundry and 
cleaning practice. Her hands and eyes are trained in the studio, 
so that she may bring skilful marupulation, habitual accuracy, 
and an eye for form and colour to her classes in sewing, dress-
making and millinery. She is called upon to make personal 
observations on sanitary house construction, and then to repro-
du(.'C, or to originate. the plans for a healthy dwelling; here she 
is required to have good reasons for all her details and to be as 
rractlcal in her knowledge of plumbing ~ibilities and risks as 
She is in her scheme of colour decoratlon for the rooms. Cal-
culation of cost must be carried out with care and the economics 
of family life studied. She is trained to realise that mere 
pro\;mon of food and clothing does not fulfil the housewife's 
duty; meals at reasonable cost must furnish ~uisite nutriment 
in wholesome, varied forms, with the details of ,,·hich she should 
be £uniliar; clothing must fulfil many more requirements than 
mere surt3ce show-how to ensure these constitutes a part of 
her study. She r,erceives how responsible is the woman for the 
expenditure of a household. and gets her first glimpse by this 
means into the sociological problems of ~v. Time haS to he 
found for gaininrr an insight into the special care essential for 
infants and invalids; while. most wisely, the study of literature, 
and, if possible. of one or two modern l:mgunges, maintains, 
throughout, the necessruy connection with the wide world of 
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experience, thought and culture, of which each home reHects a. 
part. '. 

Needless to Say, the realisation by the pupils of all these ideals 
is not as yet cont~mplated in every high school; but, wlierethe 
effort is made, there 18 already warranty of eventual attainment. 
At this' age period, more than at that of any other, the mental 
attitude of teachers is quickly observed by scholars, who are 
impressionable in a high degree to standards of thought set up 
by those under whose influence they spend a third of their time. 
The fact that highly qualified professors of both sexes manifest 
an unfeigned interest in the nght conduct of homes and give 
cordial attention to' studies which bear on the scientific and 
artistic regulation of domestic life carries great weight with 
boys as well as girls in the high schools where these courses 
have reached their best dovelopment. It is believed that this 
fact impresses a wider circle tlian the students alone, and will 
bear good fruit among parents by its contribution to the dignity 
of home life; in any case its influence is active at the moment 
when the unrest of adolescence is prone to manifest itself in a 
contempt for familiar surroundings and in impatience with the 
claims of the family circle: Further, such a course serves the 
useful purpose of revealing their vocations to girls who are dis
coura~oo by their distaste or want of capacity (or literary, 
artistlC, or purely scientific studies, in which thell' companions 
~lrea?:Y display a promise of future l~oficiency, .or from their 
mability- to reach an accepted standar III other Im6.'! of school 
work. The combination. of scientific theory with its prompt 
application to familiar processes; the union of mental with 
manual activity; the school links constantly forged with home 
interests; the sense of power acquired in the performance ·of 
daily duties, hitherto complicated by the rule of thumb system, 
accompanied by its irritatmg and uncertain element of chance; 
all appeal with an often unsuspected force to the undeveloped 
Marthas of the school world, who find here an outlet for their 
latent capacities, and whose perpetuation.::....no longer "careful 
and troubled about many tlungs "~throughknowledge thus. 
attained, will be· of unmixed benefit to the human race . 

. In contrast to such comprehensive courses (details of three o~ 
which are included), it is quite possible to find high schools 
where the ,term Domestic SCIence IS confined to practice classes 
in cooking or sewing, and where no direct inter-relation between 
scientific principles and domestic methods is worked out. Of 
these, that at Ann Arbor (Mich.), is an average specimen. Or 
there may be a sort of compromise between the educational and 
the utilitarian methods, of which. the courses at some of the 
private high. schools afford illustrations. Significant of the 
awakening appreciation of the possibilities and claims of the 
subject is the following extract from the 21st Annual Report of 
the Superintendent of Public Schools of ilie City of Boston, 
dated March, 1901 j its tenour has aroused considerable hope 
among those in the city who have desired for some years past to 
see a course established in Household Econ(\mics, and who regret 
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that the 3,000 girls in attendance at the half dozen high schools 
have hitherto had no officially recognised opportunity for in
struction under this head, at an age when they are able to bring 
to it an interest and intelligence more developed than that 
t>os8Cssed by pupils in the grammar grades: "The next piece of 
legislation relatIve to high school stuaies that may suggest itself 
is the establishment of courses in Household and Industrial 
Science and Arts for girls. Whether such courses would better 
be provided for in a separate high school or in connection with 
existing high schools is a debatable question, but either method 
would be feasible. In former reports I have advocated the es
tablishment of a separate high school, which should be for girls 
what the Mechanic Arts Hi~h School is for boys. At the same 
time I am persuaded that, If good courses in Household and 
Industrial Science and Arts were offered as 'electives' in the 
existing high schools, the same practical results could be secured. 
The addition of such' electives' would be an easy matter if the 
general system of elective studies which I now advocate should 
be adopted." It is possible that the activity of private enterprise 
in thil! direction in Boston may in part account for the delay in 
providing courses similar to those so well supported in other 
cities. Further on in the same interesting document Superintend
ent Seaver points out that the choice of studies under the elective 
system can be scarcely too wide, as chemistry, physics, drawing 
etc., "do not always furnish the best training for all minds; 
there are always excellent pupils who would do better to omit one 
or other of these subjects and give the time to studies better suited 
to their capacities, thus leaving school with some real scholarship." 

As in the grammar grades, Personal and Domestic Hygiene 
are most usually, if not invariably, treated as a definite school study 
under the title of Physiology, in which both sexes share. The 
subject is obligatory in only a minority of the States, but often 
finds a place in high schools where much attention is given to biol
ogy. of which it forms an appropriate and valuable development. 

-The course of Domestic Science study at the Brookline (Mass.) Typical 
High School is detailed in this R;eport for. two reasons: first, Th?mestic 
because the whole school system m that CIty has attained so ~lence 
high & level of excellence (l8.rgely due t:o its Ia:te superintendent, ~'B=C 
Professor Samuel Dutton, now Supermtendent of the Horace line Mass. 
Mann School, Teachers College, New York City), that if a subject Tab\es X 
appears in its school programmes, the' educational value and and XI. 
practical possibilities of that study are, virtually, guaranteed. In 
the next place, its schedule demonstrates the feasi\.>ility 
of finding an honourable place in an undeniably liberal 
scheme of secondary education for subjects whose absence 
from the time tables of corresponding schools in this country is 
excused or condoned on the plea of want of time, want of educa-
tional value, or want of attraction to parents and pupils. 

The educational history of the town of Brookline has been a 
source of satisfaction to its inhabitants for the past ten years: 
School Committee, Superintendent, and teachers have worked 
freely, and few restraints have been placed on a 'reasonable display 
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Scope of Conroe. 

I 
Methodo. I Length of I Course. 

I I 
FIRST YEAR. The currlcu· I Four yean. 

lum of the Hn. per wk. 
Englioh Compooltlon • • 
Englioh Literature (half year) 
Ancient Hiotory (hall year). • 
MathemnUco(Algebra,Geometry) • 
Art· • • • • • • 
Zoology and Botany 

1 
5 
5 
4 
2 
4 

J,atin (elective) • 
French (elective) 
Bookkeeping (elective) 
Manual Traln,lng (elective) 
Domeotic Science (elective) 

Hro. per wk. 
4 
4 
4 

lehool is 
broacl and 
flexible. 

: Thlo General 

8BCOND YEAR. 

coune is in
tended for 
thooe who 

English _ 
Medlreval History 
Art • 
Mathematic! (elective) 
Latin (elective) r' 

Hn. per wk. 
2 
3 
2 
S , 

H .... per wk. co,!,plete 
Physiology or Phyolcal Geo. the.. aca· 

graphy (elective). 4 demic train· 
French (elective) .'. 4 Ing In the 
German (elective) • 5 HighSchool. 
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~~~~~~cienc~ 
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lJatbematlco (elective) 

Hn. per week. 
S 
3 
4 
2 
3 
6 

Bra. per wk. 
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German (elective) • . • 4 
Mechallical Drawing (elective). 4 
Manual Training (elective) 4 
Domeotic Science (elective) 4 

FOURTH YBAR. 

Hn. per wk. 
2 
8 
4 
8 
2 
8 

H .... per wk. 
Latin (elective) • 4 
French (elective) 8 
German (elective) 5 
Manual Training (elective) 4 
Domeltlc Science (elective) 4 
Hiotory of Art (elective) • 1 
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of individuality and inventiveness. Nature study has been in- (a) Brook
troduced, manual training and the domestic arts have been line, }~asll 
developed and made more educational; new school buildings -i:Quhnued. 
have teen erected with modern appliances for comfort and 
sanitation, and the old ones have been enlarged and improved. 
Free kindergartens, increased provision for public health and 
hygiene, improved tenement houses, the exclusion of children 
from work in mills and shops, with additional public support of 
such" culture forces" 8slibraries, museums, music, lectures, etc .. 
these, and other social developments, have all supplemented and 
supported scbool influences. The High school it! a source of special 
prlde to the community, and it is earnestly desired that. its 
curriculum should be a good example of the avowed aim of tho:;e 
responsible for its initiation, viz., not so much the acquisition of 
knowledge as the development of power and the bUilding of 
character. .. While knowledge is not the end it is still recog· 
nised as a powerful means, and if only partial success has been 
attained it is rather because of the incompleteness of its adoption 
nnd application than of any fault in the aim." 

The curriculum of this school is broad and flexible; certain 
subjects are required, others are elective; there are four courses 
of study in all. The" constants" occurring in each, although 
in varyin~ proportions, are English, history, mathematics, the 
natural sClences, art, and lhysical training.. Three courses, the 
r-la8sical, BUb-cla8sical, an technical, furnlSh a good preparation 
for all who wish to enter college, scientific or techDical schools, and 
candidat.es select these accordmg to the requirements of the institu
tion which they expect to enter; the ge'Mf'Ul course, in which there 
is a greater range of" electives," provides for those who complete 
their education in the high school. Manual training and 
domestic science and art, for boys and girls respectively, appear 
in each 1ear of the technical and general courses; they are obliga
tory in the technical, and elective in the general course; zoology, 
physics, chemistry and physiology are also" elective" subjects. 

The work in Domestic Science is largely an application of 
other sciences to daily life; the ultimate object of its pro
moters is, while training the pupil in scientific method and in 
Itn appreciation of economic values, to give the home its legiti
mate position among our social institutions, to arouse interest in 
the familiar processes and environment of home life, and to show 
that home making is a worthy occupation for the most gifted. 

The food {'roblem, as approached by the cook and 8S exempli
fied in the Kitchen, is selected for the first year's work, because 
experience shows the average girl of 14 or 15 to be more interested 
in this department of the subject than in any other; but, as a 
knowledge of general chemistry is essential to an even superficial 
understanding of every-day processes, the second year is devoted 
to this subject and its applications. The third year is concerned 
chiefly with a study of the house itself, its construction, its 
sanitary arrangements and their care, its furnishing and 
decoration. An excellent opportunity is w.ven, and improved, 
for correlating the work of this year wlth that of the Art 



TABL.I<~ XI. 

BROOKLINE HIGH SCHOOL, MASS.--SCHEDULE OF DOMl£8TIC 8C(E~CE CO V R"iE. 

IDltlwtlon -and Entrance Scope 01 Canne. Methods. Length of Ye ... and 
Coone. Requirements. Cour ... IIlnance. 

-
The Hlgb School, Gra<laate. from lat Vear. Aim. Thedevelo~entol , yean: forme Nune f'If 

-Brooklloe, l'rimary and G ........ I 8U~lI'ood and Its pre· power and the b1ll.,lIng 01 ~1 ~dt':!,t~:: Reeldents. 
(HaN.) Grammar paration ( ·tical Cooking), In character: to train the pupil 

IIchool. connectIon .. Itb olmple chemistry to appredate the dIgnIty 01 eal coon ... Pu b II c 
Dom...tle llcience. apprIJVed by tbe and ph101 ... home life, and to arull" 10· )fnodA. 

PrIncipal. 2nd Vear. tere.t In familiar Vr...-•• 
Mi .. Allee Smith. ~a) General Chemlotry. Up"" 

Adml,ofon : h) Houoebold Appllcatlono(analy. The .. ork In Domeotlc annum for 
eumlnation re- 01.01 food Itnff. and 01 cleanIng Sdence ill largel, an appllca- IItudonts 
:Lulred 01 Can· materlaLt). tlon 01 other eciencee to Don·reoldent 

date. outalde 8rd Year. daU,II/e. In 
Brooklloe. General Subject-The Houoe. Brooklin •. 

Situation and lurroundln,l. 80 far AI pasllbl. tbe wm-k 
Domestic Architecture. I. ~ ... rrled out pract1t-8U, by 
Modem Amerleao Houaeo. each Individual. 8~al 
Houoe llanlteti,m. attentlun I. paid to the nter· 
lIum .. hlnlaod Decoration. relation In thll couroe 01 

tth Year. luch OI.bJect. 81 phylJico an,1 
General 8ubjecto- economtc.; the dlret.-wr 01 

(a, HOIIIIeOOld BIOI::Fu.l:;:1.erI. drawing II careful aloo to 
ology 01 air, water, m Ik. - correlate the art "ork .. lLh 
(1)) I!oclo~cai and omlo bonoebold requlremente. 
probleml the home '"tud, 01 
dlviliun 01 Income, etc.), allO a .. II'leld ... ork· oomprl ... 
ftrW 10_ on EmergenOJ' work :~::.to,~~~;r,::~~~'::ia":~ and Home Nunln". 

Art, Ph".""', and Biology are 
and other factories, Ibopl, 

H ohligat<IfJ'," z.",logr, an<l Phy.l. 
marketinl, etc. 

oJt~ are "el .... t",,' .ubJect. for 
.tudent.oI Dom .. tlc Science. 

-- --------- -------- --

I Equipment. 

Tbe OeDeral 
Laboratoriee are 
ooed for all pur· r.::- ""copt cook· 
nil· 

The School 10 • 
mOdem model 
bnUdlng, and the 
kitchen, " h 11 e 
.Implr eqUI~, 
contem. all hal 
I. r"'lulred for In· 
dlvldual "ork by 
20 to 80 pupi" 10 
a claoo. 

- ---------
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department. Other of the topics, such as ventilation and (a) Brook
hoating, involve principles of physics, and here also the effort is line, Mass 
made to apply work already done in that department, and to -conti~'Ued. 
bring to students without that training the knowledge of some 
of its elementary principles. The fourth year is largely given to 
the applications of biology to every-day life. As this compre-
hends an elementary study of bacteriology, the theor! of disease 
causation is naturally introduced, and the practice includes some 
simple home nursing and emergency work A short subsequent 
course in invalid cookery gives opportunity for a review of the 
principles learned in the first year. The latter part of this, the 
last year, is spent in the discussion of problems of home making 
rltther than of housekeeping, many of which are looked at from 
the economic and social as well as from the domestic standpoint. 
For example, the following selected topics belong both to Political 
Economy and to Domestic Science-the consumption of wealth; 
food, in Its relation to labour power; the housmg of the poor 
and its relation to good citizenship; municipal sanit.'try regula-
tions; expenditure versU8 saving; domestic service (as a part of 
the general labour problem); the work of superintending a home 
compared with otlier economic occupations; child labour, etc. 
Evidence of the thoughtful inter-relation of studies, for which 
this school is notable. is also apparent in the following selection 
from some of the topics suggested for theme work in the English 
department-the life and work of Count Rumford; the influence . 
of Pasteur on modem scienl!e; yeast fermentation in its relation 
to bread-making; the manufacture of flour; experiments with 
albumen, dust, bacteria and butter-making; the Brookline water 
sup'p'ly; the system of ventilation in the Brookline High School; 
an Ideal room. This method serves at least three ends; facility 
of verbal expression is acquired in respect of subjects studied 
chiefly in the laboratory or by observation; girls are stimulated 
to study the history and development of existing domestic 
customs; and intelligent apJ?lication of principles acquired in 
one department is demanded In another. -PhYSIOlogy, chemistry, 
physics and economics are also closely affiliated by cross-work 
reference throughout the course. Miss Smith, who is in charge 
of the present promising class, spares no pains to secure the co-
operatIOn of her colleagues in orner to maintain continuity in 
tlieory and practice, and finds an ample reward for her efforts in 
the- increasing interests and greater womanliness of those who 
include Domestic Science in their studies. Throughout the 
course visits to well-planned houses, steam laundries, chocolate 
works and other faCtories connected with food and clothing 
processes, are made whenever practicable or desirable, in order 
to broaden the outlook of the students and to impress on their 
minds the points under discussion. 

I subjoin & concise synopsis of the ground covered and a few suggestions 
of the methods adopted in the courses in chemistry, physics, geology and 

_ art; the course in general household cookery is a somewhat extended 
treatment of the rrade school syllabus. 
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(alBrookline The General Chemistry includes: A study of the air and its ga.~es. 
Mass- 'Chemistry of respiration. Water: its composition, distillation, sol
.continued. vent power. Hard aI?-d soft water. Hydrogen. Acids, bases, salts. 
. The halogens and thelr compuunds. Sulphur and phosphorus. Carbon 

and the chemistry of combustion. Fuels and illuminants. Dyeing of 
cloth. Starch, sugar, albumenl fats .. Chemistry of fermentation and of 
digestion. Study of the metalS. Action of acids and alkalies upon the 
common metals and their compounds. Simple qualitative analysis. 

To this succeeds the " Household Applications" previously mentioned. 
"The General Physics Course is governed by three permanent aims:

(1) that which it has in common with the general chemistry, viz., to 
develop in the pupils steady, persistent logical thinking; (2) to make 
them fairly intelligent in reference to their own scientific environment; 
(3) to teach them to apply the element..'1 of algebra and geometry to the 
problems of daily life. Incidentally it is anticipated that the sense of 
appreciation will be aroused for all that modern science has done and is 
domg for the comfort and convenience of the race." As the average 
manual offers few opportunities for any original independent thinking, and 
contains so little of anything like a practical application of physics to the 
phenomena of daily life, the head of the department !lubstitutes special 
notes of his own-still in manuscript form-in which students are told as 
little as {lossible directly, but are given, practically, a series of original 
exercises m mechanics, optics and electricity, to work out by the aid of a 
set of simJille apparatus, their mathematical instincts and their own brains; 
the intentIOn is that these shall then be applied to the affairs of daily life in 
continuous sequence, suggested by questions, {lroblems and references. 
This thoroughly practical aim takes the form, for mstance,in hydraulics) of 
directing atten~ion to the water-meter, the simple motor, and the turbme, 
rather than to the lifting pump, the ram and the breast wheel, as the 
average man is more likely to see and use the former than the latLer 
series. In optics again, the eamera, tlle opera-glass, and the filly-glass are 
dealt with more fully than the telescope and the compound microscope, for 
the same reason. Throughout, continual reference is made to the current 
literature of the day and to the features of Boston and its vicinity. The 
work in physics is distributed somewhat as follows :-September, October, 
November-mechanics, including hydrostatics and pneumatics. December, 
January, February -- optics. March, April, May -electricity. June
review. Towards the close of the school year special topics are suggested 
for more exhaustive treatment than is possible in the regular classroom 
work. Each pupil is expected to choose one or more of sucn topics and to 
present an illustrated paper upon the subject selected, at the end of the 
year. Among the topics recently suggested may be mentioned the 
following :-mechanics of the clock; the bicycle; the sewing-machine. 
Consumption of gas, water and electricity in the household. Testing a 
water-meter. The fire-alarm svstem of Brookline. School-room ventila
tion. The long-distance telephone. The gas-engine. The horse-power of 
an electric motor. . . 

These courses, each of which extends over an entire year, are required of 
the Sub-classiCal, the Scientific and the Manual training pupils. The time 
is equally divided between laboratory and lecture-room work, to both of 
which two periods per week must be devoted beside the usual I?reparation. 
Complete notes are kept by the pupils of the laboratory and lecture work, 
which are inspected from tlme to time by the instructor. 

The course in Zoology is planned on lines of equal practical value. 
Observation of living animals and a study of their external anatomy, 
expressed by drawings and oral. or written descriptions; constant use of 
the simple microscope and occasional use of tlle compound; field trips, 
study of text and reference books, investigation of special topics, the 
making of collections, represent the method of study. All the work is 
carried on in well-lit, airy rooms; the physics laboratory, 40 feet by 23, 
deserves special mention for its well thought out arrangements and 
equipment. 

The same spirit oan be ttaced throughout the Art work, under the 
direction of Miss Irene Weir, who ba.qes her method upon the facts that 
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the principles of art form the basis of good taste, and good taste concents 
itself with every act and duty of daily life. In a recent paper on this 
Hubject she expressed her view as follows :-" ~'rom the economic stand
point alone the most important object which anr course of art training can 
attnin is to establish in the mind of the child prmciples of good taste; from 
the standpoint of the child's own well-being, the.,p0wer to do a thing well, 
which is art, requires the full and complete traimng of hand and eyc anu ;\ 
concentration of brain energy scarcely excelled by any other mental I'ro
ccss. The average child is not going to become either painter or architect. 
but will work in some 80rt of industrial occupation, or help in the produc
tion of marketable goods, or dress in good or bad taste, and make and have 
a home where order and beauty prevail, or where disorder and inartistic 
confuHion reign. These things, therefore, are of primary value which tend 
to the improvement of the home, the comfort, well-being and harmony of 
the familf, the order, security and beauty of the city, and finally, the hest 
and happiest life of the individual; and in good taste is found the broad 
foundatIOn stone upon which these things rest." So her students are first 
tmined to comprehend, and then required to apply, the principles of art 
in form, colour, design and composition to "honlely" objects and ends, in 
the highest significance of the word. . 

The part of the Domestic Science Course at present lenst 
developed as regards practical work, is that concerned with 
House Sanitation, though time is freely spent on" field trips." 
After all, this method otters by far tbe best practice, especially 
as a course of physics is obligatory the previous year; pupils are 
thus prepared to make their observations on building construc
tion, pipes, water supply, and sanitary fittings, with an intelli
gence based on a practical, though elementary, knowledge of 
the subject. Their art training should have already developed 
some ideas as to house plans and room decoratIOn. About 
one-fourth of the whole time is devoted directly to the 
study of Domestic Science during the four years' course; zoology 
or physiology, physics, chemistry, and art absorb a full third; the 
remaming hours are devoted to English literature and composi
tion, history, mathematics, and one modern languag~, though, 
in the general course, book-keeping is also an elective subject. 

The four years' course of study in Domestic Science is confined (6) Provi
to one of the three High schools ~n. Providence. (R:hode ~sland), ~,eble ~.I.). 
viz., that devoted to manual trammg, where It IS carrIed on a e II. 
under the direction of Miss Abby L. Marlatt. At present this 
training is available only for 25 girls a year, at an average 
11"'0 of 15 years. Here, again, marked attention is given to the 
c~rrelation of subjects; e.g. in the Household Arts Course, 
suitable and original designs must be prepared for the dress and 
hat the making of which forms part of the sewing practice; in 
the'study of house construction, t.he plan and elevation of a 
simple dwelling are demanded of the student, subsequent 
schemes in colour for its internal decoration being duly carried 
out. In mathematics, problems are given for the calculation of the 
cubic capacity of various shaped rooms, of the velocity of enter-
in" and out-going air in different systems of ventilation, and 
ol'the amount of air provided per hour Eer person under 
different conditions of atmosphere and propulSIOn, 

6400. 



TABLE XII. 

MANU AL TRAINING HIGH SCHOOL, PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND. DO:lIESTIC SCIENCE COURSE. 

Instruction and I Length of Cou1'8e. Coune. 
Fees and 
Finance .. 

I 

Manual Training I' years of 38 weeks I None. 
High School. each. 
Providence, R.I. 

Domeatic Science 
Courae. 
Professor, Miss 
Abbf L. Marlatt. 

Average age, 15-17 I Public fundo. 
years. 

£Itndentaare required 
to be 15 years of 
age on entrance. 

Methods. 

Marked attention is 
given to the cor· 
relation of subjecta. 
The fl1'8t year's 
work is earefully 
joined on to and 
developed out of 
the previous know. 
ledge which the 
scholars ha"e ac· 
quired. Through
out the whole 
course the same 
method of linking 
study. with study, 
and the unknown 
with the known, is 
carried out. '11he 
plan of Betting 
topics for indlvid· 
ual Itudenta to 
work out lor them
selves Is lorgely 
used. 

Equipment. 

T~~~~~~n'u~~~r:d 
with well-fltted-up 
tables for eacb 
student. A bench 
fitted with con· 
veniences for 
chemical work run. 
down one Bide of 
the room, with 
drawe1'8 for the 
necessary appal'a· 
tus. l.'here are 
spacious, well· 
equippea . work 
rooms, and also a 
I a r g e reference 
lIbrw·y. 

Scope of Course. 

Phyaic. Z yea1'8 or 67 weeks, t hour daily. 

{

GeneralCheniiBtry 1 year or 88 weeks, I bour daily. 

Chemistry of foods and 1 year or 19 weeks, I hour daily. 
. Pbysiologyof digeltion 
Analytical cbemistry 1 year or 19 weeki, t hour daily. 

Phyaleal character of 1 year or 19 weeks, t hour daily. 
minerals 

, Botany 

Psychology 

1 year or 88 weeks, t hour daily. 

1 year or 19 weeks, t hour daily. 

Household aanitatlon 1 year or 19 weeki, t hour daily. 
(house repal1'8 and 
tood aupply) , 

Science of cooking 1 year or 88 weeks, '/r houra weekly, 

Sewing 

Millinery' 

Dressmaking 

Carpentry 

2 yeai'll 100 hours In all, 

Z years 70 hOllrs In all. 

Z years or 19 weeks, 'II houra:weekly. 

1 year 60 hours In all. 

Advanced carpentery 1 year or 19 weeks, '. hours weekly. 

Modelling 1 year 46 hours In all. 

Drawing and d.sl;:n , yeare or 162 week., ! hour dailY. 
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A free hand is given to the singularly capable instructor, who ~» Provi
has deservedly gained the confidence of the principal, and who ence 
is responsible for the four years' cours" of study m Domestic (R.!_) ued 
Science detailed in Appendix B, which is noteworthy on several con In • 
accounts. In the first place actual manual work is practised in 
three out of the four years; elementary and advanced carpentry in 
the first and last years; basket-weaving, modelling in clay and 
wood, and wood-carving in the first, second, and fourth. Book-
keeping, elementary rhetoric, trigonometry, the elements of 
psychology, and the science of photography appear as academic 
subjects m conjunction with mathematics, geometry, physical 
geography, and German. General chemistry, physics, botany 
(whIch includes elementary bacteriology), and civil government, 
are carried on in direct relation with the Domestic Science work, 
and the Art course is well graduated to the same end. That the 
elements of psychology shoUld be included in a course for girls ~f 
this age (15 to 19) is justified by Professor Huxley's 
strongly expressed conviction that by this means only can a 
properly proportioned introduction be given to a study of the 
laws of Nature which underlie all the processes of life.-

It is found that the introduction of some practical Emergency 
and First-aid work appeals strongly to girls on coming to the 
High school, so this IS introduced in their first year; but the 
more responsible study of home nursing and the use of domestic 
disinfectants is delayed till the conclusion of the course (the 
fourth year), when it is illustrated practically by demonstrations 
at the Rhode Island Hospital,· to which MISS Marlatt conducts. 
her class. Reference to the schedule of the _course will show that 
the year's work In physics precedes, while that in general 
practical chemistry runs parallel with, the practical cookery 
course. In any case it is believed that this arrangement is the' 
best, but here it is of special service as Miss Marlatt is also 
Professor of Chemistry. Hitherto, the girls have come with no 
previous preparation in practice, as cooking is only to be intro
auced into the grade schools of Providence this autumn (1902). 
The cooking laboratory is furnished with single tables for each 
student, which are provided with Bunsen burners and stands, 

• Readers will be familiar with the plA.n of his" Introductory" Science 
Primer, wherein he pointed out that "a. definite order obtains among 
mental phenomena just as among material phenomena .•.• Moreover 
there is a connectIon of cause and effect between certain material 
phenomena and certain mental phenomena. . • . All the phenomena of 
nature are either material or immaterial, physical or mental; and there is 
no science except such as consists in the knowledge of one or other of 
these r-0ups of natural objects and of the relations which obtain between 
them.' (Introductory Science Primer, pp. 93, 94. Macmillan. 1880.) So 
in his own masterly way, even in this elementary outline of the vast field 
of science, he leads his young readers from an observation of material 
objects (mineral bodies and living bodies) to the conception of immaterial 
objects as perceptible in mental :{lhenomena ; and, though his great gift for 
expressing the comj>lexities of SCientific principles in most simple words is 
given to but few, ihis should not condone the omission of an integral part 
from a great whole, or dillcourage thos~ who desire to present it in suitable 
,form to intelligent !ltudents. . . . 
~~ .2 
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drawers to contain the necessary utensils, a sliding seat, and 
hooks at the side ,upon which the pans are hung; coal and gllS 

ranges as well as Aladdin ovens are provided, and glazed cup
boards contain the china and glass. A bench fitted with tho 
convenionces for chemical work nms the whole length of one 
side of the room (this onables problems to be dcalt with on the 
spot as they ariso in cooking practice); the drawers heneath 
provide A.ccommodation for necessary apparatus. A small museum 
contains specimens of food stufis in tIie various phases of manu
facture and other objects of practical interest, which include a 
complete set of very beautifully mounted common household 
pests, such as the red ant, cockroach, clothes moth, bug, etc. A 
good reference library for the use of the girls also finds a place. 

In the third year the study of food analysis and digestion is 
dealt with at length, and creates a demand for the fourth year 
course in analytical chemistry and bacteriology. In this senior 
year the course also deals with the hygienic and sanitary pro
blems illustrated in home and public life; the sanitat.ion of soils, 
the study of house plans, of plumbin~, of heat and ventilation; 
with considerations of a sanItary foo<1 supply, and of the risks 
'from food adulteration, or from insects injUrIOUs to food; a study 
of moulds and bacteria then leads on to the causes of disease 
and rules for hyo-ienic care of the sick as well as of the sound. 
This work, though in part experimental, is largely done by means 
of home study of assigned topics; the details of her" topic" are 
worked out by each pupil from observation, exporiments or 
reference books. Miss Marlatt thus aims to foster habits 01 
independent study and independent thought. 

MISS Bowen, a graduate of Pratt Institute, who is responsible 
for the sewing, has her difficulties increased by the fltet that the 
airls come to her with little or no knowledge of needlework. 
Time, therefore, only permits, as a rule, of the practice of each 
stitch on small samples of material in the first year; application, 
in the form of a completed article, is compulsorily liIDlted to the 
making of one blouse, for which the pupils are allowed to use Il. 
simple pattern of Butterick's ; and of a " raffia" hat, braided, sewn, 
shaped and trimmed by themselves. It will be observed that for 
three out of the four years as much time is given to modelling 
in clay or wood, or to carpentry, as to the use of the needle. In 
the second year a simple cotton dress is made, All the avail
able time m the thIrd year is devoted to dressmaking, but 
"advanced" wood-carving and carpentry absorb two-thirds of 
the whole r,eriod in the fourth year, leaving but ono-third for 
"advancod ' dressmaking. I account for tlllS under two heads; 
(1) the conviction that variety in manual occupatiom; is of much 
value in its development of dexterity and consequent reduction 
of merely mechanical repetition; (2) the, to me, apparent filet that 
young people in the United States are quicker in roreeption and 
performanco than their contemporaries m Eng-Ialll , nud nre mClT.C 
usually disposed to "givo their minds" to what "they are Cltlled 
up'ln to do. Much care is given to a cloor comprehension 
tliroughout of tho" renson why," ano attention is calleel to the 
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keeping of accurate notes, which are illustrated with usually 
exccl\cnt dr,\winfl's. The needlework classes arc carried on in a 
sp:~,ious, wel\-ligllted room, which measures 28 by 32 hy 14 feet, 
alld accomJllodates 45 pupils. The furniture is easily adjustable. 
10 hand-sewing mltchmes are provided, 5 of which nre single 
thread Hinger's. ' Ench girl has a large and Do small box stored in 
II. Ilumbcretllocker in which to keep her work materials and any 
article in the process of completion, as, for instance, hats in the 
millinery course. Large hanging cupboards are provided for 
skirts. There is no better evidence of the genuine interest 
arollsed by the course than the emulation which exists among 
the students to complete not only a. simple dress during the 
fourth year, but a more elaborate musliil gown in which to 
attend the graduating ceremony-a function of great importance 
in the life of an American student of either seL The custom of 
makin~ her own dress for this great occasion is habitwtl in High 
SchOOlS and Technical Institutes among girls who attend sewing 
courses; and eve'n in the grade schools of CIties where the subject is 
taught through several years I found a similar ambition present 
among the little" graduates," though, as yet, rarely realised. 

The daily school session is from 9 a.Ill to ap.m. with a half-hour 
recess for lunch, which is served in the building. These hours 
are divided into" periods" of 45 minutes; all" periods" in manual 
work aro double that length. No Domestic ::)cience, as such, is 
taken the first year, but Ii hours is devoted to Manual Training 
or Household Art on alternate days in this, as in each year of the 
course. Domestic Science claims Ii hours on alternate days 
throughout the remaining 3 years, and to art work 45 minutes 
is assigned <laily for the whole period. Thus a liberal half ot 
the school life is left free for acauemic studies. 

Miss Marlatt subjects the schedule of this course to constant 
revision in the li~ht of her KI'owing experience; meanwhile it 
embodies some ot the best, If not the best, High school work 
accomplished on these lines in the United States. 

It is the intention of those who have the interest of the school (c) Hackley 
most deeply at heart, to frame all tho work of the Hackley Table xuj. 
Manual Traming School on a similar educational basis-to present 
all the sLudics III the way which shall best mould and shape 
character and so further the all-round development of the 
pupils, while the ideal of ~ood health is kept prominently in 
view. 'Vhen domestic subjects were introduced into the High 
school five years ago, p.trents as well as children were unfamilIar 
with any branches of manual traininfl'. It was felt that to make 
the desired fa.vourable impression, sufficient time must be devoted 
to them, not merely to ensure their presentation on the above 
mentioned educational basis (which the initiators considered the 
only right way), but to be assured of enough practical results to 
interest and please the public generally. It is a. still popular 
idea to regard this work largely from the standpoint of utility, 
and ignorantly to taboo educational value of work which does 
not make somo practical showinfl'. The growing interest of the 
public at Muskegon is evinced Cy the increased attendance on 



TABLE XIII. 
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN, HACKLEY MANUA:r. HIGH SCHOOL-SCHEDULE OF DmmSTIC SCIENCE AXD ART COURSE. 

~ " 

I \ 

Institution I Entrance Length of I Fees \ and :Require- Scope of C~urse. Methods. Course. . and Equipment. 
Course. menta. - Flllo.nce. 

[ackley Graduates SHORT COURSE.·- Alms -'-(I) 'To give a Short Course, None. SUfficient, 
Manual from I'rlm- ~~~~,~~g J Two double HIg~ School periods of 45 minutes each thorough nnderstand- .twoycsra. . and auit~ 
1.'raining My and . Ing of the principles Public able for 
HighSchool, Grammar Laundry p'or we~k, for SIX months. Of each' subject; Long Course, Funds. Individual 
Muskegon, Schools. Home Sanitation ) . . (2) To demonstrate the four years, work. 
>1Ichlgan. Emergencies and necessltyofascientillc to be ex-

Home Nursing I" Two single periods per week for one year. basis for woman'. tended :to 
romestlc Dra.wing ) . work 81 well as man's; live years. 
Science and Gymn ... tics (8) To present the 
Art. work on the lines of Two years' 

LONG COURSE.-.· true education, to Manual 
[issA. M. Domestic Sclenc. } Two double per' ods per week for three years ru~~~~r c~~~~~~~J aJe~ Trainingre-
1.·homas. Domestic Arts 1 • qulred to 

m~";1~fcs } Two single periods per week for three yeara. . velopment. entitle 

Accuracy in meainre4 

pupils to a 
Light Bench Work } HighSchool 
Wood Carving ment,careful manipu- Diploma. 

Other High School studies bearing on Course-
latloD, neatness, good 
methods, system in The "Long 

FIR8T YEAR.-(a) I'hYllology; special attention paid to hygiene, digestion, execution, are all care- Course II en .. 
and assimilation; Hacteriology, the germ theory; (b) I'bysical Geography. ·fully considered in the . titles. to a 

SECOND YEAR.-(a) Biology; cellular theory; microscope work; study of 
manual work, also the Mallual 
II time r~ element 8S .. 1.'rallllng 

lower forms of life, 8dvancin~ to the vertebrates; Speclmens-cray fish, well &II the quality of HighSchool 
fresh·water mussell, turtles, fis 1, birds, rabbit. and eat; (b) Hotany-seeds; results. Diploma 
foods, oils, and starche.; grains, p]a~ts; roots, stems, leaves, ftower. and 

'Pllpil. work Indivldu-
plus the 

frnit; families. Bacteria and fungi. . ordinary 
ally. HighSchool 

THlRn Y'EAR.-Chemlstry; courle In elementary chemistry; lome simple Diploma. 
organic work Is given; e"periments and Itudy of fermentation; soap Table lervlce and ele· 
making, etc. ' mentary dressmaking 

FOURTH YEAR.-Physics. A .collrse in-l'hyslcs as laid out by Carhart and 
enter Into both 
courses . . 

Chute's Elementary Text Book, adapted to suit the needs of the class: 
this includes the chapter on Heat, togetberwith various original experimentl. 
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visiting and exhibition days, and by hearty parental expressions (c) Hackley 
of appreciation. The figures showing the mcrease in the numbers -continlled. 
of those who elect the long course in Manual l'raining, which are 
quoted later, are sufficient evidence that so far the experiment 
lias met with success. A general system of "electives" has 
lately been arranged, which enables any pupil following a General 
Language, or other course, to substitute manual training subjects 
for certam literary studies in the third and fourth high school 
years; two hours of manual training work then count as equiva-
lent to one hour of academic traimng. 'In such instances the 
pupils are allowed to select the branches of manual training they 
prefer; hitherto emergencies, home sanitation, home nursing, 
table service and laundry in Domestic Science, and elementary 
and advanced dressniakingin Domestic Art have been the popular 
subjects. Sometimes the girls choose light bench work and 
wood carving in the boys'department, and, occasionally, turning. 

The Domestic Science work has been divided into two courses, 
termed the Long Course and the Short Course. The length of 
each lesson in cookery, sewing, or laundry, is two high school 
.. periods" of 45 minutes each; for lessons in home sanita
tion, emergencies and nursing, and drawing and gymnastics, 
one such period. The Short Course consists of two lessons per 
week for an entire year. One half year is devoted to cookery 
and the other half to sewing; this dIvision is not based entirely 
upon ESYllhological reasons, but is to a certain extent necessary 
in a school of this size. Theoretically it may seem better to 
give an entire 1.ear to each subject, but practically it is found 
to be impossIble with the average teachers and average 
equipment. The experiment has been tried of giving one lesson 
per week in each subject during the entire year, or two per week 
on each subject for half a year, and the latter is found to' be far 
better. The Short Course also includes two lessons per week in 
drawing and two lessons per week in gymnastics. Two years of 
the Short Course manual training is always required for a pupil to 
be entitled to a High School Diploma, and, in almost all courses, 
three years is reqUlred for graduation. -

The Long Course is four double periods per week, for the first 
three years at least; two in Domestic Science, two in Domestic 
Art, three single periods in drawing and two single periods in 
gymnastics. This course is designed for those who have a special 
liking and aptitude for manual training branches, and endeavours 
to cover the ground thoroughly. The pupil who completes this 
course receives, uJ?On graduation,notonlytlie HighSchool Diploma, 
but a Manual Traming School Diploma as well. The work was laid 
out when the Hi~h School course covered fonr years; last year 
this was extended to five; probably the same amount of 
Domestic Science work will now be extended over this longer 
period, and less time will be devoted to it during the last two 
years. Up to the year 1900 the Long Course classes were not 
very large, about 10 per cent. only of any entering class of girls 
chose this study, but, in 1901, it was elected by 72 new pupils 
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(c) Hackley out of 95; in July, 1901; only the natural "shrinkage" was 
....:.continued.rep?rted, a strong testimony to the growth of interest in tho 

subject. 
Reference to the schedule will show the efforts made to 

bring a knowledge of the principles of the Special Sciences to 
bear upon the subjects which involve practical application of 
these principles. Miss Thomas hopes that much closer correlation 
will gradually be effected; meantime, the training as detailed in 
the following outlines should have a strong influence towards 
the elevation to a new dignity of those branches of manual -
labour with which the woman In the home comes most directly 
in contact. 

COOKERY.-First year: short course. First half year: lon~ course; two 
lessons per week for one half year. This comprises a course In elementary 
cooking of a strictly economical character along lines slightly in advance of 
those followed in grade schools. It opens with a brief study of the chemical 
elements of combustion illustrated by experiments; the kinds of fuel and 
their comparative costs, based upon the locality, etc. The foods cooked are' 
taken up with regard to the food principle which they represent; and theil' 
comparative food and market value considered j the effect of heat and the 
chemical and physical changes which occur are carefully noted j the use of 
each in the body, their digestion and assimilation. In this manner the 
foods are classified. The value of combining different foods to make a 
complete one is also studied. These food principles, taken in their natural 
sequence, are illustrated by the cookery of vegetables and cereals; eggs in 
various ways; soups; stewed, broiled, and roasted meats; fish, both fresh 
and dry; the use of "left-overs," the commercial and food value of le"oumes, 
and their importance as substitutes for meats. The utility of economy of 
food material, of time, of labour, and of fuel in its preparation, is brought 
before the pupil, as is accuracy of measurement, careful manipulation, 
neatness, method and system in execution. 

COOKERY.-Second year: short course. First year, second half: long 
course; two lessons per week for one half year. 

The preparation of batters and doughs; the different methods of making 
them light, and the comparative value of each, illustrate the uses of soda 
and sour milk, soda and cream of tartar, and various kinds of baking 
powders; next in order comes the study of the yeast plant, its growth and 
requirements; experiments with yeast, with tests of the different tempera
tures to which it can be submitted, and the conditions most suitable to its 
growth. This is followed by lessons in practical bread making from the 
different varieties of fiour, and discussions on the nutritive value and 

• digestibility of the different breads ... The preparation of a few inexpensive 
cakes and sweet dishes concludes these lessons. 

COOKERY.-Second year, first quarter: long course; two lessons per 
week. 

This course is pursued by pupils who wish to acquire a more technical 
knowledge of cookery, and consists in lessons in jelly making, canning, 
pickling, and preservmg; the preparation of salads and desserts (sweets), 
and other made dishes. 

LAuNDRY.-Third year: long or short course; two lessons per week 
for one quarter. 

This . course is planned to give· the student an intelligent 
understanding of the general principles on which cleanin~ processes are 
based. In addition to the practical laundering of cottonshlmens, woollens, 
coloured materials, stiff starched and fine articles of clot ing, attention is 
paid to the care of plumbing and the ventilation in a room used for 
laundry purposes, and to the value of all materials used with a view to the 
best. varlCties and their most economical use. The removal of stains by 
neutralisp.tion and. natural bleaching processes; the advantages of the use 
of soft water; the composition of soap. the harm which results from the 
use of a strongly alkaline quality, or of a too large quantity; and the l'isks 
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which accompany the application of inferior blueings, are each shown by (c.) Hackley 
experiment. The setting and restoring of colours in the laundry, and the -continued. 
cleaning of embroid~ries and fine laces are also d!scussed; and, in. all ' 
l,ractical work, the tune element as well as the quabty of results obtamed 
III conllidcred. 

TABLE I:iEBVICE.-Third year: short course: fourteen lessons, balance 
of quarter employed in canning and pickling. Longcourse; one quarter of 
two lcsllOns per week. 

The cla.~sc8 who pursue this work take up : (1). The consideration of 
various menus, the food value of the dishes, and the comparative cost and 
nutrition of each; the combination of various dishes to form a meal, which 
shall be a. well balanced one, of both material and labour at the smallest 
expense; the importance in the variety of meals, and the avoidance of a. 
dally routine; (2) the equipment and care of the dining-room, china. closet 
and pantry; (3) the care of silver, glass, china and steel ware; (4) the 
arrangement of a table at different mealS and the duties of a waitress at 
each. Correlated with the above mentioned work is the practical work of 
cooking and serving meals' pupils take the places in turn of cook, waitress, 
hOlltel!~ and gIlellt; (5) the arrangement and packing of simplcand 
nutritious lunches foJ' 8chool children, which are now thought worth very 
carcrul con8id~ration as a factor in growth and well-being. • 

EMElwEN'cIEi.-Fourth year: short courilC. Third year: long course; 
four single periods per week for one quarter. 

This 8yllabus includes lectures, reeitation and practice work, review of 
physiology (especially circulation and the structure of the blood vessels); 
the treatment of wounds of varied severity; improvised bandages, com
pres!ICs and tourniquets i the treatment of burns and scalds ~ the temporary 
treatment of spraJns, aislocations and fractures; and the methods of 
utilising material at hand for improvised splints, bandages, slings, pads and 
stretchers; the trclttment of unconscious conditions; practice in the various 
methods of using bandages, both emergency and roller. 

HOME NURSING.-Third year: long course; four lessons per week for 
one quarter. 

This embraces 1he usual topics: talks on the best methods of caring for 
patients in their own home; ventilation of rooms; precautions against 
draughts j the neceilSary care and precautions regarding nursing contagious 
diMell..'le, and disinfeetion of clothing and room; bed making j the arrange
ment of draw-sheets; moving of helpless patients; prevention of bed sores; 
preparation of fomentations and poultices; baths of various kinds. 

INVALID COOKERy.-Third year: long course; two lessons per week for 
one quarter. 

TJlo various kinds of liquid diets are here discussed,and their uses in 
different diseases; koumiss and peptonised milk are prepared, also broths 
and tel1.i j nutritious, cooling, and stimulating drinks; convalescent diet; 
simple and dainty" desserts" suitable for an invalid j the equipment, arrange
ment, and preparation of an invalid's tray are also considered. 

HOME SANITATION.-Fourth year: long course; four single periods per 
week for one quarter. .. 

Under this subject is considered the location of the house; the condition 
and quality of the soil and its drainage; the construction of the cellar, 
and the importance of sanitary conditions in cellars; the evil effects of 
impure ail' in cellars; the disposal of house refmle in country, village, and 
city j house drainage; the modern system of plumbing; the defects in 
many systems' the bad effects of sewer air, and precautions against its 
getting into a house; the water supply, sOllrces of contamination, sugges~ 
tions for improvement. In like manner is discussed the heating, lighting, 
ventilation, and general care of a. house from a sanitary standpoint; also 
the sanitary care of food. 

DIETARIEs.-This work is planned for the fourth year. The values of 
foods a.re studied more in detail than in the other courses, and the food 
values of I"dtions at a limited cost are estimated to meet the needs of 
persons of different ages and occupations. 
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DoM~Tle ART.-At pre!lent .the NtX'dlework course tAkes up the hand· 
sewing at the point ~'here the pupil left it iu the grade schools. 

HA.ND-SEwING.-First year: short oourse; first half year: long rourse ; 
two lessons per week. 

The sewing lessons are su~plemented by talks on the pMition of the 
hody while sewing, and the evil re. .. ults of in('.('Irroct pMitious; the manner 
of holding work: and the direction from which light should fall 8pe<'ial 
attention is paia to practical t:epairing and mending, to darning of stockin!(S 
aud tlannels, pat..-.hing and pieclng. together with the sewing on of butt..)lIs 
and the making of button·holes. Correlated ll'ith this work are short 
1es.'iOns on weaving ~nd the rnanufa.ctllre of the different materials u~ as 
thread, thimbles, needles, shears, ootton, silk., and wool. These are 
illustrated by.C&SCS of materials which show the different sk'ps in the 
process.. 
MA(,HINE.gEWINo.--..~nd yo!\!': short ('Ourse. l'irst year, Sl'COnd half: 

long rourse, two lessons l'lel' ll-eek for one half yeAr. 
Here the practical application is required of. what has been leArned in 

the previous selling rollI'Se.. The use and care of. rna.chines is ta~ht, 
and models, illustrative of &11 kinds of rna.chine work\ such as tuckmg, 
pla.cing ruffles, embroidery, and la.ce insertions, are maae. In this, as in 
all other branches of this work, the time element is considered, and the 
question of saving labour, when not ne<'O<'sarily required, is dwelt upon' 
thus, a pupil is disoouraged from putting severa.! rulfles "'here one wili 
anSlI'or, or from making tucks in ruIRes, which will be difficult to iron and 
cause unneceS8~ labour. Afk'r this preliminary work, drafting is taught 
by a sysk'm of Slmple measurements, and a white pettiroat is drafted and 
made, during the miLking of whi('A the various uses of the ma.chine, taught. 
in the previous lessons, are put into practice. 

MA.CHINE SEWJN, .. -Third year: Nlort course. Second year, first half : 
long oourse i two lessons per lI'Oek for a ht.lf year. 

The pra.ctlce of drafting by a ~ystem of measnrement is continued. The 
uses of patterns are taught, and the changes and variations required by 
the a\'erage l,JIltterns on the market; the shrinking and l)reparation of 
cloth for maklllg is practised; and a blouse is cu~ fitted and made. 

ELEMKN"URY DRESSMAKING.-Fourth year: short rourse. Second' year, 
8('C()nd half: long oourse ; two lessons {lOr week for a half year. 

In this course simple drafting is rontinued, and an unlined muslin dre..~ 
is made, previously designed by the pupil. . 

DRESSlIUKING.-Third year: long oourse; two lessons per week for 
one year. 

A system of dressmaking by a chart is now introduced, and pupils 
practise how to measure, draft., cut and fit linings for and to each other; 
&.fter which, a lined" boned and trimmoo. dress is made. A study of textiles 
and the materi&l SUItable for different orca...-.ions is rontinued throughout 
the ('ourse, a.nd dt"sigus are made for aU the garnlents. 

MILLISXRY.-This is de.-.igned to ()("CUllY part of the fourth year in tho 
long course, but as yet (19tH) no teacher has been employed for the pur-
1)Qqe, 

DR,"'·ING.- Two !lingle periods ret ll'et'L First)'t'&r: freehand, 
natnre work, a.ud still lift\ composition book rovers, romposition book 
iIIustmtiODS. I:.'t.'<'Ond yoar: freehand ('OllllXJSition, ch~~ and wak'r 
colourstlldie.-\' Third year: charcoal work, hlstoriC and antique ornament, 
l)en and ink sketches. }'ourth year : clay modelling, ",tor rolour, advaneed 
rom position. Throughout &11 the different lines of work speci&l attention is 
paid to note-taking. This gives the pupil I'ractioe in expressing facts 
briefty, a.nd in logical order, and provides useful material for future reference.. 

(,I) Toledo. The Toledo Manual Training School was o~ned in the 
autumn of 1884. in rooms set apart for the purpose m the CcntnU 
High School of the city; it is now insta.lloo in its own im~ing, 
finely-situat.ed building. The initial instruction was limited to 
classes in woodwork and drawing for boys. In' 1887 the 
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~irecto~ realised. the necessity of provi<;ling a practica:l course of (d) ToledO:
InstructIOn for grrls also, and the Sewmg and Cookmg de,Part- continued. 
ments were established. Four courses of manual traming 
instruction are :planned for students of high school grade, which 
include lJomestlc Science and Art for youns women; either of 
these courses may be taken in connection with any regular high 
school academic course of study, in order to train head and 
hands to work to$ether, and thus contribute to the ideal that 
t~e academic e<1uca.tion secured by stud~nts in the purely 
hterary school may be put to lractlcal use. Though 
the dIrectress is thoroughly imbue with the desire that 
the training shall be educational, not merely technical, she 
has not yet achieved the introduction of such thol'OO.ghly 
scientific methods as those which distinguish Miss Marlatt's 
High School course at Providence. The Domestic Science and 
t~e Art courses are similar in the first two years; no fees are 
enforced, exCept a small sum for laboratory requirements. One 
and a half hours a day are devoted to manual traming throughout 
the four years' course and are variously apportioned according to 
the demands of the subjects entering into the particular lear's 
curriculum. Classes are limited to 20 in number, but, an this 
deserves special note, boys have the opportunity of optional 
attendance at the 10 lectures on House-planning and Samtation, 
of which some are glad to avail themselves. The result of this 
attendance was shown me in a. simple house plan prepared nt 
these lectures, which was being executed by the boys in the 
Woodwork Department on a scale of ! inch to 1 foot; the 
plumbing was to be carried out by the same young artisans in their 
metal work course, and the model will then be available for 
demonstra.tion on house sanitation, being planned to permit of 
convenient division for this purpose. In spite of the large size 
of the building, the class-roonls and studios now suffer from 
overcrowding, and extensive additions were to be made during 
the summer vacation (1901). 

It ap:peared to me that the" art" side of the domestic training 
is especmlly well thought out in this course, for which reason 
the followmg details are introduced: freehand drawing, clay 
modelling, and sewing, constitute the work in the first year; 
the freehand «hawing, with the pencil as a medium, takes up 
the subjects of light and shade from still-life groups; clay 
modelling covers work in simple ornament and plaster of paris 
casting. The work in sewing consists in the drafting, fitting, 
and making of linen undergarments, the making of blouses, 
dressing jackets, or plain gowns. In the second year, freehand 
drawing IS continued, with charcoal as a medium, working from 
still-lifo groups, the ornament, and the mask. Considerable time 
is devoted to the study of design. 

In the third year the student is given the choice between a 
Domestic Science or a Domestic Art course. In the Domestic 
Science work, the freehand drawing is continued with the aim 
of developing the student's idea of taste for the beautiful in the 
home. The cJay modelling is omitted, and the subjectS" of 
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(d) ~oledo- dressmaking and fitting .of garments. c.ompris? th~ year's. w.ork. 
cont~nued. If the Art c.ourse' be elected, freehand draWIng IS c.ontmued, 

. and the subjects .of millinery and art needlework receive very 
practical attenti<m, The autumn and spring terms are usually 

'devoted t.o millinery work, while the winter term is occupied in 
the study of decorative art needlew.ork, which consists of work 
in drawn linen and silk embroidery. The fourth year .of the Art 
course is devoted to the study of freehand drawing, and water
c.olour from still life and nature; clay modelling is continued by 
stlidy from life, and the making of glue and wax moulds for 
plaster casting is included. 

The needlework 'room is well proportioned and abundant.ly 
supplied with presses, sewing machines, dress stands, and other 
conveniences. The teacher works in close collaboration with 
the director of the art classes, so that as students are led on to 
the use of colour and the selection and ~aduation of shades, 
application of this knowledge is required m the production of 
simple designs for patterns of materials, hats and dresses, on 
a good bold scale. In the dressmaking course individual 
attention is freely given, and pupils are not required t.o keep 
abreast of each .other. They usua1!y make tliree dresses .of 
different materials and styles in the year; l:;torey's system .ot 
dress-cutting being employed. In the session devoted to plain 
needlework, a corset cover, petticoat of more or less elaboration, 
full dra,wers, dressing jacket, and dainty nightdress apparently 
represent the work accomplished . 

. (The equipm,ent for a typical H~h School Course in Dress
making will be found in Appendix lJ.) 

The practice is in~vidual throughout the Domestic Science 
work. Knowledge is tested by revisions, periodical demonstra
tions by two students to the rest of the class, and occasional 
written "quizzes" by the teacher. The study .of h.ousehold 
economics, the c,hemistry .of c.ooking, and the care of the home 
form a very important branch of the work in this second year 
of the c.ourse, and are based upon a study of elementary biology; 
it is h.oped that physiology will be introduced very shortly. 
The cooking laboratory is a spacious room .on the fourth Hoor 
of the buildmg, in all ways satisfact.ory except as regards light, 
f.or the windows are very low. The cooking tables accommodate 
groups .of four; they are of the prevalent type,provided with 
drawers, the basins and pans in most frequent use finding places 
up.on the shelves beneath, The sink accomm.odati.on is ample, 
and a large c.oal range is pr.ovided in addition to the gas rings 
fitted at each end of the tables. It still happens that some girls 
first enter' the c.ourse quite disp.osed to despise it and t.o 
resent the time eXI?ended upon it, but subsequent genuine 
interest is almost mvariably devel.oped, and the voluntary 
opinion is often expressed that this cl!isS has proved the most 
attractive in the year's w.ork. The keen and gr.owing apprecia
tion by the boys .of the crumbs .of sanitati.on they are allowed 
to gather from the full meal supplied for the girls, promises two 
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results; first, that a more complete training in the subject will, 
if possible, be organised for those who desire it; second, that the 
gins become at once more alive to the advantages of the course. 

In illul!tration of a method but little followed, brief reference (~) Ann 
is made to the Ann Arbor High School, where Domestic Science Arbor. 
is practically confined to the narrow limits assigned to it in 
many Grade schools. At Ann Arbor, sewing is taken in the 
fourth, fifth, and sixth grammar grades, and cooking in the 
seventh and eighth, where both subjects are classed as "manual 
work," which is meantime actually carried on by the boys during 
the parallel five years in tile form of card, knife, and subsequently 
bench work. A short time ago voluntary classes were formed 
in the High School, in bench work for boys and in cooking for 
girls; these are planned to build on the foundation that has thus 
Leen laid, and to continue the work so far as the facilities of the 
school and the needs of the pupils may indicate to be wise. The 
work is "elective," but, once entered upon, must be continued 
through the term, unless a re-classification is granted. The 
cooking equipment is sufficient· for a class of 24, but the accom
modatIOn provided in a cramped, dark, questionably ventilated 
bo.sement room does not offer attractions to young girls of 16 or 

. 17, especially as the adjacent manual training room f61' boys is 
in every way superior. 0,Pportunity is given in t,he third year 
of each of the six alternatIve courses of studv to lay a scientific 
foundation in Household Economics by the Inclusion of biology, 
ph,Y.sics and chemistry in each curriculum, but there were no 
eVIdent indications that the indispensable correlation is demon
strated. A conveniently-arranged and well-lighted biological 
laboratory is provided for individual work; its equipment' in
cludes compound and dissecting microscopes, paraflin heater, 
tank for aquatic plants, air-tight chests for preserving specimens, 
and a goodlrovision of glass ware, chemical reagents, etc. The 
physical an chemical laboratories are in every respect up-to-date, 
nnd secure to each :eupil the advantages of actual experimenta
tion, so that the" willing mind" alone is required to organise a 
satisfactory course in Domestic Science here as elsewhere. 

The detailed accounts of these selected High school courses Summary. 
will have indicated their usual scope: plain household cooking, 
housewifery (which includes the chemistry 6f cleaning, the pur-
chase of household commodities, the intelligent calculation of 
nutritive food values, the arrangement of family meals, the 
plan, structure, and sanitation of a dwelling-house), needlework, 
dressmaking, millinery, a short course in laundry work, some 
k.nowledge of home nursing. the preparation of invalid food, and· 
last, but by no means least, an introduction to the science of 
economics. in order that, as women, these girls may be fit for the 
responsibility of intelligent, just expenditure of the family in-
come. Housewifery may be, and is often, subdivided, so that 
sanitation assumes its rightful position of a distinct and impor-
tant subject; but, as in the grammar grades, personal hygtene 
(the structure and care of the body) does not enter into these 
lIousehold or Domestic Science or Art courses. It must be sought 
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scienCt.'S is also variable. The time llU\y be diUly periOl.ls for 6\"0 
mondls or hi-weekly periods for oue year (nine months). Al 
the Clewla.nd ~rtgh sdioo~ l'hysies BlUSt" and hiolt~ may, be 
t.Ilken the I'l'OY10US yl'l\I': Cl\'ll.'S and chenllstry run concurrently 
Yo'ith }'hysioh~' Yo'hen .. elt.'Cted; .. the l'n.'t.'t'Wng courso in biol ... ~ 
is of special Cxl'Clleuce and complete.nl'SS. .At Detroit. botlUlY, 
lUld usually zooll~', p~'t.'l.le llbysiol~,', to whil'h chemistry, 
},hYsi ... 'S, Ilud e('(IIlollli~ suex'OOd.· In 'New York City thn.'O 
}..&illlls of 50 minutes a Yo'eel are ass.igned to botany and 
z\)Qlt~y during tho yMr and two such wl'Ckl, llCriotis lU'6 
allottA.ll.\ to l'h)\.iolt~. Here Ilhysit'S AIlti t'hl'uustry agrun sue
(.'\.~i the biol(l~~iuu Course.. Without ex«'ption.. indi\"itlual l"bt").. 
ratory work l,tays a l)l'l.)minent ~t in tIle mothod pursut. .... l In 
ronst.'I.}ucnce of mv "!Sit to the l'"nitt.'l.l St~tes tiling 1,}aC6 in tlle 
l"to spring and earlv SUlluuer. most lllborMory Yo-ork in Ilhysiolt':~ 
\\"1lS I.'oncluded t\lr the Yt.'tll'. but I WllS fortunllte in tiUUill~ So..llllO 

(.1) Ilt.>tn>it. still in l'I'I.";rt'SS at tlle Cl'ntrnl Uigh &h ... lol, lktroit. }Iere a 
Tahltl XIV. stUllont of }lhys.illh~y g,\"~s ouo or two hOllrs J'l'8Ilt.~th'ely on 

alt~l1lI\te tlaJs' to bOtany aud Ilh\"sio}o~~, !At.m. rhetoric. 
~webra. and historl coustituto tlie' coml~ion studies whit'h 
may compl~te a t)1l1l-ru. weekly l)l'\~"nUllme, though this dellClllls 
on tho special course elt.'Ctl'l. }'rofi.'SSor L.)Ws Murbach is 
responsible fi.lr the hiolt)t:!V at this school, and hIlS the ad''l\llt-\~'"t) 
of a sl)jlclOUS, wcll-lit, "~-(\\lltiPllt. .... 1 lnl\\mt.tory fur his ell\S&.'S'in 
bot-my. xool~~·. aud l'h\-siol ... ~', lIl'1'O he is able to llCllIollstmto 
his ()(lll"it'tiou (wcll e;p~'l.1. in All artielo on "l'hysitll('g)' in 
the High &'hool," 1,ubliShl'd in TIle rlt!l~idd" altd tI., Sl"~,\)". 
December, 1900\ " thllt schools should iustitute e.uct Ul~ntal 
discipline. tht'rdol'O, when iustructi()n is gi,",~n in l'h)-sioll'~', it. 
shoultl not, at)d need not, be mere tool'hUtg to ,,\"\lia oot"1 hl\l.)its. 
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to shun disease, or to acquire a (dangerous) smattering of lIle~ical (a)Detroit
knowledge, it should taKe its place as a :part of natural science; continued. 
for, if properly taught, it inculcates scientIfic methods of investi-
gation, and is of real value in mental development." Professor 
Murbach illustrates in his class-room "what 18 generally known 
as the strength of the laboratory method, which lies in tho 
student's contact with the material studied, and his independence, 
forced, if neces&lry, in getting his knowledge from the material, 
in its. classification, .and in bui.lding up principles there~om." 
QuestIOns are set whIch the pupil must answer from expenment 
or specimen i .. all text boOks whose head-lines embody the 
conclusions of their experiments are strictly banished, otherwise 
the chief aim of biological studies and their value in· scienco 
training is defeated." Necessary information is gained through 
discusslOn of experimental and observational work, and consulta-
tion of indicated authorities in the excellent library. A strong 
point of this practical course lies in the inexpensive equipment 
with which tile excellent results are accomplis ned. .. When the 
course was initiated," writes Professor Murbach "one alcohol lamp, 
six test tubes, a microscope, a skeleton, and some reagents con-
stituted the stock in trade j .at its existing state of evolution the 
following is found sufficient: a compound microscope, dissecting 
lenses, one for each student, It. skeleton, a thermometer, a lacto-
meter, retort stands, forceps, needles, Bunsen burners or alcohol 
lamps, test:tubes, porcelain crucible, evaporating dishes, glass and 
rubiler tubing, glass and porcelain dishes, models of eye, ear, and 
heart, gelatine for culture, and reagents such as nitric acid, am-
monia, caustic potash, copper sulphate, formaline,pepsin, pan-
creatin, rennin, peptone, and beef extract." Witli his other 
attainments Professor Murbach combines an exceptional 
facility for the devising of simple -apparatus and the ingenious 
emplo),ment. of .. makeshifts," which he places at the disposal. 
of SClence teachers less fortunately equipped than hiniself; 
of even greater value is the resourceful atmosEhere he developes 
in his laboratory and the spirit of self-help he arouses in his 
students. I wish that space permitted me to give more than 
the following brief synopsis of this course, for tliough its scope 
CA.n be indIcated, it is in the method that the trainin~ lies, 
with its subsequent influence on action in the form ot good 
habits, for continued emphasis is laid upon hygienic applica-
tion along the wholesome lines of sound common sense . 

.. The organs of the body actually studied in the laboratory 
are the following: the kind." of bones in the body-long, short, 
flat, correlated with their functions, kinds of jomts, places ot 
attachment of muscles; the lever functions of long bones, 
with some simple problems of lifting weights, support of the 
body's weight in wa1king; the heart, from models and specimens; 

. the circulation as seen in a frog's foot or mesentery; finall)', 
the gener~l appearance and 'position of the internal organs m 
a freshly killed frog or gumea pig. The latter may be in 
form of demonstratIOn to groups of pupils. The Ear, from 
~~el and ~~scussion j the eye from models; specimens also 
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CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, DETl!0IT.-SCHEDULE OF COURaE IN HYGIENE AND PHYSIOLOGY. 

Institntion 
aOli 

COU1'se. 
Entrance 

Requirements. Scope of Course. 

Central.!! High I Primary and Gram-I Stndy of Air and Water. 
School, mar School Certi-
Detroit. ficate. Study of Bacteria and Yeast. 

Phy.i~logy and 
Hygiene. 

Professor Louis 
Murbach. 

Study of Cells an,l Tisslle Structnre. 

Study of Food Stuffs in Foo<\s. 

Study of Digestion. 

Study of General Physiology. 

Study of Special Senses. 

Stndy of Personal Hygiene. 
• 

Study of the Origin of Diseases (Im
munisation, isolation, disinfection). 

Emergencies. 

The following con1'1les, in the school 
curriculum bear on the intelligent 
stndy of these subject •. 

1st Year Physiology. 

2nd Year {Botany. 
Zoology. 

8rd Year {General Chemistry. 
Elementary Bacteriology. 

4th Year Physics. 

Methods. 

Laboratory Method. 

Pupil works out all data, then 
drawl his own conclusions. 

1 
The stu,lent comes In close 

contact with the material 
Btudied; thes)"stemenforces 
the personal classification 
of knowledge individually 
acquired, and the builrIing 
lip from this of principles. 

The two main objects are; 
(1) to familiarise the pupils 
witb man'. place and part 
In nature' 
(2) to cultivate habits of 
careful observatioD, retlec· 
tion and Inference. 

Each stllden t Is provided 
with specimens for study, 
and a set of directing ques
tions to gui,le his observa
tions. 

When' Indivldnal stndy is 
complete, recita.tions are 
held for bette,' understand
ing the underlying p1'ln. 
ciples. 

Length of 
Course .. 

Fee" 
and 

:l!'Inance. 

Five months. I None. 

Two hours a Public fllnda. 
day. 

Taken In second 
or third year 
of the four 
years course. 

Equipment. 

\Vork carried on in ",elI 
equipped biological labora
tory. 

The apparatus considered 
necessary for this course 
comprises - a compound 

~!~:8~8 th0tr:;o~i:t!~C t !~! 
lactometers, r6tol'Ii stands, 
Bunsen burnen, test tubes, 

ri~lri~~:~~8~~~~~~I:~~Vr~),°b:; 
tubing, glass and porcelain 
dishes; l'e·agents, such 
as nitric acid, ammonia, 
caustic potash, copper sul
phate, fOl'lllllline, pepsiu, 
pancreatic juice, rennin, 
peptoDP, and beef extl'Kct; 
a skeleton, models of eye, 
ear, heart. 
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are brought into the laboratory work if time permits; this study 
is either followed or preceded by a few experiments on skin 
sensation. Besides these laboratory exercises, the following 
subjects are included: respiration (with some experiments), 
circulation, excretion, bactenal origin of diseases, immunisation, 
isolation, disinfection, antiseptics, hygiene, emergencies, and 

/ what may be done before the J?hysician arrives." 
To those already familiar WIth Professor J. E. Peabody's (b.) New 

suggestive "LabOratory Manual. for Practical Physiology York City. 
Classes" it will appear self evident that the course for which Table XV. 
he hi responsible at the Peter Cooper High School, N ew York 
City, should be a model of its kind. The following remarks 
will be couched chieBy in his own words (recorded in an 
article contributed to the" Journal of ApIJlied Microscopy," 
Ill, No.7), as, in consequence of the short time at my 
disposal, I was unable to visit the school, though I received 
much reliable testimony as to the high character and utility 
of the work carried out under Professor Peabody's supervision; 
and have had the advantage of subsequent correspondence with, 
and much kind assistance from him. The principal aims of 
this course are these: (1) to give to each pupil some knowledge 
of the normal functions of the organs in his own body; (2), 
to make him so. familiar with the structure of his organs and 
tissues that he will get this understanding of their function 
(anatomy is therefore subordinated to physiology); (3) to 
acquaint the pupil, so far as time allows, with the general 
biolo~cal princip1es involved in nutrition, growth, relations 
of ammals and plants, and evolution. . . . 

The number of boys and girls in each division is usually 
about 35. The physiological laboratory is situated in the 
north-east comer of the school building. Its dimensions are 
21 by 27 feet, and it is lighted on two SIdes by large windows. 
The greater p!trt of the Boor room is required for the ten 
laboratory tables, each desi~ned for the use of four pUIJils. 
The tables are made of whIte wood, the lower portion being 
finished ,\ith shellac. The top .is soaked successively in 
solutions of logwood and of iron, and melted paraffin is then 
rubbed into the wood with a hot iron. This treatment gives 
a dull black finish that is not affected by acids, alcohol or 
stains. Unlike varnished desk-tops, these do not reBect light 
into the eyes of t.he J?upils. The desks are arranO'ed in the 
room so that thc pupIl faces the north windows w'hen doing 
laboratory work. He t,herefore has the best possible light for 
the microscope and for the object lie is studying. Revolving 
chairs are used, which can be easily raised or lowered according 
to the needs of each pupil. When recitations are held 01' class 
demonstrations given, the boys and girls tum their chairs to 
face the instructor, and since the desks in this position are 
on the right side of the pUp'il, notes can be taken easily. By 
this arrangement it is pOSSIble to convert t,he laboratory into 
0. recitation room without any loss of time. Half of a fifty 
minute- recitation period roay be devoted to microscopic work, 

6490. (} 
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~) New. then the specimens may be pushed aside and the attention 
ork ~ty d. of the class directed to recitation. The seven teachers of 

-con mue biology use, in common, the apparatus and supplies belonging 
to the Department, a partial list of which follows: thirty-six 
compound microscopes, each provided with rack and pinion, 
fine ,adjustment, double nose-piece, iris diaphragm, two eye
pieces, and a two-thirds inch and a one-sixth inch objectives; 
magnifiers and dissecting microscopes ; steam sterilizer, hot 
air sterilizer, and Petri dishes for bacteriological work; fourteen 
specially prepared wall charts, twenty-five prints of photo
micrographs from each of forty-five negatives, skeletons and 
dissected preparations, glass ware, chemicals, reference books. 

The pupil begins the study' of each topic with laboratory 
work, considering when pOSSIble the organs and tissues of 
his own body. In studymg the mouth cavity, for example, 
he writes in his note book the answers to questions found in the 
Laboratory Manual used by the classes. Somo of the laborntory 
work is done at home, the written reports being discussed at 
the following recitation. Text-book lessons in Martin's" Human 
Body" supplement the facts gained by laboratory work. In the 
study of the different organs, continual reference is made to 
the structure and functions of other animals; for example, 
after the consideration of the bones and teeth Qf man and of 
the animals in the school museum, the classes are taken to the 
American Museum of Natural History to study other mammalian 
skeletons. Groups of eight to ten pupils gather ro\md the 
different specimens, each pupil answermg in his note book 
the questions, of which a specimen is given below. The facts 
gained from this observation are discussed at the museum. 
and the boys and girls hand in at the next recitation a 
written account of some of the animals studied. 

Comparative study of the Mammalian Skeleton. 
A.-Spinal cord. 

1. How many vertebral are found in the neck (cervical) region 7 
2. How many vertebral bear ribs ( dorsal vertebral) 1 
3. How many vertebral in the lumbar regions 1 
4. Can you determine how many vertebrre have united to fonn the 

sacrum 1 
5. How many vertebrre in the tail (caudal vertebrre) 1 
6. In what region of the spinal column are curves noticeable 1 How do 

they differ from the curves in the human skeleton 1 
7. Are spinous processes specially developed in any region 1 Can YOll 

suggest any reason for this' 
.. Repeated demonstrations from the wall charts by the pupil!! 

help to fix in tpeir minds the. rela.tive ~iti0!1 in the h~an 
body of the VarIOUS organs of digestIOn, CIrculation and excretIOn 
which they are studying. Considernble microscopic work is 
done during the laboratory periods. Some of the photomicro
graphs are then distributed and the discussion of the pictures 
serves to make clearer to the students the structures they have 
been examining." 

The outline .01 the course opens wi,th some introductory 
lessons on the chemistry of ail', Qf the h,lz:nan body, a~cl ~ s.tudY 
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of acid and alkaline reactions; the study of living substlmces (~) New. 
(protoplasm) follows,-then that of foods and of digestion. To 'i. ork t f}lty.J. 
this succeeds lessons on the blood, skeleton, muscles, heart and - COIl tAlK 

circulation, respiration, excretion and the nervous system (from 
which the speCial senses are omitted), while a few concluding 
hours are given to a study of yeasts and bacteria. 

A general idea of the method of study may be gained from 
the following specimen extract from the syllabus :-

.. Study of respiration. 
(1) Laboratory work. 

(a) Drawing of lungs, wind-pipe, and larynx of cal£ 
(b) Dl!monstration of action of lungs from model. 

(2) Text-book. 
(II) Structure and function of (a) lungs, (b) diaphragm, 

(l') larynL 
(3) Applicntions. 

«I) Principles underlying ventilntion. -
(b) Relation of clothin~ to respiration. 
(c) Hygienic habits of broothiIig." 

Laboratory work first; the consultation of text-books next; 
hygienic applications to daily habits and the details of community 
life in conclusion: these are the main lines for work and guidance, 
and this is the method of which the sound value is testified to 
C<JuaUy in Detroit as in this Now York City High School by the 
\'u;iblo interest of the girls and Illds, the results on conduct; the 
e\'idcnce afiorded of mental discipline, and by the manual 
dexterity acquired. 

Among the most practical parts of the wholo course are the 
eight lessons devoted to the study of bacteria. 

(""'ulture di"he.~ of nutrient gdatine are eXllO-.'<ed to the air, others are 
l'Xl'o."l...t to the city water, while a certain number of the dishes are kept 
cltJo!Cl(t. After !leveral days the ditlhes are distributed among the pupils, 
and the coloni"", of mould and wteria are studied and ligures made. 
Home \\'ork on the growth of bacteria in milk is one of the applications 
of the !\ubjoct to everyday life. After eXpl'rilllents in ml'thods of steriliza
tion, the boys and girls are asked such questions as the following :-

1. From all your experiment;1., state (II) what eonditions seem to favour 
the gro1ll"th of bacteria; (b) what coltditions seem to hinder the growth of 
bacteria t 

!.. Why should fruita be cooked before canning t 
3. Why are food" kept i~ the refrl.,<>erator in summer time' 
4. Why should the prohibition a,,<>ainst spitting in public'1llaces be rigidly 

enforced 1 
6. Why should sweeping he done as far as possible \\;thout raising a dust' 
6. Why should the teeth be brushed often 1 
7. Why should the reful!e be removed from the streets every morning 

early, l'Spec.'illlly in summer time 1 
8. Why should wound" be carefully cleansed and dressed at once' 
9. In what \\"8YS do wteria prove to be of hl'nefit to man , 

10. 10 what \\'&18 do bacteria prove t~ be "man's invisible foe'" 
6-&90. 
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A course in general biology is to be put into operation next year which 
will combine much of the work now done in the separate courses in botany, 
zoology, and physiology." 

Five periods a week are to be devoted to this subject, the main outlines 
of which are planned as follows: "Introductory experiments in chemistry 
and physics will give the pupils some first hand knowledge of chemical 
elements amI compounds, the process of oxidation, and the principles of 
caI>illary attrac~ion and evapo.r.ation. 'The remainder of the first half year 
will be devoted to ~he study of botany, emphasis being laid on the physio
logical functions Carried on in seedS, seedlings, roots, stems, leaves, flowers' 
and fruits. In the second half year the basis ,of the work is to be the 
physiology of the human body. Each function will, however, be con
sidered from the co~parative stQ.ndpoint. For' example, in studying the 
subject of respiration the following topics will be considered in addition to 
those now included :- ' ' 

"1. Study of (a) skin of earthworm; (b) gills of fishes; (c) lungs of frogs, 
reptiles, birds and mammals. 

"2. ·ComJ?8.rison of respiration in animals living (a) in water, (b) in moist 
places; (c) In the air." , 

This proposat meets with my entire approval, for it is by thus 
placing man in his relation to less highly developed forms of life 
that a most desirable admiration for the marvellous beauty of 
the human body is aroused, and the equally essential senses of 
self-respect and personal dignity are developed. The value of 
such HIgh school courses as these at Detroit and New York, 
followed by- lads and girls of 15 to 1'l years of age, appears 
to me to be incalculable in its future influence for good 
on the homes of a great city and a great nation, and no visitor 
to the class-rooms could fail to be impressed with the unaffected 
and practical interest of the young people. Placed, as the 
subject is, in its natural setting as a part -of the great study of 
life in its many manifestations, and turned to account as it also 
is as a field for the application of the laws of natural and moral 
science ,(physics chemistry, psychology, economics, civics), no 
opening is afforded for morbid mtrospective employment of the 
physiological facts acquired in the laboratory. A thoroughly 
wholesome tone pervades the class-rooms, and the most notice
able influence on the personality of the students is stated to be a 
more intelligent recognition of the needs of the body, and a 
greater disposition to give the necessary attention to its right 
performance of vital fUnctions. . 

How "time" can be l~gitimately found for this. invaluable 
study by both sexes, during high school life is apparent from 

, the particulars of the five alternative courses at the Peter Cooper 
High School.* , , 

, C.-COLLEGES. 

Before entering upon a review of the College Courses in 
Household Science and Hygiene, it seems advisable to refer 
somewhat fully to the history and aims of th€s~ institutions. 

, History a:d In his 'exhaustive paper on the "American College" (No. 5 
'Develop-. Monographs on Ed'UCation in the United States, edited by 
nlent. D N M r. . ur~ay Butler), Professor Andrew Fleming West opens 

his subject by telling his readers that the American College has 
no exact counterpart in the educational, system of any, other 

• See Table xv. 



TABLE XV. 
COURSES OF STl"DYFOR THE HlGH SCHOOLS OF MANHATTAN AND THE BRONX, NEW YORK CITY. 

Claaaical. College and Normal Sclentl8e. Modern Language Commercial. Preparatory. 

I'IR81' VIIAR. l"JRsT YIlAR. FIIIS"I' YUR. FIRST YBAII. FIRsT YEAR. NOTB. Blol~ Biol0'!h Biolo:!?; Biology Biology 
Ph~lcal tralnl~. t .. o Buglis Eugli. Euglis Enlllish Enl/Ii;'h penod. a ...... k. • lire-History Hlsr.ory Hi .... ry Hutory Hi.tory acribed for all pupil.; Latin latin French or German or Frencb Frencb or German or 
bu~ balf tbe time al· Matbematics MathematlC8 Spanisb or Latin Matb.matiC8 Spaulsb lotted to ehysl""l train· Pby.lology Pbysiolog)' Mathematics Physiology Mathematlca Ing in t e ~bird and 

SBCOND YBAB. Pby.lology PbyslolollY fourtb :rears may b. BacoND VBAB Englisb SECOND YBAB. SECOND VILUI. SECOND YEAR. given to elocuLion. Englisb Frencb or G8l"IIlan Engliob Englisb Euglisb 
Frencb or German be· History Frencb or German or Frencb Modern Language 

gun or Pby.i"" Latio Spanisb or Latin History History 
History Matbematlc. Hiotorf German Bc:::~:::rl':.ft:'n~~~· Latin PhY8l0graphyor Mathemati"" 
Matbematlcs 

THIRD YUB. Chemi.try Mathematics 
EngUob 1I1atbematica 

THmn YBAII. Frencb or German THmD VBAB. THIRD YBAB. THIRD YEAR. English Pbysici EngU.b Englisb Enl/lish French or German or Latin hencb or Gerrruln or Frencb Modern Language or Greek l\la,bematiC8 Spanisb or Latin German Physics Latin Physics Physic. Bc::::;~:rI1M,!;~~~ MatbematiC8 Civics and Economic. Matbematics 

FOURTH YBAB. Mathematics Stenography and 
li'OURTH YBAII. Type .. riting 

English En!!hsb FOURTH "YBAR. FOURTH YUR. 
Frencb or Gennan or I Latm Englisb Engliab FOURTH VEAB. 

Greek French or German or Gennan English 
Latin Spanisb o~ Latin Hi.tory Moaern Language or 
Electives: Electives : Cbemistry Chemistry or Hi •• 

A modern language. A.tronomy Electives: Matbematics torr 
Advanced Matbema· Blolo!!y Astronomy Rnghsh Composition 

tici Che,mstry Biology Stenographyalld 
Biology Frencb or German Cbemistry Co~::'~~:!l"faw and 8~:~i~~'I Latin 

History History 
Mathematics Mli.tt.ematics , Hhtoryof Com· 

(additional) Physlograpby Physiograpby merce 
History 
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Historya.nd countrl' .. The elements which com~ose it are derived, it is true, 
Develop- from European systems, and in partlCular from Great Britain; 
ment t' d but the form under which these elements have been finally 
--CrJ'1l t1tue ·1 compounded is a form suggested, and almost compelled, by the 
. needs of our national life ... notably ditl(m'nt from the old world 

schools." 1 Ie then tmccs the history and progress of this 
important fnetor in the nntional system of free education, 
concluding this portion of his paper as follows: U Still, in order 
to understand tfle precise nature and unique influence of the 
co11eO'e in American education, it is not neeessnry here to trace 
step by step the story of its development, for in its various forms 
of present orf,O'anisation it reveals not only the normal type which 
has been evo ved, but also survivals of past stages of development, 
instances of variation and even of degeneration from the type, and 
interesting present experiments, which may to some extent 
foreshadow the future." 

On a later pago Professor \Vestdrawsattention to the fact that 
U the American College, as contrasted with Europenn schools, is 
a com,Posite thing-partly secondary and partly higher in its 
orgarusntion. It consists regularly of a four-year course of study 
leading to the BllChclor's degree. Up to the close of the Civil 
War (1861-1865), it was mninly an institution of secondary 
education, with some anticipations of university studies toward 
the end of the course. But even these embryonic university 
studies were usually taught as rounding out the course of 
disciplinary education, ratlier than as subjects of free investiga
tion. Boys entered college when they were 15 or 16 years of age. 
The average age of graduation did not exceed 20 years ... With 
but few and unimportant exceptions, the four-year course 
consisted of prescribed studies. They were EnO'lish literature 
an~ ~hetoric, Latin, Greek, mat~ematics, natural philosophy, Il:nd 
pohtlcal economy, and often a httle psychology and metaphYSICS. 
Perhaps some ancient or general history was added. French and 
German were sometimes taught, but not to an important degree. 
At graduation the student received the degree of Bachelor of 
Arts, and then entered on the study of law, medicine, or theology 
at some professional school, or went into business or into teaching 
in the primarl or secondnry schools. Such was, in bluest outline, 
the scheme 0 college education a generation ago. At the present 
time things are very ditierent. With the vast growth of the 
country in wealth and population since the Civil 'Var there has 
come n manifold development. The old four-year course, 
consistinq entirely or a sing1e set of prescribed studies leadin3' to 
the one degree of Bachelor of Arts, nas grown and branched in 
many ways.. It has been modified from below, from above and 
from within:. The better preparation now given in thousands of 
schools has enabled co11e~es to ask for somewhat higher entrance 
requirements, and, what IS more important, to eXl\ct them with 
greater firmness. The age of entrance has increased, until at the 
older and stronger colleges the average is now about 18! 
years. A four-year course leading to a Bachelor's degree 
romains, although in some quarters the incrcllsillg age of tho 
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students ill creating a tendency to shorten the course to three 
years, in order that young men mar not be kept back too long 
from entering upon their professiona studies . . The four-year 
course, however, no longer leads solely to the degree of Bach.elor 
of Arts, nor has this old degree itself remained unmodified." 

.. With the foundation of schools of science which aimed to give 
a. modem form of liberal education based mainly on the phYSICal 
and natural sciences, and yet only too often gave, under this 
name, a. technological course, or a somewhat incongruous mixture 
of technical and liberal studie"" the dcgree of Bachelor of Science 
came into use as a. college degree. . . . Still other degrees of lesser 
importance also came mto vogue and obtained a footing here 
and there to mark the completion of a four years' college course . 
. . . The organisation of such courses was naturally embarrassed 
by grave ditlicultics which are as yet only part.ially overcome. . . . 
Tho prcKCnt drift, however, of opinion and action in colleges 
which. offer more than one Bachelor's degree is more reassunng 
than it was some twenty years ago. There is a noticeable 
tendency, growing stronger each year, to draw a sharp line 
between liberal and technical education, and to retain under
waduate colle~e education in liberal studies as the best founda
tion for techmcal studies, thus elevating the latter to a profes
sional di~nity comparable with law, medicine, and divinity ... 
and if this happy result can be considered 8.ssured, then the 
undergraduate college course, the sole guarantee of American 
liberal culture, will have a good chance to organise itself in 
accordance with its own high ideals, however imperfectly it may 
have realised these ideals in the past. Another hopeful tendency 
which is gradually gatherin~ strength is to give the various 

• Bachelor's dewees more definite significance by making them 
stand for distmct types of liberal or semi-liberal education .... 
Three such types are now slowly evolving out of the mass of 
studies with increasing logical consistency. . . . First comes tho 
historical academic course, atte1l1pting to realise the idea of a 
general liberal education, and consistmg of the classical and 
modem literatures, mathematics and science, with historical, 
political and philosophical studies added, and leading to the 
Bachelor of Arts degree. The second is the course which aims to 
represent a strictly modem culture, predominantly scientific 
in character, and culminating in the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
As this course originated in the demand for knowledge of the 
applied sciences m the arts and industries of modem life, the 
idcal of a purely modem liberal culture, predominantly scientific 
was not easy to maintain. . . . Conscious of this difficulty, many 
sehools of science have been g!v!ng larger place in the curn
culum to some ofthe more available humanistic studies. Fuller 
courses in French and German have been provided for, and the 
study of English has been insisted upon With sharper emphasis 
Economics, modem history, and even the elements of l'hilosol'hy, 
have found a place .... The college of to-day proVldes a four 
years' course, consisting' generally of a mixture of prescribed and 
elective studies in widely varymg proportions .•. and, at the 
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Methods of end of. the course, there is a. multiform instead of a unifoTIIl. 
Instruction. Bachelor's degree,· or, in some instances, a "simple Bachelor's 

degree of multi~or~ meaning," while the average age of the 
- students has increased at least two years." 

In Section ·VII., which deals with Modes ot Instruction, 
Professor Fleming West records that" Instruction is still mainly 
conducted by recitation and lecture, the recitation finding its 
chief place in the earlier, and the lecture in the later, part of the 
course." But other forms of instruction are included ... "In all 
except the elementary courses in science, the laboratory plays a 
most im,Portant part, and even in the lectures in the introductory 
courses m physics, chemistry or biology, full experimental illus-. 
tration is the rule. Then, too, the library serves as a sort of 
laboratory for the humanistic studies. Students are encouraged 
to learn the use of the college library as auxiliary to the regula!' 
exercises of the curriculum. Certain books. are appointed as 
collateral reading, and the written examination at the end of the 
term often takes account of this outside reading." The combina
tion of these three methods seeIQs to exercise a stimulating effect 
on the eager students, and acts, I was told, as a spur to the 
indolent; It also offers just what is desirable in the treatment vf 

Form 0' 
Govern
ment. 

lIousehold Science with advanced students. 
, "The form of government is simple. A college corporation, 

legally considered, consists of a body of men who have ohtained 
the charter and who hold and administer the property. Where 
a particular State has established a college ~ even a university, 
wliich regularly includes a college, the members of the corpora
tion are commonly styled regents, and are appointed by the 
State to hold office for a limited term of years. But most colleges 
have been established as private corporations. In this case the 
title is vested in a board of trustees, sometimes composed of 
members who hold office for life, or else composed of these as~ 
sociated,. with others, who are elected for a term of years. . . . 
The president and professors uS\1ally hold office for life. In some 
places provision is beginning to be made for the retirement of 
professors on pensions as they grow old. Instructors and some
times assistant professors are appointed for a limited time, such 
appointments being, subject to renewal or promotion. In the 
larger colleges the president is assisted in his administrative 
work by one or more deans. By immemorial tradition the presi
dent and faculty are charged with the conduct of the entire 
instruction and discipline. They have the power to admit and 
dismiss students. The conferrmg of degrees belongs to the 
corporation, but this power is alm9st invariably exercised in 

:.sources of accordance ,with recommendations made by the facult,y .... In 
.Income. State colleges. the income is derived from taxation, in others 

from endowments, often supplemented by annual subscriptions 
for special purposes. . . .' State colleges receive few private gifts. 
But the private colleges are cut oft' from' dependence on the 
State, and have to rely on these (privat,e ,gifts). This stream of 

Students' private liberality flows almost unceasingly .... The expenses of 
. Expenses. mdividual students vary greatly. In some places there is no 
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charge for tuition; in others they must pay as much as $100 or 
$150. In little country colleges the tot8.l cost for a year often 
falls within $300; in the larger old eastern. colleges, drawing 
patr.onage from all parts of the land, the student who must pay 
an his bllls, and receives no aid in the form of a scholarshiy, can 
hardly get along with less than $600 or $'100, excluslve of 
his expenses in the summer vacation. . . . Moreover, many 
colleges possess scholarships which are open to able students who 
need tem})Orary pecuniary help. The young American of narrow 
means, if he be of fair ability and industry, can almost always 
manage to find his way thTough college." 

Acoording_ ~ the last available Report of the United Stat~s Commis
"ioner of Education (189:.1-1900), there are now 480 Universities and 
Colleges (excluding those for women only) ; though it must be borne in 
mind that a considerable number of these are independent of State endow
ment or control. About 72'S per cent. of the total number are co-educa
tio,!al; in fourteen over 1,000 students are enrolled. 

or the State universities, or colleges, as they are variously Province 
described, about thirty have already initiated courses in House- and History 
hold Science, the subject being based upon a course of study !>f lIurses 
which qualifies for a Bachelor of Science degree; and as many more ~~ld ouse
have introduced some more or less organised form of this work into Sciehce. 
their curricula. The Household SClence department is usua,lly 
housed in the college of agriculture, but its students follow general 
courses in science, art, literature, languages, and so forth, with 
the students in the other colleges. The idea that domestic 
subject.s have any claims to aSsoClate on terms of equality with 
the studies carried on by college undergraduates savours of sus-
picious novelty and questionable stability to English minds, so 
that the statement that their claims to post-graduate study have 
sufficed to gain them honourable recognition in universities of 
such standing as Columbia and Chicago will be suggestive of a 
degree of unconventionality, possible only in a nEl.w world un
trammelled by age-long traditlOns. That the movement is not 
merely an evanescent outcome of a passing fad, or the product 
of inexperienced or unbalanced womanhood is indicated by the 
fact that, without exception, it has received the cordial, active 
support of the other faculties in colleges where it has been in-
augurated. Professors of chemistry, biology, geology, art, 
architecture, psychology, economics and sociology, voluntarily 
devote time, ability, and influence to further the mitiation and 
success of these courses, not in one, but in all the universities 
where the subject has been introduced. 

Its claims for consideration and for organisation as a college study have 
been briefly recorded by Miss Isabel Bevier, Professor of Household Science 
at the Illinois State University, in an addre.~s given a few months ago i and 
no woman is better qualified to "state a case," for, under her highly 9ualified 
organisation, what promises to be a model university course 18 being 
gradually evolved. Before transcribin~ her remarks I would remind my 
readers of Professor Fleming West's opmion quoted above, that a sharper 
Jine is being drawn annually in college science courses between liberal and 
technical. education, and that liberal studies are emphasised in under
graduate college education as the best foundation for technical studies, in 
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Province order to elevattf toll latter to a hi~h standard of proiessiOnai dignity. 
and History Bearin~ this in mind it becomes conceivable, and to some thinkers apparent, 
of Courses that to mstitute a university course in Household Science does not threaten 
in House- to lower the colloge in which it is pursued to the humbler footin~ of a 
hold Science cooking school i on the contrary, it rai:!6S the whole complex question of 
-CO/ltjll"~l. the right nutrition of the human race to its legitimate status in the king-

• dom of science. Mi!lS Bevier was invited to answer the inquiry, "What do 
vou mean by Houll6hold. Science, and what is its provmce in a State 
'University t II The following extracts embody the gist of her reply: ••• 
.. It has been said that Household Science includes the study of tlie agIlnts, 
the materials, and the phenomena of the household. One needs to pau~e 
1\ moment and repeat the words to appreciate the largeness of the subject-the 
agIlnts, heat, light,sound, electricitr, colour i the materials, the air we breathe, 
the food we eat, the water we drink, the houses we live in-who will COIII
plete the list' It is· well to remember thatfrinciples are universal, while 
their applications are special and peculiar. he general laws of heat are as 
true for the modern range as for the steam engine. The painter, the de~orator 
and the dyer have each a techuical interest in colour, but the wolllan who 
would give beauty and persollluity to her hOllle by a harmonious blending of 
colour cannot disre!!ardthese same principles. By Houll6holdSdence we menn 
very largely appli;:i science. Justat this point it seellls to me is the weak spot, 
perhaps it were better to say the uncultivatell field

1 
in the education of 

woman. Our colleges for men long since recognised the value. of science 
and its application. This fact is illustrated by the increase of our 
tecllllical schools until they number over sixty, and the students in 
technical courses of college grade number over 20,000 yOWlg men. Women 
hl\ve bt>en rather slow to recognise the close relation science su.~tnins to 
the affl\irs of the home, and by some stra~ oversight provision has not 
been made for thelll to apply their science In a kingdom peculiarly their 
0\\"11. Is there any good reason why the girl should. not avply her know
ledge of chemistry to bread, and of bacteriology to the proc-esses of fl'l'
mentation! . I am co-educational enough to believe, generally speakin/? 
that the system which proves most succes.~ful in the training of boys wiIi 
have a similar result with their sisters. I believe it is our privilege to 
profit by their experiments. They have tested successively the classical 
school, the manual traiuing school the techuical school; and our 
universities stand to-daT because men have felt that the highest develop
ment, the truest unfoldmg of the human spirit, was to be accomplished not 
by anyone kind of school, but by the correlation of the best elements of 
each. This brings us directly to our topi,,--the province of Household 
Science in a State University. I answer :-to llrovide a place and an 
opportunity for the correlation and application of the arts and sciences to 
the home. I know of no one .llace which affords so many opportunities for 
the a{,plication of science. NeIther do I knowofa place more fateful for good 
or evil in the life of the individual or the nation, than the home. As ilie 
equipment and advantages of the university_greatly exceed those of a single 
colll'ge, so are the opportuuities of the Household Science department 
greatly multiplied. III no other institution to my knowledge CI\Il the de
IllLrtment have the inspiration and help of expert workers in so many 
different lines, as well as the advantage of illustrative material of so many 
different kinds. The college of science can reveal to the students some of 
the mysteries of the laws of life. The college of liberal arts can give them 
1\ truer conception of their own place and work in the world by a study of 
the history and literature of other peoples· and tongues. The eye can be 
trained to recognise beauty of colour and outline and the hand to express 
it, by the work of art and design. The architect and decorator CI\Il Show 
how to construct and adorn 'the house beautiful.' A wise selection and 
correlation of work in these various lines, with the special work of the 
Household Science department, all'ords an unusual opportunity for that 
symmebical development so greatly to be desired in educational training." 

The fact that an annual increase takes place in the number of 
girls willing to dovote four years to .these courses speaks for the 
growing recognition of their educational equally with their social 
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value; for the American girl of 18 is cager to learn, she desires 
II culture," and would not forego its antlCipated attainment for 
tllC most" useful" course in tho world. Show her the possibilities 
alltlaulvlllltages of a combination of the two,and the practical side of 
her dUlrll.cter welcomes the opportunity to increase her command 
of tho tools !lhe is rolled upon to wield throughout her daily life, 
aud to thereby lighten and brighten her tale of work; her sociltl 
instincts are stimulated bv the increased worth and happiness 
IIho can add to human existence, and her intellectual abilities 
find AAtisfaction in tho scope afforded for their profitable exercise. 
Tho innate lJIechanicnl instincts characteristic of the American 
of to-day furnish an "energy" for application far more con
spicuous than is the ease with the descendants of older 
clvilil!ll.tions. 

The first colle~o course in the subject was organised in 1875 
by Miss Lou. C. Allen, in what was then described as the 
"Industrial" University at Champaign (Ill.), now the Univer
sity of Illinois. Her object was to place instruction in household 
arts for young women upon a level with instruction in agricul
ture, horticulture, and tlie mechanic arts for young men. Miss 
Allen was made Professor of Household Science, constituted a. 
member of the Faculty, and carried on the classes for several 
years. The department was only abandoned after this period 0' good work, because, on Miss Allen's marriage, no suitable 
person could be found to take her place. ~ome work in 
Domestic Science was started in the Kansas State Agricultural 
College the 8ll.mo year (1875); at first in the form oflectures only, 
but, later, practical work was introduced, and in 1878, ?llrs. May 
B. Welch, the wife of tho President of the Agricultural College, 
inducod the trusteos to open a. definite Household Arts Depl1.rt
ment, which for some years she herself conducted. The con
tinuity of this course has been uninterrupted: a.t the present time 
one year's study of the subject is obligatory on all female 
students, while a comfllete four-years courso is open to those who 
desire to avail themselves of such opportunities. Thus, tenta
tively, the movement began; and its present phase of hopeful 
development is the outcome of guiet perseverance, strenuous 
effort, and assured conviction on the part of the college women 
who have pionecred its passage into the universities. To them 
is now accorded the well-carned encouragement of increasing 
support from the publiG, frOID the press, and from their male 
colleagues. This is accorded on the grounds of the value of a com
prehensivo, practical knowledge of household economics as a factor 
III the promotion of national efficiency, of the home ha{>piness and 
stabilit'y which must underlie such efficiency, and for Its recently 
recognIsed worth aA a focus for the application of the sciences and 
arts. 

Three specimen college courses have been selected for reference Typica.l 
in this Report as typical of the leading features which distinguish COUrKe8 in 
those at present organised. That at the State University of H,?usehold 
Illinois is fraDled to prove that, as to laboratory work and methods Scu~nce. 
generally, the subject is of an equal educational value with other 
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branches of science and art, capable of holding its own with any 
course of advanced study. The second, at the Ohio State Um
versity, is an illustration of the methods followed when the 
course afproximates more closely to that of a high class 
Technica Institute:. and the third, at the Michigan State Agri
cultural College, is frankly technical in character. Did space 
permit, much suggestive material could be gathered from a close 
study of other excellent courses, those, for InStance, at the State 
Agricultural Colleges of Colorado and Kansas, or at the State 
Universities of Minnesota and Missouri, all of which are con
ducted by women of ability and good qualifications, with the 
as~ista~ce o~ ~he leading professors of tlieir respective colleges 
and umversltles. 

The broad features have a certain similarity in all those of· 
which I have secured particulars. The full course occupies four 
years: the scope of subjects is wide, made purposely compre
hensive to introduce general culture studies: the aim is to show 
the foundations of science and art upon which domestic economy 
is well and truly laid: the method is that known as the" labora
tory," which constitutes a valuable mental training in addition 
to its scientific value. The anticipated results are the elevation 
to its true dignity of home life and its constituent parts; a 
gradual repression of the sins against sanitation wnich are 
Inimical to the perfect "development of the individual and an 
economic tax on the community; . a substantial gain to the 
nation at large in the increased efficiency, physical, mental; and 
moral, of its units. 

The variety in detail is wide; a two or one year's course may 
be obligatory, and is almost invariably optional, for young women 
whose tastes or time do not allow the full four years' course to 
be tmdertaken; or short winter courses are available which aim 
to impll-rt a certain amount of definite information in the limited 
time at the students' disposal In these, scientific must give place 
to more utilitarian metnods, but the worker learns better ways 
of doing, and forms a centre for the subsequent formation of a 
more enlightened u public opinion." 

The scope of the full courses is usually on the following lines!
SCIENCES.-Obligatory: chemistry, physics, biology, physiology, 

sanitation; wi~h geology, meteorology, . bacteriology and psyclio
logy as u electIves." 

ARTS.-Obligatory: drawing, desigrr, architecture, cooking, 
sewing, dress cutting and fitting; witn music, painting, millinery, 
etc., as U electives." 

GENERAL CULTURE STUDIES.-Obligatory: English literature, 
history, modern languages, botany and physical culture; of which 
one modern language and botany would be U electives." 

The laboratory method is invariably emphasised, but the 
actual manipulation of foods or of materials is, by some authori
ties reduced to a minimum, because of the belief that, with brain 
trained to habitual observation, accuracy and reflection, with 
hand skilled through brush, pencil and laboratory work to give 
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qUlck and reliable response to mental susgestion, with muscles 
strengthened and co-ordinated by intelhgent physical culture 
under careful supervision, principles acqmred and based u,Pon 
sound reasoning can be applied with a precision and certamty 
which should ensure rapid success. The liome life of the student 
should afford abundant opportunity for repeated practice, 
when circumstances have probably removed her from the 
chances of other scientific or artistic training for which she has 
peculiar facilities in her college days. . 

In respect of these courses, the Western colleges preceded 
those in the Eastern States, where the State authorities for 
higher education seem, as yet, hardly awake to the importance 
or possibilities of thesl1bject. I am partly inclined to attribute 
this apparent inattention to its claims for recognition in State 
colleges, at least in New York State, Pennsylvania and Massa
chusetts, to the excellent courses available at the Pratt and 
Drcxel Technical Institutes,and to other similar outside oppor
tunities for advanced study, such as that offered at the Simmons 
Technical College for Women at Boston (Mass.), which meet the 
existing demand. 

The University of lllinois is situated in the eastern central part of the (a) State 
State between the cities of Champaign and Urbana, 128 miles south of University 
Chicago; the country round is a rich and prosperous agricultural region, of Illinois. 
while the combined Jl:>pulation of the cities is about 15,000. The Uni- Table XVI. 
versity was opened March 2, 1868, with some 50 students. During the 
first term the number increased to 77, all young men, but, in March, 
1870, the trustees admitted women' as students, and during the year 
1870-71, 24 availed themselves of the privilege. Since that time they 
have constituted from one-sixt.h to one-fifth of the total number. Ap-
plicants for admission to the freshman class must be at least 16 years 
of age. Entrance may be made at any time, provided the candidate is 
competent to take up the work of the classes then in progress, but all 
are 8.dvised to enter in September. Admission to the freshman class of 
the University mar be obtained in one of three ways: (a) by certificate 
from a fully accredIted high school; (b) by examination; (c) by transfer of 
credits from some other colle~e or university. Persons over 21 years 
of ag~ not candidates for a. aegree may be admitted to classes, after 
satisfymg the president a.nd the professor in charge of the del?artment in 
which such claSses are taught that they possess the requisite Information 
and ability to pursue profitably. as special students, the chosen subjects. 
Such students are not matriculated j they pay the tuition fee' of $7'50 , 
a term, in addition to the re~lar incidental fee of $12. 

The government of the Uruversity is vested by the trustees primarily in 
the President of the University, in the Faculty, in the Council of Administra
tion and in the Deans •. The President is the executive head of the Uni 
versity. The Univel'!lity is divided into.11 interdependent colleges and 
8chools. }'or some years past one scholarship from each county has been 
awarded annually, upon competitive examination, to males throughout the 
State, and considerable satisfaction was experienced ill the spring of 1901 
when the Board of Trustees granted to' the daughters of farmers a 
privilege simila.r to that previously enjoyed only by their sons. The fees 
for matriculation, laboratory work, etc., are very small, a.nd a tuition fee of 
$7'50 6nlYI a term, is demandl'd. The University does not furnish board, 
but there IS, a dining hall in the basement of the University Hall, under 
university supervision, where good. meals may be obtail).ed at reasonable 
rs.tes. The immediate control of this d,ining hall is entrusted to the skilled 
management of a graduate of the Boston School of Hou.~ekeepinlt (now in
corpors.ted in the Simmons Toohnical College) who ensures tliat the food IS 

not only varied, but nutritiou.e, Vt'hQle~Itl'1 and proportiop~~ ~o the fe<Juire-
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(It) State ments of normal diets; indeed, the food provided must meet with the 
University approval of the Professor of HouRehold Science, Miss Isabel Bevier, whose 
of Illinois dietary studies in c.onnection with ProfeMor Atwater's work have bl'en 
-cQIl~i"ued. l1ublillhed amon~ the United States Food nulletins. The charge for 

table board in thiS dinin~ hall is fixed at '3'00 (about 148.) a week, for which 
three full meals daily, mcluding Sunday, are sUI,plied. " Fraternity" or 
"Sorority" houses are a popular form of lodging among students; in 
the CMe of girls, 9 to 14 often select a clll~peron and equip one houRe 
hetween them l they alinost i'lvariably perform personally all domestic 
duties, which, Jlowever, owing to the arrangement just described, do not 
include cooking. 

All the courses are open to all the students, tho~h it is neces.qary that 
the professor in charge be satisfied concerning the fitne.'18 of the appli('ant 
to profit by his selection. A full course equals 6 "credits," each of which 
is the eluivalent of one hour's recitation and two hours' preparation (this 
may be aboratory work). for 6 da.ys in the week; this works out at about 
16 to 19 hours a week. 'All physical training is extra, though it is accepted 
for" credit" hy sOllie of the professors. Students gradua.te with the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts, Science, Literature, &c., according to the line of study 
they elect to follow. 

The courso in Household' Scienco· is followed in the College of 
Agriculture, 0. large, well-planned building, opened in May 1901. 
Tile department occupies the entire second floor of the north 
wing, and is well supplied with laboratories, apparatus. and 0. 

JIlass of illustrative material, such as charts, speClmens of various 
kinds of building material, and exhibits illustrll.ting the chemical 
composition and products obtained in tho manufacture ofcortain 
foods. The students have access also to tho museum of the 
Architectural department, as well as the benefit of cloSQ associa
tion with the Art department. A'ehemicallaboratory is attached 
to the kitchen for the immediate application of science to home 
problems in chemistry or bacteriology. Adjpining this is a. room 
which will gradually acquire the appearance of a museum, con
sequent upon the accumulation of a lar~ collection of specimen 
foods, utensils, apparatus, etc., connected with t.he eO\lrse. One 
room is devoted to the study of Household Art: here are found 
full-sized illustrations of window decoration,· of wall-papl'rs, 
parqueterie flooring, etc., which aftord mltterials for colour study 
m drapery and room decoration, and for the cultivation of a 
taste too often conspicuous by its absence among a. large section 
of the community. A small 'Collection of artistic tiles and 
sample vases, selected for grace of form as well ns for beauty of 
worKmanship, is also being made, with a view to training the 
mind and eves of students who brin~1{ only the crudest ideas of 
art from their remote rural homes. .No limit is set to reasonable 
and wise expenditure in the oquipment of this or other minor 
departments essential to the completeness of the whole scheme. 

The studies peculiar to the Household Science course can be 
taken in two years, ~ivon adequate previousfrCpltration, but a full 
four years is roqui~lte to gain the aegroe 0 Thwlll'lor of Sdl'nce. 
}'ort y fomalestuuonts ell teroa. the Household 8ciellcedepartmen ton 
its initiation in S(\ptember, 1900, one ma.le student a.lso followod it 
throughout, while others of his sex were so much interested that 
there is a pro~ecti~_~--=-~lI\nd f(~r a. course ~~ Sanitation pln.nned t~ 

• Sce Tahle XVI. 
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meet masculine needs. lIIea.nwhile, Miss Bevier has worked to meet (a) State 
the needs of two classes of students; (a) those who specialise in Univ!l~ty 
other lines of work, but who desire a knowledge of the general of ru~o~ 
principles and facts of household scien<l6; (b) those who wish tomake -i:Q1l", • 

a spec!mlity of household science by a comprehensive study of the 
aft~rs of the home, together with the arts and sciences whose appli-
cations are directly connected with its management and care. 

Though still in its infancy, this 001U'8e promises to be of great value in 
the opportunitr it offers for oombining a liberal education with a basis of 
pure and aPl?hed lICience. By the judicious correlation of the distinctive 
household IIClence 8ubjects with some of the regular courses given in other 
colleges of the University, excellent facilities are provided for a study of 
their applications to the affairs of the household. while the oneness and 
interdependence of all knowledge is accentuated. "Woman's education 
here _018 to me to have swung to one extreme and to be now coming 
back to a more normal and sensible ideal," writes Miss Bevier, in a reply to 
a request on my part for further particulars of her guidingyrinciples when 
she framed this COUrKe; "in my own oolle~e days we were JUKJ; feeling that 
the one thing to do was to share the privileges enjoyed by the men: to 
study and do everything they did. So, in the COUrKe in tngonometry, as 
the men had surveying, we girls diligently walked along too, -sighted, 
measured-the boys being gallant enough to carry the chain and varioUl! 
other impedimenta. 1 think we might have gone to the studio with much 
greater advantage and learned something about form and oolour in those 
hours. If Harvard can devise a IICheme, as it has done, by which their men 
who wish to enter a professional course after their college course, can finish 
the Iltudies of the college course in three years, 1 believe it is entirely 
JlO8Kible to gh·e to girls in two years the sciencea that mUKt form the baslB 
of any intelligent 8tudy of the home problems, together with a little appli
cation in thOlle first years and a great deal of application in the third year. 
A fourth year student should then be ready lind competent to do some 
invelltigation worthy of the name, while 8he is alKo at liberty to enlarge her 
horizon by a studJ of economics, education or psrcholog}'." 

The required studies are household sclence, botany, bacterio
logy, zoology, physiology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, art 
and design, domestic architecture, elementary decoration, Ger
man and physical trainin~; the" electives" are English, French, 
economics, history, psycnology and education. No laundry 
work is included, no practice work in housewifery, no needle
work or dress cutting, as it is Miss Bevier's creed that it is a 
study of the frinciplc~ of these home industries, rather than 
their technica application, which belong to a university course. 
In botany, zoolo~y, and physics, the general regular courses for 
all students are followed. In chemistry, after the first elementary 
and experimental course, qualitative and quantitative analYSIS 
is taken up, with the elements of organic chemistry, to which a 
course on household chemistry forms the conclusion. In this, 
'analyses, pl.anned on special lines for these students, of baking 
powders, vmegars, syrups, sugars, soaps, wall-papers, etc., are 
carried out; an examination is also maile of materials used in 
the household; individual work is demanded throuO"hout. 
In bactcriolO!ry', the general introductory course is foi'fowed, 
supplemcnkJ' by specIal appl,ications to those. ferme~ts, .yeasts, 
moUlds, etc., related to housenold work. PhYSIOlogy 18 studied 
with th~ agriCultural students, and is practically illustrated by 
demt:Jnstrations, dissections, and discussions. carried out by 
Prufessor Kemp; students make their own· ~tions of tL')SUes, 
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SCHEDULE OJ!' HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE COURSE, STATE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS. 
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mount and investigate them microscopically. Dean Ricker, of 
the Department of Architecture, has taken much interest in the 
preparation of a sJ?6cial and suitable course in house planning, 
samtary constructlOn, and history of architecture, which is use
fully supplemented by his unusual collection of illustrative 
lantern s11des and by the number of models and specimens of 
stones, bricks, fixtures and fittings, arranged in the architectural 
museum. Professor Frank Frederick, who is responsible for the 
art course, requires his students to devote' their first term to the 
acquirement of facility in accurate drawing, freehar..d, J?erspective, 
cast outlines, etc. Lectures on colour and design, With accom
panying exercises, form a portion of the course, while shading, 
wash and charcoal sketches and rapid drawing from life, con
stitute the second part of the art studies. Students are advised 
throughout to consult books of reference rather than to confine 
their reading to any single text-book; bibliographies bearing on 
the work of a given term, month, or week, are prepared by Miss 
Bevier for their use, in which references to articles in current 
journals and reviews find a place among those to standard 
authorities. Eve~ tacility for the ne"essary reading is provided 
in the Library, whiCh is quite the most imposing building in its 
architectural features among the group on the extensive camJ?us ; 
within also it is interesting on account of its fine proportIOns 
and the beauty of its colour scheme and fresco decorations. 

The class of women from which this Household Science 
Department draws its students is largely agricultural; the 
daughters of Illinois farmers constitute the greater proportion 
of those who come under Miss Bevier's influence and super
vision; so far she finds that, though her demands necessitate 
very hard work on the part of her students, it is not over 
severe or impossible of accomplishment. The year which has 
elapsed since my visit has given promise of increased vitality, 
and the cordial co-operation of the other professors concerned 
has been not only sustained but strengthened. 

The Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College was established by law in (6.) Ohio 
1870, but was not opened until 1873 for the reception of students. Five State Uni
years later the Le~slature passed an Act which, amongst other changes, versity. 
provided that the mstitution should be subsequently desi~ated as "The Table XVIi 
Ohio State University." Up to this time but one appropnation had been 
made by the State for its sup~rt; with the reorganisatlOn came a larger 
and broader view of the State s relation to p8.blic education, and since that 
time the Ohio State University has shared with other public educational 
institutions a more generous sUJ>J)ort by the StatP.. Tlie governing body 
of the Institution is a Board of Trustee.'!, appointed by the Governor of the 
State and confirmed by the Senate, for terms of seven years, as provided 
in the law organising the University. The original endowment has been 
supplemented, and the o!>jects of the University promoted, by a permanent 
annual grant from the United States, under an Act of 1890; by special 
appropriations of the General Assembly; and, in 1891~ by a permanent 
annual grant from the State, which grant was doubled oy the legislature 
of 1896. In accordance with the spirit of the law under which it was 
organised, the University aims to furiiish ample facilities for education in 
the liberal and industrial arts, sciences and languages, and for the 
thorough technical and professional study of agriculture, engineering in its 
various departments, veterinary medicine, pharmacy and IBtw. Through 

~~ H 
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(b) Ohio the aid which hu been received from the l'nited States and from the 
State State, it is enabled to offer ita opportunities with a alight charge for 
Univeraity incidental eXjJ6nses, 'to all perllOns of either sex who are qualified for 
-ron.tin.1Ud. admission. The l'niversity has now over one hundred instructor~ and 

38 departments of study.' Six of ita 31) courses are offered by the 
College of Agriculture and Domestic Science and lead to the degrees 
of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, Bachelor of Science in Horticulture 
and Forestry, and Bachelor of Science in Domestic Science. There are 
two free scholarships from each of the 88 counties of the State, in 
Agriculture, Domestic Science, and Veterinary Science. 

The former President of the University, Dr. James Canfield, 
now librarian of the Columbia University, New York City, did 
excellent pioneer work in his ardent advocacy of the necessity 
for a general teaching of hygiene and household economics; 
it was to him that this course owed its initiation in 1896, and 
through him that Miss Perla Bowman (now Mrs. W. GiLb) was 
selected to organise it. The results justified his choice; Miss 
Bowman worked unremittingly to frame such a. course of study as 
should exemplify the connection of history, science and art with 
home life ; her object was the production of well balanced, cultured 
women, endowed with the power of facing and solving home 
life prohlems. Experience'sliowed her that at first girls must be 
taugnt to appreciate the value of life, and then only can they be 
stimulated to acquire the knowledge how to maintain life at. 
its best. In accordance with her advice two courses are ofiered 
in Domestic Science; the shorter (two years) is planned for those 
who can ~ve but a limited time to university training, and the 
longer (lOur years) is of a. more exhaustIve character; it 
requires a more advanced standing for entrance, and leads to 
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Domestic Science. A 
certificate of attendance is given for the two years' course, which 
includes the same practical work as does the four years', but 
demli.nds fewer allied subjects and less general culture. Experience 
shows that this short course appeals especially to country girls 
who have had the equivalent of two years' hig-h school work. 
The minimum time spent in class-room work is 15 hours a. 
week; this represents at least 30 hours' work, exclusive of 4 
hours a. week physical training during the whole two years, for 
each "credit" hour presupposes 2 hours actual work. From 50 
to 60 students have corilpleted this course, their ages varying 
from 18 to 21 years. The complete four yean Domestic Science 
curriculum includes dom~stie art, botany, zoology, chemistry, 
physiology, bacteriology, drawing (freehand, architectural, and 
plan drawing), horticUlture, psychology, economics, physical 
culture, history, and English literature; trench and Gerrruin are 
optional. The actual work in Domestic Economy absorbs a 
little less than one-third of a. student's time. It consists of 
sound and advanced training- in cookery, under first-class 
instructors, with great stress laId upon the comJ!6rative nutri
tive value of foodS, the eflect of cooking upon theIr digestibility, 
and the construction of economical, nutritIOUS and varied diets. 
The accompanying study of household economics comprises 
laundry work in addition to the study of much that pertams W 
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the plannin~ and sanitary care of a house; disinfection, home (b) Ohio 
nurslDg. and emergency work are also included, as well as a ~~ .ty 
practical knowledcre of domestic accounts. The scheme of --::~:wd 
Domestic Art embraces studies and practice in colour schemes . 
and all forms of household decoration; there is constant prac-
tice, under competent instruction, of plain sewing, dressmaKing 
and millinery, with much drafting and cutting of patterns; 
while attention is consistently directed to the production and 
manufacture of materials, equally with their choice and treat-
Ulent; the study of line, form, colour and texture runs parallel 
with the whole practical course. The schedule (Table -XVII.) 
shows the scope, plan and aim of the whole scheme. 

The Kubject of bacteriology is first taken up generally, in its relation to 
DIan and hill immediate surroundin~ students are taught to make nutrient 
media, and to w(\rk reliably with the microscope: in the laboratory tht"y 
learn the isolation ofIure cultures, hl)w to distinguish the various bacteria 
JIIt't with in food an water, lI.nd the mechanical examination of water, 
milk and air. }'ood adulteration is somewhat fully treated by Professor 
Weber, who gained his experience as State Inspector and Food Analyst, 
and who has an extensive and Dlost interesting collection of specimens of 
artificial and adulterated foods. Professor Kellermann endeavours through 
the method he pursues in his course on botany to train students to exercise 
thcir retlective power:<, and to employ individual effort, rather than to rely 
on theil' teacher or text book ; he seems to possess the gift of stimulating 
th~m to work out their own applications, economic and artistic, and spoke 
to me of good thesis work done by his Domestic Science :;tudents, especially 
in connection with fungi and moulds; in fact he had selected the writer of 
one of these to act as his assistant for the year. Professor Gordy, then in 
charge of the department of Psychology and Pedagogy, took specia.! interest 
in his share in tbe promotion of the course, from his firm conviction of the 

Il&ramount influence of the home upon national life and character; and I 
camt from him with interest that their introduction to these subjects 
_rna to open up a new worM to many of the students. 

The marriage of Mi.'18 Bowman at the completion of the fiNt four years 
of the course, which necessitated the elechon of a successor, may probably 
somewhat influence the methods; but the foundation for future develop
ment Beemed firmly laid. The majority of students who have hitherto 
enteretl this department come from quite rural districts; they are often 
4,YIlorant of conventions too common for their existence to be recognised 
among a town population, though quickly attracting attention if omitted 
from the conduct of daily life, so the course had to be planned to develop 
social refinements and amenities, as well as to impart a knowledge of 
scientific and artistic principles, and to afford o{'portunity for the acquire
ment of manual dexterity. I was furnished With many instances of the 
J(OOd work already accomplished; that increased contentment with home 
life which apparently accompanies ability to modify its conditions, and the 
development Clf a new spirit in the pursuit of philanthropic ends, were two 
forms rejlOrted to be e.~Jlecially eVident. At the date of my visit (June, 
19(1), all the Domestic Science graduates had either married or returned to 
home lift; with the exception of one who had gained a Fellowship in botany 
in the uruversity over the heads of several candidates from the College of 
Science. . 

Thecharacter of the work done, and the progress made, have been 
tested up to the present by the professor in charge of each depa.rt
ment, at intervals left. to his discretion, but the graduation thesis of 
each student must be accepted by the general Faculty, and the 
time for the final examination is fixed by the executive clerk, 
usually at the end of the term. Miss Bowman employed the 

82 
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STATE UNIVERSITY OF OHIO. COLLEGE OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.-SCHEDULE OF 
DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSE. 

-
Iostitution Entrance Length of Fees and and Scope of Course. Mtthods. Equipment. 

Course. Requirementl!l. Cou1'se. Finance. 
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usual method of giving oral or written" quizzes" to her students (b) Ohio 
.. Is State at varymg mterva . u· ·t DlverSl y 

The following "quiz" in bacteriology was furnished me as a typical ~cmtin'lUd. 
example, and serves to indicate the lines followed :-

1. What can you say of the importance of food preservation 1 
2. Why in the study of food preservation should we cont;ider bacteria. 1 

Will any other agent cause food to spoil 1 
3. Classify bacteria as regards appearance. How do micro-organisms 

reproduce 1 
4. Give a definition for yeast; for a ferment; for a mould. What are 

the fungi 7 
6. Axe fermentation and putrefaction synonymous terms 1 Are bacteria 

animals or plants t Support your statement. 
6. Give the six divi:nons of bacteria, as distinguished by their varying 

properties. 
7. What do you understand by anrerobic and rerobic bacteria 1 What 

kinds of sublltances wouldjurnish the best food for each class 7 
8. What elements are needed by bacteria 1 What conditions particularly 

affectgerm life t . 
9. What are spores 1 How do they develop 7 What may be said con-

cerning_the rapidity of germ multiplication 1 _ 
10. How may fermentation be checked 1 
11. How is this principle of excet;S of bacterial produce being harmful to 

the germ applied in inoculation 1 
12. Name the principal organised and unorganised ferments. 
13. In what class of tmbstances may yeast fermentation take place 1 
14. Give the names of the active agents, and the successive steps in the 

reduction of cellulose to cane sugar in a plant. 
15. Do the same, giving reactions, in reduction of starch to grape sugar 

in tbe body. . 
16. Give the reaction when sugar if! fermented by yeast; lactic acid is 

changed to butyric acid; when stearine is acted upon by steapsin and 
changed to glycerine ana stearic acid. Give reaction when lactose is 
attacked by lactic acid ferment. 

17. On what mediums are ferments most active 1 Row does this answer 
affect the keeping properties of sour fruits 1 . 

II'. What is meant by amylolytic ferment 1 What is meant by proteolytic 
ferment 1 Name the principal ones of each class. 

19. Suppose that a green pear hangs on a tree' trace the chemical 
changes which would occur during its ripening and decay, if it were un
molested. 

20. Name the different methods by which foods have been preserved. 
21. To what man are we particularly indebted for our knowledge of 

food preservation 1 What is the difference between pasteurisation and 
sterilisation 7· . 

22. What is the action of a rrch syrup in preserving food 7 
23. What is the active principle in jelly making 1 Why do not over ripe 

or over cooked fruits make good jelly 1 
24. How do you explain the preservatives of vinegar, salt, bright hot 

sun, smoke, cold, heat, antiseptic substances 1 
25. What are the most common preservatives used 1 
26. Do you recommend their use 1 If not, why 1 
27. W'hat can you say of the relative food and money values of canned 

and fresh foods 1 
28. What are the arguments in favour of home canning and preserving 1 
29. What do you know of the food laws with regard to canned or pre

sllrved fruits ? 
I 

An evidence of the interest excited among the students by this study is 
found in the fact that, among the subjects selected for their graduation 
theses last year were :-The Edible Fungi of Ohio, the Study of Mould in 
Preserving, and the Ba.cteriological Examim.tion of Water. 
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The department is situated in Hayes Hall where there is a 
spacious cooking laboratory with a dining-room adjoining,'each 
fitted with good applianc~s, $1,000 having been recently ex
pended to make t'J:te department thoroughly efficient. . The aim 
of the equipment is to duplicate home conditions, while, at the 
same time;'suggesf;ing better arrangements. To this end great 
care -and attention has been expended on the dining-roOl!}., its 
furnishing, use, maintenance, and so forth. The sci~nce laporatory 
accommodation has been latterly somewhat cramped, owing to the 
-rapid increase of numbers, which has resulted in overcrowded 
cl~sses, but th~ erecti~n of two .new buil~i~gs, Physic~ and La'Y, 
will shortly relIeve thIS congestIOn. IndIVIdual practIce wor~ IS 
the rule throughout the course, except tllat th~. dissections in 
the general physiology course are carried out by the professorli. 
This is in part due to the specially crowded conditions of these 
classes. Physiology is required in all th~agricultural;veterinary, 
horticultural, and domestic economy courses; it is elective in all 
arts and science courses. 

Dr. Thompson, who succeeded Dr. Canfield as President of the 
U:niversity, anticipat6ll still further. developments i,nthe near 
future. It was proposed some months ago,. and the ~esolution 
was at once adoptea. by three out of the SIX· FacultIes; that a 

- course in public sanitation be organised, open to students of 
both sexes, to meet a growing demand for opportunities of study 
on the part of ~eneral students who desire to secure ,a sounder 
acquaintance WIth the questions of sanitary reform, and to equip 
themselves to play a more intelligent part in philanthropic 
undertakings. ·"President Thompson is in fl~ll sympathy wItl). 
the proposal, and expressed the hope that thIS year may see the 
resolution adopted by the remaining Faculties. 

(c) Michigan Th~ courses in Domestic Science and the Domestic Arts at 
~ta~e the Michigan Agricultural College may be taken as typical of the 
C~ll~;!.tural best offered in a high grade "Technical college. A broad, general 

education in English, mathematics and science is provided for its 
students, in addition to which, it gives a thorouO'h technical 
training in· agriculture and related sciences to students in the 
agricultural course; in shop work andrriechanical engineering to 
students in the mechanical courses; I\nd in cookery and domestic 
economy to students in the women's course. Wherever possible 
the laboratory method is followed. . , 

There are four full courses. Three of these-the agricultural 
course and the four years' mechanical course for men and the 
domestic economy course for women~require four years for 
graduation; and one-the mechanical course for men not 
qualified to pass the examinations for entrance to the four years' 
mechanical course-requires five years. Each full cl)urso leads· 
to the degree of Bachelor of Science. Besides these the collos-e 
offers seven special short conrses of' from four to eight weeks, 111 

dairy husbandry, creamery, cheese making, live stock husbandry, 
fruit culture, floriculture anli winter vllgetable gardening, and 
sugar production. 
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The aim in the long courses is to take the· student from the (c) Michigan 
high school, or from the end of the 8th grade school year, and ~ta~e ult al 
to carry him or her through four years of general and technical ~~~ 
training, making science the main feature of the college work, continued. 
and aplllying it to practic!!,l use a.t .the earlie~t possible moment 
along the hnes of techmcal trammgessentlal to each course. 
General culture studies are introduced to develop" poise," self 
control and patriotism, and to enlarge and dignify life in all its 
aspects. In the special winter courses the object is to impart, 
in the shortest possible time a certain amount of definite informa-
tion; they are designed chiefly for adults. General culture is not 
attempted, but effort.s are concentrated on the teaching of 
methods of procedure which can be applied at once to bread-
winning. The women's course is designed to give a thorough 
practical education with special reference to home-making. 

Its duration is four years, and it embraces the following subjects: 
English, mathematics, literature, history, modem languages, botany, 
chemistry, phy~iC8, physiology, entomology, drawing, graphic art, hjstory 
of art, cooking, domestic science, sewing, cutting and fittin~, laundry, 
physical culture, music, painting, millinery, floriculture, frwt culture, 
bacteriology; zoology, history, economics and political science, geology 
meteorology,physics, and psychology are "electives." The course is considered 
suitable also for young women who desire to prepare for teaching 
technical or advanced courses in high and other schools. Candidates for 
admission must not be less than 15 years of age, and entrance examina
tions in elementary subjects are required. Candidates over 18 years of 
age may be admitted without examination, provided that . they make. 
arrangements to pass the entrance examination within one year. The 
average expenses per annum are $136. The college owns four hand
some dormitories, one for women and three for men; lodging can also be 
had in the neighbouring town of Lansing. Board at the college is in the 
hands of the Students' Club Boarding Association, and is managed by the 
students. There are six clubs, and each club fixes its own rate of living. 
The cost varies from $2 to $2,60 per week for young men, and from 
$1'60 to $2'10 per week for young women, An independent boarding 
club is run for young men at an expense of about $1'50 per week. 

In the Domestic Science course the common facts are correlated 
in their bearing on household matters; the various occupations 
and methods necessary to conduct the home in comfort· and 
health are discussed, and stress is laid on practical demonstration.. 
Considerable time is devoted to laboratory work in general, 

, advanced and invalid cookery; a waitress's course, and lectures 
on household economy are included, The opportunities for 
practice work are unusually extensive,· Students are encouraged 
to act as waitresses in the large dining-room of the women's build
inguntil they acquire the necessary proficiency to direct the serving 
of dinners of several courses, while those specially interested in 
catering for large numbers of persons are permitted to make use 
of the facilities provided by the kitchen attached to the women's 
dormitory, The kitchen laboratory provides accommodation for 
the work of 20 students at one time; four tables are sub
divided into five compartments, each of which is provided with 
the usual fitt.ings: conveniences for cooking by electricity, as 
well as by other mediums, are installed; .. a private dining
room and the necessary offices are attached, The large laundry 
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(c) 1tllchigan is furnished with 1\ dryer, wringer, ironing tables, and 18 
Stat:e porcelain-lined stationary tubs, each of which has hot and cold 
~cultural water laid on. The equipment bears evidence throughout of 
cont~. the study of a ~se e?onomy in strength and time. . 

The Domestlc SCience students have also two courses ill 
household bacteriology: the object of the first is to open various 
subjects to an examination which should yield a better under
standing of the questions involved. The function of yeast in 
bread making, a careful survey of milk and its products with a 
view to a cEm rehensive knowledge of their bacteriological and 
hygienic si . cance, the fermentations which occur in vinegar 
and canne foods, are leading features of the course. Food pre
servation in its various forms is also studied from the bacterio
logical side. A second coUrse is planned to permit of a more 
detailed and careful study of the various features of hygienic 
work: it includes a study of the causal agents of the more 
common infectious diseases, as well as of the action and mode of 
application of antiseptics; while further consideration is 
devoted to the hygiene of water, milk, and soil, and some 
practical aspects of sewerage and drainage, light and ventilation 
are dwelt upon and studied. Three hours a week are devoted 
to human physiolo8)- and anatomy by the ~aricultural and 
women students durmg two terms: part of this tIme is spent in 
actual dissection and in the study of the histology of the 
tissues; these lessons are supplemented by lectures covering the 
principles of hygiene and samtary science, and of the restriction 
and prevention of disease: the department is well equipped with 
microscopes and dissecting apparatus. The COUl"Se in Domestic 
Art is carried on in a specially fitted, well equipped and well lit 
apartment: it includes sewing in all its branches, dressmaking, 
art needlework, and millinery; courses in modelling and manual 
training in woodwork also find a Jllace. Drawing is introduced 
at an early stage, as it has proved to be a most excellent means 
of developing and sharpening the faculty of observation, especi
ally where this has been previously neglected. Some of the 
numerous mediums employed in graphic arts are next studied, 
such as charcoal drawing, black and white work, pen and ink 
work, oil and water colour. A series of lectures on tne history of 
art, (considered under the three heads of architecture, sculpture, 
and painting). conclude the year's work. The study of economics 
and political science is elective; in this course, the training of 
citizens. industrial reforms. and problems of population, receive 
careful examination, and ure corrtllated with the study of hygiene. 

The short Household Economic course, which is confined to one year, 
comprises sanitary science, emergencies and home-nursing, household 
accounts, and the principles of everyday art applied to the furnishings of 
a house and the treatment of floors, walls and ceilings. A special course 
of laboratory exercises and lectures in domestic physics is provided for all 
women students in their second year ; it includes determinations as to the 
specific heat of various substances, the heat of vaporisation and liquefac
tIOn, tests of various forms of thermometers, and a series of comparative 
tests as to the efficiency and economy of ~line, kerosene, alcoho~ and 
electric hea~rs,. f<?r ho~hold use ; a preVIous study of elementarr anI! 
general physIC)s 18 unperative. 
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TIle Household Science courses in the State universities of Reference 
Colorado. Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, ~ebraska, Utah, and !-O ~ 
twelve or fourteen similar institutions in other States exemplifv h 1~S:
variations of the three above detailed. In E'ACh case the pCalt1 i: YVi: 
and well-be~ of the nation ap~ to have been the root cause State 
for the initiatlon of the course. The proper care of humanity Universities. 
is recognised as a study possessing dignity and worth, and 
thoug-h the interuependence of mind and soul urn physical 
conditions is appreciated by but a minority 0 either the 
students or the public from which they are dral\'Il, yet the 
leaven is at work ,,·hich assigns a high place among the sciences of 
the day to Household Economics. and which also recognises that, 
by mClUlS of this instruction young women are trained to be more 
healthful. more economic, broader and more appreciative home 
makers. ln1luenced as are the details in each college course by 
the mental attitude oftheorganiser, by the needs of the students, 
the 8Ouroes from which they are drawn. and by the special 
characteristics of the college \that is to say whether university, 
technical or utilitarian methods be pursued), there is one broad 
guiding {lrinciple to be traced throughout, viz., that institutions 
for the hlg'her ooucation of women must offer training adequate 
for the responsibilities of life, as most women Qugld to meet 
them, and sooner or lat.er must meet them; a t~ which 
shall be broad, which shall supplement establi~ed pnnciples, 
which shall send women to their work cultivated in the fullest 
.i~cance of the term, and prepared to make life fuller, 
brighter and better for all witli whom thev come in contacL 
For which reasons the very variety presented is, in my opinion, 
advantageous; the scientilic course offered at the C'mversitv of 
Illinois, the more utilitarian methods pursued at the Univemty 
of Ohio. the purely technical training at the Michigan ~uricul-
tura! College. are E'ACh creating, or responding to, the demands 
of different sections of the community; The last course. which 
was first established, met- and meets the needs of its clientele; 
the desire to oo-oNinate the science and art of home making 
with other work of a university ~e is realised with some 
completenesa in the newly o~ course at Urbana; the 
cruder conditions of public opimon did not permit of this When 
the sister course at. Columbus was inaugurated but four years 
previously. It is the opinion of the best informed that. it Is the 
hi~hest type which will prevail and graduallydl'lur the others up 
to U.s level; if this be the case it. will be largely due to the un-
remit~ etTorts and example of certain members of the 
.Associatlon of College AlUDllla', to whom great credit is due. 

In college life, as during the period of elementary education, ~ in 
the advantages of a study of personal hygiene, and to a certain Hygiene. 
extent also of domestic sanitation, are stared by the two sexes ; 
though, in this ca.se, the motive is other than that of a desire to 
promote a distaste for the use of stimulants and IW'COti('S. 
Emphasis is laid in most, if not. in all, college courses, upon the 
absolute necessity of maintaining (or, if n~, of developing) 
sound health, by means of a judicious regulatlOIl of ~e ho~ 
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Courses in devoted to study, recreation, exercise and rest. . The great 
Rygie~e educational adva:ntag-es to ~e derived from a . good physical 
-cQnhnued. development and a hIghly tramed muscular system are presented 

to each year~s freshmen; and the custom of requiring a definite 
amount of physical culture from all student.s, preceded by a 
carefully conductedph;ysical examination, seems quite the 
general college rule. . This examination is repeated annually and 
the results recorded; the measurements are outlined on specially 
'prepared charts, and are accompanied by other desirable data 
bearin~ upon family and personal history, habits (such as 
conditIOn of the digestive organs, hours of sleep, etc.), the 
standard of the sense organs as to sight, hearing, and so forth; 
naturally these· charts are accessible only to the professor in 
charge' of the gymnasium, and to the mdividual whom they 
concern. The examination and records are framed, in part, to 
arouse an intelligent interest among the students in the improve
ment of their own physique and to stimulate them to a careful 
performance of any remedial exercises recommended; in part to 
facilitate the accumulation of reliable statistical InltteriaI~ upon 
which, in due time, necessary reforms can be based. It is realised, 
however, that an intelligent Leing-should be possessed of good 
"reasons for the faith tliat is in hIm," and for the practice which 
should spring fi:om that faith; consequently lectures on I?ersonal 
hygiene, given by the professor of physical culture, constItute an 
integral part of these gymnastic courses (to which more detailed 
reference is made in my Report to the Council of The Sanitary 
Institute on the "Teaching of Hygiene in the schools and colleges 
of the. United States of America ') By both these means, theory, 
as given by lectures, arid practice, as carried out in the gymnasium, 
the attention of the greater lart of the college population is 
directed to the right care an development of the body, to its 
dependence on good habits and environment for the fulfilment of 
its functions, and to the duty laid upon each to cultivate 
symmetry, mental and physical, for personal advancement and 
for the welfll.re of the community. If safeguarded by discretion 
and pursued with perseverance arid accuracy the results should 
be far reaching, for this method of introducing the su~ject 
extends t.o' every student on the register,not merely to those 
following this or that course. It is true, the. instruction. on 
personal hygiene is theoret~cal, in the sense that it is given in pure 
lecture form'; but the yOlmg }leople are called upon to make 
their own observations and applications, not in the more or less 
artificial atmosphere of the gymnasium, but in the conduct of 
their daily life,' which. in the case of some colleges, is subjected to 
advi~orr suggestion on the'part of the~ instructor. ~his ~ay be. the 
surVIva of the ." strong paternal anXIety and overSIght exerCIsed 
formerly over students by colle~e Faculties, to which Professor 
Fleming West refers in his preVIously quoted monograph .. 

At present, a more definite course m general hy!riene is not 
usually available for college students, though signs of It growing 
demand are' perceptible. This made itself felt six years since at 
Michigan State University, at Chicago University, and in one or 
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two other instances. To the general course in SanitlU"Y Science 
at Chicago University reference will be made in Part II. of the 
Report; particulars of that at the Michigan State University are 
here detailed. 

The University is a part of the public educational system, (a) Mil'hi
governed by a Board of Regents, who are popularly elected for gan. Stat:e 
terms of eight years' service. There are seven departments, each -¥nbrrslty. 
with its own special Faculty. The only fees are for matricula- XVIiI 
tion, incidental expenses, and diplomas. Courses on hygiene, ~ . 
physiological chemistry and bacteriology are provided for 
medical students; but until the course on Hygiene and Household 
Economics was initiated by Dr. Eliza Mosher (Dean of Women) in 
the De,Partmentof Literature, Science,and the Arts, only these 
specialIsed and extensive courses were offered. This general 
course receives a satisfactory amount of support from the 
students, about one-third of the attendance consisting of young 
men; the total number is considerably influenced by the hour 
appointed for the lectures, as the subject is " elective" and.must 
give way in the time schedule to those which are obligatory 
or imperative. Up till last year the lectures were illustrated 
only by demonstration, but Dr. Eliza Mosher anticipated the 
early appointment of an assistant professor, who would conduct 
and superintend individual practical work in a suitably equipped 
laboratory. The first term IS devoted to a study of (a) Personal 
Hygiene; this includes the structure of the body; the 
phenomena of nutrition; the influences which favour or retard 
body met.abolism; foods and their adulteration; and to (b) 
Household Economics, into which enter house construction, 
furnishing, decoration and cleansing. The second half of the 
course deals with (c) Domestic, and (d) Municipal hygiene. Under 
(c) a study is made of the chemical constituents, nutritive values 
and comparative costs of foods, too-ether with practice in the 
consideration of dietaries for the sic~, as well as for the sound; 
in (d) school sanitation finds a place. Personal observation 
showed the unquestionable interest aroused by this course, 
carried on, a'!! it is, by a woman of strong personality and wide 
experience; one, too, who is able to completely diSSOCiate her sub-
ject from its pathological aspect, and to present it from the stand-
point of perfect, not defective, J?hysical development. A perceptible 
effect on the opinions and habits of' the young people is reported as 
the course continues to exercise its good innuence. At the con-
clusion of each year Dr. Mosher conducts an examination of her 
students by mcans of written papers and viva voce" quizzes." 

I was unfortunately unable to visit the State University of b Stat 
Indiana, at Bloomington, where If, valuable and suggestive short tr~iversi~y 
pioneer course in hygiene is given to women, each spring, by Dr. of Indiana. 
Rebecca Rogers George; the keynote of the whole is stated to 
be the elevation of home life, and of all its contributing factors, to 
a more scientific and higher moral basis. The ten lectures 
concern themselves with the following topics :-

(a) The chemistry of food stuffs, their proper propDrtions 
and combinations. 
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SCHEDULE CF COURSE IN HYGIENE.-:-STATE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. 

Institntion and 
Course. 

Entrance 
Requirements. 

Michigan S tat e High school certift· 
University. cate or its equi· 

Ann Arbor, valent. 
Michigan. 

Hygiene and House
hold Economics. 

Dr. Eliza Mosher. 

Mixed class, 
about one - third 
male students. 

Writteu entrance 
examination. 

The course is open 
to all students at 
the university. 

Scope of Course. 

{

Structure of body. 
Persoual Hygiene Ph~~menon of nu

tntlOu. 
Metabolism. 

House cODstruction, furnishing, decora
I .tiOD, cleansing. 

Municipal hygiene-which Includes 
school sanitation. 

The above can be supplemented by 
courses in Chemiltry-gED'3ral and 
analytical. Physics -General Biology 
aud Bacteriology. 

Methods. 

The practical work in this 
coune is limited to demon-
• tratlon, but the contem
plated appointment of an 
assistant professor will coin
cide with the introduction of 
Individual practice, such as 
accompanies the supplemen
tary courses. 

The ingenious and skilful em-

r:~li~:~a1e:l~yw'::'s ~~ i~~~;: 
est in this course: cells, 
bones, organs, postu.res of the 
body, plumbing. details, were 
rapialy moulded by the de
monstrator and exhibited, 
attached to glass-covered 
blackboards. A specially 
mounted skeleton .- wit h 
springs-and modela of the 
internal organa ma.de in thin 
Silk, assist to a marked degree 
In the illustration of Dr. 
Mosher'S lectures. 

Length of 
Course. 

One year. 

Two classes 
weekly. 

Fees and 
Finance. Equipment. 

Only for matricul... The classes are held 
tion, incidental in an ordinary 
expenses and Lecture Theatre • 
diplomas. 

State funds. 
An ample supply 

of diagrams and 
models for . de
monstration is 
provided. 
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(b) The Ehysiology of digestion. 
(c) The channels and means for promoting elimination from 

the body. 
(d) RespiratlOn and ventilation. 
(e) The anatomy and physiology of the reproductive organs 

and their purpose in the scheme of creation. 
(f) The pathology of the female reproductive organs, with.

sucll means of relief as lie withIn the reach of all. 
(g) The social relation of the sexes. 
(h) The Erofession of motherhood. 

This course is " elective," but each girl who takes it and passes a 
successful examination is given a " credit," as for any other course. 

Dr. Rebecca George writes, that "believing the present system of educa
tion tends towards the production of teachers rather than of home-makers, 
these lectures have been given for the past four years to offset, in a way, 
present educational tendencies, and to impress upon girls the dignity of 
hou.sehold science and the sacredness of wifehood and motherhood." The 
results thus far have been most gratifying; "eager interest without a sign 
of vulgar curiosity has been the rule during each of the four years' work, 
and not a few have testified to the value of the knowledge so obtained two 
and thrce years after their student life has closed." Few can dispute that, 
through the judicious introduction hy skilled hands of such suitable pre
paration for the highest duties to which girls are called lies the ri~ht road 
of escape from much needless, costly suffering among women, much Ignorant 
maiming of child life, manr. saddened homes, much social evil. The trl£ns
mission of the highe.~t mamfestation of life, in so perfect a form as may be, 
lies at the root of R.l1 hygiene' and at the right time, in the right way, 
it should surely be assigned a dignified and carefully safe-guardedj>Osition 
in the study of the right conduct of life. (See" Training of the Young in 
Laws of Sex," Hon. and Rev. Canon Lyttelton; Longman, Green & Co.) 

D.-NORMAL SCHOOLS. 

Normal courses of training in domestic subjects are almost . 
inyariably Eos~-graduat.e j they are followed, to a ~eat extent, in r:!ms~ie 
DrlVate Techmc81 InstItutes, to a small degree In those State Normal 
Universities in which Household Economics have been adopted School 
on educational lines j in the future it is probable that the Course iiI 
proportion of students in each class of institution will be fairly I;:ehold ' 
~Li.nc~, since the c?llege courses are now making rapid growth Tabl~ XIX. _ 
In quahty and quantIty. 

The excellent two years' course at the State Norma! School at 
Framingham (Mass.), holds an almost unique' position, 
and the history of its development is not without interest. It 
originated in the establishment in Boston of a department for 
the study of household arts, under the name of Boston Normal 
School of Cookery, by the late Mrs. Mary Hemenway, in 1887. 
Its graduates so easily found positions as teachers in Eublic and 
private schools, as well as in public and philanthropicinstitu
tions, that its usefulness was rapidly proved. In June, 1898, 
the trustees of the Mary Hemenway estate offered the school to 
the State Board of Education, with the very generous proposal 
that, if the offer were accepted, Mr. Augustus Hemenway, her 
son, would thoroughly furnish and eqt~ip such a department, as 
,a memorial of his mother, in which project he was joined by his 
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sisters, Mrs. Louis, Cabot and Mrs. W Tn. E. C. Eustis. The Bqard 
was quick to appreciate the worth of such a gift, together with 
its far-reachin,g beneficence. The Norm~l Sc~ool at Framingham 
was selected as that best fitted to receive, It,on account, of its· 
proximitytl) Boston, its two boarding halls, which·. attract 
students from a distance, and the many grammar schools in the 
town, from which pupils could be drawn for its practice school; 
for the object always in' view has been to provide for the 
adequate training of teachers. of the various household. arts, 
especially of cookery in its different forms. Existing arrano-e
ment,senable any pupil who graduates from the regular Nor~l 
course to take the course in Household Arts in one year; or 
any graduate of the two years course iri Household Arts can take 
the Normal course in one year; thus the usual term of training 
is, in either case, lemtthened by one year; those students who 
qu~lify it;'- Ho.usehold A~ts only .cOI~plete the cours~ in two ye.ars. 

1he WIse aun of the mstructlOn m all branches IS to teach the 
students intelligent, thoughtful self-reliance; for, to those, re
sponsible for the instruction given, it appears obvious that the 
equipment of actual knowledge which a student takes with her 
from any school such as this can be but limited; therefure, they 
feel that judicious training in accurate thinking and working 
must be the IIlaino~ject of the teacher, if t~e student is to reap 
the highest benefit from her stay in the school. The courses in 
chemistry are particularly well adapted to give this training, 
since a large part of the two y~rs of study is spent initctual 
work in laboratories, where ,the student discovers for herself the 
absolute dependence of results on the character of her work and 
on the methods she hal! employed j as disciplinary work alone 
the value of such study cannot be overrated, but it also has a 
direct and permanent practical value in the Household, Arts. 
Thes@ courses' form a progressive scries, and are intended to 
prepare~the studcnts in a s'ystem~ti~ way for an 'intelligent com~ 
prehenSion of the underlymg prmClples of cookery, of laundry 
work, of dyeing, of cleaning, etc., as well as of those involved in 
the management of foods, fires, fuels, illuminants, ventilation, 
and the like. ' 

Considerable time during thtl first year is'devoted to the study of 
general chemistry, in which the fundamental principles of the science are 
taught by means of experimental lectures, 60 in number, and by class
room recitations. In connection with this course, the student has 120 
~ours~f pr!!,ctical 'Y0r~ in the l~bo~atory. S~stematic and extended 
InstructIOn In quahtative analYSIS IS gIven· In the second half of 
the first year, so that by the end of this year students are prepared to b~n 
the more exact discipline of quantitative work. The work in quantitative 
analysis consists of a brief course in volumetric analysis and in gravimetric 
analysis; both of these courses include class-room as well as laboratory 
work.. An elementary course is given, in conclusion, in organic chemistry ; 
this deals with the structure of carbon compounds, and with the interactions 
between the different classes of those compounds which are most frequently 
used. Not so much time is given to physics as to some othel' studIes, yet 
it has a definite place in the qurriculum. . 

The instruction consists of lectures, recitations, and demonstra
tions ,upon the fundamental principles of matter and energy, 
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Dlochanies, hvdmulics, and the elementary forces-heat, light, and 
electricity. "To biology, as to physics, only so much time is 
allotted as is believed to be absolutely required to furnish a 
sound basis for physiology, hygiene, and bacteriolop; the course 
consists of lectures, recitations, and laboratory work. 

The beginner ia introduced to the w;e of the microscope, and learns to 
examine ,,\ant and animal bodies, and to resolve them into elementary 
organ&, tisIIues, and cell&. Constant practice in drawing is required. and 
IlUch 8ubjects are dealt ..-ith as the 8tructure of living things; the elementary 
lh-ing stnlJ (cytoplasm); first 'principles of nutrition. digestion. foods, and 
feeding; the 8(}\ll'Cejj of starch. sn.,oar, etc ; and the interdependence and 
interrelation of the organic and inorganic world. 

The chief interest of the class in the study of physiology 
centres naturally in nutrition and related su~iects. Somewhat 
more than half the time is therefore devoted to such questions, 
while the remaining heads are treated in less detail. 

Sollie time is given to the quantitative side of metabolism. This becomes 
a very I,ractical nlatter, as it throws light upon the value of the dilJerent 
food stuffs, the extent to ,."hieh one may replace another, and the relation 
of the diet to tissue building. muscular work and heat production; finally, 
the ultefulness of the condimenta, stimulants and mineral matter in the 
food is di8CllSI!ed.· The concluding lectures deal,.ith the central nervous 
.ystem, the 8e1llle organs and the I?rinciples of personal hygiene. lIiss 
l:lark, ,."ho is responsible for thlJl course, emphasises throughout the 
hygienic allpect of physiology; she attaches comparatively little value to 
the 1VIe of nlodels or diagram&, but prefers to rely on fresh specimens; the 
use of the micl'08COpe also is required to a moderate degree only, in order 
to stimulate careful observation of natural objects with the naked eye, 
and to prepare students for good work in schools where equipment is Jlf'r
haps compulaorily limited; the cultivation of great facility ..-ith black
board iU\l14tration ia very carefully encouraged. The text books in. use 
are .. Physiology for Hi/!h Schools,· bv Macy Norris, Blaisdell's Series of 
Physiology llanuals, and Thornston's "Human Physiology." The ordinary 
Normal student receives three lessons a week for twelve weeks, the 
Domestic Art student has the a(h"antage of two weekly lessons for one 
year. 

Bacteriol~and the study of micro-organisms,and of ferment&
tion, especially of yeasts. constitute a "prominent feature in the 
final year. The students learn how to make their own culture 
media, how to examine milk, water, air, ice, dust, etc., and how 
to test the efficiency of filters, sterilizers, and germicides. 

The Course is arranged as follows :-
Bacteriology and ruicro-organisms of fermentation. 
Classification of micro-o~isIDS. 
General biology of bactena. 
Ofoneral physiology of bacteria. 
Racteriology of water and ice. 
Bacteriology of air. 
Bacteriology of earth and dnst. 
Bacteriology of drainage. 
Bacteriology of milk. 
Bacteria concerned in vinegar making. 
Bacteria concerned in lactic acid production 
Bacteria con~rned in ~ng. 
Bacteria concerned in nitrification. 
Testing of domestic filters. 
Testing of disinfectants for household use. 

" Bacteriology of food prettervation. 
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Institntion and Entrance S f C lIIetllods. I Length of Fees and Equl·pment. 
Course Requ- t cope 0 ourse. Course. Fiuance. 

_____ . _____ lr_e_m_e_n_~ -------------------i--------------- ______________ 1 _____________ _ 

State Normal 
School, Fram· 
i pgham, (Massa
chussetts)olfers 
four COUrses
(1) A general 

two years 
course. 

(2) A three 
years' course. 

(3) A special 
one year 
course for 
experienced 
teachers and 
coll€{o{e 
graduates. 

(4) A two years' 
course in 
Household 
Arts to pro-I 
vide for ade
quate train
ingofteachers 
of va rioua 
household 
arts, especi· 
ally cookery 
in it. differ
ent forms. 

Principal, Heury 
Whittemore. 

Professor of 
Household 
Arts, 
MissL. 

Nicholas. 

Candidates must 
be sixteeu and 
must-
(1) I'resent cer

tificate of 
good moral 
character. 

(2) Certificate 
of a good 
High School 
education. 

(3) Pass a 'Hit
.. ten examina
tion which 
embraces one 
paper upon 
the following 
group of Sci
ences-Physi. 
cal Geo
graphy, Phy
siology and 
Hygiene, 
Physics, 
Chemistry, 
Botany_ 

Physics (Elementary)_ 
Chemistry 
i General - • 

\ 

Qualitative 

Quantitative -
Organic -

Biology - -
Bacteriology • 
Physiology -
Food and Dietetics • 

Laundry -
Teachers' Conference 
Practice School -
Psychology 
Art of Study -
Art Training 

133 hrs. 

114 " 

342 " 

19 " 
.. 57 H 

60 " 
- 152 " 

38 " 
30 H 

76 " 
• 456 " 

57 " 
.. 57 " 

114 " 
Singing - - • .. 76 " 
Gymnastics .. • 228" 

French - - .. .. 57 " 
" Field work" consists of conducted 

visits to markets, shops, factories, 
farms l houses, etc. 

The whole intention of the Course 
is to excite thought and to de· 
mand the exercise of individual 
mental powers. 

It is realise d that the student's 
actual knowledge mnst sLill be 
extremely limited after such a 
course; the teacher's main object, 
therefore, is to teach self-reliance, 
and the habit of accurate thought 
and work. 

The Courses in Chemistry are 
framed to lead the pupil to dis
cover the absolute dependence 
of results on the chara.-ter of her 
work, and the methods she em. 
ploys; these courses also prepare 
a student systematically for a 
comprehension of the principles 
underlying cookery, laundry work, 
dyeing anu cleaning, and of those 
involved in the management of 
foods, fuels, illuminants, etc. 

The Courses in Biology, Bacteri, 
ology, and Physiolo~'Y, demand 
careful practical work, introduce 
the m~e of the micros('ope, ami rc
quire constant practice in drawing. 

Students learn how to examine milk, 
water, air, ice, dust; how to test 
the efficiency of filters, sterilisers, 
and germicides; great attention is 
paid to the preparation of dietaries, 
according to markets, means, age, 
etc. 

Two years, but 
auy pupil who 
graduates 
frmu the regu-
1ar NOl'mal 
Cours e can 
take the 
H,.use hold 
Arts Course in 
one yeat; or 
any gr ,duate 
of the Ho,use
hold Arts 
Course ~an 
take the ~!or
mal Course in 
one year. 

1<'ree to inhabit
ants of Massa
chusetts, but 
an annual 
charge of $50 
is made to 
those iron! 
other States. 

State Endow
ment. 

Free text' 
books; charge I 
made for sta
tionery only. 

All rooms light, large, airy, 
except laundry, which is 
temporarily located in the 
basement. 

The entire equipment for 
Household Arts Course is 
the gift of the Hemenway 
family. The memorial 
kitchen is magnificent, 

~~R~~:~~~sm:~ ~~';~~~~ 
ences - a specimen of 
nearly perfect workman
ship. 

The !"cience laboratories 
are well equipped for in
dividual work. 

The Domestic Art Stndents 
are required to wear 
white in the kitchen, and 
bl ue overalls in the 
Laundry. -
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Bacteriology of Pasteurising. 
Bacteriology of canning. 
Bacteriology of {lidding, etc. 
Yeast, general biology and physiology. 
Yeast, cause of fermentation of bread and drinks. 
Yeast, compressed. 
Yeast, wild. 
Yeast fungi related to. 
Mould;, general biology. 
Moulds, 8tructure and physiology. 
Moulds, fermentations caused by. 
Moulds in relation to food substances. 
General phenomena of putrefaction and decay. 
Relation of bacteria to mfectious disease. 
Epidemics, etc. 

The subjects which have thus far been described have had to 
deal with the scientific side of the subject; their practical 
application finds a place pre-eminently in the Household Arts 
Liooratory. The work is arranged to be educational as well as 
technical, and therefore includes both the theoretical and 
practical aspects of the subjects. 

To illustrate the character of this instruction, the following 
outline of courses in the Principles and Practice of Cookery and 
Laundry work is given: 

The practical work of cookery is presented in four courses on the following 
lines:-

(1). Household or plain cookery. 
(2). Advanced cookery, including preserving, canning, and the making of 

jellies. jams, and marmalades. 
(3). High-class cookery. 
(4). Special cookery for those very ill (therapeutic cookery), and its applica

tion for hospital nurses in training 8chools. 
In the first course the five .. food principles" or .. nutrients" are 

carefully considered, viz., waterJ.,mineral matter, carbohydrates, proteids or 
albuminous fluids, and fats. The principles of the science and art of 
cookery are developed by ~eneral rules and formulre, so far as practicable, 
and special attentlOn is given to their application by individual practice. 
The subjects of the course are developed as follows :-

FUKLs.-Principlell of combustion, conditions for sustaining; use and 
COllts of the ordinary fuels. 

Construction of both gaa and coal ranges, with practice in the use of 
such apparat~ and in the building, regulation, and care of coal fires. 
Principles and experimental work relating to the Aladdin oven. The chafing 
dillh. 

FooD-STuFFs.-Introductory. General composition of the human body. 
Cla.'I8ification of nutrients needed, and a study of the differ~nt food-stuffs 
as the source of supply.· , 

MILK AS A. TYPE.-Experiments to illustrate its constituents and 
properties. 

W A.TEIl.-Considered a.s a cooking medium, with experiments. Ther
mometers are standardized, and used in the boiling of water and the 
cookery of starch, sugar albumen and fats. 

lhNERAL MATTER.-The various salts of food materials. 
CARBOBYDRATES.-Sources: (a) Starch-composition; experiments ; 

cooking temperature. Practical application to cookery of starchy food-stuffs, 
as corn, flour, rice, tapioca, sago, macaroni etc.; the cooking of such 
atarchy foods I\S grams, vegetables; the use of cornflour and Hour in the 
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making of saucea and thickening of· soups. (l.) SugarHompositions 
the cooking of cane sugar; the use of thermometer; the degrees of heat 
required for different results, as in soft and hard caramel (for colouring 
soups and sauces); also for soft and hard sweets, as in French cream candies 
or fondant and glace fruits.. Practical tests for the samEl. Practical appli
cations, including the preparation of dishes containing starch, Bugar and 
fruits in various combinations, are then made. 

PROTEIDS or albuminous foods. Albumen-sources; tyPe, white of egg. 
This subject is studied and experimentally developed by the same general 
methods as the cookery of starch, and the principles of its cookery are 
applied to the making of various dishes, as Roft and hard cooked eggs; 
poached and baked' combined with milk in other forms, as in creamy egg1', 
and soft and baked custards of different kinds; the combination of milk, 
starchy and albuminous food materials in di&hes for breakfast, luncheon or 
dessert; the cookery of albumen~ as applied to the cooking of fish, pnultry 
and meat; methods of their cookery; objective points; heat transferred. 
In connection with meat cookery, the albuminoids are considered. 

ALBuMINOIDs.-Sources ; gelatine, prepared in the form of food stocks, 
brown and white. 

PRINCIPLES AND RULES FOR CLEARING STOCK-SOUPS: stock and veget
able; milk and cream. Gelatine dishes: commercial gelatine, kinds, costs and 
uses; plain jellies; jellies with egg or egg and cream in different combina
tions, as used in the making of wholesome pUddings. 

FATs.-Sources; constitution; effects of heat; URe and importance of 
the dietary. 

BATTER AND DOUGH MIXTURES.-(l) EXllansion by air and moisture; 
as effected by heat, to make porous. (2) The application of these prin
ciples to the preparation of popovers and Yorkshire pudding, wheat and 
gluten wa.fers, cream and sponge cake. (3) ExpanSIOn of batters and 
doughs by use of chemicals, as cream of tartar and soda, or other acids, or . 
acid salts with the alkaline salt, soda, in combination. Objective points: 
principles and properties; experiments; application to the .preparation of 
breakfast bread-stuffs, gingerbread desserts and cake. (4) Baking powders: 
general composition of standard powders; chemical reactions and products, 
with applied principles of chemiRtry; formuhe, with practical applications 
to the preparation of bread-stuffs, cakes and sweets. 

FERMENTATIoN.-Fermentation by :yeast, and its application to the 
preparation of bread, rolls, and biscUIt, also for breakfast muffins and 
gems. Experimental work with flour of different kinds. 

FROZEN DISHEs.-Principles; general rules; sherbets; ice-creams (1) 
plain; (2) fancy, with simple and richer combinatiolls. 

PRACTICAL LAUNDRY WORK.-The course consists in the examination of 
fabrics, as cotton, linen, woollen, and silk; effect of hot and cold water. 

THE USE OJ!' CiIEMICALS as cleansing agents; namely-s'"oaps, washing
powders, soda, ammonia, and borax. 

REMOVAL OJ!' STAINS, as fruit, tea. and coffee, iron-rust, etc. 
HOUSEH~LD LINEN.-Preparation for the ~und.ry;. cleansing, drying, 

and 'Starchmg, hot and cold processes; !oldmg, lromn~' specIal: em
broideries and laces; blueings : kinds, composition (tests WIth experiments), 
and nse. 

In addition to the foregoing outline of instruction, the pupils 
are trained in the preparation of dietaries at given prices for 
varying numbers of persons, how to judge of meats and how to 
buy them, by visits to meat shops, where the butcher cuts up 
the meat before the class, at the same t,ime giving' practical 
instruction. Students are also required to viSIt grocery 
establishments and meat markets, and to make themselvos 



(,uuiJiar with the supply and demand of staples and their prices. 
Each pupil. by conference with the superintendent of the 
boardiDg halls, learns how to prepare the menu for a Luge 
fAmily, accoming to market supplies and prices.. . She is also 
expected to take her tum in p_residing at the dinner table in 
one or other of the boarding halls, and to carve the joints. As 
the boarding' halls offer ample facilities for demonstration of 
the science of Household Arts in daily liring, the pupils, thou~h 
not required to do household work in the ordinary sense of tlle 
tern., are expected to qualify themsel¥e5 as future teachers of 
Household Arts or as superintendents in institutions bv availing 
themsel¥es of all such opportunities for practical work as the 
Principru can from time to time proride for them. 

Sanitary science, ineludina nome sanitation, is carefully 
studied during the second year, aurin~ which a course in the study 
of JlSychol~, conducted by the Principal, Mr. H. Whittemore, 
is lDeluded m the curriculum. A course of practical instruction 
is also given in home and school emergencies, and in the 
detection and ~ition of common school diseases, especiallv 
thOM which are considered contagions. The practice dll.~ 
ronsist of giris in the {'ighth and nintb grades of the 
.'ramingham schools, who coJUe for weekly lessous to the 
Xonnal school These [upils are dirided into a number 
of clas.~ un(ler the care 0 , and taught by, the Household Arts 
d{'partmcnt students. Each senior has charge of one cLtss 
during a whole year, and has thus ample opportunity to make 
a practical application of her own acquirements ana. to learn 
how to instruct others. The junior students are required to act 
as assistants to the seniors when they are teaching; and to aid 
in the instruction and gt>neral management; in this way they 
have a year's observation to {lrep&re them for the more responsible 
work of teaching in the semor year. 

That the intention of the course to excite thought and to 
demand the exercise of indiridual mental powers is fulfilled is 
quite erident to the observer; and it is easily credible that 
L"Onsiderable development of character follows upon such train
ing; special stress was laid, in the course of conversation, upon 
the noticeably broadening intluence it exercises on the tempel'll
ment ofthe majorityofthe students. No doubt this is partly due 
to the excellent aims and good influence of Mr. Whittemore, a 
libel'lll-rninded and experienced man, who has held the position 
of Principal of the Normal School since the department of 
Householil Arts was taken over by the State in 1898. A plealSlUltIy 
refined and cultivated home atmosphere is perceptible in his own 
house, where students 8Ilgerly avail themselves oflxiuding vaca.ncies. 

All the rooms, residential and scho~tic, are light and large, 
except the laundry, which, on the occasion of mv visit, was im
provised in the basement of the Principal's house j" thanks to the 
mgenuity exercised, the work was adequately carried on; but, I:;y 
now it has doubtless been transferTed to suitable quarters. 
The HemenYl"81 Memorial kitchen is planned on a princely 
scale, replete Wlth unusual conveniences, and actually &domed 
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by the fine s~imens of plumber's work which enter into the. 
equipment. The pipes for hot and cold water for heating 
purposes and for gas are all in bright metaL in every case 
" exposed "; fortunately, in the dry, clear air of New England, 
they need polishing but twice a year, and are rapidly dusted at 
daily intervals. Each cooking table is fitted for eight students, 
but in actual practice four is the usual number by whom they 
are used. Drawers contain the usual fittings, including, in this 
instance, a spatula and rubber moulds for candies; the pans are· 
chiefly steel agate ware; there are the usual shelves witli knead
ing and pastry boards, and, of course, sliding seats. Four stoves 
are fittoo for coal, wood, gas and ~line respectively. The 
glazed earthenware sinks have hinged drainers which can be 
closed, flush with the wall, when not in use. Two Aladdin 
ovens are employed in the baking of bread and cakes or in the 
preparation of soups. There is a large Pasteuriser for milk and 
an incubator for bacteriological tests, an .. Eddy" ice box, a 
Chamberlen steam cooker, and an ample provision of glazed 
cupboards and drawers, all in perfect order. The very spacious 
room has one end fitted for ilie children's practice lessons, the 
other is set apart for the use of the nonnal students; there is 
also abundant space for a dinin~ table and lecturer's desk. No 
expense was spared in any partIcular in the equipment of this 
memorial kitchen. and the workmanship is so goo<! that, at the 
time of my visit, not a cent had been spent on repairs of any 
kind during the three and a half years the kitchen had been in 
use. The necessity for equipping a kitchen on simpler lines, as 
a useful adjunct to a complete training. will be realised by 
practical teachers, and I believe this has now been provided. 

The students are required to dress in white for Kitchen work, 
farge blue overalls bemg worn in the laundry. The personal 
equation of each student is closely studied throughout the 
course, and although the staff usually arrange monthly tests of 
various kinds to ascertain progress. actually more importance is 
attached to daily observation of conduct. An instance of this was 
give!). to me by Miss Nicholas, directress of the course, where 
tailure to graduate was due, not to technical shortcomings, but to 
faults of disposition. which, in the opinion of the professors, 
rendered this student unfit for the teaching profession. Her 
attention had been privately, tactfully. and repeatedly drawn to 
certain shortcomings, but as either the will or the power to 
amend or control were absent, the sense of responsibility towards 
her future pupils left; no alternative to those who were entrusted 
with the issue of the desired certificate but to refuse to confer it. 

Thirty-two normal students were takin~ this course in 1901, 
twenty-two of whom were entered m 1900; a smaller 
number is considered preferable in order that careful individual 
attention may be bestowed and the thoughtful observation of 
character be carried on, to which reference has just been made. 
Twelve is considered a satisfactory number for each year's enter
ing class, but the excellence of the course brings its own penalty 
in the eager demand for admission. 
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The following paragraph from the "School Circular and Report" seems to 
me a fair atatement of the value and of the high estimate formed of its 
graduate&, wh088l.1emces are in immediate request. 

.. l[any of the alumnle of the !!I.-hool are eml?loyed ill the Boston public 
acbools, otbel'll are iostructol'll in Normal and High scbools, at the Armour 
and Drexel Iostituttltl, auperintendents at the Johns Hopkins and other 
hOllpitala and &AT-Ium&, or else in training schools from Boston to Kansas, 
Denver and California. AU over tbe country they are scattered, wherever 
education haa aufficiently advanced to recognise that Household .Art.a is 
scientific. Such women have graduated from something more than cooking 
l'\3IlIle8, or from schools in Domestic Science. They have won diplomas from 
the point of view of education, ratht"r than from tb.'\t of self-{Rlpport. They 
have taken the word arts as the resultant term in the applicatlOn of science 
to industry. They have gone forth to teach and direct, until in time it will 
be realised that proficiency in Household Arts is to be examined, rated, and 
certificated as is now literature and mathematics." 

As I have said, four courses are open to candidates for admis
sion to this N onnal school: a ~eneral two years' course; a three 
years' course for those who WIsh to broaden the work offered 
In the regular course; a special course in one year for experienced. 
teachers and college graAiuates; and this twoJ:~' comse in 
Household Arts. All'the requirements for . sion to the 
N onnal school in regard to examinations, written and oral, 
tuition, testimonials, and other regulations are enforced equally 
in this department (Household .Arts); the written examination 
consi.sts of papers upon certain groups of study. 

The acience group includes and requires an elementary knowledge (1) of 
physical geography, i.t., the mastery of the elements of this subject as pre
sented in the study of ~~phy in a good Grammar school, (2) physiology 
and hygiene, the ewer elementary facts of anatomy, the generaI 
functions of the varioua organs, the more obvious rules of health, and the 
more striking effects of alcoholic drinks, narcotics aM stimulants upon those 
addicted to their use. (3) physics, chemistry and botany, the elementary 
principles of these subjects so far as they may be presented in the courses 
usually devoted to them in High achools. 

Candidates for admission must be 16 years of age, and must 
present certificates of good moral character and of the 
equivalent of a good High school education. To persons who 
live in Massachusetts twtion is free, but to those from other 
States an annual charge of $50 is made. Text-books and 
reference books are furnished free; the only expense is for 
stationery and such books as drawing books, that are destroyed 
in use. From time to time pupils are advised to buy some book 
which is thought by the teaCher to be indispensable as a part of 
their outfit for the work in the schoolroom, upon which they are 
soon to enter; all such books are furnished at cost price. 

The Normal school, with its surrounding residences for 
students, is beautifully situated on a wooded hillSide, surrounded 
by a considerable amount of land used for various forms of 
recreation and commanding a view over rolling wood-clad hills, 
broken by the vast reservoir from which the Boston water 
supply is drawn. The co~es round provide materials for nature 
study under most favourable conditlOns, while golf, tcnnis and 
~ket ball are enjoyed in thc ample grounds. There are two 
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boarding hall!t, Crocker Hall and Normal Hall, which are made 
as homelike as possible. They are thoroughly warmed by 
hot water, lighted. by electricity, and furnished with the best 
sanitary and lavatory arrangements of hot and cold water. Each 
hall has two rooms set apart for the use of the students, one a.c; a 
reception room for friends who call, the other for their sole 
use. The students' rooms have each a piano; and there 
is also a small library. The cost of board is $80 (£16)' per 
term, $160 (£32) a year; this is inclusive. In cases of illness 
or other unavoidable absence, the expense of board is shared 
between the State and the boarder. ~hese rates are made on 
the basis that two students occupy one room; an extra charge 
is made when a student has a room to herself. 

Provision is made for a physical examination of all candidates 
for admission to Normal schools in the State of Massachusetts, 
and a student may be subjected to a re-examination at any time 
during the course should his or her physical condition suggest 
the need; the same precaution in the interests of all con
cerned is to be found to an increasing extent elsewhere, though the 
praiseworthy custom is not yet generally adopted. All students, 
unless specially excused, are required to devote a specified period 
to exerCIse in the gymnasium throughout the entire course, for 
which 'purpose a sUItable costume must be worn; attention is 
also paId to the out-door life of the students, each of whom is . 
expected to -take a certain amount of out-door exercise daily. 
Special arrangements are made for the lunches of day students; 
hot soup, cocoa, rolls and fruit are supplied at cost price in a 
pleasantly fit.ted room. Ever)"Yhere there is evidence that 
honest efforts are mltde to give the most favourable conditions, 
opportunities and assistance to students who desire to equip 
themselves to become teachers; the rest may be truthfully said in 
the words of the school catalogue, "to rest with the student herself." 

Occasionally courses in sewing and cooking form a part of the 
manual tl'aininQ' courses which enter into. the curricUlum of, I 
believe, the majority of State Normal schools; of these I may 
cite that at Worcester (Mass.), as an example; the results are 
stated to have been satisfactory, although but one lesson a week 
is given in each subject. For this two reasons are advanced: 
(1) that the nature of the work admits of' home practice, which 
is consistently encouraged, so that the actual time of study is 
much extended; (2) that as these household arts are studied in tho 
senior year the maturity of the 'pupils is a probable. factor in 
their interest and progress, in spIte of the limited number of 
lessons. Whether, with the more general introduction of 
needlework into the Grade schools, instruction in methods of 
teaching sewing will enter into the training of all women 
teachers, or whether the subject will continue to be assigned 
to specialists, does not yet appear. I incline to the latter 
opimon, because needlework is more generally classed as 
manual training than as an ordinary school subject. With 
the exception of physiology, hygiene and some emergency 
work, thorofore, the Norlllal student in the United States must 
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seek her domestic science training (outside New England) at a 
State University (where even a four years' college course will 
scarcely give time to combine it with other studies if general 
teachirig he her ambition>, or in the form of a ~t-giaduate 
course, either at one of these colleges or at a Technical Institute 
of high standing. 

The emphasis laid of recent years upon the study of psychology Physiolo~ 
b,r Normal students, with SpecIal reference to child life, together and Hygtene 
'WIth the obligatory requirements as to the teaching of physIology Courses. 
in ~e schools to which debl.iled reference has been made, have 
indlrectl,. acted as a stimulus to the study of hygiene--the 
scien<..'eS depending one upon the other for a{l}>lication and prac-
tice. Consequently, in tnose States, to WhICh my observations 
were confined, I gathered the impression that this im~rtant 
subject.is likely, by degrees, to assun~e its rightful J?<>sItion in 
the C9UJpment of teachers. The attentIon devoted to bIology and 
physiCaI culture is contributing to the same end, whether Normal 
IItudents reEort to Stllte Universities or to their special schools for 
th~ neeessary training. A marked feature in the ten State 
Normal schools in Massachusetts is the care centred, not only on 
tbe physical well-being of the pupils, but on the instruction by 
whicn they will be enabled to deaf practically with qltestions of 
hygiene, as they }>resent themselves in daily lif~. For instance, 
in addition to the entrance requirement which demands a 
medical certiticate of good health, no pupil is allowed to remain 
whose pbysical condition is considered unequal to the exactions 

'of the work. Efforts are made to counteract any tendency to 
overwork, over..excitement or hurr,. ~ careful oversight is 
exerci~, ~~ in numerous c:ases. indivi~ual • advice is ~yen. 
Thus lD additIon to tbe theoretIcal InstructIon m t.be condItIOns 
essential to a healthfllilife, students are trained and assisted to 

· realise these by personal practice. 

The position, construction, lighting, heating, ventilation and ~alem. 
equipment o~ ~y Normal schools can be described only by' one Table Xx. 
word-lIl8.orrwticent. That at Salem, for example. stands m a-
splendid position on an open, elevated spot, from :which its 
Ilumerous -lofty windows command views over a wide expanse of 
(:ountry and an arm of the ~[assachusetts Bay. This new build-

· ing WIIS completed in 1806; it has threo stortes and a basement; 
· its front.l~c of lXO feet is halllncoo by two win~, <:!lCh 140 
· feet. runllin~ from north to south. The interior finish through
out is of oak, and the wide, handsome corridors are adorned by 

, ruan~ good pictures and other art.istic decorations provided by 
the :State, by past and present students and teachers, or by the 
generosity of private individuals. Model schools (for 300 child
ren), gymnasium, lunch and dressing-rooms, library, class, and 
assembly-rootns, offices and laboratories, all gave me an invigor
ating sensation of light, air, space and fitness. Two years spent in 

· such emironment must exercise beneficial effects on the 225 
students and, thanks to the influ~nc~ of the staff, ,these should 
"action" in good habits. . 
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The third floor is devoted chiefly to the various depart
ments of science - physics, chemistry (elementary and ad· 
vanced), botany, geography, mineralogy, zoology, etc. All 
students illllSt devote three 40-minute periods a week to 
zoology and physiology. in their second year; to botany two 
weekly periods are assigned during the first year. Here, as 
elsewhere, it is found of great advanta~e to lay this preliminary 
foundation in practical blOlogy; the dIssection and comparison 
of the various forms of animal life contribute to a so much better 
understanding of human physiology. Fifteen students carry 
on individuaI laboratory work at the same time. Each has 
separate equipmj3nt, which includes both compound and dissect· 
ing microscopes. Specimens of the lower orders of life, such as 
hydras, star·fish, clams, fish.frogs, etc., are furnished to each 
student, and at the close of the 20 weeks' work in zoology, which 
~ the threshold of the course in human physiology, a dissection 
of a cat is made for each section (i.e. 15 students) of the class. 
There is a liberal supply of Auzeau models; and the Auzeau life· 
sized mannikin is taKen repeatedly to pieces for demonstration 
purposes throughout the physiology course. The" recitation" 
metb.od is largely employed for the theoretical work: topics for 
study are allotted to groups. of students, and then discussed. 
Miss Alice Warren, Professor of Biology and Physiology, is un· 
questionably successful in her power of eliciting individual 
opinions, impressions and proposed applications; " to help 
practice" is a prominent object in her theoretical instruction. 
Martin's" Human Body" (advanced edition) and Colton's "Experi. 
mental Physiology" are recommended text-books ; but the free 
consultation of authorities, to be found in the excellent library, 
is encouraged here as in most other institutions for higher 
education. . The students have access also to the Peabody 
Academy of Science, one of the finest collections of its kind in 
the country. 

As many living forms as possible are kept in the class-room. 
By this means, tliose who are to become teachers are instructed 
as to what creatures may be provided, and how they should be 
cared for. In the spring, opportunities are given for t.he pupils 
to become familiar with the common birds and· their songs, as 
one aim of the course is to prepare the students so to instruct 
children, as to fOii\ter in them a greater love and sympathy for 
animals, a consciousness of·what we owe to them, and an in. 
creasing interest in observing-their habits, their uses and their 
intelligence; in no better way can they be brought into a close 
relation with out-door life. The course in physiology is con
ducted throughout as a continuation of the previous biological -
work. 

The course is intended to fit teachers to secure and preserve 
a sound body for themselves, through an intelligent appreciation 
of the structure, arrangement and function of tl\e different 
systems and organs, and to enable them to train children under 
their care to form' habits which will conduce to a healthy, free 
action of t.heir OWI\ bodies. For this vurpose special stress i~ 



Inltltutlon and 
Coune. 

State Normal 
School, Salem, 
lIl .... chlllletts. 

General Conraa. 

PrIncipal, Walter 
P. Beckwith, 
A.lIl., Ph.D. 

Profeaoor .of Phyal· 
olOllY and BI· 
Glogy. 

lIli .. Alice Warren. 

TABLE xx. 
THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL-SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Bntrance 
Requirement&. 

Candidate. mlllt 

8001'8 of Coune. 

be 16, and mlllt- 8CIBXCB CoURSIL-l'hyIIOI, 20weeka 
.of junior year. 

Botany. 40 weeka .of JunlDr year. 
(1) Preoent certlfl· ehemiltry, 10 weeka of Junior year. 

oat.. of good Biology. to weeka of .eDlor year. 
moral character. Hygiene } 

.nd 20 weeka of lenlDr year. 
Physiology 

(2) Certificate of a 
good Higb 8ohool 
education. 

The laboratory method where 
poaaIble. 

In every deJlBl'tment, practical, 
Individual Dblervatlonl are 
carried .out, advancing from 

~t;::l'~ to :l~ple~b::"tl"":i 
Itudy. 

(S) Pa.. a written 

Two 4O·mlnute period. .of lab .... 
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laid on hygiene. The subjects of food, clothinO', bathing and 
rest are considered, as well as the effect of mu. .. cular action upon 
the organism as a whole and upon the special . organs. At. 
intervals the pupils prepareJessons suitable for the grammar 
and primary grades, and conduct them in class. Miss Warren 
reqmres constant examples of apJ>lication to the needs of 
childl en and to the formation of good habits; and she told me 
she is already, after five or six years, able to perceive results which 
prove that her eBorts are {lroductive of good. Gr.aduates from 
her classes, now employed In 'primary or graDlmar schools, are 
noticeable for the hygienic lilfluence and practice they have 
brought with them to their work. In conjunction with other 
members of the staff, Miss Warren exerts herself to secure, 
so far -as possible, correlati,)n betwcen the· various branches 
of study, am} to adhere throughout to true J>edago~cal lines. 
At Salem, as at Framingham, I was impresseU with the pains 
taken to form a. just estimate of the personal fitness of each 
student for the selected vocation; in both colleges, a similar 
sentiment obtains, viz., that intellectual acquirements constitute 
but a. part of the capacity to act as a teacher, for which each 
certificate granted acts as a glld.rant.ee. 

Hyannis,. Very similar methods for the study of physiology and hygiene 
LS8. are employed at the State Normal School at Hyannis, (Mass.), 

where these subjects are included in the science group both of 
the two and the four years' course; the good provision of biological, 
physical, and chemical laboratories permits of eminently satis
factory work. The natural science course includes geology and 
geography in addition to chemistry, physics, biology, and hygiene, 
and is supplemented by a study of ·psychology, pedagogy, school 
organisatIOn, and methods of teaching English, mathematics, 
drawing, autl vocal music. 

Six months in the fifl~t year are deyoted to chemistry and physics 
rcspectively ; zoology llrccedos phytliology in a tlimilar way in the tl6Cond 
year; fOllr hours a week, of which two hours are laboratory work, are 
devoted in iurn to each of these subjects. The laboratory equipment 
includes a drawer with illstruments for each student, also a· glazed stone
ware !link and a bunsen and batswing gas burner; eight or nine compound 
microscopes are provided. Each Ntudent makes any models he desh'os to 
elllploy in practical work for himscU atI JlI\rt of the manual training. 
Nearly all ~pecimens are worked at indIvidually. The Professor of 
Biology and Mathcmatic~, ~1iS8 Bertha. lI. Brown, a graduatE' of the 
~Iall.'II\chusetts JU!ltitute of TCl,hnology, iM unusually interested in the 
hygienic treatment of I'hYlliology in schoolH of all gradcs, Blld encollragctl 
a very free introduction of eXllerimcntal and practical i1lu.~t1'lltions by her 
!!tudcnts in the Elementary Hygiene which they teach in the P~tice 
School.· The outline of each lesson iM submitted to her .before it is given\ 
and the proposed method of handling the topic is discussed. Six weeks 
observatIon work, and fifteen weeks of teaching. are required of each 
student in the regular two-year course. She told me that most gratifying 
a-ellults follow the methods she has adopted .with her students as regards 
influence on the chllracter of the youn~ peopll', the perception by them 
bf personal possibilities and re.'Ipontlibilitles in respect of health promotion, 
and the awakening of a desil'e on their part to impart such hvgienic 
information to their own little pupil8, 11.>1 shall in tUI'\l amUHe the children's 
Intermit, and Rtimulllte thel11 to right uctioll. . 

---- --- ------~---
• Sec Tahle VI., p~ 50 above. 
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I was informed on reliable authllrity that the Boards of Attitude 
Education in SODle of the most prominent cities are no ~8.0 
lon!!el' satisfied with proofs of a theoretical acquaintance ::=< 
wiili hygiene from the memlM'rs of their teaching stall: but hold Training 
them severally responsible for the maintenance of wholesome Teacher: 
conditions in their class-rooms, require of them intelligent 00- Hygiene 
opel'lAtion with the medical inspectors in safeguarding the health . 
of the children. and call upon them to inculcate ~ habits in 
those committed to their daily charge; when with these duties 
is combined that of the definite instruction of their pupils in 
hygiene and physiology. it is readily conceivable that faCilities 
must be atrorded to Normal students for a thorou&h practical 
ground.in2 in these subject&. Hence the few theoretical lectures 
on Schoof Hygiene hitherto provided in most ~0I1llill schools no 
longer suffice to meet the demands on teachers which arise from 
thiS broader conception of the significance of that hard worked., 
much-misunderstoOd _word Education. I I'e<:ei.ed repeated 
assurances that the admirable courses and methods for traininO' 
teachers in hygiene and physiology which I risited and ohsel'l";d 
in different centres in lI&ssachusetts and Ohio, were not confined 
to certain favoured cities, but may be truthfully considered 
typical of a perceptible movement towards the general introduc-
tion of similar practical teaching 'into all Nomlal colleges. For 
this indication of progress various reasons are advanced; perhaps 
the two of most weight are: (1) that the training is rendered 
compulsory by that wider view of the scope of school education 
to which I have just referred; and (2)a keener reali&ttion of the 
£let that the State owes it to her children that they shall grow 
ll~ to maturity sound and well develo~ in body as well as in 
mwd. Besides these I may also mention the gradual develop-
ment of a more intimate popular interest in SChool conditions. 
evidenced by the attractive and valuable co-operstion which 
exists in some cities between parents and teachers; the percep-
tion by authorities that precious time and money are lost when. 
owing to the teacher being ignorant or hampered in the exercise 
of his discretion. children carry on their studies under insanitary 
conditions; and a growing appreciation of the educational ad
vantages otlered to pupils of all ages by the study of practical 
h\-g1ene which constitute it one of tho most, if not tho most, 
gent·rally valuable subject in the time-t.lble. 

The profound Lelief in education ,,·hich permellt('S tile l..."'T'E'3t lQIIl"h 
American people must be Vtitnessed to be realised.. It Is to to Par, 
education that they look to weld their man-v millions into one 
coherent whole. of which the units shall be sturdy, resourceful. 
well-bala.nced citizens. to whose hands the honour and presti~ 
of a great nation can be safely confided. In this ambition to De 
in the forefront of the world's nations may be found. in my 
opinion, one ~werful motiTe for the initiation of the wholo mOTe-
ment recorded in these pa",cres. The well-being of a nation hin!!eS 
on the physical. mental. and moral status of its people; "'hile~ to 
each state and dty is entrusted the ~nsibihty of protecting 
its inhabitants from moral 01' physiCiu ills. and of den·loping 
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their mental powers'. It is a commonplace to add that, unless 
State efforts be aided and supplemented by individual support, 
they are futile. Authorities recognise, therefore, that in 
educational institutions fo:r all ages, provision must be made 
to train children in an intelligent and :practical knowledge of 
health rules, to be applied in pnvate and III public duties, i.e., in 
every relation of life. It will have been noted that the obligation 
to acquire an elementary knowledge of personal and public 
hygiene is at present laid upon both sexes in all State schools 
and in most State colleges, while for girls the op{>ortunities of 
gaining a useful working knowledge of domestic SCience promise 
to become abundant. But what seem to me of equal, if not 
of greater, promise in this connection, are the eaucationally 
organised courses in the public High schools and the recognI
tion of the soc,ial and national importance of Household 
Economics by its installation among other SUbjects of uni
versity rank in St:l.te universities. By the High school courses 
the young people are imbued at a most impressionable age with 
a conception, liitherto often absent, of the aignity and worth of 
Home, and will, it is believed learn to appreciate its claims; they 
are intelligently familiarised with the world in which they must 
s~ortIy J?lay a . part of greater or less !n!luence, ~nd their scien
tIlic, artlstlC,lIterary and manual tramlDg studies are usefully 
and attractively associated with daily duties and social interests. 
By means of the college courses it is anticipated that, in addition to 
the general advantages just enumerated, the resources of modem 
science and art will in future be mQre utilised for the improve
ment of home life; t~ained intelligences wJll be broug!:tt to bear 
upon vexed domestlC problems, upon diet, expenditure, and 
service, so that _ in years to come a complete and harmonious 
system will be evolved- from the present faulty and discordant 
methods. It has . been well· said· by Dr. Mary E. Green, lat,e 
President of the National Household Economic Association, that 
" Household Economics once r.roperly understood by the women 
of the country will make pOSSIble to each individual the health. 
happiness and development which are his due." The United 
States now offers to its women of all ages, free of charge, the 
opportu~ties ~sential to the gaining of this understanding. 
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PART II. 
-

PRIVATE LlIiST1TUTIONS. 

Side by side with the State system of education in the United Introductll 
States there exists a, parallel system of schools and of institutions 
for higher education; these are supported entirely from In'i-
vate sources (fees and endowments), unrestricted by State 
legal regulations. The governors or directors of these pz:ivate 
institutions are thus independent of any popular or ~utside 
control; free to initiate new departures and at liberty to 
test original theories by practical experiment. As a rule, this 
power and independence are not abused; the standard of instruc-
tion is such that graduates from private High Schools or Colleges 
take equal rank with those under State control; while it suffices 
to mention the names of Cohimbia University or of some 'of the 
best-known Technical Schools, such as Pratt, Drexel, Armour or 
Lewis, to indicate the leading position occupied by institutions 
which owe their existence to the lavish generosity of individUllls. 
The vast sums with which many of these private schools and 
colleges are endowed enable them, indeed, to set a desirable std.ndard 
in respect of buildings, equipment, and staff; the freedom to 
express many new ideas in practice serves as an outlet for the rapid 
flow of original conceptions characteristic of the present stage of 
national development; and, though it may be permitted to q-ues-
tion the immediate result to the juvenile subjects of some few, 
scholastic experiments, the cause of education will probably derive, 
eventual benefit from efforts which are invariably well intentioned,' 
though occasionally eccentric in expression. This is not the place' 
in which to attempt to detail the causes which have letlto thl;!' 
gradual growth of this dual system of schools in-the Uniterl States, 
it must suffice to say that both are complete throughout, from 
Kindergarten, Primary and Grammar Grades to High School, 
Technical Institute, College and University. In a large number of 
instances, the curriculum of the private Grade and High schools 
is identical with that sanctioned by the official Boards of Educa-
tion in the various States and cities; but, as has been st:ited, 
certain others are prominent in the public eye on account of the 
originality of their practice and the suggt.'8tiveness or efficiency of 
their methods. Deviations from accepted canons are less obvious in 
private Colleges; on t.he contrary, these and the great Technical 
Schools often "set the pace" for State-aided institutions by the 
high standard they attain in systems tested by experience. 

The' several grades of these private institutions and their recog
nition and treatment of the various subjects upon which J WIUI 

commissioned to inquire will now be dealt with in practically the 
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year. The fourth, fifth, and sixth years of transition are not. well
provided for either by family or by social life in. the United States." 
It.is upon the training and development of this social instinct in· 
childhood, upon the provision of suitable educational opportunities 
during this transition period, that great stress has been laid through
out their school programmes by two of the leading educationalists of 
recent years. By written and spoken word, Dr. John Dewey and· 
the late Colonel Francis W. Parker have asserted their Conviction 
that all school work should connect on the social side with the 
life without; and that this connection can be fitly and profitably 
made by means of suitable occupations carried on throughout the 
period of school life. "By occupation," writes Dr. Dewey, "is 
not meant any kind of 'busy work' or exercises that may be 
given to a child to keep him out of mischief or idleness when seated 
at his desk. By occupation I mean a mode of activity on the part 
of the child which reproduces or runs parallel to some form of 
work carried on in social life."· In the Chicago University 
Elementary Sehool these occupations are represented by the 
workshop with wood and tools, hy cooking and sewing and by 
textile work. To those to whom this conception is unfamiliar, a 
careful perusal of Dr. Dewey's book" The School and Society," 
and of his article on the "Psychology of Occupation" in the 
" Elementary School Record " will result in a better comprehension 
of his thesis. The limits of space forbid more than the most concise 
references to Dr. Dewey'S writings, or to Colonel Parker's ideals 
and methods. Careful abstracts of a year's work in the schools 
where the views and methods of these leaders of educational 
thought are subjected to the test of practice, are furnished in 
Tables XXI. and x.~rr. They are included in this portion of 
my Report as affording the heRt illustrations I can offer of the 
means by which the domestic, equally with other sciences and 
arts, may be educationally employed to make schools for our 
children of all ages a "genuine form of active community life, 
instead of places set apart to learn lessons." 

Dr. Dewey'S opinion, shared, X believe, by the late Colonel 
Parker, must be borne in mind while studying these scbool 
programmes, viz., that "those subjects and that material develop 
the young intelligence of the child which (1) forge social link!! 
between school and home; (2) can be acquired largely in t.he 
first instance through the exercise of the bodily activities; (3) 
are so interwoven with family life as to appeal to the limited, 
familiar experience of a young child; and (4) demand thought, 
yet by their simplicity permit that thought to function in actions, 
habitual or suitably acquired at the special period of life at 
which the lesson requires them." Dr. Dewey also maintains that 
the educational material should stimulate effort~ directed to 

* "Psychology of Occupations." The Elementary School Record .. A 
fleries of nine Monographs, puhlished by tlle University of Chicago Press. 
'The School and Hociety," .John Dewey, IT niverxity of Chicago Press. 
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the acquirement of technique, even though at considerable 
pel'llonal cost, and that each subject must possess inherent con
tinuity in itself, adapting it for progressive development, 
consistent with the several periods of child growth. Further, both 
authorities agree that veritable cOrrelation of each subject with 
the whole school programme is an essential qualification, not 
"through devices of instruction which the teacher employs in' 
tying together things in themselves disconnected," but through 
wise selection, by which .real, organic continuity of subject matter 
is ensured. 

In the University Elementary School at Chicago, therefore, the 
Domestic Sciences and Arts appear throughout among the Occu
pations for ·all. groups included in the Time-Table, from which 
it is Dr. Dewey'S object to secure the absence of mere mechanical 
routine repetition, and to ensure the presence of conscious, in
telligent action and habits of reflection . 

.. .. Occupations, so considered," he. writes, " furnish the ideal 
occasions for both sense-training and discipline in thought. The 

. weakness of ordinary lessons in observation, calculated to train 
the senses, is that. they have no outlet beyond themselves, and 
hence no necessary motive. Now, in the natural life of the in
dividual arid the race there is always a reason for senslH>bserva
tion. There is always some need, coming from an end to be 
reached, that makes one look about to discover and discriminate 
whatever will assist it. • • • . The same principle applies in 
normal tkinking. It also does not occur for its own sake, nor 
end in itself. It arises from the need of meeting some difficulty; 
in reflecting upon the best way ·of overcomin g it; and thus leads to 
planning, to projecting mentally, the result to be reached, and de
ciding upon the steps necessary and their serial order. This concrete 
logic Qf action long precedes the logic of pure speculation or abstract 
investigation, and through the mental habits that it forms is the best 
of preparations for the latter. • . • Now, there can be no doubt 
that occupation work possesses a strong interest for the child. A 

. glance at any school where such work is carried on will give sufficient 
evidence of this fact. Outside of the school, a large portion of the 
children's plays are simply more or less miniature and haphazard 
attempts at reproducing social occupations. There are certain reasons 
for believing that the type of interest which springs up along with 
these occupations is of a thoroughly healthy, permanent, and really 
educative sort; and that by giving a larger place to occupations we 
should secure an excellent, perhaps the very best, way of making an 
appeal to the child's spontaneous interest, and yet have, at the same 
time, some guarantee that we are not dealing with what is merely 
pleasure-giving, exciting, or transient. In the first place every interest 
grows out of some instinct or SO!lle habit that in turn is finally based' 
upon an original instinct. It does not follow that all instincts are of 
equal value, or that we do not inherit many instincts which need. 
tran~rormation, rather than satisfaction, in order to be useful in life. 
But the instincts which find their conscious outlet and expression in 
occupatiOll are bound to be of an exceedingly fundamental and per
manent type. The activj~ies of life are of necessity directed to bringing 
the materials and forces of nature under the control of our purposes : 

.. "The Psychology of Occnpations,!' Elementary School Record. 
Uni .. ersily of Chicago I'rt'oOS. 



of making them tributary to ends of life. Men have had to work in (a) Elemen
order to live. In and through their work they have mastered nature, tary School 
they have protected and enriched the conditions of their own life, -conttnued. 
they have been awakened to the sense of their own powers, have been 
led to invent, to plan and to rejoice in the acquisition of skill. In a. 
rough way, all occupations may be classified as gathering about man's 
fundamental relation to the world iii which he lives j through getting. 
food to maintain life j securing clothing and shelter to protect and 
ornament it j and thus, fina.lly, to provide a permanent home in which 
aU the higher and more spiritual interests may centre. It is hardly 
unreasonable tosuppoee that interests which have such a history behind 
them must be of the worthy sort. However, these interests as they 
develop in the child not only recapitulate past important activities of 
the race, but reproduce those of the child's present environment. 
He continually sees his elders engaged in such pursuits. He daily 
has to do with things which are the results of just such occupations. 
He comes in contact with facts that have no meaning except in refer-
ence to them. Take these things out of the present social life and see 
how little would remain-end this not only on the material side, but 
as regards intellectual, ;esthetic and moral activities, for. these are 
largely and necessarily bound up with occupations. The child's 
instinctive interests in this direction are, therefore, constantly rein-
forced by what he sees, feels and hears going on around him. Sugges-
tions along this line are continually coming to him; motives are 
awakened; his energiea are stirred to action; it is not unreasonable 
to suppose that interests which are touched so constantly, and on so 
many sides, belong to the worthy and enduring type." 

In other passages of his writings Dr. Dewey advances further 
arguments in support of -these methods and subjects pursued 
in his school, and throws more light upon the educational value, 
of the Domestic Arts for >yoliIlg children. He pointa out that 
it is natural to young children to begin with the home and 
occupations of the home, to proceed next to the study of occu
pations outside the home, that is, ·to· the larger social indUstries, 
after which they are prepared to study the historic develop
ment of industry and invention, so learning . the steps of 
progress and development. - "There are," he writes, ,,' distinct 
phases of child growth to which the periods of organised school 
work should correspond." The first, from four to eight years 
of age, is characterised by that directness of social and personal 
interest (upon which, as has been stated, Dr. W. T. Harris lays 
much stress) as well as by directness and promptness of relation
ship between impressions, ideas and actions. The demand for 
a motor outlet for expression is urgent and immediate. During 
this period the constructive work should therefore combine activi
ties which include an immediate appeal to the child as an outlet lor 
his energy. while leading up in an orderly way to a result ahead; 
habits of working for ends may thus be formed, while present 
occupations are gradually recognised to be a sequence of steps, 
which permit the accomplishment of something beyond. In cl:i.e 
second period, which extends from eight or nine years old to eleven 

• "General Introduction to Groups V. and VI." The Elementary 
&hool Record, p.49 • 
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or twelve, the aim should be to recognise and respond to the change 
which comes over the child from his growing sense of the pos .. ~ibility 
of more permanent and objective results and of the necessity for 
the control of agencies for the skillneceBsary to reach such results. 
The mere play of activity no longer satisfies. Hence the recogni
tion of rules of action . . . . and of the value of mastering 
special processes so as to give skill in their use. . . • There is 

. a conscious demand in the tenth year for' something hard' to do, 
something which will test and call out power, efficil:'ncy. The 
third period comes when the child has a sufficient acquaintance 
of a fairl" direct SOlt with various forms of reality and modl:'S of 
3Ctivity ; -when he has sufficiently Ul38tered the methods, the tools 
of thought, inquiry and activity appropria.te to various ph38es of 
experience, to be able profitably to specialise upon distinct studies 
and arbl for technical and intellectual aims. This interest in 
l;echnillue, in acquiring skill, demands a sufficient background of 
a<:tual experience; the introduction of technique must come in 
connection with ends that arise within the child's ow-n experience, 
1 hat are present to him as desired ends, and hence as motives to 
p,fi'ort.." . . . . . . .• " Hitherto the school has been so 
set apart, so isolated from the ordinary conditions and motives 
of life, that the place whl:'re children are sent for discipline 
is the one place where it is most difficult to get experience
• the mother of all discipline worth the name.' The world 
in which most of us live is a world in which everyone has a 
(~alling and occupation, something to do. Some are managers, 
some subordinates. But the great thing for one as for the other 
ii that each shall have had the education which enables him to see 
within his daily work all there is in it of large and human signifi
cance. . . . All the. media necessary to furnish the growth of· 
the child should centre in the school. Learning certainly, but 
living primarily, and learning through and in relation to this living. 
When we take the life of the child centred and organised in this way 
we do not find that he is first of all a listening being; quite the 
contrary. Still, in the ordinary schoolroom all is made for listening. 
The attitude of listening means, comparatively speaking, passivity. 
absorption; there are certain ready-made materials of which the 
child is to take in lUI much as possible in the le38t possible time. 
There is very little place in the traditional schoolroom for the child 
to work. . . . The difference that appears whpn occupations 
are made the articulating centres of school life is not ea.qy to de
flCribe in words; it is a difference in motive, of spirit and atmo
sphere. .As one enters a busy kitchen in which a group of children 
are actively engaged in the preparation of food, the psychological 
difference, the change from more or Ipss passive and inert recipiency 
and restraint to one of buoyant and outgoing energy is so obvious 
as fairly to strike one in the face. Within this organisation is 
bund the principle of 8chool discipline and order. . • . The 

• "The School and Societ,r." Lecture I. 



moment children act they individualise themselves; they cease (/1,) Elemen. 
to be a mass, and become the intensely distinctive beings that we tary Sc:hool, 
are acquainted with out of school This is the change which is --con.te",tU~' 
gradually coming into our educational systems, and is shifting the 
centre of gravity. Now the child is more and more becoming the 
sun about which the appliances of education revolve: the centre 
about which they are organised. . • . The child is already 
intensely active, and the question of education is the question of 
taking hold of his activities, of giving them direction." . 

• Dr. Dewey considers that the active impulses available in the 
school nlay be roughly classified under four heads: (1) The social 
instinct, shown in conversation; (2) the constructive impulse, 
shown by the child's impulse first, to " make believe," afterwards 
to construct objects; (3) the instinct of investigation, which seems 
to grow out of both the former, and leads to the enquiry as to t.he 
"why" of things; (4) the expressive impulse, which is the com· 
bined outcome of the communicative and constructive instincts. 
That home interests and domestic occupations afford exercises for 
the expression and satisfaction of each of these is evident to 
careful studenta of Table XXI. 

or the educational worth of these instincts Dr. Dewey writes 
U8 follows t :-" A question often asked is: if you begin 
with the child's ideas, impulses and interests, all so crude, 
iIO random and scattering, so little refined or spiritualised, 
how is he going to get the necessary culture and information a 
If there were no way open to us except to excite and indulge these 
impulses of the child, the question might well be asked. We should 
either have to ignore and repress the activities, or else to humour 
them. fiut if we have organisation of equipment and of materials, 
there is another path open to us. We can direct the child's activities, 
giving them exercise along certain lines, and can thus lead up to the 
goal which logically stands at the end of the paths followed. • If 
wishes were horses, beggars would ride.' Since they are not, since 
really to satisfy an impulse or interest· means to work it out, and work· 
ing it out involves running up against ohJtacles, becoming acquainted 
with materials, exercising ingenuity, patience, persistence, alertness, 
it of necessity involves discipline~rdering of power-and supplies 
knowledge. Take the example of the little child who wants to make 
a box. If he stops short with the imagination or wish, he certainly 
will not get discipline. But when he attempts to realise his impulse, 
it is a question of making his idea definite, making it into a plan, of 
taking the right kind of wood, measuring the parts needed, giving 
t.hem the necessary proportions, etc. There is involved the prepara
tion of materials, the sawing, planing, the sand papering, making all 
the edges and corners fit. Knowledge of tools and processes is inevit
able. If the child realizes his instinct and makes the box, there is 
plenty of opportunity to gain discipline and perseverance, to exercise 
effort in overcoming ohJtacles, and to attain as well a great deal of 
inrormation. -

.. So undoubtedly the little child who thinks he would like to cook 
has little idea of what it means or costs, or what it requires. It is simply 
• desire to • mess around.' perhaps to imitate the activities of older 

... The School and Society." Lecture nI. 
t " The School and Soriety." Lecture II. 
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people. And it ill doubtless possible to let ourselves down to that level 
and simply humour that interest. But here, too, if the impulse is 
exercised, utilised, it runs up against the actual world of hard conditions, 
to which it must accommodate itself; and there again come in the factors 
of discipline and knowledge. One of the ehildren became impatient 
recently at having to work things out by a long method of experimenta
tion, and said: • Why do we bother with this 1 Let's follow a recipe in a 
cook-book.' The teacher asked the children where the recipe came 
from, and the conversation showed that if they simply followed this 
they would not understand the ressons for what they were doing. They 
were then quite willing to go on with the experimental work. To follow 
that work will, indeed, give an illustration of just the point in question. 
Their occupation that day happened to be the cooking of eggs, as making 
a transition from the cooking of vegetables to that of meats. In order 
to get a basis of comparison, they first summarised the constituent food 
elements in the vegetables, and made a preliminary comparison with 
those found in meat. Thus they found that the woody fibre or cellulose 
in vegetables corresponded to the connective tissue in meat, giving the 
element of form and structure. They found that starch and starchy 
products were -characteristic of the vegetables, that mineral salts were 
found in both alike,and that there was fat in both-a small quantity 
in vegetable food and a large amount in animal. They were prepared 
tpento take up the study of albumen as the characteristic feature of 
animal food, corresponding to starch in the vegetables, and were resdy 
to consider the conditions requisite fot the proper treatment of albumen, 
the eggs serving as the material of experiment .. They experimented 
first :by taking water at various temperatures, finding out when it -was 
scalding, simmering, and boiling hot, and ascertained the effect of the 
-various degrees of temperature on the white of the egg, That worked 
out, they were prepared not simply to cook eggs, but to understand 
the principle involved in the cooking of eggs. I do not wish to lose 
sight of the universal in the particular incident. For the child to desire 
to cook an egg, and accordingly to drop it in water for three minutes, 
and take it out when he is told, is not educative. But for the child to 
reaJize his own impulse by recognising the facts, materials, and conditions 
involved, and then to regulate his impulse through that recognition, is 
educative. This is the difference upon which I wish to insist between ex
citing or indulging an interest and realizing it through its direction." 

A suggestive and, to my' mind, extremely interesting state
ment was made to me when visiting Chicago, "iz" that, in practice, 
the work in Domestic Science, as carried on in the University 
Elementary School, has been fOlmd to be one of the many 
valuable means employed for bringing the homa and school life of 
the child into closer relationship. Cooking, sewing, and the' study 
of textiles' are included under thi~ head, special. attention being 
given to correlating these with as many other lines of work in 
the school as possible. Science, history and art, for instance, 
are studied, not as isolated subjects, but as the natural outgrowth 
of dealing with every-day materials and processes, such as 
those with which a child is familiar in home life. In cooking, e.g., 
connection is made with botany through the plants from which 
food materials are obtained; with chemistry and physics, through 
the analytical work done with foods and through the innumerable 
phenomena which continually pre::lent themselves in the study'of 
nature; with physiology, by the action of food in the body 
and by practical work in the preparation of meat, through 
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which BOme knowledge is gained of muscle fonn and bone (a) Elemen
structure; with 'history. in the development from primitive ta.ry~ool 
to modem methods of obtaining and preparing food; with shop- ---<IOIIA"tIed.. 
work. in the demand for ,·mous articles made in the shop and used 
in the kitchen. such 88 towcl-racks, rolling-pins, wooden spoons, 
etc.; while number work plays an important part in the weights 
and measures u.~. Sewing is connected with the Fine Arts in the 
drawing and colouring of designs and in all colour combinations; 
with history. in the making of clothing and other articles typical 
of the various periods; with shopwork. in the making of shop 
aprons in the sewing-room and of spool-racJ..-s and yarn-winders 
in the shop; with cooking, in the making of aprons and holders. 
the hemming of towels and other household articles; and with 
number work. through the continual use of ruler and tape measure. 
in calculating the amount and cost of materials needed, measuring. 
and verifying bills of goods purchased. The textile work conneots 
with botany in the study of the producing plants; with geology. 
in the study of soils wiJ,h reference to the various productions; 
with geography. in the locating of the plant and animal-raising 
districts' and the factories and mills; with history, in the develop-
ment of the textile industry and its influence on the people; with 
physics, in the various properties of the different materials and in 
the implements and machines used in their production; with 
chemistry. in the preparation and dyeing of the textiles; with 
shopwork, in the construction of distaff, spindles. and looms; and 
with sewing. in the work with the finished products. 

The preparati<ln of the class lunch at this school, whether by 
children in the Kindergarten or in older .. Groups," affords 
practical illustration of the possibility of realising many of 
Dr. Dewey's views without departing from methods aOO€pted by 
convention, yet lending to them an educational value and a virid 
interest too often absent from such homely items in the routine of 
daily life. These simple luncheons are served each morning. 
Each class takes it in tum to render thi~ social service, the various 
members preparing the food, setting the table, and then waiting on 
their companions during the meal. Social links are by this means 
forged b>tWf't'n !Chool and home interests; the bodily activities are 
f'xercised. The work appeals to the limited and familiar experi
ence of the young cooks and servers. and. while demanding thought, 
is yet of sufficient simplicity to function in habitual or suitably 
acquired actions. Efforts to acquire technique are stimulated by 
the interest aroused; the suitable correlation with other school 
work linl~ life with learning. and gives dignity to manual exercise. 
As the lunch frequently consists of some fonn of cereal served. 
with cream or fruit the children are interested in finding out as 
much 88 possible about each I.:ind of grain used. They plant seeds 
and observe their mode of growth and den!lopment; they talk 
about the harvesting of the ripe grain (specimens of which are 
.shown) and tIle dewlopment of the various methods from rrimitive 
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to modern ways, considerable attention being given to pictures and 
other representations of methods, implements, and machines 
employed. The uses of the various parts of the plants are then 
discussed. with the necessary processes through which they must 
pass before they are ready for market; as the cleaning and rolling, 
cracking or grinding of wheat, which are usually learned by a 
visit to the mills. Then there is an examination of each kind 

. of grain by means of the microscope, which shows its parts. 
To discover the nature of these parts and the 'effect on them 
of water, heat, etc., some simple experiments are used. For 
example, in wheat, the grain is crushed in a mortar and sifted 
through cheese-cloth, thus separating the coarse outer covering; 
this is then examined, treated with cold water and with hot, and 
boiled, the effect being carefuRy noted in each case. The fine 
part of the grain, which passed through the sieve, is tested in the 
same way, and its action compared with that of starch similarly 
treated, from which the inference is drawn that starc!.. is present 
in the grain. The work with this fine part of the grain shows 
the presence of a sticky, glue-like substance, which stretches and 
catches the air when in a moist state. The names bran, starck, 
and gluten are given to these parts; pictures of the grain are drawn 
representing them; and sentences are written which tell what 
has been found out with regard to them. The amount of water 
necessary..in cooking one cereal is used as a standard; and the 
amount required for the others is found by balancing them with 
this standard and using a proportionate amount of water. Thus, 
the children find out that in cooking flaked corn it is necessary 
to use equal amounts of cereal and water, while corn-meal is five 
times as heavy. and, therefore, require~ five times as much 
water. In making out a table, as the children_ do, for use in 
the cooking of all cereals, the necessity arises for the continual use 
of the balance and weights. and of the measuring cup @ivided 
iIit<> quarters and thirds), all of which give familiarity with weights 
and measures, and with fractional parts in their various combina
tions. In the simple cooking of cereals the children also learn the 
properties of water, its simmering and boiling points, the 
meaning and use of steam and of dry heat, with their varying 
applications to suit different materials and conditions. Familiarity 
with certain materials and conditions are thus acquired, the 
natural impulse of the child is exercised and utilised, while 
both knowledge and discipline result. Throughout the whole 
course the same general plan is followed; the children find 
out by experilnent the nature and composition of the materials 
used and the treatment to which they must be subjected 
to render them most nutritious and palatable. The work in 
the kitchen, being correlated with that of the other departments 
of the school, is supplemented and emphasized by directing the 
attention along the same lines in these departments. It is hoped 
in time to mllke a greater number of connections, and to improve 

. . .. '. _ I 
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th" work, which was still in the experimental stage at the t.ime 
of my visit (May, 19(1), in many details. 

The second experimental school I visited where Domestic Science (6) School 
is linked with home and social interests is now known as the ~! Ed:rC&bl 
Universit.y of Chicago School of Education, at that time under the xxIii. a e 
directorship of the late Colonel F. W. Parker. While Dr. John 
Dewey approaches ·this question of the right education of the 
young in the spirit of a philosopher, the late Colonel Parker 
arrived at his conclusions animated rather by the inspiration of a. 
prophet. His whole na.ture was imbued to an unusual degree with 
80 intense a love for and sympathy with child nature that, in the 
opinion of some ca.reful and skilled observers, there existed a risk 
lest sentiment should be allowed to obscure or to replace reason in 
the translation of his theories into practice. His school progra..'lU'le 
Will the tentative outcome of years of enthusiastic earnestness de-
"oted to ita evolution, in which he received the cordial co-operation of 
his" Faculty." Weekly meetings were the rule (lasting from two to 
three hours), in which some contribution was expected or permitteel 
from each member of the staff towards the solution of problems 
forced upon their notice by their daily work in teaching and 
training. CharacteJ' building (or citizenship) was to Colonel Parker 
the end and aim of education; to gain this .. everything must 
be brought in (to the curriculwn) which will concentrate and 
eXPllnd ideas and develop right habits." Education he believed 
to be ., the all:.sided growth of the individual, physical, mental, and 
moral. Community life is the ideal of education, because it is the 
only ideal great enough to provide for this all-sided development of 
the individual." .. The ide.a.l school is the ideal community .... 
it id the education of complete living." "Community life is that 
state of society in which every individual member orders his conduct 
with reference to the good of the whole; the whole being so con-
stituted as to necessitate t.he highest development of its members." 
Consequently" the citizen must know sumething of the world in 
which he lives, anel this knowledge comes best from actual contact." 
This being his creed, Colonel Parker framed his school programme 
with the view of giving actual personal experienCe to each child of 
what has contributed to the existing phase of civilisation. This 
conception of the scope of school education really involves a never-
ending coI'related study of man, his environment, and his works. 
In practice Colonel Parker attached much importance to the obser-
vation of a selected subject in its entire environment, and took 
gl'mt exception to conventional ~lation and classification. His 
whole scheme was further planned in deference to the rllquin'ments 
of body and brain at the various periods of growth; so Car as nt 
present known. To find and arrange subject matter for the mental 
nutrition of each pupil, and for all grades of pupils, was a problem 
still imperfectly solved at the t.ime of his death, but good ground 
had been broken. Lile in his school was organised on a Lasis of 
(1) wor~, doing things for which the pupils felt a social need; e.g., 
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gardening, cooking, working in wood or metal, clay modelling, 
sewing, weaving, printing, ete.; (2) a study of human 'activities 
in the outside world, to help the children to interpret their own 
experiences; (3) the study of Nature. The domestic sciences and 
arts found a place in the Kindergarten course because home acti
~ties, theoommon life of the ehildren, furnish opportunities' for 
work and service suited to their years,and constitute a' desirable 
addition to play and games. These subject-OJ appeared in the Primary 
grades because Colonel Parker believed (a) in the value of the primi
ti ve industries and arts in the early education of children; and (b) 
in the importance of simple work in school economics, sanitation 
and hygiene for the establishment of an ideal of the conditions 
essential to good health in a'community. Home economics took its 
place in the Grammar grades as an integral part of the study of 
Nature, an'd of ,Manas its highest manifestation. In each case the 
subjects were found to lend,themselves as a means for the employ
ment of thought and reason, for the application of scientific prin
ciples, and for the culture of the social instincts. This method of 
introducing the study of economics deserves consideration, 
associating, as it does, the conception of the value of health and 
time, as well as of money, with the facts and duties of daily 
lift>. 

It would be unjust to convey the impression that either of these 
educationalist.q believe themselves to have realised their ideal in 
practice; it would be equally inaccurate to give the impressi~[l that 
I advocate the wholesale adoption of principles and methods so 
admittedly tentative and experimental as those just, referred to; 
but I am of opinion that these conceptions, wisely modified, 
could be introduced into the kindergarten and primary classes 
of many English schools. The educational attractions and 
advantages attached to the employment, as part of school 
work, of familiar, homely occupations for quite young children 
has been hitherto very generally overlooked; their ethical, 
sociological and economic values for seniors when' progressively 
developed is certainly not yet recognised. A careful study of these 
School Programmes will reveal tha~ their contents are selected, 
handled. and developed so as to forge social links petween school 
and home. while experience proves that they foster an intelligent 
participation in communal life; two points where, admittedly, 
our educational methods have hitherto proved unsuccessful. 
Acquaintance with subjects bearing on domestic life is largely 
acquired through the exercise of the bodily activities ; these ,sub
jects appeal to the child's limited experience; theydemimd thought 
and permit its expression in action; it is also believed that they 
arouse an interest so strong that it will cheerfully overcome obstaCles 
and perseveringly face drudgery and difficulties to achieve realisa
tion; wherein lies their strong claim as formers of character and 
factors in the growth of a true communal spirit. EBsential to their 
profitable introduction are (1) space, as individual participation, 
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in each occupation is etI8tlntial, for which rea.son classes must be 
IImaD; (2) time, otherwise informing by the teacher ha.~ to 'replace 
thought and reflection by the child; (3) elasticity of syllabus and 
confidence in the teacher by those in aut.hority,to permit of 
thoroughly inwlligent "doing." In the future, ~hen these 
advantages are secured in our schools, teachers can profitably 
devote BOrne attention to these methods of providing for children 
what Froebel called" the education of complete living." 

There are, relatively, few private Primary and Grammar Schools, Fe,w Private 
though they are found in large cities, such as New York or Detroit, ~nmary and 
but I had no opportunity of studying their attitude towards tho S::::~r 
teaching of Domestic Science. Private educational enterprise or 
endowment more usnally finds its outlet in the provision of 
institutions for higher education from the High School upwards. 

B.-HIGH SCHOOLS. 

Private High Schools exist mainly in wea.lthy localities, for -
considerable capital and a large clientele are necessary to compete 
in equipment and efficiency' of staff with those State-aided by 
Doards of Education. The growing prejudice in favour of class 
distinction is frequently compelled to give place to the superior 
advantagel' offered by the public High School or to the . 
omtacle of & high scale of fees. It is of special interest to note the trPICS!. 
belief in Hygiene and Home Science as suitable studies in these sci:ne:e Ie 
private High Schools, where the curriculum is independent of all out- Courses 
side control, except that exercised by college entrance requirements 
or the whims of parents. This belief promotes the formation of an 
intelligent publio opinion among the more wealthy members of 
the community ; for, although the first introduction of these sub-
jecta is stated to be often unpalatable to the parents, the result 
to their children is 80 speedily apparent as to invariably overcome 
previous objections. 

Notable among the High Schools supported by endowment and (a) ~ratt 
fees is that attached to the Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, of which the II'~htute . 
superintendence is entrusted to Dr. Luther Gttlick, whose views &hool 
on education repay careful study, and so far stand well the tl'sts Bl'OQklyn, 
of practice to which they are subjected by their author. Expressed ¥·ri 
in the briefest tl'rms, Dr. Gt1lick considers that two of the fUllda~ XXIiL 
mental conditions to be met by a secondary school are (1) the needs 
of the individllal for the development of a fairly rounded character 
and personality; (2) the demands of society upon the individual . 
.. The individual must be developed as an ,individual with reference 
to his personality. He must also be so trained as to fit into the 
existing world, to take his place in the present social regime . ~ • 
Health, character, a strong, constructive, sympathetic view of 
life, and the ability to do something that the world want., done, 
these deserve prominence as objects in school life." These views 
and the methods by which they seek to find expression .harmonise 
with the idea of the founder of the Institute, viz., that boys and girls 
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should be placed wlder conditions which favour all-round develop
ment, and that school education should consist in the patient, 
systematic, and constant training of body and mind. To this end 
lllanual and physical training, art training and laboratory work 
are given equal rank and standing with the academic studies; 
health, power, and a wholesome, earnest attitude towards work 
being essential to the realisation of the ideas of both founder and 
director. A second aim is to help each pupil to discover his gifts 
and to start him in their effective development; while, with the 
object of encouraging all who can to continue their work at college, 
it is endeavoured to frame a scheme such as shall enable those who 
desire to do so to meet college entrance requirements. The accom
panying diagrammatic illustration of the studies and occupations 
pursued during this four years High School course shows how these 
requirements are met; though naturally it is impossible to indicate 
by means of any figure the atmosphere of social claims and interests 
which surrounds the young people, or the methods employed to 
temper, while seeking to develop, the individuality of each boy and 
girl. The school is open to all children of fourteen, who, in Dr. 
GUlick's judgment, are ready, physically, mentally, and morally, 
to profit by the work, without interfering with the progress of 
others. The greatest sympathy is felt for those in feeble health, 
but the amount of work, both physical and mental, is planned for 
the best development of the normal child, and would be excessive 
for the delicate. A standard of normal height, weight, and health 
must be therefore conformed to. 

The school day is divided into si.'\: periods of fifty minutes each ; 
one-half of the time is given to academic work in languages and 
the humaniti('S, in mathematics, and in science; t.he other half 
is devoted t() music, art, and manual t.raining, laboratory practice 
and gymnastics. The manual training, to which six periods a week 
are devoted throughout the curriculum, comprises, in the first year, 
bench-work in wood and wood-carving for boys and girls alike; 
in the second year it consists, for boys, of wood-turning, pattern 
making and moulding,; for girls, of sewing, drafting, cutting and 
making garments, some study of materials being also included. 
In the third year, boys take forging and the elements of decorative 
iron-work; while the girls study form, line, colour, and texture, 
and the outline and proportions of the human figure. They also 
practice costume designing (sketching hats, draperies, and gowns, 
half life si1.e), and devote some time to millinery. In the fourth 
year the Loys attend the machine shop, learning bench-work and the 
use of machine tools; and t.he girls are instructed in domestic science. 
which comprises cookery, emergencies and home nursing. No 
pains are spared to teach accuracy, economy, patience, judgment, 
and perseverance t.hroughout the whole course. It is maintained 
by Pratt Institute- teachers that after a year's" drill .. in wood-work, 
needlework 1/1ay be 80 taught as t() veritably merit the designation 
of manual training. ThE-ir system of inst.ruction is framed "to 
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train the eye to recognise, the hand to produce, correct lines and 
angles, as in matching stripes, turning hems, sewing seams, slanting 
stitches, cutting. gores from an oblong, drafting andmachirie 
sewing. In dressmaking comes the additional study of beautiful 
form, colour, and texture in relation to clothing of the body and 
some knowledge of the intimate connection between the laws of 
beauty and the laws of health. Millinery methods are considered to 
develop lightness of touch and skilful handling of materials, and may 
be employed in training the imagination to picture the desired 
result." So far as my observations extended, these aims are kept 
very steadily in view during the two years occupied with the study 
of plain needlework, dressmaking, and millinery; indeed, the 
primarily educational purpose of the manual and art training in this 
High School is very evident throughout. - Dr. Gulick believes that 
there should be no division between the work of the artist and that 
of the artisan, therefore a close connection is maintained between 
the studio, the" shop," and the sewing-room. The girls especially 
are unquestionably much interested by this development of the 
educative and culture side of a pursuit, often treated with contempt 
at their age on account of its utilitarian aspect being over empha.'1ised. 

I was fortlUlate in securing very full particulars concerning the 
year's training in Domestic Science; and the following details are 
couched chiefly in the words of Mrs. Chambers, who was the director 
of all the cooking classes and courses given in the Pratt Institute 
at the time of my visit. An earnest student of t.he best educational 
methods, she agrees with many other teachers in their belief that 
the educational valuo of cooking as a school subject lies as much in 
its mind as in its manual training properties. "In Pratt Institute 
an attempt is made to teach cookery scientifically, the main object 
of the course is the development of the student through the subject 
taught. While constantly stimulated to apply her knowledge of 
chemistry, physics and biofogy, the lesson is so planned that these 
applications are suggested by the work, not by the instructor. For 
instance, at the beginning of a lesson the student may perform 
under direction certain simple experiments to illustrate the effect 
of the addit.ion of salt or of soda on the solvent properties of water, 
or of an acid on cellulose, etc. She may th611 be asked to cook 
various classes of vegetables, sweet juiced, strong juiced, etc., or the 
problem of cooking a cabbage may be given, a vegeta.ble with both 
strong juices and tough cellulose, entire' freedom in treatment 
of the water being allowed; but each student must subsequently 
support the method she has pursued by sound reil.8ons, while results 
are comp'ared and conclusions deduced by the whole class." In the 
course of an interesting article on her methods in the Pratt Institute 
Monthly for March, 1900, Mrs. Chambers threw light on how she 
stimulated her students' powerS of reflection and association :-

They are encouraged, for instance, .. to trace the probable history 
of cooking, from broiling directly over the coals to the skilful applica
tion of heat in oven or braising pan; from the crude combination 
of meal and wetting of water and milk, as in • johnny-eake,' to the 
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beating in of air, 8B in • gems,' or the addition of egg, as in • pop-over.' (4) Pratt 
They are led on to observe the advantages which follow the substitu- Institute 
tion of some leavening agent for the prolonged labour of beating, as HighSchool 
in griddle-eake or crumpet; or the variety gained by the addition of -continued. 
a little shortening, and the use of a utensil calculated to give a large 
extent of crisp surface, 8B in • waffles.' They are called upon to note 
the well~efined relation which is traceable in all the various flour 
mixtures, and are made observant of the dependence for successful 
results upon the use of a definite proportion of wetting, dry material 
and leaven. A student who has found the key to this can form ller 
own combinations by the exercise of thought, independently of the 
cookery-hook, confident that by uniting materials in right propol,tions, 
and by expOliing them for the right time to the right temperature, 
something good and wholCdome will result. Has too much flour been 
added to the gem-batter 1 Well, change it to wafRes, to biscuit, to 
rai~ed muffins. Whcn the subject is taught on this basis the student 
is given the recipes for various batters and doughs, but not in order, 
for she is to &&Iort and classify them, and to discover the relation._ 
Then let her take the cookery-book and study some other branch, such 
8B soups, or sauces, or puddings, and trace the connection, the evolution 
for herself. A white sauce, made of milk, thickened with flour and 
enriched by butter, may be developed into a souffle, which also is made 
of milk, thickened with flour and enriched by butter, but is further 
enriched by the yolks of eggs, and is flavoured and baked, White 
sauce may, by other additions which are governed in character by the 
result desired, lead to American ice-cream, thence to pistachio bisque, 
or to a frozen plum-pudding. Each one is free to trace his own com-
binations, and each hill! the joy of the investigator, the discoverer, the 
creator of order out of disorder." Mrs. Chambers encourages the 
making of graphic representations to illustrate these relations and 
proportions, a method found very stimulating to children. For in-
stance, in the Cake les.~on. in which the cup~ake can be used Ill! a 
suitable foundation, the several varieties made by subtraction:a,ddition, 
or substitution can be illustrated by a simple diagram. '],he accom-
panying illustration* is hcre reproduccd by kind permission of Mrs. 
Chambers. No.1 represents the cup~ke, with the varieties made 
by subtraction, resulting in plainer cakes of the same type; No. 2 
(raisin, currant, fig, date, citron, nut, chocolate, and spice cakes), the 
varieties made by addition, resulting in richer cakes, more or less 
divergcnt from the type; and No. 3 (gold, silver, and coffee cake), 
thOlle made by substitution, which gives apparently totally different 
types of cake, resembling neither one another nor the original batter, 
yet possessing an easily traced relationllhip. The plan_ once mastered, 
the children are called upon, as a .. time exercise," to write out in 
detail the ingredients needed for a nut~ke, or any other variety, 
using for a basis a fraction, 8B threHighths, of a cup of flour. If 
correct they are allowed to make a small specimen. . . . .. Out 
of more than thirty children in the llll!t Saturday (mixed) morning 
class only two or three failed in the first attempt, and none in the 
second. They may then bt> given a number of simple recipes, and 
asked to make agraphic represelltation for themselves. Much 
originality and ingenuity have been shown in this work." 

In conjunction with this pupils are encouraged to note, from the 
beginning, the properties of the various materials used; whether 
80luble or insoluble, how affected by heat, how by acids, etc. This 
leads to a rlassification of foods, and eventually into the separation 

• of the five-food principles-protein, fat, carllo-liydrates, water and salt. 
In~truction is given in the right proportion of nutrients to meet 

.. " the needs of the body, simple dietetic full'S nre formulated, nUll students 

• See Fig. V. 
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FIG. V • 
.. CAKE" DIAGRAM. 

Reproduced by kind permission from" The Pratt Institute Monthly.· 
March 1900. 
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are enabled to estimate correctly which food principle is in excess, (a) Pratt 
which is lacking, in each new ~ipe. and what other dishes should Institute. 
be UIIed 1rith it in order to complete swell-balanced mral." RighSchO<l} 

The Hi~h School girls ha\'"e the advantage over the Saturday class, -contiRUed. 
to ,,-hich the last part of the above extract refers, in that the cookery 
they practise is ba.'Ied upon the knowledge they ha\'"'3 previously 
gained in elementary biology, physiology, physics and chemistry. 
Miss Edith Gn>er. Directress of the Domestic Science Department, 
and Mra. Charuhers told me that the girls are delighted with the 
Ilpportwlities offeN'd for the application of their otlwr studies. The 
MCientific Dlt'thod tlf treatment first arouses" sheer amazement. " hv 
th~ fit'lll of intt-rest it opens up ; and this feeling is rapidly succeeded 
,,~' a Mtillf.,,·tory l'lIthusiasm. "The High School girl finds n Ill'W 

illlt>~t ill both kitchen and laLor-atOlY when ~he applies hel' know-
ledge of the expansion of g-ases to the rising or falling of her cu~e, 
and when she is led to reason out the best way of cooking "egetahles 
from her knowlt'dge of the degree of solubility of mineral salts." 
The High School cooking e1ilSS(>S consist of from twent.y to thil-t.y 
Wrl .. ; Ia.qt ye-ar (1001) they were conductOO by Mrs. Chambers her-
1It'1f. without assistance; she conft'SSed that to superintend the 
I'l"RL'ticsl work of so large a class, which came to her without previous 
training, taxt'd all her c.lpacity N6 outside work was (·xpected 01' 

n-quired of the pupil!J, but well kept., systematic note-hook'S were 
insisW upon, to 8.'lSist in the development of methodical. scientific 
habits. The arrangement of this High School course differs in some 
rt"SJlfCts from that in general use; but the Directress was true to 
hpr com;ction that the allowance of time for somewhat. experimental 
work by the pupil. demanding o~r\"ation and concentratiolJ of 
attt-ntion, is more profitable than the rapid and correct execution 
of a given number of dishes, so carefully superintended that 
failure. with all the valuable lessons it covers, is impossible. 

The course opened with the cooking of eggs in \'"arious 
ways, 10 that the pupil might gain, through her own experience. 
infonnation as to the beha\;iour of albumen under a variet.y 
of conditions, of which the final application was carried oIi., 
without the teacher's assistance. in the manufacture of different 
dishf'S. 1·'01' example, a recipe was given for .. water custard" ; 
obet-nation showed that the .-gg and wak-r must be combined 
in a d.-finite proportion to ensure right consistency; that 
the use of sugar as a condinlent to suit individual tastes must 
he regulaW with judgment; that without c.are in the applicat.ion 
of hpat at a certain temperature, failure was inevitable. The 
next k>sson, which included the making of egg lemonade. drew 
attention to another characteristio of albumen, that it is 
coagulated by acid as well as by heat.. Subsequent lessons continued 
the study somewhat as follows: No.3, stufft'd egg, seasont'd and 
pounded; practical point, albumen is toughened by high tempera
tures; No.4, eggs cooked by pouring boiling water upon them and 
allowing th.-m to stand (a) 8 minut~. (b) 20 minutes. Examina-
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(a) Pratt tion showed that the yolk coagulated at a lower temperature than 
In.stitute the white. No.5, the making of meringue; observation demon-
~~!~~~ieJ. strated.that the white of eg~ will hold. air when beaten,. whereas the 

yolk will 110t become ·tenacIOUS by this means. A serIes of experi
ments was subsequently introduced to ascertain more exactly the 
solubility of albumen and the exact temperature at which the 
various changes occur in the yolk and white; after which the girls 
were given some attractive recipes with eggs to carry out by them
selves, which demanded intelligent application of the principles 
jnst learned. Gelatine was next taken, studied by similar methods, 
and the results compared with the knowledge of albumen gained 
in previous lessons;' the double application delived from intimate 
acquaintance 'with the properties of both substances was then 
demanded, for example, in the cooking of fish. The girls would be 
asked to solve the problem of boiling this successfully, knowing that 
the albumen is soluble in cold water, the gelatinous fibres in hot. 
Later on in the course thev would be asked what substances are 
needed to supply the nutrients lacking in fish, and required to 
combine these substances in a soup, a sauce, or a pudding, to accom
pany the fish, adding condiments to enhance or to supplement 
flavour. Thus as the WO.rk advanced the knowledge gained would be 
constantly used for the purpose of acquiling further information, 
always to be tested by practice, the pupils being encouraged to discuss 
and to try various methods of procedure, after preliminary observa
tions and experiments; these being made in test tubes with very 
small quantities 6£ material. Space does not permit me to indicate in 
detail the interesting and thorough manner in which the structure 
and properties of meat were similarly studied. Carbohydrates wera 
subjected to the same method of observation, while in the case of 
sugar the attention directed to how far cooking changes might be 
carried, introduced the causes and control of fermentation. Lessons 
on fats followed; illustrations of the power of combination, emulsi
fication, decomposition, under certain conditions, etc., being found 
in. dishes, such as velvet cream, clotted cream, toasted bacon, etc. 
Water and its qualities were considered before vegetables and their 
cooking, in order t.hat advantage might be taken of the opportlmities 
offered in the cooking of vegetables to apply the lessons learned 
as. to ,the effect of the use of hard or soft water in kitchen pro
cesses. Salts were left for the latter part of the course, because it 
was considered that their intelligent study demanded some acquaint
ance with chemistry, and the girls, who -had meanwhile been 
continuing their general biology and chemistry courses, should 
have become competent at this stage to detect the presence of 
phosphates in wheat, potash in potatoes, etc., and were expected to 
be intelligently interested in their preservation in the chief salt
containing foods. A study of the general nutrition of the body 
and its metabolism, and of well-balanced diets, was carried on 
concurrently, so that the end of the year's work found these girls 
of seventeen and eighteen intelligently trained and genuinely 
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interested in the food question, upon which the well-being of 
families 80 largely depends. Reports from mothers" are constantly 
received" expressing their surprise at the appetite created for 
practical work at home by this course in the High School. There 
seems to be a steadily increasing recognition on the part of the 
parf'nts that the school can fitly provide a part of that education 
which used to be more generally furnished by home life; and they 
readily admit that a decided impulse towards a higher estimate 
of household skill is given indirectly by their own increasing reali
sation of the value of these subjects as a profession, when properly 
studied. A wise emphasis is laid in this particular course upon 
nursery hygiene. The question of accommodation and equip
ment for this work presents no difficulties in this case, for t.hough 
the High School is in a separate building from the Institute, the 
laboratories and workshops of the Technical Department are open 
to, and used by, the High School students. 

An interesting departure was that initiated, some three years (b) Girls' 
ago, in bhe Girls' Classical School at Indianapolis, of which the prin- ~lhsiil 
cipal is Mrs. May Wright Sewall, president of the International I~di~n'
Council of Women. In some respects this school is unique; the apolis. 
courses of study are planned on somewhat broader and even more 
flexible lines than are. usual in High Schools; among the advan-
tages are to be included oppcrtunities for individual instruction 
consequent upon small classes, the intimate acquaintance formed 
by the principal with all her pupils, and the facilities offered to 
weak and backward students. Careful supervision and direction 
Axtends even to the uniform dress worn by the girls, which is 
suitably simple and thoroughly healthful. A commodious two-
storey addition has been made to the building for the special accom
modation oC the Household Science Department, the organisation 
of which was entrusted to a graduate of the Drexel Institute, 
Philadelphia. Its establishment was entirely the result of Mrs. M. 
Wright Sewall's own initiative; not at all in response to, indeed 
rather contrary to, existing public opinion. Her object in taking 
the st('p was to give to .. well-born and well-bred girls, whose cir
cumstances in life relieve them from the necessitie.'1 of household 
work, a respect for labour, a comprehension of the skilled work 
demanded by domestic duties and an insight into the degree to 
which applied science may lighten daily household claims, turning 
drudgery into delight." Evidently the danger of a contempt 
arising On the part of the well-t<Hlo for:.· hand labour is 
not confined to one nation or to one hemisphere; .so, as her own 
pupils are drawn chiefly from wealt\ly homes, Mrs. Sewall wisely 
set herself to direct their attention to the hygienic, economic and 
~thetic claims ap.d possibilities of household 'science, in order 
effectually to counteract this regrettable tendency. Pract.ice 
classes in cooking, on~ hour per ?.'et'k, are open to all school pupils, 
but the full course of study covt:rs two years. and, in common with 
many otber subjoots, is" elective." This cQmpl~te two-year cours£> 

1>-&90. J,. 
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(b) Girls' Qf study includes two lessQns a week of one !;tour each; one of which 
Classical is devoted to theory and' one to practice. During the first two 
~c~?ol, years of its existence about twenty-five per cent. of those eligible to 
a~ol~n- elect the subject tOok the work; these pupils showed much en-
-continue.}. thusiasm and apparently real pleasure and profit were derived from 

the course. The work of the department is carried on in the new, 
admirably equipped kitchen and workrooms; it is related, so far as 
is possible, with that of the other departments in the school, par
ticularly . with that carried on' in physical culture, drawing and 
natural science; the educational and disciplinary values are specially 
emphasised. During the first year the work was limited to that of 
the kitchen and dining room; the instructiQIi covered the subj~cts 
of foods, marketing, cooking, the cl~p.'ling and care of utensils, 
and the serving of meals. Subsequently systematic instruction 
was introduced in laundry work; in the care of bedrooms; in 
house ventilation, heating and general sanitation; in the simple 
principles of nursing; in the care of the sick and emergencies ; 
in plain sewing, dressmaking and !Dillinery. Pupils are 
required to carry out practically only that for which they have 
already learnt good reason exists; and, under their teacher's 
guidance, they endeavour to demonstrate the utility of the facts 
and laws previously presented in theory. As has been stated, the 
course is elective, but permission to elect it is regarded as a recog
nition of good standing in other classes and is esteemed a privi-
lege. The charges to pupils in regular l3.ttendance are reduced 
to the lowest amoUI).t that will cover the cost of the materials used 
and of the expensive equipment provided for conducting the work, 
viz., $10 (£2) per year. 

An "applied science" course for ~tudeuts of Household 
EcouOJ;nics is still in its infancy, but is' reported to promise 
well for the future. It covers _ two yearS; during the first 
of these there is one three-hour lesson per week in cookery, 
one hour's theoretical lecture, and three periods of laboratory 
work in chemistry, physics, and physiology; in the second year 
there are two lessons in theory and only two periods of laboratory 
work in chemistry and physiology; this course entails really hard 
work on its students. Mrs. Sewall tells me -that, by its means, 
ilhe hopes to impress on her girls that " skill is important, but of 
even more importance to them than, skill, is It consciousness of the 
fact that the principles inculcated in this work are fundamental ; 
and that their right compreheilsioll materially affects the attitude 
of the mind towards the work of women, and particularly towards 
dOIIlestic interests." . 

To that proportion of the general public who maybe interested 
in household science~ opportljlll,ity is also given tb ulI:;rease their 
scientific knowledge of ,home subjects and their skill in house
keep ing and home-making by means of adult classes. For these, 
courses of lectures on physiology, hygiene, house sanitation, nursing, . 
emergimcies, marketing, food values, table serVice, etc., are pro-
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vided. Classes are organised. limited to ten students. for those 
w~. wish to supplement the theory thus obtained by practice 
in cooking; those who desire laboratory instruction may join 
the school classes in applied science. In general outline the 
subject matter presented to the regular school classes and to these 
classes of adults is identical. but the treatment is modified in detail. 
condensed or expanded, to suit the age. understanding. and present 
attainments of those in attendance. 

In order to emphasise the evident tendency to direct the atten- (c) Home 
tion of all social ~ades to this important subject of Household snf Dry 
Science, I propose to refer, very briefly, to another excellent D~t~~it. 
illustration of the success which attends the introduction of 
the subject into schools where extra expense accompanies its pur-
suit. The Home and Day School at Detroit WM opened in 1876 by 
the Rev. James D. Liggett and his daughters; it is now installed in 
an imposing building situated in the pleasantest part of the city, 
and is attended by upwards of three hundred boys and girls of 
varying ages. The school comprises four departments, E;inder-
garten. Primary, Intermediate, and Academic or High; the first 
three are co-educational; about thirty~girls find accommodation 
as boarders. The new department of Domestic Science was opened 
in September, 1900, when classes were G>rganised in sewing and 
cooking. Sewing is taught Pl four grades, which include the three 
years in the Intermediate department and the first year in the 
Academic. Two periods a week are given to the work, of which 
the aim is to give manual training, and to set high standards for 
fine work. The course in the first year covers simple stitches 
carried out by hand; from these the girls pass on to machine work 
and make underwear and blouses, for which they take their own 
measurements and draft their own patterns. The objects of the 
work done in the Domestic Science kitchen are threefold :-(1) 
to 'acquire skill in preparation of foods; (2) to study the nutritive 
value of food; (3) to study the chemical composition of foods: The 
kitchen is a large. bright room, with complete equipment for sixteen 
individual workers. The tables provide a drawer f6r each student, 
containing all necessary utensils, and a gas-burner, over which 
most of the cooking is done; a sink with hot and cold water is 
fitted to each table; a coal range contains the oven which is used 
in common by all; while a full dining-room equipment gives 
opportunity for serving a dinner or luncheon at the end of each 
term, to demonstrate the knowledge and skill acquired during 
tha.t timo. The course is to extend through four years in the 
Academic department, and is planned along good lines. . Simple 
cooking in the first year leads to food analysis, and later on to 
chemiea1 and bacteriological examination of foods. Students 
throughout give two periods a week U> the work. which is optional ; 
at the time of my visit. it had been elected by one-third of th ... 
girls. ~ very promising foundation for· this cours~. is laid. by 
previous studies;· elementaty science (chemistry, physics,; geology, 

jl4!lO. L 2 
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metrorology, &e,) is introduCEd in oonnection with nat.ure study 
(which enters largely into the time-table of t.he lower grad('S), 
and is 8ubooqUE'utJy differentiated into distinct suhjects; all 
the IltumE'S included in the curricuhun are ent.rusted to I'f'&Ily 
competent teachers. I must not omit mt"ntion of a practice 
which also undoubtedly oontributes to the f'fficiE'ncy of Ule 
teaching carried on in this school, namt.'ly, the frequent meetings 
hE'ld by the large staff of tt'aChE'1'S, with the E'Xpl'f'SS objed of 
maintaining an intelligE'nt ool'relation bE'tw('('n the subjed or 
8ubj('Cts for which E'adl is responsible with othE'r studit"S C'Ull' 

ducted by his or her oollt'~rrups. 
(d) BOI'ton 1 was interested to It'am that useful work in the fon1\ of 
~igh ~~~' OOUf"St>S in It'SSOns in . Hou!lt'holJ &.iE'uce is done in Boston 
• l'l>E'D lX • High Schools by Miss S, Maria Elliott. These. though ehiE'ily 

throretico.l in charactE'r, ill eonsequE'nce of the oonditions undt'r 
which tht'y are 3Iunittt'd to a plaee in the I'IChool p"lgranunt'6, 
have ser\'t'd a wry good purpose; thE'y h:we :u'OuSl'd inteMt 
smong the pupils and tht'ir parents, thE'y ha\"e attractt'd the 
attention of Ule authoritit"S to a satisfactory extent, and h8\"e 
awakE'ned a dl'Sire for more practical knowled:,.?6 among the 
pupils, Miss Maria Elliott is hE'rself WE'll \'t'rsN in both the 
theory and practice of hE'r subj('Ct, and is furthpr skillE'd in its 
}lre8('ntatioll from the standpoint of expt'rit'IlCt'l. The s~'llabus o( 
thnoe of ht'r COUnll'S isincluded to illustrate the scope and St'}('Ction 
of subjt'Cts whidl llt"r E'xperit'nce has shown ht'r to be both St'n'il'e
able and att.ractiw~ wht'1'6 but a limited tUllt' is a1ltm'l'd for su('h 
lIt.udit."S l\nd wlll'rt' llttt'nd:l1lC'e is (lptional, Mi~ Elliott's piont'l"r 
E'/forts in tllis dift>oCt.ion ha\'e Uu'Oughout n>c:(>ivE'd substantial 
support from the A~.int.ion of Collt'g'6 AlulllUII\ to whose initia
tive Bost.on OW'\'ll so much of its educational and sanitary I'('forru 
and progress; while thE'y have so far l\.wtE'd to fonn puhlie (lpinioll 
tlU\t the City Btm.rd of F.Ju('ation had undt'r (·ont4'mplnt.ion, at the 
time of my \'igjt, t.he provision of a prnct.it'al IIil!h &hool eouMlt' in 
the subjt'Ct of nO\l~holJ Eoonomics. In this mAy Ix> r'lUnd a 
furtht'r p,xaruple of the fllct to whi('h I1'ft'renCt'l was mad~ in the 
('arly pagE'S of this Rt>P01't., that private t>ntt'rprise has almost 
im'ariably pavE'd the way for Ule adoption of ewry brancll of 
Domt'St.ic Scipnce into the curriculum of Stateo-aidl-d schools. 

r.{gi!'leand With reference to the tt'aChing of by~ipne and physiololO' in 
l'~=~>gy )ui\'ate schools, ~p8t'e will 11t'mlit me to refe>r only to Ule t'Xct'lIt'llt 
Hol1\C.'e m~lhods emplo~'ed in the HOnloo Malln &.hool. This ean beo dtllll'! 
~blRl in part by f'xtrnda f"lm tho" TMt"ht'rs (\llltoge lkrord" (tlr 
~rk)C~ew MI\rC,h, I HOO, ami JIUI\lIl~" UlOl. This seh",)l is attached to 

1 Y· Teachers CollegE'. Columbia Ulli\'l"I'Sity, N.Y., for the pUJ)~ of 
practice and obsl>.r\'8tion, It comprises three dt'partmE'nts. a kin
tll'rglU'ten, an eJt'ml'ntary alld a sooondary school, and is now 
housed in magnifit~t new buildings dosigned to be in all respt"Cts 
models of their kind, Hygit'ne and physioit"'g)" are &$.iOcil\ted with 
nature study in tht'l two lower dt'partment8 'and with biology 
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in the High school. In describing the COUl'ge in nature study, Horace 
Professor Francis E. lloyd writes 88 follows: "In general, Mann 
we conclude, that the aim of nature study i:t to prepare the ~~cJ, 
individual for life by training his mental power of observation --"~tin-t. 
and of generalisation, by det'pening and rationalising his emotional 
life, and by increasing his social worth." • • • • • " Nature 
stUily at 6rst must find its material in the immediate environ-
ment of the child, and 88 the mental grasp strengthens and 
the mental horizon broadens, new sources are made available. 
We helie,-e that this is an important principle, for in this way the 
home and the school life can be wo\"en together in the life of the 
child." • • • • • • After drawing attention to the special 
correlation with other studies emphasised in each grade, Prof. 
Lloyd concludl'lJ: "In the eighth grade a serious attempt has 
been made to introduce a course embodying the essentials 
of physiology, meaning thereby not merely the study of the 
human body. but strictly the essentials of both animal and 
plant physiology. This is done because we believe that such a 
course is of much more value educationally, bringing out, as 
it should do, the U'!ential unity of animal and plant physiology 
than the usual course in physiology and hygipne. That idea of 
)Jbysiology which makes it for the most part the study of the 
two hundred odd bones in the human frame, leads us to believe 
that it is time to begin on a new tack. It must not be thought, 
howe,-er, that the COUl'ge is not aiming at the human aspect of 
the study, for it is of profound importance that students should 
have accurate information concerning the workings of their own 
bodies. Furthermore, there could hardly be a better preparation 
for the work in biology, soon to follow in the High School, than 
the training given in such a course." . • . 

I learnt on enquiry that the simplest principles of hygiene are 
illtrodllced thl'Oughout the grades, not alone in connection with 
lite IItudy of snimal and plant life, but successfully also in 
connl'Ction with t'lementary science; for the elder children the 
principles of di/fusinD, solution and chemical change are directly 
applied in human physiology. 

The "Teachers U>llpge Record" for January, 1901, discusses 
in dptail the High School Q)urse in Biology, which is made the 
medium for a more ad,-anced study of physiology and hygiene. 
Again, a few exlrncts will best serve to indicate the general 
linN by which pupils are led on from the physiology of the lower 
to that of the bi~her fornlS of life. .. The importance of 
interpreting the nctivit.ies of the hunlan body from the com
parati'"8 standpoint seems sufficient reason for ad\oocating 
the consideration of the flwdamental principles of physio
logical action in connection with the study of elementary 
zoology. Experience has convinced the writers that there is 
no more pro6table study for secondary pupils than the physio
logical side of animals. No other phase of zoological study 

" 
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arouses a deeper interest and appreciation or is more spontaneously 
applied by them in connection with their own life activities. It is 
scarcely necessary" to offer a stronger reason for including such 
study in an elementary course." . . . "The principles of 
physiology shoUld be introduced with the first animal which is 
studied morphologically, and each principle as introduced should 
receive concrete application. The study can easily and quickly be 
made comparative, as successive types of animals are taken up; 
and, finally, such specific and comparative studies may be made t.c 
lead to a directapplicat.ion of the principles of comparative physio
logy to the activities of the human body." • . . 

Four periods a·week~ of forty-five minutes each, are given to 
t.his subject. The first half of the year is devoted to the zoo
logical part of the course, followed by botany in" the seCond"half. 
It was desired to extend this time, and to do so would add 
materially to the value of the whole course. This interconnection 
of hygiene with nature study, chemistry, physics," and biology 
seems to me essentially the right method; the influence of 
heredity, environment and nutrition upon the highest as well as 
upon lower forms of life is emphasised; human physiology is 
robbed of any subject.ive aspect; concrete applications for t.he 
theories of science and art suggest themselves . nat.urally; and 
while the time-table is impregnated with an at.mosphere of hygiene 
it is not burdened with an additional, isolated subject. To those 
who are in agreement with me I strongly recommend a carefUl 
study of the two publications from which the above extracts are 
made, and from which I offer one more quotation before quitting the 
subject. Professor Lloyd" has been detailing and supporting "his 
outline scheme in botany; he concludes his arguments as follows
" There is a further point of importance in that the very natural 
and eSsential factS about the subject of sexual reproduction may 
he made a part of the knowledge of young students. Such 
knowledge, it is believed, helps" to lift them to a normal conception 
of a question which is in the young mind very frequently befogged 
and distorted to the pronounced detriment of the moral natUre." 

The above selection of examples of the" adoption of Domestic 
Science and Hygiene as an integral part of their programme by 
private schools of high standing could be much increased: but it 
wiIl, I hope, suffice to show the strong conviction of the importance 
of the subject held by independent persons, and the possibility of 
finding time for the study where there is first "a willing mind;" 

C.-:-INSTITUTIONS FOR TRAINING TEACHERS IN DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 

:f~h~r~ i! Teachers of Household Science obtain their training chiefly. at 
Household Technical Institutes, which usually comprise many other depart
Science and ments, though at least one Normal course is offered at an institute 
!rii; Oread devoted" entirely to this su~ject. u.>nsider~ble. attention" has been 
tjatitute. attracted to the Oread InstItute, by Its publicatIOhS as well as by the 
Table XXIV. generosity of its preSent owner ~ It was originally founded and built 



TABLE XXIV. 

THE OREAD NORMAL INSTITUTE OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE, WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Institution Entrance I Scope of Course. . I Methods. I 
Length of I Feeaand IE' 

and Course. Requirements. Course. Finance. . qUlpment. 

Oread Normal (1). Good History of Foods, 9 lectures, 1 hour each. Much streSll 1 year of 10 8200. All mcdern 
Institute, health. Cookery, 40 weeks, 3 hourd daily. laid on indi- moftths. (about £40.) apparatus for 

Worcester, d2). Maturity. Sewing. 40 weeks,2 hours per week. vidual work. Fab:nasium, 
Mas8. andidahs House Economics, 40 weeks, 2 hours per week. Practice work Normal stu- Free scholar- aboratory, 

from 23 to 35 Marketing, 40 weeks, 2 hours per week. in teachin\ is dents work ships were and experi-
years of age Laundry. 20 weeks, 4 hours per week. secured y from 8.30a.m. given by the mental work; 
preferred. Sanitation, 20 weeks, 1 hour per: week. extra classes to 5.45 p.m., chief rro- illustrations 

Domestic Science, (3). Academic Practical house work, 40 weeks, 2 hours daily. . for children and must also moter.o the for lectures 
Normal Course. training, i.e., the Chemistry, 40 weeks, 3 hours per week. and adults, as devote fi ve Inltitute. and general 

full course in a Physics, 40 weeks, 1 hour per week well as in out- evenings a. Mr. Henry instruction in 
good hi g h Physiolo~ 40 weeks, 1 hour per week. side schools. we"k to D. Perky, to all branches 
school, or ita History 0 Foods, 9 lectures, 1 hour each. The scope study, from. 29 out of the of household 
erivalent. Emergencies, 15 lectures, 1 hour each. of the work 7.30 to 9 p.m. 40 students economy. . 

. Principal, knowledge BacterioloR' 12 lectures, r hour each . shows a. de- who took the The k'itchen 
Miss Harriet A. of the following Feeding of nfanta, 12 lectures 1 hour each. sirable com- course last laboratorl' 

Higbee. su b~cta is de- Elocution, 40 weeks, 2 hours per week. prehl'nsive- year. science la -
sira le:- Pedagogy, 20 weeks, 2 hours per week. ness, but the oratory •. and 

Elementary Psychol08;' 20 we.eks, 2 hours per week. time is too gymna!llum 
Physics. English omposition, 40 weeks, 1 hour per week. limited to are situated 
Physiology. Physical Traming, 40 weeks, 3 hours per week. permit of a.bove ea.ch 
Chemistry. Manual Trainin§, } To be· included this thoro u g h- other on the 
Mathematics. Art and Nature tudy year (1902) ness. three floors of 
English and a large circu-
American His- Jar tower, 40 
tory. feet in dia-

meter. 
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at Worcester uy Hon. Eli Thayer, a graduate of Drown University, 
and was opened by him in 1848 as the first institution of higher 
education for women in Massachusetts; it was continued as a 
school until the early eighties. The property was subsequently 
bought by Mr. Henry D. Perky, the philanthropic manufacturer 
of the "Shredded Wheat" preparations, who converted it into 
the existing Oread Institute of Domestic Science. Of the forty 
students who took the course during the past year twenty-nine 
had the advantage of free scholarships; the fee to those who pay 
for their training is $200 (£40); the number of applicants for 
the course was stated to be 600. The building has been thoroughly 
remodelled, and is now supplied with the latest systems of drainage 
and water supply. It is heawd by steam, lit by electricity, and is 
furnished with all modern apparatus for gymnastic, laboratory, 
and experimental work, as well as for general instruction in all 
branches of household economy. No expense bas been spared in 
the provision of equipment; the great kitchen laboratory, science 
laboratory, and gymnasium are situated above each other on the 
three floors of one of the two circular towers, 40 feet in diameter, 
which form a distinctive feature of the building. The kitchen is 
open to visitors, a special gallery being pro\'ided for their accommo
dation, in order that the students may not be conscious of interrup
tion. As the attempt is made to cover in one year the course of 
study usually spread over at least two, more generally three, it is 
essential that the students be in a condition to acquire a considerable 
body of knowledge under pressure. In view of this necessity, the 
requirements for admi..'lSion to the school lay stress on-(l) good 
health, to enable the student to stand a regime of industrious 
application and very hard work; (2) maturity, which is so largely 
an individual matter that a minimum age limit is not rigidly fixed, 
but in ~eneral candidates between twenty-t.wo and thirty-five 
years of age are pn-!erred ; (3) academic training. The full course 
ill a High School, or its equivalent, is deemed an adequate academic 
preparation; the faculty, however, judge each application on its 
merits, not according to an arbitrary standard. Some acquaintance 
with the following subjects is held desirable: elementary physics, 
chemistry and physiology; mathematics, including arithmetic, 
geometry, and algebra; English and American history. The 
regular school year consists of two terms of twenty weeks each. 
Two training courses are offered-the Domestic Course and the 
Normal Course-each e:<tending 0\'61' a similar period of time. The 
first includes general care of the house, general cooking, laundry 
work, a short course on marketing and lectures on the history and 
chemistry of foods, infants' and invalid cookery and emergency 
work, but omits the science and special lecture work included ill 
the second. 

The Normal students are at work from 8.30 a.m. to 5.45 p.m., 
and are further required to devote five evenings a week to study
from 7.30 to 9 p.m. In addition to this, each girl is responsible 



for the arr&no<>ement. of her own bedroom, and groups of girls are 
Appointed to attend to the sernce of meals. Only three-quarters of 
an bour are allotted to air and exercise. though each student must. 
in addition. spend a quarter of an hour in the open air before going 
to bed. It is reported that the practical house-work, as well as 
that in the kitchen and laundry, are better carried out than tha 
IaLotatory practice. though this is much appreciated. Much stress 
is laid on individual work in all studies. Practice work in 
teaching is obbUned by means of the speeial classes offered to 
adults and children. as weD as by those gi\"en in th~ schools of 
\f orcester. Each student has also to gi\"e. a speeimen lecture 
and a practical lesson in each science before her companions, her 
subject being assigned to her. 

The comprehensive syUabus shows a just appreciation of the 
IICOpe of training desirahle; but, in spite of the long hours de\"oted 
hy the 8tudcnUl to their studies, the crowdetl curriculum must 
n~llify its own object. too much being demanded in the limited 
time. The Principal is 80 much interested in the organisation of 
this work. of which she desires to promote the practical utility. that 
it is to be hoped the period of Xormal training. at le&.o:;t, will shortly 
be douhled in length. Tht\ physical And mental strain to which the 
young wonu'n are 8ubjected, and to which their appearance. to my 
eyes, bore witness. is not the only matter Cor regret. To lower the 
prestige of a subject by entrusting it to insufficientl.\"-t'C}uipped 
teachen is a matter of real moment. whl're public opinion is still in 
process of formation. It is in this ronnection that I foresee that 
the desirable time extension will be made. for the exceedingly 
high standard attained by the graduates in Household Science at 
Teachers 0>1legt'. Columbia Cnj\"ersity. or at the Pratt and Drexel 
Institutf'tl, nf'Cl'SSitatai that othl'r Normal couJ"s('s. in the interests 
of t1lt'ir future diplomees, must Collow in the stl'PS of thooe at 
tht"ge prominl'nt institutions. 

The work of tbe Oread Institute is not ronfined to its two groups 
of residl'nt students; spreial c18S9l'S for clubs, u-achers, house
krepers. domertics and coo1..-s, are offered in afternoons or evenings 
as most com-enient; twelve weekly lessons in classes of fifteen each 
Iwing gi,,-en for fet'S of S5 (£1) and sa (l2s. 6d.) respectively. A 
kindergarten departmen\ has also heen formed in ronnl'Ction 
,,·jth the Institute, where mothers may sellil their children from 
four ~-ears of age •• to be instructed in the ABC of proper food 
" hile they are also Il'aming the ABC of Lmgua.,oe.." The children 
are tau~ht, through games, to set. and clear a table, wash dishes, 
sweep a room, make a bed. &c.; a weekly fee of 'i5 cents (about 
3s..) is charged. A class for older children, from 10 to 12, is gi\-en 
.ln Saturdayt1. at a fee of 25 cents (about 18.) per IesAOn. Coune~ 
for private indi,-iduals are also offered in sewing and home 
drPssmaking. 

The Normal course at the Boston Cooking School. which extends (t) Boston 
from the fim Monday in January to the last Friday in June (a Cuoking 
m:-months' course of two sessions daily. even Saturday afternoon School. 
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being occasionally claimed) is another illul~tration of a short 
training, though it is by no. means so ambitious as that just 
described at the Oread Institute, practice being confined to the 
kitchen and laundry. The course includes instruction in all 
branches of cookery and lauildry work, with lectures and examina
tions in marketing, the physiology of digestion, hygiene, chemistry, 
bacteriology, psychology, and pedagogy. Special attention is 
given to the arrangement of lessons in' cookery adapted to public 
school and hospital work, which include plans for kitchen equip
ment and .the purchase of utensils and supplies. The Normal 
students are admitte.d to all demonstrations, and lectures· given 
at the School, and when sufficiently advanced are required to 
give demonstrations before their cotnpanions, who subsequently test. 
and criticise the dishes. Diplomas are awarded to those who pass 
the required examinations and satisfactorily meet the require
ments of the course. A High school education is the essential 
qualification for admission, though more advanced studies are 
advantageous, .especially previous attendance ata Normal School. 
1 was. told that several college graduates were taking the course 
in 1901. There is a steadily increasing demand, at good salaries, 
for qualified women, and graduates are helped to secure positions 
at hospitals and institutions, either for teaching or for supervision, 
in Grade schools and elsewhere. Grade school teachers follow this 
course occasionally to take a diploma in cooking. The Principal 
also told me that, owing to the numher of good openings offered, 
several women previously engaged in office· work have saved 
enough money to support themselves while they took the courSl', 
with subsequent satisfactory pecuniary results. The tuition fees 
are $125 (about £26), payable one half in advance, the balance 
at the middle of the term. Board and lodging may be obtained 
near the school at the Y.W.C.A., the boarding-house for students, 
or in private families, at rates varying from $5 (£1) to $9 
(£115s.) per week, according to accommodation. Each pupil must 
be provided with light washing dresses, full-belted white aprons, 
sleeves and caps to be worn at the ·school. The number in the 
class is limited, and averages thirty, sub-divided into three divisions. 
each under a teacher; the student!! are drawn from all parts of 
the States and Canada. There is no laboratory' for chemistry or 
bacteriology; the demonstrator. in cooking brings her own micro· 
scope when required for the study of food stuffs. Each student 
has twenty practice lessons in Public School work, and the examina
tions are conducted by outside examiners. The premises are large 
and airy, 'three kitchens being provided for the accommodation of 
the normal students and of the ladies' who attend private classes. 
The whole organisation is the outgrowth of Miss Maria Parloa's 
energy and enterprise; but its well-wishers now desire to see the 
course extended and the accommodation amplified to meet the 
modern' requirements in this cla.~s of training. 
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An interesting four years' normal course in Household Economics (c) Lake Erie 
~ thatprovid~ at. the .L~ke E~ie College for Women, which is ~~=for 
situated at PamesvlII~,thlrty miles east of Cleveland and ~hree 'rable xxv. 
miles south of Lake Erie. Founded some forty years ago by pnyate 
enterprise, most. of the contributions to its funds have come from 
citizens· of Painesville and Northern Ohio; the College buildings 
are beautifully situated in well-wooded grounds of· over twenty 
acres. Frequent additions to the original accommodation have 
provl;ld necessary, and Science Hall, in which are located the lec~ure 
roODIS and laboratories for physics, chemistry, hiology; bot~ny, 
and physiology, dates only from lS!)7. The ColJege offers three 
parallel courses which lead to the· deg~es of· Bachelor of Arts, 
Bachelor of Science, and Bachelor of Literature. Each of these 
extends through four c{)llege years of thirty-fhoe weeks each, and 
consists of specified studies for the first two years, 'Yith certain 
required studies and a definite amount of elective work in the last 
two. Entering students may present, in' place of examinations. 
certificates from accredited' schools, with the understanding that 
+cholarship after entrance must. be satisfactory; to this end:the 
work of the first term is probationary. The charge for board, 
room, and tuition for the College year is $250 (about £50), 
rhe tUition fee of $75 (£15) must always pe paid in advance. 
and is not subject to return or deduction; no deduction is made 
for board either, except.in case of serious.illness or other necessity; 
there are small extra charges made for use of laboratories, coaching; 
laundry work, and extra cleaning of students' rooms. The fact 
that the College is worked on what is known as the Mount Holyoke-
plan is probably an,swerable in part for the moderate fees, as the 
institution is by no means wealthy . 

. The original idea has been considerably modified. at Mount 
Holyoke, but Lake Erie College holds true to its standard. All 
students are required to do a certain amount of daily domestic work, 
for, with the exception of certain rough kitchen processes, no service 
is provided. Each· girl must a.ttend to her own bedroom, and 
the other household duties are shared, each student taking thirty
five minutes daily for twelve weeks at a time. ·The service of the 
three daily meals devolves upon the girls ; breakfast is at 6.45, 
lunch at 11.30; and dinner at 5.30. (I confess the question pre
sented itself to my mind whether hygienic requirements. w~re being 

*The Mount. Holyoke plan, referred tf) above, recognis!lII the cultural &s 
~ell as the economical value of housework, and is so designated because t.he 
Women's College at Mount Holyoke was founded with the object of its 
illustration. The students were called upon to participate in the daily 
do~~tic wor~. except c~king and scrubbing, ill order that, while 
derlvmg . the mtellectual stimulus, and. the broad schola.rship. which 
tradition associates with men's collegiate studies, a high ideal of home 
life should be developed and maintained with its mutua.l helpfulness 
and its sel! restrain~ .. The conception a~tempted to comb~ne in practice 
the home Ideal of dignified and ·SystematlC household serVlce with the life 
of a schoIar. . . '" 



TABLE XXV. 

LAKE ERIE COLLEGE, PAINESVILLE, OHIO.- SCHEDULE OF NORMAL COUR.~E IN HOME ECO~OMICS. 

Institution and Entrance I Length of I Fees and 
Course. Requiremcnts. Scope of Course. Methode. I Course. Finance. Equipment. 

I 

Lake Erie Col· The tint term Obligatory SubjecteforallStudente-- The teaching aims Four college '21)0 a ~esr Large Science 
lege for Women, probationary. f Hygicne. 'I epeciallyto J!rovide years of 3" I (about . r,o), Hall with winJlllo 
Painesville,Ohio. Voice Culture. women With a weeks each. an endow- I containinf, lal.o-

President, Engli~h~ Hie- l Physical Traininfi 8cientific training I ment of over I ratories or Phy-
Mary- Evane tory, lathe- Short Course in ome Economics. to enable them to I fOO,OOO, but I 8icA Chemistry, 

A.M., Litt. D.b. matlce, u for 
Home Economics 

fulfil their r8tOpon- onllhundred I Bio o~, Botany, 
other College sibilities with ra- th 0 u a and PhYBio ogy, and 

Normal Course Coursee. First Year. gard to the home 1 dollars still I Cooking j also a 
in Home Eco- German or French. Mathematics, and to 8OCiety. needed. amall but valuable 
noruicsleodingto German, English, Bi ble, Hygiene, Physiology, The scientific anatomical mu-
lJegree of B.Sc. French, Latin; course is thorough seum. 
and Teacher'1 two years' study Botany. and practical and A large and rich 
Diploma. of two Ianguag,... Second .Year. il carried out under: collection of chartll, 

Prof8Kllor of French or German, Art, Desiru and competent pro- medal8, specimen. r fesllOrs. and prepal-ed lub-
Phyaiology, Phyeics, year Decoration, Biology (inc uding The complete I Mtancea arranj(ed 

LuettaP. Bentley_ ChllmiHtry, of Bacteriology~ :PhyelOlogy, Chern- service of the meal. by the MW!II8Chu-
l'rofetlllOf of each istry, Home onomics. for thie large ,Rette Institute of 

H"me Economics, Third Year. establishment ta-
i 

I Technology for 
Chemistry, Bio- Physiology, aix Home ECl,nomics, L'bemiatrytoHis- gether with a farge iIIuHtrating the 

lOB' Dlonths. wry, Bible, Psychology, gic, rart of the house- I ~ lubject ot Food. 
Edna • Day. Economics. old work, ia 80 Of- I A good depart-

P.'O(88ROf of }'ourth Year. 
gani~l Itl to pro- mental librar6;' 
vide the students which includea t e 

H"csehold Art, Home EconoUli:1:: InduHtrial Hil- with rJl'llA-tice in mOtjt recent. books 
lIary Keifer. tory, Sociology, 'thics, Pedagogy. I Domestic Economy. and periodical •• , 
----- ~-- --
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considered when I learned that no refreshment of any description (c) Lake Erie 
was provided for these young people between this early evening Uon~ IUd. 
meal and the next morning's breakfast, although study for two or emit." 
three hours was carried on before retiring to bed.) The setting 
of the tables and washing up of all utensils used for 130 people at 
NCh meal entails no small labour, but is carried on in most syste-
matic fashion. Ten girla are appointed weekly to lay the tables 
for meala and to serve the food, which is brought to the dining 
hall by lifts. Another ten wash up, working in pairs; the silver, 
gla .•• , and small china are collected on each table, then little wagons, 
mounted on wheela, are run from one to another, carrying Lowla 
of BOapy lI·ater, cloths, etc., and the washing up is done on the 
spot. The residue of bread and butter, broken meat, etc., is alao 
collected on to wheeled wagons and sorted; those portions suitable 
Cor sublequent use being set aside in a convenient pantry. Batches 
of students are told off in regular order to attend to the sitting 
roOlnB, corridors, and staircases, which are ,"ery extensive. The 
Pl"incipal, Miss Emns, considers that the acti,·e interest main-
tained in thf'88 daily life processes conduces to the development of 
the social spirit, and prevents the girla acquiring a contempt for 
household dutie8, while it affords excellent training in methodical 
habits and in ready adaptability to circumstances. A strong 
I'f'ligious atmosphere pen·rules the college. The average number 
of studenta is somewhat over a hundred, who, with their twenty-
three proCessors, are all resident. Systematic work in physical 
training is carried on under a specially trained teacher (unless 
studentA are excu...oo upon examination), who most wisely includes 
Lase-ooll, basket Lall, and tennis under this designation; and con-
dloctA all her c1assee in the open air whenever the weather pennits. 

In the Cour years Nonnal course in Home Economics·, students 
entered Cor the degree oC Bachelor oC &ience take prescribed courses 
M tt plecti,·es" in this and I'f'lated subjects, and receive at 
their graduat.ion, in addit.ion to their degree, a Teacher's Diploma 
in Ilome F.conomics; thus they combine the liberal tmining 
oC 8 collegt" CttUI"ge \\;th special training along one line. Their first 
ypar's chplllistry deala with non-metals, and includes a certain 
amount of qualitative analysis, to which three laboratory periods 
of two hours each and one lecture period weekly are devoted. 
An introcJuction to organic chemistry CoDows in the first quarter of 
the IIf('()nd year; the remaining twenty-Cour weeks are devoted to 
lIpecial work, of which the distinguishing feature is applications to 
ftlOll and I'h~iolo~; this COUI"!1e also includes a study of air, water 
and food principles from the standpoint of sanitary and physiological 
chemistry. A course in general bacteriology, in which cell structure 
is carefully studied, Corms an introduction to Mtany. which in tLbJ 
instance consists of a laboratory study of tyjJ1Cal forms, beginning 
with rusts, moulds and mosses, leading on to flowering plants. The 
"'\)oratories in the new Science building give every opportunity for 

• See Table XXV. 
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~ Lake Erie the pursuit of both ~hese studies; furthe.r assistance being affor~ed 
co7t~i!!ed. by.t~e excellen~ departmentaI.reference library, t~e larg~ co!lectIon 

of slIdes for mIcroscope and lantern,· the: herbanum, rICh m local 
species, and the fresh material for study easily available in adjacent 
woods. General biology and a short course on anthropology are 
also open to seniors. 

The immediate study of Home EconomicS comprises the following 
cOUTSes :-
. (1) Household Sanitation.-(The house, itB location, construction 

and care; to be preceded or accompanied by cOUTSes in physics, chemis: 
try, bacteriology and art.) Time required, four hOUTS a week for 
twelve weeks. . . . 

(2) Chemistry of Foods and Cooking.~(Qualitative and quantita
tive analysis of foods; detection of food adulterations, principles of 
cooking illustrated by laboratory work. To be preceded by general 
che(Ilistry and physiology.) Time required, six hOUTS a week for 
twcnty-four weeks. 

(3) Dietaries, Theoretical and Practical.~Planning of meals for 
the college family with careful estimate of cost.) 

.(4) Supervision of Domestic. Work. 
(5) Home Economic~.-(Areview.and unifying of all previous work 

relating to the .home, ·expenditure, values, the relation of the home 
to society.) To be preceded bya course in Economics. 

(6) Methods of TeachillgHome EconomicB.-To ·be preceded by ·a 
COUTS~ of Pedagogy. 

The equipment for the practice of cookery was somewhat limited 
at the time of my visit, though the kitchen had been well fitted up 
and supplied with sets of the Pratt Institute Food Analyses, charts, 
and sets of block models. From .the first a certain number of 
students had shown great interest in this course, and it was antici
pated that considerable impetus would be given to the practical work 
iIi this department by the new teacher of cooking, to whose charge 
it was to be entrusted that autumn. 

A short course in Elementary Home Eoonomics is arranged for 
gener-al students. This is cori.fined to an introduction to the study of 
sanitation, food, principles of cooking, and dietaries; no preparation 
in the sciences is required, and only so much of the scientific rosis 
is given as is necessary for the understanding of practical methods. 
The courSe is not included in college work, but is sufficiently in 
request to show that, t.o an increasing degree, educate4 wOlllPn· 
desire to gain an insight into the subjects upon which the right 
ordering of daily life is based. . 

All student.Rmust attend t.he lectures upon hygiene and the 
classes invoice culture. The science work required of all also in
cludes physiology and· one year's work in physics or chemistry 
for the classical and scientific courses; . physiology and six months' 
work in. physics ~. chemistry. for the literary course •. 'rheo.bli
gatory course. sm ... ygiene and· physiology !U'. e. conducted by Mi. ·;;lS. 
Luetta Ben~ey, w is profuundly .. a*d ~ualIy in~ted in 
her sl1bjects. The eme:ilt~ry . coUrses· deal with the principal 

\ · 
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bodily functions and care of the health; they are illustrated by 
dissections of an Auzoux disseetible mannikin, and by models of the 
eye, ear, heart, laryni and head; fow' hours a week for twelve weeks 
are required in each year; no practical work is carried out by 
the students. The course in advanced physiology is elective; 
it is devoted to a microscopic study of the tissues and to detailed 
study of the special functions in relation to health and disease; 
it covers the same length of time as the elementary. The fourth 
year course in hygiene and physiology is again obligatory on all 
graduating students; this is concerned with embryology, the sub
ject being gradually developed from plants, through fishes, birds, 
and mammals to human beings. With the assistance of a collection 
of special models and specimens, prepared and voluntarily con
tributed by leading medical men in Cleveland, Miss Bentley is 
enabled to introduce the young women in her class to aright under
standing of the responsibilities of motherhood and the wise care of 
infant life. The results of her tactful, discreet, and sounel methods 
of handling this subject during the past few years are stated to 
be already perceptible beyond the college walls; meanwhile 
she is the recipient of many grateful letters from graduates 
who have subsequently married and who ;realis~ their. 
deep obligations to her teaching. It is largely. owing to 
Miss Bentley's enthusiasm and energy that the general equip
ment of this department has reached its present complete COn
dition; valuable charts and engravings, skeletons and anatomical. 
preparat.ions and histological specimens constitute a small museum. 
The wide-reaching influences for good of such a course, conducted 
on such a method, are incalculable, though, worthy as it is of 
imitation, one is compelled to recognise that· few individuals 
combine the technical knowledge, enthusiasm, discretion and skill 
which distinguish Miss Bentley, and contribute to her admirable 
success. It is her ideal that all the science work carried on in the 
college shall be brought to bear in its application on the study of 
hygiene; and she is fortunate in having as a colleague Miss Edna 
Day (a. graduate of Michigan University, the recently appointed 
professor of chemistry, biology, and home economics in Lake Erie' 
College), whose interest and training well qualify her to further 
develop the Normal Household Science course. 

When writ.ing in Part 1: of the hygiE'!ne anel physical cult.ure Training of ' 
courses obligatory in most colleges, no reference was made to the Teac~ers in 
so II 1'('.('8 from which t.he professors of these subjects are drawn .. This ~ri~lcal d 
Report would be incomplete were no allusion mad~ to one of the HyO'~~~e~ 
mOst prominent of these-the Boston Normal School of Gymnastic!!. Bos~on 
Mrs. Hemenway, in addition to her pioneer work in the establish- Normal 
ment of the first 'Public school kitchelrin the United States and the ~ch.ool of. 
inau~tio~ of the first Normal schOo.l for te.schera o~ Household "T:W:X~vi. 
Arts. also. m 1889,. founded the lJoston Normal Sehool of Gym-
nastics. The promotion of true womlUi,liness was her life-long. 
object, and she looked for its attainment by two means-i.e., by the 
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Boston intelligent study of. the household arts, and the perfect develop-
Normal ment of physique by a well-planned course in physical training, 
~hool 0[' based upon the knowledge and practice of hygiene. Mrs. Hemenway 
.!c~ti~~. was aided in her work by Miss Homans, at present Principal of 

this Normal School of Physical Training, who has been its prime 
organiser for a quarter of a century. Opportunities are here 
offered to men and women to prepare themselves to conduct 
gymnasia or to direct physical training according to sound methods, 
To this end thorough, instruction is provided, not only' in gym
nastics, games and dancing, but also in those principles of physi
ology, psychology, and the hygiene of the human body, upon 
which physical training mlL~t always depend. A High School 
certificate or its equivalent is required of entering students, as 
well as proof of a sound elementary acquaintance with physics and 
chemistry. The courses of instruction include a pursuance of 
bath these subjects, in addition to practical physiology and 
histology; the theory of gymnastics; corrective gymnastics and 
massage; gymnastic games; dancing, swimming, emergency work; 
psychology, educational theory, and practice lessons with Grammar 
S<1hool and High School children, as well as with private classes and 
instruction to shop womE.'n in the evening. The names of the 
instructors answer for the admirable character of the training; 
they are drawn chiefly from the IJrofessors at Harvard Univel"!'lity 
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The courses in 
I'hysics and chemistry are given in the ample laboratories of the 
latter building; the work in both branches of study has special 
reference to prepal'ation for the study of physiology and gym
l!astics. Instruction in hi..'1tology and physiology is given by 
means of lectures, recitatiolls, demonstrations, and, in histology, 
by laboratory work on the part of the student. The course is 
planned so as to give a clear conception of the methods and results 
of physiological investigation, and is made to bear directly upon 
the subject of personal hygiene in its widest sense. To this end, 
thirty hours are devoted to conferences, in which there is the 
fun(l~t possihle discussion, on the part of students and instructor, 
of the conditions of healthy life. Among t.he topics considered 
in this part of the work are the relations of heredity and E.'nviron
ment to health; the effects of use and disuse of organs; the physio
logical effects of muscular exercises; clothing, bathing, and the 
prevention of colds and other inflammatory processes; feeding, 
fatigue, rest, and sleep. During the entire period the amount 
of didact.ic teaching is reduced to the minimum; and the students 
are, ahove all, encouraged to work out for themselves the appli
cations of physiology to the healthy life of the organism. 

Much thought has been devoted by Dr. Theodore Hough (Massa
chusetta Institute of Technology) to this eminently practical course 
in physiology and hygiene; he considers itadvisable to include a little 
elementary bacteriology; to this only from fifteen to twenty hours 
o!an be given, but it is very carefully done, great pains being taken 
with the drawings and microscopic work; by this means the cellula~ 
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TABLE XXVL 

BOSTOY NORYAL SCHOOL OF GYlL."lASTIcs. 

Two YUBS' CoUB8B OJ' hSftUCTION FOB NOBlUL STUDENTS. 

Physics with demolliltratiollil 

Chemistry with laboratory work -

- 30 hours 

- 45 hours 

Histology and Physiology and Hygiene with laboratory work 195 hours 

Kinesiology and Theory of Gymnastics 

Descriptive and topographical Anatomy 

Symptomatology -

Theory of Gymna..'ltics and Art 01 Teaching 

PsYChology and Pedagogy 

Pedagogy and Art of Education -

- 100 hours 

- 86 hours 

25 hours 

- ';0 hours 

- 40 hours 

- 30 hours 

Lectures on spinal curvature - 12 hours 

Lectures and practical exercises in Applied Anthropometry 
(in sections) 

Corrective gymnastics and massa"ae 

Instruction in gymnastic games -

Instruction in dancing -

..Esthetic dancing 

Swimming (m aectiollil)-

Athletics (lectures and illnstrations) -

Instruction in fencing (elective) -

F.mergencies, with practical instruction in bandaging -

Daily instruction in gymnastics -

Daily review in gymnastics and instruction in teaching 

- 95 hours 

- 30 hours 

- 30 hours 

- 30 hours 

- Ii! hours 

- 10 hours 

- 15 hours 

Teaching da.'lSe8 of children - 85 hours 
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structure of the simple tissues of the body can be more intelligently 
studied (epithelium, connective tissue, muscle and nerve cells); 
embryology he approaches from the general philosophica.l sljand
point, which he believes to have real pedagogical value. In his 
opinion not less than five hours a week for a year must be devoted 
to the study of anatomy, physiology and hygiene, practica.l and theo
retical, if the student is to teach the subject subsequently in Grammar 
and High_ Schools.. Like, many other. scientific men, he deplores the 
limitationS hitherto imposed by the state legislation 'as to the teaching 
of these subjects, one regrettable result of which has been ,the un
willingness of experts to write textbooks, which the law requires to 
be submitted to a.!ay committee prior to acceptance; but his con
sciousness of the loss to the rising generation which results from this 
attitude has prompted him and his colleague, Professor Sedgwick, to 
consider the preparation of a manual, which should be at once reliable 
and acceptable; there is evidence also of a movement to secure desir-

, 'able modification of existing-legislation on theieaching of hygiene 
and physjology. _ _ ' . ' '. 

Much attention is directed in this course to the science of move
mentsaild to corrective gymnastiCs, the object of which is.to 
impress the- avoidance of harn'lful exercises and the use of pre
ven.tive measures. The etiol()gy,de'veloPIllent,and pathology' of 
lateral curvature of t~e spine a!'tl de!!lt \\jth S9 fru: 11.8 is necessary to a 
practical understan~ing of the subject; special stress is laid upon t~e 
examination- and detection of this condition as found in children 
of school age, with illustrations of the practical methods of recording 
such changes. The _que~tion.of tr;eatment is taken up through a 
consideration of the principles underlying the. conditions which 
demand attention and ofthe range of application of ihedifferent 
means which may be employed. In the clinics 'of the Children's 
Hospital, and in the school itself, the students acquire 
considerable experience in the gymnastic treatment of various 
deformities, as well as in the px:actical application .. of massage. 
The brief course in Symptomatology is intended to convey to the 
minds of the students an estimate of-the general appearance of 
the more common diseases. Two reasons are advanced in: sapport 
of such instruction, first, that it enables thestudent!!l in their 
future work as teachers to detect conditions of doubtful health 
in applicants for gymnastic training, and to warn then} to consillt 
a physician ~rore undertaking the work; second, that it fits them 
to (jomprehend :~ore intelligently the information given by phy
sicians regarding patients whom theymay advise to take gymnastic 
training. -' 

A most careful physical examination is always made previous to 
the a<hnission of candidates; expert advice is at once taken on any 
doubtful point, free of expense to the would-he student. The 
physical- training is undoubtedly severe, but great . consideration 
is shown, w~ile students are expected to co-operate with their 
instructors by the exercise of discretion and by the conduct of their 
daily life along healthy lines. The resthetic dancing which enters 
into the curriculum of the second year is a form of applied gym
nastics, in which the power of co-ordination and the seme of rhythm , . 
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are especially trained .. The nlOvements are more complicated, less Roston 
localised, less sharply defined than are formal gymnastics, they :hnniI f 
are .. continuous, rhythmical~ of ~nstantly varying char~.ter~ G;l:'~~ics 
and Involve blended but partIal' Mtian.of a great number or Jomts --cont~nued. 
and muscles, rather than powerful, complete act~on of a few ... :rhEj 
practical results obtained are grace and ease of movement and b~ai'-
mg, together with a considerable rimount 'Of endurance. It seeme~ 
to me that they constitute a yaluable addition to the more or~linary 
course of training, for they develop a: graceful contl'Ol of muscular 
}JOwer, channing to the beholder and refining to the possessor. 

The school itself contains rooms of unusual proportions. In 
addition to the gyinnasium proper, which has an area o,f, 4,000 
square feet, there aN lecture-rooms, an anthropometric-room, a 
library, a gymnasium for corrective work, etc. Sho~ei'baths'!1nd 
ample dressing-room accommodation are provided,. while, thanks 
to the. well-selected aspect, all the rooms . are well lighted and 
flooded with sunshine. The, equipment of the school, incl~des 
forty microscopes, mounted and disarticulated skeletOlls, prepa-, 
rations of joints, a life-size Auzoux model of the human :body .. 
and a large number of anatomical charts, etc., besIdes a complete 
set of anthropometric instruments. The library contains about 
1,000 volumes, brought chiefly from Europe; these are largely 
professional in character and include, in addition to the purely 
t.echnical matter, standard works on psy~hology, metaphysic!!. 
sociology, natural science, and education. , 

'The personal interest taken by ,the staff in their work for· this 
school impressed me to a marked degree; no pains seemed spared to 
adequately prepare the students for their work, and the thorough
ness of the training struck me forcibly. Miss Romans does,not 
consider the experimental stage of the training to be yet passed; 
she would like the two years to become a four' years' course, thQugh 
compelled to ~wait the realisation of her ambitious id~al until subse
quent remuneration is calculated upon a scale which would compen
sate for the investment this prolongation would involve. She quotes, 
insufficient opportunity for practice in teaching and the difficulty 
of raising the standard of admission, as the existing prominent 
defects, together with the pressure of study which necessitates a 
great deal of home work. The individual development' and mental 
growth of each- student is carefully studied; Miss RomanS. deals 
perSonally in a private interview with any pupil with whom she, pr, 
any member of the staff, has caus~ to be dissatisfied~ Students are 
required to be careful of their personal appearance,a;nd at all time\l
to be neat in their dress, in the belief that professionals cannot be 
too careful on these points. Black serge is used for .the gym;nastic 
costume, a red tie distinguishes the junior class, while theseniol'lI 
wear' orange, One hundred graduates are now earning from. 
$800 (about ,£160) ~o $2,000 (about ,£400) a year, and only 
t110se who for family reasons, such as marriage, do not desire to 
make use of their certificate remain unemployed. All applications' 

6490. )t 2 
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pass through Miss Homans' hands, and she has devised a system 
of promotion, which gives advancement to experience, backed by 
sound knowledge. All graduates can, indeed are advised to, return 
periodically for further exercise and study-and they avail them
selves fully of the privilege; they are in such demand, that unusual 
advantages are in most cases afforded them to visit Boston for 
this purpose. The male students are generally members of the 
medical profession, who have made a speciality of bodily deformity. 
The cost of training is about £170, inclusive of board and lodging. 
The tuition fees and incidentals average £18 to £20 a year. 

D~-TECHNICAL INSTITUTES. 

There is no more striking illustration of the growing national 
faith in the importance of affording to young people adequate 
opportunities for industrial as well as for purely intellectual train
ing than is found in the Technicallnstitutes of the United States. 
This faith is certainly known by its works: from east to west, 
from north to south, it has found expression in the erection 
and endowment of numberless such schools. Of these, the inten
tion is invariably excellent; and of the greater number it may 
be also truthfully said that they are handsome specimens of 
architecture, usually the pride of the city to which they belong. 
Their spacious lecture halls and laboratories are equipped with 
the . latest and best appliances; the staff of professors is selected 
from the most highly qualified and experienced teachers available 
for the funds at the disposal of ~he Committee; and their students 
are imbued with an esprit de corps which at the same time 
stimulates study by the desire it fosters to maintain the prestige 
of the institute, and develops a healthy spirit of corporate life. 

'J.·ypical It is hard to resist the temptation to enlarge upon the good 
Courses. in work I carried on in the teaching of Household Science 
~~n:1C (General and Normal COUl"!!es) and Hygiene in If. considerable 
(General and number of these Institutes. The incrE'ased attention which 
~ormal hygiene claims is clearly observable in the emphasis laid on 
COd~es) a study of the sanitary aspects and applications of such subject~ 
iiyJ~ne. as architecture, engineering, bacteriology, and physiology- the 

last two are frequently obligatory-upon all science students; and 
I was surprised to find courses on sanitation and personal hygiene 
required even of those who had selected classical or literary studies. 

(a) Bradley For instance, at the well-known Bradley Institute at Peoria, lllinois, 
Insti~ute. courses in physiology, bacteriology, and hygiene, based upon 
Peona. biology, chemistry, or physics, are taken by the science group in 

its fifth year; while sanitation, food work, or dietary studies, 
based upon the same fundamental sciences, are required of the 
classics, literature, and general groups in their sixth year. 

It appears to be quite usual to arrange courses of study in these 
Institutes so that a student may enter at the end of a Grade School 
course and continue in attendance for six years. This ensures 
time for the acquirement, first, of a broad and practical general 
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edumtion. corresponding to a general High School course; and 
sul:llequently of the special preparation essential to the selected 
trade or profession. A limited amount of specialisation is allowed 
in the third Ilnd fourth year, but it is in the Ia.~t two that the 
llpecial work is carried forward with energy, usually with a con
sidl'rable amount of freedom. Thus it comes about that the 
studenta' courses in the subjects of this Report become annually 
more prolonged and thorough. A further illustration in this 
connection may be draW'll from the Bradley Institute. The required 
study of physiology comprehends not oo1y the structure and 
functions of the body, but time is afforded for a careful microscopic 
study of the tissues, 8S well as for carrying out some of the more 
simple physiological experiments. The course in bacteriology and 
hygiene is sufficiently prolonged to carry the student on from '30 

general introduction to these subjects, through the cultivation 
and lIystematic study of the common non-pathogenic organisms 
and their effrcts, to the more distinctively hygienic aspectS of 
bacteriology, such as the examination of water, air, soil, milk; in 
conclusion, some problems of public health are discussed. Again. 
the sanitary science course includes, besides personal and general 
domestic hygiene, a study of the details of I13nitary house con
struction, of building materials and of house decoration; practical 
treatment is pursued in this course as far as possible, extending 
even to visits to furniture stores. and to the select jon of suitable 
articles. 

Typical examples of Technical Institutes which offer General and 
Nonnal courses in Domestic Science may be found in the Pratt 
Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y.; the Drexel Institute, Philadelphia; 
and the Mechanics'lnstitute, Rochester. Perhaps in respect of 
equipment, the Eastman building, at the latter school, might take 
first place, though its Normal courses have not been conducted for 
a sufficient time, or under such conditions, as to p!ace its graduates 
as yet in the front rank attained so j\L~tly by those of Pratt and 
Drexel. 

The hand!!Ome technological school opened in 1900, at (b) Eas~D 
Rochester, New York, i .. the outcome of the munificence of Mec~cs' 
Yr. George Eastman, who ga,-e S200,000 for tho ~::::-
purpose, supplemented by princely donation... from Mrs. Y.y. r. 
Henry Bevier and others. The Institute previously carried 
on its educational work in detached buildings, poorly adapted for 
the pnrpose. Space, light, wntilation, and heat have now been 
pro\-ided without stint; the large rooms, wide haiL .. , and abundant 
provision of apartments for officers, teachers, and caretakers, 
covering a Iarge area. As far as practicable, the building has been 
di\-ided between industrial and fine arts and domestic sciellce, the 
Jatter department having been established in the south end. On 
the first floor, for the Department of Domestic Science, is found a 
large rll'm:mstration 1'OOm used for lectures and in~wction to large 
~uqie~ces. Close to this demonstration fQOm ., the first grol1P 

. ."' "- . -- . 
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(b) Eas~m~n of pomestic;. Sciepce rooms, those. devoted to co?kery; a s,mall 

IMec~mcs -dinllig-roomand butler's pantrywhlCh belong to this slpte.are used nstltute .. . . ...' 
Rocheste'r by Normal students for planning and. serving the luncheons .and 
N.Y.- ' dinners required as part of their training. Beyond the group of 
c.ontinued. Normal class-rooI,D.S are three large kitchens, each wit.hpantry 

and other adjuncts, used for day and evening classes. These con
stitute one of the most interesting series of rooms to be found in the 
J.,uilding. The second Hoor is arranged on a similar plan. On the 
soqth side is a series. of six large rooms used by the Department of 
Dressmaking; they are exceptionally well. arranged, and. have 
~hundanceof light. both from the side and from skylights in the 
roof. A very attractive room is devoted to the study of art history ; 
and an office for .the head of the Depart.ment C()mpletes the suite. 
Close at hand are the millinery class-room and teachers' room, while 
continuing around to the real' are the first, second, and third grade 
!\ewing rooms in the order named. The laundry is placed in the 
basement; the equipment includes nine porcelain tribs, an immense 
boiler, a dryer, and other essentials. * 

The branches of study offered in these departments of Domestic 
Science and Art are cookery, home science, laundry work, a bouse
keeper's courseja course in general and household chemistry, 
drawing, sewing, dressmaking, millinery, and physical culture. 
These are arranged to meet the~quirements of several classes of 
pupils.· . . . . 

(1) General Courses, which afford practical instruction in .alI 
. the subjects. that pertain to the daily routine of lIorue work. A 
pupiLmay enter for a single term or for a year, taking up for special 
study one Or more subjects in which she is particularly interested. 
There are three terms of three months each in day and evening 

. classes. The first, second, or third grade work in any subject may 

. be' taken up at the ~egillning of either autumn, winter, or spring 
term. 

(2) Certificate Courses, i,e., separate courses in cookpry, home 
science, laundry work, needlework or dressmaking, so carefully 
systematised and graded that a student Illay specialise in a particular 
brailch and beC',ollle fitted to take it up asa means of livelihood. 
Courses of twelve lessons each in advanced, invalid and fancy 
cooking are a1~o offered to meet the needs of professionaJ. students, 
I uch as physicians and nurses, or confectioners', respectively. Cer
tificates are granted to those who complete any of these courses 
satisfactorily and pass the required examinations. 

(3) Normal Courses, which give such special training as shall 
fit young womf:'n to become teachers of the various branches in
c~uded in,the domestic arts arid . sciences. ]'or admission, at least 
8. ;High 8c'\1001 education or its. eqUiValent is required. The course 
m~y be comp'le~d in. two years of five days a week. To those wh? 
satIsfactorily complete the..fwl Normal course of two years' th~ 
diploma of the Institute is-award-ed:'-The Board of Education is .. 

• See Fig. V~ 
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authol"isPd to employ graduates of this Normal course too teach 
dom~tic ecience and art in the city schools; for which reason it 

"is aatisCaclnry to add that it includes an excellent course in publio 
hygitone. nus deals with contagious diseases. disinfe'Ct.ioD. food 
inspection and protection. and last, but by no means Il'ast, school 
bygiene. In the Normal training in Doml'Stic Art special attl'n
Lion is gin'O In the theory of colour. colour combinations. and a 
study of colour echeml'S fromo tl'xtill'S and naturnl objects; study of 
light and shade from drapery; and of line and pose from tbe 
,,-orb or grt'at mastl'rs. House furnishing and house sanitation 
are included in thiscoul"9P. while physiology. hygiene. and physic.al 
culture must be studied by students of either group of Domestic 
subjerta. 

The tuition fees nry from ~ In $27 pf'r tl'rm. 8o('.C()rding In the 
course; in all Cll9l'8 thpyare reduced for e\"ening classes. 

I han, 8l'lectro as a detaill'd example of a six years' Technical Cc) ~wis 
Institute course in Doml'Stic Economy for genernl students that. ~.t.tut.e, 
carnt>d on under lfiss L C. lIunt at. the Lewis Institute. Chicago. Tabr:;o
n.e Institute OWl'S its exiswuce to the late Allen C. Lewis, who nyu 
Me. a large part of his ('State (!550,000) for its support 
aud pro\;doo for its organi.~tion. The estate was so efficiently 
manngOO, that wh('n I.anded over In trustees in 1895. eighteen} ears 
arter Yr. Lewis'. death. it amounted to $1,000,000 (£200.000). 

The work of the Dt-par'men~ of Science and Literature is arra~ 
in three divisions :-(1) Preparatory; con'ring ,.°ha~ is usually done in 
.he first two yeaJ"I in a H igb School. (2) Academic; col"ering the work 
of the Ias~ two Higb School years_ (3) Collegiate; corresponding 
to tbe first two yeaJ"I 01 a college course. Eacb mndidate for admission 
.. ",quired to furnisb a u-stimonial of honourable dismissal from tbe 
IIChooi last attended; be must al-.o ",fer to two persons, preferably 
his teathers or employers, from wbom information about bim may be 
obtained. CanJidatt'li from Cllieago Grammar Scbools and otber 
eebools 01 equal rank, ,.°bo hate completecl satk-factoril,. the work 01 
tbe eightb grade. may be admitted ,.°ithouL examination. upon reeom
Dtendation 01 the principal 01 the scbool from ,."bicb they come. The 
uniform eost 01 in.. .. truction for full regular work is '20 (£4) a 
quart4:r of t,,~hoe ,.°eeo; • reduction is made for a single course of 
instruction and for e,-ening classes. In tbe Preparatory division 
mOlt of the kalona are prepan!d under the direetion of tbe teacher 
for ,.bom the work .. being done, fOf' wbicb purJnl8 the 
studen .. meet their teacher in his t"lass room, library. laboratory. 
or worksbop; tbe&e are equipped witb lucb applianc:es," in 
the way of books, apparatus, or tools, as will enable him 
to make his teacbing DlOlt efreeti",~ and to furnisb his students 
witb wbatenr tbey need for tbe IUc:cessful pl't'paration oi their 
It'88OIUl. In all dil"isions classes are limited in number to twenty
fi,°e. 80 that eath Itudent may l't'C.'eil-e such individual instruction 
as be net'd.s, and be u-sted eacb day as to tbe eonscientioUiness with 
wbicb be has Pl't'pared tbe work assigned. In tbe Preparatory Ditision., 
a •• crediL ~ signifies. tbe sUClCt'!!Sful completion 01 a twelve weeb' 
course of instruction, requiring from ten to twelve houl'S a week. 
counting lime 01 preparation and recitation. To obtain the Prepara. 
t«J eertifimte the Itudent must eeeure "':enty-one credits. olwbich 
~~~n are preacribed as foll01l1l :-English, three credits; Algebra 
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and Geometry, four.j Latin, four j Science, two; Drawing, Shop
work or Domestic Economy, three. To follow four of the essential 
courses at a time means nine to twelve hours' work a day. 'More 
advanced students are trained in methods of greater self-dependence, 
though, thanks to the large and efficient staff secured by means of 
Mr. Lewis' liberal endowment, all studies are conducted under desirable 
supervision. Examinations are conducted by the staff, except in the 
case of students who are subs,equently appointed under the Chicago 
Board of Education, when they are subjected to a further examination 
by that body. 

The course in Domestic F..conomy carried on under Miss L. C. 
Hunt at the Lewis Institute, Chicago, covers six years. It includes 
the chemistry of daily life, cooking, sewing, home sanitation (thi.'1 at 
present taught largely theoretically), and physiology. Biolo~'Y' 
chemistry, and physics are still" elective" subjects; for the N onnal 
course, to be shortly initiated, they will be pre-requisites; but even 

. now they are frequently elected, as, by pursuing them, in addition 
to other courses in this department., a student can qualify for the 
RSc. degree, while she also prepares herself to teach .domestic 
economy, or lays the foundation for the future professional study 
of nllldicine or nursing. The average age of the students is seven
teen; about 100 were following t.he conrse at the time of my visit. 
In general terms, it may be stated that ten hours a week are given 
for one year respectively to cooking, sewing, housekeeping, and 
domestic economy (which includes house sanitation, and is incul
cated t.o a large extent by "field work "). A year's work in 
physics and three or four years' work in chemistry are required 
of those who elect these subjects; the latter embraces. general 
chemistry, qualitative- and quantitative analysis and some 
organic chemistry; general biology absorbs a year, 
ttl which the courses in animal physiology and hygiene form a con
tinuatibn; these, again, cover three terms of ten hours' work a week. 
In general hiology each student studies the gross and microscopic 
anatomy of at least one representative of each of the chief groups 

. into which plants and animals are divided, and assists in the 
preparation of material for microscopic study. In hygiene atten
tion is concentrated on a study of those factors in man's structural 
environment which chiefly affect his-physical well-being, such as 
disease germs, household and public sanitation, exercise, clothing, 
etc. Practical histology enters into the physiology course; no 
text-book is employed, but many reference books are at the disposal 
of the students,e.g., Schaffer's" Histology," and Howell's" Dis
section of the Dog," which is followed in the dissection of rabbits. 
The results from the study of biology and physiology are con
sidered most successful; students never before interested .become 
almost invariably genuinely absorbed in these subjects, the scope of 
which promotes, in addition, general culture. Sixteen is the 
average number in the housekeepers' or cooking course. Judging 
by the lessons I was able to attend, the students are called upon 
to do their oWn thinking, and it did not surprise me that they 
should. 1?e ~ecofded a!I developing intelligence W1~er the process. 
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In addition to school practice, they are required to carry out at home 
PJ'0(J(>SSe8 learnt by demonstration in cookery, these demon
st.rations being given by Miss Hunt, or her assistant, once or twice 
daily. The practical work is chiefly individual, though, in the case 
of a searching lesson on the testing of milk for colouring matters 
and preservatives, for the specific gravity of whey, etc", the students 
were divided into groups of two. 

Two hours a day for three quarters, each consisting of twelve 
weeks, is devoted to needlework under Miss Watson, who is a 
good example of the transfusion of perseverance and enthusiasm 
from teacher to taught. Her scheme of work emphasises colour 
matching, beauty of form and line, grace and fitness and the 
evolution of textile fabrics in addition to mere stitchery in which, 
however, her students attain to a high degree of proficiency. It 
seemed almost incredible that the excellent needlework displayed 
upon specimen knickerbockers, aprons, night-dresses, corset co,,"ers 
and petticoats, each crisp,· dainty and elaborate, could be the 
unaided performance of pupils, who, a year before, did not know 
how to thread a needle. Their introduction to the art began with 
the Ulual .technical series of specimen stitch samplers which al"O 
preserved in books, with written descriptions appended. Among 
the II fine art" points which specially attracted my attention 
in the work of Miss Watson's students were the perfection of 
the button holes and gussets, and the joining of lace or embroi
deries so accurately that detection was literally impossible. The 
happy energy of the students and the artistic arrangement of the 
room left a vivid and pleasant impression. 

The whole building is light, airy, and admirably planned for its 
purposes, though the Domestic Economy department needs enlarge
ment; under its able principal, Dr. George Carman, there is every 
prospect of increasing utility arising from its further development. 
Meanwhile, it is doing excellent work by evening classes for the 
general public, as well as by the more complete course above detailed; 
the former are confined chiefly to cooking and dressmaking and 
are well attended by working girls and women. 

An active interest in Domestic Science and Hygiene h.as been (d) Iostitutl 
a~used and maintained in Brooklyn among adults by means of of .Arts and 
courses at the Institute of Arts and Sciences, which for many years ~clenki' 
has been an important factor in the social,literary, scientific, and N~Y. yn, 
educational life of the city. A new era in its history was inaugurated 
in 1887, when it was decided to make its work broader and more 
comprehensive by providing for its sub-division into departments 
representing various branches of science and art. The member-
ship increased in proportion to the ncw departments formed, 
reaching upwards of 6,000 in 1900, when the departments num· 
bered.twenty-eight; of these Domestic Science formed one. The 
presidents of each department form a Council, and meet monthly. 
ASJCciate members pay $5 a year; each ticket admits one 
person to a day and two to an evening lecture. The Domestic 
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Science Department was organised in 1893 with forty-two members, 
"'ho increased in seven years to 170. Mrs. John Dunnhaa been 
president of the department since its formation, and is the onI,v 

. woman holding such a position in the Institute. Much attention 
is given to the study of practical problems in domestio science. 
and standing U,mmittees have been appointed on the foll(.wing 
subjects :-The II8Ilitary and economic construction of dwellings ; 
.the general principles of house furnishing; the compOsition and 
value of foods; labour-saving methods and utensils; and II8Ilitation 
and economy in clothing and domestic service. At present, 
the results to be observed among the members are improved 
common-ilense and a feeling of responsibility for family welfare, 
·By request of the Child Study department a special course on the 
fl-ooing of children was organised in the Domestic ScielU'e 
,Department last wint.er,-the first recognition by members of 
these two dl'partmenhl of the mutual assistance each can render 
the other by experience gaiued through their respective studies 
and enquiries. Such observational enquiries are of undoubted 
value, though, from the circumstances of the case, they are 
conducted along less fundamental lines than can be defined for 
more youthful students still engaged in preparation for their 
future callingll. 

The MassachusettS Institute of Teclmology, at Boston, affordS a (e) ~[J.Sl!&
first-rate example of the favourable opportunities now offered Ihu~tts f 
to students of both sexes in the United' States for studying T'!!t~~~~ 
t he sanitary aspects of various professions. Facilities 'of lloston. 0 • 

an unusual character are hereaft'orded for advanced or special 
work in hygiene or sanitary science. The departments which give 
the principal instruction in these subjects are the biological, 
chemical, physical, architectural, ILnd that of sanitary engineering. 
In the department of hiology the whole system of laboratories is 
"'{'II organillf'd for work direeted chiefly towards the hygienic and 
industrialsidt'S of the subject. These L'lhoratories are frequented 
hy those who desire to fit themselves for teaching or for mec:1ical 
study, as well as by those whose future professions demand tlmt 
their training should comprise some practical work in the 
biological8Ci~llces, including comparative physiology, zoology, bacte-
riology, and industrial and sanitary biology. Science teachers in 
secondary B<'hools or Normal Colleges derive great assistance from 
the extensi\"e course of L'lbol'lltory work carried on in connection 
with the t'OUI'St'S in t'omparative anatomy and embryology, 
as well 89 in comparati,'e physiology; while among those engaged 
in some IJranches of sanitary engineering or in food-pre-
Rerving industries, the course in II8Ilitary bacteriology alid 
fermelJtat.ion is in request, owing to the facility acquired in. the 
examination of air,ice, and water, or to the insight gained illtd 
industrial npplications. Graduates or 8pecial studerits,e,g"physi..; 
cians, inspectors under Board.~ of Health,' or superintendents of 
waler 0 .. ,sewage works, are, if qualified to pursue'such work with 
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(e) Massa- advant.age, also ailiIl:itted to such subjects as they select in this 
Ihf~tt:e f department, every opportunity heing afforded them to equip 
T~~hn~lo;y themselves for their professional callings. The instruction in 
Bost?n- 'watel', air, and food analysis in the chemical department consists 
ronhnued. mainly of laboratory work, supplemented by occasional lectures; 

special laboratories have been assigned to these courses. The 
usual scheme of work includes practice in the methods commonly 
employed in the chemical examination of air and water, of milk, 
and of butter. . For those who wish to take a more extended course, 
opportunity is provided for the critieal study of methods of analysis 
and for the investigation of a variety of sanitary problems in which 
chemical. questions are involved. The hygienic aspects of heating 
and ventilation are thoroughly handled by PI'Ilfessor Wood
bridge in the department of physics, while the architectural course 
includes a technical study of the same subjects in its third year, 
illustrated by the study of important public buildings in the city. 
Enunlerated among the studies required of students in the sanitary 
'engineering course are, in addition to the general, special, and 
sanitary biology courses referred to above, those in the principles 
of public health, municipal sanitation, and on air analysis. The 
specified object is to qualify engineers to deal intelligently with 
questions relating to the health of individuals and communities, 
and to plan intelligently works of sewerage and drainage. Frequent 
opportunities are given for the inspection of actual examples of 
sanitary engineering; t.he work in the class-room is also supple
mented by exercises in designing, and the students attend lectures 
and demonstrations in sanitary science. 

It will be observed that in all departments the method pursued 
is to supplement lectures and recitations by practical work in the 
field, the laboratories, and the drawing rooms; indeed, high value 
is set upon the educational effect of this practical work, which 
intentionally forms the foundation of each of the thirteen courses. 
Text-books are1.lsed in· some subjects, but not in all. In many 
branches the instruction given varies considerably in available 
text-books; in such cases notes on the lectures and laboratory 
work have been printed, either privately or by the Institute, 
and are furnished to the students at cost price. Both oral 
and written examinations take place from time to time. The 
general examinations are held near the close of the months 
of January and May; after these the standing of the student 
in . each distinct_ subject is reported to his parent or guardian, 
though these reports are based to a very large extent upon the 
quality of daily class work; they constitute also the grounds for 
admonition or advice from the Faculty in the case of the students 
who are not profiting sufficiently by their cOlmection with the 
Institute. The degree of Bachelor of Science in the course pursued is 
given for the satisfactory completion of any of the regular courses 
of study. To be entitled to a degree the student must haye 
attended. the Institute for not less than one year next preceding 
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the taking of a degree, must have completed the prescribed studiell 
and practical work of the four years, and mu&t, in addition, pass 
final examinations, if rPquired, on subjects relating particularly 
to his course. He must, moreover, prepare a. dissertation on 
some subject included in his course of study, or give an account 
of some research made by himself, or present either an original 
report upon some machine, work of engineering, industrial works, 
mine or mineral survey, or an original design accompanied by 
an explanatory memoir; either thesis or design must be approved 
by the Faculty. 

So numerous and comprehensive are the courses in Domestio Pratt 
Science and Domestio Art carried on in the departments for these ~nsti~lte, 
subjects attached to the great Technical Institutes at :Brooklyn, NY yn, 
New York, and at Philadelphia, that an effort to detail them .. 
accurately could scarcely be rewarded with success, and would 
probably prove wearisome to the· reader. The allusions through-
out this Report, howev~r, to the prestige which attaches to the 
graduates from the Normal courses at these two Institutes demand 
that the grounds should be stated upon which they are based. 
This I will endeavour to do; though, in justice to those who are 
responsible for the gradual evolution of these courses, it must be 
clearly understood that they recognise no finality in the existing 
phases of development. The curriculum of each is in a. transitional, 
tentative stage, to be studied as offering valuable suggestion based 
upon experience, not criticised as a model held up as typical of 
perfection by its formulators. Some introductory words as to the 
origin and purpose of these two prominent institutes will prove of 
interest, and will serve as a. useful explanation of their independent 
position in the educational world. 

Pratt Institute was established in 1887, after many years (If 
educational investigation on the part of its founder, Mr. Charles 
Pratt, of :Brooklyn. Its objects are to promote manual and 
industrial education, to promote cultivation in literature, science; 
and art, and to foster all that makes for right living and good 
citi7..enship. Facilities are provided by which persons who wish to 
engage in educational, artistic, scientific, domestic, commercial, 
mechanical, or allied employments may lay the foundation of a 
thorough knowledge, theoretical and practical, or may perfect 
themselves in those occupations in which they are already enga17ed. 
Instruction is based upon an appreciation of the dignity as well 80.'1 
the value of intelligent handicraft and skilled manual labour; 
efforts are made to estahlish a. system of instruction whereby 
habits of thrift may be inculcated, to. develop those qualitieA' 
which produce a. spirit of self-reliance, and to teach that personal 
character is of greater consequence than material productions. 
While fees are requi~, there. is an endeavour to make possible, 
b~ som~ ~eans consistent WIth ~elf-helpfulness and self-respect, 
tile admISSion of every worthy applicant. . . 
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Pra.t~ . The courses have four distinct aims in view :-(1) EducatlOnal, 
Jfstl~~te, pure and simplE', as in the work of the High school; (2) Normal, 
N:V. yn, such tl:aining being ~ven. in four dep~rtments, those of fine ~rts, 

. -continued. domestic art, dOmE'stlc SCIence, and kmdergarten; (3) TechlllclI.l, 
i.e., special training to secure practical skill in the arts, handicrafts, 
applied scienCes, and mechanical trades ;(4) Supplementary and 
Special, intended for the benefit of those who wish to add to school 
or college training special subjects conducing to the more inwlligent 
development of domest.ic, social, or other interests. The endowment 
is so liberal that not only can the best talent and facilities for the 
~mpliBhment of its aims be secured, but the charges for tuition 
clln be and are most moderate. The buildings are six in number; 
~he departments of Domestic Art and Science are situated in the 
Inain building. The.rooms are old-fashioned and not always con
~'enient,the cause being an outcome of American caution. Mr. 
Pratt was somewhat. uncertain as to the success of his original 
venture; he therefore had the building designed to play the 
dOlJ.hle part of technical institute or of textile factory, so that, 
were the first a. failure, t1!e second could redeem the disaster. 
Fortunate-Iy, his fears were not realised; hut, unfortunate-Iy, the 
light, air, a!}d space ~o desirable for his students have been cur
tailed. Some. considerable rebuilding is contemplated in the nE'ar 
future; The Institute is under the control of a Board of Trustees, 
lvith a secretary as executive officer; the 'heads of each dl'part· 
ment tlOnstitu.te the faculty; both sexes are admitW on equal 
footing fu. all classes. 

The requirements for admission differ in the several dl'part
ments ;. those' for applicants to the Normal course may best be 
quoted from the handbook. "All applicants for. normal cOurses 
for the training of teachers should be at least eighte-en years of age, 
a.nd should hll:ve good hell.lth, a good voice, a mature and thoughtful 
mind, a love for teaching as a profession, and a good general 
~ducation equivalent to a four-year course in a high school of good 
standing." DipJomas and certificates are granted for the quality 
of. the work done, and not for thellumber of yE'ars spent in study. 
'rhat progress in all courses depends upon individual ability 
and application was again and again impressed upon me. The 
Diploma of the In~titute is given to those students who sUcce8Sfully 
complete one of the .following courses of study :-High School 
Ilourse, Normal Art ~ourse, Normal Domestic Science course, 
NormalDomestic AI·t.course, Normal Kindergarten course .. Tho 
Certifi(·,.te attests thl! suc~sful completion of anyone of the 
following lJay courses, wi.lich represent .from one to four YE'll.rs' 
work'-

I Fine Arts.-Regular art course, architecture, design, model-, 
. .ling, wood-carving, art metal. . 

. DomestiQ Art.-Sewing, full-time course; dress-making, full
time course; millinery, full-timE! course; art needlework, 
basketry and weaving. 
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Sciel1~ and Technology .-Steam and machine' d~igIi. applied 
. electricity. . . 

Kindergarten.-llothers' course. 
General eourse in Domestic Science 
Food Economics. 
Library Science. 

The Department of Domestic Art is under the direction of Miss (a) Domestic 
Harriet S. Sackett; it offers a large choice of General and Technical (Art(~ Courwsl, 

. . d k' d 'llin II th .enera COUI'Sl'S an 8ewmg, ress-ma -mg, an ml ery. as we as e Normal 
Nonnal course; Less familiar to English minds is the inclusion also Techni~l). 
of a course in Costume Design. (which embrace:' an art course of i~lelIL 
two years. a study of the· outlines and proportIon of thE' human V 
fonn. and of historic costunle; the sketching of ~ and hats 
in water colour. etc.). There are alsO courses in art needlework 
(freehand drawing, design. colour, artistic needlework); in. 
b6Sketry and 'weaving; in physical training. which cOmprises' 
Swedish educational . gymnastics, carefully graded exercises 
With stationary and ·hand apparatUs. and games. ,Indeed, this. 
department includes comprehensive courses of study in those 
branches of the \"SriollS arts which are related to healthful 
development and to household decoration. as well as to appropriate 
clothing of the body. All these courses are developed progres
sively.and are arranged to give either professional training, or 
to prepare teachl'l'S. or for use in the home. Thl'y vary in 
length from one term of plain 8ewing to two years in dress
making. or to tmee years in costume dl'Sign. etc. The number of 
pupils in each class is limited, 80 that all may ha,"e opportunity 
for practical work under .the direction of the teacher. in addition 
to the instruction given by means of lectures and recitations. 

The 1'00018 of this department occupy the third' floor of the 
main building. and are fully equipped with eseential apparatus. 
Casta of' the best examples of sculpture. photographs. coloured 
plates of eoetume. and many specimensof'1extile fabrics. both 
ancient and modern. afford excellent matt>riaI for study. The 
Library is also an important factor in Miss Sackett's schemes of 
training. Books treating of domestio art and science are con
stantly added; material on class topics is secured for the pupils' 

• use. and an almost unique collection of plates illustrating the 
historical denlopment of costume has been made; The methods 
of instruction aim to instil the artistio and scientific principles 
underlying all good work. and to impress upon the students the 
value of economy, order. and accuracy. Instruction in freehand 
drawing, water~~ur. and elementary design forms a part of all 
dressmaking and millinery courses, with a view to eultivate taste 
in dress, to ,impart skill in the harmonious combination of colours 
and . te~t~es. ~na 'to foster sell'Ction of costumes iIi keeping !it\l 
the IIldmduabty (lr the wearer. Eyes and hands are thus trained 
to Bee oLjects in their true proportions, and to sketch them in line 
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«£) Domestic simple light and shade and water-colour. It will be easily realisable 
Art C<!urs~ that 'a Considerable amount of home practice is necessarily required. 
-conhnue In the technical dress-making course lectures upon' hygienic, 

artistic, and his~rio dress are given, pupils being expected to 
further inform themselves upon these subjects by the use of the 
library. Those who wish to become practical dressmakers have 
an opportunity in this class to make dresses for others in order to 
gain experience, and, if necessary, to defray a part of their expenses. 
, In the costume design course students are trained to' beCome 

, ' illustrators or designers of costume, and I learned that the fashion 
plates in one of the most popular women's journals have really 
bOOn inHuenced lor good through a graduate from this course 
having become a member of the staff. 'The first year is spent. 
entirely in the Department of Fine Arts; the second and third year, 
are divided between this and the Department of Domestic Art. The 
instruction embraces cast drawing from ornament and the antique, 
freehand, perspective, colour, life and portrait drawing, sketching 
from the figure, composition,design, and the history of art. 
Normal students are required to devote a part of their second year, 
lind the whole of the third year of their training to special study 
of costume design. The system: of art traiuing employed is 
derived from the French, and the designs and drapery studies are 
alike beautiful in colour and graceful in form. Textures and' 
patterns' of variQus materials are copied in water-colour, while 
advanced students are required to design and carry out dresses 
which' exemplify the tints, position, and relative proportion of 
colours found in a selected Hower, moth, or butterHy. The 
result seemed to me to embody the quotation appearing on the 
walls, " Grace of form and beauty of vesture." Careful studies 
in crayon and water-colour of hats (full size) are insisted upon 
beforQ execution in the millinery course, and appear in considerable 
numbers on blackboards or easels. The fact that so many of the 
graduates enter into trade and professional life has led to the gradual 
evolution of this exhaustive method of tJ;'aining. Eight hundred 
students passed through the Domestic Art Department in 1900. 

The following synopsis of some of the courses affords material for 
,comparison with those pursued in the Technical classes in this 
country: 

I. THE FULL DAY ONE-YEAR COURSE IN SEWING is organised in 
September only. It is arranged for those who can devote their whole • 
time to the work. The first half of the year is devoted to practice in 
the various kinds of hand and machine sewing; to learning the prin
ciples of draughting, cutting, JIond fitting undergarments; and to 
children's dress. When a student can make this range of garments 
satisfactorily she may take orders for work, and thus put into practice 
the principles' already learned. By this means an increased amount 
of accuracy, judgment and self-reliance is gained; so that at. the end 
of the year competent pupils may become seamstresses, work m shops, 
or .find themselves fitted to be more useful in ,the home. This course 
iii r.on.qirlered necessary as a Jlreparation for the training in dress
making by those whO have had but little experience in hand sewing 
or the making of simple garments. 
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C"",. of StlUl,.-YodeJa in hoUsework afterWard applied on bed (a) Domestic 
linen and table linen, aprons., patching and mending and simple Art Courses 
repairing. dranghting and making drawers, under-bodices, skirts --ilOIIli,,-'
blOWIeI and nightdres&es. children's dresses, undergarments and baby 
('lothee. 

\V ork in Ule gymnasium is required in counection with this COUl"lle ; 

and a eoune in drawing runs concurrently. which 8IlIIists the student 
to develop her own ideas in design and eolonr. A certificate is granted 
for the satisfactory completion of the whole. Applicants must be 
over fifteen Je&I'8 d age. and are required to present for entrance 
eumination some article .howing their hand.-wing. The fees are 
'15 per &erm (about £J 3&). 

U. Tn SPlPALCoolISB I'Oll HonUsE WHICH MEETSTwICBA WJOOt 
I'OBOn YKAJl.-Thiscoune iIIarrangecl tomeetthe needs d thoeewho 
wish to leana hand and machine sewing and the various kinds of 
mending merely for home use. In learning to make garments the 
rupila measure and fit each other. They furnish theirown matAlrials. 
The COUl"IIe d Rudy ill II follOWll :-

Y'll'IIt grade.-Exerei8ea in baating, stitching, overcasting, hemming, 
gathering, and buttonholing; draughting drawers; expreises in 
machine sewing. cutting, and making drawers. 

Second grade.-Exerei8ea in darning on stoekingette and cashmere ; 
patching; draughting; cutting and making white petticoat ;exer
cises in feather .titching, and making underbodice from pattern. 

Third grade.-The making d dainty lingerie, including fancy muslin 
aud flannel petticoats, bodicee. nightdresses and dressing jackets. 

For mothers who desire to make their children's clothes, or seam
.treseea who wish to become more proficient, a COUl"lle is offered in 
the making d infants' clcthes, including knitting and crocheting, 
children '. underclothes, guimpes, and drelses. The fee is'5 a 
term (about £1.). 

Children'. el8IlIIee meet from nine to eleven o'clock on Saturday 
mominA and are open to children between the ages of six·and fifteen 
years. They cover a period of severalachoolyearB, and include simple 
work with cord and raffia, weaving, hand-eewing. making of doll's 
garmenta, and elementary machine sewing. Such training. satis
factorily completed, prepares the atudent to enter the cl8lllles meeting 
twiele a week. Tuibon fees h per &erm (about 88.). 

m. Tn FULL-DAY CoUJISE 01' Two YlWIS IN I>ussJunNG· is 
arranged to give a thorough training in the principles d dressmaking, 
with II much practice in their application II the time will allow. It; 
meet. daily, except Saturdays, from 9 to 4.30 o'clock. This cl8llll is 
organised in September only, and continues through two achool years. 
The mornings are given entirely to dressmaking; three afternoons 
a week are devoted to ('(l8tume design, methods of keeping accounta, 
and physical training. Students also attend lectures upon the history 
d costume, and a further COUl"lle d lectures on the history of art, 
by the Director of the Department d Fine ~, is open to them. 
The literature d hygienic and artistic ('(l8tume is brought to their 
notice; and they are expected to inform themselves upon these sub
;..eta, using the horary d the Institute. The first year ill devoted to 
plain drea!making; orders may be taken after each 8tudent has made 
a drea! for herself; in this way the .tudentB are able to defray part d 
theirexpensea. 

Coar .. of StaJy.-Fir" Y ear.-Draughting, cutting. fitting and 
making unlined blouses and skirts; draughting blouses with chart ; 
exerci8es with practice materiaJa in cutting, fitling; and designing 

• For Coune in Home llieswaking. see Appendix E. 
N 
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(li) Domestic' 
Art Courses 
::.-continued. 

skirts "and lined bodices j and in making dress trimmings and finish, 
ings j bow making; study of colour, form, line -and texture; house 
and street dresses not too, elaborate in style. 

Drawing, water-cololp', elementary ..design: Practice in the use of 
the pencil and of water-colour. Appearance of objects, bows, gowns 
and drapery. Outline and proportion of the human Jorm, Study 
of gowns becoming to different types of, figure, and alBa of historic 
costume. Practice in designing gowns for street, home and evening 
wear. 

, Second Year.-Draughting and making princesse gowns and negli
gees; study of contour and poise of the body j' making evening gowns j 

study of woollen textiles; draughting, 'cutting and' making tailor-
made jackets and skirts.' ,." " " ' , " , , 

Applicants must be over seventeen years of age, and bring for exami
nation a dress made by themselves from a patterp. ,jthey must also 
prove their ability to do goocihand and machine, sewing. ' 'A written 
examination is given upon the ~ethod of making a simple dress. 

Women who have had previous experience in ,dressmaking may be 
, admitted 'to advanced' work upon passing an examination which will 

prove their fitness to enter the second year class; Orders received in 
this class furnish the materials to carry out the schedule of work. 
A certificate is granted for the satisfactory completion of this course. 
Tuition fees, $25 per term (about £5). 

IV. THE FULL-DAY COURSE IN MILLINERy-two terms of two months 
each. The first part of the course is planned to develop lightness of 
touch in the making of bows, trimqilngs, and facings, and leads up 
gradually to the later work of designing and making an entire hat. 
The student provides her own materials,and is at 'liberty to bring 
from home any materialS which can be utilised: This class, com
pletes the full course in four 'months; it is organised in September and 
FeQruary, and, has been arraI.1ged for those wlio wish 'to 'prepare to 
become milliners. It meets daily, except' on Saturday, from 9 to 
12.30 and from 1.30 to 4 o'clock. Two afternoons a week are devoted 
to the course in design. There are also lectures upon hygieniC; artistic, 
and historic dress, and instruction is given in methods' of keeping 
accounts. ' • 

·Course of Study.-F~ing and finishing hat-brims, makiD.g bows, 
trimming hats, study of form, line, colour and textiles; designing, 
dni.iIghting, arid making frames ; making and trimming 'covered 
hats and bonnets j making velvet hats and bonnets; toques and even
'ing bonnets; making wire frameS and straw hats; lace and shirred 
hats and bonnets'; children's hats~ , 

Drawing, water-colour, elementary design; practice in the use of 
the pencil and of water-colour; appearance of objects, drapery, 
bows, hats; outline and proportion of the head; study of historic 
eostume; designing of ,hats becoming to different types of face. 

Applicants must bring fot inspection a hat' showing' some skill in 
the trimming and making; and they must be able to work rapidly, 
since the time devoted to the training is short. The class organised in 
September prepares students to take positions at the opening of the 
spring season, ,while the class which begins in February fits ,them for 
the autumn season. They must be over sixteen years of age and able 
to do good hand-sewing. Familiarity with the use, of thldape measure 
and ability to cut accurately are requisites. Only students who prove 
themselves satisfactory workers 'are recommended 'to positions in 
work-rooms. A certificate is granted for the satisfactory completion 
of this course. Fees, $25 per term of two months (about £5). 

There is also a special course in millinery for home use, which 
extends over four terllllJ'of , three months each. While not all the 
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details of the mechanical side of millinery are taken upin this and (a) Domestie 
other abridged classes, those points are selectedw!).ich will be the Art CourseI'! 
most helpful in the home. In order to awaken an appreciation of -continued. 
good form and colour as related to dress, instruction in' freehand 
drawing, water-colour; and design as related to millinery is.given 
as outlined above. There are also classes ,without drawing for those 
who are unable to devote so much time to the course. 
. COIlTBB of Study.-First grade: practice in foundation work; 
.making bowe; making and trimming hats adapted to styles ill vogue. 

Second grade: designing, draughting and making frames; making 
and trimming covered hats. . 

Third and fourth grades, winter season: making draped toque, 
evening hat, street bonnet and velvet hat. Spring season, making 
hat and toque of fancy straw braid over frame, also lace and chiffon 
hats. Children's hats may be made in any grade. Fees, $10 per 
term (£2). . 

V. BASKETRy.-This course consists of one lesson a week for three 
months and teaches the methods of making baskets of various weaves 
and shapes in raffia, splint, reed, grasses, and other materials.. The 
weaving and shaping are done by the eye; which is considered to 
give an opportunity for expression to the worker's feeling for form 
and design. Originality in design on the part of the student is thus 
encouraged, a Blight difference in manipulation producing a variety 
in form and pattern, this lends especial charm and interest to the 
work: and at the Bame .time stimulates appreciation of good. form. 
The art is practised for its value as manual training, as well as for 
the pleasure derived from the useful and decorative results. The feelJ 
are '5 per term (£1). There is also a series of children's classes 
in simple basketry in raffia and reed; experience shows that these 
materials are well adapted to interest children, while they teach firm
ness of touch and dexterity in handling. These classes consist of 
children from nine to fifteen years of age, and meet on Saturday 
morniQgB from nine to eleven o'clock. Fees, $2 per term (about 8s.). 

Considerable rearrangement of the Normal Courses has taken 
place at the Pratt Institute since my visit in April, 1901. Expe

. rience hIlS shown that the present professional opportunities open 
. to women of special training usually require of them a command of 
more than one subject when they first undertake professional work. 
For instance, out of ninety-nine positions filled to-day by women 
who chose Domestio Science as a major subject and Domestic Art as 
a minor in their training, in seventy they are required to teach both 
cookery and sewing, in twenty-five cookery only, and in four sewing. 
It is therefore considered advisable that the Normal course in 
Domestic Art*should consistently include work in Domestic Science. 
80 that graduates may be efficiently prepared to teach elementary 
Domestic Science, in addition to being experts in Domestic Art. Con
sequently from the autumn of. 1901 the work of the first year for 
Normal students in both subjects became identical, and is carried 
on entirely in the Domestic Science Department. At the end of this 
time, students are given an opportunity, if their work has been 
l!ntisfactory, to choose whether they will devote their time in the 
second year to advanced work in Domestic Art. or in Domestic 
Science. Those who .desire and can giye evidence of-the necessary 
qualtfieatiori.s are then admitted to the Normal' Domesti., Art ---"-------

• 'See Ta.ble XXVIIL 
6100. l' 2 
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course. This includes normal methods, practice teaching, phy. 
sical training, advanced sewing, basketry and weaving, dress
making, millinery, art needlework, and costume design. Students 
are also required to write & thesis upon & subject relating to 
domestio art, showing & olear and thoughtful consideration of the 
selected subject. 

(IJ), Domestic In the Department of Domestio Science the courses of study for 
SCience adults are also Normal Technical and General while others are 
Courses '" 
(General provided for children of various ages. 
Normal, ' The following are the outlines for the General and Special courses, 
Technical) the latter being planned for women who can devote but a few hours 
Table a week to such work; to further meet their convenience they are 
XXIX. subdivided upon entering into three groups, (a) those who can give 

six hours, (b) four hours, or (c) only one hour a week, for one year. 
GBNERAL COUBSB (five days a week for one year).-Chemistry, 

bacteriology, physiology and hygiene, sanitation, household economics ; 
cookery, dietetics, marketing and accountB; serving, sewing, laundry 
work, house construction. Fee, £6 a term. 

SPECIAL COURSES.-(l) Cookery and dietetics; (2) bacteriology, 
hygiene, marketing and accountB ; (3) serving,laundry work, household 
economics, sanitation and construction. Fees. £2 to £3 a term. 

There are also day and evening courses designed for mothers or for 
women engaged in domestic service, which deal with the preparation, 
composition and purchase of foods; these consist of two classes a 
week for two terms of three months. Cooks' courses; Sick Nursing 
courses; Saturday morning school girls' classes; lectures on market
ing, and private lessons are also given as desired. A course for wait
ftSSes and one in laundry work are provided, and a special one-year 
course is given in Food Economics, intended for women already qualified 
for responsible positions by character and practical experience. It is 
the result of a demand for trained persons as managers or house
keepers for public institutions, hospitals and schools, etc., and embraces 
the following topics: the selection of food material with regard to 
quality and cost and the principles of cookery. Methods of prepara
tion in large quantities. Physiology, hygiene, sanitation. Chemistry, 
bacteriology. Dietetics, household economics, accounts. Marketing 
and serving, including general dining-room economy. 

This course affords training along a1\,the fundamental lines of 
practical housework; and, so far as the time will permit, in the under
lying natural sciences; only mature women of fair general training 
with executive ability, experience in life, skill in practical house-work 
and possessed of physical strength and endurance are advised to take 
it. Six months are devoted to student work in the department and 
three to probationary professional service. The Institute kitchen 
and lunch room, serving daily between two and three hundred guests, 
provide necessary facilities. Dinners and luncheons are planned, 
prepared and served by studentB; hospit&ls, orphanages, day nurseries 
and school lunch-rooms are visited; and expeditions are made to public 
kitcl\ens and to manufactories of kitchen and hotel furnishings. 

Miss Edith Greer is director of this whole Department; and 
brings a trained intelligence and much enthusiasm to bear upon her 
re£1ponsible duties. The Department itself occupies the sixth floor 
of the Institute; it has large recently-remodelled and well~uipped 
chemical, physiological, and bacteriological laboratories and school 
kitchens planned for individual work ~ rooms thoroughly equipped 
for handwork and sewing; a collection of food products and & 

departmental library (Fig. VII.). 
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(b) Domestic The Normal students in Domestic Science· are prepated prImarily 
Science to teach the group of subjects included under this· title; and 
Coursts d I secondarily to teach elementary sewing and handwork., They 
-con tnue . must be at least eighteen years of age, and must have satisfactorily 

. completed a High School course of four years or its equivalent. 
Applicants -must pass -the general Institute examinations, and 
must also give evidence of having formed good mental habits, and 

,of being able to use with facility their knowledge of arithmetic 
.( especially percentage and the metric system), algehra, plane 
geometry, elementary physiology, physics, and English. Some 
knowledge of sewing and cooking is expected. They are accepted 
only on probation, which continues until they have shown the 
ability and the desire to develop into cultured women of character. 

The following extracts from .. The Pratt Institute Monthly'! for 
March, 1902, give in the words of its organiser a brief resume of 
the objects and methods of the course: !' The lines of work now em
bodied in the normal course are:· Education for the training of the 
professional teacher; Science, with the natural sciences as basal to a 
true conception of their application in such practical work as cookery, 
for the training of the special teacher of domestic science; Art, 
including its expression in handwork, such as sewing and basketry. 
for the training of the special teacher of domestic art; Physical 
training for the physical well-being of the teacher that is to be; and 
for conscious development of interaction between her mind and the 
medium for expression, her body. . . . .!! 

The course requires two years for its completion. The student
work consists of an average of twenty-five fifty-minute periods of 
class work for five days a week, sixteen hours of preparation, and 
two hours of physical training throughout the course. Thus the 
student spends seven and a half hours a day for five days a week, 
and one and a half hours on Saturday, in class work and preparation 
for. the same. The proportional distribution of the time is as 
follows :-For all Normal students approximately seven hours a 
week for two years to education (psychology, normal methods, 
practice teaching, etc.), and two hours· to physical training; for 
Domestic Science students, twenty hours to science and ten to hand 
work; for Domestic Art students, twenty hours to domestic art and 
ten to domestic science. Until the second year there is neither 
evening nor Saturday. class work. The schedule is so arranged 
that apP1'9xima~ly three subjects !l-~assigned f()reach day. The 
sequence maintained in the daily work is recitation, laboratory or 
practical work, and field work alternating with physical training. 
The character of the demand made upon the student by the type 
of work determines the time of day and the order of rotation for 
each subject or phase of a subject. In the first year the educational 
aspect of the work is emphasised; in tile second, the professional. 
The curriculum is strictly confined to the subjects essential 
for an intelligent understanding ,and free expression of the 
subjects to be used professionally by the graduates. Though the 
students are not introduced to many branches of knowledge with 

• See Table XXIX. 
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TABLE XXIX. 

TECHNICAL INSTITUTE. THE PRATT INSTITUTE, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 

Institution and I Entrauce 
Coone. Requirements. 

Pratt Institute" At 1 .... ' 18 real'll 
lIrooklJD. N.Y. of age. 

Proof of Educa
tion equimlent to 
a , rear coone In a 
High Scbool of 
good standing. 

Domestic 
Science and Art 
Normal Coone. 

Director, 
Mila 

Edith Greer. 

I n addition to 

:ro::f:':':~':;::t. 
ment, applicants 

. The two rMr for admission to 
• General" normal cluBes are 

Coone embodies requlrad to p .... an 
the practical Institnte eumitJa.. 
"orkof tbeNor- tion upou 8ucb 
mal Course, but topiea .. will be a 
tbe Natural testof general lu
IIcleucel are teilige uce and 
condensed. ability: some know-

ledge of cooking 
and lewlng Ia R
pected. 

Graduatesof Nor
mal treiuing scbools 
or of collegiate 
IU8t1tutlone,or 
teacbera, "ho In 
addition to a bigb 

.·-::tU"'d"".,:-or:-:,tl-eq-U-:i~~~~~ b:~ ~: 
leut three yeal'll of 8ucce18fol esper!
Bille are exCUlBd from tbe general 
Jnltltnte eumlnatloDB npon giving 
aatillfacto.., eyidence of qualiH.,... 
tioDB for the lpeelAI !II onnAI "ork of 
the department .. blcb tber &eel< to 
enter. 

NORMAL QOURSE IN DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND ART. 

Scope of Coone. 

Nature Study, 
PhyalolGg'f, 
llacteriolGg'f, 
Heat, 
Chemilt.." 

Cooking, 

I termo, l&t year. 
8 terma, 1st year. 
1 term, 2nd year. 
1 term, 2nd year. 
8 hoDl'll a "eek 

for 2 Y8&l'll. 
, hODl'll a "eel< 

for 2yeAl'II. 
Marl<etlng, 1 term, 2nd year. 
Serring, 1 term, 2nd year • 
Laundr., Wort, 1 term, 2nd year. 
Home Economlco, 1 term, 2nd rear. 

Plnmblng and 
Heating, 

HOIIH Conotrnction, 1 term, 2nd year. 
Drawing and Design, , tenne, 1st and 

. 2nd YMl'II. 
Xlndergarten metbodo, S tenne, 2nd 
. and noe of materlala, year. 

Sewing, • tenna, 1.t and 
2nd yeara. 

Manual Tninlng, 
Cord·work, Weay· 
lng, Baaket..,. 

PbYlicai Traiolng, 

8 tenno, lIt and 
2ndy8&l'll. 

I hoDl'll a "eek 
for 2 yeal'll. 

Paycbology, I terml, l&t year. 
Hllter., of Education, 1 term, l&t year. 
Practice Teaching, 2 termo. 
Normal Metbode, 8 terma, Ind 

rear. 

Metbod •• 

In the first year tbe educational aapeet 
of the work Ia emphaailled, In tbe I8COnd tbe 
prof8l810nal. Tbe curricolum Ia conaldered 
to be ItrictlY conHned to tbe lubjects 8I8en
tlnl for an intelligent und8l'lltandlng and 
free R" .... ion of tbe lubjects to be DIed 
prof8l8lOnaily by tbe graduates. 

The prima.., object of tbill coone Ia mind 
training. Stndent. mnot acquire tbe power 
to obaerYe carefolJy, reason Independently, 
conclude logically. 

All tbe Laboreter., work Ia individual, 
"betber In cbemilltry, bscterlology or 
cool<iag. 

The Chemfat.., Coune Includea :
(a) Generel inorganic. . 

ib) QnalitatlYe AnalYlil. 
c) Quantitative analyals. 
d) OrgAnic. 

The Coone In Bacter!olGg'f \0 esaentlally 
non,pAtbogenlc, but comprlle. a .tudy of 
tbe lower formlof life, tbe cbangea In wblcb 
tbey are agent..andtbeoondltioDBne........, 
to tbelr development. 

Tbe .tudent work IlOnslsts of an ayerage of 

}:,e~!~-;:;. ~ :!:~~6'1,"~ :~:.=y~: 
and two boDl'll of pbyolcal training througb
out tbe COUl'lle. The proportional dla~rI-
bution oftlme fa :- . 

Education (psycbology, Normal Methodo, 
and, Practice Teacblng, &e.) .even hoDl'll 
per week for two J8&l'II. 

Domeatlc 8clence. :-
Science 20 hoDl'll per week for two Yeai'll. 
Handwork 10 hoDl'll per week for two ;reAl'll. 

Length of 
Coone. 

Two;r8Bl'll of hard 
work, wltb tbe 
option ofa tbird to 
coDBilt of broad 
elective work In 
Domeatlc Science. 

An Immature .tu
dent requires at 
leaat three yeai'll to 
obtain thia train
Ing. 

Leadl to DlplomL 
NOTB.-Dlplomaa 

are granted for tbe 
quality of tbework 
done and not for 
tbenumberofy8Al'll 
.pent In study. 
Advancement In All 
counea depend. 
upon Individual 
Ability and appli ..... 
tlon. 

Feea And 
Finance. 

Llberel En
dowment. 

Feea. t25 per 
term (abOut 
£6.) 

Three terms a 
year. 

$10 to 120 
(£2 to £t) 

~=dall C'i 
books, note 
books, and 
materleil re
quired, aa well 
.. PAY labore
to.., fees for an 
average 
amount of 
breakage. 

EqUipment. 

Labour aaviog de
ncea are Introduced 
.. tbey are put ou 
tbe market, And 
tbooe also whicb 
conduce to wille 
8COnomyofmateriai 
at a small outlay 
for AppliAnce. 

Eacb student fa re 
qu\red to wear a 
blue print dreaa 
wltb wblte cap, col· 
Jar and cull's, wben 
engaged In cooking, 
and must provide 
beneif wltb a regu
lation gymnaaiam 
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which they are entirely unfamiliar. & new point of view and more (6). Domestic 
intelligent and personal responsibility for the quality of the work ~ence 
are encted. by the nature of the normal training." Students find COKt~ 
& third year of work frequently advisable to gain the diploma. 
The lines of elective work suggested for them during this period 
are as follows :-" The continuation of any subject pursued in the 
earlier part of the course; manual training if not already taken; 
the evening class for nunes 'and teachers in kindergarten 
methods and the use of kindergarten materials. the ' Education 
of Man'; drswing. composition. and design; I!8wing. dress-
making, and millinery; or Iatin. French. and German in the 
High School classes. The special subjects specified are given 
under the auspices of the departments in the Institute which deal 
with them primarily. In being thus given, apart from allied sub-
ject., they afford general and not normal training, and are to be 
taken for their value to the individual and not to be used pro
fessionally." 

The general chemistry in the Normal course includes (a) quali
tative analysis, (b) quantitative analysis (three exper.ments being 

,perronned' one of which is gravimetric and One volumetric), 
(c) organic chemistry. In physiology, one hour's lecture with 
demonstrations is given by a physician once a week in the first 
year; in the second year the lecture is followed by two hours' labo
ratory work. This is ideally good, but I learned that its success 
depends wholly on the pel'8Onality of the professor. The only 
branch of physics dealt with directly in the course is Heat. 
The bacteriology comprises a study of lower forms of life and 
their in1luence; the changes in which they are agents; and the 
conditions necessary to their development. Four hours a week 
for four months is dev(,ted to its study, mostly under direct 
supervision, though students do some outside work. The COUI'98 

is essentially non-pathogenic. modelled on that for general 
.tudents at the University of Chicago; it has been given along 
the same lines for three years, and is considered fairly satisfactory ;' 
the class is usually limited to six or eight. Leitz's IniCroscopes 
"ith objectives 3 and 7 are those tll1ed; and the equipment both 
individual and general is essentially moderate, though sufficient. 
The nature study course consists at first largely of field lessons ; 
subsequently timbers are studied, and students are called upon 
to apply their knowledge to furniture and house-fittings; 80 
far their powers of ob!ervation are reported to be defective and 
to demand much trainjng. The COUI'98 in psychology includes an 
introduction to logic; ,the profe&'lOr in charge is well fitted for 
this work, and has great sympathy with his students., 

The History of Education and Educational Methods appears 
, in the syllabus; but & weak point recorded in its present treat
ment is ab!ence of sufficiently close study of child nature and the 
child mind. 

Household economics are studied under three heads :-(l.) house 
construction, the instructors being an architect and an artist; 
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~l. Domestic (2.) house plumbing, taught by a maater plumber; (3.) house 
~~!.~~~. fUI:Il~shi.ng; whioh inolu~es care of furniture; methods of house 
-cqntinued. vent~ation, ete., ~tc.; dis~osa1 of garbage and waste;. purchase of 

supplies, coal, wood, outside food. stuffs,. etc.. . 
The laundry work is planned to demand a knowledge of applied 

chemistry and applied bacteriology. . . 

It is customary to require each normal student to prepare a set of 
bottles illustrating the percentage composition of twelve typical foods .. 
'fhese graphically represent the food principles present in some of the 

.·~commonest;. articles of daily diet-meat, eggs,. milk, butter, wheat; . 
. rice, apples,potat~, etc. ; . the analyses are carried out with scientific' 
accuracy; and are in request by schools and colleges where Domestic 
Science is taught. Their sale is a source of small profit to the Institute; 
but, though such work has its value, it is objected that the amount 
of time demanded by the preparation of twelve such analyses is a heavy 
tax on the time of the students. 

'The number m the Normal classes for Cooking has varied from 
thirty-four to twenty; though it is considered that twenty should 
be the limit. At the time of my visit the kitehen was low and not 
very light, but thoroughly well. equipped; it has since been re
modelled. The cooking table forms three sides of a square ; 
although this' form in some ways minimises the steps of the teacher, 
it is not entirely approved. Each student has her own equipment 
ina numbered drawer. and all the work is individual. As 
has been already described, the director of these courses 
has thought out the fundamental principles of the art of 
cooking; and has a great idea oJ stimulating thought 
and application by presenting problems' which demand the 
ilhistration of the underlying principles by her students. She 
is' eminently mindful of the possibilities of cookery as a point of 
correlation with chemistry, physics, botany, physiology and hygiene. 
Knowledge acquired is, as usual in the United States, tested by 
members of the staff.· For instance; in the cooking course, each . 
student periodically draws a slip from a packet containing the 
names of different dishes; then cooks that which she draws and 
submits it to criticism. Again. each senior student is required to 
supply three questions weekly; and it has been Mrs. Chambers" 
habit to select three of these groups from the whole number sub
mitted; each student mUst then choose one group to answer and 
work out during the following week;. this plan is found to con
stitute a m08~ satisfactory method of testing and promoting pro
gress. The Normal.students get into touch with social problems 
through their practice teaching in settlements, or in mission-halls 
connected with :t:eligious and philanthropic organisations, which 
increasingly demand suchassist&nce. Here they have to face 
very practical difficulties in .theirenvironment. 8.lld· gain useful 
e~perien(!e along many lines. Students are not accepted for a . 
shorter period than .two' years, unless 80 exceptionally well pre
pl!ored for the work that they can satisfy very stringent conditions, . 
which include the passing of both theoretical and practical examina-
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tiona an~ the presen~tioIl" of note boo~ recording the mental ~~OomeBiio 
work which accompanied the past practice. Such students are CClenC0 -. 

~ . nall th kn led h . ourses -. not expected to use ProleB8l0 y e ow ge. t ey acqUIre --t'CJ'ntintted: 
unless they remain to complete the Normal course; the opinion -
being wisely and strongly held that a partial course cannot prepare 
Cor intelligent- and effective work. 

The following analysis of the subjects of this Normal courSe (Pratt 
Institute Monthly, March, 1902), is added in -order to; furnish as 
accurate and comprehensive a view as possible of its details. 

Education :-
Psychology: its principles and their application to- education. 
Principles of education, thelawB underlying development 

and their expression in educational practice. 
History of education, its relation to history as an expression 

of the social life and development of the race. 
Normal methods, the principles obtaining in the school-room 

whereby a wholesome ~tmosphere, self-activity of the 
pupil, and greatest efficiency in the special work are attained. 

Kindergarten methods and use of materials; comprehen
sive survey of different phases of kindergarten work (the 
.. Mother play," stories, oeeupatioDll, Jlnd games), to giv~ 
insight into the life of the child. 

Practiee-teaehing-(under supervision) in DomestiC Science and 
Art. 

Sricnee (Natural):-
General chemistry, qualitative and -quantitative analysis, 

organic and physiological chemistry, and chemistry of foods. , 
Physiology, function and structure of the body under normal 
, conditions of life, with special emphasis upon digestion 

and the organs of the special senses ; hygiene (personal and 
public); emergencies and home nursing.; 

Bacteriology: its principles. theirsignificanee and theirappli" 
cation to life. 

Heat: its principles. and their significance and use in Domestic 
Science. . 

Nature study: its principles and the methods of study involved 
as basal to correct scientific observatiotl. and inference. 

&lience (Applied) :- , _ 
• Cookery: its general principles in practice. their modification 

in the preparation of food for infants, invalids. and adults 
living under widely varying conditions. - '- . 

Dietetics: composition of the body. its waste and -repair; 
need of food; kinds and proportions required; composition 
of various food materials; _ use of each in the body ; digesti~ 
bility of each; desirable combinations; best methods of 
cooking in order to secure greatest nutritive value at least 
cost; modes of meeting the needs of the individual ;- calcu
lation of dietaries; comparison of the dietaries for persons 
of different ages and engaged in different occupations, 
and of those for different races; and, so far as the present _ 
state of science will permit, the solution of.special dietetic 
problems arising in the home. _ . ,.' - . . -. , 

Serving: the principles and practieeg underlying wholesome~ , 
. ness and attractiveness. . - . : --. 

Marketing: eeono~cal purchase -and preservation of food.,· : 
: Household .econor~llcs.: care. of. the ~ouse and ita- f)Irnishinga i . 

plumbmg; SCientific prmclples mvolved and practices eon
ducivll to the maintenance of healthful conditions.' 
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(h). Domestic 
RClence 
Courses-

Construction: the sanitary and artistic expression of the 
principles embodied. 

Art :-
Drawing: a comprehensive study of line, light and shade i 

colour; nature study i hand-work and sewing affording 
material for des~ and blackboard illustration; draughting 
in connection Wlth sewing and construction for mechanical 
drawing. 

i.,.ued. 

Art (Applied) :-
Hand-work: braiding, knotting, netting, knitting, weaving, 

and basketry embodying the artistio and mechanical 
principles of good manual work. 

Sewing: hand sewing, draughting, and machine sewing, in
cluding undergarments and an unlined dress; principles 
of construction and execution and their appropriate 
",xpression. 

A student is expected to recognise her knOWledge as the fund 
upon which she is to draw for subject matter in her professional 
work, but she must acquire skill in its adaptation (in accordance 
with the principles instilled by her normal work, normal methods 
and practice teaching) to the subjects and conditions under 
which she finds herself at work. Evidence of power to do this, 
as well as to work skilfully, eConomically, and harmoniously 
under any conditions . which may exist of necessity, is held to 
be an essential qualification for the satisfactory completion of this 
Normal course. In addition a thesis on a subject relating to 
Domestio Science, showing research and original work, is required 
of all Normal students before the diploma is awarded. Never
,theless, though the course is planned to develop the Normal 
student, and to train her along special lines of domestic science 
and art through wise stimulation and development, it also 
embodies all the principles and most of the !!pecifio exercises in 
general form which are adapted to other classes of students. 

After the training has been completed satisfactorily, tho Depart
ment interests itself in the future of those whom it has trained, 
but naturally it does not assume the responsibility of undertaking 
to procure positions for such as desire to enter professional life. 
However, since applications are constantly received for candidates 
qualified to render good service along the various lines of domestio 
science and art, there is usually no difficulty in placing graduates. 
The demand from manual training and private schools, from 
agricultural colleges, hospitals, institutions. and university settle
ments is an ever increasing one •. 

Six instructors are in charge of this department, and give con .. 
centrated attention, to their work and its problems. Upon them, 
together with the director, devolve the general guidance and 
thought for the well-being of the students. and from them. in the 
main,emanate the good influences whioh mould their personalities. 
They publicly make known their desire cc to permeate the lives 
of their students with consciousness of . the fact tha' a choice is 
the expression of a co moral motive"; that action is impelled 
by thought and is a test of it, and that it is in aotion that 
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possibilities are discovered and realised. Thus all encouragement D~mestic 
is given to direction from within, and as far as possible sug- ~clence 
gestion is substituted for that from without. It is gratifying co~~r:"~ 
to learn how soon students begin to appreciate that they are. 
in the main, capable of being what they choose to be; that they 
gain power to see their work in the light of what it might be; for 
it is thus that they are led to realise more fully their potentialities, 
and to grow in power, in freedom, and in helpfulness." Each 
student comes in contact with these six instructors within the de
partment, with at least six Institute instructors in other de 
partments, and with one or two lecturers from other institutions 
or engaged in· other walks in life. It is believed that in this way 
the best intellectual, personal and technical results are attained. 

The only significant change in the faculty of the department 
during the past year, i.e., the appointment of a supervisor of prac
tice-teaching, hIlS proved even more beneficial than was antici
pated. The wide experience of this lady brings in an invaluable 
element to the young teacher, confronted by many unexpected 
conditions in the publio schools of the large cities and rural districts 
where sho will work. Miss Snow was for eleven years superinten
dent of schools and director of the City Training School for Tear-hers, 
of Bangor, Maine, where her work attracted the attention of 
the educational institutions and associations of New Engiand; 
indeed the Unh'llrsity of Maine, in recognition of her service to the 
State, conferred upon her the degree of Master of Philosophy. The 
Association of Superintendents of New England elected her to its 
presidenoy in 1899, as did also the Pedagogirai Society of Maine; the 
appointment in each instance being the first tribute of the kind 
shown to the work of a woman by either Association. Miss Snow 
teaches not only normal methods, but some physiology as well, 
in order that she may come in touch with the students in a study 
which is vitally connected with their future professional work. 
Since the missions in which they practice are widely scattered. 
and the work is in progress at all hours, on all days, among 
all kinds of people. and under extremely varying types of 
management, only a woman of exceptional abilities, experience, 
and broad sympathies could superintend it successfully. In the 
practice-classes the conditions are in many respects unfavourable; 
they are irregular and ungraded. As a phase of Domestic Science 
wOl'k thpy IlOSSMS a certain value, but in time it· is hoped that 
t.his type of work mny be supplemented by experience more nearfy 
aldn to that which the student will ineet in proCessional liCe. The 
practice-classes in sewing grpatly outnumber those in cookery; it 
aeems that some mothers find it troublesome to have a child cook
ing at home, while sewing can be turned to good account without 
serious inconvenience. Possibly the thought that sewing, 8S such. 
leads to a more acceptable profl'SSianai career than cookery may not 
be without its infiupnce. About 400 women and children are being 
instructed in these mission classes, nearl)' double the number taught 
by the Department during the preViOl\S year, M the siu of the second 
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0) Domestic'year Normal class. made it possible to undertake more work of this 
Science kind. That there should now be a long waiting list for teachers 
C~urste~ _._-> seems marvellous to those who remember with wkat difficulty 
-,con u,;~. h k d ~ . . sucwor was secure a lew years smce for even a small number 

'of Normal students. In this practice work, "the student is ex-
· pected to study the class and its environment, and to aim to meet 
the students where they are; to direct and to stimulate them 
to desire and strive for what will nourish best both body and mind. 
This requires the exercise of insight, discrimination, mental flexi
bility, and a genuine desire to help where help is needed." 

Health and personality are considered such influential factors 
'in the life and 'success of a teacher, that much stress is laid upon 
them in the selection of Normal students. Otherwise inadequately 
prepared candidates, if promising in the above respects, are 
encouraged to complete the necessary preliminary training; 
general direction of such student work is always offered, invariably 
welcomed, and usually followed; as a result from eight to twelve 
students are each year conscientiously preparing themselves elsewhere 

· for the Nomal course offered in this Department. Meanwhile, 
no effort is spared to discOurage. girls from specialising in science 
and handwork in the High School, with the intention of sub
sequently offering such work as the equivalent of that of a similar 
natUre in the Normal course. The feeling is strong that. though 
early manual training ,and an elementary knowledge. of ,science 
are excellent and useful, they do not afford adequate professional 
preparation for teachers of Domestic Science; and when over 
emphasised prematurely, at the expense of, a firm foundation in 
general knowledge and breadth of culture, a real loss results 
instead of the anticipated gain. 

Each year the Department prepares what are called" food 
muSeumB,'~ for schools, consisting of blocks representing the com
position 'ol the body, and of others shewing the daily outgoing and 
income, in addition to the set of bottles, before described, which illus
trate the percimtage composition of twelve typical foods. This year 
the demand for' the "museum'! has been such, that' orders 

· could only be taken on the condition that delivery could 
be delayed from one to two months. This is interpreted to 
mean that Domestio Science is more widely taught, and that its 
place isbeconiing so assured that expensive equipment is 
obtained for it. To many schools the Department has sent, by 
request, suggestions relative to equipment and the subject matter 
to be taught in Domestio Science and Art courses. It cordially 
receives visitors who are interested in these subjects;' and turns such 
visits to useful account by deriving from these sources fuller 
inforination as to the needs which Domestic Science workers may 
,assist· to. meet. During the past Mn' years the curriculum for the 
Normalstlidents of Dom~s,tio Science has beenmaterially.modified. 

;Though BOme subjects have appeared in, the course only to, be 
orowded out by others wIth still more urgent claims for recognit.ion, 
the effort of late years has been one of cc simplification, not through 
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'.rejection, ,hut,through harmony." ' •• It is 'not the intention to 
remain satisfied :with the progress already' made; therefore/; there 
will be changeIt,J but with continuity of life and unity in purpOse 
underlying them." In these' concluding' wordsa.re to be found 
evidence of that spirit of earnest self-criticism, and ,broad-minded 
openne88 to suggestion, which appeared to me to characterise tho 
leaders of thought and practice in Household Economics in the 
United States. 

A quotation from a letter recently received from the Director' of 
the Pratt. Institute C~urse throws light upon past results and indicates 
probable modifications in the near future :-" For several years," she 
writes, .. Bome of our planil have been very tentative,because of the 
transition state 'of education in general; but now that i~ is, evident 
that luch work as we are doing has pntered the school system. as an 
integral part, we feel that we should expand our work somewhat, as 
we propose doing next year. We are trying a new presentation of 
cookery with a group of ten normal students, which bids fair to be 
more effective in the training of teachers than any method which 
we have used in the past. It has always been discouragingly difficult 
to train a woman scientifically, and at the same time imbue her with 
a spirit which would make her desirous to teach cookery in conformity 
with science, instead of simply science through cookery. • • • It is 
with difficulty and through strenuous effort that we make teaching a 
child t,hrough the concrete interesting to the normal student." It 
may be anticipated, therefore, that actual cooking practice will now 
receive a larger measure of attention than hitherto in the Pratt Insti
tute Normal course. The following extract from Miss Edith Greer's 
account of the Normal courae in Domestic Science from the ',' Pratt 
Institute Monthly" for March, 1901, explains her reasons for the 
relatively limited time devoted up till now to this branch of Domestic 
Science. .. Before speaking of cookery, its place and presentation in 
1\ normal course in Domestic Science, perchance it may preclude mis
understanding if t.he ever present question, • Are the normal students 
taught to be skilful cooks 7 • be answered tentatively. It is the duty, 
of the school, if it fulfil its mission, to train • intelligent not skilful 
workers.' Skill, in mechanical manipulation especially, can come 
through repetition only and repetition does not to any great extent 
enforce conscious mental activity. When the hand has carried out 
the mandate of the head and thereby strengthened the mental impres
sion, the act may be repeated almost automatically until muscular 
co-ordination becoming perfected results in skill. But inasmuch as 
• he who is never given anything more to do than he can do, will never 
learn to do what he can,' so the mind when it has nothing further to 
learn from a special act, and thus is freed and strengthened for some
thing new and more difficult, is defrauded and for ever impoverished 
if it be not taxed anew. Cookery, therefore, in the Normal course 
is, as will be 11Urmised, considered primarily from the scientific point of 
view; not theoretically, however, for practical work in the school 
kitchen for four hours each weck for two years exacts of the student 
material expression of the training obtained, Familiarity with pro.. 
cesses and sufficient skill therein to ensure' with' experience excellent 
results as to the"quality and flavour of cooked food, are requisite.!! of 
acceptable work. , ' ,-- , 

Another example of 'Courses in the same subjects; organised u:.D.der Drexel Insti
directors 88 zealouS 88 Miss Greer and Miss Sackett. are those carried tute rhila
on at the Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, founded by' Anthony J. delpbla. 
Drexel in 1891, for the promotioll Qf tlducation in art,. science, 



Jmnlln...qti.. and industry. The chief objed of the Institute is the utmaioo 
tute. fhiJ&- and. improwment of industrial edue&tion as a means of opening 
~ wider and be-Uer a~uea of l"mployment to young men and women . 

. In IIiOOOnlanoe with the founder's desire, oowt"l"er. the plan of organi
sation has heeD made C)()Dlj)rehensh"e; liberal nwans of culture 
for the public are abG J~rotlded by me&nS of e\'elling c:lasses, frt'e 
lectures and ooncerts. the library and the museum. Yr. DreRI's 
gifts to the Institution amount in all to three million dollars.. 
There are eighteen departments in Art.. ScienOl"~ O:mune.rce~ and 
Domest.ic Subjects. both Normal and Technical oounes being 
anila.ble in most subjects. The exterior and mueh of the 
interior of the building are handsome and. Unpressl\'e; but the 
general plan is in('()nTelllent,. 80 that oonsidera.bIe sums of money 
are now oompuborily l"~ded on ~ta and additions. 
The main entrance hall is of m&b?JlifiOPnt proportions. and sump
tuous in ita larish d«-oration of fine marble s~ pilla.rs, and 
galleries. It is pleasant to note. on the authority of the l're;iJent 
of the Institute. that in spite of the daily use of this handsome ball 
by thousands or students. no single instance has ooeUlTfd of damage 
to its be-autv. The rontrol of the InstitutE' is entrusted to a llo.:\8ni 
of Trustees. "assb'1:.ed by anAd~wry lloardohroID(>n. whOOl' numllt'1"S 
are well I'f'presented on the nnous rommit.tees. ~ gt"1l('.ral 
ClOUl'gelS are oPf'n to both 8I'xes, on equal terms and conditions. 

Yr:. Drenl handed O\'l"r the organisation of his ~ scheme at 
an Nrly stage to Dr. llM-_\listE'r. the present ~nt, of the 
Institute, to whom lllU('h (,rOOit is dut" f\.lr the spt't'dy intnll.iu('t;'ln 
of a. su~ul llonl('Sf~ 8<"ien('e ClOtll'5If'. Jnlm tlwo tim. tllt' 
dil-l1.."\m~ ~urOO e~lJt..nt J-nsltions as tt'at'hers. m."Ul:~~rs ,or 
large institutions and so forth. the demand cxontinuing to 
emet'd. the supply. This Department 1f&S lklOn mnfo~ by 
one in Domestic Art. which is admirably equipped. and is 
situated in spacious. airy. and wdl..Jit 1'OOO1S, art~-tie in tMir 
decoration. and well suited to their PUIlXJSe. 'l'hf, same n13Y be 
said of the &partment of Domestic Scien<'f'; kiklleus. bundry-. 
laboratories. dining·room. da_,o;g-rooms. all ~''l" the im~...Qun of 
oon\'e1lience and spa('e. Under lrlSS Caroline Hall and lliss Ihlrg'{'SS 
in the one. and under the din'dorship of lC'1SS Helen Spring in the 
other. sl-illed organi&rtion fostEon the growth of sound work among 
the students. The Institute Library rontains a l.&rge S«'tiln 
de\-oW to Art subjet'ts. and includes a ~'Olk>c-titln of Lool.."S on 
rostume", ancient. ntedWw. oriental. pnlft>ssklllai and h:gien~; 
also a ",ide range of rostly publit'abons <kalin.g \\;th art needlework. 
tapestry. roIour. tatiles. dyeing and \\'fIaring. Studt'-nts can ge('ure 
a printed I'f'k.rence list rontaining the bibliography of thl"Se subjEorts 
admirably classified. which also offers s~s to th~ 
anDouS to follow a systematic oourse of reading in the TaI'ious 
brancltt'S (~_g ... re.fert>ll0l'8 are furnished to c:ertain boob of tra'tTl 
dich rontain good. nf descriptions and illustratioos of the dress 
of different nations) 



A study of the achl'duks of tbe Koml.J COun!1t'8 in the Domt'Stio 
Arta and Scif.n«ft at both the Pratt and Drexellnstitutt>e 1'f'\"f'8ls 
• ~nerU aimilarity, ftAroured with the di~rsity to be anticipatt>ci 
where Nth is frt'e to plllll and practice as 8l'eDlS best in the light 
of t"xlX'rit-nte and the nl't'tJs of the oommunity it sen-a. The SOOlle of 
all the roUnt'll is wkl~ ; for the I'\'"ol."ln thllt tl10~le I'l'Sponsibie for them 
.hare the prnawnt ('OD\-ictioll tllat tt'Chniral ,,-ork of the highest. 
most inMligt"llt oruer is un~ble unlt'SS foundt'd upon a timl 
Lew, of theoreticalprinciplt>s ; tht'l'f'lore. tht'y maintain, the fundl\· 
mental ~it>n('t'8 and arta must find a p~'(,(>_ Manual and physical 
training. ip addition to the ~it>utific methods and skiUt'd marupu· 
Lation gained in the chemieal aud biologif."al luboratori~ are in· 
eluded from tbe .... Iief that the n~ ro-onlination of hand, 
f'ye and brain can be more profitably acquired through suited 
, .. rit-ty of f'xereisEo tlUln by the t'Onstunt I'f'petition of one dilllS of 
operation. Obligntory attelltion to litt>mture is required in onler 
to de\"elop a quick sympclthy ,,;tl, nrit'd tt'mperaments, aud a 
mind. not alone well bruauood. because t'xt'rcised in many dil't'Ct.ions. 
Lut broll,Jelled abo by rontact ,,;th the wise a...,yings of great philo
IIOpht'rs and poE'ts; in addition. th ... n~ command of a good 
vocabulary is another rt'Sult antidpalt'd from ,,-ide I'f'8ding of 
e1&tiics in .... \ .... ral Lwgun~. As such culture studies are too often 
owd)okt'd Ul tl1'" .. ~ of dail~' ""Ork,~peckllly wht-n t his is of an 
f':!::*>utwly practil"81 UlltUI'f'. English literatul'f', composition aud 
pleult"ntary psychology are t'OlUpul:tory, not" elt'Ctive" subjects. 
Expt'nence has shown that the same nt'ed for obligntion exists in 
tht' cast' of physical training. which is, thf'l'l'lore. required of all stu
dl'llts throughout thf'ircoul"9l'S; young and Mger girls are prone to 
fOI'). .... t that a ht'tllthy body aud a good carriage are indispensable 
to sutisractorr study as Wt'U as to sut"CeSS as a tt'6Cber. The care 
for pbysif."al nl't'ds is furtbf'r nidenced in the daily pro\-ision at 
tht'tle Institutes of inexpensi\"e, nutritious and appetising lunchftl 
for students . 

..\. comparison in detail of the Normal OOIlJ"9l"$ in Domestic Art· 
affords rurther illustration of this gent'rU similarity. though som .... 
,,-hat 1110re prominence is gi\"en to arlistio training at the !'ratt 
lustitutt>. wbile a recognitiou of the assistance to be deriwd from 
Acquaintance ,,-ith business methods and the keeping of accurate 
accounts is niJeut in the Dre3:elscht'mt'. It also appeared to me 
that a more: prnctif."al knowledge of the cht'mistry of dYt"ing and 
ckwUng ellt.>rs into the latter course. in which the study of 
hwual1 Ilhrsiok~ is I'3tht'r 1110re prolonged; in othpr respects 
the n"Sl'mbl:ll1ce in Sl'Ope. methods. and time periods allotted is 
such thut! do not propose to detail the Xonnal course in Domestio 
Art at the Drexel Institute. thou~h furtbt'r particulars are sup
plied in .\}'pt'ndix F.t (See also Table XXX.) . . 

• Noe Tabkc XXYIU. and XXX. 
t Further referen<e to the 1mfk of the ~tie Art DepArtment is 

Illaole Nt (I. 21!io. . 

~~ 0 



Institution I Entrance 
and Course RequirementR. 

Drexel I Lowest age 
Institutel limit, 18 years. 

.Philadelphia. . 
High School 

Domestic education or 
Arts. its equiTa-

lent. ' 
Normal 
Course. 

Directors
Miss {)aro
line A. M. 
Hall. 

Miss Caro
line L. 'T. 
Burgess. 

Diploma of 
approved in
stitution ac
cepted instead 
of examina
tion. 

Previous 
knowledge, of 
hand and ma
chine sewing. 

TABLE XXX. 
DREXEL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, PHILADELPHIA. 

N ORM':L COURSE IN DOMESTIC ARTS. 

Scope of Course. Methods. 

Sewing,} 4 hrs. per week. Lectures on the 
Dressmak- 1st and{4 hrs. per week (1st yr.) Chemistry of Tex-

ing, 2nd yr8. 6 hrs. per week (2nd yr.) tiles are included 
Millinery. 4 hrs. per week. for the purpose of 
Drawing, 1st and 2nd yrs. 4 hrs. per week. teachingt];ehygip.-

Length of 
Course. 

Two yearS 
of '34 weeks 
each, ,four 
hours for 
fiye days a 
week History Of.} d f 1. h h nic properties of Costume. 2n yr., 61cctl,lres 0 I,! n. eac. colours. Lessons 

Chemistry .1 t f 1 hr ea h are given in lan-I Diploma 
of Textiles, u ec ures 0 • c. guage, literature for full 
Dyeing and 2nd yr., h h k . and business course. 
Cleaning. 4 rs. eac wee practIce. methods to enable 
Human } 1st yr. } students to use the 
Physiology and half 2 hrs. per week. technical know-
and Hygiene of 2nd yr. ledge they have 
Emergen- } 2nd yr. } h k gained in every-

cies. 2nd half yr. ~ r. per wee . day life. 'fhe 
Observation) , course is speci-
and Practicef 2nd yr. 6 hrs. per week. ally designed for 
in Teaching. ,teachers. Parallel 

Feesand I 
Finance. 

$40 (£8) 
per term : 
two terms 
a year; 

Rich en
dowment 
by foun
der. 

EngliSh} , ' studies are made 
Language 2nd yr. -} k of the art of mak- ,. 
and Litera- first half yr. 2 hrs. per wee . ing garments, of I~~~ __ 
ture. ,the requirements of the human 
BURiness } 1 t 2 h' , k body and of the best methods of 
Training. S, yr. rs. per wee. adapting materials and fashions 
Ph~si~al} 2 h p' er week to' th.e requirements of healthy 
Training. n.. clothing. 

Equipment. 

All necessary 
appliancenrtd con
venienclos in spa
cious, handsome 
work-rooms. 

SJ.lecimens of fine 
desIgnS of many 
kinds of needle~ 
work, embroideries, 
lace, etc There is 
also a collection of 
historical costumes. 

A large' depart
ment in the library 
is devoted to books 
be1uing on the prac
tice and history of 
the Domestic ArtA, 
to which students 
are encoura~ed to 
resort, and 10' the 
systematic study 
of which they are 
guided. 
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Turning to the Domestic Science course, it will be seen that at (a) Domesti 
the Drexel ~stit~te human phys~ology is supplemented by a ~cience 
short course Ul bIOlogy and bacterIOlogy, whereas at the Pratt (Ge~:i 
Institute students of both Domestic Science and Art gain this ~ ormal;' 
desirable introduction to physiology through their preceding nature Technical). 
study; they have the advantage also of a short study of that TableXXXl 
branch of physics which is concerned with heat; dexterity with 
their hands is developed by a definite course in manual training, 
while sewing also finds a place, in order, as has been said, that 
gradUAtes may be competent to conduct an elementary course in a 
grade school should it be desired. Speaking broadly, I gained the 
impression that, while substantially the same in conception and 
scope, mallUAI training is somewhat more emphasised at the Pratt 
and chemical practice at the Drexel Institute. A ('.omparison 
can be also instituted I\S to the number of hours spent on the diffe-
rent subjects by the students following the respectivesco1l.nes 
at the two Institutes; for instance, at Pratt 330 hours are devoted 
to nature study, b3.cteriology and physiology, and 470 to physics 
(ht'.a.t) and chemistry, while at Drexel 200 hours are given to 
biology, bacteriology, and physiology, and 500 to chemistry. The 
Pratt course gives 280 hours to actual cooking practic6'-little 
more than half the time expended on it at Drexel-in most ot.her 
subjects the courses are of almost equal length. 

Thanks to the ready courtesy of the Directors of these important 
Departments in both Institutes, many details have l)6en furnished, 
to me with which my too short visits prevented me from acquainting 
myself personally. Among these must be specially mentioned the 
series of syllabuses from the Drexel Institute included in the 
Appendix F., which cannot fail to interest those responsible for 
similar courses in Great Britain. In the Domestic Science Normal 
course- at the Drexel Institute the general chemistry extends 
through one year; and is followed by the practice of qualit.ative 
and quantitative analysis, with two lectures and two laboratory 
periods a week. The course in quantitative analysis is devoted to 
food analysis; the laboratory work is of such a character as to 
furnish data for the calculation of food values as well as to detect 
adulterations. I learned that the following indicates the general 
scope of this quantitative work, to which one year is devoted:"-
analysis of chemically pure soils, of potable water, of milk, of butter, 
of cereals, of teaund baking powder. Some study of organic 
chemistry follows, the method employed in both courses being 
(a) a lecture covering the JP"Ound of the week's work; (b) imme
diate practice, carried on under supervision where necessary. It is 
evident that Miss Spring and Professor Henwood attach very 
considerable importance to the chemistry of foods and to dietnry 
IItudies; lectures on these subjects form a course in the last term; 
and problems, theoretical and practical, are furnished for solution 
tq :the students. ProfessOr Henwood has worked out and Carried 

. • 'See Table XXXI, --



~,,) Dt>mestk on a schaue in this sub1-'Ct (or six :>:oors- t.bn>e or ~-hich ha, .. now 
&ieft("8 lx>en on the lines he finJs to ~ult. m the &l'~omplishmeut. of goo..t 
l"\>tl~~ \\"Ork; graduates attend these classes as ""Uas the Xonnal stud~nt&. 
('(>tl#.. . The class of sixteen worb in groups of twus and thM!lS. 

During the junior year the course in anatomy and physiology 
00\"\'l'S a general study of the body and ita various systems; the 
laboratory demonstrations ha, .. ~fen'nce to the lecture topics. 
which embrace the subFcts of physic31 de\"lopmell~ l'hysical 
training. pel"9Onal and dOlllestic hygiene. 

Each Komia! student goes through practically eight rou~" in 
cool..-ery. Of these, howe\-er. three ronsist in I'l'petitions of the 
first three in general oookety. to "naute a thorough gr&!Ip of 
principles ahd facility'in practice. The COUl"ge in ad\"anl't'd toobry 
is then tal..-en. as ~ll 03 that in in,-nlid rookery. folium by a 
.. lunch room It COul"ge~ through which e.~rience is gaint.>d in 
pro\""iding for ~ numbPrs. Indh-idua! work with small quan
titiee is usuaJ.ly followed by group work in which food is Pl'l'pared 
in suBicK-nt anlounts for a family of six or eight persons. n. 
"lunch room" is open for the use of all students ,,-ho att"nd the 
Institute. A handsomely deeorntt.>d hall; ~mblin~ a hi~h-cl;\..'\i 
restaurant~ ,,-as approaching completion. at Ule linle of nay ,-isit. 
to replace the hitherto crarul"oed and uU&1tisfaetory quartel'3_ 
Each portion of food must repl't'Sl'nt a Cl'rtain nutriti,-e n1U(\ aud 
is sold at remarkably low pl"i«'$; it appt'61'3 to be appetising aud 
Med. No speeial study is made of infant feeding in this COUl'S('. 
in con.sequt-nce of the wide di,-ergt'nce of opinion and praetk'e 
which pI'l'l"&ils, as \\"ell as of the incre&Sing custom among physicians 
to write ~riptions for indi,-idual eases. Studt-nts are thro~hout 
referred to an e.l:('('lll'nt library of boob of reft-~nee cOntaining 
not only the standard works. but all the nt-Wt'6t and best as tht-y 
appear; the in\""aluable Food Bulll'tins of the rnited States Dt-parl. 
ment of Agriculture being also 8,-ailllbll' for their use. 

The lAundry roUl"ge rompnSl"S only h,-el\"'e It"S!IOns; it al'l.-aMl, 
so far as it goes, praetieal. and bR...~ on a-il'ntmc prineipit>s; as:\ 
suhject it does not os ~"t't nllak hi~h in the curneulUlll of sueh 
training COUr.!l'S, though hen-. as at the rratt Institute and 
Tt>achers Collf'gt'. gn-at stl'E'SS is lilid upon its inlport&l\Cl' in houSlt'
hold trainin~. The plan and building of a house is at pl't'Sl'ut 
tnoated only theon-tieally; this rourse of It>ctu~ is Opt'll to studl'nts 
in 8e\""eral other dt-Il&rtUlt-nts besidt"S those in the Nonna! and 
Housel~pt'l'S' count'S: the synopsis of It>ctu~ appt-8l'S ,,-ell planned, 
and the appt'nded bibliography. which includt.>S boob on houSlf' 
sanitation and hygit-ne .. sites and em-ironmE'nt.. and the historieal 
development of th~ dn-lling. is \""el'y complt·te and 8u~ti,-e. 
The coune is gi\""eu by Proft'SSOr I'l'l'scott llt'pkins of the A~hitt'C
lura! Departmt-nt of the Institute, Home nursing is praet~ 
in a ~ll.furu.ished bt>droom, but, unfortunately. is not taugM b~· 
a tramed nul"ge. The fees for the Nomlal rourses are $40 
(fthout £8) ' .... \r tem1; tf'xt hool,.-s and IIt:\tl01\1',,:\' att'ragt' '10 
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DREXEL TECn~ICAL INSTITUTE, rIllLADELrIIIA. 
NORMAL COUBIIK IN DIlMEIITIC 8CIENCK. 
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214 U.S.A.-Private Teclmical fnstitules. 

(a) Domestic (about £2 2s.); board may be had near the' Institute at prices 
Science ranging from $5 to $8 (about £1 to £1 12s. 6d.) a week. A 
Courses. students' boarding-house has been organised in' connection with 

the department. the inclusive terms being $5 (£1) a week, . board 
only $3.50 (148.); the accommodation, however; is limited, and 
the long waiting list shows how inadequate it is to the demand. 
In the kitchen washing-dresses are not req~d, white blouses 
and black skirts with the usual apron, sleeves, and cap being the 
selected costume. The demand for the normal students on 
graduation is at present larger than can be met; the training 
received having a very high' character throughout the United 
States. The normal practice work is obtained by means' of classes 
for guilds, church schools, children's Saturday classes, etc., held 
. in various quarters of the city. 

In addition to the Normal courses in cookery, ten alternative 
courses are offered in this and other subjects connected with the 
household; each course occupies one term and is complete in itself. 
Of these, three are confined to, general cookery; they are consecu
tive and must be taken ,up in regular order. 

The First Course consists of instruction in the composition and 
dietetic value of food materials., The lessons are arranged in logical 
order, ·and· each principle is illustrated by the preparation of simple 
dishes. The teaching is largely individual, each student preparing 
an 'entire dish; the object of the course is the preparation of food in 
the most digestible and appetising forms. 

In the Second Course instruction and practice are given in the pre
paration of more complicated dishes and menus than are included in 
the first course. 

The Third Course includes the preparation of still more elaborate 
and expensive dishes; lessons in marketing and carving; and practical 
demonstration in the cutting of meat. In each course one lesson' of 
three hours is given weekly. 

The cO,urse in Invalid Cookery is intended for professional nurses 
and other persons desirous of acquiring a practical knowledge 
of cookery suitable for the sick room.. It extends throughout 
one ternl, with one lesson of two and a-half hours each week. 
Similar classes are arranged for medical.students either in the 
. afternoon or evening to suit their convenience.. The Housekeepers' 
course is offered in the' belief that greater skill and intelligence 
are needed in the management of the home, and for the purpose 
of providing thorough training for women who possess the re
quisite qualifications t~ fit themselves for positions as housekeepers 
or as matrons of public institutions. It is analogous to that on 
Food Economics at the Pratt Institute, and occupies a year. 

It includes the general courses in cookery, courses in invalid and 
lunch-room cookery i a course for waitresses; laundry work i 
marketing; lectures on physiology and hygiene; home nursing; 
familiar talks on food materials and other matters relating' to the 
household together with a study of business forms and accounts. 
At present the number who attend it is very limited; applicants must 
be twenty-five years of age and must give evidence of a good education. 

Courses are also organised in Horne Nursing, Laundry work and 
for Waitresses (six lessonll of two hours each); there is a good 
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IecLw'e course on Home Construction, as well as children's Satur
day classes and evening classes in General Cookery; there is also 
a .. Chafing-dish" course for men; all are open to the public: 
occasionally boys are included among the Waitress course students. 

The syllabus of the first course in the Evening Cooking Classes 
i4 jncluded in Appendix B (p. 312), also one in Household Science ; 
they will be seen closely to resemble those employed for correspond
ing classes in this country. One lesson a week is usual in the above 
courses for one or two sessions; the fees charged vary from 
twelve shillings to £1. 5s. All materials in the cookery classes 
are provided by the Institute. Good reports are given of the 
att.endance at the greater number of these numerous classes. 

The General Course of Instruction in Dressmaking consists of (b) Domestic 
four grades, each occupying one term or half the academic year; Art Course~. 
t I f h h be·· kl All ·als (General, wo essons 0 two ours eac rug given wee y. materl Normal,' 
must be furnished by the students, except those supplied in the Technical). 
third and fourth grades fororder work, when, for further practice, 
students are allowed to receive and execute orders. All work cut 
and planned in the class room must be finished at home. Instruc-
tion is also provided in accounts, business forms, and correspondence, 
two lessons of one hour each being given weekly during the second 
term. A course of lectures in the Chemistry of textiles, dyeing, 
and cleansing is given during the second term of each year. 
Thronghout the Domestic Art Department, similar stress is laid 
upon the study of line, form, the proportions of the human figure, 
etc., as in the rratt Institute; one and a-half hours a week must 
be devoted to such instruction and practice in the Generol, as well 
as the Technical and Normal dressmaking and millinery classes. 
The two terms begin in September and February respectively; 
students enter for one term at a time. The fees are £3 for the 
first grade, and £4 for each of the more advanced. 

The Technical courses in Sewing, Dressmaking, and Millinery 
are alTanged to meet the need of those who desire to train as pro
fessionals. The dressmaking students are expected to attend 
lectures in physiology and in hygiene with reference to dress, in addi
tion to those in the chemistry of textiles, dyeing and cleansing, no 
additional fee being required; they also have the privilege of ph),'sical 
training in t.he gymnasium without extra payment. They must 
be at least eighteen years of age on admission, have a good know
ledge of hand and machine sewing, and must present for inspection 
a dress made personally from patterns. Applicants are admitted 
only in September in each year; certificates are granted to satis
factory students who have followed the entire course. The fees 
are $30 (£6) per term. In the evening classes instruction is 
given in hand and machine sewing, in the first, second, and, third 
grades of the general course in dressmaking, and in millinery. 
The session extends through six months, from the beginning of 

• With reference to the Normal Course in Domestic. Art, see above' 
page 209. . 



(e) Junior 
lJourse in 
Domestic 
Science anil 
A.1"t. 

October to the end of March; in each grade two lessons of two 
hours each are given weekly; the fees are 12s. 6d. for the first. 
course, and from £1 to £1. 12s. 6d. for the more advanced. 

Brief mention must be made of the junior course in Dompstic 
Science and Art which is a non-professional course of prescribed 
studies for girls; it covers two years, and is designed to supply thnt 
trainiIig for the duties and responsibilities of home life which the 
ordinary academic education fails to give, and also to lay a broad and 
solid foundation for the technical work involved in direct prepala· 
t.ion for a profession or a skilled occupation. The course is based 
upon the recognition of the fact that training for the practical 
business of life should havp its due place in the education of the 
individual during the plastic period of life, and e~ .. periellce is con
stantly showing the soundness of this position. Of the pnpils who 
have thus far graduated, more than three-fourths have developed 
aptitudes for some domestic art or science; these have subsequently 
taken advanced courses in chemistry, physiology and hygiene, 
dompstic science, millinery, or dressmaking, with a view in each 
case to following the pursuit 88 a profession. .. As a. re,'Ult of 
this preparatory training in a. well-arranged and soundlY-i:Orrelated 
course of study, these pupils have the advantage of entering 
upon the pursuit of their technical courses with good habits of 
thought and study, and with the ability to feel an intelligent 
delight in their work." The course is divided broadly into scien
tific work, academic work, and technical work-about one-third 
of the time being given to each of these branchps. 

The complete list of studies is 88 follows :-language and 
literature, general history, civics, current events, mathematics, 
elementary chemistry, physiology and hygiene, dompst.ic science 
~\Dd . arts (including household economics), cookery (pract.ical in
struction in the school kitchen, talks on foods), se\ving, millinery ; 
the planning, decoration, and furnishing of a. house; business 
customs and accounts; drawing and physical training. 

E.-WOMEN'S COLLEGES. 

COIU"SeS in A course in physiology and hygieno is given at Vassar College 
HYI,';ene amI for Women by Professor Thalberg, which is obligatory for all 
Household f h d' h' fi It' I . Economics. res men urmg t elr rst term. comprrsps ectures, reCJta-
«&) Vassar tions, and practical investigation of the prillciplps of house 
ColICl,,'I'. sanitation; drawings and. models are provided for this study. An 

p.lective course is also offered ill advanced hygiene, which is open 
to juniors and seniors; this comprises, in addition to text-book 
work, the microscopic study of tissups, experiments in physiological 
chemistry and frequent dissections. Certain coUrsPS in biology 
are recommended 88 a good introduction to these ad\"anced 
cOUrsPS. In chemistry, the analysis .of food is open to those who 
have studied quantitative analysis and organic chemistry; while 
in the department of economics and sociology Professor Mills, in his 
course on Charities and Corrections, treats of the physical and 
physiological, as well 88 of other causes of abnormality. 



COUfU4 in n~ and OUUMJlOld !oonm»ics. :H7 

A COUl'ge in the Elt'menta of Hygient', conducted by lriss E. B. (h) WeHeolel 
Sherrard. reiident health officer, is also required of all freshmen College. 
at W elleslt'Y Coll~ for Women. and counts towards tht! dt'gree of 
B.A. Miss Hazanl, the President., believt'S that this course pro-
vides for health in the present and in the future by awakening 
nnd helping to educate a " physical conscience." The part of the 
subject presented is concerned chiefly with the proper care of the 
Lody. The course is designed to give a practical knowledge of its 
etrueture and an understanding of some of the chief causes which 
IPad to delPriorntion of h~uth and to n£'edless loss of life. A useful 
outline is also giwn of the general principlt'S of public hygiene. 
The OOUf"9l>8 in zoology nnd animal physiology afford opportunity 
for further study to any specially interested student. Instruction 
in domestic science, including the theory of diet and cookery, W88 

given for some time; the reiignation of the instructor, on her 
appointment to work in another college, brought this to a close. 
Since then Ottaslonallectures on this subject have been given, and 
have invariahly been receh'ed with much inlPrest, but no regular 
course has been organised. 

In the other colleges for women-Bryn Mawr and Smith, for 
instance-atlPntion is devoted to physical culture, and a general 
!luJX\nision is exercised over the health of the girls; thou~h 
Wellesley C.ollege is still the exct'ption in the exct'llent work 
carried on by its resident he(l\th officers. These medical women 
endeavour perseveringly to train students to judicious care of 
thf'mselws, chiefly by the adoption of a set of commonsense 
rult'S for healthrulliving. The results to their well-being, physical 
and mf'ntal, are first-rate. 

CollSidt'rable interest has been aroUSl'd at Boston, and indero ( ... ) Simmons 
O\'er a much wider area, by the founding and endowment of the Female 
Simmons Female Collt'ge, several million dollars having been ~~ 
hequeathed for the purpose by the late John Simmons. The n. 
colll'1;9 is established 89 an institution in which the instruction 
w\"en is such as \\;11 Jx.st enable women to earn an independent 
livelihood. The trust«'S bPlieve that the purpose and plan will 
interest and attract students who dt>Sire to fit themst'lws to bPoome 
RlIpt'rintendt.'nts or mat.rons of institutions, ht.'ads of collt'ge houSt'S. 
or of social St'ttll'lIlents, pJivate secretarit.'S, libl1u'iaus, aud 
teachers of houst'hold arts and scit'nct'S. Provision will be made 
for those who desire to pn>pare themselvt.'S for the study of medicine 
and nursing, and for others who \\;sh to become mOre proficient 
in a calling aln>ady adopted, or who nero to add general training 
to practical skill. Thus, oollt.'ge graduatt'S who \\;sh to secure 
technical or profesmonal training will have special opportunities for 
doing so, while enoourngement \\;11 be given to that large class 
of women interested in educational problems, who fool not only 
that constructive work should accompany academic studit'S, hut 
that no woman is well educated until she is thoroughly pn>pared 
to obtain an independent livelihood. whether choice or necessity 
may demand such self-maJntenance. The Dian of instruction 
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(c) Simmons provides for three classes of students. It offers a complete course 
1£!lmale of fonr years for such students as are able to give the requisite time 
Oollege, 
Boston.~ for the college training, while shorter technical courses are to be 
continued. provided for those who have had adequate preliminary prepara-

tion elsewhere, whether in college, or normal school, or in practical 
life. Properly qualified students will also be received for a partial 
course. There are to be Saturday and evening classes for students 
unable to attend the regular classes, with regard to which detailed 
announcements are not yet published. 

The following courses in the departments of Household 
Economics, Secretarial work, Library training, and Science will be 
begun in the year 1902-3. The Corporation expects to open the 
department of Applied Art in the year 1903-4, and other depart
ments in subsequent years. 

A. Household Economics; 
1. Regular course of four years in preparation for professional 

housekeeping and for teaching. 
2. Advanced course of one or more years for college graduates 

. and others of sufficient training. 
3. Elementary course of one year. 
4 .. Special or partial courses. 

B. Secretarial Courses. 
1. Regular course of four years preparing for professional 

positions and for teaching. 
2. Advanced course of one or more years for college graduates. 
3. Special or partial courses. 

C. Library Courses. 
1. Regular course of four year5. 
2. Special or partial courses. 

D. Scientific Courses. 
1. Collegiate course of four years in preparation for science 

teaching. 
2. Advanced course of one or more years for students with 

previous college or normal school training. 
3. Course of four years in preparation for the study of medicine. 
4. Courses of one, two, or three years in preparation for admis

sion to training schools for nurses. 
5. Special or partial courses . 

. The regular course in Household Economics is designed f01' 
women who wish to prepare themselves for taking charge of insti
tutions orsocial settiemel1-ts, or for teaching the subjects of house
hold arts and sciences. Students preparing to teach will be expected 
to take the theory and practice of teaching in their last year. 
Four years :will be required for the course, unless students have 
had a satisfactory preparation subsequent to their High school 
training, such as two years in college study, a course in a Normal 
school, or sufficient experience in teaching, in which cases they 
may be admitted directly to the advanced course. The Elementary 
course is offered for those who desire to underStand the principles 
underlying elementary Household Economics or to become pro
ficient in the management of the hom~. 

The following tentative programme indicates the number of periods 
a wee~ allotted to each subject ill this elementary course; the labo-
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ratory and practice periods will occupy, two or three hours each (c) Simmons 
lectures and recitations one honr each. Unless otherwise specified' }<'emale 
electives may be chosen from all the subjects taught in the college, College, 
which are not included in the prescribed portion of the'programme. Boston.-

Periods per week. continued. 
Cookery - 4 ' 
Marketing and accounts - 2 
'Physiology and hygiene ~" - 1 
House construction, decoration and 'equipment - - 2 
Household administration and sanitation - - 2 
Conferences - J 
Sewing and materials or elective subjects - - . a 

Special and partial courses may consist of a portion of the regular 
course combined with any other studies offered by the college. 
In the Science. Department are found courses preparatory to 
the study. of medicine or of nursing; it is interesting to note 
that mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology and physiology, 
bacteriology, sanitation and cooking find a place in each. of 
these.. In fact, a series of lessons in cookery, laundry work, 
lLnd household accounU will be provided for all students in this 
Department. Arrangements. have been made with the Boston 
Normal School of Gymnastics whereby competent instruction 
in gymnastics will be given to the college students in the gym
nasium of that school. Two periods of physical culture will 
be expected of all students each week unless excused for·satis
factory rE'aBOnB; in October and May outdoor exercises 'at the 
Riverside Recreation Grounds, Newton, may be substituted for the 
gymnasium practice; each student will be advised with regard to 
her physical welfare by an experienced physician, and the gymnastic 
training will be adapted to her needs. 

The college year will be divided into two terms-October to 
February, February to June-each term will close with exami
nations in all departments. The general admission requirements 
are such as may be secured by a four years' course in a good High 
School, but the advanced work in Household Economics is open to 
college graduates without examination, and to others who show 
that they have had the requisite training. A limited number of . 
scholarships have been established by the trustees, who have 
also provided other means of affording pecuniary assistance to 
those who are unable to meet the college ·charges. The fee for all 
regular courses is $100 (,£20) a year, payable in two instalments. 
For special students and for evening and Saturday courses special 
and reduced charges are made. The diploma of the college will be 
granted only to those students who have completed the full require
ments of one of the regular courses. Certificates may be issued to 
other students, showing the list of studies successfully completed 
and the grades attained in each. Suitable boarding accom
modation can be secured for about $7 (,£1 lOs.) a week; a 
college .. dormitory" is also provided for sixty-six students. The 
rooms are arranged in separate suites, each suite is intended for 
two students, and consists of a study, a bedroom, and a bath-room. 
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Under certain conditio:q.s one student will be allowed to occupy a. 
suite; there are also a few single rooms. Ample and convenient 
dining-rooms are included ill the" dormitory," ao that students not 
in residence may secure table board. The cost of residence, in
cluding board, is from $275 (£55) to $300 (£60) per year, accord
ing to the position of the suite; this must be paid in advance, 
one-half at the beginning of each term. The suites are lighted with 
both gas and electricity, which are furnished at the expense of the 
student; service is not included. The" dormitory" is under the 
supervision of the ;Dean; and one or more members of the Faculty 
will reside in the building. At the present time a part of the 
instruction is given in the buildings hitherto occupied by the 
School of Housekeeping; while the remainder, including the larger 
part of the classes in the sciences and languages, is given by 
special arrangement in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

This School of Housekeeping was founded a few years since by 
the Women'g Educational and Industrial Union of Boston. Its 
aim, of which there has been good promise of realisation, is a 
scientific study of home life, the object being" to save what is of 
permanent good, to discard what is useless, and to bring the whole 
into line with present industrial tendencies and scientific facts
!locial and physical. This study is not to the end that the homes 
of anyone class may be bettered, but that the standard of living and 
life may be raised in all homes, in the belief that this would make for 
better citizenship, for a greater country, and for a healthier race." 
The course was first offerro as one step in the re~rganisation of 
the home on this broader social and scientific basis, and as a tangible 
recognition of the fact that housekeeping is a profession which 
demands scientific training. It was designed to meet the needs 
of young college women and others who wished to fit themselves 
to manage a household on the best economic and hygienic bases. 
The course consisted at first in the application of known principles 
and facts, scientific and economic, to the maintenance of a healthful 
well~rdered home; beside,s which it included a study of the 

. management of the household and expenditure of the income 
according to business methods. The movement received the cordial 
support of the professors of Harvard University and the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology; on its teaching staff were found 
the professors of sociology and physiology at Harvard (Dr. Ed. 
Cummings and Dr. Geo. W. Fitz) and the professors of biology and 
sanitary chemistry at the Institute (Dr. Wm. T. Sedgwick and 
Mrs. Ellen H. Richards). It is anticipated that yet greatE~r success 
will attend the incorporation of the course as a department of the 
Simmons College. Hitherto it has covered the following general 
top:cs: (1) The home in relation to society; the home in relation 
to public health; the house-its construction, furnishing, manage
ment, and care. (2) The health of the individual (which embraced 
an exhaustive study of foods and dietaries, the hygiene of childhood 
and home nursing).· Original investigation was also undertaken 

• See Appendix G. 
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to increase the body of exact information on ho"U8ehold subjects, and 
to stimuJate the thought and interest of the hOl19£'keeper. 

Aa an illustration fA the practical methods. based upon BCientific 
principles, adopted at this school, I may mention that, at the date fA my 
\"iait,each member 01 a cla88 oll'ight or ten had been called upon to plan a 
dietary for one 1n'f'k,suitable for the students in residence. This, while 
required to be aeuonable, varied and appetising, must not exceed in 
Mit a eertain sum per head, and must contain the nutrient principles 
in their right proportions to meet the body'. needs. A selection was 
made from those submitted, and NCh compiler, in turn, was called 
upon to superintend the employment of her dietary for one week, in the 
telideQ(~ attachtd to tbe ecbool; she became at once respoMible for t hl' 
purehue, cooking • .ervice, etc., ol all the articles which entered into her 
menu. The students meanwbile freely criticised these experimental 
djptariea, upl't"Ming their views as to the l'xtent to which the varioua 
meals, etc., fulfilled the requirements; the qUl'Jltions raised were discussed 
with the proCetJIIOI' in class; and each purveyor W8li expected to offer 
BOund I'ea8On8 for the faith which was in her and which had found 
expression in the planning ol food for her companions. 

F .-U llIVERSITIES. 

'!'he belief that a1llivi.llg should be governed by hygienic, ethical, Univ~rsity 
and economic prin~iples, which is the root idea in the Simmons ~ Chica~. 
O:llleoge Household Ec:-.onomic COUl"!le, is evidently founded on a Ho=~ld 
lOCiological ba.'1is. This belief has also constituted the standpoint Technology 
of thOlle ~ponsi"lefor the courst>S in Household Technology and and. related 
related subjects at the Chicag? University, for which a place is TU~I::ts. 
found in the Dt-partment of Sociology and Anthropology. It will he XXXIf. 
remembered that the U nh·ersity of Chicago owes its exi~tenoo 
chie6y to Yr. John D. Rockefeller, whose generous gifts for its 
('ndowment date from 1888, and amount to several million dollars. 
The new University opened its doors to students in October, 1892, 
few of its many handsome buildings being thf'n ready for use. 
It includes five divisions-the SchooL", O:llleoge and Academies; 
the Unh-emty Exti'nsioll; the University libraries, laooratories, 
and museums; the U nh-ersity Press; the Uni\"ersity affiliations. 

Proviaion is made for the admi.!sion ol students at the beginning t.f 
a junior colll'ge ronne, or at any further stage ol advancement. In 
addit.ion to students in regular standing, provision is made for the 
admission of certain classes ol undergraduate students not seeking 
dl'grt'e&_uch are known as .. unclal!sified." Thoae who have com· 
plered at least one year's lrork in a college or university ol hi/:;'h 
rank may also be admitted to the College ol the University under 
certain definite conditiOllll. Studl'nts are admitted to a Senior CoUt'ge 
eitber after receiving the Junior College certificate from the University, 
or upon tbe completion of a corresponding amount ol work in anothl'r 
institution. A. Bachelor'. degree ill granted at tbe conclusion of the 
required amount ol Junior College work. 

The onlinary tuition fee is $40 (£8) a quarter, though it is 
IOmewhat in6uenced hy the subject selected; incidpntal expenBe8 
&190 Tary from the sanle cause. Eight" donnitories " have Jx.t.n 
thus far ended in the quadrangle, and it is calculated that $300 
(£60) might, by the exercise of great care, cover board and tuition, 
\"ith nIl sundries, for thirty-six weekI of annual ~idence ; thougl. 
~4i10 (£AA) L'I Ilf'lll"Pr t~f' ~r('r:lgt'. 
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TABLE XXXII. 

CHICAGO UNIVERSITY. 

SCHEDULE OF SANITARY SCIENCE COURSES (HOUSEHOLD TECHNOLOGY AND RELATED SUBJECTS). 

. Entrance 
Requirements. SCOPI! of Course. Methods. 

I 
Length of Fees and 

COUl'Re. j<'inance. Equipment. 

University of Pre-requisites. House Sanitation. The work in Bani- Each of the $40 a quar- The liberal en-
Chicago. Physi 0 g ra phy Food Supplies and Dietaries. tary Science is plan- six courses ter (about dowment of this 

DepaI'tment of an~. Geology, The Economy of Living. ned to be in corre- occupies three £8.) University en-
Sociology and PhYSI~, Food.. . lation with the aims months! four Largely en- abIes every fa-
Anthropology. Chemistry, . The P~mclples of Cookery. and methods of social or five c wses dowed by . cilitr for prac-

. . . Botany (Genera!),. Chemistry of Foods. philosophy. The being held Mr. Rocke- tica work to be 
Sanitary Science. Biolog.v(Sanitary) E.olutioll of the House. trend of the courses weekly. feller. provided; the 
.. Professor Physioloe:y, General Bacteriolo,,"rc' is not. altogether fine ,buildings "f' r lb ~ ... An " elec-

J) anon, a ot. Politic'l.l Household Bacterio ogy. technical, hut their having all been tivc" sub-Sociology, Ec~momy, Publ~c H~giene. . aim is to serve as a erected within 
¥rofesHors . Engh~h, . PhYSIologIcal Chemistry. foundation forfuture jectfor M.A. the last ten 

Oeo: E. Vincent, German}Reading Contemporary Society in the United duties and interests degree. . years al'e replete 
Chas; R. know- Stat~s. " as householders, own- The length with ever'! 

Henderson. French ledge. Amenca~ CitIes. ers and agents of tene- of time modern convem-
Th The Family. ments, students of which may ence and improve-

.c hem i s try of ma/b: ~k:b; The Group of J ndustrials. . social refonn, ad- be profitabl~- ment. 
• :.I!'oods, &c., special students Rural Communi~i~8. min is t rat 0 r s of devoted to 

ProfeRsor h h h dUrban CommullltIes. schools, hospitt1ls, these studies 
Alice P. Norton. w o. avet . a Sanitary Science. prisons and kindred de pen d s 

pre par a Ion (Th' . k' d' d 1ft t't t' d h General.Bacterio- eqUivalent at IS wor 18 . eSIgn~ on ~ or II u- IllS I U Ions, an upon t e 
. logy, least to a good dents .capabJe of. carrYll~g on m~epen. practical philanthro- preliminary 

; .ProfellRor Hi"h S c h oo! d.ent mvest1gatlO~s. 'lhe t~PIC8; as- pists. training and 
E.O .. Jordan. eouorse· and signed. are ,chemical, p)1yslOloglC~l, . Students showing on the tJb

Phy~iological 
Chemistry, 

Prof.· Albert P. 
Mathews. 

with ~ few ex~ btt<:terlOloglca~, ecouomIC, or SOClO- requisite capacity ject the stu
ceptions, by can- lOgical a~c~rdmg to the l~ref~r~nces are encoura~ed to dent has. in 
dida.tea for de- and . trammg of the mdlVldual pursue investigations view. 

students), along purely scien-grees. Seminar in Sa.nitary Science. tific lines. 
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The special courses described as "Household Technology" are Courses in 
offered to meet the needs of the day and the dpmands of the ¥ohsehlold 
studentS for some training in sanitary science. The instruction a~d !la~5. 
is intended to give men and women a general view of the place of subj~ts
the household in society, to train both sexes for the rational and contmued. 
scientific administration of the home as a social unit, and to prepare 
teachers in the suhject. Supplementary courses in physics, 
chemistry, physiology, bacteriology, political economy, and the 
Study of Society are provided and required. Of course, these 
subjects are all elective, but they are attended by a fair and in-
creasing lllunber of students of both sexes. Three months is 
u~ually devoted to each sub-division, four, or perhaps five, classes 
a week being held. The tabulated particulars supply certain details, 
but a concise resume of the topics included is desirable to indicate 
the scop9 assigned to the subject. Courses on Home Sanitation, 
Food Supplies and Dietaries, the Economy of living, and a "~eminar" 
in Sanitary Science (designed for students capable of carrying 011 

independent investigation) are conducted by Professor Marion 
Talbot, Dean of Women, at the University. The subject of Food, 
a practical course in the principles of Cookery, laboratory courses 
in the Chemistry of Foods and Household Bacteriology, and a 
theoretical course on the evolution of the house are entrusted to 
Professor Alice P. Norton. Professor Edwin O. Jordan under-
takes courses in General Bacteriology and in Public Hygiene, studied 
from the standpoint of the bacteriologist; Physical Chemist.ry is 
under the charge of Professor A. P. Matthews. The sociological 
aspect of the subject is strongly emphasised throughout. Professor 
Charles R. Henderson himself takes charge of the courses on " The 
Family," the .. Group of Industrials," and "Rural and Urban 
Communities"; while those on "Contemporary Society in the 
United States" and on .. American Cities" are conducted by 
Pl'Ofessor Geo. E. Vincent. In the opinion of Professor Hender-
son, " knowledge of health principles is essential for everyone, and 
i:l required by him from all his st.udents, many of whom are engaged 
in post-graduate work. The attention of these mature students 
is directed to the special study of such questions as the influence 
upon health of home and school, and kindred topics. In the 
seminar in Sanitary Science, for instance, pooh stuaeht IS re-
quired to carry on some selected investigation, and to report upon 
their work. Such subjects as the llse of food preservatives, the 
division of income in household expenses, or the comparath'e 
plumhing regulations in New York or Chicago are undertaken. 
The problem of domestic service is entered jnto fully in the 
" Economy of Living." The admirable conditions planned for 
the staff of servants in the Women's Hall of the University by 
Mrs. Ellen H. Richards of Boston, and Miss Sarah Wentworth, so 
long ago as 1893, offer an object lesson in the possibility of an 
eight hours' day for servants, at lell8t in institutionailife. 

Professor.r ordan's course in l~lblie.Hygiene proves both attractive 
snd valuable. It qe~ with the application. of hacteriology to the 
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water !!'upply, food supply, and sewage disposal of a city. The 
treatment has hitherto been by lecture and demonstration; but 
last autumn he, proposed to include practical work, bacteriological, 
chemical, and microscopic, for his students. In th;ir company he 
visits model farms and dairies, reservoirs, sewage works, and 80 

forth. These expeditions arouse very marked interest among his 
students of both sexes. 

Some prominence is assigned to hy~iene in the Department of 
l'edagogyat this University, where the attention of students is 
consistently directed to related courses in biology, physiology, 
neurology, and social science. Dr. Dewey'S lectures on the 
cc General principles of elementary t'ducat.ion," and Miss Camp's 
on the cc Scienc.6 of elt'mentary education," requil"e a previous 
elementary knowledge of general biology, physics, and chemistry. 
Miss H~rmer, Director of Domestic Arts in the Univ{'rsit~· 
Elementary School, giws two courses on the .. Educational value 
and uses of the Domestic Arts," in which she indicatl'S the claims 
and place of lIuch work in education and their hygienic influt'nce 
in the home; while Professor JA>cke deals with .. School hygiene, 
sanitation, and construction." His students are referred to 
schools in Chicago and elsewhere for the practical solution of certain 
problems in ht'ating, vcntilation, and lighting; PCOnomio problems 
of fntigue, IIchool diseast's, fnults of posture, etc., also receive 
practical as well as theoretical attention. . 

In the Department of l'olitical Economy, Dr. Hatfit'ld's course on 
Social Economics is also useful in the t'mphasis it lays upon the 
results of hy~ienic ignorance on the economic conditions of working 
men, Chicago and its vicinity afford abundant matt'rials for the 
IJractical observation dtlrnll.Uded of his students. This rel'<>gnition 
of the almost imperative necsssity for scientific training on the 
part of those who assume responsible positions, whether sllch 
po.qitions be held lIS employers, paid officials, or as phillUlthropic and 
honorary workers, has been instrumental in the introduction of 
othel' classt's in sociology by Professors Henuerson and Vinct'nt. 
In each of these the fundamental principles of hygit'De are hrought 
ffll'ward and theil' importance is affirmed, 

I C/lnnot resist mentioning in this connection the valuable Outline 
of Studies for Officers of Correctional Institutions drawn up by Professor 
Hende~on, in fulfilment of a promise made at the National Prison 
Association meeting at Cleveland in 1900. The suggested course 
includes the elements of physiology and sanitation; a study of hygienic 
foods and clothing and a suitable introduction to sociology, psycho
logy and pedagogy. It is proposed that such a curriculum should 
constitute a part of the training of all officials employed 88 prison 
warders, superinwndcnts, assistants, and school teachers in reforma
tories and industrial schools. The outline e,mtains an excellent biblio
graphy arranged for each of the subjcet.ll suggcstetl, all of which ha\'e 
not been enumeratod above, butsll of which would contribute toward. 
approaching the inmates of such institutions ill a spirit of true philan
thropy, based upon a study of the human mind and body, 88 influenced 
by hlll'('dit,y, environrll"!DI, "net t.empcraml'nt. 
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In the Correspondence Study Department of the lTniv('rsity 
Extension division, sanitary science also finds a place. Courses in 
Foods and in House Sanitation are conducted by Miss Talbot and 
Mrs. Raycroft, which have been turned to account by students 
lJI'.attered throughout the States. Tht'tle are elementary in 
character. but they sen'e to assist members of Women's Club! aud 
others who have no opportunity, or who cannot devote time, to 
uttend a definite college course. 

The last courses of study with which I propose to deal posseas Teachers 
an unusual int.el'l"8t, for thpy find an honoured place at Teachers ~pe~. 
College, Columbia University, an institution of 80 unique a character Uni':rsi~y 
that its history and aims must be briefly recorded before I pass New • 
on to my more immediate subject. Teachers College is the pro- York. 
fessional school of Columbia University for the study of t'ducation 
and the training of teachers. It is neither a Normal school nor a 
Uni\"ersity Department of Pedagogy, but ranks as a professional 
school for teachers. It maintains University standards, aiming at 
the development of the four qualities held by its Dean toO be pre
eminently desirable in a teacher; i.e., gt'neral culture, professional 
knowledge, special knowledge and skill in teaching. Students may 
be 01 either sex, and may be engaged in. or preparing for, work in 
elementary. secondary, and normal schools. Opportunities (or 
advanced study are availaWe lor specialists in various branches of 

, school work. as well as for principals, supervisors. and superin
tendents 01 schools. The college was founded in 1888, and was 
the practical outcome 01 a noticeaWe discussion on "Education 
us a subject of Uni\'ersity study," contained in Pl'l"8ident Barnard's 
reports; but it only became part of the educational system of 
Columbia Uni"ersity in 1898. when it was transferred to its present 
locality. It now takes academio rank with the Schools of l.3w, 
Medicine. and Applied Science. The donations towards its develop
ment ha,'e been most generous, amounting to at least $1,250,000. 
In the ('arly days of the college there was only one course, 
lollowed by every regular student; but the work offered in the 
several departments soon increast'd beyond the capacity of one 
individual, and sub-di\'isions became necessary. No dppartment. 
however. undertakes ,,'ork that is done adequately in other 
faculties 01 the University. This original course of study occupied 
two years; and from the outset a school of obJervation and practice 
was all integral part of the plan, Teachers College now offers 
forty-iUx courses in Education, among which may be mentioned 
those on the history and principlE'S of education. educational 
administration, gt'netio psychology and child study, and others on 
the theory and practice of teaching biology, domestic art, domestic 
dcience, English, fine arts, languages, manual training, and physical 
training, Qualified students 01 Teachers Collpge are allowed to 
pursue University courses in history, language and Literature, 
natural science. mathematics, philosophy, psychology, ethics, 
authropology. music, economics, and social scienc.e. Two Schools 
of ObJenation and r~ctice are tl1aiQtllined, one the Uoraoo Mann 

t\iOO. r 
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School, the other but just. inaugurated, known as the Experimental 
School. The Horace Mann School, with its three· departments, 
has been already mentioned. The Experimental School consists of a 
kindergarten and elementary school, also of special' c1assps in 
!lewing, cooking, and manual training. . . 

The requirements for admission to TeacherS College are as follows : 
to the two years' collegiate course-completion of a High school 
',ourse; if this be followed by a two years' professional course it 
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science. To the two years' 
courses which lead to diplomas in elementary and kindergarten 
teaching, domestic art and domestic science, the fine arts, manual 
training, &c., completion of the collegiate course is the quali· 
fication for admission, or its equivalent in an approved college, or 
graduation from an approved normal school, or two years of tech
nical training, or experience in teachirig. To the graduate coUrses, 
college graduation, or its equivalent, qualifies for entrance. The 
fees for the graduate courses average $150 (£30); in other 
courses $100 (£20). The Faculty annually awards five fellow!lhips 
of $650 each, and seventeen scholarships ()f varying amounts. 

The Dean of Teachers College fully maintains the convictions of 
its founders in his statement that a univerSity" is true to itself when 
it .undertakes the profe..<lSional training of teachers; for the interests 
of public education are as urgent and important as the interests of 
law, medicine or engineering." Dean Russell has also drawn desirable 
attention to the relation of other university studies to education. 
Firat, those .. which contribute directly to the science of education, 
Bucb as biology, which is concerned with vital processes; psychology, 
which discloses the nature of the mind; sociology, which deals with 
the inter-rtlations of individuals in society; and ethics, which seeks 
to establish the principles of right action. .Second, all studies, regard· 
less of their immediate bearing on the scicnce of education, may be 
considered Boa a mean.~ to inform and to develop the minds of the young ... 

It is the policy of Teachers College to afford every opportunit,y for 
llpecialisation ; but the faculty insists that the true basis of llpecialisa
tion in education lics in liberal culture, accurate IICholarship, and that 
professional knowledge which characterises the -intelligent teacher. 
The chief problem in the educational administration of Teachers 
College, since it became a· part of the University system, has been to 
devise and conduct courses of study suited to the needs of advanced 
IItudents. The first step was to provide graduate courses for students 
who wele)apable of undertaking research and investigation in one 
special field; to thi.~ end the course leading to the higher diploma 
was planned for graduate students . whOle interests were chiefly pro· 
fessional. It is intended to fit teachers of superior ability and of special 
academic attainments for the work of training teachers in colleges Ilnd 
normal schools, and for pOlitionB in the public school service requiring 
a high degre~ of professional insight and technical skill. Candidates 
for .the higher diploma must be graduates of an approved institution 
of learning-a college, engineering school, a normal sch.ool, or the 
equivalent of one of these-and must present satisfactory evidence of 
a high degree of professional ability as a result of the study of educa
tion or experience in teaching. The real test of fitness, however, is 
the ability of the candidate to undertake research and investigation 
in one major and two minor subjects. The minimum period of resi· 
dence i~ fixed at one year, but the necessity for completing some special 
ta~k in line with the major subject, and of puttin~ the results in form 
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for publication make it difficult. for the average student to secure the 
diploma in the minimum time. 

The Faculty is constantly engaged in the
O 

modification of courses~ 
the raising of standards and the revision of currioula. Each year 
increases the confidence that progress is being made in the right 
direction, though it is realised with equal force that the end is not 
yet in sight; a sentiment keenly experienced by Mrs. Woolman 
and Miss Kinne, who are 1'l'8pectively in charge of the Departments 
of Doml'8tio Art and Domestio Science. 

The courses of study pursued in these departments present many 
pointa of iuterest; year by year thl'Y are developed and modified 
in the light of experience gained. l'robably considerable ohanges 
in detail have taken place since my visit; but the broad lines are 
the same, and I venture to hope that the necessarily imperfect 
noted I pl'l'stmt in these pages may nevertheless serve to stimulate 
my readers to secure from headquarters fuller and further infor
mation on courses of such value and importance. The wide scope 
and sociological import of the groups of subjects described as 
Domestio Art or Domestio Science is evidently realised by those 
responsible for their selection and treatment. Tha.t this point of 
\;ew receives the full support of the entire staff is again evident 
from the fact that stoudellts in Domestio Art are required to cor
relate thl'ir studies either with Domestio Science, with Fine Arts, 
or with Manual Training, while students in°Domestio Science are 
advisl'd to correlate their studies with Domestio Art or with 
Yanul\l Training. The details I furnish differ apparently but little 
from those alrl'ady supplied in regard to Technical School or certain 
Colll'ge Courses, bllt in the spirit and methods is recognisable the 
end in vie\\"; not the development of maqual facility or even of 
hygienio habits, but II the meaning of t.he physical, social, moral. 
!esthetio and spiritual conditions of the home to the individual, 
and to I!()('iety at large. The courses may be d~crihed as applil'd 
science and art. t.hey do not offer technical training, It is felt 
that in l\ University these applied courses must have othe same 
standing as pure science. and on these lines they are formulated, 
and from this point of view the Schedule of the two courses 
should be studied. For instance, the students of Domestio (a) Course in 
Art are required to practise, early in their training, advanced Domestic 
basket,ry and raffia work, as well &I to construct a systematic ~ r~1 
series of models to cover the ground of plain needlework, !lot so XXXIII. 
much with the view of acquiring manual dexterity, as with the 
aim of thoroughly compl'l'hending how, by such means, to draw 
out and buiU up a child"s ideas; how to SUbstitllte broad, free 
movements in place of fine ptitching for young pupils, how to 
convert the subject into a general means of self-expression for ~l. 
Students are trainl'd to obser\"e and consider the interests, capa· 
cities and instincts of the child, and to adapt their instruction to 
these at various ages. In support of her methods, Mrs. Woolman 
points out that .. early nations used the needle in many 
ways adapted fo ~4e p,S8 ~, ~hiJ<J~n. in coarse wealing, in 

6190. p 'J 
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(a) Course basketry, in which rigid material .was sewed together 
in Domestic with 8Oft~r flbres, such as wool and twisted bark; in mats, 
t~u-ed~'" hats and baskets of the raffia palm fibre, in braiding, knotting, 

twining, nett.ing, etc. AIl of these early steps in domestic art 
make an excellent foundation for sewing, and may be used to great 
advantage in the primary grades, where the awakening power of 
the child demands work in rapid construction and large adjust
ments. The articles should be simple in construction-of a charac
ter to appeal to the child's interests-and worth doing." Their 
pract.ice work in the Horace Mann School affords the necessary 
opportunity to the students for testing their own command of this 
method. and for observing its influence on children. The re
mainder of the practical work in the Domestic Art Course follows 
accepted lines in the teaching of drafting and cutting of mat.erials, 
dressmaking-elementary and advanced (the Vienna dressmaking 
system is that adopted), and millinery. At Teachers College, as in 
the Technical Institute course~, infinite pains are expended in the 
effort to cultivate a sense of what is appropriate and bPautiful in 
design and colour and in developing the power to express t.his in 
execution. Certain Art COUl'lles are obligatory, while the Depart
ment itself pro,,-ides one in Household Art and Design.· Of this the 
aim is to apply general rules of art to the home, in order to foster 
good taste and appreciation of beauty in every-day life. It includes 
some consideration of healthful living and dressing; the c~lour 
effects and uses of textiles; and the J>linciples of home decoration; 
training in facility t.o sketch and design with accuracy and rapidity; 
and the use of the needle in applying these principles to ar!icles of 
home and ceremonial use. To further strengthen students in 
",-hat SL'6mS to be fundamental to their speciality, they are advised 
to continue their studies along lines calculated to aid in under
standing the scope and meaning of art; the result is evident in the 
bold and. frequently artistic sketches made when they aret'ngaged in 
the final stages of dressmaking and millinery. Domestic science is 
not ignored in this Domestic Art course; the study of foods and the 
processes of their production, manufacture, and cooking are obli
gatory subjects, while students are strongly advised to follow 
the course in Household Cht'mistry under Dr. Vulte. Practice 
lessons in sewing are given undt'r supervision in the Expt>rimental 
School. Here. from the first grade upwards, children are guided 
progreS<lively from t.he practice of primitive methods of w('aving 
and basketry, through varied phases of hand and ne('dlework, 
until this evolutionary method brings them, in the High school, 
to & study of the existing manufacturing system end its 
social influences_ Mrs.Woolman's interest in these sociological and 
industrial aspects of her subject becomes "ery appl".rent in 
her lectures on Textiles. This course covers & study of fabrics; 
the processes of their manufacture; the development of these 
processes, and their effect on social conditions, with the object of 
giving s~udents not merely a knowledge of textiles. but of affording 

• See APllelldix H. 
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them suggestiqns for methods of presentation in connection with 
their lessons in sewing. "The way things are made is of intense 
interest to children," writ.es Mrs. Woolman, " and the skilled teacher 
can easily make their history and manufacture a part of geography. 
school lessons in history. mathematics, etc." Through the right 
presentation or the whole subject. she anticipates also a revival of 
sympathy with and respect for manual labour. 

In connection with this course on Textiles and that on Household 
Art, visits are paid to the mills. furniture "tores. and museums. 
I.ectures on the educational aspects of Domestic Art are precroed by 
a course in elementary psychology, given by Professor Thorndike, 
which includes the elements of the science. as well as the general 
principles which control successful teaching, 80 far as these can be 
derived from psychological laws. or from the study of school prac
tice. Its aim is to" prepare students for subsequent courses in 
the methods of teaching separate subjects. Professor Monroe 
takes the history of educat.ion. which is supplemented by Professor 
Woolman's course on the Theory and Practice of Teaching Domestic 
Art. Here the relationship of DomesticArt is considered (1) to the 
aims and means of education; (2) to the best methods of teaching it 
in public and other schools; and (3) to its correlation with other 
grade work. The planning and cost of courses of instruction are 
also considered. Students are constantly reminded that the per
sonality of a teacher is one of the most impOl-tant factors in her 
work; "her physical, mental, and moral influence is ever moulding 
her pupils, even without her effort; her teaching must, therefore, 
be grounded on culture; she should thoroughly understand the 
prohlems of modern education. • • . she should be inspired by 
a high ethical aim . • . to make the children efficient for good 
in the world. she must study their characteristics and interests; 
she must see. too, that the child's own will power is at work, and 
that he thinks out for hin1Self every step in connection with the 
article in hand." Dearing this ideal in mind. a study of even the 
condensed outline of the course (Table XXXIII.) will have its own 
ihterest in showing by what means its realisation is attempted. 

Miss Helen Kinne. the professor of Domestic Science, is imbued 
with the same true educational spirit as Mrs. Woohnan, and 

(h) Course in both ladies l'CC('ive an increasing anlount of enrouraging c0-

. Science. operation from other members of the faculty. The course in 
Table Domestic Science. as defined in the college "Announcement," 
XXXIV. is even more comprehensive in its allied studies than that in 

Domestic Art. The introductory courses in psychology and edu
cation are similar to those in the Domestic Art course, as is also 
the " recommended " course in the Economic and Social History of 
the United States. This last deals with those special topics and 
pha..qes of economic and social bistory which have direct and prac
tical bearing upon the work of students in the departments of 
Manual Training, Domestic Science, and Domestic Art. It gives an 
idea of the nature and purpose of industrial growth; considers in 
detail the various econOlnic and industrial conditions and problems 
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of the various sections of the United States at the present time; ~b) Courseo 
and thft relation of economic and industrial forces to cont~m- In .DomesUc 

---: - I nd°. A rtiaI d· ad f th Selene&-porary IIUtillU CO ItiOns. pa stu y IS m e 0 e eco- continued. 
nomic and industrial condition of Europe in the- sixteenth and 
aevenf.et>nth centuries, as based upon the mercantile system. The 
outcome of thege conditions is traced in exploration and coloni.'lation, 
and in the growth of economic indu.'1try in the American colonies, 
which culminated in the American Revolution. Attention is also 
directed to the industrial problems of the nation; and the con
tAmporary social condition and problems are noted as outgrowths 
01 economic de\-elopment. 

Another course common to students of either Domestic Art or 
Domestic Science is that given by Dr. Vulte in Household 
Chemistry. To this he hlL'I given much thought, and t.hroughhis 
courtesy I am enabled to include its synopsis.· It is designed _ to 
include the study of tho principal food products, such as sugars, 
starches, proteids, animal and vegetable fats, water and mineral 
salts. Special attention is given to the changes which take place 
during the operation of cooking, to the analytical tests applil'd to 
thpm, as well as to the chemical. 8SJX'Cts of fermentation and 
putrefaction, and their prevention by chemical means, and steri
lisation. The corrosi,·e artion of food coD.'1tituents, acids, &Co, on 
utensil.. is dealt with. IL'I well as saponification, the action of 
detergents, hard and soft water, testing of milk, butter,cheese, 
water, &e.; the chpDlistry of fuels and of ilIuminants is also 
studied. Dr. Yulte does not lay stress upon expression o( 
res,tlts in chemical equations, hut aims rather that the suh
ject should be. approached and dealt with from the point of 
,oiew of daily life I"e(luirements. He gives the theory in hi9 lec
tures, and leavl'S the carrying out of experiment.'I, in the form 
of problems, to his students, who work under his personal super
,·ision. He also conducts an advanced course in the same subject; 
bpre original researeh is undertaken in the working out of pro
blems which arise in the preparation 01 food, the use of fuels and 
cooking apparatus, and in launooring and othpr cleansing processes. 
It is inteuded only for ad,·allced students who have a sound 
knowledge 01 elp,mentary and organic chemi~try. 

The Bubjecb 01 Food.~ is taken up exhaustively in the Domestic 
Science course, and is stu<lioo in three courses. The first is de
signed to give a thorough knowll'dge of theory and practice in 
cooking, and to aid the student in·arranging matter for h>acb
ing; it deals wit.h the composition and nutritive value of foods, 
the fundamental principles and proce:lSeS of cookery, and a com
parativestudyof fuplund or cooking apparatus. Special attention 
is gh·en to scientific methods in kitchen laboratory work, and 
to the adaptation or such· met hods to schools. The second 
is concerned with the production of food materials, such 
as dairy products, manufacture of flours, cereals, spices, &c., 

• See Ap-pendix H. 
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WI well as with food adulterations and other processell in the(b) Cow:se i 
preparation of food materialS. The third takes up advanced D&<?mestlc 

. f food k r • ali~~ d ·lence--oookery, the preservation (l ,coo -ery lor mv IJ.G an conti'll.IUId. 
children, food values and dietaries, the planning, Cooking, and 
serving of meals, a waitresses' course, and marketing. The 
cookery practice is made as expenmental as it can be, in order to 
enforee and to illustrate fundamental principles .. Students are set 
problems from which to gain their own experienCe, and are trained 
not to rely on that of others 8.'1 recorded in cookery books. No 
stereotyped set of recipes is worked through; laboratory 
rather than ordinary kitchen methods are enforced, and such 
variety of problems presented as to demand practical individual 
solution from each member of the class. A tabulated method of 
record is usually employed, by which the effects of heat~ of varying 
proportions of materials, &c., are set out graphically. 

Botany and zoology, under Professors Lloyd and Bigelow, are 
studied in the form of lectures, laboratory work, recitations, 
fx~ursions for field work, and collat{lral re~g. These courses 
are obligatory on D(lmestic Science students, and must be taken 
bef(lre the course in physiology and hygiene, in which the same 
professors adopt similar methods. This latter course covers a 
laboratory study of the structure of cells, tisllues, and orga.il.s in 
various organisms, both plant and animal, including man, and of 
the fundamental prinCIples of hygiene, personal and domestic. 
Individual byirione is also studied from the 'standpoint of occupa
tion and recreation, the claims of physical culture receiving atten
tion. Borne sanitation and economics find a place in the second 
year of study. The course embraces t.he following subjects~ 
situation and structure of the house, 'water supply, disposal of 
waste, heating and ventilation, lighting, healthful furnishing, 
cleansing of the house, development and organisation of the home 
and its adaptation to modern conditi9ns, systematic methods of 
housekeeping; the cost of living and household accounts, domestic 
service. The lectures on bacteriology are opt.ional; they are 
a..qsooiated with practical laboratory work" in illustration of the 
theoretical teaching which deals with the nature of bacteria, witb 
meth0d3 of isolation and recognition of species, the I)art which 
,bacteria. play in nature, the industrial uses to which they are put; 
the bacteril1 of air, water, ice, milk, and foods generally;~ the 
methods of sterilisation and disinfection; the relat.ion of bacteria to 
diseaSe, and, in connection with this, certain phases of hygiene and 
household sanitation, extending to the care of the sick. This. and 
the courses in Home Nursing and Emergencies are so usually elected 
that they enter into the training of the majority of students. These 
last-mentioned subjects consist of lectures, with practical illustrations 
and experiments on the part of the students,and are considered to 
afford sufficient training to enable teachers to present the subjects 
in the schools. Both are conducted by a trained nurse. The 
couree in Laundry-wor~ includes ~th "theory and practice. No 
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':6) CoU~iD laundry is provided. but. the practical work is carried out in the 
. ~,?mestJc Iargt' kitchen laboratory. by means of portable equipment, upon 
~~i::m .. which much thought has been expended. Thatthis has been to 
. good effect iA shown by the success which has attended jts t>.mploy-

ment not only for the college studen~, but for public school work 
in ~r districts where no "centres" are yet organised. This 
subject' is of recent introduction, and has by no means I .... ached its 
final development. . 

Another course described as .. Supervision and Critic Teaching 
in Domestic. Science" consists of conferences and . practiCal· work 
under ProfessOr Kinne. It affords opportunity for practical investi
gations of conditions and problems in Domestic Science teaching in 
schools, colleges, universities, c1u~, and social settlements; it also 
includes Ii study of the development and. present status of domestic 
science at home and abroad; the organisation and management 
of departments; supervision in city schools; and critic teaching 
in normal Schools. 

The. enrolment in both departments is progressing steadily in 
number. During latlt year 114 students, all women, were 
lmder instruction in the department of Domestic Science, while 
sixty-six, of whom four were men, were found in that of Domestic 
Art. Miss Kinne and her colleague, Mrs. Woolman, have in view 
a scheme to combine the two-years courses in each of these two 
subjects into one three-yl'ars course, l'Specially for the training 
of inspectors; but, among otherdiOiculties, they are confronted 
with the fact that the student.s who select the one or the other of 
the~ courses of study are usually of temperaments and types of 
mind so different that for one individual to gain intelligent com
mand of all that would be involved in such a combinl'd courSe 
would be a relatively rare .attainment. 

A perusal of the preceding pages cannot fail to have impressed 
on the mind of the. reader the valuable impetus given to 
educational progress by the work carried on in. the indepen
dent institutions of all grades to which this part of the Report 
refers. It is evident that official coercion is not needed to stimulate 
the zeal which finds an honourable outlet in thus promoting 
'!itudies framed to advance the efficiency of the nation. It is true 
that much still remains to be done in the development, multi
plication and organisation of . these courses, neverthell'Ss, each 
year's work is more full of promise for the future, while at least 
a decade must elapse before its fruition can reasonably be 
anticipated. 
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SOCIAL AGEfl:CIES FOR .THE ~ROMOrION OF, DO~EST1C SCIENCE. 

TEACHING. 

That the educational institutions of a country ~flect the public Introduc
opinion of its people is an assured, though relatively somewhat tory. 
recently recognised fact. Its ~ptance will direct the attention of 
thoughtCul ohservers to a study of the Corcesactive in the formation 
of current national belieCs. Of these; there are two distinct classes.: 
the. one, ~y its p~g~'1ive spirit, moulding the conception or the 
few wise or far-ilighted into the ideals of th~ many; the other 
retarding advisable developments. because- the. issues at stake are 
allowed to be ohJcured by the prejudices it fosters. These dual 
lRetors are constantly at work,. and always import.ant, whether 
in the sphere of sociology and philanthropy, or in the scholastic, 
commercial and professional worlds; .most particularly so when 
the subject presented to the puhlic for consideration is closely 
linked with daily life. Therefore, this Report on " The Teaching of 
Hygiene and Household Science in the, United States of America .. 
would be incomplete wit.hout a reCerence, however . briel, to the 
social, as well as to the educational, agenci~s which are responsible, 
to a greater or less degree, lor the promising activity of interest 
in these Ilubjects ohservahle in the schools and colleges of the country. 
The provi.'1ion of a more healthy, happy, intelligent, and economical 
home liCe is rightly considered to be a riational problein; its solution 
is not relegated to one proCession, or confined to one state; the 
movement in favour of sanitary reform is increasingly general, nnd 
I could not fail to be impreRSed with the unfeigned interest expressed 
in it by both sexes in many different centres. In the ca..'1e of men, this 
Seemed' stimulated chiefly by their desire lor national supremacy; 
in the case of women~ it was more often the domestic side which 
appealed to their sympathies: It also appeared to me that there exists 
a small percentage of professional and commercial men, who sin-
cerely deplore the melancholy corruption which is so serious 8t 
blight on the country's municipal life. Their hopes for sweeping 
and immediate reform are not great; but they look for a gradual 
transmutation of the base ore of self-seeking into the refined metal 
of ·zeal for social progress by a succeeding generati(ln, which 
shall be trained in the best traditions of cit.izenship during 
('arly and impressionable years. Professor Adams has said that 
.. the requisite of a citizen is that he Rhould be able to appreciate 
and feel and understand those forces that touch his life"; he must 
be able to grasp something of the import of heredity, and of the 
powerful influences of environment. Apart from sanitary 
lICience based upon biology, how is this appreciation or 
understanding to be. fully gained? Testimony that a,. study of 
hygiene furnishes one necessary foundation to good citizenship 
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is afforded by the foot that in Chicago University, the State 
University of Michigan, and elsewhere, the courses offered are 
the direct outcome of the male-students' sense of need; a sensation 
of sufficient strength to embolden men in some other universities to 
follow Household Science Courses, hitherto confined to female 
·st.udents, until provision is made for courses better suited to 
masculine requirements. . 

Sociology and Economics are subjects much discussed just now 
ill the States; increasing attention, for example, is devoted to their 
study in High Schools; and it would seem to good purpose, if a 
more general demand for and interest in the study of public health 
be the enduring fruit. The mere ·making of man into a better 
animal is the argument which it must be .admitted carries weight 
with the majority in the business world. That Boston merchant 
is by no means unique, who supported the introduction of Physical 
.Culture (to include a knowledge of Hygiene) into the curriculum 
of both boys and girls in the High School of Brookline, on the 
g.rounds that the clerk who knows how· to ke.ep himself mentally 
·and physically at high-water mark has his financial worth to his 
employer materially increased~ Thus, t.hough the motives, when 
analysed, may be very mixed, and not always of a high ethical 
standard,· their outcome bodes well for the efficiency of the 
nation. 

A.-WOMEN'S CLUBS. 

Their This awakening to the importance of intelligent civic adminis
ol'l!anisation t.ration is, however, not confined to men. The records of many 
~~~lhol':! cities testify to the :vivid· interest taken in "municipal house-

. keeping" by women, and to their achievements in that sphel"('. 
The influence they exercise upon public life in the United St.ates 
is due, among other causes, to the strength derived from co-opera
tion. ~The social life of the nation· is woven into one great web 
by a network of women's clubs: These are federated intO large 
organizations, which knit together those units separated by appar
ent. distance, and facilitate the Concentration of an almost irresis
tible force upon any selected subject. The significance of the term 
." club" differS from that attached to it in this country; any 
community of interest which links a few women together for some 
common object-for example, the study of art, or of history, or a 
foreign language, or some measure of social reform, or some political 
alarm, 'results in the formation of a " club," or perhaps of a special 
branch of one already in existence. The clubs of a dist.rict; town, 
or city are usually federated under a President, who, while supreme 
in her district, is subservient to the County or State· President; 
the whole organisation .finds its focus in :the National President, 
elected· at «;lefinite intervals from; among the' State Presidents. 
Great independence is characterist.ic of these clubs; there may be 
·act.ivity or indolence, concentration of interest-or diffusion of energy, 
ideals coRfiIied to vague theories, or demandJng instant realisation 
in practice;· but there is One fact. a.'lSured, and that is that women 
have it ill their power. lly this lllCa:.~S, to mOllld public opinion to 
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an extent inconceivable in Great Britain. SigDS are 110t wanting 
of the realisation that the responsibility thus involved must be 
Jived up to and prepared for; among these maybe'mentiolled 
the growing demand for assistance from Unlversity Extension 
leetures, and increased attendance at the Sumnu'lr Schools. 

In addition to periodical congresses, at which the attendance of 
experts gives worth and vitality to the proceedings, it is the custom 
among these women's clubs to meet at frequent intervals, to pursue 
the study of some selected subject. A yearly programme is drawn 
up ; (or instance, in the Domestic Science Club, the topics chosen 
J'ange oYer the whole wide field of personal, domestic, ~ducational 
and municipal hygiene :-House Construction; JllumLiug; Ice 
Supply; the Problem of Domestic Service; what constitutes a good 
Menu; Household ACCOWlts; Art in the Household; 'Recreat.ions ; 
School Sanitation; these are a few culled at random from a last 
year's list. A subject is assigned to each member, who is required 
to study and present a paper upon it at n given date; free dis
cussion follows the reading of this essay. I heard repeatedly of the 
beneficial results which follow this amateur work; not the least 
o( which is the growing interest among moth£1rs as to the teaC.hing 
of Domestic Science in High and Grammar schools. Material assist
ance in home and club study is afforded by the system of Travelling 
Libraries, loaned, Cor six months or longer, to any registered club 
by the Public Library Division of several State J,ibraries. 

In illustration of the good missionary work possible of perform- Specimen 
"nce by a local branch of one Women's Club, I may mention the o!,ganiil&~ 
Illinois Association of Domestic Science, though examples could tlOns ftif 
La easily multiplied. The objects of this Association are "to b~:~t~g,· 
stimulate interest in all that pertains to home-making; to instigate Scienr.e 
the organisation of domestic science associations in order to co- Teachmg. 
ordinate the work; and to secure the introduction of the study (a) Illinois 
of domestic science into the educational svstem." The President Association 
and her Committee were animated in the' first instance by a desire fl. Domesti4 
to introduce better methods, based upon sound reasons, into Clence. 
the conduct of their .own home life; then they desired to interest 
those whose existence is usually hampered by unintelligent" rule 
of thumb" hahits, and who are hard to reach in consequence of 
their oCten isolated dwellings. Stimulated by enthusiasm, tllese 
women took advantage of the presence of a large number of club 
members on the occasion of the annual meeting of the Illinois 
Jlarmers' Institute, held at Champaign in February, 1898; they 
called a meeting, at which attention was directed to the advantage 
of organising a State Domestic Science Association. In this 
instance, the intention was more particularly to reach the farmers' 
wives; that is to say, to initiate a movement which should provide 
for them what these Institutes do for the farmers,. i.e., a recurring 
opportunity for the discussion of professional questions, and .for 
the securing of new light or reliahle information upon doubtful 
points ... The support afforded hy the men wa.'1 so cordial that, 
frv!il the ~t&l't, the Association was looked upon as a Jegiti,mate 
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part qt, the I!'armers' Institute's work; and, ~oon aft;t:r the first 
annual ineeting, the Institution Boar4 passed a formal, resol~tion 
by which the-Illip.ois Associati?n of Domestic Science was recog
nised as an organisation affiliated to the, Illinois Farmers' Institute, 
while a committee of the di~ctors wa.'J ,appoin,ted to look after ·its 
interests. That the women worked .to, some purpose is evident 
from the endowment three years later of ,scholarships fol' girls in 
Household Economics, h!nable at the Illinois State University, of 
the same number (two to each county of the State) and on the 
same terms as those' in Agriculture,. appropriated some yeal's 
previously to young men" 

'1) s' :Foremost in the earnest, intelligent, public service rendered by 
~ci'I~~ltary women has been the Sanitary Science Club of the Association of 
CIuh of the College AlummE, which is itself composed of graduates from 
~ssoeiR~!On certain selected women's collegps of high st.andinK . This depart
~l C'ollc_e ment of the Association was organised in Boston twenty years 
,UDmal. ago, when there "'ere as yet few college graduates in the country, 

and fewer still at the, head of homes of their own. Its object 
was the promotion of home sanitation,and for the first two' years 
of the Club's existence, its members devoted their tinle to gep.eral 
study of the subject and to I'esearc~ into methods, eit.her in the 
homes of the club members, or in those open~ for this purpose 
by friends. Such positive help and satisfactory material resulted 
from this work that two of the members were appointed to edit 
the notes made. The ~sulting. ,Publication, issued in 1887 and 
hrought up to date by subsequent new editiop.s" retains its position 
as an acknowledged text-book, and has influenced large numbers 
for good. With the advantage of t.hat increased knowledge, which 
results from accumulated and sifted experience. this Sanitary Science 
Club has directed its attention to the betterment of homps of all 
classes; to the securing of necessary reforms in school and muni
cipal sanitation; and to the introduction of suitable opportl,lllities 
for a study of the subject of Home Economics into High Schools 
and Colleges. For some years several of the most prominent 
Club members have been engaged in teaching Sanitary Science 
at the University of Chicago, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech
nology, and other important educational centres. It is regrettable 
1,ha~ the interesting exhibit of "The Work of College 'Vomen for 
the Home" was not more generally observed at the l'aris Exhi
bition of 1900, for it constituted an instructive record of good work 
done., Plans and descriptions of houses were included, as w~ll.as 
specimen details of administrative work carried on by these women. 
and a bibliography of their published writings. A recent exhibit 
in the cause of Home Economics at Boston illustrated in seven 
sections their practical services to the community; these con
sisted of: (i.) Bibliography; (ii.) Home Economics applied tAl 
children; (iii.) applied to Shelt,er and Furnishings; (iv.) applied 
to Food; (v.) applied to Clothing; (vi.) applied to Household 
Management; (vii.) sugg£=sted applications of the SUbj(lCts to 
Public School instruction. The exhibita included useful models. 
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notably one of the New England Kitchen at Boston; a clever 
portahle device for the division of an ordinary schoolroom into 
rour rooms for housewifery lessons; examples of hygienic clothing 
for children; laundry. and food exhibits; dietaries calculated 
at various figures, and some of Mrs. Ellen H. Richards'· useful 
aids to intelligent and wholesome housekeeping. Indeed, it may 
be justly said, to their honour, that the college women of the 
United States were among the first to !lee the importance to the 
home of healthful managemeilt and environment, and to take 
practical means to secure such Conditions. To them is due. the 
credit for directing attention also to the true significance of Dpmestic 
Economy, viz., that it embraces economy of time, of method, and' 
of strength, 88 well 88. of polUlds, shillings, and pence. 

The work and publicat.ions of the Sanitary Science Club of the (c) The 
College Alumnm are undoubtedly largely responsible for .the ~atiotl 
inception of another social organisation, the National Household &!~micc:\ 
F..conomic Association. This was actually formed as the direct Association. 
result of a congress held at the Chicago Exhibition, 1893; it now 
embraces a large membership in thirty of the States and ill Canada. 
Its work lif'll chiefly among the well-to-do classes, though ~ts 
members assist in the training of women in very poor district,!!.. 
Doth sexes are eligible. for memberRhip. The Annual Ulngress. 
held for three or four days in some important centre, serves W 
stimulate its own supporters, wlule it arouses interetlt among 
those previously indIfferent to its objects. To awaken. the ntiddle 
class to a sense of the dignity, interest, and importtl.pce of House-
hold Economics has been tery uphill work. But the President 
can now report hopeful signs of ground securely gained among a. 
class orwn difficult to influence, hedged in as it is by Social con-
,·ent.ion and the possession of homes, "ivhich, heMuse they heal· the 
hall-marks of comfort or wealth, are presupposed to possess the sign 
manual of health. However, the Oominittee &re spurred'oii.to 
persevering efforts by the conviction that the formation of 1m 
intelligent public opinion on the ri~ht conduct of home life among 
these educated members of the community is an indispensable 
factor ill its general study; while, incidentally, they anticipate 
that one outcome' may be some promising solution of ~hat most 
vexed prohlem, the future of domestic ser\·ice. The Association 
endeavours to work through existing organisations; consequently, 
it puts itself in touch with the Women's Clubs throughout the 
country, and has successfully secUJ~ the inauguration of many 
a department in this subject, as w.JIl &l organiRwg local com-
mittees ror the conduct of specific lines of study. Tht'se local 
committees are urged, in their turn, to influence the }'armers' 
Institutes. School Managers, Factory Girls'. Clubs, indeed. all 
industrial, sociological and educational organisations; as a result, 
more attention is given annually ttl the essentials of successful 
housekeeping, to the right ('Me. of children, and to the making 
of attractive and healthy homes. . 
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The Women's Institute, Yonkers, New York, offers an excellent 
example of somewhat similar work, carried on among another sect.ion 
of society, in which also the Young Women's Christian Association 
is satisfactorily active. This Institute was founded in 1880, and 
owes .its existence to Miss Mary Marshall Butler; its mer;nbership 
is largely composed of those employed in the factories ~nd mills 
in the neighbourhood. Club membership entitles to the use of a 
lunch-room, where excellent hot food, tea, coffee, and fruit are 
sen-ed daily to upwards. of eighty or a hundred of these factory 
workers. Evening classes in cooking, sewing, millinery, and 
dressmaking,' etc., are provided at very low fees, usua1ly two 
shillings for ten lessons. Special classes for married women are 
provided in the same subjects; also courses in inyalid cooking for 
nurses from the local hospital, and Saturday classes for school 

- children. 
: (e) The Civic But the ,departure to which I now desire to draw attention 
!League. was the foundation, in 1895, of the Civic uague, which can 

already show a good record of practical results, attained through 
the active C<H>peration existing between the members and the 
public authorities. 1£ctures have been given on "The Hygienic 
Care of Milk," "Improved Housing," "The Consumers' League," 
"Our Public Schools," .. Children's Playgrounds," and other 
kindred, topics, which have not only stimulated interest but borne 
fruit. The appointment of a woman Sanitary Inspector in 1900 
is the direct outcome of tactful action taken by this League. The 
approyal by the Board of Edueation of the appointment of a School 
Visiting Committee is another tangible result of its work. This 
committee visits the schools regularly, confers with the u>-schers, 
and reports concerning hygienic and sanitary matters. Not only 
do problems of yentilation and cle.anliness receive their attention, 
but care is given to the physical condition of children in need of 
fresh air, of improved food, or of warm clothiDg. The teachers 
eminently appreciate the interest displayed by this committee in 
the teaching of civics, of nature work, and of physiology, as well 
as in the suitable decoration of schoolrooms and in the organisation 
of boys' and girls' clubs. Among other hygienic achievements may 
be enumerated the introduction of Cooking into the Evening 
Schools, and the initiation of Kindergartens during the three 
months' summer liaeations. 

'(1) W0!'len'g The last of these numerous social, as distinguished from philan-
EducatIonal th· .. hi h I ill .. th TI" ' Ed and Indus- roPIC, organISatIOns w c w mention IS ' e "omen s u-
trial Union. cational and Industrial Union. This Union has branches in 

numerous cities, 'with committees on Domestic Science, Hygiene, 
Physical Culture, and " Kitchen Gartien II work for children, as well 
as on its other numerous interests. The actiyity of these branchf!! 
is probably a variable quantity; but annual reports testify to new 
ground broken and fresh 'seed sown. Reference has already been 
made i.!l Part TI. to the special outgrowth of this Union,_ the 
School of Housekeeping, now a department of the Simmor;s 
COllege for Women at DostQn. 
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B.-PHILANTHROPIC AGENCIES. 

Jlefore 1 touch upon the numerous philanthropic agencies which 
playa valuable part in the formation of an intelligent public 
opinion upon Household and Sanitary Science, it may be well 
to remind my readers of the influence exercised on the puhlic 
IChool curriculum by private individuals and by vohmtary 
organisations.- These agencies, when convinced of the social 
advantage to be derived from certain subjects, initiate them at 
first on a modest Beale, in the form of free Saturday, evening, or 
vacation classes; when satisfied that the instruction meets a distinct 
want and is worthy of public recognition, they exert all their 
influence to secure its adoption by the official school authorities. 
Instances are not far to seek of this zeal attaining such proportions 
that private individuals even undertake to defray all expenses for a 
time after the subject has been introduced into the public schools. 

Such pioneer work, along many lines, has been carried on with Examples of 
success in Indianapolis for some years past; indeed, the free Kindel'- HO\ll!eh.,ld 
garten movement in that city dates back to 1875, and its super- snd' ta 
intendent reports continuous and encouraging developments. &~~c;Y 
It would seem that honest efforts are made, even at the early age Cows'~ 
of Kindergarten children, to judiciously prepare the little ones for (a) II~ha
borne and school liCe and for future citizenship, as well as to provide Ki~!;-
for them conditions of wholesome growth. And 80 it comes about garten and 
that five and six-ye8N)ld children are admitted to what is described DOf!le.stic 
as the II Kitchen Garden," or the "Little Housekeepers' School," Trammg 
where the miniature furniture, dishes, brooms, and buckets are School!'. 
arranged with special consideration for their capacity and strength. 
Every phase of home work, except cooking and laundrying, is 
taught in these classes. That pleasure and profit is derived from 
this weekly instruction is apparent from the demand for pro-
motion to the regular Domestic Training School as soon as the age 
limit is attained. This is from eight to seventeen years, although 
coloured students up to twenty have gladly availed themselves 
of the opportunity for securing the training in Domestic Science 
atTorded by this means. The children of all ages attend at the various 
Ct'ntl'f'B each Saturday at 9.30 a.m.; that particular hour is fixed 
to give both boys and girls time to assist previously in regular home 
duties, and thus to impress upon them the priority of home claims. 
The training is thoroughly practical in all lines of domestic work; 
the children are asked to practise these weekly lessons at home, 
and the mothe1'8 can themselves have the methods taught to their 
rhild.ren explained in special classes should they so desire. The 
Domestic Science Course is arranged as follo,,",'8 :-Cooking, seYen 
lessons; practical dining-room and table-setting classes, six lessons; 
hall and stair-cleaning classes, four lessons; parlour classes, three 
lessons: bedroom classes, four lessons; sewing classes, twelve 
lessons; laundry, three lessons; cellar, three lessons; elementary 
Sloyd and woodwork, nine lessons '; whitewashing, one lesson. 
--- -- - ----.-See introduction to Report. 

MOO, 
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The food cooked is, so far as possible, that which the children could 
afford to have at home; they are taught how to choose and use it 
economically and to prepare it. wholesomely .. They keep their 
own recipe-bookR.but are required to know their contentssuffi
ciently well to. cook from memory; incidentally th/ilY learn the care 
of the, k.itchen, pantry, and closets. Right methods of· daily, 
weekly, and yearly cleaning a/'o l:!lowly and carefully inculcated" 
by theo,ry and ill practice; while the practical dining-room work 
includes, ,beside!! table-setting and serving, the proprietil'S of per
sonal behaviour aud the care at table of a baby or of little children. 
The sewing course has six divisions ; in the first the different stitches 
are l«;larnt, to be applied in the doll-dressing department; therp 
is a crochet class (for which 'the mothers asked) and another for 
the IfleI).ding of ga.rments and the darning of stockings; the fifth 
is ambitiously described as the Dressmaking School, in which the 
use of the sewing machine is acquired; and, finally, satisfactory 
results ai'e quoted from the hat. and bonnet trinlming class, which 
fOJ'rns the sixth department: The superintendent, Mrs. Eliza A. 
Blaker, reportell to me .that the result of this training is readily 
apparent ill many homes of the districts from which the children 
attend; and from other sources I . learnt what excpllent results 
follow' the instruction. It seems as if the aims held in. ,"iew were 
·aotually attained. Mrs. Blaker states· her objects. to be the 
brightening of the homes of to-day; the removal of drudgery from 
home work; the formation of industrious habits; the inculcation 
of the great value of personal cleanliness, coUrtesy,' neatness, 
method, clean houses, and well cooked food to others besides the 
individual learner. Attendance is purely voluntary; it amounts 
to 2,000 annually; the young pupils flock to the classes because 
they really enjoy the work. The first of. these Indianapolis 
Domestic Training,SchoolsWflR established in 1888, and (he number 
of centres has apparently increased at the rate of one a year. The 
students at .the Normal School at once volunteered their services 
as helpers, whereupon an unforeseen result followed. In.1894 
practicaZ work in Domest.ic 'I'I'aining, became the regular exercise 
on Friday afternoon in the Normal School, where hitherto the 
students had gained their infOl'Illation by. theory only. Each 
pupil has, since that date, rehearsed in practice the work she will 
teach to, and require of, the children the following morning. 
No materials were purchased with which to begin the teaching
N Had we not rooms to sweep, chairs to be dusted, floqrs; to' be 
scrubbed, woodwork to be clea.nsed?" Sewing, cooking, table
setting, were 'introduced 811 occasion offered, and the majority of 
necessary and desirable articles have been given by degrees. 

The organisation of this Indianapolis Society. is far-reaching. 
for in this Domestic Science Department alone, in addition to the 
work being carried on for children, fourteen Mothers' Classes on 
Cooking and on the Training of Children are conducted indifferent 
sections of the city, Bnd the S3ll11' l'Iuujects are dealt with in thE\ 
Young WOlIl-ell'S EveIJ.ing Clubs. . . . \ 
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The School of Domestic Science. attached to the Boston Branch (6) Y.W.C.A 
of the Young Women'. Christian .Association provides a series of School <!f 
If'SSOns in Domestic Science for primary school children, described ~mestic 
&8 the •• Kitchen Ganlen.'· Here again the course of ten hours' ~~~ 
is devoted to lessons in cooking and to the prootice of household 
occupations. by the use of toys and by means of BOngs and games. 

Another most interesting pioneer oourse exists at the lDuisa (c) The 
M. Alcott Club, swted in one of the poorest neighbourhoods Louisa 
of Doston by Miss Isabel F. Hyams, 88 a result of oblerving on~· ~cott 
all sides the ignorance of how to manage a home. She felt that J:C:~n. 
to enter each house with a view to training its inmates would 
lle. if not impossible, yet a great waste of power, and conoluded 
that the young citizen should rather be trained in the principles of 
home-making through a system of C. play in earnest,u continued 
through several years of life, until the methods learnt would.have 
Lecome habitual. She therefore took a house in one of the most 
unpromising streets, furnished it brightly yet simply; and 
ope1Jed its doors to the children of the neighbourhood. The 
upper rooms are devoted to Kindergarten; the well-lit basement 
is reserved for these domestio classes. The utensils provided 
are of such a size and BO arranged in the cupboards that they are 
within the reach of the smallest child, and each is entirely 
responsible for her own. They are taught to wash the dishes, set 
the table, sweep and dust; small brooms, dustpans, etc., being 
provided. As the If'SSons usually succeed the ordinary school day, 
thl'y are rightly limited to one hour in length. This frequently 
necessitates previous preparation of BOme part of the work, 88 all 
the Pl'OC(me8 cannot be carried through in BO short a time. For 
instance, if the lesson be on the service and clearing up of a meal. 
the food required must be prepared before the class. assembles. 
The first year's experiment W88 but a qualified SUOO8SS; too much 
was attempted, and the character of the work proved unsatis-
factory. The second year's experience was much more encouraging; 
provision W88 made for individual, not group, work, evidently 
indispensable to obtain the desired results. The average age' of 
the youngest class is eight years. The kitchen is kept 88 near the 
home ideal as possible. Miss Hyams hopes eventually to furnish 
" living-room and bedroom in the same way. It must be remem-
bered that the work is carried on in what we should describe 88 a 
slum district, where ignorance and often poverty prevail. No one 
in the neighbourhood occupies a whole house; many families live 
in dark rooms, wit.h air-shafts only to ventila.te the inside bed-
.rooms; and the children are entirely unconscious of any other 
;possible conditions; BO the first lessons are given to thoughts about 
what constitutes a home. The rooms of a house are talked about 
in tum and their USE'S considered; then the children think out and 
decide the names and uses of the simple kitchen utensils provided. 
Next, they fill their own linen chest, a famous incentive to conquer 
the use of the needle. A start is made with cheese-cloth dusters. 
,after which towels, nap~in~, 8I:ld ~hll4!toths are hemmed.· el\Ch 

MOO. '. Ql! 
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article being on a scale proportioned to its maker. This introduces 
the need for laundry work, to which the children take very kindly. 
The subject of cooking is approached through the consideration of 
some seasonable" familiar. and simple food, e.g., the potato j few 
of the ohildren can at first trace its origin further back than the 
shop; 80 a sprouting potato is examined, compared with other 
plants, and planted, to be finally compared with a picture. .By 
this and other means their eyes are gradually opened to the realisa
tion of the many agencies needed to provide the boiled potato 
which forms 80 common an article of daily diet. All the lessons 
and their subjects.are taken up in this way; a method which 
Miss Hyams feels to be best in this instance, as it widens the 
children's horizons and exercises their imagination and observation, 
while it guides them into more wholesome and intelligent habits 
The whole object of this particular club is to better the home 
conditions of a very poor neighboUrhood, to further which a class 
for elder girls in cooking is also carried on. At first the preparation 
of a whole meal was tried with them, but time limits obliged this 
to be too hurried; so at last the existing plan was devised. The 
lady in charge supervises the preparation of and gives the recipe 
for the dish selected at one lesson, while on the next occasion the 
girls are required to come in, set about and carry on the entire 
process alone, though their instructor remains in the room and, 
a8'1ists where help proves necessary. TIlls method, while making 
110 serious demand on the children, leads to the exerci!16 of attention. 
forethought, and good method. 

Much care and ingenuity have been devoted to the equipment 
of this children's kitchen, which inlpressed me particularly by its 
practical completeness, compact arrangement, and the advantages 
it offers for the acquirement of orderly habits and a desirable sense 
of personal ownership. Three wooden shelves are fixed below the 
windows,.right across one end of the room. These are sub-divided 
by partitions into ten cupboards, each two feet high by one foot 
wide j in these are kept, respectively, a half-pint saucepan, bowl; 
baking-dish, tin plate. vegetable knife, fork, spoon, and other 
small ware. On the long sheH which forms the top of the series 
of cupboards, and on the wall above, are placed the articles l{'8s 
frequently used, such as scales, spice boxes, meat chopper, etc . 

. The children have also an extension table for cooking and little 
chairs of the right height for meals, a refrigerator, a chest of 
drawers to hold table and kitchen linen, a china closet and gas 
range, etc., all small, but perfect in detail. The means for washing 
and ironing have also been provided j tubl, trestle tables, irons, 
ironing boards, and so forth; bare necessaries, no luxuries, but 
everything bears the impress of being used and kept decently and 
in order. . 

(d) Free . The educational value of all this private enterprise in good habit 
Lectures. training, with its eventual influence on publio health, is not lost 

upon the lloards of Education in the cities where it is at work ; 
while ~ta IIOcial ",{orth is tecognised, though 88 yet vaguely, br 



TABLE XXXV. 
CHAUTAUQUA (SUMMER) SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 

----------.---------~-----------------------------------------------.------~-----
INSTITUTIOlil AlilD ElilTIlANCE 

CoUBSB. REQUIIlBMENTS. 
SCOPE 0.. COt:IlSE. 

LESG1'H 0 .. 
COURSE. 

-------------~-----------i-------------------------Ir_------------------------------_r--------I-------
F;"8' Year. Second Yt4r. 

Chautauqua School (1) A High School 
of Do m III tic Diploma or itll 
Science. equivalent. 

Normal COUI'B8 in (2) Actual teach· 
Domeetic Science. ing experience. 

Directreu : 
Mr ... Alice Pelouhet 

Norton. 

General ChemiBtry. 8 I ollra a we.ok. Applied Chemistry. II houra a week: 
(Lecturea anti labon.Lory.) (LAboratory work anri lecturee.) 

Ph-'8ica. Ii houraa week: Qualitalivct teet. of food malerials. 
Energy in its forms: Study of proteid., slarcb, eugar. 

Air. Phys~ .. logy. 2 ~oura a week: 
Water. Wells. Animal functions. 
Heat. Muscular physiology. 
Electricitv. Digeetion. 

PhysiologY" '3 hours a week: (Illustrated with fre~h specimens and mannikin.) 
Uhemical elements: Tieeues and Bacteriolo,y. Ii houra per week: 

organs of human body; circula· (Lectures and laboratory work.) 
tion, respiration, and digeetion. Description and life history of bacteria. 

Botany of Food Plante. 6 hours a Method. of culture. 
week. Hacteriaindust, water,and milk, etc. 
(Lectures and microACope work.) Administrations of Hf.useholda. Ii hours a week. 

Domestic Science. Ii houra a week: (Small and Large. ) 
Food materiale: Their composition, Hou.ehold expenditure. 

C08t, and digestibility. Food &8 an economic factor. 
Home Sanitation: Its planning, Diet Bnd dietaries (sehools and institutions.) 

furnishing and care; . plumbing Methods of kepping a('counts. 
and draiuage; physics and physio' H ousekeepln" equil'D1ent. 
logy of ventilation; heatinlr and Helpers, theirtrainlDg, duti"s, hours, and wages. 
lighting; the chemistl'Y of com- Economic buying end .toring of food. 
bustion; chemistry and bacterio· Plaoning of menUB with balanced ration. 
logy of cleaning. Simplest way" of serviD~ meals.' 

Cookery. Ii hours a week: Expenmental Cooking. 5 hours a week: 
Practice work. Existing nlethods of preparing food judged by 
Food principles and laws of scientific standards. 

cooking. Ped&go~y. b hours a week: . 
Animal, vegetable and cereal foods. PrinCiples of peda~o"y &8 apphed to the teach-
Making of dough; simple daily iDg of domestic science. 

menus; in\"&\id cooking. Planning of eour~e~. 
Silwing.-(Sl,ecial clA.Q~es with extra fee) 

2yeal'l!t. 
6 weeks a 
year. 

First y('ar, 
'",0(£11). 

Second year, '4:i (£9). 

Single I.e
tures, 35 
cente (Is. 
6d.). 
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many Qf the community at large. So.me city Bo.ards Qf Education 
have Saturday Morning Classes in Coo.king and Sewing fQr girls. 
while .these .and Evening Classes fo.r girls and adults are o.ffered 
by practically all.the Technical Institutes and in some Manual 
Training High Sohools. The subjects Qf Physiology and Hrgiene 
being Qbligatory in schools do. not depend for their introduction 
upon outside agencies, hut that an intere.st in them is manUesting 
itself among adtilts is evident from the fact that courses Qf iDstruc
tion in them are becoming more general in the published schedules 
of Free Lectures; especially has this been the case in the boroughs 
o.f Manhattan and· the Bronx, New York City. The Superin
tendent Qlthe " Free Lectures to. the People," Dr. H. M. Leipzinger, 
brought forward some interesting facts in this connection in his 
last Report. After drawing attention to tha large and steady 
attendance at most of the centres, and to the discomfort frequently 
but cheerfully suffered by the crowded audiences (old men and 
women, after climbing sixty-five steps, ohliged to sit on benches 
meant for children, etc.), he enumerates in order the subjects 
which excite this' thirst to learn, and which, in one season, held 
the attention and awakened permanent interest among more 
than half a million middle-aged people. Physiology and Hygiene 
head the list; Civics appear in company with Hi'!tory and Geo
graphy, while So.oiology closes the roll of first favourites, follol,ving 

. after Musio and Art. By means of illustrations, where possible 
byexperiroerits and lantern views, the eye, ear and brain are 
stimulated and trained; so that he feels it to be now justifiable to 
plan a four-years' course in several lines ofstudy, of which Hygiene 
is to be one. Those who. wish to pursue a definite course will thus 
be enabled to get a general and well-defined outline of their subject; 
at the conclusion of the period they will be entitled to receive a 
certificate, which shall Po.ssess a genuine value. 

Hygiene teaching on simple lines is undertaken by the People's 
University Extension Society o.f New Yo.rk; while similar educa
tionallectures are given by competent teachers at many University 
Settlements, amo.ngwhioh special mentio.n sho.uld be. made o.f 
those at HullHo.use, Chicago.. I must not omit to mentio.n that 
domestio subjects are also. inoluded in the classes offered to boys 
and girls in most of the social settlements in New York City, 
Chicago, Cleveland, 0., Columbus, 0., and elsewhere. These, 
with many other branches of manual work, prove, exclusive o.f 
the excursions, the mo.st popular features at the vari~us sohools 
carried o.n hy voluntary agencies, in an increasing' number of 
cities, during a part o.f the three months' summer vacation. It 

~) Vacation would be beside the mark to dwell at length upon these Vacation 
chools. Sohoo.ls, with their ideas, metho.ds and influences.;. tho.ugh it.h.as 

quite recently been proved in London, that the short holidays 
usual in England among the class of children they are designed 
to benefit, does no.t prevent the possibility of their successful 
introduetton into this cotmtry. 
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The case of Summer Schools for adults is somewhat different. 'l'ypical 
These are also held during the long cessation of school work, rendered D<?mestic 
desirable by the intense heat of a climate very divcrne from the ~Clence 
English. They are. attended hy a great number of teachers of all ourses ;
subjects. so that the scholastic element is well represented; but a 
large body of their students is furnished by members of other 
professions and by the leisured classes. Mothers of families will 
speak in a matter-<>f-fact way of the number of cOnsecutive summers 
which have found them at one or other such school, in pursuit 
of knowledge either to equip themselves better for their household 
duties, for their social posit!On, or to make them more intelligently 
companionable to their sons and daughters. These Summer 
Schools correspond somewhat to the University Extension Meetings 
held at Oxford and Cambridge, but are on a much larger scale; 
their programmes offer a considerable range of practical courses 
in the arts and sciences; while a feature is made of opportuni-
ties for consecutive study. Th~se schools are attached to the 
greater· number of Universities and Colleges, as well as occupying all 
independent position, as, for instance, the world-renowned Chau- (a) Chaut
tau qua. Profe8Bor Herbert B. Adams has given a vivid and Su~ual f 
exhaustive exposition of the popular enthusiasm for this class of D~~~stic 
education in his monograph for the Department of Education at the Science. 
Paris Exhibition. (Monographs on Education in the United States, i¥~v 
No. 16, "Summer Schools and University Extension".) The . 
courses average six weeks in length, and, by judicious arrange-
ment and selection, very real work can be accomplished. This 
possibility is illustrated by the comprehensive practical course in 
Household Scipnce at Chautauqua.-

To illustrate that the civic side also is kept in view in these courses, (h) Chicago 
I may mention those available for summer st.udents at Chicago trniversity. 
University. The Department of Sociology heads· its list of Summer 
School lectures with the "Citizen as Householder" (the house 
88 a factor in public health, the control of the householder hy the 
State, his duties in relation to sanitation and food supplies); while 
the second course is on .. Food Supplies and Dietaries" under the 
Raine professor, Dean Marion Talbot. Eight alternate courses 
are detailed, of which four are largely concerned with sanitary 
IIciimee, viz., the two just enumerated and two more, of which the 
titles are II The Elements and Structure of Society·> (a study of 
the economic, physiological, social, resthetic, intellectual and moral 
dements in American Society), and .. Municipal Sociology." 

The School of Education attached to the University also has (c) Chicago 
da8Bes in Home Economios and Art, and in Applied Art in itd University 
Summer School. These are, however, practically Normal, not SEcdhoolt~f 

al I Th . d' th ill . f ed t' al' uca IOn. gener c asses. elr en 18 e ustratIon 0 uca Ion prm- Table 
cil'les in connection with the subjects selected for study, with XXXVI. 
l'pecial reference to the needs of those who are already engaged 
ill teaching; the subject matter of the classes falls, therefore, 

• See Appendix: J. 



TABLE XXXVI. 

CHICAGO UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION.-SuMMhR SCHOOL. 
---------.----------,---

COURSE OF I ENTRANCE LENGTH OF 
IlfSTKUCTION. Rt:Ql1IREMEKTS. COURSE. 

Sumll1er Term 
of the School 
of Educatioll. 

I'resident :
Will. Rainey 
H a r per, 
Ph.D., D.D., 
LL.D. 

Open to all, 
tiut intended 
especially for 
teachers aud 
teachers elect. 

Six weeks, 
divided 
into two 
terms. 

FI!:ES AND 
FINANCE. 

,10 a term. ,20 the full 
course. 

Average a· 
mount of ex
penses for six 
weeks (includ
ing tuition 
fe .. ) 869 
(aLout £14). 

NOTB.--The regular work for a eummer student i.e three 
oouro .. ; any of tboae on the list may be selected except Art, 
Applied Art, Library and MUB8um work (which are alway. 
extras) ; each l'onr~e takes five hOUri a week. A charge of 
'7.60 J8 m.de for each extra IUbject taken in addition to the 
regalar work. 

~COPE OF COURSES. 

Education: 
Philosophy of education. 
Trainingandsupervision of teacher •. 
Applied pedagogy. 

Kindergarten: 
Introductory Course (for primary 

teachers). 
Advanced course (for experienced 

Kindergartners). 
Work with the Kindergarten 
childrl'D. 

Natural So·iencA: 
Pedagogic. of Nature Study. 
GenerHl ChemiMtry. 
Elementary Biology. 

Museum: 
Arrangement and preservation of 

l'ollelltionl luitaole for public 
schools. 

Home El'onomicl : 
Lecture. and laboratory work in 

Applied Chemistry. 
Hi.tory and Literatul e : 

HiMtory and Literature for the 
elementary Ichools. 

History and Literature for the 
primary gradel. 

Geography: 
General Geography. 

French: 
Pedagogy of the teaching of the Frenc}. 

langnage. 
Beginner. in Frl'nl'h. 

Mathematics : 
Mathematics of the High School. 
Arithmetic for the Intermediate and 

Grammar Grades. 
Applied Mathematics. _ 

Speech and Oral Reading: . 
Speech, readiag and dramatic art. 

Art: 
Nature Study, Drawing and Painting; 

illustrations of history, etc. 
Chalk and clay modelling. 

A pplied Art : 
Textil .. , woodwork, bookbinding. 

Manual Training: 
Course in woodwork. 
COll1'se for Primary Grade8. 

Physical Training: 
Educational GymnBHtic8. 
The hasiB of Gymna8tic Development. 
Corrective work (La8~d upon anatomy 

and the science of nutntion.) 
Dancing and Gymnastic Dltncillg. 
Primary games adapted to the school

room. 
Library : 
Library economy. 

Music: 
Psychology and Pedagogy of MU8ic. 



within the fields of elementary and secondary education, treated 
from the point of 'riew of philosophy and pedagogy. '!'he courae 
in Home Economics consists of Iecturea and laboratory work in 
Applied Chemistry. the Study of Food Principles. the Chemistry 01 
FoodFennentation. Detection of Food Adulterants and Preserva
tives. etc. Cooking and Sewing. as introduced into the primary 
grades, are discu8ged also in another courae on Applied Pedagogy. 

So widespread is this system of Summer Schools that it is quite 
impossible to do more than thus concisely indicate the attention 
their organisPrs dElwte to the study of Domestic Science and 
Art. an attention rendered necessary by the demand, not among 
memben c:Jf the teaching profession only, but among the publio 
in general. who find in them a useful and feasible means of ac
quiring information and practical experience. The fees. natur
ally IOmewhat variable in amount, are distinctly reasonable; 
the teaching staff it, as a rule. chosen with care. and of a high 
quality. 

D.-UNIVOSJTY ExTD.SION. 

The U nh-ersity Extension system of instruction in these subjects IDusu..Uoo>l 
is aL'lO successful. and has developmenta of detail in the several of st::. 
States to Dleet local and particular needs. It acts in more ways o!. e-

than one as a support and a stimulus to the Women's Club!. the r:~ 
Fannen' Institutes, and to similar organisations for self and com- ~nee 
munal improvement. When employed. 811 is habitual in this Suhjeet.~. 
country. its lectUJ't'8 furnish the expert.'B standpoint. desirable 
in the study of any subject. but especially 80 where the students 
are drawn from those whose sphere and experience are lOme-
,,"hat limited and along similar lines. When active chiefly by means 
of ita Travelling Librariel it brings the written views of leading 
authorities into the homes of those who, owing to n&lTOw means 
or to home cl.aima. are unable otherwise to come in touch 
with this suggestive material n this ageney for education be 
cc extended" into a reading courae, controlled by BODle depart-
ment of the University with which it is connected. correspondents 
are guided in their studies, encouraged to submit practieal problems 
to their directors, and to persevere in one line of work until a degree 
of thoroughness has been attained. The Travelling Lihrary method (II) New 
is specially ,-ell organised in New York State. under the leader- York State 
ship of lIr. Yelvil Dewey, State Librarian of the New York T!&~elliDg 
Library at Albany. Compliance with the rules he has framed Library. 
requires. for instance. that one subject must be studied for at 
least. ten weeks ; continuity to this exten& is insisted upon. Ex-
cellent printed outlines of the topics included in the aeIeeted BUb-
jects are prepared by experts. and are supplied ai nominal fees. 
Members are expected to submit occasional written exercisee for 
criticism. and occasional conferences with qualified lecturers are 
advised. The admirable syllabus on .. Home Economics" is 
reproduced by kind pemlission in Appendix L., and gina an 
insight into the care And skill }a,-ished upon th~ publications. 
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Cornell University has also ,organised Reading Courses, in which 
it ,is. customary: to 'send short; especially .prepared lessons to the 
s~udents, followed aCter a: bJ,ief, ,illterval by a paper of questions .. Each 
slJ.bj~ctis u~der the 9harge()f a prof~sor o{ wid~ pra.ctiCllJ expePtliAce, 
For,example, .the general super.visionof reading courses fodarmefs! 
wives is entrusted to~s Martha.. Van Rensselaer, who, as a result 
of .her sympathetic work, has a. large and C()nstant correspondence 
am~>ng her flock; this ,enables, her ,to give ,individual advice on 
questions which arise out of their pewal of the "Reading I.essons/' 
aI).d opens her mind to the needs, aspirations, and limitations of 
her correspondents, a source of valuable guidance in· the prepara
tion. of her quarterly "B~Uetin.l~ Each quarter also sees a. useful 
Supple,ment,issued ,gratuit.ouslyt.Q the' 6,000, members, on some 
home question, Ilanitary.economic,eto.,freely illustrated, abso
l~wly . practical, . eminently suggestive .. ' That for J anllary, 1900, 
w;asentjtled. "Saving steps." _ ~t is so full of useful.hinW that it 
is hard to resist the temptation to reproduce it in its entirety. 
The text taken is, "AU household improvements which can be 
provided to conserve a. woman's strength will add to her power 
and efficiency.,'1 The exposition suggests ahuudred feasible 
,,:,ays fo~ the att~ilrii~nt of tbis end, while the illustrations graphi
cally ,depict, their.pr;Wticalapplication in kitchen and parlour. 
Similar, in tOne, and. valueis t

, ~ome Sanitation," issued' in AprIl, 
190\; 'notthe leaatip.~restlngpi:u:tof which is, "Whatour correS
pondents say" -an appendix cOnsisting of the comments, suggestions 
and criticisms elicited by the previous number. It would be tedious 
to enUmerate. further the'subjects and xnethods of treatment ill 
t~ese llul~etins; that they meet Ii ,need' is eyident,that they are 
doing valuable· work' iIi. the formation. of an: , intelligent public 
opinion is unquestionab1e. They' awaken' 1;1).e:.nunds o~ farmers 
and theU: wives to the usually llnreCognised fact that housekeeping 
is',a fine art, .and that women possess the ability to change much 
that is passively JierID;itted to prejudice the. he~th imd happiness 
of a family. 'They direct thought and attention to modes of 
health£ulliving, and teach that to minister to the bodily, inteIIectuaI, 
and' 'spiritual needs of humanity' is the highest tYPIl of worJd's 
work., ~ey, ~how,that to accomplish this. it 'is,unneeessary:to 
sacl'ifice ,either woman's. health or comfort; for .by. intelligent. 
thought . ~d . ~kiIled practice mountains of tacitly. :em,ting diffi:
cUltie~ ,and' prejudices may .be surmountecJ or removed. The 
cir~ril~r ot sugge!!tionS for·iIiiti/l.ting su<ili; Rea<li:ng ,Courses iIi ne~ 
dist.rictS i~ worthy ?f~ttention f:om~hoij~ who rec<>gnise tbe o:(len~~. 
w.Iucllexfs~~ fOrslIDllar ",o~k. mthiS cOUIJ-try,· . , ' , 

E..-:.THF: DOMESTIC SERVICJi; PROBLE?rI. : _ 

'With the 'energy characteristic of their nation, the wOIDe~'of'· 
the 'Eastern States· ha.ve set themselves seriouSly to study that 
acute problem, the. DomeStic Service question ; fortUnately for' the' 
caUsebi 'which they al1linterested they are animated by a spirit of 
doggeddetel'Dlination whichrenra:ins undaunted by the discourage-

• See Appendix K. 
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menta which attend their investigations.· That the complexities 
which are encountered should be intricate and. ,well-nighinnu~ .' 
merable appears inevitable in· the conductor art inqUiry where 
social, economic. professional. and domestic interests are all con
cerned; that the difficulties are very real is recognisable, when. the 
conditions incidental to the collection of accurate information on 
so delicate a subject are taken into account. To grumble and 
remain quiescent is an old-world monopoly; to grumble and find 
therein a spur to action of some sort appears -to be .instinctive 
among the members of a younger race. As the activity, .. in this 
instance, first arose amongst the most highly educated women 
it assumed a sound form. Careful observations of existing c<m
ditions,under which domestic service becomes increasingly 
unpopular, were succeeded by. a seril.',s. of carefully-conducted 
investigations, upon which reliable statistics might be .based, and 
certain assertions, and conclusions tested. The Massachusetts Massachu
La~ur Bun:au hasprep~ an~ publis~e~ thr:ee. studies. of B::!:bour 
conslderable mterest upon this sublect,conslSting ofmformatlon Bulletins 
collected by the Women's Educational and Industrial Union of sh?~ng , 
Boston and the School of Housekeeping. .Of these the first was eXl~!lI.g 
issued in 1808, t'lntitled, .. The Hours of Labour in Domestic con ltlOns. 
Service" ; the IJ('cond appeared in 1900, under the title of .. Social 
Conditions of Domestic Service;". the third· was made public in 
1901, and deals with some".Sooial Statistics of Working Women.u 

The inquiries were in. each case hampered hy the very personal 
relatio~ of mistress. to maid, which lead the former usually to 
resent requests for explicit information; the result oUhis attitude 
is that deductions have to be made from relatively ,small numbers. 
Thlt first bulletin. for instance, embodies the analysis of returns 
from 184 different families in which 289 persons :were employed ; 
though few in number, these were fO\md to be decidedly repre-
sentative' . of the. general conditions obtaining in, Boston. . It 
appearS that the average length of a day's work for all branches of 
domestio service somewhat exceeded twelve hours; that, although 
the employees nominally had a" day out," the full amount of business 
time on that day alDounted to but three hourS less than the daily 
average for the entire week; and on Saturdays about four hours less; 
and that restrictions existed 88 to the employment of " free time" 
(reception of visitors;' iueals no~ to be served to friends; stated 
hour of return usually 10 p.m.).; All these facts substantiate 
some of the inva1'iable objections. raised to this occupat.ion,viz., 
the difterence between the number of -hours required in domestic 
service. and the :amount and cha.'nwter of. free time afforded, 88 
oompared with oonditions which obtain in factories and some ,kinds 
of mercantile employmen~ plus the indefiniteness of the hours. 
which many 'consider to be an insuperable :drawback. In the 
1000 bulletin, attention is directed to the unfortunate ~ social 
stigma 'I which attaches to domestic !lervants. . 

.. No ~riticism. is intended, either direct or implied, of either mistress OJ: 
Bervant. The fragmentary character of the data, and, the comparatively 
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Existing limited field covered by lIle inquiries may be a' once admit&ed. h ~ 
Conditiona. however, beyond qUe9Uon 'W while eenain social opponunities are enjoyed 
-__rottt • .,.1Nd. by those who are employed in ~e facuyor lIle shop, due, in a measure. 

~ unity of action on ~e pan of lIle wor-kers, and ~ generally accepted 
cus&oms growing ou, of Ule employmen,- in domestic aenice lIlere is 
neither uniformity of privilege nor recognised. social sa'_ There is 
neither clear recognition of mutual responsibility and reciprocal rights 
and duties which marked ~e old reJa~ of oWWesa and servan'- nor 
the equally well defined relatione which in industrial or mercantile employ
men' exist between employer and employee. The domestic has ceased 
~ be a servan' as 'ha' ~rm was formerly used; she has n~ yet become 
an employee as 'ha' wm i9 now used in industrial occupations." 

Inquiries addressed to 181 families included the following 
topics :-'. What church is attended. and to what extent does it 
playa part in the sooiallife of your servants, What opportunities 
do you offer for intellectual improvement' What is the character 
of the reading they afl'ect-is the servant allowed access to the 
library, or given newspapers r When not on duty, what oppor
tunities for enjoyment are open to her (playing on a musical instru
ment, attendance at a choral class. etc.). is she permitted to enter
tain visitors? Is she afforded opportunity to do her personal 
sewing? Is she given facilities to attend lectures, entertain
ments. or classes for self-improvement'" The data co1leoted 
exemplified every possible variety of treatment of. and interest in. 
the welfare of the eervant concerned; to tabulate or work out 
percentages is impossible. but it would seem that the words used by 
Professor Mary Roberta Smith in a recent number of the •• Forum " 
might be considered to their advantage by many employers. 
.. Whatever is done for manners or morals must be done, as for 
other working girls, by establishing friendly relations with them. 
and by winning thenl to more refined conceptions of life. The 
want of rational sooial pleasures and of opportunities for self
education is the result of all the conditions just discussed. to 
which must be added the one most fatalof all. namely, the want 
of aspiration. With the improvement of other conditions. this will 
remedy itself. But the desire for some sooial and intellectual recrea
tion may be stimulated. through club!, books, and amusements. 
To all these the mistress can at least oontribute the stimulus of her 
own culture and friendly interest." 

The following conclusion. quoted from the last published investi
gation. suggests that in some l"I!t1pOOta at least, the conditions of 

. domestio senice in England and the United States have a good 
deal in common: .. The sooial and economio conditions prevailing 
in domestlo aervice plaoe i~ quite apal't from other group1. It 
appears that ~bra have less free time and fewer vacation 
privileges than the women in other groups; that these employees 
are generally foreign born; and that they have had fewer ed .. 
cational opportunities than the others. The conditions of their 
employment, especially when but one t"mployee is enga.,oed in a 
family, often isolate them from other worl..-ers and tend to a 
narrower point of view. Their home surroundings. and. to a 
large extent, their social t'nvironmeot, must vary greaUy, sincu 
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th~ are dependent on the conditions prevailing in the families 
;n which they are employed and are largely governed by the will 
of the employer, and their content of life must be correspondingly 
affected. On the other hand. hOUl1ework has a decided advantage 
from the standpoint of healthfulness; and the food and general 
IlUrroundings of the employees in housework are frequently SOlLe
"hat bet.ter than in other employments. Making due allowance 
lor board and lodging, the ,,'ages of the houseworkers appear to 
La better alao; at any rate, they seem to have a larger surplus . 
.\ fairly skilled houseworker is in little danger of being out of 
employment for any length of time. The consideration which 
more than anything else leads women to prefer factory, shop, or 
restaurant work to housework, appears to be the greater inde
pendence enjoyed in these employments." 

The next point considered has been the possible sources of relief ProJlOSl;d 
for the tension which now exists. What. are the remedies proposed Remec:ile. 
by our neighbours? It seemed to me they are broadly divisible 
into three groups:-

I. Those which are directed to the organisation of domestic 
lIt'nice 88 a profession or skilled trade. 

ll. Those which would dignify domestic service, as a necessity 
coincident. with the growing desire to elevate home life in all depart ... 
ments. The supporters of thn. view would not confine training 
ill household occupations to one section of its members; their 
IICbeme requires the intelligent cCH>peration of all. 

ill. Those which, seeing in the discontent of the servant class 
" part of the evolutionary process going on t.hroughout the world, 
Ilnd viewing it 88 a process of preparation for new developmentll 
(incidentally disagreeable, because society is not yet wholly ripe 
for the change), recommend intelligent adjustment to new 
conditions. 

The supporters of the first opinion point out that the old rela- (a) HouRe: 
tion of master and servant has passed away, and that of employers :1: ~lle 
Ilnd employee must he established. fession. 

Miss Haggenbotham has usefully summarised what this involves in 
a paper she read at the semi-.nnual meeting of the Housekeeper's Alliance 
at Philadelphia, May 30th, 1900. She said :-" Women must frankly 
accept this situation and strive to understand what mutual obligations 
this relation (of employer and employee) imposes; and what changes must 
be made to meet the new conditions. The new relation cannot be at once 
established-it must be a growth-an evolution from present conditions
not a revolution. No movement can be made ~y that will to-morrow 
lift household senice at a bound to the plane of other forms of labour. 
Much progress may be made, however, if women, everywhere united 
into lOme such a&<IOciation as the Housekcepers' Alliance, will agree upon 
certain principles and certain general measures in the conduct of the ho1lS& 
hold, which may be advocated as advantageous to the relations between 
the housekeeper and her domestic labourers. A few suggestions are 
oII'ered in the hope that they may provoke discussion and form the basis 
cl a movemen' towards establishing household service on busiIll'llB prir ciplee 
80 far as is consistent with the 'Very large personal element that enters 
io.o it. 
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(a) House- "1. We ~laim thai the employer ,Multi offer fair conditions for efficient 
hold Service arid faithful service; and that the employee on his or her part 
as a &hould recognise that efficient and faithful service should be 
Profes~ion rendered for fair wage. and just conditions. 
-contm1I.ed. .. Some standard should be fixed. It· rests with the employer, being 

vresumably the better educated and equipped of the two, to prove that 
the interests of employer and emploYlle are the same, and to lead the way 
in reasonable, buSiness-like action. .Let the employers consider what may 
be regarded as 'fair conditions,' and frankly state. them and. agree to 
hold to them even at the cost of some personal inconvenience. Let them 
then invite the consideration of these conditions by the employees, and 
also in return let them consider what rights and privileges they (the em
ployees) have to ask fO.r themselves. Everywhere, except in .the household, 
mutual interests are . drawing together • for consultation, for economy 
of forces and reso'Q,rces, those enga~ed in. the same a.ctivities:.' 

f'~. .A standard of work and wages should be ~8tablished. 
"Here again the employer must lead and stand firm. So long as thc 

unskilled worker can command as much as the skilled worker, so long 
will employees be indifferent to the advantages for improvement offered 
by the Schools of Housekeeping. There should be a discrimination in 
wages paid, according to the length of time for which the employee is to 
~erve. Much unreason exists on the part of both employer and employee 
on this point. A domestic whose work is worth say $3.50 per week, 
may, through' the desperation of some employer, obtain a place at $5. 
Of course she loses the place as soon as a more competent person can be 
found to replace her. But for ever after the $3.50 person will contend 
(,)r $5-declaring 'that. is what I have had '-and for days and weeks 
she will.lose all wages until she has consumed many times the difference 
between her real value and the fictitious one. Employers, on the other 
hand, will frequently refuse to pay for those whom they know they shall 
need for only eight or ten months in the year, more than others are paid 
who have employment all the year round. This is not paralleled by the 
cust.om in any other field of labour. Themail who has permanent work 
of any kind does not expect to receive the same pay as one who is employed 
only temporarily, or for a fraction of a year . 

. " 3 'A fair amount of time should be allowed for rest amI'recreation. 
. Stated times o/absolute freedom llhould be agreed upon and the 

privilege should be accorded, within due limits, of' receiving 
and entertaining friencls. 

CI There are still many' mistresses' who object to .the 'afternoon out' 
and to the visitor, forgetting that change and recreation are absolutely neces
sary to the preservation of normal conditions in the human being; and 
forgetting' that servants are mentally and socially constituted very much as 
their masters and mistresses are. The best domestic economy in the world 
would dictate the wisdom of ample provisions for change and recreation. 
It is unfortunate that most houses are so constructed that there is no con
venient pia.ce fot the servant to receive her friends outside of the kitchen. 
If,however, public sentiment recognises the need of such provision, future 
architectural schemes will take it into account. 

"'4. EVeiything rea80nable should be ,done to l~ssen t,he • drudgery I 
in housework;' . . ' 

. c'In proportion' as intelligence and skill' are offered on the part<>f the 
employee, employers should provide labour saving machines and all appur
tenances that will lessen. the irritation and nervous strain of striving to 
make bricks without straw-in other words, of striving to perform the' 
work of the household without the proper equipment. 
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"5 • .A, .tep, towanllieuening tM diladvantagea of kouaeMld lJervicelJ, 
emplugm Ikould gifJtl tMir attention to 1M subject I bakerie,s 
and laundrielJ. 

"It is an enormoll8 waste of strength and of money to carryon a hundred 
family washes with a hundred separate fires, yet the lawlessness of laundries 
is a serioll8 menace to health; and the conscientioll8 housewife rightly 
hesitate. about patronising them. The same may be said of bakeries 
in general. These institutions should be established under sanitary regu.
lations, and placed with dairies and food supply institutions under restriction 
of the law. HOll8ehold employers should see tha.t these things are done . 

.. 6. As a further aid in raising the standard of household service and 
making it a bll8iness, it is suggested~ , 

.. To aboli,h private employment agencie. and intelligence office •• 
and .ubatitute either Government emplugment b"reau. or' reputable 
bu,inea. institution., lilu tM employment bureau of the Housekeeper.! 
Allia1'lCe, which akall ~ conducted with intelligent regard. for the 
olfiee they assume to fill . 

.. The ordinary intelligence office is responsible for a large part of th, 
degradation of household service." 

These ideas underlie the experiments being now, I believe, 
made at Chicago and Boston; they consist in an undertaking 
to supply servants from a central bureau for days of eight hours, 
the bureau holding itseU responsible for the uninterrupted service 
of its clients on strictly business lines. At present English home 
life could not easily adapt itself to such a method of service; the 
more active part taken by the mi8~resa and family in the domestio 
duties of the average American household renders possible. if 
not desirable, what would be at present: impossible here. Nevel'
theless. the conception of domestio service 8.'1 a profession, and the 
reasonable proposals of Miss Haggenbotham merit full consideration. 

With reference to the second point of View I enunieralled (the restoration (b) Rest{)ra
of dignity to domestic work), the writer just quoted comments upon .. the tion of 
aversion to household, labour, both inside and Qutside of the home, as a ) )ignity to 
marked characteristic of the present generation. Children are reared to Domestic 
despise the arts of the household, and to treat with scant respect those: Work. 
who practiso them. Wage earners who can find any other avenue of 
employment shun that of household service, though it offers moral and 
material advantagea that belong to no other: emploYIDent. Young people 
enter upon married life not only ignorant of the necessary work of the 
household, but without any clear conception of the ethical relations involved 
in the family community, and without the faintest idea as to how the family 
income ought to be spent-what percentage may be paid for rent, food. 
clothing, etc. The man does not manage his bll8iness that ,way, but it 
never seems to occur to him that his hOll8ekeeping is a business; or, if it 
does, he concludes that it is his wife's special domain; and his only duty 
is to look with indulgelit eye upon her ignorance and failures • • . _ 
It has been jll8tly said that' a very large part of the wealth produced 
in the world is consumed in the hOll8ehold, yet neither those who 
produce nor those who consume know on what principle it is done.' ••• A 

.. Public sentiment does not yet demand the preparation' of, the woman 
for what is commonly claimed to be her' heaven-6ppointed • mission-the 
wife and the homemaker. It is vaguely believed that when the necessity 
arises, lOme domestic instinct will quicken in her, and enable her to ad-
minister the duties of her office without previous, thought or training. 
This is an anomaly that erists in no other walk in life., Bu~ Ii hOUllC.Qold 
cannot be run 1'« the inspiration plan any more than 'can a factory. '. 
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(b) Restora- steel plant, or a department store. Household service can never become 
tion of a business (or trade) and command the same respect as other forms of 
Dignity to labour, until there is a better general conception of household affairs from 
Domestic an ethical, sociological and economic standpoint. With this conception 
Wor!' - will come a. greater. respect for the household and those who work in it; 
conhnuetl. and then wlil come also a demand for the better equipment of the empluyer 

and ,he empluyee, and for the application of the scientific and business prin
ciple.; needful for the organisation of the modern household." . . . . 
.. This conception can be attained only by the greater prevalence of educa
tion in the true sense of the word. In addition to the mental training 
which the so-called • higher' education is striving to give, there must 
be, for all classes, from the lowest to the highest, for the poor 
equally' with the rich, an education in the true standards of living, in 
what constitutes better homes, more comfortable conditions; and in a 
clearer perception of those tendencies towards mere imitation and luxury 
which lead to the degeneration of mind and body." . • • . .. Social 
training in ethical ideals, and the inculcation of the belief that home
making must be the woman's profession, for which she requires a power
giving knowledge, must become accepted factors in the education of every 
woman, rich or poor." • • • . .. Women are especially responsible 
for the promotion of this better education through which alone can be 
accomplished a rt'adjustment in household organi.~ation in accordance 
with modern conditions." 

I quote Miss Haggenbotham's words because the patience of my 
readers must have been taxed by the frequent presentation of the 
same idea, in my own language, throughout this Report. Let the 
thought but once permeate the people that all which conduces to 
the fullest development of the human being is honourable in the 
highest degree; that the knowledge necessary to this right care 
demands the exercise of the best intellectual faculties and is no mere 
illiterate .. rule of thumb" drudgery; and a different complexion is 
placed upon domestio service. But wit.h its removal from the 
ranks of unskilled labour comes the question of pay. Will those 
who desire assistance pay for skilled work? Will they oombine to 
demand it, and he courageous in the endurance of inevitable 
difficulties during the period that this changed attitude on t.heir 
part is being realised by a class, whose capacity for duties assumed 
has not been hitherto tesred by any defined standard; whose 

• members, indeed, from the pressing meed of employers havf\ in 
most cases been accepred at their own valuation? Miss Haggen. 
bot-ham refers to t.he " ethical, sociological, and er..onomic" aspects 
of household service as being yet but imperfectly apprehended by 
either employers or employees; and I think with just.ice. Con
sidered from the ethical standpoint, the mistress owes a duty to her 
maid, the maid to her mistress; in thousands of instances this is 
fulfilled in a meaSure; in thousands it is ignored. Suitable and 
wholesome conditions and opportunities for self-improvement are 
the due of each member of a household. Conscientious per
formance of duties undertaken is the return rightly demanded for 
wages paid; danlage to food or furniture resulting from ignorant 
assumption· of positions for which no qualifications have been 
acquired, slovenly eva.'1ions of routine work agreed to at the time 
of engagement, are acts of dishonesty; they constitute a breach of 
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ethical duty. The sociological standpoint I shall refer to under 
the opinion of Group m. The economic standpoint· is as yet 
dimly grasped by either party concerned in a calling which has not 
progressed in company. with almost all other means of livelihood 
in the industrial and commercial worlds. There are members of 
the directing classes who refuse to recognise that a trained worker 
must beworth more than an untrained; who deplore" education" 
81 the undoing .of domestio service; who do not anticipate the day 
with any satisfaction when training will be insisted upon; and rate 
of pay regulated by other rules than the needs of a large family or 
the pressing inconveniences which often lead to the overpayment 
of the undeserving. To develop a comprehension of the economic 
point of view employers should have a more than theoretical acquain
tance with the work in question; they should know the time neces
sarily absorbed ill some processes; the immense saving of time· to 
be effected .in others through skill, or the use of labour-savUlg 
appliances, or the thoughtful rearrangement of kitchen and 
pantry. They Illust be trained to appreciate the betterclll.'3s 01 
work which coincides with judicious recreation and suited diversity 
of interest; and they should study the history of combination and 
the advantages to be derived from co-operation, if employees· are to 
be guided into the right conception of their relation to employerS. 
The simpler social life in the United States undoubtedly facilitates 
this self-illscipline of housekeepA.rs,whiIe the larger proportion of 
highly educated women has already led to a modicum of recognition 
of the inlperative claims of these ethical and economio considerations. 
Not that the period of discomfort incidental to a stage of transition 
is passed; the present pangs are sharper than with us, but a few 
tentative efl'orts are being made to gain relief, based on scientifio 
observation of the past and intelligent adaptation of the knowledge 
so acquired to the needs of t<Hlay. A few mistresses are submitting 
themselves· to courses of training; unremitting efforts are being 
mooe by a small number of thoughtful women to induce girls to 
train and employers to make it worth their while to do so. In an 
annually increasing number of schools, coUegp.s a.ndinstitutes; the 
dignity of ministering with intelligence to the needs of the body is 
impressed upon the yotmg people. Nevertheless, some years must 
necessarily elapse even in that country of mercurialllctivity before 
it will be poBBible to gauge results of these tentative reforms with 
any degree of accuracy. . 

l[y report of the opinions held by Group lli. must be very C\ln- (c) Re!!<ln
(·,iKe; t.he grounds upon· 'Which· they are based are detailed with structlO!l of 
some elaboration in an article by Miss A. S. Vrooman on the" St'r- fif~estlc 
vant Question;"' published in the "Arena.'" for June, 1901. . 
This lady points out that the acute stage of her subject, from which 
society is suffering, is in reality the effect of a great force, actively 
contributing towards the preparation of humanity for Ii full c0-
operative life, ThE! process she admits is far from agreeable. Those 
who sharf'! hpr vjews maintl!oin tPlJ.t the home of to-daypresents in 

M~ B 
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miniature a picture of " society in its strife, its unequal division of 
labour and enjoyments, its suppression of some for the luxurious 
self-indulgence of others." The process of home d1'8t.ruction evident 
to some eyes in the rapid growth (in New York City and elsewhere) 
of the •• apartment house" is antecedent in her opinion only to 
construction on sowlder lines. The" apartment ho\ise" in its 
present fol'lll is but a milestone on the road of domestic e\'olution; 
in its methods may he seen the crude beginnings of a new system, 
that of C<H)perative housekeeping. 

Miss Vrooman wriwa ..-ery helpfully upon one point, namely, the some
what unwise Wle made of their liberty by domestic servants when all re
st.rictions are removed from the employmt'nt of their leisure houn. 
TJle latitude they permit thetnlll'lves is a favourite argument with employers 
against the granting of periods of recreation. .. Fint effects of emanci
pation usually appear as an argument against it; a fact familiar to the 
student of sociology; tht'refore patient forbearance needs to be exercised 
with the servant class; only afwr long emancipation from restraint is the 
IIt'nse of personal responsibility and self-control developed; yet both a sense 
of responsibility and the power of self-control are essential qualities to 
honest intelligent service." 

lliss Salmon - Miss Salmon has rendered 1\ real service to the cause of 
on ~omestic Domestic Service uy the scholarly methodq ill which she presents 
Service. it. In the first instance she dl"aWS attent.ion to the omission of 

domestic service from pre\'ious theoretical, statistical and 
historical discu~sious of economic prohleffill, for which she llI..'counts 
mainly Uecause (1) t.he occupation does not involve the invest
ment of a large alUomlt of capital on the part of the individual 
employer or ~mplo'\'ee; (2) no combinations have yet. boon found 
among employers or employet>-s ; (3) the products of dOlU('stic servi1.'6 
are more transient t.han are the rl'Bults of other forms of labour. 
After an interesting enumeration of various subsidiary explanations 
of the failure to consider domestic service in connection with these 
ot.het forms of labour, Miss Salmon concludes t.hat. these are all in 
reality but different phases of one fundamental reason-the 
isolation that has always attended household service and household 
l'mployments. Though t.he facts revealed in her historical sketch 
of Domestic Employments in the United States are not identical 
with those which a sinlilar study would bring to light in this ('.ountry, 
tlwy deservo our atwntion and point to conclusions to which 
analogous inquiries iu Great Britain would probably lead, viz., t.hat. 
the quest.ion is one of preparing for the next swp in the proct'ss oC 
evolution, not of retrograding towards a condition impoSoqiblo 
to restore. Domestic S<'rvice is not only amenable to some of tho 
general economic laws and ('ondit.ions which affect ot.her o('.('upatiolls, 

• A most valuabl., epitome of her scit'ntific and thorough study of this 
servant question is found in her book on .. Domestic Service," by Miss 
J,ucy M. Salmon, Profe!'9or of History at Vassar College. In this volume 
she approaches her 8ubjc.>ct as part of the general labour problem; the 
first real attempt to treat it from the historical and economic, rather than 
from the personal standpoint. Her comments suggest that in the recog
nition of the professional aspect of the problem lit'e ita solution. 

The book is published t>y Macmillan & t:o. 
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but is also governed by economic Ian developed within ib;eH . 
.. TIle difficulties that met't the employer of domE'Stie labour both in 
America and Europe ·are the difficulties that arise from the attempt 
to harmonise an ancient. patriarchal industrial system with the 
conditions of modem life. Everywhere the employer closes his 
f'~·I'S to the inoonJ!l'Uitif.s of the attempt and lays the blame of 
fAil uno, not to a defective system, but to the natural weal..-nesses ill 
the character of the unfortunate personS obliged to carty it out. 
The difficultil'!lJ in the path of both employer and l'mployee will Dnt. 
only nt"ver La removed Lut will inCI"l'3S8 until t,he subject of domE'Stic 
Il'rvice is J"PWlnil'd lIS a part of the great labour qUl'Stion of the day 
and given the same serious considl'ration." (Chaptl'r VI.) lI~<;,.<; 
Salmon devotes some space to the consideration of the ad\'antl:l~ 
of doml'8tic sen·ice. which, though pat£ont, are unequal to counter
IlllIanciu!? the indu.qtrial and social dis..'\dvllIltages which she di~
cu.....s. 1I.)re to my immNiate- purpoot' is hl'r enumeration of the 
popularly prescriW l"l'medial ml'1ISUl"l'S which she truthfully des
cribes lIS ,. doubtful," and of ,,·hich she disposes one by one, for 
the good reasons that they do not touch the economic, NUl'ational. 
and industrial difficulties. or that the-)" run at right anglef to ge'nl'ral 
economic, Nucational an\l industrial progress. 

They include tbe application of int.elligen(e by the employer; the reeep
tioo of the employee into tbe family of the employer; increased employ
ment of negro or Cbinese labour; tbe li(eosing of domestic employa's by 
municipail corporations; the system of German sen·ice books; the abolition 
of public IIChools above the primary grade, on the ground that girls are edu
cated above their etation; the introduction of housework into all public 
IICbooLi, a propositioo which ignores the fad that it is the function of the 
public IIChooi to educate, no& to Bupply information on technical subjeets ; 
and the establishmen, of 'raining lIChools for servants, a plan .. ·hich Misi 
Salmon considers in opposition to preaen' political and social tendenciell; 
lastly, ~perative houaek~ping. 

She points out that relief from presl'nt difficultil'lJ must be sought 
in accordance ",ith ~rtain social and economic tendenciE'S; among 
which she D1l'ntions the concentrntion of capital and labour ill 
Illrge industrial enterprises; specialisation in t"'ery department of 
labour, and the training this neces:>itatt"l1; the association for 
mutual IJPnefit of pl'l'S(lns interested in special lines of work; tho 
growth of productive and distrit.uth·e co-operation; greater 
indu!ttrial independence on the part of womf'n; finally, .. that 
",suit of the systematic study of social conditions which aims at 
thf' anwlit)rution of some of the conditions under ",hich work is 
Ilf'rfonned, not at the Ct'SSation of the work itself. The- application 
or tht'SO principles has led to wiser charities, to the ChautauquA 
mo\-ement, to University Extension, to working girls' clubs, to 
enlargl'd opportunities eVl'l"Y"·here for ewry class, • . ." they 
mean that ultimately the position in society of e'\"ery person is to 
depend not on l.is occupation, but on ih~use he has made cf these 
incn-lising opportunities for self hl'Jp and seH impro\-ement; they 
mt'all that in time all social tltigma wilt. be remo'\"N from e'\"eJ'y 
oceupdlion, and work will be judged by its quality rathl'r than its 
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nature ,; that in, time" for example, a first-class cook will 'receive 
more honour than ,a second-class china decorator ora third-class 
teacher." 

Miss Salmon, concludes this portion of. her book as follows:~ 
"The general remedies must include a wider prevalence of educa
tIOn in the true, sense of the word,not it..'! counterfeit, information; 
that mental edu(lation which results inhabits of accuracy, pre
cision ,aIH~ observation, ill the exercise of reason, judgment and 
self-control; and t.hat education of character·which results ill the 
ahility constantly to put one's.self in the place of anot.her. There 
must be scientific training and investigation in economic theory, 
history, and statistics, especially in their application to the house. 
hold, and an ,increased popular knowledge of all scientific subjech. 
concerning the home. . . . The educatiOnal forces must' pull 
from the, top' and draw domestic service into the 'general CUITent 
of industrial development." (Chap. Xl.).. Miss Salmon looks with 
hopeful anticipation for the future to improvement in the·.social 
condition of employees; to. specialisation of household employ
ments so far as possible; and to education in household affairs, i.e., 
the careful, systemat.ic education, of housekeepers, through the 
study of art, chemistry, economics, physiology, psyChology, and 
history. "Housekeeping must advance," she maintains, and must 
become" on its own part an active creative force." .She also traces 
the prevalent inactivity ill all household affairs to three causes, 
(1) the belief that a. knowledge of all things pertaining to the house, 
home, and family, "unlike anything ,else, comes hyinstinct" ; 
(2) the assumption that household affairs concern women only, 
wherea..'1, "when the fact is everywhere recognised that both men 
and women have a vital concern in t.he affairs of the house, the 
relation between the different parts of the ho~ehold will become an 
orga!lic one, and its highest development reached "; (3) the erroneous 
conviction that" allwomen have a natural taste for household affairs, 
which without cultivation grows into positive genius for carrying 
them on," Systematic and scientific training in, and professional 
investigation of, all matters appertaining to the household, this is a 
concise surnmarv of :Miss Salmon's Recommendations,each of which 
she considers t.o· be essential to lift the subject" out of the domain 
of sentiment and t.o transfer it to a realm where reason..and judg
ment have, control." The chapter, ~ntitled, "Conclusion" is too 
condensed to be further: summarised; in the space of ten pages the 
problem and its solution are compressed into the proverhial nutshell. 
Space is al~o. fl:1und to touch upon several complications which 
(Jutain in this c:oilntry as, in hers; for instan,ce, the growing weal~ 
of the nation 'and incre~ed 'luxury in,living; the natural con
sm'atism 'of' many womeu.;the desire of both. employers ,and 
~Ulpipyees ,to get everything fo~ notbing-H the largellt expenditure 
nfwolllun ':for thellIpalle.'!t axpenditure of money";, the many 
elen1l!n ts . ofuncerLuui ty w l~cp enter in tQ a woman's life. Mi::!S 
Salmon claims 1\0, noyelty or origiIl;lli£y for her remedial proposals, 
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IIut we are indebted to her for a clear statement of a. ~omplicat.ed 
case, wherein lies my excuse for detailing somewhat in extenso views. 
which, alter .all, can ~mly be adequately digested by their st.udy ill 
her own pages. -One strong convietioul- which she reiterates, ha.q 
&0 c10de a connection with the subject of .. this Report that it~ 
proper introduction, would alone justify this lengthy presentation 
or her views :--" One thing, and only one thing. will turn the house
hold into the channel whe~ every other occupation has made 
advancement. This is the establitlhment of a great professional 
school, amply equipped for the investigation of all matters pertaining 
to the household, and open only to graduates of the leading colleges 
and universities of the country. . . . Professional training and 
investigation must supplement home and collegiate instruction in 
the case of the housekeeper; as the professional school supplpment~ 
private and collegiate instruction for the physician,. the lawyer: and 
the clergyman." Indications are not wanting that this desired 
opportunity will be presently afforded in the United States; times 
iu }illgland are not perhaps yet ripe for such a movement, even 
were funds and other essentials available for the purpose; but" 
meanwhile, we can profit by the inquiries, experiences and inves
tigations of a less consen-ative people. At least we ran begin to 
set our own ideas in order, and endeavour by judicious methodl'l, 
at school, at technical institute, and at college, to open the minds 
of all classes to the economic, social, hygienic, and industrial prin
ciples, upon a due recognition of which depends any 'feasible 
solution of the domestic service problem. ' 

While· fully alive to the fact that the diverse Ilociological COll- Ap"Pbe,ct of. 
d· • hi h' • • h tr' d d di t ro em In 1t10n8 \\' c eXist m t e two coun 1es eman . verse trea ment England. 
of a difficulty which confronts both, I still believe that a thoughtful 
study of the writings of our American Shqters upon the subject will 
prove instructive and Buggestive to those called. upon to grapple 
with it~ complexities; and I confidently look to a measure of 
BUCcesS being attained here as there by the same means; viz_, 
the suitable training in their duties of both parties to these engage-
ments; a more extended and intelli!l:ent study of the economic 
side of housekeeping (econo~l1y of time, labour, strength, and 
money); and a consistent and sustained national effort to dignify 
home- life and all the term comprehends. The college women of 
the States are foremost in this movement of reform. They pridp. 
themselves upon their skill in the performance of daily domestic 
duties equally with their achievements in literature and history, 
or in their selected branches of science. It behoves the" educated" 
women of England to bring their skilled minds and trained bodies 
also to the aid of their less intelligent or capable sisters, in order 
that the' period of unrest and.waste of energy may be shortened 
and the necessary adjustment made to the changes consequent upon 
social evolution. To attempt to remedy the increasing troubles; 
the whole situation must be studied from the bottom; the sanle 
patient and scientific method must be used as in the interpretation 
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vexed question in the history of nations. Trained minds must be 
brought to bear on the subject, intelligent heads and willing hands 
must all work together.. The responsibilities of all concerned 
must be recognised; rank does not release from obligation, neither 
does t.he possession of exceptional mental ability or of abundant 
means relieve from liability. Were the ,efforts to solve the 
domestic service problem now being made in England accorded 
the intelligent and active support furnished to similar movements 
in the United States, the outlook would assume a brighter a.~pect 
than is at present apparent to an interested observer. 

SUMMARY OF ENQumy. 

Prior to my visit to the United States, in 1901, I 'Was provided for 
my guidance with certain "Suggested Heads of Enquiry," in
t.ended to cover, more or lesll, the scope of my commission. A brief 
resume of the resultant Report, reproduced in the order of these 
instructions, sugges~ itself as a suitable form of conclusion; for 
while it ~hould serve to gauge the thoroughness with which I 
executed the commission entrusted to me, it will, at the Bante tinle, 
focus the main points to which reference Las been made in the 
pre::eding pages. 

The first of these" Suggestions" detailed the subjec~ into the 
positioll and teachiug of which I was to enquire, all of these being 
included in this country under the title of Domestic Science, viz :
Cookery, Laundry Work, Housewifery, including learning to pu~ 
chase commodities, the Elements of Domestic and Personal Hygiene, 
Needlework, Dressmaking, Millinery, Care of the Nursery, audof 
Children. The general practice in the' United States is to'divide 
the above subject.s iuto three groups :-{l) Cookery (which always 
inr.ludes some practical Housewifery), LawldI'Y.7work, and the Care 
of Children, which are all comprehended under' Domestic, or Home, 
or Household Science, a.~ it is "ariously described; (2) Needlework. 
Dressmaking and Millinery, which are classified as Domestic Arts i 
(3) Personal and Domestic Hygiene, '\\'hich is invariably based upon 
Physiology, and forms a part of the ordinary State school curri
culum ; as such being studied co-educationally by all children, boys 
and girls alike. In many Elementary Schools, and in some Secon
dary, cookery and needlework appear under the designation of 
lfanual Training, being used with that intention for girls, while 
hoys are engaged in wood or iron work. .. Household Economics " 
is a term much favoured when the broadest aspect of the whole 
subject is intended; that is to say, when technical skill in the 
domestic applications is based upon a sound knowledge of the 
fundamental sciences and arts, supplemented by a comprehension 
of the ethical and economic principles involved in thoir intelligenL 
l·mployment .. 

ThE! secont! .. Suggestion" dealt with the classification of the differ· 



ent grades and types of institution in which thel:l8 suLjec~ under ~ifi 
whate¥er df'Si:;,rnation. are taught. e_g_. Primary Day Schools. cation aud 
E - ..... , - - Sch Is r ils f .. L:~__ to - Character of _,enang ~ntinuation 00 lor pup rom ~n SlXteen Educational 
yf'al'S of age or oldt'r. Seoolldary Day Schools. Technicallnstitutt's. Institutions. 
Training U,1If'gl'8 for Tt'8Chers in the abol"e \"arious types of schools 
and Uni¥en!ities. 

The fact is familiar that F..nglish methods of school nomenclature 
vary from thOle adopted in the StaUil; Elementary Day Schools 
are tll('re habitually described as Grade Schools (Gnwl."Il I_ to VID_ 
or IX_); and tlli. .. term I have usually employoo. It includes 
n>rtaiu lIuL-di\;sions-as a rule. but tw~rrimarv and Grsnuuar; 
but occasionally tht're are thn>e departments-:Priruary. Inter
mediate. and Grammar. The expression" Evening U,ntinuation 
School" is not in use, but E,-ening Schools are COllDt'Cted with 
Grade and High School:i in most. if not in all, cities. No rt'Strictions, 
80 far M I could it-arn. are placOO upon the age of pupiLq. High 
Schools of ,-anous typE'S and for both ~XE'S do not exactly oorrespond 
\\;th our •• Seoondary" Schools; tht'y are a sequence to the Grode 
Schools. the entering age is fourteen. and no fees t'xist. U>rtain 
departmt'nts of State Agricultural f'..olleges. and of the great Tt'Ch
nicnl Institutt's endowed by private citizens, pennit of classification 
wldt'r the onp head of Technical Schools; in tht'se teachers of 
lJomestic Scit'nce and Art most usually receive tht'ir training, 
though half of the State Unh'ersitit'S and oue or two Normal Colleges 
also otTer Household Science COUI'8('S. Columbia, Chicago, Leland 
Stanford. Yiehij!lUl, and one or two more Uniwrsitil"S of the first 
rank ha'.., initiated eoUJ"Sl'S in Sanitary or HouSt'hold Science; some 
of a S)('Cial characu-r, as at Tt'achers Collegt". Columbia University. 
Lut more lll'ually open to all studentl\. 

Cooking and Se,,;ng may he dt'SCribed as now generally taught in Extt'nt ?f 
Grade Schools; thf'Se 8ubjt'Cts have been introduced in a still limited ~:~~ d 
hnt steadily im'naasing, amount in High Schools; they are studied Rygtl'ne 11 

to B ,oeM" eonsideraJ,le extent, on exhausti,-e and elaborate lines, in T"acbillg. 
Tt'CIUlimJ InstitutE'S as well as more simply in Evening and Saturday 
cl~. This latter tnle of instruction is also pro,oidoo by such 
a.,.oencit'S as the Young Women's Christian .Association and Girls' 
<.,1uUI. LaWldry-work is ahnost unk-nown as a l\ubjt'et in Grade 
Sclll)ols, but is u!!uwly illcluded in Domestic Science as taught in 
High School!1, while it finds a place in the eourses at Technical Insti-
tutE'S and Nonnal Collt'gt"lL Dressmaking and Millinery are 
popular subjects in Manual Training High Schools. Technical 
ll'stituh'S and in E,-t'ning Classes. With ft'w exceptions, definite 
artistie training in design. form. oolour and tht' use of brush and 
1)pllei) coustitute an importanlfeature in tht'8e latter OOUrse8. }'er-
sonal. Don~ie, snd Ci,-ic 1Jrgit'nr. apJX'a~ though to a variable 
extt'ut, in the rrognunmt'S of all school:;, coll~ and Techni('al Inltti-
lutf'S. It is at J'f'l'9l'nt, in oonjunction with physiology, an obligatory 
subject in the Grade Schools of nearly all the Statt's; in the High 
ScllOOls it is usually optional; but it is again practically obligatory 
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int,he majority of colleges, for it conJltitutes the t.heurel,ica}.stuuy 
required to accompany, ,and to give intelligent· impetus to, th" 
Physical.Culture Courses. required of all students. The peculiar 
educationaladvap.tages it offers; especially as t.he outcome of Nature 
Study and Biology,. to wlllchmuch attention is niiwpaid" leads ttl 
its voluntary inclusion in the curricula of hoth Hig-h,Schoois and 
Colleges. The' Care of Children is specifically taught in, relatively 
fewsc;b.ools, but incidentally the subject receives attention in the 
study of hygieDP. The case is <,lifferent. in institutions for higher 
education; in these Child Study, Psychology, Ethics and Sociology 
all s~rve to bring th,e question of child hygiene before students. 

The "commencing age" in Grade Schools for instruction in an\' 
of these subject.'!, except Hygiene, varies from ten to thirteen vears',; 
twelve may be taken as the avprage age for Cookmg classes ; ~ine or 
ten for Sewing. I think the age selected' for the cooking classes i,q 
especially influenced by the consideration that increased physical 
capacity(i.e., muscular strength and height) and intelligence (i.e., 
the power to use the reasoning faculty) are !lecured by placing it as 
late as possible in the curriculum. Where, as is now very often the 
case, girls receive equally with boys actual manual training inwood 
or chip carving and in clay modelling, dexterity of manipulation is 
ncquiJ'ed previously; this is found m!lterially to influence the 
ILmount of good gained during the subsequent course in cooking; 
observation, accuracy in detail, and so forth, having become to a. 
greater' or less degree ha.bitual. The average age for city children 
to leave school is certainly la,ter than in England; most girls remain 
until fully thirteen; a growing number stay till they are fourteen, 
and taen p3.<lS on to the High School for at least two years more; 
so that a large proportion receive the benefit of this inst.ruction, 
even where thirteen is the commencing age. These facts are taken 
into 3.Qcount.in planning most Domestic Science COUI'l!es. In cit.ies 
where industnal conditions and economic considerations shl·rten 
school life, I found that the age for attendance at cooking classes 
was earlier-eleven years, or pven ten, being fixed in some instances. 
Domestic Science is not taught in rural schools; these serve, as 11 

rule,very scattered districts, and are usually somewhat under
staffed; consequently, much division into s.eparate cJa .. '!Ae.~ is not. 
possible, especially as the co-educational system requir6.'l, tlIlIll'r 
such circulllstances, that the instruction shall be adapted throughout. 
for mixed classes. 

Sewing,where taught, almost without exception pret:edes Cooking, 
There is a marked divergence from English methods in this connec
tion ; one or two years is the usual length of time apportioned to 
weekly or bi-weekly lessons ill needlework, either in Grade or High 
Schools-a great contrast to the five or six, years devoted to its 
practice in our elementary schools .. This may be attributed to several 
causes; for instance, it has proved difficult to break down public 
prejudice against devotmg precious school hours to so" homely" 
a subject; consequently, short courses could only be ~trodU:ced 
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tentatively, almost apologetically, though this is a Cast-vanishing 
Btage. There is also a strong and prevalent objection to wearying 
children with t.he constant and often monotonous repetition of very 
similar processes, or to requiring fine muscular mo\<ements and 
concentration of sight upon near objects for too long a peiiod. I 
was Crequently assured, and I confess my eyes s~bstantiated the 
WlSeltion, that if this subject be but presented at the right time in a 
child's development, it will be rapidly and more satisfactorily 
acquired than when attempted prematurely. Tn children whose 
eyes and hands have been systematically trained from Kindergarten 
upwards, t.wo years of needlework practice produces very promising 
results. As a. whole, I considered these to hold their own with those 
attained by ~he longel' practice common in EnglllJld ; but accurate 
comparisons are almost impossible, because the United States Grade 
Schools are f"equented by children of aU social grades; so, that the 
gen£'ral standards of intelligence, nutritio,n and energy IIhould 00, 
and are, higher than in our English Elf:mentary Schools. It would, 
however, be interesting to test by experinlent here a method',vhich 
seeniS well wOlthy of consideration and fail' trial from the results 
gained in that country; among other advant,ages claimed are the. 
widcr variety of interest and occupation afforded to the children, and 
the developm£'nt of a larger numher of muscles in the practice of the 
diverse'mauual exercises for which timc thus ll('.llomes available. 
Sewing, t{)O, is so commonly classed as 1(anual Training that· it 
l'eadily falls into rank with tIle other exercises included under that 
title. The great interest in and rapid progress made by lIigh School 
girls in needlework, IlOth elementary and advanced, bodes well for 
the future housewifery of the country. The subject 'is held in 
special esteem educationally at the High School age, on account of 
the ~'aluable training it affords in method, neatness, cleanliness, 
discretion, good taste, and economy; while it lends itself admirably 
to homo application. . 

Domestic Science subjects are taught to deaf and blilld children 
of both sexes at New York, Boston, Providence, and elsewhere. 
with reported excellent l'Csults. The one schoc,l I was able fu visit 
(Horace Mann School, Boston) amply confirmed the testimony I 
rPCeived ; deaf lads, of fifteen and upwards, as well as girls, become 
in some cases sO thoroughly proficient with their needles and Ruch 
really good cooks that they are fit for wage-eamingsituations. 
The number of feeble-minded children is very small; special pro
vision is made for their training in most States, but time did not 
permit me to secure information from personal observation. 

The High School courses ill Household Science and Art have 
only this in common, that they are all conducted along very prac
tical lines; they vary in length from ten months to four years ; 
they may be correlated with work in the laboratory or studio, or 
may be complete in themselves. With rare exceptions, no branch . 
of Domestic Science is taught to boys in Grade Schools, but attend
ance at· courses 9n House Sanitation is occ~ionally option'!J in 
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High Schools. l)hY)liology and Hygiene ai'e studied cO-l'ducl\
tionally t.hroughout school and college life. A marked interest in 
these subjects is evinced by school boys; while the demand for 
a knowledge of Sanitary Science on the part of a small proportilln 
of male students at some colleges and universities has warranted 
the introduction of courses to meet it. 

The "General Courses" in Household Economics at High 
Schools, Technical Institutes and at half the total number of State 
Universities serve as admirable schools for training young women 
as home-makers; a very considerable number make use of these 
0ppOltunities before marriage. The Summer School and Technical 
Institute courses serve a sil~nilar pqrpose for those who do not 
realise till after marriage the need of such preparation for, or 
assistance in, their domestic duties. It is also now the object of 
University Extension organisers and of Women's Clubs to secure 
suitable instruction, though necessarily of a more linlited character, 
for far~lIers' wives aud others whose place of re.'Iidence or h6me
claims prevent their attendance at a prolonged course of study. 

I was further desired to give special attention as to the present. 
position of Domestic Science teaching in school and college curri
cula; and was also invited to make observations a.q to the ml·thllds 
employed, the equipment provided, 'and other essential details. 
This" SuggeRtion " nec.essarily implied a study of other important 
Jl~ints, "iz., to what extent are teachers allowed a free hand in 
shaping the courses of instruction; must syllabuses be rigidly fol
lowed, ahd how far is Domestic Science correlated with other su h
jeets in the time-tallie. e.g., with Natural Science,Arithmetic, Reatling 
and Drawing. The authorities I consulted were practieaIIy ummi
mous in their opinion that Domestic Science is now spontaneously 
assigned a much more important and honourable place in school anel 
college curricula 'than was the case until quite recent years. Its 
claims to recognition on the grounds of its high educational, ethical, 
and sociological value are proved true, and each session sees its more 
general introduction. under one or other of its many titles, into 
Grade and Hil!h Schools, a.'J well as int~ College courses. This 
Report contains a lal'ge number of specimen Tables, which illustrate 
how the necessary time is found for the various subjects; and I 
again desire emphatically t~ draw attention to the invaluable oppor
t.unities thus afforded for linking learning with life. That Teachers 
College, Columbia University, includes both Domestic Science aDd 
Domestic Art in the post-graduate courSes bears high testimony to 
the estimation in which these subjects are held; the fact. that the 
degree of B.Sc. is offered in Universities of good and recognised 
standing to graduates in Household Economics, equally with other 
sciences, is a valuable proof of the support accorded to its introduc
tion by the respective faculties. The presence of highly-educated 
college women as students in these courses at the leading l'eclmiclll 
Institutes attests to the intellectual as well as to the utilitarian 
a.ttractioDs of Household Economics when efficiently organised. The 



gmwiug demand for instruction in Sanitary Science anlong mal~ 
students testifies both to the interest aroused by the elemeutary 
tt-aching in Physiology and Hygiene obligatory in Grade Schools, 
and to their own practical n'alisation tbat the possession of still more 
advanced information is an essential equipment for the student of 
economics, for the intelligent citi7..en or for the social reformer. 
The principals of several widely~parated High Schools told me that, 
from the purely educational standpoint, Physiology and Hygienp. 
for Loth sexes, and Domestic Science and Art for girls, prove of high 
"alue-ethically, sociologically, scientifically, and a.q manual exer
cises; and 011 these groUllds an honourable place is assigned to them 
ill their school programmes. Not that this opinion is as yet univer
sal; in some cities t.hese subjects still n'ceive scant and contemp
tuoUI consideration; but t.hose chiefly n'sponsihle for what has been 
accomplished are full of hope for the future, arid are content witb. 
enm pl'efl'r, IIlow IJrogn'Sll, if it lie but sure Slid steady. 

Many details of methods of teaching haye.heen given in Parts 1. Methods. I 
and II. of this Rl'port, so that. I now ntl'n'lv propose to empha!!ise ~ Teac~mg 
l't'rtain points whi(~h might be overlooked "in the previous pagl's. Sci::l~n; 
The following remarks hear upon the teaching of Domestic Scil'nce Hygiene in 
and Hygil'ne in the Grade Schools. It wiII have heen observed that Grade 
inlltruction in these subjects is common to the children of all cla.qses Schools. 
of society. It may still be said that there are no social distinctions 
in the national llystem of education. The childn'n of the profeR-
sional man, merchant, clerk, artisan and mill-hand sit side hy side 
at the school desk, and no distinction is made in the-curricuillm 
they pursue. I was told the iuterest aroused in and dpsire to 
apply the knowledgp gainoo in these studies were mutually 
strong; while" good breeding" will often show itself in the 
,'olunt:uy assumption of the less pleasing dutif's in connection, 
for instance, with the dpansing of cooking uk-nsils by the more 
delicalPly-nurtun'd child. It is hoped that this mutual training 
in home duties may e\'entu~ly assist in the solution of the exiSting 
difficulties which have to be faced in domeRtic service and other 
industrial problems . 

.c\ study of these Grade School Household Science courses shows 
the sustained efforts to teach underlying principles for what is done; 
this is as apparent in the Sewing as in the Cooking classes. 'l'wo 
characteristics of the American child, as I obseJ-ved him, are an 
insatia],le thirst to know the Co reason why" for all he does, Il1ld an 
admirabll' (though not. invariahly an apro-pos) energy in the applica
tion of new know ledge. These characteristics facilitate the teacher's 
work to a great degn'C, but they aLqo necessitate broad-minded, 
well~ultured instructors, to whom sufficient scope must be given 
for the legitimate satisfaction and direction of these qualities. Mucli 
confidence is usually reposed in his staff by a principal. It is rare 
toO I'l'quire the accomplishment of a definite anlOunt of instruction 
in each lesson; elasticity of method, if it promote the children's 
good, is freely permitted, and time for revision is accorded, even at 
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the sacrifice of a part of the syllabus, if considered necessary. It 
must not, be 'assumed that irregularity and incompleteness rule j~ 
these schools. I saw no such tendency: but I did notice much 
intelligence amorig pupils, a good comprilhension of the" reason 
why," and tangible examples of the results of the active illfe.rest 
aroused iil the shape of excellent specimens of home practice. 

In the teaching of cooking, 'our English system of alternate 
demonstration and practice is entirely disapproved, as ill also our 
custom of defraying a part of the cost by the sale of the foon prepared 
by a class. Against the first method it is argued that few girls of 
eleven or twelve are in¥lllectuallJcapable of profiting by prolonged 
observation unrelieved by active participation in the processes lmdel' 
demonstration. They may be interested, but to what extent are 
they informed? Constant practice under supervision, iminediawly 
subsequent to, or, if necessary, interrupted by; a short demonstra
tion, is the generally approved plan. With regard to the sale of the 
food cooked, rather than its consumption by those who had prepared 
it, the feeling was unanim911sly adverse;, without exception, a!l 
authorities on the subject maintained that the cause of failures, as in 
deficient beating of a cake, or the fact of possible improvement-a.q 

in the seasoning of a dish, for instance-cannot be realised by the 
inexperienced cook unless results be tasted when the whole process 
is complete. It is also held that the st.rength of interest can be 
hardly equal in the two tlases; the desire to improve is hut poorly 
stimulated, and a practical difficulty will thrust itself into promi
nence, viz., that the tastes of possible purchaserS nlay be occasionally 
consulted, rather than making the,rigorous inculcation of principles 
by practice the first consideration. The use of printed recipes is 
ud'rocated, on the plea of the valuable tinle thus, saved; these are 
preserved in books specially provided, which contain, in addition, 
directions,&c., dictated by the teacher when necessary, or made hy 
the child herself. As a whole, these special teachers are well tI'ained 
and of a high stamp; most usually I found them to be interested in 
the correlation of both cooking and needlework with other school 
work. One of their chief difficulties in thi.~ respect is met with in 
the common custom of "centres," by which children are taught 
these suhjects by teacherS not in touch with their ordinary work. 
IIi the case' of one school used as a " centre,". I found the special 
teacher overcame this difficulty hy, conferences with her fello,,'s: 
but this could not be managed for the majority of her pupils 
whep. these numbered several hundred aud were dl"ll.wn from pel"
haps nine separate, schools. 

In respect of sewing I' would like to remind my readers of the 
good results which have foIiowed, in a few cities, this teaching to boys, 
as well as to girls, from the age of hine to ten or eleven years. In 
addition to its pi'acticaland educiltiom1l values it is said to promote 
community of interest; while small boys take, to it most kindly and 
apply it readily. \ Great diversity of opiliiph 'prevails as to the U$ 

of the" specimen'\. syst.em'of teaching needlework; I should say 
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unhesitatingly that the bestresulta I observed were attained where 
it was not in force, or only to a modified degree ; for instance, whera 
the specimens of stitches for preservation formed the conclusion of 
the whole course. The interest of the children is markedly greater 
where they learn to /lew on some article for which they see an 

. immediate purpose; but in all my comments, it is necessary to bear 
in ruind that my pemollltl ohservations were necessarily limited. 

In the Grade School teaching of Personal and Domestic Hygiene 
lPhysi,)logy and Hygiene, as it is invariably described) the best 
teachers lose no opportunity to inculcate ideas of duty to one's self, 
duty to one's neighbour, duty to one's country. They impress 
that the body is worthy of, and well repays, intelligent care; that 
without this good work cannot be accomplished. Children are led 
to see that no one has a right to injure his neighbour by his slovenly, 
ignorant, or filthy habits; and that the State demands that her 
children shall ruaintain her .prestige by their efficiency and. good 
health. Such praCtical physical morality comes within the daily 
oblervation of children; it throws a new light on the daily bath, 
the orderly back yard, the,decent habits ;it sets before them as an 
ideal the conduct of a self-respectillg,self-controlled .citizen. 

The evidences of home application of Cookery, 'Housewifery, 
Sewing, and, Il1st but not least, the practice of good habits are quite 
evident. Great stress iF! laid upon the encouragement of such: 
applications, though it i6reported to be usually spontaneous; 
indeed, it appears to have been the means of breaking down much 
parental opposition to Domestic Science teaching, and has served, 
in some cases, to form the first connecting link between home and 
IIchool life. What impressed me even more than the specimens of 
home productions brought for inspect.n at the cookery classes. 
were the corresponding examples of home needlework, especially 
where the making of a simple blouse and skirt forms part of t,he 
courst>. Theso spoke of sustained perseverance and of practical 
ability, as well as of lively interest. It would be wearisome to 
quote inlltances of the influence exercised on personal habits and 
fllmily life hy the instruction in Physiology and Hygiene; but I 
must mention that this seemed to be very noticeable among boys, 
in whom, also, I was told, thiS teaching, when well conducted; 
serves the useful purpose of. developing the latent sense of civic 
responsibility. 

So far Domestic Science has had a somewhat difficult position 
to face in some citi('s. These difficulties al"e.however. described 
as diminishing. and are usually sbort-lived. It is habitual to entrust 
the orgn.ni:!ation of manual training in city schools to an expert, 
u.nd though this expert is no~ necessarily a woman, theintertlsts 
of girls are no~as a rule overlooked', the funds at a Superintendel!t's 
disposal for purposes of nlanual work (under which ~kery and 
Needlework. are grouped)' being equally distributed. In High 
School!, so far a! my o~rvations extended, no financial problems 
have presentt!d th!!lnselve!! .. With :regard ttl equipment, I have 
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already said that the" centre" system is usual in the case of Grado 
Schools; but institutions for higher education have each their own 
kitchen laboratories and work-rooms. The equipment, in respect 
to the provision of sp,ecially planned and fitted tables, * has been most 
carefully thought out, and prf'-llents certain definite advantages; 
some of these have been dealt with in Part I. of this Report. 
Teachers are trained to be very resourceful in the matter of appa
ratus, though the cost of .equipment does not usualIy- prpsent in· 
surmountable obstacles, there is too much appreciation of the llf'-CeS
sity to provide all that contributes to the efficiency of the schools. 
To trammel work, for want of financial support, in which the 
public has faith, is contrary to general American practice. Those. 
responsible for t.he organisation of education continue their repre· 
sentations until private or public funds are found for the desired 
purpose. Nevertheless my informants emphasised the encourage
ment given to judicious simplicity and to the employment of " home 
made" apparatus. The use of text books is 'unusual in any coursf'-, 
in any grade of institution; training in the right use of books of 
reference is the prevalent method; and the teacher causes careful 
notes to be kept of the theory she supplies, which usually precedes 
practice. Only' very rarely is adherence to an entire syllabull 
rigidly required, it is usual to repose confidence in the teacher's 
judgment, and no cases of abuse were reported. The teachers 
habitually consult upon this point with their principals or inspec
tors, and the plan is found to work well for all concerned. Much 
time and thought is evidently expended upon wise correlation of 
Domestic Science wit.h other school subjects. The presentation of 
all knowledge in a form to permit of ib! speedy application is very 
present just now in the miJ¥is of school authorities, and the children 
seem so gem'rally anxious to turn what they study to some im
mediate v'se, t hat their enthusiasm acts as a spur to the teacher, 
and introducell a very pleasant. atmollphere into the schools. 

In High Rchools all courses in these subjects are of a more com
prehensive and scientific character than those in the lower grades. 
They usually include a fairly t.horough treatment of cooking, 
housewifery, needlework, dressmaking and millinery; laundry 
work also almost invariably finds a place. Where Household 
Science is taught, house sanitation is generally introduced, but 
hygiene in its personal aspects is reserved for the courses in ]lhysi
ology. It is usual to accompany this training by a study of funds
mental principles in laboratory and studio. There appear to be 
two weighty arguments in fayour of adopting Household Science 
and Art into the curriculum, which counterbalance all the objec
tions; the one, that these subjects afford an unrivalled field for co
relation with and application of other studies. literary, artistic, and 
scientific; the other, that much advantage is gained from the variety 
of occupation incidental to the active practical work they necessitate, 
that better results are secured in these other studies, even though they 

·See Fig. VIII. 
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HC?usehold are pursued for shorter periods t.hanare assumed'to be desirable where 
ScdeHe. Household Science is not in favour. In his article on High Schools r: Hi ~lene in the" Pratt Institute Monthly" for April, 1901, Dr. Luther Gulick 
SChoofs. emphasises )et another argument in its favour, viz., that" in the 
-continued. teens there is a great accession to the capacity for, and delight in, 

reason. This fact is so generally recognised that it needs no par
ticular discussion. The High School programme should be defi
nitely related to the increasing capacity to reason. Facts should be 
continually put into relation with one another. This is the timl1 
for tho laboratory method, which is well worked out in physics, 
chemistry, physiography, and in certain respects in biology. It 
needs to be, and can be worked out in history, mathematics and 
art." Under his interested supervision the girls' High School 
cuurse in Household Science, pursued on lines consonant with 
t.hese developing faculties, has· well justified its existence at the 
Pratt Institute. To Dr. Gulick this term, .. laboratory method," 
means that proCE'SS by which "the pupil discovers his own facts ; 
comes to his own conclusions in regard to them, and formulates 
for himself the laws that grow out of these facts "-a different 
form of procedure from t.hat which often goes under this designation. 
Nevertheless, Professor Francis E. Lloyd, of Teachers Collegl:'. 
Columbia University, reoognises the danger which accompanies 
careless use of this. laboratory method, and sounds a note of timely 
warning when he points out that it is valuable, " just in proportion 
as it trains in careful methods oC observation, and cuhi.vates a 
scientific habit of mind. It succeeds when it trains a pupil in 
inductive reasoning; it fails, at le.ast in school life, when it becomes 
an end in itself." To guard against this perversion of its worth, 
and to stilllulato the development of the reasoning faculties by its 
judicious introduction, seemed to me the guiding principles of those 
in charg& of the best High School courses I observed in Household 
Science. Thus on educational grounds alone the subject justifies 
its introdtlCtion into the curriculum of Secondary Schools; but 
there are other forcible arguments which appeal to those not 
immediately concerned with the training of young people. There 
al'e few who have not noted that it is at the High School age es
pecially that gifls' ideas of life are apt to be falsified; they become 
discontented with theu- environment, and often ashatned of family 
claims or relationships. Observation shows that a rational study 
of Household Science helps to bind the girl to .her home, to centre 
her interest there, and to show her the worth and beauty of family 
life. It has been well said that this subject, above all ot.hel's, 
forges the facts of science and art into practical tools. by whose 
aid the home's efficiency in the produl!tion of health and character 
is materially increased, It would seem, at least over a certain 
Ill"ea in the Unittld States, as if this conce})'tion of domestic dignity 
has a fascination for the growing girl, who appears to be also una 
expectedly alive to the communal and economic aspects of the 
subject. Her mind fCceives. ideas tt'.adily concerning the duty 
of right living, and its\etl'ect upon the community. She is easily 

\ 
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81"oused to realise the responsibilities of each individual home as 3 

aocw unit. whose character inevitably assists to determine the 
composition of the whole mass. She is impressed by the thought 
that home and school together form the social workshop, in which 
are moulded the citizens of the future. The economics of epn
sumption also exercise an attraction which was not anticipated. 
When the topic is judiciously introduced, girls exhibit eagerness 
and perseverance in learning the right use of.energy, health, time, 
and money. Speaking generally, it seemed to me that the aspects 
of Household Science and Art most emphasised in High School 
courses are the BOund theoretical and scientific bases which under
lie household duties; the opportunities for immediate application 
afforded in home life for artistic training; the increased mental and 
pbysical efficienry which follows upon a wise economy of time and 
an intelligent expenditure of monflY; and the claims of civics and 
vatriotism upon those responsible for the rearing of the race. In 
l'hysiology and Hygiene, where the boys and girls work together, 
tontinued stl'eSS is laid upon the close relationship of living con
ditions to health and working power. Here, as in Domestic 
:;cience, the method employed is almost exclusively that of lectures, 
followed by periods of laboratory work. My observations, and tho 
information I gained, convinced me that, under the best professors, 
the teaching is based upon the lines defined by Dr. W. Townsend 
Porter, of the Harvard Medical School, in an article entitled, " The 
Teaching of Physiology," published in the Philadelphia. " Medical 
Journal," September 1st., 1900 :-" Deal as far as possible with the 
phenomena themseh·es, and not with the descriptions of them. 
Where the fundamental experiments cannot all be perfortped, fill 
the gap with the orginal protocols from the classical sources. 
Associate facts which the student can obwve for himself with 
those which he cannot observe. Use as the basis of instruction, 
where practicable, the facts and methods to be used by the student 
in earning his living. Teach the elements by practical work. 
Let the student state his ohlervations and results in a laboratory 
note-book. Control his progress, and remove his difficulties, by a 
daily written examination and a daily conference, in which the 
instructor shall discuss the observations made by the student, and 
supplement them from his own reading. Stimulate the student 
by personal intercourse in the laboratory, by glimpses of the re
searchtB in progress, and by constant reference to tho original 
sources. From the beginning to the end of tho instruction hold 
fast to concentration, sequence, and election.'~ 

Of an interest equal to these High School courses are those Househ~ld 
in the State Agricultural Colleges; not alone those concerned EconomI~ 
with Household Economies, but the lectures on Bygien~ associated i:~le~:e 
with active physical culture, which enters compulsorily into the 
eurriculum of students of both sexes. :Mrs. Ellen H. Richards. 
of the lfa!!!!&Chusetts Institute of Technology, . has pointed cut 
on more than One occasion that Household Economics rest on two 
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chief comer stones-economy of health and economy of wealth. 
Economy of wealth appeals with force, and receives implicit, if 
not explicit, attention from students engaged in equipping them
selves for their future callings in life. That their attention should 
be directed -with equal emphasis to the study of the economy of 
health, in a country where the pursuit of money is considered 
a national characteristic, augurs well for the race; it speaks 
volumes also for the common sense attitude of a people whose point 
of view is occasionally obstructed by the excitement and effervescence 
incidental to the rapid progress of a new country. The claim 
that these subjects. have for a recognition from college authorities 
is again based upon their comprehensive and educational charactRr. 
Household Economics and Hygiene are neither the one nor the other 
separate sciences or arts to be taught by one person with a specialist 
training; all departments of a University can and should contri
bute to their right presentation. Where the experiment has been 
tried the results are .most emphatically favourable. It is also 
stated that in no other instances have such valuable and successful 
efforts at co-operation been established between faculties. The 
leaven is manifestly at work for the spread of this movement 
in colleges. Some college presidents are standing with open minds, 
waiting for a longer observation of existing courses before formu
lating a definite opinion; but all are apparently inquiring as to the 
attitude of their confreres. Many professors show a disposition 
to accept the subject under the plea that college teaching of Eco
nomics, Sociology, Pedagogy, History or Sanitary Science, must 
include the relation of the family and the household to society; 
and tha.t distinct advantages accompany practical demonstration 
of this truth by the work carried on in a department set apart 
for the purpose. It is true that the accomplishments of women 
in Chemistry, Physics, or Biology, have not yet inspired men with 
full confidence in their power to successfully attack a new problem 
in a consistently scientific spirit; but. though somewhat less 
unanimous upon the definite adoption of Household Economics 
asa distinct college subject, than upon its inclusion under some 
branch of Sociology, college professors are as a whole favourable to 
some place being assigned to it on the grounds of its great import
ance: so far women have justified any confidence reposed in them 
in respect of the organisation of such advanced courses. 

Domestic A further point to which I was directed to give special attention 
~4en1:.as 8." was the extent to -i'hich Domestic Science is regarded as an early 
Subj~ctlca.l instalment of technical education, inserted in the Primary or 
, . Secondary School curriculum. "How far is an attempt made 

(and, if Inade. how far is it successful) to deal with the subject as 
part of a liberal education-i.6. for its value as an educational 
discipline as distinct from its practical utility? In practice, does 
the aim in view affect the course of inStruction, and has it been 
found possible to combine the benefits of discipijning the intelligence 
and the reasoning power with tbose of increased manual and prac· 
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tical skill?" Such were mv instructions. There seemed to me 
no . tendency to introduce the subject into elementary schools 
88 a preliminary stage in technical education. To fit their charges 
for life, not for one means of earning a livelihood, is the aim of 
all the best superintendents and teachers at the present day. The 
leading idea, much emphasised by educationalists, is that the early 
periods of education should be essentially devoted to general culture 
and not to premature specialisation. The" poise" or well-balanced 
characters which it is desired to form by school education, can 
only be developed by an all-round training of the mind and body,' 
and not by early concentration upon anyone branch of study to 
the exclusion of others. I learnt t.hat the early efforts made to 
introduce Domestic Science into schools were, more or less, leavened 
with the trade school idea, but the later realisati()n of the true scope 
of education and more enlightened methods of instruction have led 
to the virtual extinction of this misapprehension. . It is true that 
inculcation of the principles, that is of the fundamental laws of 
matter and form, with enough practice to illustrate them, play 
an important part in the High School courses; but there is no 
ulterior object of training children technically for domestic service 
or as juvenile dressmakers; the idea. is to bring the teaching of 
Domes~ic Science into hannony with the broad, scientific, and 
educational theories characteristic of the time. 

In Manual Training High Schools, the technical, as distinct 
from the educational study of Household Science, is naturally 
brought into more prominence than in others. During the last 
two of a four year course, girls of sixteen have attained an age 
when specialisation is admissible; and the fact that they have 
sought their education in a Manual Training rather than in an 
ordinary High School indicates that their intention is to select some 
form of occupation in the future in which the hands are to he as 
active 88 the head. But a study of the time-tables will make clear 
that the first two years of these courses are emphatically" general " 
in method; indeed the necessity of supporting a. special subject 
by meRns of coincident, systematic study of other branches of 
knowledge is clearly realised by those responsible for the schemes 
of technical training in Household Science and Art at all the Insti
tutes and Colleges, as well as in Manual Training High Schools. 

It would be superfluous for me to reiterate the success which has 
attended efforts to deal with these subjects as part of a. liberal 
education. Indeed, it is on account of their peculiar value in this 
connection that they find favour in the eyes of some who other
wise would not countenance them 88 either school or college subjects. 
Their ROciological. ethical. and econoinic as well as their industrial 
values are of quite recent appreciation; but, as I have pointed out. 
now that students of these sciences clearly see the intima~ relation 
Qf family life to the whole social and industrial ordeI:. they deem it 
right. not only to devote some of their precious hours to· a study 
absolutely esspntial for intelli~?t . life under twentieth.ce?tury 
" 1)490. 
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conditions, but desire that an early interest shall be awakened 
in those who may be unable to pursue the subject at a later period 
in their lives. 

A further request was made that I should give careful observation 
to the methods of training and qualifications of teachers of Domestic 
Science. Readers of this Report will have observed what stress 
is laid upon the preparation of well-equipped teachers for this 
~ubject, and what liberal opportunities are offered for th(lir train
ing. Definite qualifications are required of ull tuachCl'S of Domestic 
ScillllCe, amI each yoor the standlu'd of thelle ill raised. Tho accom
panying compnl'utivo Table ::lets {m·th ill del.til till! suhjects included 
ill wblLt lLl'e ,'ucognised as among the LeNt tmining COUl'SCSIlOW avail-
11111{1 in t.ho United Stntus, and tho length of t.imll uevot.ctlr08pect.ively 
to the various studies. WhaL, howovur, no tabulated lltatellleut 
oon show is the method upon which successful results depend, 
However, it will be noted that the general scope of the courses is 
somewhat broader in the United States than in this country; 
that considerable time is devoted to the careful study of the 
theory which underlies all practice; and that importance is attached 
to a practical study of the scientifio and artistic principles basal 
to that technical skill, to the attainmen£ of which the tra.ining is 
directed, For these reasons the Domestio Sciences and Arts are 
almost always studied in two distinct courses; time does not 
permit of a command of both being acquired by the same student 
in the three years she can invest in the special preparation for her 
profession. There is a feeling, at least in one Institute, that the 
scientific side of Household Science has been slightly over empha
sised. Probably the fact that this is recognised and that already 
definite efforts are being made for the lUore aocurate adjustment 
of values, indicates that if the danger exist it will soon be averted. 
The weak points which would probably immediately present 
themselves to an experienced eye, will be want of teaching practice 
in some of the American Normal Courses, and the very short 
time deyoted to laundry training. It must, however, be borne 
in mind that each year sees modifications of these coursEl(l, as 
experience shows their strength or weakness. The ideal set forth 
is very high. The directress of one of these departments said to 
me that it is set so high they sometimes feel disheartened-it seems 
beyond human attaimnent; yet, each year, the Lake Placid Con
ference of experts, men and women, spurs them on to renewed 
exertions by reiterating from some new standpoint the enormous 
importance to the individual and to the nation of this work of 
home-making. Evidence of. good preliminary preparation· in 
elementary science or art, in addition to a sound general education, 
is demanded of all students. As a. fact, college women are preferred 
to thos.e who have had only the advantage of a high sohool educa
tion, on account of the greater breadth of culture they will bring 
to their class work. In all CRSes, general information and physical 
well-beiniare not allowed to suffer dqring the speoial ~a.inin~. 
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HOUSEWIFERY. 

Chemistry-
Gelleral, 133 hours. 
Qualitative, 114 hours. 
Quantitative, 342 hours. 
Organic, 19 hours. 

Physics (elementary), 29 hours. 

Fuud and Dietetics, 38 hours. 

Physioloj!y and} 152 hours. 
Hygiene 

Biology, 57 hours. 

Bacteriology, 60 hours. 

Cookery, 912 hours. 

.laundry, 30 hours. 

Physical Training, 228 hours. 

Psychology, 57 hours. 

Practice Teaching, 456 huurs. 

Teachers' Confercnce, 76 hours. 

Art Training, 114 hours. 

Singing, 76 hours. 

ChemiHtry-
General Prineiples, 

(Lectures). 
qualitative i 

Analysis. { 
Quantitative i 

Analysis. [ 
Organic, 112 hours. 

-- Chemistry- Iii Chemistry- Chemistry- Cookery and Laundry diplomas I Chemistry, 60 hours. ,Chemistry. Elementary AI· I Chemistry. II ChemistrY '1 
64 hours GeHeI'a1 Inol'galli('. ) I Genera1. Students attend General. Students attend the are pre requisite. ternative stage, if not pre-

Qualitative ~\llalysis. 384 I the School of Science open Schoo1 of Science open from viously taken ill the Cookery. i )IinimnmSOhul11's; 
(J"ahoratory) quantitative Analysis. J. hours,1 from September to May. September t,{. May. This is ' more than this 

Chemistry } 
and Hygiene 

about 
80 hours. 

Cookery and Laundry Diploma 
are, as a rule, pre-requisite. 

The Board of Education require 
the student to hold thesA i 
she intend to teach House 
wifery. 

96 hours. Organic. 'I This is not counted in the not counted in the training. I· r time is usually 

I" 

training. Cookery and Laundry Diplomas PhYSIOlogy found necessary. 
48 hours. I .1,1 1 II I are pre·requisite. Hygiene 

Chemistry o! Food} 12 hours. 
and DIetetICs. 

Food A ualyses, 144 hours. 

Anatomy and Phy· ) 
siology, inc]ud·, Lectures 
ing Hygiene andf 96 hours. 
Emerg-encies. 

Biology and PhYSio.} 48 hours. 
logIcal ChemIstry. 

Bacteriology, 160 hours. 

Cookery, 448 hours 

Waiting, 32 hours. 

Laundry COllrsc, 32 hours . 

jlal'keting, Several lessons. 

_Food Economics, 6-1 huurs. 

: Lunch-room Coolwry, 3i hours. 

I Demonstrations, 32 hours. 

I Home Nursing', 12 hours. 

COI~lput!llg of'} 32 h 1 1'8. 
DIetarIeS, 01 

Physical Training, 128 hours. 

I Business FOrmS} 32 hours. 
, and Accounts. 

'I English Language l16 hours. 
and Literature. J 

I 

Domestic Architecture, 6 hours. 

Teaching-
Observation of Public School 

Classes, 32 hours. 
Practic~ Class i 50-80 huurs. 

Teachmg, f 
llis~ol'Y and Ir_l~} LectllreS 
Etd~~~TIoll. of 9 hours. 

Several Demonstrat.ions in
'Vaitress Conrse, 
Laundry Course, 
Invalid Cookery, under Critic 

Teacher. 

Physics (Heat), 52 hours. ' 

'II Food Dietetics, 30 hours. 'I Food and Dietetics 1 10 hours. I 
I (Lectures) { Science, where not 

i,· I I taken, 80 hours. 
previously 

Fuod and Dietetics (Lectures). 

PI . I Iii f Students attend I Physiology (optional) 45 hours. 
'~~~;;,~;;,.an( J 128 hours. Physiology, the Scnool of Hygiene - • - 45 hours. 

. Hygiene';; l Science (see I 

Nature Stuuy, 1 ~8 hours. 

Bacteriology, 52 hours. 

Cookery, 256 hours. 

I 
above). 

I First Aid. 

I, 

-"Supplemented by an occa~ 
sional course of lectures. 

Cookery practice, 560 hours. 
l>emonstration, fiO hours. 

Housewifery Practice, 105 hours Cookery, pr~ctice l680 hou . 
DemonstratIOn J IS 

Household Upholstery I 150 

I Hygiene. 

Cookery, practiCe} 
Demonstration 

760 
hours. 

Housewifery '\ varies with 
I'ractiee awl jt requirements 
Demonstration uf student vVaiting, 16 hours. 

Lanurlry work, 32 hours. Table apPointments} Laundry Practice 
}520 honrs. 

and Sewing. [hours. i Theory of Cookery, i 25 hou s 
(Lectures) f r. Laundry, Practice, i 452 

and Demonstration J hours. 

Marketing I 
Tablc appoint· 

ments ~ 

70-100 
hours, 

v<'lries with 
requiJ:emcnt 
of student. 

Laundry Practice i about 400 
Denwnstra tiOll J houl's, 

Upholstervand i 
Househoid SewIDg J 100 IIOUI"S. 

Care of storeroom 80 hours. and UeIlloustra~ 

}lal'ket.ing', 26 huurs. Marketing tions 

Food Economics. 

Home Nursing. Courses are 
held during the winter ill I 
connection with the Even· 
ing Continuation School. 

,I Computing of Dietaries. 

Physical Training, 1~~ hours. I 

Business Methods. II 

English Composition, 64 hours. II 
English Uterature, 32 hours. I 
House ConstnH'tioJl, 104 hours. 
Home Economics,]3 hours. I 
PlumblDg, 13 hours. 
Drawing, 96 hours. 1/' 

Psychology, 32 or 64 hours. 

practiCe} 1'1 Practice Class-I Teaching 32 or 64 haUl s. Teaching. .80.140 hours. 
History of ;.. . . 'I Art of Teachlllg, 36 hours. 
Bducation f 32 or 64 hoUls. I 

I Normal } ·1 DemonstrationS} 
I ' 1lethods. 32 or 64 hours. I under Critic 30 hours. 

Kindergarten } 104 hours. I, teacher. 
Methods 

Sewing, 128 hours. 

1\1 anual Training, 64 hours. 

Practice in Teaching, 60 hours. 

! Art of Teaching, 36 hwrs. 

Lectures-
Honsehold ~fanage·l 

ment ; Income and f 
Expenditure. 

30 I 
h011rs. 

! 

Practice in Teachiug, 40 hours. 

Demonstrations nuderi 36 
Critic Teacher f hours. 

Care of storeroom. } 
Marketing 45 honrs. 

Practice in Teaching, 160 hours. 

Art of Teaching, 36 hours. 

Demonstrations Under} 16 
Critic Teacher honr"" 

Theory of LaUndry} 
work (Lectures). 5 hours. 

Practice in} 
Teaching 70 hours. 

Art of Teaching, ) 

! Care of store-) 
Lectures- roolll 
Household Manage.) 'I 

ment, Income andj~20 11(\111'S. Hvme Nursing ), 
; Expenditure ! 

I 
Home Nursing i. First Aill f 

. and First Aid f 20 hours. 
, Theory and practice} 
'i of Ed u cat io Il, 36 

where not pre- hours. 
i viously taken 

St. Johns 
Amhulance 

course. 

Theory of } 
Laundry Work 36 hours. 

Lectures-
Bousehold l\Ianage.} 

ment 
Income awl Expen- I 

lliture f 

125 
hours. 

8 
h011rs 

Time varies with requircmellts 
of student. 

Hygiene. 
First Aid. 
f;ick Nursing. 
Scull cry work. 

N.B.-i'5tlldcnts uSllall~ Lake the whole Course in I?omestic Economy (Cookery, LauJlury
work, HouseWIfery, Need.lework, Dressmakmg). 'rwo subjects are studied con
currently. The majority of students are found to require rather longer periods 
than the number of hours given, which rcpresent the minimum. 

Pr~ctice ill l50 honrs. 
leaclllng J 

Practice in Teachillg- iPractice ill Teaching. 
Children, 80-100 hours. I Children, 60 hours. 
Adult, varics with rC4.uil'c-, Adult, varies with 

': P~~c~~~.!~1 Teaching-Children 

Theory and, ' 
Practice off18 hours. I' 

Education 
Demonstrations under Critic Demonstrations nndcr Critic 

ments uf st.udent. mCllts of student. 
rC(IUil'e-,1 Adult, varies with reqnire

ments of student. 

.Art of l'eachiug
about 40 hours. 

Art of Teaching, about 
hours. 

Teacher, 10 hours. Teacher, 15 hOHS. 
Occasional courses of lectures Occasional courses of lecturc3 

on "Child Study.' on "Child Study." 

Demonstrations under Critic Demonstrations under Critic Demonstrations under 
Teacher, 12-20 hours, varies Teacher, 12-20 hours. Teacher, 6··8 hours. 
with requirements of student. 

Critic 

French, 57 hours. 

Field Work" consists of con- II 
ducted visits to markets, 
shops, factories, farms, I J,cngth of Training, 2 years. Length of Training, 2-3 years. 

( 
840 hours Board 
of Education 

t 
minimum. 

~,en!lt!1 of 160 hours High. . . 
lrauung. Class Cookery Length of Trammg, 520 hours. 

Length of Training} 
about 

300 
hours. 

ALL Teaching is given under 
criticism of mistress of 
subject and mistress of 
method. 

ALL Teaching is given under 
criticism. 

Length of Training, 900 hours. 
(National Union for Training 
of ,"Vornen in Domest ic 
Science minimum.) houses, etc. certificate N.U. 

T.W.D.S. 
Length of Training, 2 years. 

Fees, Nil. 

i : 

I Fees "'80 (£16 a year). II ]'ees 875 (£15) a year. III }<'ees, £18 ISs. 8d. J<·ees £10 Os. Od. Fees £26 5s. oct., plus examin·1 ]·ees, £12 12s. Od., plus examina.1 Fees, £88s. Od. 
"' ation fees. tion fees. 

-,------_~ ___ ~I ______ ---~---------"-! ________ ~ _______ ~ ________ --"--________ ~ _________ ' ___ ~~-----

DOMESTIC ARTS. 

Length of Training about 35 
weeks, 840 hours (Board of 
Education Minimum). 

Fees, £22. 

I..Iength of 1'1 aining, 520 
(Bonrd of Educatiun 
TUum), 

Fees, £12 12s. Od. 

hours 
Mini· 

Fees £9 lOs. Od. if taken with 

I 
-vvvhuis and Launurywurk ; 
£22 if taken independently. 

-~~~----~-- --~-----------.~-~~~--

--------c--------.. '-~--------------------------------- ------~--------------------------;;------------------------
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~ciellce- Chemist.ry, 1 year. 
Chemistry Of} Lectures, 6 ' 

'fextiles hours. II 

Dyeing and Practical work, 
Cleaning 128 hours. : 

Bacteriology, , munths. 

Human PhYSiOlogy} 96 hours. '!I Physiology and Hygiene, 1 year. I 
and Hygiene 

'I Nature Study, 6 months. 
Emergeneies, 16 honrs. 

Drawillg, 256 honrs. 

Sewing, 256 hours. 

Dressmaking, 3Z0 hours. 

)lilIinery, 256 hours. 

Husiuess Training, 64 hours. 

History of Costume) ghoul's. 
(Lectmes). 

Observation alld Prac l ] 92 
tice in Teaching. f hOllrs. 

Physical Training, 128 hours. 

Length of Training, 2 years. 

1<'ees,: :11'80 (£16) a yeal 

oJ!JU. 10 lace l,age 277. 

'I Cookery,! year. 

I Cord work, &c., 1 year. 

Scwing (methdds of teaching 
hand sewing, machine sewing, 
drafting, garment making, 
stndy of textiles),l year. 

Dressmaking,6 months. 

JtIillillCl'Y, 6 months. 

Art N eedlcwork, 3 months. 

History of Art (Lectures), 
10 hours. 

Drawing (colour, form, and 
costume design), 2 years. 

I 

I Art . . . 13 hours 
(not in school hours). 

I 

{

Practice 
I Sewing Deh~~~!~ation, 339 

Uistoric Costumc (Lectures), 'I 
10 hours. I 

I 

I 
Psychology anti ) 

:1~t~~~1o~:' f 1 year. 

Teaching methods and ob,elVa· i Art of Teaching, 36 hours. 
vation and pract iee Teaching, . 
1 year. I Practice in Teaching, 40 honrs. 

I DemonstrationS} 
, under Critic 10 homs. 

l>hysical Training, 2years. I Teacher. 

I
ii Length of Training, 2-3 year'~ II I"ength of Training (minimum), 

425 hours. 

Ii Fces $75 (£15) a year I Fees £7 7s. Od. 

Art 12 hours 
(not in school honrs). 

Dressmaking~ 
Practice } 339 
Demonstration hours. 

Art of Teaching, 36 hours. 

Practice in Teach- } 40 
ing hours. 

Demonstration Under} 10 
Critic Teacher. hours. 

Length of Training (minimum), 
425 hours. 

j<'ees £7 7s. 0<:1. 

:-'ot taking :llillinery at present, 
and only plain Dressmaking. 

Modelling. 

Drawing. 

Renovating. 

Sewing-
Practice } 
DEmonstration 310 hours. 

Lectlll'eS
Materials, 3 hams. 

Pract.ice in '11eaching, 24 hours. 

Demonstration UndCr} 12 
Critic Teacher hours. 

Dl'essmaking-
Practice } 
Demonstration 310 hours. 

Lectures
Materials, 3 hOlll'S. 

Pl'actice in 'l'eachillg, 24 hours. 

Demonstration uuder, ]2 
Critic Teachcr f hours. 

l\[illiner~-
Practice } 
Demonstration 1,2 hours. 

Leetures
Materials, 2 hours. 

Practice in Teaching, 12 houl's. 

Demunstration under i 4-6 
Critic Teacher J hours. 

The balance of honrs is allotted according to the discretion of the teacher and the 
requirements of the student. 

Length of Training, 425 hours. Len~th of Trainillg, 425 hours. Length of Training, 180 hours. 

~·ees £8 Os. Od. Fees £8 Os Od. Fees £6 Os. Od. 

l'L.\IX NEEDLEWORK. DRESSMAKING. 

Hygiene,36 homs. Hygiene, 36 hours. 

\ l\1.~LLINERY. 

\ 

This certifica~:-;:n-I~ given to 
h?lders of Diploma recog. 
Ills,d by the National Unior. 
for thc Training of Womeu in 
Domestic Science, which in-
cludes an Examination in the 
Theory and Practice of Bduca
tiPn. 

Art training varies with the requirement of the stUdent. 

Practice 
Demonstration } 385 huurs. 

Lectures, 36 hOllI'S. 
Art of Teaching, 4U hours. 

Practice 1 
l'emonstratioll J 385 hours. 

Lecturcs, 36 hours. 
ArL of Teaching, 40 hours. 

Practice in 'l'eachillg- Practice in 'l't'aching-
Children, 40 hours. Children, 40 hour .... 
Adults, varies with requirements of students; all teachiug 

is given Ullder criticism. 

LengLh of Training, 425 hours. V~ngth of Training, 425 hours. 

Fees £9 Os. Od. Fees ,t9 Os Od. 

Practice 
Demonstration } 160 hours. 

Practice in Traching
Childrcn, 20 hours. 

Length of Traini n!\", 180 hours. 

j<'ees ,t4 lOs. ud. 
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The type of woman attracted to the Nonnal ('.ourst>S is distinctly 
good, uml when qualified she takes rank with teachers or professors 
of any other subjects taught at school or college. The dignit.y 
which attaches to the teaching profession in the United States 
is also conducive to a selection of these subjects by independent 
and well-bred women, who do not thereby feel that they in 111ly 
way diminish their social status. :E found them resourceful, 
interested, and pOSSellSP..d usually of considerable enterprise and 
independence of thought. Many have had considerable diffi
culties to encounter in their work, as the prejudices of parent.s, 
and even of members of Boards of Education, have died hard; 
but enthusiasm is rarely lacking, and the excellent results observed 
from their exertions in each grade of educational institution serve 
apparently as a sufficient stimulus to continued efforts, 

Very great account is taken of personal equation in all Normal 
students, and greater stress is laid upon the estimate formed of 
their daily work than upon the results of a. final examination. 
The teaching IItaft' meet periodically to discuss and to compare 
notes as to the students' dispositions, progress, and conduct in 
their vanolis classes; this study of individual character is taken 
into careful account hy the examiners. The fact that applications 
for training so faJ:' exceed available vacancies pennits a careful 
sifting in the first instance. At present about a fifth or sixth 
only of those who seek training in the best Nonnal Courses can he 
admitted. 

Diplomas are usually, if not invariably, given upon the successful 
completion of a whole course of training; they are not dependent 
upon the results of a. final examination. As has been stated above, 
estimates of efficiency are based upon the general character and 
work; small importance is attached to a. single examination, 
howe\'er practical, which demands chiefly presence of mind, a 
good memory, and manual dexterity. It is quite unusual for 
an outside examiner to conduct any tests. Periodical examinations 
are made at intervals by members of the staff, as, for instance, 
at Teachers College, Columbia University, where each professor 
examines his or her own students in theory and practice at various 
periods in the course, and considers the results in consultation 
with his colleagues. In some States there is a Central Examining 
Board, which conducts entrance examinations for teachers before 
admittance to its schools: this is the case in New York State, but 
the custom is not general.. It will be thus realised that diplomas 
have different values. The prestige of a. school or college is main
tained by the work of its graduates; and it is considered that in 
this lies the guarantee for the maintenance of a high standard 
in its teaching. Were the students insufficiently trained 
or graduated unfairly their work would rapidly reveal the 'fact, 
and the whole institution would suffer. Probably it is the diffi
culty of attaining or maintaining the required standard which 
accounts for the gradual dying out of the short, pioneer, priv!lte 

• 
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Normal CoUl'S('!l in Domestic Science, now being superseded as 
unSatisfactory. <Normal diplomas are not granted for separate 
subjects, but only for specified .groups. under the comprehensive 
title of Domestic Science or of Domestic Art; the studies are carried 
on concurrently~ and proficiency in the whole scheme is demlillded. 
This is one of the broad distinctions in the United States between 
Normal and Technica.l COUl'S('!l; in Technica.l courses certificates are
granted separately for each subject, a group of which constitute 
the complete Normal course. There is very little inspection of 
normal courses by outside experts; those conducted in primary 
or secondary schools are under the supervision of city or state 
inspectors; the general courses in Technica.l schools are practically 
independent of inspection, as these institutions are chiefly under the 
control of private bodies. 

It has been found difficult, in some cases, to prevent teachers 
of the humanities, whose tastes are purely artistic and literary •. 
from disparaging the important and intellectual attractions of 
Household Science; and, as I have mentioned, there is also a danger 
of specialist teachers treating it in so complex a manner as to 
dissociate it from daily life. Effort3 to meet both tendencies 
are constantly at work; and I learned that the introduction 
of a Household Art3 Department into institutions attended by 
teachers going through a literary. or general course of study has 
had the result of converting those who previously depreciated 
Household Science into it3 interested supporters. Information to the 

. same effect was furnished me by professors under more than 
one important Board. of Education; general teachers disposed to 
look upon the study and practice of coo1..-ing and sewing unfavour
ably, because of·the time so taken away from .other studies, have 
become advocates of such work when pains have been taken to 
investigate it3 claims. The principal of one State College mentioned 
to me particularly that the male professors had become the 
warmest supporters of the Household Economic course. 

There is a strong feeling among some superintendent3 in favour 
of removing these subject3 from the hands of special teachers in 
Grade schools, owing to a tendency to lose the right sense of pro
portion.in the lessons. They argue that a young specialist teacher 
has too narrow an experience of life· to enable her to interpret 
her special knowledge in the light of common things, whereas 
it is most essential that it should be so presented to the children. 
This is used as a strong point by those who advoca~ the pursuit 
of all special training, normal or otherwise, in general colleges, 
where work is not confined to one special line and muohassist
ance is available in attaining and maintaining a broad and open 
outlook. It seemed to me that the constant interchange of opinion 
and experience common in the school world of the United States 
is in any case favourable to the breaking down of prejudices and 
contributes to the nupntenance of that sense of proportion hard 
to attaiu wht'n working in an isolated. position. Two good features 
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in all its educational work, which balance some of the exaggera
.tions to which the entbusiasms of the people are inclined to lead, are 
the ready recognition of mistakes qulde and an open mind towards 
suggested reforms. In these qualities lies the promise of strength, 
which bids fair to develop eventually the necessary sense of pro
portion and right values. 

State or Municipal Boards of Education encourage Domestio Financial 
Science by allotting to it a suitable proportion of the money voted Sup~~ 
for educational purposes in their respective districts. The same DC:es~c to 
system supports the work in State Agricultural Colleges. The Science. 
appropriation, granted by the State, is subdivided according to the 
needs of the different departments. 

In conclusion it was suggested to me to collect information Influence of 
under the following heads :-" Is it felt to be necessary for schools D<?mestie 
to provide an increasin~ part of that ~ucation which used. to t!:i:i on 
be more generally furnished by home life? Is there a feeling Conditions. 
that there is a danger of an actual decline in household skill owing 
to the conditions of modern city life, or to the increasing employ-
ment of women in houses of business? Is it felt that the school 
should attempt to arrest this decline?·· Are people at all concerned,. 
by any obsel"\'ed or suspected tendency in primary education, 
as now organised, to make girls wish to be typewriters, clerks, 
shop assistants, etc., rather than housekeepers or domestio ser-
vants?'· -

'l'he following remarks embody the result of the extended 
inquiries I made in fulfilment of this part of my commission:
The changing social conditions which demand rearrangement of 
fomler expenditure of time and energy aTe recognised as a factor 
in the evident need to secure for young people in school that which 
a previous state of society permitted to be gained in the home. 
That the integrity and dignity of home life must be maintained 
as a coefficient of national prosperity is widely accepted; that the 
power and interest necessary for the realisation of this ideal have 
been weakened has been slowly dawning upon the few for more 
than a quarter of a century. That this conception is now reaching 
the many seems evident from the great increase of attention devoted 
to the whole question during the last five or even ten years, credit 
for which is largely due to the Association of College Alumnm 
and the Women's Cluk1. I should place as the most powerful 
motive, held perhaps unconsciously but nevertheless tenaciously. 
by the majority of the· population, the determination that the 
United States shall be foremost among the nations. This deter
mination leads a people, instinctively interested in the study of 
cause and effect, to observe wherein lies their weakness and in 

. what direction may be found their strength. The stress and 
strain of professional and commercial life soon test the vigour of the 
physical as well as of the mental constitution of those subjected 
to it, and thus tum the thoughts to the essentials of physical 
well-being. The constant inroads of immigrants, whose habits 
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Influence, ann standard of ('xistt'ncc are a mPllftce to thf'ir nf'ighbou1'l', hll~ 
~~PODl~tIC also stimulated lIlallV minds to a study of Sociology aud Eoollomi~ 
"",lence on. ·th f h' h" ch ~ be ad 'th t Social condi- ill neI er 0 w lC can mu progress m e WI 0\1 lOme 
tions,- . knowledge of Sanitary Science. The trained intelligence of college 
ro1lh1lHW. women has also been directed by circumstances too numerous to) 

detail to the economic effects of ignorance, carelt'!!S.lletlS, or indif
ference in the conduct of homes or of cities. Among their sistera 
whose minds are more immediately centred upon daily domestic 
difficulties, interest in the subject is aIising from the desire to do 
s'lmething to make housekeeping easier; their efforts being first 
inSpired by probably no higher motive than to secure alleviation 
from t.he troubles which spring out of t.he present chaotic state of 
domestic service. The expression given to their views by repre
sentatives amongst these different classes has exerted an influence 
upon public opinion, which causes it now to demand that schools 
shaU provide for children such training in citizenship and home 
making as shall raise up a strong race of Wf'1I-nurturl'd. peoplE', 
skill!.'!l not alone in the right conduct of their own lives, but inlpa
tient of the existence of any conditions unfavourable to the health 
of the community. Among these conditions would rank decline 
in household skill and & weakening of the maternal instincts, 
both, when apparent, being traceable results of the increasing 
employment of women outside their homes. The false sense of 
shame associated with domestic service, impatience of the so-called 
uneventful life of the young mother engaged in household or 
family cares, are prevalent on both sides of the ocean; but I anl 
able to report that in the United States determined efforts are 
now being made to combat thf'se erroneous sentinlents. In many 
directions, in t.he f'ast and west~ systf'matic efforts are evidf'ntly 
and spontaneously actil'"e, directed to enhance the dignity of house
hold service, to point out the beauty and'intense responsibility of 
motherhood, and to encoura.,1Y9 all women to consider that their 
('<iucation is incomplete unless they are practically acquainted 
"ith household management, which must nPCesSarily include 
k-nowledge of child hygiene. 

The readf'r of l)art III. of this RPport cannot fail to realise th ... 
admirable spirit animating some among the leisured womf'n of 
the community to Sf't pelmnal exanlple of the strength of their 
convictions in respect of home dignity and worth. Direct acquaint
ance with, and practice of, domestic duties stinmlate& their minds 
to consider and tu introduce improved mf'thods and labour-saving 
appliances. Their sympathy with the difficulties df'}Jendent upon 
dirt, inconvenif'nt dwellings, and futile expenditure of time and 
strength eA-perienced by the less well-to-do, ceases to exist as 
sentiment, but finds expression in urging on res110nsible autho
rities the aOOolute importance of housing aIld similar reforms. 
Their perception of the bearing upon domestic processes and 
national hf'alth of municipal regulations concerned with cleanli
ne<Js of streets and m3l'kets, adultf'ration of food, provision of 



Illee supplies of water and of ml'ans for refuse disposal, has 
"-'I411It.ed in I'lWiwg the I~\'el of public oomini:Malion, us \'isitOl'S to 
ct·rtain cities rapidly J"6(.'Ogni:Ie. 

ProCll8I!Or James L. Hughes, Superintendent of the Public 
Rchools at Toronto, lIas well expl'C8Sl.'d the sentiment, now happily 
common to a considerable section of society. that the Home is the 
most comprehensive influence in deciding a child's qualification 
for sustained and effective work in adult life. .. The child's whole 
life power, in ita essential ell'ments of physical, intellectual. and 
spiritual vitality. is influenced directly and indirectly in the home. 
If the best conditions of physical powt'r, and the apperceptiye 
centres of true and rich intellectual and spiritual development are 
not established in the home. no other agencies can raise the child 
to the ricnest and truest manhood or womanhood. A dwarfed 
or undeveloped childhood necessarily results in impaired power 
and defective life. Every child bas a right to the best conditions 
known for childhood by the highest civilisation. Full growth. 
physically, intellectually and spiritually. is possible only in the best 
oonditions. The 'lost waif • will never cease to disgrace civilisation 
80 long 88 homes are less efficient than they should be. The im
proveml'nt of homes does not demand greater expense 80 much 
88 better training and more practical common sense. The aims 
of progressive workers in securing improved home conditions are. 
not to spend more money, but to get greater returns for the money 
!!pent; not to increase labour, but to make labour more effective 
in promoting health, comfort, and happiness. The true home 
maker considers every element that influences the life of the family 
physically, intellectually, and spiritually. The physical conditions 
eRpecially require careful attentio~ from the most advanced scien
tific minds. The schools and some of the churches have recog
nised the fundamental fact that physical culture is a very im
port/mt element in the development of human character. The 
quality of intellectual and spiritual power, and the capacity for 
sWltained intellectual and spiritual effort depends to a large e~tent 
on the perfect gro~th of the body. The higher the character of 
the physical life the more completely it aids in the development 
and the expression of intellectual and spiritual energy. Rousseau 
taught the great truth that the more perfect the body the more 
readily it obeys the intellect and wiD; but the perfect body does 
more·than respond to the mind and spirit; it contributes to their 
power and fuller growth. It is, therefore, of ,ital importance to 
consider all subjects related to the proper construction and sani
tation of the home. and the whole range of domestic science, 
including the correct choice and proper preparation of fooch. 
Pure &r, proper lighting, and sanitary cleanliness in the home 
are essential element8 in promoting health, comfort, and happiness, 
and these are the conditions in which man's be.qt nature develop8 
most rapidly. most naturally. and most harmoniously: The 
highest success demands harmonious development. But eveQ 
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[nfluence. with these conditions in a high degree of efficiency we require the 
~f ,Domestic most perfect possible nutrition in order that each individual may 
::'Clence on be . d to d tain d· th L_-t dit' h ' __ 11 • 1 ~ocial raISe, an sus e ro, e OOH con lon p YSl\llWy, rote-
Jonru.t~ons lectually, and sp4"itually for effective work, without unnatural 
-;con.,,'uea. and therefore, destructive over-fatigue. The C wear and tear' ot 

life results not from overwork, as is generally believed, but from 
work under improper conditions. Most men and women work 
at a rate under their capacity rather than over it. Men wear out 
quickly because they are not properly nourished. They wear 
out most quickly when they take unnatural stimulants to over
come the lack of energy resulting from imperfect nutrition, and 
thus force their enfeebled bodies to do work under pressure beyond 
the natural fatigue point. Under these conditions the 'wear 
and tElar t is ine~itable, becalL'!e work then is an unnatural strain 
on the physical and intellectual power, and because work 
done beyond the fatigue point destroys the reactive 
tendency to rest that results from fatigue under normal con
ditions. The basis of intemperance is largely physical. The 
nervous systems that are not kept in comfortable working 
order crave something that for a time will bring exhilaration. 
Unnatural exhilaration is always debilitating. Natural ex
hilaration, resulting in appropriate and , well-cooked food 
eaten in proper quantities and at proper times, is always 
productive of greater power along life's broadest and highest 
lines of effort. When school children become nervous and irritable; 
and feeble, the schools are continually blamed for these evil con
ditions. Sometimes the schools have shared in the causes that lead 
to such undesirable results by long hours and inadequate ventila
tion, by the substitution of pressure for natural interest, by con
tinuous sitting, and by lack of play; but the homes have done the 
greater part of the wrong to childhood by failing to send children 
to school in a proper- condition for work. The true remedies for a. 
weak, nervous system are food &uitable for nerve and brain building, 
and physiCal exercise, especially free play. One of the fundamental 
thoughts in Domestic Science is a new and higher ideal of the 
higher meaning of digestion. Digestion should be regarded as 
the transmutation of material things into physical, intellectual, 
and spiritual energy. This function of elevating food into the 
highest forms of human power is the true work of digestion, but 
it has been almost universally degraded. The selection and prepara
tion of foods has been regarded as one of the baser departments 
of household economics. The systematic study offoods and their 
scientific preparation for the table have been carefully conducted, 

'chiefly to provide gratifica.tion for unnatural appetite. The true 
study of foods and their scientific preparation should be conducted 
in order to find what foods are best for all conditions and ages of 
humanity-for sickness and health, for infancy, childhood, vigorous 

"adult and declining age; for brain building, nerve strengthening, 
muscle development, and bone' growth; for promoting or retarding 
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the atming of fat" and for aiding the functional work of all the 
vital organa. and preserving the harmonious balance of man'a 
powers. Thia study is now recognised as a most important depart
ment of the science of human evolution. Domestic art is a neoom.ry 
part of the atudy of scientific home-making. Our mental and spiri
tual conditions. and therefore our physical life. are directly 
influenced by the nature of our environment. OtlrnDf'!98 or Uri
tation. hopefulness or despondency, joyousness or moroseness, 
definiteness or ea.re1essness, prospering ambition or lack of vital 
interest" may depend to a greater extmlt than is generally realised 
on the colour of the walls. the eeilings. and the carpets in our homes. 
The atudy of pictures and furniture. and furnishings. and ~ 
and the beautifying of front yards. and especially of back yards. 
will lead to a true esthetic culture. and promote the .happiness 
and the broader and higher development of the race. The new 
. century will elevate the character of household work. cleAning. 
cooking. and all departments of service. by making them more 
acient.ific and more systematic; and with this elevation of the service 
will come a corresponding elevation in the qualification of servants. 
and in the greater recognition of their rights." 

I employ this lengthy quotation as my conclusion. because it ~OD 
is the accurate emlniiment by a British subject of the sentiments of th~= 
his prolonged personal acquaintance with the educational world of:tional 
the United States has Jed him to recognise as inspiring its leaders.. well-being. 
I have abo selected it because it is the expressed opinion of a member 
of that sex. which. in England. is disposed to release itself from 
any direct responsibility in the promotion of a higher level in 
home comfort. and family life. Only by oo-opera.tion of the sexes 
can the ideal standard be attained. It has been well said that 
oo-operation for a common aim creates a spirit of mutual helpfulness. 
The common aim of all who are concerned with the affairs of men. 
personal. domestic. communal. or national, is the physical. moral. 
and intellectual development of each child bom into the world. 
Upon women. properly and naturally, devolve the care of the young 
and the right conduct of the home for all whom it shelters. Upon 
men. as naturally, devolve the provision and maintenance of such 
conditions in connection with. though outside. the home as shall 
aecure the means without which women's special duties are seriously 
hampered or even rendered impossible of fulfilment. To this end 
boys and girls should learn together as they do in the United States 
the essent.ia1s to a healthy existence. and be familiarised \\ith 
the broad.. general principles upon which life and its functioM 
depend for their continuance. In subsequent years. or even 
concurrently, girls are introduced to the processes of home 
making. which are indispensable to domestic well-being and 
happiness; while boys are encouraged.. to a study of the duties 
of citizenship, with all these mean to the welfare of the 
community. At college, as at schooI. opportunities for this wise 
preparation for their futu~ livlS are offered to the young men 
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and womrn; it spcakS well for the influencc of the teaching pro
fession that the numbers of those glad to seiZQ tlJl~se opportunities 
show allnual increase. Public (and parental) opinion is g.-adually 
giving intelligent heed to the growth of a movement which promill{'s, 
if wisely controlled and intelligently fostered, to yieltl a harvest IIf 
rich national results; for. to quote Mrs. Browning·s wortls
the" multitude of leayes " will hold-

"Loves filial, loves fraternal, neighbour-loves 
And civic-all fair petals, all good scents, 
All reddened, sweetened from one central Heart,"· 

inspired with the beiief that" man is made in God's image," and 
as such must be freed from all conditions which hinder the 
expression of his inherent powers. 

It now remains for me to express, though most inadequately, 
my deep sense of gratitude to those whose generous response to 
inquirie.q, ready sacrifice of valuable time for the promotion of my 
objeet, and sympathetic interest in my commission are mainly 
responsible for its execution. Their number is so large, the 
evidences of their cordial oo-operationso numerous, that individual 
acknowledgment becomes impossible. The debt of gratiiude which 
stands in my name would be overwhelming in its extent were it 
not rather a national than an individual liability. Not to the 
Commissioner of small account, but to the old Mother Country, 
was the gift of experience, experiment, theory and practice so 
freely tendered. Though social and other diverse conditions 
neeessarily militate against any proposal to adopt or to imitate in this 
country methods of proved worth in the United States, it is never
theless of immense advantage to all concerned with the public 
health and prosperity of Great Britain to become acquainted with 
the measures designed to promote theSe objects in other thriving 
communities. That this neeessarily imperfect Beport of the 
educational means devoted to t.hese ends in the United States 
should achieve even a partial degree of success or of completeness, 
is entirely the outcome of the stimulus and assistance received 
from my generous friends in that country. 

I have spared no pains in t.he effort to be impartial, accurate, 
and consistent in the sifting and employment of the mass of material 
I collected; if, therefore, there be misrepresentation, exaggera
tion or culpable omission in the preceding pages I would offer my 
sincere apology to those whose cause I may thus most uninten
tionally wrong. That some errors of observation and of com
prehension should have occurred in the course of my compulsorily 
short visits to a large number of centres in the Eastp.rn and 
Middle West States appears to me to be inevitable. In spite of 
much concentrated effort on my part and of most valuable 
assistance rendered me in the form of personal and written 
explanations and of printed matter, it would be presumptuous 

* "Aurora Leigh," IX., 884. E. B. B. 
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to imagine ]j could grasp in a few hours all the points in 
coursea of study, the evolutions which have constantly coot 
yean of thought and experimental practice. and which are also 
adapted to IIOciaI conditions diverse from our own. For all these 
reasons I have abstained from critical analysis, preferring to 
present my Report in a descriptive form. in which I hope it may. 
in spite of ita many shortcomings, prove stimulating and sug
gestive. 

Of all rny readers I will ask for kindly forbearance and for 
1"lIil'lIt jUllglIIlJllt ou a wOl'k which has been fraught for me 
l.hrtlu~IIfJUt with a lively slJnse of responsihility, not alone 
IIIWI1J'tls t1l1nro IJY wltolll tlto colllluisl'Iiuu was elltl'ul'Iwd to OlU, but 
I.,wartll'l l.hfl:4O whose 1l:<l'imt.iun8 anti attainllllJut.s W~l'O givon into 
my ha.nds to prtlllent, as well as to my fellow teachers whose 
methods in practice or whose estimate of another nation's 
educational standards may be influenced _ by the perusal of the 
preceding pages. 

ALICE RAVENHILL. 
May, 1903. 
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APPENDIX A. 

EQ UIPMENT FOR tiRADE SCHOOL COOKERY COURSES. 

The following exhaustive list of the equipment recommended for use in. 
Cookery Courses is reproduced by kind permission from "The 
Economics of Manual TraIning" Teachers' Collel!e Record. Vol. II., No. 
5. November, 1901. It is presented as a. model; considerable modifica· 
tions are compatible with efficiency, snd discretion would dictate suitable 
selection according to the class and grade of school for which equipment 
is to be provided .. The United States of America Coinage has been con
verted for convenience into English money. 

CooKING. 
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT. 

Table for 15 pupils, with drawers for provisions and 
materials: cupboard, closed with roll-front, sliding 
board, and tiled top made of quartered oak, about 

Table fo .. 15 pupils, with one drawer for each pupil, 
made of Georgia pine, white pine or stained WhIte
wood, from £31 5s. Od. to 

Kitchen tables may be used where funds are extremely 
limited, but are not advisable, about - -

Individual stove equipment for tables £6 to 
Coal or Gas ranges £3 to 

UTENSILS. 
(Two for each pupil.) 

Bowl, 1 pint, earthen or granite -
Tea-spoon, nickel or aluminium -
Towel, 1 yard long, crash - -

(One for each pupil.) 
Baking dish, i quart, earthen or granite 
Bowl, 4 quarts, earthen or granite -
Bread board, small wood 
Dish cloth or mop. 
Egg beater, mediu~ wi~e or iron 
Frying pan, small Iron - -
Kitchen fork, steel, wood handle -
Kitchen knife, steel, wood handle 
Mat, 8 inches square, linoleum -
Pepper sha!rer, gla:ss 
Plate, gramte or tm 
Salt shaker, glass 
Salt-spoon, bone -
Saucepan, with cover, granite -
Table-spoon, nickIe or aluminium 
Vegetable brush, small, wood back 
Vegetable knife, steel, wood handle 
Measuring cup, 1 pint. block tin -

(One for each two pupils.) 
Biscuit ctltter, block tin -
Bread pan, medium, block tin 
Colander, medium, block tin ~ 
Double boiler, 1 or 1 pint, block tin ~r granite -

£ s. d. 

100 0 0 

52 1 8 

6 0 G 
15 12 6 
613 4 

£ s. d. 
o 0 3 
o 0 51 
008 

£0 1 4! 

0 o 4 
0 010 
0 010 
0 o 5 
0 o 5 
0 o n 
0 o 21 
0 o 2 
0 o 2t 
0 o 5 
0 0 7i 
0 o 5 
0 o 21 
0 0 9 
0 o 7i 
0 o 21 
0 o 5 
0 0 5 

£0 8 2 

0 0 3 
0 0 81 
0 1 4 
0 2 1 
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(One for each two pupils)-continued. 

Flour dredger, bloCk tin - - -
Flour 8ifter (revolving handle) block tin 
Grater, medium, block tin - -
Nutmeg grater, block tin . - -
Potato-masher, wire, wood handle 
Rolling-pin, wood- • -
Scrubbing brush, large wood 
Skimmer, small, block tin -
Strainer, medium, block tin -
Teapot, 1 pint earthen (Japa.nese) 
Thermometer 

(Three or four for class of twelve.) 
A Jlple-corer, block tin - . - -
Chopping knife, 8teel - - -
Chopping tray, wood - - -
Coffee pot, 1 Quart, ~anite or tin 
Japanned tray, medIUm -
Mixing spoon, large, wood 
Muffin pan, 12 in a pan, block tin 
Pitcher, I, 2 and 3 quarts, earthen 

(Two for a class of twelve.) 
Cake pan, medium, block tin 
Double boiler, 3 pints, granite 
Griddle, medium, soaystone 
Griddle cake turner, Iron 
Kettle, 6 quarts, granite 
Lemon 8queezer, glass -
Saucepan, 2 quarts, granite -
Strainer, 3 pints, block tin -
Toaster, wire - - -

Bread knife -
Can-opener -
Coffee-mill -
Corkscrew -

(One for a class of twelve.) 

Egg beater (Dover), large, iron -
Fruit JIU'B, 1 doz., 1 quart, glass 
Fruit Jars, 1 doz., 1 pint, glass 
Frying kettle, large, iron - - - - -
Funnel, medium, block tin - - - -
Ice cream freezer (Packer's standard), 3 quarts 
Jelly glasses, ) doz. 
Knife sharpener -
Larding needle - - -
Measure, 1 quart, block tin -
Measure, 1 pint, block tin -
Meat broiler, medium, iron -
Meat knife -
Pot chain - -
Pudding mould, 3 pints, block tin 

.Scales, to 10 pounds - - -
Skimmer, Jarge, tin - -
:Steamer, medium, block tin _ - • 
Tea-kettle, large, iron, granite or aluminium 

£ s. d. 
0 o 5 
0 011 
0 o 5· 
0 o 4 
0 o 41 
0 o 3 
0 o 5 
0 o 4 
0 o 6 
0 1 01 
0 3 11 

£012 6 

0 0 21 
0 2 It 
0 1 8 
0 1 51 
0 1 101 
0 o 21 
0 o 71 
0 1 6 

£0 9 K 

0 1 01 
0 4 9 
0 4 8 
0 0 5 
0 7 9 
0 o 41 
0 2 101 
0 1 01 
0 o 5 

£1 3 4 

0 2 1 
0 0 5 
0 4 8 
0 0 5 
0 0 5 
0 4 8 
0 3 ]1 
0 7 7 
0 0 71 
0 9 41 
0 2 1 
0 2 31 
0 o 10 
0 010 
0 o 21 
0 2 1 
0 010 
0 o 3t 
0 1 3 
0 9 4 
0 o /) 
0 2 31 
0 2 It 

£2 18 3 
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£ .. i. 
Blacking brush : 0 0 ~ Broom - - 0 1 
Cheese-cloth duster 0 0 S 
Dust brush - 0 0 S 
Dustpan 0 0 n 
Floor brnsh - 0 3 Ii 
Lamp cloths 0 0 :; 
~ - - - - 0 1 01 . indurated ibre 0 1 Ii 
Scrubbing brush - 0 1 0 
Whisk broom - 0 0 :; 
Window cloths etc. -. 0 0 :; 

£010 3 

SroRE-Rooll EQ"lP)lL'IT. 

BreIUi cloths 
6 crocks, large, earthen 
6 crocks, medium -
.. tlour pails, wooden -
lee bag, 1 yard, duck -
1 dozen jelly gIL"-'<es, with rovers -
6 2-<\uart Mason jlU"l', for rotfee, glass -
Strainers, 5 yards. che~loth -
Strainers, 1 Yllrd, tlannel - -
CuJi=s ~or p~visi~ns, _ute~s and 

Refrigerator, medium size -

£ a.. (I. 
o 0 Ii 
010 ;; 
08.& 
08" 
o 0 3i 
013 
o :; 0 
o 1 Oi 
o 010 

£.& 3 .& to 10 8 4 
£3116to436 

£9 1 9 to £16 7 9 

DnnNG-Roox EQUlP)lENT. 

<..:anton flaunel cloth 
1 dining table and 6 chairs -
51 table cloths and napkins -
Enough dishes for setting table and 

serving a simple me&l - - -
Kniyes, forks, spoons, glasses, etc. -

£ .. d. 
£.& 3 6 to 6 13 4 

i 1 8 

i 1 8 
.. 3 .. 

£Jj 10 2 to £15 0 0 

(U a sideboard is added, the rost would be about £s 16a. &I. additional.) 

SUJDLUlY OF COST OF IlIQUlPKENT TO AOCO)()(ODATE TWELVE PUPILS AT 
ATIllL 

A.rrcHL1( EQUlPlDU\"T. 
£ .. d. 

Table with CUllboards, etc., stools, stove, 
~ and afuk - - - - £113 13 

Utensils, as per detailed statement 
o to 13.> 8 .. 

17 17 9, 
£9 1 • to 16 7 I 

£11 10 I to 15 0 0 
Store-room equipment - - -
Dining-room equipment 
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APPENDIX B. 
STATE MANUAL TRAINING HIGH SCHOOL, 

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND. 
The Year is aominally40 \Veeks, cxcludinc: V;&eations 38 \Vucks. 

----
DOlIESTlC SClENCE COURSE. 

• Aca.dllmic. 

ElmnentAry rhetoric. 
EngliKb oolOpo-i. 
linn. Amcriran 
aul hOJ'll by Bmn· 
der MatheWI'. 

38 weeks. 

Alc:c~ra to quad· 
ratle-. 

l'hYRical geography, 
t.aooratory work 
in "hysical ~harac· 
ter uf minpralll. 

1911"eekL 

Book • keepin~., 
&dl.r'. eye· 
tem. S 
Phyeice. Dy· cS 

nam iell of t 
liquid... Dy· ., 
aamiell of =< 
g&II8L Sound, 
hea'. 

19 weekI!. 

. I 
·Lessoaa are ia 0151 

minule period. 
daily,unl_other. r 

wise iadicated by· 
a numeral to show 
number af days 
per week. 

G-I{/tJ • . 

Fira' Year. 

Domestic 
Scieacc. 

tHoul!P.hold Art· 
and Manual 

Training. 

Carpentry: - 60 
hours. Elemen· 
tary carpentry 
0. n d joinery. 
l\lal.ing of u"e· 
ful articlps:-
1\Iodel of haml 
loom. 

B"8 k etry :-00 
hours. \VO\'en 
boo·k.·ts of 1'Ilt
tlin, .ewed to& .. · 
ket~ nf rallia. 

(a) PI&in. 
(b) Co'oured. 

Sewing: - 112~ 
hour<. Hand
mRchine w(.rk, 
undel"',;arnlents, 
eookin/( apron 
and cal', hy. 
gienic clutbing, 
economics 0 f i 
buying, Atudy of 
textiles, includ· 
ing sludy of 
fibrcs arid 
methods .. fman
ufacturc. 
Sillll.le Wel\viaj( 
on mooel loom, 
made in car·, 
pentrv. 'I 
Note book work 
supplement .. , 
tb. English 
work. 
Millinery 526 
hours. Bows, 
rosetleR, facin~ s, 
I'hirred linings. 
Braid, sew and 
trim raffi" baL: 
afr .. r individual 1 
design. 

t l\J anu,,1 an(l house 

!Art. 

Lettering. Geo· 
metrical filll1res, 
working draw
ings used iu 
carpentry. 

Drawing fro m 
models. Il i s
torie Orn&mOIl~, 
element~l}' de
(lign. 

Application in 
t..."ketry. 

h"ld art classes. !Art work is in 4,j 
arc 16 hour: minute pt'riotis 
periods on alter·: daily durin, the 
nate days. fuur years. 

---------- ----
T 
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Academic. 

ED~lish composition, 
alternating with 
En~lish history 
with especial refer· 
ence to American 
institutions. 

19 weeks. 

Aneient and Medire
val History alter· 
nating with Ger
lllan; 

19 weeks. 

Geometry, plane. 
38 weeks. 

Ch'il Government 
alternating "ith 
physics, dynamics 

.of solids, work
energy, magnetism. 

19 weeks. 

Geneml chemistry 
alternating with 
science of cooking. 

38 weeks. 

U.S.A.-·Appendix B. 

APPENDIX B.-continued. 

DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSE. 

Seeond Year. 

"Domestic 
Science. 

Science of cooking. 
Application of 
laws of heat: 
water,fire. Ap
plication 0 f 
chemistry to 
cookery of pro· 
teids, albumin
oids, starches, 
sugars, fats. 

38 weeks. 

Yeast aud baking 
powder used in 
flour mixtures. 
Dietary stan
<lards, calcnlat
ingdailydietary 
for a family of 
six. Cooking 
and serving of 
breakfast, lun
cheon, dinner, 
thus planned. 

Visit to the public 
market to see 
meats cut, and 
inspect vege· 
tables. 

Yote books in 
students' lan
guage and 
el'says aid in 
En~lish cam
pOSItion work. 

·Periods are Ii 
hours alternate 
days for 38 
weeks. 

tHousehold Art 
and Manual 

Training. 

Millinery (\linter 
hats). Alter
nating with 
sewing: - C{)t
ton dress or 
blouse, and un
lined skirt. 

45 hours. 

Modelling in clay 
and wood from 
nature; casts 
and designs. 

Brief study of the 
ornament of 
lccal buildings. 

tTime given pel" 
day the same as 
in first year. 

Art •. 

Hi~toric orna
lllent used in 
wood earring 
desigus. 

Values in light 
and shade.
Still life. 

Charcoal fro." 
casts. 

Pen and ink. 
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Academic. 

Engli.ili liuratu", 

APPEYDIX R~tintud. 

DOMESTIC SCIE..~CE COt:"RSE. 

ntrd YMr. 

Domestic 
Science. 

Household Art 
and Manual 

TrainiDg. 

t,'lcmistryoffoods ~smaking. 

Art.. 

Water colour ;-
(as ftCJuired for ad
miMion to Ameri
can eollegell.) 

ncl physiology 19 weeks. 
of dil,'estiou. I. Still life. 

19 weekl<" Drafting,l'utting, 
filtin~. ,!lakin~ (2) 38w"k .. 

F 0 0 d for the lined ooaiee and 
sick. line.1 skirt the 

sketch for which 
German-

II. Design in wall 
paper, ro.,os, 
bangings. 

(3) 38 weeb. 
Algebra.-oompleted. I. Watcranalysi .. 

19_ks. 
has been made III. Sketching 
in the Ar~ de- from nature. 

II. Proteid analy- partment. 
~i&. Geometry - BOJi.I. 

19 wteks. 
III. Albuminoid 

l'hyskA. light, elec- aral)si& 
t.ricity. 

19 weeks. IV. Sugar analy
liS. 

llotany - stmctural V. Starch analy-
p",parat ion of hac- .. is. 
teriology: l'Qltures • _ 
from air, water, 'I. Fat anaJyS18. 
mil k, clothing, 
handa. Analysill of milk, 

mMt,somebaby 
food 

VII. Digestion ex
periment. 

\' III. Practice in 
oookery for the 
sick. 

IX. Diet in special d ___ 

IV. ~tume de-
sign. 

Design in em
broidery sten
cil. 

Pyrogrnphy. 
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APPENDIX B.-continued. 

DOMESTIC SCIENCE COUItSE • 

. Fourth } car. 

Domestic Household Art 
Academic. Science. and Mannal Art. 

Training. 

English literature Sanitation~ Eledives. Charcoal from 
"College English." 19 weekp. 19 weeks. the antique. 

(2) 38 weeks. 
Hou~e: soil, foun- Advanced dress- House plans:-

German. dation, floor making. floor plaus 
38 week". plans, plumb- drawn to .... alt·. 

Trigollometry . ing, finishingl'J 'V ood carving, aI!-
(3) 19 weeks. heatin~ an plicd histonc Theory of colour. 

Analytical chem- Yentilatmg sys· ornament. 
ietry, Stu'1 of five" tfome. Household dpco. 
groups. na%sis Visits to hou~e in Advanccd car· ration; colour 
of mi.nerals stu ied proC()Ss of erec- peL try - design sketches of in-
in first lcar. An- tioR to study III furniture. teriors. 
alysis 0 unknown. details.' 

19 weeks. Plan a house. Illustrations, pen 
Food supply :- and ink. 

Psychology, in part Purity in foods. Book covers. experimental. " (a) Adultera· 19 weeks. tions. 

Electives for those (h) Plant life, 
whe are to take bacteria, 
the teacher's train· moulds. 
ing. (e) Insecta. 

19 weeks. 

Review arithmetic 
Ah~Supply. Habe 

of en trance of 
altfornating with fI"esh air; bac-
review English terial cultures 
grammar (Elective) of air. 

19 weeks. Water. 

Photographic science. Disinfection (ex-
periment on 
germ life.) 

Theory of disease. 
Home.nursing 

(visit 00 hos-
l,ital). 

Cost of living. I 
: 
: 

__ c 
~ . . 
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APPENDIX C. 

COMPREHENSIVE EQUIPMENT FOR HIGH SCHOOL COURSE 

I~ DRESSMAKING AND LAUNDRY WORK. 

The following is reproduced by kind pennission from "teachers College 
Record." Vol. II. No.6, November,I901. "The F..conomics of Manual 
Training." (The U nited States of America dollars have been converted for 
convenience mto English coinage.) 

(1.)-DRESSMAKING. 

EQUIPMENT FOR CLASS OF FIFTEEN GIRLS. 

(I) Drafting and dressmaking I'oom. 

• 
8 tables 
Mirror 
Pedestal 
Screen -
I gas stove, 3 burners . 
Connections to stove • 
8 irons, " heavy, and" long narrow 
Wardrobe -
15 chairs 
16 high stools 
Clothes tree 
6 sewing machines 

" ironing boards -
Board for curved seams 
16 boxes for materials -
Paper roll holder -
18 yard sticks 
18 tape measures -
18 scissors -
3 bust forms-
2 skirt fonns 

£. s. d . 
12 10 0 

£3. 2&. 6d. to.4 3 " 
170 
1 13 4 
1 010 
0 8 4 
0 8 4 

£5. 4s. 2d. to 8 6 8 
6 5 0 
111 3 
o 14 7 

£31. 5s. Od. to 57 5_10 
016 8 
0 3 9 
0 " 4 
1 010 
017 10 
0 3 6 
1 1 10 
0 6 3 
1 5 0 

£71. lOs. 3d. to £101 14 5 

(2) Sewing room, to accommodate thirty pupils. 
£. s.d 

Roll front case for materials for 90 pupils - 10 8 4 
Tables to accommodate 30 pupils 
30 chairs 
30 footstools 
36 boxes (6 large and 30smalij . 

Demonstration frame -

Total cost of cquipment 

£6. 5s. 00. to 16 13 6 
12 10 0 
12 10 0 
017 6 
0 8 " 

£42. 19s. 2d. to £53 7 8 
£114. 9s. 5d. to £155 2 1 
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CHEAPER EQUIPMENTS FOR FIFTEEN IN DRESSlIlAK.CiG AND THIRTY IN 

SEWING. 

Dressmaking and Sewing Room combined. 

8 tables, 5 foot kitchen 
(An even less expensive table arr.mgement may be 
obtained of boards supported on saw-horses, when the 
two kinds of work are practised in the salUe room. A 
convenient plan for the dressmaking tables is to have 
these hinged to the wall, so as to drop down when not 
in use.) 
30 chairs at £1 lIs. 3d. per doz. -
1 stove (3 burners) and tubing 
6 irous 

£. s. d. 
414 0 

3 18 1 
015 7 
063 
015 0 4 ironing boards -

Wardrobe -
4 sewing machines 
Screen -

£1 Os. IOd. to 4 3 4 
£25 Os. Od. to 45 16 8 

012 6 
18 yard sticks 
33 scissors (3 of them buttclnhole) 
6 large boxes at Is. 5id. 
30 small boxes at 3~d. -

017 4 
1 19 2 
089 
089 

Total cost £40 ISs. 3d. to £64 15 5 

Average cost of maintenance for the work in the High SChOl'1, if th..
pupils furnish their own garment mllterials, is about 6d. per pupil. 

(2.}-LAUNDRY EQUIPlIlENT •. 

Equipment for class of eight pupils. 

Large fibre tub -
Double boiler for starch 
Tea-kettle -
12 smaJl fibre tubs 
SmaJl fibre pail -
Granite soap cooker 
YeIlow earthen bowl, 1 quart 
Yellow earthen bowl, 2 quarts 
Yellow ·earthen bowl, 4 quarts 
8 yellow earthenware bowls, 1 quart -
2 tin measuring cups -
6 table-spoons 
6 tea-spoons-
Knife -
Wooden spoon 

Carried forward 

£. s. d. 
0 3 51 
o 4 31 
o '4 O! 
1 10 0 
0 010 
0 2 81 
0 0 6 
0 0 8 
0 1 81 
0 1 8 
0 010 
0 ! 0 
0 1 3 
0 0 5 
0 0 2! 

£214 7 
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£ s- d. 
Brought forward - 2 14 7 

100 feet of clothes line- 0 3 9 
Clothes pins 0 0 5 
Towel roller 0 0 5 
Skirt board covers : 

10 yards unbleached cotton cloth 0 3 4, 

( yards cotton felting, 54 inches 0 8 4 
1 yard white flannel - 0 1 8 

Safety pins - 0 1 O} 
3 roller towels (71 in .. linen-towelling) 0 3 8 
Dish pan, 14 quarts 0 2 71 
Universal wringer, large o 17 81 
! universal wringers, small - 1 010 
Tin dipper - 0 010 
Oval clothes basket 0 5 21 
Oval boiler - 0 5 2i 
6 (-foot benches - 1 2 6 
8 (i-foot skirt boards, with adjustable supports - 2 10 0 
8 small wash bo.'\rds, two-thirds usual size - o 12 6 
! clothes horses (4 feet high, (folds) - 0 7 4, 

Fringe brush 0 2 7i 
3 BOft brushes 0 4 9 

3 whisk brooms, for sprinkling - 0 2 3 
( flat irons, 7 pounds - 0 9 2 
8 flat irons, 5 pounds - 010 8 
8 flat irons, (pounds - 013 4 
4 flat irons, 3 pounds - 0 5 10 

(Cheaper irons may be had at twopence per pound.) 

8 Troy polillhers - o 15 0 
8 iron stands 0 1 8 
8 iron holders (asbestos) 0 1 4 

£14 8 7 

lIaintenance. 
£.8. d. 

3 dozen ivory soap 0 6 3 

Starch - 0 1 3 
Blueing 0 1 Of 
Beeswax 0 1 8 

Borax - 0 010 
Ammonia - 0 010 
White wine vinega.r 0 0 5 
Salt 0 0 !i 

Cost 116r pupil Is. 6~ d. - £012 6 
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APPENDIX D. 

HOUSEHOLD SCI.ENCE COURSES IN BOS~ON HIGH 

SCHOOLS. 

A COURSE OF TWENTY LECTURES F(m HIGH SCHOOL ~Tum:NTS 

Miss S. MARIA ELLIOTT, Boston, Mass. 

1. CHOICE OF A HOME. 

1. Requisites and conditions-air, light, situation, soil, etc. 
2. Heating, ventilation, lighting-health, comfort, etc. 
3. Drainage-purpose, dangers, etc. -
4. House inspection-health, convenience, economy of energy. 

II. ~'URNISHING THE HOUSE. 

5. Dust).. a study of-the foundation foc. 
6. The l:Science of Cleanliness. 
7. House furnishings-sanitary, artistic, jlconomical. 

III. CARE oJ<' THE HOUSE. 

8. Removal of dust-sweeping, dusting. 
9. Care of woodwork-cleanliness and preservation 

10. Care of metallic, mineral surfaces and fabrics. 
11. Special sanitation and diIJinfection. 

IV. FOOD. 

12. The five Food Principles. 
13. Food materials. . 
'14. Food combinations. 
15.{Diet and dietaries 
16. applied to different ages and conditions. 

V. HEALTH AND HYGIENE. 

17. Emergencies. 
18. What to do for the invalid and sick. 
19. School and public hyfJiene. 
20. Disposal of refUlie. 
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A CoURlIB 01' TWEYTY LBSSON~ FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS. 

I. Nece:lsitieaof a house-location, soil, etc. 
2. Building materialll and general healthful construction. 
3. Elements in house-building-arrangement, size, mechanics, etc. 
4. Heating and ventilation. 
6. Dl'Bina~e systelll8. Water supply. 
6. House Inspection. . 
7. House furnishings-principles (If sanitary, Q.rti~tic, economical fur

nishings. . 
8. Study of dust and iu dangers. 
9. Construction and form applied to furnishings. 

10. Colour. 
li. Uemoval of dust. 
12. Rtudy of woodwork. 
13. Care of wood work. 
1 -l. Study of metal8 and ruineral surfaces. 
15. Care of metal8 and mineral surface. 
16. Study of fabrics. 
17. Care ofCabrics. 
18. Principles of laundry-work. 
19. Household insects. 
20. Care of plurubing. Disposal of refuse. 

THB EVOLUTION OJ!' THE HOUSE. . 

A COURSE OJ!' LESSONS roR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT 

lIil!S ~IARIA ELLIOTT,Boston, Ma...<UI. 

Shelter-proWction from animals and elements. 
Privacy-safety of person and possessions. 
Necessities of a house. 
Luxuries of a house. 
Care of necessities. 
Care of luxuries. 
Personal hygiene. 
School hygiene. 
Public hygiene. 
Duty to self. 
Duty to friends. 
Duty to public at large. 
Bacteriology. 
Chemistry applied to food principles. 
Chemistry al>plied to clesDln~ principles 
Physics appluid to food prinCit'les. 
Physics afplied to cleaning pnnciples. 
Phy.ica 0 Jwuse building and care. 
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APPl~IX E. 

COURSE IN HOME DRESSMAKING. PRATT INSTITUTE, 

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. 

Two lessons a week; five terms of three months each. 

Entrance Requi-rements.-Students are required to· be over 
sixt.een years of age, to have a knowledge of hand and machine 
sewing, to be able to use the tape measure, and to .make simple 
garments and cambric dresses as taught in the sewing classes. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

First Grade.-Draughting skirts and bodices. Exercise with 
practice material in fitting and designing and in making dress 
trimmings and finishings. Study of colour, form, line and texture. 

Second Grade.-Draughting and making walking skirt. Cutting 
fitting and making lined bodice. Study of the contour and poise 
of the body. 

Third Grade.-Matching stripes and plaids. Draughting and 
makiIig princess gown. Practice in designing: study of artistio 
principles. 

Fourth Grade.-Draughting, cutting, and making jacket. 
Draughting child's dress and coat. Study of woollen textiles. 

Fifth Grade.-Draughting and making evening gown. Practice 
in designing gowns for home and evenmg wear. 

Drawing, Water-colour and Elementary De8ign-Practice in the 
. use of the pencil and of wli.ter-coIour. Appearance of objects, 

bows, gowns and drapery. Outline and proportion of the human 
form. Study of historic costumes: designin~ of gowns. 
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APPENDIX F. 

COURSES OF VmIESTIC SCIENCE AND ART AT DREXEL 
INSTITUTR 

(Drexel 11Ultitufe 0/ .Art, Science, and Indust1'Y, Philadelphitt..) 

L-NORMAL COURSE OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 
Applicants to enter the Normal Course in Domestic Science are requested 

to give the following information :-
Name (in full) ............................................................................... .. 
Address ......................................................................................... . 
Date of birth ................................................................................. . 
What is your general health t ......................................................... .. 

otl!:der!~ e~.~~.t.i.~~~~.~~!.~~ .. ~~.~~~.~~~~.~ .. ~~.~~~~.~~~~:.~.~.~~: 
From what school, or college, or courses of study have you been 

graduated 1 .................................................................................... , ... 
Year of graduation f ....................................................... .-............... . 
Have you taught 7 .... ; .................................................................... .. 
In what grades t ............................................................................ .. 
WhereY. ............................................ , ........................................... . 
How longf ..................................................................................... . 
What year or years 1 ...................................................................... .. 
Have you any knowledge of cookery 1 ............................................... .. 
Do you intend taking this course to fit yourself as a director or instructor 

of Domestic Science 1 ........................................................................ .. 
Remarks. ..................................................................................... .. 
Applicants to enter the Housekeepers' Course are requested to give the 

following information :-
N arne (in full) ................................................................................ . 
Philadelphia address. ...................................................................... . 
If not a resident of Philadelphia, also give home address ..................... .. 
Age.. ............................................................................................ . 
From what school, or courses of study have you been graduated 1.. ......... . 
What has been your occupation 1. .................................................... .. 
Have you any knowledge of cookery t ............................................. .. 

ho~~~;:t~~c:n~~~~.~~~.~~.~~~.~ •• ~~ •• ~.~~~~~ •• ~ •• ~~~ .• ~ •• ~~~~~~~~ •• ~ 
DEPARTliENT OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 

N ORllAL COURSE. 

The f?llo~g add~tional information concerning the Normal Course in 
po~estiC Science will answer a large number of the questions made by 
mqmrers:-

Eraminatimu.-No entrance examination is required. For admission 
at l~t a hig~-school ~ducation or its equivalent is necessary. .Age, 
educa~on., prevl(~us experience, personal fitness, etc., are considered ill the 
selection of appbcants. 
Ez~.-There IU3 n? free scholarships. Tuition fee $80 (£16) per 

Itlarl text-boo~ and s~tlOnery, $10 (£~). Board may be had near the 
IllIItltute at pnces ranglDg from five to eight dollars per week. 
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The following articles are required for work-

FOR KITCHEN LABORATORY. 

Black woollen skirt. 
Four plain whiteblouses. Not a thin material and without tuck!l or 

insertion. 
One dozen white linen collars. 
Narrow tie of any colour. 
Black belt. 
Six aprons:-White calIJ.bric,36 in. wide' use one and a half widths, 

finish with a five-inch hem ; len~th three inches from the bottom of skirt. 
Band, one and a half inches, fimshed. Bib, eight inches by nine, finished, 
with a hem of half an inch. Straps, one and a quarter inches wide; 
finished; fasten to upper corners of the bib, pass over shoulders, and 
button on waist button. May be bought at the Institute. , 

Six pairs of sleeves; seven inches deep, finished; one inch hem top and 
bottom. May be purch'l.'led at the Institute for ten cents a pair. 
Caps~ Must be purchased at the Institute as needed, 15 cents ea.ch. 
Holders: ~'our thin holders with tape 27 inches long, with a loop to pu t 

on apron band. 
Towels: Five towels made of glass towelliBg, 18 inches long, with a tape 

loop to put on apron band. 
Gymnasium Suits.-Black serge, made . into a simple blotlSe with a 

rolling collar and a divided skirt. . 
. Length of skirt, from waist to ankle. Divided two inches above the knee 
and an eight-inch gusset inserted. It requires four widths of 42-inch 
material two widths in each legJ . or three widths of 56-inch goods, with one 
and a half widths in each leg. y.ut elastic at the bottom of each . leg. Skirt 
upens in front. . . . . . 

Blouse and skirt must be buttoned together by no less than SIX buttons. 
Black tie. 
Black stockings., Black rubber-soled shoeS, bought at 25 North 13th 

Stret't, Philadelphia. 
Posit-ions.-The school does not, guarantee. positions to, graduate8, but 

assists them when it can. Salaries depend upon the kind of work done, 
the responsibility involved, the capabilities of the applicant, etc. 

Outside Work.-Students have no time to engage in outside work, and 
cannot; therefore, earn any money while taking the course. 

There ~re no summer, evening, or correspondence courses for Normal' 
Students. 

STUDENTS' HOUSE. 

A Student.~ House has been organized in connection with the work of the 
Department of Domestic Science. Board and room may be obtained at $.5 
per week. Board alone $3.50 per week. ' 

Applicants wishing to have a place in the house should send in their 
·names and they will be put on the waiting list. ' 

The three following- Courses are taken by Normal students, House-' 
keepers and Generail:)tudents. . . 

The tirst Course is given by Normal students as Practice Classes to 
children. ' .. ' 

FIRST CouRsE IN COOKERY. 

1. Combulltion, building fire, scalloped oysters. 
2. Food principles, water, tea coffee, chocolate. 
3. Starch,"white sauce, milk toast. ' 
4. Vegetables in white sauce, celery, cabbage, carrots, stuffed potatoes. 
S. Soups without meats, cream of potato, potato, croutons; crisp crackers 
'6,,'Cereals; sugar; steamed apples, apple sa.uce, avena, steamed and boilel! 

rice, wheatena. ' 
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i. Fats and oils, caramel, beef drippings, fried oysters, cranbftry jelly. 
8. Fish balls, baked apples. 
9. Proteide, eggs cooked in water, plain omelet, Hour omelet,· poached 

egg, soft cooked egg. 
10. llilk, cup custard, floating island, pasteurized milk, rennet. 
11. Cheese, souffle, welsh rarebit, cheese straws. 
n. Meats, cuts for broiling and roasting, roast, broiled chops, lemon 

jelly, Hamburg steaks. 
13. Meats, cuts for soups and stews, soup stock, scalloped mutton, baking 

powder biscuits. 
14. Corn beef hash, corn muffins. 
15. Bread, large quantity. 
16. Small loaves of bread, hash with gravy. 

SECOND COURSE IN COOKERY. 

1. Parker house rolls, bread sticks, buns, cinnamon buns. 
2. Brown bread, fruit pudding, hard and lemon sauces, butter balls. 
3. Plain griddle cakes, waffles, fricassees, oysters. 
4. Fish, baked fish with stuffing, tomato sauce, Hollandaise sauce, steamed 

fish. 
5. Poultry, draw a fowl, truss fex roasting, cut for fricassee. 
6. Cooking in deep fat, alternate rice and chicken croquettes, crumpets. 
"t. Soup lesson-with white stock, cream and potato, clam puree, soup 

sticks, noOdles. 
8. Review meat, veal cutlets, noodles with cheese. 
P. Pastry, apple and lemon pie. 

10. Desserts, snow pudding, soft custard, coffee cream, sponge cake. 
11. Cake, plain, cream almond frosting, 
12. Cookies, strawberry shortcake. 
13. Salads, potato, French dreseing, cole slaw, boiled dressing, stuffed 

eggs. 
14. Opening & lobster, Mayonnaise dres&ing. 
15. Luncheon, served on desks. 
16. Ice cream, chocolate cakes. 

THIRD COURSE IN COOKERY. 

1 Preserving, general rules, canned peaches, crab apple jelly, spiced 
pears. 

2. Preserving continued, ketchup, quince preserve, grape juice, grape 
jam. 

3. Reed birds, Bavarian cream, stuffed peppers, black bean soup. 
4. Devilled crabs, chocolate cake, boiled frosting, chocolate filling. 
5. Sweetbread patties, Swedish timbales, breaded mutton cutlets, Cuban 

saUI.-'8, potatoes for garmshing. . 
6. Caramel Charlotte, Charlotte Russe, bombe glace, jumbles, macaroons. 
7. Fillet of beef, mushroom sauce, mock turtle soup. 
8. Lobster cutlets, sauce t..rtare, rolled wafers. 
9. Candy, candied orange peel, lleppermints, glace, salted almonds, mint 

leaves. .. . .". :: 
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10. Roast fjpck, potato stuffing, gravy, plum pudding. 
11. Boned chicken, tomato salad, brandy sauce. 
12. Puff paste, cream horns, condes, patties, tarts. 
13. Terrapin, cream puffs. 
14. Ginger ice cream, white sponge cake, meringues, grape frappe. 
15. Nesselrode pudding, plain cake, ornamental frosting, sponge fingt'1'5. 

16. Marketing. 

NORMAL DOMESTIC SCIENCE.-WORK IN SEl,'IOR YEAR. 

1. Veal croquettes. 
Creole soup. 
Buos. 
Molasses cookies. 
White corn cake. 

Anv ANCED COOKERY. 

Clam chowder 
Smelts. 
Pop overs. 
Jelly roll. 
Chicken cutlets. 

Macaroni croquettes. 
2. Calfs foot jelly. 

Duchess soup. 
Ox tail soup. 
Consomme. 
Boiled fish. 

Roast turkey. 

Ban bury tarts. 
Puff paste. 
Canoeloo of beef. 
Yorkshire pudding. 
Queen fritters. 

3. Breakfast. Cost $1.25. 
Oranges. 

Germea. Sugar, cream. 
Halibut. , Potato balls. 

Waffles with syrup. 
Butter balls. Bread. 

Coffee. 
Prepared by four members of the class and served to eight members of the 
class. 

4. Oyster croquettes. 
Fish chowder. 
Guinea fowl. 
Veal loaf. 
Jumble.'l. 
Uabbit. 

5. Braised tongue. 
ltoast pork. 
Boiled leg of mutton. 
Caper sauce. 
Cream puffs. 

6. Luncheon. 

Capon. 
Orange puffs. 
Chocolate Charlotte. 
Orange sauce. 
White mouutain cake. 
Fig filling. 
Ginger pudding. 
Molasses drop cake. 
Custard soufHe. 
Crauberry pudding. 
Sterling sauce. 
Cost S 1.50 (about 63.). 

Cream of tomato soup. 
Soup sticks. 

Salmon cutlets. 
Potato souIBe. Corn pudding. 

Crackers. 

Cake. 

7. Sally Lunn. 
Chicken pie. 
Lemon pie. 
Mock terrapin. 
Fl'ench rusks. 
"Brown bread. 

Lettuce. 

Grape frappe. 

Olives. 

Cheese. 

Coffee. 

Bavarian cream. 
White sponge cake. 
Cream puffs. 
Salmon croquettes. 
Peptonized beef broth. 
Squab in papcr. 

Tomato jelly. 
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8. Aladdin cooker UlMld lor following dishes :-
Stewed chicken. Raked potatoes. 
Stewed tomatoes. l..'hocolate bread pudding. 
Rolled almond wafers. Devilled scallops. 
Chocolate wafers. Meat cakes. 
Coffee mo1l8Pe. Chestnut puree. 

. Loin of veal with vegetables. 
9. Luncheon. Cost $ 2.00. 

Cranberry pie. Peach short cake. 
Coffee cake. Coffee mousse. 
Planked shad. Spring chicken. 
Spring lamb. Lemon ple. 
White corn cake. Ice rice pudding, 

Rice cream. 
10. Dinner. Cost $ 2.50. 

Mock turtle soup. 
Bread sticks. Radishes. 

Boiled trout. 
Potato roses. 

Baked chicken. 
Brown gravy. Asparagus. 

Brain patties. 
Lettuce salad. 

French dressing. Cheese. 
Crackers. 

Wafers. Frozen strawberries. Coffee. 

CoURSB OF DEMONSTRATIONS.-O:NB TERM. 

S&",{IOB Cuss. 

SUBJECTS. 
1. 

DEMONSTRATIONS. 

~. 
Instructor in Cooke~ 

3. 
4. Eggs 
Ii. :Milk 
6. Invalid Cookery -
1. Use of Chafing Dish 
8. Milk 
9. Meat 

10. Bread 
11. Invalid Cooke~ 
12. Soups - - -
13. Use of Chafing Dish 

·14. Meat 
IIi. Baking 
16. Desserts • 

NORMAL DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 
SHORT CoURSB IN H OKB NURSING. 

" " .. 
Stud~ht. .. ., 

" 

" .. 
" 
" .. 
" 
" 

(AdditiLno.llectures given in the course in Physiology.) 

Spring term. Senior year. 
1. Rick room. 
2 •. Sick bed, changing bed and body clothing. 
3. Baths, for cleanliness. 
4. Baths, hot "'ater, hot air, vapour. 
Ii. Baths, cold' poultices, fomentation. 
~: St.leep. Metil?d o! in4qcin~ it, administration of modicine, feeding a 

pawen. 
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NORIIIAL AND TECHNICAL CLASSES. 
LAUNDRY COURSE. 

1. General notes. Removal of stains; 
2. Wash: table linen, tablecloth!!, napkinl\ doylies.; 
3. Wash: bed linen, sheets, pillow ·cases. Iron: Table linen. 
4. Wash: body linen, night dress, drawers. Iron: Bed linen. 
5. Wash: body linen, white skirt, corset cover. Iron: Body linen. 
6. Wash: shirt-wq.ist; collars. Iron: corset cover, skirts. 
7. Wash: stockings. Starch: blouse, collars. 
8. Iron: blouse, collars. 
9. Wash: flannels and coloured clothes. 

10. Iron : flannels and coloured clothes. 
11. Wash: handkerchiefs, embroideries. Iron: embroideries, handker-

. chiefs. . 
12 .. Clean and w~h black and coloured woollen goods. Wash,c1earstarch, 

and Iron sash curtams. 
Theoretical instruction of the scientific principles involved in the various 

processes is followed by practice. 
Soaps, .washing fluids, bleaching powders, blueings, and starch, are 

discussed in their scientific and practical relations to laundry work., 

NORMAL AND TECHNICAL DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSES. 
WAITRESSES' COURSE. 

1. Appearance and dress of waitresses. 
2. Washing dishes. 
3. Care of pantry. . 
4. Care of dining-room. 
5. Rules for serving. 
6. Rules for making and serving chocolate, tea, black coffee, bread, butter 

balls, sandwiches, salads, French dres$ing, Dlll-yonnaise dressing, potato 
salad, soft cooked egg. . 

7. The keepin~ of table linen. 
8. Early mormng work in bedroom. 
9. Later morning work in bedroom. 

10. Evening work in bedroom. 
11. General directions for bedroom. 

DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSE FOR NORMAL AND' OTHER STUDENTS, 

SYNOPSN OF LECTURES ON I'LA.NNING AND"BuILDING OF A HOUSE. 

J!'IRST LECTURE.-The location and surroundings of the house, the plac
ing of the house, topography, drawings of sitel opportunities of situation 
cost of houses and general method of figuring them. 

SECOND LECTURE.-'J'he house in detail, the rooms and' their position in 
the house, the basement, first floor, second floor, attic. The materials used 
in their construction as they interest the housekeeper. 

THIRD LECTuRJ:.-The planning of suburban houses' when a wooden 
house is preferable; when a masonry house, stone or brick, style of archi
tecture. 

FOURTH LEcTuRE.-The simple city house, fire limits, planning of the 
city house as to economy. of space and conveniences, the architectural 
character of the front, architectural details of the interior. 

FIFTH LECTURE.-Sanitation of the house, heating and ventilation, 
water supply and drainage, plumbing, lighting, the kitchen, importance of 
sanitary arrangements of the house. . 

. This is succeeded b)' a course· in House Decoration and J!'urnishing, 
illustrated hy visits of observation to houses, shops, factorie~, etc. 
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HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE AND EcONOMICS. 

ClaRsi6cation of Food PI·inciples. 
Food adjuncl.ll. 
}'ennentation. 
Preservation of food materials. 
National and State laws regarding food adulteration and inspection. 
Manufactured food materials. 
Hcientific kitchens (public, school, home). 
Care of the home accordinf to hygienic laws. 
Water supply-filtration 0 water. 
Heating and lighting. Care of lamps. 
Care of rooms~ining-room, bath-room, bed-room. 
The kitchen. 
Disposal of waste. 
Chemical. for household use. Care and cleanin~ of silver, nickel, iron, 

paints, copper, tin, marble, woodwork, brass, ZlDC, porcelain, glass. 
Laundry of table linen, removal of stains. 
Laundry of lace. 

LECTURES TO DOMESTIC SCIENCE AND DOMESTIC ART STUDENTS. 

By PRESIDENT MAC ALISTER. 

HISTORY (IF EDUCATION. 

1. Education in ancient times. 
2. Education in the Middle Ages, with special reference to monastic 

institutions. 
3. The great reformers of education in modern times. 
4. The beginninL'8 of scientific, technical, and industrial education. 
S. The fundamental principles of method in education. (2 lectures.) 
6. Domestic Science Training in 8chools~ 
7. Domestic Arts Training in schools. 
8. Domestic Science and.Arts in their relations to 80me social problems. 
9. The duties and responsibilities of t!ie teacher. 

CHEMISTRY. 

JunWr Year. 
I-Genn-al Chemi&try-

Lectures illustrated by experiments, diagrams, specimens, etc. 
Laboratory work. 

The student is trained-
(a) to deduce the more important facts of the science; 
(6) to ~tudy comparative properties of substances; 
(c) to acqUire a scienti6c habIt of thought 

II. QlIalif4tive Analysis-
Common metals and their reactions. 
Analysi'J of solutions containing those metals. . 
Acids and their reactions. 
Analysis of solutions containing ba..l!es and acids studied. 
General miscellaneous qualitative work, examination of powders, 

alloys, insoluble substances, as time permits. 

Senior Year. 
I-Organic Chemistr.v- . 

Hydrocarbons and their derivatives. 
The students prepare and study a tYpical compound of each 

class. 

~n U 
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II-Quantitative A'TWlysis- . 
Analysis of food matenals. 
The following list indicates the general scope of the quantitative 

work. 
Chemically pure salts, potable water, common salt, biocarbonate 

of sodium, flour or bread,baking powders, sugar or syrups, 
milk, butter, lard, cheese, tea, coffee, chocolate. 

During the senior year, second term; a course of lectures in the Chemistry 
of Food and Dietetics is given, the lectures being supplemented by laboratory 
work. 

OUTLINE OF LECTURE COURSE ON FOOD AND DIETETICS, 1901. 

By ERNEST A. CONGDON, Professor of Chemistry. 
I.-Introductory. Historical. Relation of chemistry to food and diet. 
H.-Definition ora food. Uses of food in the human economy (repair 

tissues; produce heat; produce force). 
IlL-Chemical composition of the human body. (Elements present. 

Compounds present.) 
IV.-Chemical composition of food materials. Proximate food prin

ciples : Proteids, fats, carbohydrates, water, mineral matter. 
V.-Chemical analysis of food materials. (Analyses of American food 

materials-Atwater.) 
VL-Value of foods. Use of the "Calorie" (heat unit). Value of the 

nutrients (proteids, fats, carbohydrates) expressed in calories. The nutrient 
ratio, the ratio expressed in calories, between the nitrogenous and non
nitrogenous nutrients. 

VIL-Metabolism, or the exchange of food materials in the animal 
economy. (Anabolism and Katabolism.) Metabolism divided into
introduction, digestion, absorption, and assimilation of food. 

VIII.-Study of diet. Standard for dietaries. Foreign and American. 
(Work of Voit, Atwater and others.) 

IX.-Computation of amounts of foods necessary to conform to standard 
dietaries. Ualculation of the value of various diets and of prepared 
foods. 

X.-Chemical study of materials used as foods. Water (potable and 
mineral), common salt, starch foods, sugars, fats, oils, cereals; dairy 
prodlJcts-milk, butter, cheese, etc., eggs i flesh foods-meat, fish, etc.; 
fruits, vegetablp,s, salads, beverages, food aajuncts. . 

XI.-Study of fermentation. Organized and unorganized ferments. 
Fermentative and putrefactive changes. Yeast. Work of Bacteria. 

XII.-Preparation of food materials for. consumption. Chemical study 
of chan~ that foods undergo in cooking processes. Food adulterations 
and theIr detection. Bibliography. Literature on foods and dietetics. 

OUTLINE OF COURSE ON FOOD ANALYSIS, 1901. 

(LABORATORY WORK AND RECITATIONS.) 

By A. HONWOOD, Instructor in Chemistry. 
I. Analysis of crystallized barium chloride.

(a) Determination of barium. 
(b)" chloride. 
(c) " water. 

II. Analysis of potable water :
(a) Total solids. 
(6) Chlorine. 
(c) Free ammonia. 
~d) Albuminoid ammonill 
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Ill. A.ual~ ohnilk.-
( .. ) 8recifie grarity. 
(I.) \\ ater (It kItal 8Olids. 
(t') Fa& (Feser Iactoeoope, Iacro-butyrometer and Adam's 

method). 
(.1) Ca.<>eill (Kjeldahl method). 
(,) Ash.. 
(I) Yilt sugar (So1hlet.. gravimetric). 

n". Aoal~ of t.uU6.
(,,) Water. 
(") t'at. 
(t") CUM 
(.1) &LIt. 
(f') Ash.. 
(f) Volatile adds (distinction from oloomu-garine.) 

Y. ADalysis of ~ foods, t..r-I, 8our.
(a) Water. 
(I.) rat. 
(t") l'rotei,l 
(.1) lWbobydRte(starch, sugac) 
(f') t'ihre. 
(f) Ash.. 

"L Analysis of tt'&.
(II) ~Ioisture.. 
(I., Tannin.. 
(t", utract. 

(.I) Ul1rt'ill 
,f', A.~ 

\"It AoaJysi:l of \.aking powders.-
(,.) flelffmmatioo of cWs U-.bo!<I'~ alum., ek.). 
(f,) Total NCboo dioxide. 
(I"} AvailaLle carboo dioxide. 

R.unoCES. 
t·. R Q..wf>nlluent r.ullt'tin. X (\. ~ LeITman an.t rlt~Ul1. Wate.- Analysis. 

WanklP'o Wat('f" Analysis. Letfluan and. &.In. Yillt and RuU6. Gerber, 
Anal)",.." of lIilt. 

XuaJIAL [).lllJt>.'TIC Sctncz Alm DollESTIC An SreDD"TS. 

l'aYSIOLOGY Col'R:SL 

J."..". r mI" •• 

1.-IBtroductioo. Dt-finitioos. I'Iaa of orguiDtion of the animal body. 
('reot'ftI di:..~ of an animal 
~-U-ie rou.positiuo 01 the human body. The (2£bo-hy,tntes and. 

fa .... 
3,,-{."hflDie OOCIIlnUu"lIl of the human body. The proteids and i~ic 

~ponnd.s. 
.. -The physiology of the cell (La growth, movements, I'('~uction and 

~raI autrit.it.lIl. 
:"-llistok~ ADd l.hyoologyof the epithelial and coonecUt'e ti-~es.. 
G..-lIechani. ... u of the ",kel ... t.ou.. Structure and fun&lIl of the joints. 

The &IIiatai bo.ly as a machine for doing work.. 
7.-The ~rall'hysiology of mll>1C'le ti;sue. The structure and chemic 

ClOft.pot'itklll of mua-Je.. 
1\.-The IUwocle ('(ltl.tracti.lft. The t\>Dditiuns inftllencio!t the <'OOtr:td;,lIl_ 

The 1",,,jl1<"tklll "f Moat. _ T'he ~btt- 01 ftlOd to beal a.oJ .. urI;.. l'be 
.~ial pby.u..oI.'(;Y of .. ,-.-k.i 

1IH90. ~ :! 
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9.-The general physiology of nerve tissue. The general arrangement ot 
the nervous system. The structure and function of the nerves. 

10.-Reflex and voluntary actions. 
n.-Foods. Dietetics. The necessity for foods. Phenomena of starva

tion. Classification of alimentary principles. The uses of foods in the 
bodv. , 

12.-The heat values of foods. The chemic composition of the animal. 
The vegetable and cereal foods. 

13.-Digestion. The structure of the alimentary canal. Mastication. 
14.-Insalivation. The physical and chemic action of saliva on the food 

and starch. 
15~-Gastric digestion. The composition of gastric juice and its chemic 

action on the proteids. Influences affecting digestion. 
16.-Inteijtinal digestion. The physiologic action of the pancreatic juice. 

The bile and intest~al juice. Their actions on foods. 
17.-Absorption. The mechanism by which the digested products enter 

the blood. 
18.-The blood. Its physical properties. It., chemic composition. 
19.-The blood corpuscles, red and white. The relation, of the blood to 

the tissues. 
20.-The circulation of the blood. The general anatomy of the circulating 

apparatus. The structure and functions of the heart. 
21.--'The structure and functions of the arteries. 
2il.-The capillaries and veins. ' 
23.-Respiration-the object of. The general structure of the respi

ratory apparatus. The movements of respiration. The amount of air 
breathed under different conditions. The comyosition of the air. 

24.-The changes it undergoes at the time 0 breathing. The amount of 
oxygen absorbed and the amount of CO2 discharged. 

25.-Ventilation. 
26.-Animal heat. Source and causes of heat production. The disposi

tion of. heat in the body. The manner in which the normal temperature is 
regulated. 

27.-The skin. Its structure and functions. 
2H.-The kidneys. Their structure and functions. The urine and its 

chemical composition. 

Senior Year. 
The Physiological Chemistry of-

Starches and sugars } 
Fats 
Proteids 

The Physiological Chemistry of Digestion~ 
Salivary digestion '}' . 
Gastric digestion· , 
Intestinal digestion ' 

Absorption of Foods
Demonstration. 

The Fermentatit)n of Foods-
Causes and conditions determining it. 

The Putrefactive Changes in Foods-

Three lectures. 

Three lectures. 

One lecture. 

One lecture 

The causes and the conditions determining , 
it and the products J One lecture. 

BACTERIOLOGY -
Bacteria. Their nature, structure } 
Mode of acti vity and classl1ication 

The Parasites of Animal Foods. 
The Bacterial Infection of Foods. 
Ptomaines. Leucomaines-

Their influence in the production of disease. 
The Thymus and Thyroid Glands. 

One lecture. 

One lecture. 
One lecture. 

One lecture. 
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BIOLOGY-
General dissection of animal forms. 
The structure of the fish, turtle, frog, chicken, ra.bbit, lobster, 

oyster and clam. 
Reproduction Three lectures. 

THE DISEAJ!E8 CONNECTED WITH DISORDERED NUTRITION
Gout. Diabetes. Rickets. Rheumatism. Scurvy. 

HYGIENE. 

Physical development (details of). 
Physical training (supplemented by practice). 
Effects of diet. 
Care of the skin. 
Clothing suited for various ageB. 
Ventilation-Natural and Artificial. 
Household sanitation. 
Emergencies-First aid and accidents, etc., etc. 

LECTURES ON BACTERIOLOGY. 

I.-Place in Nature. 
2.-Presence. 
3.-Morphology. 

~
) Bacillus-grouping. 
) Micrococcus-grouping. 

c) Spirillum. 
4.-Size and numbers. 
5.-Motility. 
6.-Nutrition. 
7.-Relation to air. 
S.-Relation to temperature. 
9.-Iteproduction. 

IO.-Helpful and harmful. 
(a) Saprophytes. 
(b) Parasites. 

I I.-Relation to water supply. 
12.-Relation to milk supply. 
13.-Relation to butter and cheese making. 
l4.-Products of activitf. 
15.-Sterilization. AntISeptics. Disinfectants. 
16.-Yeasts and Moulds .. 
17.-History. 

LABORATORY WORK IN BACTERIOLOGY. 

I.-Use of microscope.-Cover class preparations. 
2.-Unicellular org~isms.-Bac~~r!a, infusoria, yeast. • 
3.-Washing, pluggIng,. and etenhzmg glassware. . .' 
4.-Prepa.ration of media for pure cultures.-Bouillon, gelatin, agar-agar, 

potatoes, milk. 
5.-Sterilizin~ media. 
6.-Making air plate. 
7.-Staining bacteria. 
S.-Effect of light on bacteria. 
9.-Quantitative analysiil of-Tap water, Pasteur filtered water, ice. 

lo.-Testing Pasteur filter. 
ll.-guantitative analysis of :-Walker-Gordon milk, lunch room milk. 
12.-Examination and identification of bacteria.. 
13.-M. butyri aromafaciens. 
H.-Tests of disinfectants and antiseptics.~~ilk of lime, carbolic acid, 
. boiling water, listerine.' . 
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:BUSINESS CUSTOMS AND ACCOUNTS. 

Lectures 00-
Money and its circulation. 
Banks and banking methods. 
Trust companies. 
W OUlen as stockholders and bondholders. 
Capital and credit, failures. assignments, etc. 
Legal status of women. 
Business papers, cheques, promissory notes, etc. 
Practical work in drawing cheques, writing business letters. 
Book-keeping by double entry (cash book, day book, ledger). 

II.-NORMAL COURSE OF DOMESTIC ART. 

HAND AND MACHINE SEWING. 

Junior Year. 

First Grade.-History of implements used in hand sewing; kinds and 
qualities of materials for undergarments; proper position of the body in 
sewing; methods of using thread and needles, thimble and tape-measure; 
woven textiles; different kinds of stitches; combination of stitches; 
seams, hems, tucks, buttoncholes; making simple garments. 

SeCfYfUt G1·ade.-Sewing machines; measurements; drafting drawers, 
underskirts and nightgowns; making of garments; cutting and making 
corset-covers from patterns; cutting and making blouses. 

Third Grade.-Drafting, cutting, making blouses, cotton dresses, and 
garments for infants. 

DnESSMAKDiG. 

First Grade. 

I.-Implements and appliances used in dressmaking. 
II.-Cotton staple, its various uses; choice of materials; textiles as to 

colour and application to dress. 
IH.-Taking measurements; drafting foundation skirt; drafting 

draperies and principles of same; finishing skirt for trimming or draping; 
making lined skirt. 

IV.-Form, proportion and line relating to ornament in dress. 
V.-Plans for completing skirts; cutting blouses with seams from patterns 

.hafted by students of the advanced grades,. from measurements taken 
from different members of the class; ha.~ting, fitting planning trimming; 
general finish .• 

Senior Year. 

Second Grade. 

I.-Colour and textiles; their various uses and relations to personal 
adornment; growth of wool and silk,' manufacture of fabrics. 

II.-Takmg measurements; dra ting plain bodice from different 
measurements; drafting bodice with extra. seams for large figure; cutting 
and matching striped, plaid, or figured material for bodice-making and 
trimming the same; drafting and making dresses on the gown-form. 

IlL-Artistic dress in its relation to the body; design in dra{Jery. 
IV.-Making dress on gowll-form from the students' own des1l?ns, 
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Third Grade. 
I.-Advanced drafting. Choice of materials for gowns of special 

character. 
IL-Makingdinner dress, evening dress; choice of materials for same. 

Handling of velvet. . 
nl.-Making models of inexpensive materials to test the design. 
IV.-Tbe form and poise of the body in their relation to dress. 
V.-Child'. dress-materials, drafting, cutting and making the same. 

Fourth Grade. 
I.-~laterials used in making coat&, 1108 staple and manufactured. 
H.-Drafting jackets and coots of various styles; cutting, basting, fitting, 

pre.'I8iDg i practice i!l making pockets, ~p(>lying same ~ garments; mak~ng 
button boles, sewmg on buttons; ImlDg aDd fiDlSh of coat; making 
collars. 

ilL-Principles applied to tailor-made dresses. 

MILLINERY. 

Junior Year. 

First Grade. 
I.-Colour and material. as related to the head dress. 

11.-Wiring; folda; fitted facing j shirred facing; puffed edge. 
I1I.-Bowl and rosettes. 
IV.-Study of liDe and form 1108 applied to frame-making; buckram hat 

fram88. 
V.-Fitted hat made, liDed and trimmed. 

VI.-Manufacturea of Itraw aDd felt hats, velvet, and ribbon el'plaiDed. 

Second Grade. 
L-BoDnet, with plain crown and with puffing, made, lined, aDd 

trimmed. 
IL-Bonnet of more complex design. 

Ill-Toque made, lined, aDd trimmed. 
IV.-Practical work, regulated by the season in which the grade is 

.tudied, and leading to a knowledge of the designing of bonnets and hats. 
At least four pieces of millinery mUllt be made by each student. 

Senior Year. 

Third Grade. 
I.-Cr~pe bonnet. 

IL-Silk bonnet or hat. 
lll.-Gro\o\,th and manufacture of silk explained. 
IV.-Wire frame-making. 
V.-lArge velvet hat. 

'i.-Evening bonnet from student's own design 
VIL-Shirred hat. 
Designing of head-dresses. 

DRAWING. 

Junior Year. 
Outline and light and shade drawing. 
(',Glol1r studies. . 
Proportions of the human figure. 
Draperies, bows, feathers and hat trimmings in black and white and in 

~lour. ..' . 
~lour values. 
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Senior Year. 
Rendering of dresses and gowns in black and white and colour. 
Designing of hats, bonnets and toques, in black and white and in colour. 
Designing of costumes and hl.'ad-dresses in colour. 

LECTURES ON THE CHEMISTRY OF TEXTILES-DYEING AND CLEANSING. 

. . I k h {Use of textiles. 
HlBtorlCa s etc Art of dyeing. 

{

Cotton. 
Flax. 

Study of textiles. Ramie. 
Wool. 
Silk. 

Microscopic and chemical methods of ascertaining organic structure. 
~{aterials used in dyeing. 
Operations preliminary to process. 
Chemistry of -

Washing. 
Cleansing. 
Bleaching. 
Dyeing. 

C 1 . {Natural. o ourmg matters Artificial. 
Chemistry of coal-tar colours 

IIT.-EVENING CL.A.8SES IN HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE. 

FIRST COURSE IN COOKERY. 

LESSON I Introductory talk and measurements. 
II. .Build fire; scalloped oysters. . 

III l"ood Principles; Chocolate and whipped cream. 
IV. Water; Boiled and filtered coffee. Tea. 
V. Starch; Baked potatoes, cornstarch pUdding. 

Vl Starch; Toast with white Sauce. 
VII. Vegetables; Vegetables with white sauce. 

VIII. Soups; Cream of tomato, potato soup, croutons and 
crisped crackers. 

IX. Cereals, avena,"'Wheatena; boiled rice, steamed apples 
steamed rice, stewed apples. ' 

X. Sugar; Peanut candy, fish balls. 
XI. Fats; Fried oysters, cf'd.nberry jelly. 

XII. Eggs; Dropped eggs, omelet, eggs cooked in water. 
XIII. Milk; CUll custard, rennet, Hoating island. 
XIV. Cheese; Welsh rarebit, cheese sou1ile, Pasteurized milk. 

XV. Meat; broiled chops, Hamburg steaks, lemon jelly. 
XVI. Meat; scalloped mutton, corn muffins. . 

XVII. ¥ea~; casserole of rice, tomato sauce, baking powder 
blSCUltS. 

XVIII. Meat; Browned hash, whole wheat muffins. 
XIX. Cake; Gingerbread, lemon sauce. 

XX. Cake. 
XXl Bread. 

XXII. Invalid Cookery j Beef broth, beef juice, milk porridge, 
flour gruel. 

XXIII. Pra~tic8J. examination. 
XXIV. Apple snowballs; lemon sauco, 
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IV.-JUNIOR DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSE. 
SPECIMEN HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE COURSE. 

Senior Year. 
1. Cellar: Plan and care. 
2. Kitchen: Range, etc. 
3. Care of 'pantry. 
4. Clean dming-room. 
6. Review and have a talk on serving meah. 
6. Serving breakfaat. 
7. Serving luncheon. 
8. Serving dinner. 
9. Lighting and heating: Care of lampa. 

10. Waahing table linen. 
ll. Ironing table linen. 
12. Waahing and ironing embroideries. 
13. Care of bedroom. 
U. Spring cleaning: Daily care of A. honle. 
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APPENDIX G. 

SCHOOL OF HOUSEKEEPING, BOSTON. 

SYNOPSIS OF COURSE. -

Tel"1lJ 1. 

I.-HoME SOCIOLOGY. 

A study of the home in its sociological aspects. Evolution of the family. 
Its forms and functions. The standard of living among different races. 
Industrial changes in their reaction on the home. Tendencies of present 
imlu~trilLl forces, and of city life. Economics of production in relation to 
the family. The home as the unit of consumption. Ethical relation of the 
home to society t responsibility of the home as a factor in public health and 
education. (Eignt lectures.) 

2.-BACTERIOLOGY IN RELATION TO DAILY LIVING. 

Bacteria, their nature and life-history. Conditions affecting growth. 
Helpful bacteria, with s)lecial emphasis on bacteria which arc of.use to the 
housekee{lCr. Bacteria harmful in household processes. Disease germs, 
with. a brIef discussion of the most common contagious diseases, and the 
means by which the intelligent housekeeper can prevent their spread. 
(Lectures, laboratory work and recitations.) 

3.-HoUSE SANITATIO!'l. 

Location of house, with discussion of soil and drainage of land. Build
ing materials. Construction of cellar. Plumbing. Water supply. Heat
ing, lighting, ventilatio", fll!"Dishing, cleaning and disinfection. (Lectures, 
laboratory work and reCltatlOns.) 

4.-CHEMISTRY 01" FooD-SruFFs. 

Relation of food to health. Classes of food-stuffs; definition, description, 
pliysic,'tl' and chemical properties, decomposition products, occurrence in 
natural tood materials. E8·ect.~ on food-stuffs of heat, of acids, of alkalie.~. 
Typical foods. Composition, food value, money value, and principles of 
cooking of :-milk and milk pruduets, eggs and meat, fish, cereals, breads, 
legumes, roots and tubers, fresh vegetable.'! and fruits. (Lectures,laboratory 
work and recitations.) 

5.-DIETARIES. 

Aim-to find that combination of food-8tuffs which will produce the most 
efficient individual, and to indicate how this may be done with the lea..~t 
expenditure of money. In planning a dietary there are to be considered: 
I1ntritive value, dige8tibility, palatability, complementary qualities and cost. 
The common foods are studied in various combinations as suited for 
children up to the age of fifteen. (Lectures and recitations.) 

6.-HYGIENE OF CHILDHOOD. 

These exercises will include lectures, readin~ and reports upon the 
developmt'nt of the normal child. Special attentIOn will be given to sleep. 
diet, clothing, exercise, and play. The course will be illustrated by diagrams, 

I,hotographs and dcmonOltratioDs of nonnal and abntlrmal conditions. (::::iix 
ectures.) 

7.-HoME NURSING. 

Bed-makin
i
" for bed pa~ients. Change of sheet and night dress. Lifting 

and moving lelpless patients Bandaging. Baths. (Five lectures, with 
demonstrations.) 
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8.-E)()!;RGL"iCIJ:S. 

Anatomy. Cause, symptoms and first treatment of ha>morrhages, burns 
.nd _Ids, of spraill8, dislocations and fractures, of unconscious conditions. 
(Fi~e lectures, with demonstrations.) 

9.-JOUlL'UL CLuB. 

A resume of the most reeent publications in C\lJTent literature relating to 
the Household. 

Io.-ELI':KKST.~RY CHEKISTRY 

Cht'mi ..... nd physi('lll change. o,nstitution of mattt'r. Yalenee. Lawsof 
cht'mical actions. Acids, t.a- aDd salts. Writing of reaction ... Chemistryof 
('flmbustion, of water, c.f the atmos\,ht're. llethods of preparation:utd USl'S 

of the more rommon acids, 00- and salts. Cht'mistry of the common 
t'lementa and their compound4. (Sixteen lectures and recitations.) 

1l.-PJuNCIPLES or CooKING. 

Pradical indindual work. induding both la~ and small quantitit's of 
material. Food value, rost, preparation and oooking of 11011", m('ats, egg", 
fh.h, poultry, rereal .... ve;retables, baUersand doughs, indudiD~ breads,saure>1, 
I13Wi dre6Sin.,ns. jeU~ frozen mixtures, pastry, puddin8ll, and bevera,,<>es. 

I!.-PUCTIC& WORK I!f OxIKISG. 

Resi,ient 1'1I1'ila win he required to do practice work in rooking and 
tit'niog on "eo neschyafternoons. 

Term'IL 

I.-HOllE EcoNOllIC5. 

Purpose of the home. Its signifieanoe as a civilizing force. Its danger 
to-day. Idesls of living in relation to the home. Economics of living, of 
the house. of furniture and deroration, of p1lJ'('ha.qe and of food, as oon
tl'olloo by standards of life. Women's resroosibility for the>e standards. 
The home mether. The house w()l'kt'l'. (Lectures and recitations.) 

!.-Pt'BUC HVGIL"iE Df RELATION TO THE HOl'SEKEEPER. 

, Points of contact bt'tween the houSt'keeper and the pulolic iu SIlmtarv 
matters. Resl,onsibility of the houSt'bf'per. Water supply, ke supply 
lIIilk supply. Gas And eloctridty. House draina.,<>e. The dispo:;aJ of 
M'WBge in city and country. Laws regulating the insllt'Ction of meat, milk 
other fOOo~s and drugs. }'8\"em('nts, stn;et cleallin~ and dis~ o~garbage: 
The relation of tbe houSt'kt'Cpcr to pubhc health III quarantme, l.."Olation 
notification and disinfection. School hygient'. The SIlnitation of bake
shoJl!'. . The abatement of noi~ and of smoke. Puhlic playgr1lunds, loaths, 
gymnasIa, open spaces. The dl!:posa} of arloage, asbt'S and combustible 
1I1ISte. (Lect ures and recitations.) 

3..-H01:SX ABCllITECTnUt. 

Desi.,"1led to snpplement a worua.n·sl,racticrJ 1no\\"100..""6 of the need3 of 
the hOUllekeeper, .'ith & few of the fundamental llrinciplt'S of domestic 
IU'\'hite:-ture, 10 ~rder to secure ~ore inte~jgent ro-operation between her
k'1f and the a~hitect. .. heparatlOn of SIte. ('~nstruction of foundation, 
cellar, walls, doors, ce~hn.,"S, roofs. House plans, with a discussion of what 
can he done for varYlOg sums of money. Relation of plan to idesls of 
home life, and to work to be done in the house. (Ei(Yht 1(':';"OnR.. Lectures, 
recitations, and field 1cs."Ons.) " 
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4.-ART IN THE HOME. 

Fundamental rules of Art. General principles of proportion, colour an 
construction. Treatment of walls, floors, ceiling. Selection and CORt of 
furniture, floor coverings, hangings, pictures, chandeliers, lam~s, and bric
a-brac. Present shop-standards; house buyer's responsibilIty for these 
standards. Artistic clothing. (Eight lessons. Lectures. recitations, and 
field lessons.) 

5.-CHEMISTY OF FOOD STUFFS. 

Energy giving rower of foods. Bodily energy. ~lethods' of food 
analysis. Study 0 food values. Effe(·t of storage, of drying, of preser
vatives. Results of wrong combinations. The. science of nutrition. 
(Lectures and recitations.) 

6.-DIETARIES. 

Review of principles governing dietary standards. The balanced ration. 
Combinations of food suited for workers, for old persons, for invalids. 
Economic dietaries. Pr!i.ctice in providing acceptable food for from fifteen 
to sixty cents per person per day. (Lectures, recitations, and practical 
work.) . 

'I.-EsTIMATES OF HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE. 

To proportion incomes wisely; the real expense in heating, lighting, 
cleaning, laundry work; serving and preparing food, by various processes 
and with different ml),terials must be known. Nobody of exact mforma
tion on these lines exists. The aim of tbis course is to obtain such 
information and to give practice in the actual management of a family 
income and in the keeping of household accounts. (Recitations and 
practical work.) 

B.-HOUSEHOLD BUYING. 

Equipme:s.t required for a house. Qualities to be secured in buying 
equipment. Quality and money value of different grades in the market, 
With reference to the furnishing of -kitchen, laundry, dining-room, bed
room. Quality and cost of -cleaning supplies, furniture, carpets, rugs, 
curtains, etc. (Lectures, recitations, field and practice lessons.) 

9.-MARKETING. 

Beer, anatomy and cuts, illustrated by charts and cutting up of fore and 
hind quarters of beef. Mutton, veal, pork, fish, poultry, game. Vegetables 
and their season. Buying of groceries, quantity and quality. Simple 
methods of detecting adulterations in foods. Canned goods. Practice in 
marketing and in cooking and comparing dift'erent cuts of meat, different 
grades of canned goods, etc. (Lectures, recitations, field and. practice 
lessons.) 

IO.-JOURNAL CLUB. 

A continuation of course 9, first term. 

n.-PRINCIPLES OF HOUSEWORK. 

Care of cellar, including vegetable cellar and storage room. Kitchen, 
involving care of refrigerator, pantries, sinks, and disposal of garbage. 
Cleaning and care of china, glastl, silver and brasses. Laundry work. 
Care of bedroom, plumbing, floors, etc. (Pra.ctice lessons.) 

12.-PRINCIPLEfl OF COOKING. 

Preparation of breakfasts, luncheons, dinners, Salads' and sandwiches 
Chafing-dish recipes. (Practice lessons.) . 

13.-PRACTICE WORK IN COOKING. 

Resident pupils will be required to do practice work in cooking and 
servmg on Thursday afternoons. . 
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APPESDIX H. 

TEACHERS' COLLEGE, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK. 
I.-OUTLINE OF COURSE IN HOUSEHOLD ART. 

PROFESsOR WOOLMAN, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York 

DOMESTIC ABT DEPARTMENT. 

I. ABT IN GENERAL. 
(T.) Place in civilization-

1. Definition. 
2. As related to characteristics of a peoplt>. 
3. Value. 

Culture. 
Industry and economics. 

(II.) Distinction between decorative art and pictorial art. (Suggested 
thoughts, purpose, relation of colour, material, etc.) 

(III.) Leading Principles. 
1 •. Fine Arts (painting, music, poetry, architecture, sculpture). 
2. Decorative Arts. . 
3. Art in everyday relations. 

(1) Gaining good taste and applying it 
(2) How to present the subject in schools. 

(IV.) Hi..!toric Ornament. 
1. Important national variations and their distinctive 

features. 
(1\ Egyptian, Grecian, Roman; Byzantine, Romanesque, 

Gothic, Renaissance and Modern, with comparative 
study of the architecture, ornament, dress, and furniture 
of each era. 

II. WOMAN'S INFLUENCE. 
(1.) Health. 

1. Mental and physical. 
2. Keeping in health-Exercise, food, baths, disposition, fresh 

air, care of person, complexion, hair, etc., posture, standing, 
walking, sitting. 

3. Injurious habits. 
4. Etfect on classes. 

(n.) Voice and manner. 
(III.) Study of children. 

1. General condition, health, eyes, fatigue, posture, etc., . 
2. Diseases, understanding indications, care needed after dis

ease. 
crV.) Dress. 

1. Purpose. 
2. H,vgienic. 

(1) Warmth-Next body, in doors, out of doors, evening 
different seasons. . 

(2) Weight. 
(3) Pressure. 

3 Artistic. 
(1) Allplying laws of art to dress-use, simplicity, truth 

individuality, harmony, relation of colour, etc. 
4. Cost and purcha!le. 

(1) Choice of m&teri~l~-Ma!lu~acture. prop~rties of people 
value &!,d dur&~ihty. Ethics of shoppmg, economic 
standpOInt, rel~tlOn of consumer to manufacturer, etc. 

(2) Dress for vaned purposes. 
(3) Care. 

(V.) Home. . 
1. Laws of art applied to architecture, furnishina and decora-

. • tion i economics j ethics j individuality, health, etc. 
VI.) BUSlD83." Life. 
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III. COLO02. 
(I.) Physics, physiology, psychology. 

(II.) Terms in use. 
(III.) Investigationof colour-Coloured paper and materials, standards, 

secondary, broken, scales, etc., contrast of colour, harmony of 
colour. 

(IV.) Application to decoration, furnishing and dress. 

II.-OUTLINE OF COURSE IN HOUSEHOLD CHEMISTRY. 

DOMESTIC SCIENCE DEPARTMEYT. 

(To be preceded by 0. year's work in General Chemistry.) 

PRorESsoR VULTE. 

Carbon and Combustion. 

Water.-Physical properties of. 
Distillation of. 
9ualitative examiuation of. 
'Ie.~ts for Ammonia in. 
Tests for Nitrites. 
'I'ests for Chlorine. 
Estimation of hardness (Temporary). 

(Permanent). 
The Atmosphere.-Presence of CO2 and H.8. 

Moisture. -
Dust and solid matter. 
]<'erments. 

Starch and sugar. Examination of Dextrine. 
Glucose. 
Fehling's Rolntion Test. 
Action of Unorganised Ferments. 
Polariscope or Saccharimeter Test. 

Cellulose. Examination of various forms. 
]<'ats. Hutter } 

Olive or cott.on seed oil Specific Tests. 
Tallow. 

Proteids. Egg Albumen, examination of
Millon's Test. 
Precipitation Test. 
Heller's Test. 
Binret Test. 
Meta phosphoric Acid Test, ete. 

Globulins, Nucleo Albumens. Alkali and acid albummates. 
Tests for Albumose and Peptone. . 

Gelatine. Examination of
Tests on milk. 
Bread and flour, examination of 
Mp.n.t (muscle) examination of 
Glycogen, examination of 

Review work on the proteids. 
Digestive fluids and their action (in detail). 
Action of ferments and their prevention (m detail). 
Antiseptics (in detail). . 
Action of alkalis and vegetable acids on metals or their oxides. 
Baking powders. Three general types. . 
Tests on bread, tea, coffee, etc. 
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APrm..""DIX J. 

CHAUTAUQUA SCIIOOL O~ DOlm3TIC SCIENCE. 

GESDAL Pl'lU'OOL 

TIM! School of Domestic Stience is d('S4,Tfled primarily for teachers who 
,.·ish to compare their own methods with thme of othl"rs, or who dl"Sire 
tu lupplerllt'n' tbeir training in this depanmen'; bu' the work will alsc> 
bP ol espt"tN nlue to housekeepers, ,..hether engaged in the administration 
ollarb'e in..-ttitutionl or in tbe direetion of their own holllt'8. 

Tn Du..\1ITJIItNT 01' CooullY.-This department offers the following 
lines of .. ork: (a) Courses for teachers of Domestic Science; (b)aseril"S 
ol thirty demonstration leetures on practicallubjects, extending through 
lix ~ ... ; (e) practice ~Ia.sses for young bousekeepe.rs; (d) such prilllte 
~ 81 may be dl"Sired. The economic selection of material~ the .. ise 
~hoice of implements for meh PI'OCll.'.S9o and the application of the right 
telUpemure &0 aeeDre the best results, are points .. hich recei\"e careful 
attention in both lecturel and practice lessons.. 

NODAL Com:sS JlIf DolOlSnc ScrD<1-This embraces two J'Mlrs of 
.. ork. and a certificate is gi\'en to thme sat~Caetorily eompleting it. Young 
womrn 1I"itbout experience as teachers must presen&. Cor admi~ion to 
tht. eoUI"!e, lhe equivalent of a High Scbool diploma. The ~urriculum 
is as fOUO .... :to-

.. Fum YEAK-

1. GEXUAL CimtlsTKy (lin: hours a 1feek).-Leetures and laboratory. 
The eoDne will include a study of air, water. and their eonstituents, of 
ac~ bL'lCI and salts, and of th~ various groups or elements with their 
more important compounds. 

2. PHYSICS (F"Inl hours a 1feek).-The subjects discUBSed will be energy 
in all it. forms, the air, physical rroJIerties of water,1relIs, 8pr~ Coun
&aiDS, ete.. witb a full u-planation of the instruments used in in,esti{;ating 
problema in these lubject&. HeM .. ill be thoroughly discUSlled, since it 
tUupif's !IO important a plaee in these sciences, and the application of 
.lectririty in the arts ... ill be fully explained and illustrated.. Syllabus 
Lnt (Ga~'1 recommended). 

3. I'nY!lIOJ.OCY (Three bonn a 1rt'Jek).-Chemical elements of human 
body. Ceo life, illustratf'd by amrebre, etc. Study of tissllt"S. The 
anatomy, pbysiology and hygiene 0( \he internal organs. Cirt'ulation 
0( tIM! blood, respiration, animal hea&. ceneral study of di.,"Mion. 

4.. lloTn"Y OP FOOD Pu.>nS (Five hours a ... eek).-Lectures and labor
atory work ,,·ith the compound microsrope; Lhe illustrati,'e matt-rial, 
rood plants· as \et.hx-e for 1ea\"f'8, potatoes for store I'OODl8, and "bf'at 
for II.'eds. k;phasis ... ill also be put. on starch and vegetable prott'iJ~ 
JeaSts and moulds.. 

6.. S.ultTAnmr (Fi\"e hours a ... eek).-Principles of sanitation appl""l 
to the house-loration, aurronndinl!!\ plan, eonstmction, furnishing, an" 
«:are. Appliration of chemtitry, pbysics. physiology, bacteriology, and 
kindred acienres, to water supply, drainage, and plum bing, di-Jposal of ,.·astt'S; 
lighting, heating, and ventilation. 0Lre of woodwork, metal.lic and mineral 
IUrfatJell and eoIoured fabrir'8. Laundry proresses. Household pl"Sts. 
Prolkms ofl,ui-o: hygiene diseUSged in relation to house sanitation. 

6. CooUJIY (live boun a 1rt'Jek).-l'raetice ... ork. Food principks 
and the fundamentalla .... of cookery. Animal foods, vegetables, cel"f'&\s, 
methods ol making dougbs light. menus Cor daily mf'als, and cooking 
for innlids ... iIl be diselNled. 
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SECOXD YEAR. 
7. ApPLIED CHEMISTRY (Five hours a week).-Laboratory work and 

lectures. Qualitative tests of food materials. Study of proteids, carbohy
drate.~, fats, t'tc. Experiments with soda and baking powder. Detection 

-of food adulterants and preservatives. Testing of various household 
supplies. 

8. EXPERIMENTAL COOKERY (Five llOurs a week).-Existing methods 
of preparing food judged by scientific standards. Arrangement of lessons, 
the details of recipes and the order of work are planned in a way to help 
t{)achers. 

9. PHYSIOLOGY (Two hours a week}.-Anims.l functions, muscular 
phYlliology, digestion, with the study of the body fluids, and the nervous 
system. During the two years' course dcmon.~trations with manikins 
and frl',sh specimens, will be furnished. The counle also deals especially 
and most practically with the digestion and nutritive value of food stuffs. 

10. BACTERIOLOGY (Five hours a weck} . .,.-Lectures and laboratorv 
work. Description and life history of bacteria and other micro-organisms. 
Methods of culture. Bacteria in dlL~t, water, milk, etc. 

11. PEDAGOGY (Five hours a week).-Principles of pedagogy as applied 
to the teaching of Domestic Science. Schools of Cookery and Domestic 
Economy. Planning of courses. 

12. ADMINISTRATION OF HOUSEHOLDS, SMALl, AND LARGE (Five honrs 
a week).-Household expenditure. Food as an economic factor. Diet 
and dietaries. F.specially planned for matrons of schools and public insti
tutions. Methods of keeping accounts. The best implements for house
keeping and the general equipment. The helpers, their training and 
advancement and the adjustment of duties, hours and wages. Economic 
buying and storing of fOQd.. The planning of menus, with due regard 
to a balanced ration; and the simplest way of serving meals. 

13. * -Classes in sewing will be organized during the second term. 

FEES. 
$ £ 8. d. 

Full normal course (first year) - 40.00 about 8 0 0 

Full normal course (second year) - - 45.00 
" 

9 0 0 
Cookery (six weeks) - 15.00 

" 
3 0 0 

Cookeh (three weeks) - 9.00 
" 

1 15 0 
Single courses (siX weeks) - 12.00 

" 
2 10 0 

Half courstll\ (three weeks) 7.00 " 1 10 0 

Cookery (Demonstration only) :--
Six weeks 5.00 

" 
1 0 0 

Per week 1.00 
" 

4 0 

Single lectures 35 " 1 6 

-----"-----------------------------------------
* Special flle.~ will l>e charged for the daeses in se'ving. 
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APPENDIX K.. 

CORNELL UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE. 

BUREAU 01' NATURE-STUDY AND FARMERS" READING-COURSE. 

HOlD to Organize a FarTMTs' Willes' Reatling-Club. 

At the present time there are three Correspondence courses 
conducted by the Farmers' Reading-eourse and Nature-f3tudy 
Bureau. These are (a) the Farmers' Reading-eourse, (b) the 
Farmers' Wives' Reading-eourse, and (c) the Home Nature-f3tudy 
course. These are especially adapted for study in clubs, and this 
circular suggests how women's clubs may be organized and con
ducted. 

A club may consist of five or more members. An ideal number 
is twelve. Anyone interested in home work, directly or indirectly. 
is eligible to membership. 

II ow to organize :-Some one must take the lead. Let this 
person (you) write us for information regarding the Reading
courses, distribute the circulars, and talk it over personally with 
8S many women as possible. When interest has ripened, call a. 
meeting at your own home, or some other convenient place, to 
consi1ier organization. Then select a president and a secretary. 
She may be asked by the club to forward the answered quizzes in 
one consignment to this office. She should supply this office 
promptly with a list of the members and their addresses. 

Select 8 suitable night for meeting. Each lesson will furnish 
subject matter for two meetings. One lesson.is furnished each 
month, so that meetings may be held fortnightly. An excellent 
way is to meet at the house of the members of the club. Early in 
the season arrange a schedule giving places of meeting for some 
time ahead. Of course if a room in the grange, town hall, or school 
house is available and convenient, this may prove to be the most 
desirable arrangement. The club may apply for a charter from 
this Bureau, by adopting a name and reporting it to us with the 
first' consignment of answered quizzes. 

The sessions should not last over an hour and a half; the dis
cussion should be brisk, and it is better to adjourn early when 
interest is warm, than to wait till it cools and discussion lags. The 
mooting should begin promptly at 8 p.m., better ~till at 7.30. 

When the meaning is not clear, or when new ideas occur to you. 
write us by all means. J..et us labour together for the success of 
),ourclub. 

6-lS0. 
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APPENDIX L. 

UNIVERSITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, ALBANY, N.Y. 
'HOME EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. 

ROME ECONO~nCS SYLLABUS. 

Sy\!abusprepared by the Lake Placid .conference Committee on Home 
Economics. 

This syllabus, giving a suggestive outline of the Present state of the subject, 
is expanded from a course given in 1900 by }frs. Ellen H. Richards, R.S .• 
M.A., Instructor in SaTl.itaTY Chemi~try" .,.fassachuRetts Institute of Tech
nology,awl M TS. Alice Pcloubet Norton, M.A., Home Economics Depart-
1/I,ent, Chicago Institute. Only a few of the be,,, books aTe'referred to, and 
enoug'h topics for papers given to prp1nde for local c(mditions and needll. 

LECTURE 1. 

HOME AND FAMILY Ln>E: InEA,LS AND STANDARDS. 

To keep the home a centre of moral and intellectual progress in the face 
of the economic tendencies encroaching on its position the problem of the 
day. . 

Family'life is unselfish devotion inspired by self~acrificing love. .co· 
operation for a common aim creates a spirit of D'~ltual helpfulne&8. 
, The significance of the family to the indiv;,: ... als compoeing it and to 
the nation. The physical, moral, and intellectual development of its 
members. 

Its historical development: growth from reproductive and social in
I!titution in which wife and child were alike valued for their powers of 
production, to a spiritual relationship in which each gives according to 
his power and receives according to his need. Basis of choice in primitive 
marriage, economic utility and physiological attraction ; modern . basis, 
personal relationship. , . , 

The growing individualism of all the members of the family; the union 
of all in the service' of each. 

Woman's past progress conditioned on the overcoming of men's passions 
and' her edu<:a,tion i :\1er future progress dependent on the growth of her 
self-respect and her work; the result of knowledge.. .. 

Farther progress conditioned on evolution, not revolution; the family 
life, the development of ages, is to be spiritualised, not materialised. . . 

The. significance of a higher 01: inore complicated adaptation is not re
duced to the level of a lower or simpler one by showing that it has bet'n 
evolved from the latter.-Griggs. . . 

The future of the race is bound up in the development of home idt'alll. 
Standards of life come before standards of living. .. There is little moral 
consequence in the. association of .. parents and· children. unless there are 
ideas to communicate."-Ross, Journal of Sociology, Vol. 5, No. 5, 1900. 

Home life distinguished from' community life; the borne educationa. 
rather than economic. Character ,building above price. 

. , JtEFERENCf8. 
Al1Ulrican Jourpal of Sociology, 'I. 1-6 •. 
Rosanquet.-Standard of Life. . 
Demolins.-An(Jlo-Saxol~ Superiority. 
Dewey.--School anll Society. 
Earle.-Holne Life in Colonial Days. 
Gri(J(J8.-The Ntw lIuma1ti,~m. . 
'l'atlell.'-The Development of Englisk Thougl,. "\ 
Rir-hardB.-CQst of Lim:ng, ch. 1-2. • 
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SalfllOlI.-Domntir. &r~ 
S-U and Vi_t.-/nt~io" 10 tJ.. StlldJ of Socittg. 
S~Uoa.-If Olfttll OM F.ronn .. ia. 
M'rigAt.-IHdll.trial EIIOIMtioa 0/ tJ.. U"itrd Slain;. . 

TOPIcs J'OIl PAPERS. 

1. How ean 'be ideals el family life be maintain~ under pl"l?Sent economic 
and IIOCial conditions I 

2. Ia i& netle8llll'y &0 prepare and eat food and &0 make and launder clothing 
. in LIle house in onIer &0 retain LIle essentials el LIle home 1 

3. The family 88 a unit el society. 
4. The "living" wage; definition; rises acoording &0 standards of living. 

Show that comfor1s incre&ge and luxuries decreue efficiency. 
!). The woman in bondage &0 her neighbour's opinion; how may she be 

M free 1 
fl. The inveterate shoppt'r; how ean her ideals be elevated 1 

Lzcruu !. 

TIDI H01JSB BUCTIPUL:. SITUATI05 A..'" AlwB.lTA."lt'BB. 

Shelter LIle protection elhome life. Maintains unity and priv&CYlVith 
aenlWl el ownership. . •. . 

The house beautiful t Location. plan, grounds. Soil must be clean, 
dry, porous. Influence el ground water and ground air. Sunshine and 
pure air _ntial; scientific reasons for need elsunlight. 

rlan el house according &0 needs el family; both privacy and community 
el interests to be provided. for; individual rights -respected. Labour 
.. ving in stairs, in proximity el eertain rooms; care in placing doors and 
,,'indOll'3 for various reasons. Sun plan LIle most important requisite • 
•• Swet'tness and light" interpre&ed by LIle sanitarian means sunshine 
and pure air. 

The detached hoWle needs its aetting el grass or shrubs, or both, and 
flowers, if there 18 one to care for LIlem; sickly, straggling flower-beds are 
ti distasteful as uncared-for children. TreaLmen' el small grounds may 
relieve ugly architecture. 

RuUESCIS. 

BroINI.-lIerJIAJ FOlfltootiOM lor H~ 
Cldrk.-Bllildi"!1 S.pniralnkllt'e. 
G.Ardrter.-Th4 HOII. tluu JiU B"ilt. 
(;rimJanfJI.-lIi"t, OR 11011.. B"iL.li"g. 
Ollbtmw.-Nole, Of& 1M .4rl of Roue I'la, ... iwg. 
l'ar_a..-IlOU1 III 1'10. tJ.. 110_ Grond8. 
Richard. a"d l'albot.-Ilqrn, &.itatiOf&. Cia. i. 

ToPICS roa PAPERS.. 

1. lIoWle architecture; how to secure beautiful,· comfor14ble homes. 
2. The apart men' house; its advantages and disadvantage:l. 
3. The lawn; its treatment and care. . 
4. lIow to improt'e that fyesore, the small back f&l'd. . 

LD,'TlTU 3-

TUB Hol's. But'TD't'L: ~nAno5. 
Lthetic and sanitary requirements not opposed; ellen idl'ntkal. .The 

poorly·built. ilkquipped boU88, neither healthfulllor beautiful 
Ventilation and heating in elO8e connection. Pure air not free in cold 

climates. Importance to health; methods of 'providing i k'6ts. 
Plumbing and drainage: General requirements.are simplicity, aecessi

bllity nntilation el IYlItem. 8OUOdness el material, ti£htness el join~ 
thoruugh ftushing. 

6400, x¥ 
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REFERENCES. 

Barrl.-La Ma1'son Salubre. 
Billings.-Ventilation and Heating. 
Corjield.-Dwe.llinU Houses. 
Currier.-Outlines of Practical Hygient!. 
Egbert.-Manllal of Hygiene and Sanitation. 
Gerhm'd.-House Drainagt! and Sanitary Plumbing, 
Plunkett.-Women, Plu'mbers and Doctors. 
Putnam.-Lectures on Principles of IIouse Drainage. 
Richard and Talbot.-Home Sanitation. Ch. 3-6, 9. 
Tracy.-Hanilhook of Sanitary Information. 
Waring.-How to Dra1:n a House. 

Principles and Practir.e of House Drainaue. 
Sanitary Condition of City and Country Dwelling Houses. 

---- Sanitary Draina:Je of Houses and Tmu1l3. 

TOPICS FOB PAPERS. 

1. The house plan with special reference to sanitary requirements. 
2. An ideal system of ventilation for a modern house. 
3. How to adapt modern principles to an old house. 
4. Advantages and dangers of modern plumbing. 

LECTURE 4. 

THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL: FURNISHING. 

Adaptation to purpose and environment. Fitness as to form, colour, 
cleanliness, and durability. Truth a fundamental element of beauty. 

Simplicity tends towards healthfulness and beauty. Overcrowding 
spoils effect of really good things. Furnishings should minister to comfort 
or pleasure; should not make a slave of mistress or maid; 

Knowledge of ~rue values necessary. 

REFERENCES. 

Beauty in the H ome.-20th Century Club Leaflets. 
Church.-HG'lu to Furnish a Home. 
Cook.-The House Beautiful. 
Dewing.-Beauty 1:n the Household. 
Gardne.r.-Homes and All Abollt Them. 
Garrett.-Suggestions for House Decora.tion. 
Loftie.-A Plea for Art in the House. 
Lyon.-Colonial Furniture of New Enaland. 
Ormsbee.-The House Comfortable.' 
SalisbuT1J.-Principles of Domestic Taste. j: . 
Watson.-Art of the IIouse. . 
Wharton and Codman.-Decoration of HOllses." 
Wheeler.-Household Art. 

TOPICS FOB PAPERS. 

1. Hall and reception room: How to express hospitality without sacri-
fi~~g family privacy and reserve. . 

2. The hvmg room: Its furniture decoration schemes of colour 
3. The n~rs.ery: What it can do f~r the chara~ter of the child. • 
4. The dmmg room: Influence of surroundings on digestion' special 

reference to cleanliness. ' ' 
o. The sleeping rOOm: N<;lt a sitting room; appropriate furnishwg. 
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LEcTURE 5. 

Tn HOt:SB BEAUTIFUL: CLEANING AND CARBo 

Cleanline" i. nut to godlinal. 
Dun, INDooRS AND OUT: 

Composed of inorganic and dead matter, and living organisms; danger . 
chicfly from the latter. Of these .. dWit plantB '! the most im· 
portant are bacteria. 

n"crmu: 
1. Description and life history: 

Simple one-relled plantB; smalledt of living things and perhaps 
most numerous. Classified according to shape as cocci, 
bacilli, spirilla. Reproduction by cell division. 

2. Methods of culture. II Dust plant" gardens: 
Bacteria too small to be thoroughly studied even ul).der the 

microscope till methods of cultivating them were devised. 
Beef tea, specially prepared and stiffened with gelatin or 
agar-agar, serves as food and also as a prison. Bacteria 
planted in this grow and form" colonies" large enough to 
be seen and studied. A small particle of dust introduced 
into this medium may produce thousands of these colonies. 

DUST "ND DISEAsB: 
J. Disease jt6rms: 

Most bacteria harmless or even useful, but some foes to human 
existence. Some of these disease germs, notably t.hose of 
tuberculosis, often conveyed in dust. 

2. Protection of body against disease : 
Ciliated cells of air passages; dust filters in lungs; phagocytes 

or wandering cells of body. 
HOUSBBOLD ApPLICATIONS: 

1. Cleanliness of food : 
Milk supply. Fruit and candy exposed on street for sale. 

2. Care of house: 
(a) House should be finished and furnished so as to prOVide 

811 few dust traps 8S possible. Smooth finish, rounded 
corners, simple ornamentB desirable. CarpetB v. bare floors. 

(ill llemoval of dl18t. Sweeping and dusting should remove 
and destroy dust, not merely stir it up. ResultB of experi
ments with different methods. 

MI11fICIPAL IIOUSEUEPING: 
Clean streetB and sidewalks; proper disposal of refWle; influence of 

clean hoUSftl and schoolhouses; moral effect of good housekeeping. 

REFERENCES. 

Abbou.-Principltll of Bacteriology. 
COllfl.-Storll of ldnll Lift.. 
}'ranldand.-Our Secret J'riend .• and Foes.' 
Hiippe.-I?rinciple. of Bacteriol09Y. . 
Pl'1lcUen.-Dult and it. Danger,. 

Story of the Bcult'ria. 
Tyndall.-E,IJQY. em Floati11g Matter of the Air. 

TOFICS I'OB PAPERS. 

1. Dust as & means for carrying disease. 
I. Plan for furnishing a house with special reference to avoidance of dust. 
3. Housekeeping fl. home making. Is the care necessary for exquisite 

cleanliness conducive to the happiest home 1 
,. Some devi~ in ~Quse building which wpuld simplify housekeepinlI. 

• . • .~. ~ •. : . ~ '. ." I • • 
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LECTURE 6. 

CLOTiIING. 
Purposes: (1) Protection of body from extremes of heat and wid: 

saving of food' by preventing loss of heat essential in sedentary pursuits 
where digestion fails to produce sufficient heat; ,more clothing less food ; 
(2) adornment; (3) satisfaction of modesty. ' 

Hygienic clothing: Even layer of air inclosed; non~onductor; per 
cent. of air space in wool, silk, linen; kind of weave; per cent. of moisture 
contained by each. Looseness of clothing permits evaporation and better 
circulation. 

Style of dress dependent on climate and occupation; wide sleeves and 
loose trousers foJ;' warm countries, close-fitting for cold. Work calls for 
looser dress than leisure,; ideal housework dress for women; business 
dress., ' , , 

h:sthetic qualities: . Becomingness; artistic outlines; softening of crude 
forms; toning down of colour. Fashion cruel to all but a certain type. 
Dress may enhance beauty and render agreeable otherwise ugly forms 
and features. . 

Nothing more individual than dress; part of oneself; indicative of 
character. Historical development; ideals expressed in costume. 

Textiles: Study of as to fibre, weaving, colouring, dyeing, washing, 
cleansing, durability. 

The function of clothing from the hygienic. standpoint is to regulate 
heat. In its lowest terms clothirig.is a net to catch air, which is the best 
known non'<lonductor of heat. Even in a temperature greater than that 
of the body the air space prevents the penetration of heat. Clothing 
should be loose in summer and close-fitting in winter. The skin needs to 
breathe, as it were, hence air and moisture should have free but slow passage 
through all clothirig. The products of excretion should not be retained. 
Rational clothing has the greatest useful effect with the least material; it 
does not interfere with free movement of any part, acts as a dietetic measure, 
lessening the quantity of food required and promoting evaporation from 
the skin. 

Loosely woven wool is rich in air (87 per cent; air, 13 per cent. solid 
!lubstance), is elastic and soft, has little contact with the skin so that in 
addition to the contained air there is an isolating layer between the garment 
arid the skin. It is also characteristic of wool not to be wet by moisture 
but to allow ,it to pass through and evaporate. Cotton over wool becomes 
saturated, and soon gives the odour of decay. 

Fine, smooth linen is dense, poor in air (42 per cent. air, 58 per cent. 
solid substance; when starched, no air), has close contact with the skin 
and so feels cooler, conducts heat away more rapidly, has little or no air 
between it and the skin, becomes saturated with moisture and causes the 
concentration of the skin waste in the smallest space near the skin. It 
takes thirty times as long for a given quantity of air to pass through linen 
as through wool tricot, hence little circulation. That cotton and linen 
bear washing by unskilled labour is the greatest argument for their use. 
Some modes of weaving may inclose as much air in a cotton or linen mesh 
as in wool, but the fibres lack elasticity, and tend to beCome matted and 
saturated with moisture. Silk lies between wool arid linen. 

For protection in different temperatures it has been estimated that: 
1·7mm. suffices for high summer (if of loosely woven wool) : 
3·3mm. for ordinary summer weather; 
5·9mm. for spring and fall; , 
12·6mm. for winte:o ; 
26mm. fo~ very cold days. 

In a strong, cold wind an,impervious layer-like skin of a fut garmenh 
prevents too rapid change of air. I 

TQ foot gear the sa.me principles apply: Ski~ 'bJ;'cathin; jl very, imp0t: .. 
• I • ~ •• • • ,..' • 
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tant, 88 also circulation of air, free evaporation, and protection from too 
rapid 1088 of heat. Air from next the 8kin in 8tocking feet gave only one 
tenth the amount of carbon-dioxid found when a narrow close-fitting 
boot W88 worn. Stockings of cotton conduct heat one-third faster than 
those of wool, the thi~ner, less elastic layer preventing circulation of air 
and holding moisture. Leather, if loose and 80ft, approaches wool in the 
property ci not conducting heat. As it is more dense and" filled" with 
water or enamel it becomes like linen, a good conductor. Loss of heat by 
contact with cold 8urface depends on intimacy and area of contact. 

Habit has much to do with clothing certain portions of the body, head, 
hands, etc. The skin becomes non-breathing to a certain extent, but 
knees and wri!Jts, where the arteries approach the 8urface, should be pro
tected from Budden changes. 

Caltume-outer dress-may be quite independent of clothing, but it 
should not interfere by tightness, weight, or impervious material with 
the true office of clothing. . . 

Beauty without health is incomplete. Health can never be perfect for 
you BO long 88 your eye is troubled with ugliness. . . To dress well you 
mllllt possess the gift of colour and be a master of form. llut this is not 
enough; with these accomplishments you might clothe a dummy or a 
corJl88 B8tisfactorily, but not a living human being; for there comes into 
the problem, with this word living, the element of motion. I do not mcan 
the mere action of moving the limbs, but the action of breathing, of growth 
and of decay, and it i8 here that the laws of hygiene must be faced. We 
may obey them or disobey, but the measure of our obedience or disobedience 
ll-ill be the measure of our health or no health.-Godwin. 

The pursuit of things fashionable, for the 801e reason that they are 
f8Rhionable, is, I think, not an exalted occupation, and is indeed, I think, 
a BOmewbat sheep-like attribute.-Treve3. 

R&FERENCES. 

Archil} Iii, I1ygielU!. 
Ballin.-Science of Dm. in Theory and Practice. 
Bla7lc.-Art in Ornammt and Dress. 
RowmalJ.-The Structure 01 tlte Wool Fibre. 
Rrook~.-.cotton. 
A'cob.-The Well Dresset.l Woman. 
(rlHlwin.-Drtu and it. Relaticm to Health and Climate. 
Hawei •. -Art of Dress. . 
Robida.-" Yeller-year": Ten Centuries of Toilet. 
Rteele and Adam8.-Beauty of Form ~nd Grace of Vestur ... 
Tmlf".-Tlie Dreu 01 tlie Period in it. Relation to Heluu.. 
lVilkin8CJ1I.--Story 01 the Cutton Plant. 
William,.-PhilolJ{Jphy of Clothiwj. 
Wylroff.-7'he Silk Goods 01 America. 
U.S. Experiment Statio",. Cot toll Plant (Bulletin 33).· 

TOPICS FOB PAPERS. 

1. The ideal working dress. 
2. Stn-et costume. 
3. Children'8 clothing. 
4. Summer clothing. 
5. Economic clothing. 
6. Economic costume. 
7. The. choice of ~brics. 
s. A study of textiles. 
9. A -history of "dress good.i." 

10. The development of CO:ltume. 
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LECTURE 7. 

FOOD IN RELATION TO HEALTH. 
The balanced ration. Object of the farmer to secure the highest effi

ciencyof muscle or product. He has found that knowledge of the principle 
of feeding pays; that while his animals may live on what they can pick 
up or what is by 'chance given them, they attain their best development 
only when he understands and supplies their needs. 

Balanced ration for the human race. In man there is not only the 
animal or muscular efficiency to consider, but the intellectual output and 
the enjoyment of the higher nature; hence additional need of knowledge 
and care. 

Food the source of human energy. Metabolism in the body. Classes, 
costs, quantities; variation for different ages, seasons, kinds of work. 

Food material often spoiled in cooking. Food material often wasted in 
the body as well as in the kitchen. 

Food a source of pleasure, but this is not its only or chief use. The art 
of cooking the right combination of resthetic and nutritive qualities. 

,I - REFERENCES. 
Atwater.-Methods and Results of Investigations on the Chemistry and 

Economy of Food. 
--- and Bryant.--Dietary Studies in Chicago. 
--- and Woods.-Chemical Composition of American Food 

Al aten:als -
Bevier.-Nutrition InvestigQ,tions in Pittshurf}. 
Goss.-Nutrition Investigations in New Me3:ico. 
Hart.-Diet in Sickness and in Health. 
llogan.-llow' to feed Children. 
K night.-Food and its Functions; 
Richards, ed.-Rumford Kitchen Leaflets. 

and Woodman.--Air, Water, and Food. Ck. e. 9. 
Thompson.-Food and Feeding. 
Townsend:-Relation of Foods t.fJ Health. 
Wait.-Nutritl:on btvestigations at University of Tennessee. 
Yeo.-Food in Health and Disease. ' 

TOPICS FOR PAPERS. 
1. Ho,w to feed the baby. 

_ 2. How to feed the school girl. 
3. How to feed the business man. 
4. How to feed the farmer. 
5. How to feed the grandmother. 
6. The summer dietary; how it should differ from that of winter. 
7. Why should I know anything about food 7 
8. How to secure good food habits in children. 
9. How to preserve the right attitude of mind toward food. 

10. A dietary: What it is and how it is made. 

LECTURE 8. 

INTRODUCTION' : 
SCIENCE ANJ) ART OF COOKERY. 

1. Cooking defined: 
Socrates's estimate of the art. Ruskin's interpretation. 

Scientific definition: Application of heat to food materials. 
2. Object of cooking: 

To make food safer, more digestible, palatable. The last for. 

fj
metrlYt most imrQrtal1~' M~er~ ~eth~ eIDl'has\se th~ 
rs wo, . 
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CusSIFICATION OJ' FOODS: 
Goodfellow's chart: 

{

I. Water. 
Inorganic 

2. Salta. 

(a) Proteids. 
• (b) Gelatinoids. 

. { 1. Nitrogenous. 

Orgawc 2. Non-nitrogenous. 
(a) Fats and oils. 
(b) Carbohydrates. 

EFFECT OF COOKING ON DIFFERENT FOOD PRINCIPLES: 
1. Water: Cooked chiefly as a medium for conveying heat; lome 

times to render it safe. 
2. Salts or mineral matter: Unchanged by heat, but may be dissolved 

out of food by water and lost. Effect of hard and soft water on 
food. 

3. Proteids: As a rule changed from soluble to insoluble and less 
digestible forms. 

4. Fats: Decomposed by high temperature and made less digestible. 
5. Starch: Digestibility increased by cooking. Changed partially 

to soluble starch and often to dextrine and sugar. 
Two TYPICAL FOODS: 

1. Meat: 
Contains albumen and allied proteids, extractives, gelatin, fat. 

2, Dread: 

Effect of different degrees of heat on each must be con
sidered to find right cooking temperature for the whole. 
Different methods of applying heat: Boiling, baking, 
soup-making, etc. 

Two classes of changes: By fermentation, by heat. 
'a) Fermentation: Effect of yeast on gluten, the proteid of 

flour, not well understood. Starch changed into sugar ; 
sugar broken up into alcohol and carbon dioxide. 

(b) Heat: Gluten changed; part of the starch changed into 
dextrine, and some sugar into caramel; carbon dioxide 
and alcohol driven off and the ferments killed. 

COOKING FOR SAFETY OR PRESERVATION OF FOOD: 
Dangers of uncooked food. Principle of canning and preserving. 

High temperature or long continued heat. 

REFERENCES. 

Abel.-Practi"al, Sanitary, and Economic Cookillg. 
Child.-Delicare Ftastiny. 
COTIJon.-Prnctical American Cookery and IIousehold Alanagement. 
De Sali •• -Art of Cookery. 
1JodcU.-Health in the Household. 
GoodfeUrnD.-Dietetic Value of Bread. 
Jago.-Teztboolc of the Science and Art of Bread1naking. 
Richard. and Elliott.-Chemistry of Cooking and Cleanini/. 
Thudichum.-Spirit of Cookery. 
Willw" ... -Chemistrg of Cooking. 

TOPICS FOR PAPERS. I 

1. Yeast fermentation in relation to breadmaking. 
2. Effec' on bread of different manipulations of the dough: pulling, 

kneading, heating, etc. . . 
3. Cookery of vegetables. 
4. Canning industry and its methods. 
5. C<J8t of cooking: Relative.economy of gas, coal, etc-. 
6. Cookery of milk: Pasteurisation and sterilisation. 
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LECTURE 9. 

DIVISION OF THE ANNUAL INCOME. 

Money is spent for existence, comfort, luxury, philantpropy. 
Aim should be that degree of comfort which enhances the capacity fur 

work and enjoyment without weakening moral or physical charactcl'isllf'tl • 

Present restraint for purpose of attaining a future good an attribntc "f 
the higher nature of man. 

REFERENCES. 

Bo .• anquet.-Standard of Life. 
J)a1llon.-lVealth of Households. 
Dawson.-Wealth of Hou .• eholds. 
Devinc.-Er.onomic Function of W01llan. 
De.wso1!.·-1'he 20th Century Expe"se Book. 
Grallt.-Art of Living. 
Herrl:ck.-Mberal Living upon Narrow Mea,,'. 
Nit .• ch.-Tp.n Dolla." Enough. 
Richa.rds.-Cost of Living. 
Sm.art.-'-Distribution of the Income. 
Stackpole.-lIandbook of Housekeeping for Small Incomes. 

TOPICS FOR PArERS. 

1; What sections of your city offer houses or apartments fur $25 B 

month suitable for the young family of a student or literary or 
scientific man 1 What improvements in housing up to $50 a 
month might be made 1 

2. How to clothe a family of five on $300, $400, $500 a year. 
3. A study of the markets of your city; which are the best conducted " 

Does it pay for the housewife to go to market herself 1 
4. Household accounts: How to make them interesting. How to buy 

for two. 
o. Make out a table of fruits, vegetables, and fish showing the season 

at which they are best in flavour and least expensive. Compare 
these prices with those that are highest. 

6. How may running expenses be regulated 1 
7. The little leaks in the household purse: How to stop them. 
8. What relation should wages bear to rent 1 
9. Does modern philanthropy take the place of the tithe for the church 1 

10. How far is it wise to sacrifice present comfort for the possible" rainy 
day"1 

LEC'l'URE 10. 

MUNICIPAL HOUSEKEEPING. 

The City of Hygiea: How nearly it can be approached. .. AppliNI 
hygiene the condition sine qlla non of the farther development of mankind." 

Clean soil: Requires removlIl, not burial, of all refuse; cleanly coll('ction 
and effectual disposal of garbage and street sweepings; efficient su~uil 
drainage; suitably paved streets, dustless and impervious, wide for circu
lation of air and admission of sunlight; no dirty back alleys. 

Pure air: Depends largely on clean soil j free from dust and noxiouR 
vapours ; parks and promenades well supplied with vegetation. A ero,wd 
in an enclosed space, palace or hovel, defiles the air. Churches, schools, 
railroad wait.ing rooms, lecture halls, parlours used for social functiuns, 
all demand special attention. . 

Safe and abundant water supply: Intelligent usc of appliances j quirk 
Jemoval of used water j complete sewerage system before the introduction 
of public- supplies j polluted soil means unsafe water. ' 

Safe buildings: Construction, plumbing, air space. City regulations j 
are they enforced 1 ' 

Urban hygiene: Inspection of markets, factories, sweat shops; d('nsit.y 
of pQPulation. BlJfore all other social reforms stands that of healthy living! 
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REFERENCES. 

American Public He41th. Auociation.-Annual Report&. 
Ra'TI.-l4 Vilk Salubre. 
Ru;"'age 11M Blliley.-School Sanitation alia Decoration. 
EfU}Jneenag Record (file$) . 
• Uunicipal A/flli,.,.-Vols. 1-3. 
Parkf •. -Hygiene 11M Public Ht!ttlth.. 
Poore.-E,wy. on Rural HY(1ime. 
RichnrdlO7&.-The City of HyrJiea. 
___ Health. of Natiornr. 
Sykell.-Public Health Prob/ern.; 
Trary.-Handbook of Sanitary Information. . 
Warinn.-Report on FiWJ.1 Disposition of the 'Vastes of New York, 18frG. 

Street Cleani,,!!. 
WIber.-GroU'tJ~ of Cities. Columbill University Studie8 in Histo,,,, 

Eeonomir.&, and PuLlic Law. Vol. 11. 

TOPICS FOR PAPERS. 

I. \\"al« supply of your city; source, method of storage, distribution 
lDaterial of pipes, house pipes, certified quality of water. 

2. Sewerage system; how far extended j dispmal of sewage; location of 
cesspools still used. . 

3. Ventilation of schoolhoU8e8, churches, and public halls. 
4. Sanitary condition of schoolhouses. 
6. Afternoon teas and evening recept.ions j how to make them endural,le. 
6. City dust: how can it be prevented 1 
7. Cremation the sanitary· ideal. 

LIsT 011' AUTBORlTlBS RUERBED TO. 

Volume and page numbers are separated by a tolon; e.g., 10 :141 mearu 
Vol. 10, p. 141. 

ABBOTT, A. C.-Principles of Bacteriology. Ed. 5. 590 p. O. Phil., 
1899. Lea, 52.50. . 

ABEL, MRS. M. H.-Practical, Sanitary, and Economic Cooking. 188 p. 
D. Uochester, 1890. American Public Health Association, 40 
cents. 

AMERICAS JOrBSAL OF SociOLOGY.-VOI. I-date, O. -Chic., 1894-datl'. 
AMERICAN KITCHEN MAGAZlNE.-Vol I-date. iI. O. Bast., 1895-datl'. 
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH AssocIATIoN.-:-Public Health, neports alill 

Papt'rs, 1873-date. Vol. l-date, il. O. Concord, 1875-~ate. i5. 
(Earlit'r mlnmes puhli .. ~hed in New York and Baston.:' 

ARCHIV FeR HW:n:NE.-VoI. I-date, il. O. Miin. 1871-datl'. 
ATKIS~S, EDwARD.-Science of Nutrition. 254 p. sq. O. Bost .• lf..f6. 

Damrl'lI, 1.25'. . . 
ATWATER, W. 0.-f'001l8:- Nutriti\"e Value ana Cost. 32 p. O. \Va"h., 

1894. (U.S.-Agriculture, Department of. Farmer's Bulletin. 
No. 23.) 

- Methods and Results of In\"~tigations on tbe Chemi<try 
and Economy of Food. 222 p. O. "ash., 1895. (U.8.-ExperilT.E'llt 
Stations, Office of. Bulletin. No. 21.) 

-- AND BESEDICT, F. O. Report of Prt'liminary Investigations on the 
Metabolism of Nitrogen and Carbon in the Human OrganisUl. 
645 p. O. Wash., 1897. (U.s.-Experiml'nt Stations, Office of 
Bullctin. No. 44.) -

--- ASD BRYANT, A. P.-Diet~ry Studies in Chicago. 76 .,. O. 
Wash., 1898. (U.S.-Expenment Stations, Office of Bulletin. 
No. 55.) 

----.: A!!D WOODS, C. D.-Chemical Composition of American Food 
Alater!Bll!. 45 p. O. Wash., 1896. (U.S.-Experiment Stations 
Office of Bulletin. No. 28.) • 
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BA.LLIN, MRS. A. S.-Science of Dress in Theory and Practice. 288 p., 
iI. O. Lond., 1886. Low,6s. 

'BARRE, L. A. AND PAUL.-Manuel de Genie Sanitarie. 2 Vol., il. D. 
Par., 1897. Bailliere, 4 fro each. (Vol. 1. La Ville Salubre. Vol. 2. 
La Maison Salubre.) 

BEA.UTY IN THE HOME~-Bost., 1898. (20th Century Club leaflets.) 
BEVIER, ISABEL.-Nutrition Investigations in Pittsbdrg, Pa. 48 p. O. 

Wash., 1898. (U.S.-Experiment Stations, Office of. Bulletin. 
No. 52.) 

BILLINGS, J. S.-Ventilation and Heating. 500 p. O. N. Y., 1893. 
Engineering Record, $6. 

BLANO, CHARLEs.-Art in Ornament and Dress. 267 p. O. Lond., 1881. 
Warne. 

BOSANQUET, MRS. BERNARD.-Standard of Life. 219 p. D. N. Y., 1898. 
Macmillan, $1.50. ' 

BOWMAN, F. H.-The Structure of the Wool Fibre. 366 p., iI. O •. Phil., 
1885. Baird, $5. 

BROOKS; C. P.-Cotton. 362 p., iI. O. N. Y., 1898. Spon, $3. 
BROWN, GLENN.-Healthy Foundations for Houses. P. 5-143, it; T. 

N. Y., 1885. Van Nostrand, 50 cents. (Science Series. No. 80.) 
(Reprinted from the Sanitary Engineer.) 

BURRAGE, SEVERANCE AND BAILEY, H. T.-School Sanitation and Decora
tion. 191 p., iI. D. Bost., 1900. Heath, $1.50. 

CAMPBELL, MRS. HELEN (STUART}.-Household Economics. 286 p. O. 
N. Y., 1897. Putnam, $1.50. 

CHILD, THEODoRE.-Delicate Feasting. 214 p. D. N. Y., 1890. Harper, 
$1.25. 

CHUROH, MRS. E. R. (McILVANE).-How to Furnish a Home. 128 p. 
O. N. Y., 1881. Appleton, 60 cents. (Appleton's Home Books.) 

CLARK, T. M.-Building Superintendence. Ed. 14. 336 p. O. N. Y., 
1896. Macmillan, S3. 

CoNN, H. W.-Story of Germ Life. 199 p. S. N. Y., 1897. Appleton, 
40 cents. (Library of Useful Stories.) 

COOK, C. C.-The House Beautiful. New ed. 336 p., iI. O. N. Y., 
1895. Scribner, $2.50. (Originally published 1878, $7.50; new 
ed. 1881, $4; new cheaper ed, 1895, $2.50.) 

CORFIELD, W. H.-Dwelling Houses: Their Sanitary Coustruct,ion and 
Arrangements. 156 p. S. N. Y., 1880. Van Nostrand, 50 cents. 
(Science' Series.) 

CORSON, JULIET.-Practical Amllrican Cookery and Household Manage
ment. 591 p., iI. D .. N. Y., 1887. Dodd,,$1.50. 

CURRIER, C. G.-Outlines of Practical Hygiene. Ed. 3. 482 p. O. 
N. Y., 1898. Treat, $2. 

DAMON, J. T.-Wealth of Households. N. Y., 1886. Macmillan, $1.25. 
DAWSON, J., T.-Wealth of Households: Political Economy of Daily 

Life. 366 p. O. Lond., 1886. Frowde, 5s. 
DEMOLINS, EDMuND.-Angl<n9axon Superiority. 427 p. O. N. Y., 1896. 

Scribner; $1. . 
DE SALIS, MRS. H. A.-Art of Cookery, Past and Present; with anec

dotes of noted cooks and gourmets. 198 p. O. Lond., 1898. Hutchin
son, 28. 

DEVINE, E. T.-Economic Function of Woman. Ed. 2, p. 45-60. O. 
Phil., 1894. American Academy of Political and Social Science, 
15 cents. (Publications. No. 133.) 

DEWING, MRS. M. R. (OAKEy).-Beauty in the Household. 183 p., 
it. S. N. Y., 1882. Harper, $1. 

DEWSON, M. P.-Twentieth Century Expense Book. Bast., 1899. 
Women's Educational and Industrial Union. 

DODDS, S. W.-Health in the Household, or Hygienic Cookery. Ed. 2. 
608 p. D. N. Y., 1899. ,Fowler, $2. 
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EARLB, MRs. ALICB (MOBSE).-CUStoms and Fashions in old New England. 
387 p. D. N. Y., 1893. Scribner, '1.25. . 

_ Home Life in Colonial Days. 470 p. D: N. Y., 1899. Mac-
millan, '2.50. . 

EcOB, MRs. HELEN (GILBERT).-The Well Dressed Woman. 253 p., iI. 
D. N. Y., 1892. Fowler, '1. 

EGBERT, SENECA.-Manual of Hygiene and Sanitation. 368 p., iI. O. 
Phil., 1899. Lea, '2.25. 

ENGINEERING RECORD, BUILDING RECORD, AND SANITARY ENGINEER.
Vol. 16-date, il. F. N. Y., 1887-date. Being Vol. 16-date of Sani
tary Engi1l£er. 

FRANKLAND, P. F.-Our Secret Friends and Foes. Ed. 3. 238 p. S. 
Lond., lS97. Young, 90 cents. (Romance of Science Series.) 

GARDNER, E. C.-Homes and all About Them. 710 p., ii, D. Bost., 
18SI>. Osgood, '2.1>0. 

__ The House that Jill Built. 268 p. D. Springfield, Mass., 1896. 
Adams, '1. 

GARRETl', RDODA AND AGNES.-Suggestions for House Decoration, in 
Painting, Woodwork, and Furniture. iI. D. Phil., 1877. Porter, 
'1. 

GODARD, W. P.-House Drainage and Sanitary Plumbing. Ed. 7. 
231 p. S. N. Y., IS98. Van Nostrand, 60 cents. (Science Series.) 

GODWIN, E. W.-Dress, and its Relation to Health and Climate. SO p., 
iI. O. Lond., IS84. Clowes. (International Health Exhibition. 
Lond., 1884. Health Exhibition Literature. IS84. Vol. 10.) 

GOODFELLOW, JOBN.-Dietetic Value of Bread. 328 p. D. Lond., 1892. 
Macmillan, '1.60. 

GOS9, ARTDUR.-Nutrition Investigations in New Mexico. 20 p. O. 
Wash., 1898. (U.S.-Experiment Stations, Office of Bulletin. 
No. 64.) 

GRANT, RoBERT.-Art of Living. 353 p., iI. D. N. Y., 1895. Scribner, 
'2.li0. 

GRIGG9, E. H.-The New Humanism. 
GRIMSHAW, ROBERT.-Hints on House Building. Ed. 2 enl. 77 p. T. 

N. Y., IS89. Practical Publishing Company, 60 cents. 
HART, Mas. A. M.-Diet in Sickness and in Health. 219 p. O~ Phil., 

1897. Putnam, '1.50. 
HAWEI9, MRS. M. E.-Art of Dress. n. O. Lond., 1879. Chatto, 68. 
HORICK, MRS. CHRISTINE (TERHUNE).-Liberal Living upon Narrow 

Means. 276 p. D. Bast., 1!m0. Houghton, $1. 
HOOAN, L. E.-How to Feed Children. Ed. 2. 236 p. D. Phil., 1898. 

Lippincott, '1. (Practical Lessons in Nursing.) 
H()PPB, FERDINAND.-Principles of Bacteriology. 467 p. D. Chic., Open 

Court Publishing Company. 
J AGO, W ILLJAM.-Textbook of the Science and Art of Breadmaking. 648 p. 

O. Lond., 1895. Simpkin, 16s. 
KNIGHT, JAMES.-Food and its Functions. 282 p. D. Lond., 1895. 

Blackie, 2& M. 
LAssU-CoHN.-Chemistry in Daily Life. Translated by M. M. P. Muir. 

324 p. D. Phil., 1898. Lippincott, S1.7I>. 
lomB, W. J.-A Plea for Art in the House. Phil., 1876. Coats,'1 

(Art at Home Series.) 
LYON, I. W.-Colonial Furniture of New England j A Study of the 

Domestic Furniture in use in the 17th and 18th Centuries. Ed. 2. 
285 p., pI. sq. Q. Bast., 1892. Houghton, '10. 

MA90N, O. T.-Woman's Share in Primitive Culture. 295 p. D. N. Y .• 
1894. Appleton, '1.71>. (Anthropological Series.) 

MA99. LABOUR SrATISTICS, BUREAU of.-Hours of Labour in Domestic 
Service. Bast., 1898. Women's Education and Industrial Union. 

MUNICIPAL AFUIIlS.-Vol. 1-date, O. N. Y., 1897-date. 
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NITSCH, MRS. H. A.-Ten Dollars Enough; Keeping House well on 
10 Dollars a Week, by C. O. Ed. 11. 279 p. ,D. Bost., 1893. 

, Houghton,. $1. . ...., .. . 
ORMSBE£; MRs; AGNES' (BAILEY).-The House Comfortable. 232 p:' S. 

N: .. Y., 1892. ,Harper, S1.. . . 
OSBORNE, C. FUNCIS.-Notes on the Art of House Planning. N. Y., 

1889. Comstock, .5s. '. . 
PARKES, L. C.-Hygiene and Public Health. n. O. Lond., 1889. 

Lewis,9s. 
PARSONS, SAMUEL, JR.-':'How to Plan the Home Grounds. 249 p., iI. D. 

N.'Y., 1899. Doubleday, Slnet. ' 
PATTEN; S. N.-Development of English Thought. 415 p. 0; N~ Y., 

1899. Macmillan, $3. . . 
PLUNKETT, 'MRS. H. M: (HODGE);-Women, Plumbers and Doctors. 248 
. p. D; N. Y., 1893. Appleton; 11.25. . 
POORE, G.V.,Essays on Rural Hygiene. Ed. 2. 372 p., ii. D. N. Y .• 

1894. Longmans, 12.' . 
PRUDDEN, T. M.-Dust and its Dangers. III p. D. N. Y., 1894. Put-

nam, 75 cents. . . 
'--- Story of 'the' Bacteria;' 143 p: D. N. Y., 1889.' Putnam, 75 

cents. 
PUTNAM, J. P.-Lectures on. the Principles of House Drainage.!·;·425 p. 

. D. 'Bost~ 1886; Ticknor; 75 cents. . , . 
'RICHARDS, MRs. E~\ H.(SWAL1.0W).~ost bf' Living. Ed. 1. . 121'p. D 

'N. Y .• 1899; Wiley, II. . ,... . 
~ ed .. Plain Words 'about Food.,i76 p. D. BoSt., 1899.' Home 

Science Publishing Company, 11: (Rumford Kitchen LeafletS.) 
--- AND ELLIOTT, L. J.L-Chemistry of Cooking and Cleaning. 

Ed. 2 .. 158 p. D;'Bost:, 1897. Home Science Publishing Company. 
50 cents. . . . '. 

--. - AND. TALBOT, MARION.-Hoine Sanitation. 85 p. S. Bost., 1898. 
Home Science Publishing Company 25 cents. . . 

-.-$2. AND WOODMAN.-Air~ Water, ,and Food, 225 p. N. Y.; Wiley~ 

RICHARDSON, B. W.~Hygiea, a: City of Health:' 47 p. D. Lond., 1876. 
Macmillan, paper, 25 cents .. 
~ The Health of Nations. Review of Works of Edwin Chadwick. 

2 vat. O. Lond., 1887. Longmans,28s. . :. . . 
ROBtDA~ ·ALIlERT.-" Yeater-year ": Ten Centuries of. Toilet; from the 

Freneh by Mrs. Cashel Hoey. 264 p;, iI.· O. N. Y.; 1872. Scribner, 
$2.50., (Also published in' London,) .. 

SALISBURY ·---·.-:-Principles of Domestic Taste. . 
SALMON, L. M.-DomesticService •. 307 p. Q~ N;.Y., 1897~ Macmillan, 

$2. ' 
SMALL, A. B. AND VINCENT, G. E.-Introduction to the Study of Society. 

384 p. D. N. Y., 1894~ American Book Company, $1.80.' 
SMART, WILLIAM.-Distribution .of Income. 341 p. O. N. Y., 1899. 

Macmillan, $1.60 net. . . '. ' 
SNYDER, B., FRISBY, A. J •. AND.BRYANT, A. P. Losses in Boiling 

Vegetables and the Composition of. Potatoes and Eggs. 31 p. O. 
Wash., 1897. (U. S.-Experiment Stations, Office of. Bulletin. 
No. 43.) 

._-- AND VOORHEES,L. A.-Studies on Bread and Bread-making. 
51 p. O. Wash., 1899. (U.S.-Experiment Stations, Office of. 
Bulletin. No. 67.) 

STACKPOLE, FLpRENCE.-Handbook of Housekeeping for Small Incomes. 
'439 p. O. Lond., 1898. W. Scott, 2s. ad. 
STEELE, F. M., AND ADAMS, MRS. E. L. (STEELE).-,Beauty of Form aml 

Grace,of Vesture .. ' 231 p~, iI. D. N. Y., 1894. Dodd, $1.75. 
STETSON, C. P.-Women and Economics. 340 p.' D.' Bost:, 1898 .. 

Small, $1.50. 
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Srog, J. F.-Pub~ic Health Pro!>lems. 370 p., iI., maps, D. N. Y., 
1892. Scribner, $1.25. (Contemporary Science Series.) 

TBOMPSON, SOl HENRY.-Food and Feeding. Ed. 10. .312 p. D. N. Y .• 
1899. Warne, $1.75. 

TSUDlcHUJf, J. L. W.-Spirit of Cookery. 701 p. D. Lond., 1895. 
Warne, $2.25. 

TOWNSEND, O. H.-Relation of Foods to Health. 427 p. D. St. Louis, 
1898. Witt Publishing Company. 

TRACY, R. S.-Handbook of Sanitary Information. 114 p. S. N. Y., 
1895. Appleton, 50 cents. 

TREV&<!, FREDElllcK.-The Dress of the Period in its Relation to He.lth. 
32 p. Lond. National Health Society. 

TYNDALL, JOHN.-Essays on Floating Matter in the Air. 338 p. D. NY., 
1882. Appleton, $1.50. 

U.s.-EXPEBlliIK..'iT STATIONS, lliFICB or.-Cotton Plant. 422 p. O. 
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Cotton, p. 423-33. 

VOORHUS, E. B.-Food and Nutrition Investigation in New Jersey. 
40 p. O. Wash., 1896. (U. S.-Experiment Stations, Office of. 
Bulletin. No. 35.) 

WAIT, C. F.-Nutrition Investigations at University of Tennessee. 46 p. 
O. Wash., 1898. (U. S.-Experiment Stations, Office of. Bulletin. 
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--- How to Drain a House. Ed. 2. 223 p. S. N. Y., 1895. Va 
Nostrand, $1.25. 

--- Principles and Practice of House Drainage. 1884. Century 
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--- Sanitary Condition of City and Country Dwelling Houses. Ed. 2. 
130 p. S. N. Y., 1898 •. Van Nostrand, 50 cents. (Science Series.) 
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Rost., 1876. Houghton, $2. 

--- Street Cleaning. 230 p., iI. D. N. Y., 1898. Doubleday, 
$1.25 net. 
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OUoago University School of Education. Table XXIL.lacirtg p. 15L 

Allen. Miaa Lou. c.: • 
FinI& College Oourae in Household Scienoe Organised by, in the" Indua

trial ~. UniYeraity at Champaign, 107. 
Anatomy. Teaching of: 

In Institutiona under State Control : 
Michigan State Agricultural Colle~, 120. 

f. Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Normal School of Gymna8tics. 177. 
Drexel Institute. Philadelphia. 213. number of hours per week 

devoted to, lee Table XXXVII •• lad,., p. 277. 

Ann Arbor High School (State): 
Domestio Scienoe Oouree at, 93-

Anthropology. Teaching of : 
In Jnstitutiona under Private Oontrol: 

Lake Erie OoUege for WomeD. 17 t. 
University of Chicago, Department of Sociology and Anthropology 

of. 222, 223. 
Anthropometry, Lectures in : 

At Boston Normal School of Gymnastios, 177. 

~~ Y 
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Architecture, House, Teaching of : 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Brookline High School, Mass., 78. 
University of Illinois State Agricultural College, 112. 
University of Ohio College of Domestic Science and Agriculture, 116. 
University of the State of New York, Albany, New York, App. L •• 

p. 323. ' 
In Institutions under Private Control: 

Drexel Institute, Philadelphia., Number of hours devoted to, Tables 
XXXI. p. 213. and XXXVII. ,acing p. 277; Synopsis of Course. 
App. F •• p. 304. 

Boston Housekeeping School, App. G.; p. 315. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 196, 200. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, App.H., p. 317. 

Architecture (Sanitary Aspect of). Teaching of : 
In Technica.1 Institutes under Private Control: 

Bradley Institute, Peoria, Illinois, 180. 
Ma.ssachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, 187. 

Arithmetic, Teaching of : 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Grade Schools, I, 6. 
Cleveland Public Grade Schools, 64. 
Lynn Grade Sohools, 65. 

Manhattan and the Bronx High Schools, New York City, 101., 
Providence Manual Training High School, App. B •• p, 29~ 
Salem Normal School, 137. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Chicago University School of Eduoa.tion, Table XXII. facing p. 151. 

In Summer Schools: 
Chicago University School of Education, 248. 

Armour Institute, Chicago, 3. 
Art, Instruction in : 

Free Lectures in Art, 246. 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Brookline High School, MaBS., 76, 78. , 
University of Illinois State Agricultural Col,legc, 112. 

In Insututions under Private Control: 
Boston Housekeeping School, ~pp. G., p. 316. 
Chicago University Elementary School, 148. 
Chioa.go University School of Eduoa.tion, Table XXII. facing p. 151. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, 167. 
Pratt IllBtitute, Brooklyn, 204. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, 228, 229; Out· 

line of Course, App. H., P. 317. 
In Summer Schools : 

Chioa.go University School of Eduoa.tion, 248. 
Alllooiation of College Alumnm, 19; 121. 

Sanitary Science Club of, 238-39. 
ABBooiations : 

ABBooiation of College Alumnlll, 238-39. 
Dlinois ABBociation of Domestio Science, 237-38. 
National Eduoational ABBociation, 7. 
National Household Economlo ABBooiation. See National Household 

Eoonomio Association. 
Ohio Federation of Women's Clubs, 18-19. 
Women's Educational and Industrial Union, See Women's Educational 

and Industrial Union. 
Young Women's Christian ,Association. See Young Women's Christian 

Aaaooiation. 
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ARroDomY. TIIIIoObiag of : 
A& Olioago Univenity School of Eduoatioa. Table XXII .. /acn, po 151. 
ID OeYalaDd Publio Grade Bohools. M. . 
ID JrlaDhattan aDd &be Bronx High Schools. 10L 

AUendanae. Compulsory : 
Ap of. 1. '-0. 23-

Aubamdale. JrI--.: 
~. Seminary. 9-10. 

Lohelor of Arte Degree: 8. Deg-. 

Bachelor of 8oienoe Degree: Ike ~ 
B.ct.erioIogy. TeKhing of: 

ID IuatitutiOll8 under State Control : 
BrookliDe. Maaa.. High School, 79. 
Detroit Omtral High School, 96. 
FramiDgbm State Normal School, number of hours per week 
de~t.ed to, 127-28. Table XXXVIL /acirtg po m. 

Hackley :Manual High School, 86. 
Providence lIanual TrainiDg High School, 83. 
State University of Michigan, 124-
UniYWBity of Illinois State Agricultural Oollege, 112. 
Univenityof Ohio. Oollege of Domestic Science and Agriculture, 116. 

La Inatitutioaa under Private Control: 
Boston HOWlekeeping School, App. G .. po 314. 
Bradley Inatitute, Peoria. Illinois, 180. 
Drew Institute, Philadelphia. App. F., pp. 308, 309; number 

of hours per week devoted to, 213; Table XXXVII. 
Lake Erie <lillege for Women, 172-
Maa!achuaetta luatitute of Technology, Boston, 187. 
<>re.d Normal Inatitute of Domestio Science. number of hours 

per week de~1ied to, 167. 
Frat& luatitute, Brooklyn, 196, 197, 000, m3; number of hOurB 

per week devoted to, Table XXXVII. 
SimmODll Female 001Jege. Boston, 219. 
Teschen' College, Oolumbia Univenity, New York, optional, 233. 
UniY8l'llity of <lUcago. 222. 223. 

In Summer Schools : 
Olautauqoa Summer School of Domestio Science. 217, App. J .• 

P. 3"A 
Sec aUo Biology. TeBChing of. . 

Buketzy, TeKhing of: 
In IostitutiODll under State Control: . 

Providence Manual TrainiDg High School. 83. App. B.. P. 289-
In InatitutiODll under Private Control: . 

Pratt Inatitute, Brooklyn, 191, 195. 197, 200, 2O.a.. 
TeacberIi 00lIege. Oolumbia Univenity. New York. 2:27-28-

Report of Lake Placid Oonferenoe of Teachers of HoWlehold Economica 
in regvd to, 13, 16. 

Batter-. Polytechnic : 
Table nx.vn.llhewiDg number of hODIB devolied to each aubjec& in &he 

Normal TrainiDg Co~ of the TrainiDg School of Domestio Economy 
of the./aci., P. 277. 

:Bentley. lIias Luetta: 
eour- in Hygiene and Physiology 'given by, at :t.ke Erie Oollege for 

Women, 17~75. 

Bevier. Miu Lubel : 
Pro~ of Household Science. University of Illinois, 110, 111. 113. 

y2 
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Bible, Study of : 
At Lake Erie Oollege for Women, 172. 

Bibliography of Domestio Science: 
Bee App. 1.., pp. 331-35-

Biology, Teaching of: 
In Institutions under State Oontrol: 

Ann Arbor High School, 93. 
Brookline High School, Massachusetts. 76, 78, 79. 
Cleveland (Ohio) High Schools, 94. 
Detroit Ulntral High School, 99. 
Framingham State Normal School, number of hours per week 

devoted to 128, Table XXXVII., lacing p. 277. 
Haokley Manual High School, 86. 
Hyannis State Normal School, 13S. 
Manhattan and the BrollJ[ High Scho:>ls, New York City, 10L 
Salem, Mass., Normal School, 136, 137. 

In Institutions under Private control: 
Bradley Institute, Peoria, Dlinois, 180. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 213, App. F., P. 309; number of 

hours per week devoted to, 8ee Table XXXVIL 
Horace Mann School, New York City, 166. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172-
Lewis Institute, Chicago, 184, 186. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, 187. 
Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 159. 
Simmons Female College, Boston, 219. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, 232-
Vassar College, 216. 

In. Summer Schools: 
Chicago -University School of Education, 248. 

See al80 Bacteriology, Teaching of; Botany, Teaching of; Zoology, 
Teaching of. 

Blackboard, use of : 
At Cookery and Sewing Classes, 36, 46. 

Blind Children: 
~truction of, in Domestio Science Subjects, 265. 

Bloomington, State University of Indiana at: 
Course of Hygiene at, 123, 125. 

Boards of Education: 
Election Powers, and Duties of, 5. 

Book.keeping, Teaching of: 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Brookline, Mass., High School, 76. 
Providence Manual Training High School, 83, App. B., p. 289. 

Boston (Mass.): 
Cooking School: 

Admission to, requirements for, 170. 
Fees for Courses at, 170. 
Normal Course at, soope of, 169-70. 

Grade Schools. 47-49; Hygiene Courses in, 56. 
High Schools: 

Household Science Courses in, 164., App. D. 
Home Economics Exhibition at, 238-39. 
Louisa M. Alcott Club, 243. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology: 

Course a', 187-88. 
Study of Sanitary Aspeotil of various Professions in, 187. 



Boston (lJaas.) :-COIIIiaued. 

Normal School of Gymnastics: 
Aima of, 176. 
Founded 1889, 175. 

Index. 

Nature and Scope of Course at, 176, 178-79. 
Table of Course at, 177. 
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School of Housekeeping, 220-21; Synopsis of Oourse at, App. G •• pp. 
314-16. 

Simmons Female College: 
Course in Household Economics at., 217-20. 

Young Women'. Christian Association: 
Leuons on the .. Kitchen Garden" for Primary Sohool Children 

given by, 243. 
Botany, Teaching of: 

In Institutions under State Control: 
Cleveland Public Grade School., 64. 
Detroit Central High School, 96. 
Hackley Manual High School, 86. 
Providence Manual Training High School, 82, 83, App. B., p. 291. 
Salem State Normal School, 137. 
University of Dlinoia State Agricultural College, 112-
University of Ohio College of Domestic Science and Agriculture, 116. 

In Institutions under ppvate Control: 
Chicago University Elementary School, 148. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, 233. 

In Summer Schools: 
Chautauqua School of Domestio Science, 245, App.J., pp. 319-20. 

8u al80 Biology. 
Bowman, Mias Perla: . 

Organisation of Course in Hygiene and Household Economics at tbe 
Ohio State University by, 114. 

Bradley Institute, Peoria, Dlinoia: 
Sanitary Science Gourse at, 180':'81. 

Brookline (Mass.): 
High School: 

General Course at, 76, 77. 
Domestio Science Course at 77, 78, ,79-81. 

Brooklyn, N.Y.: 
Institute of Arts and Sciences, 185, 186. 187. 
Pratt Institute (established 1887): 

Admission to. requirements for, 190, 197, 198, 200. 
Aima of, 189-90. 
Diplomas and Certificates granted on CoUl'llell at, 190. 
Domestic Science Couraes (Normal Technical, and General) at, 

3, 109. 196-207. 
Dressmaking Course at, 193-94. App. E. 
Kindergarten Courae of. 191. . 
Number of hours devoted to each 8ubject of Normal Courses in 

Domestio Science and Art at, Table XXXVll., ,acing p. 277. 
Plan of Domestic Science Department of, 199. 

Pratt Institute High School: 
Curriculum. General, of. 154-56. 
Domestio Science Oourae at., 156-61. 

:Bruoe, 0.: 
Superintendent of Lynn Schools, 67. 

JJryn Mawr College: 
Physical Culturo Teaching at, 217~ _ 
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ButJalo: 
Grade Schools : 

Domt'stic Hygiene Teaching at, 56. 
Manual Training in, 46 (note). 

Bureau of Education, Washington, 4. 
Butler, Dr. Murray: 

His views on Education as a Social Institution, 7. 
California: 

Leland Stanford Juuior University 3. 
Campbell, Miss Matilda: 

Syllabus in Cookery, in New York Classes, drawn up by, 37 
Care of Infants, Ins~uction in : 

In Institutions uuder State Controi, 71-72. 
Bee also Infants, Feeding of. 

Carman, Dr. George. 
Principal of Lewis Institute, Chicago, 185. 

Carpentry, Teaching of : 
In Institutions uuder State Control: 

New York City Schools, number of hours assigned to, 36. 
Providence Manual TraiDing High School, 82, App. B., p. 2H9 . 

• , Centre" System of Cookery Clas.ores, 2.'i--26. 
Certificates: 

For Teoachers of Cooking (New York City State Schools), ~36. 
Bee also Diplomas. 

Chambers, Mrs. : 
Direotress of Cookery Classes, Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 

156-59. 
Chautauqua (Summer) School of Domestic Science: 

Cooking Classes given by Miss Maria Parloa at, 10. 
Courses at, 247; Table of oourses, 245; Synopsis bf Courses, App. J .• pp. 

319-20. 
Chemistry, Teaching of: 

In English Schools : 
Table XXXVII. showing number of hours devoted to each subject 

in the Normal Training Courses at Battersea Polyteohnio, Glou. 
cestershire School of Domestio Science, and Leeds School of 
Cookery, lacing p. '1:17. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Ann Arbor High School, 93. 
Brookline, Mass., High School, 78. 
Cleveland (Ohio), 94. 
Detroit Central High School, 96. 
Framingham State Normal School, number of hours devoted to, 128, 

Table XXXVIL . 
Hackley Manual High School, 86. 
Hyannis State Normal School, 138. 
Manhattan and the Bronx High Sch'JOls, 101. 
Providence Manual Training Higb ~chool, 82, 83, App. B., p. 290. 
Salem Normal School, 136; length of oourse, 137. 
University of Dlinois State Agricultural Collegp, 112. 

In U.S.A. Institutions uuder Private Control: 
Boston Housekeeping School, App. G., p. 315. 
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, 177. 
Bradley Institute, Peoria,Dlinois, 180. 
Chicago University School of Education, Table XXII., ,acing p. 151. 
Detroit Home and Day School, 163. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 210, 213; App. F.,_ pp. 305-306 : 

number of bours dcvotoo to subject, Table XXXVII. . 



Chemilltry, TMChing of:_""--" 
In U.S.A.: lDatitutiOll8 under Private Control :~inut.d. 

Indianapolill Girls' Classical Sohool, 162-
Lake Erie College for Women, 172-
Lewis Institute. Chicago, 184. 186. 
Hueaohusett's Institute of Technology, Boston, 187. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Soience, 167. 
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Pratt Institute. Brooklyn. 196, 197, 200, 203; number of hours 
devotod to subject, Table XXXVIL 

Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn. 156. 
Simmons Female College, Boaton, 219. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, 231, App. a, 

p.31S. 
Univel'llity of Chicago, 222, 223. 
V_rCollege 216. 

In p.S.A. Summer Schools : 
Chautauqua Summer Sohool of Domestio Science, 245, App • .J., pp. 

319-20. 
Chicago University School of Education, 248. 

Chicago: 
Armour Institute. 3-
Lewis Institute : 

Endowment of, 3, 183. 
Sis Years' Course in Domestio Economy at, 183-85. 
Table of Course in Domestio Science and Domestio Art at, 186. 

University of, 3. 
Couraea in Household Technology and relatod Subjeots at, 221, 223. 
Couraea in Sanitary Soience at, Sohedule of, 222-
Department of Pedagogy at, 224. 
Department of Political Economy at, 224. 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology at, 223. 
Elementary School of, 1«-01; Table illustrating the Method of 

Instzuotion at, focirlf p. 148. 
School of Edncation of : 

Director (Colonel F. W. Parker) of, in 1901, lin. 
Kindergarten Course of, 151-52, Table XXn./ac'rIf p. 151. 
Summer School of, 247-49. 
Table showing a Year's Co1l1'l!8 at~ facing p. 151. 
Table of Summer Course at, 248. 

Summer Schools of, 247. 
UniYeraity Extension Conress in Sanitary Science at, ~ 

Children, Training of : 
Dr. John Dewey's 'Views upon, 143-4.7.
SfA • Kindergartens. 

Child Study Department of the Institure of Arfa and Sciences, Brooklyn, 187. 

City School Sysrema: 
Organisation of, 5. 

Civio League, The, 240. 
CiviOll, Teaching of : 

In C1eYeland Publio Grade School. 64. 
In Lynn Grade Schools, 65. 
In Manhattan and the Bronx High Schools, 10L 
Free Lectures, 244. 246. 

OeYeland·(Ohio) : 
Grade Schools : 

Physiology and Hygiene Course of, 56. 57-M; Table of course, fiR. 
Weekly Time Table of, 64. 

Jligh Schools: 
Hygiene and Phroology Course at, ~ 
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Clubs: 
Louisa M. Alcott Club, Boston, Kindergarten Course in Domestic Science 

of,243-44. 
Sanitary Science Club of the Association of College Alumn;e, 238-39. 
Women's. Bu Women's Clubs. 

Co-eduoation : 
Essential to National well.being, 283-84. 
In Detroit Home and Day School (Kindergarten, Primary, and Inter-

mediate Departments), 163-
In Hygiene Teaching, in Schools and Colleges, 266. 
In Needlework Teaching in Brookline Schools, 46. 
Policy of, Preponderance of, 4-

Oolleges: 
Age of Students Attending. Bu Ages of Students. 
Endowment of, 104. Bee also Fees (for Courses and Boarding Expel1lleS). 

Finance and Length of Courses. 
Government of, 104. 
History and Development of, 100--04-
Methods of Instruction in, 104-
Normal Colleges: 

First Established in 1839, 3. 
Institutions under State Control: 

Admission to, Requirements for, 133, 135. 
Length of Courses of, 133. Bee also Fees (for Courses, and 

Boarding Expenses), Finance, and Length of Courses. 
Number of, 3. 
For Institutions 8ee under Teachers, Training of 

Institutions under Private Control: 
Number of, 3. 

For Institutions, 8U under Teachers, Training ~f 
Number of, 105. 
Number of Students attending, Inorease in, 12. 
Position of Domestio Science in Curricula of, 26!Hi7. 
State Agricultural Colleges: 

Admission to, Requirements of, 3 . 
• Aims of, 3. 

Ourrioulum of, Debates of Lake Placid Conference of Teachers 
of Household Economy as to, 11··12. 

Courses, General and in Household Sciences, at, 105-25. 
Courses of Household Economics and Hygiene at, 273-74. 
Establishment of, Morrill Acts of 1862 affecting, 2 
Fees at, 104--5. Bu also Fees (for Courses, and Boarding Ex

penses), Finance, and Length of Courses. 
Government of, Form of, 104. 
Income of, Sources of, 104. Bee also Fees (for Courses, and Boatd

ing Expenses), Finance and Length of Courses. 
For Institutions 8U : 

Colorado, University of, State Agricultural Oollege of. 
Illinois, State University, Agrioultural College of. 
Kansas State University. Agricultural College of. 
Michigan State University, Agrioultural College of. 
Ohio State UniveI:sity, College of Domestio Scienoe and 

Agriculture of. . 
Women's (Under Private Control): 

For Institutions 8ee: 
Boston Sohool of Housekeeping. 
Bryn Mawr College. 
Mount Holyoko Women'8 Oollege~ 

\ 
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Collegea :~"""1W1. 
Women'. (Under Private Control) :_"'illuetl. 

For Institutionll :-llOftIillued. 
Simmona Female College, Boston. 
Smith College. 
Vaasar College. 
Wellesley College. 

8,. • ,,1iCW respective subjects. 

Colorado: 
University of, Stata Agrioultural College of: 

HoUllehold Sclenoe Oourse in, 108. 121. 
Columbia University, New York, 3-

Teachers' College of, ,ee New York City. 
Oommercial Schools, 2. 
Commissioner of Eduoation, National: 

8,. Harris, W. T. 
Commissioners of Publio Schools, 5. 
Common Sohools, Superintendents of, 5. 
Compulsory Attendance: 

8,. Attendanoe. . 
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Conferenoe. Lake Plaoid, of Teachers of Household Eoonomics, 1899, 10-17. 
Oookery, Teaching of: 

In English Schools: 
Table XXXVII. 8howing number of hours devoted to each subject 

in the Normal Training Courses in Domestio Soience at Battersea 
Polytechnio, Glouoeaterahire School of Domestio Soience, and 
Leeds School of Cookery, laciag p. 277. 

In U.S.A.: 
Introduotion of, 9-10. 
Glass or Metal Cup Measure used in. 29 (IIdI1). 

In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Centre System of, 25-26. 
Fees for Classes, in Grade Schools, 42. 8,. al.9o Fees, eta. 
Lessons given to Publio School Children by the Young Women's 

Chriatian Association, 9. 
Number of hours per week assigned to: 

Framingham State Normal School, Table XXXVII. 
New York City Schools, 31. 
Philadelphia Schools, 36. 
Providence Manual Training High School, 82. 
Toledo Schools, 36. 
Washington Schools, 39. 

Obligatory Subject for Girls i4 Washington Schools, 39. 
In Grade Schools, 6, 10, 23-26. 

Length of Course, 2t. 8u al80 Fees (for Oourses, and Boarding 
Expenses), Finance and Length of Oourses. 

Number of Scholars attending Cl&88es, 24, 31, 36, 37, 39. 
New York City School, 31-36. 
New York Cooking School, 9. 
Philadelphia Sohools, 37-39. 
Toledo Schools, 36-37. 
Washington Sohools,' 39-42. 

In High Sohools : 
Ann Arbor High Sohool, 93. 
Brookline High School, Mass., 78. 
Hackley High School, 86, 88 
Providence Manual Training .High SohOOr" 82. 83-M, App. B, 

p.290. 
Toledo Manual Training School, 92. 
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Cookery, Teaching of :--cominued. 
In U.S.A. Institutiorul under State Control :......contin'l.Wl. 

In Universities : 
University of tbe State of New York, Albany, N.Y., App. L. 

pp. 328-29. 
In Normal Colleges: . 

Framingham State Normal School,. 129-30; Number of hours 
devoted to, Bee Table XXXVII. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Cooking School, 170. . . 
Boston Housekeeping School, App. G., pp. 315, 316. 
Chicago University Elementary School, 148, 149, 150. 
Detroit Home and Day School, 163 • 

.. Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 212, 213, 214, 215; App. F., pp. 
300-303, 313. Number of hours devoted to, Bee Table XXXVII. 

Eastman Mechanica' InstitUte, Rochester, 182. 
Indianapolis Girl's Classical School, 162. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 174. 
Lassell's Seminary, Auburndale, Mass., 9':'10. 
Lewis Institute, Chicago, 184, 185. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science~ 167, 168. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 19G, 197, 200, 202, 203; Number of 

hours devoted to, Bee Table XXXVII. 
Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 154, 156-61. 
Simmons Female College, ·Boston, 219. 
University of Chicago, 222, 223. 

In U.S.A. Summer Schools : 
Chautauqua Summer School of Domestio Soienoe, 245, App. J., 

pp.319-2O. 
Materials for Cost of, Report of Lake Placid Conferenoe of Teachers 

of Household Eoonomica in regard to, 13, 16. 
U.S.A. Social Agenoies providing : 

Indianapolis Kindergarten and Domestio Training Schools, 241. 
Louisa:Y. Aloott Olub, Boston, 243. 
Women's Institute, Yonkers, N.Y., 240. 

Utensils for, List of, App. A •• p. 286. 
Cooking' Laboratories: 

Attached to Schools in Washington, 26. 

Cooking Tables: 
Continuous, Plan of, 28. 
Horseshoe and Group Arrangement of, 27. 
In State Grade Sohools, 26-27. 
In Toledo Sohools, 92-
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 271. 

Cord Work, Instruotion in : 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 197, 200. 

Cornell University: 
Reading Courses for Farmers' Wivc!! At, 250, App. K., p. 321. 

Correlation of Studies: . 
In Grade Sohools, 42. 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Hackley High School, 88. 
Washington Schools, 69. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Chicago University Elementary School, 149.
High schools, 270. 

(',orson, Juliet: 
Cooking Clas!!Cs ofl!Rnised by, 9. 



Inan. 

Ooonee of Study: 
For Free Public Schools, fixed by Boarda of Education,l't. 
S. "z." fUI4er respecQ'1'9 II1lbjeeta and inBtitutioruo. 

Dancing. Teaching of : 
At Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, 177. 
A' Chicago University School of Education; Summer School, 248.. 

Day, )fig Edna: 
Prof __ of Chemistry and Biology and Home Economics at Lakt" Erie 

Oollege for WomflD, 175. 
I)paf aUJdren : 

lnatruction of. in Domestic Science. 26.'). 

Defeetift Children (Blind, Deaf. and Feeble-mind'Jd) : 
Instruction of. in Domestic Scienae, 265. 

Degreea: 
Bachelor of Arts : 

Oourae of Study in Hygiene for, at Wellesley ChUege, 217. 
Of University of Chicago. 221. 

Bachelor of Science : 
Oourae of Study in Hou.sehold Science for. 10.'). 
00_ of Study for. at Massachusetts Institute of Tet'hnology. 

Boston. 188. 
Ch_ of Study for. at Teachers' CoUl'ge, Columbia Univnaity,; 

NeW' York. 226. 
OoUI'8II of Study for. at Michigan State University. lI8. 

Denominational Schoola : 
Curriculum of, 2-

Detroit (lIichigan) : 
Central High School : 

ChIl1'8e8 in Hygiene and Physiology at, 94-9;. 
Table of Hygiene and Physiology Course at, 96-

Home and Day School (Kindergarten. Primary, Intermediatt". and 
Aoademio DepartmentB). 16a-M. 

De1n'Y, Dr. John: 
Ria Vie_ on Education. 7-3. 
Ilia V"unra upon the Training of Children. lu-ts. 

Diplomas: 
For CoIl1'8e8 in Domestio Science : 

At Boston Oooking School. 170. 
At HackJey Hannal High School. 86. 87. 
At the Pratt Institute. Brooldyn. 190. 
At the Teache:s' Oollege. Columbia University. NeW' York. 226. 

Teachers'. 277-78. 
8fA "z." Cert.ificates. 

Domestic Science : 
As a Technical Subject, 281-83. 

Domestic Science Teaching : 
Di'f8r&ity of Practice respecting. obtaining in Grade and High Schools" 

Table ahowing, 21. 
Educational_".. Utilitarian Value of, 8. 
Growth of, 8-9. 
Hiatory and deY91opmen' of, 8. 
Introduotion of. 9. 
Organisation of : 

Three Schoola of Though' moti'1'9 in. S. 19-20. 
Term of: 

Discuasion as to choice of suitable, by Lake Placid Conference of 
Teachers of Household Economics, 11. 
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Domestio Soienoe Teaohing :-oontinued. 
Term of :-oontinued. 

Pamphlets i88ued by Ohio Federation of Women's Olubs in regard 
to meaning of, 18-19. 

Subjects included under, 8, 21-22. 
See al80 under respective subjects. 

Domestio Service Problem: 
Eight Hours' Day for Serva.nts in Women's Hall of Chicago University 

223. 
In England, 261-62. 
In the United States, 250-61. 

Drawing, Teaching of: 
In Grade Schools, 1. 
In Institutions under State Oontrol : 

Cleveland Pu blio Grade Schools, 64-
Hackley Manual High School, 86-87, 90. 
Hyannis State Normal School, 138. 
Massaohusetts Schools, 6. 
Providence Manual Training High School, App. B., p. 289 ; number 

of hours devoted t.o, 82. 
Salem State Normal Sohool, 137. 
University of Ohio College of Domestio Scienoe and Agrioulture, 116 • 

• In Institutions under Private Control: 
Chioago University School of Eduoation, Kindergarten Depart

ment, TaHe XXII., ,acing p. 151.. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, numher of hours per week devoted 

to, 210, Table XXXVII., facing p. 277. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. 191, 197.200,201,204; number of hours 

per week devoted to, see Table xxxvn. 
In Summer Schools : 

Chicago University School of Education, 248. 

Dressmaking, Teaching of : 
Equipment for High School Courses of, Tables of, App. C., p. 293. 
In English Institutioru.: 

Table XXXVII., showing number of hourE> devoted to, in the Normal 
Training Courses in Domestio Soience at Battersea Polyteohnic, 
Glouce&tershire School of Domestio Soience and Leeds School of 
Cookery, facing p. 277. . . . 

In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Hackley High Schor-I, 90. , . '. 
Providence Manual Training High School, number of boursdevoted 

to, 82. 
Toledo Manual Training School, 92. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control: 
. Drexei Institute, Philadelphia, General and Technical Gourses, 

216, Table of Normal Oourses, App, F., p. 31O-U; number of 
hours per week devotell to. 210, Table XXXVII. 

Eastman Mechanic5' Institute, Rocbestt>r, 182. 
Indianapolis Girls' Classical School, 162. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 191, 192-94, 197, 201, App. E., p. 298; 

number of hOUfS per week devoted to, see Table XXXVII. 
Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 154, 156. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, 228;lenl1th 

of course, 229. 
Not yet included in Curriculum of Elementary Schools, 49. 
U. S. A. Social Agenoies providing: 

Women's Institute, Yonkers, New York, Evening Classes, 24Q 
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Dreml Institute. Philadelphia: 
See Pbiladel phia. 

Dyeing a.nd Cleaning. Instruction in : 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Framingham State Normal School. 128. 
In Institutions under Private Control: 

Chicago University Elementary School, 149. 
Drexel Institute. Philadelphia. App. F., 312; number of houJ'll 

devoted to, 3U To ble XXXVII., facing p. 277. 

DynamiCI', Teaching of : 
Providence Manual Training High School, App. B., 2S9, 290. 

Eastman Yechanics' Institute, Rochester: 
8u Rocheste-r. 

EconomiC!!, Homo: 
8et. Home Economics. 

Education, History of, Teaching of : 
In Inslitubons under Private Control: 

Drexel Institute, Philacll>lphia. App. F., p. 305; number of hours 
devoted to, 213, Table XXXVII .• facing p. 277. 

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 197, 200. 203; number of hours dcvoted 
to, 3U Table XXXVII. 

Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, 229, 232. 
8« aUo Pedagogy, Teaching of. 

FAuc~tion, Superintendents of, 5. 

Elasticity of Educational Methods in the United States, 7, 20 • 

.. Elective" system in Force in High Schools, 1. 
Elementary Science : 

8« Science (Eleml'ntary). 

Elliott, Miss 8. Maria: 
Courses in Household Science in Boston High Schools given by, 1M. 

Elocution, Teaching of: 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Manhattan and the Bronx High Schoolli, 101. 
In Institutions under Private Control: 

At the Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Science, 167. 

Emergencies, Leotures on : 
In Institutions under State Oontrol: 

Detroit Central High Sohool, 96. 
Hackley Manual High School, 86. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Housekeeping School, App. G., p. 315. 
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, 177. . 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, number of hours devoted t(),213, 

Table XXXVII., facing p. 277. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, 167, 168. 
Pratt Institute High School, 154. 
Teachers' College. Columbia University, New York, 233. 

Endowment of Institutions: 
See Fees (for Courses, and Boarding E~DSl's), Finance, and I.I.mgth of 

Courses. 

Engineering: 
High Schools for, 2. 
Sanitary Asp.."Ct of, Teaching of, at Bradll"Y Institute,Peoria,IIlinois, 180. 
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EngUsh, Tea.ching of : 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Brookline High School. MaBS., 76. 
Manhattan and the Bronx High Schools, New York City, 101. 
University of Illinois State Agricultural College, 112. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Drexel Institute. Philadelphia. number of houri devoted to, BU 

Table XXXVII., faoing p. 277. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172-
Pratt Inatitute, Brooklyn, number of houl'lJ devoted to, Bee Table 

XXXVII. 
English Composition. Teaohing of: 

In Institutions under State Control: 
Brookline High Sohool, M&B8., 76. 
Cleveland Publio Grade Schools, 64. 
Providence Manual Training High Sohool, App. B., pp. 289-90. 
University of Ohio College of Domestio Science and Agriculture, 116. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
DrexellnBtitute, Philadelphia, Compulsory, 209. 
Oread Normal InBtitute of Domestie Science, 167. 

English Literature, Teaching of : 
See Literature. 

English Normal Training Courses in Domestio Soience : 
See Battersea Polyteohnic. 

Glol1cestershire School of Domestio Science. 
Leeds School of Cookery. 

Equipment: 
Cooking Tables. BU Cooking Tables. 
Of Cookery and Manual Training Centres, 25, 26-31, App. A., P. 286. 
Of Cookery and Needlework Classes, 269-70; at Providence Manual 

Training High School, 82. 
For Dressmaking and La.undry Work courses (High Sohools), Table of, 

App. C., p. 293. 

Ethics, Tea.ching of : 
At Lake Erie College for Women, 172. 

Evans, MiBB : 
Prmcipal of Lake Erie College for Women, 173. 

Evening Classes: 
Cookery, at Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 215, App. F., p. 312-13. 
Cookerv a.nd Sewing, at th" Lewis Institute. Chicago, 185,' 
Cookery, Sewing, Millinery, and Dressmaking, given by the Women's 

InBtitute, Yonkel'lJ, New York. 240. 
Given by Technioal Institutes and Manual Training High Schools, 246. 

Examinations: 
. For Lioence to Teaoh Cooking (New York Board of Examiners), 35-36. 

Exhibition of Home Economies, Boston, Mass., 238-39. 
Fa.culties of Universities, 4. 
Farmers' Wives: 

Reading Courses for, at Cornell University. See Cornell University. 
Feeble-minded Children: 

Instruotion of, in Domestio Soienoe, 265. 
Fees (for Courses, and Boarding Expenses), Finance, and ungth of Courses: 

Cooking CI_a, in Grade Schools, 42-43. 
Domestio Soience Courses: 

In Engli8h Institutions (Battersea Polytechnic, Glouoestershire 
Sohool of Domestic Soience, and Leeds Cookery School), Bee Table 
XXXVlT., faoing p. 277. 

Boston Cooking School, 170. 
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F_ (for 001U'BM, and lJoarding Expeoses). F"man08, ud Length of Oouraea __ ___ 

Domestio Science COUr.Ml8 :-I:O"'.~. 
Brookline High School. lIasa., 78. 
Chicago University. 221. 222-
Olioago UniYersity School of Education. Summer School. 248. 
Detroit Central High School. 96. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia. Table XXXvu.. App. J.P., p. 299. 
EaatmUl Mechanioe' Institute, Rochestf'r.l83. 
.FramioghUll StaUl Normal School. 128, 133-M. Table XXXVIL 

faoingp. m. 
Hackley MUlual High Schoo'. 86. 
Indiaoapoli8 Girls' C18ssical School. 162 
L&ke Erie 00Uege for Womf'n. 172-
Lewis Institute, Chicago. 186. 
Michigan Stare University. 124-
0Nad Normal InstituUl of Domestic Science, 167, 168, 169. 
Pratt Institute. Brooklyn. 189. 197.200. Table XXXVD. 
ProYidence MUluai Training High Schooi, 82. 
Salem State Normal6chool. 137. 
Teachers' Oollege. Oolumbla Uni1'ersity. New York. 226. 229. 232-
UniY8r8ity of Illinois StaUl Agricultural OoUege. 112-
UniY8r8ity of Ohio Oollege of Domestic Science Uld Agriculture. 116. 

General eo.u- : 
Brookline High School, Maas., 76. 
L&ke Erie OoUege for Women. 171. . 
SimmoD8 Femal .. Oollege. B08tOn. 219-20. 
StaUl UniYl'rsity.of IUinoia, 109. 
Teachers' Oollege. Oolumbia UniYl'rsity. 226-
UniYel'Bity of Chicago. 221. . 

Fencing. Teaching of : 
A& BoetGD Normal School of Gymnastioe 177. 

Ferguaoo. W. B.: 
Article by, in .. Educational ReYiew:' in regard to Statlltes of 1893 .... d 

1902 respecting TemperUlce Teaching. 63-M. 
Finanoial 8Upport : 

AllotUld to Domestio Science Teaching. 279. 
So1lnle8 of. f. 
8. alMJ Fees (for Co~ ud Board Expen9118), FinUloe. Uld Length of 

Cow... 
Food Ml188uml : 

At the Pratt Institute. Brooklyn. 206. 
Food Std8 (Chemistry, etc .• of). Study of : 

In English lnati tutiona : 
Table XXXVD. 8howing number of hours devoted to, in the 

Normal Training Courses at Battersea Polytechnic, Glouoester-
8hire School of Domestio Science. ud Leoda School of 
Cookory,jaei'Mg P. 277. 

h U.b..A. Institutiooa under State Control: 
Brookline High School, H ...... 71;. 
Detroit Central High SchooL 96. 
FralPinghUll State Normal School. 128. 
Kiohigut State UniYOl'llity. 12f. 
ProYidenoe lIuw Training High School. 82, App. B .• pp. 291. 

292. . 
In U.8.A. Institutiona under PrivaUl Control: 

Boston Housekeeping School. 220, App. G .• p. 316. 
Bradley Institute, Peoria., IUinois, 180-
Detroit Home &nd Day School. 163.. 
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Food Stuffs (Chemistry, eto., of), Study of :~neinue.d. 
In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control :-conlinue.d. 

Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 211, 213, App. F., p. 307 ; number 
of hours devoted to, Table XXXVII. . 

Framingham State Normal Sohool, 126 ; number of hours devoted 
to, Bee Table XXXVII. 

Lake Erie College for Women, 174. , 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Soience, 168; number of 

hours devoted to 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 196, 203. 
Teachers' College. Columbia University, New York, 229, 231, 232. 
University of Chicago 222, 223. 

In Summer Schools: 
Chautauqua Summer School of Domestio Science, 245. 

Forging, Instruotion in : 
At Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 154. 

Framingham State Normal School: 
Course in Household Arts at, 125-34 ; Schedule of Course, 128; number 

of hours devoted to each subject of, Bee Table XXXVII., faoing p. 277. 
Fees and Cost of Board at, Jee Fees, etc. 

Frederick, Professor Frank : 
Conduotor of Arts Course at the University of lllinois State Agrioultural 

College, 113. 
Frenoh, Teaching of : 

In Institutions under State Control: 
Brookline Hie:h Sohool, Mass., 76. 
Framinghalll State Normal School, 128; number of hours devoted to, 

see Table XXXVII .. facing p. 277. 
Manhattan and the Bronx High Sohools, New York City, 101. 
University of Illinois State Agricultural College, 112. 
University of Ohio College of Domestic Science and Agriculture, 116. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Chicago University School of Education, Table XXII .. facing p. 151. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 201. 

In Summer Schools: 
, Chicago University Sohool of Education, 248. 

Geography, Teaching of: 
Free Lectures in, 246. 
m. Grade Schools, 1. 
In High Schools, 2. 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Cleveland Publio Grade Schools, 64. 
Hackley High Sohool, 86. 
Lynn Grade Sohools, 65. 
Massachusetts Schools, 6. 
Providence Manual Training High School, 83. 
Salem Normal School, 137. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Chioago University School of Education, Table nn .• facing p. 151, 

Summ£'r Sohools : 
Chicago University School of Education, 248. 

Geography (Physioal), Teaching of: 
At Hackley Manual High School, 86. 
At Providence Manual Training High Sohool, 83, App. B., p. 289. 

GeololO', Teaching of. 
At the Detroit Home and Day Schoo!, 163: 
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Geometry, Teaching of: 
ID InstitutiOll8 under State Control: 

Brookline High School. Maea., 76. 
Pro't'id8l108 Manual Tli'ining High Sohool. S3, App. B., pp. 290-91. 

ID Institutions UDder Private Oontrol : 
Oread Normal Institute, 16B. 

George, Dr. Rebecca Rogers : 
Oouras in Hygiene at the State University of Indiana given by, 123-

German. Teaching of : 
(n Institutions under State Control: 

Brookline High Sohool, Mass., 76. 
Cleveland Publio Grade Schools, M. 
Manhattan and the Bronx High Sohools, New York City, 101. 
Providenos Manual Training High Sohool, App. B., pp. 291-W. 
Univsrsity of IllinoiR State Agricultural College. 112. 
Univsrsity of Ohio College of Domestio Scienos and Agrioulture,116. 

ID Institutions under Private Control: 
Chicago University School of Education. Table XXII., /tM;ingp. Uil. 
Lake Erie College for Women. 172. 
Pratt Institute. Brooklyn, 201. 
Glasa or Metal Cup Me&llUre. U88d in teaching cooking. 29 (note). 

G1ouoesterahira School of Domestio Soieoos: 
Table XXXVII. showing number of hours devoted to each subject in 

the Normal Training Course of Domestio Scienos at./(J(ing p. 277. 
Uood Habim Ta1ka : 

In Grade Schools, 52, 69. 
Grade (Primary and Grammar) Sohools :' 

A V8r&ge age of ohildren attending, 1. 264. 
Curriculum, general, of, 1. _ 

Debates of Lake Placid Conference of Teachers of Household 
Economica .. to. 11-12. 

DeV810pment of. in Massachusetts, 6. 
Position of Domf'lltio Soienoe in, 266-67. 
Su aUo .nder respective subjects. 

Domestio Soienoe Oouraee in : 
Equipment of. and numbers attending olae8ee of. eta., 23-31. 269-70. 
Su aUo .lIder respective subjects. 

Methode employed in teaching of Domestio Soienoe and Hygiene in. 267-
69. 

Table showing Diversity of Praotios obt&ining in teaching of Domestio 
Soienoe in, and in High Schools, 21. ' 

Por Institutions under State:Control, He: 
Boston Grade Schools. 
Buffalo Grade Sohools. 
Oleveland (Ohio) Grade Schoola. 
Hyannis, Maes., Grade School 
Lynn, Ma8IL, Grade Schoola. 
Muaachneetta, Elementary Schools ot 
Toledo Grammar Grade Schools. 
Washington Gr&mm&r Grade Sohools. 

For Inatitutinna under Private Control, 6U: 

Chicago University Elementary SchooL 
Chicago University School of Education. 

Ste al«J.IIder reepeotiV8 subjects GIld .1Ida 
Intermediate SchooJ..; 
Gr&mmU Schools. 

~~ . ~ 
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Grammar, Teaohing of : 
In Institutions under State (lontrol : 

Grade Schools, 6. 
Cleveland Publio Grade School, M. 
Lynn Grade School, 65 

Providence Manual Training High School, App. B., P m. 
Salem State Normal Sohool, 137. 

Grammar Schools: 
Age of Children attending, 1. 
Ourrioulum of, 1, 2, 
For Institutions under State Control: 

Bee: 
New York City Grammar Schools. 

. Philadelphia Grammar Schools. 
Toledo Grammar Grade Sohools. 
Washington Grammar Grade Schools. 

Greek, Teaching of: 
At Chicago University School of Education, Table XXJI./ac IIfI p. .lIU. 
At Manhattan and the Bronx High Schools, New York City, 101. 

Greer, Edith: 
Director of Domestio Soience Department, Pratt Institute,Brooklyn, 196. 

Guliok, Dr. Luther : 
Superintendent of Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 1~ 

Gymnastics, Teaching of : 
In Institutiollfl under State Control: 

Hackley Manual High School, 86-87. 
Framingham State Normal School, 128. 
Salem State Normal School, 137. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, 175-80. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domest.ic Science. 168. 
Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 154.191. 
Simmons Female College, Boston, 219 •. 

J:lackle}' Manual High School: 
Domestio Soience and Art Course at, 85-90; Schedule of Course, 't6. 

Haggenbotham, Miss : 
Vi1;,ws of. on Domestio Service Problem, 253-56. 

Hams, Dr. W. T. (National Commissioner of Education), 4-
His views on the Training of Children, 142. 

Hemenway, Mrs. : 
Boston Normal School of Cookery founded by, 125. 
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics ~ounded by, 175. 

Henderson, Professor Charles R. :. . , " . 
Lectures in Sociology given by, at Chicago University. 223, 224-

High Schools: . 
See Secondary (or High) Schools. 

Histology, Teaching of : . 
At Boston Normal School of GymnastiOll, 177. 

History, Teaching of : 
Free Leotures in History. 246. 
In Grade Schools, 1, 6-
In High Schools, 2. 
In Institutions under State Control : 

Brookline, High Schools, Mass., 76. 
OIeveland Publio Grade Schools, 64" 
Detroi. (Michigan) Oentral High School, 94. 
Lynn Grade Schools. 65, 67. . 
MlioDhattan and the Bronx High Schools. New York City. 101. 
l'rOvicieuoe Manuall'1'aining High School. App. B., P. 290 . 
Q'Qi'99Ni*f of ~~B State Agrioultural College, 112-

, . 
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In lnatitutiooa under Printe Control: 
auo.p UniY8l'llity Elementary School. 1-l&. 
aliaago UniY8l'llity School of Educatiou. Table XXlL Jat;i,., p. 151. 
Lab Erie 00Ilege for Women. 1'12. 
l'Mohere~ 001Jege. Columbia Uniftl'Sity, Nell' York. 232. 

tn Summer Sehoola : 
Chiaago Univeraity School of Education. 2{8. 

Homau. JIi8I : 
PriDoip.a of Boston Normal School of GymDAlltiCllo 176. 

Home Eocmomioe: 
Ezhibitiom of. a' Bostoo. 1Iaas., 238-39. 
Natiooal HOU8IIhold Eoonomio AsIooiatiou. 19, 239-
Teaohing of : 

Ja Oollegee. UniftlSitiea. and Schools: 
Inquiry of Sub-oommittee of Lake Placid Conferenae of Teachers 

of Houaehold Eoonomica in regard to. 12-17. 
In Inltitutions under Slate Control : 

State UniftlSity of lIiohigan. 124-
Uni'f8rsity of Illinois State Agrioultural College. 112-
Uni'f8rsi ty of Ohio Oollege of Domeatio Soienae and Agrioulture. 

118. 
UniftlSity of the State of Nell' York. Albany, N.Y •• Syllabus 

of Course a&. 219. App. I.. pp. 322-35. 
D Institutions under Printe Control : 

Boston H01l8ekeeping School. App. G., P. 315-
Olioago UniftlSity. 222-
Chicago University School of Education. 2-l&. 
Dralle! Institute, Philadelphia. App. F •• P. 305; Dumber of 

hoUl'l devoted to, 'rabIe XXX VU./aci,., p. Z17. 
lndianapoUs Girls' ClaMioal School. 162-
Lab Erie College for Women. 172. 174-
Lewis Institute. Chicago. 184.. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Science. 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. 196, 000. 203-
Simmooa Female COUege. Boston. 217-20. 

D Summer Schools: 
Chicago University School of Education. 247, 248, 249. 

Home Eoonomioa Exhibition. Boston. Masa., 238-39. 
Ho_ JI.ma School. Nell' York City (Kinderganen. EltdDentary and 

Seoondary Departments): 
Hygieae and Physiology Courses at. 1~ 
IDatruotiom of Defeotive Children a&. 265. 

Hortioulture, TeaohiDg of : 
At &he Uni'f8r8ity of Ohio College of Domestio Soienae and Agricul. 

ture. 118. 
H-ueping. School of. Boston. 

BfA Boatoa. 
Houewifery. TeaohiDg of: 

In Bagliah Schools: 
Table XXXVIL showing number ofhouradevoted to, in the Normal 

Training Courses of the Bau.er- PolytechDio. Glouoeetershire 
8ohool of Domeatio Science. i and Leeds School of Cookery. 
Jecta9 p. 277. 

la UJU. High Schools. 93-
Ja U.s.A. Grad. Schools. 23. GO-62. 

H~ Work. Practical. TeachiDg of: 
At Oread Normal Institute of Domeatio Soieaoe, 167, 169. 

Hughes. Pro'-or James L (Superinteoden' of Publio Schools of Toronto): 
ma mws om the ln8uenae ~ !I?~ f.,if .. upon Childfon~ 281. 
M90.' ,. 
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Hyannis, Mass. : 
Grade School: 

:Physiology and Hygiene Course at, 56, 59. 
State Normal School: 

Course in fhysiology and Hygiene at, 138. 
Hygiene, Teaching of: 

In English Institutions: 
Table XXXVII. shewing number of hours devoted to, in theNormal 

Training Conrses of the Battersea Polytechnic, GlouC8stershire 
School of Domestic Science, and Leeds School of Cookery, 
Itroing p. 277. 

In U.S.A.: 
Co-educational, in Schools and Colleges, 266 ; obligatory in Primary 
~nd Grammar Schools, 52; in few High Schools, 75, 94 . 

.In Grade Sohools 1, 6, 23, 52-56, 267-69. 
In High Schools, 94. 
In Colleges and Universities, 121-25, 273-74; obligatory in most 

Colleges, 175. 
In Normal Schools, 135 . 

.In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Cleveland (Ohio) High Schools, 94. 
Detroit (Miohigan) Central High Sohool, 9~97. 
Hyannis State Normal Sohool, 138. 
Lynn Grade Sohools, 65, 66. 
Miohigan State University, 123, 124. 
New York City, Peter Cooper High School, 94, 97-100. 
Salem Mass .• Normal Sohool, 136-38. 
State University of Indiana, Bloomington, 123, 125. 
University of Ohio College of Domestio Soience and AgricultlW', 116. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Housekeeping Sohool, App. G., pp. 314, 315. 
Boston Normal Sohool of Gymnastics, 175·80. 
Bradley Institute Peoria, lllinois, 180. . 
Brooklyn Instit~te of Arts and Soienoes, 185. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 210, App. F., p. 309; number of 

hours devoted to 213, Table XXXVII, facing p. 277. 
Horace Mann Sohool, New York City, 164-66. 

, Lake Erie College for Women; obligatory, 172, 174. 
Lewis Institute, Chicago, 184. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 191, 196; number of hours devoted to, 

BU Table XXXVII. 
Simmons Female College, Boston, 219. 
Teaohers' College, Columbia University, 23~ 
Universit~ of Chioago, 222, 223, 224. 
Vassar College, 216. . . 

U.S.A. Sooial Agenoies providing: 

lllinois: 
Women's Eduoational and Industrial Union, 240. 

Assooiation of Domestio Science, 237-38. 
Bradley Institute, Peoria, 180-81, 
State University: 

Admission to, Qualifioatons for. 109. 
Agrioultural College of: 

Household Soienoe Course at, 110-13; Sohedule of, 112. 
Course Household Soienoe organised by Miss Lou. C. Allen at. 

107. 
Fees for Courses at' 109. 
General Course at, 111-13. 
Government of, 109. 

Indiana State University of, B!oo~ingtotl : 
_See Bloominstoll. -
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Indianapolis : 
Girls~ Claasical Sohool : 

Houaehold Science Department of. 161~3. 
Kindergarten and Domestio Training Schools; 

Houaehold Science CoU1'lle8 at, 241~ 
Indnstrial Sohools: 

Curriculum of, 2. 
Infants (Feeding of), Instruotion in : 

At Brooklyn Institute of .Arts and Sciences, 187. 
At New York Cookery Centres, 33, 71-72. . 
At Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Science, 16I 

Intermediate Schools: 
Currioulum of, 1. 
Detroit Home and Day School (Intermediate Department), 183.64. 

Iowa State University: 
Houaehold Science Co1l1'88 at, .121. 

Iron·Work, Teaching of: 
At the Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 154. 

Jaoob., Misl Emma: 
Supervisor of Cookery Classel in Washington, 39,42. 

Jewiah Quarters (New York City) 
Teaching of Cooking in, 34.. 

Jordan, Professor Edwin O. : 
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CoU1'lle8 in General Bacteriology and in Publio Hygiene at Chicago 
University. oonduoted by. 223. 

Kanl&l State University: 
Agrioultural College of : 

Household Soience, Courses in, 108, 121. 
Kindergartens: 

Age of Children attending, 1. I 

Classes conduoted by Louisa M. Aloott Olub, Boaton, 243. 
Growth of Kindergarten movement, 142. 
Methods of Instruotion in, pollldble advantage of adoption of, in England. 

152-53. 
Organisation of, by the Oivio League. during Summer Vacations, 240. 
Private, 2 • 
.For Institutions .ee : 

Brooklyn. Pratt Institute, Kindergarten C01l1'88 of. 
Chicago. University of, Elementary School of. 
Chicago. University of. Sohool of Education of, Kindergarten 

Course of. . 
Detroit Home and Day School (Kindergarten department). 
Horace Mann Sohool, New York City (Kindergarten department). 
Indianapolis Kindergarten and Domestio Training Sohools. 
Woroel'ter, Ma8S .• Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Science. 

Kindergarten Course at. 
Kindergarten Teaching, Study of : 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Chicago University School of Education. 248. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 200, 203 ; number of hours devoted to, 

.u Table XXXVn./aoing p. 277. 
In Summer Sohools : 

Chicago University Sohool of Education, 248. 
Kinesiology, Teaching of : 

In Boston Normal School of Gymnastios, 177. 
Kinne. MiBB Helen : 

PrOfessor of Domestic Scienoe, Teacher's College. Columbia University,. 
227.230-31. 

Kirby, MiBB: 
. Supervisor of Sewing Claaaee in Philadelphia, 4.7. / , 
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• • Kitchen Gardens" : 
Term explained, 9 (note). 
Women's Educational and Industrial Union. 240. 
Young Women's Christian Association. Boston Branch, 243. 

Lake Erie Oollege for Women, Painesville, Ohio: 
Four Years' Normal Course in Household Economics at, 171-75. 

La.ke Placid Oonference of Teac!!.ers of Household Economics, 1899 : 
Reports of Proceedinge of first, secon<J.and third Conferences of,IO-I8. 

Lassell's Seminary, Auburndale, Ma.tIII. : 
Cooking masses at, 9-10. 

Latin. Teaching of : 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Brookline IDgh School, Mass., 76. 
Detroit (Michigan) Central IDgh Sohool, 94-
Manhattan and the Bronx IDgh Schools, New York City, 101. 

In Institutions under Private Oontrol : 
Chioago University School of Education. Table XXII lacing p. 15t 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 201. 

Laundry Work, Teaching of: 
Equipment of High School Classes, App. C., p. 294--295. 
In English Schools: 

Table XXXVJI. showing number of hours devoted to, in the Normal 
Training Courses in Domestic Science at Battersea Polytechnic, 
Glouoestershire Sohool of Domestic Science, and Leeds School of 
Oookery, facing p. 27':. 

In U.S.A.: 
Not yet included in ourriculum of Elementary Schools, 23, 49-50. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Framingham State Normal Sohool, 128, 130; number of hours 

devoted to, Bee Table XXXVII. 
Hackley Manual IDgh School, 86. 88-89. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Cooking School,~ 70. 
Dl'f'xel Institute, Philaddlphia, 212, 213, App. F., p. 304; number 

of hours devoted to, Table XXXVII. 
Eastman Mechanics' Institute, Rochester, 182. 
Indianapolis Girls' Olassical School, 162. ' 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, 169; number of honrs 

devoted to, 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 200, 202; number of hours devoted to, 

Bile Table XXXVII. 
Simmons Female College, Boston, 219. 
Teachers' Oollege, Columbia University, New York, 231, 232, 233,234. 

U.S.A. Social Agencies providing: 
Indianapolis Kindergarten and Domestio iraining Schools, 241. 
Louisa M. Alcott Olub, Boston, 243. 

Lectures, Free, on Hygiene, 246. 
Leeds School of Cookery: . 

Table XXXVII. showing number of hours devoted to each subject in 
the Normal Course in Domestic Science of, facing p. 277. 

J..egislation : . 
·Morrill Acts (1!!62), The, affecting Agricultural Education, 2. 
Statutes of 1893 and 1902 affecting Temperance Teaching, ti3-M. 

Leipzinger, Dr. H. M.: 
Superintendent of Free Lectures to the People, 246. 

Leland Stanford Junior University, Oalifornia, 3. 
Lengthof Courses: 

Bee Fees (for Oonrses and Boarding Expenses) Finance, and Length of 
Oourses. 

Lewis Institute, Ohicago : 
Bee Ohioago. 
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Ubnriee: 
IDlnRtitutions under State Control : 

Framingham State Normal School. 134.. 
Promenoe Manual Training High School. 82-
~StateNormal~l~ 

III Ioatikltionl under Private Oontrol : 
Bolton Normal School of Gymnastios. 179. 
DreDl Institute. Philadelphia. 208. 
Lake Erie CoJ1eg& for Woman, 172. 
Prat, Institute. Brooklyn. 191, 197. 
TeeeIaerIi- Oollega, OoInmbia University, New York 229. 

Tra98lling : 
UniYellity Extension System of, 237. 249. 

Library Eooaomy, Teaching of: 
In Summer Schoola : 

Ohioago University School of Education, 248. 
Library Science, Teaching of, 

.U &he Pratt Institute. Brooklyn. 191. 
Library Training : 

Ooune of. .t SimmODS Female OoUega, BoetoD" 218. 
Literature. (English), Teaching of : 

10 High Sohoola. 2-
ID lnatitutiooa under State Control: 

Brookline High School, Maaa.. 76-
OleV8laDd Publio Grade Schools. M. 
Salem State Normal School. 137. 
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University of Ohio, College of Domestio Soience and Agriculture, 1I 6. 
In InatitutiODS under Private Oontrol: 
~ University Sohool of Education. Table XXII.,Iaeing p. 151. 
DreDl Institute, Philadelphia. obligatory. 209, 210; number· of 

h01ll8 per _k devoted to, 213, Table XXXVIL, lacing p. 277. 
Lake Erie College for Women. 172. 

10 Bummer Schoola : 
Chicago University Sohool of· Education, 248. 

Logio, Teaching of : 
Lake Erie College for Women. 172-
Pratt Institute. BrooklyD. 201 • 

.... uiaa H. Alcott Olub, BoetoD. 243-44.. 
I.YDD, Maaa.. Grade School: 

General Coul'll8 at. Table of, 65-
Physiology and Hygiene OoUl'll8 at 56, 63. 66-67. 

MaoAJiater. Dr. : 
President of Drexel Institute. Philadelphia. 208. 

lll\intA!nance of Educational Institutions: 
Of National Sohoola, by States or Oities. f-
8u GUo Fees (for Courses, and Boarding Expenses) Finan~, and Length 

of Courses. 
Mannera and Morala, Instruction in : 

In Cleveland Publio Grade Schoola, M. 
ID Lynn Grade Schools, 63. 65. 

Manual Training, Teaching of : 
In Grade Schools, 6. 
ID Bi~h Schoola, 2-
ID InstitutioDS under State Control: 

Brookline High School, Mass., 76. 
Centre system of, 25-26. 
OIeveland Po blio Grade Schoola, M. 
Prondence Manual TraiDing High School, 83, App. B •• P. 289 
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Ma.nual Training, Teaching of :--conlinued. 
In Institutions lillder Private Controi: . 

OhioagolUniversity School of Education, Table XXII., lacing p. 151. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 209. '. . . . 
Oread Normal Institute of.bom~tio Science, 167. 
Prb.tt Institute, Brooklyn, 200: . 
Teachers' Oollege; Columbia University, New York, 229. 

In Summer Schools: 
Chicago University School of Education, 248. 

Su alao under respective SUbjects. 
Marketing, Instruction in: 

In Institutions under State Oontrol : . . 
Framingham State Normal Schooi, number. <?f hours devoted to, 

lee Table XXXVII., facing p. 277. . . . . . 
In Institutions under. Private Control: 

Boston Housekeeping SchOoI~ App. G., p: 316. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, number of hours devoted to, 213. 

Table XXXVII. 
Indianapolis Girls' Classical School, 162. 
Oread Normal Inatitute of Domestic Science, 168; number of hours 

devoted to, 167. . 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 196, 203; number of hours d'lvoted to, 

200, Table XXXVII. . . 
Simmons Female (]ollege, Boston, 219. 

Massachusetts : 
Elementary Schools of : 

Developmentbf, 6 . 
Hygiene Oourse of, 67-68. 

Labour Bureau: 
Bnlletins. issued by, . with regard to Domestic Science problem in 

the United States, 251 •. ' . . 
MaB8&chusetts Institute of Technology, :Boston, 187-89. 
Mathematics, Teaching of : 

In Institutions under State Control: 
Brookline High School, Mass., 76. 
Hya.nnis State Normal School, 138. 

,Manhattan a.nd the Bronx High Schools, New York City, 101. 
Providence Manual Training School, 83. 
University of Illinois State Agricultural College. 112. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Ohicago University School of Education, Table XXII., lacing p. 151. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172; . 
Simmons Female College, Boston, 219. 

In Summer Schools : 
Chicago University School of Education, 248. 

Sualao: 
Algebra, Teaching 'Of. 
Arithmetic, Teaching of. 
Trigonometry, Teaching of. 

Matthews, Professor A. P.: 
Course in Physical Chemistry at Chicago University, conducted by, 223-

Meals, Serving of, Practice in : 
In Institutions under Private Control: 

lindia.napolis Girls' ClaBBical School, 162. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 171, 173. 
Oread Normal Inatitute of Domestio !Science, 169. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York, 196,200,203. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, 233. 
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Kechanicl: 
High Sohoo1e for, 2. 

Meteorology, Teaching of : 
In Detroit Home and Day Sohool, 164. 

Michigan: . 
Ann Arbor High Sohool, 93. 
Detroit Central High SchooL 8u Detroit (Miohigan). 
State University: 

Agrioultural College of : . , 
CoUl'leS in Domeetic Soience and Domeetic Arts at, 118-20. 
Hygiene Oourse at, 122, 123, 124. 

Millinery, Teaohing of : 
In English Institutions : 

Table showing number of hours devoted to, in the Normal Training 
CoUl'leS in Domestio Science oC the Battersea Polytechnic; and 
Leeds School of Cookery, lacing p. 277. 

In U.S.A.: 
Not yet included in currioulum of Elementary Schools, 49. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Haokley Manua.l High Sohool, 90. 
Providence Manual Training High School, App. B., P. 289; numbf'r 

of hours devoted to, 82. 
Toledo Manual Training Sohool, 92. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under Priva.te Control: 
Drexel Institute. Phila.delphi .. 215, App. F., p. 311-12; numbl'lr 

of hours devoted to, 210, Table XXXVU. 
Indianapolis Girls' C1a.asioal School, 162. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 191, 194-95, 197, 201; number of hours 

de'Voted to, 8U Table XXXVIL 
Pratt InstitutlO High School, Brooklyn, 154, 156. 
Tea.ohers' College, Columbia. University, New York, 229. 

U.s.A. Sooia.1 Agenoies providing: 
Women's Institute, Yonkers, New York, 240. 

Mineralogy, Tea.ohing of : . 
At Sa.lem Sta.te Norma.l School, 137~ 

Minnesota Sta.te University: 
Household Soience CoUNeS a.t, 108, 121. 

Miasoun State University: 
Household Soience Courses a.t, lOS, 121. 

Modelling, Teaching of : 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Providence Manual Tra.ining Sohool, 82, 83, App. B., p. 290. 
In Institutions under Private Control: 

Chioago Univl'lrsity Sohool of Educa.tion, Kindergarten Departmont, 
Table XXIL, lacing p. 151. 

Chioago University School of Education, Summer School, 248. 
Modem Languages, Teaching of 

In High Schools, 2-
8u also: 

Frenoh. 
Germa.n. 

Morrill Aots (1862), The, 2. 
Mosher, Dr. Eliza: 

'., 

Course in Hygiene and Household Economics. initiated by, at Michigan 
State University, 123. 

Mount Holyoke Women's College: 
Plan of Instruotion at, 17L 

Museums, Arrangement of, Instruotion in : 
Chicago University School of Eduoation, Summer Sohool, 248. 
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Music. Teaching of : 
Free Lectures on Music. 246. 
In Grade Schools. 6-

I'1ldex. 

Cleveland Publio Grade School. M.. 
In Summer SOOools : 

Chicago University School of Education. 2~ 
8u o.l8o Singing. 

National Commissioner of Education: 
8u Harris. W. T. 

National Educational Association: 
Its influence on the State system of Education. 7. 

National Household Economic Association, 19, 239. 
Nature Study, Teaching of : 

In Grade Schools. I, 6-
In Institutions under State Control: 

Brookline HIgh School, 77. 
Cleveland Publio Grade School, 64-

In Institutions under Private Control: 
. Chicago University School of Education, Table XXII. /ariJ&g p. 151. 

152-
Horace Mann School, New York, 165-
Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Science, 167. 
Pratt Institute. Brooklyn, 197,200, 203: number of hours devoted 

to. Bee Table XXXVII. 1~J&g p. 277. 
m Summer Schools : 

Chicago University School of Education. 248. 
Nebraska, Stats University of: 

.Household Science, Courses of, 121. 
Needlework, Teaching of : 

In English Institutions : 
Table XXXvn., showing number of hours devoted to, in the 

Normal Training Courses of Battersea Polytechnic, G1ouoestershire 
School of Domestic Science, and Leeds School of Cookery./tKiJ&g 
p. 277. 

m U.s.A.: 
,Co-e<iucational in Brookline (Mass.) Schools, 46.. 
In Normal Schools, 134. 
In Grade Schools, 6, 9, 23. 43-49. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Hackley Manual IDgh School, 86, 90. 
Philadelphia Grammar Schools, 4&. 
Providence Manual Training IDgh School, 82, M-85. App. B., p. 289. 
Toledo Manual Training School, 92-

In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control: 
Chicago University Elementary School, 148, 149. 
Detroit (Miohigan) Home and Day School, 163. 
Drexel Institute. Philadelphia, 210, 215. App. F., p. 310. ; number 

of hours devoted to, BU Table XXXVU., lacing p. 277. 
Eastman Mechanics' Institute. Rochester, 182-
Indianapolis Girls' Classical School, 162-
Lewis Institute, Chicago, 184. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Science, 167. 
Pratt Institute. Brooklyn, 191, 192-93, 197, 198, 200, 201. 204: 

number of houm devoted to, Bee Table XXXVIL 
Pratt Institute IDgh School, Brooklyn, 154. 
Teaehers' College. Columbia University, New York, 229, 232-

In U.S.A. Summer Schools: 
Chautauqua Summer SOOool of Domestic Science. 2-lS. 
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Needlework. Teaching of :-eoM .. -.l, 
Report of lAb Placid Conferenoe of Teachers of Household EooaOmiC8 

iI' zeprd to. 13. 16. 
U.s.A. Social Agenoiee providing: 

Indiaoapolia Kindergarten and Domestio Training Schools, 2U. 2-12. 
Women's Inetitute, Yonkers. New York, 240. 

New York aty: 
Oookery oentree of.number of Teachers attaohed to. in 1898 and 1901. 26 • 

. Oookery Oo~ ~ Sohoole of, 31-36-
Oolumbia UlllverBlty, 3. 
Grammar Sohoole: 

Oooking Course of. 33-
Horaoe Mann School: 

Hygiene and Physiology Course at, 1"-66-
Manhattan and the Bronx High SohOOle: 

~ General Course at. 10L 
New York Oooking Sohool, 9. 
People's Uniftl'llity ExteDBion Society, 246-
Peter Oooper High School: 

.• Hygiene and Physiology Course at, 94, 97-100. 
School Libraries of. 36-
Teachers' College. Columbia University: 

Admieslon to. Requirementa for, 226. 
Course in Household An at, Outline of. App. H.. pp. 317-18. 
Co~ in Household Chemistry at, Outline of. App. IL. p. 318. 
Coursee in Domeetio Art and Domeetio Scienoe at. 226--34. 
Endowment of. 225, 229. 232-
Fees for Ooursee at, He Fees. 
Statue of. 225-

New York State: 
Uniftl'llity of. Albany: , 

Syllabue in Home Eoonomice of the Home Education Department 
of. 249. App. Lo. pp. 322-35. 

Normal Sohoole: 
Sa Oollegee, Normal. 

Norton. Prof8880f Alioe P. : 
Courses in Domeatio Soience at Chioago University. conducted by. 223. 

Number of Hours: 
Devoted to respective subjects : 

Sa Fees (for Ooursee and Boarding Expenses), Finance, and Length 
of Co1l1'lltl8o 

S". aZao ull/kr respective institutions and subjecta. 
Number of Students: 

Attending Colleges. Increase in. 12-
Attending Oooking ClaBBe8: 

Boston Schools, 2"-
Lewis Inetitute, Chioago. 184.. 
New York <ity Elementary Schools, 24. 31. 
Philadelphia Sohools, 37. 
Pratt Inetitute, Brooklyn. 002. 
Toledo Elementary Sohools, 36.. 
Waehington Schoole. 39. 

Attending Domestio Soience Coursee: 
Chicago Schools, 2'-26. 
Hackley Manual High School, 87-88. 
Pratt Inetitute, Brooklyn. 001. 
Providenoe Manual Training High School. 81. 
Toledo Manual Training School. 9L 

Attending Physiology and Hygiene CIaasee: 
J>.ter Oooper High SollooI._New York. 97. 
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Nursing (Home),lfTeaching of: 
In English Institutions: 

Table XXXvn. showing number of hours devoted to, in the 
Normal Courses of Battersea Polytechnic, Gloucestershire School 
of Domest;ic Science, and Leeds School of Cookery, laclng p. 277. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Brookline High School, 78, 79. 
Hackley Manual High School, 86, 89. 
Providence Manual Training High School, 83, App. B., p. 292. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Housekeeping School, App. G., p. 314-
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, App. F., p. 303; number of hours 

devoted to, 213, Table XXXVII. 
Indianapolis Girls' Classical School,162. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 196-
Pratt Institute Iligh School, Brooklyn, 154, 161. 
Teachers' College, Columbia University, New York, 232, 233. 

Obligatory Subjects in State Agricultural Colleges, 108. 
Ohio Federation of Women's Clubs: 

Pamphlet on "Domestic Economy" issued by, Quotation from, 18-19. 
Ohio State University: 

College of Domestic Science and Agriculture of: 
Domestic Science Course at, 108, 113-18-

Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, Worcester, Mass.: 
Su Worcester, Mass. -

Parker, Colonel Francis W.: 
His views on Training of Children, 143, 151-52. 

ParIos., Marla: 
Course of Cooking Lessons given by, at Lassell's Seminary, Auburndale, 

Mass., 9-10. _ 
Organisation by, of Course at Boston Cooking School, i70. 

Peabody Academy of Science, 136. 
Pedagogical Society of Maine, 205. 
Pedagogy, Teaching of: 

In English Institutions: . 
Table XXXVIL showing number of hours -devoted to, in Normal 
- Training Courses of Battersea Polytechnic, Gloucestershire School 
, of Domestic Science, and Leeds School of Cookery,jacing p. 277. 

In U.S.A. InStitutions under State Control: 
Framingham State Normal School, number of hours devoted to, 

8ee Table XXXVIL 
Hyaunis State Normal School, 138. 
Salem State Normal School, 137. 
University of Illinois State Agricultural College, 112. 
University of Ohio College of Domestic Science and Agriculture, 116. 

In U.S.A. Institutions under Private Control: 
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, 177. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, number of hours devoted to, 8U 

Table XXXVIL 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, number of hours devoted to, 8U Table 

XXXVII. 
University of Chicago, 224. 

In- Summer Schools: 
Chautauqua Summer School of Domestio Science, 245, App. J.,. 

p.320. 
Chicago University School of Eduoation. 248. 
Su alBo Educat-ion (History of). Teaching of. 
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Pl'Ople'. Univendty ExteDBion Society. New York City: 
Home Soience Claaaea of. 246. 

Peter Cooper High School. New York City: 
8u New York City. 

Philadelphia : 
Drexel Institute. 3, 109. 
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Admission to. Requirements for, 210. 213; Form of Application 
for, App. F., p. 299. 

Aims of. 207~8. 
Domestio Arts CoUl'lle at, Table of, 210. 
Domestio Soience Q,Ul'IIe at, 208, ~1l-15. 216, App. F., pp. 299-313; 

Number of hours devoted to, 213, Table XXXVIL 
Girla' High School: 

Firat Organisation of Cookery Claeses in, 25. 
Grammar Schools: 

Needlework CoUl'lle at, Table of, 48. 
Photography, Teaching of: 

Providence Manual Training ffigh Sohool, 83. App. B., p. 292-
Ph:-uoal Training: 

In Grade Sohools, I, 6. 
In InstitutioD8 under State Control: 

Cleveland Publio Grade Sohool, 64. 
Frammgham State Normal School, number of hours devoted to, 

,u Table xxxvn., lacing p. 277. 
Manhattan and the Bronx ffigh Schools, 101. 
Univendty of nlinoiB State Agricultural College, 112. . 
Univendty of Ohio College of Domestio Scienoe and Agriculture, ] 16. 

:0 InstitutioD8 under Private Control ; 
Bryn Mawr College, 217. 
Chioago University School of Education, Table XXIL./acing p. 151. 
Drexel Institute, Philadelphia, 210, 213; number of hours devoted 

to, ,u Table XXXVII. 
Lake Erie College for Women, obligatory, 172. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 191, 197,200; number of hours devoted 

to, ,u Table XXXVII. 
SimmOD8 Female College, Boston, 219. 
Smith College, 217. 
We11es1ey College, 217. 

In Summer Schools : 
Chicago Univendty School of Education, 248. 

Obligatory in most Colleges. 175-
Social Agencies providing: 

Women'. Eduoational and Industrial Union, 240. 
Physics, Teaching of : 

In InstitutioD8 under ~tate Control: 
Ann Arbor ffigh School, 93. 
Brookline ffigh School, Mass., 76, 78; 
Oeveland Publio Grade Sohool, 64. 
Framingham State Normal School, 127, 128; number of hours 

devoted to, ,u Table XXXVII.,/acing p. 277. 
Hackley Manual ffigh Sohool, 86. 
Hyannis State Normal School, 138. 
Manhattan and t.he Bronx High Schools, New York City,101. 
Providence Manual Training High School,82, 83, App. B., PF. 289r 290,291. 
University of DlinoiB State .AgriculturarCollege, 112. 

m Institutions under Private Control: . 
Bradley'Institute, Peoria:; Illinois, 180. 
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Physics, Teaching of :-continue4. 
In· Institutions under Private Control :-continued. 

Detroit Home and Day School, 163.: 
Indianapolis GirIB' Classical School, 162· 
Lewis Institute, Chicago, 184, 186-
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 201; number of hours devoted to, Ite 

Table XXXVIL, lacing p. '1:17. 
Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 156-
Simmons Female College, Boston, 219. 
University of Chicago, 222, 223. 

In Summer Schools : 
Chautauqua Summer School, 245, App. J., p. 319. 

Physiology, Teaching of : 
Free lectures on Physiology, 246-
In English Institutions: 

Table XXXVII. showing number of hours devoted to, in the Normal 
Training Couraea of Batteraea Polytechnic, Glouceatershire School 
of Domestic Science, and Leeds School of Cookery,/acing p. 277. 

In U.S.A.: 
In Grade SchoolB, 1, 6, 52-71. 
In High SchoolB, obligatory in few C&BeB, 94. 
In Universities and Colleges, 111. 

m U.S.A. Institutions under State Control: 
Brookline High School, M&B8., 78. 
Cleveland Public Grade School, 64-
Detroit (Michigan) High School, 94-97. 
Framingham State Normal School. number of hours devotl"d t 

·8ee Table XXXVIL 
Hackley Manual High SchOQI, 86. 
Hyannis State Normal School, 138. 
Illinois State University, 112. 
Lynn Grade Schools, 65, 66-
Manhattan and the Bronx High SchoolB, New York City, 101. 
Ohio State University, 114, 116-
Peter Cooper High School, New York City, 94, 117-100. 
Salem State Normal School. 136-37. 

In U.~.A. Institutions under Private Contml : 
Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, 177. 
Bradley Institute, Peoria, nlinoie, 180. 
Drexel Institute, Phil&(!elphia, 210; App. F., pp. 307-8; number 

of hours devoted to, 213, Table XXXVII. 
Horace Mann School, New York City, 164-66. 
Indianapolis Girls' ClaBBical School, 162. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172, 173, 174. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, 187. 
Dread Normal Institute of Domestic Science, 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 196, 197, 200, 201, 203 ; number of 

hours devoted to, Bee Table XXXVIL 
Pratt Institute High School, 159. 
Simmons Female Oollego, Boston. 219. 
Teachers' College. Columbia University, N.Y.C., 232, 233. 
University of Chicago, 222, 223. 
V&BSar Oollege, 216. 

In U.S.A. Summer School'J: 
Chautauqua Summer School of Domestio Science, 245, App. J., pp. 

319-20. 
Playgrounds, Children's: 

-Leotureson, given by the Civic League, 2400 
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l'Iumbing. TMOhing of: 
Clhautauqaa (Summer) School of Domestio Science. 24S. 
Pratt Inatitute, Brooklyu. 200. 202. 203, Dumber of holU"ll dovoted to. 

fte Table. XXXYn.. /act,., p. sr17. 
Political Eoonomy. Toaohing of : 

Ia IastitutioD8 UDder State (Jantrol : 
Univeraity of Ohio College of Domestio Science and Agrioulture. 118. 

In Institutiou UDder Private Oontrol : 
University of Chicago. 223. 224. 

POItgnwioate Teaohing : 
B. CoUegelo Normal 

Practical HOWl8work : 
R. HOWl8work. Practioal. 

Pratt lastitute, Brooklyn. New York: 
Bt, Brooklyn. Now York. 

Prima,.,. Sohools : 
Sre Grade (Primary and Grammar) Sohool ... 

Print". IDltitutinn!l: 
Curriculum of. 2. 
Endowment of. HI. 
Govprumeot of. 1'1. 
8u. 0110 .nder : 

Colleges. 
Grade (Primary and Grammar) Sohools. 
Secondary (or High) Schools. 
Kindergartens. 
Technical Inatitutes. 
Universities. 

Prof_onal Sohools : 
Currioulum of. 2-

Providence : 
Manual Training High SohoN : 

Course of Domestio Soience at. 81-85; Table!loi Coone, S:!, AI'P. B • 
Po 289. 

PlI¥Chology. Teaching of : 
Ia Institutions under State Control: 

Framingham Ste to N onnal School, 123 i Dum bar of hoW1l devoted tn, 
.t11 Table XXXVIl.,/~ing p. 277. 

HyaDfli8 Normal School, 138. 
Providence Manual Training High School. 82, 83, App. B .• P. 292. 
Salem State Normal School. 137. . 
University of Illinois State Agrioultural College, 112-

In IDltitutiODB under Private Control: 
Lake Erie College for Women. 172. 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestio Science. 167. 
Pratt IDltitute, Brooklyn, 197. 200. 203: number of hOlll'8 devoted 

to. fte Table XXXVII. 
TMOhen' College. Columbia University, New York. 2'29. 

Publio Inatnotion. Superintendents of, 5. 
Publio Sohools: 

Ovomi-ionera' or. 5. 
Control of" by Boards of Education, 5. 
Currioulum of. 9; Debates of Lake Plaold Conference of Teachers of 

HoWl8hold Eoonomi08 .. to, 11-12-
Superintendent. of, 5. 
Su.uo: 

Grade (Primary and Grammar) Se~6olt. 
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Reading Courses : 
For Farmel'll' Wives, organised by Cornell UniTersity. Bee Cornell Uni· 

versity. 
Reading, Teaching of : 

In Grade Sohools, 1. 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Cleveland Publio Grade Sohool, 64. 
Lynn Grade Sohools, 65. 
Salem State Normal Sohool, 137. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Chioago University Sohool of Eduoation, Table xxn., facing p.151 • 

.Ln Summer Sohools : . 
Chicago University Sohool of Eduoation, 248. 

Regulations: 
For Free Public Sohools, drawn up by Boards of Eduoations, 5-

Riohards. Mrs. Ellen H : 
Chairman of the Lake Placid Conference of Teachers of Household 

Eoonomios, 1899, 11. 
Member of Teaching ~taff of Boston School of Housekeeping, 220; of 

Massaohusetts Institute of Technology, 273. 
Rioker. Dean : 

Course in House Planning. Sanitary Construotion, and History of Archi. 
tecture prepared by, for Dlinois State Agrioultural College. 113-

Roberts, W. E.: 
Supervisor of Manual Training at Cieveland, Ohio, 25. 

Rochester: ( 
Eastman Meohanios' Institute, 3; Domestio Soience Courses at, 

181·83; plan of Institute. faci~ p. 182-

Rural Sohools : 
County Superintendents of, 5 

Saokett, Harriet S. : 
Direotress of Department of Domestio Art at the Pratt Institute, 

Brooklyn, 191. 
Salaries: 

Of Teaohers. See Teachers. 
~alem (Mass.) State Normal Sohool: 

Phy~iology and Hygiene Courses at, 135-38.. 
Salmon, Mi88 : 

Views of, on Domestio Service problem, 258-61. 
Sanitary Soienoe Club of the Association of Colloge A1ulllJla!, 238-39. 
Sanitation (House), Teaching of: 

Courses in Colleges, 18. 121-22. 
In Institutions under State Control : 

Brookline High School, Mass., 81. 
Haokley Manual High Sohool, 86, 89. . 
Providence Manual Training High School, 82, 84, App. B., p. 292-
Michigan State Univel'llity, 123, 124. . 
University of the State of New York. Albany, N. Y."App. L, pp. 

323-24. 
10 Institutions under Private Control: 

Boston Housekeeping Sohool, App. G., p. 314. 
Bradley Institute, Peoria, Illinois; 180'J . 
Lake Erie College for Women, 174. 
Lewis Institute, Chicago, 184 . 
Massaohusetts Institute of Technology, ,tso1ltQD, 187. 
Dread Normal Institute of Domestio Soience. Mass., 167. 
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. 196-
Simmons Female College, Boston, 219 
University of Chioago, 222. 223, 225. 
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Sanitation (HoDll8), Teaching of :~"'i"lWI. 
&Jl Snmmer Schools: 

Chautauqua Summer Sohoolof Domestic Science. 245, App. J .• 
pp. 319-20-

Sohool Libraries: 
8" Librariea. 

Soienoe, Teaching of: 
III Institutions under Private Oontrol: ,,'- . 

Chicago Univeadty Elementary SchooL Us. 149. 
Simmons Female Oollege. 218. 
8et al80 "fIdtr respective II11bjects. 

Science (Elementary), Teaching of: 
Oeveland Publio Grade School, 64. 
Lynn Grade School, 66. 
8u al80 "nder respective II11bjeots. 

Seoondary(orHigh)Sch~: 
. Age of Cblldreo attending, 1. 
CoIU"IIeII in HOll88hold Science and Art in. 265-66, 270-73 
Currioulum, general, of, 1-2-
.. Elective System .. in force in, 1. 
F.quipment of Classes in. App. 0. 
Household Science and Hygiene Courses in, 270-73 
Dstitutions UDder State Control: 

Number of Students attending, Increase in, 12. 
Soope of Domestic Science Courses in, 73-75, 93-94. 
Table showing diversity of practice obtaining, in teaching 01 

Domestio Science in. and in Grade School&, 21. 
For Institutions, 6U : 

Ann Arbor High School. 
Brookline, Maaa., High SchooL 
Cleveland (Ohio) High Schools. 
Detroit (Michigan) Central High School. 
Hackley Manual High School. 
New York City. Manhattan and the Bronx High SChIK.ls. 
New York City. Peter Cooper High School. 
Providence Manual Training High SchooL 
Toledo Manual Training School. 

Institutions under Private Control: 
For Institutions, 6U: 

Boston High Schools. 
Brooklyn. Pratt Institute High School. 
Detroit Home and Day School. . 
Indianapolis Girls' Cl&BBicai School. 

New York City. Horace Mann School. 
PositioD of Domcatio Scienoe in Currioula of, 266-67. 
Su al80 "Mer respective subjects. 

Secretarial work, Training in : 
At Simm01ll Female OoUege, Boston, 217, 218. 

Sewall, Mrs. May Wright: 
Principal of Girls' Classical School, Indianapolis, 161 

Sewing: 
Bu Needlework. 

Shorthand. Teaching of: 
.At Manhattan and the Bronx High Schools, New York City. 10.1. 

SilDQlODS Female College, Boston: 
Course in Household Economioa .~ ~17-~. 
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Singing, . Teaching of: 
In Institutions under State Oontrol : 

ramingham State Normal School, 128; number of hours devoted 
to,8ee TableXXXvn.,facing p. 277. 

Hyannis State Normal School, 138. 
In Institutions under Private Control: 

Lake Erie College for Women, obligatory, 172, 174. 
!:!mith College: 

Physical Oulture Teaching at, 217. 
Snow, Miss: 

Supervisor of Practice Teaching, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, 205. 
Social Agencies for the Promotion of Domestic Science Teaching: 

llinois Association of Domestic Science, 237-38. 
ndianapolis Kindergarten and' Domestic Science Training Schools, 

241-2. 
LoUisa M. Alcott Gub, Boston, :U3-44. 
National Household Economic Association, 19, 239. 
Sanitary Science Club of the Association of College Alumnre, 238-39. ' 
University Extension Society, New York City, 246 
University Settlements, 246. 
Women's Educational and Industrial Union, 19, 240. 
Women's Institute, Yonkers, New York, 240. 
Young Women's Christian Association School of Domeiltiu ScienC'l'. 

See Young Women's Christian ,Association. 
Sociology, Teaching of: 

Free Lectures in, 246. 
In Institutions under Private Control: 

Boston Housekeeping School, App. G .• p. 314. 
Chicago Univel'Slty. Table XXXII., p. 222. 
Lake Erie College for Women, 172. 
University of Chicago. 222, 223 

In Summer Schools: 
Ohicago University. 247. 

Spanish, Teaching of': 
At Manhattan and the Bronx High Schools, New York City. 101 

Speci&\isation!: 
In High Schools, 73 

Spelling, Teaohing of: 
- In Grade Schools, 6, 

In Institutions under State Cont.rol 
Lynn Grade Schools, 65. 

In Institutions under Private Control': 
Chioago University. School of Education Table XXII., lacing ('. 151. 

State Agrioultural Colleges: 
See under Oolleges. 

Statutes of 1893 and 1902. affecting Temperance Teaching, 53-54. 
Summer Sohools : 

See: 
Chautauqua (Summer) School of DomeRtio Science. 
Chicago University, Summer Schools of. ' , , 
Chicago University School of Education, Summer Scliool of. 

Superintendents, County: 
Of Rural and Township Schools. Election of, 5. 

Superintendents of Publio Instruction: 
. Election of, 5. 

Swimming, Teaching of: 
Boston Normal School €If Gymnastics, 177. 
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Symptomatology. Teaching of: 
At Boston Normal Sohool of Gymuastios. 177. ; 

T.&lbot, Professor Marion: 
Dean of Women. Chioago University. 223. 

Teachers: 
Appointment of: 

In free Publio Sohools. made by Boards of Eduoation. 5. 

Of Cooking: 
Numbers of. in New York City St&w Sohools. in 1898 and 1901.26. 
Qualifioatioll8 of: -

In New York City Schools, 35 .. 
In Washington Primary and Grade-Sohools, 41-42. 

Salaries of, 43: ~ 
New York City Sobools, 36. 
Toledo Sohools. 37. 

Of Needlework: 
Qualifioatioll8 of. in Grade Sohools, 49. 
Salaries of, 36, '9. 

Qualifications of : 
In free Publio Schools, fixed by Boards oflEducation, 5~ 
Bu alao under: Of Cooking and Of Needlework abo~ 

Salaries of: 
In free Publio Sohools, 5. 
Bu al80 under: Of Cooking and Of Needlework allow. 

Training of : 
Attitude of Boards of Eduoation towards, 139. 
Debates of Lake Placid Conference of Teachers of Ho1l88hold 

. Eoonomi08 as to. 11-12. 
In Domestio Science, 276-79. 

Table XXXVII. showing number of hours devoted to each subject in 
the Normal Training Courses of Battersea Polytechnic; Gloucester
shire Sohool of Domestio Science; Leeds Gookery Sohool; Drexel 
Institute, Philadelphia; Framingham St&w Normal Sohool; and 
Pratt Institute. Brooklyn. lacing p. 277. 

For In8titutiOns, IU : . 
Boston Cookery School. 
Boston Normal School of Gynmastios. 
Brooklyn. Pratt Institute. 
Chicago University School of Education. Summer Sohool of. 
Framingham Staw Normal Sohool. 
Hyannis Staw Normal Sohool. 
Lake Erie College for Women. 
Philadelphia. Drexel Instituw. 
New York City. Teaohers~ Oollege Columbia University. 
Salem; Mass.; State Normal SchooL 
Worcester. Ma88. Dread Normal Institute rof Domestio Science ; 

and St&w Nonllal Sohool. . 

'rechnical Institutes: 
Institutioll8 under Privaw Control 

8«: 
Boston. Massaohusett.s Instituw of TechnOlogy. 
Brooklyn. Pratt Institute. 
Ghioago. Armour Institute. 
Ohioago. Lewis Institute. 
Illinois. Bradley Insti tu te, ·.Jeoria 
Philadelphia. Drexel Institute. 
Rocheswr. Eastman Mechanics' :tJlstitute. 

Te~hnology (Household),1'eaching of : 
At Chicago University. 221-24. 
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Temperance Teaching: 
In Grade Sohoola, 52-05. 
Statutes of 1893 and 1902 affeoting, 53-54. 

Text-Books : 
For Free Publio Sohools, Lists of, prepared by Boards of Eduoation, 5. 

Thalberg, l'rofee80r: 
Course in Physiology and Hygiene, oonduotBd by, at V/.I8IIBor College, 216-

Thompson, Dr. : 
President of Ohio State Univel'8ity, ·Us. 

Toledo: 
Grammar Grade Sohools: 

Oooking Course in, 36-37; Schedule of Co1l1'8e, 38. 
Needlework Course in, 45. 

Manual Training Sohool : 
Course in Domestio Soienoe and Art at, 90-93. 

Township Sohools : 
County Superintendents of, S. 

Training of Teachera : 
See Teaohers. 

Trigonometry, Teaching of : 
At Ohioago University Sohool of Education, Table XXII., lad7IIJ p. ] 51. 
At Providenoe Manual Training High Sohool, 83, App. B., p. 292. 

Typewriting, Teaching of: 
At Manhattan and the Bronx High Sohools, New York City, 101. 

Universities : 
Courses in Domestio Science in, Bee under respective Universities. 
Curriculum of, 4. 

Debates of Lake Placid Conference of Teachers of Household 
Eoonomios as to, 11-12. 

Faculties of, "-
Institutions under State Control, Bee : 

Bloomington, State University of Indiana at.. 
California. Leland Stanford Junior University. 
Colorado, University of 
Gomell University . 
• Dlinois State University. 
Iowa State University. 
KanRall State University. 
Miohigan State University 
Minnesot-a State University. 
Missouri State University. 
Nebraska State University of. 
New York State, University of, Alban 
Ohio State University. 
Utah, State University of. 

Institutions under Private Control: 
Chicago, University of. 
New York City, Teachers' College, Columbia University. 
Number of, 105. 
State Agricultural Colleges of, Bee undet' Colleges. 

University Extension Courses: 
In Sanitary Soienoe, at Chicago Uniyersity, 225. 

Uni'l"Orsity Extension Society, People's, 'New You Oity, 2!6. 
University Extension System of Travelling Libraries. 237. 2t9. 
University Settlements : 

Homo Soience Classes at, 246. 
Utah, State University of: 

Hou33hold Soillncs, O;)ursos at, 121. 
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UtilitariaD.Promotcra of Domestio Soienoe Teaching. 8._19. 
VaoatiOll BohooJa: 
• . For ailldreo. 246. 

B~ "z., Sommer BohOOJa. 
V &II1I&I' 00Ilege : 

Hygiene aDd Phyaiology <l>u..- at 216-17. 

Veot.i1ation. Study of: 
Brookline High School. Uaaa.. '19. 
MauachU8ett. Institute of TecJmology. Boston. 188. 
Pratt loatitute. Brooklyn. 202. 

Vanoent, Prof. George E. : 
Lectures in Sooiology given by. at Chioago University. 223-

Vrooman" lIiaa A. s.: 
Viewa of. on Domestio Servioe Problem. 25'1-258. 

Waiting. Praotioe uaa 
In Institutiooa under Private (bntrol : 

Drexel Institute, Philadelphia. 213. 214. App. F •• p. 304. 
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Pratt Institute. Brooklyn. 196, 203. Number of Hours devoted to. 
Table XXXVIL./aci"f p. 277. 

Warren. MiM Alioe: 
Profeeaor of Biology and Physiology at Salem State Normal SohooJ. 13G. 

waShiogton : 
Bureau of Edocation" 4. 
Cooking Laboratories attached to newest Schools in. 26. 
Grammar Grade Sohoola : 

Oooking Co~ in. 39. 41 ; Table of Oourae. 40. 
Domestio Hygiene in. 00U1'88 of. 56. 
Needlework 00U1'88 in. 49. 

Weaving. Teaching of. 
In Ioatitutiooa under Private Contro • 

Pratt Institute. Brooklyn. 191. 197.200, 2().i. 
Report of Lake Placid Conferenoe of Teachers of Household Ecooomirs 

in regard to. 13. 16. 
Welch. lira. Hay B. : 

Household Ana Department,of Kansas State Agrioultural Collete. 
conduoted by. 107. 

WeUealey GoDege : 
Physical Culture Teaching at, 21l 

West., Profeeaor Andrew Fleming : 
00 American CoUegee. I~ 

Whitewashing. Leuoosin: 
Given by the Indianapolis Kindergarten aDd Domestio Training Sohoo~ 

241. 
Whittemore. H. : 

Principal of Framingham State NOI1II&l Sohoo!, 131. 
Williams. lIrs. Mary Eo : 

Organieer of Cookery ClA8llEl8o New York City. 21. 32. 
Women's Cube: 

Ohio Federatioo of. Pamphlet on .. Domestio Economy," issued by. 
quotation from. 18-19. 

Organisation aDd Methods of, 236 -37. 

Women'a Colleges: 
Ste Oollegea. 

Womeo's Educatioru.land Industrial Union" 19, 240 
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Women's Institute, Yonkers, New YOl"k, 
Evening Classes in Cooking, Sewing, Millinery, Dressmaking, etc.,at.240. 

Wood-carving, Teaching of, 
In Institutions under State Control: 

Hackley Manual High School, 86. 
Providence Manual Training High School, 83. 

In Institutions under Private Control : 
Pratt Institute High School, Brooklyn, 154. 

Woodwork: 
Lessons in, given by the Indianapolis Kindergarten and Domestic 

Training Schools, 241. 
Woolman, Mrs. : 

Professor of Domestio Arts, Teachers' College, Columbia University, 
227-30. 

Woroester Mass. : 
Oread Normal Institute of Domestic Science: 

Admission to, Requirements of, 167. 
Household Science Course at, 166-69. -
Kindergarten Course at, 169. 

State Normal School, 134. 

Wright, Miss: 
Supervisor of Cookery Classes in Philadelphia. Scbools, 39. 

Writing, Teaching of: 
In Grade Schools, 1. 
In Institutions under State a>ntrol 

Lynn Grade Schools, 65. 
In Institutions under Private Control : 

Chicago University School of Eduoation, Table XXII. 
Yonkers, New York: 

Women's Institute at, 240. 
Young Women's Ohristian Association: 

Boston Branch, LeBBODS in Domestic Science for Primary School Children 
given by, 243. 

Oookery lessons given by, to Public School Children,from 1876 onward.'I,9. 
Zoology. Teaching of: 

In Institutions under State Control : 
• Brook:ine High School, Mass., 78. 

Detrcit Central High School, 96. -
University of Illinois State Agricultural College, 112-
University of Ohio College of Domestic Science and Agriculture. 116. 

In Institutions under Private Control: 
Teachers' College, Columbia University. 233-

See alao Biology. 



Volume 1 of SpecilLl Reports (Education in England, W&les, 
and Ireland, France, Germany. Denmark, Belgium, &c.) 
(1896-1) contains the following Papers:-

I. Publio Elementary Ed_tiOll in England and Wales. 1870-1895. 
By M_ 111. E. Sadler and J. W. Edwanb. 

2. EngEaIa Studenfa in Foreign Training 0lUegea. 
By lli8II L. 1aIaDIey. MiII8 Williams. and Hr. H. L. Withen. 

I. Bnash Work in an Elementary School (with illustr'atiOll8l. 
By Mr. Seth Olward. 

4. The ABC of Drawing: All Inquiry into the Principles underlying Elemt'ntary 
Instruction in Drawing (with illustr'ationsl. 

By Hr. EbeDeEr 000Ite. 
6. Do_tio Eronomy TNCbing in England 

By Mrs. Pillow. 
I.. Technical Edncatioa for Girla. 

By Mi88 A. .1. Oloper. 
7. The Secondary Day School attaohed to the Batter- (London) P,;,lyt..-ehnie : 

b Experimen& in the OIHd_tion of Boya and Girls. 
B1 Mr. Sydney H. WelI& 

8. The HislorJ of the Irish Sya$em of EJementary Education. 
By Mr. 111. E. Sadler. 

t. The National Syatem of Educatioa in Ireland. 
By the Right Hon. C. T. Redington. D.L 

10. Recen& Legislation on EJementary Education in Belgium. 
By M_ 111. E. Sadler and R. L. Morant.. 

1 L The Ho_wifery Schools and aa- of Bt'\jrium. 
By MiII8 It. S. Block and MiII8 L. Brackenbury. 

12. The French Byatem of Higher Primary Schoola. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant.. 

II. The RMlschulen in Berlin and their bearing on Modem Secondary ami 
Olmmercial Education. 

By Mr. 111. E. Sadler. 
14.. The Ober-Realachulen of Prussia, with special reference to the Ober·Re&Ischule 

at Charlottenbnrg. 
B, Mr. 111. E. Sadler. 

15. The Prussian Elementary School Code. 
Translated by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

1& The Continuation Schools in Saxony. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

17. The School Journey in Germany. 
By MiII8 C. L Dodd. 

18. The Teaching of the Mother·Tongue in Germany. 
By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

19. Holiday Olurses in France and Germany for InstnJctioa in lIodt'm 1.an21lages. 
By M_ F. S. lIanin and R. L. Morant.. 

20. &oeDt Educational Progn!ss in DellllUU'k (with maps). 
By Mr. J. S. Thornton. 

21. Education in Egypt.. 
By Mr. P. A. Barnt-tt.. 

U The Education of Girls and Women in Spain. 
By Seiior Don Fernando de Arteaga y Pereira.. ' 

~. The National Bureaa of &luoation in the United States. 
By Mr. R. L. Horan'" 

:r &.. The History of the Manitoba School Syatem and the lssnes of the Recent 
Oontro'nlrll1. 

By Hr. R. L. lIorant.. 
2S.. Arrangemenfa for the admission of Women to the Chief Universities in the 

Britiah Empire and in Foreign Oluntries.. 
By Mr. 111. E. Sadler with \he help of .Mr. J. W. Longsdon. 

26. Appendix giving • list of the chief official papers bearing on Education in 
Great Britain and Ireland. 

Prepared by Hr. 111. E. Sadler. 

This volume (Col. SUi) ean be obtaineo.l, either directly or througu any Book. 
eeller, from MEssRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FInTER L..uix, E.C., an,1 
3:l, ABI1IGDOl( STREET, WESTMI1ISTER,.S. W.; or OLlVER A.lID BOYD, 
EDIliBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, lUi, GJLUTOX STREET, DnLIX. 

~ 3e. 44.; podfree 31.10rl. 
[At p~t out of print.] 
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Volume ~ of ~pecial Reports (Education in England and 
Wales, Physical 'Education, the Heuristic Method 01 
Teaching, University Education in France, &c.) (1898) 
contains the following Papers :-

1. 'fhe Welsh Intermediate Education Act, 1889 its Origin and Working. 
Contributed by, the Charity Commissioners for England and Wales. 

2. The London Polytechnio Institutes (with illustrations). 
By Mr. Sydney Webb. 

3. The London Sohool of Eoonomics and Political Science. 
By Mr. W. A. S. Hewins. 

4. The Curriculum of a Girls' SchooL 
By Mrs. Bryant, Miss Burstall, and Miss Aitken. 

5. Physical Education at the Sheffield High School for Girls. 
By Mrs. Woodhouse. 

fl. Games and Athletics in Secondary Schools for Girls (with illustrationsl. 
By Miss P. Lawrence. 

7. The Organisation of Games out of School for the Children attending Public 
Elementary Schools. 

By Mr. George Sharples. 
8. Physical Education nnder the School Board for London (with illustrations). 

By Mr. Thomas Chesterton. 
9. Physical Education for Girls and Infants under the London School Board 

(with'illustrations). 
By the late Mrs. Ely Dallas. 

10. Physical Training in Birmingham Board Schools (with illustrations). 
By Mr. Samuel Bott. 

n. ,Physical Training nnder the Leeds School Board. 
By Mr. R. E. Thomas. 

12. The School Gardens at the Boscombe British School (with illUlltrations). 
By Mr. T. G. Rooper. 

13. The Connection between the Publio Library and the Publio Elementary 
. School. (' 

By Mr. John J. Ogle. 
14. The Educational Museum of the Teachers' Guild. 

By Mr. John L. Myres. 
15. The Haslemere Educational Museum (with plans). 

By Dr. Jonathan Hutchinson. F.R.S. 
16. School Plays in Latin and Greek. 

_ By Mr. J. II. Baker-Penoyre. 
17. The Study of Eduoation. 

By Mr. J. J. Findlay. 
18. The Training of Secondary Teachers and Educational Ideals 

By Mr. F. J. R. Hendy. 
19. The Heuristio Method of Teaching. 

By Dr. Henry Armstrong, F.R.S. 
20. Statistics, &0., of Elementary Eduoa.tion in England and Wales, 1833-1870. 

By Messrs. M. E. Sadler and J. W. Edwards. 
21. List of Publications on Educational Subjeots issued by the Chief Local 

Educational Authorities in England and Wales. 
Prepared by Miss M. S. Beard. 

22. Lea UniversiMs Fran9&ises. 
By Monsieur Louis Liard. 

23. The French Universities. (Translation of No. 22.) 
By Mr. J. W. Longsdon. 

24. The Position of Teachers in the State Secondary Schools for Boys in France. 
By Mr. F. B. Kirkman. 

25. The Frenoh Leaving Certifioate-Certificat d'Etudes Primaires. 
By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 

26. The Teaching of ' Modern Languages in Belgium and Holland. 
By Mise J. D. Montgomery •. 

27. Sohool Hgyiene in Brussels. 
By Miss J. D. Montgomery. 

This volume (Cd. 8943) can be obtained, either directly or throu~h any Book
seller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, E.C. ; and 32, 
ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S. W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, EDIN
BURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Price 6.t. 2tl. ; postfre. 6.t. 7d. . 
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Volume 3 of Special Reports (National OrgaJiisation of 
Education in Switserland, Secondary Education in 
Prussia. Baden, and Sweden, Teaching of Modern 
Languages, Higher Commercial Education in France. 
Germany. and Belgium) (1898) contains the following 
Papers:- . 

L The National Organisation of Education ill Switserland. 
B, Hr. B. L. Mannt. 

S. Problema ill Prus8iaIl Secondaly Education for Boys' with special refenmce 
to similar questions in England. 

B, Hr. M. E. Sadler. 

3. .. The Currioula and Programmes of Work for H'tgher Schools ill Pru88ia." 
Translated b,. Hr. W. Go LiplOOmb. 

'" The Higher Schoo .. of the Grand Duohy of BadeD. 
BI Hr. H. E. Do Hammond. 

I. StrOmungen auf dem Gebiet des Schul·und Bildungswesens in Deutschland. 
VOIl Professor Dr. W. Rein ill JeD&. 

&. TeI1del1oies in the Educational Systema of GermanI. tTranalation of No. 6.) 
BI Hr. F. H. Dale. 

7. The Teaching of Modem La.oguageB ill Frankfurt a M. and distriot. 
BI Hr. Fabian Ware. 

I. The Teaching of Modem La.oguageB in GennaI1y. 
BI Mi88 MarJ Brebner. 

.. The Teaching of Foreign Languages. 
BI Professor Dr. Emil HaDBlmeob.t. 

10. The Teacher of Modem Languages in Prussian Secondary SohOO" for Boy .. 
His educatiOll and professional training. 

BI Hr. Fabian Ware. 

II. Higher Oommeroial Education ill Antwerp. Leipzig. Paris and Havre. 
BI Mr. U. E. Sadler. 

I~ The Presen' PoliitiOll of Manual Ins~otion in Germany. 
BI Dr. Otto W. Beyer. (Translated by Hr. A. E. Twentyman.) 

13. The Secondary Sohoola in Sweden. 
By Dr. Otto Gallander. 

16. Elemel1tary Education in the Grand DUohy of Finland. 
By tile Baron Dr. Yrjo.Koskinen. 

This volume (Cd. 8988) can be obtained, either directJy or through aoy Book. 
IleUer, from MESsBS.. WYMAN & SONS, LTD •• FETTBR LANE, K.C., AND 32, 
ABINGOON STREET. WKSTMllfSTKR, S. W. ; or OLIVER & "BOYD, EDINBURGH' 
or &. PONSONBY, 118, GRArroN STREET, DUBLIN. • 

PM 31. 3d. ; post free 3s. lid. 

The Board of Education issued in 1900 :-
Repon OIl Technical and Oommeroial Education ill East Prussia, Poland 

Galicia., Silesia, and Bohemia. • 
BI Hr. Ja_ Baker. 

Thill volume (('.d. .19) can be obtained. either directly or through any Book. 
lieDer, from MESSBS. W~MA}Ij AND SONS, LTD., FETTu LANE, E.C., and 32, 
ABINGDON STREET, " KSTKINSTKR, S. W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD 
EDUIBUBGH ; or E. PONSONBY, lUI, GBAfTON STREET, J)UBLIN. • 

Price 6d. ; poll free 8cL 
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Volume 4 of Special' Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Colonics of the British Empire-Dominion of 
Canada, Newfoundland, West Indies) (1901) contains the 
following Papers:~ 

A. DOlllINIOll' 01' C.UU.DA-
1. Ontario, The. System of Edncation in. . 

Prepared from official doouments supplied by the Education De. 
partment of Ontario. 

2. Quebeo, The System of Educa.tion in the Province of. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. R. Ba.lfour. 

3. Nova. Scotia., The System of Education in. 
By Mr. A. H. MacKa.y, Superintendent of Eduoa.tion, Nova. Scotia. 

(. New Brunswick, The System of Education in . 
. By Professor J. Brittain., Instructor in the Provincial Normal Sohool, 

Frederioton, New Brunswick. 

5. Manitoba, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from .official documents by Mr. A. E. Twentyma.n. 

6. North·West Territories, The System of Education in the. 
Prepared from offioial documents by Mr. R. Ba.lfour. 

'1. British Columbia, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. R. Balfour. 

8. Prince Edward Island, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. D. J. MacLeod, Chief Superintendent of Eduoa.tion, Prince 

Edward Island: 

D. Memora.ndum on Agricultural Education in Ca.nada. 
By Dr. W. Saunders, Direotor of Dominion Experimental Farms. 

10. Note on the Maodonald Manual Tra.ining Fund for the development of 
manual and practical instruotion in Primary Sohools in Ca.nada. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

B. NBWI'OUlI'DLAlfD-
Newfoundla.nd, The System of Education m. 

L By the Rev. Canon W. Pilot, D.D., D:C.L., Superintendent of 
Churoh of England Sohools in Newfoundland. 

II. By the Rev. G. S. Milligan, M.A., LL.D., Superintendent of 
, Methodist Sohools in Newfoundland. 

C. WeT INDIBS-
1. Jama.ioa, The Systf'm of Education in. 

Part L with Appendioes. 
By .the Hon. T. Capper, Superintending Inspeotor of Schools, 

Jama.ioa. 
Part II. 

~pared from official documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

i. British Guiana., The System 01 Education in. 
By Mr. W. Blair. Chief Inspeotor of Sohools, British Guiana. 

3. The Teaching of Agrioulture in Elementary and Higher Sohools in the 
West Indie& 

Compiled from offioial doouments by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

This volume (Cd. (16) can be obtained, either directly or through any 
Bookfeller, from MESSRS. WYMAN ANO SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE. E.C., 
amI 32, ABINGDON STREE1J. WESTMI~STER. R. W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EOINBURGH; or E. PONSuNBY, 116. GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Price 48. 8d. " post fre4 58. 2d. 

(iv) 



Volume 5 of Special Reports (Education&l Systems of the 
Chief Colonies of the British Empire-Cape Colony. 
N &ta.1, Commonwealth of Austr&lia, New Ze&l&nd. 
Ceylon, M&lt&) (1901) contains the following Papers :-

A.An.IO.\-
1. Cape Colony. The History and &.en, State of Education in. 

Part L. Sections 1-74.. 
By ~. G. B. Muir. B.A.. of the Depaztment of Public Educa· 

tion. Cape Town. 
.Pari L. Sections 75 to end. Pan IT. and Pari IlL 

Prepared from olliaial d_ts by ~. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Natal. The System of Education in. 
By ~. R. RuaseU. Superintendent of Education. Natal. 

B. CoIIJlOlrw..LTB 01' AUSTL\LLl-
I. Ne ... South Wales. The System of Education in. 

Prepared from official documents supplied by the Department of 
Publia lDatruction for Ne ... South Wales. 

2. Victoria, The System of Education in. 
By the Hon. A. J. Peacock, late Minister of Publio Instruction. 

VICtoria. 

3. QueenaIand. The System of Education in. 
By ~. J. G. Andereoll, Under Secretary for Publio Instructiou, 

Qneenalaud. 

4.. Tasmania. The System of Education in. 
Prepared from offioial documents by ~. A.. Eo 1'wentyman. 

Ii. South Austra1ia, The System of Education in. 
By ~. C. L Whitham. Member of the Board of lnspectora of Schools, 

South Australia. 

8. Western Australia, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. Cyril Jacboll, lDapector-General of SchooIs. Western 

Australia. 

C N I. Z&AL&lfD-
Np ... Zealand. The System of Education in. 

Prepared by Mr. M. E. Sadler, from official documents supplied by 
the Deparbnl'nt of Education for Ne ... Zealand. 

D. C.n.olf-
Ceyloll, The System of Education iu. 

By Mr. J. B. CuII.late Director of Public Instruction. and ~. A.. Van 
Cuylenburg, lDapector of Schools, Ceylon. LI 

E. Mu.u-
Malta, The System of Education in. 

By Mr. N. Tagliaferro, Director of Education. Malta. 

This yolume (Cd. 417) can be obtained, either directJy or through any Book· 
seller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETrER LANE, E.C., and 
3"2" ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S. W.; or OLIVER A.ND BOYD. 
EDINBURGH; or Eo PONSONBY. 116, GRAFl"ON 8THEEl'. DUBLIX. 

PM 46. ()d.; pOll fru 4.r. 64. 



Volume 6 of Special Reports (Preparatory Schools for Boys. 
Their place in English Secondary Education) (1900) 
contains the following Papers :-

I. Introduction. 
:By Mr.-c. C. Cotterill 

2. The Masters of a Preparatory School. 
:By Mr. c: C. CotterilL 

3. Preparatory School Equipment. 
:By Mr. Frank Ritchie. 

4. The Time·table of Work in Preparatory Schools.-: 
:By Mr. H. Frampton Stallard. 

5. The Preparatory School Curriculum. 
:By Mr. G. Gidley Robinson. 

6. The Place of the Preparatory School for :Boys in Secondary Education lD 
England. -

:By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

7. Entrance Scholarships at Public Schools, and their Influence on Preparatory 
Schools. . 

:By the Rev. the Honourable Canon E. Lyttelton. 

8. Examinations for Entrance Scholarships at the Publio Schools. Their 
Character and Effect on the Educational Work of Preparatory Schools. 

:By Mr. C. C. Lynam. 

9. The Teaching of Latin and Greek in Preparatory SchooIa. 
:By the Rev. C. Ecoles Williams, D.D. 

10. The Teaching of the Mother-Tongue in Preparatory Schools. 
:By Mr. H. C. Tillard. 

11. The Teaching of History in Preparatory Sohools. 
:By Mr. A. M. Curteia. 

12. The Teaching of Geography in Preparatory Schools. _ 
:By the Rev. F. R. :BurroWB. 

13. The Teaching of Modern Languages in Preparatory Schools. 
:By Messrs. E. P. Arnold and Fabian Ware. 

14. The Teaching of Mathematics in Preparatory Schools. 
, :By the late Mr. C. G. Allum. 

15. Natural Soience in Preparatory Schools. 
:By Mr. Archer Vassall. . 

16. The Teaching of Drawing in Preparatory Schools. 
:By Mr. James T. Watte 

17. Art Teaching in Preparatory Schools. 
:By Mr. W. Egerton HiDe. 

18. The Sohool Workshop. 
:By Mr. E. D. Mansfield. 

19. Music in Preparatory Schools. ':: 
By the Rev. W. Earle. with an Appendix by Mr. W. W. Cheriton. 

20. Singing in Preparatory Schools. 
:By Mr. Leonard C. Venables. 

21. Gardening, its Role in Preparatory School Life. 
:By Mr. A. C. :Bartholomew. 

2-2 Heaith and Physical Training in Preparatory Schools. 
:By the Rev. C. T. Wickham. - . 

, Yll 



13. G6mee ba lWpuatory Schoo1a. 
B, Hr. A. .1. C. Dowding. 

lU. The EmploJll*l' of Laiaare HCJ1In u.. Bo~ Boariliotr Schoola. 
Bl Hr. Arlbar BoWllWee. 

2S. Prepuatorr School Libruiea. 
Bl Hr. W. Doug .... 

26. .& Da, ba • Bo,., Life a$ • Preparatory SchooL 
Bl Hr. P. S. Dealtzy. 

!7. School Manage_' ba Preparatory Schools. 
Bl &he BeY. J. H. Wilkinsoo,. .nth an AppNldix bl Hr. A. J. C. 

Dowding. 

28. r-omics 01 Preparatory Schoole 
Bl $he BeY. C. D1acIt. 

2t. Preparation for the Preparatory School. 
Bl Hr. E. J). Mauefield. 

30. Preparatory Bo~ School, under Lad, Principals. 
'1 Hr. C. J). Olifto 

'1. The Preparatory DeputmeD, ., Publio Schoola. 
Bl Hr. A. T. MariiD. 

n The Preparatory Deped_'.'. Publio School 
B1Mr.T.H.~ 

33. The Belati0D8 betweeD Publio and Preparatory Schools. 
Bl the BeY. Herbert BulL 

I&. The Preparatory School Product. 
Bl the BeY. H. A. .1&1Il0II0 DoD 

S5. The Preparatory School Product. 
Bl $he Bey. &he Honourable Canon Eo Lyttelton. 

S6. The Preparatory 8ohool Product. 
Bl Dr. Hel, Hutchinson Almond. 

S7. The Preparatory School Product. 
Bl Hr. Arlbar C. BeilelrA4 

sa. The Home Training of Children. 
Bl }In. Franklin. 

S9. The Po-ibititJ of Co.edno&tiOD ba Eoglieh Preparatory and other Seooadary 
C!chools. 

Bl Hr. J. H. B&dJe, 
to. No_ on • Preparatory School for GirII. 

41. AppeDdiL· 

Thi, volnme «AL 418 ) ean be obtained, ether direetl, or throngh &ny 
Bookaeller, from M&'!SRS. WYMAN AltO SONS, LTD., FETTER LAXB, E.C • 
. AXD ~ ABINGDON STRUT, WKSTlIINSTER, S. W.; or OLIVER·AXD BOYD: 
EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY. 116, GRArI'OlI STREET, DUBLIlI. 

Price~. 36d. ; pod","~. 'lid. 

Volume 7 of Special Reports (Rural Education in France) 
(1902) contains the following Papers :-

1. The Rural Schools of North·West France. 
Bl Hr. Ooacieelel ~ 

So Rural Edno&tioD ill !'raB_ B, Hr. John C. Medd. 

This volame (Cd. 8M) e&!I be obtained, either directl, or through anv 
Buokseller, from MESSllS. WYMAN AltO SONS, LTD. FErn:R LAXE, E.C:, 
.uD 3:!, ABIKGDOJI STUET, WESTJUXSTEB. S. W.; or bUYER .urn BOYD 
EDIlOIVBGH; or E. PQliSOny, 116, GUPTO" SnEET. DVBLI1f.· • 

Price la. .cd.; puI {rM b. 8d. 



Volume "8 of Special Reports (Education in Scandinavia., 
Switzerland, Holland, ~ungar11 &c.) (1902) contains the 
following Papers :~ 

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary Sohools in Norway. 

By Dr. Kand. Mag. Otto Andersaen. 
2. Eduoation in Norway in the year 1900. 

A short summary reprinted from II Norway." (Offioial Publication 
for the Paris Exhibition, 1900.) 

3. Eduoation in Sweden. 
Summarised translation of II Enaeignement et Culture Iutellectuelle 

en Suede," issued in oonnection with the Paris Exhibition, 1900, 
by the Swedish Government. 

4. Note on Children's Workshops in Sweden. 
By 1I1r. J. G. Legge and Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

5. The Nobel Foundation and the Nobel Priles. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

,6. Thll Training and StatuB of Primary and B$loondary Teachera in Swit&erland. 
By Dr. Alexander Morgan. 

7. The Main Features of the School System of Zurich. 
, By Dr. H. J. Spenser and Mr. A. J. Presaland. 

8. The Eooles Maternellt'18 of Paris. 
By Miss Mary S. Beard. 

O. The Simplifioatlon of Frenoh Syntax. Deoreu of the Frenoh M:uistor for 
Publio Instruotion, F .. brnary 26, 1901. 

Translation prepared by Mr. W. G. Upscomb. 
10. Primary Education in the Nlltherlanda. 

By Mr. R. Balfour. 
, 11. Primary and Sl'OOndary Instruotion in Portugal. 

Translated and abridged from publications issued in connection 1i'1th 
the Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 

12. Technical Instruction in Portugal. 
Translated and abridged fi'Om publications i!sued in connection with 

• the Pari~ Exhibition of I~OO by the PortuguCS8 Government. 
13. HungarulD Educatiou. 

By Miss C. I. Dodd. 
U. Publio Instruotion in Servia. 

Summarised translation of .. ~otioe sur l'illstruotion pu blhluO en 
Serbio," published on the occasion of the Paris Exhibition,I900. 
by the Ministry of Publio ID::!truotion in 'he Kingdom of Servia. 

Ili. Commercial Eduoation in Japan. 
By Mr. Zensaku Sano. 

n. 
I fl. 'I'he Study of Arithmetio in Elementary Schoola. 

, By Mr. A. Sonnenschein. 
17, A suggestion &8 regards Languages in Secondary Day Sch<»\:S 

By Mr. S. R. Hut. 
18, Newer Methods in the Teaching of Latin. 

By Dr. E. A. Sonnenschein. 
19, Three School Journeys in Yorkahire. 
20. The School Journey (London to Caterham. etc.) made by the Stutlellta at 

the Westminster Training COU .. ge, IS79·l900. 
By Mr. Joseph M. CowhaUl. 

21. A plea for a great Agtioultural School 
By Mr. JIUUII8 Mortimer. 

22. Thl' Education. Earnings and Social Condition of Boye engagt'd in Stn-et. 
Trading in Manchester. 

By Mr. E. T. Campagnac alld Mr. C. E. B. Russell. 
IlL 

23. Sketch of the History of Educational Work in the late South Afrioall Reo. 
public. 

By Mr. John Robinson. 
24. The Eduoation of Asiatics. ~ 

. By Mr. R. J~ Wilkinson. 
This ·\Yo)ume (ed. 83.3) oftn be obt.uinet\, either direotly or thl'Ou~h any 

Booksellllr. from:YESSRS. 'VYI\IAN AND SONS, LTD., }'KrTt;R LANI>. KC., 
and 32, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S. W. : or OLIVER AND BOYO, 
EDINBURGH; or E. PON80NBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

p,;cc & .. 2d. ; PQ$t free Ss. 7d. 
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Supplements to Volum.e 8 of SpecieJ. Reports (1902 and 
1903) contain the following Papers:-

A abort _unt of Education in the Netherlands. 
By )fro John C. Medd. 

Repor\ 011 &be School TraiulllJ and Earl, Emplo)'lll8ll' of Lueaahire ChiMren 
Bl Mr. E. T. CampagoRo and Mr. C. F!. R. Rnssell. 

Tb_ ReporIA (Cd. 1157 and 1867; (lAD be obtained either directly 0 

through aOl Bookseller, from MB9SBS. WYMAN .\ND SONS, LTD., FETTBR 
LANK, E.C., and 32, ABINGDON STRKET .... WESTMINSTKR, S. W.; or OLIVER 
AND llOYD, EDINBURGH; or Eo PONSO.NBY, 116, GRAF'T6N STRItKT, DUBLIN. 

PM 5cl. ;,-I,frte Rd. Price 3d. ; posIj'ree U. 

Volume 9 of SpecieJ. Reports (Education in Germany) (1902) 
contains the following Papers:-

1. The Unred In Secondary Eduoati3n ill Germany and elaewhere. 
Bl Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

II. Note on Reriaed Currioula and Programmea of Work for Higher Schools 
for BoJlIn Pruasi .. 11101. 

Bl Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
:\. Higher Sohool. for Girla ill Germany: All Introductory Sketch. 

8, Mia Mary A. LJlfler. 
•. The Smaller Publio Elem8lltary Schoola of Prussia and Saxony, with Notes 

on t.he Training and PoaiLioll of Teachers. . 
Bl Mr. Eo M. Field. 

5. Note on impending Changea ill the Profeasional TraiDing of Elementarl 
School Teachera in Prussia. 

B, Mr. A. Eo Tw8Ilt)'lllan. 
6. School Gardena In Germany. 

Bl Mr. T. G. Rooper. 
7. Im~OIll of lOme Aspecte of the work ill PrimMI and other Schools in 

Rhineland, aU!. 
By Mr. l\, E. Hughea and Mr. W. A. BeanIand. 

8. The ContinuatioD Schoola ill Berlin. 
BI Geheimregienmgsra' ProfeIaor Dr. Bertram. (Translated b1 

Mr. A. Eo TweIltyman.) 
9. Note on the Earlier History of the Technical High Schoo" ill Germany. 

BI Mr. A. Eo Twentrman. 
10. Rec8Il' DevelopmentAl ill Higher Commercial Education ill GermanI. 

B, Mr. M. Eo Sadler. 
11. OIl the ~{eaauremen' of Mentel Fatigue ill Germany. 

By Mr. a a Th. hreL 
U. Report of the ~ on the Education of Feebl .. millded Children. beM 

a' Augsburg. Apri110-1~ 1901. 
Bl Dr. A. Eiohhol&. . 

13. On the Educat.ion of Nflglectecl Childrell ill German.r. 
Bl Dr. Frita RathODaIl. 

This yolume (Cd. 836) Mn he obtained, either direetly or through any 
BooL.!leller, from ME'lSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE E C 
and 32, ABINGOOlC ~TREET, Wt.'STMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD' 
EDUIBCBGH; or Eo PON~ONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREKT, Dl'BLUf. ' 

Pri« 2r. 74. ; f108I ~f 31. Od. 
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Volume 10 of Special Reports (Educa.tion in the United States 
of America, Part I.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers :-

1. The Study of American Education: Its interest and importance to English 
Readers. 

By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 

2. Moral Education in Americ&D Schools. With special reference to the forma
tion of Character &Dd to Instruction in the Duties of Citizenship. 

By Mr. H. Thiselton M&rk. 

3. The Constitutioll of the City School Systems of the United States 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

4. Summ&ry Account of the Report of the Educational Commission of the City 
of Chicago, 1898. 

By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

5. The Public School System of Chicago. 
By Dr. E. B. Andrews, revised and completed by Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

6. The Public School System of the City of New.York 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

7. The Public School System of Boston. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

8. The Public School System of St. Louis, Missouri 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley 

9. The Public School System of Philadelphia. 
By Mr. Edward Brooks. 

10. A Sketch of the Development and present Condition of the System of 
Education in the State of Minnesota, with an Appendix dealing with 
Minneapolis and St. Paul. 

By Professor D. L. Kieble. 

11. Note on School Attendance in the Public Schools of the United States. 
By Mr. A. E. Twentymao. 

12. Some points of Educational Interest in the Schools of the United States 
• By Miss Alice Ravenhill. . . , 

13. The Training of Teachers in the United States of America. 
By Miss M. E. Findlay. 

14. Teachers College of Columbia University (New York) 
By Dr: James E. Russell. 

15. " Nature Study" in the United States. 
By Mr. R. Hedger Wallace. 

This volume (Cd. 837) can be obtained, eitber directly or through RUV Book
seller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, E.C.; and 
32, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S. W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Price 21. 3d. ; post free 21. 8d. 



Volume 11 of Special Reports (Education in the Uni~ed States 
of America, Part II.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The Curriculum of the American Secondary School (High School). 
By Mr. D. S. Sanford. 

2. Secondary Education in • Democratic Community. 
By ProfeB80r Paul H. HanUI!. 

3. A ComParison between the English and American Secondary Schools. 
By Mr. George I. FOL 

~ Can American Co·education be grafted upon the English Publio School 
System r 

,By the Rev. Cecil Grant. 

6. Education and Industry in the United Statea. 
By Mr. II. Thiselton Mark. 

&. Commercial Education in the United Statel!. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

7. Some Notes on American Universitiea. 
By Yr. Percy Ashley. 

&. Table. Showing the Chief Recent BenefactiOns to Higher Education" in the 
UnitedStatea. 

9. A Contrast between German and American Ideals in Education. 
By Mr. M.. E: Sadler. 

10. Education in the American Dependencies. 
By MiM M.. E. Tanner. 

11. The Holiday Course for Cuban Teachers at Harvard. 
Prepared by Miss M.. E. Tanner from documents supplied by the 

United States Commi88ioner of Education. 

12. The Education of the Coloured Race. 
By Mr. M.. E. Sadler. 

Appendi088 :-
A. The Function of Education in Democratic Society (reprinted from II Eduea· 

tionalReform," Essay. and Addresses by Charles William Eliot. 
LL.D., President of Harvard University). 

'B. Bible Reading in the Public Schools of the United States. 
I 

C. Harvard University. Opportunities provided for Religi01l8 Worship. 
Instruction and Fellowship. , . , , 

D. President Nicholas Muiray Butler on Religious Instraction and'its Rel~. 
, tion to Education. 

This volume (Cd. 1156) ean be obtained, either directly or through any Book. 
Beller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE; E.C., .and 

'32, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S. W.; OJ' OLIVER AND BOYD. 
EDlN!lUROH; or E. PON:SONBY, 116, Gp.AFTON STREET, DUBLIN.' , , 

Price 28. 6d. ; post.free 'is. lId. 
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Volume 12 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part I.-West Indies and Central America, St. 
Helena. Cyprus and Gibraltar) (1905) (published simul
taneously with Volumes 13 and 14) contains the following 
Papers:-

A. WEST INDIES AND Cln,TRAL AMERlCA-
1. l'he System of E,lucatio>n in the Bahamas. 

By Mr. G. Cole, Inspector and GenerAl Snpetintendent of Sohools, 
Bahama.s. 

2. The System of Education in Barbados. 
By the Rev. J. E. Reece, Inspector of Schools, Mr. J. A. Carrington, 

. Assistant Inspector of Sohool .. and the Rev. J. R. Nichols, 
Secretary to the Edncation Board, Barbados. 

3. The System of Education in Bermuda. 
By Mr. George Simpson, Inspector of Sohools, Bermuda. 

4. The System of Education in British Honduras. 
By Mr. A. Barrow Dillon, Inspector of Schools, BriLish Honduras. 

5. The System of Education in Trinidad and Tobago. 
By Mr. R. Gervase Bushe, late Inspector of Schools, Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

6. The System of Education in the Windward Islands. 
(a) Grenada. 

Bl' Mr. John Harbin, Inspector of Sohools, Grenada. 
(b) St. Lucia. 

Bv Mr. Fred. E. Bundy, Inspector of Sohools, S~ Lucia. 
(e) St. Vincent. 

By Mr. Frank W. Griffith. Secretary of the Board of Education, 
formerly In~pector of Schools, St. Vincent. 

B. ST. HELENA-

The Syst~ln of Education in St. Helena. 
By the Rev. Canon Alfred Porter, Inspector of Government Sohools. 

St. Helena. 

C. EUROPs-

1. The System of Education in Cypnls. 
By the Rev. F. D. Newham, Inspeotor of Schools, Cyprus. 

2. The System of Education in Gibraltar. 
By Mr. G. F. Corn,vall, K.c., eolonial Inspeotor of Schools, 

Gibraltar. 

,ApPENDlX-

A. WasT INDIES AND CENTRAL AMERlCA-

Edncation in J&lIl.&ca in its relation to Skilled Han,lioraft and Agricul-
tural Work. . ' 

By the Most Rev. the Arehbishop of the West Indies. 

This volnme (Cd. 2377) can be obtained. either di~t.ly or through any Book
&eller, from M&ssRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FE'M'ER LANE, B.C. and 
32, ABINGDON STRltET. WESTMINSTER, S. W.·; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, lUI. GRAFTON STRE.T, DUBLIN. 

PI-ict, 21. OJ. I post Jr«, 21. ~ 
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Volume 14 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
. Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 

Empire, including Reyorts on the Training of Native. 
Races: Pan tIl.-Federated Malay States, Hong. Kongr 

Straits Settlements, Fiji and Falkland Islands) (1905} 
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PREFATORY NOTE TO VOLUME 16 

OF 

SPECIAL REPORTS ON EDUCATIONAL SUBJECTS. 

The present volume forms the second part of the series of 
Special Reports on the school training of women for their 
home duties, foreshadowed in the Prefatory Note to Miss 
Ravenhill's Report on this subject, published last year. The 
Board have been able to supply some of the more important 
gaps in the material there referred to, by the valuable and 
comprehensive account of what has belm and is being done in 
Belgium, which opens the present series, and by the careful and 
interesting paper on Sweden. Mrs. Hierta-Retzius, who has 
boen a zealous pioneer of the teaching of Domestic Economy in 
Sweden, has added to the value of this contribution by her 
Supplementary Notes, and for these the Board desire to take 
this opportunity of thanking her. 

In the case of those reports, which were originally prepared 
before 1904, care has been taken to bring the information so far 
Il8 possible up to date, by the addition of notes recording any 
important changes or developments in the teaching of Domestic 
Economy in the country with which they deal. No attempt 
has been made, however, to bring any statistics that may be 
found in them up to date. . 

The need for greater attention in our schools to the future 
domestic duties of girls has not diminished since these volumes 
were first planned. The late Professor Withers, a man whose 
judgment was far removed from any suspicion of narrow 
sympathies or reactionary tendencies, was greatly impressed by 
.. the sterile imitation of Boys' Schools on their weakest side,J 
which marked II many of the most distinguished Girls' Schools" 
that he had inspected. He was under the impression-an 
impression which many of the most thoughtful women are 
coming to share-cc that the reaction against excessively domestic 
and feminine types of training has already gone too far, and 
that there is risk of a progressive diminution of interest 
among girls in house management." What may be called tho 
.. Secondary" aspect of the case hIl8 been clearly realised in 
Sweden, one of the most aristocratic, and in Switzerland. onQ of 
the most democratic countries in Europe. In both countries 
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great attention has been given to the needs of the middle 
classes, while those of the industrial workers have not been 
forgotten. In both much has been due to private initiative, 
supported however in Switzerland by the power of the organised 
local community. But if the needs of the middle classes in 
England have only been clearly seen by some of tho more far
sighted, there are no two opinions that the pressure of economic 
and social conditions in a grt;lat industrial community is destroying 

. this interest even more surely and rapidly among girls and 
women who have to work in factories and places of business. 

It is this movement of opinion which makes the work being 
done in Belgium so important. There may be ground for 
thinking that the utilitarian attitude is in danger of over 
emphasis in the actual practice of the various types of Belgian 
school which teach household management as an important 
part of their curriculum, but it is impossible to deny the truth 
of the picture drawn by the Minister of Agriculture, Industry, 
and Public Works in a circular addressed in 1889 to the Gov
ernors of the provinces of the kingdom. After calling attention 
to the preponderant influence which the woman exercises on the 
welfare and morality of the family, the Minister goes on to ask 
"how the daughters of our working men actually prepare them
selves to exercise this influence and to fulfil the mission which 
devolves upon them. 

"Up to the present, leaving out of accolmt the needlework 
which she learns at the primary school, a girl is supposed to 
serve her apprenticeship as future mother of a family at home. 
Assuredly this system would be the best, but it is only possible 
if the girl "can carryon, in her own home, a trade that enables 
her to earn her daily bread . 

.. Now the exigencies ofthe organisation of modern labour have 
rendered this method inapplicable in the industrial parts of the 
country. The girl goes out early in the morning to the coal 
mines, to the works, to the factory; she often stays there all day 
and only returns home in the evening. She has, therefore, no 
opportunity of adapting herself to household duties, nor of 
acquiring the domestic virtues which will be necessary to her 
when, in her turn, she founds a new home. And not only is the 
opportunity wanting, but there is no inclination. When her 
daily work is accomplished she considers herself dispensed from 
every other occupation. Having worked as industriously and 
as long as her father and her brothers, she believes herself 
justified in resting when they do. It is, doubtless, but rarely 
that the thought of a preparation for future duties enters 
her mind. She thus arrives at the marriage pel-iod almost a 



IItranger to all the necessities, as to aJl the responsibilities, 
of her new social condition. 

.. The girl's ignorance is still greater if, as is the case in certain 
industries, the mother of the family herself works in the factory 
and lives, for a great part of the day, separated from her children 
whom she confides to strangers or to charitable institutions. 

Ie It is not surprising that the new home, established under 
these unfavourable conditions, soon presents a spectacle of the 
greate.<tt moral and economic disorder. The income is squandered; 
the dwelling and the furniture are spoiled; the children are 
deprived of the necessary moral and physical care; the meals are 
badly and hastily prepared. Soon the head of the family, 
instinctively revolted by the appearance of permanent mess 
which his home presents, yields to the temptations of the public
house, and to the invitations of his comrades. Then the home, 
morally speaking, is dissolved. Continual discussions destroy 
the affection, and, as they grow up, the children, left to themselves 
and their education neglected, tend to absent themselves more 
and more from a home where there is nothing to cheer their eyes 
or delight their hearts . 

.. The evil inevitably increases from generation to generation, 
and we end by becoming accustomed to the idea that it is all 
normal and that we cannot change any of it." . 

This is the problem that aJl industrial peoples are called upon 
to grapple with. It needs the gravest consideration and the 
most energetic measures. What can be done by the earnest 
efforts of unofficial persons convinced of the need for action is 
soon in the account given of the development of this work in 
Switzerland, but, above all, in Sweden, where the State has done 
little more than to second and support private initiative, where 
this showed itself effective. Even in Belgium, where the recently 
constituted Ministry of Industry and Labour, aided by the 
Ministry of Public Instruction, have done so much, it is the 
enthusiasm of individuals which lies behind the success of the 
movement. The ideals that inspire them are well expressed in 
the following quotation from the words of one to whom a very 
large share of the credit for aJl that has been done is due :-

.. J e care,<;Se une idee, et je mets tout en reuvre pour la 
realiser: c'est de former dans nos ecoles industrielles et 
professionnelles des hommes instruits, aptes, refiechis, ranges, 
artisans de la prosperite generale, et d'autre part d'obtenir, par 
l'enseignement pratique que nous donnons dans nos ecoles 
menagCrcs, des_femmes economes, prevoyantes, eclairees et 
renseignOOs sur leur mission familiale, pouvant par Ie ma~~ 
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assurer Ie bonheur du foyer et servir d'exemple aux autres 
travaiIIeurs ....• Ce n'est peut-etre qu'un beau reve mais 
j'espere cependant qu'il se realisera bientot." • 

There is no need to say here that the present volume makes 
no claim to have given an exhaustive account of housewifery 
teaching on the Continent. Many countries t are quite unrepre
sented in its pages but useful information/as to some of these will 
be found in "L'Education domestique des jeunes filles ou la 
formation des meres," Louis Frank (Paris, Librairie Laroussc, 
1904). Some parts of Germany were visited and reported on 
for the Board by Miss Ella Pycroft in 1901, but the advance 
made during the last few years in various parts of that Empire 
has been so great that it has not seemed advisable to issue her 
paper, though it is available for consultation at the Board of 
Education Library. Meantime a new report upon the work being 
done in Germany and Austria is in course of preparation. Some 
account, though not an exhaustive one, of domestic economy 
teaching in Baden will be found in a paper on " Continuation 
School Work in the Grand Duchy of Baden and in Canton 
Zurich," by Mrs. Barger, recently issued by the Board of 
Education. 

The Board desire to take this opportunity of recording their 
thanks to the officials and private individuals, in addition to 
those already named, who have assisted in the preparation of 
this volume, especially to the Inspector General of Technical 
Education (Ministry of Industry and Labour), the Director 
General of Primary Education and the Director General of 
Secondary Education (Ministry of the Interior and of Public 
Education), Belgium j to Director Otto Salomon, NlUts, Sweden; 
to Dr. jur. Albert Huber, Staatsschreiber of the Canton of Zurich, 
and to Frau Coradi-Stahl, Federal Inspectress of Technical and 
Domestic Schools for Women, Switzerland. 

It should be added that, as in the case of previous volumes, 
the authors of the following- {lapers are alone responsible for the 
terms employed and the oplDlOns expressed. 

Office of Special Inquiries and Reports, 
March,1906. 

* M. Eugene Rombaut, Inspecteur general de l'enseignement industriel 
et professionnel, avec rang de directeur genbral (Ministere de Industrie et 
du Travail). 

t An interesting indication of the movement of oJ?,inion in Poland is 
offered by It small book called "Ideals in Practice' by the Countess 
Zamoyska, translated from the French by Lady Margaret Domvile. 
(London, Art and Book Co .. 1903.) 
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HOUSEWIFERY INSTRUCTION IN STATE
SUPPORTED SCHOOLS IN BELGIUM. 

[Note. -In the following report the term "housewifery instruction" 
is not used in the limited or technical sense to which it is sometimes 
confined, but is held to cover, in accordance with its1iteral meaning, 
everything that belongs to the internal management and work of 
a home; it corresponds to n enseignement menager." The term 
.. economie domestique" is used in the· Belgian Reports to repre
sent either the theory and practice of household work (cooking, 
laundry work, etc.) when this is taught separately from needlework, 
as in primary and secondary schools, or theoretic instruction as 
opposed to practical work, as in the special housewifery schools ; 
it has been given as . "domestic economy " in both cases in the 
following pages, and it is hoped that the context will m~ke any 
differences In meaning clear. , 

Section IV. of the report (p. 59 :fl.) deals with the special 
housewifery schools and classes, which are the most important 
institutions in Belgium from the point of view of the training of 
girls {or home life. The pre!lent arrangement of the report, 
beginning with Primary Education, has been a.dopted in oraer to 
show the development of this instruction through the various 
progressive stages of schoollife.-H. E. M.] 

I.-PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

A.-OUTLINE OF THE GENERAL SYSTEM OJ!' PRIMARY EDUCATION.* 

Education in Belgium is not compulsory; it is free for poor Education 
childrent between the ages of six and fourteen. Not Com-

In the communal sohools of the town of Brussels, education is pulsory; , 
free for all children living in the town; 13,994 children attended ~ree Educ&
the nineteen free primary schools of the Ville de Bruxelles during IOn. 

1903-1904. At the close of 1902 there were 827,165 children 
(boys and girls) in Belgian primary schools under State control; 
of these 774,378 pupils were receiving free instruction and 52,787 
were paying pupils. 

The progress that has been made in recent years may be measured 
by the fact that the proportion of young men at the age of military 
service (nineteen to twenty years), who a.re unable to read or write, 
has fallen from 29·33 per cent. in 1870 to 11 ·10 per cent. in 1902. 

• A paper on .. Recent Legislation on Elementary Education in Belgium," 
by Mr. M. E. Sadler and Mr. R. L Morant, was published in Vol. I. of" Special 
Reports on Educational Subjects '! (1897). 

t The right to claim free education for children depends, inversely, upon 
the amount of State tax paid by parents and ie regulated by law. 

9088. B 



Ministry. 

Different 
a- of 
Primary 
Schoo .. 
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Primary. Secondary. and Higher (University) Education. when 
supported from State funds. are under the control of the M,,,Utere 
tIe l'lftllrieur d tIe l'1ft8tt'1AdiOft publique. 

The primary schools which receive State grants are of t.hree 
kinds :-

1. Communal schools. 
2. Schools adopted by the communes. 
3. Private sohools subsidised by the State. 

Co",mUflal ScAool$ are direoted by the communes.- In 1899 
there were 4:.383 primary commual schools with an attend
ance of 4:76,660 pupils • 

.A.tlopktl ScAooU are priva~ schools which. to a certain extent. 
are taken over by the communes; they receive communal as well 
as State support, and educate children who have the right 
to free instruction. and who are sent to them by the communes. 
There were 175,118 pupils in adopted schools in 1899. 

The third class of schools are PritJQU ScAoolst (i.e.. schools under 
private control), which are not adopted by the communes,but which 
fulfil the conditions necessary for adoption. The State allows 
these schools grants on the same footing as the schools of the first 
two categories. There were altogether 2.368 adopted and private 
primary schools subsidised by the Belgian Government in 1899. 
with 134:,023 pupils in the private schools. 

Each commune is obliged by law to have at least one primary 
school. open to all children of both sexes for whom free education 
is claimed. The commune may organise its primary education by 

• The essential internal divisioDS of Belgium are &he provinees and com· 
munee. There are 2.600 communes. each with ita 011'11 elected oounciJ. 
burgomaster or mayor, and iclmll" The ~.", (two or more) are selected 
from the membership of the oounoil and have exeeutive duties to perform as 
salaried aAsi9tanta of the mayor. :each of the nine provinoee of Belgium has 
ita 011'11 elective assembly-the provinoial council; the moet important wort 
of the oounoil is done by a standing committee of.u members (Ia ~. 
Pf"IIIG1IeIIk). . 

Information as to the Belgian system of local government may he found in : 
cc Municipal Government in Continental Europe.'! By Albert ShaW'. (New 
York, The ~ntwy Co.) (lS97). 

t The number of private educational inst.itutiOll8 in Belgium is coosider
able; the greater number of these are supported and directed by the clergy. 
There are two private universities. of which the one at Louvain is directed 
by the bishops. There are more than eighty small 88111inaries. institutes and 
oollegea, of which fifty are under the cootrol of the bishops. and thirty belong 
to religious bodiee; most of these inst.itutioua have a large attendance-for 
instance. the lrutillll Sai"'·Lo.~ a' Brussels has nearly 1,500 pupils; more 
than sixty-five _clary aohools for boys, of whieJa &wenty·five beIoog to 
the clergy and twenty.four to religious bodiee; more than ISO inst.itutioua 
or hoaroing aohools for girls, of which 107 are managed by nuns. There are 
alao numerous primary echoola, infant echoola, and adult echools founded in 
great measure by the loea! committees of Roman Catholio echoob. by the 
Brothers of the Christian echools, and by other orden. Further. in the grea' 
oentaa, private inst.itutiOll8 exist. which espeoialIy prepare pupiJa for the 
higher t.chnioal echoo1a and for the military echooL 
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the creation or maintenance of one or more communal schools. or 
by the adoption of private schools fn J6Ujng the legal conditions. or 
by a combination of these methods. 

The communes may also support infant schools for children Infan' 
from three to six years of age. and adult schools, for pupils Schools and 
from the age of fourteen and upwards. In 1899 there were ~tul' Is. 
2,198 infant schooLl and 2,615 adult schools in receipt of State 00 

grants. 
Schools attached to State-supported institutions for the deaf Schools for 

and dumb. and the blind. to orphan asylums and children's homes, =8 
to prison.s, to the dipUI tie mediciti at Merxplas, and to the Refonna:; 
maUou tie refuge at W ortel, the State reformatory schools and Schoola. 
the WtllutiMa royak at Messines, are under the jurisdiction of the-
MinUter. tie l<J Juice. As these institution.s provide primary 
education, statistics relating to them are included in the RepOrt on 
primary education of the Minister of the Interior and Publio 
Education_ 

The lEut7re tie fenfanceMtOr'flWle has recommended and obtained, 
in some very populous centtes, the establishment of special schools 
for poor children whose intellectual or physical infirmities pre
vent them from attending the publio schools; teachers assist 
by giving up a part of their spare time, teaching these children for 
two or three half hours a week, either in their own or in the children's 
homes. 

The three cl~s of primary ~AooU, named above. are eligible StateGranta. 
for State grants, if they fulfil the necessary conditions. In order to 
be subsidised by the State, a primary school, whether communal, 
adopted, or adoptable, must be attended by at least twenty pupils 
who are legally entitled to free education ;. account is not taken, 
in calculating State grants, of pupils who receive free instruc-
tion by reason of local regulation.s, or of those who pay a fee_ The 
school must be in a position to give a complete primary education, 
including the three standards or classes corresponding to the three 
degrees of the syllabus of primary education. For the purposes 
of grant, schools having at least the minimum number of free 
pupils prescribed, are arranged in three categories, according to 
the average number per class of pupils having a right to free 
instruction who attend :-

Third category.-Schools with twenty to thirty-five free pupils 
per class. 

Second category.-8chools with thirty-six to fifty free pupils 
per class.. 

First category.-Schools with fifty-one (or more) free pupils 
per class. 

• This minimUm of twenty pupils is no' demanded lor the one eommunal 
achool which every eommune is obliged. by Jaw, ~ posse88 (whic:h ec:hool may 
be either commllllAl or adopted). DOl' I~ eommunal, adopted, oradoptabJe 
IChooia establiabecl ill 00IIlm1lD8ll or d.iaVicta of _ thaD 1,000 inhabitant&. 

11088. a 2 
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State/Grants The State ~ants to primary schools are determined according 
~ontin'Ued. to the followmg rates :-

Schools with {wo or more classes. 
Schools with only 

For one of the I For each of the ' one class. 
classes. other classes. 

francs. francs. francs. 
3rd category • - 640 640 540 
2nd category - - 690 690 590 
ht category . - 740 740 640 

In addition, if the one school (communal or adopted) obligatory 
by law in each commune, has less than twenty free pupils, it receives 
a grant of 640 francs; schools (communal, adopted or adoptable) 
established in communes or districts with less than 1,000 inhabi
tants. with ten to nineteen free pupils, receive 540 francs, with less 
than ten pupils, 30 francs per pupil. Further regulations apply 
to special cases. In school~ with several classes the grant is reduced 
by l00francs for each class conducted by a teacher without a diploma 
and not defini~ely dispensed from the examihation~ State grants 
for primary education, in 1900, amounted to 15,219,025 francs. 

Infant schools, communal, adopted, or adoptable, in order to 
receive State grants, must have suitable accommodation and furni
ture, a capable teaching staff, be open to inspection, give instruction 
according to the official syllabus, receive free the children, from 
three io six years of age, of poor people, and have an attendance 
of at least twenty free pupils, or in communes or districts with 
under 1,000 inhabitants, of at least ten free pupils. For the purposes 
of State grant, infant schools are divided into the same-three cate
gories as primary schools, according to the average number per class 
of pupils who receive free education. The grant is reduced for each 
class ,conducted by a teacher who does not possess a recognised 
teaching certificate. State grants to infant (or kindergarten) schools 
are given according to the followina rates :-

0 

, I Schools with two or more classes. 
Schools with only 

one class. I For one of the For each of the 
classes. other classes. 

-francs. francs. francs. 
3rd category • - 250 250 225 
2nd category • - 300 300 275 
1st category • - 350 3GO 325 

Schools m communes with less than 1,000 mhabltants, and an 
attendance of ten to nineteen free pupils, receive ten francs per pupil. 

The regulations for adult schools (communal, adopted or adopt-
able) are the same as for infant schools as regards inspection and 
accommodation; further, at least half the members of phe teaching 
staff must possess a legal diploma for primary education, the school 
must belong to one of the three recognised ,classes of adult schools, • 

" Bee page 26. -
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must be open for at least a hundred hours every year (except schools 
held on Sunday), must receive poor children over fourteen years 
of age (or, if they have left the primary school, over twelve years 
of age) free of charge, must never admit pupils who attend the 
primary school*, and must have an attendance of at least ten, 
or, where the population is under 1,000, of at lea.st six free pupils. 
Schools are divided, for the purposes of grant, into the following 
three categories :- . 

Third category.--Schools with an average of ten to twenty 
pupils receiving free instruction per class. 

Second category.-Schools with twenty-one to forty free 
pupils per class. • 

First category.-Schools with forty-one free pupils and 
upwards per class. 

Rates of State grants to adult schools :-

Schools with two or more classes. 
Schools with only 

For one of the For each of the one class. 
classes. other classes. 

francs. francs. francs; 
3rd category • - 120 120 100 
2nd category • . 160 160 140 
let category . - 200 200 180 

Adult schools m distncts o£ less than 1,000 mhabltants and Wlth 
six to nine free pupils, receive ten francs per pupil; schools open 
only on Sunday, which are open for less than a hundred hours during 
the year, can receive, if the courses are given during at least seventy 
five hours a year, a grant equivalent to three-quarters of the normal 
rate. The grant is diminished by twenty-five francs for each class 
conducted by a teacher who has not a diploma for primary edu
cation and is not dispensed from the examination. 

Instruction in the primary school consists of three courses or Standards. 
standards: the lower standard (degre elemeneaire) to which children 
are admitted from six years of age; the middle standard (degre 
moyen) (ages eight to nine, nine to ten); the upper standard 
(degre Buperieur) (ages ten to eleven and eleven to twelve). Each 
standard thus covers two years and consists, if there are sufficient 
teachers and pupils, of two (or more) divisions or classes. The 
commune can add a fourth standard (degre complementaire) which 
represents a seventh school year; in 1899 there were sixty-four 
ecole. primairea Buperieurea or fourth standards (forty-three com-
munal, six adopted, fifteen private subsidised). 

The communal council draws up the syllabus of instruction for Curriculum. 
communal primary schools, except for religious and moral in-
struction, which is entirely under the direction of ministers of the 
various denominations. 

The following subjects are compulsory: religious and moral 
instruction (from which pupils may be dispensed); reading; 

• An 8XC8?tion to thl.a rule $a ~ade in the CIW8 of special housewifery courses. 
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writing; arithmetic and the metrical system; French, Flemish, or 
German, according to the locality; geography; history of Belgium ; 
drawing; principles of hygiene; singing; gymnastics; needlework 
for girls; principles of agriculture for boys in rural communes. 
These subjects' are compulsory in communal and adopted 
primary schools-; private schools are not obliged to include 
religious and moral instruction in their curricula in order to receive 
State grants. 

Other optional subjects may be added according to the decision 
of the communal council. In 1899 elementary principles of natural 
science were taught in 626 schools (of all three classes); a second 
language in 2,556' schools; principles of constitutional law and 
social economy (for boys) in 309 schools; book-keeping in 240 
schools; domestic economy (for girls) in 1,116 schools; manual 
work (for boys) in seventy-four schools; principles of agriculture 
(for boys) in twenty-six schools; elements of a third language in 
twenty-seven schools. 

A specimen syllabus of instruction, allowing 25 hours a week in 
each standard, which most communes have adopted without modi
fication, was issued by the Minister of the Interior and of Public 
Education in 1897. The sections of this model syllabus which 
deal with needlework and domestic economy are given below (pp. 16 
and 19); the syllabus in hygiene is given in Appendix B (p. 127). 

School School is held in the morning and afternoon, lasting two and 
Hours. a half 'or three hours each time, and every day of the week (except 

Sunday); Thursday or Saturday afternoon is a holiday. 
Tea.chers The communal council appoints and dismisses its own teachers, 
!l'nd Train- but they have a right of appeal to the Government. A teacher 
mg Colleges. in a communal primary school is obliged by law to be of Belgi~n 

nationality, and to hold a recognised teacher's certificate. 
The communal council fixes the salaries o~ Its teachers, but the 

Government has established an obligatory nllnimum scale of 
salaries according to the population of the commune. * In addition 
to salary, the communes must supply teachers (men and women) 
with free lodging or an equivalent. 

The State, the provinces and -the communes have the power 
to establish training colleges, and to subsidise recognised private 
training colleges. In order to be recognised, or sanctioned, by 
the Government a private college must fulfil the legal conditions ; 
_ these include an acceptance of the syllabus of instruction. In 1899 
there were thirteen State training colleges for primary teachers, 
seven for men and six for women, with a total attendance of 737 
pupils; forty recognised, or sanctioned, private training colleges, 
twelve for men and twenty-eight for women. Most of these colleges 
are' boarding institutions. ' 

* Minimum scale of salaries (by law), e.g.-Fifth category, communes with 
1,500 inhabitants and less: teachers (men and women)~ 1,200 francs; 
~sist~nts, 1,000 francs. First category, communes with more than 100,000 
inhabitants: men, 2,400 francs, women, 2,200; assistants (men) 1,400, 
(women) J ,200. 
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For admittance to a training college the student must be between 
fifteen and hrenty-t1ro yeam of age. and must pass a medical 
examjnatron. The comse Iasta four YHolS. . 

The cmriculum includes as compulsory subjects all the subjects 
given above as obligatory and optional in primary schools (with 
the exception of a third Ian.,~) and, in addition, pedagogy and 
method (theory and practice), elementary principles of the con
atitutionallaw of Belgium and of the legislation bearing on primary 
edw:ation, and 6tIl'OW-ftrn.. MeaB1UftI are taken to ensure absolute 
religious h"berty to the students in both State and sanctioned 
private institutions.. Practice in teaching is given in special prac
tising schools attached to the eoIleges.. 

Theze is an entrance examjnation, including the compulsory 
subject. of primary IIChools; an examination, written, oral and 
practical at the end of each half year, and a leaving examination 
at the end of the course.. The last named includes a written, an 
oral and a practical examination and a test in teaching. Students 
who pass the leaving examination receive the tlipttme tl'irutiluteur. 

The Department of the Interior and of Public Education regulates 
the number and functions of the teachers for each training college, 
the syllabus of instruction and matters relating to the students, 
and is responsible, generally speaking. for the administration of 
the eollege. 

Teachers" conferences are held, at the expense of the State, three Teac:hen' 
times a year, under the pP-Sidency of the head inspector where CmdS'ellCle8. 
practicable, otherwise of the district inspector. All communal 
primary teachers (men and women) are obliged to attend; attend-
ance is optional for teachers in adopted and in private subsidised 
schools.. The head inspector decides the programme for the con-
ferences, and submits it for appronl to the Minister. Papers are 
read. discussions held, and model lessons given; the papers and 
discuBsions may deal with anything which bears on the progress 
of primary education, and especially with the examination of the 
methods, boob. and materials of instruction used in the schools.. 

There are also conferences twice a year lor infant school teachers.. 
Inspectors are the servants of the central government; there IDspedon. 

are head inspectors and dist¥ inspectors. There is a special 
inspectress of needlework. In addition, there are communal 
directors, or inspectors. of communal schools.. 

B.-Tu TuCIIUc OJ' XEEDLEWO~ A..'m DollESTIC EcoxollY I!( 
P1tnuJLy ScHOOLS. 

1.-1ntrodudima of HQUM'!cijtry Inslruc1w. 111/0 &1&ool8-
Organised instruction in domestic mbjects. with the exception lL GenDain·. 

of needlework. t in Belgian schools under State control data, broadly Report,.I887. . 
speaking. from 1887. In July, 1887, M. A.. G. Germain, Director 

• This Abject (1DaIUleTS) iI IlO& ~Y'eIl". special coar&8 _ iDcladed iD 
the exuaiaatioa. 

t A8 ftgU'If. DeedIework, _ ~ 13-U. 
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M.Germain's General of Primary Education, presented a report on the teaching 
Report, 1887 of household work in primary girls' whools and in training colleg£s 
-continued. for women teachers, to the Minister of the Interior and of Public 

Education. 
The first chapter of the report dealt with the necessity of fitting 

girls for household work. - The number of women and girls badly 
prepared for attending to domestic duties, M. Germain said, was 
very considerable in middle-class families, and still greater in the ~ 
homes of the working classes. A visit to some villages, to some of 
the great industrial centres, to the populous quarters of cities, 
would offer a striking proof of the neglect of the domestic education 
of girls. . 

The reasons given for this neglect were numerous: "In the first 
place the bad domestic education of the mothers themselves; the 
insufficiency of their knowledge and of their intellectual and moral 
culture; the severe exigencies ,of. material life, which take the 
woman away from home, the mother from her children, the growing 
girl from her mother and her teacher, to keep them all day, from 
Monday to Saturday in the field, in the shop, in the work-room, in 
the factory, at the coal mine. The verbatim reports of the Labour 
Commission appointed by the Government to conduct a wide 
inquiry into the conditions of industries and of workers, have 
only to be read to see that one of the principal causes of 
the misery of the working classes is the absenc~ of order and eco
nomy in the home, the ignorance of the woman, her incompetency 
in the performance of domestic work. Consequently, adminis
trators, masters, work-people alike demand measures that will 
ensure to the girl of the people, with a sufficient knowledge of 
domestic economy and hygiene, the ability to manage a home.
It is towards the school that all look who desire to see the senti
ment qf personal dignity, the spirit of order, activity and 
economy, the love of home, awakened in our girls; they claim that 
it is at the primary school, above all at the housewifery school, that 
the domestic education of our girls should be undertaken." 

Household work (travau:.r; du menage) is held to include :-
(I) Needlework, principally knitting, sewing, cutting out and 
. making ordinary garments; mending. 
(2) Household occupations properly so called, such as various 

ways of cleaning, washing and ironing linen, cooking, etc. 
M. Germain's report dealt mainly with the second category. 

He reviewed the work that was being done in this direction in 
Germany, England, Austria, the United States of America, France, 
Switzerland and Belgium. 

In. Belgium, only the higher primary schools had a regular do
mestic economy course in. accordance with a syllabus drawn up by 
the Government. Principles of domestic economy were taught to 
the pupils of the upper standard in many primary schools, not as a 
speci~l, connected course, but, for tp.e p10st part, in the fo~ of 
occaSIOnal remarks and advice, . 
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!II. Germain gave, however, an interesting account of a visit he 
had paid to a school-mistress, who had started a cooking course for 
the pupils in her upper standard and had, to a great extent, suc-' 
ceeded, not only with the pupils but also with the parents and 
neighbours, whose co-operation she had gained; those of the latter 
\14ho had leisure and means gave the girls opportunities for practice 
in their own kitchens. 

The proposals made by M. Germain for improving this branc~ of MinisteriaJ 
education were issued as an order concerning the teaching. of Circula.r, 
domestic economy and household work in primary schools, and in September 
adult schools for girls, in the Circular, Ministry of the Interior 1st, 1887. 
and of Public Education, of the 1st September, 1887,'" addressed 
to the Governors of Provinces and intended, through them, for 
the information of communal authorities and teachers. As this 
circular laid the foundations for housewifery instruction in various 
classes and types of schools, it is given in Appendix A. 

The Circular contained proposals for the training of girls for 
home life in the primary school, in a housewifery class to be 
attached to the primary school and in a special class for adults. 

While it is obviously impossible to teach actual household work 
in the primary school proper, the Circular urged that regular in
struction in the principles of domestic economy and hygiene, with 
practical demonstrations, should take the place of the occasional 
talks generally given, and that the teacher should encourage her 
pupils to do household tasks at home in illustration of what they 
learnt at school. In addition, needlework, which was already 
included in the primary school curriculum, was considered to form 
an essential part of the contribution of the primary school to the 
domestic education of girls. 

To complete the instruction given in the primary school, it was 
proposed to attach a special class (dasse menagere) to the upper 
standard of the primary school. In this class the older girls 
could learn practical household work, e.g., for two afternoons a 
week, and so put into practice the theoretic knowledge acquired 
in the schoolroom. Various simplifications of the curriculum of 
the primary school for girls were suggested in order to make room 
for domestio educ!Ltion. 

The Circular further outlined the organisation of a proposed dasse 
menagere for adults. 

The following pages will show how far these proposals have been 
carried out, and the organisation of the further developments which 
are controlled by the Ministry of Industry and Labour. 

2.-The Teaching 0/ NeeiJ1eu;ork. Introductioll 

The first administrative measures for promoting the teaching of of ~dle
needlework in Belgian schools date, according to M. Germain, t ~~~:1s~ry 

• M. Germain submitted cha.pters of his work to the Minister a.s .. t7l8truc- ~::c~ in 
,ioM," and they were accepted. Schoofs 

t Appendix to the report 011 housewifery education bv M. Germain,. . 
JIlentioned above, pages 11-12. . 
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frOJl!. Maria Theresa. Her general ordinance, published the 6th 
December, 1774, contains the following direction :-" La oU il y a 
des ecoles distinctes, lea fitles seront instruues separemefli. On leur 
enseignera autant que possible la couture, le tricot, et tout ce qui est 
convenablea leur setU." But in spite of this promising beginning, 
it :was not until 1879 that needlework was made a compulsory 
subject in primary schools for girls. • 

In 1874 the Minister of the Interior and of Public Education 
charged the Central Commission of PIimary Education with an 
examination of this question. The Commission adopted the con
clusions presented ,by M. Germain, at that time Inspector for West 
Flanders. Their report dealt with the actual condition of needle
work instruction and with various measures proposed by Inspectors 
with regard to syllabus; methods, materials, teachers, etc. 

By circular of the 26th June, 1877, the Minister of the Interior 
directed that the proposed syllabus should be adopted. This 
syllabus contained instruction (1) in needlework, (2) in principles of 
hygiene, and domestic economy. . 

The laws of the 1st July, 1879, and the 20th September, 1884, 
included needlework among the compulsory subjects in primary 
girls' schools. The syllabus of 1877 was maintained, as regards 
this subject, and was reproduced in the mpdel syllabus issued by 
the Government in 1897 (see page 16). 

Needlework instruction in primary schools aims chiefly at prac
tical results, and by practical is meant everything which is applicable 
in the homes of working men, labourers, small tradesmen, etc. Thus, 
for instance, great attention is paid to the making and mending of 
ordinary garments,' and fancy work is only taught when useful kinds 
of sewing have been mastered, and then it consists principally of 
trimmings for linen and clothes. While the pupils are only taught 
:work adapted'to their practical needs, to the conditions in which, 
presum~bly, they will have to live, an attempt is made to form their 
taste and to show them that simplicity favours, rather than ex
cludes, elegance; no luxury in the way of bought ornaments, even 
of small cost, is allowed. 

Needlework is taught to the whole class simultaneously, with 
individual correction. The teacher herself generally institutes her 
own methods of instruction; as a rule the first step consists in 
inductive explanations and demonstration before the pupils. The 
teacher does. everything on a. large -scale so that all the children 
may see; the knitting stitch in the lower standard, for instance, 
will be shown with large wooden needles, and with thick wool of 
two colours, used alternately for each row of stitches, so that 
each stitch is distinguishable; this is followed by an examination 
of knitted articles of real sizes-stockings, etc. In a. similar way 
in sewing, the different stitches will be first demonstrated on canvas 
upon a frame, _ with a big needle and thick coloured' thread. -
The learning of each stitch is followed by practical applications, 
at first simple ,and then more advanced; the latter combine two or 
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more di1Ierent stitches. When pieces of work are too difficult for 
the pupils of the lower standard to finish, they are handed over to 
the pupils of the middle or the upper standard in order to teach the 
girls to help each other: mills, for instance, -are sometimes finished 
with crochet work by the pupils of the middle standard, and 
children's petticoats knitted in strips in the middle standard, are 
joined and put into a waist-band by the pupils of the upper 
atandard. 

In the upper standard, where cutting out is learnt, measurements 
are taken by one pupil from another before the class: the pattern 
is drawn and cut out in paper and afterwards in' the material, 
having been first studied in the made-up article: then comes the 
necessary tacking together, fitting, correcting and making up. 
The lessons in cutting out are accompanied by talks on raw 
materials, the choice of stuffs from the point of view of 
price, usefulness, taste, their hygienio properties, etc.: the 
mistresses also make technological collections (cotton industry, 
wool industry, etc.) and collections of patterns. 

All the work done by the pupils is in real sizes and not on a 
reduced scale. As far as possible, articles are chosen· which 
can be used by the girls themselves; it is hoped that this will help 
the pupils to realise the usefulness of needlework, and that the 
pleasure they take in it will develop their taste for manual 
occupations. 

The necessary materials-thread, wool, knitting and sewing 
needles, material, etc.-are supplied gratis by the communal 
council (in the case of private subsidised schools, by friends of 
the schools) to pupils who receive free instruction, at the rate 
of one to one and a half francs per pupil. In some communes 
the pupils are given all the articles which they make themselves; 
in others, these articles are distributed at the end of the school 
year, or at the beginning of winter to the neediest children in 
the school. 

At every favourable opportunity the subject of other lessons is 
chosen so as to recall or enforce the principles taught in the needle
work lessons. In arithmetic, for instance, in the lower standard 
the pupils calculate the cost of the work that has been done (the 
wool used for cuffs, etc.): in the middle standard they are taught 
to calculate beforehand the cost of the stuff and materials necessary 
for the work, and to translate into figures the economy of doing 
certain work themselves; in the upper standard they do similar, 
but more difficult, exercises. Subjects bearing on needlework 
will be chosen for reading, writing, dictation lessons-e.g., the 
usefulness or the pleasure of needlework, a resume of what has 
been learnt, good taste and simplicity in dress, etc. 

Drawing, in girls' schools, is taught with especial reference to 
needlework, principally in the middle and upper standards. The 
model course issued by the Government includes designs for 
letters and figures for marking, for borders, frillings, and embroidery 
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of various kinds; patterns for various garments--collar, apron, 
'chemise, bodice, etc. ; representations of the various kinds of darning 
and patching; and les~ons on the choice of colours for embroidery, 
for dress materials"etc. 

The specimen syllabus issued by the Ministry in 1897 allows 
three hours a week for needlework in the lower standard (first two 
school years), and four hours in the middle (third and fourth years), 
and upper (fifth and sixth years) standards; there are generally 
four lessons a week. The following is the model course laid down 
fQr this subject:-

LOWER STANDARD. 

1. Knitting a band or garter (two needles): study of the stitches: stitches 
on the right side; stitches on the wrong side; edges ; ~creasing and 
decreasing; how to cast on stitches. 

2. Knitting (four needles): cuffs. 
3. Sooks: study of relative proportions, oasting on and knitting. 

MIDDLE STANDARD. 

Recapitulation of the preceding course. 
1. Knitting stockings: study of the relative proportions; drawing a 

stocking and its different parts in their-relative proportions; casting on 
and knitting; how to measure the stocking in course of making it; how to 
strengthen the heel. 

2. Study of cross stitch on canvas: letters and numbers. 
3. Elements of sewing: running; hemming; backstitching; overcasting; 

seam; hem; French double seam; oversewing selvedge; oversewing folded 
edge. 

4. Making simple and easy articles: towels, napkins, handkerchiefs, aprons, 
women's chemises; patching. • 

UPPER STANDARD. 

Recapitulation of the preceding course. 
1. Knit.ting a vest, mittens. 
2. Marking linen; letters and numbers. 
3. Stitching, gathers, button·holes, eyelet.holes. 
4. Mending garments: simple darning, and darning according to the 

web, of stockings; patching linen and garments; fine darning on linen 
and table·linen. 

5. Cutting out and making easy garments, especially chemises and 
bodices. 

Note.-Fancy work: crochet, embroidery, tapestry work, etc., should only 
be taught to those pupils who have mastered useful sewing. 

The neediework syllabus drawn up by Mlle. Gilias, inspec· 
tress of needlework, is followed in all the communal primary schools 
of the inspectoral district of Brussels. The syllabus is arranged in 
six school years; three hours a week are devoted to needlework 
during the first five, and three and a. half hours during the sixth 
school year. The first and simplest sewing stitches are taught from 
the first year onwards; every year revision is made of the stitches 
already learnt. Raw materials are furnished gratis by the com
munes, at the rate of one and a. half francs per pupil; all the 
apparatus necessary for instruct.ion-models, charts, fra.mes, large 
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wooden needles, thick wool, etc.-are also furnished by the com
munes, and are occasionally supplemented by the teacher. The 
needlework lessons are given to all the class together, with indi
vidual help and correction; the instruction is to be given 
methodically, to be as inductive as possible, and to appeal 
to the pupil's intelligence. 

I heard some interesting lessons in the communal primary 
schools for girls, rue Gallait, Schaerbeek (a' suburb of Brussels), 
and in the communal primary school, No. 17, rue des Siz JeJans, 
Brussels. 

To teach new stitches, a thick needle is used and a large frame, 
woven with coarse thread of different colours; diagrams, showing 
each stage in the ne~ process are drawn on the blackboard. The 
teacher stands before the class, holds up the frame so that all the 
children can see, and slowly makes the new stitch (explaining each 
step) and showing exactly how it is a variation on what they already 
know j reference is also made to the diagrams on the blackboard. 
When all the children appear to understand they take their needles 
and pieces of material and make the various steps of the stitch 
in time with the teacher-hold the needle in position, put the point in 
the right spot at a correct angle, take up the threads, push the needle 
through, eto. j when one or two stitches have been made, the teacher 
looks at each child's work and gives the necessary help and cor
rection. Knitting is taught in a similar way, the teacher using 
large wooden needles and thick wool. 

The children make the new stitches on pieces of white material 
with coloured thread; the material and thread used are finer 
from year to year. In the first year (ages six to seven), for in
stance, running and backstitch on soft, canvas material; in the 
second year (ages seven to' eight), cross stitch, in various patterns 
on canvas, and revision of the stitches learnt in the first year, back 
stitch and running, applied to seams on linen canvas material; 
third year (eight to nine years), letters and figures in cross stitch on 
canvas, revision of stitches on fine linen canvas, fine seams on the 
straight, on the cross, etc., and hems; fourth year (ages nine to ten), 
more elaborate letters and numbers in cross stitch on finer canvas, 
revision of stitches, herring bone stitch and hemstitch, entering 
insertions, various kinds of patches; fifth year (ages ten to eleven), 
cross stitch, letters and numbers on fine linen canvas, hemstitch, 
joining insertions, putting on buttons, hooks and eyes and tapes, 
gathers, tucks, plaits, patches; sixth year (ages eleven to twelve), 
fine darning and revision of earlier stitches, etc. The pieces of 
material on which the stitches are first practised, are joined together 
into one long strip, forming a sampler, or resume of all the stitches 
included in the syllabus, which is given to the girl who has made it at 
the end of her school course. These samplers are useful to the 
teachers as showing exactly what each child has learnt in previous 
classes, and to the inspectress, who can by this means see if the 
syllabus is regularly carried out in each year. -
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Special attention is paid to the practical me~ding of garments 
from the fourth school year onwards. A table, called "table of 
mending," drawn up by the teacher and exposed in the class-room, 
gives an account of the mending done by each pupil during the 
course of the year; this metho!i has been adopted to encourage 
the children to bring to school used garments from home, and to 
overcome the false shame some of them feel. 

Knitting is taught from the second to the fourth year. Simple 
darning of stockings is learnt in the fourth year, darning according 
to the web, more elaborate and fine darning in the fifth and sixth 
years. Fancy work is taught from the fourth year to pupils who 
have thoroughly learnt the useful work included in the syllabus 
for the year; it consists chiefly of crochet borders for knitted 
garments, trimmings for underlinen, simple embroidery, etc. Draft
ing, cutting out and making simple garments are also taught. 

As soon as the children know a new stitch, they apply it 
practically-on aprons, chemises, etc. In one class I saw, the 
girls were trimming skirts simply with braid, in patterns designed 
by them in drawing lessons. Great care is taken to teach the pupils 
to waste nothing; scraps of material left over from underclothes, for 
example, are made into nightdress bags. Similarly with knitting, 
a practical use is made of everything; squares by which increasing 
and decreasing are learnt, will be joined together, feather stitched, 
edged with crochet, and so-made into a cot cover; a small 
practice piece of plain knitting, made in the first school year, will 
be edged with crochet and made into a" child's bib; similarly strips 
of knitting, including perhaps two difIerent stitches and made by 
seven or eight girls in the first year, will be joined, edged at the 
bottom with crochet and put into a band, making a child's petticoat; 
or again, the first attempts of the children in the second year to 
knit witJ1 four needles will be converted into children.'g vests. 

Owing to the courtesy of Mme. Clerebaut, directress of the pri
mary school for girls in the rue Gallait, Schaerbeek, examples 
of the needlework done in a primary school (Brussels) may be 
seen at the Board-of Education Library. 

3.-The Teaching 01 Domestic Economy. 

Domestic economy is an optional, not a compulsory, subject. in 
the primary schools; in'1899 it was taught in 1,116 schools.* 

In teaching this subject in primary schools special attention is 
paid to what is uSeful and practical, and to possible comfort, but 
any appearance of luxury is avoided. The aim. of the instruction 
is, briefly, that the daughters of working men should learn to use 
the resources at their disposal to the best advantage, to have 
intelligence and taste for household occupations as well as prac
tical skill, and, generally speaking, to be happy in the actual con
ditions of their lives. Particular stress is laid on the influence 

• In 648 communal, 252 adopted, and 216 private subsidised schoo •• 
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of the housewife in preventing intemperance and in promoting 
prudential measures; and an attempt is- made to connteract, by 
wholesome and practical school education, tendencies towards 
vanity, a taste for dress and false luxury. 

The lessons have an essentially practical bearing; inductive 
methods of teaching are employed., and the teachers are expected 
to exercise the reasoning powers of their pupils. The syllabus is 
not in any way binding; the teachers can modify it according to 
the particular needs of the pupils and according to local conditions, 
which vary, for instance, in agricultural and in industrial 
neighbourhoods. 

As with needlewOIk, indirect application, or correlation, is 
adopted &8 much as possible; reading, writing, arithmetic, botany, 
hygiene and other lessons are brought into touch with domestio 
economy. Particular importance is attached to the principles 
of domestic hygiene, to the study of nourishing and medicinal 
plants, of certain poisonous plants, and to a knowledge of the 
elements of practical medicine indispensable to the mother of a 
family. 

The teachers encourage the girls to practise at home what they 
learn at school, and to apply principles of order and neatness to 
their own persons, and also to their yonnger brothers and sisters. 
In most well-wnducted elementary schools, the girls, in tum, are 
expected to keep their own classrooms clean and tidy-polish 
handles, dust, etc. -in addition to the ordinary fnnctions of a 
monitress. 

In rural districts, many primary schools have a garden. where 
the pupils are given practical instruction. One part of this garden 
is sometimes reserved for ordinary medicinal herbs, and for some 
poisonous plants, especially those which are easily confused with 
certain plants used in cooking. 

In the specimen syllabus for primary schools (1897), already Model 
referred to, domestio economy is given among the optional courses. Syllabus. 
It will be seen that the syllabus in this subject, as follows, is on the 
same lines as that proposed in 1887 (see Appendix A, pp. 120-122). 

PamCll'LU 01' DoKBSTIO EOOBOJIY AliD HOUSEHOLD WOBL 

(Girls' Schools.) 

LoWD STAliDABD. 

Very .i .. "z,1GlU OIl 1M lolloll1iwg 8tlbjerl8 :..:.... 
I. c-au of a little girl; order and preservation. 
2. Some /wnihln for kitchen, dining-room. bedroom. Necessary 

care of it. 
3. Some 1004 ~; how to serve them at table. . 
4. CNr.rooGl and 1&'00II for hn.i1l9. precautions to tak" when the fire 

.lighbML -

• In 1899, there were 3,680 gardena belonging to COlIDnunee and attached 
toprimar7eahools. _ 
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5. OanJJe and lamp; dangers to avoid. 
6. Some garden plants for decorating the house; use to make of them 

MIDDLE STANDARD. 

Inductive and practical talks on the foUowing II'IIlJjectB:-
1. Washing linen and clothes. 
2. Cleaning table·service and furniture. Sweeping the kitchen and 

rooms of the house; dusting. , 
'3. Qualities and preservation of meat, {ish, eggs, milk, butter, bread. 

Picking and cooking vegetables. 
4. How to prepare a fire; precautions to take in lighting it. 
5. Cleaning and use of a lamp. _ 
6. Weeding and watering garden plants. Preservation of fruit. 

Arrangement of bouquets of flowers. 
7. How to lay the table, to serve and to clear away. 

UPPER STANDARD. 

Inductive and ,pr:actical talks, someti7ll.es accompanied or followed by 
reading or compo8~tion exe1'cises, on the following subjects:-

1. Washing and ironing small articles of lingerie and of 'dress. Taking 
out stains and keeping garments in. repair. 

2. Cleanin.g and care of kitchen utensils and of the prin.cipal furniture 
of a house. Cleaning kitchen and rooms. 

3. Choice and preservation of the prin.cipal foodll'lllJatances and of milk, 
coffee, beer. 

4. Use of ordinary combusUbles; lightin.g a fire; care of a stove. 
5. Choice, care and use of a lamp. 
6., Weeding, thinning, transplanting, hoeing, watering, etc., the garden 

tJegetables. Care of flowering plants. 
7. Table service. 
8. Oare of fowlS and poultry yard. 

It will be seen from the above syllabus that, in the lower and 
middle standards, the domestic economy lessons consist of theoretic 
instruction in the form of familiar talks. These theory lessons 
are continued in the upper standard but, at the same time, the 
pupils • do practical household work in the dasse menagere; the 
domestic economy instruction is thus followed, in the last one, or 
two, school years by direct application. Although the dasses 
rnenageres attached to the upper standards of primary schools are 
a completion of the primary school course, and belong in a measure 
rather to primary than to technical education, they are dealt with 
in Section IV. of this report (page 59, fl.), together with the special 
housewifery schools and classes for adults, because they are, like 
the latter, subsidised by, and under the control of, the Departinent 
of Industry and Labour. 

As an example, however, of a practical' housewifery class at
tached to a primary school, which does not fulfil the conditions 
necessary for grants from the Ministry of Industry and Labour, 
I may refer to the communal primary school for girls in the rue 
Gal1ait, Schaerbeek (a suburb of Brussels). The school is situated 
in a large and handsome building; the class rooms open out of a 
central hall, or upstairs, out of a balcony above the hall, and they 
are all lighted from the left, and have the most approved desks 
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and fittings. The housewifery class is held in rooms in the base
ment, consisting of a large kitchen, a recess for brooms, pails and 
other ntensils which spoil the pleasant appearance which a kitchen 
ought to have, a larder, wash-house, ironing room, and a dining
room to accommodate fifty children from the kindergarten sec
tion of the school. 

The practical work includes needlework, cutting out and making 
articles of lingerie and mending, taught by a primary school teacher, 
and household work (including cleaning the premises, washing, 
ironing, cooking), taught in the housewifery cla88. Girls from 
the upper standard, sixth school year (from twelve years of age), 
are admitted to the housewifery course. Twenty-eight girls 
attend the course, working in seven groups of four pupils; each 
group works in turn for a week at a time, so that each pupil devotes 
five weeks in the school year to household work, which, in the 
opinion of the head-mistre88, is a sufficient length of time. 

During the week the pupils work under the direction of a house
wifery mistress at practical household work, as follows :-=-Every 
day the preparation of a dinner; once a week, washing, iroJ,ling, 
complete cleaning of premises, furniture, kitchen utensils. The 
pupils, in turn, help the mistress with the meals for the infants 
admitted to the cantine, and by this means they learn a number of 
things indispensable in the feeding of children. LessonS begin with 
the explanation of the menu; the girls are then occupied with the 
various culinary preparations, supervise the cooking, copy the 
menu, calculate the cost price, lay the table, dine, wash up the 
dinner service and put everything tidy. The menus of the meals 
are arranged so as to provide nourishing food by means of 
varied and inexpensive dishes; examples are given bel9w. 
The afternoon is devoted to the other household occupations. The 
pupils themselves do the shopping, but the school provides certain 
food materials. The pupils keep a note-book, into which they 
copy the menus, price of provisions, and cost price, and a note
book giving a resume of the method of prepa.ring soups, meat, 
vegetables, etc., length of cooking, the quantities to use for a house
hold of six people, principles relating to washing, ironing, cleaning; 
further, in turn, ~hey keep the journal of laundry work, daily 
expenses, repairing of utensils. and mending of clothes. The 
cooking teacher reports, at the end of each week, on the girls' con
duct and aptitude for household work; the parents are informed of 
her report by the bulletin de menage, submitted for their signature. 

March-

!'BnIARY COlllllUlII'AL SCHOOL :rOB GIRLS. 

RUB GALLAlT, SClIABRBEEX. 

Soups ow: poireauz 
Epinard8 Ii l'oseille 
Pommu de terre 

F14" 
Poi" d 
Biere, 

Menll8. 
April-

Potage prinlanier 
Roti de bc£uI 

{idleau de pommes de 'err. 
Pain et r 

Bier&. , . 
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May-
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Soupe aw: clUri8 
Omelette au lard 
Pommel de lerr. 

Frai8a 
Pain d 
Biereo 

Octobcr-
bOUpt. a1& cerleuil 
Epaule de mot.tron 

Gateau de pomme.9 de ,~. 
Pain d 
Biereo 

June- .• 
Soupt. aw: pol8 ea88e.9 

Pain de J'eau 
Pomme.9 de terre 

Pain d 

Novembcr-
Potage Julienne 

Bi/teck 
Pommes de 'erre /rile.9 

Pain d 
Bier ••. Biereo 

Ju\y- December-
Soupe prinlaniere Soupe aw: 1otnaIe.9 

Puree dll pommel de terre {Ja~ carbon7lada de pore 
Gateau de semoulll Hocl~epot C1wu:c blanca 

Pain d Corotta, oignone 
Biereo Pain d Biere. 

The cQmmunal administration (Schaerbeek) defrays the cost of 
the cooking instruction; the grant of two thousand francs is handed 
in advance to the directress who keeps detailed accounts of the 
expenses and submits them for approval to the Echevin de l'In
struction publique at the end of each quarter. 

This new organisation, which is due to the directress, has been 
adopted since 1899. The co-operation of the housewifery class with 
the cantine scolaire is said to produce excellent results from. the 
point of view of the girls' practical education. 

The cantine scolaire is open all the year, or for at least 220 days. 
The following infants are admitted: children of poor parents; 
those whose parents are absent from home at work all day for the 
support of their family; children with delicate constitutions. 
Memb~rs of the staff take it in turn to superintend the cantine for 
a week. As the little children come down to the dining-room, 
the housewifery pupils have to see that their faces and hands are 
clean and that they are ready for the meal; then the children 
sing a song together while the teacher superintending, with the 
help of the housewifery pupils, serves the soup. When dinner is 
over the children have games out of doors if the weather permits. 

C.-TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF NEEDLEWORK AND DOMESTIC 

ECONOMY FOR PRIMARY ScHOOLS AND FOR TRAINIKG COLLEGES'; 

As alreany stated, hygiene, domestic economy and needlework 
are included in the curriculum of training colleges for primary 
school mistresses. 

The State syllabus in hygiene covers practi~ally the same ground 
as that appointed for State secondary schools for girls (given 
below, page 34), but in the training college syllabus first· aid is 
treated in greater detail; there is a paragraph relating to age, sex, 
constitution, tel'liperament, heredity, habits, and a section on 
Ichool hygiene: position and arrangement of ~chool premises, 
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eloakrooms. playgrounds. lavatories, .etc .• heating, lighting. ven
tilation, school furniture, symptoms of illnesses, intellectual work: 

Hygiene is taught for one hour a week, in the second year in 
women's training colleges, and in the third year in colleges for 
men. Two questions on this subject are included in the written 
paper at the half-yearly examinations. and at the leaving examina
tion. 

Needlework is taught for three hours a week in the first and 
third years, and two llours a week in the second and fourth years. 
Jd in the primary schools, this instruction is given as class teaching. 
inductively· and with demonstrations. The syllabus includes: 
knitting; marking; patching, darning, darning according to the 
web. and damask darning·; the UBualsevrlng stitches; cutting 
out and making bed linen, underlinen, aprons. child's dress. girl's 
dress. man's shirt, boy's costume. girl's dressing-gown; use of the 
sewing machine; fancy-work (crochet, embroidery of initials, etc.). 
In the fourth year there is a special section on the teaching of 
needlework at the primary school :-knowledge that a teacher of 
needlework should possess; tho primary school syllabus; need 
for· class-teaching of needlework as of other subjects; inductive 
methods; the application of drawing to needlework; practice 
lessons. 

There is no exaDlination in needlework either in the half-yearly 
examinations or in the leaving examination. The examiners 
assign marks to this subject according to the report of 
the teachers on the pupils' work during the half-year (for half· 
yearly examinations), or during the year (for the leaving exami· 
nations). The examiners may also demand to see the work that 
the pupils have dono during the preceding six or twelve months. 

In the drawing syllabus there is a direction to the effect that, in 
training colleges for women, the drawing course should be brought 
into touch with the needlework instruction. by a suitable choice 
of subjects. e.g .• flowers, leaves. embroidery, patterns, laces, etc. 

Domestic economy is taught for one hour a week in the second 
year. three hours in the third, and two hours in the fourth. The in
struction is inductive, experimental and practical. and the teacher 
is expected to encourage her pupils to uiakelittle collections in 
connection with each part of the course. The theory lessons deal 
in the usual way with· questions relating to the dwelling, 
furniture and utensils, heating, lighting, food, accounts, linen and 
clothes, washing and ironing, etc. Practical work accompanies 
or follows the theoretic instruction,and consists of cleaning, cooking, 
etc. For the practical lessons, the pupils are divided into groups; 
each group works for an hour a week in the second school year. 
and for one hour and a half in the third and fourth years. In 
addition, each girl makes her own bed, and keeps her room tidy. 
Cooking is taught in a small kitchen. economically equipped; 
meals are prepared for eight to ten people, and served, as' dinner 

• The pupils devote half ,an hour. week to mendina their clothes. 

~ 09 
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or supper, for the pupils of ~~e cooking group and for others chosen 
with the approval of the directress. 

At the half-yearly examinations of the second and third years, 
and at the leaving examination, there are written questions, and a 
practical test in domestic economy. . 

In their course on elementary natural science and horticulture, 
the students have lessons on gardening and on the care of domestic 
animals. 

Temporary normal courses of domestic economy and household 
work for teachers in communal and adopted schools were first 
organised in 1888. These courses, lasting about four weeks, are 
held at State or sanctioned training colleges during the summer 
holidays. Teachers and assistant teachers in communal and 
adopted primary schools are admitted to the course. In 1899, 
forty teachers attended, the maximum number allowed. 

The course includes theoretic instruction in domestic economy, 
in principles of hygiene and of horticulture, and practical work: 
middle-class andartizan cooking; household cleaning, etc.; washing 
and ironing; gardening. 

DipMmes de capacite pour l' enseignement des travau:e a z' aiguille 
dans les ecoles norm ales primaires were instituted in 1890. Only 
holders of the recognised primary school teacher's diploma are 
allowed to sit for the Gxamination, at the earliest, one year after 
obtaining their diploma. The examination includes a written 
paper, practical work and a teac~g test. 

The written Ilxamination deals with methods of teaching needle
work in primary schools and in normal schools. It occupies three 
hours and twenty-five marks are allotted to it. 

The following are the practical tests :-i. -Mending (25 
marks); ii.-some piece of hand-sewing (20 marks); iii.
some. piece of machine sewing (10 marks) (i., ii., and iii; to
gether occupy 21 hours); iv.-cutting out and tacking 
together an article of lingerie chosen by the examiners from the 
training college syllabus (3 hours-30 marb); v.-cutting out and 
tacking together a garment chosen by the examiners (3 hours-
30 marks); vi.-questions relating to the various kinds of materials 
used for lingerie and dressmaking (10 minutes-l0 marks). The 
tests iv; and v. include taking measurements, -drafting patterns, 
cutting out and tacking together, first fitting and corrections, final 
fitting. 

The teaching test consists of two lessons to be given by each 
candidate, the subject of one being chosen from the primary school 
syllabus, and of the other from the training college syllabus 
(1 hour, 50 marks). 

To receive a diploma, the candidate must obtain at least 65 per 
cent. of the total number of marks, and at least 50 per cent. of the 
marks assigned respectively to the written test, to the teaching test 
and to each of the practical tests (i. to v.); to pass with dil!tinctioD" 
75 per cent. i with ~eat distiD,ction, 85 per cent! 



Similar in organisation and BCOpe to the above, and instituted at 
the same date, is the examination for the certificaZ de capacite for 
teaching needlework in primary aehoola. Teachers and a&!!istant 
teachers in communal, adopted or private primary schooIa, and 
teachers in the practising schoola attached to training colleges, are 
admitted to the examination. The following shows the scope of the 
examination :-

A. Written paper (2 hours) -
B. Practical tests :-

{

(II) Mending - -
1 (b) Handsewing -

(e) Machine sewing 
- } (21 hours) 

2 Cutting out and tacking together a 
garment (3 hours) -

C. Teaching test (a lesson on some subject chosen 
from the primary school syllabus) (l hour) 

Four diplomas and certificates were delivered during 1897-1899. 
The regulations for admission to the examinations, and the pro- (b) Dome'itic 

portion of marks necessary for obtaining the special diploma and Economy. 
certificate for teaching domestic economy are the same as in the 
case of the above needlework examinations, which were started at 
the same time. 

The lipl':lfM de capacili for teaching domestic economy and. house
hold work in training colleges for primary aehool teachers, is 
delivered after an examination including written, practical and 
teachin~ tests. 

The written examination lasts four hours, and inclndea two 
questions on hygiene (20 marks), two questions on domestic 
economy (25 marks), and two on horticulture (20 marks). 

Seventy·five marks are allotted to the practical examination, for 
which the candidates are divided into groups of six to eight, each 
group working for four to six honn. Eacheandidate must clean part 
of the house or some furniture or household utensil ; wash and iron 
one or two articles of lingerie or a garment; cook two dishes, one, 
soup or fish or meat, the other, vegetables or eggs or sweet dish. 

The teaching test consists of two lessons, lasting one hour together, 
to be given by each candidate; the subject of one lesson is chosen by 

-lot from the training college syllabus (35 marks), that of the other 
from the primary aehool syllabus (25 marks). 

For the certificaZ de capacite for primary aehools :-
Marks. 

1
1. Principles of hygiene and Of} 

Written test 2. d=:~~m~!= (21 hours) 30 

(10 marks) - - - -
Practical test (same &8 aboveH4: to 6 hours for each 

candidate) ~ 
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Teachillgtest (on ~ subject chosen by lot from the 
syllabus for, the upper standard of primary 
schools) (1 hourfor each candidate) '- - 30 ' 

Twenty-seven diplomas 'and certificates 'for domestic economy 
were gained during 1897 -189~ .. 

D.-ADULT SCHOOLS. 

Adult sc11001s proper are lfnder the authority of the Ministry ot the 
Interior and of Public Education. The communal council regulate 
the establishment and organis(l.tion.of adult schools and determine 
the ,syllabus. Th~, cond.itioIlll necessa.ry, for the Ireceipt of State 
grants and the rates of gtant have been given above. 

To recapitulate brieflY,:-:-an adult school may be either com· 
mun\l<\, adopted, or private but Julfilling ,the. ()<;mditions necessary 
for adoptio'n; a commun,al school must b~ ~pen to all the inhabi
tants ol the commune over fourteen years of age, or over twelve 
years Of age if, for legitimate rea.sons;they have definitely left the 
primary· sc4001; pupils ,whol!-tteIj.d ;~ primary school may not 
attend an a~ult school (exception. to ~his rule is made lor the special 
housew;*ry cOurses) i. at~ least .~alf the members 'Of the teaching 
staff. must possess a legal diploxna fox: 'Primary education;' the 
school1mustprovide. suitabl~ accommodation and be open for 
inspection; lessons must be given for at least a hundred hours 
evefY year" exc\lpt when the school is held on ~unday only, when 
~he minhnuIl':l,;number, of hoUrs is seventy-five; there must be 
anat~end8:J,lce. ()f ,at least ten, or, where the population is under 
1,000, of at least six pupils receiving free instructio~* ; the school 
:q:\u~t b~long ~o one ol the- three following classes: (a) an 
elementllry qourse for young men and women who have not had a 
primary education 'Or who have only had an incomplete primary 
~ducation; (b) a course of repetition 'and improvement for young 
men or women who have attended the three standards of a primary 
sc)1001; (c) special courses of natural science, agriculture, practical 
geometry, languages, domestio economy and h.ousehold work 
including needlework (syllabus of the primary school), book-
keeping, etc. . 

On July 30th, 1902, the Minister of the Interior and of Public 
Educatioll addressed a .circular to, the govel!10rs of _ provinces, 
on the subject of adult schools, with the aim of bJ;inging these 
courses more and more into, harmony vvith the needs of localities .. 

The circular begins by recalling that' the third class', of ~dult 
schools consists' of "special courses of natural science, agricul. 
ture . • . domestic, economy-, and household work including 
nee~lework," and points out that the .communes are free to gi~e 
their adult schools the'speCial character which seems to them 
useful so long as these sqhools, in aim" organisation, and syllabus, 

• The oommunal counoil deoides what ohildren shall receive free instruction 
and fixes the :fee to. bep,!,id by.the others. '.' .. . 
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Come under one of the three classes entitled to State grants; few 
communes, however, had taken advantage of this latitude_. The 
special attention of inspectors is directed to this point; their d.uty 
is not only to examine how and with what success instruction is 
given in adult schools, but also to see if this instruction corres
ponds to local needs, if it sufficiently prepares the· majority of 
the pupils for their future occupations" and careers. "The circular 
proceeds:-

.. A very grea.t Dumber of young people in rural distriots will one day 
beoome agrioulturist&, and it may be said that almost all the girls will beoome 
housewives; this is true for town as well as for oountry girls. If this important 
oonsideration is taken into acoount, the necessity is reoognised of giving 
a strongly agricultural tendoncy to adult schools for boys in rural districts, 
and of accentuating the domestio tendency of adult schools for girls in all 
localities alike. 

" Still more than the primary school the adult school must be the school 
for life, the direct preparation, in immediate touch with real life, for the 
career which the pupils are following already or which they will soon follow. 

• • • • • • • • 
II Parallel with these applications [to the future ocoupations of girls and 

bOYlI] of fundamental principles acquired at the primary school. it ill 
neC88llary to have, at the adult school. a speoial syllabus including the 
lIubjects indispensable to the intelligent practice of each of these ocoupa
tions or profeBBions. 

• • • • • • • ." ... " . 
.. I think it useful to add some considerations relativo to· the housewifery 

IIChools for adults (icolu d,'ailultu menageru). 
II The majority of pupils attending these schools will some day be entrusted 

with the direction of a modcst household: the oottage of a labourer or farmer, 
the humble dwelling of a workman. It is this modest domain that they must 
be taught to manage profitably, to adom economically, in order to make order~ 
cleanliness, oomfort, and happiness reign there. If the head of the family, 
if the children, find at home what is indispensable to the well-being of the 
body, to the affections of the heart, to peace of mind, one" may be sure 
that they will not seek these things out-of-doors, at public-houses, in noisy 
gatherings. 

''It is therefore advisable to establish the housewifery sohool for adults 
in premises resembling as much as poBBible, in extent, c.rrangement, and fur. 
niture, those in which the girl will fulfil later her be9-eficent miBBion. To 
initiate her to household work in vast and luxurious surroundings provided 
with perfect apparatus, is to expose her to bitter disappointment, even 
despondenoy, on the day when she must confine her activity and aspirations 
in a home as meagre as that of a labourer or workman generally is. What 
is primarily neceBBary to the girl of the people is a domestic education really 
in touch with her future condition, and not a so-oalled preparation in which 
the inevitable realities and demands of practical life are not sufficiently 
taken into account. 

" The primary schoolmistress seems specially fitted to preside over the 
organisation and direction of the housewifery school for adults; but 
there are very many localities where the only member of the teaching staff 
is a. man. Is it neceBBary to give up the organisation of Buch a school in 
these neighbourhoods' As a general rule the adult school for girls should 
be held in the day time; moreover, for the same group of pupils, three leBBons 
a week of two and a half hours each are sufficient. In these conditions, 
communes could combine to confide to one mistress the direction of four 
IIChools established in different districts not far apart. By means of six 
lessons in the morning and six !eB3ons in the afternoon II. week, there would 
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be every month, for each sohool, six mornings whioh would be devoted to' 
cooking and six afternoons for the other household work and for general 
education. 

"Granting that these schools should be open for five months (from 
October 15th to March 15th), we arrive, for each of them, at sixty lessons of 
two and a halE hours, or a total of 150 hours. 

"With a salary· of 200 to 250 francs for each school, the teacher would 
have an income of 800 to 1,000 francs, besides lodging and part of her board. 

"Girls from the upper standard of the primary school could be admitted, 
and also girls over twelve years of age who have left school after having 
taken a complete course of study according to the minimum syllabus or the 
whole syllabus. For both alike the housewifery school would be the con
tinuation, the extension, and the rational completion of the primary 8()hool.". 

The proposals made in the above circular for the organisation 
of housewifel'Y schools for adults follow, in intention and aim, in 
the steps of the special housewifery schools . and classes which have 
existed for many years with the support and under the jurisdiction of 
the Ministry of Industry and Labour; on reading the regulation~ 
governing the latter schools (see below, p.59 ff.) the differences in 
method and organisation will become apparent. 

Reports of inspectors on adult schools, for 1902, stated that 
some communes had already begun to act in accordance with 
the proposals of the above circular, that teachers responded with 
enthusiasm, and that marked progress might be anticipated 
during the coming years. The general report of 1902 for 
Brussels states that "wherever the instruction responds to the 
needs of the inhabitants of the neighbourhood, wherever the 
teaching staff applies itself to treat, practically and simply, the 
principles of which the adult has immediate need, as the ministerial 
circular of July 30th, 1902, recommends, the number of pupils 
is consid~rable and attendance is regular." "The adult schools," 
to quote the Tournai report; "which are the subject of the 
Ministerial circular of July 30th, 1902, are those which respond 
best to the needs of our people. Weare even of opinion that it is 
only by being inspired by the spirit of this circular that it will be 
possible to revive the existing adult schools which vegetate, for 
the most part, in. agricultural, rural communes." 
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II.-SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

A.-GENERAL SYSTEM 01' STATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS FOR GmLS 
(.tcoles Moyennes). 

Secondary education, like primary. is under the direction of 
the Ministfre de l'Intirieur et de l'Instruction Ptiblique. By the 
law of the 15th July. 1881, the State founded secondary schools 
for girls which, before this date, had been left entirely to private 
organisation and control. 
. Secondary schools for boys had already beeD: establishe~ by Different 

the law of the 1st June, 1850; they are of two kinds: the higher Types of 
secondary schools, oihinies royau:r, and the lower secondary schools, State 
the eoole8 moyennes. The latter are intended for boys who will Secondary 
probably engage in some trade or industry, for whom primary Schools. 
education is insufficient and secondary education proper too ad-
vanced; in the eoole8 moyennes the instruction which the boys 
have already received is continued and, at the same time, directed 
towards the practical necessities of their probable future condition 
in lile. 

State secondary schools for girls· belong to the second type 
of boys' school; they are the l.oole8 moyennes de Z'etat pour filles. 

The law dealing with the ecoles moyennes has been, to a certain Length of 
extent, altered and modified. At the present time the ecole moyenne Course. 
proper consists of three classes or school years. A preparatory Secfon 
course (section preparatoire) can be annexed to the ecole moyenne, Pre;ara
and this course is organised as a complete primary school with toire. 
six school years; the following subjects, which are optional in 
primary schools, are compulsory in the curriculum of sections 
preparatoires: a second language, natural science, domestic 
economy (for girls). There are but few ecoles moyennes to which 
a preparatory course is not annexed. . 

The maximum number of State ecoles moyennes has been fixed Number of 
by law at 100 for boys, and 50 for girls. At the present time there Schools and. 
are 78 boys' schools and 34 girls' schools; in 1902 there were 1,941 Scholars. 
pupils in the latter (sections moyennes), while the sections pre-
paratoires for girls contained 3,834 pupils. 

The Commune where a State ecole moyenn8 is situated must Communal 
provide the school premises and material and is responsible for Functions ... 
their maintenance, but the State contributes certain grants for. 
this purpose. 

Secondary schools are placed under the direction of local adminis- Governing 
trative bodies, renewed every three years, composed of the College Bodies. 

• These 8Ohools &1'8 all day 8Ohools, but boarding houses, inspected by 
the State, for pupils of State icole8 moyenms can be established with the 
authorisat.ion of the Minister.· 
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of Mayor and Aldermen (OoTJege des bourgmestre et khevins:t), and 
of not less than four and not more than six members who are 
nominated by the Government from a double list of candidates 
presented by the Communal Council; at least half the candidates 
are not members of the Communal Council. 

S hool Fees The proposals of the local governing body as to school fees 
c • must be approved by the Ministry. The fees vary considerably 

in different neighbourhoods; the lowest amount in 1902 (for the 
section moyenne) was apparently 18 francs a year, and the highest 
120 francs, but 'for the most part they were between 30 and 80 
francs. The fees help to defray the general expenses of the school. 

There are state scholarships, and a limited number of free ad
missions and of admissions at reduced fees are allowed. 

Sohool Age. Children must be at least six years old for admittance to the 
seqion preparatoire, -and at least twelve years old to be admitted 
to the first annee moyenne, or third class, of the secondary school 

School 
Hours, 

E~amina
tions. 

proper. 
School hours are generally from about 8.30 to 12 a.IIi., and from 

2 to 4 p.m. Thursday afternoon is ~ holiday. 
There are entrance and leaving examinations; the leaving 

examination,includes all the subjects of the third school year and 
a diploma is granted to successful candidates. Further, in each 
class the pupils are examined from time to time in the work of 
the term. 

Curriculum. The curriculum of the ecoles moyennes includesf: _ religious instruc-

Spccial 
Courses, 

tion '(given by the Ministers of denominations and obligatory 
except in cases of special dispensation) (2); mother tongue 
(French, Flemish, or German) (5); a second obligatory language 
(French for schools in Flemish or German localities, Flemish or 
German for schools in Walloon districts) (4); a third optional 
language, Flemish, German, or English (3) ; geography (1); general 
history and history of Belgium (2); elementary mathematics (3); 
elemQIltary principles of natural science - and _ hygiene (2); 
writing (1 hour, second year); book-keeping and principles of 
commerCial law (1); drawing (2); singing (1); gymnastics (21); 
needlework (3) and domestic economy (1 hour in first and second 
years,2 hours in third) in gir~' schools. In addition, the Director 
or Directress gives monthly talks to the pupils of all three 
classes together, on the principles of savoir-mvre, family duties, 
civic duties, charitable duties, and duties towards animals,_ 

The syllabus of instruction is drawn up by the Ministere de 
i'l neerieur et de l' I nstructiQn Publique. _ - _ - - ' . 

Special courses or sections may be attached to the ecoles moyennes 
according to local needs, the fulal decision lying with the Communal 
Council. Courses in agriculture, commerce or industry -may be 
given in boYS' schools, and commercial courses in girls' schools.. 

* See footnote,page 6. _ _ _ _ -
t The figures in pa.renthesis show tho number of hours Fer W"cck gil-en 

to each subject: ' 
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When there is a special course,· the first school year is common 
to all the pupils of the secondary school proper, i.e., of the course 
of general instruction and of the special course i. in the second 
and third years the special course is followed and, at the same 
time, the general education of the (lupils in the most important 
subjects is continued. Commercial sections are· attached -to -the 
ecoles moyennu for girls at Charleroy and Malines, and at Molenbeek 
and Schaerbeek (suburbs of Brussels). 

The State appoints the staff of its own schools: all teachers must Teachors. 
be of Belgian nationality, and hold a teacher's certificate. A primary 
school teacher's diploma serves temporarily for a.ll posts in -the 
ecoles moyen"a for girls. ... .. 

Inspectors are servants of the State i there is a speoial inspeotress Inspection. 
of needlework and domestio economy. ' .. 

Besides the State schools, there are numerous private institutions Communal 
providing secondary education, as well as Communal seoondary Secondary 
schools j the latter may be of three kinds :_ . . Schools. 

(a) The Communal institution subsidised from State funds. 
In order to reoeive State grants certain conditions must be. 
fulfilled j the syllabus of instruotion laid down by the 
Government must be aooepted; acoounts, regulations, 
school.books, etc., must .be submitted to the Government 
for approval, and the schools must be open to ,State inspeo
tion. The Commune appoints its own teachers, but they 
must hold the legal diploma.. There. are six schools 'of-
this class for girls. .... . . 

(b) Institutions exclusively supported by the Commune. 
(e) Private institutions to which the Commune gr!J.nts its 

"patronage," supplying subsidies or buildings. 
There are no girls~ schools of types (b) or (e). 

B.-INSTRUCTION IN NEEDLEWOltK AND DOMESTIO ECONOMY IN 

STATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS. 

When the State founded secondary schools for girls by the law of Needlework 
1881, the prescribed curriculum included needlework and domestic and Domes
economy j these subjects oocupiedtwo hours a week in each of tic Economy 
the three school years, ·and three hours a week in each of the Course,lSSl. 
preparatory classes in accordance .with, the primary6chool 
curriculum. . 

The needlework course in the secondary school began with learn
ing the different stitches,. and included knitting, mending, crochet 
work and embroidery. In the third year the pupils had lessons in 
measuring and cutting out. . 

Domestioeconomy was made a 'sort of appendage to the needle
work course and both subjects were' taught by the same mistress. 
The. lessons took the form of .. talks" to the pupils on the general 
theory of household management and' on the. woman's duty as 
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housewife; the girls were given no actual practice in housework of 
any' kind. 

Needlework was felt to be one of the most important subjects 
included in the curriculum, but the results were at first somewhat 
disappointing. A Ministerial circular of the 5th January, 1885, 
drew the attention of directresses of eco!es m?yennes to certain 
points which required correction. In the first place the importance 
of the subject was not always sufficiently realised; the pupils were 
not always taught to put into their sewing the care and neatness 
which should govern women's work; sometimes they· even 
received another lesson at the same time that they' were doing 
needlework; among other things, the circular objected that articles 
were often made on a small scale and, finally, that the instruction 
was almost invariably individual, thus causing considerable waste 
of time . 

. The following improvements, among others, were suggested: 
that a small exhibition of all the needlework done during the year 
should be held at the annual prize giving; that the pupils might be 
given work to do at home, which would help to overcome the diffi
culty of insufficient time for the subject during school hours, and 
would also teach the girls independence; that the girls should be 
taught how to use a sewing-machine, which is to be found in nearly 
every household. 

The official report on secondary education, 1890,* records that 
"the Government is happy to state that these recommendation" 
have not been made in vain_ The subsequent reports of the In
spectress of needlework announce, indeed, a remarkable improve
ment in this instruction in th~ majority of secondary schools." 

The sy'llabus of instruction for the troles moyennes was modified 
in 1888, but though some slight changes were introduced into the 
domestic economy syllabus, both this and the needlework COUlse 
remained practically the same. In 1897 a new syllabus was issued 
for bo\h boys' and girls' schools. 

The ecoles moyennes were intended to supply the educational 
needs of the children of the petite bourgeoisie, but the instruction 
they provided was .felt to be too uniform and too theoretio_ The 
curriculum no longer supplied the theoretio and practical know
ledge necessary for those who wished to engage in commerce, trade 
or agriculture; there were only four school years in the sections 
preparatoires and, as the pupils were admitted to the secondary 
school proper at the age of ten-and-a-half to eleven years, many of 
them were too young to profit by the instruction; and, among other 
complaints, the domestio eoonomy' course in the ecoles moyennes for 
girls was cc essentially theoretio. the pupils gained little profit from it." 

In the Ie-organisation of the curriculum in September, 1897, the 
Government attempted to remedy these defects. The syllabus was 
made more detailed, and special attention was directed to the con-

* Ra'Jl11C1rl 'Tien7lal 8UI' fetal de f~ tllDYelI ell Belgique. XII. 
Periods 'TimMIe 1885-1886-1887_ BrU88eU. 1890. 



stant practical application of the instruction to dil.ily life. 'The aim 
throughout was that the loola moyenftell should' respond, as far as 
po88ible, to the intellectual, moral, and material needs of the pupils, 
and should give them an education preparing them more especially 
for their future careers-trade, commerce, agriculture, etc. 

This aim of practical usefulne88 is nowhere more apparent than Eearing of 
in the provisions bearing upon the training of girls for home life. General . 

The syllabUl of instruction for State secondary schools for girls Schoo~ In· ] 
·th he f ll· te . atructIOn on opens WI t 0 oWIng sen nces;- . Domestio 

.. It ia the duty of the teachen to apply constantly, with perseverance, Training.' 
those methods most likely to develop in the pupils the moral qualities of 
the woman and th~ of the good housewife • 

.. In the fint place, the spirit of goodness. of charity, of generosity, family 
aJiection, aimplioity and modesty • • • then those more humble, 
but not leas nluable, qualities which contribute powerfully to the prosperity 
of the home: orner and cleanlin-. energy, aocuracy, carefuln-. the spirit 
of economy, the habit of eaving. 

.. The girl posaesBCII the germs of these qualities; they are latent in her 
mind. in her heart, in her wo_'s inatinct& But only school education, 
replaoing or completing the mother's mission, combined with the personal 
action of the girl, can develop these germs • • • • 

.. The task of the school, aa regards education, is not complete· if it 
does not accustom the girl to obllene, on all occaaioDB, the rules of politeness 
and of good manners; if it does not prepare her for introducing into the 
home, in aooordanoe with her true nature, teate, {!race. I\.lld even that high 
.tandanl of elegance which • knows how, without luxury, without great 
expenae, to choose and arrange things in such a way aa to please the teato 
and the im&gination.'" 

This point of view is repeatedly insisted upon to inspectors, 
administrative bodies, and teachers; it is continually emphasised 
in the syllabus. In the notes appended to the arithmetic course 
we find for instance ;-

•• The teacher should attach the highest importance to practical applica- Arithmctic 
tions; she must never Ioee aightof the fact that, though the arithmetio lessons correlated 
should be a veritable gymnutic of the faculties of judgment and reasoning, with 
the primary necessity is that they should prepare the pupils, efficiE'ntly, to Domestic 
apply arithmetio to the ordinary allaira of life, that is to eay, to the require- Econom~ . 
menta of trade. domestio economy. commerce, industry, agriculture, etc. • 
• • • • • The subjects ofthe problema should be chosen within the limits 
of reality and should furnish the pupils with practical ideaa of great useful· 
ness. • • • A considerable number of arithmetical problems set 
for the girls should bo...ar upon household things, domestio economics, the 
resulta of thrift.. When it is well taught, arithmetio helpa -to introduce 
into the homes that methodical spirit; which regulatE'a expeDBe8 by receipts, 
iDBpirea foresight, and makes the produce of thrift fruitful." 

In the third year of the syllabus in natural science, one section Natural 
is as follows ;- Science and 

Practical ideas on lOme substances which the good housewife ought Hygiene for 
to know: the . 

L Decoloriaing and disinfectant; properties of porons charcoala.- Hou.sew:fp. 
Oxide of carbon.-Gaa for lighting.-Petroleum. . 

2. Sulphur, sulphurio acid. 
3. Chlorine, chloride of sodium. 
4. Substances used in washing linen. cleaning garments, etc.-Soda, 

soaps, stareh, blue, chlorine water, ealta of IOrrel, benzinE', naphtha, 
ammonia, alcohol, turpentine. 
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5. S~bstanoeil uSed ail di;WUectanta.-Lime, chloride of lime, sulphate 
of iron, lIulphatB of copper, phenic, acid, etc. . 

LessonS on elementary hygiene are included, in the natural sc~ence 
course ~f the second and third years. As they bear upon the sub· 
ject in hand the syllabus is given here:- . , 

SECOND YEA&. . . 
1. Some very elementary idess on the rOle of microbes from the point 

of view of health. ' 
2. H eaI.-Clotheg.~Dwellings; heatinl. 
3. Light.-Hygiene of the Bight; artiJiciallighting. 
4. Movement.-Sanitary influence of corporal exerciaea.-Reat and sleep. 
Q. Air.-Causes and ellects of the vitiation of the air in dwellings...;.. 

Ventilation. 
6. Water.-Drinking water.-Methods of improving impure water. 
7. PeraonaZ cleanline88.-Hygienio oare.-Waahing arid baths.--Dangers 

of cosmetics. ' 

THIBD. YEA&. 

1. Food.-Very simple ideas on albumfuoid Bubstances, hydrates of 
carbon and fata.-Claasification of foods.-Rulea essential to I/o good 
diet.-Drinks. . . . , 

2. Aloo1wliam.-Alcohol and various alcoholio drinks.-Ravageg, of 
alcoholism from the point of view of health, intelligence and 
morality.-Fight against alcoholism.-Danger of the use of ether; 
morphia, etc. 

3. Very brief ideas on infections illnesses and disinfection.-Vaccination. 
4. First aid in cases of sudden illness and of accidents (the most common 

cases); 
Drawing in In teaehing drawing to girls, special attention is paid to prac
c~nnection tical applications to needlework. In the new drawing syllabus, 
:~~~.JIi{eedle. issued by. the Department, 30th July, 1904, ~here is a direc~ion ~o 

teachels In each y~ar's course to choose subJects fordrawrng In 

relation to needlework, e.g.-drawings connected with the cutting 
out of garments. In the :first year the pupils are to draw orna
mental patterns· in connection with needlework. Similarly, in 
the second, and' especially in the third year, the syllabus pro
vides for drawings from nature to be applied in needlework, for 
designing embroidered letters, numbers, monograms, festoons, 
braids, embroideries, laces, etc. The teacher is to pay especial 
attention to subjects which bear upon the !esthetic character of 
needlework; by giving pupils exercises in drawing patterns, com
plete garments and designs, from nature, she should prove to them 
the utility of instruction in drawing and its adaption to practical 
life. 

Needlework 
SylJn.bus.The following is the syllabus for needlework;-

FiRsT YEAR. 

(:3 'hours a week.) 
1. KniUing~-Recapitulation' of the elementa taught i~ the. p. 'Paratory 

lIection by melloDll of: . : . 
(II) Drawing. lettin, and knittinS a lOCk and a ltockin,. 
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(b) Knitting articleB where an the diffiC1lltieB of thiB kind of wor~ are 
encountered: bands, Bpuares, rosettes, lace for bed or cot co,!erll!gs, 

2. Mar~ing.-DiJlerent ways of marking linen: croBB-stitch, stitchmg, 
chain-stitch, eta. 

3. Recapilulat~ 01 the e1ementl 01 ,ewing in the making of a. pillow-case 
or a. night-dress case. . 

4. MeMing.-Patching linen and ordinary garments; darning· accordlDi. 
to the web; simple patching of knitted materials. 

6. CuUing oW au manng.-Woman's chemise; fancy apron. 
G. Fancy work .-

(a) Embroidery: Feather-stitch, etc.-Initials. 
(b) Crochet: Trimmings for pillow-cases, chemises, etc. 

SBCOlW YEA&. 

(3 hours a. week.) 

L &capil.u1atwn 01 the e1emenIB 01 ,ewing on figured cotton material. 
Patching thcse materials.-Different ways of making a. hem to thcm: false 
hem, etc.-lDop&, button-holes, eyelet-holes. . 

2. MeMing /milled matericJl8.-Putting in a. new heel, a. new foot to a 
stocking. 

3. llematikA on linera.-Simple and more complicated hemstitch. 
4. CuUing oW and making.-Girl'. drawers.-Man's shirt. 
5. Fancy tDOrk: 

(a) Embroidery: (various stitches).-Ornamental initials for the comer 
of a. handkerchief, a. napkin; for a. pillow-case, a. sheet. 

(b) Creehet. 
(e)· Tapestry work. 

TlllBD YEA&. 

(3 hours a. week.) 

I. RI'.ClJpitulation 01 ,Ae elementl 01 Bewing on figured woohen materials: 
lintlS, stripes, squares, spots, etc.-Patching these materials.-Ways of making 
a. hem to thcm.-Button-holea. 

2. Palclaing garmentl.-Mending lincn.-Daming. 
3. General principlu concerning materialB.-Raw materials, where manu

factured, qualitiel of materials, width, price, etc.-Ad"iee on the choice 
of materials. 

4. UBe 01 the ,eu""!1 machiM. 
5. Culling 0111 antl making.-Pettieoat.-Pettieoat bodice or camisole.

Girl's dress. 
6. Fancy work.-Embroidery on cloth. 
Notes.-The lessonB of recapitu1etion, referred to nnder paragraph 1 of 

the syllabus of the second and third years above, must be finished towards 
the middle of the first three months. Large pieces of work which absorb 
preeiou. tim' and involve llseles8 expenditur6 will, therefore, not be nnder
taken. 

2. The pupils8hould keep aU their work of one year, in order to finish it as 
they acquire fresh knowledge; for instance; the pillow-ease which is 
made ill the course of the first. half-year, will receive later embroidered 
initials, a. crochet trimming;ete •. The button-holes could only be made 
the following year. .. 

3. The needlework leSSOnB must be given' according to the simultaneous 
method (88 cIaBS teaching). . ' . '. 

• It should be remembered that:" darning "in mo~t European eo.ntriel 
is a fine art compared with what. i8 llsually practiae<l in EIl§land •. 
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The Domestic Economy Syllabus is as follows :-,
FmST YEAR. 

Theory. (1 hour a v.-eek.) Practice. 
1. Cara of the dwelling: 

Advice: 
(a) As to when and how to 

ventilate it; 
(b) On the choice, use, and 

preservation of the articles 
necessary for clea.n.ing brick 
floors, parquet floors, walls 
and windows. 

2. Practical advice on the choice, 
purchase and cleaning of the 
furniture : 

(a) Of the kitchen; 
(b) Of the dining-room; 

(c) Of the bedroom. 
3. Practical suggestions concern

ing the purchase, the preservation 
and the use: 

Ca) Of heating apparatus and 
of the firing most generally 
used, as well as the way to 
prepare, to light and to 
keep up the fire ; 

(b) Of the appliances and sub
stances in ordinary use for 
artificial lighting. 

To open and shut the doors and 
windows at the proper time. 

To clean the brick floors, the 
p~rquet floors, the windows; to 
dust the walle. 

To clean the kitchen utensils, .the 
table-scrvicc, the knives, the pbte;
to lay the table, to wait at table and 
to clear awny. 

To make a bed and to keep the 
bedroom clean. 

To clean the stove ;-to prepare. 
light and keep up the fire. 

To clean, trim alld light the lsmpe. 

Practice preparatory to ironing: 
different ways of folding articles of 
lingerie of the same kind: towels,. 

I 
handkerchiefs, working-aprons, fancy 
aprons, ete. 

To arrange a linen-cupboard. 
SECOND YEAR. 
(1 hour a week.) 

1. Economioal advice concerning 
thc purchase and the care of linen.
Choice of material, numbering, mend-
ing. 

2. Washing and ironing of linen: 
material, substances used. series of 
operationll. 

3~ Practical 8.dvice coneeming a 
girl's outfit.-NeoeBS&ry articles and 
useful articles: quantity, quality, 
colour, etc.-Care and preservation.
Cleaning.-Taking out of stains. 

4. Priacipal methods of preserv· 
ing fruits, vegetables, eggs. 

To wash and iron articles pre
senting graduated difficulties: 

(a) Towels, handkerchiefs; work
ing-aprons, fancy aprons; 

(b) Napkins, tablecloths, pillow
cases, petticoats, women's 
chemises, girls' drawers, 
night-dresses. 

To wash small pieces of flannel, 
of cashmere: handkerchiefs, aprons, 
etc.-Stockings. 

To . renovate or to repair: silk 
handkerchiefs, ribbons, velve~ crape, 
laces, feathers. 

To clean gloves. 
To prepare some preserves, jams. 
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time .t -mand. the subjecla coqJd bo eoPlbiQed in. t~ •• IMI'It 

ihI &mUlgoemetlL . _ ----.:.--.J . 
SIltlS. 1> 



Belgium.-Seoondary Schools for Girls. 

A Ministerial circular of the 24th April, 1899, emphasised the 
necessity of strict and detailed adherence to the syllabus. The 
practical work is always to be preceded by explanations based on 
scientific facts. The attention of directresses is further drawn to 
the following advice: "In order to remove from the majority of 
" practical lessons the conimonplace character which the children 
" are tempted to find in them, the teacher must pay special attention 
"to the perfect correctness of her speech and behaviour-without 
"falling into the affectation so contrary to all good teaching." 

As already mentioned, one hour a week in the first and second 
school years and two hours in the third year are given to domestic 
economy, and three hours a week each year to needlework. In the 
commercial section domestic economy and needlework are " general 
subjects" (see pages 30-31) and the syllabus followed is, therefore, 
that of the eoole moyenne proper, but only one hour a week is given 
to needlework in each class. 

Equipment. The communes are nominally responsible for providing and 
ma.in:taining the requisite appliances for needlework and domestic 
economy, but the State contributes grants for this purpose. In 
1898 the department drew up a list, given in Appendix C., of the 
apparatus considered necessary for teaching these subjects in a 
leally practical way, and sent it to the directresses of eooles 
moyennes. 

Aims and The limited time that can be devoted to domestic economy 
Limitations obviously does not admit of the girls receiving any course of 
of. House. actual training in household work, and there is evidens:e that 
;U::Y t. some teachers think that, if the course is to be practical, it 
i:~e:O:d:~ would be desirable to have two hours a week in the first and second 
Schools. as well as in the third school year; again, in the third year, a 

cooking lesson of two hours is not long enough for the preparation 
of a complete meal, though separate dishes may be cooked, nor is 
there, enough time for the pupils to buy the necessary provisions 
themselves, unless shops happen to be in the immediate neighbour
hood of the school. At the same time it is equally obvious that the 
curriculum of the secondary school is so crowded that it would be 
difficult, if not impossible, to take more time for domestic economy 
without injuring some other subject of at least equal importance 
in a girl's education. It is true that it is sometimes possible to 
obviate the difficulty, in a measure, by arranging the syllabus so 
that the domestic economy lesson· can be prolonged, at need, be
yond its nominal limit, e.g., by putting a period of general study, 
and not a set lesson, immediately after the domestic economy 
lesson. Moreover it should be remembered, that, as the director
general pointed out, the aim is not to give the girls housewifery 
instruction (enseignement menager) but to teach them, by theory 
and practice, principles of domestic economy (notions d'economie 
domestique), just as, in the needlework course, the girls do not 
learn to be dressmakers, but they master the principles upon 
which dressmaking is based. In one hour a week of practical 
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work which they like, the girls may readily acquire a taste for 
household occupations, especially when they have already received 
preliminary domestic instruction in the preparatory or the primary 
school. The mere fact that the subject is included in the cur
riculum is evidence to parents and pupils of the estimation in 
which it is held, and its value is more than doubled when it is 
correlated with other subjects. The main question remains: so long 
as only a small minority of girls from secondary schools receive any 
domestic training after they leave school, either in their own 
homes or in special schools and classes, is it worth while, from 
the point of view both of the general curriculum and of this special 
subject, for the secondary school to attempt to supply this want 
in the very restricted and incomplete way that is alone possible! 
I think the experience of the Belgians justifies them in answer
ing this question in the affirmative; the authorities see the 
wisdom of devoting thl) one or two hours a week, which are 
all that can be spared, to inculcating principles of domestic educa
tion rather than of avoiding any responsibility in the matter at all. 

The leaving examination is oral except for needlework, but the Lea.ving 
work that has been done during the year is also taken into account. ~xamina
The examination is conducted by the directress and all the members ~ondl k 
of the teaching staff of the section moyenne, under the presidency ee ewor • 
of a member of the governing. body, or if the Government thinks 
wise, of an inspector of secondary education. 

In needlework the examination is entirely practical. The work 
demanded of the pupils is supposed todifIer from year to year, 
but always to be chosen so as to represent as many difIerent-kinds 
of sewing applied to lingerie as possible, and to include, further, 
cutting out and making various garments, e.g., a pillow-case, or a 
woman's chemise on a reduced scale. An article of lingerie must 
be marked with an initial worked in red cotton,' or embroidered 
in white cotton. 

The day before the examination the pupils prepare and cut out, 
in the presence of two teachers, the work which they will do during 
the oral examination in other subjects. The maxim'!llll time allowed 
for preparing and making is arranged by the directress and the 
teacher of needlework together. 

So far it has not been considered possible to include domestio 
economy in the leaving examination. 

In the state ecole moyenne for girls at Brussels, in the rue au Speoimen 
Marais, there were, in 1902, ninety·nine pupils.* The school- Schools:
hours are from 8.30 to 12 in the morning, and from 2 to 4 or 5 o'clock (a) Brussels. 
in the afternoon. Needlework lessons are given on Monday and 
Tuesday from 11.10 to 12 and from 2 to 4. Each lesson lasts fifty 
minutes: the pupils bring their own materials from home and 
keep what they make. 

• Ninety.nine pupils in the ecOle moyenne proper, 137 in the 8ection 
fJriparalwe, making a total of 236. 

11088. 1)2 
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Theory lessons in domestic economy are given at the beginning 
of the school year; it seems that practical work is much preferred 
to theoretic. Pupils of the third class (or year) have their domestic 
economy lessons on Saturday morning, from 10.25 to 12; pupils 
of the first year, on Saturday afternoon, 2 to 3; the second class, 
who do washing and ironing, have their lesson on Wednesday. 
The pupils of the first class, the youngest children (aged about 
twelve), clean and wash up in the afternoon what the older girls 
have used for their cooking lesson in the morning; this arrange
ment is as an instance of the unfortunate ellect of the limited 
amount.of time that can be given to the subject, but the teacher 
told me that she had never known a child disagreeable about it. 

There were sixteen pupils in the cooking class (third year) at 
the time of my visit (March, 1905), divided into two groups 
of eight pupils. One group does practical work, while the others 
look on. The girls who cook eat the meal which they have pre
pared; their teacher joins them, and sometimes, by invitation, 
the directress. Each girl pays her share of the cost of the meal. 
which generally amounts to about eighty centimes per head, not 
including wine or beer whkh may be had extra for about six 
centimes. The mistress explained that the cost of a meal is higher 
than in some schools, partly because there are fewer pupils here 
and also partly because everything is cooked with butter. A 
meal consists of soup, meat, potatoes, vegetables, sweets, coffee. 
To each pupil, or sometimes to every two pupils, is apportioned 
a definite task, e.g., to peel the potatoes, to lay the table and wait 
at table, to prepare the meat, to make the coffee. The pupils 
themselves buy the food, the approximate cost having been 
reckoned beforehand; there are also theory lessons on the purchase 
of provisions. The girls keep note-books in which they copy out 
the menu of the meal, with the cost price of each dish. 

TM school is situated in an old building, not originally intended 
for a school. The domestic economy lessons are given in tWI.J 
rooms on the ground floor. A list of the apparatus required fOI 
these lessons is given in Appendix C. ' 

At the school at Laeken, a suburb of Brussels, special attention 
is devoted to the domestic economy lessons, in spite of very limited 
accommodation. One room on the ground floor serves as kitchen 
and dining-room, and cellars have been ingeniously utilised 8S a 
laundry. In 1902 there were 56 pupils on the register for the 
ecole moyeflne, and 157 for the section priparatoire. 

In accordance with the official syllabus the pupils learn cleaning 
for one hour a week in the first year; washing and ironing, one 
hour a week, in the second year; and in the third year, cooking 
for two hours a week. 'When there are too many pupils in one 
class for all to do practical work at the same time, they are divided 
into two groups, and each group works for three-quarters of an hour 
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a week in the first year, and one hour in the second year. In the 
third year there are generally fewer pupils. For washing and 
ironing. small articles belonging to the school are used, or some
tlDles the girls bring thin{;8 from home; on the day of my visit, 
for instance, six girls had each brought a pair of gloves to wash. 

In the cooking lesson the girls go with their teacher to purchase 
provisions; this is possible as the shops are quite near. The pupils 
eat the meal which they cook and each girl pays her share which 
generally amounts to about sixpence or sevenpence. A complete 
meal includes soup, vegetable, meat, sweets. The following 
menu is an example of a complete meal :-

II lba. 
lib. 

II lba. 

mea' • 
peaa 

MBJro. 
Polage GU pdiU poi& 
BU/81etlb Gil crUMm. 
Pommu de &erre fritu. 
Creme II 10 WRille. 

EXPBNSES. 

celery. onions, potatoes 
butter 

3 eggs 
milk and bread 
watercresa 

II. d. 
1 9 
o II 
o 3 
o 6 
o 21 
o 31 
o 2 

Cost price 3 31 

The varions dishes in such a menu as that given above are first 
taught separately, and then the whole meal is made as a sort of 
repetition lesson. For instance, one lesson will be given on the 
different ways of making soup, another on the different ways of 
preparing potatot;s; afterwards the pupils will be expected to 
prepare, by themselves, a meal including a soup, a dish of potatoes, 
etc., selected from the preparations they have already learnt. The 
girls draw lots for the dishes they are to make; when possible 
each pupil prepares one dish. 

The following is a menu prepared by the girls on March 25, 1905, 
copied from the blackbo~ :-

MLW OIP DUIWNBB roB SIX Pul>ns. 
Gau/ru B~u. 

Francs. CeDt·. , eggs 0 32 
125 gr .• flour . 0 01 
llitte· milk - 0 10 
1 kilo.· butter· • • . 0 45 

1 packet vanilla Bugar 0 10 

Cost price- 1 01 
Chocolate. 

1 litre.j milk· • -

:f-+-j 
2(1 

1 tabM of ohooolate 50 

Cost price 70 

• 100 GrammeB=3'S oz.; 1 kilogramme=2·2IbB.; 1 litre = 1'7 pinta. 
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The commune of Schaerbeek (Brussels) has recently provided 
magnificent buildings for the State eook moyenne for girls, similar 
to those for the. primary school in the rue Gal1au. The accom
modation for domestic economy lessons consists of kitchen, bedroom, 
dining-room, with complete equipment. 

Needlework lessons are given every afternoon, except Thursday 
which is a holiday, domestic economy on Wednesday morning 
from 10 to 12 o'clock. 

In the first annee moyenne the domestic economy work is mostly 
cleaning, in the second year,' washing, ironing, taking out stains; 
in the third year, cooking.* A meal costs eighty to ninety centimes 
per head, and consists of soup, potatoes, vegetables and meat. 

At the eoole moyenne de l'etat pour filles at Bruges, I saw some 
interesting illustrations of the needlework syllabus. The girls 
of the highest class had been having a dressmaking lesson; they 
were, for the most part, making simple dresses for themselves. 
All the work was very neat and practical, less elaborate than in 
the eooks prolessionnel1es, intended rather as a foundation for 
future development and study than as an apprenticeship in needle
work. To mention a detail which shows that the girls put into 
practice what they learn, there were, in the dining-room, some 
effective half-curtains, which the pupils had made, of canvas, 
embroidered in simple patterns in white washing wool. 

Needlework lessons are held on Monday, 2-3 p.m.; Tuesday, 
9.30-12 a.m.; Thursday, 11-12; Friday, 11-12 and 2-3; Saturday, 
2-4. The girls have three lessons a week, lasting fifty minutes 
or an hour, in the first and second years, and in the third year one 
lesson of one hour and one lesson of two hours, as it is difficult to 
teach dressmaking in lessons only one hour long. 

Domestic economy is given on Wednesday. There are a kitchen 
and a dining-room, both well situated and lighted, a room containing 
a)ed,land a washhouse. For practical work, the pupils are divided 
into two groups; one group works while the others look on and 
take notes,. those who watch one week doing practical work the 
next. In cooking, the pupils are taught to prepare single dishes, 
and occasionally they practise a complete meal. 

There are about 50 girls in the eook moyenne proper, with a 
total of about 150 including the preparatory section. 

C.-TEACHERS OF NEEDLEWORK AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY IN STATE 

SECONDARY SCHOOLS ;FOR GIRLS. 

At first needlework and domestio economy were taught by the 
same mistress, who was reckoned a teaoher of needlework. In most 
schoo18 the lessons in these subjects suffered from the lack of specially 
trained and efficient teachers, capable of giving them the practical 

• Bee above Sylla.buB, pages 36~37. 
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application which was their raison d'U,re. The Government sohght 
to remedy this defect by the institution of temporary courses and 
llpecial diplomas. 

A temporary course of needlework for teachers was instituted by (a) Needle· 
the a"ete royal of the Srd of July, 1896. work. 

This course was held at the Section norm ale moyenne de Neat for 
girls at Liege, during the summer holidays, for about four weeks and 
thirty-six hours a week. . 

Attendance was compulsory for everyone actually engaged in 
teaching needlework in state lcoles moyennea. 

The course included lessons on the theory of the subject, and 
practical needlework and dressmaking. Considerable attention was 
paid to mending, including the finest kinds of darning. 

An examination was held after the course and a cerli{icat de 
capacite awarded to successful candidates. It was intended that, 
after a certain lapse of time, the possession' of this certificate 
should be compulsory for all teachers of needlework in State 
secondary schools for girls. . 

A similar temporary. course for domestic economy teachers was (b) Domestic 
established in 1898. Economy. 

This course was held,like the needlework cOUlse, during the summer 
holidays at Liege, and a certificate was awarded on the examination 
held at the end of the course. 

The lessons included the various subjects of the domestic economy 
syllabus for girls in ecoles moyennes. 

These temporary courses were held for some years, but I waS 
informed that they will probably not be continued, as there are 
now enough special teachers of needlework and domestic economy. 

The examination for the diplome de capacite for the teaching of DipMmes de 
needlework in the ecoles moyennea for girls was instituted in 1897. Capacite: -

Holders of the diplOme de regente (a secondary school teacher's (a) Needle
certificate), and teachers of needlework in State or Communalsecon- work. 
dary schools, are allowed to enter for the examination: exceptionally __ 
everyone actually engaged in teaching in an ecole moyenne, whatever 
her ~ubject, may be admitted. . 

The examination consists of a written paper, a practical examina
tion, and a teaching test. The following gives the syllabus of the 
examination, with the maximum number of marks allotted to each 
Bubject:-

WBlTTEN AND Plu.cmCAL EXAMINA.TION. 
Marks •. 

A. Ideas on the Importance and utility of needlework; ideas 
on materials, etc. • 30 

Practical work: daming (according to the stitch), mending 
linen, hemstitch on linen, embroidery, etc. - 40 

B. Cutting out and making various articles (e.g •• petticoats, 
bodioee, children's frocks). - - 5U 

TBACHING TEST. 

e. LeBllODB on one of the subjects of the syllabus, chosen by lot: 
1. Lingerie; 2. cutting out and making • 80 
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The diploma is granted to candidates who obtain at least sixty
five per cent. of the maximum number of marks (200) for the whole 
examination, and half the number of marks allotted to each group 
(A, B, 0). . . . . A 

(b) DomestiJ (The syllabus and reg~atIOns of th~,exa~atlon fo~ the d~plome 
Economy. de capacue pour l'ense~nement de 1 economw domeshque dans les 

ecoles moyennes de filles were established by, the arrete royal of the 
25th February, 1899. The regulations for admission are similar to 
those for the needlework diploma, and the examination consists of 
a written and l'ractical exa~ation and a teac~ng test; the 
maximum number of marks 18 200, and the proportIOn necessary 
for a pass is the same as above. . 

The following is the syllabus of the examination ;-

WRITTEN AND PRACTIOAL EXAMINATION • Marks. 

. A. Ideason the importance of domestio economy. Ideas on 
food substanoes; nutritive ve.lue. Domestio a.ooounts - 40 

B. Pra.ctice.l work: 
Cooking 
Washing and ironing * 
Cleaning 
Removing stains 

TEAClIIl!fG TEST 

·40 
-40 
- 20 
- 10 

C. Lessons on some point in the syllabus of the ecoles f1Wyennea, 
to be chosen by lot: 

1. Cooking; 2. washing; 3. cleaning and removing 
~us- -w 

Salaries;- Before 1898 no special salary was given to teachers of needlework, 
except in cases where schools were taken over by the State, when a 

(a) Teachers remuneration already given under this head was continued. It 
of Needle- was s\lpposed that every ,woman must have the necessary know
work. ledge and aptitude for teaching children sewing, and that needlework, 

therefore, could be taught by the ordinary staff of the school in the 
same way as other subjects. . 

The following regulations were established in 1898;-
An annual salary of 900 francs (minimum) to 1,100 francs (maxi

mum) is given to teachers of needlework who hold a special 
diploma.t This salary is reducible by a quarter if any other 
salaried post in the institution is held at the same time. This does 
not apply to conditions already in existence. There is only one 
salary for each institution. 
. Teachers who have not a diploma only receive special payment 
If the needlework course gives them more than the normal amount 

~ Candidates must furnish the articles for w~, ironing and removing 
stalUS. , 

+ The same.~ is ~ven to tea.chers of music, drawing and gymnastics. 
The s~atl s~le8 m the e~es ~~ennea for girls are from 1,600 francs a year, 
thE' directre~s s salary bemg. mmlmum 2,800 francs, ma'l':imum 3,300 francil. 
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of teaching to do weekly (i.e. 24 hours), and their salary cannot 
exceed 34:5 francs.-

It was not until 1899 that regulations were made for the salaries (b) Teachers 
of domestic economy teachers. At first this subject was supposed of Domestic 
to be taught, as stated above, by the needlework mistress, and later Economy. 
by a member of the staff as one of the ordinary subjects of the 
curriculum. 

Since 1899 domestic economy nas counted as a special course for 
a teaoher offioially appointed and furnished with a diplOme de 
r,apa£ue; but, on the other hand, it remains an ordinary subject of 
the general curriculum where there is no teaoher furnished with a 
dip10ma or officially appointed. In the latter case it comes within 
the twenty-four hours which can be imposed every week and the 
teachers are only paid if there is more than twenty-four hours' work, 
and then the salary cannot exceed 200 francs. 

The sall!ory of a teacher of domestio economy holding a speoial 
diploma is 300 francs, of which a third is charged to the communet. 
Only one salary is allowed for each school. 

• Thus, for instance, a staff teacher (without special diploma) who took the 
needlework course in addition to her usual duties, would receive no extra 
salary unle. she had more than 24 hours work a week. A special teacher. 
holding a dIploma, might either teach also in other schools (there being 9 
hours needlework a week altogether in an ecole moyenne), or she might com
bine needlework with other instruction in the school, subject to the conditions 
mentioned. 

t Domestic economy, only including 4 hours teaching a week in a school. 
might be taught by a staff teacher who, if she had a special diploma, would 
earn 300 francs a year in addition to her usual salary, or it might be combined 
with other special subjects, e.g. gymnastics or needlework, or again, it 
might be taken by a visiting teacher. 
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III.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

GENERAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS FOR GIRLS. 

A.-GENERAL ORGANIZATION OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR 

GIRLS. 

Teohnioal eduoation, supported by the State, is administered 
by the Ministere del'Industrie etdu Travail * and inolude~ the ecoles 
industriel1es, professionnelles, commerciales and menageres. The 
number of these institutions in 1901 was 579,348 for girls and 231 
for boys. . 

Teohnical schools for girls are offioially classified as follows t :
Eooles professionnel1es (teohnical sohools) ; 
Ecoles professionnel1es-menageres (technical and housewifery 

schools) ; 
Ecoles menageres-professionnelles (housewifery' and teohnical 

schools) ; 
Cours professionnels et ateliers d' apprentissage (technical 

courses and workshops for a.pprentioes). 
Ecoles et classes menageres (housewifery sohools and classes). 

Each of these types of institution is intended for a special olass 
of pupils and has its own organisation. 

These schools may be either communal or under private 
authority. In order to receive State grants they must submit 
accounts, estimates, syllabuses and regulations to the Minister, 
have the. appointments of teachers sanctioned, and submit to 
inspection. 

'The State oontributes two-fifths of the total of the ordinary 
expenses of technical schools, after deducting the cost of rent 

. 
• Formerly technical education was under the direction of the M'niaeere 

de Z'Interieur; when the Miniaeere de r AgrtcuU1/,re, de Z'Ind'U8w'e ee af!Jl 
Travaux Public8 was created (1884), technioal education was transferred to 
this new department. In 1895 a separate Miniatere de l'Ind'Ulltrie ee duo 
Travail was formed and the administration of technical eduoation was 
included in its functions, transferred from the former ministry, which is 
called now the M'niatere de r AgriGUlture. 

t Bu.-Rapport BUr la Bituation de l' Enaeignement Technique en Belgique 
pruente aux Ohambrf!Jl Legi8lativf!Jl par M. Ie Ministre de l'lndUBtrie ee au 
Travail, 1897-1901. (Royaume de Belgique-.Viniatere de. l'Ind'U8trie ee au 
Travail-Direction de l' ense.ignement ind'U8wiel ee prolf!Jlsionnel-I naputiofa 
generale del' enseignement ind'Ulltriel et proff!JlBionnel). 2 Vols. Brussels, 1903. 
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and maintenance of school premises and any balance from the 
accounts of the preceding year; it also gives a grant, which amounts 
to 00 per cent. of the cost of purchasing the material necessary for 
instruction, given on produotion of receipted invoices. 

All the schools subsidized by. the Department of Industry and Inspeotion. 
Labour are visited at least once a year by an inspector of technical 
education. Ai-eport is addressed to the Minister after eaoh 
visit. Monsieur Eugene Rombaut is the chief inspector (in
,peete", general de l' enseignement inaustriel et professionnel, 
avec rang de directeur general), and to his eiIorts and enthu
siasm the success of this branch of education, and particularly 
of the special housewifery schools, must in great measUre be 
attributed. There are, further, three inspectors and four in
spectresses. • 

A great deal in the management of the schools is left to private No Com
initiative. The Department of IndUstry and Labour imposes no pulsory 
syllabus on any type of school. SyllabuB. 

In the classes and ecoles menageres the courses are held on the Sohool 
days and hours most convenient for the working people for Hours. 
whom these institutions are intended; in, technical schools of the 
three other categories less~ns are given in the morning and 
afternoon. t 

The latest report on technical education, already referred to, Progress of 
records that progress has recently been most marked in the domain Teohni~al 
of technical education for girls. Not only has the nu.mber of ~d~~~on 
schools increased, but the progress made in individual institu- or 11". 

tions has been very considerable. 
The usefulness of these institutions is now generally recognised, 

but at first there was considerable opposition from the parents, 
who did not wish their girls to attend technical classes and to 
learn a trade. Prejudices have disappeared, however, and the 
favour with which the schools are now regarded is attribute4 
principally to the practical nature of their instruction-practicaJ 
not only in the special technical classes, but also in the choice and 
treatment of general subjects. The education provided in the 
ecoles professionnelles for girls is not confined to trade apprentice
ship and the teaching of handicrafts, it also develops intelligence 
by general, or theory, lessons and it attempts to make the girls 
active and eoonomical housewives. 

The organisation of the sohools, the care that is taken to pre
vent useless things from being introduced into their currioula, 
their eminently practical character, cause this branch of eduoli
tion to be regarded with real favour by parents. 

• The four ill.8peotresses are Mademoiselle C. Savelberg, ifl8pectrice rk 
",_igtteme'" pro/UBionnel tJ rMJUJgu: Mesdemoiselles C. Van Gehuohten, 
E. Henckela and A. de Groote, if18 pedricu rk f /lfl8eigneme'" rMJUlflu. 

t All these Schools without exoeption, are Day Sohools. 
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Summa.ry of The following tab~e gives a. summary of the statistics relat~ng 
Stlltiatica. to the ecoles pro!estnOnneUe.9 of all three types, and to the atehers 

d'app1'enti8soge for the year 1901-:-

EcoleB PrO/eB8'On-
n~e8 - - -

Atelier, d'..4. ppre»-
lissage - . . 

• Number of PupU. COST 

'!! 
(Francs). 

!J Average t E Average per ",E "'.c Amount S::l por ~ 8 Total. 
Z~ Total. Illstttu· of State 

tion. :r.", Grant. 

- ----------
52 4,130 79 514 653,479 202,554 

4 179 45 17 6,950 2,127 

B.-ECOLES PROFESSIONNELLES 

(TECHNICAL SCHOOLS). 

Institu- Pupil. Uon. --t-
12,567 158'22 

1,737 38'99 

First Ecoles] The first technical schools for girls started in Belgium were 
Pro!ession- private undertakings. In 1865 l'association pour l'enseignment 
~~l~s (or pro/essionnel des femmes founded the first ecole professionnelle 

lr • in the rue du Marais at Brussels.t This school has supplied 
a number of teachers for similar institutions elsewhere. 

Length ot 
Course, p.nd 
School 
Hours. 

Conditions 
of 
Admisaion. 

A second ecole professionnelle was founded privately in 1873; 
later it was established in the rue du PoinfDn in Brussels and 
became oommunal in 1880. The third school, at Antwerp, was 
also due to private effort; it was founded in 1874, became com· 
munal in 1879, and was subsidized by the State in 1880. 

Some years later ecoles professionnelles were opened at Mons 
a.nd Verviers. 

The movement once started, schools opened in various directions 
and claimed Government support. 

The ecoles pro/essionnelles, properly so called, are the most im
portant as technical institutions; they have the widest curriculum 
and oonstitute the upper division of technical education. The 
full oourse ocoupies four years; the school year is generally of 
ten months. Sohool hours are usually from 8 to II.30, or 8.30 
to 12 a.m., and from 1.30 to 4, 4.30, sometimes 5, or even 6 p.m., 
with one half holiday a week. Half the time is devoted to the 
theoretio, or general,- lessons, usually given in the morning, and 
half the time to teohnioal oourses, generally held in the afternoon, in 
order that the pupils may not be fatigued by too lengthy applica-
tion to the same subjeot. 

The usual oonditions of admission are that pupils should be at 
least fourteen years old and that they should have oompleted 
their primary education. 

• Similar figures rela.ting to the icoleB d "/JIBeB rMRagtlre.t are given on 
page 67. 

t Bee Appendix E. 
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Fees are chargI!d in the mu. pro/~~ of all three cl.asses F..-.. 
(U-pro/~ pro/~Mk-ai~ _~rea pro
I~)' The Goftm.menl uerci.ies no control Oftr the 
amount. .. hicIl ii Id& entirely to the authorities, communal or 
private. responsible for the achool: a limil is to IIOID8 extenl im
pOlled by local conditions, as too high a fee would debu pupiJa 
from attending. 

Nearly all these achools. both communal and private. are under Sdwol 
the control or .. patronage" of local committees of ladies. aome- Clmmittees.. 
times of ladies and gentltemen; in aome cues a certain proportion 
of the memher:s of the local committee is appointed by the State. 
the Pro'rince. and the OommllD8 respectiftly ... hen all these 
authorities contribute granta. 

The i«Jla ~ are deai.:.crned to gift girls a complete ewr: .... 
training for lOme trade or b~ millinery. com-
meroe. et4.--w a' the same time to complete the education 
already bt-gun a' the primary or aecond&ry achool by theory 
counes, .. hicIl nol only conlnoole to the girls' genezal cultum 
bal a1io form really ueful ideas capable of practical application. 
Girt. .. ho 'tI"Wl to bt-come leachen in technical achools, often 
receift their practical tnining in the iroln prof~n. 

The ctNn pro/~atl6. technical coumea, include dress
making. l~ conet-making. millinery. the making of artificial 
donI'S, emb~ry. painting on china. .tu1fs or gbas, decora
tift painting. technical drawing. commerce (including one or more 
bn~~ c:ommercial la... ahorthand, typewriting). All the 
schools include dre«vnaking and 1Utgtrie. .. hich are more fully 
denloped in the:te than in other technical achoola; further C01lDeS 

are added. according to the individual achool. The pupils chOCll3e 
one &<echnical IUbj~t. or in aoDle cues .. here il is a .hod 
roone, two. LIJ.. mill.inery and artificial flowers. The Ja.n school 
-par. that of the examination foi the fliplJaa fle eapacili. is 
del'OW to the mosl diificoll work, including an the garments 
yom by yomen. especially tailor-made ~ coat&, evening 
bodices. etc. " 

Drawing is taught in connection with the technical COIU3eS 

(dressmaking. millinery. etc.); in some achoola there are ~ 
sections for drawing applied to embroidery. 

The CIOIIn girthau, or theory C01lllJeS, include some or all of 
the follo1ring subjects :--Lan.."DAa"C!S (French, Fle~ and aometimes 
En"....ush and German). arithmetic, bookkeeping. geometry. history. 
geography. natural ~ physics. domestic economy. hygiene. 
the caJ:e of in..fa.nts, drawing. principles of commerce, and further, 
aometimes morals aud manners CaIOrale and ~m:). 

No ~~ ~. or coarse of howe1riIery instruction. 
is given in the icola pro/euiouJJa. though in one or hro cases 
an optional 00IUSe of how.e hoLl YOrk h.u been added... 
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DipJomaa. In all the schools theoretio instruction is given during three 
years, and at the end of this oourse the pupils pass a written ex
amination in all the general subjects inalud.ed in the curriculum. 
The certifical tfltudes is only given to pupils who obtain 65 per 
cent. of the marks. Furnished with this certificate they can enter 
for the technical examination for the diploma in the special 
subject which they have taken up, held at the end of the last 
school year. In order to obtain a diploma, the pupils must satisfy 
the examiners in a series of tests. For three months before the 
examination they are locked in a room by themselves during 
school hours, and they have to make the required artiales---. child's 
dress, an evening bodice, etc.-within a given time. In July 
the inspector-general, assisted by examiners chosen by himself, 
examines this work and holds an oral examination, when the 
pupils have to perform certain tests chosen by the examiners, 
e.g., take measurements from another pupil, draw the pattern of 
a garment to scale. To obtain 60 per cent. of the marks is 
to pass satisfactorily; 70 per cent. with distinction; 80 per 
cent. with great distinction; 90 per cent. with the greatest 
distinction. 

This teohnical diploma is awarded in the lr..ola pro/eaBion'llliJa 
and in the lr..ola pro/esBionnellu-minageres. Girls who leave 
these institutions furnished with technical diplomas easily find 
employment if they desire it. • 

Sch~l. . All these schools hold an exhibition of pupils' work at the 
Exhibitions. close of the school year, thus giving the publio an opportunity 

of judging the work and the progress of the workers. 
Teachers. The teachers in leola pro/esBionnella are generally chosen from 

among the pupils who have passed through the schools. In
tending teachers generally have a year's probation, during 
whioh they give lessons under the direction of their teachers, to 
whom they are attached as assistants. 

Number of There are twenty-nine leola professioftnella for girls subsidized 
Schools. by the Government; a list of these is given in Appendix D. with a 

brief note of such poinUl as are of special interest in connection 
with the present report. As housewifery instruction, properly 
speaking, is not given in these schools ., it is hardly neoessary to 
give a detailed illustration of their organisation, but a short account 
of the school in the rue du Marais-the icde Bissc1wtfsheim-will be 
found in Appendix E.; this school is of particular interest as being 
the first technical school for girls established in Belgium, and it 
may be regarded as the forerunner of the numerous technical 
schools and classes, of different types and degrees, adapted to the 
various needs of the population. 

• Where needlework and dressmaking are taught for trade or pro
fessional purposes, they are not considered as coming within the scope of 
this. report, which deals with training for !omtJ life in these and similar 
subJects, 
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Address. 
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61 I 36 1. 

2. 

BraiDe-]' Alleud 

Brussels (rue de Terre 
Neuve). 

J
l 

IS93 } 
1893 

:~. Brussels (rue de la Roue) t ~~~~ l 

4. Etterbeek ** 

5, Gosselies 

6. Hal -

7. La Louviere 

8. Liene-

9. Nivelles 

10. Quievrain 

11. Saint-Gilles ** 

)\t. Saint-'l'rond· 

13. Schaerbeek ** 

{ 
1897 } 
1897 

f 1898 l 
\ 1899 

I 1898 } 
I 1899 

( 1898 } 
I. 1899 

'I 1899 1900 } 

{ 1896 Jl 
1897 

{ 1897 } 
1898 . 

f 1891 
\ 1892 } 

j 1898 } 
I 1898 
f. 1889 \ 
1 1889 J 

P. 

1'. 

P. 

p, 

p, 

p, 

p, 

p, 

p, 

P. 

C. 

p, 

C, 

\ 

125 212 

64 25 

40 5 

50 2 

19 

40 12 

:31 2 

106 77 

26 

87 I 40 

11 I 50 

1 

1:3 ' 100 

10 1 75 

I 

H I 
! 
1 

60 

11 75 

9 

7 

11 

8 

13 

9 

7 

60 

50 

50 

60 

60 

84 

12,050 Boo k - k e e pin g, Technical drawing -
morals, 

28,830 

19,225 

7,450 

6,650 Care of infants, 
morals, manners. § 

7,500 Manners § 

i Millinery, artificial 
'1 flowers, jet orna
, ments, commerce 
1 (foreign languages). 
\ 

Ii Millinery, flowers, 
commerce. 

I i Commerce (short· 
hand, typewriting, 
foreign language), 
millinery. 

Millinery, flowers, 
commerce (Ger-
man, English). 

Attached to Convent of the Somrs de Mm·ie. Adminis-
tered by a committee of 3 members. Mentioned in 
report as one of the best provincial schools of this 
class. 4 years course. School hours 8.30-11.45 
a.m., 1-4.30 p.m. All the teachers ha\'e diplomas. 
Thei'e is a school library. 

School committee of 12 members appointed by the A sso
ciation p01i?' l' enseigl'lJIJrnent pl'oj"essionnel des/~rnrnes. 
Called the ecole G01wre~lr after a former presldent of 
the association. School year September 15th--July 
15th. School hours 8-11 a.m., 1.30-4.30 or 5.45 p.m. 
School library of 600 volumes. 

4 years COUl'se. School year end of September to 
August 15th. School hours 8.30-11.45a:m., 1.45-4.15 
p.llI. School is controlled by an administrative 
conunittee. 

Attached to the Sreul'S de l' Enjant-J eS'tls. 4 years 
course. School year 10 months. School hours 8-11.30 
a.m., 1.30-7 p.m. Cow·srnenagel·sdaiIy4.30-7. The 
accommodation for this course can serve, says the 
report, as a model. For admittance to the technical 
courses pupils must be 14 years old, have finished 
therr primary education, and have attended a 
preparatory course for one year. School library. 

Founded by the Srem's de la Pl'ovidence and a committee 
of 7 members. School year October-August lSth. 
School hours 8--12 a. m., 1.15-4 p.m. 

7,380 Morals, mauner,; §. Embroidery 

Attached to Convent of the Seeurs de l' Uniun all Sacl'r,
Cam?'. Governing committee of 3 members. A rural 
School. 4 years course. School hOlll'S 8.30-11.45 
30.111.,1.30-4.30 p.m. 

- Attached to Convent of the Seeurs de la Croix. 4 years 
course. 10 mouths a year. 9-12 a.m., 1.30-4 p.m. 
Teachers all have diplomas. 

:Founded by the Srew·stlh·sulines. 3 years course. 
10 months a year. S.~-11.30 a.m., 1.30-4 p.m. 

4,515 

]2,900 Morals - Commerce (English, 
Flemish, s hoI' t· 
hand,typewriting). 

8,320 

26,681 Care of infants Millinery, flowers, 
commerce (short· 
hand, typewriting, 
English), technical 
drawing, method. 

infants. jet ornaments and 
feathers). 

Founded by the Srellrs de l' Union all 8cwre-Crell1'. A 
patronage committee of 3 members. 4 years course. 
School year October 1st- August 15th. School hours 
8-11.30 a.m., 1.30-4.15 p.m, 

Founded by the Sreurs de St'.-Marie. Patronage com
mittee of 3 members. School year October-August. 
School hours 8-11 a.m., 1-3.30 p.m. 

(See page 52). 

Known as the Institut Sainte-Ursule; founded by the 
Sreurs U,·S'ttiines. Patronage committee of 5 members. 

14:., Vilvorde - - { l~~ J P. __ 1_7_-' __ -__ : ___ 10 
---------~--T-o...:.ta'-l-'-s------ 708 I 411 I 

:: III ;:::: Shorthan~ care of Millinery - (flowers, 

_ 40 I 5,025 

-=l169,231 

Ind",riA' ,m.n", . ! 

Under the direct control of the Communal Council. 3 
years course. School year September 15th-August 
1st. School hours 8.30-11.30 a.m., 2-5 p.m. Special 
attention paid to the Housewifery courses. Teachers 
all have dlplomas. 

Directed by the Seew's U,'sulines. Patronage committee 
of 3 members. Course covers 4 years. School year 10 
mouths. School hours 8.30-11.30a.m., 1.30-4.30 p.m. 136 

* Inclndlng Directress, Staff and visiting teachers. t In francs. t In all the tcoles projesBion'Mlles-menage" es the theory courses include: French, l<lemlsh (except in Walloon districts), arithmetic, metric system, geometric 
forms, physics, principles of commerce, byglene, domestic economy, technical drawing, national and contemporary history, commercial and industrial geography. The technical conrses include, in all the Schools alike: lingerie, 

dressmaking, honsewlfery conrse (oou1'8 m~nager8). ** Snburb of Brussels. § Savoir·1;tvl'e. 

9088. To lace page 51. 
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~1li1l~ ~1~:5 
~=~~ ..QPllP 
o..s~c::; ~ is p«1 

1. Braioe-l' ABeud ·1 
f 1893 } P. I. 1893 

Brussels (rue de Terre { 1888 \ 2. 1890 , P. 
Neuve). 

Brussels (rue de la Roue) 1. 
1890 } P. 3. 1891 

{ 1897 } 4. Etterheek ** - - 1897 P. 

{ 1898 } P. 5. Gosselies - . . 
1899 

6. Hal - - - I 1898 } P. . 
I 1899 

7. La Louviere 
( 1898 } P. - ~l 1899 

8. Liene - f 1899 } P. - - - l 1900 

9. Nivelles - . { 1896 t P. 1897 j 

I 

Quievrain { 1897 }. 10. - - - 1898 P. 

11. Saint-Gilles ** { 1891 } C. - - 1892 

Saint·'l'rond - t 1898 } P. J~. - - 1898 

{ 1889 1, 13. Schaerbeek ** - - 1889 C. J 

{ 1899 \ 14. Vilvorde . - 1900 J 
P. 

-~ 

Totals . - . 

.!!i 's.. p 
p... --0 
01 

·8 
Z~ 

f--. 

61 

125 

64 

40 

50 

30 

12 

19 

40 

31 

106 

26 
I 
I 

87 
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TABLE OF THE ECOLES PROFESSIONNEI,LES-MENAGERES. 

(Particulars taken from the latest Official Report (1897-1901).) 
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0"'0 '" ...... ~ .... ... 
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~·Ma3~ 
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. Theory Courses. - Technical courses.' '" = ;::: ;:::0 
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Z~~ §- Ze-; <as P=l 

36 11 50 12,050 Boo k - k e e pin g, 
morals. 

Technical drawing -

i 
1 

212 13 100 28,830 - Millinery, artificial 
flowers, jet orna-' 
ments, commerce 
(foreign languages). 

25 10 75 19,225 - Millinery, !lowers, 
commerce. 

5 9 6() 7,450 - Commerce (short-
hand, tYRewriting, 
foreign anguage), 
millinery. 

I 
2 11 75 6,650 Care of infants, Millinery, flowers, 

mora.ls, manners. § commerce (Ger-
man, English). 

- 8 60 7,500 Manners § - - -

_. 9 50 7,380 Morals, manners § - Embroidery . -

... _. , 50 4,515 - -

12 11 60 12,900 Morals Commerce (English, - . -
Flemish, s h 0 r t-
hand,typewriting). 

2 8 60 8,320 - -

77 13 84 26,681 Care of infants . Millinery, flowers, 
commerce (short-
hand, typewriting, 
English), technical 
drawing, method. 

- 9 60 5,475 - -

I 
40 7 60 17,230 Shorthand, care of Millinery (flowers, 

infants. jet ornaments and 
feathers). 

I 
I 

.- 10 40 5,025 Indu.tri,("; .. ,oo -I 
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Remarks. 

Attached to Convent of the Swurs de M a1·ie. Adminis 
tered by a committee of 3 members. Mentioned iI 
report as one of the best provincial schools of thi 

1 

S 
5 class. 4 years course. School hours 8.30-11.4 

a.m., 1-4.30 p.m. All the teachers have diplomas 
There is a school library. 

School committee of 12 members appointed ~ the Asso 
ciation pmw l' enseig11Jement pl'ofessionnel es/~mmes 
Called the ecole C01lvreur after a fbrmer preSIdent 0 

the association. School year September 15th--Jul 
f 
Y 

15th. School hours 8-11 a.m., 1.30-4.30 or 5.45p.m 
School library of 600 volumes. 

4 years course. School year end of September t o 
5 
e 

August 15th. School hours 8.30-11.45 a:m., 1.45-4.1 
p.m. School is controlled by an administrativ 
committee. 

Attached to the SWU1'S de l'Enfant.Jesus. 4 year 
COUIse. School year 10 months. School hours 8-11.3 

s 
o 
e 
e 
J 
d 

a.m., 1.30-7 p.m. Coursmenagel·sdaily4.30-7. Th 
accommoda.tion for this course can serve, says th 
report, as a model. For admittance to the technica 
courses pupils must he 14 years old, have finishe 
thefr primary educa.tion, and have attended a 
presaratory course for one year. School library. 

Fonn ed by the Swurs de la Providenre and a committe e 
of 7 members. School year October-August 15th. 
School hours 8-l2 a.m., 1.15-4 p.m. 

Attached to Convent of the Swurs de l' Union au Sacre 
GWU1'. Governing committee of 3 members. A rura 1 

5 School. 4 years course. School hOllrs 8.30-U.4 
a.m., 1.30-4.30 p.m. 

Attached to Convent of the SWU'l'S de la Croix. 4 year. 
course. 10 months a year. 9-12 a.m., 1.30-4 p.m. 
Teachers all have diplomas. 

:Founded by the Swurs Ursulines. 3 years course. 
10 months a year. liI.30 J ll.30 a,m., 1.30-4 p.m. 

s 

Founded by the SWllrs de l' Union au Sacre-Cwur. A 
patronage committee of 3 members. 4 years course. 
School year October 1st-August 15th. School hourI! 
8-11.30 a.m., 1.30-4.15 p.m. 

Founded by the Swurs de Ste. ·Marie. Patronaie com-
mittee of 3 members. School year October- ngnst. 
School hours 8-11 a.m., 1-3.30 p.m. 

(See page 52). 

Known as the Institut Sainte- Ursule ; founded by the 
Swurs Ursulines. Patronage committee of 5 members. 

Under the direct control of the Communal Council. 3 
years course. School6,:a1' September 15th-August 
1st. School hours 8.3 11.30 a.m., 2-5 p.m. Special 
attention va:id to the HouseWifery courses. Teachers 
all have dl~omas. 

Directed by t e SWltrS Ursulines. Patronage committee 
of 3 members. Conrse covers 4 years. School year 10 
months. School hours 8.30-11.30a.m., 1.30-4.30 p.m. 

* Inclnding DIrectress, Staff and visiting teachers. t In francs. t In all the tcoles proje88wnnelies-menaglJres the theory courses include: French, ~1emlsh (except in Walloou districts), arithmetic, metric system, geometric 
forms, physics, prinCiples of commerce, hygiene, domestic economy, technical drawing, national and contemporary history, commercial and industrial geography. The technical courses include, iu all the Schools alike: lingerie, 

dressmaking, housewifery course (cours menagers). *. Suburb Of Brussels. § Savoir·'lIim·e. 
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C.-EOOLES P.BOFESSIONNELLES-MENAGERES 
(TECHNICAL AND HOUSEWDEBY ScHOOLS). 

The icolu pro/esBionnt!lla-mlnagere. are very similar to the ~anisa
icolu pro/esaionnt!lla but, as their name implies, they include tiOD. 

instruction in household work; further, they have nominally a 
three years' course but, as a matter of fact, the course is in 
most cases extended to four years. These schools are intended for 
the daughters of small tradesmen, clerks, the petite bourgeoisie, from 
home. where paid service cannot be afforded. but where. perhaps. 
the daughters stay at home and should know how to do all the house-
hold work and how to make .nd mend clothes for all the members 
of the family. Girls are also trained as dressmakers, milliners, 
eto., but the scope of the technical courses is not as wide as in 
the icolu pro/esBionnelles. As in these schools, half the time is 
given to general or theory courses, usually held in the morning, 
and half the time to technical oourses. USlially.in the afternoon. 
School is open every day of the week, from 8.30 o'clock till. 
midday. or till 11.45. and from 1.30 till 4, sometimes till 4.30, 
and even in BOme provincial schools till 5 o'clock. There is 
one half-holiday a week, generally Thursday or Saturday after-
noon. For admittance, pupils must be at least thirteen years 
old and have completed their primary education. As in the 
icolu pro/esBionnelles. there is an exhibition of pupila~ work at 
the end of the school year. 

In all schools of this class. the' DOUr. geniraw; include French, Curricula. 
Flemish (except..in Walloon districts), arithmetic. the metrio 
system, geometry-not the demonstration of theorems, but the geo
metrio principles necessary for drawing and for the valuation of sur
faces. cubes, and other practical problems: further. physics. commer
oial prinoiples, hygiene. domestio economy. technical drawing, 
national and oontemporary history, commercial and induatrial 
geography. 

The DOUr, pro/essionnels include. in all the schools alike, lingene, 
cutting out and making ordinary garments, housewifery instruction. 

In addition. Bome of the following subjects are taught according 
to the choice of each school: oommercial science {including book
keeping, commercial law. compulsory English or German, short
hand. typewriting. a thorough study of commercial and industrial 
geography. commercial arithmetic}, millinery. the making of 
artificial flowers. technical drawing. Certain schools also include in 
their syllabus the care of infants (pidagogie matemelle). 

The regulations for the technical diploma awarded at the end Diplomu. 
of the course are the same as in the icolea pro/essionnelles, but 
the practical tests do not include quite so many different subjects, 
e.g •• in dreBBmaking an evening bodice is not made, as the course 
is not BO far advanced_· Even when the course is extended to four 
years. as in the first class of schools, housewifery is an additional 
subject in the curricula of the icolea pro/easionnelles-mlnag"u_ 

There are fourteen of these schools; a summary of the chief 
points of interest conoerning each school is given in lhe kble 
facing this page. 



52 Belgium.-J':cole Profp.8sionnplle-Menagere, St. Gilles. 

hcole Pro- As an example of this type of sohool the ecole professionnelJp~ 
fessionnelIe- menagere communale de Saint-GUles, a suburb of Brussels, may 
~~~it~r:' be quoted. This school was founded in 1891 by a society oalled 
(Brussels). Le Progres in order to furnish girls with the means of finding 

honourable and luorative employment in trade or oommeroe, and 
to train, at the same time, intelligent, industrious, and prudent 
housewives. The school has· reoeived State grants sinoe 1892. 
In 1894 it was taken over by the oommune of Saint-Gilles. A 
oommittee of ten members, with the echevin of publio education 
as president, has given its patronage to the school. The school 
is now situated, iJ). large buildings, whioh are however insufficient 
for its growing needs, in the Avenue de la Toisan il'Or. 

The length of oourse is four years for dressmaking, three years 
for millinery and oommeroe" and three years for the general, or 
theory, oourses. The school year is 206 days; lessons are given 
every day from 8.30 to·12 a.m., and from 2 to 4.30 p.m., with the 
exoeption of Thursday afternoon, whioh is a holiday. The school 
fees amount to eighty-four franos (about £3 7s. 6d.) a year. 
There are more than 100 pupils and 13 teachers, who all hold 
diplomas. 

The pupils of eaoh sohool year, or olass, are divided into two 
groups; one group has theory lessons in the morning and teohnioal 
oourses in the afternoon, while the other has teohnioal oourses in 
the morning and theory lessons in the afternoon. 

The cours generauz include : Frenoh, Flemish, arithmetio, prin
ciples of commeroe, history, geography, domestioeoonomy, 
natural soienoe, drawing, the oare of infants (education mateJTnelJe). 
Pupils who are furnished with a leaving oertifioate from an ecole 
moyenne are dispensed from the general, or theory, oourses. 

The teohnioal drawing, as is usual in these schools, is drawing 
applied to the various special oourses, that is, to designs and 
models for dresses, for lingerie and millinery, and designs for em
broidery, etc., aocording to the oourses whioh the pupils take up.* 
I saw a olass of girls at work on some test memory drawings of 
blouses which they designed' themselves, and drew life size, 
acoording to seale. I also saw some beautiful embroidery which 
the pupils were making from their own designs. ..J 

The cours professionnels are: lingerie, dressmaking, millinery, 
artifioial flowers, oommeroe (inoluding English, shorthand and type
writing), technioal drawing, method, housewifery oourses. 

Since the sohool was opened in 1891, seventy-seven teohnical 
diplomas have been issued to the pupils. During the years 1896-7 
to 1900-01, fourteen diplomaF vere given for dressmaking, four for 
lingerie, four for millinery, and twenty-four for oommeroe; during 
the same period there were about 100 pupils every year. 

* The sa.me mistress tea.ches dra.wing, designing, history of art and em
broidery, in this school, and a. very high standard is reached.: 
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The cour8 m!nrv.let'8 are obligatory for all pupils who take the 
theory courses. Dllring the three years of attendance at the 
housewifery class, each pupil has a half-day's instruction a week. 
The class, which generally consists of six or seven pupils, is held 
three days a week for the first year pupils, two days for the second 
year, and one day for the third year. There are always 
more pupils in the first. school year than in any succeeding one. 
Cooking is taught in the morning, washing and ironing in the after
noon, for two different groups of pupils; the work is arranged in 
luch a way that the time occupied by housewifery instruction is 
always taken from the COWf8 proles8ionnel8 and not from the cours 
geniraw:. Mending is taught to the whole class together. 

The school possesses a library and some collections. 
The commune hu introduced an interesting feature in replacing 

the prize distribution by a school journey offered to pupils who 
have gained their diplomas. 

D.-ECOLES MENAGERES-PROFESSIONNELLES 

(HOUSEWIFERY A.ND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS). 

In the ecoles menag~res-proles8ionnellea the course nOminally lasts Aim and 
two years. Lessons are given in the moming and in the afternoon: Scope. 
The work is principally practical, as it is in the ecoles and classes 
menageres, but the curriculum also includes theory lessons in some 
subjects, such as elementary arithmetic, French, Flemish, hygiene, 
and domestio economy. . 

These schools are intended particularly for girls who, in the future, 
as working women and wives, will be too Testricted in income 
to keep a servant: that is to say, the ecole menagere-prolessionnelle 
provides praotical training in all the various branches of work that are 
included in & woman's duties as wife and mother in her own home. 
Though similar in aim to the ecoZes menageres, the schools of this 
class have & somewhat broader curriculum, and, with & two years' 
oourse, - needlework and dressmaking can be treated in more detail. 
Broadly speaking, it may be said that the ecoZes menageres-pro
/esaionnellu are for & slightly higher class, socially, than the ecoles 
menageres, for while the latter are devoted almost exclusively to 
the working classes, the former are attende~ by the daughters 
of employes in offices, of mechanics, etc. In the former, also, a 
small fee is sometimes charged, whereas the latter schools are 
always free. 

In 1901 there were only six of these schools. As the official Report 
points ou.t, schools of this type would have their raison d'etre, 
especially in the oountry, where they would form a useful inter
mediate class between the ecole menagere and the ecole prolessionnetle 
proper • 

... Many icolu menageru have a.two yeara' oourse, but they are Dot 
generally open morning and afternoon every day of the week. ' 

0088. E 
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54: Belgium~-Ecoks MinO{/et:es'P"O/~8ionneUes. 

The table facing page 53 summarises the latest available infor
mation oonoerning these schools, as regardS, attendance, curricula, 
etc. 'As an illustration, I have taken,thecominunalschool at Ghent', 
whioh is worked on the same lfues Bsthe other' institutions-of thiS 
class;' but: mQludes.inits ,~urrioU:lum~ iIi addition, lesS9'nson'the 
oar~ of infanta;"," , '.'.'" " "': ,,'~ ';,' ,~,., .. !, ,'; 

",In July, 1900, the Communal Council of Ghent decided to estab
lish the,' ~Col6 ,"-"na,ge"e.pro/essionne1le;whlc~ was open:ed' on 'the 
f9UO~~~s't'Qo,tober, ~ the rue F,."oel>el: T~ 'scho'olwaS intended 
by 'its j!>un~~rs,~ ~pl~ceth.e,C!?nuiltina1 eCQlesf!!i~e,,~~ which did 
not ,giv~ the mosteno01iragIng~te~l1lts: "Th? bXperimehtilas neen 
suocessful and the school seeIilS to ,be appreOlated 'by both parents 
and 'Ii 'ils;' , '~ ..... ' ~ _ .... _, , ',-'-'''--;-

p p , ,,",' ' 
There were fourteen pupilS' during the 'first, and' thirty the Ilecond 

year; all the pupils of the first year stayed for the second year of the 
course and there were sixteen new pupils. In March; 1905, there 
were forty-eight pupils. " 

There is a two yearit' course; thi!t year Ilome pupillt have entered 
for a third year, devoted exolusively to the teohnical courses, and I 
was told that the third year will probably soon be defi.fl.itely organised 
as part of the 'Course. The school hoUrit are from 8.30 to 12 a.m., 
and from 2 to 4.30 p.m. Pupilll are admitted between the ages 
of 12, arid 15; the entranoe examination includes all the sub
jeots of 'the primarYsohool curriculum; The school fee is 'ten 
fra!lcs a year. The sohool is' in the charge of ad.irectress and two 
teaohers,who • all have' diplomas; , ' 

Theclass6 ~nage"e' Consists 'of II. 'group of : eight ',pupils; who 
w,orkfor one week at a time in the morning.. The work is ar~ 
ranged as follows;: ' 

Monday morning: three pupils cook· (for the whole class of 
eight); five prepare the washing., ',' , 

.Tuesday,morning: All the pupils ~o washing;' " ' 
'Wednesday morning : Two, or three 'girls oook~' the otherS 

, ,finish, if ,necessary, the washing,and; begin ironing. 
Thursday morning:' The whole class does ironing. ' 
Friday morning: 1'wo or three pupilll cook: the rest iron: 

, Saturday morning: Cleaning (by the whole class). ' 
'The ,cowrspro/essionnels, or teohnicaL classes, are held 'from 

9.30 to 12 a.m. 'for all the pupils exoept those in the housewifery 
Class, ,and from 3 to :i.30 p.in for the whole school. : The ooUl'Se 
comlists' of needlework and dressmaking. including mending. The 
girls bring'their own materials, as they do for washing and ironing. 

ln, the first year they make va~oussimple artioles ,of lingerie: 
children's chemises, women's chemises, 'boys' shirts, ' oamisoles.
white pe~ticoats, ,aprons; in the seoond year: children's garments 
(dresses,' ooats" eto')"girls' dresses.' Those, who stay a, third year 
ma.ke women's, dreSjles, dressing-gowns, eta. The girls m.&ke their 

• CooJrlni inolWles th& purchaae of ~rovisi~D8, 
-I •• 
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own pattemB, taking the measurements from each other, or, if 
neceS88.ry, other children can come to the school to be fitted. They 
begin learning to nse the sewing machine at the end of the first 
year. On the day of my visit the girls of the first year were doing 
repetition of what they had .already learnt-petticoats, chemises, 
aprons. Many of the first and second-year pupils were making 
garments (white petticoats, little dresses, etc.), for younger 
sisters and cousins, for their first oommunion. The third-year 
pupils, for the most part, were making simple stuff or cotton dresses 
for themselves . 
.. The work js essentially practical, and on.a less ambitions. scale 
tha.n in technical schools of the first two categories. In schools of 
t~ type needlework is not studied in the elaborate and minute 
detail demanded in the ecoles prolessionne1les. The ecoles.:;nina
geres-prolessWnnelles are intended for a special class of girls, for 
whom habits of order and carefulness are the primary necessity; 
hence much time ill devoted to mending and to the adaptation 
and re-arangement of old garments. The Government strongly 
emphasises the importance of this ~truction, which is considered 
to form an integral part of the principles of domestic economy, 
that is to say, of economy in the hO!p.e. It is possible to teach 
t~ principle, in theory and practice, to older girls who are of an 
age to appreciate its importance and who, besides, in niany caseS 
have to be wholly or in part responsible for the management of their 
own homes. 

The cour8 generaux, or theory courses, are held from 8.30 to 
9.30 a.m., and from 2 to 3 p.m., the pupils of each year having 
a lesson of one hour. The following subjects are included: 
Flemish, French, arithmetic, commerce, drawing, domestic economy 
and hygiene. . 

The course in hygiene includes peaogogie maternelle, or the care. 
of infants. In order to make these lessons practical and pro
fitable, an arrangement has been made with the committee of 
the town creches by which the pupils are allowed to visit a neigh
bouring creche and see the practical application of the principles 
learnt at school. The hygiene course occupies ~)Jle hour a week; 
general hygiene and the care of infants are given alternate weeks. 
A group of eight or ten pupils, in the charge of a. teacher, visits 
a creche every week for about half to one hour; they are given ex
planations of what is passing at th~ moment, and are themselyes 
gradually allowed to do simple things, e.g., feed, wash or dress. a: 
baby. . 

An examination is held at the end of the first school year, bearing 
on all the work of the year, COUTS generaux, cour8 proles6ionne1s 
and claise ""enagere; there is an examination for the . leaving 
diploma at the end ~f the second .year, including all the work 
of the two yeara.' oourse. The directress examines; the commune' 
gives the diploma. 

~8. 
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56 Be1gium.-Cours Professwnne1s. 

E.-COURS PROFESSIONNELS 

(TECHNICAL COURSES). 

In 1901 there 'were three cours professiollnels for girls. Two of 
these were established by the communal administration of Saint
Josse-ten-Noode (a suburb of Brussels). Special courses lasting 
four years are attached to the ecole moyenne, rue Musin, for pupils 
who care to study dressmaking and other subjects with greater 
thoroughness and detail than the curriculum of the secondary 
school admits; another course, with similar organisation, is 
attached to the primary school (rue de la Limite) for pupils who 
have passed the standard of the fifth school year. In the first 
case fifty-two pupils attended the course in 1901; there are five 
teachers; the fee is seventy-two francs yearly. In the second 
case: fifty-two pupils, eight teachers and no fee. 

Thirdly, a course of lessons on the history of dress is held in 
Brussels, exclusively for pupils of the ecoles professwnnelles sub
sidised by the Government, who have gained their diplomas. The 
course is intended to complete the education of girls who have 
finished their technical studies and to teach them the difficult art 
of" dressing;" or, in other words, to cultivate their taste. Drawing 
lessons are included in the' syllabus of the course. The course is 
held on Monday, from 1.30-4.30 p.m. At the end of the year a 
. competitive examination is held, and the pupils have· to make a 
costume of a certain period, determined for each by drawing lots. 
~he course was founded in 1895. Since that date twenty-two 
certificates have been gained. The annual fee is 5 francs. There 
are two teachers and nineteen pupils (1901). 

F.-1\.TELIERS D' ApPRENTISSAGE 

(WORKSHOPS FOR ApPRENTICES). 

An account of the origin and development of the atelieJrs d' appren
tissage does not come within the scope of this paper, but the follow
ing facts may be indicated. 

The ateliers were originally established to improve and spread 
the flax industry, which. has long been famous in Flanders. The 
introduction of machinery and other causes created such distress 
among the Flemish weavers that in 1834: it became clear that the 
Government must combine with private effort if the decline of the 
linen industry were to be stopped. Various measures were taken 
which, together with the difficulties encountered, well repay in
vestigation; it must . be sufficient to mention here that the 
atelieJrs d'apprentissage were definitely organised in 1847. 

These institutions are now regulated by the arrete royal of the 
10th February, 1861, modified by that of the 10th January, 1873; 
these measures establish the conditions necessary for State gra,nts, 
but much is left to be determined by local requirements. The 
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modem oJRliers have a different character from those of the old 
regime i the latter were intended to remedy a disastrous situation 
and to replaoe the resources of an industry which had become 
unproductive for thousands of families, the former are institutions 
for technical education, intended to keep the country worker abreast 
of modem industrial progress. 

Only oJRliers established or adopted by the communes receivt,} Gener~l . 
grants from the. State or the province. These institutions are ~rganJ.~a
intended to form good workmen by supplying the absence or the Ion. 
insufficiency of the ordinary means of apprenticeship and of technical 
education. They are directed by an administrative committee of 
three members, appointed respectively by the State, the province, 
and the commune, for a period of three years. . 

The curriculum includes primary instruction, which should last 
at least one hour a day, technical instruction, and practical work. 
In no case can the day's work exceed twelve hours, not lasting more 
than four consecutive hours at a time. Apprentioes must be at 
least twelve years old. and have the necessary aptitude for the 
branch of industry they take up. but those who have received 
primary education can be admitted, as exceptions, earlier. A fee, 
fixed by the administrative commission, can be demanded from 
pupils who are not poor. Salaries are paid to pupils for their work, 
which is done for manufacturers who provide the raw material, 

In 1901 there were four ateliers d'apprentissage for girls, three of ~~liers . 
which are uuder private oontrol; there are more than forty of d ApfPrentls 
h . . . f b sage or t ese IJl8tltutions or oya. . Girls :_ 

The atelifff ifapprentissage for straw weaving and the manu- (a) Bassengc 
faoture of straw hats at Bassenge is an attempt to combat the 
deoline of an industry of long standing in the valUe du G8f/f. Girls-
do the straw-plaiting. the hat-making is done by men; the girls' 
seotion was founded in 18!l3. 

The apprenticeship lasts three years; the sohool year is divided 
acoording to the requirements of the trade, the oourse lasting from 
July 15th to Deoember 15th, with a fortnight's interval from 
September 1st to 15th. 

The girls have drawing lessons on Sunday from 2.45 to 3.45, and 
straw-weaving lessons four days a week from 12.30 till two o'olock. 
On other days they attend the ecole mena]ere. On an average 
twenty-five girls attend the oJRlifff. 

Another atelifff for girls was founded at Jemelle in 1877; the (b) Jemelle . 
. speciality here is to teach girls of the- neighbourhood sewing aud 

all kinds of lingerie, including the making of garments. The term 
of apprenticeship is not limited, becll.use side by side with this 
oJRlier, which is communal, there is a private workshop where the 
girls who know their trade can work for private individuals if they 
like. The oJRlier is administered by a committee of three membera. 

Since 1890 an ecole mAnagere h1.s been attached to th3 atelier. 
In 1901 seventy-six pupils attended the courses of the atelier and 
the ecole m~nagere. Besides the directress, there are three teachers 
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of the order of the Sreur$ de la Doctrine Ohritienne. There is no 
fee; . Thepupils learn, in the cour$ glniraux, hygiene and domestio 
eoonomy; in the cours 'Professionnels, hand· and maohine sewing, 
lingerie, knitting, household work. . The hours are from 8 to 12 a.m., 
and from 1 to 4 p.m. in winter and 1 to 6 in summer; Saturday is a 

~ 
holiday, . 

c) Maldeg- The atelier a~ Maldeghe~, established in 1896, is for e~broidery 
em (E. Fl.). on tulle,- an mdustry which has the advantage that It can be 

praotised at home. Theoourse, which is free, lasts four or five 

~) Saint. 
rrond. " t 

years and, is held every day, exoept Sundays, holidays, and fair 
days. Pupils are admitted at twelve years of age, and as Soon as 
they produoe a saleable article they receive a small payment. About 
fifty girls are regularly in attendanoe; there are three teachers 
for theteohnioal oourse of embroidery, and two who teaoh the 
various subjeots included in the ourrioulum of primary sohools. 
There is a management oommittee of five people, who assist the 
founder of the atelier, a former priest of Maldeghem. 

There is, lastly, an atelier d'apprentissage for laoe-work,- founded 
in 1899 and attaohed to a primary sohooJ at Saint-Trond. The 
intentioR is to provide the ohildren at the same time with primary 
eduoation and with a means ~f earning daily bread, and the institu
tion is espeoially intended for ohildren whose eduoation has been 
negleoted by their parents in order that they may go to work too 
soon. 

Pupils attend the primary school is the morniD.g from 8.15 till 
11.30; in the afternoon they learn laoe-making from 1 till 4.30 • 
.There are three teachers and thirty pupils (1901). Seven ladies form 
a "patronage" oommittee. 

* There are in Belgium 160 schools for lace-making and embroidery, of 
which three·fourths are managed by nuns. 
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,·The .Ieolu. menageres(housewifery 60hools) may be·uid.to be 
the- final· fulfilment ·of that· attempt to train· girls for home' life 
which, to a greater or less extent, is represented in all types and 
grades of schools which receive State grants; and which. are; there-
Jore. to some extent under State control. . 
, ... ,The. ~t. 8pecialinstitut~OD' for· h()useWifery'iDstr~tion ~ was The fint 
founded m 1872 by M. Souts, manager of a factory at.. Cowllet. Ecole 
The Prince- de Chimay, at that time Governor of Haino.ult, was so Menagere • 
. impressed by the importance of the undertaking that, in 1874;· he 
. ~tartedan icde menagere at Frameties under the·dii.-ection ·of the 
communal schoolmistress. Eight or ten pupils had been expected, 
more than forty sought admission. Not only children leaving 
the elementary school, for whom it was primarily intended, but girls 
of eighteen and twenty and married women begged to be allowed 
to attend the course and to be- taught the most elementary house
hold work. 

The . success of. the school at Frameries. encouraged the Prince 
d. Chimay to make the same experiment in other parts of Bainault. 
and it was not long before nine other communes had each their own 
Ieolemenagere.t The "Prince de Chimay supported these schools 
at first entirely at his own expense, but after Il. time, at his sug
gestion, they were. brought under State contro1.t 

,. ·In.~JI88G the Comm~aion·du ,travail.(Labour Commission) re- Commiuion 
commended the establishment of· k.olu menagerea as one· of the du Travail. 
most· important measures for ameliorating the condition of . the 
labouring classes... . 
. A circular issued by the Miniatere de .flnte.neur el de l'lnatruc- Minilltry. 

'ion publiqU6 in 1887. 'already mentioned,· made suggestions for 
the organisation ol clas8es me.nageres attached to primary schools 
and for ·housewifery instruction in adult schools. § • 

" A p~per on the II HousewUlU'Y Schook and Classes of Belgium," by Miss 
K..S.Blqck and Milll L. Brackenbury. Wall published in Volume 1 of Special 
,lteportl! QJl Educational Subject. (1897). '.. ' 

t The regulations governing the i. Sch~lsare given in Appendix 11'. 
; Se&L' EIW~ Spkial m Belgique, 'JIGr H. Berliauz. 1. L' EnaeigM

..cnI :ProftMirmratl. (Bibliol1&ipe Belge du- Crmnaia8GflCU Modemu). 
BrvueZ. [".4.} •. , .. 

• This Ciroular is given in Appendix A. 
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In 1889 an arrangement was made between the above Ministry 
and the Ministere de "l' Agriculture, de r Industrie et des Travauz 
publicst by which the latter department undertook the direction 
and support of~he dasses menageres attached to primary or adult 
schools for girls. This arrangement and, further, the provisions 
made for special iooles menageres, were explained in a circular 
of the 26th June, 1889, addressed to the governors of provinces 
by the Minister of Agriculture, Industry, and Public Works.'-

The following extracts explain the aims of the department 
in undertaking and carrying on this work," and the principles which 
promote and control the domestic education of girls and women 
in Belgium :-

." The Commi88ion du Trarail has recommended the establishment of ecol~ 
menageru as one of the measures which can most rapidly ameliorate the 
moral and material condition of working class families . 

.. It is needless to attempt to demonstrate the preponderant influence which 
. the woman exercises on the welfare and morality of the ~amily • 

.. But.it is necessary to inquire how "the daughters of our working men 
actually p~pare themselves to exercise this influence and to fulfil the mission 
which devolves upon them . 

.. Up to the present, leaving out of account the needlework which she 
.learns at the primary school, a girl is supposed to serve her apprenticeship 
as future mother of a family at home • 

.. Assuredly, this system would be the best, but it is only pOBBible if the 
girl can carryon, in her own home, a trade that enables her to earn her daily 
brea~ . 

"Now the exigencies of the organisation of modern labour have rendered 
this method inapplicable in the industrial parts of the country . 

.. The girl goes out early in the morning to the coal mines. to the works, 
to the factory; she of tens stays there all day and only returns home in the 
evening. She has, therefore, no opportunity of adapting herself to house
hold dutijls, nor of acquiring the domestic virtues which will be necessary 
to her when; in her turn, she founds a new home. And not only is the oppor
tunity wanting, but there is no hiclination. When her daily work is a.ccom
plished she considers herself dispensed from every other occupation. Having 
worked as industriously and as long as her father and her brothers, she believes 
herself justified in resting when they do. It is, doubtleBB, but rarely that 
the thought of a preparation "for future duties' enters her mind. She thus 
arrives at the marriage period almost a stranger to all the neceBBities, as to 
all the responsibilities, of her new social condition • 

.. The girl's ignorance is still greater if, as is the case in certain industries, 
the mother of thc family herself works in the factory and lives, for a great 
part of the day, separated from her children, whom she confides to strangers 
or to charitable institutions • 

.. It is not surprising that the new home, establiBh~d under these unfavour
able cODl;litions, soon presents a spectacle of the greatest moral and eoonomio 
disorder. The income is squandered; the dwelling and the furniture are 
spoiled; the children are deprived of the necessary moral and physical 
care; the meals are badly and hastily prepared. Soon, the head" of the 
family, instinctively revolted by the appearance of permanent mess which 
his home presents, yields to the temptations of the public-house, and to the 
invitations of his comrades. Then the home, morally speaking, is dissolved. 
C!)ntinual discussions destroy the affection, and, as they grow up, the children, 

* Now two departments, of which the Ministry of Industry and Labour 
is responsible for teehn'cal education, Bee footnote, page 46. 
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left to themselves and their education neglected, tend to absent themselves 
more and more from a home where there is nothing to cheer their eyes or 
delight their hearts. 

" The evil inevitably increases from generation to generation, and we end 
by becoming accustomed to the idea that it is all norm I and that we cannot 
change any of it. 

.. The family being the basis of society, the consequences of this situation 
are easily perceived. They are formidable. Recognising them, Mr. Glad
stone said that whoever should discover the means of keeping women at 
home, by providing them with lucrative employment, would be one of the 
greatest benefactors of mankind. 

" The duty, therefore, is imposed upon everyone, upon individuals as upon 
publio authorities,of seeking the means and of making the necessary sacrifices 
for giving the daughters of our working men the domestic education which 
they cannot receive at home . 

.. Everything points to the school, and three principal systems can be ap-
plied. . 

.. I.-The inducti ve teaching of principles of hygiene and domestic economy, 
which is already given in a great number of primary girls' schools in the form 
of object lessons, familiar talks, and reading lessons, can be extended to all 
schools, and this elementary course can be completed, or rather vitalized, 
by teaching a selection of household tasks in accordance with the instructions 
of the oircular of M. Ie Minutre de l'lnterieur et de rl718truction publique, 
dated the 1st September, 1887.-

.. 2.-A special cla88e menagere can be attached to the primary school for 
the pupils of the upper standard, over twelve years of age, to attend at 
least two half days a week • 

.. The nature of the cla88e minagere is defined in the circular referred to 
abov~ -

.. This sysiem is equally applicable to adult schools for girls. 

.. 3.-Finally, special schools, grandu toolu menageru, can be estab
lished for girls who have left the primary school and who are already employed 
in factories and workshops. . 

.. The Government is of opinion that all three systems are capable of pro
ducing good results and that they ought to be employed simultaneously • 

.. The first lays the foundation of housewifery education; it leads little 
girls to love domestio work, to help their mothers before and after sohool ;' it 
gives a knowledge of the most important rules of hygiene and the most useful 
prinoiples of domestio economy. But in order to ensure the preparation of 
girls for domestio work under favourablfl conditions, it is necessary to prooure 
them the opportunity of attending eitbfr acla88e menagerllor an toolemenaaere. 
It is easy to understand that regular and methodioal apprenticeship in the 
various kinds of work connected with keeping the house and furniture clean 
and tidy, with washing and ironing linen, has quite a different effect from 
object leAons, the character of which always remains, in spite of the skill 
of the best teachers, more theoretio than practical • 

.. Two ministerial departments co-operate in putting in practioe the three 
systems which have just been mentioned. 

II The first system (instruotion in the principles of hygiene and domestic 
economy in the primary school) has been described in the oiroular dated the 
1st September, 1887, addressed to provinoial Governors by M. Ie Mini8tre 
de r I w,t;rieur et de r 17l8truction publique. 

.. Tho third, oonsisting in the establishment of special icolu menagere8 
which are real technical schools, comes within the department of the 
MiAUtere de r Agriculture, de rlndUBtrie d du Travau:!: publica, in the same 
category as the toolu indUBtriellu d pro/uaionnellu and the atelier, d'appren-
,iaaage. . 

II With regard to the second system, namely, the addition of a claa81l 

menagere to the primary school or to the adult school for girls, this had 

- Ste Appendix A. 
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been considered at first as belonging to the curriculum of primary' education, 
like the first system; but as the claaS8 menagere under discussion must be 
furnished with special apparatus, as the pupils who, attend it must apply 
themselves to manual work, and as this class will thus have a technical 

. character not common to lessons in. the. primary school or in the adult 
school proper, it has seemed more rational that ,the application of the 
second system should come within the functions of my department. 

.. An arrangement to this effect has been made by the two departments. 
As a result of this arrangement the Ministers def Inti.rieur eI de f Inatruclw. 
publique will continue to be responsible for the talks,object lessolill, and 
other lessons. which aim at inductive teaching of principles of hygi!lne 
and domestic economy in the primary school and in the adult' school> 'as 
well as for the needlework lessOns Which, for a long time, have formed part 
of the curriculum of these schools. But the Deparlement def .J.griGvllure., de 
rIndustrie eI des Travauz public.s will be responsible for'the organisation 
of the theoretic and practical instruction given in the clauea menageru 
attached to the· higher classes of primary schools or to adult schools tor 
girls.; it will grant the necessary subsidies to aid the establishment and 
maintenance of these classes menageres and it will put them under the super
vision of the ordinary inspectors of technical education (fenaeigumml 
indllStriel el prOfe88ionnel).· -

• • • • • • • '. - .~ .. 
"I am prepared, Monsieur le Gouverneur, to second all serious attempts 

which may be made to establish tJlas888 menageres or special ecoles 'mcnageres, 
and I count particularly upon your agency to promote them. I beg you to 
call the attention of communal administrations to this matter and to urge 
them to make the necessary provision. . . 

.. I beg you likewise to seek the co-operation of the province and to 
invite the provincial council at its next session. to vote .subsidies for this 
purpose. " 

"You would also do well to appeal to individuals, espec.ially to. ladies. 
It is a question of accomplishing a social duty" . 

" I have no intention of imposing an obligatory curriculum on the founders 
of claa&es menageres. This curriculum must necessarily adapt itself to the 
customs and needs of the people.. It will certainly be different in the 
grantll!J/f icoles menageres " it could not be the same in a"aricultural districts 
as in industrial neighbourhoods. . -

" At the same time, as icoles menageres have been established a long time 
in Hainault, and as others have been founded recently, th .... experience 
that has already been gained,supplies some gener~l data which it is weD ~o 
take into account. . 

• • • • • • • • • 
" Principles of order and strict economy must govern all the . instruction. 

It is necessary to guard against inspiring the pupils :with luxurious i~ 
as mucl!. in matters of dress as in the preparatio~ of food. . 

• • • • . '.' .. • 
•• The choice of a teacher is very important hom the point of view of .the 

success of the schooL Not only must she be an, expert in the work she is 
to teach. she must know how to teach in clear, simple and precise language ; 
above all she must know how to implant in the girls the moral qualities 
which form, even more than practical knowledge, the housewife and the 
mother. If thE! teacher is herself inspired by the loftiness of her~on 

• There are now special iDspectresses'of housewifery schools1Uld 'classes 
(.tee footnote, page 47).' . 
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abo will know how to make her pupils understand the .importance of the 
rIM of the woman from the point of new of the community and by reason 
of the duties which devolve upon her: 

• • • • • • • • * .*, 
.. As regards the time-table, a distinction must be made between the 

eUu'u mbuM;iru attached to primary schools and to adult schools. .and 
the lpeciallcolu mbuM;iru_ More latitude, obviously. would be possible 
in the latter than in the former. because in the eUullU me1UJ{/iru the time 
devoted to practical work is narrowly limited by the exigencies of the 
curriculum of primary education properly so called. * .' . 

* * • * ~ * * ~* .~ 
.. The freedom allowed in the arrangement of the time-table of the 

grtInda leolu mblagiru will enable those arrangements to be made which 
are most favourable to the pupils' education. Thus, it has been noticed at the 
Icdc meRGgire 'eatablished at Liege, that the pupils profit more· by the 
leaaona and practical1f'ork in cookery when these are given. without in
terruption for eight to fifteen days • 

.. The internal organisation of the clatlile minagi:re or of the Ioole menagere 
will also vary according to local conditions, and the opportunities for 
selecting teachers. For instance, if a locality possesaes several primary 
schoola for girla it is not neceasary to attach a ,rlatllle mi1UJ{/ere to ea('h 
of them_ Instruction in bousehold work can be given in one place or by 
the aame staff, 80 long 88 dilierent days and hours are chosen in such a way 
as to make a rotation between the groups of pupils coming from different 
IIChoola.'! . 

On & report to the King. presented by M. de Bniyn, Minister of Cen~al ~d 
Agriculture. etc., & Central Committee of Patronage for the t.coles ~VlD.clal 
menageru was established at Brussels, by an arrete royal of the 26th mDllttees. 
J nne, 1889. This Committee was composed of ladies under the 
presidency of S. A. R. Madame la Comtesse de Flandre, and was 
formed in order to stimulate the movement for the establishment 
of special housewifery schools and to ensure the co-operation of 
ladies who would devote themselves to the performance' of this 
social duty. 

A further arrete royal of the 6th July. 1890, established pro
pagandist committees in each of the eight provinces of Belgium, 
and these provincial committees were authorised to appoint local 
committees. 

Both central and provincial committees have ceased to .exist. 
Local committees of private individuals sometimes exercise a sort 
01 .. patronage" over a school-offer prizes, help to defray ex~ 
renses, and take an interest in the welfare of the girls on their 
leaving school. . ' 

It has been seen that the purpose in founding the icole&. and Progress and 
tlauu mlf&Q{Jeru was to train working class girls for the dutiea of a General 
wife and mother in her own home, to give the working man-. good' ~cter
housewife who manages his home properly, with order and economy. IS1JCS. 

• The recommendationa with regard to eUullU me7UJ!fuu attached to 
primary and to adult IIChools. given in the Ministerial" Circular, 1887. are 
here quoted (_ Appendix A). . 
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Progless and" We believe that if the home is kept c~ean and attractive, and the 
General Cha- woman knows how to conduct the household, the man has no longer 
racteri~tics the same desire for the public-house, and- that is why we encourage 
~nti7~ued. these schools with all our power "* (M. Rombaut). 

Further, it is clear that all these schools and classes, without 
exception, give a complete domestic education; they are not 
cooking schools or sewing schools, but housekeeping, or house
wifery schools, and every pupil in attendance is obliged to take the 
complete course, and not only one or two subjects. 

The schools may be either under local authority (communal) or 
under private management (libre); in the latter case they are, as a 
fact, in the hands of religious (Roman Catholic) bodies. 

At first the icoles and dasses menageres had little success; the 
principle of housewifery eduCll.tion was not appreciated by the work
ing classes; the opposition came principally from the-mothers who 
did not realise the usefulness of these institutions, and who saw no 
reason why their daughters should require any other instruction than 
they themselves had received. This opposition was only gradually 
()vercome; in some cases years elapsed before parents cordially 
co-operated with the school authorities. 

Little by little obstacles were surmounted. Some primary 
schools annexed housewifery classes, where the pupils were initiated 
into the work of cooking, washing and ironing. The little girls 
took a fancy to these occupations, and on leaving the primary 
school they wished to perfect their knowledge by attending the 
course of the €coles menageres, and sometimes their elder sisters were 
prevailed on to accompany them. Then, when one commune had 
educated a few girls in a housewifery school, and realised the results 
with pride, the news spread to the neighbouring commune who, 
seized with a spirit of emulation, in their turn established similar 
classes. 

Various methods of making the schools popular were practised. 
Great care was taken to place the schools in districts and streets fre
quented by the artisans, where they easily came to know <>f their 
existence and the advantages they offer; and many ingenious 
devices were-and are-used to interest parents in the work of 
their children, e.g., the grant of small sums of money to successful 
pupils for the purchase and preparation of the Sunday dinner 
which is cooked and eaten at home, a report by the parents upon 

.. !' Belgium," to quote an official document,-" of which such masters 
as Teniers and Jordaens have symbolised the ardent 'joy of living,' 
cannot at present, any more than formerly. pass for a land of anchorites 
or abRtainers." 

It was officially estimated that, in 1903, 37,009,900 litres (about 8,142,178 
gallons) of alcohol were consumed in Belgium, or an average of 5' 37 litres 
(about 4i quarts) per head of the population; in 1901 the consumption 
per head was 9' 91 litres. This decrease is, in part; attributed to the 
legislative efforts of the Government: a reduction of the duty on wines 
certified as free from alcohol, and a progressive augmentation of taxation 

aon alcoholic drinks.' 
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the result being sent to the school and posted in a prominent place. 
If the pupils attend regularly throughout the course they receive 
at the end their own note-books, which are not only useful but a 
source of pride. In some cases small prizes are given at the end 
of the year; or every three months, according to their be
haviour, the pupils receive little rewards, often consisting of 
something they have made from materials given to them at school. 
Again, it became the practice in some schools to give a small present 
to pupils on their marriage, generally some household furriiture or 
utensil. 

In some schools a leaving examination is held and a certificate 
awarded by the commune or other authority responsible for the 
school In Hainault, for instance, the institution of this examina
tion in several schools is said to have produced good results on 
attendance and work, and the certificate is highly valued by 
parents and pupils. To be admitted to the examination, girls 
must be at least sixteen years old and have attended the courses 
regularly (or two years. The chairman of the examiners is a 
member of the Communal Councilor of the management cOIIlIliittee 
of the school. 

Appeal was made in the first instance to the fathers rather than 
to the mothers :-

.. It is the appreciation of the father which is of most importa.nce for 
UI in the circumstances. On Saturday, we Bay sometimes to the little 
girls: • How much has thia me&.l cost you !' 0 fro 22 per head for in
stance I ! Very well, if there are aix of you at home, ask your father for 
1 fro 50 to-morrow, prepare a meal like this for him, and on Monday 
bring ua a cl'rtificate from your father-not from your mother.' When 
the father has had a good meal. he is delighted, and he becomea a warm 
partisan of the housewifery school." 

If at first progress was slow, when once the change had set in, it 
spread rapidly, and the number of schools increased from the four 
or five, with which the movement started, to over two hundred in 
six years. 

One principle, that has been adhered to from the beginning, is 
that the initiative should in all cases come from the locality and 
not from the central department. No school or class receives a 
grant until it is in working order with at least twelve pupils, which 
means that the founders, whether public or private bodies, 
must bear the preliminary expense and organise the school, which, 
again, means that working class families in the locality in which the 
school or class is situated must be ready for it and feel the need of 
it. The reasons for this method of procedure are not far to seek. 
In the first place the spirit of freedom and individual liberty is dear 
to the Belgian. To exercise compulsion is to gain the body not . 
the spirit, says the department :-" If we, the State, said, • you must 
come to this school,' the pupils would indeed come, but as Boon as 
our backs were turned they would depart and there would be no 
permanent result, and, moreover, we should- be expected to bear 
the wbole cost; but, as it is, when the pupils themselves wish to 
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Progress and come we, on our side, are willing and eager to help and to enable 
General Chao them to come at the most convenient hour to themselves and to 
raoteri~tios learn what most suits their needs." * 
-continued • . The increase in the number of institutions gave rise to new diffi· 

culties. The chief of these was to keep the schools to their proper 
function of training women to do th& work of their own homes. 
" The great misfortune in all classes of society," to quote M. Rom· 
baut, "is,. that each always aims above its station; the working 
man does not escape from. this fatal rule. Our· girls are always 
tempted to go into service either in the town or in the country 
houses of the neighbourhood, even to work with dressmakers or in 
work~hops. Invariably, when I notice that the te~hers have a 
tendency to push their pupils in this direction, I threaten to ~ave 
their school closed, to withdraw all grants, and, if the case should 
occur, I keep my word, because the result of this emigration is to 
leave us in the village the least intelligent girls, the refuse, in a word. 
I do not wish the girls to leave their village ~ go into the towns. I 
desire that they should remain at home, that they should manage 
their household well if they marry; that. in a word. they should 
preach by example. Why does the husband inevitably go to the 
public·house' Because at home the house is dirty and badly 
managed." In order to avoid this exodus to the towns of the 
better girls who, once there, do not want to marry working men, 
for whom the choice is now limit~ to the unprofitable. the schools 
must be prevented from aiming too high. the curriculum must be 
limited to what is really necessary for the wife of a working man to 
practise in her own home. So. for instance. a dinner must not cost 
more than 2~d. a head.t which limits the dishes to the simplest, so 
that the girl does not even learn enough cooking to act as servant 
in a middle-class family. Similarly with the sewing. only the garments 
ordinarily worn are made. and the training i., thus suited to home 
and not to trade use. Again. with the washing and ironing. gar· , . 

• It is. no doubt, possible to 8ubsidise whatever new institutions of this 
kind may be established, partly because the cost of establishing and 
maintaining an icole or a cla.sse menagere, when governed by the accepted 
principles, is not· great. Technioal sohools, proper, on the other hand, are 
expensive institutions, and though the annual expenses are largely met by 
pupils' fees, the oost of installation and equipment falls partly on the State. 
For 1901, the total cost of maintaining 299 i.colu and "M,t, mhiague, 
was 365,497 fran08 (State grants, 163,598 francs), with an average oost of 
40'23 francs per pupil; wbereas the total cost of maintaining fifty-two 
ecole, prCllu8ionnlllle, (of all three types) was 653,479 francs (State grants, 
202.5,~4 francs). with an average of 158'22 francs per pupil. 

t This amount. is reckoned in acoordance with the income of a working 
man or artisan, whose wages may be taken, roughly speaking, as, on an 
average, two shillings (2 franos 50) a day; the low rents, even in Brussels, 
and the oheaper cost of living must be taken into acoount in estimating 
the value of the wage; moreover it seems usual for the wife to oontribute 
a Bmall amount to the lamily budget weekly, and the ohildrea often begia 
to earn; if only a trifle, at the sge of twelve. In Brussels, whsrll waglSB 
are higher, the houseWifery school dinner may amount to Bid. per head. 
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menta are made scrupulously clean and neat, but very inexpensive 
utenaiIa . are ued and M home" methoda employed. H the girla 
wiah to learn what is beyond the scope of these schools and classes, 
there are the' it:du mhaageru-projeuionrwIle8, the icolu pro.. 
1~'Milu-mblIJgeru and the ico1a pro/euionJtelle& in progressive 
grades. . Until teachers grasped .this principle it was a temptation 
to :them to- push the school according to the clevere&t pupil 
- ~xperience proved that it waa advisable to introduce certain 

modifieationa into the organisation of these schools. and a new 
eirculat, issued ·on the 21st; January, 1899, embodies- the revised 
regulations· fo~ housewiferyBChools and _classes in receipt of 
State grant&..An .account of the gen~ reguIatio~ governing 
these inatitutiona,-&nd. of their curricula: and methodBof teaching, 
is given heww, pages 73 to 87. - . 

In 1899 there were more than 200 ico1a and dassu minageres, 
with over 9,000 pupils in attendance. •• Th~ results:' to quote 
the circular, .. are very encouraging i they permit the hope that, in 
!!pita. t)f the difficulties encoun~red at first and inherent in every 
new undertaking, housewifery education will continue to be more 
.nd more developed.. The multiplication of these schools will 
help, in great meaaure, to ameliorate the moral and material con
dition of families of the working classes. It is with. this aim, 
indeed, that the Government encourages, with all ita power, the 
organisation of this special instruction." 
: In 1901, twelve years after the State had first taken steps for the 

special organisation of domestic education for girls,. the number of 
iruttittltiona had reached 299 with a -total attendance of 9,O8l, a8 
folio .. :-

IfBIDberof 
l'IIpiia. ~ .. I 

, -iteole. n.- t!! !---~--.. -,-'-' -----
~ II......... A ...... -SC3 _Sri- A""'Pper 

-......:~-I--.-:.--I ToW.lT..= ~~ ToW. ""led 1-;::-=:--:-__ 

:c,- 1._Po_' -I-c,_--I-P_o--I-_~_tIo_"iiO&--1 ___ ' ___ -II-b_l&a_~---I ~·I hPL 

: 14 t M 93 128 9,()8,I 30 SSG 136.>,49; 163,598; 1,222 40"23 

. The table On page 68 shOWI the distribution of these schools 
and c1assea among the nine provinces of Belgium. -

The temper of the authorities may be gauged from the following 
extract hom .the last report on technical education :-
.-" Belgium is. in fact" one of the first countries which haa organised this 

ed1lcation (ho1lsewifery ed1lcation) in a complete and pl1lCt.ical way by 
making the echool resemble" as m1lch as possible" a working cla.:;s 
hOlD.e r - • .. • ••• ~ -

... The ftI8IlI~ obtained by the ird.u ~u are very IIIltisfactory. 
B1It.muc:h~ to be dono. The number of institutiOfUI of hOUll8wifery 
iD8tnlcUQD III too Bm&ll; there has not ~ su1Ii.cient nlSpODSe to the 
appeal made by the GoY81'1UDent to -promote the creation of U:olu 
~gUu. ~ver. -working-claa.ifUri!ies do JlQt Yilt fully understand 

. • f 

• C.-Communal Po-Uader .private auth01'~tyo 



Provinces. 

Antwerp - - -
(population 819,169). 

LMlle - - • -
(population 826,175). 

Llmbonrg - - -
(population 240,796). 

Luembourg- - -
(populatlun 219,210). 

Namnr - • • -
(population 1U6,512). 

Commnnal. 

s 

11 

3 

1 

! 

Under 
Private 

Au~horlty. 

9 

1 

20 

12 

2 

8 

6 

SUMMARY OF STATISTICS, 

ECOLES ET CLASSES MtNAGERES.· 

Cla88e. M6nag~re •• 

Commnnal. Under Private Authority. 

Prlmary.t Adult.t Prlmary.t Adult.t 

3 - 6 16 

10 22 
..... ---.:.----' 

is 
2 I 

6 

Total. 

29 

5P 

26 

81 

71 

51 

16 

10 

17 

-----------II------~-------~-------------I~------
I 

Total 98 128 299 

Remarb. 

AU theaa Ichooll and clasles lub.ldlled by the Province 
81 well as by the Stat.. Total number of puplll,600; 
14 Ichool. are dlrect.d by teach.n who hold opeclal 
diplomas for teaching housewifery. Since 1896, IS n.w 
fn.tltutlonl have bo.n found.d, of which 7 at Malin ••• 
Ant .. erp town (population !8

ill
6695) po ....... 7 cl ..... , 

und.r prlvatft authority, for ad tao 
19 n.w In.tltutlon. Iince 1896. At BruI.el. (Including 

Buburb.) (population 686,986) there are about 20 Ichoola. 
Ahout 750 PUpUI In all. 

11 of th •• e Inltltutlonl are at Gb.nt (pop~lation 162,925)' 

107 teAcherB
j 

42 with apecln.1 dlplomao i.. 26 ochool. have no 
• teacher" th a sp.clal c.rtlllcate. °mree Ichooll and 8 

olao ••• und.r private authority receive communal grants ; 
the Province only lub.ldl.e. communal Inltltutlonl 
directed by I.y taaoh.r.. 29 n.w Inltltutlunl, 7 have 
b •• n .uppre ••• d. Th.re are 25 evening ola88el. It will 
be noticed that Haillault, where movement bellan, It III 
keep. lint place as rellardl numb .. of ho""e,,lfery Inltl
tutlonl. Thl. Provlnoe Includel the denlelt population. 
of labouring women In the oountry. 

Of th.ae In.tltutlon., 16 are at Liege (town) (population 
166,105), 7 at Vervlen (population '9,248), 6 at Setaing 
(population 89,877,. 0 

Theaa 16 Ichoola are an lubaldll.d by tbe ProviDce. 

29ft pupil. (1901-2); 14 teaohen, 6 with Ipeola! dlplomaB. 
Province lupporta all th.le Inltitutlonl. 

81chooll and 1 01 •• 1 lIoder private n.uthorlty reoslve com
munal Jrraotl. Province lub.ldloel all the Inltltutlonl. 
80 teacher .. 10 with Ipeolal dlplomao. 0 

• A. complete lI.t of the ~colel and cla.lel mdn8g~re., with d.tall. In each caoe 81 to the kind of in.tltutlon, nnmber of PUpUI, eto" eta., may be foand In the lataat report 
II.ued by the B.Man Department of Indu.try and Labour on technloal education, already referred to. 0 o. 0 

t Primary. -CIa •••• for pupil. of 12 to 14 yea .. of age. -AtJ,dt.-For puplll oyer 14 yean of age. 
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the usefulnes8 of, this i!ducation. The daughters of our ,workingmen Progress and 
8hould aU pass through the eciJlea m8Tt4gerea. We a.re still far from arriving General Chao 
at this point, and the incessant extension of these useful institutions racteristicit 
mnst be the aim of our efforts." ~'IIlinued. 

The Government, at one time,. had under consideration the 
organisation of ambuIatory schools, which could give temporary 
'courses in different parts of the co.untry, with the view of making 
the advantages of housewifery education better understood and of 
instigating efforts for the establishment of new schools. . This pro
ject, however, has been dropped'; the increasing number of house
wifery schools and classes in all parts of the kingdom make ambula
tory courses unnecessary; moreover, the departmental authorities 
believe that such courses would not be in accordance with their 
invariable principle of always leaving the initiative'to local bodies 
-whether communal or private. 

The icoleB and classes menagfJres vary considerably in £haracter'. 
One chief distinction'" is between the classes for children under 
fourteen years of age (primary school children) and the schools and 
classes for adults (ovllrfourteen years of age). Inspectors' reports 
state that the best results are obtained in classes and schools at
tended by pupils over fourteen years of age; the adults understand 
better than the children the purpose and usefulness of housewifery 
instruction, and they are also at a better age for applying what they 
learn at school. But since in many districts, especially in indus
trial neighbourhoods, the girls work at a factory; etc., from the 
time they leave the primary school, it is necessary to allow. them 
to attend classes menageres from the time they are twelve years 
old if they are not to be deprived of the benefits of this useful 
instruction. 

M. Eugene Rombaut does not favour the classes for primary 
school children. He thinks that the children are too young and 
inexperienced to profit by the instruction ; what is the good, he 
says, of telling children of twelve or thirteen that somethirig costs 
thirty centimes, or the economy to be realised by such and such a 
method when they do not know the value-the labour valu6-cof 
thirty centimes; when they have to earn their living in the factory 
or workshop, then thirty centimes means something to them. Another 
ground of objection is that the children 'I!:re too young really to do 
practical household work; what they can do is little more than 
playing, and the instruction is necessarily too theoretic. Further, 
when the girls have only one week's work every six or eight weeks, or, 

, still more, when they have only one day a week, they have time 
. between the lessons to forget. the little they learn, and they have 

no opportunity' of learning, what is all-important for the housewife, 
the wise distribution and management of work and time. M. 
Rombaut considers the former method-one whole week's work at a 
time-the preferable of the two; it is in practice at Brussels and 
elsewhere. . 

• The main official distinction is between classu and schools (888 
pages 73-74). . 

~& F 
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Progress a~d '',rhe justice of these objections, which are based on a long ex
Genel'!"19ha- perience, wUI be readily acknowledged.. . It must be remembered, 
racten~tl~ however, that M. Rombaut is speaking of a country where, with a. 
~.,'u . population of some ,7,000;000, there are about 6,000 girls .over 

fourteen years'ofage in attendance at schools (limited to the use of 
the working classes) giving a thorough, practical, domestic training, . 
and .that the reasons brought forward could not carry the same 
weight in a country where such schools are the exception,not 
the rule, It should be added that these primary school classes in 
Belgium nia y, and do, give the children a taste for household work, * 
which is in itself of value, and they serve as an excellent foundation 
for future work in the ecole minagere proper. . 

There is no disagreement of view as to the incalculable 
good done by the schools and classes for .adulta. If the girls come 
when theJ are older, they have experience, they know what money 
means, and they take a. plea.sure, when married. in keeping them
selves and their homes orderly and clean. Old pupils often come 
back to thank the teachers for what they have learnt; in some 
cases young married women, ex-pupils, have invited teacher or 
inspectress to visit them and to see how they put in practice at home 
what they have learnt at school. In Hainault, 'where the mining 
population was notoriously: given to slovenly, if. not worse; 
habits of life, these schools have gained a firm footing and are 
yearly turning out girls trained to household duties, and, what 
is even more important, armed with an awakened and developed 
self-respect. That a woman should take a pride in her household 
work is the open door to the desire to learn, as well as to sustained 
effort. More than once I was told of instances where old pupils 
had returned to the school to ask their teacher for advice and help 
in the making of some garment, or in some household problem. 

The adult schools, though all founded on the same funda
mental principles, vary according to local c,9nditions, the pupils' 
needs; and .the attitude and ability of the teachers and school 
authorities. The day schools are naturally attended by girls who 
live at home and have no outside employment; in some cases pre
paratory to marriage, in others the course is taken by girls who will 
have to help in if not conduct their parents' house. The evening 
classes are for girls who are employed in factories, workshops, in 
surface work at mines.t etc .• during the day and whose only free 
time is in the evening or on Sunday. The Circular of 1899 points 

• There is abundant evidence that these classes, as well as those for 
adults, are appreciated by the pupils. 

t The Belgian law fixes 12 as 'the minimum age for industrial labour for 
children of both sexes; it prohibits the employment of children below 
14 years of age for more than six hours a day, broken by a rest of at least 
t~ree-quarters of an hour, and the employment! of women under 21 years 
~f-.age. in. underground. work in or mines,. at night. except in certain 
Industries. The avera~e hours of labour per day for women from 16 to 21 
years of age are 1%. With intervals of rest of at least one-and-a-half-hours. 
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out that it is desirable that heads of factories and indUstrial estab- . 
lishments should allow their work girls to attend an institution for 
housewifery instruction twice a week, at a fixed hour, at the time 
when it least interferes with the work of the factory, etc .• 

The classes and schools for adults are often large, numbering 
over fifty, sometimes over 100 pupils. In these schools a section of 
pupils, taken in tum, do household work, while the rest are occupied 
at needlework; a workroom, under the charge of a special teacher, 
or teachers, is attached to the housewifery school, and the girls often 
mend and make for their whole household, sometimes for others as 
well. In such cases needlework and elementary dress and under
garment making can be more thoroughly studied, but they are still 
kept to "home" and not "trade" lines. The directress of one 
large adult school told me that the workroom (atelier) attached to 
the school was of the greatest importance; it acted. she said, as an 
inducement to the girls to attend the housewifery class regularly 
when this was a condition of their attendance in the workroom, 
where they have the opportunity of realising a considerable amount 
by the economy of doing their household work themselves and occa
sionally by small outside orders, and where they are at the same 
time learning what will enable them to earn a modest but inde
pendent livelihoQd in their own homes. On the other hand, as was 
pointed out' to me by the Mother Superior of a large convent, 
which included various schools, the main object of these schools 
is the housewifery instruction, and great care and watchfulness 
are needed to prevent the ecole or claBBe menagere from develop
ing into a sewing school only, since sewing is a passive occupation, 
routine work, and comparatively easy, while household work 
meall!l a constant variety of occupations, daily renewal of 
materials, and a continual activity, without which a house-
wifery school cannot exist. . 

Some schools owe their immediate origin to a desire on the 
part of the founders to give girls religious instruction and to protect 
them from the dangerous influences of the atelier and factory or 
other surroundings, from the time they leave school till they either 
marry or reach ,years of greater discretion. Thus, some adult 
classes, attached to convents, admit children from the primary 
communal schools from the time of their first communion (about 
twelve years of age), although no grant is received until they are 
fourteen years .. of age; children who are not Roman Catholics 
may be received at the same time. In such cases an attempt 
is made to combat the socialistic, non-religious element, strong 
in many places among the working classes, to which, obviously, 
the system of communal schools offers less organised opposition 

* Several facrory managera in Haina.ult employ by preference girls who 
have attended or who are attending housewifery courses, and in two cases 
managera of mines have established housewifery cI88888, providing thlt 
n808fllllY'Y funds, and encouraging regular attendance by making n~ 
reduction in the wages of the work girla during the time they spend at the class. 

9088. I' 2 
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ProgreJS and than that of the iibre -schools. Sometimes influence i$ brought 
Gener~l~ha- to bear by making attendance on Sunday compuls~ry for p~p~ls of 
ucten~tIC8.J the housewifery school; the Sunday classes, or ecole tlom~nwale, 
-continue... . I···· h . f ul b' ts Include some re IglOUS mstructlOn, a c O1Oe 0 sec ar su Jec ,e.g., 

French, drawing, geography, and generally some form of amusement 
and games. The mere fact of the girls being kept in school during 
a considerable number of their free hours, under supervision and in 
constant occupation, is in itself a protection; the influence and 
example of the teachers and the good opinion of their companions 
are, prob!J,bly, as powerful as various devices and regulations em
ployed in individual schools, e.g., prohibition of participation at the 
carnival or balls, classes for girls beginning and ending half an-hour 
earlier than the classes 6r workshops for boys in the same neighbour
hood. But if household training per se is not the primary reason for 
existence in the case of individual schools, it is the first considera
tion in practice. Certain rigid regulations must be complied 
_ with and these, combined with a close inspection, keep the 
schools to a certain level. while a friendly rivalry among 
themselves acts as an additional incentive. Moreover, the 
principles of domestic education are so clo~ely allied to those 

-of practical morals that such an education, apart from its 
direct usefulness, is the best means of averting evil by supplying 
a positive and definite form of activity. At the same time 
t~ attempt to develop moral qualities is by no means limited to 
a section of these schools and classes ; in a.ll alike the teachers do 
their best to train the girls to life-long habits of a wise economy of 
strength, time, money and materials, of prudence, moderation. 
self-reliance, adaptability and unselfishness. 

The discipline is always strict, in so far that the few rules-such as 
those of regular attendance, punctuality-must be a b!\olutely obeyed, 
but it varies in severity in different schools. Indasses for primary 
school children it is practically the same as in the primary school
no talking over the work except what the work itself necessitates, 
and so forth. Adult schools and classes vary.; some evening 
classes seemed to me to represent in tone more or less what our 
girls' clubs are here, others again were more fon;nal and definitely 
-schools. Enjoyment and cheerfulness were universal, and I often 
heard a good deal of merriment over the work. The amount of 
laxity allowed depends, of necessity, partly upon the number of 
teachers OJ: assistants available for supervision. -

That these schools are appreciated by parents and pupils is suffi
ciently evidenced by the good attendance, the parents dispensing 
with their daughters' contribution to the family income or with their 
help at home, and the girls giving up their only free time to the work. 
Not infrequently the girls in adult schools, more especially in 
evening classes, stay on after the course is finished, sometimes till 
.~theyare married. Although this is a sure sign of the popularity of 
the _ school, it is open to doubt whether an indefinite prolongation of 
the normal courde of one or two years really furthers the primarl 
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aim of these schools. The girls are no longer learners and, though 
they may continue to do home washing and mending at school, 
they are not applying what they have IE'arnt to actual honie 
conditions; in these circumstances, will they not miss the com~ 
panionship and intE'rests of school evenings and find it more 
difficult to adapt themselves to home surroundings when they 
marry, and might not the mothE'rs. on their side, claim the help 
and presence of their daughters at home when once the legitimate 
school period is over! As far as a foreigner can judge, in Belgium 
as here, the pupils in evening classes generally' come from the more 
self-respecting .and ~etter homes of art~ans and working men, 
and are not, for the most part, girls who would be ill altogether 
unfavourable surroundings if not at school. . 

All the kole8 and classe8 menOljere8 demand real and continuous 
work from the pupils, not occasional or sugared tasks, verging 
towards play; they require regular and punctual * attendance for the 
whole course, generally of two years, either in the day ti,me or on 
two, three or four evenings a week, hard manual work, and close 
mental application in order to understand the methods em
ployed and the explanations of the various processes; whatever 
is undertaken must be carried through and no scamping or slackness 
are tolerated. The work consists, moreover, not so much of 
continual acquiring of new knowledge, as of continual practice of 
everyday tasks that have already been learnt, which is both more 
monotonous and a. more real preparation for actual life. Atthe 
same. time, everything possible is done to make the school and 
school-room attractive and to prove to the girls in practice that 
the conduct and care of a home may be fruitful in happiness 
as well as in usefulness. 

B.-GENERAL ORGANISATION OF l'HE ECOLES ET 

CLASSES MtNAGERES. 

. It has heen seen that the institutions which provide housewifery Different 
education can be divided into two different categories :- . . Typ?s o! 

(i.)-Ecole8 menOljeres. InstItutIon. 
(ii.)-Olasse8 menOljere8, which may be attached to the upper 

classes of primary schools or to adult schools, or they may· form 
special classes for adults. 

(i.)-The kole8 menOljeres are institutions for girls at least four
teen years of age. The instruction includes theoretical and prac
tical courses. The school is open every day of the week, morning 
and afternoon, or at least four days a week. 

All the different kinds of household work are done simultaneously: 
cooking and cleaning, washing, ironing, mending. Each lesson 
lasts at least two hours and a half to three hours. This practical 
work is generally done in the morning. The afternoon is devoted 

• As regards punctuality, allowances are made In evening classes for 
adnlts, for girls who are kept late at work. . . 
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more espeoially to theory lessons and to outting out and making 
simple garments. If the number of pupils makes it neoessary. 
however, it is possible to alternate the praotical household work in 
the morning and afternoon for two different sections. 

(ii.)-The d(UJses minageres attached to the upper classes of 
primary sohools are attended by pupils of at least twelve years of 
age; the d(UJses minageres attached to adult schools and the special 
classes for adults are for pupils at least fourteen yeares old. Classes 
must be held at least twice a week for two hours and a half or 
three hours. The same work is done as in the Wes minageres-but 
dressmaking is optional for the classes while it is compulsory for 
the sohools. 

Central d(UJses minageres can be organised, where pupils £rom 
different parte of the town, from different sohools or from different 
ateliers or industrial establishments assemble every day at a fixed 
time, either in the day time or in the evening, at least twioe a week, 
for practical housewifery work. This system of " oentres " has been 
adopted in Brussels, Bruges, and other towns. 

Besides these two methods of organising housewiferyeduoation, the 
Government is prepared to consider the organisation of institutiom! 
of a different type adapted to special ciroumstances. 

The Dipartement de 1'1 nd'Ustrie et du Travail organises through its 
inspectors the theoretical and practical' instruction in the icales 
and cl(UJses minageres and gives grants (see page 75). The Govern* 
ment has, further, instituted special inspeotion for the Wes and 
classes minageres. * All the institutions in receipt of State 
grants are inspected at least twioe a year. 

In the icoles menageres the periods, days and hours are ohosen in 
suoh a way as to offer the benefit of instruotion to the greatest 
possible number of adult girls. 

In the schools which are open four days a week, the course must 
last at'least six months. It is generally advisable to choose the 
winter months for attendance. The complete oourse o~upies two 
years. 

In the schools whioh are open every day of the week and whioh 
are attended regularly by twenty-four pupils at most, all the sub
jects of the curriculum may 1!e taught in one sohool year, if the course 
is held for at least six months. In schools with a larger attendance 
the syllabus may be carried out in one sohool year on condition 
that the praotical work is alternated in the morning and afternoon 
for two different sections. This organisation of the course in one 
period of six months was instituted for practical reasons; the 
parents are not obliged in this way to forego, for too long a time, 
the benefit of their daughters' wages or of their work at home. 

The freedom allowed in arranging the time-table of these schools 
enables those arrangements to be made whioh are most favourable 

. * There are three inspeotresses -of housewifery eduoation (see footnote 
page 47t. 
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to the pupils' education and most likely to ensure a good attend
ance. But the department insists that in no case can the. instruc~ 
tion be efficlWious unle8B it is continued for a sufficient'length of 
time, of which the minimum is a continuous course of six months. 
As a matter of fact, at the present time, the majority of schools 
have a two years' course, generally lasting nine or ten months a 
year. 

The clas8e menagere is open in towns for nine or ten months a 
year, or, if desired, during the whole year. The complete syllab~8 
covers two years. 

In rural districts the cl88Bes are open from the beginning of 
November till the end of May. They are supposed to give one 
theory 188son and three practical lessons a week. and the complete 
course occupies two years. 

A lesson can be given on Sunday, as is the practice in certain 
other technical schools, and, if it is necessary and not inconvenient, 
evening classes can also be held. 

A school or a class must not contain more than twenty-four Number of 
pupils for one teacher. If this number is exceeded it is nec88sary Pupils. 
to have two teachers, each of whom can undertake two branches 
of the instruction. 

As already mentioned, pupils are not admitted. to schools or Sohool Age. 
classes for adults before they are fourteen years old, or before 
the age of twelve to the classes attached to primary schools. 

All the lcole8 and clas8U ,mlnageru are free. It has been found No Sohool 
a good plan. however, in cases of irregular or non-attendance. to Fees. 
charge a small fee, if only of two francs, to be returned to the pupil 
at the end of the course if her attendance has been satisfactory. 
Wherever this plan has been tried it has proved successful in saving 
the school, by securing the regular attendance of a sufficient number 
of pupils •. I believe that it is now no longer necessary to have 
recourse to any such means. 

Grants are given to schools, whether under communal or private Grants. 
authority. by the Department of Industry and Labour on the 
following conditions :-

(i.)-The authorities or the individuals who establish the classe 
or the kole menagere provide th~ school premises, the ordinary 
school material, and, further, part of the special apparatus. They 
are responsible for the maintenance of the school premises and 
material and also for part of the annual expenses of the school. 

When the institution is in working order and is attended regularly 
by at least twelve pupils, a request for subsidy can be addre8Bed by 
the founders or the managers to the Departement derlnrlustrie et au 
Travail and also to the communal and provincial authorities. 

If the communal administration takes the initiative in estab
lishing an I.cole or classe menagere, it applies for financial aSBistance 
to the province and to the department. 
,. '(ii.)-The draft organisation, the time-table, the syllabus of the 
theory and of the practice lessons, as well as the regulations, must 
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be submitted to.th~ Departement de l'Inaustrie et au Travail for 
approv8.l ;' further, a list giving the names and ages of the pupils, 
and the occupations of their parents, must be added to the 
request for subsidy. The time-table shows the length of holdiays~ 
days of absence ,and also the work and rotation of the groups of 

pu:,>_ The composition of the teaching staff and any changes it 
undergoes must be notified to the Minist~e de l'Industrie et au 
Travail. . 

(iv.}-Every year the estimate of receipts and expenditure must 
be submitted beforehand to the M inistere de l' I ndustrie et au Travail 
for approval. Accounts of receipts and expenditure are likewise 
submitted for approval, at the latest two months after the close of 
the school-year to which they relate. 

(v.)-The classes menageres and the icoles menageres are in
spected by officers, appointed by the Government, who must 
always be adinitted. 

If these conditions are observed and if the organisation of the 
institution offers reliable guarantees of suCcess, the Departement 
ae l'Inaustrie et au Travail gives two kinds of grant :-

(i. )-A special grant, given once, for the acquisition of part of the 
special apparatus. The part of the apparatus acquired by aid of the 
State grant remains the property of the State, and the school 
managers are held responsible for its preservation or replacement. 
'This' grant amounts, on presentation of the receipts, to half the 
total expense necessary for the whole of the special apparatus. 

If this apparatus is adapted to the necessary conditions of econ
omy, the cost of acquisition should not amount to more than 500 
francs. 

(ii.)--.,.An annual grant which amounts to two-fifths of the 
ordinary expenses, both for the classes menageres and for the icoles 
menageres. . 

If the school is communal, the coni.mune grants two-fifths and 
the province one-fifth, of the annual expenses; if founded by 
private bodies or individuals these defray two-fifths and the com
mune generally one-fifth of the annual cost. 

C.-CURRICULA AND METHODS OF TEACmNG IN THE 

ECOLES ET CL'~SES MENAGERES. 

Depart. The department does not impose a compulsory syllabus on icoles 
mental or classes menageres. It is felt that the instruction should be 
Suggestions adap.ted ~o the particular customs and needs of the people in each 
for Syllabus. !Qcahty.; It ?o~d not be the same, for instance, in agricultural as in 

. mdustrIal distrIcts. At the same time experience furnishes certain 
general results which it is wise to take into account, and there is 
always a minimum of instruction in order to meet the requirements 
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of inspection. In practice the founders of a school, or the teacher, . 
draw up the syllabns and submit it for criticism and suggestions to 
the inspector. . 

It was one of the difficulties in starting these schools and classes, 
and the first subject of consideration, to draw up a syllabus which 
should make the icole menOflere attractive. It was not pedagogic, 
but practical results that were sought. "Our aim," to quote 
M. Rombaut, "was to teach the working women to do ,whole
some, strengthening and economical cooking, to mend, to wash 
and iron linen, to nurse an invalid, to clothe a baby. Nothing 
but that." 

The 1899 circular makes the following suggestions :-

,. The syllabus must be simple and practical; it is useful to include:

.. I.-As a theoruic courae: 

.. A.-Hygiene Luaona, treating first aid in oases of slight aooident, 
the symptoms of ohildren's illnesses, the proper means of preserving 
health, the oare of children, of the sick and the old, the preparation 
of some herb teas, the knowledge, use and heaijng properties of some 
remedies which form a small domestic medicine ohest, the care of a 
lick room, etc • 

.. B.-Principlu 0/ domutic economy • 

.. C.-Some prineiplea 0/ domutic acc:ounta • 

.. D.-Explanation of the method of waahi7lg • 

.. E.-Explanation of the method of ironing. . 

.. F.-Explanation of the method of cleaning • 

.. G.-The nutri"ve "alue of certain foods, the properties of certain 
vegetables, and prinoiplea 0/ coo1cery.'! 

2.-As practical work: 

.. A.-Tho care 0/ II hoU8e, its different parts and the furniture. 
Care of bedrooms, parquets, floors, tiles, !ltc. The household work 
to be done each day, each week, each soason • 

.. B.-Waahing linen, garments, stockings, etc. How to remove 
stains of ink, tar, paint, fruit, etc., as well as the precautions to tHe 
before, during. and after washing. Washing flannels, woollen materials 
etc. 

II Bleaching.-The precautions to take respectively with freshly 
mown grass, the fall of leaves, of buds and of soot • 

.. C.-Ironing.-Reoommendations on the subject of the table, 
the irons, and the fire. Folding and gauffering linen, etc • 

.. D.-Coo1cing.-Series of cheap meals, keeping within the limit 
allowed by the modest income of a working.man or an artisan, and 
providing healthy and atrengthe1ling food by means of nouriahing, varied 
and inexpenaitJ8 dishes. How to treat advantageously scraps, or 
remains, of vegetables, meat, etc. Provisions . 

.. E.-Needlework.-Mending and care of all kinds of clothing and 
of linen. Various kinds of darning, and patching stockings. Special 
attention should be paid to the utilisation of old garments. Lessons 
should also be given on purchasing, ordinary cutting out, and the 
making of bed·linen, women's chemises, simple garments, working 
garments, eto. It is advisable to have the cost price of each article 
caloulated . 

.. F.-Finally, for rural communea,1citchen gardening, and attending 
to the poultry yard." . 
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The syllabus of instruction drawn up for each school must be 
submitted to the department. . ' 

Lessons are given in French or Flemish aCcording to the locality. 
'I'h. Theory lessons are given to all the pupils together; they occupy 
Ins~~~W;m .. about two hours a week, and must. always precede the practical 

work to which they refer. The pupils keep notes of these lessons, 
and thus gradually form a manual of work which they have person
ally tested. 

The theoretic instruction deals with simple scientific facts applied 
to daily life. The girls learn a few technical terms, with which, by 
constant repetition and explanation, they become as familiar as 
with the name of a new household utensil. The lessons are made 
as inductive as possible, that is, the pupils are taught to acquire 
new knowledge by the application of what they already know. 
Starting with· an explanation of the day's work,--e.g., the menu, 
removing stains, lighting a fire-they are led to evolve some further 
reason for an everyday process and to apply it practically to 
different uses,-e.g. from lighting a fire, to the need of artificial 
heating, methods of heating, advantages and disadvantages, risks 
and so forth. The method of question and answer- often makes 
these lessons more like familiar talks between teacher and pupils 
than a formal lesson, and the girls show eagerness in discovering 
what are to them new facts. 

I found that the following book was much in use among teachers 
as a basis for lessons: Manuel il'ioorwmie ilamestique, il'alimentation 
et il'hygiene. ByM. du Oajll. 

On leaving school the pupils are sometimes given a small text
book. The directress of one convent school, for instance, gave me 
a little manual which the pupils receive when they have finished the 
course, and which follows the lines of their school lessons;* the 
town of Brussels issues a small manual for pupils.t 

The scope of the theory lessons is indicated in the suggestions 
for the syllabus given above; the syllabus for Brussels communal 
classes is given in the table facing page 93, and an outline of the 
subjects taught in the Mons communal school is given on page 99. 
It will be seen that, in addition to the lessons which are directly 
connected with the practical work~ooking, laundry work, clean
ing, sewing, general household -management~assified generally 
as domestic economy, a certain number of lessons devcted to what 
is called hygiene are always included. 

Hygiene is an elastic term, 'and the amount of attention devoted 
to the subject depends more or less upon the individual teacher. 
In every case the instruction is made as simple and practical as 

• Petie manuel ruumant Ie conseiUer de l'humble menagere, 0" lIOtiou 8tlC

cimea d'iicrinomie domeatique et d'aUmentation, de travauz Ii l'aiguille, d' hygiene 
••. Ii l'mage de la das8e ouvriere. Par Mme. VoUuro,,-Lienard et MUe. 
L. Detienne. . (3rd Ed. 56 pp. sm.8vo. Namur,l902). 

t Manuel Ii l'tl8age dea elevea. (ViUe de Bmrellea-Ecolea Metlagerea). (28 
pp.8vo. Brussels,I903). 
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p088ible. As in aU this instruction, the aim is that a few general 
principles, based on scientific facts, should be thoroughly mastered, 
by constant repetition and application, 80 that they become rules 
of conduct, rather than that any quantity of knowledge should pe 
acquired, of importance in itself, but not directly applicable, in the 
girls' own lives. For these girls a little theoretic knowledge is 
indeed a dangerous thing; they cannot have a background of 
sufficient general knowledge and cultivation to assimilate easily 
new information, to see the relationship and due proportion of 
scientific formulm and theoretic facts, whereas practical knowledge, 
and practical skill test themselves and act as their own best 
check. 

The condition and care of the body in health, with very simple 
physiological explanations, elementary principles and practice of 
first aid and home nursing, the preparation of some simple remedies, 
symptoms of certain illnesses, the care of infants and infant hygiene, 
hygiene of the dwelling, and similar subjects, are included in the 
hygiene lessons. - . 

It may be added that some temperance teaching is introduced 
in these lessons when dealing with foods and drinks, without an 
unduly prominent position being thrust upon it. The teaching 
is based rather upon· physiological facts than upon moral dis
quisitions; it is not the intention that these schools should take 
part in anti-alcoholic leagues or act as temperance propagandists, 
although they are inherently, in their whole tone and character, 
the strongest opponents of alcoholic excess. 

Some leS80ns bearing on income and expenditure are always 
included: the income of a working-man~ what to use, how to dis
tribute the expenses on dwelling, food, clothing, etc., saving, 
pension fund, savings-bank, insurance, friendly societies, co
operative Bocieties, the intervention of the State in these various 
directions, domestic accounts to be kept by the girls for the day, 
the week, the year, and go forth. 

There are no definite demonstration leBsons. From the first the girls Practical 
are given practical work to do, beginning with simple occupations Work: -
preceded by theoretic explanations; when necessary, the te/I.Cher 
demonstrates before the class, though, more often she calls up one-
or two pupils who demonstrate under her direction. ., 

The pupils are expected to do all the practical work included 
in the syllabus. Each' pupil in an ordinary dasse menagere 
or a central dasse menagere must attend at least two practical 
lessons, of two hours and a half to three hours, a week. In the 
schools, practical work is 'generally done in the morning, a theory 
lesson and needleworlC in the afternoon; if the school is large, the 
pupils may be divided, some doing practical work in the morning, 
others in the afternoon, or, if there are sufficient teachers, they may 

• The Bmssels Syllabus on the care of iniantB (economie materneUe) is given 
in Appendix H. 
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work in double groups. When the school or class is too large for 
either of these plans, the girls take it in turns to form a section for 
practical work, for one to three weeks at a time, while the rest do 
needlework. 

The twenty-four girls who form a class are divided into four 
groups of six pupils, and the groups work _simultaneously under 
the direct supervision of a teacher who givea individual help and 
correction; there are a certain number of repetition lessons, when 
the pupils are expected to do, entirely alone, work they have 
already learnt. The group of six pupils was insti~ted because 
the Belgian family generally consists of six members-father, 
mother, four children. 

The general arrangement of groups is (1) cooking and cleaning; 
(2) washing; (3) ironing; (4) mending. If there should be less 
than twenty-four pupils in the school, two groups, e.g., for washing 
and ironing are combined. 

The same group of pupils works for a week at a time, that is 
to say for the two or more days in the week when the school or 
class is open; in this way, in the course of a month every pupil 
works for two, three, or more consecutive school days at each 
household occupation in tum. In cases where the pupils do practical 
work for one whole week every four or eight weeks, a di1Ierent 
arrangement may be adopted, each group working for one or two 
days a week. Similarly in each group of six pupils there is a rota
tion of work, certain duties being consigned to each pupil, or to each 
pair of pupils in turn; so that, for example, if for one, or two, days 
pupils a and b, in the cooking group, purchase provisions and cook 
the meat, c and d put the kitchen in order, peel the potatoes, prepare 
the vegetables, and Is y the table, e and / make the soup and do some 
cleaning; on the following day (or days). a and b will do what c 
and d did on Monday, c and d what e and / did; e and / what a 
and b did. The lessons are not varied daily, in order that each 
child may learn a complete process thoroughly. 

The above is the most usual arrangement, but there are 
occa.sional exceptions (c/. La Providence, Ma.rehienne-au-Pont, 
page 103). 

Older and younger girls are generally mixed in each group; 
this serves the double purpose of assisting the teacher and of training 
the girls to help each other, as the older ~ls can help the younger 
in lifting and doing the he~l\ier work, and by being, in a measure, 
responsible for them, acting as it is called, as "little mothers" 
-a much appreciated function. 

Cooking is held to be the basis of the instruction given in these 
schools. At each practical cooking lesson a complete meal is 
cooked for six people, representing a working man's family
father, mother and four children-or sometimes, if the teacher 
joins the pupils, for seven people; if a pupil is absent, a girl from 
another group takes her place or some other arran",aement is made, 
but the meal should always be prepared for at least six people._ 
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" Each meal consists of soup, vegetable, meat or fish, or some 
other food used in the neighbourhood, and often. a milk: pudding 
is added: there are thus at leut two courses. It is explained to the 
girls why these dishes form a complete meal, containing all the 
nourishing qualities necessary to the human body. The principles 
of cookery taught are based on the following facts :-That there are 
three constituents necessary for complete nourishment-reparative, 
calorific and mineral; why they are necessary and what functions 
they perform: in what foods in ordinary use they are to be found; 
what are the special qualities of foods in ordinary use, and the 
relative value of different kinds and parts of the same food; that 
good nourishment depends upon quality, quantity, variety, di
gestibilityof foods; process of digestion, digestive organs. Only a 
few scientifioterms are used, and these are repeated so often that 
they become quite familiar to the girls, who are required to be 
able to explain their meaning and derivation. Diagrams are freely 
used. The girls must think out the practical applications of a 
principle as well as· the theoretic reasons for a practical 
process. 

The menu of the meal, the cost of which must not exceed twenty
five centimes * & head, or one franc fifty centimes for six people, is 
written upon the blackboard, together with the length of time taken 
for preparing each dish, the quantities, names and prices of in
gredients, the cost price of the meal and the cost per dish and per 
head, arranged in columns (see Appendix G.). The pupils copy this 
into their note books, which, as well as the blackboard, are often 
ruled for the purpose: they also copy the recipes and a resume of 
the explanation of the menu. 

The specimen menus in Appendix G. give an idea of the quantity 
and quality of food that is provided for about twopence halfpenny 
& head. The quantity of meat is necessarily small, but more 
than the girls are generally accustomed to have at home. It 
must be remembered that the food is intended for manual and 
:not head-workers, for people who are accustomed to eat little 
,meat, and who, therefore, need larger quantities of food than those 
who eat much meat and the best quality of meat; hence large dishes 
of potatoes, carrots, etc., are generally prepared. A plate of soup, a 
plate of meat and vegetables, bread, sometimes pudding, makes 
an excellent dinner, as I more than once had the opportunity of 
appreciating personally. With regard to drink, I most often saw 
water taken. but in some cases a gla!is of beer is included, or m~y 
be had by girls who desire it, at cost price. 

Special attention is devoted to an economical use of materials-

• lIL Rombaut had noticed. after long personal observation of working
class homes. that potatoes were the staple article of diet; hardly ever soup
that takes too long to prepare; rarely fresh mest-that costs too much • 
constantly the meal consisted of potatoes, and often badly cooked potatoes: 
The aim of the cooking instruction, therefore, is to show women how they can 
prepare an excellent and substantial meal for twenty to twenty·five centimes 
• head; • slightly higher limit is allowed in Bl'U8IIels communal schools. 
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Cooking economical from the point of view of nutritive value as well as of 
--{)()1Ilinued. cost; the girls are always shown how to use up what is left over 

from a meal, a matter that is considered to be of the greatest im
portance. The same series of weekly menus are repeated by each 
greup in tum for a month, so that every girl in the class learns the 
complete set of meals. 

The girls themselves do the day's shopping, at first under the 
charge of a teacher and afterwards alone; one girl is given the 
purse and they are told what to buy, and explanations are given at 
the school with diagrams and charts showing the most suitable 
article to purchase for the particular occasion and why. They 
are also taught when and how to buy and store provisions
potatoes, onions, etc. 

The girls who cook, sit down at the table they have laid and 
eat the meal themselves, free of charge, generally in company 
with their teacher. They are taught to dish up in an appetising 
way and to make the table look as pretty as possible without extra 
expenditure. One of the girls, "mother" for the time being to 
the group, serves the dishes, and they are either handed down the 
table from hand to hand or two girls are told off to wait; the former 
of these methods 1Ieems more in accordance with the aim of 
these schools, since an artisan's wife would hardly contribute to her 
husband's and children's comfort by walking round the table, 
placing the plates with punctilious propriety from the left and 
removing th~m from the right. 
. The meal is an opportunity. for teaching the girls manners; 

sometimes when they come to school they are unused to sitting 
round a table laid with a cloth in orderly fashion, or, again, they 
are.ignorantof how to handle knife and fork. After the meal, the 
table is cleared, the utensils washed up and put away and the 
room set in order. 

'During the course of the lesson each girl, or every two girls, are 
apportioned definite tasks, e.g., two to dust and prepare the room, 
two to buy provisions, one to peel the potatoes, one to prepare the 
soup, later on two to cook the meat, one or two to lay the table, 
afterwards one to clear away, two to wash and dry glasses, knives 
and forks, etc., two to wash the plates and pans, one to clean the 
stove, and so forth. . 

Cleaning. Cleaning is generally grouped with cooking, and two or more 
girls are apportioned tasks which include: cleaning the school 
premises, walls, windows, floors (if the children are old enough), 
sweeping, dusting, cleaning kitchen utensils and metal ware 
(candlesticks, teapots, etc.), and articles brought from home. 

Washing. Laundry work is generally done by two groups of pupils, 
and Ironmg. one group washing, the other ironing. When possible the 

girls wash one week and iron the same things the following week, 
so as to follow the complete process; sometimes they also mend 
the same articles, an excellent preparation for future work in their 
own homes. 



Description of the Articles. t 

Sheets 

Pillow-case 

Woman's Working Apron 

Man's Working Apron 
Child's Apron -
Woman's Chemise 

Girl's Drawers -

Man's Working Blouse 
Man's Shirt (for work) 

Man's Shirt 

Man's Working Trousers 

Man's Trousers 

Waistcoat 

Knickerbockers for small Boy· 

Man's Round Jacket 

J~cket for little Boy (about ten 
years of age). 

Woman's Loose Blouse or Morning 
Jacket (for work) 

Ditto 
Bodice 

Skirt 

Tabl~ 

Choice of Mate~ the.A rticle 
V<. wornout,"* 

Unbleached calico - rs to serve as 
or coa.rse unbleache< linen; pocket-

Coarse linen or calico 

Blue linen 
, cotton 

Blue or grey linen . 
Cotton • 
Coarse linen -

Twill or longcloth 
flannelette _ 

Blue or grey linen 
Cotton flannel 

erchiefs for 
en. 

r Dusters. 

s for baby-linen: 

rags for dusting. 
drill, striped or 'wit 

Ordinary white linen - haudkerchief" 
, and fine linen (front chi1d~en, neck 

erChlefs. 
Corduroy cleaning stoves. 

drill, twill dusting. 

blue or grey linen - .. 

Cloth 

Cloth 

Cheviot, thin cloth

twirl, drill, etc. 
Cloth 

drill, twill 
Cheviot, thin cloth 

twill, drill, etc. 
Coloured Cotton 

twill, drill, etc. 
union flannel 

Thin cloth 
Cheviot or serge 

Ditto 

_ s for one of the 
en. 

_ r cleaning stov". 

_ rs for a youngel 
d. 

_ for one of the 
reno 

for a younger 
d; lining. 

_ or rags for d ust-

.. " " .. .. .. 
_ or cleaning stoves 
_ t every day altar 

s been mended. 
then make 8. 

. coa.t or a skirt 
he of the children • 

.. From the Petit manuel resumant Ie cOMeiller de l'humb uille • • • Ii 
l'usage de la clusse ou"Vriere. Par Mme. Voittlron-Lit'liard et ,1901 (80 ClMt.). 

t The various. articles are classified aecOl'ding to the diffie pgs, buttons, &0, 
II Under mendmg only the principal methods are indicated 
** Th~ linen which is !llost used is supposed to be kept for 

9088. To lace page 83, 



Description of the ArticleB. t 

Sheets • 

Pillow·case 

Woman's Working Apron 

Man's Working Apron 
Child's Apron 
Woman's Chemise 

Girl's Drawers -

Man's Working Blouse 
Man's Shirt (for work) -

"'Ian's Shirt 

Man's Working Trousers 

Man's Trousers 

Waistcoat 

Knickerbockers for sma.lI Boy - -

Man's Round Jacket -

Jacket for little Boy (about ten 
years of age). 

\Voman's LooBe Blouse or Moruing 
Jacket (for work) 

Ditto 
Bodice 

Skirt 

NEEDLEWORK. 

t'able 1'ecapitttlating Lessons in Cutting·ont and Making." 

Choice of Material. 

Unbleached calico -
or coarse unbleached linen 

Coarse linen or calico 

Blue linen 
cotton 

Blue or grey linen 
Cotton -
Coarse linen 

Twill or longcloth 
flannelette 

Blue or grey linen 
Cotton flannel 

drill, striped or with squares 
Ordinary white linen 

and fine linen (front and cuffs) 

Corduroy 

drill, twill 
blue or grey linen 

Cloth 

Cloth 

Cheviqt, thin cloth

twill, drill, etc. 
Cloth - - -

drill, twill 
Cheviot, thin cloth 

twill, drill, etc. 
Coloured Cotton -

twill, drill, etc. 
union flannel 

Thin cloth 
Cheviot or serge 

Ditto 

Width. I 
1.70 m.::: 

0'70 m· 

1'10 m. 

1'10 m. 
1'10 m. 

O'SO to 
0-90111. 

0'80 m. 

1'20 m. 

0'80 m. 

0'80 m. 

0'80 m. 

0'70 m. 

0'70 m. 

1'30 m. 

1'30 m. 

1'30 111. 

1-20 m. 

0'70 m. 
1'30 m. 

0'70 m. 

1'20 m. 

0'70 m. 

0'80 111. 

0'70 m. 
0'80 rn. 
1'20 rn. 
1'20 m. 

1'20 m. 

Length required 
and Price per 

Metre.::: I 
Cost Price with I 

Extras.~r 
Mending. II Use of the Article 

when worn out. ** 

5 m. at I fr.§ 
5 m. at 1'50 fl'. 

5 fl'. § the pair - Turn the hems to the 
7'50 fl'. the pair. centre; darn; patch. 

Wrappers to serve a 
baby -linen; pockct-
handkerchiefs fo 
children. 

1'50 rn. at 0'60 fl'. 0 '95 fl'. each 

1 m. at 0 90 fl'. 1'10 fl'. 

- Turn two pillow-cases 
into one. 

Dusters. 

1 111. at 0'85 fro 0'83 fr. 

1'20 m_ at 0-90 fl'. 1'18 fro 
1 m. at 0'90 ft'. 0 -93 fro 

2'50 111. at 060 fl'. 1 '75 fl'. 

Turn the Lottom and 
put it into ihe 
waist-band; patch. 

Patch 

Dam and patch -
Darn and patch. or 

make onc chemise 
out of two, 

Lining or Dusters. 

" " 
" " 

Wrappers for baby-lincn: 

1'40 Ill. at 0-70'£1'. 1'15 f1'. 
1'40 m. aiO·40f1'. 0'75 fl'. 

- Darn and patch. Dusters. 
Rags. 
Towels. 1'60 m. at 1 fl'. 1 'SO fl'. 

3'20 111_ at 0'70 fl'. 2'35 fl'. 
3'20 m. at 0'70 fl' . 2-35 fl'. 

3'20 rn. at I fl'. 3-33 fro 
0'70 m_ at 1 '50 fro 4, -40 fl'. 

2'20 111. at 2'.,0 fl'. I fro (with!; m. 
twill lining). 

2'20 111 •. at 1-10 fl'. 
1'10 m. at 1'10 fro 

~ -40 fl'. -
1-20 fro -

I-10m. at 3'75 fr. 4" '/'1'. 

0'70 m. at 3'75 fro 

0'70 m. at 3 fl'. 

1'40 m. at 1'10 fl'. 
1'50 m. at 3'75 fl'. 

3 m. at 1'10 f1 

1 m. at 3 fl 

,(with 1'30 
-ill lining). 
.. (with 
). 

)ling and 
,). 

., the 

2 m. at I'l l ft. _ _ _ 

2'25 m. at 0'60 fr. ] '45 fro 

2'25111. at 0'70 fl'. 1'70 fl'. 
2·25m. at 0'40 fl'. 1 fro -

1'25 m. at 2 fl'. 2'70 fro 
1'50 rn. at 1'75 fl'. 2'80 fro (old cotton 

aprons for lining) 
3 m. at 1'75 fl'. 6 fl'. (with the 

lining for the 
bottom). 

_. 
" 

" 

" 

" 

Darn and patch 

" 

Lining, rags for dusting. 

}' " 
Pocket - handkerchieL 

for children, neel! 
handkerchicfs. 

Rags for cleaning stoves. 

Rags for dusting. 

" H 

Trousers for one of. the 
children. 

Rags for cleaning stOVP.ft 

- }TrOUSers for a younger 
child. 

Unpick the garmmt 
and turn it. 

Jacket for one of the 
children. 

Darn- -
Turn the garment. 

Darn and patch. 

" 
" 
" 

Lining. 

}

JaCket for a youngel 
. child; lining. 

Lining or rags for dust-
ing. 

" " " " 
" " " - Rags for cleaning stove 

"Vear it every dayaft\:r 
it has been mended. 

- Ditto, then make a 
petticoat or a skirt 
for ohe of the children. 

of From the Petit manuel resumant le consciller de l'humble menagere au notions succintes d'economie dornestiQuc ct _d'alimentati(tn, de lravaux r:1l'aigu-ille . • • a 
{'usage de la classe om:riel-e. Par Mme. Voitul'on-Lienm'd et Mlle. Louise Detienne, Di1'ectrice de l'licole Moyenne de l'ittat, d_ Boom. 3rd edition, Namur, 1902 (30 ce'lt.). 

t The various articles are classified according to the difficulty of making. ::: 1 metre = :)'28 fcet. § 1 franc = 9~d. "if" Extras" include thread, strings, buttons, &c, 
II Under mending ouly the principal methods are indicated; it is not pos,ible to summarise in a few words the various proc~sses. 
** Th~ linen which is IIlost used is supposed to' be kept fer illness and accidents. 

9088. To face page 83. 
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Needlewerk patching a father's working (blue linen) trousers or coat; making 
-continued. a father's old trousers small for a little brother; altering a mother's, 

old dress to fit a sister; similar treatment of an apron; relining a 
father's Sunday coat sleeves; making dusters out of old under
garments; turning up and facing the hem of a skirt; mending 
their own underclothes (the most usual). 

The only new garments made are those ordinarily worn by the 
wives and children of working men. These are not always made 
from new materials. AB with mending, great stre.ss is laid on the 
wise use and adaptation of old garments, of scraps of material, 
of odds and ends of wool, silk, etc. Undergarments (chemises, 
drawers,etc.), aprons, skirts and simple bodices are made, and 
sometimes a workman's linen blouse and trousers. The girls 
measure, draft, cut Olit and make. In the schools, the girls are 
generally taught to use a sewing machine. 

The table facing page 83 gives a general idea of the aim and 
scope of the ~truction in cutting out and making as given in these 
schools and classes, but it must not be taken as a statement of 
what is actually done in any particular school; much depends 
upon the teacher, upon the girls, upon the locality, and as there 
is no compulsory syllabus, it will be understood that such a tjble 
is valuable, not for definite details, but as an indication of the 
methods pursued. 

The actual sewing varies considerably. It is generally good 
in classes attached to primary schools. In schools and classes 
for adults, the standard depends partly upon the teacher 
and the amount of undivided attention she is able to give 
to the girls who are doing needlework, and partly upon tho 
class of girls and the previous training and practice they have 
had. Sometimes it is nearly, if not quite, up to the standard 
Qf a technical school; in evening classes it is not always as. neat 
Of .. finished" as, for example, would be demanded in a London 
elementary school, but it always serves its practical purpose for 
strength and durability, and is probably quite as good as what 
a busy housewife would be able to do. In large schools, where 
only a section of the girls can do practical work at a time and the 
rest are occupied in needlework, this subject naturally receives 
special attention and development. * 

• A word may be added with regard to dresses, etc., made out of old gar
ments, altered and arranged to look neat, but necesaarily plain, though I 
noticed that, whenever possible, the latest frill or ftounoe was introduced. 
It struck me that we might often find it difficult to persuade girls of thirteen 
and fourteen to wear such dresses. It se!,ms that the same difficulty is ex
erienced in Belgium, especially with older girls. The Mother.Superior of a 
large institution in Brussels, containing various types of school for girls of all 
classes, where especial ingenuity was shown in the adaptation of" old clothes," 
said that" Luxe ut ce qui 1I01UI perd," and that the girls always liked to copy 
their betters and to wear the most elegant frippery; she instanced the case of 
the" patronesses," who help to entertain the girls on Sunday, some of whom 
come in trailing delicate·coloured garments and picture hats, with the result 
that in a fortnight's time the girls appear in cheap facsimiles, while othf'lr wiser 
ladies dress with simplicity and I1t the same time with elegance. 
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The ruling principle in the equipment of these schools and Equipment. 
classes may be stated as follows :-The pupils should not use 
utensils or apparatus that are not within the means of ordinary 
working class homes. As stated above, if the choice of apparatus is 
governed by principles of strict economy the total cost of equipment 
should not exceed 500 francs (£20). 

The accommodation is generally an adaptation of existing 
premises, e.g., class-rooms, or an ordinary house; but in some 
cases special premises have been provided. The number of rooms 
required depends upon the size of. the school; where the school 
contains more pupils than can do practical work at the same time, 
special sewing rooms are nect\ssary. 

For practical hopsewifery instruction there is generally at least 
one large room, which serves as kitchen and dining-room. often 
as ironing room and mending room as welJ; if it is the most suitable, 
it is also used for theory lessons, which are generally given to all 
the girls together, when, therefore, no practical work is proceeding 
at the same time. When there is only one teacher to twenty-four 
girls it is an advantage to her to have two or three groups working 
in the same room, under her immediate supervision. There is almost 
always a separate wash-house, and a yard, or section of play
ground. In newer schools the lighting is arranged on the most 
approved system, but in some cases the light, especially at night, 
seemed to me insufficient. The wash-houses open straight on to 
the yard (or play ground) and as, sometimes, there is no window 
and the door must therefore remain open, this must be a very 
cold arrangement in winter, especially as the floors are necessarily 
stone. The conditions, in many cases, in the girls' own homes 
would probably be the same, and obviously the premises available 
must be used for the purpose if they are at .all adaptable, as 
otherwise the cost would be excessive. 

The floors of kitchens and class-rooms (l.re sometimes wood 
(when they are sprinkled with sand), often stone; the walls are 
washed down in white or colour, or sometimes they are tiled, 
an arrangement which favours cleanliness.; 

The room, or rooms, used for cooking, ironing, mending, are 
made as bright and attractive as possible, with plants on the 
window-sills, neatly arranged cupboards, small ornaments on the 
malltelpiece and so forth. 

The rules and rt\gulations of the school or claBS, and the time
table are hung up where they are easily visible. Blackboards also 
occupy a prominent position; one is generally ruled for the menu, 
including the recipe, cost per head, etc. (as givl'n in Appendix G). 

The plan, or butcher's chart, of an ox, showing the whole 
animal, its different parts numbered and named, and the various 
joints and pieces of which it is composed, always hangs on the 
wall; there are sometimes similar charts of a sheep and a calf. 

Mottoes, which the girls copy into their note-books, are hung 
round the walls, either printed, or written by hand on small black-

\l088. G 
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boards; the latter plan is preferable as it enables them to b& 
varied from time to. time. Very usual ones are : " Where the sun 
does not ·~nte:.; the door is open to the doctor."-" The mended 
coat does· honour to the wife of him who wears it."-·' Order has 
thre~ ad~~ntages ; 1, it aids the memory ; 2, it preserves things; 
3, it· eConoIDisEis time;"-" Try to impose upon yourself some 
privations in. the present ,in order not to lack what is necessary 
in. the f)lture.".,--" A place for everything and everything in its 
place.';-:" Never buy . what is useless on the pretext that it is 
a good ,bargain." . . _ . . 
,~ere are also domestic and hygienic coloured prints of which 

the art is not on a level with the moral force. These often deal, 
in . series, with. the dangers of pouring petroleum on the fire in 
order tomak~ it burn up, of pouring petroleum into a lighted 
lamp, of playing with fire, or .. with some other similar danger; the 
first·mentioned. appears to bea very common practice in Belgium 
and the ,cause of. frequent accidents. Other prints represent the 
dangers ,of 8Jcoh,?lic drinks, though. the representation of the 
disastrous results of alcoholic excess-dramatic scenes from the 
lives of t~eabs~ainer and the drinker contrasted, coloured repre
sentations, of the liver in health and in disea.'!e, etc. ,-seem to be 
less common in these than in some other schools. The treatment 
is generally realistic and somewhat lurid, e.g., picture 1, the hasty 
housewife pours oil on her slack fire, the hands of the clock above 
pointing to the. hour of the mid·day meal; picture 2, burnt to a 
cinder; she is lying on a bed of indescribable agony. 

For cookiDg, ordinary pans and utensils are used. , Scales ate 
generally to be found,1>ut as they are expensive the girls are taught 
both how to use and how to, dispense with them; at first, for 
install(le, three pounds ,ot potatoes may be weighed and the 
pupils will be made to observe how manY,there are or how much 
room they occupy, so that Jor the future measure can be 
approximately taken by eye. Simihi.rlythe girls are ·taught to use 
the c kitchell: range 'for heating ~ons as long as possible, but 
a special gas· stove is also provided. It ,is, obvious that 
when six girls are cooking, though,they do not all work at the 
stove at the same time, Illore· space is needed at the range 
than when one person cooks a meal for the same number of 
people. The same remark applies to the choice of cooking stove; 
more often than not I saw a large range with one or two ovens, 
which is too expensive for working-class homes; sometimes, as at 
Courtrai (see page 109). there is a small ~tove exactly the same 
as that used in the girls' own homes. The grant for apparatus is 
not inc~eased according to the actual cost, but is given in accord
ance WIth what would have been expended for a simple article 
that could be afforded by the class of people whose daughters 
attend the school, though there is no prohibition if the founders 
of ~e school prefer better and more expensive apparatus. 
Irorung boards are generally used because thelle can be easily 
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and cheaply made, but I also saw a table with Hannel and blanket 
laid over it used for ironing. ' 

For mending, long tables, chairs and footrests are provided in 
the schools, and, generally, sewing machines. Footrests are a 
necessity in "rooms, "often with stone Hoors, opening straig\lt on 
courtyard or playground. Each girl has her own" work-bag or box, 
with thimble, scissors, needles, etc., and, sometimes, a little screw 
holder to fix her work to the table, which may be bought for a few 
pence. 

The wash-house, which often serves as cleaning room as well, is 
of the simplest. Stone Hoors and white washed walls are commOll ; 
two or three tubs on trestles and a copper are practically all "the 
apparatus required. I never saw a mangle; once or twice in 
schools I visited, a long stone trough was used for rinsing. 

For cooking and ironing the girls always' wear white aprons and 
sleeves. In the wash-house they wear sabots, which in -some 
cases belong to the school. and large overalls; sometimes they 
keep old frocks at the school, to wear for washing and rougher 
work, so that they need neither sit in damp clothes, nor Boil 
their neat dresses. 

When possible, the girls make the neceBBary preparations for 
work themselus-dust the room, lay the fire, heat the irons, put 
ready the utensils-as well as leave everything in order before -
going home, but this is more difficult in -evening than in day 
schools, on account of the limited time and late hours, combined 
with the uncertainty of girls from factories, etc., being able to 
arrive punctually. 

n:-TEACHERS IN ECOLES ET CLASSES MENAGtRES. 

The choice of a teacher is felt to be a matter of great importance, Gene!&l 
since she is not only to have practical skill and to be a good teacher. QUt~lifi- d 
b t . "lifi· h tkn h tot··" h O&lOnS&n U , as a prImary qua catIon, s emus ow ow ram m t e Conditions 
girls those moral qualities which" are -essential in the' mother of a . 
family. : -

The department advises teachers who" desire to 'devote them
selves to the social and humanitarian work of housewifery educa-

, tion," to visit & model institution, which the department will always 
point out, where they can attend the theory and the practice 
lessons. 'They should, further, study the habits and customs of 
the people in the neighbourhood where they wish to settle, and
draw up, in conjunction with the school committee, a syllabus, to 
be afterwards submitted to the Department, of the subjects which 
they think jt would be most useful to teach in this locality. 

The teachers keep regularly a register of the nu,mber of pupils 
on the roll, an attendance register, a housewifery note-book, and 
a class journal giving day by day a summary of the lessons given 
and an account of the work that has been done. 

90S!!. 
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Genera.l A teacher who has a special diploma earns one and a half to two 
Qualifica- francs an hour; a teacher who has not a diploma earns one to one 
tions.oB;'Id and a half francs an hour. The commune or private authority 
Conditlons- h h I h I b t th .. b continued. who..!ounds t esc 00 pays t e sa ary, u e ID.llllID.um, as a ove, 

is fixed by Government. 
The town of Brussels has issued the following regulations with 

regard to teachers in its housewifery schools: There must be at 
least two teachers who have the diploma in each school, one being 
the housewifery mistress, and the other, the assistant. The 
hQusewifery mistresses receive a minimum salary of 2,000 francs, 
and a maximum of 2,500 francs a year, and the assistants a 
minimum of 1,000 francs, and a maximum of 1,900 francs; an 
increase of 100 francs is made every two years. In addition to these 
teachers, who are responsible for all subjects connected with house
hold management, teachers who have not a special diploma may be 
employed for instruction in washing and ironing; the latter receive 
a salary of 600 francs (minimum) to 1,200 francs (maximum). 

At first the selection of teachers presented considerable diffi
culties. Trained school-mistresses who had not made a special 
study of the theory and practice of household work did not succeed 
in giving their teaching a sufficiently practical character; on the 
other hand, women with practical experience in household duties, 
but not trained as teachers, failed in discipline,and in making the 
theory lessons of value;* The temporary courses organised by the 
Ministry of Industry and Labour (see page 90) for teachers in house
wifery schools and classes have done much towards remedying 
these evils, and the majority of schools have now at least one 
mistress who has obtained the special diploma and is in a position 
to teach practically, methodically, and with understanding, the 
principles and practice of domestic economy. The Department 
strongly urges teachers to take the specialoourse and diploma, t and 
the local school authorities to appoint these specially trained 
teachers. The number of diplomas granted is steadily on the 
increase but the latest official report (1901), already quoted, records 
that: "much remains to be done in this direction, and we still 
attribute, in large measure, the indifference that we remark in 
certain neighbourhoods to the small amount of confidence which 
the housewifery teachers inspire in the parents of the pupils." 

At the same time, the greatest honour is due to the teachers, as a 
body, in ecoles and dasses menageres; they often carryon evening 
work under discouraging conditions, after teaching all day, and 

* I may mention that of the three teachers I came acr;}Ss in these schools 
who struck me as least successful, one was a mistress in an ecole moyenne who 
had taken neither the temporary course nor the special diploma in domestic 
economy, and another was an elderly woman who taught the girls washing, 
and who had praotioal knowledge but no train ing or experience as a teacher; 
the last mentioned, however, worked under t:te supervision of Ii teacher. 

t The speoialdiplomas granted by the Minis'ry of the Interior and of Publio 
Education are recognised as wllll af! those grante::t by the Min:stry of Industry" 
and Labour. 
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they persevere with unfailing courage and patience, sometimes for 
years, without apparent result. When once opposition and in
difference have been overcome, there is, I believe, no case on record 
of a relapse, a fact which speaks for itself. 

The small remuneration practically obliges teachers in evening 
classes to have some other means of livelihood, and it may be, in 
some measure, responsible for the limited number of available 
teachers. Some mistresses, who are specially trained housewifery 
teachers, teach in both day and evening schools of a town or district; 
in other cases, the directress or teachers of primary schools have 
taken the temporary course, sat for the special diploma, and teach 
in the primary school in the morning and afternoon and in the 
housewifery school in the evening. * The latter teachers would 
appear to have the advantage that the girls are accustomed to 
submit to their authority, especially if actually the same girls who 
have been their pupils in the primary school attend the housewifery 
school. 

It is obvious that, under these conditions, the work is hard, 
often exacting. As has been mentioned before, there must be one 
teacher for every twenty-four girls, or practical class of four 
groups; in the majority of schools there are two teachers to twenty
four girls, and it would seem that the ideal minimum would in every 
case be one teacher to twelve girls.t When some girls have taken 
one ·year's course they can be mixed with the new pupils and so act 
in co-operation with the teacher; moreover, it can generally be 
arranged that at least one group is doing a repetition of work that 
has already been learnt. Even so, however, the task of supervising 
individually twenty-four girls, engaged in different practical opera
tions, is no light one; the amount of labour involved depends 
partly upon the accommodation, e.g., when all the work, except 
washing, is done in one room, the teaching is less fatiguing than 
when there are separate kitchens and ironing rooms, even if they 
are, as is usual, on the same floor. From this point of view the 
addition of gardening as a school subject, valuable as it is in itself, 
Beems to make the work of instruction altogether too heavy for 
one person, especially as gardening must generally mean coming 
early and staying late, as well as the actual work during school 
hours. 

It is difficult to Bee how such a widespread organisation, 
dependent upon the localities even more than upon the central 
authority, could be carried on without some such support 8S 

• It should be added that in the former, as in the latter, case it is the ac
oepted rule that the teacher should have one half-holiday a week. 

t For obvious reasons, more assistance, whether trained or untrained; is 
generally available in schools and classes conducted by conventual com
munities than in those administered by publio authorities.. In one 
large couvent class I visited, for instance, there were eight nuns 
engaged in teaching, on~ of whom was furnished with a diploma; in another, 
equally large school, ladies from the town gave the nuna voluntary and regular 
help in the work of supervision. 
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that given in Belgium by the religious orders. It is a work which 
must always be, in its true sense, a work of charity and which. there
fore, demands the skill, enthusiasm and knowledge of the best trained 
teacher. Since the supply of the professional teacher who has to 
earn her own living is, from the circumstances of the case, limited, 
it is ne~ry to have recourse to so-ealled philanthropic elIorl. 
The convent trained nun, like her profetlSional sister, works and 
is trained to the work, and this is just one of the Cased wheze spas
modic, undisciplined effort, even inexperienced enthusiasm, would 
defeat its own ends and render the most wisely planned IM:he-me 
abortive. 

Temporary The Dipartement tk rIltdwlm It tlu TraNil instituted, in lS9S, 
Courses. a temporary course of domestic economy and household work for 

women who intend to teach these subjects in the classu and icolt$ 
mbaagert$ subsidised by the Department. This ClO1USe is held 
during the summer holidays at the sanctioned Training College 
of Wavre-Notre-Dame. The course is ginn in French and Flemish, 
and lasts four weeks. 

The following dasses of people are admitted to the ClOUlS6 :

(i.}-Housewifery teacheIS who have been teaeh.ing for at least 
a year in a classe or iccle Metwget-e subsidised by the Depart
ment of Industry and Labour. 

(ii.}-Women who possess the primary school teacher's diploma 
(diplJme tl'iRStitutrice priwnrt). 

(iii.}-Women who have the lening diploma (tliplJtne tk 1Orlie) 
of an iccle pro/essiofInelle or an iccle MOyt'R1ie and who have 
had at leallt one year's probation in a housewifery institution 
subsidised by the Department of Industry and Labour. 

No one under twenty-one yeaIS of age is admitted to the ClOurse, 

and the maximum number of students admitted is forty. .. . 
The course is under the cl.irection of the directress·of lbeJ'raining 

College. 
}~nmeD8 Examinations (e.ramtt&8 de caponte) * are held, in French and 
de Capacit~ Flemish, during the Easter holidays; the examineIS are appointed 

by the Mi,listre de r IndHStm d tI" Travail and are plt'Sided over by 
the inspector-general. 

The rules for admission are the same as those for admission to 
the course. Not more than fifty poople may sit for the examination; 
if more than fifty candidates apply, preference is given to those 
who ha"e attended the temporary course of domestic economy and 
household work organised by the dt'partment. The examination 
fee is ten francs. The examination may be taken, at the choice of 
the candidate, in French or Flemish. 

The examination consists of a IN'ittm paper, practK:al tests, and 
a test 01 teacAing. 

The tc;Mttert uaminaticm includ~s: hygiene, domestic economy 
and horticulture. The examiners ask at least one qnestion bearing 
on each of the three subjects. . 

• Ezo.eu de copacili pon f~ fl. f«O_i. Ilo.."iq'ta. " 
dte Ina_u d • ..bIog. da .. lte d_e " icolu ~ .. Nidiiu,., Ie D;. 
JICIrlattil d. r 1 adlUlrit " d. Tnnail. 
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In the pradical uatIIiMlao. the candidates : 
A.-Do some cleaning. 
B.-Wash one or more artielee (linea or prmeat). 
C.-Iron four or & ve articlee : 

1. Single linea. DO' starched. 
2. Single lineD. starched. 
S. Double lineD. DOt .tarched. 
'" Doubl. linen. starched. 
5. Aprment. 

D.-Mend 01' patch some garmen' or an article of li..,me. 
E.-As cooking tee, they prepare & menu for & family of the work· 

ing-claaee 01' of the pdilc ~ with • oalculaUon of the 008' 
, price. 

The special testa in each of the above groups is chosen by lot. 
The kacAing ksl CODsista of • lesson to be given by each candi

date; the subject of this lesson is chosen by lot 11 hours before the 
test, and the candidates prepare their JessoDs alone. onder the 
supervision of the examination secretary. Of the twenty.five 
marks allotted to the complet~ leason. three are offered for speech 
and bearing. ten for subject matter, ten for method and results. and 
three for writing on the blackbOard. 

For the practical examination and the teaching teat the candi
dates are divided into groupB of four; the groups work simultaneously 
in the following order :-

Group A. 

Group B. 

Groupc. 

I 
- Cooking and cleao·, Wasbing. 

ing. 
• Washing. 

- Ironing. 

I Ironing. 

i Cooking and clean
ing. 

Ironing. 

Cooking and clean
ing. 

Washing. 

The syllabus of the examination is "given in ~ppeDdi.x J. The 
written examination lasts 21 hours; the practical work. five hours 
for each candidate. The mending precedes all the practical work. 
The teaching teat laats half an hour for each candidat~. 

The maximum number of marks for the whole examinatioD ~ 
100. distribllted aa follows :-

A.-Writtea examination: 
(i.) Principles of hygiene • 
(ii.) Principles of domeetio C!'<'Onomy -
(iii.) Principlt'8 of horticulture 

B.-Practical examinaUon : 
(t) Cooking 
(ii.) Washing 
(iii.) Ironing 
(i •• ) Mend.iJll 
( •• ) Clea.ning 

C.-Te.ching teet 

Marks. 

• 10 
- 15 

A 

30 

- 16 
8 
8 
8 
6 

4S 
- 25 

\00 
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No pupil can receive a certificate (certificat de capacite) unless 
she obtains at least 60 per cent. of the total number of marks, and 
at least 50 per cent. of the marks respectively assigned to the 
written examination and the teaching test and to the whole prac
tical examination. The examination may be pass~ satisfactorily 
(60 per cent. of the marks for the whole examination); with dis· 
tinction (75 per cent.) ; with great distinction (85 per cent). 

E.-SPECIMEN ECOLES ET CLASSES M~NAGERES. 

I visited various ecoles and classes menageres, which were recom
mended to me as giving a representative idea of the whole system, 
by M. Rombaut, inspector.general of technical education, and by 
Mlle. Van Gehuchten ¥d MIle-. Henckels, inspectresses of house· 
wifery schools and classes. These schools and classes may be 
classified as follows :-

Classes lor primary school children. 
Communal day classes-Brussels; Mons. 
Private * day classes-St. Josse·ten-Noode (Brussels). 
Private evening classes-St. Josse-ten-Noode (Brussels); St. 

Gilles (Brussels). 
Schools and classes lor adults. t 

Communal day schools-Marchienne-au-Pont; Monceau-sur-
Sambre; Vorsselaer. 

Communal evening class-Frameries. 
Private * day schools-Marchienne-au-Pont; Ostend. 
Private day class-Malines. 
Private evening classes-Courtrai; La Louviere. 

These institutions are, further, typical of the work that is done 
in a city (Brussels), in coal and iron districts (Hainault), in an out
lying agricultural district (Vorsselaer), in a seaside town (Ostend), 
and in industrial towns in the provinces (Courtrai and Malines). I 
have placed them in the following order: Brussels and suburbs of 
Brussels, Hainault, Antwerp (province),. West Flanders. In 
giving the following ~hort account of the most noticeable or typical 
features of each school, the mention of a fact in connection with 
one institution does not necessarily imply its non-existence in other 
cases. 

The town of Brussels has adopted the system of housewifery 
centres for its primary girls' schools. There are three of those 
centres, and nineteen communal primary schools. The girls of the 
sixth school year (twelve to fourteen years of age) attend the 
classe menagere for a week at a time every two months; each girl 
has, therefore, five weeks'domestic training during her last school 

• Private (libre) means under private authority. 
t Adults are girls over fourteen years of age. 



FIFTH SCHOOL Y~~R. __ J_~_~ ______ ~ ________________ _ 
J THEORY COURSES. 

THEORY COURSE. 

To be given .. t the Primary School. To be giyen at the Primary School. 

1-----------1--·------------
I.-Indispensable qualities of the 

good house-wife ~ order, economy, fore
sight, cleanliness, love of work, even 
temper. 

Geneml and practical knowleilge of 
aU that concerns the science of the 
home. 

n.-Good usc of time. Regulated 
occupations for each <lay of the week. 

1Il.-The Dwellinr!: Consid.rations 
regarding the choice of a dwelling. 
Position as near as possible to t,he 
father's pla.ce of work 01' provided with 
easy and cheap means of communication. 
NeighbonrhoOll of the shops, rent in 
relation to the income of the house
hold m. 

Sa.nitary conditions: aspect, ventila
tion, cleanliness, drainage. 

IV.-Furni.ture: Choice offllrnitllre j 
beds and bedding, keeping beds in good 
condition, destruction of injuriou~ 
insects. 

V.-Ileating and Lighting: Choice 
of the fireplace, fuel, chimney sweeping, 
chimneys on fire. Various system~ of 
lighting, substances used, pl'eCautIOlls 
to take. Insurance n.gainst fire. 

0088. '1'0 face paffe 03. 

1. -Role of the Woman -ilt the 
Family: Her duties, her part iu the 
ndministration of the; house. 

II.~lhe D,cellil1(J: Revision of the 
principles taught in 1Jhe 5th year. 

IlL-Ileating and L~qhtin.q: Re
vision of the subjects tal1ght in the 
5th year. 

IV.--Houselwld Bud.get: Income 
and expenses, nec~~sary expenses, 
useless expenses. Very simple book
keeping of a working·ma.u's household, 
income and eXpenses for t,he week. 
The same of a boutgeois household, 
income and expenses for a month. 

Alcoholisrn: Herooity (Table of 
Galtier Boissi~re). 

V. -Savi-ng: Savings bank under the 
guarantee of the State. Pension fund. 
Mutual Help Societios. 

Co·operative Societies. Economical 
Stores. 

VI.-C~re of the sick. Sick-room, 
cleanliness. Qualitief:l of the nurse. 
Special knowledge indi8pensable to 
the nurse. Ta,ble of ordina.ry medi
ciniu.l plants and of the ailments for 
which they"re nscd. Application of 
certain remedies. 

Vn.-Assistance in cases of indis
position and of accidelnts. 

Small hou,ehold pharmacy. 

To be given at the ecole mcnagere. 
3 lessons of 40 minutes a week. 

1ST WEEK. 
Personal Cleanrine8s: Baths, wash

ing, care to take of the mouth, the 
head, t,he hair, etc. 

Physical exercises, work, rest. 

2ND WEEK. 
I.-Cleanlincs8 ~f Clothes: Of linen, 

washing and ironing linen, substances 
used. 

N.R-To inspect the linen before 
and a.fter washing) to mend it, in case 
of need. 

n. -lIy.qiene of Clothes: Material, 
colour, shape; corsets, head·dress, foot· 
gear, choice of garments, according to 
age, to the seasons; cleanliness, preser· 
vation of ga.rments, advice on the 
toilet. 

3RD WEEK. 
How to l"'ing up Children: 

1. Cleaniiness, clothing. }prCjU-
2. Nursing, weaning. dices 
3. Teething, vaccinatioo, tOCOlll. 

exercise, walking. bat. 

4TH 1hT EEl(. 

The Dwelliny: Its maintenance, 
causes of bad sanit,ation, use of lli~ill
fectUouts: keeping tho bedroom in order. 

Washin.q: Usc of lil[uid chlorides, 
drawbacks to their use. 

Rem.ov'ing Stains: substances used, 
their dangers. 

Kitchen Utensils: their preservation, 
dangers of kitchen utensils of copper, 
tin and load. 

5m 'VEJ<;K. 

Food: Functions of food, necessity 
for good food. 

Nutritive value of foods, their 
digestibility, simple classification of 
foods) complete diet, regime. 

Les80ns on th. Course of Practical 
Wo"k: 
. . :Food, pradical advice. Qualities 

OJ r of foods, tllf'ir preservation and 
g f the principal adulterations: bread, 
t'llpotatoeR, meat, fiRh, eggs, hutter, 

;;; .milk, cheese,fat, vegetablcs,fruits, 
spices. Provisions. 

2 lessons. Drinks, water. beer, 
wine, milk, coffee, tea. 

SYLLABUS OF THE CLASSES MENAGNRES ATTACHED TO PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 
(1904). 

VILLE DE BRUXELLES. 

Day Course. 

i.-Purchaae of foods. Provisioning 
at the vegetable market, fish market, 
meat market, etlJ. 

2. -Preparations of food. Cheap 
sweet dishes. 

3.-Some cheap preparations of 
prescrYel!. 

4.-Store of coal, applos, onione, 
carrots, etc. 

5.-0ruer a.nd composition of met\ls. 
Menus. 

6.-Howtolay the table. Behaviour 
at table. 

7.-Preparations for invalids: cgg
flip, herb teas, poultices, mustard 
poultices. 

S.-SOUP" and bread sonps for child
ren. 

6th School Year. 

SIXTH SCHOOL YEAR.. 

A.-COOKING. 

ApPLJCATIOXS. 

Lower Course. 
6th School Year. Higher course. 

(For pupils who take another School 
Year). 

PRACTICAL WORK. 

Directions common to several courSes. 

------------.---~~----~.~------

10 dinners, 5 suppers, a.nd va'riou8 
p1·cparation . .s. 

MEATS. 

l.-Viandc sautee, pore. 
2.-Viande bouillie, bamf. 
3.-Viandc rotie. mouton. 
4.-Viande etu~ee, c.:arbonnades 

flama.ndes. 
5.-Viaode etuYce, ragoftt, de 

mouton (a.uxnavets et pommes 
de terre, ou aux carottes et 
pommee de terre, 011 allX 
oignolls et pOInmes de terre). 

6.-Vian r1 e sautee et grilIee-, 
bifteck. 

FISII. 
1.-Poil:llson bOllilli, sa.nce au 

benrre fondu, sauce au bcurre 
bruni DU ~al1ce blanche. 

2.-Poisson .saute. 
3.-Pois~on roti. 
4.-'Morne Oll stockfiseh. 

SouPs. 
l.-Soupe aux legumes, lice aux 

pommes de terre. 
2. -Bouillon. 
3.-Soupe verte. 
4.-Puree de pois ou de haricots. 
5.-Sonpe julienne, liaison vermi-

celie. 
6.-Lait battu, liaison farine. 
7. -Sou pe aux legumes, liaison riz. 
8. -Soupe au la.it, liaison pain ou 

biscottes. 
9 et 10.- . Repetitions. 

VEGETADJoES. 
Pommes de terre bouillies. 
Pommc!3 de terre etuv~cs aux 

oignons. 
Pommcr:; de terre frites. 
Pommes de terre en puree. 
Legumes etuvcs: carottes. 
Legumes bla.nchis, accommones a. 

la sauce blanche: chouffeur, 
endives chicorees. 

Legumes accommodes a la gra.isse 
ou au beurre; choux verts, 
epinards, haricots, coupes. 

SWEET DISHES. 
To b. prepared with the dinner of 

the 2n<l day of each series. 
1. -Gatcau de semoult: Ulla vanille 

au au citron sans raiSInS). 
2.-Riz au lait. 
a.-Compote de fruits: pruneaux, 

pommes. 
4.-Cateau sec. 
5.-Tarte aux fruit. (pate le""e). 

MEATS. 
Rccwion of types of cookin!J. 

1.--Bceuf IJ. la mode. 
2.-R6ti de veau. 
3.-Lapin en gibelotte. 
4.~Bonlettes au pain de hachis, 

sauce piquante. 
5.-111anquette de veau 

FISH. 
Repetition of certain preparations of 

the 1st YeM. 
Harcngs frais griUt,s, ~aucc 

moutaorde. 
Anguilles !'lUX herbes. 

Soups. 

Repetition. 
En madifiant la composition de 

certaines sou pes. 
Roupe aux tomates. 
Sonpe aux choux. 

V Eo ETAnLES. 

Pommcs uc terre. R~pctiLion. 
G§.tean de pommefil de terre. 
Chou rouge etuvc. 
Jets de chuux. 
Ohoucroute. 
Scorsoneres:. 
Saladc de bitne, sa.uce mayonnaise. 

SWEET DISHES. 

Cuuques {Ie Suisse. 
iliscuit 4/4. 
Beignets de pommes. 
Creme. 
Flan. 

I.-DAY AND E\,K~lNG COUKSl:S. 

Prepandions for the Second lJfeal. 

Suppers. 
1ST "7'EEK: Accommode de bumf on 

miroton. 
2ND V'lEEK: Viande froide, salade 

L de pommes de terre et de legumes 
(princesses, celeris) au lard et au 

, vinaigre. 
3RI) \VEEK: MonIes, tartil1os. 
4TH WEEK: Harengs a la daube el 

salade de haricots, huile, vinaigre. 
5TH 'V EEK: Cafe, crepes. 

B.-Preparations for Friday or 
Sctturday. 

Lai~ de poule. Pana{les. 
lEufs brouilles, au miroir. 
Omelette. 

2.-DAY COURSES (1ST AND 2ND YEAR). 

Confitures. 
Conserves au sel: princesses, tomates, 

legumes pour SOl1pCS. 
Conserves au vinaigre. Cornichons. 

3.-DAY COURSE (2ND Y"AR). 

Accommoc.le de restes de poisson au 
gratin. 

De restes de ,iandes en salado. 
l\1acaroni au lait, au frotna~e. 
Pain. Galettes. Gaufres. Ghocol.t. 

Familie" Rcmed·ies. 
I Herb tea. Poultice. Solution of 
I boracic water at 4 p~c. Applicatiun of a 
simple bandage. l'hc same with tine· 
ture of iodine (iodine and glycerine 

: for little children). Gold compress. 

I 
NOTES. 

, i. ~ Thc cost price of the menus can 
! be from 25 to 35 centimes (beel' and 
hread included). 

2.-In the prepa.l'ation of meat, 5th 
lesson, the pupils should be shown 
the best way to use up scraps and 
remains for each preparation. 

S.-The thcory of food shollid be 
explained in a very simple way in Lhe 
cooking course itself, in the tirst year. 

The pupils should learn the simplest 
classification of foods, in the 2nd year. 

B..-W ASIII"G AND InONII'O. 

C.-CLEANING. D.-HEATIXG AND LIGIITIXG. 

\i\l" ashing, 5 lessons; Ironing, 5 lessons. 

~---~--~~-------~---+------------!------------.-

l.-'Yashing white linen, coloured 
linen. 

2,-Remoying stains from linen. 
3.-Washing stockings, flannels, 

woollen materials. 
4.-Cleaning, rell1o\~iI1g stain!'i of 

mud, grease, oil, ink, rust, fruit, wine. 

1st les80n. 

4: handkerchiefs, 2 towel~, white or 
coloured, 1 napkin (this can be re
placed by a towel). 

2nd les8on. 
Pillow case, coloured apron (prefer

ably cotton), 1 Hannel-cotton garment, 
stockings and socks. 

.1rd l(;s.~on" 

2 girl's chemises, I garment of 
woollen mfLterial, petticoat, merino 
apron or shawl. 

4th lC8son. 

1 girls' chemise, 1 drawers, stockings 
and socks. 

5th les80n. 
I drawers and 1 girl'S chemise, I 

jacket or a girl's a.pron with cuffs. 

I.-Cleaning floors, tile flooriIlg, 
wood.work. 

2.-Cleaning furnilure of de&l, of 
varnished wood, and of polished wood. 

3.-Cleaning windows, glass. 

4.-Dnsting. 

5.-'Val'ihing crockerYl water·bottles, 
glasses and kitchen utensils. 

Washing crockery is taught in the 
l::;t lesson. 

The group of pupils who cook will 
be taught to clean some of the kitchen 
utensils eluring the morning. 

Dusting will be done every day by 
half the group of cooking pupils, while 
the others make the purchases. 

The most important cleaning will be 
done on Friday or Saturday afternoon: 
sto.,,~e, deal furniture, doors, windows, 
flOOfS, tiles, attending to the bod
room, etc. 

i.-Preparation, lighting and keep
ing up a fire. 

2. -Cleaning stoves. 

3.-·Cleaning, filling and trimming 
lamps. 

EVENING COURSE. 

(5-7 p.m., twice a week) 
Intended for pupils 13 and 14 years 

of age, who are in the 5th Hchool Year. 

Cooki-ng.-20 lessons of two hours. 
These 20 lessons will incluile 10 

dinners, 5 suppers and the various pre
pa.ra.tiuHs which. are taught in the 
afternoon lessons of the rlay course. 

The 10 dinners will include the 6 
principal preparations of meat, 4 of 
fish, 10 soups, the vegetables &nd the 
sweet dishes, mentioned in the sylla.bus 
of the 1st year of the day course. 

1l'" asldng and lron-ing.-20 leSions of 
two hour.. That i. 10 of washing and 
10 of ironing, for each group of pupils. 

Suhjects of the 5 lessons enumerated 
in the syllabus of the day (,ollr~e and 
repetition of these lessons. 

Ctectnin.q.-Syllabus of the day eOll"e. 
T,'''-o hours. 

The heaviest cleaning will be done OIl 
the days when the cooking preparations 
are of ~horter duration, and vtce ·ve'rsa. 

Certain kinds of cleaning can be done 
in the washing course. 

Mendinfl.-20 lessons of 40 minutes. 
l.-~ending stockings. Putting in 

heels, soles and fetlt of stockings. 
The last can be begun at school and 

finished at home. 
2.-:I1ending linen: (a) putting a 

rectangular patch in a girl's ehemlse j 

(b) triangular ratch in drawel's or SOme 
other article 0 lingerie. 

3.-Mending the bottom of a skirt. 
Samplers (or pieces of work devot,eil 

~o the study of the various i"ltitehes) 
should not be made, they arc included 
in the primary school syllabus. 

1'heo'ry LI:'8sons.-IO lessons of 20 
minutes. To be alternated ,vith a lesson 
for taking notos. 

I.-Aim and utility of instruction in 
domestic economy. 

2.-Qualities which a girl "hould 
possess in order to be a housewife; to 
insist on the importance of economy 
and foresight. 

3.-·How to light a stov~. Risks to 
be avoidecl. :Firing to he used. 

4.-How to light a lamp. Risks to 
be p.yoicleu. 
5-6.~Daily care of garments, of foot 

gear. 
7-S-9-10.-Infant hygiene. 
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year. The're is a course of theory lessons in dompstic economy Brussels 
during the fifth school year, and there are optional evening classes (Rue. Looqu
for pupils of the fifth primary school year who are prevented from ~:!:::",-
attending the sixth year's course at the primary school. The . 
syllabus for day and evening classes is given in the table facing 
this page. A short manual on the lines of this syllabus is issued 
for the use of pupils.· 

At least thirty children attend the centre in the rue Locquenghien 
at a time, and there is a total attendance of 120 pupils. Each 
class is divided into three groups, for cooking, washing and ironing, 
and mending. The mending group also write out cooking receipts 
and notes of the theory lessons. Younger and older pupils are 
mixed in each group so that the latter may help the former in 
lifting heavy weights, etc., and also by setting a good example. 

It will be seen from the time-table on page 94 that every 
pupil has about two days' work at each household occupation 
during the week. On Monday morning the girls bring cooking aprons 
and sleeves, and articles to mend, wash and iron, which they take 
home again at the end of the week; they also wash and iron the 
small linen-towels. table-napkins, dishcloths, etc.-belonging to 
the school. The school provides sabots, so that the children may 
change their shoes on leaving the wash-house and need not stand in 
wet feet; rough overalls are used for cleaning, washing, etc., and 
the girls also wear old frocks for this work, so that they can change 
immediately afterwards to their unsoiled and dry clothes. The 
pupils are taught to keep the kitchen cupboards, linen-cupboard, the 
cupboard where their clean clothes are kept during the week, etc., 
clean and in perfect order. 

In the cooking group, half the pupils go with the teacher to 
purchase the necessary provisions, while the other five girls dust 
and tidy the kitchen, peel the potatoes, etc. Afterwards the 
cooking proper begins; the menu of the day of my visit, with 
cost price per dish and per head, is given in Appendix G. It will 
be noticed that the limit of cost for the school dinner is higher in 
Brussels than elsewhere, i.e., thirty-five centimes per head. 

At 11.30 two tables are laid, but before the girls who have cooked 
the meal sit down with their teacher, all the smaller vessels and 
utensils used in cooking are washed up and the room is put tidy. 
This is considered an essential feature in home-management, as a 
good meal in an untidy room loses half its efficacy for husband and 
children. After dinner the table is cleared, the pots and pans 
cleaned, and the dinner service washed up. 

The school is situated in a three-cornered house, standing back 
from the road and originally built for a convent. The rooms are 
large, airy and well-lighted. ODe room is used for theory lessons 
and mending and another serves as kitchen and dining-room; there 
aro also a cloak-room, an ironing-room and a wash-house. There 

• Vale de Bruzellu.-Ecolu menag~u.-Mafluel a I'wage du mves. 
(28 pp. Brussels, 1903.). 
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TIME - TABLE. 
CLASSE MENAGERE Cl~NTRALE, RUE J,QCQUENGHIEN, BRUSSELS. 

(Pupils of the Sixth Primary School Year). 

Delivll/Y of the .li~en-Purchasing . Deliver,Y, of the linen-!Sorting and soaking Uelivlll'yof the linen-JSol'tinj! and soaking 
provIsions. pupils linell-WaAbing the school linen . the pupils' linen-Mending. 

Sorting ami 80akin~ tbe pupils' linen. RecreatIOn. Recreation. 
Cookmg. Mending. Washing tbe scbool linen. 

" 

Theory. Theory. '1'oeory. 
RecreatIOn. Recreation-Scrubbing, soaping, 1st boiling. Recreation. 

RCnlbbing, Soaping, 1st boiling. Cooking. Scrubbing, Soaping, 1st, boiling. 

} Purcha.~ing provisions. Mending. bt w .. shing of pupils' linen. 
Recreation. Recreation. 

Cooking. ,1st wBshingof pupils' linen-Tidying the room. Mending. 

Theory. Theory. Theory. , 
RecreatIOn. Recreation. Rporeation. 

1st washing of pupils' linen-Bleaching. Mending. Cooking. 

Mending. I Purchuing provisions. 
Hleaohing-2nuwaBhing, rinsing, blueing, 

starching. 
Recreation. Recreation. 

2nd washin!!" rlDsing, billeing, starching. Cooking. Mending. 

l'heory. Theory. Theory. 
\ Cooking. R eoreation. Recreation. 
I 2nd wa.hilill', rinsinll, blueing. st.arching. Mending. 

Mending. 
Hecl'eR.tion. } Purchasing provisions. ironing pupils' linen. 

Hecreation. 
Mending'. Cooking. Ironing. 

lroniJlg pupIls' linen. Mending. I, 
. 

Hecreation. Recreation. I 
PurcbaHing provisions. 

. Ir~lJi~g. Mending. Cooking . 
Cooking. Ironing; school linen. Mending. 

Recreat.ion. Recreation. Hecreation. 
Cleaning. Ironing. MAnrlin/r. 
Meotii"g. 

Rf'creatifln. 
tloftinll and 80aking 8ch~0IliDen-honin". 

Recrea.tlOn. } Purchasing provisions. 
Mending. Ironing. Cookin,:(. 

Ironing school linen. Cooking. 

I 
Meillting . 

Scrubbing, soapin/!" lMt boiling. Cleaning. Tidying the room. 
Deli very of the linen. Tidying the room DeJivl'ry d tbe linen. Dplin>r'l' of the lin~n. 
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ill no garden at the school, but at the neighbouring 1wspice du Brussels 
fJeillartU there is a garden which the pupils are allowed, to use for (Rue. Locqu· 

• drying the linen, which they carry out in baskets and spread on the eug~:2L 
grass. .~n interesting feature of this school, which I did not COllI •• 

come across elsewhere, are the bathrooms. Two bathrooms, 
fitted with hot and cold water, looking-glass, chair and bell, 
are partitioned oft in the washhouse; each girl is obliged to have a 
bath once a week,· a regulation that is now regarded with great 
favour by the girls. On the walla of the kitchen, besides the usual 
plana and diagrams, were hung little collections made by the pupils 
in connection with their work,-tea, coffee, chocolate, etc.; for 
tea, for instance, there are pictures of the plant and specimens of 
the different kinds of leaf and of the leaf in ita variOUlt stages of 
growth and processes of preparation, until it is ready for' use. 
There are &lao diagrams, made by the directresS, of different kinds 
of fish which ~he children can study in connection with their market-
ing. 

In the BaIne building as the housewifery school is a communal 
kindergarten for children from three to six years of age. During 
the winter months IOUp is distributed daily among the kindergarten 
children; it ia made by a helper and served by pupils of the 
clasu minogere., The soup is provided by the toWn and tho 
Comiti du Damu protectncu of the school. t 

There is an evening clasa for girls of the filth primary school year 
at the school in the rue Loc.Juenghien; it is open two days a week, 
from 5 to 7 p.m., during the winter and has a two yeam' coui'Be. 
In 1901 there~~ ~_aUe~~~ ()fsixty-~e pupils •. The total 
expeDBe<l for both day and evening classes are estimated at 5,550 
franca. There are three teachers. two of whom hold the special 
diploma from the Department of Industry and LabOur. 

The Fillu fk la StJI}ule have' a large institution, in the nIe du ~t':e 
Menno. (in a suburb of Brnssela), including infant, primary, second- (R~e du 
ary and technical schools. A housewifery clasa is attached to the Merinos) 
primary school and children of the first, second, and third cIassea (Brussela). 
(fourth, filth and sixth school years) in the latter attend the clasle 
m.b&ogere once a week; both claSs and school are free. The classe 
menagere is held three days a week, Monday, Tuesday and Friday, 
from 8 or 8.30 to 11.30, and from 1.30 to 4, i~ a large, light room, 
with, in addition, a wash-house. In the morning the girls do 
practical work in groups; in the afternoon they have a theory 
lesson all together, and do needlework. 

• Swimming is obligatory for both boys and girla in the second and third 
.tandards (third to sixth echool years) in echoola of the town of Brussels. 

t From the 16th November, 1903, to the 26th March. l00i, 318,699 por
tione of BOUp and 307,609 ratione of bread were distributed among 2,691 
primary echool children and 679 kindergarten children of the V ilk de Bnuc
tUn Pan of the cost wall defrayed by the communal administration, and 
part by priYate charity. There is a eoaili «doirt. a BOn of echool mange
ment committee, for each primary echool belonging to the town of Brussels. 
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St .• Jo9se- I visited the school on a Friday (fast-day) and the dinner con
ten.-Noode sisted of: Potage aux choux rouges, chicorie a la sauce blanche, 
~~U? du pommes de terre au naturel. I was told that the children are some
ca:;~:is)- times given about one and a half francs to buy and prepare for 
cJntinued. their parents at home a dinner they have learnt at school. I 

heard an interesting theory lesson on meat; the teacher led the 
pupils to evolve new facts for themselves from what they already 
knew, or, so to speak, to rearrange their knowledge, by the system 
of question and answer usual in these schools. Constant reference 
was made to the large chart of beef, and the girls were required to 
verify every fact stated. Generally speaking, the questions were 
as follows :-Why is food necessary 1 What functions does it 
perform ~ What constituents are necessary for complete nourish
ment ~ Which of these does meat ordinarily possess ~ What are 
the distinguishing qualities of beef 1 What parts of beef are of 
the first quality ~ Where are they found in the ox 1 What do 
they look like when in good condition! How can they be pre
pared ~ How can what is left over of the cooked meat be used 
up ~ What is the relative utility of the pieces of the first quality 
from the point of view of ~ourishment, digestion and cost 1 
Similar questions follow with regard to parts of beef of the 
second and third quality. Of course the foundation of the 
lesson is well known to the pupils before they reach this stage, and 
the greater part of the questions deal with what they have already 
learnt; it should be added that the question: "How do you (or 
we) know this ~ " is constantly applied. 

In the needlework lessons, in the afternoon, for the first three 
months of the year the pupils do mending, afterwards they are 
allowed to learn to cut out and make simple garments. 

A most ingenious use is made in this school of old garments 
givew to the school by friends, and of books of patterns given by 
shops; everything is turned to some practical use. I saw some 
little vests, for instance, made of the upper parts of old stockings, 
joined together, feather-stitched down the seams and neatly 
finished off inside; these vests are often worn over the child's dress 
when in the laundry, etc. There were shirts for boys, made of odd 
pieces of flannel, and a chilcfs skirt, also made of old pieces of blue 
material. Stufis of the same colour and of similar material are 
united in one garment and they are generally put together in a 
~efinite arrangement so that the result does not have a patchwork 
effect. In a similar way shop patterns of white cotton and linen 
had been utilised for cooking sleeves and small aprons. White 
muslin and finer white materials are used for pretty collars, em
broidered simply with coloured wool or cotton and edged ~ith scraps 
of lace, or coloured muslins are used to ornament the white. The 
seams are arranged under tucks, or in such a way as not to show, and 
the result is often. pretty and elegant. Every three months the 
children, according to attendance and behaviour, are given a little 
present, consisting of something they have made themselves; the 
muslin collars, for instance, serve as first prizes. 
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In the chaussee de Louvain, the Dames de Sainte-Julienne hold St.-Josse-
a dasse minagere, three evenings a week, "from 4.30 to 8. On ten-Noo~e 
Monday the class is for girls (ages varying between thirteen and raus~e) d, 
thirty) who work in factories, workshops, etc.,* on Wednesday and (;~::~~): ' 
Thursday for children from primary communal schools. About 
150 pupils attend the classes, and there are four teachers; the 
course lasts two years. The total expenses for 1901 were estimated 
at 8,070 francs. The menu prepared on the day of my visit is 
given in Appendix G. 

Here as elsewher,e the school is made as attractive as possible; 
flowers, pictures, and little ornaments are introduced to' give it a 
bright appearance. 

The same convent holds another evening dasse menagere in the St.-Gilles 
suburb Saint-Gilles (rue de r 1:glise). The class is held on Monday (Brussels). 
from 8.30 to 1.30 a.m. and from 4.30 to 7 p.m. for older girls, and on 
Thursday (a half-holiday in the primary school) from 11.30 till 7 
o'clock for children from twelve years of age. There are about 200 
pupils, and four teachers.' The school is in a workmen's quarter of 
Brussels and many of the older girls are dressmakers, tailoresses, 
etc., but they are not,as a rule, factory workers. The course lasts two 
years. Prizes, consisting of household utensils, are given to pupils 
who work satisfactorily. The budget for 1901 was 3,958 francs. 

The menu, for seven people, on March 16th, consisted of : Soupe a 
r oseille, Lard rdti, pommes de teN'e ituvees avec CMU:J:, Flan; the 
total cost was fr: 1, 35, or 19 centimes a head~ The directress 
told me that the children often make at home some dish which 
they have learnt at school, and she has many letters of appreciation 
from fathers of the pupils. 

On Monday afternoon the older girls are taught peaagogie mater
nelle, or the care of infants, using a doll for practical illustrations. 
Lessons are also given in first aid to the injured. 

Mons, the capital of Hainault, is the centre of the Borinage, the Mons 
great coal-mining district of Belgium; it is also the educational (Hainault). 
centre of the province, and contains the school of mines and other 
large technical and commercial schools. 

The communal' ecole menagere serves at the same time as the 
school for adults and as the central class for children from the' two 
primary communal schools. t The school is situated in the com
munal school buildings in the Rue Achille Legrand. The large 
class-room, lighted flom both sides, is used for co~king, ironing, 
sewing, and theory lessons. A wash-house adjoining is on a level 
with the playground which is surrounded by the various school 
buildings. The door of the wash-house opens on to a covered 
section of the play-ground, where there is a tap, e~., and opposite, 

• At Brussels all the atdier8 are closed at 4.30 p.ui. on M~nda.y, which is, 
therefore, the most convenient day for girls to attend the class/! menagere. 

t The total expenses for 1901 were estimated at 1,650 francs for the (r.ole 
miftagb-e and 1,000 francs for t,he da8';e menagere. ' 
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lIonll in front of the kindergarten, is a narrow stretch of grasR, protected 
(Ha.ina.ult)- by railings, which is used for drying clothes. . 
continued. The school is in the charge of the Directress, who possesses the 

diploma of the Department of Industry and Labour; she has an 
assistant for the class for primary school children, which includes 
two sections of pupils working at the same time. 

The regulations and syllabus * are practically the same for the 
school and for the class, and are modelled on the suggestions given in 
departmental circulars referred to above. In order to be admitted 
to the ecole menagerethe pupils must (1) be resident at Mons, (2) have 
been vaccinated, (3) be at least fourteen years of age. Attendance at 
the dasse menager6 is compulsory for aU pupils, over twelve years 
of age, of the upper classes (5th and 6th school years) of the com
munal primary schools for girls. 

The pupils, who numbered sixteen last spring, attend the ecole 
menagere three days a week, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 
from 8 to 12 a.m., and from 1.30 to 4 p.m., and on Wednesday 
and Friday afternoon. On Wednesday and Friday morning the 
classes for primary school children are held from 8 to 12. As usual, 
the girls who cook stay to dinner and they must clear ~way and 
have everything clean and in order for the afternoon school to 
begin at 1.30. 

The communal council grants a certificate to satisfactory pupils 
who have attended the school regularly for two years and who are 
at least sixteen years of age. Prizes are given each year to the 
pupils who have behaved satisfactorily and shown aptitude for the 
work during the past school year (September 17th to August 3rd) j 

the prizes consist of domestic economy books, household utensils, 
and garments made by the pupils from materials furnished by the 
sChool. 

The' theory lessons include hygiene and domestio economy 
lessons, principles of domestio acoounts, and explanations of the 
practical work. The table . on page 99 is the scheme of work 
in domestic economy and hygiene, drawn up by the Directress. 
for her own use, and based on the authorised syllabus; .it serves 
here as an outline of the theory lessons for the year. '. 

The practical course includes the usual subjects. At the'time 
of my visit, a Wednesday morning last March, the class for primary 
school children was being held. There weite two sections of pupils 
from two schools, who worked separately at two ranges and 
with difJerent utensils. Sewing is not taught in the dasse menQl}ere, 
as the girls learn this at the primary school; the arrangement of 
groups is, therefore, slightly different from usual, i.e., six girls cook 
(twelve altogether in the two groups), six wash, six iron, six clean. 

The day opens, 8 to 9 a.m., with a theory lesson given to all 
the girls together. After this they separate into groups and begin 
the practical W'ork i the groups alternate week by week. 

• See Ville de MOM.-Ecol. Mhlaglre eI CllU6u Minagb-u.-R~ltmen' 
orU(Jnique eI Progr_me d'Eeutlu. Mona, 1901. 
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tCOLE MEXAGtRE OOIDIUNALE. MONS. 

H,.Gl£IUt .\II:D DoMESTIc EoollOM,. (THIDB" LEssoNS). 011TLDi'B ScHEMB OP WORK. 

J~.KL Xeceaaity of good food: nried, tmfficient, weD prept.red.--Caaes of 
indiptioa: what t.o do.-TaUt on meat; Duwitive Y&lae. digesti-
bility. ~tiOlL.-T&lk 011 veget&blea. Their importaDc:eindiet. 

~ ~-T&1k on Boar.-Making of bread. AdulleratioDS.-
t Talk 011 _dimpt& 
• 

E 1 
Talk _ fish_ Rale ill diet, presenat.iolL-T&lk on. milk, on butt.er. 

t>reaenation. adult.en.tiODL-TaUt _ eggs. Nut.ritive mue. di~ 
libilit,r. ~OIL-TaUt on fat .. oila. Use.adult.eratioll.-Tallt foo 
011 fraita: ue, preaenatioa. 

Driuks. role ill t.he .ystem.-Principal driaks.-Method of making 
herl.-tsa.-Pemiciou efleeta of aloohol.-Qaalities of drinkiDl{ water. 

D&CDIUL ('''lIoiae. Dangerw of contamiDated water. D~ tb&~ It may 
trusmit. Jltetboda of purifying drinking water, boiling, filtered 
W&la'. HeR filter. 

oi 
Xetea<ity of pet"IIOI1ai ~le&IIli_-\Vashing. Batha.-Pree&utioas t.o "1: = c lakL-Wh&l. t.o do in ~ cd dlOwulDg.-Prejudices to o~poee.-

JAJll'AIlY. !~ 'J'alk OB the hair. D ___ of the -tp. Cle&IIing of artie es used •• for t.he hair.-T&lk 011 t.he mouth. I:oo..!! 
tJ 

.. Clot.heL-Keepiug ill· order &lid preaervatiolL-Removing at&iDs.. Sub-

• .taDoeII employed. How to 1l8e them.-Linen. Washing and ironing 
F&Ull .. Y. ..: lioea. 8ullBtADeell employed.-'VooJ. linen. and cotton UIled a, • 

~ materi&ls. Hygienic adYiee.~: adV&IItagea &lid dill&ch-aa-, (j tages. 

... He&ting.-Ylling.-Eeoaomie choiae.-Heating appamtaa.-Asphyxia: .5 
LBCIL .. wbat t.o do.-How t.o light the 6re. Dangerw of air too hot, too cold. • • -Hums. ..Ids. What t.o do in these __ = ... Hygiene of lighting.-8ubstaaoes D-'.-Methoda of lifhting. Choice: = Anu .. ~ oil. gsa. ll&ngerw they present. Prec&utiOJlll t.o t& -e.-Keel.ing in .. onler &lid cleauing a lamp. 

:i 

.~ .~ ROle of air· in msn'.life.-Impurity of t.he air; C&DBeII of ntiatioo. Germs .. of diseuea which can be tr&DBlllitt.ed by the air. Dangen of vitil\.ted , 
MAY. ~ air &lid of confined air.- When. wh~ and ho .. t.o .eatila.te.-Suffoca--

'~ ... 
c tiOB: whBt to do.-Disinfectioo. - eipal disinfectant&. Method. 

4~ 
.. 
> 
... Choice of a d .. eDinlE.-Generai arrangemeDt&-8&nituy conditions.-

~l'liL ~ t·ost.. Rent.-PrecautiOIlII t.o take.-Lease.-Cle&llliues8.-Methods 
a; of keeping clean: .weeping. Keeping ill order &ad cleaaing flOOl'lL-
~ HedI'O'MlL-How t.o mskea bed.-Keeping the d .. elling room in order. : ~ 

Principal furnitoue. - Choice.-Pun:ha.~ - Arrangement. - Keeping - furniture Qf dc&l, of _mished wood, in repair.-.fu.niture-paste.-
, ~t"LY. Cle&uiag crod.ery. knive!l, plat.e, gl_. chin&.-How t.o lay the 

.; table, to .er .... , aod to clear away.-Keeping ID good coudition and .. cleaAiug ut.eDlils of ll1l, zinc, non-plated copper. etc, 
" .. -
E 
" DsngenI of using utensils of lead, DOD-plated copper, ete. N ameroue :.. accidenta. Remediee t.o .. ~ poisoning eaDiled by these 

I AtTG17ft. metal&.-Use of _ pott.ery.-Precautions.-Hcnr to ciean tbe 
hearth. 

-
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Mo~s The girls wash and iron the school linen,* and also garments 
(Ha~au1t) - which they bring from home as the. teacher directs, according to 
contmue • a scale of graduated difficulty, from handkerchiefs and towels 

to starched collars, etc., including woollen articles, dresses, covers, 
etc. The pupils who do washing, do the entire washing of what
ever they have in hand, during the two mornings-soak, wash, 
rinse, starch, etc., so that each girl has a complete idea of the 
whole process; what they wash one week they iron the next. 

Each cooking lesson includes a theoretic section, when the menu 
is explained; the girls copy a resume of this lesson into their 
cooking notebooks, side by side with the menu, which is always 
written on the blackboard in the same form. The menu and 
notes on the menu, on the day of my visit, are given below, as 
copied for me from one of the pupil's notebooks. Besides the 
preparation of soup, fish, meat, vegetables, eggs, rice, etc., the 
girls learn to make bread, coffee, chocolate, etc., and to preserve 
certain fruits and vegetables. 

Wednesday, March 22nd, 1905. 

MENU FOR SEVEN PEOPLE. 

Length of 
Cost Price t Per 

Preparation. Dishes. Ingredients. Kilog: 
I 

or livre . Dish. Head. . ---
Carrot soup. 
Veal balls. 

Carrot and potato stew. 
--
Soup. 

11 hours. 1 kg. of carrots - - · 0.08 } 
1 kg. potatoes · - · 0.09 0.27 0.04 
Fat, spices, onions · - · 0.10 

Veal balls. 
! hour. 1 livre of veal . " · · 1.00\ 1.10 Butter, spices · · - - 0.10 ) 0.16 

Carrot and potato stew. 
Ii hours. i kg. carrots · - - · 0.08 } 

1 kg. potatoes • · · · 0.09 0.39 Fat, spices · - · · 0.10 0.01\ 
Bread . · - · · 0.12 

-----------
1.76 - 0.25 

METHOD OJ' PREPARATION. 

Carrot ,C;oup. 
Me/Twit 01 Preparation..-l. Cut up the onions finely; leave them in the 

fat until they are coloured. 2. Add the neceBBary quantity of water, then the 
carrots and potatoes coarsely cut up. Leave to cook; strain and reboil 
at the moment of serving; add the parsley chopped small. Length of cook· 
ing: one hour. 

• The aprons used in the school and in the class belong to the commune. 
The Bchool authorities also supply the sabots worn in the wash·house for the 
adult school pupils but not for the primary Bchool children. 

t Francs. 
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ProptriiU of'IM Ollrrol.-The carrot has a sweet flavour, which makes it 
aD agreeable food and easy of digestion. The carrot is not very nourishing, 
bot it ia more 10 than cabbages and turnips. The carrot is refrigerative and 
mildly laxative; it keep. in the cellar in dry sand. 

Veal Balls. 
M etW 0; PreptJrtJtion.-Chop the veal very finely, season with pepper, salt; 

and mustard; add a little moistened bread and a whole egg; the egg may be 
replaced by a little lIour; miX the whole well Shape the mixture into balls, 
roll them lightly in the flour. Melt lOme butter in astewpan. brown the balls 
in it; then leave to cook gently. A cake, which is browned in the oven, can 
also be made with this mixture, instead of making balls. This way of 
preparing meat enables one to use np scraps; in that case a little fresh pork 
ia added. Length of cooking: three.quarters of an hour. 

OwarJeri8tiu 01 Good VeaI.-Good veal is white, veined with very white. 
and transparent fat. 

N writitl/! V alut.-Veal is gelatinous, consequently less nourishing than beef. 
DigutibiUty.-Vea1 is light and easy to digest. It is suitable for invalids, 

children, and delicate digestions. 

Ollrrol 11M PoICIto Stew. 
M dlaod 01 PreptJrGtion.-Brown an onion or two in the fat; add the carrots 

finely cut up, with parsley, pepper, salt; cover with boiling water. When 
the oarrots are almost cooked, add the potatoes, then let the cooking continue. 
Length of oooking: One to one and a half hours. 

The above menu was intended for six pupils and their teacher; 
I was invited to share the meal and, as it happened, took the place 
of one of the girls who was absent. The meal was, in part, repeti
tion and the girls had prepared it practically alone. The dishes were 
well cooked and served hot. One of the girls stood at the end 
of the table and served the dishes, which were handed from one 
to the other. Everything was deftly, quietly and promptly done. 
It must be remembered that the girls attend the class on Wedmisday 
and Friday .JP.ornings, and that, therefore, there are more limita
tions in the arrangement and choice of dishes than if they attended 
every day,. or even on two or three consecutive days. For in
stance, there can be no making use one day of what is left from 
the day beforJ'; the dish of meat, which was intended to teach 
this very thing, was necessarily made with fresh meat. Another 
reason for' keeping the menu on the simplest possible lines 
is that the pupils were primary school children taking this 
subject as on~ lesson among others, with, actually, only two morn
ings (but long mornings) cooking a month. 

The tables were laid at 11.30, and decorated with a few flowers. 
During the meal careful attention is paid to the behaviour and 
manners of the girls, but in this case very few directions were 
needed. D~er over, the directress named to each girl her special 
duty in washing up and clearing away-one to clean the knives, 
another to wash the dishes, a·third to dry the dishes, two to clean 
the stove, etc. The girls of the cooking group, who stay to dinner, 
take these duties. in rotation, so that there i~ no difficulty about 
the less agr~able.tas~ when they come in due order. 

11088. H 



Monceau
sur.Sambre 
(Hainault). 

Monceau-sur-Sambre is a small commune in the- midst o( the 
"black country"· of Hainault. The icole rMnag~e has been taken 
over by the communal authorities from the SQ3tW8 tk -Sainte
Marie, to whom it formerly belonged, and of whom the staff is still' 
composed. 

The school has existed since, 1900 ; it is a day school for adults 
(girls over fourteen years of age). The course lasts two years, and 
the school year is from October 1st to· August 15th. Practical 
work is done on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 
mornings; from 8.15 to 11 o'clock. The afternoons are devoted 
to sewing and theory lessons; Thursday afternoon is a holiday. 
Girls who like may at~nd the school on Monday and Saturday for 
sewing, but this is not part of the regular course ; the reason for 
this arrangement is that Monday and Saturday are the busy days 
in the girls' own 'homes· when they generally help their mothers 
with washing (Monday) and 'house.cleaning (Saturday). 

There are about sixty pupils in the school. Eighteen girls at a 
time do 'household work while the others form a large needlework 
class under the charge of a separate teacher. The housewifery 
class consists of three groups, of six pupils each, for cooking and 
cleaning, washing, ironing; each class of eighteen girls works for 
three weeks at a time so that every girl has a week's work in: each 
group. At the end of three weeks these girls retuni to sewing and a. 
fresh. eighteen girls, who have been occupied at needlework, do 
practical household work for three weeks. 

There is an' exhibition of work at the end of each school year. 
The commune grants certificates to satisfactory pupils at the end 
of the two years' course; girls who have gained the certificate are 
allowed to attend a course in dressmaking which is held privately 
by the SwtIII'8 tk Sainte-Marie. 

ThE) school, as distinct from the needlework class, is in the charge 
of one teacher, who has her diploma from the Department of 
Industry and Labour. One large bright room is used for cooking 
and ironing, and there is a wash-house adjoining. Some plants on· 
the window-sills are in the charge of the pupils. The total expenses 
for 1901 were estimated at 1,950 francs. _ 

Marchienne- The commune of Marchienne-au-Pont adjoins that of Monceau
au. Pont sur-Sambre, in fact the two together form a small district of 
(Hainault)·f mining and ironwork industries. The place' looks dreary and 

is black with coal-dust, and the adult population, I was given 
to understand, is difficult. The communal housewifery school at 
Marchienne-au-Pont is for girls who have left the primary school. 
The course lasts two years; the school year is from October to 
A~gust. School is open every week day, from 8.30 to 11.30, and 
from 1.30 to 4 except Saturday and Thursday afternoon. The 
schoOl, is in the charge of one teacher;-who has obtained her sp~ial 
diploma.. There are sixfielen pupils, . 

As usual, practical work is done in the morning; in the afternoon 
fro~ 1.30 to 2 a theory lesson is given to all the pupils together, and· 



from % to • the girla do needle1l"Orlt. on lIonday they ha \"8 a lesson in 
eutting out simple garment&. The girls bring their 01FD. materials 
for 8e1ring. dn-malcing, mending and Ya&h.ing, but they also 1rUli 
lineD belonging to the achool Friday ia cleaning day; the pupils 
aometimea eome before 7 LID. and the .-hole house ia 1rUhed do1FD. 

and cleaned. For practk.al 1I"Ork ib the mom.in.g. the pupils are 
ana.nged in the osual four groupL 

Group A.-Wash, to iroo the following week; 
Group B.-lroD, to meod the following week ; 
Group C.-Mead. to oook the following week ; 
Group D.-(Aok and c:le&n. to YUh the following week. 

The 8Chool ia aituaW in a house not built, I imagine, for a 
8C.hoo1. Kitchen, dining and eewing.room, laundry (for both 
washing and ironing) are on the ground floor; there is a bedroom 
upstairs .-here the pupils oocasionaIly have a lesson in elementa.ry 
&ick-nursing and fi.m aid, and where they also le&m the ordinary 
care of bed and bed-room. 

A. large ~ with a fo .... run, is att&ched to the school; the 
garden is ~ uclusiVely vsed. for vegetables. A.t the seasons 
... beD gardening C&D be taught, a special group of pupils is formed, 
eompoaed, as is ID06t convenient, of girls from the other groups. 

An ulu"bition of work ia held at the end of the school year ; the 
commune granta diplomaa to aat:isfactory pupils at the end of their 
coune. Every three or four montha the communal Director of 
Education and the councillors come and dine at the school I 
1rU inYiUld to join the te.cher and pupils at dinner and the follow
ing menu W'U prepared at abort notice; it 1rill be &eeJ1 that speci&l 
d.U.hes were added on this oocasion.. 

Jlea&.-Jt III'Cl 21. 1~ 

1. PtUge ClU camta. 
2. Ro8bif. 
3. PDIIIIIIa le kITe rWe&. 
.. South le ftltI&. 

5. 8J4tle le piuertlil&. 
6. PorAIIta i.e laTe uuUa. 

Cafi. Deum. 

Thue ia &DOtber housewifery 8Chool. called 1A P~ which JrIareJUeaoo. . 
..... established and is supported by a privat. associatiOJl of ladies, __ ~OIlt 
but whicla also reoeives grant. from the commune.. The school ..... ~~t~ 
founded in 1889 for the purpose of giving girls an apprenticeship ckw«). .... 
and an opportunity of working under supervision and away from 
the at.elW where the moral in1lDeDCa are ordinarily ~<>ero1lS for 
growing girls. The achool is 1I"Orked On aomewhat ~erent line. 
from others; it is ealled an ecole ~/~ but it is 

• The tot&! expeuaa far 1901 YEn Mtimated at 3.~ fraDaL. 
108&. B! 
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treated by the department as an ecole menagere, that is,to eay it 
fulfils the necessary conditions, not of the former, but of the latter. 
type of school, hence it receives State grants as anicole mlnagere. 

The course of, the ecole menagere lasts three years, the technical 
course of dressmaking four years~ There are also technical courses 
in commerce and laundry work. In the fourth year there 
is a fee of thirty francs, but the pupils may ,begin to earn from the 
third year onwards. There are ninety pupils in the school and five 
teachers. Pupils are admitted at the age of twelve, after they 
have left the primary school. The school is open every day of the 
week, except Saturday and Sunday, morning and afternoon. 
From' 8.15 to 8.45 a.m. the girls all receive a religious lesson; 
from 8.45 to 9.45 theory lessons (hygiene, domestic economy, 
commercial arithmetic, etc.), are given; from 10 to 11.30 and 
from 1 to 4 is devoted to technical and practical work. Girls whose 
turn it is to cook come at 7.45 in order to prepare for the day's 
work for half an hour before school begins. 

The girls in the housewifery class do not work in four groups, 
each group devoted to one household occupation for a week at a 
time, as is usual in the ecoles menageres. It is felt that this 
method does not enable the girls to acquire one of the most im
portant virtues of the housewne-the wise economy of time by 
the methodical distribution of her work. The school authorities 
think that the girls should be taught how to do a complete week's 
work, that is, all the various branches of household work which a 
woman in her own home would have to include in her ,weekly 
duties. It is an interesting experiment and I think much may be 
said for it. 

In the first two years the girls work in two groups. One group 
does washing, ironing and mending; the girls bring linen -from 
home ,or from neighbours, which they wash, mend and iron during 
the week, as a woman would have to do with her own household 
washing. The other group does cooking and cleaning;· The 
practical work is distributed over the whole day, a further deviation 
from the usual practice. In the third year the girls work in one 
group for a fortnight at a time; the whole work of a household has 
to be done during the week-daily cooking, washing, mending, 
ironing, cleaning. The girls thus have about two weeks of house
hold work every six weeks, each year, for three years. 

La Louviere La Louviere is a small manufacturing and mining town. I 
(Hainault). visited an evening school connected with a large farencefactory 

there. The directors of the factory supplied the premises and 
invited the Sreurs des F~s de Marie to establish the school in 
1892; the premises are used during the day for a school for paying 
pupils. It is practically compulsory for girls working in the 
faIence factory to attend this housewifery school; they are ad
mitted to the factory at twelve years of age. The course lasts two 
years but many girls stay longer, often till they marry. . I saw a 
consinerable number who had already- gained their diplomas, wbic~ 
are given by the school. 
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, The school is open five days a week from 6 to 8 p.m.; practical 
work is done on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 
and on Friday all the girls have a theory lesson. The school year 
is from October 1st to August 15th. There are between seventy 
and 100 girls in the school, under eight teachers. The total ,ex
penses for 1901 were estimated at 3,935 francs. As there are so 
many girls they work in double groups, i.e., twelve in each group, 
at cooking, washing and ironing. The older and younger girls are 
mixe<l in each group j this serves the double purpose of assisting 
the teacher and of teaching the girls to help each other; it is a very . 
usual practice. All the girls who are not occupied in household· 
work do needlew:ork; there are two sewing classes, one for 
beginners, the other for more advanced pupils. 

Frameries, a straggling settlement for mines, factories and work- Frameriell 
men's dwellings, was the scene of the first lcde menOljere founded (Hainault). 
in Belgium. The school I visited in Frameries has existed since 
1890; it is a communal evening class for adults. Frameries has also 
possessed, since 1900, an evening class, under private authority, 
with an attendance of about forty pupils. 

The communal evening class has an attendance of about 150 
pupils j' it consists of two divisions, a junior and a senior, in charge 
of three teachers, one for each division and one for needlework. The 
total expenses for 1901 were estimated at 2,535 francs (£1018s. Od). 
The course lasts three years, from October to August ; one year 
is passed in the lower division, two in the upper division. School 
is open five days a week~ In the upper division on Monday, 
7 to 9 p.m., is a theory lesson; on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday, practical work is done 'from 6.30 to 9. The.work is 
organised in the usual way; in the second year, for instance, 
where there is a double set of pupils, three groups of six. each do 
practical work, while the fourth group of six pupils is employed 
at needlework together with the otner twenty-four pupils. The 
tWQ sets of girls alternate week by week, that is to say, the 
twenty-four who do needlework one week, do housework the 
next. ,The menu that was being prepared by the upper division on 
March 22nd last, is given in Appendix G. The girls who cook' also 
do cleaning; on Thursday no washing is done but thepreniises are 

, thoroughly cleaned. . 
The school is a rather remarkable instance of what mav be done 

in a difficult neighbourhood by an energetic teacher with an in
exhaustible fund of patience. .That an evening school, with a 
three years' course, open five evenings a week for 21 hours should, 
have an' attendance of 150 factory girls, speaks for itself, when 
work means real work and discipline, With regular routine, and 
regular attendance, after eight or nine hours in the factory (often 
7 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. including free time for meals). 

The village of Vorsselaer is sitllated in what is known as the Vorsselaer 
Campine, a fiat, sandy district of considerable extent, lying in {Antwerp). ' 
the Nort~ and Eas~ ~f the province. The country immediately , 
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Vorssela.er surrounding the· village is chlefly stretches Of low pine for~t, inter
(AnLwerp)- spersed with- sandhills; the land is being gradually cleared and 
:onti1l'Uea. prepared' for agricultural purpoees, though it is at best . a difficult 

Boil. . . , . . 
The Smurs des loole8 chretien'f!AYl rle Saw-Joseph rle O~asance, a 

teaching order who have eighty convents in .the provinces of Ant-; 
werp and Brabant, have. ~ large insti,tution, for eighty-five nuns, 
at Vorsselaer, containing a training college for primary teachers 
(ecole normale adoptee), a primary school, an. ilifant schooJ;.and an 
ecole menagere. . 

Two teaChers have charge of the loole menag~e, which is for girls 
over fourteen years of age and is subsidised by the State and the 
prQvinc". The budget for 1901 was entered llS 1,575 francs. 'The 
school is open fow days a week,. Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Friday, fro:r;n 8.39 to Il.30 a.m .. for practical work; I!-lld in the after:' 
noo.n for sewing, cutting out, and making siinple garments. Thecourse 
lasts two years of nine months each, but there are pupils who, as 
a sort of reward, are allowed to attend a. third year. Since the 
scD,ool was opened i:g. 1898 there have been 130 pupils; the ordinary 
attendance being twenty-four, i.e. one complete class. The 
following neighbouring communes send their girls to the loole 
menagere at Vorsselaer, distances of 6-8 kilometres :-Bouwel, 
Grobbendonck, Pulle, Casterlee, Bulderbosch. Some of the pupils 
are thedaughter& of small farmers, . others are' peasant girls, one is 
the daughter of a schoolmaster, another of Ii. railway employe and 
so forth; wlien I saw them they presented a particulady pleasant 
and well-cared for appearan«e in their neat stuff dresses, blue 
apr-ons, shawls and sabots. 

The lessons are given in Flemish: In addition to the usual· 
subjects, a few lessons on gardening are given and the children put 
these into practice at home.. The menu on the day of my visit· 
consisted of, Potage aux haricots sees, choux'rOWJe8 (prepared with 
potatoes), and Pain perdu (see Appendix G.). The theory lesson 
was on the menu, which was new to the girls except the soup, which' 
was repetition. Besides some small school linen several pupils 
were washing llnd ironing linen from home, for various members 
of the family, e.g., a brother's shirt, a sister's apron, a little sister's' 
frock, curtains, etc. Similarly in th~ mending group, one girl was 
putting innumerable patches in a 'pair of. workman's blue linen 
trousers, another W!J.S patch-ing' a shirt, a. third darning a cloth; 
in another group pewter vessels brought from home' were being 
cleaned. 

r think this ~hool may be taken a~ an example of equipment. 
One long room serves for cooking, ironing and mending, as 
dining-room, and as class room for theory lessons. This is a 
very usuai arrangement. . There are windows along one. wall and 

~ ~plarits on the window-sills, Two tables on one side of the J,'-q0m • 
.. at which six girls 'can wOJ,'k comfo~ably, sitting with their backs to 
the wall, are used for needlework. There are also a large black-
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bo~d. a cupboard. a small kitchen table and a large ironing table, 
covered -with an old blanket. Round the .walls are hung the usual 
charta of beef, mutton, etc., and mottoee.· There is a kitchen. range 
at one end of the room, and, near it,. an iron heater. The range 
W&8 an ordinary large one, with two ovens, etc;; and less in accord
ance with the aim of th6seschools (i.e., not usually to be found in 
a working man's cott~e or dwelling) than the FlemiSh stoves at 
Courtrai (,ee page 110). 

Opening out of the large room is a sort of passage-room from 
which steps lead to the cellar; theM is a pump, with rain and 
well water hem and the girls clean utensils, wash up, etc. The 
small cellar, whitewashed, is utilised as a larder for provisions and 
also for storing household utensils, brooms, etc. The passage is also 
used for washing in the winter; a glass door leads from it to a small 
enclosed yard, where, in fine, warmer weather, the girls do washing. 
The simplest apparatus is used-two or three large tubs OD low 
trestles; three or four girls work at each tub. Upstairs, a large 
attic or loft is used as a drying room. The cellar, attic, wash-house 
and yard are; I was told, just like a peasant's cottage. 

The table-cloths here,and in other Flemish districts, are checked 
calico, which is generally used in working-class homes of the neigh-
bourhood ; sometimes pillow-cases are made of the same material. _ 

In. Malinee, a .town of about fifty-seven thousand inhabitants, Malines 
there are ·no less than seven- c1as,u'menageru, all under private (Antwerp) • 

. control, and in receipt of grants from th,e province as well as from 
the State. All these classes except one are for adults; four, including 
one attached to a primary school, are conducted by the Smur8'de 
NtJtre Daf1l8 de la Misericorde, and of these one is attached to a 
school of needlework and another to a workshop; two are attached 
respectively to the Daf1l8l de Marie Instit'lll Oolonna, and the 
Sam" de la Oharitl.. . 

Lastly, in the rue des 0Iuwalie:r, is the convent of the Swur8 des 
i.colu chretiennu de Saw-Joseph de Oalasance, including a primary 
school, a boarding-school, an atelier de lingerie, and a workshop 
for machine-made lace, lace curtains, etc. To the last of these
the atelier for curtains, etc.-a c1asse tnenagere is attached. Girlw 
of fifteen years of age and upwards, if unmarried, _are admitted to 
the atelier, where they work from 6.30 a. m. in summer, 7 a. m. in 
winter, till 6-30 or 7 _ p. m.,: or, in busy seasons, even later, with 
intervals of about one hour and a half during the day; they attend 
chapel for half-an-hour before work begins (i.e., 6 to 6.30 a.m. or 
6.30 to 7 a.m.). Work is paid for by the hour, by the manufacturer 
who supplies the raw material, from five centimes for beginners to 
about twenty-five _ centimes an hour for skilled machine-workez:s. 
Every week ten centimes per head is put aside for the pension fund. 
(caisse de retraite), which is ~ practical way of enforcing a principle· 
taught in all the housewifery schools. 

Attendance at the c1asse ml:n.agere -is compulsory for two years 
for the workers in the atelier. There are'two classes_of twentl-: 
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four pupils, each 01 which works alternate wee~~ for two mornin~, 
Tuesday and Thursday, from 8.15 or 8.30 till 11.30 or 12. A 
theory lesson occupies one houi', and for the rest of the time the 
girls work in the usual four groups of six pupils. The class is held 
in a room opening out of the atelier, where there are more than two 
dozen machines at work. . 

The total annual expenses for the class were estimated at 884 
francs for 1901. 

Ostend (W. There are three housewifery schools and classes in Osteud: an 
Flanders). icole mi'lW1Jere communale, with an attendance of thirty-six pupils, 

open October 15th to June 15th; classes libres, with an attendance 
of fifty-six, and an ecole lWTe, with an attendance of seventy-one.* 
All three are held in the day-time, are for girls over fourteen years 
of age, and have a two years' course. 

The last namedi in the rue Longue, was founded in 1888 for the 
daughters of fishermen t ; it is held in a large house belonging to 
the FiJIes de Saint· Vincent de Paul, by whom the school is con
ducted. There is a large oUfJf'oir for needlework and .dressmaking 
attached to the icole menagere; girls who take the' course in the 
ouvroir (or atelier) are obliged to attend the housewiferj class and 
the Sunday classes.: 

This school was established in order to afford protection to girls 
during a difficult period of their lives, and to help them to develop 
and acquire lifelong habits, as well as to give them the practical 
skill of the housewife. The discipline of the school is strict, but 
numerous instances seem to prove that it is not only necessary but 
successful; no girl attending the school, for instance, is allowed to 
attend balls or to wear a mask during Carnival; smaIl rewards are 
given every three months to pupils who attend regularly, but a girl 
who is not present on Sunday is not admitted on Monday and'if a girl 
is late;for school on a week-day she is not admitted, and if she is 
suspended froni the housewifery class she is not allowed t~ come 
to the oUfJf'oir. The opportunities the oufJf'oir offers of saving and 
earning money are appreciated alike by parents and daughteJ'l!. 

During the season (1st June to 15th October) there is a great deal 
oi outside help required in hotels, etc., and, at all events in the case 
of girls at this school, it appears to be the mothers who do the day's 
charing, etc., while the girls make and mend for the whole family, 
and sometimes fake outside orders as well, so that they often 
realise a considerable amount by home economy and earnin~. 
After leaving school they are themselves much valued for daIly 
work at hotels. 

* Figures are for 1901. 
t Ostend is an important seaport as well as one of the most frequented 

watering-places of Belgium. It is said to possess about 300 fishing boats and 
trawlers, manned by 1,300 men, being at least one ha.lf the number belong
ing to the whole kingdom. ... .. , . 

::: The Sunday classes. or school. usually oombine some religious instruc
tion with some form of games; in this case, the girls are taken to Mase aDd 
Chen from 5 to 9 p.m. amuiled in the school-house. .- " . 
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Last epring there were ninety girls attending the outJroir and 
It:olc meraogere. and I was told that there are always girls waiting to 
be admitted. About 150 girls attend the school on Sunday. as many 
of those who have left the week-day school continue to come on 
Sunday. and, often. they return to ask their former teachers for 
help in the making of some garment. etc. The course is two years 
(September to July) for the ecole menagere. and three or four years 
for the ouf1J'oir. The school. as mentioned above, is exclusively 
for the daughters of fishermen; pupils are admitted at fourteen 
years of age and upwards. There are six teachers for the whole 
8chool. The budget for 1901 was 4:,050 francs. 

The housewifery class is held on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday mornings. 8.30 to 11.30; girls who are doing washing 
come at 8 a.m. Twenty-four girls form the class. and work for 
one week at a time, when another Bet take their place. They are 
divided into four groups. who work in the usual way; of the 
.ix girls who form the cooking and cleaning group, two cook 
and purchase the provisions, two clean and tidy the house, 
doors, cupboards, etc., and two clean the utensils; all six 
.it down to table together. The kitchen of the house is used as 
the school kitchen. and there are also an adjoining room used 
for ironing, a wash-house and a small garden, or yard, with a strip 
of grass enclosed by railings. which is used for drying. 

Upstairs there are two large rooms for needlework. and a small 
ante-room is used for fitting and for sewing machines. All the 
pupils do needlework every afternoon, except Saturday, and those 
who are not occupied in the housewifery class sew in the morning 
&I well. Mending is learnt firat, and afterwards cutting-out 
and making ordinary garments. Several girls on the morning of 
my visit were making children's pinafores out of larger aprons; 
some were making aprons for their mothers for the spring-cleaning 
at hotels; Bome were mending or making their fathers' fishing shirts; . 
one was re-lining her father's Sunday coat sleeves; another was 
patching a pair of trousers; many were mending their own under
linen. some reducing, others enlarging garments; one was making 
herself a black Sunday skirt, preparatory to Easter, and one girl was 
making It blouse to order. The girls in the ironing group also had 
household and personal articles, and they took home large bundles 
of the work that had been done during the morn:ng. 
. Courtrai, a town of about 33,000 inhabitants, is famous for ita Courtrai (W. 
linen and flax industry; it is estimated that between 5,000 and FJan.lens) 
6,000 women are employed in linen and lace manufacture. In the 
RU'- flu Fort is a large institution-COu1lent Notre Dame des Anges, 
belonging to the Saurs de la Charite de Jesus et de Marie-where 
two classes meraogeres were established in 1899, at a total annual cost 
of about £90 to £100. Girls are admitted from the age of fourteen. 
years; there are 130 pupils enrolled, in the charge of seven teachers 
who are assisted by voluntary helpers from the town. The girla for 
the most part work in the factories (linen and flax). where the hours 
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Courtra.i (w. are fr~in 5.30 a.m. to 7 and 8 p.m. in su.mmer~ ;tnd ~he eanililgs £tem 
FJanders).- ·fiveto seven francs a week, The classes menageru are held three 
W1Itinued. evenings a week, from 7.30 to 9.30 p.m.; the cQurse lasts two years. 

The pupils forintwo distinct classes who work quite separately 
With separate utensils. Tuesday and ThurSday are devoted ·to 
practical work; on Wednesday a theory lesson is given in 'each 
class ; .... on Friday those who like come for a thorough cleaning of the 
premises, etc. ·Forpractical work each class works in groups as 
usual, but each group works at one' subject, not for a week, but for a 
day at a time; so that th9se who do washing on Tuesday iron what 
they have washed on Thursday; similarly, girls who ;mend on Tues
day cook on Thursday, and vice. versa. , Girls not occupied in 
household work learn needlework. An interesting feature of· the 
needleW:9rk here is that girls who have brought no work from home 
are given something to make for a Christmas present. for poorer 
children-a little frock, a child's chemise, a baby's cap, etc. . 

There is ODe large, well-lighted room for needlework, etc., and 
there are two small kitchens, fitted up like the actual interior of a 
workman's or peasant's home. The real Flemish stove is· Used: 
One stove consists of agio be for coals, covered by a removable round 
iron plate, . with a pipe, some two or three feet long, leading from 
the fire to the chim.iJey, and covered with a flat slab of iron, used foi 
boiling, ~tewing, etc. The other stove is similar, but represents 
a rather more well-to-do houSehold, as it has an oven fitted below 
the pipe leading from the fire to the chimney. 

Prizes are gj.ven to the pupils at the end of the school year, 
according to attendance and industry; the first prize consists of 
black material for a best dress, and all the prizes are either garmentS' 
or kitchen uteniiils. When a pupil from the class marries, she 
receives a present to the amount of ten francs in the shape of 
furnitl{re or utensils for the new home according to her own choice; 

In connection with this school it is not inappropriate to refer to 
the efiect of these institutions in raising the general tone of thegirlli 
and of developing and maintaining their self-respect; this is some
times apparent as between the newer and the older pupils, some-' 
times in relation to girls and women in similar positions and employ .. 
ment in the same neighbourhood. It was in this case a real pleasure 
to look down the rows of girls and to'see the uniformly neat appear
ance and the prettily dressed hair; in spite of the fact that certain 
of the operations in preparing the flax produce a heavy pallor that 
suggests, though I am told it is not, disease. 

* A special theory lesson was given during my visit; the subject waa 
milk, and how to detect adulterations,'with practical demonstrations. The 
teacher in charge of the theory lessons very kindly gave me her M.S. note~book 
and outline journal of these lessons, which may be seen at the Board of 
Ji:ducation Library.. , 
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V.-AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

, TheM.inistry 01 Agriculture subsidisee courses.in agriculture Ministry. 
attaohed ,to primary and secondary' sch9Pls. ,speClal, ~ourses for 
adults,. 'and vario~ special I!choollJ fOI:' .tnen .. Jmd \.V9men,'" 1he 
schools f9r girls, consist of agricultural :and ,ho~ewifery '.Elchool.s. , 
peripatetic dairy schools. and two special schools for cheese~making. 

A:':"'ECOLES ':ET SECTiONs~iNAGERES ,AGRICOLljlS, 

(AGRICULTtJ'RAL AND HOUSEWIFERY SCHOOLS AND CoURSES). 

, The lcolea menageres agrioo'les arein-tended to give to ~ountry Raison 
girls, farmer's daughters. etc:, the practical education.. for their d'Etre. 
future lives which the leale, and, classes menageres under the.pe~ 
partment of Industry and, Labour' provide for' the daughters of 
working men and artizans. . The scope and methods of instruction 
are based, on the belief th8.t a farmer's wife should b,e a good house~ 
keeper and should. be able, to take her pa;rt . in all the, wo~Ii of the 
farm. . 

The first school of this kind was established at. Virion, in Luxem
bourg, in1891. Since that date, similar schools have beeniounded 
in, almost aU the other provfuces ;'aU the echo'ols, except one 
(at Bouchout), were organised by private bodies and are attached 
to private institutions.t· , , 
I Instead of paying a proportion of the actuafexpenses of a school" Grants. 
the pepartment of Agriculture estimates. the. probable expenses 
and gives a certain proportion of grant accordingly. The usual 
amount of State grants. to 8ectionll menf!IJeru> tfgricoZes is 750 to 
1,000 francs, and to fCOZes menageres agricoles, 1,000 to 2,000 
francs.: A private institution which desires to receive State grants, 
applies to the Minister of Agriculture, submits its syllabus, and is 
open to inspection., No syllabus is strictly imposed,provided.that 
the instruction includes a certain number"of subjects, considered. 
essential and that it is of a nature in accordance with the aim of the 
institution. A minimum number of pupils is compulsory •. Great' 
stress is laid upon the efficiency of teachers. 

• The triennial report on the" Situation de I'Enaeignement Veterinaire d 
Agricole," and other publications relatin~ to the work of the Belgian De
partment of Agriculture, may be consulted at the offices of ,the Board of 
Agriculture and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London, S;W., 'on any week
day between the hours of 11 a.m. and (j p.m. (Saturdays 11 a.m. 'and 2 p.m.).' 

t It may be interesting to note that a Bcuola Pratic", .Agricolu. Femminile 
in Niguarda, Milan, has been started on' the basis of the .Belgian ecole8 
mhIIlgtrU agricolu. 

: A table of the icolu and 8ectiona fnenagere8 agricole8, including pa.rticu
Jars. as to State grants, numbers of pupils.,teachers, and 10 forth, is l{iven iA 
~pfeDdix K. . 
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112 Belgium.-Ecoles Mlnageres Agricole$, 

Bursaries are awarded by the Department of Agrioulture to a 
oertain number of poorer students; the sum varies in lcoles mena
gires agNcoZes from 50 to 120 franos yearly. 

The aim of the sections mena36res apicoZes is to develop in the 
girls the love of agrioultural pUrsuits. The speoial instruotion 
must inolude prinoiples of agrioulture, of dairy work, of looteohny 
and of aooounts. One hour a week at least must be given to 
theoretio instruotion, and two hours to praotioal work. Pupils 
must be at least thirteen years old before admittanoe. There are 
four oourses in reoeipt of State grants. (See Appelldix K.). 

The [coles menageres agricoles are intended to give a solid teohnical 
eduoation to girls destined to lead an agrioultural life. For ad
mittanoe, pupils must be at least fourteen years of age. The 
number of pupils in a sohool is generally limited to twelve. The 
schools are inspeoted twioe a year. The oourse lasts one year. 
sometimes two. Most of the sohools are resident; in some oases 
both resident and non-resident pupils are reoeived. The sohool 
lees, including residenoe, generally amount to about £12 to £16 a 
year; in some oases the instruction is free. (See Appendix K.). 

In addition to the dwelling, or rooms, devoted to the school. 
furnished with the neoessary equipment for theory lessons, 
experiments and household work, there are speoial farm buildings 
(oattle-sheds, fowl-runs, yard, garden, etc.), and dairy with 
complete fittings and utensils for the various processes oonneoted 
with the treatment of milk and the making of butter and oheese. 
In each sohool there are oolleotions of speoimens and of raw 
materials with suoh of their produots as are in oommon use, 
e.g., food stufis, linen, wool and other materials, substances used 
for cleaning furniture, washing linen, eto., wood, leather. etc I. 
diagrams and tables showing the relative value, oomposition, digest
ibility' and price of foods, the prinoipal parts of meat, a domestio 
medicine ohest (for the oountry), as well as grains, manures, dairy 
utensils, injurious inseots, botanical specimens and tables, and so 
forth. 

General and speoial instruction is provided. The special in
struotion is theoretio and praotical. It includes the following 
compulsory subjects· :-natural history [ll th., Ii p.]; principles 
',f agrioulture andof gardening [ll th., 2 p.]; element.ary lootechny 
[lith·,ll p.]; dairy-work (including cheese-making) [Ii th., 3 p.]; 
domestio economy [1 th., 2 p.]; principles of pedagogy and hygiene 
[1 th., 3 p.]; book· keeping [1 th., 1 p.]. Optional subjects, taught 
in most schools, are: principles of constitutional law and social 
economy; in addition, needlework is generally included in the 
ourriculum. The minimum time to be devoted to special in
struction is, therefore, ten hours a week for theoretio instruotion. 
twenty hours for practical work. General instruction includes. 
as oompulsory subjeots :-religion (1 hour); arithmetio (Ii hours); 
writing (1 hour). 

-The tigU1'68 in brackets indioa~ tile minimum number of hours .. week 
\0 be devoted to theoretio instruotion and to praotioal work in eaDb anbjeo\o 
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Th~ syllabus issued by the Department has been generally 
adopted. The Department publishes a list of text-books, re
commended for use in the schools in connection with each subject 
included in· the curriculum. 

Groups of pupils often take it in tum, e.g. for a week at a time, 
to do the cooking and household work of the school. School 
walks or excursions are taken, as a rule once or twice a week (visits 
to model farms, co-operative dairies, etc.). 

At the endofthe course an examination, at which a Government 
delegate is present, is held by the teachers; 300 marks are assigned 
to theoretic and 300 to practical work, and the same number of 
marks is distributed over the work done by the pupils during their 
course. Diplomas are awarded to candidates who obtain 60 per 
cent. of the total number of marks (1,200). 

There are ten eooks menageres agricoles subsidised by the State, 
and one ecole 8uperieure d' agriculture for girls at Reverle 
(8ee Appendix K.). The curriculum of the school at. Reverle is 
similar to that of the former schools, but more advanced; the 
course lasts two years, and special training is provided for intending 
teachers. 

The majority of the pupils who have left these institutions appear 
to have put in practice in their own homes what they learnt at 
school; some ex-pupils have become teachers, others are employed 
in co-operative dairies .• 

B.-ECOLES TEMPORAIRES DE LAITERIE 

(PERIPA.TETIO DA.IRY SCHOOLS). 

There are two permanent dairy schools for men,.and temporary, General 
or peripatetic, courses are held for women. The aim of these courses <?rganisa
is to spread incountry districts the best methods of treating milk and tlOD. 

of making butter and cheese. Since on Belgian farms the farmer's 
wife looksafter the cow-shed and the dairy, the feeding and hygiene 
of cattle and the elements of dairy-farming are taught in these 
schools. 

The courses are generally held either in a farm or in a private 
dwelling offering the necessary accommodation. The Department 
of Agriculture furnishes the necessary apparatus. The milk is fur
nished by farmers in the neighbourhood of the school, and each takes 
back the products due to him-a system adopted to show practi
cally the benefits of dairy co-operation. A library for the use of 
pupils is attached to each school. 

• In 1900. 187 gir~ altogether had pa;sed. through the fiChool at Virton, 
the oldest of the ecolu fnenageru agrioolu; of these 6 taught in peripatetio 
dairy lohooIe, 3 in agrioultural housewifery schools,' 4 were oocupied in 
co-operative dairies' aDd the rest had returned to their own homes. 
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. 
A course lasts three or four months, and cOsts about 2,000 franes, 

of whioh the Department defrays about 800. The courses are 
generally held· at the request of the COfftWu agricola, and are sup
ported by grants from the State, the province, the commune and the 
agrioultural society of the district. Attendance. at the courses is 
free. All the pupils are non·resident. 

In order to be admitted to the peripatetic school a girl must 
be at least fifteen years old; have had a good primary education, 
attested by a certificate; have the necessary physical strength 
and give a written promise to attend the school regularly. The 
number of pupils must not be less than ten nor exceed sixteen. 
When more than sixteen girls apply for admission, a competitive 
examination is held, bearing on the subjects taught in primary 
schools. 

Each school is placed under the supervision of delegates of 
the local agricultural society and is inspected by officers of the 
Department of Agriculture. The staff consists of a director, who 
teachea agronomy and .ootechny and superintends the general 
organisation of the school, and of two dairy mistresses, who live 
at the school and teach dairy work, cheese-making, accounts and 
practical work. 

The courses are held every week day. Two hours a day are de
voted to theoretic instruction and three hours to practical work. 
The theoretio instruction includes theory of dairy work and cheese
making, .ootechny, agronomy, keeping accounts. For practical 
work, every day 150 to 200 litles of milk are made, partly 
into butter, partly into cheese. All the pupils take part 
in the work; they are divided into four groups which perform 
the different operatious alternately for a week at a time ; one of the 
groups is occupied in cleaning the utensils and the premises. In 
addition, domestio economy, poultry-keeping and gardening are 
taught. The Government syllabus is intended to be adapted to the 
needs of localities. 

At the conclusion of the course, an examination, bearing on 
aU the theoretio and practical work, is held. A dipUtfM tk 
capaciU is awarded to pupils who obtain half the marks 
allotted to the different tests; a certain number of marks is 
given according to the aptitude shown by the pupils in the daily 
practical work. The examiners consist of three 'delegates, 
representatives of the Department of Agriculture, the province 
and the local societv. and of the director of the school and the 
dairy mistresses. • 

Since these dairy schools were first founded, in 1800,1,786 pupils 
have obtained the diploma. Most of these pupils have applied 
their knowledge in their own homes, some have become dairy 
teachers, others direct co-operative dairies. The schools have 
spread the use of improved machinery, and encouraged the estab-
lishment of co-operative dairies. . 

At the present time ten· schools are working regularly .... The 
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following table shows the number of temporary dairy oourses held 
in 1m, with the number of diplomas delivered :-

Provinooe. Nomllf'r of Cou~ 

An~ - 3 
Brabant - 1 
W. Flanders. • 2 
Eo Flanders • • S 
Ham.wt - 1 
Liege - • 4 
Limbourg ~ - 1 
Luembourg - 2 
Namur 9 

111 

NumllE'r of Pupils who 
obtained Diplomas. 

• 30 
6 

• 33 
- 2 ... 
- 15 
- 41 
- 14. 
- 24. 

- 16 

202 

_ C.-TBACUR8 jN AOmCULTt1BAL SCHOOLS FOB GIBJ..'I. 
Many of the 'Women teaohers in the agrioultural sohools and 

courses for girls, desoribed above, hold diplomas; the most usual 
appear to be- the primary school teacher's diploma, a leaving 
diploma from an Icole mi~ agriook, a diploma for dairy 'Work. 

A court de perledioftnemeftl for 'Women teaohers in agrioultural Temporary 
and housewifery schools and in peripatetio dairy schools was held Courses.. 
during the summer holidays in 1902 and 1903 at the ecole 8upmeure 
tl' agriculture for girls a~ Hever16.In 1992 twenty teachers attended. 
Thre~ or four lessons were given every day on the subjects of 
domestio eoonomy, education, the scientifio principles upon which 
dairy. work and cheese-making are based, book-keeping, poultry-
farming and horticulture. 

In 1903 an examination was instituted for intending teachers Speoit.l 
in peripatetio dairy sohools. The examination inoludes: A.-aDiploma. 
theoretio test on the subjeots taught in the special oourse at Heverle; 
B.-a practical test in domestio economy and dairy work; C.-a 
teaching test, oonsisting of two lessons to be given by eaoh oandi-
date, followed by questions on pedagogio principles, and on the 
special methods of teaching the subjects 'Which are included in the 
temporary dairy courses. Candidates must obtain at least half the 
marks allotted to eaoh test (!..-50 marks, B.-20 marks, _ Q.-
30 marks), and two-thirds of. the total number of marks. In order 
to sit for the examination candidates must be at least eighteen 
years of age, must have a primary sohool teacher's diploma, and 
the leaving diploma from an agricultural and housewifery school 
or a dairy school. 

D.-SPECIAL Cotl'RSES FOB FARMERS' WIVES~ 

The Department of Agrioulture subsidisea adult courses in 
many branches of agrioulture for men. In 1902 an experiment was 
made, with great succeaa, to hold adult courses for 'Women. The 
subjects included in the oourses were: domestio eoonomy, hygiene -
dairy· farming, household and farm aocounts, poultry.keeping, 
gardening, the making of preserves. The total number of lessons 
was 281, the total number of 'Women who attended 16,312, making' 
an average attendanoe of fifty-eight per lesson. 
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CONCLUSION. 

TIL the preceding pages an attempt has been made to outline the 
general aims and methods of the domestic education of girls in 
those Belgian schools which, to a greater or less extent, are under 
Htate control. 

It will have been seen tha~ s"ome training for home life is given 
in all primary, secondary and -technical schoqls, in proportion to 
the age and capacity of the pupils and to the. claims of their general 
education and all-round development; and further,that, beginning 
with informal talks and the practice of good habits-as much moral 
as domestic training-this instruction is gradually developed, 
with constant co-ordination with other subjects and applications 
to daily life, and always with the one fundamental and guiding 
principle, until it finds complete development in the special house~ 
wifery schools. 

Although great attention is paid to methods of teaching, to the 
necessity for pedagogic as well as practical training of the 
teachers, * to the broad intellectual and moral education of the 
children, it is primarily and avowedly as. an effort towards social 
reform that this education is promoted and encouraged. 

Education is not considered to be.a pedagogic training of the 
faculties as an end in itself, but a direct preparation of children 
for their actual future lives; hence girls as well as boys require a 
basis of general education and, in addition, some special teaching 
for what will, in all probability, be their life occupations or 
careers. The normal life of the woman being wifehood and mother
hood, the girl's future needs, her future opportunities, demand, 
in addition to sound health of pody and mind,· practical ability 
and manual skill. 

The aim, therefore, is to t!ain and develop the character and 
ability of girls, to help them to become upright, capable and 
adaptable women, to show them how attractive and fruitful 
their daily opportunities and duties may be, to prove to husbands 
and fathers how happy the home can be under the hands of a 
capable and good woman, and by these means to lessen attend
ance at the public-house, to ameliorate the material conditions 
of existence, to increase family affection,-in a word, to help to 

• It will have been noted that there are no special training schools for 
teachers of domestic economy. Holiday courses to some extent meet this 
want, especially when they are taken. by teachers who are already trained and 
experienced in primary or secondary school work. 
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build up home and family life which is, after aU, the basis of 
national life. * 

It is not so much by moral disquisitions as by example, not by 
filling the girls with vague ideals of their future mission but by 
training hand and mind to be alert in the performance of daily 
duties, that the desired end is sought. It is not only, if primarily, 
in the housewifery school that this is to be accomplished; there is 
no branch of education that may not be brought to bear upon the 
end in view. 

If it is asked how far the anticipated results have a1l"eady been 
realised, there is sufficient evidence that in individual cases, and in 
localities where schools have existed for some years, the aim of the 
founders has been amply fulfilled. The organisation is, compara· 
tively, of too recent a date, the evils it seeks to combat of too great 
a magnitude, for a marked national reform to have been accom· 
p1ished; for this we must wait at least another generation. In 
estimating progress it must always be remembered, moreover, 
that although the movement receives its inspiration and 
support from the central department, it depends, in 
fact, upon local effort. In no case has the Department of 
Industry and Labour taken the initiative in establishing 
schools and class~s; this has been left to communes, local 
committees, private bodies, and individuals. It is believed that 
technical and housewifery schools should always be established in 
neighbourhoods where their need is felt, that they must be organ· 
ised according to local ,requirements and in response to local 
demands. The difference of race enters into this question of local 
requirements. The characteristics of the Flemishand the Wal
loons are still distinctively maintained, and a line can be drawn 
between the predominantly Flemish and W aUoon districts; the co
existence of these two races, each with its own peculiar difficulties 
and individual standards and needs, must present a. problem of 
considerable difficulty, if it is also a source of national strength. 

Progress is, for many reasons, likely to be continuous. The en· 
thusiasm, experience, and untiring labours of the chief authorities 
concerned,-the gradual raising of the standard of teaching,-the 
increasing desire for education and improvement among the working 

• I have not dealt with the instruotion in hygiene, as speciaJIy applied to 
temperanoe teaching, which is given to both boys and girls in Belgian Sohools, 
as this teaohing, important as it is from the point of view of home life, isnot 
properly speaking a branoh of housewifery instruotion. Lectures on the 
subject are given in sohools, temperanoe leagues formed, prize essays written, 
and so forth. As has been mentioned, in the icolu menageru some teaohing 
on the subject is inoluded, naturally and without effort, as a normal part of 
the theory leaaons, but it is by practioe rather than precept that the attempt 
is mads in these sohools to oombat the evil, and, of set purpose, this instruo
tion is not thrust into the foreground, nor is there any avowedanti-alooholio 
campaign among the pupila. . 

It may alao be mentioned -here that a paper on ~. Sobool Hygiene in 
BruBBels," by :Miss J. D. Montgomery, was publiahed in Vol. 2 of Special 
Reports on Educational Subjects (18D8). . 

9088. I 
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classes themselves,-the socialist movement on the one hand, with 
its claim for privileges anq its gradual realisation ofits own need 
of jmprovement before these privilege~ ca~ be grasped,-the strong 
religious party, on the other hand, with Its experIence and know
ledge of the use of practical means to attain spiritual ends,-the 
fact that Belgium, as a nation, is still young, with a position to 
maintain among older and greater neighbours,- are all forces 
making for progress: .. . . . 

In 'conclusion, the following extract gives once more .the aim 
and ideal of the. domestic education of girls in Belgium '; the 
quotation is from M~ Rombaut, who is virtually responsible for the 
origin and 'development of the special housewifery schools .. 
There is rio n'eed to apologise for 'returning to what has already 
been emphasised in these pages; . not only is it the mainspring of 
the work in Belgium and the' guiding principle with teachers and 
authorities at' every tum, but it is precisely, so it seems to me, 
what, makes the experience of Belgium in this direCtion of 
peculiar interest and value to England . 

. ": V Otts savet que dans ces dernieres icoles [icoles menageres] nous 
avons 1e ferme desir de former de braves fi1les qui tiendront, lorsqu' e1les 
se marieront; leur petit menage' avec ordre, propriete eticonomie. 

"Je caresse une idee, et ie mets tout en CliUvre pour ,1a rldiser: 
c'est de former dans nos ecoles industrielles et professionnelles des 
hammes, instruits, aptes, re/f.ichis, ranges, artisans de la prosperite 
generale, et d'autre part, d' obtenir, par l' enseignement pratique que nous 
donnonsdans nos eoolesmenageres, des femmes economes, prevoyantes, 
edairees et 'renseigne.es sur leur mission familiale, pouvant par 1e 
mar.iaiJe as~urer le bonheur du· foyer et servir d' exemple aux autres 
travail leurs: , •• Oe n'est peut-are qu'U'R. beau reve mais fespere 
cependant (ju'u 8e realisera bientl1t:" 

, t desire to express my. warm thanks for the help and kindness 
I fe,ceive~, to M. Eugene Rombaut; Inspecteur General de. l'en
seignemen,t I ndu:strieJ" et P,!ofessionne1, Mlle. C. Van Gehuchten. and 
Mlle. E. Henckels, Inspectrices de l'ensiegnement menager; .also to 
GfBce!sat the Ministere de l'lnterieur et de "Instruction publique, 
especiallY M.le Directeur General, Administration de l'enseig~ment 
moyen, M~' le lJirecte.u.r General, Ad11!-inis.tration. de l'enseignement 
primaire,andM.Charles Remy, D'irecteur; to M. C. Mestdagh-Beau" 
court, I nspecteur' Principal de l' enseignement primaire (Brussels) ; 
Mlle. M. 'Gilias, Inspectrice de l'enseignement des ouvrages manue1s " 
M. L' Echevin de l' Instruction publique et des, Beain-Arts, Admini
stration. oommunale de Bruxelles ; Madame Claeys, Directrice de 
Noole .Bischo,lfsheim " and to o.ll !those directresses and teachers 
whose'schools I visited for. ~heir, invariable kindness and courtesy. 

." .. . 

Finally, 1 may mention that, unless otherwise mentioned, the 
official reports and <ither literature' to which 'reference is made 
in thil! paper maybe consulted at. the' Board of Education 
Library; St. Stephen's House, Cannon Row; London,S.W. 

August, 1905. HELEN E. MATHESON~ 
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THE TEACHING OJ' DOMESTIC ECONOMY AND HOUSEHOLD WORK 

IN PRIMARY ScHOOLS AND ADULT. SCHOOLS FORGIRLS.!-

M onaieur h Gouverneur, 

BmsSels, 
Septerriber ~st. I881~ 

I have the honour to send you herewith an order concerning the teaching 
of domcstic econoD,ly and household" work in ; primary schools, and adult 
schools for girls. 

I beg that you will bring this order, by means of the MemoriaJ,adminia~ 
Iratil, to the knowledge of the communal admirIiskations,'and that you will 
take the necessary measuree for communicating it. to (women) teachers in 
communal and adopted schoqls. , 

Inspectors and inspectresses will receive it through me. 
I count on your active co-operation, MoMieur h Gouverneur, in encouraging 

communal administrations to undertake the prepara.tion 'of girls in our com-
munal schools for household work. ' 

The Minister of the Interior 
and of Public Education, 

TBONISSEN. 

Order concerning eM teaching 0/ domesticeco'Mmy .and household 
work in primary Rchoolsanda4fJ.4 schools/or girls. 

I.-GENERAL CoNSIDERATIONS. 

The necessity of Bssociating the school with the 'family inihe work of 
domestio education is recognised generally to-da.y. In Belgium, as in Eng
land, in Germany, in France, in Switzerlan~ it is understood that if it is neccs~ 
lary to make girls intelligent and good; to teach them reading; writing and 
arithmetic, it is also indispensable to make them love andpractisehouse~ 
hold work. Differences of opinion begin when it isa qucstion of deciding 
how far the primary school should intervene. " 

Some people confine themselves to demanding that the teacher should 
accustom the children to order and cleanliness, that she should make them 
familiar with the principles of pmdence, of domestic economy and hygiene 
by means of talks given occasionally in, connection with, reading, dictation, 
writing, etc. ',. ..,,' , . 

Others are not content with these simple talks: they demanil that the pri
mary sch~1 Bhould teach actual household occujatioD,8, p~inciples of ,feeding 
and cookmg. , ,.,' 

It is obviously a misconception of the mission of the primary school to 
wish to turn it into a housewifery or a cookery school. The demands of 
general education, the variety of compulsory Bubjects. the small number 
of school years, the irregular attendance, the insufficient preparation of the 
teachers, the ~culty of organising the practical' part of household work 

• .M iniaUre de l' 1 mmeut' f'l de l'171.8trvdion Publil[Ull.-..4dminiBtration de 
l' E~ Primaire.-.Enaeignemem de l'toonomie DomestiqulJ ee de8 
Trovau flu Menagt.-CiretJaire i MM •. lu GotIerneur8 de protlince. 

9088. . 12 
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in Ia.rge classes, the expense-all these are reasons against the teaching of 
practical household work in schools where the pupils are generally under 
twelve years of age. , 

But there is a reform which could be introduced at once into many primary 
schools, and which would easily become general at no distant date by means 
of some administrative and pedagogic measures: it is the substitution of regular 
instruction in the principles of domestic economy and hygiene for the occa
sional leBBOns which are given to.day. The new course ought to be based 
on a clearly defined syllabus and to be allowed a suitable time in the 
curriculum. 

It is not an education of words that is needed, but a real education of 
tkings. The teacher should give iriductive and practical lessons with prac
tical demonstrations; she should explain and demonstrate not only in the 
schoolroom, but also,. as far as possible, in the kitchen, dining-room, bed
room, and in the garden. She should try to inspire the children with a 
taste for manual occupations, and should encourage them to help their 
mothers in those domestio tasks which are not beyond their powers. 

Taught in this spirit, the principles of domestic economy and hygiene 
would prepare the girls for apprenticeship in household occupations under 
their mother's direction. 

The teaching of needlework, of the most important laws of hygiene and 
the most useful principles of domestic economy, the application of the 
methods which are most likely to develop in the pupils the moral qualities 
of the good housewife, this is the contribution which the primary school 
can make to the domestic education of girls. 

It will be necessary in many communes to go farther in the direction of 
practical instruction in household work, and to have recourse to one of the 
three following methods of organisation :-

(1) The housewifery class (classe menagere) attached to the primary 
school, open two half-days a week for girls of the upper 
standard (children of 11i or 12 to 14 years of age). 

(2) The adult school; 
(3) The speoial housewifery school (kole menagere). 

We will speak later of these institutions. 
2.-THE P1I.rMARy SOROOL PRoPER. 

It will only be possible to draw up a syllabus of instruction in the principles 
of domestic economy and hygiene for primary schools after numerous 
experiments and some years' experience. 

In giving advice on the subject, the Government does not intend to present 
a model syllabus which is to serve as a guide under all conditions, but only 
to offer suggestions that may be helpful to communal authorities and school
mistresses, reserving the further consideration of the syllabus till the 
experimental peI:iod can be considered closed. 

Let us examine what it is advisable to teach in the three standards of 
the primary school 

Lower Standard. 
As the children in this standard are so young (6 to 8 years old), it is not 

possible to give them special lessons in domestio economy and hygiene. 
But as in the first days of spring the seeds are sown which produce the Bummer 
flpwers, so in the mind and heart of children, from the lowest class onwards, 
should be set the germs of good habits and moral qualities. 

The familiar talks about school and home subjects, of which the principal 
aim is to teach the children correct speech, as well as various school 
occupations, shoUld provide the teacher with numerous opportunities for 
teaching the little girls habits of order and cleanliness. 

Inspired by Froebelian ideas the teacher should try to invent house
hold games, and games with a doll, which are both instruotive and entertain. 
ing, especially entertaining. These games, accompanied by little songs, 
would create a liking for household oocupations, and would prepare the 
way for instruction properly so-called. 
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Middle Standard. 
The first series of object lessons or familiar talks on simple, interesting 

and practioal subjects shonld be given in the olasses of this standard. 
The subject will supply the teacher with abundant opportunities 6f ~

troduoing variety into these talks and lessons. The teacher must aVOId 
anything whioh oould result in the ohildren attempting at home to do work 
that would be dangerous at their age. Thus, for instanoe, she would not 
explain, in the middle standard, how to light a fire, or llow to light and 
extinguish a lamp. 

The following syllabus, proposed as an 'experiment, oan be adapted by 
the teacher to the needs of the locality. 

A.-Object lessons or familiar talks preparatory to instruotion in domestio 
economy and hygiene. 

I. Order and c:leanlinesB.-Personal oleanliness. Care that the little 
girl should take of her clothes, of her school' belongings. 

IL CleanlinesB 01 the dwelling.-Broo1D8 and brushes. To show how 
to sweep and to clean the school, the kitchen.-To dust; danger of using 
.. feather brush. 

m Ventilation.-Why rOO1D8 should be ventilated. When and how 
to ventilate the schoolroom and the different parts· of .. house. 

IV. Hygienic advice lor the child.-Danger of exposing oneself to .. draught 
of having wet feet, of being too near the fire, of wearing woollen scarves 
and oaps in rOO1D8, of eating unripe fruit, of drinking when perspiring, etc. 

V. Furniture and utensUa.-Names of the principal pieces of furniture 
neoesaary for each part of, the house. 

Talks on the use and care of some kitchen utensiIs. 
Soales; exercises in weighing. 
VI. Very simple talks on some food substances. 
VII. Talks on the principal vegetabies. 
VIII. To lay the table for breakfast and dinner. To serve, to olear away. 

B.-Little Household Duties to be done at Home. 
The teacher should try to gain the co-operation of the mothers in encourag

ing the ohildren to perform various little duties at home, such as the follow
ing:-

1. To sweep the kitchen, the room; 
2. To dust the furniture; 
3. To prepare the vegetables ; 
4. To peel the potatoes ; 
5. To help to lay the table; 
6. To wash cups and plates ; 
7. To practise dressing themselves and doing their hair without help 

from others ; 
8. To help to dress their younger brothers and sisters ; 
9. To do little things in the garden: to weed, water, cub vegetablcs, 

make bunches of flowers to decorate the dresser, the table, etc. 

Upper Standard. 
In the upper standard it is essential that this instruction should be ex

tended. While oontinuing to give it in the form of object lessons and familiar 
talks, the whole series of talks should form a little course in hygiene and 
domestio eoonomy. The teacher must not confine herself to showing things 
and explaining their use; she should also do .. certain number of domestio 
tasks before the pupils and make them repeat these tasks at home, under the 
direction of their mothers. In order to make these lessons more effective, 
she should make use of reading, writing and dictation lessons; she should 
apply arithmetio to household accounts; above all, she must take care that 
the eduoative opportunities of daily occurrence develop the moral qualities 
of U~e housewife and pre~are for the accompliBhme!lt 9f dOlDeetio duties. 
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The following syllabus oould guide her in the periormance of _ task :

A.-Principles of Hygiene and nomestic Economy. 
Talks and readings on the most interesting and the most practicalsubjecta 

of the following categories :-
L Personal cleanliness; washing. baths; 
IL Clothes; care of them; hygienic adrioe.. Simplicity in dreIB; 
m Healthy COIlditiooa of the dwelling. Causes of vitiation of the air. 

Yentilation. Cleanliness; 
IV. Care of fnrniture ; . . 
v. Heating and lighting; practical advice ; 
VL Drinking water; filter; 
YIL Very simple ideas OIl the nutritive value of the principal foods, on 

their properties and their preservation. Drinks. Pernicious effects of 
narcotio drinb ; 

vm Ideaa on some substanl.'es u.coed for washing and ironing linen. for 
taking sWDS out of garmenta. 

B.-Household Occupations. 

The mistress should teach inductively a seJection of household cccupatioo& 
She should explain the work and do it herself before the pupila. whom she 
s!lould urge to practi;e in their turn at home. Every fortnight each pupil 
ought to give an acoount of the practical work which she baa done at home 
under her mother's direction. 

The following is a list of oocupatiooa to be taught as completely as Ioc&l 
circUlllStances permit:-

1. To clean the stove;~ to prepare and light the fire;-3. to 
clean and trim. the lamps;-4. to sweep and clean the kitchen, the living 
room; -.5. to dust;~ e&I'8 of the bedroom ;-7. e&I'8 of wooden 
fnrniture;-8. cleaning kitchen uleDSila, table service. etc. ;-9. washing 
sm&ll articles of lingerie and of dress ;-10. to Jay the table. 

1" adilitior&, lor rtU'Gl «lIod.t :-1. Work in the vegetable garden ;-2. 
preservation of vegetables;-3. e&I'8 of the dairy;-4. advice on the 
making of butter, how to adapt it for provisiooa ;-5. advice OIl the 
making of bread, etc. 

It is not possible to insist; too much upon the teacher making use in her 
lessons of the opportunities offered by the fnrniture and uteosils of her own 
home. by the work and productB of her ganJen, by the daily incidents of 
domestic life. This practical method once adopted, she will easily find DCW 

methoda of induction and demonstration. 
By preserving great simplicity in all her lessons the teacher will not forget 

that she must communicate ideaa that are instructive, ueeful. directly appli. 
cable to the management of a home, IIIId reject from her teaching eYerything 
purely theoretic, as wen as things which the girl knows &lready or which she 
learns for herself without the least effort. .. . 

She must not Ioae sight of the intellectual culture of the pupils. She ahouJd 
encourage them to observe, to compare. to reason for themselves, to upre8I 
their obsenatiooa and re8ectioos in clear, precise and correct speech. 

C.-Needlework. 

Needlework is an eaenti&l pad of instruetioo in domestio eCODomy and 
hygiene. The Go'flmllDellt baa already takeD, as regards thia subject.. the 
_DnlB DeceIIB8lY to eosure 8OOce8L 

It is for communal authorities, inspectora. inspecb" : 5. to see thd tbe 
syllabus is properly carried out. They are entitled to de_d that the 
teachen devote to practic&l work at least the time indicated in the model 
syllabus; that they teach .ooording to the simultlllleous method, especia.IIy . 
when. demoostDting, explaining, working before tho pupila; that they use 
largely iDductiw methods and drawing; that &hey pay particular au-tioQ 
to Ieaaoaa and exerca. doaling with ou~ ou' ~ ~din~ clothea, 
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1-TIm cuSs. MLUGUB TO BB ArrACJmD TO mB PB.nuBy ScHOOL. 

The aimpJes& and the lees' eost1y way of organising practical instruction 
ill do_tilt work. is &0 attach a __ ..eaagm to the primary school proper. 
tlIIoder the following _ditioDs :-

Two aftemooDa • -k. Wedneeday and Saturday for instance, the pupils 
of the upper ataDdard. 01' of the higbes$ era. of this standard, whea i' includes 
&1ro school yean (chiIdftIl from III CII' 12 to 1-1 years of age), could learn 
pnctical household work ill the schooI-mistrel!8' house or ill some other place 
OOIltaining a' leu' • kitchen and • laundry proYided with the necessary ap
pliaace&. The furnitme and apparatus ought to he as simple as possible, for 
i& is a questioa of trainiug future housewives, chiefly for working-men's and 
labourers' families. and not cooks for rich people. 

The hygieDe and dOlDllStic ecooomy lessons could he given according to the 
syllabaa laid dowa aboft for the upper standard of the primary school 

The practical YOrk would include keeping the dwelling and furniture clean 
and tidy, washin&. bleaching. and iroDing linen, and cooking; ill the country, 
making bread and cars of the kitchen garden mas' he added. 

\\DeDeftl' eirc1lJlllltallcles permit ~ senices, woald he rendered by 
teaching the girls also the care of chiIdrea and sick persoos. , 

By preference. the practical iDstruction would he given by the ,primary 
IChoolmiau- or the a.iatant miatrelll, protJW.tllAalllA. iB IlOIItpt.kIII.She 
would know better thaD anyoDe else how to maintain discipline, &0 hold the 
children'. attentioD. to make the lessons interesting and agreeable, to explain 
clearly and precisely and &0 make the YOI'k educatift. ' 

The e~ for kitchen and laandry apparatus would amount to about 
-lOO-.5OO franal. 

'Ihe girls should bring from home the lineD. to wash and iron, bu' the 
colDDlDlle or the school JD&D&geI'8 would pay the expeuses of cookery in
structioa. which could he ftBtricted &DJluaIly to • 8UDl of abon' 150 francs for 
ftrY twenty pupils. if. wise economy is prsctised. 
Great importance abould he attached to the question of economy;' the 

fu&un housewife mast learn to prepare, with the IIIOdest family mea.us. 
be&t« and more DOUrishing food; the oem price of each dish per perscm. m1lA 
alwa,. he eaIculated. 

IDstructioo. in cooking should include the preparation of meals suitable for 
• YOrking mAD'. family. &Ild some for • JDiddle.cra. household. 

It will oo1y he possible to fonnula'-t • more CII' Jess definite syllabas for the 
cookery oourae after &Il experimental period of some years. 

Nothing will he easier thaa &0 _ the dishes prepared.. In the- institution 
there will be little cooks endowed with &Il exee1len' appetite, who will be glad 
to haq some refreshment or IUPF before going home. Often aJso. side by 
Bide with the primary school. there is an infant school where the food prepared 
ill the do.-~ would be recei-ved with pJeuure. It would also be an 
excelJen' way of reduciDg the expeDM of cooking instructiaa to buy the food 
prepared by the girIa &Dd to distribute i' among the infant school children.. 
I, would also he possible to _ it, III eertain communes, for the old people 
aapponed by the adtMllNmalimI r-piIaliere. 

lD the _mQ~ where there are amn.l primary schools for girls it ill 
Dot -.-y to organise • tlci&ae ..eaagm 101' each school If necessary, 
• aiDgle era. of this kind could he used by the pupils of five primary schools ; 
each of the fift epper standards receive two haIf-da,.' practical instzuctioo 
• 1nlek. The hOUllewilery teacher should haft ODe whole day's rest. Thursday 
for iDstauoe.. 

4.-TDIB TO BB l>:norBD ro' bsDUCUOlIl Dl DolDSnO EcoBOlIY AXD 

BOUUIlOLD WoaL-So .. SlJII'LIrICHIOllS TO IN'lBODUCB IliTO THlI 

GuEUL CumucuLUli 01' 'lBB l'Imu.By ScHOOL. 

MiIld.le 8ofa.WanI.-bo weekly Jeescms, of half an hour each. should be 
Siven. ~ tbe teac1ler c:ou14 ~ the=;e with the Jessoos in mother-tongue. 
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Upper Standard.-To obtain good results, at lellS~ two half-hours-three 
would not be too" much-must be devoted to domestiC economy every week. 

As in the middle standard, one of these lessons would be attached to the 
mother-tongue course; the second half-hour could be taken from the time 
appropriated to history and geography; the third, from the time for optional 
subjects. 

OllJ8se menagere.-Domestic economy and practical work should be taught 
twice a week, from 2.30 till 4.30 in the afternoon, for instance, in the summer 
half-year, and from 2 till 4 o'clock during the winter six months. From 
1 o'clock till 2 or 2.30 there would be a lesson of general instruction and a 
recreation. 

In the interests of the children's and the teacher's health, the Thursday 
afternoon half-holiday ought to be retained. 

'rhe teaching of housewifery would therefore occupy four hours a week, 
which would be deducted from the time at present devoted to various BUbjeets. 

The following reductions would be made :-
One hour from the time devoted to mother-tongue; 
Half-an-hour from the time devoted to arithmetic; 
Half-an-hour from the time devoted to geography and history; 
Two hours from the time devoted to optional subjects. 
It is not sufficient to take the time necessary for domestic economy and 

household work from the hours devoted to certain subjects in the curric1,1lum 
of the upper standards. The introduction of a new subject of instruction 
entails, as a necessary consequenc.e, the modification of the syllabus of some 
other subjects, in order to avoid overburdening the children. 

[Here follows an account of the simplifications which it is considered ad
visable to introduce into the syllabus for arithmetic, geography, Belgian 
history, geometric forms; as regards natural science the circular proceeds] :
" Principles of natural 8t;ience -These principles often serve as a. founda.tion 
for, a.nd almost alwa.ys 80S a.uxiUa.ries to instruction in domestic economy a.nd 
hygiene. 

It does not seem possible to curtail the actua.l sy lla.bus, which is very simple, 
of the principles of natural history; for girls, however, there would be no 
objection to concentrating the teaching of the first principles of physics on the 
most important subjects mentioned below :-

1. Some general properties of bodies: divisibility, porousness. com-
pressibility and elasticity; 

2. Lever of the first kind; ba.!a.nce ; 
3. Atmospheric pressure; ba.rometer; suction-pump; 
4. Expansion of bodies; thermometer; 
5. The solar spectrum; 
6. Simple expla.na.tion of the principa.! meteors. 

5.-CLAsSB MiNAGERB FOB ADULT GmLS. 

Instruction in household work is, by its na.ture, much more a.ppropria.tc for 
adult pupils tha.n for prima.ry school children. Towa.rds the a.ge of 12 to 14 
the girls possess, if they ha.ve been well directed, suitable genera.! know
ledge; their physica.l powers ha.ve developed, they ha.ve acquired the ta.ste for 
ma.nua.! work: it is the moment to finish their prepa.ra.tion for domestic life. 

The following shows wha.t, in its main features, could be the organisation of 
a.cla.'Beme~ereforadultgirls:- -

.A.-Rural Oommunes. 
The class would be held during the whole school yea.r, except a.t the" times 

of hay-making, harvest, the potato crop, etc. 
The complete course would occupy two years. 

First Year. 

One day (J week, for one hour (Sunday, fo~ instance.) : Hygiene and domestio 
economy lesson, ' " "" " . " 
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One ilaYG week, lor ewo 'hours (Thursday. for instance):- I I ,"; 
A.-In wineer.-Keeping the dwelling and furniture clean. Washing and 

ironing linen. Needlework, principally cutting out and making ordinary 
garments and mending linen and clothes; . 

B.-In _.-Work in the kitchen garden. In ba:l weather the pupils 
could do needlework. 

Second Year. 
One ilaYG wee1c, lor one hour (Sunday, for instance): Hygiene and domestic 

economy lesson. 
One ilayG week, lor two h~rs (Thursday, for instance) :-
A. Inwinter.-Practicalcooking; 
B. In BUmmer.-Kitchen gardening and practical cooking. 

B.-Towns. 
The r1as8e menagere would be open for nine or ten months a year, from 

October to July. 
The oomplete course would «!<'cupy two years. 

First Year. 
8u'fll1ay or Gnother ilay, lor one hour: Hygiene and domestic eoonomy lesson. 
Thursilay or Gnother ilay, lor two 'hours : Keeping the dwelling and furniture' 

clean. Washing and ironing linen. Needlework, principally cutting out and 
making ordinary garments and mending linen and clothes. 

Second Year. 
8u'fll1ay or Gnotker ilay, lor one hour: Hygiene and domestio economy Jesson. 
Thursilay or Gnatker ilay,lor two hours : Practical oooking ; oare of ohildren 

and sick persons. 

The hygiene and domestic economy lessons should be based on the syllabus 
for the upper standard of primary schools, which could be developed acoording 
to need. 

The pupils should bring the linen and articles of clothing to be washed. 
Grsat care should be gi ven to the mending of linen and clothes. 
Lessons would be given on .(lutting out and making the following articles: 

bed linen, ordinary apron with cufts for a girl, woman's chemise, girl's drawers, 
dressing·gown, child's dress, workman's blouse, man's shirt, little boy's 
trousers and shirt, girl's dress. " 

A. in the cla&ge f1IbIa9ere attached to the primary school, cooking suitable 
for a working olass home should generally be taught, as well as a certain number 
of preparations for a middle·class household. 

In the country, practical instruction should be given in gardening, the 
ohoice of vegetables and fruits, the care of them and methods of preserving 
them. By keeping a good vegetable and fruit garden the intelligent housewife 
should orsate varied resources for the family's meals. It is, therefore, suitable 
to teach the oare of a kitchen garden, where these resources are created, before 
teaching the art of oooking which makes use of them. 

The Ministerial Circular of the 29th July, 1887, concerning adult Bchools, 
provides for the organisation, by the communes, of special txlUrsea, among 
which appear courses of domestio economy, needlework and other household 
work. The provisions of the reglemene·,ype annexed to this circqlar are 
therefore applicable to cla&9ea menagerea for adults • 
• The Government, upon whom the duty of ensuring the pedagogic prepara
tion of communal teachers is legally imposed, will take the measures necessary 
for the.organisation, in good conditions, of the teaching of household work in 
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training colleges.· . It 11 ill hold: as it has already done for needlework, tem
porary normal courses of domestic economy and of household occupations for 
women teachers already in office. It will also consider the possibility of 
granting special support to communes which attach classf!8 me7UJ{t~rf!8 to their 
girls' schools, or which establish classf!8 menagUf!8 for adults. 

This is not the place to discuss the grandf!8 icolf!8 mena~uf!8, which have 
their own organisation and a development beyond the scope of primary 
education. These_institutions are by nature technical schools (icolf!8 pro
jf!8sionnellf!8) and belong, as regards State inspection and grants, to the 
Mi1lHtue de l'.4griculturll, de r Industru et df!8 Travaux publics. . 

Brussels, 1st September, 1887. 
The Minister of the Interior and of Public Education, 

THONISSD. 

• .. 1118trudio1l relative a r ll1I8eignement de r eC07lOfnie domeatiqut lit du 
trat'aw: du menage da1l8 ZIlS €colu _malllS d"i1l8htutrices" was issued by. the 
Minister of the Interior and of Public Education, on the following day (Sept. 
2nd,1887). 
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APPEXDIXB. 

H t'GlD~ SYLLABt:S FOR PRDURY ScHOOLS. 

PriDciples of hygi_ are included among the compulsory IIUbjects for 
primary achools receiving State grant&. '!'he following syllabus, to. which 
ODe hour • week is supposed to be given in each achool yew. is tha, given 
ill the model COIlIB8 issued by the Departm_, of the Interior and Public 
EducatiOll in 1897. and largely adopted by the commlllle& 

It will be remembered tha, each standard (or tkgri) coven NO achool 
years. 

hDiCJPLES OF HrGIEnt. 

LotDer SlaNlGrtl. 
F rTl .intpk uti -r ~ IalU 011 lAc lollotDiJlf nbjtcU: 
CI~ in the d_lliDg. 
Renewal of the air in rooms. etc. 
Danger of drinking river or ram water;-« drinking while in • state of 

perspiration.. . . 
Preeautioas to take against great hea' or against mtense cold. 
ClMnli_ of garments and of achool materials and books. 
C&re of the organs of sight and hearing. 
Som~ rules eoocerning the Il88 of foods and drinks. 
Cleanliness of the skin,. the mOllth. the head. 
Preeastiona to take in games and recreation&. 
F"1IIIt aid in cases of bums. 

11 idtIk SI4.tlGrtl. 
Danger of damp dwellinga. 
Neoeasity of suitable ftIltnatiOIl in the various parts of the dwelling;-

danger of draught&. 
Boiling and filtering BOBpeeted water. 
Some precautioas ecmeeming the heating of rooms. 
Choice of garments according to T&riations of temperature. 
Choice and Il88 of • good lamp. 
Neoeasity of B1lfticient nourishm_t. ~ and takeJll regu1arly.-Use 

of beer and cof[ee.-Adulterationa of milk and butter. . ,. 
Danger of alcoholic drinks: (Alcohol does Dot DOUrish ;-it is a poison ;-

it leada eometimes to crime and madness). '. 
Washing and bath&. 
Salutary inftueace of moderate work..---Conditions of beneficial sleep. 
Fim aid in cases of bums. stings. hemorrhage. asphyxia. indigestion. 
Precautions to take against measles. smaIl.poI. acar-Iet fever. 
Som. methods of disinfection in epidemics. . 

U I¥' SIG'MltIrtL 
1. Tic DImlillf.-SoiJ. materials, geoeral conditiooa. 
2. Air.-Atmospherio air; Titiated air; confined air; airing and v_tiIa

tion. 
3. WaIa'.-Drinking water; OOIltaminated water; boiling and filteriDg ; 

Il88 and abase of water. 
4. B_-FiriDg and heating appamtus; clothiug; foot-gear. 
5. LigIaL-Natural and arlificiallightiDg. 
6. Tootl.-Rulea _tial to good nourishment; Il88 of drinks; corrup

tion aod adulteration of foods and drinks.-AIooholism; its ranges from 
the physical. intelleetual,. and moral point of view. 

7. ~-C&re of the skin. the mouth. the head. etc.-Bath&. 
8. Enm..-Work. gamllllo gymnastics. rest. . . . '. 
!. A.uid.qII& Fint aid to gift in.eases of wounds. sprains. hemorrhage. 

p0180Dlng. 

10. CottIGgiou .-u-.-Prevmtift measures; disinfectant&. 
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APPENDIX C. 

EQUIPMENT FOR NEEDLEWORK AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY 

COURSES IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

(From the departmental circular to the directresses of the State icolu 
mogennu for girls. March 31st, IS9S). 

A.-DoMESTIO ECONOMY CoURSE. 

List of articles nec888ary in a school with an average of forty pupils. 

l.-PremiBu. 
The school ought to be able to provide at least two rooms, of which one 

would serve as kitchen, the other as bedroom, and, if nec888ary. as dining. 
room. 

2.-Furnieure. 

~! 
S~ 

"0 *. AI§aj S~ ~<l .9 ~"a AI'" 
Names of the Articles. "8'11 MO ..... sf 

2~t' .-~ =< oO>M z .... ~~< ~r4 0 <-
I. Brush for sweeping (cocoa·nut fibre). with 

handle · · · · · · · 1 1'50 1'50 
2. Brush for sweeping (bristles). with handle · 1 3'50 3'50 
3. Scrubbing brush. with handle · · · 2 1'25 2'50 
4. Sorubbing brush (for the hand) · · · 4 0'45 I'SO 
O. Crescent brush · · · · · · 1 3'25 3'25 
6. Brush for oleaning stoves · · · · 2 1'50 3'00 
7. Wool brush for oleaning lamp glaB8es · · 2 0'50 1'00 
8. Dust-pan · · · · · · · 1 0'60 0'60 
9. Zinc pail · · · · · · · 4 0'75 3'00 

10. Dust sheets · · · · · · · 2 3'75 7'50 
11. Dish oloths · · · · · · · 6 0'25 1'50 
12. Sponge · · · · · · · 4 1'20 4'SO 
13. Wash-leather · · · · · · 3 1'50 4'50 
14. Polishing oloths · · · · · · 4 0'30 1'20 
15. Soap-dish · · · · · · · 3 0'50 1'50 
16. Sheet of emery-paper · · · - · 12 ()'10 1'20 
17. o Pair of soiBBors · · · · · · 1 1'20 1'20 
IS. Small olothes·horse for towels · · · 1 1'50 1'50 
19. Large olothes-horse for various artioles II[ lingerie 1 6'50 6'50 
20. Tub . · · · · · · · 2 2'50 0'00 
21. Trivet · · · · · · · 2 2'50 5'00 
22. Steps (six steps) · · · · · · 1 12'00 12'00 
23, Copper oaldron · · · · · · 1 6'50 6'50 
24. Wooden ohair · · · · · · 10 4'00 40'00 
25. Shelf with braoket and six hooks · · · 2 1'60 3'20 
26. DraBBer · · · · · · · 1 30'00 30'00 
27. Kitchen table · · · · · · 1 10'00 15'00 
2S. Dining-table · · · · · · · 1 30'00 30'00 
29. Small kitchen table · · · · · 1 10'00 10'00 . 

• Franos. 
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-I ~ G) 'j~ III as = 
~.s so qj 

Names of the Articles. 
.o.s ..... ct-4C) all': S -e M 0_.;3 _§ 8. 
z< ~8< ~M 

.... s;l.C ~r.:1 o <;I., 

30. Cooking stove, with acoessories - - - 1 70-00 70-00 
31_ Spice box - - - - - - - 1 2-50 2-50 
32- Wooden BpooDS of di1rerent sizes - - - - - 2-00 
33. Knife-board, eto. - - - - - - 1· I-50 I-50 
:u. Frying-pan - - - - - - - 1 I-55 I-55 
33- DiBhstand - - - - - - - 2 0-55 1-10 
36- Sancepan stand - - - - - - 2 0-30 0-60 
37_ Salt-bos: - - - - - - - 1 0-90 0-90 
38. lireproof cbina-ware dish - - - - 1 2-00 2-00 
39_ Tartlet mould - - - - - - 6 0-15 0-90 
40- Tart dish - - - - - - - 2 0-60 1-20 
41_ 1I0uld with & cover for baiA-ftIIlrie - - - 1 3-25 3-25 
42- 1I0uld for various cakes - - - - 1 1-40 1-40 
43. Grater - - - - - - - 1 0-30 0-30 
"- Wooden pestle - - - - - - 1 0-90 0-90 
45. Sonp strainer - - - - - - 1 1-75 1-75 
46_ Strainer for sances - - - - - 1 0-65 0-65 
47_ Coffee-mill - - - - - - - 1 3-75 3-75 
48- Coffee measure - - - - - . - 1 0-25 0-25 
49_ Set of five liquid measures - - - - 1 3-00 3-00 
50. Gridiron - - - - - - - 1 1-00 1-00 
51_ Ladle and skimmer of enamelled iron - - 2 0-45 0-90 
52- Dripping-pan (enamelled) - - - - 1 1-45 1-45 
53. Enamelliool cofJ'ee-pot - - - . - 1 2-35 2-35 
M. Ring with bag for the oofJ'ee-pot - - - 1 0-50 0-50 
55. Soup kettle - - - - - - - 1 3-10 3-10 
56- Saucepans of diJJerent sizes (enamelled iron) - 6 3-00 18-00 
57_ Enamelled pan. for frying - - - - 1 '-00 '-00 
58. Teapot (fireproof) - - - - - 1 1-25 1-25 
59_ Salad utensils (of bos:-wood) - - - - 1 1-25 1-25 
60. Corkscrew - - - - - - - 1 2-25 2-25 
61. Table knives- - - - - - - 12 0-70 8-40 
62- Deaaert knives - - - - - - 12 0-65 7-SO 
63. Bread knife - - - - - - - 1 I-50 I-50 
64_ Knife for paring vegetables - - - - , 0-25 1-00 
65. Spoons and forks - - - - - - 12 0-75 g-OO 
66. Coffee spoons - - - - - - 12 0-35 '-20 
67_ Nickel knife-rests - - - - - - 12 0-50 6-00 
68. Enamelled bowl for vegetables .- - . - 2 I-50 3-00 
69_ Enamelled tea-kettle - - - - - 1 3-85 3-85 
70_ Mincing board - - - - - - 1 1-20 1-20 
71_ lIincing knife - - - - - - 1 2-50 2-50 
72- Scales (5 kilog_). lIith weigbts - - - 1 12-00 12-00 
73. Cruet-stand (oil, vinegar, salt, mustard) -- I '-00 '-00 
74- Gridiron for Brussels pa/ra - - - 1 2-00 2-00 
75- Gridiron for Brussels ,:ls/rdtu - - - 1 2-50 2-50 
76- TalllerJ. de ~ • on varnished linen - 1 5-50 5-50 
77_ Complete crockery table eervice, twelve people 1 25-00 25-00 
78- Complete coffee service - - - - 1 7-50 7-50 

• This chart is & large wall sheet on which are displayed an ox, and tho 
variOUl jointa and portions of .beef. D&lDed; similarly for & sheep. eto. 
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iii ~~ "tl-.. '" "'- S°"; <II'" 
.o.~ -'" 

Names of the Articles. *MCO] all::: 
S~ 13'" Z:: e~-e .~~ 

§:-;::< ~~ ° <P-t 

79, Beer glasses - · - - - - 12 0'20 2'40 
80. Wine glasses - - - - 12 0'20 2'40 
81. Water bottle - - - - - - 2 1'50 3'00 
82. Crumb tray with brush - - - - I 2'25 2'25 
83. Pastry board with roller - - - - I 2'25 2-25 
84 .. Glass pots for jam - - - 6 0'30 1'80 
85. Irons, - - - - - 4 1',00 4'00 
86. Stands for irons - - - - 4 0'20 , 0-80 
87. IroniIig ,board - - - - I 2'25 2-25 
88. Cove~ for ironing board - - - I 4,'75 4'75 
89. Linen basket - - - - - I 3'00 3'00 
90. Kitchen tOwels - · - · . · 12 0'50 6'00 
91., Dusters - - · - · - - 12 0~25 3'00 
92. Table linen (one table-cloth, twelve napkins) - I 12'00 12-00 
93. Linen cupboard - - - · - · I 30'00 30'00 
94- Spring ,bedstead - - - · - · I 25'00 25'00 
95. Mattress, bolster and pillow - · . - - 25'00 25'00 
96. ,Sheets, blanket, and coverlet - - - - 20'00 20'00 

-L-...._ 
Total estimated expense · 600'85· 

B.-NEEDLEWORK •• 

I.-Premi8u. 

The school should provide a special room of which the lighting leaves 
nothing, to be desired. ' " ,. , , 

2. Furniture. 

i. Fou!= tables with drawers (2m. 50 x 1 t) at 30 francs -
2. Two cupboards at 50 francs 
3. One sewing machine -
4. One dressmaker's dummy
o. Twenty chairs at 4 francs -

Total. expense for furniture -

• OOO·85franos=£240s.8d. t I metre=3'28 feet. 
: 462 francs=£18 9s. 7d. 

francs. 
- 120 

100 
- 150 

12 
80 

- 462t 
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APPENDIX D. 
tfABLE OF THE ECOLES PROFESSIONNELLES FOR GIRLS. 

(From the latest Official Report (1897-1001).). 

-... ------------:-IC"':"mTh m-et:-;~-~-~-l,--N-O-.-O-f,-I-N--£-r·-A-n-I-ln-a-l-'I-B-U-d-e-.t,-------------------------------

Address. I' or under pupils o. 0 School I g Remarks. 
Private 1900-01. Teachers Fee. 1901. 

____ !Authority. 

---------- -------7- Frallcs:- :FI
3
·an

3
c
7
·:: I {Hygiel~: a~d domestic economy are incl:ded-~n the theory :~ur3es. 

33 60, U The technical courses are for lingerie, dressmaking and drawing. 

{

Principles of education, hygiene and domestic economy taught. 
303 27 60 54,500 Technical courses are: lingerie, dressmaking, corset.making, millinery, 

artificial flowers, commerce, drawing, painting on porcelain, etc. 

{

Founded in 1900. 30 pupils in 1901-2. Domestic economy and hygiene 
2,555 included in theory courses. Technical courses: Lingerie, dressmaking, 

technical drawing, 
Brussels - - p 203 20 " , I :iiJ.:20 1 ~~Yti(l tillp. "11;(".0],:-\ Riq,Qr>hnff'Qh.aln"l"\ Q ......... ,,\ ...-. ...... ""_..l~._ v 

.",01, Technical courses: dressmaldng, .I:'~' 
, 

43 5' 60 5,555 { n e, omestlC economy, manners. 
"'" UbiOtWCcn;-':}I;. -,) eaI'Lr - - lingerie. 
lI[ons . - - - . C. 115 13 24 23,500 Technical cou,raes: dressmaking, lingerie, millinery, art,ifil'ial flowers. 

Saint· Gillesi - - - - P. '51 9 60 8,500 {Hygiene and domestic economy, sewing. Technical course~: dress· 
making, lingerie. 

Antwerp - . - P. 
(rue St. Willebronl) 

Antwerp - • - C. 
(rue dcs Architectcs) 

Brugcs P. 12 4 20 

I St .. Josse.ten-Noodet- - P. 40 13 80 8,100 
{TheOry courses include domestic economy, hygiene, morals and manners. 

Technieal courses: commerce, dressmaking, lingerie, technical 
drawin~. ' 

Schaerbeekt - · . P. 145 8 24 10,610 Hygiene an domestic economy. Technical courses: dressmaking, lingerie. 

.Uccle - - · . P. 37 8 5001'30 7,810 {Hygiene and domestic eC9nomy. Technical courses: dressmaking, lingerie, 
flowers, millinery, drawing. 

168 12 
{TheOry courses inelude principles of hygielle and domestic economy, 

Verviers - - · - C. 48 20,320 s<)wmg, morals. 'l'eclmical courses: commercial science, technical 
dl':,wing, lingerie, drcssm1lkillg, millinery, painting. ----

TOTAL - - 3,184 345 - 435,508 

-
" The subjects in this course are enumerated here as being representative of the Theory courses generally in the JiJcoles Professionnelles for girls. 
t S Ibu rb of Brussels. 
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APPENDIXE. 

ECOLE BISCHOFI'SHEUI. 

(Ecole Pro/essionnelle. RI.4e au Marat.s. Brussels.) 

The ECol, Buc1uDsAtim, or as it is. better known. the Jicole profe8Bion7Jelie 
of the Rue d" Marau, was the first technical school for girls founded in Bel. 
gium, and it is now the most highly develope:lschool of its type. The founders 
hoped that this school would supply a long-felt want in the education organised 
by publio authorities. It was recognised that women who have to earn their 
own li&g are often placed in the most un~vourable conditions. They have 
to undergo a long apprentiCllllhip, and are not seldom under the direction of 
those whose interest it is to keep them in an inferior and dependent position. 
They frequently receive insufficient wages for heavy work. Chance, moreover. 
often decides their choice of a career, which may not be at all suited to their 
abilities. Last, but not least, it was felt to be a duty to protect poor girls 
from the dangerous influences of the factory or workshop. The aim of the 
founders, therefore, was to provide good conditions in which girls could learn •. 
methodically and systemically, a trade or profession which would enable them 
to support themselves, preferably by work in their own homes, and, at the 
same time. to bear in mind that the girls should not owy be trained as intelli. 
gent and capable workwomen, but also as future wives and mothers. Hence 
practical, technical education in VariOilS occupations was offered, the pup.iIs 
were directed to study the special subjects related to their trades or pro
fessions, the instruction already acquired at the primary school was com. 
pleted and developed; the pU'pils were offered, in a word, a better equipment 
for the Btruggle of existence. The following notes give a abort outline of the 
origin and organisation of the achool 

The school owell its existence to private enterprise. In 1865 the ..4.s8Ociation 
pour l'tMeigmmenl profesBionnel du femmes was founded, with headquarten 
at Bruseels. The aim of the Association was to provide girls with the oppor· 
tunity of obtaining the necessary knowledge, theoretic and practical, for 
taking up occupations ,,·hich would enable them to earn their living. To this 
end it was proposed: (I) to found technical schools for girls at Bruseels and 
in the suburbs; (2) to assist girls leaving these institutions to obtain suitable 
posta. Eighty.four people (membru londateu.r8) undertook to pay an annual 
Bubscription equal to the Bchool fee Cat that time,36 frcs.}, for at least two 
years, and Beveral members Bubscribed larger Bums. The Bruseels Communal 
Council Bubscribed an annual SUIII of 3.600 frcs. . The amount thus collected 
was considered suffioient to meet the ordinary expenses of the school. In 
order to defray the initial cost of installation, etc., the late M. Ie Senateur J. R. 
Biscboffabeim, after whom the school is named, put ·7,000 frcs. at the 
disposal of the administrative council of the Association, of which in 1871 he 
made a free gift to the school. . 

The school was opened April 25th, 1865, and was at first entirely 1mder 
private authority. In 1868 the Communal Counoil of the town of Brussels 
decided to adopt the school· From that time, also, the Government has 
granted an annual subsidy, subject to the usual conditions.. The school is 
governed by a Committee of fifteen, chosen by the Association from among 
ita members, be members being elected every year. This Committee appoints 
the teachers and controls the finances, subject to the approval of . the Com. 
munal Council and of the central department, and Bi1perintends the coUles 
of Itudy and the discipline, 
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The expenses of the school, estimated at £1,568 in 1901, are met by members~ 
subscriptions, grants and school fees. The State and the town of Brussels each 
give two.fifths of the total expenses, after the amount covered by school 
fees has been deducted; the province grants about one· tenth or one.eighth, 
and the remainder is covered by subscriptions of members of the Association. 
The town of Brussels is responsible for the premises. The grants named above 
were not always given in the same proportion; since the school was founded 
many similar institutions have arisen, and this has made a difference, not 
only to the numbers of pupils attending the school, but also to the grants of 
suburban communes, which are now given to their own institutions. The 
school fees have been raised considerably, and now amount to 144 £res. (about 
£5 15s. Od.), per pupil per year. The estimates and accounts are submitted 
annually to the Communal Council and to the Department of Industry and 
Labour. 

The school is situated in spacious buildings, provided '\\'ith large and well. 
lighted olass.rooms, a playground, and a covered playground for recreation 
and gymnastics. The class·rooms are furnished with modem desks a~ the 
special equipment necessary for each course. There are collections, a small 
museum containing some beautiful specimens of the pupils' work, and a school 
library. 

The school opened with sixty pupils, of whom fifteen were paying. At the 
present time (1905), there are 266 pupils, of whom 110 hold scholarships. 
Scholarships are given by the town of Brussels and by members of the Asso
ciation. Pupils are admitted, when they are at least twelve years of age. 
after an examination bearing on subjects taught in the primary school. 

The staff consists of a Directress, Madame Claeys. and twenty teachers, 
all of whom hold diplomas. Every three months a conference, with an in· 
spector as chairman, is held among all the members of the staff; a theoretio 
and a technical lesson are given by two teachers, chosen by lot, followed by 
discussion and criticism. 

The course lasts four years. The school year begins on October 1st, and 
lasts for ten and a half months. LessoDs are given every week day from 
9 a.m. to midday, and from 1.45 to 4.30 p.m.; Thursday afternoon is a 
holiday. . 

At the end of the course diplomas are awarded for the technica.l courses to 
pupils who pass the leaving examination. Up to 1901, 740 diplomas had 
been granted. * An exhibitioD of the pupils' work is held at the end of each 
school y.;ar. An annual school excursion has taken the place of prize·giving. 

The instruction includes general or theory courses and special or technica.l 
oourses. The theory courses are compulsory for all pupils except those whose 
general education is sufficiently advanced; in 1902-3, 28 per cent. of the 
pupils were excused from these courses. The courses include French, 
Flemish, arithmetic, principles of book·keeping, history, geography, principles 
of natural science, hygiene, domestio economy, the care of infants, drawing, 
singing, gymnastics, cooking, mending. 

There are eight technica.l courses from which the pupils may choose which 
one, or occasionally two, they will take. These courses are: commerce, dress
making, lingerie, artificial flowers, millinery, industria.l drawing and designing, 
painting. artistio embroidery. 

Drawing is the most important subject taught.; it forms the basis of all 
the technica.l courses. Beginning with the study of elementary drawing, 
the various stages are taught up to, but excluding, figure drawing from the 
life, which is considered as beyond the scope of the course and not in 
accordance with the technica.l character of the instruction given in the school. 
The drawing course prepares the pupils for apprenticeship in the various 

* During the years 1896 to 1901 the following diplomas were gained:
Dressmaking, 33; Lingerie, 8; Artificial flowers.).O; Millinery. 3; Drawing, 
13; Commerce, 42. 
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tradea and occupations. and includes freehand drawing, designing applied 
to various industries (e.g., lace, embroidery, wall-papers, stuffs, faience), 
drawing from C&ilts and from nature. 

Painting includes courses for painting on china and faience, faus, stuffs, 
and glass. In 1902-3, twenty-three pupils attended the drawing and painting 
courses. 

The dressmaking course has the largest attendance; in 1902-3 there were 
123 pupils. Two diplomas were gained in the final examination held July, 
1903. Originally this course was taught in a work-room under the direction 
of a dressmaker. This inevitably led to unfortunate results, in exact con
tradiction to the aims of the founders of the school; it was difficult,for 
instance, to give a progressive and complete course to each pupil, and the 
ablest pupils ill one branch of work were apt to be confined to their speciality. 
This character of a professional work-room has now entirely disappeared. 
The course is divided into three classes, beginning with simple sewing and 
including all the different kinds of work connected with taking measure
ments, cutting out and making up, until finally the most elaborate robes 
and costumes are made. The pupils make garments for themselves, for 
members of their families or for friends. In connection with this course, there 
is what is called f(EutJre dell tlieuz wetements, which provides garments, to 
the number of five or six hundred, for poor pupils attending the communal 
schools, and at the same time eusures sufficient work for the pupils. 

The lingerie course had an attendance of nineteen pupils in 1902-3. The 
work done in this course is of the finest quality, and must demand very good 
eyesight as well as the greatest accuracy and neatness. There is no difficulty 
in finding posts for the pupils when they leave schooL 

In 1902-3, fifteen pupils attended the course for making artificial flowers, 
and in 1903 four diplomas were gained. The flowers are copied from nature, 
and the work is of a very artistic quality. A specimen may be seen at the 
Board of Education Library. This is the only course where a manufacturer 
provides the materials and receives the products; in this case the girls them
selves could not find a sufficient use for them. 

Sixteen pupils attended the millinery course in 1902-3; one diploma was 
gained in July. 1903. 

Commerce includes applied arithmetic, book-keeping, commercial composi
tion, commercial law, commercial geography, English, German, typewriting 
and shorthand. In] 902-3, forty-five pupils attended the course, and ten 
diplomas were granted in 1903. 

Sixteen pupils studied embroidery in 1902-3, and one diploma was gained 
in 1903. 
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APPENDIXF. 

REGULATIONS OJ' THE J'IBST ECOLES Mbu.GERES, IlAnrAULT. 

The following were the regulations of the icolu menageru founded. in 
1874, by the Prince de Chimay in Hainault.· 

.. Article I.-The aim of the school is to give girls all the knowledge which 
a good housewife onght to have. The primary condition for admission 
is a knowledge of reading. writing and arithmetic . 

.. The pupils are principally, and preferably, girls from the primary schooL 

.. Article 2.-No pupil can be admitted if she is not twelve years of age • 

.. Article 3.-The pupils must engage to remain at the icole menagere for 
two consecutive years . 

.. At the age of fourteen they leave the school finally and are given, if there 
is occasion, a cerlifical de capacili • 

.. The pupils are obliged to attend the Sunday clas88B . 

.. Article 4.-The pupils will be taught the various kinds of household 
work in turn and they will be divided for this purpose into groups. A tim~ 
table will indicate the order and arrangement of the work. which is divided 
asfollows:-

.. 1. Cookery. 
'~2. Washing and ironing. . 
.. 3. Hand·sewing, machine·sewing, etc • 
.. 4. Knitting. . 
.. 5. Medical care, bandaging, hygiene. Several groupB oould be 

employed exceptionally for the same work. if the directress of the school 
thinks it advisable. 

" Article 5.-Each pupil should have some knitting on hand in order to 
take it up each time that the work of the group is interrupted. 

" The pupils must bring their knitting when they come to school • 
.. Article 6.-The clas88B will be held every day of the week except Sundays 

and holidays, from eight o'clock in the morning till mid-day, and from one 
o'clock till five 'o'clock in the evening. These hours, however, can be modified 
according to clliierent periods of the year. 

" Article 7.-The pupils of the sewing group will be allowed, once a 
weekas appointed by the directress, to bring linen and garments to mend' 
during the class hours. . 

" In the absence of old articles, they will be allowed to make new garments. 
If other groups are at liberty the directress could extend the same privilege 
to them. 

" Article 8.-The pupils must abstain from all conversatioD outside the 
needs of the work; they must confine themselves to speaking exclusively 
of tbe work confided to them. 

.. During each class, a quarter of an hour's recreation 1riu be granted . 

.. Article 9.-The pupils must follow with the strictest accuracy the in· 
structions given by the direotress for the execution of work; every in· 
fringement of her orders will be punished. 

" Article 10.-The discipline of the pupils must be good, and they must 
behave in an exemplary manner both in and out of schooL 

.. Article 11.-1f the pupils do not attend school regularly or do not observe 
the rules, they will be first called to order, then punished, and finally, in case 
of a second offence, dismissed hom the schooL" 
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I have I8lected the following foul' menus from among those I saw prepared 
in nrioua ioolu and cla88u me.lGguu. They represent the usual meals 
oooked at: (i) a centre day clasa for primary school children (with which 
may be compared the menu of the cla881l menagerll (centre) at Mons, given on 
pago 100): (ii) an evening olass for primary school children; (iii) an evening 
class for adults; (iv) a day class for adults. Menus (iii) and (iv) are examples 
of dinners for fast days. It will be notioed that menus (i) and (ii) are from 
schools in Brussels, (iii) from the II black country to of Hainault, (iv) from a 
rural schooL 

Furthet typical menua will be found in Mlle. Van Gehuchten's Guide dll la 
J/lUftC Minagere (Liene. 1894). from which the following suggestions as to 
a few methods in which remains or ecraps of food may be prOfitably used up, 
are also tak~ 

Having given the general direction that cooked food left over from the mid
day meal ('.e., the principal meal of the day) can be used up in the evening, 
Mlle. Van Gehuchten concludes her chapter on cooking as follows:-

.. RemaiN 01 cooked meal: a. Cut up and mixed with salad; b. Stewed 
again; eo Cut into slioes and fried in fat with slices of apple; tl. Chopped 
up, re .. tewed with onions. vinegar, etc., left to cool and eaten with 
bread,etc. • 

.. Remt:KN 01 cooked fJOIa'Ou can be: fl. Cut in slices and eaten with salad ; 
b. Re·stewed with fat or butter, milk or water and salt; c. Fried, similarly 
with fat. butter or lard and salt: tl. Mixed with other vegetables, etc . 

.. RemaiflB 011llllUle4 rice: a. In soup: b. Eaten cold with sugar, etc • 

.. RemaiN 01 kidney beaN:. fl •. Mixed in soup; b. Re-stewed with or 
without vegetables, etc • 

.. In order to prevent provisions from spoiling, the housewife will cover 
from the air: butter, eggs, milk, fat. meat. etc., and keep food that is left 
over, in summer, in a 0001, but not damp place." 

(L) Ecole Minague Commutwle (cla88e cmlTale). 
Rue Loazuenghiell, BnuJBIlls. 

Muv .oB Twlo.VB" !'BOPLB. _ 
16th March, 1905_ 

Length I of pre- Dishea.-Ingredienta. ~l \ 
paration. dienl- Dish. Head. 

Cost Price· per 

During the 
king 8oupe. {Bones, salt • • - - 0.01} 

~ th aUJ: Celery, turnips- - - - 0·18 0-27 0·02 
sa~ru.:t. ceur.., Potatoes, 1 k. at 0·08 fro the k. - 0-08 

2 hours. 

. {sauerkraut,lk.atO.30fr.thek. 0-30) 
Chou- Sausages, 1 k. atl- 80 fro the k. 1· 80 
croule Lard, 1 k. at 0·90 fl'. the 1 k. - 0·90 • 
,amie ButtBr,50gr.atl-60fr.the!k.0·16 357 0-29 

German sausage - - - 0-40 
" Salt. thyme, laurel - - - 0·01 

~:;.:;ro..:DlJ::~.;::n20.::.utee:;.:;to.:.:.+-1 ~=,;;:..mm....;Ie.:..::...;,.e={:::~:-:_i_~_t :-0.:-~-:8:::fr-::.:-~"'";e:-k. __ -;-___ : I g:~}1 0-24.1 0-02 

Bread, 250 gr. at 0-26 fro the k. - - 0.07}\ 0 --
Beer, 21 litrea at 0·13 fro the L _ _ 0.33 '40 0·03 

---
Total - - ~~ 0·37 

• Reckoned in francs. 
K2 
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Length 
of 

Cooking. 

2 hours. 

i hour. 

i hour. 

i hour. 

t hour. 
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Custard.· 

t litre of milk at 0'20 fro the litre -
75 gr. of sugar at 0'80 fro tbe kilo. -
4: eggs at 0'09 fro -
Vanilla 

- 0'10 
- 0'06 
- 0'36 
- 0'05 

Per person -
0'57 

·0'05 

Creme.· 

t litre of milk at 0'20 fro the litre -
75 gr. ofsugar at 0'80 fro the kilo. 
4, eggs at 0'09 fro 
Vanilla. flour • 

Per person 

(ii.) Ola88t Menagere Libre. 

·0'10 
·0'06 
- 0-36 
·0'06 

0'58 
: 0-05 

Oha'U88ee de LoutJain, Sainl-J088Wen-Noode, Bf'U88els. 

MENU FOR SIX PBOPLB. 
15th MarcA, 1905. 

I Cost Menu. Ingredienf& per per 
disb. I head. -,--

Potage au rhervil 
• • · · 0'10} 0'20 I 0'03 Oer/euil t kilo. potatoes • · · 0'05 

Bread. salt, fat • · · 0'05 I 
Foit de {600 grs. liver - • · 0'60} 0'68 I 0-11 baJuf 8aute Fat, f1pur, salt, pepper · 0-08 

Pammesde 1 Iillo. potatoes - · · 0'10 0'10 0'02 
terre bouillie8 

Oompote de e livre apples · · · 0.1O} 0'13 0'02 pommel 50 grs. sugar · - · 0'03 
----

Supplement. t l'U 0'18 
Oroqudtu fllOO grs. rice · - · o.o~ -at riz i litre milk - - · 0'08 

50 grs. sugar · · - o.oy 0'38 0'06 
12 eggs: • · - · 0'16 
;Frying - - · - 0'0 

Total . . -ll~9To'24 

• The custard and creme were served as one dish, an extra. As tbe 
directress pointed out, it is only possible to have such a dish at a time of 
year when eggs are chea.p. 

t I was told in this school that there is alwa.ys a Supplement unless the 
mt'lat dish is expensive, e.g., beefsteak. 

: These eggs were not fresh, but preserved. 
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FrafMriu. B aifl4vlJ, 

Mou I'OR SIX PEOPLE. 

Soupe Verle. Pain dare. 

sorrel, 

22nd MarCh, 1905 

(Menu maigre). 

Cost per 

" 
~ , 

Ingre-
dient. Dish. I Head. r .................. 

2 hours. Saupe spinach, leeks - - · · - 0'10 -
Vule Potatoee, 1 kilo. • 

t hour. 

Length 
of Pre-

paration. 

2 hours. 

1 hour. 

1 hour. 

· · · 0'10 
Butter, spioes • · · · -

-
{Bread, 1 kilo. · · · - 0'25 

Pain Milk. 1 litre - · · · · 0'10 dor. 6 eggs· • · · · · :.0'10 Beer, 11litrea · · · · 0'12 

-
1-

Total · · 

(Iv.) EooZe Mi1llJ{/ere Communak. 

Vor"eiatr (ProtIifICI 0/ A ftltoerp). 

Mmnr I'OR Sa PEoPLE. 

-

0'10 -
0'10 -
1-

0'30 "'05 

0'25 -
0'10 -
0'60 -
0'18 -
t--

1'13 0'19 
0'30 ---
1'43 0'24 

27th MarCh, 1905. 

(Menu maigre). 

- C08tper 
Indication of the Provisions. Ingre- D-: h I H d 

dient. ~~. 

1 litre dried beans - · 0'10 
Polage aus t, ........... · ... · · • 0'04 
lIaricoU leu Onion or leek • · • 0'04 0-36 0'06 

Butter or fat - · • 0'08 
Toast squares - · • 0'10 

ClolJ.s rOV1Ju {I red cabbage. - • 0'10 
(prepared with 2 kgr. potatoes - - - 0'12 0'31s 0'06 

potatoes) Vinegar, pepper, salt, fat - 0'16 

Pain perdu {4: eggs, 3 slices of bread -
Milk, butter or fat, sugar • O'''} 0'26 0'70 0'12 

Total . · · - I'" 0'24 
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APPENDIX H. 

SYLLABUS ON THE CARE OF INFANTS. 

BRUSSELS. 

The following is a tra.ns1ation of the authorised syllabus on the oare of 
infants for the ecolu menageru of the ViUe de BruztlJu,· drawn up by Mme. 
Cheys, Direclrioe de readll Bi8choDsheim. 

THE C4JI.l!l 01' INI'AlI"TS AND INI'ANT BYOIBNB. 

CoURSE 01' TIIlII :EcOLB ?diNAOBU. 

BABy GABllENTS. 

The ga.rments of babies must be: (1) warm, (2) ample, in order not to 
impede the funotion of any organ and not to embarrass the movements in any 
wa.y. 

There are two methods of clothing babies: the FrencA rndhotl and the 
English rndhod. 

These two methods include the same garments for the upper part of the 
body. 

1.-A chemise, a flannel or cotton vest, a vest of pique or some other 
material, a triangular kerchief and a robe (these garments are fastened at 
the back). 

The Frena. rndhod inoludes for the lower part of the body: a linen diaper 
and a wool or soft flannel swathing band in whioh the baby's legs are wrapped 
and enclosed. . 

Ola-/lUhioned baby-ololhe8.-Formerly these baby-alathu were completed 
by a flannel band which was rolled firmly round. In certain oountries even 
the ohild's head was made imIno.vable by means of a piece of linen which 
was fixed to the olothes on each side of the neck. This is still used in the 
southern provinoes of our country. 

PIYpUlar error.-The child's body will be warmer and straighter if it is 
tightly bound in its clothes. 

The English mdhod includes for the lower part of the body: 1. linen 
diaper folded into a triangle, a pilche of flannel of triangular shape, woollen 
stockings, and little woollen shoes. 

The point of the diaper and that of the pilche are brought together by 
.a pin between the baby's legs, in order to leave them oomplete liberty. 

The English baby-alathu are the better, because they a.llow the child to 
move and to develop freely. 

The Frenoh baby-clothe" if they are well-applied, have the advantage of 
preserving the baby's warmth better; their use may also be recommended 
during the night and during the first days which follow the child's birth, 
espeoia.lly in winter. 

Cap.-If it is used, the oap should be made lightly, either of muslin or in 
orochet. It is wiser to acoustom the ohild to do without it. 

CL1I:ANLINESS. 

Care 01 'he skino-The different parts of the ohild's clothing must be fre
quently renewed; the chemises and the vests at least once every two days ; 
the swaddling band every time that it has been soiled, at night as well as 
in the day. I • 

• Ville de Bruzellu.-Erxmomie Malernelle. Ht/Viens d.I'En/ance. (Caurs 
de JtEoole Mhlagere). BruseeIs. 1898, . 
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Each time that the child has aoiled its awaddling band, that pad of the 
body umst be washed, dried with a 80ft linen and then powdered with powder 
of amydon or lycopodium. 

It is the only way to avoid the chapping and exooriatious which cause 
the child 80 much 1I1l1fering. . 

WlUAillg ..... batA&. A general rapid washing should be done every day 
oyer all the parta of the body; it is preferable to replace it by a very short 
bath in tepid water of 30" to 35° during the first months; the temperature 
of the water should be lowered gradually. The temperature of the room 
in which the bath is taken should be from 15° to 16". 

Refined _p must be used for the child's toilet: marshmallow or glycerine 
-po 

H the child's akin is irritated, he (she) should be given baths of amydon 
water or bran bathL 

Core of eM '-I.-The child's head should be the object of special care; 
it must be brushed every day with tepid water, well dried, then brushed with 
a fine brush. Inflammation of the head-mi1k-ecab, incrustation-is frequent 
with babies and C&1l8e8 them much BUffering; this inflammation IDIISt be 
attended to without delay in order to avoid the risk of grave difficultieL 

Popular D'I"OI'.-It is not permissible to cure acalp eruptions lest convulsions 
or meningitis should be induced. 

N OUlUSllJO.NT. 

Millt is the first and the only nourishment proper to a baby; everything 
in a child's mouth shoWB that it should BIlCk, not eat.. Nothing can replace 
milk for the child, but. of all milk, that which BUita it best is the mother'L 

When the mother is ill and cannot n1ll'll8 her child, when her occupations 
do not permit her to do eo by day as well &8 by night. she has reco1ll'll8 to 
fJrli{ia4lluding, unleB8 she can give the child a nune, which is preferable. 

In fJrli/icitllludifIIJ the child is given the milk of an animal; cow, lIS!, sheep, 
coat, by means of a bottle. 

Cow's milk is generally used in our towns; it diffem from that of. the 
woman, but by the addition of water and BIlg&r ita composition approaches 
that of mother's milk. 

Nitrio 
FluidL Matter. 

Womants milk - 87·39 2-48 
Oow's mi1k - - 87-41 4-41 

The milk is diluted by adding : 

Fat.. 
3-90 
3-28 

Sugar. 
6-M 
4"22 

Salta. Total. 
0·19 100 parte 
0-70 100 •• 

During the firet month - I litre· of boiled water. 
.. second and third monthB - • 1 .. .. ., 
10 fourth month - - 1.. .. 

Afterwards cow's milk should be given undiluted. 
Millt ferments rapidly, it can alao contain dangeroua microbes which.com

municate m- to .children; therefore it is necessary only to give well
boiled milk. 

The feeding·bottle which is easiest to keep clean should be used; bottles 
conaiBting of a bottle closed by the india-rubber teat. without a tube. are the 
best.. 

Careful UtJga oJIlM boUk. 
L Only boiled milk to be used ; . 
2. The milk should be pure. not skimmed ; 
3. The addition of water and of sugar to be made in the required propor

tiona ; 
'- The milk in the bottle should be tepid, 35" to 37" ; 
6. The bottle should only contain the milk for one meal. the anrplna muat 

be thrown away; 
4. After each meal the boUle must be wtill cleaned in all parts by meana 

of .. brush and hol boil«l water. 

• llitr&-l· 76 pintL 
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Feeding with a bottle demands special suj,ervision and careful under
standing, for the majority of diseases of the digestive passages-thrush, infant 
cholera, enteritis-generally. attack childres brought up by hand, and are a 
frequent cause of mortality. 

These illnesses can'also be caused by inappropriate food. 
In order to simplify artificial feeding, by diminishing the causes of mor

ta.lity, the" Societe protectrice ae8 En/ants Martyrs" has instituted"ll. laiterie 
maternelle, rue des Comediens, 25, at Brussels. The milk sold there is human
ized, or sterilized milk, which approaches very closely to mother's milk, 
and is purified from the injurious germs which it may have costained. This 
preparation is made on the spot under the supervision of Dr. Lust. The 
new milk sterilizer of this doctor has been adopted here as feeding-bottle. 
Deliveries are made for cash ; ten centimes the bottle. 

A distribution of milk at reduced cost, ten centimes a day, or free, is made 
daily to poor mothers who are prevented from nursing th~ir babies themselves, 
or especially to mothers whose ohildren are already suffering from bad feeding, 
sickness, qiarrhooa. 

Popular 61TOTS. 

1. To believe that when a child is brought up by hand it is necessary always 
to give it the milk of the same cow. 

2. To believe that barley water is a food which suffices for the needs of a 
baby and that it can advantageously replace milk. 

3. To believe that a child should be fed with pap from the time its first 
teeth appear. 

Number 01 meals. 

Whether a child is nursed by its mother or fed with a bottle, it is necessary 
to observe strict regularity in the times of feeding. 

First half-year. 

First three months.-By day, feed once every two hours; at night, oncl' 
every four hours. 

Following three montha.-By day, once every three hours; at night, once 
every six hours. --

Second half-year. 

By day, one meal every three hours; replace one by soup; at night, 
food once only, to be completely suppressed finally. We disapprove of 
the use of any kind o( indiarubber teats which are given to children 
between meals. This bad oustom foroes a child to make efforts in suoking 
whioh are often tiring. ' 

WEANING. 

During the {irat Biz months the child Oan" only take milk, any other nourish
ment, being badly digested, is injurious. It is only during the second hall· 
year, and while continuing the use of milk. that the child should be given either 
pap or light soups, oonsisting of farinaceous foods prepared with milk. These 
paps and soups should be prepared fresh for each meal. 

To begin with, the milk meal must be replaced by one of soup during the 
day and, in proportion as the teeth become more numerous, the number of 
these soups will be gradually increased and the number of milk meals must 
be reduced. 

After the age 01 one year, while maintaining milk as the prinoipal nourish
ment, the ohild oould be given eggs, bread soaked in meat juice, and, 
eventually, meat ohopped fine. 
loo~.mil G& l~ ~ 1Iears o( /Jf?e. milk ,hmild r~i~ u.~ child's ~nei~ 
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Bulu lor weani1l9. 
It is important: 
1. Never to wean a ohild who has no teeth; 
2. Never to wean a ohild who is teething; 
3. Never to wean a ohild during the oourse of an indisposition or of 

an illn8118; 
4. Never to wean a ohild during the very hot weather; 
6. Never to wean a ohild suddenly. ' 

TBBTBING. 

Teething is a cause of digeRtive trouble for a ohild, that is why nursing 
must not cea.se at the moment of outting the teeth. 

The first teeth appear in the following order :
Front teeth 
~ide teeth 
First sma.ll double teeth • 
Eye teeth-
Second sma.l1 double teeth· 

Gl1H Rnms. 

4- to 6 months. 
4 .. 9 .. 
4 It 12 It 

4 .. 16 '" 
4 II 18 II 

The ohild's first toy, the teetherl is often intended to soothe the irritation 
of the gums oaused by teething. 

A bone or india-rubber ring serves this purpose very well; orris or marsh
ma.llow roots, whioh easily turn sour, must be avoided. Coloured or angular 
shaped rattles must not be used, as they might oause serious acoidents. 

SLEEP. 

Children have an imperative need of sleep, espeoia.lly during the first 
days. Babies should be a.llowed to sleep as muoh as they wish; towa.rds the 
age of aix months a ohild's sleep oan be regulated. -

Sleep generally follows feeding; a ohild should sleep in a oradle, and not 
in the arms or on the knees of its mother. 

The ohild, in its oradle, should always be laid on its side in order that, if 
sickn8118 ooours,_ the liquid flows easily and does not enter the respiratory 
channels. 

The ohild must not be allowed to sleep with anyone (asphyxia), must not be 
aooustomed to rooking, and use must not be made of narcotics, which 
have often caused deplorable acoidents. 

It is necessary to acoustom a ohild to get up early and to go to bed at the 
hour when, from fatigue or by habit, it goes to sleep immediately. 

After the ohild's sleep, the oradle should be aired. 

GOING Ol1T. 

Pure airl like nourishment, is a food which sustains life. 
A ohild must have air baths by being exposed as often as possible 

to the open air; in this way it will be submitted to the influence of full light. 
whioh is as neceaaa.ry for it as air. 

A ohild can be taken out without harm in hot weather (summer) at the 
end of a week; in mild weather (spring, autumn) at the end of a fort
night: ill oold weather (winter) at the end of a month. 

PERAMBULA.TOl!& 

Perambulators are not good for quite little ohildren, whom they expose to 
tiring and sometimes dangerous jolting; the arms of the mother or the 
nurse are muoh more suitable for them until they have the strength to sit 
up and to ohange their position .. 
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W ALIIlfG.-EXBBCIs& 

Under our conditions of climate and race, a well-nourished child begins to 
walk when it is a year old. All methods intended to force the act of 
walking -must be avoided. "straps or reins, wicker-baskets, wooden carriages; 
nothing is more inclined to deform the legs, the pelvis. and the spine. It 
is preferable to assist the baby in ita first attempts by IIl1pporting it under 
both arms. 

When it is necessary to lift a child over an obstacle, care must be taken 
to hold it with open hands, under the arms, otherwise there is a risk of 
dislocating ita shoulder or wrist. 

The child should be made to do some well regulated gymnastic move
menta favourable to ita development. 

VACCiliATlON. 

Vaccination is the best preventive of small-POL 
Except in case of an epidemic of small-pox, a child can be vaccinated 

from the age of two months. 
From the third to the tenth day which follows vaccination the child cannot 

go out, because it is then more sensitive to variations of temperature. 
Baths will be suppressed during the same time. The V&CP.inated part 

must be protected by a little shield with cotton wooL 

* * * * 
DANGBBOUS RDIlIDIBIL 

Certain very dangerouslll1bstanoes are sometimes used by ignorant mothers. 
Such are: decoction of poppy seeds, laudanum, to induce sleep; an emetic 

to produce sickness. These remedies have often caused accidents, some
times fatal accidents. 

Nor must mustard poulticeS be applied to the calves of a child's legs if it 
is threatened with convulsions; it is well known that the pain caused by the 
mustard poultice may itself provoke convulsions with little children. 
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STLL&BUS 01' TlIB EXAlmUTIOlr 1'08 TUClIEBS L,\, ECOLES ET 

CussES Mbu.GEus. 

SiJabu 01 tAo. ulJ7lliftatioRe lor obtaiftiftg IM.-pecial cmificala lor 
1etIcAi"f lomatit: economy eM Ao~Aolcl trori i. tAa classes d 
loolu flliMgeru 11Ilmdi.re4 by tM Diparte'lltftl tU fluustrM d flu 
TfGf1GJ:-

Warr'HlI ExAxmATION. 

A.-Prifldplu of Hygia& 

L Ai,.-X-aty. eompositioa. properties of oxygeD. carbon and carbonic 
add; rule of air in the breathing of animals and plants; causes of the vitiation 
01 the air; methods of propeorly nntilating dwellings ; impurities of the air 
in and round dwellings; indication of the illnesses of which the germs are 
transmitted by the air ; nntilation ; lighting and heating from the point of 
YieY 01 hygiene ; choice of appu.n-. 

IL W''''.~poeition of water; di1ferent kinds of water; drink.in« 
water; characteristics 01 drinking water; nmous kinds of drinking water. 
spring-water. river-water. _B-water. rain-Yater. eistem-Yater. methods of 
parifyiDg drinkiDg water; boiliDg. filtering; indication of some illnesseewhich 
are propagated by the _ of impure water. 

m a-al eorttliliou 0/ ~ 01 eM cltftlliag.-Situa!ioo. aspect, drains. 
cbets, nnt.ilating ahafts. eJeanliness. disinfection. 

Coab'y.-StabJes. oattJe.aheds, pig ... tya. inrl-ruD&. 

cra.i/WII ~flDalima of the fumitun of • house for • wOl'king cJaes family. 
IV. P.,1OfIDl denlilWM.-Washing. baths. garments and their pnsenation. 

hygieaio adTice. bed and bedding. 
Hwa- ollood.-Neceesity for good food, short I1IlIIlIIary of man'. digee

tift apparatus. principal phenomena of the ~ 
V_ FinI.icJ ia _ -1-a ea:idaau, eIc.-Wounds. bums. sprains. bites 

01' stings 01 insecta, pnienning. _bleeding. beiga bodies in the nose. 
the ears and the eyes. etc. Fainting. rubbing. how to administer • gargle. 
• purgative. to prepare lemonade, herb tea, tea, • poultice, to apply. blister, 
leeches. cupping. to put on • Bimple bandage. etc. 

VL HygieUG "....no...-Symptoma of some c:hikben'. ailDHmta, the 
care of ehildren. aick per8OII8 and old people, diainfectants, how to disin.fed 
and to keep in order aick-rooma" right _ of pnsening health, c:omposi
tion 01 • small domeatia medicine chest. 

B.-PrifIdplu of ~ EtXIfIOflJy. 

L Qulitiu 91.u goocI ~/ .. -Keeping the dwelling and ita di1fenmt 
parts. as well .. the fumiture. ill repair and ill order; kitchen utenaiJs. 
materials and care of them; keeping tidy and ill order bed and bedding. 
foot-gear, lampe. YiDdo-.1rOOd-wwk, parquets, brick 8.0018: arrangement of 
eupbouda and keeping theIIl tidy; houMhold budget of • working-cJasa 
family. h01lll8hoJd 8CClO1lIlta, proridenl inatitutioDa. 

• SJlIabua 01 the ExaminatioD held Easter. 1905. 
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II. Food.-Qualities of the following foods, their purohase and preser· 
vation: bread, potatoes, vegetables, fruits, meat, fish, eggs, butter, oheese, 
fats· spioes and condiments: sugar, ohocolate, honey, vinegar, oil, salt, rico, 
eto.; oomposition of menus for working-class families, their justification 
from the point of view of oost, of nutritive properties and of digestibility, 
cheap dishes, keeping within the limits allowed by the modest income of a 
workman or labouror, service at table; some rules of good manners; nutritive 
and digestive value of meat, fish, vegetables, bread and foods in general; 
praotical ways of recognising adulterations of oertain food substances and 
how to distinguish those whioh are damaged. 

III. DrinkB.-Qualities and oomposition: milk, beer, wine, ooffee, tea, 
ohooolate ; pernicious effeots of strong drink. 

IV. Heating and lighting.-Substanoes used: ooal, ooke, anthracite, wood, 
peat, petrole~, oil, gas; advantages and disadvantages, oost, apparatus, 
preoautions. 

C.-Principles 01 Horticulture. 
Formation of a kitchen garden: situation, shape, extent, arrangement, 

Bucoession of orops, tillage and manure, methods of multiplioation, of culti· 
vating and preserving the most useful vegetables of the oountry, oare 
of seed.bearing plants, gathering and preservation of seeds, knowledge 
of the best kinds of fruit trees, some indoor plants. 

PRACTICAL TESTS. 

The praotioal tests include for eaoh oandidate :-
1. Some piece of mending to be ohosen by lot. 
2. Oleaning.-Some oleaning work: part of the dwelling, furniture, 

or household utensiL 
3. W/I8hing and ironing articles of lingerie, or a garment, to be ohosen 

by lot. 
4. Menu.-The preparation of a menu for a. working-olass or lower 

middle·olass household, oomposed of soup, vegetables, meat or fish, 
and dessert or sweets. 

5. Wa8hing, bleaching and ironing linen. - Working garments: 
woollen materials, flannel, oloth, covers, rinsing, blueing, 
starohing. Some substances used for removing stains, ironing, 
washing and oleaning linen and garments. Preoautions to take in 
using liquid ohloride, naphtha, salt of sorrel, ammonia, etc. Keeping 
linen and bedding in oondition. 

6. Needlework.-Ordinary cutting out and making of simple gar· 
ments: mending, making use of old olothes, simple darning and 
darning according to the web; approximate estimate of the amount of 
material necessary for various artioles of lingerie and for usual &trments. 

TEACHING TEST. 

A lesson to bs given by each candidate on a subject chosen by lot from 
amdng those whioh are included in the syllabus. 

N.B.-During the week, the candidates are called upon to give explana. 
tions of their method of prooeeding. They must give reasons for the oulinary 
or other operations whioh they perform, justify the ohoice of the menu with 
respeot to cost prioe, nutritive value, digestibilit" etc.; further, they must 
indioate how to use to the best advantage remains or scrape of food. 



Date of Le~rh No. of No. of No. of State 
Name of SchooL Found· Pnpils, Diplomas Teachers- Grant, Remarks.::: 

ing. Course. 1901-2- obtained, 1901-2- 1902. t 1902. ---
~cole SUpbieUN II' A.gricultvr. f"" ~hOOI .. at"""'" ... th..r ....... d. 8 .... 0- o' do r ImfllGCUUB C01lceptioB. Curriculum iucludes, be.ides the 

pour jeunu fillu :- usual subjects, more advanoed soience, mechsnics, etc., 
HeverIe (Brabant) . · · 1897 2yra. 17 10 11 4,000 drawing, bee.keeping, methods of teaching (for intendin~ 

teaohers). Some upil. have 8tayed a third year. Annua 
school feea (inolu(tng residence), 300 francs. PU1ilR direot 
the household in turn for & week at & t.illle; t ley cook 
wash, iron, clean, and do needlework. 

lTbO ~hool fm-m ........... "'''D ... b~"'iD.~bool ... "" .. 
£colu M~n(lg~ A.gricolu:-

, and a training col1e~e. School fees (including residence), 
400 francs & year. 'he pupils work in four groups, alter· 

Baatogne (Luxembourg) • · 1893 lor2yrs. 19 8 7 1,000 nately, at housework, cookin~, needlework, wa..hing and 
ironing, dairy·work and ganlenmg. Special attention given 
to mending, cutting.out and making clothes. Drawing, 
gymnRstics, mannef8, and lectures on various subjects given, 
as well as usno.l 8yllabu8. f<>h'" wu f,"Dd .. ond ........... by tho ...... tho "",",,, 
and the Provincial Society of Agrioulture; managed by a 
committee of representatives of these authorities. Instruc· 

Bouchout (Antwerp) · · 1893 1 yr. 12 10 4 5,399 tion is free; PUl'i1s who are resident only pay for their food 
(on an average fro 0'72 per pupil per ilay). Maximum 
number of pupils admitted is 12, aged at least 15 years. 
Pupils in turn preI::are the meals; they wash, iron, and mend 
their olothes, and eep household accounts. 

Brugelette (Hainault) • · 1891 1 yr. 6 5 8 2,000 { Attached to the traming collete and boarding ·school of the Sam,.. 
de l'En/ant JUUB. Pupi 8 are resident. Gooreind (Wuestwesel, Ant· {SchOol year begins Ootober lat-1st year, 9 months; 2nd and 3rd werp) . . . · · - 3yrl. 6 6 2 2,000 years, 7 months. Day pupils attend 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

{Attaob'd to tb ...... nli,g·~bool fM ~' .. of th. s_ • ... Sain. 
Vincent de Paul. Maximum num er of pupils, 15; minimum 
age, 14. Resident and non·resident pupils. Great import· 

Gysegem (E. Flanders) · · 1891-2 1 yr. 9 7 4 2,000 ance attached to practical work-cooking, purchasing pro. 
visions, preserving fruits and vegetables, washing and ironmg, 
making and mending clothes, etc., as well &8 to practical 
experiments in farm and garden. 

• The Dumber of teachers given includes the director or directress, staff teachers, visiting teachers and lecturers, and the teacher of religion (generally a priest). 
t Francs. 
:: All these schools, except that at Bouchout, are under private authority. 
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Date of Length No. of No. of No. of State 
Name of School. Found· of Pupils" 

Diplomas Teachers· Grant, Remarks.::: 
ing. Course. 1901-2. obtained, 1901-2. 1902.t 1902 . . ------

{AnnUal school fees, 400 francs. 'Pupils who have sufficient 
Herve (Liege) - - · - 1893 2 yrs. 12" 9 3 2,000 primary education admitted from age of 15 to 16. Drawing 

manners, needlework, taught as well as usual subjects. ' 
Instruction free; board and lodging 28 francs a month. School 

year, October 15th to August 15th. Minimum age for 
admission, 15; school·day, 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. The ~upils, 

Oosterloo (Antwerp) - - 1£192 lor2yrs. 11 8 7 2,000 with two teachers, form a separate household; they 0 the 
practical work alternately, divided into three groups-dairy. 
work, gardening, housework, cooking; the~ draw, cut out, 
make, wash, iron, and mend their clothes, eep dairy, farm 
and household accounts, etc. 

Pupil. are all resident. Dairy course amI cheese·making eourse 

Overyssche (Brabant) 1893 
eaoh last a hear; in addition, there is a pre8arat0rl course 

· · 2 yrs. 19 15 4 4,500 for pupils w 0 enter during the year. PUpl s divi ed into 
two gr0l18, who alternately do domestic work and work 
connecte with dairy. Drawing and temperance taught. 

S'Gravenwezel (Antwerp) · 1898 1 yr. 11 11 3 1,000 Pupils are all resident. In turn, by groul'~, they do household 
and dairy work for two weeks at a time. f First school of the kind established in Belfium. School directed 
by the Religieu8es de la Doctrine '/vretienne. Fees, 400 

Virton (Luxembourg) · · 1891 lor2yrl. 32 6 8 2,000 francs 0. year (including residence); 100 francs for non-l residents. Pupils admitted, if sufficient primary education, 

SectiO'1l8 Menag~res Agricole8 :.,... 
at age of 15 to 16. For practical work pupils work in groups 
of 4 or 5 for a week at a time. 

Cortemark (W. Flandet'l!). · - 10r2yr8. 16 9 3 750 Attached to a boardin/1:·school. Syllabul the same as in the 
periaatetio dairy schools. 

Haute·Croix (Braba,nt) 37 
A ttache to boarding.school direoted by the Ur8ulines. Course 

· · 1896 3yrs. - 5 750 given out of school hours to pUFeils who desire it. Syllabus 
as in the ecoles menage'l'e8 agrico e8. 

Heule (W. Flanders) · · - - 10 - 2 1,<)00 
Attached to a boarding-school. Instruction given in agriculture, 

gardenin')', zootechny, daig.work, cheese·making, accounts. 
Attached to ension'llat des aur8 de Saint- Vincent d6 Paul. 

Moorslede (W. Flanders) • · 1895 - 10 - 1 750 Instruction given in prinoiples of agrioulture, ~ardening, 

------ --- zootechny, commerce and hook·keeping, and in darry-work. 

Totals - .' ~ · - - 227 104 72 31,149 

• The number of teachers given includes the director or directress, Itaft' teachers, visiting teachers and lecturers, and the teacher of religion (generally a priest). 
t Francs. -
:I: All these Ichools, except that at Bouchout, are under private authority •. 
• ; Ii •• If'l __ ___ • , 
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THE TEACHING OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY IN 
SWEDEN. 

INTRODUCTION. 

In Sweden, &8 in some other countries, the cc ologies" were Introouetion 
much worshipped in the schools during the last thirty or forty of Domestio 
Years of the nineteenth century. As has b. een remarked: Econhom

1
y M 

J • . aBO 00 
.0 the theory seemed to have been adopted that the mtellectual aubjen. 
and the theoretical was that which was most useful for. children i 
books became both the means and the end, and for a long time the 
children entertained the idea that they, having imbibed the wisdom 
of books, need not share in the daily work of the home; thai. could 
be left to parents and servants. The youthful mind was full of 
mental pride."· 

Not least was this the case in regard to girls. Those who 
belonged to the poorer classes went to work in factories on leaving 
school i they grew up and married, and had not the least idea of 
managing their new home!', which were, 8S a rule, left to manage 
themselves.t The girls from the middle and higher classes pursued 
their studies; freedom of choice in their life's work was, and in 
many cases still is, the promised end of their endeavours; they 
wished to be able to compete with men in numerous branches of 
ocoupation, and for such posts book-knowledge alone was neceesary, 
and therefore book-knowledge alone was studied.! Did these girls 
marry, they hoped that their servants (girls from the primary 
schools, who had also learned to forget manual work) would be 
able to manage the house, a hope which was, as a rule, unpleasantly 
but most properly disappointed. Many girls of the middle-classes, 
however, hastened before marriage, either to go for a few months 
to a married clergyman's house in the country to learn something 
about housekeeping, or to pass through a .. lightning" course 
at a so-called "cookery-school," where the instruction given 
was entirely practical, and where the meals ~repared were eaten 

• Mrs. A. Hierta-Retzius ...... " Workshops for Children." 1897. 
t .. It is very typical of the state of things that. amongst ille working classes, 

farm-labourers and farmers, a young man often marries an elderly woman. 
However unnatural such marriages are in some respects, it shows t.hat 
importance is rightly asoribed to the et'onomical capability of a wife."
(" Domestio Economy as a School Subject" -Stockholm.) 

: During the last thirty years about 600 young women have matriculated 
for entrance to the Swedish universities. Having regard to the differenoe 
in population this would correspond to a total of about 4.EOO in the United 
Kingdom. It would be unjust to say that ambition and a desire for freedom 
were the so'e 08U_ th:lt led to the pursuit of study and the neglect of 
domestio occupations. The great decrease in the number of marriages, a 
decrease disproportionately large in many parts of Sweden, is a factor 
that should also be considered. 

1. 
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by young clerks, students, travellers, and members of families 
where there was no one at all in the home who could cook. These 
I' cookery schools" are gradually developing into household schools 
of which Nos. 5,20 and 22 in Appendix K and the Ekebyholm 
course- may be taken as types of the best of their class. 

It is easy to imagine how much knowledge of, and liking for, 
household matters was to be found in the generation succeeding 
the one just described. The boys in the primary schools were now 
being rescued from the tyranny of books, and were being taught 
to use hands and mind together in the Sloyd schools,whicl1 the muni
ficence of some, and the educational zeal of others, had been the 
means of introducing throughout the country. The girls, too, were 
given liberty to use the needle, though as yet the work was done 
without plan, but other household work seemed to be banished 
farther from the schools than ever. "Such work should be learned 
at home," was the reply given to those who, seeing what was now 
being done in other countries, thought that Bome steps should be 
taken to save the homes of the people. But" at home" there 
was, only too often, no one who could train or develop the innate 
Bense of cleanliness, and though the womanly desire to look nice 
did something in some directioIlS, the art of "making a little go ~ 
long way" was almost a lost one. 

When I spent a Christmas among the peasants of'Dalecarlia, 
living in their cottages and sharing their meals, the fare for three 
weeks consisted of coffee five times a day, badly prepared porridge 
night and moming, and wretched American bacon and potatoes 
for the daily dinner, although Christmas is a time when Ii Swedish 
table is more than usually crowded with good things. The girls 
of the family often expressed to me their desire that cookery could 
have been taught them at school instead of one of the other subjects, 
or at a special course, for such knowledge would have enabled 
them· to prepare better and more varied, food at a smaller cost. t 

How domestic economy has come, in many of its branches, to 
be a special subject of study in various schools, and a subject 
which is a very popular one when the girls are taken at the right 
age-for there are few children who do not lik~ to be "up and 
doing "-will be told in the following pages, and mostly, and best, 
by the pens of tho~e who have been foremost in the work of instruc
tion. Should it seem to the reader that undue importance is given 
to the subject of cookery and the allied. branches, it must also be 
remembered that a country, like an army, " marches on its stomacli:,'~ 
and further that, "while the household expenses of a we.ll-to~go 

• See page 163. 
t Mrs. Hierta·Retzius points out that this is rather an exception in Sweden

.. Dalecarlia," she says, .. is known for the people living upon such poor fooli 
They are all, nevertheless, very strong and healthy; the women a.re nearly &8 
strong as men from other provinces. In the South of Sweden the people get 
very goodlfooli In the Northern provinces many live extravagantly upon 
tinned andJlresf'rved food, and they are there very ignorant about cook-
ing.',~-ED. _.<1 '. , . 
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family in Sweden amount to but 20-30 per cent. of the whole 
income, the middle classes expend about 50 per cent., and the very 
poor as much as 80 per cent. and 90 per cent. of their income in 
food ". 

The subject ,can be best introduced by giving the inf~rmation Official 
contained in the article" Domestio Economy," whiohforms part account of 
of the" Guide to the Educational Exhibit of Sweden," written ~omestio 
for the Exposition in St. Louis (1904):- '" re:~~~:' ! 

'The great need of a more practical form of education for girls has long been (St. Louis 
felt and spoken of in Sweden. In the Riksdag of 1867 a Bill was brought Exhibition). 
in by Dr. Meyerberg, an eminent pedagogue, requesting that something should 
be done in this respeot at the Government Training (,olleges for teachers. 
'l'he committee, formed to oonsider this question proposed the addition, of 
needlework to the teachers' oourse, but they thought that cookery was 
impossible as a school subjeot. Larer on, in the eighties, experiments were 
made by privare persons as to the possibility of teaching cookery and other 
household work at f!cbool, t and as these experiments proved successful, 
domestio economy has been gradually introduced as an important subject in 
a large number of our schools. , 

The aim of the instruotion in domestio economy is indicared by the following 
words of one of its &dvocaUJs. He declares" the reaching of domestic economy 
to be absolutely necessary for the economic, social and moral well-being of 
the nation." Another reason given for such rea.ching is that it .. will act as 
a greatly needed counterbalance against the one-sided intellectual educa.tion 
which endangers the healthy and harmonious development-physical and 
mental-of 01l1' girls, and that it will be a hclp to the study of natural science, 
both subjeots gaining by being studied in connection with each other." 

The first atrempt to make cookery and housework • school subject was 
made lot • Seoondary Girls' School (Miss Rudebeck's) lot Gothenburg. Since 
commenoing this in 1887, Miss Rudebeck has arranged two or three courses 
• year. eaoh lasting six weeks, for the girls belonging to the highest class in the 
Bchool. 

As regards the common Bchools (" folkskolan "),~ Stockholm takes the lead, 
the first cookery class having been started there in 1889, in the Nicolai Sohool. 
Owing to the interest .nd liberal support of Mrs. Hierta-Retzius, a Stockholm 
reacher was sent to England to study the reaching of domestio economy in the 
London Board Sohools, and on her return to Stockholm another cookery class 
was begun, in the Maria School, and, in connection with this class, the first 
'raining c:our88 lor teacher8, 1890. Mrs. Sofi Nilsson, herself for many years 
a reacher in the Stockholm Primary Schools, has also been an energetio 
aqvocare of this cause, and there are now in Stockholm nine large kitchens 
attached to the common schools, each fitted up for eighreen'to thirty-six 
pupils. § The girls work in the school kitchen once a week during two to 
four rerms (each rerm of a half-yea.r'slength) II. _ 

• J. A. Lundell, "On the School Kitchen in ('ountry Districts." The last 
, of these groups of figures can hardly be oorrect for Stockholm, where the 

average working man'" family has to pay from 25 per oent. to 33 per cent. of 
the yearly inoome for rent alone, and where poorer families must pay a still 
larger proportion. ' 

t One of the first experiments was ~e- by Mrs. 'Anna Hierta.-Retzius 
in 1882. The first regular school kitchen was founded in 1890 by the sa.me 
lady, ami ber mother's benevolent institu~ion .. £ar8 HiertaB Minne." (0/. 
page 177 fJ·)· 

t Common Sohools, .. folkskolan.'~ are Primary Schools (See Appendix A). 
I At the time of going to Press, there are ren of these kitchens in Stock. 

holm, ea.oh fitted up for eighreen to forty pupils. 
II 0/. page 180.-Supp1ementa.ry Notes (b).-ED. 

908ll. L 2 
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'Ihe Dext iDlfOItant develcrDl~nt in this monmEDt was .. hm, in 1892, th. 
Stockholm Bi(her Trainirg CoJJ~ge forWcmen 'Ieachell cIenfd a fpteialde
partment with a year's course of study, fer thOEe wifhiDg to qualify as teachers 
.1 domes'tio ecoDcmy. Here also Mr& ~erta-BetziU8 had taken the 
initiative aDd had given pecuniary InIpport to the new department. In 
1891 a teacher was fent, with a grant, to study the teaching of domestio 
economy in Germany, Belgium, England, and Scotland, and in the fonowing 
year, as before mentioned, the work was begun in the ne ... trainiDg school 
for teachers of domestic economy. • • • The training also includes practice 
in teaching younger pupils. Sixty-five teachers have succeadul1y raased 
an examination in this course since the beginning. -

A Secondary Girls' School in Stockholm (" Atensum ") has also organised 
a department for domestic economy, working on the same lines as the abow. 
and the same number of pupils have been tza.ined there.-

The Upsala Training School of Domestic Economy, opened in IBM on the 
initiative of Mrs. Jane Norrby. has gradually developed into several depart.
mente, the chief being a higher and a lower course for teachers, lasting respec
tively one year and a half and one ye&l'. These courses also include garoening. 
One hundred and three teachers have successfully passed- an eIamination here. 
The school haa six kitchens, where seventy-two to a hundred pupils may be 
taught; they work in groups of four or six at each stove. t 

The first cookery cl88B in the Gothenburg common schools was opened in 
1891, at the incentive of Miss Eva Rodhe, a member of the School Board.. 
At the expense of Consul Oscar Ekman, the wealthy philanthropist, a teacher 
had been sent the year before to study domestic economy in the Scotch schools, 
and on her return the work was begun in Gothenburg. Two of the schoola 
now have kitchens attached to them, each for twenty-four pupils. A train
ing-course for teachers was started here in 1893, where six to ten pupils are 
received every ye&l'; fifty-six teachers have been trained at thia course.t 
. . . . It is chiefly in the common schools, " folkskolan," that domestic 
economy has been introduced, the School Board. as • rule, giving liberal 
support to this subject.§ A good many industrial companies II have also 
showed great interest in this branch of education for girls. No Govemment 
grant has as yet been awarded for the teaching of domestio economy in 
common schools, but it is to be hoped that the modest request for • sum 
of about 113,000 _. a ye&l', made in the .. Riksdag" of 1902, will BOOIl be 
granted. especially aa the Bill haa warm supporters in both Chambers, and 
aa the boys' "slojd " receives a ye&l'ly grant of about $ 66,ooott. A further 

• See Appendix J., II. and m. 
t SeeAppendixJ .. L 
t See Appendix J., IV. 
§ A note on the Financial Support of the Stockholm Primary Sciliool· 

Kitchens, will be fOUDd in the Supplementary Notee (c) (page 181).-ED. 
II The Managing Directors of the Kopparberg Mine at Falun, the DegerfOl'll 

Iron Works in Vermland, the Huskqvarna Iron Works, etc., have generously 
done much to establish such kitchens in the schoola at these various 
eentres. 

.- About £2,600. Early in 1906 the Minister of Education wiD lay before 
t.he Swedish Riksdag a propoeal to grant 90,000 kronor (£5,000) for the 
support of instruction in cookery in the primary schools, higher primary 
achools, and people's hi~h schools. I am informed that about one-tenth 
of the total number of primary schools would be immediately a.ft:ected 
by the adoption of this measure. (1905). 

See Note. page 210. 
ft About £13,002 
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reason lor .. similar grant being awarded as a mea.ns toward the practioal 
education of girls belonging to the ",lr/IOllegtG class, is that every secondary 
girls' school that arra.nges .. pra.ctioa.l and theoretioal oourse of domestio 
economy receives a grant of $140.· 

Most of the girls' schools (in all about twenty), that have availed them
IJelves of this grant have arranged instruotion in domestio economy in the 
highest olass. A few have distributed this teaching over the last three yea.rs 
of the school course, on one forenoon in the week, the pupils being about 
twelve to sixteen yea.rs old. Two or three schools have, so far, preferred to 
pla.ca the new subject in a special course, of one year's length, after the ordina.I'y 
school 01110-. t 

The domestio economy olasses mentioned above have as yet benefited only 
the town popula.tion; for the oountry girls very little had been done until 
the year 1901, when peripatetio classes were started by Miss L. Lagerstedt, 
following the example of Norway and Finland,where suoh a scheme has been 
worked to great advantage for several years. Consul Oscar Ekman gave the 
money needed to start the first peripatetio olasses, and now ten out of the 
twenty.two oounties of Sweden have each one or two teachers giving four 
or six oourses a year. The teacher brings a stove and the necessary kitchen 
utensils; the oourse lasts six weeks and is intended for sixteen girls of thirteen 
to sixteen yea.rs of age. The greater part of the expense is borne by the 
.. Husbi.llningssiillskap," a society existing in each oounty for the improve. 
ment of agrioulture, fishing, dairy, etc. The girls pay Ii dollars (6 shillings), 
the oost of their dinners. , 

One aim of these travelling classes is to enoourage the growing of fruit and 
vegetables and to teach their value &8 an adjunot to ordinary diet, also to make 
use of the wild berries that grow so abundantly in most parts of the oountry. 
Simple rules of hygiene, the dietary of infants. and the truth about aloohol, 
constitute further branches of this course of training. ~ 

Thus far. the official account of the matter deals. as may be seen. 
principally with the teaching of cooking. Those parts of the same 
report which treat of needlework. hygiene. etc., will be quoted in 
their proper places. 

To avoid repetition a;nd unnecessary division. it may be said at ~ubjects 
once that millinery is not taught in Swedish schools and that very mc~uded 
little laundry work is taught in any type of Bchool.§ AB some ~~ti 
of the other subjects of instruction included under the term Eoonom;. 
II domestio ecomony" form part of one and the same school-
course, I have found it advisable to group my materials under the 
following heads :-

I. Cookery; with housewifery and laundry-work. 
II. The elements of personal and domestic hygiene. 

III. Women's Sloyd (needlework and dressmaking). 
IV. The care of infants. 

Further, a short account of school gardening will be found in 
Appendix B. 

• About £28. A oorresponding amount is usually received from the com-
munal authorities or lome other source. 

t See page 16i, and Appendix K.. 
: See page 159,. 

I See, howewf. Appendix K& 
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I;-COOKERY, WITH HOUSEWIFERY AND LAUNDRY WORK. 

A.-Primary Schools.* 

It will be seen by a glance at Appendix K. that, in proportion 
to the number of schools, there is more domestic economy teach
ing in Secondary Girls' Schools than in the Primary Schools. 

General The following extract is from the Code of 1900 for Primary Schools 
organisation. in Sweden :-

When possible, instruction shall be given in Domestic Economy to girls, 
according to the following scheme :-

I. Cookery, baking; the intention being to prepare every-day food for 
peasants' or workmen's homes, which shall be at once nourishing, 
healthy and palatable, while necessary economy, cleanliness and 
wise calculation shall also be observed. 

II. Exercises in the care of the kitchen-range, its heating and cleaning; 
the care and cleaning of kitchen utensils; scullery work, scrubbing, 
tidying. 

m. Practical-theoretical lessonst in Domestic Economy, giving short 
accounts of the science of foods, and their care, together with their 
suitability and importance-for the household. 

O~t of a total of more than 7,000 Primary Schools (in 1902), it 
was only in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmo, Helsingborg, Jonkoping, 
and in a few other places of lesser note, that instruction in cookery 
was given iIi Primary Schoolst. But it should be noted that the 
School Boards of the cities and towns just named have liberally 
and thoughtfully done much-one might almost say, as much as 
they can-to enable. the girls who leave their Primary Schools to 
do so with at least an -elementary knowledge of a matter so impor
tant for the comfort of their present and their future homes. . -

The Primary School cookery courses are directed, for the most 
,part, by women teachers who have been specially trained for 
this work alone; the girls receiving instruction are about twelve 
.to thirteen years of age, and belong to the highest and, in some 
cases -(e.g., when there are but few pupils in the highest class), to 
the highest class but one. When possible, girls who have just left 
the primary school proper, and who belong to a Continuation Class, 
are allowed to take part in the lessons. In Gothenburg almost one 
half, and in Jonkoping all of the pupils belong to this last category ; 
the children in the highest class in the Primary School in the latter 
town leave school before completing twelve years of age. 

In Stockholm, the course should last one year, with one lesson per 
Stockholm. week, that is, forty lessons in all, each of five hours' duration. 

_ • A brief outline 'Of the system of primary education in Sweden is given 
in Appendix A. -

An, account of the general organisation of education in Sweden will be 
found m volume 8 of Special Reports on Educational Subjeots (1902).
(3) Education in Sweden.-En. 

t The term .. practical-theoretical" lesson is a. literal translation of the 
Swedish expression. It means a. lesson in which theory and practicaaro 
employed to about the same degree. 

t For new proposals, see page 210. 
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.10 a.m.-3 p.m., - but owing to the great number of children in the 
higher classes, the average number of lessons enjoyed by each pupil 
varied, in 1903, between 13'2 in the overcrowded schools to 21 in 
those in more favourable circumstances. Some girls, however, 
went through a second course, and thus had from 26' 4 to 42 days' 
instruction. During 1903, the number of pupils instructed was 
2,128. The pupils in these cookery classes have to prepare dinner 
lor themselves and,' in some cases, for a certain number of poor 
children also, to whom a meal is given gratuitously, or for a nominal 
sum. In some of the kitchens, the pupils wash and mangle the 
towels, caps and aprons they have used, while in others this work 
does not enter into the scheme of instruction. At the Katarina (South) 
school-kitchen, where the pupils also prepare dinner for the school 
staff, the table-cloths, napkins, towels, etc., are washed and mangled 
by the girls_ The scullery-work and scrubbing of the kitchen is, 
of course, done by the pupils. , 

Among the exhibits from Stockholm, at the St. Louis Exposition, Aims and 
was a school-kitchen with one range and all the ordinaryutensils.t methods of 
On .the walls hung a couple of cards printed in large type, and it teaching. 
may be as well to print here the information these contained, as 
it giv:es a very good idea of the aims and the method of 
teaching in most of the cookery schools in Sweden :--:-

Cookery School 
The aim of the cookery school is to impa.rt to the girls an inter~st in, as well 

88 a knowledge of how to manage a home with wisdom, economy, and order; 
and at the same time to allord them a change in their sedentary school-work 
during school hours.. 

To attain this aim, the school-girls a.re allowed to perform all the various 
duties belonging tDthe kitchen, such as cooking, laying the cloth, serving, 
washing. up, scrubbing, sweeping and dusting, 'baking, laundry work, etc; 

In every cookery school, instruction 'is given to half a class at the same 
time, or to about eighteen girls from twelve to fourteen yea.rs of age. The 
other half bf the' class is meanwhile instructed in the ordinary school subjects, 

The time devoted to the work in the cookery school is one day a week, 
usually from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. As a rule, the girls take pa.rt in the, ordinary 
school·work one or two hours a day, before going to the cookery schooL 

The girls are divided into groups or households in the cookery school, usually 
three girls in each. Evory household has its own kitchen r~e, its own 
kitchen and table, and its own cupboard with pans, crockery, and kitchen 
utensils; each group cooks the dinner for six to ten children. 

,The instruction every day begins with & leSson on the menu, the quantity 
of materials, with wholesale and retail prices, how the food. is to be prepa.red; 
its nutritious properties in relation to the cost, etc. 

Then follows immediately the practical part of the work, which the teacher 
BUperintends to see that the instruction given is correctly put into practice. 

• Mrs. IDerta.-Retzius is of opinion that 10 a:m. is too late, and that the 
lessons ought to begin at eight or nine o'clock. She quotes two 'examples 
of these ea.rly hours ~-In the Kalari1l& "Jolkskole" the girls begin at 8 a.m. ; in 
the Ma,rla, at 9 a.m. ; practical work in the la.tter case begins at 10.30 a.m. and 
dinner must be ready by l.30 p.m. (CI. page 180)._ED.. . 

t A similar model of the school kitchen (a.nd one'of the needlework room), 
may be seen during the IlUIllmer months at Stockholm, 19 Fredsgatan, second 
floor (to the' right), on TU6aday&, Thursdays, and'SatiIrdays, from 10 a.m. to 
12 noon. 
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The division of work in the school kitchen." 
In tho different households every girl has a number given for the day, and 

all the girls who hav~ the same n~mber in the different households have to 
perform similar work m the followmg order :-

No.1 is to make a fire in the jQ.tchen range and keep it up; she sees that 
there is water in the boiler, is responsible for the soup, cle/Uls the kitchen stove 
and stewpans, and is in charge of the household cupboard. 

No.2 prepares the first COW'!Ie, keeps the dresser clean, helps to by the 
cloth and serve, scrubs the floor. 

No.3 bakes, cleans the rooms, lays the cloth and serves, dishes up the food, 
splits sticks for making fires the next day. 

The following rules are observed for the day. 
To see that all the. provisions required for the day's work are at hand: 
That the girls (No.1) who are to attend to the kitchen ranges, make the 

firas, and have ready the stew pans that are required; 
That the girls (:Nos. 2 and 3) fetch from the cellar and larder, weigh and 

measure all that is necessary for the bill of fare for the day, according to tho 
indications on tho black-board. 

When everything is roady at the kitchen r&llges and tables, the girls sit down 
at their respective tables and the demonstration lesson begins. 

Immediately after tho lesson, or somewhat later during the course of the 
afternoon, some of the following su bjects are treated: the kitchen, 
the kitchen range, making fires, sweeping and ('.leaning the. kitchf'll range, 
ventilation of the kitchen, cleaning the dresSer, copper pans, enamelled pans, 
iron pots, tin pans, wooden utensils, and-for the most part under the guid. 
ance of the book, " The First Rudiments of Instruction in Housekeeping "t
dishing up, putting the rooms in order, scrubbing, attending to the lamps 
the laundry, milk, eggs, meat, fish, vegetables, coffee and tea., baking, tho 
storage of meat and provisions, accounts and economy. 

In the Cookery School the following objects are exhibited: 
A kitchen range with oven and water reservoir. Two such ranges are 

usually placed together in a Cookery School. 
A kitchen table for three girls. In the drawers there are knives, forks, 

spoons, etc. 
A black-board on which is written the bill of fare for the day,::: the in· 

gredients to be used., and their price. 
On both sides of the black-board, hang shelves with glass pots, containing 

specimens of food preserves, spices, etc., etc. 
A cupboard with crockery, and glass, pots and pans, kitchen utensils, etc. 
Baking trough, with appliances, a stand for iron plates used in baking. 

Dressers, was3.-stands, and towel horses. Platils, or picture3, lor object lessons, 
planned by Sofi Nilsson. The pictures represent: cutting up of an ox, a 
calf, sheep, and pig; parasites in meat; the chemical component parts of 
food. 

Gothenburg. In Gothenburg a system has been adopted which seems an excellent 
one.§ It enables a Class of twenty-four girls to receive a course of 
instruction lasting thirty consecutive school days, each school
day, or lesson, being of seven hours' duration. In Gothenburg, 
too, the dinner is prepared for none but the young cooks them
selves and for their teachers, II which permits of the arrangements and 

• C/. Appendix F. 
t This book, by Mrs. Sofi Nilsson. is often read by the class one term before 

it has to take part in the praoticallessons. 
::: A specimen sohool-kitchen menu, Stockholm, is given in Appendix E. 
§ See Appendix G. ' 
U 0/. Appendix D., Supplementary Notes (b) pp. ISG-ISI and p. 210.~E~. 



A.-PLAN OF SCHOOL· KITCHEN IN THE ANNEDAL SCHOOL· HOUSE, GOTHENBURG. 

From: Goteoorgs Allmanna Folkskolestyrelses Berat~else for a1" 1899. (Gothenburg, Wald. Zachrisson 
BoktnJckeN, 1900).). 

1. Platform and Blackboard. 
2. Blackboard. 
3-6. Work tables. 
7, 27. Ironing and baking tables. 
9. Room. 
10, 11, 24, 25. Sinks. 
12, 13. Cloakrooms. 

14, 15. Linen cu~boards. 
16. Cupboard (wIth shelves). 
17. Wash-stand. 
8; 18, 23, 26. Sideboards. 
19-22. Cooking-stoves. 
28. Grocery cupboard. 
29. Bathroom. 

30. Wash-house. 
31. Store-room. 
32. Larder. 
33. Vestibule. 
34. Pupils' room. 
35. Hall. 

B.-PLAN OF SCHOOL-KITCHEN PREMISES, THIRD FLOOR, IN THE EAST PRIMARY SCHOOL, J~NKOPING. 

(From: Ber·;~ttelseom Folkskolevaseru1et i J~nkoping under ar 1903. (Jonk8ping, Gustaf Lundin, 1904) 

Tamour-Lobby. 
Liirarinne Rum-Teachers' room. 
Skolkok-Schooi-kitchen. 
Matsal-Dining-room. 

a. Sink. 
b. Linen and china cupboards. 
c. Cupboards for kitchen 

utensils. 
d. Larders. 
e. Wood stores. 
/: Cooking-stove. 

• • 0 

1II!I!'d1l\ ! r 

~. p~~[~~L 
~ -- .... 
L.. _.1 

(The above plans are published through the courtesy of Herr Wald. Zachrisson, Gothenburg, 
and of Herr Robert Johansson, School-Inspector, JOnkoping) to whom cordial acknowledgment is 
made for the loan of the blocks.-ED.) 

9088. To face page 158. 
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the dloioe of dis.hft; being detem:Uned exdusiTdy ..-it.h ~ to 
the in...~ in ~'-uT. Ia the t1I'o aclaool centres at G<lthea
burg. the ~bouk ~~ is thU of lIi3s La,.~t.. 

At ll.alm.) and H~~ the Jlumber of ~ in. a dass is lIal.i 
~ighteea a.nd &inefta ~wly • ..-hiJe the pupils at JOnlroping B l - i-, 
are ~J' fa~ as ~coremen!a ha~ been made feXthem to ~;-P. 
be diri.led into hro groups. eacll group C"OI\Sisting of but ei.,,<"ht to . 
t.ti~ papila; the groupain thetoW1llast mentioned ha~ litt.hea 
work altematdy fur l1l"O W tlafte days a "ftIek: during a period of 
about ax months.. 

No instJuctioIl in tlm subject is :;iTell in the Training ~~ Tn.iJIiac 
leX Primary &~ but lWs L. ~toeIStedt has 0;- 0JDq.-. 
~ the opinion that the students at these ~ &hoolJ. be 
taught the subject, as IMy eou1.l base the teaching they might 
gift in Domestic Ecoaomy upon other subjects of achool-instmc-
tioa.. 

nu lady informa 1M that ... ~ny '"-as meaning the - H_ 
~ of Iooms--is not.. as far as &he boW"3, taught ill 8ndish'riery_
&chools .. a ~PtrNl h£&DC.h of domestic «OIlOIDJ'. but the ~ 
the doak-room. and the JlU1t1y are thoroughly cleaned. oore a 
W'ft.k in the ec.hool-kitc:hens. aDd rules are giTell (t.heoretieally 
0Dl,.) in the lell9OD.S dewlN. to the teaching of clomestic h~ 
leX ckaning and putting a bNroom in. order. Ia the peripatetic 
daseea in the ~t:ry the pupils ~t m.ore pndic:e in cleaning a 
I'OOID, by haTing to do tlm for the ~ e-ftIY day. that is, if 
abe ..... a room in the howe W'here the kitchen is situated, ..-hich 
&hou1.l be the ease if possible. 

After stating. in additioa, that DNlIy all the teadlen of cWmestic 
et'ODQIDy (itn eoobry) ~ in their ....-k ~ a ~. 
official inspedioa by 'II"OIDeIl traiDed leX. and thoroughly at home 
in this impoNnl bnaclt. of lemale eaueatioa,. lliss La..,~ 
pl"eS)he lono.ing full an.! interesting at:roUnt of the teaching of 
domestic: economy in the peripatetic c:la.sses :-

B.-pm~ C40Irry .u Doantic &:».0., ~ 
'" The programme fw t.hese da.sses. dra'll'll up by the committee far ,... 

BohusliD. who fi.ISt tA>ok up this COUJSe of 1II'Ol'k,. expresses the aim ........ io 
u'1III : .. To awUea 10ft and resped feX how.ehoU. 1r'OI:k aDd----_ 
Lome duties, to teada the rules for: the proper Jlutritioa of the body. Bolt_he 
aod to imprets OD the pupils the need of c:leanli.ness. thrift and oNe!: 
for hojl.Jing lip the bea!th, comf.xt &lid happiness of the priTate 
iadiridul &lid the C'OIDrmmity.-

"'The first dasa begaD in. A.pnl. l~L During a Ttiit to FiaJ.aDd 
the year before, I had ~ that the aetift ".F'imai.ih Women'. 
AsIociatioll .. had sta.rted. mcla classes. and I also be. that the 8&!DD 

• ... ~.&.01 /ar &Ie B_..l de &LarIL 0dNJ: ~ b_ 
ill ~ Sc::hool-kildlals ... :-C~ Bi:iDt Iar .... &:iGwl-lLll.:Ma -.l ,..s-.zB-. bydle ____ ; ~ kB,-. /ardoePrw.,Sa\d,. 
as-d by .... r.-a TraiaiIt& Sd.d cI. 000bIry; A~ ~ n...J-
&«a~ palWod by &be Ilagnt Lirvir iaari-. StoelW- ~~~ 
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thing had been tried in Norway with great su~cess. In ordel: 
to try how our Swedish country people would receive such classes, 
a friend offered me a furnished room and a nice kitchen on her 
estate in Bohuslan on the river Gota, about fifty English niiles 
.north of Gothenburg. She also gave me a helping hand in all the 
arrangements, . and provided us with fuel, milk, etc. A sum of £14, 
sufficient for the most necessary utensils, was presented by Consul 
Oscar Ekman who already, by liberal gifts for similar aimS, had, 
shown his great interest in the practical education of women~ 

" Thirteen pupils at the age of 13-16 came to the class, and worked 
eagerly during the siX; weeks the course lasted. Each pupil' paid 5 
krohor (5s. 7 d.), being the cost of plain dinners ,of two courses~ which 
were prepared five days a week-2!d. the meal. On Saturdays 
the girls came, some in the forenoon and others in the afternoon; to 
do the cleaning and tidying, and on that day they prepared no' 
dinner. Other days they began work at eight o'clock and then 
finished about three or five, sometimes even later on washing, 
baking-or brewing days. Their breakfast, which they .took about 
nine o'clock, consisted of bread and butter which they brought from 
home, and oatmeal gruel or some other milk food that they prepared 
in the class. It has unfortunately become the habitamori.g our 
country people, as well as in working-men's home~ in. town. to have 
coffee three or four times a day, and the children, therefore, need to 
be taught to take milk food. We therefore make a point of having 
this for breakfast; the children soon learn to like it and not a. few 
introduce it for breakfast in their homes. Some of the pupils .. get 
quite fat and rosy during the six weeks' course. . 
, "Interest spread; mothers came to inspect their daughters' 
work, and scion' two neighbouring parishes applied. for similar 
courses. I therefore asked the Bohuslan ,Agricultural Society~ 
a society organised in all the counties of . Sweden, for helping 
agriculture, cattle-breeding, fishing, etc.-if they would, under
take to pay a teacher and to provide for the necessary extra 
and travelling expenses (about £6 for each course of six weeks). 
The application was granted, the first year for two' courses, 

.and the following years.for four courses from' April to October,_ 
'The village or estate where a course is wanted has to giv!l. frce of 
charge, one or two rooms and a kitchen, and to provide fuel, and ,also, 
if possible, to' fetch the teacher and the utensils, froin the station~ 
Among the kitchen furniture is a portable stove, presented to the. 
first peripatetic class by an iron manufacturer interested in the, 
work. 

Existing " O~~er counties soon followed. the example, and earliest among 
courses. them Ostergotland; where the first course was started the same year. 

at the request of Consul Oscar Ekman, on his son's estate, Bjli.rka 
Sl1by. I have generally been asked to start the first course in the 
new county" and to find a suitable teacher, whom I have tried'to 
help and to initiate, for this kind 'Of work offers exceptional diHi-. 
culties; at the same time it is most interesting and encoUraging; 
the pupils bei~g so eager to learn and the parents so grateful. 
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" ,The counties where such work is now going on are :-
Courses Total 
a Year. Number of: 

Courses heldo 
1. ~ohU8Ian, one teacher; begun 1901 - 4 15 
2. Ostergot.land. one teacber; begun 1901 4 13 
3. ~orra Elfsborgslii.n, one teacher; begun 1902 4 12 
4. Orebro, one teacher; begun 1903 4 7 
6. Wermland. two teacbers; begun 1903 - 8 8 
6. Halland. one teacber; begun 1904 3-4. 3 
7- Dalarne, one teacher; begun 1903 - ' 7 14 

" Single courses have been held at the Amli.s glass factory in Ves
tergotland, also at the request of Consul Ekman; one course has been 
held in Blekinge at a horticultural school for women; four in Vester
gotland, in a busy industrial district, through private enterprise, 
I bt:lieve. In addition, two courses a year have been sent out 
from the" Ateneum" since the summer of 1901 ; this high school 
receives a government grant for the purpose, and arranges the work 
chiefly at factories, and for married women (cf. p. 198). The Upsala 
School of Cookery has also begun to send out an ambulatory 
kitchen, which has had six or eight courses (see App. K., 34.}. 
Altogether the number of classes has been about 100 during these 
last four summers, and, taking the average number of pupils in 
each at fifteen (some-a.s the last courses in Bohuslli.D-have had 
nineteen or twenty pupils), the total number of pupils amounts to 
upwards of 1,500. 

" A great step towards spreading this work in still wider circles 
was taken, when the old Swedish Temperance Society decided also 
to start peripatetic cookery classes. This Society have fitted up four 
kitchens, and two of these have been at work this summer in Lap
land, and two in the south of Sweden, with altogether ten courses. 
Next year the society will extend their sphere of labour, arranging 
six or eight courses i.Q. Lapland and two in Gottland, besides some 
in the south. They have engaged four teachers to carry on the work. 

er In the first seven counties I have mentioned, the means for sup- G ts 
portmg the work are derived from the Agricultural Societies, or ran • 
else from the Landsting (the "county council "), . and the con- ' 
ditions for carryirig it on are about the same. The yearly sum 
granted varies, however, from £20-£65 a year. (Cf. Note, p. 210.). 

' .. The necessary utensils-costing about £22-are, as a rule, Equipment. 
intended for sixteen pupils, and include pots and pans, glass, china 
and stone ware for the kitchen and the dinner table, knives, forks, 
spoons, wooden spoons and other tools, kitchen towels, a black-
board-, three large boards for kitchen tables, baking plates, etc. 
All these are packed in three large and strong boxes, which, when 
Unpacked, can be used as cupboards." 

~ ,. The peripatetio oookery classes sent out from the Upsala E1I8kilda 
LiirotJerk." says Mrs. Hierla-Retzius, " are very careful to brmg only Ie juste 
"tcuaa,,.e-tbe most necessary utensils, and only cheap ones. packed in one 
box which c&I1 be used as a cupboard-in order not to spread any luxurious 
ideaa,and to te&oh the peasant girls how to cook with very cheap, plain and 
simple utensils. This has always been the leading principle in teaching 
domestio economy by peripatetio classes in Fin1and.~-ED. 
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Pupils' .. Next year, the gover~ment district of Siider~a~and intends 
appreoiation to start two teachers.for eIght courses a year, and It 18 proposed to 
of ooursOl. take the same step in Angermanland, and in the government district 

of Kristianstads. The number of pupils, therefore, next year
counting the old and the new courses that we know will be at . 
work-will amount to about 2,500. It is a rapid growth from the 
first small class started in 1901, and shows that such teaching is 
appreciated. This is seen also from the fact that the pupils have 
come from great distances, walking daily 1-3 hours, rowing from 
the little islands on the coast or across inland lakes, or trudging 
along lonely forest roads. In Lapland, where the distances are so 
great, the girls had to come from 15-50 English miles from their 
homes, and consequently they had to live at the school, where they 
prepared three meals a day all the seven days of the week for the 
large household of twenty pupils, which was sometimes increased 
by passing travellers to a total of more than fifty persons. The 
cost for each girl amounted there to £1; about half of the number 
received their course at the expense of the Temperance Society. 

" Letters are frequently received from former pupils, telling what 
they have tried at home, how they now like to work in the kitchen, 
which they did not care about before, and asking advice about one 
thing or another. And whenever there is a chance, old pupils, 
some of them now married, come to visit the teacher and to spend 
a day at the peripatetic kitchen, where old and new pupils then have 
a happy time together." 

C.-Oontinuali,n Olasses and Schools. 

I.-People's High Schools. 

There are one or more People's High Schools in every Govern
ment district or county. The pupils in these schools usually, 
but not always or necessarily, have previously passed through 
the Primary Schools; the instruction given is intended chiefly 
for those young people whose lives will probably be spent in the 
more rural districts. These schools are very often for both men 
and women, men being in attendance in winter and women in 
summer. It appears from the Swedish Primary School Lists for 
1904, that of twenty-eight such schools where there are women 
students, there are twenty where domestic economy, apart from 
women's sloyd, is taught, in nine of which, it is expressly stated, 

. instruction in cookery also forms part of the curriculum-which 
is not to say that it is not taught at the remaining eleven schools. 
In two of these twenty schools, household book-keeping is taught, 
and in one; iroiUng, whilst the latter subject is taught in three 

• People's High Schools where cookery does not form part of the 
instruction. The instruction in cookery· is here, too, given by 
specially trained teachers, and the number of pupils in a class 
appears to be about seventeen or eighteen. (See also page 210.) . 
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2.-Practical Schools for Men and Women. 
Besides the People's· High Schools. there exist, in several smaller 

towns and in country districts. private schools which work on much 
the Bame lines. and which arQ called "Practical Schools for Men 
and Women." Such. for example. are those at Kristinehamn and 
Nora. at Karlskoga. and elsewhere. In these institutions much 
importance is attached to the practical training in domestic economy 
for women students.· 

An institution intended to give girls who have finished their 
schooling at Secondary Girls' Schools a thorough knowledge of house
hold work, is the Practical Course at Ekebyholm, in Uppland. This 
school only receives twelve pupils at a time (the length of the course 
being probably from September to June), and not more than six 
girls work at once in the kitchen. In additi~n to very thorough 
instruction in cookery, housewifery, the care of infants and of the 
sick, needlework and weaving are also taught. Ekebyholm is one 
of the very few boarding-schools in Sweden. 

3.-Higher Primary Schools. 
Besides the People's. High Schools just mentioned, there are also 

Higher Primary Schools, such as the one in Stockholm, established 
by the Society for the Promotion of Popular Education. From 
the Report of the Stockholm school, for the period 1894-1903, 
we find that the school is intended to give an extended course 
of instruction, both practical and theoretical, to young girls of 
about fourteen to sixteen years of age, most of whom have passed 
. through a Primary School, and some of whom mean to enter a 
Training College for Schoolmistresses but are too young for admis
sion to these establishments. The instruction given provides a 
very thorough course in cookery and the allied .branches, as may 
be seen from Appendices H. and K.II An examination is held in the 
presence of censors, and a certificate given by the head-mistress 
of the school. Higher Primary Schools exist also at Huskvarna. 
Molndal, Lysekil and Gudmundra. and domestic cookery seems to 
be taught at the first and last of these. 

4.--Continuation Classes at Secondary Schools. 
Of Secondary High Schools (to which we presently come) posses

sing Continuation Classes in which instruction is given in cookery, 
we find the Secondary Girls' Scll.Ool (Hogre Elementarskola) at 
Lundt: that at Falun-for teaching cookery only-where the 
course, intended chiefly for girls who have passed through the 
school, lasts three-and-a-half months, for four days a week and 
seven·and-a-half hours daily;t that at the Women's Society'8 
Girls' School at Gothenburg, where the Continuation Class is divided, 
for the purpose of instruction in cookery, into two groups, the first 

• See Appendix K., 20; 22. 
II See also page 210. 
t See Appendix K., 2(. . (" Elementarskola " means Secondary Seiloal). 
: See Appendix K., 14, 
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working five days wee!dy for se.ven weeks, t~e second, s~x days 
weekly for six weeks In succeSSIOn, each day s work lasting ,1-8 
hours;* and finally, at 'the Lower Oourse 01 the Household School 
at the Higher Training College for Wom?n Teac~ers at ~to?kh?lm 
(Appendix J., II., shows the scheme of InstructIOn at this InStItu
tion). For some time there had been a Continuation Class of much 
the same character as this last-named school, at Dr. Schwartz's 
Secondary Girls' School in Stockholm, but the experience gained 
led the Principal of the school to adopt the system of teaching the 
subject as a voluntary one in the last three classes of the school 
pr<>1>er. 

'D.--Secondary Schools. 

The work begun in 1887 at Miss Rudebeck's Secondary Girls' 
School at Gothenburg has been vigorously taken up in many 
similar institutions throughout the country. The pupils in these 
8chools are some.years older-being between fourteen and seventeen 
years of age-when they begin their course of cookery, and they are 
fewer in number in each class, than the girls in the Primary Schools ; 
the longer course enables these pupils to obtain a more thorough 
grasp of the subject, but experience seems' to show that girls of 
from twelve to fourteen years of age make the aptest pupils.t In 
addition to three Secondary Girls' Schools where the subject is 
treated theoretically only, and to the four where it is taught to a 
Continuation Class, there are no less than twenty-one or twenty
two such schools where cookery is taught in accordance with the 
methods described when speaking of Primary Schools. There 
is, of course, a difference in the utensils used and the dishes pre
pared in the two classes of schools, for a much greater variety 
exists in the number and quality of courRes of the dinners cooked 
in the Secondary Schools; care is always taken, however, to 
restrict the cost of the meals prepared to the supposed incomes 
of those preparing them. Thus, for example, in the Lower 
Course of the Household School mentioned above, the pupils have 
to arrange their v/!-rious bills of fare in accordance with what 
is thought suitable for families with widely different incomes
£120, £150, £200, £250, £300, and so on. And, while baking forms 
part of the curriculum of all school-kitchens, the making of pastry 
and other finer kinds of food is added to the course in the Secon
dary Schools, where,. too, "trial" dinners and suppers are pre
pared in turn by groups of the pupils, who have permission to invite 
their friends to share the meal. The theoretical .instruction 
also is more thorough in the .Secondary Schools, being connected 
~ith the lessons in natural science, hygiene and book-keeping; 
and washing, ironing and scullery work are given much more 
attention as well, these latter subjects having now triumphed over 
the shortlive.d opposition~fa few par~nts ... 

* See Appendix K., ll. 
t See ApPElDdil: D. for Miss I. Norrby's experieneein thisrespoot. . 
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In most of these Secondary Girls' Schools the course lasts one 
year with one lesson a week, but in some the course is two and even 
three years long, in which case the week1ylessori is a shorter one.· 

E.-Workshops for Children·t 

In many parts of Sweden and especially in Stockholm, in which Origin. 
city the school-day in the Primary Schools is from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m., 
the children have many hours free to spend &8 they like. As both 
fatherS and mothers are often away at work the whole day, and 
as school-children in Sweden-in the capital especially-do not 
(or.at least, until within this lallt year or two did not) play ga.mes 
out of school hours. much time and many opportunities were given 
for the gradual moral ruin .of the poorer children. "To prevent 
the demoralisation of the young, rather than first to let them fall 
and then to erect expensive institutions for their reformation, 
and in order to inspire them with a love of work,"t workshops for 
children have been founded in Stockholm by Mrs. Anna Hierta 
RetziW!, where children from seven to fourtejln years of age are 
taught to employ their leisure in handiwork of many descriptions. 
Similar institutions, to the nUinber of 65, now exist in different parts 
of Sweden. . 
. In the fifteen workshops now (1904) existing in Stockholm, Cookery. 

cookery is taught to the girls, and the little cooks prepare. the 
dinner and the evening meal of the other workers. Some of the 
children go through a J;econd course. The workshops in Stock-
holm have to use the kitchens, utensils, etc., belonging to the 
primary schools, as they have no kitchens of their own. In twelve 
of the many similar schools elsewhere in Sweden (1897), both boys 
and girls take part in the kitchen work, the boys helping to carry 
wood and water, etc. . 

In the workshops for children, in Stockholm, the girls repair Mending and 
their own clothes and those of the boys. Tailoring is learnt by T&ilormg. 
some of the boys (in 1903-4 by nearly one hunli-.:ed). The lads 
work three times a week, under the direction of a la.dy. in each 
school. These ladies, who are already skilled in nEledlework, go 
through a one month's course of tailoring (some take a second, 
even a third course), held in Stockholm every year under the auspices 
of the Lars Hierta Foundation. Professional tailors were at one 
time engaged, but they were not a success. Cloth is purchased 
direct from the manufacturer, and the boys cut out, baste and 
sew the' clothes themselves, using the sewing machine. Even 
lads of nine are allowed to do so if, like the others, they ca.n first 
use the needle well. 

• See Appendix K. 
t A Ii Note on Children's Workshops in Sweden ... ·by Mr. J. G. Legge and 

Mr. M. E. Sadler. will be found in Special Reports on Educational SUbjects. 
voL 8, p. U3. (1902).-ED. 

: Mrs. Anna Hiert&·Retzius.-"Workshops for Children."Stockholm.1897. 
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Philipsenau Amongst the number of schools which may be cla.ssed &8 bene
SkoJa, Stock volent institutions working in the same spirit as the workshop. 
holm. for children, I have been able to visit one-the PhiUp,enska Skala 

in Stockholm, where instruction in cookery, simple laundry work 
(washing of kitchen towels, caps and aprons), and needlework 
(mending old clothes and making new ones-for the pupils them
selves), is given to thirty girls; while twenty boys are taught 
carpentry-sloyd, shoemaking and tailoring. The ten girls who are 
the cooks for the day, work in the kitchen from 9 a.m. till 4.15 
p.m .• prepacing dinner (taken at 1.30 p.m.) and supper (6.30 p.m.) 
for themselves and their comrades. After dinner the other child
ren work at their carpentry or needlework, etc., until 4.15 p.m. 
when oil the children, after fifteen minutes' rest, learn the lessons 
for the next day's school. After supper the ten cooks wash up, 
etc. Although each of the three divisions of girls lose almost 
two days' schooling every week (they spend only one hour in the 
Primary School on the days when they have to do the cooking). 
it is considered that, as these children belong to the very poorest; 
classes, what they learn in a practical way more than com
pellsates for their ignorance of history or geometry. The 
kitchen is under the direction of Miss Nordstedt, and though litt]e 
theory M taught there, I can testify to the excellence of the dishes 
made, and to the order and cleanliness that prevail. 

F.-Schoola for Defective Children. 

I have received information from some of these schools, from 
which it seems that not much systematic instruction in cookery. 
etc., is given; in a few the children give what help they can in the 
kitchen. For the course given at the School for the Dumb-" Tysta 
skolan "-in Stockholm, see Appendix K, 8. 

G.-Private Cookery Sclwola and Household Sc1wol8. 

These schools were mentioned at the beginning of the paper, 
~nd are found in almost every town. Very often the only teachel' 
18 an ordinary cook, and no theoretical instruction at all is given, 
nor, as a rule, is anything but cookery taught. The pupils _ 
are young women from almost all ranks of life, who find it neces
s~ry to acquire rapidly some elemantary acquaintance with tho 
kitchen. There are some of these schools, however, which aim at 
~~ving a more thorough course of training. Such a one is Elizabeth 
Ostman', School in Stockholm,. the directress of which was for 
some time assistant at the Upsala Training School of 
Cookery·t 

• See 'Appendix K. 5. 

t See also Supplementary NoteaJe) (page 183). ED. 
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H.-TeacAen GIld Trairtillf &1wol8 0/ CooUry.' 
Mias Ida Norrby. Directress of the Upsala Training School of 

Cookery. which is ~der the patronage of H.M. the Queen of 
. Sweden, sarae that :-

Tba teacher in Schools of Cookery mus' b8 ODe no has been pedapgi
('ally tnined for 1M p1IIpOIIIt. The wodt nqu.in!a & plan; the .. tepa \U.eD 
man ~ froaa the easier \0 1M more di1Iicul'; NCh step Uk6ll being 
b--t .poD wha& has beea leuned in prniOWl hour&. There mus' be an 
iDtuDate eooneetioa be~ the theoretical and practicu instnction, there 
mas\ be & pedagogio iDaigh' in&o wha& beIooga &0 1M age and capabilities 
of the pupils; & theol'e&ical knowledge is required of physiology, hygiene. 
eoooomio bot&Dy and aooiogr. applied physics and chemistry, and all of 
thia pl'881lppoeee atody and. as & ru1e. DO' privatllHltudy ooIy. The ~her 
abould. taka all round. ataod eo. her pupils in general knowledge. so tha\ 
a& leu, her rio .. of th.inga is DO\ D&ft'01IV than thein. And \he objed of tho 
iDStruction iD domestio eeonomy is ~ ooIy to give aptitude ill. and a mo .. • 
ledge of the 8lIbjeot,. ... , i'is equally intended &0 impadintereshndresped 
for the employmen&il of the home. ThUll, & clever coot or hOUSllwife is no' 
& Rit&ble tMcher for a echool kitdaea anI- she be also aleracler. and of this 
IHchor ahall be ftCluired a& Ieu\ as much trainiDg of tho miDd and heart; as 
;a demaaded from another teacher. . 

Sllch being the demanda made upon those who are to teach this 
one branch of domestic ecooomy. it may be conceived that special 
training schools for these teachers become a matter of necessity. 
and that the cumculam of the schools must be a comprehensive 
one. Training schools of Domestic Economy are ~Llished at 
the Higher Training College for Women Teachers. at Stockholm; 
at UpsaIa-the Technical School of Domestic Economy; at the 
Ateneam for Girls. in Stockholm. and at Gothenburg.t A 
aimilar school baa &lao been establiahed at the Augus' Abraham
BOD Foundation, N"ais. an institution already widely known in 
England for ita training of teachers who intend to gi\'e instruc
tioo in aloyd.t 

• .. \\1la& uperiea.oe has I-.. gained duriDg the ~ of teachiug 
DomaRie Economy t'! (S&ockhoim. 19(2). See Appedix D. 
t lira. HierUrRetziua has kindly supplied the following infonnation:

.. Tbe S.-ediah ParliameD' has noeatly (Yarch. 19(5) granted & J'OU'Iy sum 
of 11,100 kroDor (abou' £tm) to the following institutioDa [or tniniDg 
teachen of Domestio Ecooomy,-

To the rpsala Facbkola fOr Huslig Ekonomi • 
To 1M AteDeum iD Stockholm • 
To the AllminDa F olbko" Styrelsen i G.3teOOrg 

Krooor. 
• 7,000 
- 2,500 
• 1,600 

Kronor 11,100 
Beeidf8 this. tho Higher Tw.cheni SemiDuium iD Stockholm recelftS & 

yearly gran, of 6,000 krooor [or Uaining te.chers in dom83tio economy. 
and for teMhing the highen clast of girls in the Nonnal-6kola attached to 
the SemiDarium. Cooking and Domeatio Economy."-ED. 

: Some detaiJa of the wodt of th_ tnining schools 'trill be found in 
ApJM!llCUI. (SeealsoAppeodiz Kand Supplemeu.tary Notes (4) p. 182). Two 
or three weU·kno_ tNchen of the BUbject,. aDd other pel'8Olla iDterested 
iD the denlopmeu.t of the monmen' for the instruction of girls and youag 
women in Domestic Economy, oonsider tha, utogether too much time is 
de\"Oted &0 the.tlrory of the subject. the elaborate echemes of instructica 
prona, a grea' hiDdranee to tIle att.iD.uleu.' of a tlloro~h. p1"(Ktic4l 
bo1l'ledge of tho W'Ol'l.. 

908&. 
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It should be noted that the teachers of cookery. in 
:Primary Schools aregrantl;d pensions (v~rying between £35 
to £45 per annum) on reaching the age of SIXty. (0/. footnote 
page 184, and a note on proposed salaries, page 210.).-

I tI.-THE ELEMENTS OF PERSONAL AND DOMESTIC HYGIENE. 

A.-"::Primary Schools. 

Some elements of hygiene are learned. by boys and girls in all 
the schools of Sweden, whether Primaryl 'Continuation or Secondary, 
when studying, that part of natural science which treats of the 
human body. The Code of 1902 for P~mary Schools in Sweden 
provides that natural science is to include an account of the struc-

· ture, functions and care of the human body ; in this account, 
instruction is to be given as to the natUre and effect of intoxicating 
and narcotic substances. This instruction often takes the form 
of lessons and lectures on the nature and effects of alcohol; in 
each class·room may be seen printed warnings against the use of 
spirits, and a . Royal Ordinance prescribes that during 
the lessons in Christian doctrine' and in history, the question 

· o~ the use of intoxicating substances' should be treated, 
vigorously and seriously, from both an ethical and an 
economical point of view. Apart from this indirect teaching, 
hygiene does not appear as a subject of. instruction in Primary 
Schools. 

School baths. There is, however, a vert practic~l way of teaching hygiene 
in the .Primary Schools of many towns' in Sweden, where the chil
dren, in turns, are given free, warm baths every third, or fourth 
·week. Indirectly, this has led to the better clothing of the children, 
as many were ashamed to take the baths before they had been 
· provided with cleaner and tidier underclothing than they had 
before possessed. In the summer; free or cheap baths and 
swimming lessons have been arranged for' the 8ame children 
in many parts of Sweden. The following figures may be of 
interest :- . , 
~n 1902, 176,390 baths were given to children attend~g the 

Pnmary . School8 of Stockholm. . This gives an average, for 
a total of 24,231 ~child.ren, of 'rather more than seven baths 
per .child 'per' year. For 1903, the ·figures were respectively, 
193;466 baths given to 25,000 children, an average of 7'7 baths per 
child per year. 

In only two schools has it been possible to calculate the 
cost perbath. In 1902, in theM~riaschool.13,560bathscostab.out 
Id. each; in the Katarina 8chool,24,928 baths cost about 
2j;d. each.' The difference in the cost of warming. the water 
acoounts for the greater pllrtof the difference inprioe. . 

. • The .. Union of Swedish ~e~:cherB of Cl)okery ill SchgQIl{itcllcns." wAll 
fc;m~ed Ja,llu~ry 8th~ 19QG, , .'~.' . ~ . . . . ': .... 
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I Corresponding figures for other towns are :-
: ... ,/ No. 'of 

~yerag8 

School No.: of Children who. No. of Cost of - Chlldren Ba'ha pet 'Year. • 'School. batbed. Chlld who OnoBath • 
Bathed. 

Total. Percentage. 

Gothenburg - 1901-2 14,069 ' G,88L 41'8 IS' -' (warm (w.b.), (w.b.) 
baths) , 

,'6 to 7 
I 

2.311 16'42 
(Bwimming (B.b.) (B.b.) 

baths) -
1902-3 14,214 5.962 41'94 5: -, 

(w.b.) 
1,841 (B.b.) 12'9 - -

Helsingborg - 1902-3 1.2,30' (l 925 75 8 . teL-lid. 

Joukoping - 1902-3 - - 83-45 

} of boys 8' -76'43 
of girls 

Malmo - . ]902-3 
I Spring 'j 

term 6,695 5,507 82'25 10 to 13 teL 
Autumn i " 

term 6,85~ 5,352 78'07 10 to 13 ill. 
, , 

Mis, L. Lagerstedt, to whom J must express my special thanks 
for the thorough way in which she has assisted me in compiling 
this Report, says on the subject of teaching Hygiene :-

There certainly is great need of teaching personal hygiene to our people, ' 
'and I Boon found this out, when beginning my work in the Primary Schools of 
Gothenburg. I therefore urged the necessity of having a bathroom attacbed 
to the kitchen where, by adopting the ,English system of heating the water 
from the kitchen fire, we might easily get a liberal Bupply of bath water~ My 
plan was acted upon when, after the first year'B work, the kitchen had to be 
enlarged BO as to receive eighteen instead of eight pupils at a time., Every 
day two or four girls, who stayed behind to clean out the kitchen, had a warm 
bath, and were taught how to make themselves clean. In most new school
housea there is now a large bathroom fitted up, to be used by a great number 
of cbildren by turns, and the need-of a bathroom in eonneotion with the kitchen 
therefore disappears. However, the British' motto: • Cleanliness eomes 
next to godliness • I have put at the bead of our printed rules for eleaning the 
kitchen and its utensils, and we seek to give it a wider application-applying 
it to personal as well as domestic hygiene and general sanitary reforms. 'My 
experience from many different towns and districts has made me look upon 
this rule as the great fundamental principle for our work, if it is to act-aa 
it ought to do_ a power for economicru.. sanitary. and 8ociall"eforms; 
Cleo.nliness preserves bealth. o.nd thus increases our working power, prevents 
epidemio diseasea, and last, but not least, helps to break down a great barrier 
to social intercourse with the working classes, an intercourse which edueateB 
IIoIld enrichea the wealthy and the poor together. And, therefore. cleanliness 
has to be preached to our rising generation. ' , 

B.~ecorular'lI and, Continuation Schools. 
As usual and. perhaps~ as is quite natural, it is 'in the Secondary 

.Girls' Schools. in the People's High S~ho9Is., and in Higher Primary 
'~choora. ~~~t ~ Bublect- w~ch is of 8u~h fra,ct\C¥ n~ceBsit1 for the, 

9088, 'M ~ 
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well-being of mankind has be~n 'a~ded t? t~e curricul~. ,.~n 
many of the schools named hy~ene IS studied m. ~nnectlOn With 
anatomy and physiology, butm many others It IS taken as a 
subject by itself, often with special reference to sick-nursing jn 
the home, and sometimes, but more seldom, that branch of. it is 
studied which has special regard to women. . 

Among the schools which pay particular attention to this branch 
of study, two or three may be mentioned, with examples of the 
-Bcheme of,instruction followed in the Secondary Girls' Schools;-

BORAS.-The Second(J)f"!I Girls' School-One hour weekly in two 
classes. . 

, 
VII. Class.-A short account of the anatomy and physiology 

of the human body; the first stages of the study ()f 
hygiene; alimentary substances, their composition, pre-

.' paration and use (no further instruction in cookery is 
given). 

VIII. Class.-Conclusion of study of hygiene: lighting, dan
gerous occupations, educational hygiene; causes of illness; 
short course respecting the care of the sick (the treat
ment of' woUnds, :bleeding, fractures, burns, frost-bite, 
poisoning; contagious diseases, etc.). 

JONKOPlNG.-The Secondary Girls' School-One hour weekly. " 

PhySiology; hygiene; climate; changes in the atmosphere; 
warming, lighting and cleaning dwellings; water; baths; 
clothes; educational hygiene; work and rest; bodily 
movements; causes of diseases; .short course respecting 
the care of the sick. 

; 

STOCKHOLM..-The Normal School for (lirls-vm. Class.-Two 
hours weekly. 

The general elements of anatomy and physiology, and hygiene 
based upon this knowledge. 

In connection with the teaching, of hygiene, reference may be 
made. to the Swedish system of school gymnastics, which is taught 
in all types of educational Institutions in Sweden, and to outdoor 
games. A" games-course" has been established at Niiii.s since 
1895, for the study of the theory and practice of out-door games. 
In different parts of Sweden the children are now systematically 
taught games. 

A considerable number of text-books are used in the study of 
tbis subject. Amongst them we find :-G&ransons, Hiilsovard-och 
sj!,lkvardsliira 'j ;Berg, Hiilsoliira for folkskolan j O. Wallis, HiUso
va~sliira;. Dr. Ellen Sandelin, kvinnokroppens byggnad och 
hrg1en ; Linden. l'4~nn,jskokroppens hYggnad4 forrattningar och 
vard, etc. . , r. . ' 



UI.-WOME!J'S SLOYD (NEEDLEWORK A.ND DRESSMAKING).; 

A.-Primary SchoolB • 

. The Swedish word" sl(}jd " has gained a footing in ~he English Meth~ of 
language under the modified form "sloyd.'.' The word means ~hing. 
handiwork in general, whether it be that of women or men, and is . 
more especially applied to work-the making of things-done in 
the home. The scheme for women's (or girls') sloyd, described 
below, is the one adopted in the Primary Schools 
of Stockholm, but it is also used, with modifications, 
in most Swedish Primary Schools and in the lower classes 
of many Secondary Girls' Schools. It owes its origin and. its 
adoption to the energy of Miss Hulda Lundin, who is now about 
to leave her post as Inspectress of Women's Sloyd in the Primary 
Schools of Stockholm, after twenty years of service. 

The following information is taken from the "Guide to the 
Educational Exhibit," already so much quoted :-

Girls' Sloyd. 

Commoll School8.-Instruction in girls' sloyd is not obligatory in the schools 
of our country. A subvention from the State was first obtained for girls' 
lloyd in 1897, though boys' sloyd had already enjoyed that advantage some 
twenty years earlier. 

Girls' sloyd has neverthelesB been taught, and during the two last 
decadeB, it has even Bucceeded in acquiring a place in the curriculum of 
many schools, where it was previously not included. . 

The cause of this is, that we begin more and more to see the significance of 
manual work as a means of education. In connection with this; the necessit,. 
has arisen of having a BYBlem for the Bubjeot in questiOrL. : Such a system 
already existed in Germany, viz., the BO-Called Schallenfeldt method. * In the 
beginning of the eighties this method was naturally introduced here, but was 
lOOU found to be less suitable to our circumstauces. The question now was 
to work out of this, so to speak, a Swedish method of our own. An attempt, 
in this direction is .. The Stockholm method." (Common School. method), 
planned by Miss Hulda Lundin, which, in a comparatively short time,. has 
gained an extensive practice both in our Training Colleges, and in the 
Secondary Schools for girls. ' _ 

The aim of the instruction in girls' sloyd. according to the above·named 
method, oUj[ht to be 10 eurciBe hand and eye; 10 quicken the power 01 thought ; 
10 Mrengthera love 01 order; 10 develop 8el/·adit.uy; 10 ''''pire re8ped lor care
fully and intelligently uecuted work; and ~ the Bame time to prepare girl' 
for the execution 01 their domeBlic duties. . 

The lolution of this problem is in no wise easy, but the experience of years 
has taught us that it can be attained by applying the following principles : 

L-The instruction should be giTen as much as possible by practical 
demonstration of the subject. In sewing this is accomplished by means of a 
sewing frame, and in knitting, by means of large wooden needles, and balls 
of thick, coloured yarn-at the same time, black board drawings are con-
stantly made. . . 

-IL-The eserciseB are planned and carried out in the most strictly pro
gressive order. and in luch a way as to enable the pupils to execute well the 
work required of them. 

* See footnote, page 254. 



Scheme of 
Instruction, 
Stockholm. 

m:.;";;"'When"the pupils ehtei":on·&liew phase oftha work, 'the instrUCtion 
should be given to the whole class collectively, otherwise the time which the 
teacher could devote to each ,pupil ,separately .w.ould be insufficient for 
thorough instruction. ' . . ' ..:. 

" ~ccording j;o tlPs lI\et~od, the ms~ructlon. should c~mpnse ~ttmg, p!am 
needle-work (under:c1othmg and other garments), darning, mending, markmg, 
tracing pattern' designs, 'cutting-out .under·clothing and other garments. . 

, What has been said above'will show: that the teacher in manual work and 
s~oyd has not only to ipstruct, but to educ?'te ~er pupils, and besides techni
cal ability, she shoUld also possess pedagogiC skill. 

'There is no longer any lack of efficient teachers. Instruction in sloyd, sa 
already. nientioned~ has been introduced in .our training colleges for women 
teache~. Besidlls this; of late years, a ",umber of courses have' been held, 
fQJ;training teachere ip. methodical ~t.ruction in sloyd. . During 1882-1903-
more" . than 1,000 teachers have been trained in girls' sloyd at Hulda 
J.;url.djn's·" Cou~e of :Sloyd."·· ': 

.' j • 

Scheme of Instruction in Women's Sloyd in the Primary Schools of 
Stockholm. 

The. ahn of the instruction in girls' sloyd is : To exercise hand and 
'eye; to quicken the power of thought; to strengthen love of order; to 
develop independence; to inspire respect for carefully and intelligently 
executed work; and at the same time to prepare girls for the execution 
of their domestic duties. . 
. The instruction has two objects in view: It shall be an educational 

medjum; it shall fit the girls for practical life. 
Experience has proved that the desired resUlts can be best reached 

by (a) practical demonstration of the subject; (b) progressive order 
with regard to the exercises, and class instruction. t 

Standard I: Plain knitting with two needles: . a slate-era.ser and reins. 
Plain knitting: a cosey for the teapot, a needlework bag and .. 

pair of warm wristers. 
Standard II: Plain knitting: & toweL-:-Practice in the different kinds of 

stitehes: running, stitehing, hemming, and overcasting & lamp-mat. 
.. The. application of the stitches already named: one small and 

onl! large needlework bag. 
Standard,JII: A needlework case. AsI&te-era.ser, a cosey for the teapot, & 

towel and & pair of socks. 
An apron. Simple darning on canvas.: & mat for & candle-

stick. . . 
StandMd IV : Plain and purl kni~ing: a pair of mittens. _ j 

AD apron. 
Standard V : . Knittmg: & pair of stockings: & playing ball. 

. . Drawing the pattern, cutting out and making a chemise.! 
Standq.rd· V I I Patching. plain stocking·darning. Buttonholes. Buttons 

made of thread. Sewing on tapes, hooks and eyes • 
. Drawing the pattern, cutting out and making a pair of drawers. 

Standard VII: Fine darning and marking. Drawing the pattern for & dress. 
Cutting out articles such as are required in standards II-IV. 

Drawing the pattern, cutting out and making & dress. 
Standard VIII: Drawing the pattern, cutting out and making a night-dress. 

Drawing the pa.ttern. cutting out and making & dress. 

• See' page 173 . 
.t .Class instruction has been departed from. in many . ..of the schools of 

Sweden, the sohools of Stockholm being the most Ilotableexception •. 
;J: The girls in the upper classes have a text-book-co Klii.dsomnad'· ('" Making 

olothes "). by Miss Lundin; the teachers have a special text-book-UHand
lednmg ~ M?todisk Undervisning i Qvinn1ig Slojd!! .('~ Guide to Methodical 
Instruction In Women's Sloyd "), by the same author. - . 



n. u.. giftD 10 siN aIoJd :
StaDcl.udL-IL: 
~llL-IV.: 
SLaDdard V.-VII.: 
S&uadanl VIII. : 

na. uhibi&a in the &loyd room r.." gins are :

31loua a.-. 
~ ... 
Ii _ •• , ... 

i73 

~ C1lpbouda «mtainiDg a ~PIete w' of models. _u"-'d by the 
papils. ADd ~ ~ to the course of iDstnxu... anJ also 5peci-
.... of the aa&«ial ued during the iastnaetioa. 

Work-tables" witll-winl-nashioos, ~ to a aap. Ia drawing pattema 
...,. tlap .. let 00_. 10 that the 8W'fve of the tabla may be eno,. l'bairs. 

Two frauwa fur deataastnliDc .-dJework ADd darniDg. 
Bla.:1.boudII CIa YlaicJa. &her takDa& -~ta. the pupils draw ,.. ........ 
ta the aJoyd l'00IIIo Ii.aiLv blarkbouds are pl-t roand the .hoio room. 
)loJd,.,I pla&eI. ud pIaIee aho1liDg a C'OmIC' ADd iDcornc, positioll of the 

body 1rhea u wwL 
l'boqrapbI of aJoJd rooms b cirIs Se1riDI aa:hiDe. . 
With refennce to the 1I'Ork in Primary Schools it should be ~ioo 

mentioned that, during the firn three years of their school life'.:n~ 
the boys who attend these schools in Stockholm (and probably 110".. Ill' 

else.here. too). take part ia the girls' sloyd. i.e.. sewing. darning. 
etc. Yi.sa Lundin has assured me that not only has this plan in· 
c:reued the IOTe of ne'atness in the lads, but thd it has inspired 
th~m ,nth an actualloYe of the .-ork. and of work in genezal; tha' 
any feeling of shame at doing .. girls' work" soon passed over, and 
that the goodwill of the parenb for the .-ork 1r&.i also very soon 
pined. 

-llise HuldA Lundin's Sloyd Cuwsea for the training of 1fOmen SloJd«>ars .. 
teachers S){ needlework. etc.. in accordance ,nth the Stockholm for traininc 
(or Primary School) m~thod. are arrangN in Stockholm hrice a="" 
year; in the Spring. 6th February-6th May. and in the Autumn. 
6th ~ptember-6th December. each rourse thus lAsting three 
mM~ . 

The quali.1icationa for Wmiasion to the roUlSN are ordinary' 
achool eJu~ation and &kill in needle1fOrk and knitting. The fee 
is 30 kronor (about £1 13s. 411.). The ro:.~ of materials amounta 
to abou, IS kronor (I&. &1.). 

A c:ertiiicate is ginn to rompetent pupils.. 

B·~CIFJ~· 
~ s..-lool. for GUh-'l'be mstradioo in ~-.rork ill &>r'OIldar]" 

s,.-hooi:t fill' girls, aims .. giYing the pupil" teehnj(-aJ W1I in plaia n-n.twort. 
kait~'(. ~tit~h. tombroidery. patching. cWniDg. mad:iug. Me.. 'l"he 
didueo' kiDds of &tikhH are intl'Oduc:ed in --. -ftoaiIin& gndua!ly ill -
~uh,.. -S are applied to objec&a of plaiD work. 6QCh as aproD9. ~hom.isoee. 
~\~ pilluw-euos,. tote.. 

Ia lOme .-hools a course of plaiD clJ-smaking is also g;ftJL III addiUOO: 
the puplk ill Dlos& Sceoadary Schools ha,.. the opp<lI'twlity of kming an- . 
flIlbroidory. as during the aatwu '- they am aDo. to do clith-_' . 
kinds 01: f.aDQ--work. special ~ beiD8 gi-.. 10 the _~. 
0( &heir - of colour ud of beAty. Svedir.>h paltems and. Dalioaal -n.. 
work we ehid11 ('~ fur ~~. . 

• From &he. Guide to the EJucatNoal Exhibil of S-.lea." l~ 



11~ S'11:eaen.":'" W c»Mn' 8 Sloyd. 

In the Secondary Girls' Schools there is usually a Preparatory 
Division of three classes with, as a rule, both boys and girls. The 
very young children* in these classes have much sloyd in their 
daily school-work, and part of this sloyd consists in doing some 
elementary sewing. The number of .hours devoted to Wome~'s 
Sloyd in Secondary Schools decreases WIth the progress ot the pupils 
into high~r classes. I append one or two examples :-

Name of School. Preparatory School. Middle or Higher School. ---- - -I. II. ilL I. II. III. IV. V. VI. VII. VIII. 
G.B. G. G. • 

GAFLE, Hugre Flickskola • - 6 6 4, 3 3 2 1 1 1 lIbra. wkly. 
Si'OCXHOLlII, WaIIinska Skolan - I! 2. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1" 

. min. min. min. . 
UPSALA, Enskilda Laroverk - 80 80 90 2 2 2 2 2 2 - - brs. wkly. 

(Co-educational) 

The teachers of needlework at most of the Secondary Girls' 
Schools receive some of their training at least at the" School of 
Needlework and Weaving," established in Stockholm by the Society 
called "The Friends of Handiwork" (Handarbdd8 Vat~ner). 
Instruction is here given by well-trained, well-educated and capable 
teachers in most of the many kinds of sewing which exist-the 
Certificate of Proficiency in Needlework enumerates no less than 
nineteen of these~and in sixteen different methods of weaving, 

. The s.)ciety named has done much to encourage the love of 
weaving,. an art which has been re-born of late years in Sweden, 
and many of those who have studied atthe school mentioned above. 
are now engaged in .teachingthe art to the women-students at 
lnost of the People's High School! throughout the country.... _ ~ 

C.-Schools for Defective Ohildren, 

Amongst the most skilful of the scholars who do women's sloyd 
are the weak-minded pupils, and those otherwise afHicted..:..-the 
deaf and dumb inmates of the several schools for such children 
in Sweden. They develop in many cases a most won.derful manual 
dexterity, which is not least exhibited at the weaving-loom, and 
the consciousness they often have of this' skill recompenses them, 
in no small degree, for all that other knowledge which is not theirs. 

Grarits of The Agricultural Societies already mentioned in connection 
AS ~~turfal with the school-kitchens in different parts of the country do yet 
OCletleSor' t 'd h d . 1 . women'. ~ore 0 301 t e evelopment of women's s oyd. Thus they give 

Illoyd. grants for two weaving-classes in the government-district of Up
sala, for similar schools in the districts of Kalmar, Blekinge, Skara
borg, Viisternorrland, and they- also' support numerous schools 
of needlework in many parts of the cou.ntry. 

• In Swedish Primary Schools the children first go to school in tbe year 
when they complete their seventh year; in Secondary Schools they ofte~ 
begin at a tenderer age, . 



TM Care olIn/ant •• 

IY.-TRFl C.uu;: 011' INFANTS. 
Besides the theoretical instruction given in the above subject at 

the Technical School of Domestic Economy at Upsala and in 
Class ll. of the Higher Primary School at Stockholm, practical 
instruction is given at two establishments in Sweden :-":"at the 
Home of the Society for the Care of Infants (Satlskapet Barna1Jard) 
at Stockholm, and at a somewhat siIIlilar institution at Lerum, 
near Gothenburg. 

The first of these two institutions has a Home for Infants, 
situated in the south of Stockholm, which Is under the patronage 
of H.R.H. Princess Ingeborg, and is directed by Miss Anna Torn
qvist. Mothers in needy circumstances, who have to be away from 
home at work during the day, can leave their infants here for the very 
small payment ohboutlld. per day. When the children come at 
8 a.m., they are bathed, and dressed in clothes belonging to the home. 
In the evenings when the mothers return, the babies are dressed in 
their own clothes again and are taken home. As a rule only two 
or three children remain at the home all night. On Sundays, 
when the mothers are supposed to have time to see to their infants 
themselves, they receive children's milk, properly prepared in 
bottles, and sufficient for the day, for the same small sum. The 
number of infants received is ten, all under two years of age. 

_ At this Home for Infants. which I have seen and am inclined 
to name II the Paradise for Infants," eight young women. not 
under seventeen years of age. are received to be trained as babies' 
nurses. Some of these pupils have been about to marry, 
others have expected shortly to become mothers, but the greater 
number intended to seek employment in homes where the services 
of a trained nurse for infants would be needed. Most of the pupils 
have come from homes of the better class, although girls who have· 
passed through the Primary Schools can also obtain entrance 
to the Home. 

The course lasts three months. and includes a series of theoretical 
lectures, eight or ten in number, given by a children's physician. 
Dr. FUrstenberg. These lectures treat of the hygiene, food and 
illnesses of children. In practice, the pupils learn to wash and 
dress the babies, to prepare and give them their food, to attend 
to their wants in general and to take them out for airings. During 
the last month of the course, the students have the entire charge· 
of one or two babies. The washing, mangling and ironing of the 
baby-linen is done by the pupils, who are also responsible for 
the condition of the rooms. 

-The pupils live in the Home and pay about 348. per month. for 
instruction, board and lodging. 

Instruction in the care of infants and the education -of young 
children is also given at the People's High School (co-educational) 
in the province of Jimtland. 

--
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*Now de~eased. 1I906). 
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SUPP~NTARYNOTES; > 

By MRS. Hn:IiTA-RETZIUS. 

>'1l9?5)· 

lit.. 

, (Mre. Anna. Hiert.&-Retzius, 'Vice-PNlSident of the Interna.tional Qouncil 
of Women a.nd President of the N a.tional Council of Women' of Sweden. 
who haa been so instmmental, aa will have been'seen from 'the 'preceding 
pages. in 'promoting the domestio education' of girls' a.nd women in her own' 
ooimtry. haa kindlyfilrnished Udwith the, following 'observa.tionS iIi oounec-
tion with Mr. Ray's report."', , , '. 

Mrs. Hierta-Retzius' intimate connection with much'of this worli: since the 
beginning lends peculiar interest to ant expression ofbpinioIi froni her,1I.nd 
these' lopplementarl notes Will, be re8.dwith 'interest, even~' if' some slight 
repetition oHacta th!it havl!' &~ea4ybeen given hi ~e body;of~he Report 
ia lnvolved.-Eo.], " " ,',' ,'," , 

(a) Lar8 Hierla8 Minne.t Matlagning88kolan.*' 
The .fir" Cookery BMool in 8wed,en., 

In former days the Swedish wives of the upper, as well as of ,the lower 
clOSBeil were very clever at housekeeping, cooking, baking, washing, needle
work, embroidery, dressmaking, spinning,a.nd weaving. They were a healthy. 
Itrong race of women; active in their homes, a.nd very capable iIi every kind of 
practioal work, 'which they taught their daughters to take an activ~ part in 
at an early age., Neither mothers nor daughters were nervous, nor long. 
ing for pleaaures tLIld a " change," which is 90 characteristic of our age; , 

, But &II industriel& Were developed ma.ny things, formerly manufactured at 
home, were bought ready-made. The girls' day-schools for the upper classes 
developed, higher s~udiBB were, pursued. ' , The Primary Schools became more ' 
numerous, a.nd were made obligatory; the daughters had to leave home early 
in the morning a.nd',did not return until dinner was ready; they had 
no time even in the afternoon to help their mothers, for the lessons had to be 
learnt, and the moth~ who admired their children's " great learning," did 
not want them" to slav~ .. with practical work, which came to be considered 
aa "lower work.'! The young thus became more and more UJlIIoble and,:un
willing to help their mothers in household duties. ,The same state of things 
haa existed in the provinees and the country, since ~e general introductio~ 
of the Primary Schools, and has become worse, as the age has, b.een heightened 
at which the children are kept at school or sent to Continuation Schools. ' 

It is eMy to imagine how much knowledge of, and likingfw:,househoId 
duties and practical work 'was to be found in the generation succeeding the 
one just described.: ' ' • , ' . . " ' 

Another motive for establishing the first Cookery School was that young 
servant girls of fourteen to twenty, if ignorant, get 8,t first bad situations, and 
may morally be ruined in tlleir teens, but if ,they knew how, to oook well 
they might easily get into go!>d families.: ThiB has been proved'to be true. ' , 

It waa in consideration of these facta that the Institution of" La" Hierlas. 
Minne" gave 7,500 ffanes, and founded, in order to help the,working~ciasse& 
to get better wiVeB and more'useful daughters; the first Cookery School in 
Stookholm in OctQ1>er~ 1882. ThiB school was iIttended to teach yoUng girls 
of the working-classes from fourteen to twenty years of age, who still attended 
or who had just left the ~. Folkilcola,'~ domestio economy, namely; cooking, 
baking, marketing, preserving, cleaning, scrubbing, etc., the programme being. 
to prepare everyday food for workmen's homes, making it palatable, nourish
ing and still aa oheap as p~8ible. t Mrs..Retzius.undertook the mganiBatioJi 
and finanoialresponsibility of the school A very clever, practical cook, who 
had a natural gift for teaching, gave the ?ractical instruction. ,The course 

• The Lara Hie~ Memorial School of Cookery. 
t The Swedish nation altogeth~ .. very ~uchneeth to b.e taught ecqnomy, 
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lasted three months, and the school hours were 9.30 a.~ to 6 p.m., and from 
six to nine di1lerent dishes (soups, fish, meat, puddings, cakes. etc.) were 
cooked every day. The number of pupils varied from eight to twelve (later 
fourteen). Before leaving, every pupil was expected to be able ~ under~ke 
the whole responsibility for all the food prepared for three days. Smgle ladies, 
and later also gentlemen, were allowed to ~e do la carle in separa:te dining. 
rooms belonging to the school The pupils, by turns, baked daily all the 
bread used in the school and also leamt to make cakes of different kinds. 
preserves, etc. . They had lessollll on: how to ~ut up the meat of an ox. 
a. sheep, or a pig; bow to use every part; the diffe~nt value of each. part ; 
how to use up the remains, etc. They each wrote m a book the rOOlpeB of 
the dishes made, with the prices, as well as the quantities used. thus obtain· 
ing a cookery·book, which was revised by the teacher. 

Besides the practical work, the first lessons of scientifio Domestio Economy 
were given (for the first time in Sweden) at this school by Pro/U8C1f' E. Heyman., 
Professor of Hygiene at the Medical School of Stockholm: These .lessons 
were given with demonstrations on the science of foods, their nourishing 
qualities, their ·care, how to prepa.re them, etc. One of the pupils of these 
theoretic lessons was Mrs. 80ft Nilsson, who afterwards continued them in 
this school, giving the lessons herself. . 
. By and by a married lady and one who was going to marry asked to be 

allowed to take part in the instruction (there being then no other opportunity 
for ladies to leam cookery) by paying the double fee, 20 kronor a month, 
iater 30 kronor a month, without any dinner •. The other pupils in the begin. 
ning paid 10 kronor (9 kronor = lOs.) a month for the instruction and their 
dinner and breakfast; later the price was augmented to 15 kronor, and the 
pupils then appreciated the school of cookery more than when it was so cheap. 

The two ladies were admitted. and for the following reasons : 
(i.) Their presence improved the discipline. Henceforth two young 

ladies (from the upper classes) being always present amongst the 
other pupils, the discipline of these became excellent. 

(ii.) It raised the value of learning to cook and of practical work in 
the estimation of the parents and of the daughters of the working. 
classes,· when ladies wanted to learn domestic economy. 

(iii.) It contributed towards the maintenaooe of the school, which did 
not pay its expenses at first; several thousand kronor a year had 
been expended for its BUpport during the first years. 

In founaing this first cookery school it had all the time been the wish of 
Mrs. Retzius to train teachers there and to introduce cookery in the Prim· 
ary School itself. Experience Boon taught her that it was too late to take 
the pupils of the highest classes in the }'olJ:skola. or those who had just left 
the Folklikola, and teach them cookery, for at the age of fourteen to sixteen 
the girls were often too spoiled by their parents and unused to practical work, 
for which they had no respeot; they did not value cookery and domestio 
economy as highly as the other subjects learnt in the Follrokola. Mrs.: 
Retzius, therefore, in 1887, proposed to the Institution (of her mother's) 
".~s HierCaa Min.n.e,'.! to send a tea.cm;er to England and Seotland to be 
tramed, and to introduce regular school-kitchens in the Primary Schools. 
Mrs. 80ft Nilsson. was asked to go to England, but as she was unable to go 
away from her family, a Miss Broli1l.8On. from the Maria FolJ:skola was Bent; 
to London and Scotland. On her return the curious fact was discovered 
that, though a very nioe new school· kitchen, in hired premises, was 
arranged near the Maria FolJ:skola, it was a long time before she could get 
any ohildren to teach • 

. * There was in Sweden, as in Finland and several other countries, 
opposition ~om the ~ers to the introduction of domestio economy 
fo~ the working·classes, m the FolJ:s1cola... When the first methodical, properly 
arra.nged school·kitchen was founded in the Maria parish (in 1890) by the 
institution" Lars Hierwa Min.ne," the school boru-d teachers in the other 
parishes were not convinced of its usefulness. __ . ... . 
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fa the meantime Jlr .. &~ I.'ilMo_ and her husband. Df.. s. z.'~ who 
.... head teacher in the Nicolai School. took the eldest girls of hie el_ 
and made them cook the food that was given away to the poor children in 
hill echooL He IleDt a Bloyd teacher from the" ""-rbaM.,. ~ for tr&ming 
to the above-mentioned School of Cookery (..V'IIIlapiIlgNIolaa),1Il!'&Ilg8d 
the kitchea nicely, and he and his wife. both wannly interested in this 
practical te&chiDg. sufeJ'Tised the whole; a echool-kitcbenwas thus started 
in the TolUl:oI4 for the first time in Swedea. but no Domestic Economy 
.... &aught then theoretica1ly_ 

In November, 1890, the Maria school-kitchen was opened with a practical 
cook in the kitchen. and JI w. Broli_ &8 a teacher for trainiug teachers. and 
a claaa of young girls. ten to thirteen yean old. from the Jlaria TolbhJlG &8 

pupils. They prep8l'ed and cooked the food and baked the bread for five or 
aix teachen, who dined at the echooL AU these TolUJ:ol4 chil«lren receiVl!d 
enelleot iDstruction. and began at once to help their mothers at home, cooking 
the Sunday dinner for the family. Nine teachers were tnined and passed 
_ examination; they &ftenrvda obtained good posta. one coming to the 
Gothenburg achool-kitchen. which _just founded by Jlw. Lagtr" (who 
_ a teacher of languages), another to the iJ,un"olru Biigrc larowTi Iiii' ,idt:or (Dr. Schwarta' Girls' Second.". School), a third to the great C~ 
Cc:.pG'" BOUt1Icl4 8c1tool neN' Gothenburg. etc. 

One of the cle'ftnIBt tnined teachers offered to wlnct the children of the 
""-tldl Trtdra TolbW. in cooking. Mrs. Rewua ammged. a echool
kitchen in connection with the A40lI Tretlrii """-rbdMlIgG ': (workshop) 
which is situated ned to the above J'olbl:ol4. and she offered to take upon 
hemelf the whole financial responsibility, for at that period not a farihing 
_ giftll from the community for tHch.ing cookery. But the common school 
teachers would not alloW' their children to be taught cookery! " Why 
ahould ow children leam cooking f!' one of the head-mistzesse& said. No 
_pupils e&me, and the achool-kitchen had to be given up. 

It W'811 from this experience that Mrs. Retzius found it necessa.ry to intro
duce cookery in the Higher Girls" Schools. _d thus to raise the value of 
praetical work in the general estimation. HaYing spoken to the 
Minister of Education. Jir. G_IUII' JrOlIlnMg, she resol\"Cd to 
give the first School of Cookery (which had noW' become self
aupporting) to the Higher Training OlJlege for Teach8l'll at Stockholm 
(the &miraari.m). Mr. Wtll~g, M.P.. proposed in Padiament 
that a Bum of 5.000 kronor a year should be granted by the Government II for 
training teachers for the Higher Girls' SchooJa.'! and thus fIle Biigrc Ltirari,.,.. 
Seai....uu B~1;oI1I Y&8 established. a teacher hc.Ying been &ent to 
Belgium. Germany. England and Scotland to be tnined at the expeose of the 
Qu_ of Sweden and Mrs. RewU& 

After a year the Cookery School. JlGIlogrU"f88J:da.A. ODder the direction 
of the 8aai-' ... proved to be situated too far from the pupils of the 
Saai......... 10 lin!. Retzius agreed to give the 8aailUlri... money for 
arranging a neW' echool-kitchen within their locality or quite ne_ it. but &8 

her first Cookery School _ excellent in working and moet useful. it would 
have been a pity to discontinue it; lira. Rewus. therefore, gave 1.000 kronor 
to the Sa.i-'_ for a neW' ec.hool-kitchen. BOd gave her first Cookery 
School to one of the best pupils of the Jlaria Training Course for TeachelS 
-Jlw. Stl_ JoNr.MIIO-. who had taught the first year at Mw. ~erllktll.'. 
achool-kitchen in Gothenburg.. Jlw. 8. J~ and her two sisters 
have &i.nce then been at the head of this first practical Cookery School 
(at I.-o. ~l. Bo .... gaI4_" which ia still doing good work. About Biz 
euch Cookery SchooJa. JloIlopiJlf88l;olor, ant noW' in existence in Stockholm. 
and all ant aelf-tiUpporting. Young ladies who ant going to be maaied p&88 
a course of thnle to five months, and innumerable young women of the working 
claseN. from the counby and from Stockholm. have leamt practical domestic 
economy and cooking in these &q1oola. • 

The Cookery Schools of Fill.,., JIIIlrrt6, 1rE.iUT"" etc., wwe fOODded after
.-ardI. and. following the example of Sweden. cookery _ introduced ia 
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Finland and NQrway, firs~ in cookery sohools and then ~ the F.olk&koZor. ; 
afterw8.rdS· Training Colleges for teachers were. founded. m Helsmgfors, m 
Finland and in Kristiania.. 

(b) Some Obser.tvUions abOtit the Teaching 01· Domestic Economy. 
The age of twelve is considered to be the best forPrima~ School girls to 

. receive instruction in cookery, but even, at eleven 'many will profit b» .the 
, practiclJ.I course. .' " , 

It is bettcr that the girls work two cODsecutive days in the school·kitchen 
tha.n only once ,II. ,week,imd .f".r the.followi~ reason.'1:~, " ' , -

.,' 

i. Thei'Will the~ b~ I/oble tb IJam marketing. • This has beeii practised 
'.' 'for' ten yil&rs in the Maria Primary school·kitchen. Thfil art ·of 
.' buying fresh, good food (fish, meat, etc.) is not an easy ont', particu. 

h!.rly if one doe.s.-not want to spend much money. '. Mavketing cannot 
'be learnt theoretically alone. The pupils ought sometimes to go 
to the butchers and see with their own eyes the different parts of an 
ox, a sheep, etc., and to learn the different value and price of each 
part; and the use tha.t can be made of it for different dishes. This 

f, can be done at school first, but the girls ought to learn it practically 
'as well as theoretically. , ' 

In 189,1 Mrs. Retzius had indications printed on cards with large letters, 
, to teach the pupils: •• How to use beef". .. how to use mutton" ; 

.. what can be done "lith the dJfferent parts of a pig "-(literally 
translated, .. How to use an ox," etc.). 

2. Another. reasQU for two con~ecutive. days' work in t,he school· 
'kitchen is that ,working. men's wives need to lea.rn how to use up 
remains and scraps of food from one day to another, and to make 
thcm into nice and palatable dishes. , . . 

3. The girlR can prepare the dough for baking thc next day. Mr8. S. 
1!ilsso1& jntroduced the excellent custom that the children bring 
from home the materials for baking bread, and the next day return 
with a baskl't full of loaves, to the pride of their parent".. This is 
now practised in all our Primary School-kitchens with the best 
results. ' 

It is necessary for the girls'to arrive at eight o'dock if thcy go to market. 
In any case the pupils of II> school·kitchen ought to arrive as early as eigh.t 
or nine o~clock, instead of ten a.m. At eight, as in the Katarina Folk&lcola, in 
Stockholm, the girls will be able by turns togo to market, and tht're will be 
time to explain and look through the bill of fare on the blackboard.' In 
the Maria school·kitchen the pupils arrive at nine o'('}ock,but this is ,too 
la.te to go to market. They arrange everything, the bill of fare "is ex· 
plained, and 'at 10.30 the practical work begins. .' 

Ono of the mOst important 'arrangements if the pupils are really to iearn 
cooking well in a school·kitchen,is to have guests, or teachers. who dine there. 
In the Katarina Folkslcola fifteen lady teachers have their dinner, served in 
a room next to the kitchcn, where the table is laid by the pupils, who 11.1:10 

wash and mangle t.he napkins, etc .• used in the school.· These. teachers 
pay-- 40 ore (5~) for their dinnt'r, consisting of two good courses. 
meat or fish, soup, or pudding, etc. In the Maria school.kitchen, fifteen factory 
girls used for ten years to have their dinner of two di"hes (courses), paying 
'Is. 4d. a week for it, but the pre~ent teacher has abolished this, and forty.eight 
poor children, ell.ch paying 5 ore (nearly a penny), dine there instead. 

It'iB not good (as Mis8 Ida Norrby says.)" that only the children themselv~9 
should eat the' food they prepare.'~ They noed the daily control of others ; 
,they need the lively interest felt when other grown·up people will eat what 
they.cook. I have gained this experience from more than ten years in the 
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':A/aria Follc8l:ola kitchen. At that time a practical woman taught the 
girls, and she not only taught them, she educated them,-taught them to love 
work, to do it quickly, to be self-reliant. The food was excellent, prepared 
undcr her direction I if the pupils spoilt it (burnt the rice for instap,ce), they had 
to pay for new materiaL All thechildrl'n then began very sqon, after a 
few lessons at the school-kitchen, to cook at home for their parents! on Sundays, 
and to bake at home as they had learnt to do at school. This teacher had 
never passed any examination, and was not trained in any training college 
for cookery, but there never has been a more excellent. clever, orderly, eco
nomioal teacher, with innate. original, pedagogio genius. to educate the girls, 
who were a little afraid of her but loved her dearly; she is now at the he~ 
of a great establishment for the education of working-men's daughters, a 
rich and excel.lBnt institution-a oookery,school with a large kitchen and six 
stoves. During these ten years the pupils attended the kitchen on two 
consecutive days. They learnt washing. cleaning the rooms and the copper. 
mangling. preserving fruit and berries, baking bread and cakes. etc. Twenty
five poor children used to have their dinner at the school-kitchen. besides 
the fiftsenfactory girls and the ten or twelve pupils. A printed report {for 
ten years) of this school ha.s been published in Swedish. The girls themselves 
were able to manage the whole school-kitchen, with the guests and all the 
children, for a fortnight when the teacher was absent on account of illness, 
and they did it extremely well, some of them having gone through a term 
before.. It.wa.s at that period diffioult to get a substitute: 

Nowadays so many young girls are yearly trained forbemg cookery teachers 
,that it ha.s become the custom always to have one, or even two, .young as
aistant-teachers, who thus pa88 through a practical course, after having Leen 
trained at a Training College for Domestie Economy Teachers, before they get 
posts a.s Head Teachef!l. They usually get, free dinners at the school, but no 
payment. They are a great help to the head teacher and learn much them
selves. After three months or more they get a certificate. 

The position of head-teacher at a cookery sohool is very trying and fatiguing. 
but it is healthy work. , , , 
- There is no superintendent of these teachers of cookery in Stockholni., and 
one may hope that none will be appointed. 

There is at present a healthy emulation among the different parishes, and 
one school-kitchen takes up the improvements introduced in another. Every 
country must beware of having every school alike. It kills the Iile, the very 
soul of the institution. " ," 

The parents highly appreciate the cookery instruction. A 'mother living 
in the parish of Klaraonce told the head-teacher: "It is such a comfort at 
home Bince my little Mary learnt cooking at schoo\. If I have work to do 
away from home, I ('an tell her to have dinner ready when we return home 
-father and I. And' when I arrive' home at dinner-time (noon), dinner 
if ready, the bread is baked, 'and often the floor is scrubbed.'~ , One of the 
lady teachers (who was opposed to cooking lessons), on hearing this, said: 
II I daresay Mary would have been able to do this all the same, even if she had 
never visited the school-kitchen.'~ "By no means." exclaimed the mother, 
II if I had asked any of her tlder sisters, they would have been neither willing 
nor able to prepare dinner. and do all this for our home.!~ This happened 
some years ago. 

(c) Financial Support 01 Primary School-Kitchens, Stockholm. 

Every school-1dtchen in the Primary Schools of Stockholm receives 
1.0QI) kronor (£55) from the Higher School Board of the Primary Schools 
(" OIlJet' StyrelBe, liir StockholmB Folkskolor~'), to support the kitchen, 
and twenty or ;Pore poor children' have- their dinner (from the-' 'saUle 
.um). " When more children dine, special money is. given by the .parish; Qf 

~m o~er ~<\a for " f~ JIOOf Qhildr@n ~~ (FQttiq4 ba~ beipiB3ing lOr. 
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The children in several of the Stockholm school-kitchens (in the parishes of 
Klara, Nikolai, Maria and Adolf Fredrik), pay 5 ore (7 iJre= Id.) each for 
their dinners; this is an excellent custom and prevents the children and 
parents from being pauperized. In one of the newest and largest primary 
schools, this fee amounted to an income of no less than £00 kronor during 
last winter term. 

The parish gives to the head teacher a salary of 800 kronor (£45), and £10 
more if she does not get free rooms at the school-kitchen. In 1902 the salaries 
'of the teachers of Sloyd (men) in the Swedish Primary Schools amounted to 
240,000 kronor (18 kronor,=£I), and to the female teaohers of Sloyd, OO,OO'} 
kronor. 

(d) The Upmla Facl&8kola flJr Huil~'"g Ekonomi.· 

(From the latest report, 1903-1904). 

During this period there were, not counting those in the peripatetic classes, 
226 pupils in the autumn term, 1903, and 244 pupils in the spring term, 1904. 

The different courses are :-

(a) For training teacbers in Domestic Economy (particularly for school
kitchens), some for Primary Scbools only. others for Primary and 
Secondary Girls' Schools. Autumn term, 1903, eighteen pupils.
Spring term, 1904, forly pupils. 

(b) For girls who bave finished sch~oI. and want to be thoroughly trained, 
practically and theoretically, to become good housewives (two 
parallel groups) :-Autumn term, 1903, thirty-four pupils; Spring 
term, 1904, thirty-six pupils-aeventy pupils. 

(e) Special courses for higher training in cooking, sewing. and nursing 
. of fufants :-Autumn term, ele1Jen pupils. (Cooking only two morn
ings and one afternoon, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., and 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.). 

(d) Continuation courses for girls. in two courses with difierent instruc
tion. Twemy-three pupils. 

(e) Practical professional course for training cooks and housekeepers:
Autumn term, twelve; Spring term, eighteen-thirly pupil8. 

(f) For pupils from the Secondary Schools :-Autumn term, twemy·nine; 
Spring term, twemy·siz. 

(g) Children from Upsala Primary Schools (Cla.'l8 IV.-V.) :-Autumn 
'term, 1903, ?lindy·nine; Spring term, 1904,101-200 pupils. 

(h) Peripatetio School in Dazsoo:~Three courses of six weeks each. 
Forty·two pupils (in all). 

The Upso.la. Fackskola for Domestic Economy in 1902 received a Govern
ment grant of 3,200 kronor (18 kronor=£I); in 1904 Parliament was asked 
for 7,000, but granted 5,000 kronor; the grant for 1905, however, has been 
increased to 7,000 kronor (see footnote, p. 167). From the town of Upsala 
tbe scbool receives 1,000 kronor as a grant for instructing thirty gi!;ls 
from Upsala town in their Continuation courses, and not cbarging more 
than ~ve kronor for ooch of these pupils. 

A. kitcben has been added for the professional course. 
Fifteen women students from the University dine at the school, where a 

large dining-room bas been arranged. . 
The school has a shop where foods of all kinds are sold. 
Many outside orders for snppers and dinners are received from the inhabitants 

of Upsala. . 
In the training course for teachers there are only three days' practical work 

(one. of them is te~hing the Primary School children). Innumerable different 
studies are theoretically pursued. even the History o/Arts is .studied. 

. • Teohnical School of Domesti~ Economy at Upsala. Bee also Appendices 
J, and K. . . 
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(e) Private Oookery School8. 

In private cookery schools there is always a lady manager or directress, 
a trained teacher, who directs the whole school and teaches the 
pupils, but besides her there is a practical cook who also teaches cooking, 
and very nice varied food is prepared every day. Baking and preserving 
food is also taught. 'Dinner is served a la rorlll. 

These cookery schools are now all self-supporting and excellent institutions 
for the young of the upper as well as of the lower classes. They are very 
weIl attended and much appreciated, both for the training of the pupils, arid 
for the good dinners that are furnJshed at moderate prices. The pupils, 
who are very often engaged to be married, can become really skilled in 
practical cookery. Besides Sweden, these schools are to be found in 
Germany, Denmark, Norway, and Finland. An excellent school of this k41d 
is Mi811 Zahle's cooking schoolin Copenhagen. 

The first schools established in Sweden were those which now belong to 
MiII8 Selma Johans8on, MiII8 Maria RiJnne, MiII8 .Albf!1"a RiJnne (all pupils 
from the first Mallagning88kolal, Mills Hedda OroniuB, and Mills Et'IJ Kellman. 
Later, the schools of Mi88 Elillabeth 08tman, Mi88 Hilda .A'Ureliua, Mills 
LiUjtmst, tile Milisu H. and T. Ha'UOman, and MiII8 L. Ols8on were 
founded; in some of these the food prepared is eaten on1y by the pupils 
themselves and no guests are entertained, but orders for dinners and suppers 
are received from outside. 

In some of these sohools, Domestic Economy is taught theoretically too, 
but not much time is devoted t& theory. Generally three to five months' 
practical training in cookery is given. Sometimes married women, as well 
as young girls, attend the coul'8es" 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX A. 
OUTLINE OJ' THE SYSTEM OJ' PRIMARY EDUCATION IN SWEDEN. 

The fono~ information is taken from the official .. Guide to the Educ&
tional Exhibit of Sweden, with notes on some points of educational activity 
in Sweden" [St.Louis Exhibition1 (Stockholm, 19(4) :-

Common Schools. 
Compulsory instruction at Common Schools was introduoed in Sweden 

in 1842 and proclaimed by the first Common School Statute then pUblished. 
According to its first paragraph there must be at least one Common School 
in every parish or town as well as in the country, with at least one teacher, 
male or female, in ordinary. 

The Common School is generally divided in two departments: the 1"Ia'" 
Belwol for beginners, and the Common 8c1wol proper for more advanced pupils. 
For pupils who have passed through the Common School and entered some 
trade, a so-called Continuation 8c1wol is arranged. Those who are not engaged 
in earning a livelihood, and wish to acquire higher knowl6lige than can be 
had at the Common School, may continue at the Higher DiviBi.:m 01 ,he Com· 
mora 8c1wol, or in the Higher Common 8c1wo1s, a few of which exist in some 
places in the country. For abnormal, depraved, or neglected children there 
are special institutions. --

All parents and guardians are bound to let their children have the advan
tage of receiving instruction. School age is counted from the child's 
seventh to its fourteenth year. The compulsory school period generally com
prises six years, two of which are passed in the Infant School, and four in the 
Common School proper. Attendance at the continuation courses is optional. 

The Infant School Toachers are almost exclusively women, the Common 
School Teachers are partly men and partly women. The men and women 
teachers. have legally the same rights. and the same duties. In order 
to obtain an appointment as teacher at the Common School an examination 
must be passed at one of the State Training Colleges for Common Schools. 
There are eight Training Colleges for men teachers and six for women 
teachers. The course lasts four years. 

In the country, the salary for a Common School teacher is in general 
700-1000 kronor*, per annum, besides house-room aud wood for fuel j the 
school year comprises eight months. In the towns, where the school year 
is generally longer, the salary varies from 1,000 to 2,600 kronor. t 

The obligatory subjects of instruction in the Common Schools are: Re
ligion, the Swedish Language, Arithmetic, Geometry, Geography, History, 
Natural Science, Singing, Drawing, Gymnastics, and Gardening when a 
suitable piece of ground has been allotted for the purpose. 

Optional Subjects are: Sloyd and Domestio Economy. In the higher 
department of the Common Schools: Book-keeping, Hygiene, Political 
Economy, and in many pfaces even a foreigu language, English or German. 

All instruction in the Common Schools is free. Every community is bound 
to erect and to maintain a necessary number of school houses. The salaries 
of the teachers, and school materials are obtained by the communities from 
the State. 

In 1902 there were 5.223 Infant Schools and 7,040 Common Schools. with 
a staff of 11,540 women teachers, and 5.898 men teachers. The number of 
children of school age was 761,814. Of these 94% received instruction 
in the Infant and Common Schools, and 6% in Secondary Schools, Special 
Schools, Private Schools, and in homes. 

The total expense for Infant and Common Schools amounted to about 
twenty-four millions of kronor. 

• 1 krona - 131d. 
t An the regular teachers in the CommoL Schools, after having reaolled 

the age 01 55, and after 30 years' teachin~, receive a pension amounting to 
75 per cent. of their former salary. The re!mlar teachers also enjoT a fixity 
of tenure unknown in Englsnd." • 
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In tke Botanical·Pomological 8edion, as many fruit trees and fruit bushes are 
cultivated as the space, climate and soil will permit, but as a rule only one 
specimen of every kind or variety, as the object in view is to train and teach, 
and not to obtain any important produce. For the same purpose this 
seotion is also to contain a selection of other plants which are useful, either 
eoonomioally, technically or medioally, or which from an resthetic point of 
view are of such importance that the Common Sohool children ought to 
have some knowledge of them. Every plant should be carefully labelled, 
the labels stating the correct Swedish name. 

In accordance with the Royal Statute (of the 1st June, 1900) concerning 
the stipend and other advantages accruing to the teachers, it is stated that 
a plot of ground, "carefully 8eparated ~~ from the above mentioned school 
garden, should be provided at every Common School for the teacher, to be 
cultivated by him for his own household requirements. The aforesaid Royal 
Statute merely states that this plot of ground should be "appropriate,'~ 
but experience has proved that it should Dot be smaller than 2000 8quare 
metres. 

For the site of the house and playgrounds, etc., attached 10 a rural 
common school with· four classes, 2,000 square metres are also calculated, 
from which it follows that such a school genera.Ily requires an area of 5,000 
8rzuare metres. 

According to statistics there are about 2,000 school gardens in Sweden; 
but in reality the number of school gardens organised in the way now described, 
and separated from. the pieces of land allotted to teachers, does not 
amount to more than about 100, of which at present forty are in the 
Stockholm district. A garden of this kind furthest north in Sweden was 
laid out last spring at Haparanda. No fruit trees are cultivated there, but 
fruit bushes and park trees and ornamental shrubs, kitchen plants of several 
kinds for a triennial rotation of crops, together with annual and perennial 
ornamental and medical plants, etc. 

The interest with which the whole country is beginning to embrace the 
sfJhool garden question, justifies the hope that not only the above mentioned 
statistical account willshortIy prove to be true, but that the number of school 
gardens will some day be still greater. The inaccuracy of the statistics on 
the matter in question is easily explained by the fact that the regulations 
determining the laying out of the school gardens in a special way, and their 
separation from the teacher's plot of ground, have only recently been added, 
while,the pie('e of cultivated land adjoining a common school was previously 
for many years called a school garden. Already in the school regulation of 
1842 it was prescribed that, if feasible, there should be, by the Common School, 
a plot of ground placed at the teacher's disposal, partly to be used for hiB 
own household requirements, partly to afford him an opportunity of teach· 
ing arboriculture or hortioulture. 

Literature: . Normalritningar till folkskoletridgardar jimte beskrifning 
(Normal Plan of Common School Gardens with written description). Stock· 
holm, 1890. 

This book is somewhat antiquated. _ 
Laurell, F., Skoltridgardar och Bkoltridgardsmojligheter i Norrland(Sohool 

Gardens and School Garden p08sibilites in Norrland). Tidskrift for folk· 
undervisningen, 1903, 

Strandberg, J. A .• Handbok i skoltridgardsskotsel (A Manual of School 
Garden Culture). Stockholm. 1902. Kr. 3: 25. 

In connection with this subject the following translated quotation from 
the So~ool Rep?rt (1902) of the town of Helsingborg. may be of interest :_ 

.. I~ 18 und~U1able t~at rightly ordered instruction in the care of gardens 
and In arbo~lCult~re IS of. the greatest pedagogical value. The botanical 
knowledge given In the Primary School is, in most cases, of very little 1m. 
portance" unless ~he OPp?~unity exists of uniting the instrUotion with 
an acquaintance wlth t~e _lVlng realities. TJle school garden offers tpe ~es~ 
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me8118 of doing this. 88 botanical excursions can but seldom be made by 
Primary School pupils and 88 these excumions seldom provide opportuuities
.. does the school garden-Cor observing the most important. life functions 
of planta. ••• But the instruction in question is of far greater importance 
.. a mema of forming the character of the young and of developing them in 
practical directions. Ink>rest in, and love of, nature is gradually awakt'ned 
in the pupil, and he is led to observe its phenomena more closely and to mark 
the laws of cause and effect. He thus realises something of climatic influences, 
and becomes convinced of the great importance of plants in the economy of 
nature for the oultivation of the Boil and for material profit. By thia meana 
too, love of home and of country is e88i1y awakened. Moreover, good and 
practical instruction in gardening and arboriculture is calculated to inculeaQl 
industry, perseverance, accuracy, thoughtfulness. perception. and love of 
order.'! 

The Report Bays further that gardening was to be introduced 88 a school 
Bubject at Helsingborg in the following year (1903). Later on it Bays that 
the work had heeD begun in the spring of the year named, and that the children 
had devoted themselves to it with animation and pleaaure. and that the 
beginning of the undertaking promised well for the future. The Agricultural 
Society for the Government District of Malmiihus had encouraged the under. 
taking by providing 350 young trees for planting. 
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. " - . APPENDIX C~ 

"DOMESTIC ECONOMY AS A SCHOOL SUBJECT." 

The following cxtract'.is transla.ted from .. Domestio Economy &8 a 
School Subject,"· issued by the Governors of the Upsala Private Secondary, 
School, 1895 :-

Matters which should be considered as necessary knowledge for the mother 
of a household and as coming under her direction: 

1. The warming, ventilation anc! lighting of the dwelling. 
2. The care of the furniture; the purchase and preservation (from 

moths, vermin, damp, mould)' of bed-clothes, carpets, ourtains, 
linen; the purchase and care of kitchen-utensils and crockery. 

3. The purcha.se and ma.king (cUtting-out, sewing, knitting, etc.) of clothes, 
especially underclothing and children's clothes; marking and mend· 
ing (darning, etc.). In connection with this, decorative work (knit.' 
ting, crochetting, embroidery), plaiting and weaving; the latter 
subject deserves to be once more taken up for greater use ~ the 
home. 

4. The purchase of food and condiments (raw or prepared) ; preserving, 
making preserved meats, by smoking, boiling, baking, etc.; 
serving of dishes; a knowledge of the nature, a.mount and market 
value of the nourishment contained in the food, and the physiology 
of nourishment (cookery in an extended meaning). 

5. Cleaning: washing, ironing, taking out stains; scrubbing, tidying, 
disinfecting. 

6. The physical care and education of children. 
7. The psychical care and education of children (laws for development of 

the soul life; formation of character, etc.). • 

8. Hrgiene (including food for the sick) and " first aid.'! 
9. Housekeeping in a more restricted meaning:· ordering of the different 

work in the home, so that nothing is left undone. and that all is done 
in time; household accounts; calculations as to relation between 
expenses and income. 

And, in country districts : . J 

10. Dairying (on small scale). 

11. Gardening (at least as regards indoor plants). 
12. Care of small d<\mestic animals: fowls, geese, ducks, turkeys, and 

even pigs and sheep. ' 

• "Om Huslig Ekonorni Bom Skolamne. Af Upsala Enskilda Laroverks 
Styrelse," 1895. 
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APPENDIXD. 

"WJUT EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN GAINED DURING THE COURSE O' 

TEACIDNG DOMESTIO ECONOMY t ". _ 

In her pamphlet, under the title translated above (1902), Miss Ida Norrby 
IUms up the results of her experience in ten years' teaching &8 follows.:-

1. The workroom-the kitchen_hould be so large that each person there 
has about 10 cubio metres of air. 

2. In building and furnishing the kitchen, care must be taken not to 
educate the child to other habits and needs than the home can satisfy. 

3. The teaching in the school kitchen must be done by a teacher who 
has been specially trained for the purpose both . techuically and 
pedagogica.lly. . 

•• The instruction in the theory and practice of cookery should be given 
by the same person. 

o. The teacher in the kitchen should not have practical work more than 
five days a week. 

6. One teacher cannot successfully teach more than sixteen children at 
a time. Should this number be exceeded, an bssistant should be 
obtained. 

7. The children should not begin to receive instruction at a later age 
than fourteen-in the higher schools in the IV. or. V. Class; in the 
Primary Schools in the IV. Class.t 

8. The oourse of instruction should last at least a year. with ODe ~y'8 
lesson a week. 

9. On the day the girls work in the kitchen. they should be as free as 
possible from other lessons • 

• II Hvilka erfarenheter har man vunnit vid nndl'rV18ningen I huslig ekonomi? 
Foredrag vid Sjunde allmii.nna flickskolemotet i Stockhoim af Ida Norrby." 
(Stockholm, 1902). 

t The fl'sson of this is, in the case of childJ:en belonging to the Secondary 
Schools. that they have not yet begun to feel the stress of home-Iessons
which in the higher classes can, to my personal knowledge, keep girls of six
teen or seventeen working to one or two o'clock at night-and have not as 
yet felt too keenly the spur of ambition, which. at a somewhat later age, 
causes the pupils to look down upon home emploYJ?lents. But I am 
informed by a teacher of much experience (MiBB Ostman, sometime 
head-teacher of the practical instruotion given in one of the Courses at 
the Training Sohool of Cookery at Upsala) that, while girls of twelve to four
teen years of age, belonging to the Primary Schools, alwa.ys evince interest 
in school-kitchen work, it is usually a matter of much difficulty to awaken 
any love for the work in girls of about the same age who attend Secondary 
Sohools, these latter pupils acquiring a taste for, or seeing the necessityof. 
a knowledge of the subject when they come to a marriageable age. or, rather, 
when they are later on about to be married· 
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10. Preparation of meals for others than the scholars, and the giving of 
instruction, are two things whioh oannot be united without harm. 

11. The food should be prepared in quantities sufficient for a household 
of normal numbers. 

12. The preparation of the cheape8' food alone, should not be made an 
aim, but both cheap and dear foods should be used, within ilIe 
bounds defined by the economical conditions of the parents. *t 

* The average cost of a mea.l for children at the Primary School is put at 
2d. or 3d. per head, and for those at Secondary Schools at 4d.-6ld. (el. 
Appendix E.). I was present at an examination held at a Peripatetio 
Primary School-kitchen, at Degerfors, Vermland, for which Mr. Odelberg, 
the directorof the ironworks there, had called in the aid of Miss Lagerstedt. 
The dinner oonsisted of three courses, and cost 4}d. per person. At this 
school-kitchen, many of the workmen oame to get a good and cheap dinnt'r. 

t It is interesting to compare the eJ perience of Mrs. Hierta.-Retzius with 
that of Miss Ida Norrby. 

The former thinks (referring to the numbers of the sections given above) :-
2. Very good rule. 
3. That it is not always necessary that the teacher should be technioally 

and pedagogically trained; very often a olever oook is muoh to 
be preferred to a trained teacher, if the latter is not very gifted 
practioally, and has not had much practioal experienoe. 

4. That the theoretioal instruotion may be given in the natural history 
lessons at sohool; Mrs. Hierta.-Retzius holds that too much theo
retical instruotion is a mistake and that the pupils ~emselves often 
realise this. 

7. That ohildren in the Primary Sohool should begin to receive instruo
tion at twelve years of age. 

8 •. That it is better, if possible, to have lessons two days a week. 
10. That, on the oontrary, there ought to be lome paying gueats.-ED. 
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SCHOOL-KITCHEN MENU. 

(Stockholm.) 
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The following is a specimen bill of fare for four people, Primary School· 
Kitchen, Stockholm:-

.Boiled mutton or lamb, dill aau('e and potatoes. soup and bread. 
-- --- ----- -- -- -------.-

--
-----.-~----------- -----

s 
j~ 

kilogrammo brisket of mutton 
or lamb · · · -

grammea margarine or butter 
= II table-spoonfuls. • 

grammes wheat-flour -1 table-

'~-r: spoonful • · · · 
~ vinegar, Bugar · · 
egg-yolk · · · · 

9 Ii tree potatoea · · · 
Soup: 

The IOUP from the bolled meat. 
1 litre carrots. turnipB, onions-
Salt. pepper · · · 
, hectogr. hard rye·bread • 

.. d 
1 krona.1 1~ 
71 lire 1 
1 lire - h 
1 kUogramme ... Ibe. 2'204 
1 litre-pints, 1'76 

· 

· 

------- ------ -._---

Price per Actual Cost 
kilogr. or Cost. per 

litre. Dish. 

Kr., oro. Kr., oro. Kr., are. 

0'85 0'85 

1'10 O' IS 

O' 1 
O' 3 
O' 4-

00()5 0'10 ----
1'08 

0'10 0'10 
O' 1 

0'11 
0'30 0'111 O'HI 

1'31 

81 eonaidcr tbis price bnpoeaibly low for Stookholm 
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APPENDIX F~ 

"A WORK DA.Y A.T THE SCHOOL-KrrCHEN." 

(Stockholm.) 

The following letter is a translation of a composition 'Written by a girl 
belonging to one of the Primary Schools of Stockholm :-

" My DEAl!. MARTHA, Stockholm, 20-5-190.1. 
Many thanks for the letter and the Fhotograph. The likeness 

was very good. I have just met your brother and he asked me to send 
his love to you. I suppose you still go to schooL I go to ~chool and to 
the school kitchen as welL There you can learn a little of everything that 
it is useful to know. I fancy that, as you are interested in domestic work, 
you will bo sure to like to hear what we do on kitchen-days. It is on Wednes
days that weJU'e there, and we have to be there at ten o'clock. When we 
come in we at once' put on our kitchen things, and then we go out into the 
kitchen, each one to her' household.' When the teaeher comes, she goes 
through the bill of fare with us, so that we know how to cook the food. There 
are three girls ~n each household and we are divided into ones, twos, and 
threes. The ones have to cook the potatoes and the soup, and the twos 
have to cook that which is to be eaten with the potatoes. The threes cook 
nothing. but they have to carry wood and then lay the table in the room 
where the sohool ohildren dine. The threes also take it in turns to bake. 
The first household cooks the food which is to be eaten by those who prepare 
the children's mea.t. The food which we are to have must be ready by half
past twelve. The children's food must be ready at one o'clock. The kitchen 
is very big, and there you can see ranges. cupboards, and six of every kind 
of domestic utensils. Each household has its wood-box and water, and its own 
household things. When we take our meal, the girls of the first hfJusehold 
have to dish up the food and wait at table. When the children dine, the ones 
have to,dish up the food and the threes carry it in to the children and 'Wait 
on them. 'When the children have dined, the ones have to polish the range 
and to scrub each her share of the floor. The twos havc to wash the dishes. 
polish the knives and'scrub the tables. The threes have to wipe the dishes. 
On the next kitchen day, those ~ho were ones become twos, the twos become 
threes and the threes ones. It is so nice to work in the school kitchen that I 
,vish you were in Stockholm and could do so too. The ne'xt time I write, you 
shall hear more about what we do in the school kitchen. Good-bye for the 
l,resent. Kind regards from us all. 

Your a.ffectionate friend and cousin, 
TUA." 
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GOTHENBURG SCHOOL-KITCHENS. 

SeBEM. 0. bSTBt1CTIOlf III TJn GO'JHElfBt1BO PBOUBY SCHOOL-KITcHENS l30 ColfSECt1TJVB SCHOOL D4YS~. 

J 
'rb. ~Iuldrell .... II10WU ruuud W ... hlng. (T.-tment of 1 the IChool·kIWhen. The,. make a 7 11 p ..... beaD .. Water. 19 Flah: Ita treatmeDt ... d 16 .: Dote of the dlvilion of the differeDt 1l11k • preparation. cloth .. before, durIng and 

• employmenta III tho klWhen. after waehlllll.) 
::. - -.. .. 
C> .. Oatmeal·porrIdie t and milk. Salt ling with uuee and Salt herrlDg (fried), Steamed I&lt nod, I&uee Whlte..,..bbaKe·lOup, with 
1II " and IfI'08D pesl (IteWed). force·meat balli • Ric. pud· .. Bendwlches. potatoes. Rice 11"'01. and potatoea. Barle, lI"'el. is Manna (flue!. dlull. 

J I Bearing repetition of the em· I The feedlnll and car. l' Meat In ,"nera!. ZO Potaloel, oarrot.a, turnlpe 16 .A. waehIOll·da)'. .: pl07mente • ld&ldllg an Invuntorr. of Infantl. and almllar roota. • ::. 
II I Minced beef'lteak, unpeeled Fllh·balll, lteWed car- Meat-lOOp and vegeta- Pork,~uddlnlfl and I&DCe. Whlte·cabbage·lOup from 
l: potatoes. BllberrJ IOUp. rota. Bun and mUk. bl ... carrotl, turnip •• ete Rhubar ·IOUp. ~reoedin~ day. Bread·pud· 

Tout and .. hortleberrle .. 1011 wit ayrup-aauce. --
.: J I RanI .. and ftrInll (moltl), wood). 8 Marketlnr· 

16 
ld&rketlnr· 

II ld&rketlng. !7 Biota al to care of the • lick aDd their foud. 
& .. iii Belt herrlngl. broiled In 1mI'll Boiled lIeh. I&uce and Minced venl outleta. atewed ~ 

~ moulde; un peeled f.0tatoee. Stewed liver; potato ... potatoes. .. 80nnlands"· Potato-lOUp. Pickled he ... carrot.. 8tralned oatmeal 
~ Wheat-flour (flue • 4pple-lOup. porridge and mUk. $gl,ltewed white cabbage. ,1rueland.prunea. --
.: j , Pot. and panl and other uten· 10 F.gga. 16 Treatment and pre- 22 V OIIOtableaand fruit. 28 Method. of Ilr.htlng., Care 

a IU •• paratlon of meat. of lampe and 0 ·ltoV.I. 

:l -.. iii FrIed pork, .t.wed potatoee. Pork and pea.. Small Booteh collope and !lalt meat; ltewed vegeta., " Bone rl·.oup, pota~88r 

t! j g:ncakel and whortle· potatue •• Whortleberrr· blee. Applea with rice and carrota, etc. Blood-puddmg 
~ 

Wheatmeai lI"'el. rrlea. IOUp. milk. whortleberrlee. ---
j 6 The receipt. and expenditure of 11 17 28 29 

DIiUy, weeklY, Iprlng and 
our bodY. Meal and ehelled grain. Fat. Coffee, tea and cocoa. autumn cleaning. (CleanIng 

~ (Wh)' we mUlt eat.) day In kitchen.) , 

e -- -
oG iii Liver steaka. ma.hed potatoee. Strained pea·lOup and cabbage,"01!l" Boiled Boiled mutton, dill .auce. Fried blood·puddln,l. MUk '" ~ Rhubarb IOUp and IBllO. toaet. Manna pudding cutleta, Itewe Il"rrota. potatoea. Chocolate and and whortleberrlel. and fruit. leonel. 
-- I- - -

Marketing. Weekly clean· 180 Force·me .. t baUB
B 

stewed -. I 6 Marketing. Weekly cleaning 12 Marketing. WeekI), 18 Marketing. WeekI,. 24 white cabbage. llberry. .: and pollahlug. cleanlnll and pollahlng. cleaning and pollahlng. Ing and pollahlng. 10Up. Coffee and bread and a cake.. mlnner.) 
oG - I-

f 

.. 
j !; General hygiene of the body. ,I Vealt. Fennentatlon, Flah In gene1'll1. Spirit •• Conclualon of eourae. 

II> baking of bread. 

• On Saturdaye, the laet excepted, the children go home to dinner. 
t When each group of girl' III a cia •• have to prepare beth dinner and s"pper, and when the lurper con.II!.1 of warm porl'ltlg", milk and br<ad. the porridge II boiled while the dinner· 

fa being cooked, in order to .. ve time and the making ot freah flree. One gtrlln each (flOllP preparea th~ porridge and wh"n It I. ready poure it Into a large de.p jar, or pon which hal 
been prevlonlly h.ated by boiling water In It. When the Jar Ia full, It ia covered and placed In a barrel, or lither receptacle. well lined with hay (new.paper. wtll do a. well In caee of 
meed), A layer of h .. )' Ia al80 plllCed on the top of the Inner ve ... I, and the whole Ia then cl •• ,I), covered over. the pOlTldge thua encloBed .ema.lls almo.t at boiling point for many ~ 
J!oun,l 11'&1 &alured, 10 that it caD be served hot for the evenlu, meal. - ~ 
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EXTRACT J'BOlil THB BULBS ADOPTBD m THB GoTBBNB'OBG PBIliIARy 
SCHOOL-KITCHENS :-

Oleanlineu.-The girls must come to the school-kitchen well washed and 
com bed, and with hands and nails quite clean. . 

Dru8.-The girls should be neatly and plainly dressed, best in a loose cotton 
blouse, the sleeves of which can be rolled up. 

Apr01l8 and Mps.-The school-kitchen provides one apron and one cap for 
each girl. The girls must provide themselves with others for use every other 
week. The school-kitchen will provide caps for those who wish for them, at 
3ld. each. . 

WasMng.-Every week the girls must wash, mangle, starch and iron the 
caps, aprons and towels which belong to the school-kitchen, in order to learn 
to do this work properly. 

Broken kitchen tdensil8.-At the beginning of the course the girls must 
count the supply of china, knives, forks, spoons, etc .• which belong to the 
school-kitchen. What is lost or broken during the term must be replaced 
by the teachers and pupils in common. 

BatA.-Four to six girls can have a warm bath and a shower bath afterwards, 
after each day's cleaning up in the kitchen. 

Each girl in turn may invite her mother to dinner in the school-kitchen. 



APPENDIX H. 

TIME-TABLE OF THE HIGHER PRIMARY SCHOOL, STOCKHOLM, 1903-1904. 

Claaa. 8-11. 9.10-10- 10.10-11. 12-12.50. 

\ 
1-1. 

{ 
I. Chemistry. :Ii atural Science. HIBtery. Arithmetic. Writing. 

llonday. 11. Bible·reading. (a) Science of Food. (a) Needlework. (a) Needlework. 
(b) Domeetlc Economy (Cooking, (b) Domestic Economy. (b) Domestic Economy. (b) Domeetic Economy. 

etc.). 

--- -
Swedisli. 

/ 

{ I. Bible·reading. Natural Science. Arithmetic. 
Tueaday. II. History. Arithmetic. (a) Needlework. (a) Needlework. 

1/1) Domestic Economy. (b) Domeetic Economy . (b) Domestic Economy. 

.c ... 

{ I. Swedish. ~a) Needlework. (a) Needlework. 3 (a) Needlework. 
Wednesday. b) Domestic Economy (Cooking, (b) Domestic Economy. .. (b) Domestic Economy. (b) Domestic Economy. 

etc.). • ~ 
II. HYltiene• Natural Science. Swedish. 

J 
Swedish. Book·keeping. 

I 

{ I. Swedish. Natural Science. Chemistry. ,!l Geography. Dra.wing. 
Thursday. II. Swedish. Ca) DomeBtic Economy. (a) Domestic Economy. (a) DomeBtic Economy. (a) Domestic Economy. , (b) Science of Food. (b) Needlework. (b) Needlework. 

.; J { I. Singing. Histery. N .. tural Science. Swedish. Drawing: 
Friday. II. Singing. Arithmetic. Ca) Domestic Economy. (a) DomeBtic Economy. (a) Domestic Economy. 

(b) Nvedlework. (b) Needlework. 

---

{I I. Chemistry. ~a) DomeBtic Economy. (a) DomeBtic Economy. (a) Domestic EconOl'lY. (al Domestic Economy. 
Saturday. 

'II. 
b) Needlework. (b) Needlework. (b) Needlework. 

Histery. Natural Scieoco. Swedish. Swedish. Book·keeplng. 



APPENDIX J. 
TRAINING SCHOOLS OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY. 

I. TEOHNIOAL SOHOOL OF DOMESTIO EOONOMY AT Ul'SALA. 

The Higher Division trains teachers of cooker" for both Primary and Secondary Schools.* The Lower Division trains such teachers for Primary 
Schools only. The "Teachers' Course' begins on January 13th each year) and would appear to ~ast three terms for the Higher Division: 

. January 19th-May 30th; August 25th-December 17th; January 19th-~lay 30th. In the sprmg there thus seem to be two paralleL 
Higher Division Courses. The Lower Division Course lasts two terms only. The Higher Division of 1902-3 numbered twelve pupils, 
and the Lower one but five. Government Grant, about £280.t The city of Upsala gives about £55. 

AUTUIlII TBRIl-I902. 8PRIIIG'l'ERIl-I»OS. 

r 
TIME·TABLE. 

(2nd term for pupils of 1902.) (8rd term for puplil of Clal. 1902.) AUTUIlIl-I902. 8PRIIIG--1908. 

Clalll902·8 Claos1902 Class 1902·8 I Claol 1902'1 Cl ... 1902. Class 1902. CIa&lI903. -- (2nd term) Lower - (Urd term) CIIIS01908. DAY Higher Dlv.. Lower Dlv. HlgherDlv . Higher and 
HlgherDiv. Dlvilion. .IIlgherDlv. Lower Div. 

I Orgamc Chemtotl1' (during flrlt half of term) 81esaool , Inorganic Cbemlstry - 16Ie.oon. 

I 
4.80-5.80 I 9 a.m.-8 11-12 a.m. 9a.m.-8p.m MOlf. p.m. p.m. 

~ General l'bYllology and Hygiene . · · 17 leloona 12hrl.weeklY Pbyalology and Hygiene 8hrl.weekly lbr.weekly 6-7 p.m. U0-7p.m. 6-Sp.m. 
lIt Aid Coune (during 7Ie.lon. 

Slck.nurllng . · 1 hour weekly lIt half of term). . 

TUBS. I I 
[1-2 p.m.)l 9-Ua.m.' Allment811' and Food 5 hr •. weekly 8brs. weekh 4-gp.m. g-10a.m. 

, l'byaiologlca1 Chemtotl1' (ftrat half of term) 7 lelaon. - 8ubltanceo. ~-7 p.m. 6-7 p.m. 4-9p.m 

AlImental1' aDd Food Subltaocel 2houra 2hourB Theoretical· Practical 1 morning -weekly we.kly IOltructioo. weekly I 9-10 a.m. 11-12 a.m. 1-8 p.m.' 

Theoretlca1·practicaIInBtructloo In CookOl'J' 2 mornings weekly Prootlcal work (Cookel1') 1 morning 2mornlngo WBD. 11-12 a.m. I 
weekly weekly and 6-7 p.m. 6-7 p.m. 5-6 p.m. 

Practical work 10 CookOl'J' • 1 afternooo \ 1 mornlnll 1aft.rooon 
weekly weekly Women'l lloyd (oewlog, - 2hn. weekly 

rBURs·1 
g a.m.-8 p.m. 9a.m.-8p.m. 12-1 p.m. 

, Communal Ecooomlc8 1 hour weekly 
cutting·out, meodlng). 6-7 p.m. I 6-7 p.m. b-6p.m. 6-7 p.m. . · · 

5Ieo~on. 
Gardeolng . . - r hra. weekl~ 

Book·keeplng (latter half of term) . · Book· keeping (during 6le.oona -

I 
o a.m.-8 p.m • 

General Pedagoglca 1 hr. weekly 11 hr, weekly 
2nd half of term). FRI. '.80-6.80 P m. UO-7 p.m. OB.m.-8p.m. . · · Communal Economic. 1 hr. weeklYI 

- I 6-7 p.m • 
Method (apeclal to the work) · · · 1 hour weekly General Pedagog I,,. 1 hr. weeklYI -

110-11 a.m. I I Qa.m.-8p.m. Method (apeclal to the .1 hr. weekly 1 hr, woekly BAT. 8-11 a.m. 

I • Prof. C. lIIilrner, Prof, J. Lundell. , Profe .. or J. Bultkrantz, workJ-
6 I.OOO!'!..t'·; ~ • 4 Mr. T. Thunberg. (All of the Unlverolty of Uplala.) 

Metho Copeclal to I.-Only for a ahort period-when method, .peelal to 
vomen'a aloyd, 2nd hall). Women'. lloyd, waR taught. i.-During half tho courae 

• The practical work has included washing, mangling, starching and ironin~. 
t The grant this year (1904) was actually 6,800 kronor (£370), but 1,800 kronor of this Bum were given to cover a deficit, or to brin, thl total 

grant given in the preoeding year up to 5,000 kronor (£280). 
~e grant for 1905 is 7,000 kronor (£390). See Supplementary Notes (d), page 182. 



Training Schools Q/ DOmestic Economy. lQ7 

Dllring the first. term of their course, the pupil. give preparatory theoretical 
trial leaaooa to each other, in connection with the special method. Daring 
the ~nd and third terms of their course, each pupil in the Lower Division 
gives six practical-theoretical trialleseons {to pupils from Primary or ("..on
tinustion Q)urse),. and each pupil in the Higher Division gives ten such 
leeeon8 to pupils in the different courses in th8 eohool. All the pupils assist 
the umal teacheorB in the COarBeB for House-mothers, Q)ntinuation Course, 
and tbat for the children from the Primary School, about three timt'S a term, 
during nearly th8 wbole course. During tbe autumn, each pupil gives four 
trial dinners, i.e., makes up the menu and prepares the dinner for a certain 
number of gucata. The pupils have II the week It in tum, that is, attend 
to the 8Upply, purcbase, and sale of provisions, etc. The pupils listen twice a 
week to the theoretical instruction given to the pupils in some one of the 
other courses. 

EzamiMtioM.-The Lower DitMia" has its examinations at the end of the 
autumn term. The pupils are examined orally in some of the theoretical 
.ubiecta in the preaenoe of the Inspector, the Director and witnesses. 

The Bigler DitMiafl has its examination at the close of the spring term. 
In the written examination (May 1903), the pupils had to answer one question, 
in each of the following divisions of practical work :-A.-Meat preserving; 
cutting up a pig, and the use of the different parts ; jellies and ices, and the 
different ways of preparing them; B.-Scheme for a washing-day in a Primary 
School with sixteen pupila; scheme for two days' theoretical-practical in-

• .truction in a People's High School with filteen pupila; in what respects should 
the scheme of work for a People's High School in the town and for one in 
the country be difterent T The theoretical subjects were: the OC('urrence 
and importance of proteids; ventilation; potatoes, carrots, turnips, etc., and 
their cultivation; 18880n on baking bread, as given to a course for house
mothers: what rules should be observed by a consumptive and those 
surrounding him , 

An oral examination in Bome of the subjects of instruction (on this occasion, 
in phYl'iology, alimentary and food substances, and cultivated plants), is 
aln beld. 

n. Til. CoUBSB I'OB TuCJll!:BS 01' DOMESTIO ECONOMY AT TlIB HIGHEB 
TRAINING CoLLBGB 1'08 WOMEN TuCKERS IN STOCKHOLM. 

The teachers trained are principally such as afterwards teach the subject 
in Secondary Girla' Schoola. The course lasts eight months (September to 
May). Thol!8 who wish to obtain admission to the course mUBt have received 
• higher education. and be about twenty years of age. Eight pupils at most 
are accepted for each course. 

The theoretioal COI1rl!8 includes the «fenu 01 educalioJl and kachi7UJ (twelve 
hours during the spring-term). ph!J8iology and hygiene-with special reference 
to women, and taught by a lady doctor-{one or two hours weekly during 
the autumn term and great part of the spring term), liottse1wld cAemi8try 
(three to four hours weekly), domulic WJ7Wf1Iy, book~l:eepi7UJ, etc. (one or two 
hours weekly), physiu (one hour weekly, daring thl! autumn and part of 
the spring term). 

The practical work embraces marketing, cookery, baking, sculIel1 work and 
clNdling and occupies about 27 hours weekly. being given on three days 
weekly, from 9 a.m. to I) or 6 p_m. Towards the end of the spring-term two 
days are given to the preparation of a large number of dishes suitable for th. 
sick. During the term, too, each pupil has to cook two II trial It dinners, 
the one. alone, for her teachers and fellow-pupils, the other together with her 
companions; to this latter dinner, relations and friends may be invited. . 

A OOI1rl!8 in domestio economy lasting two and a half months, with two days' 
instruction per week, has been arranged for young pupils who have p&8l!8d 
through the Primary Schools, and this gives the pupila at the Teachers' CoUl'BO 
an opportunity of giving elementary leseons in the objects. 

A government grant of about £280 is made to this establishment. 

• See Appendix K., 33 and 37. 
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III. THB COUBSB II'OB TBAOBEBS 011' DOMBSTIO ECONOMY AT THE ATHENEUM 
II'OB GIBLS, STOOKHOLM. 

This ooune, too, lasts a school year-8eptembef to June, and embra.ces the 
following subjects :-PhY8ic8 (one 16BBon weekly), chemistry (two 16BBons), the 
science o//ood (one leBBon). phY8iology and hygiene (two 16BBons). arithmetic, 
book-keeping and domestic ecmwmy (two leBBons), pedagogic8 and method (one 
lcsson), women' 8 8loyd (a short coune), practical·theoreticalles80T18 (two leBBOns). 

Each pupil gives in turn a preparatory l6SS0n to the children from the 
primary schools who form a practising class. Each pupil gives ten theoretical 
leBBOns and three demonstrations during the year, in addition to the exami. 
nation trial·leBBOIlll. 

Visits to a slaughter.house, a baker's and a brewery are included in the 
practical coune. Washing, mangling, and ironinj[ are also taught. 

The conditions for entrance to the ooune-which in 1903-4 reckoned seven 
pupils-are almost the same as those neceBBary for admission to the school 
last mentioned. For two or three years past, this school has carried 
on a peripatetio school·kitchen, with the aid of a grant from government, 
and oourses have been given at half·a·dozen industrial centres. An increased 

- government grant amounting to £172 is to be divided between this school 
and the next one mentioned. * 
IV. Tn COUBSB II'OB TICAOBBBS 011' DOMBSTIO EOONOMY BSTULISHBD BY THB 

SCHOOL BOUD II'OB GOTHBNBUBO. 

This oourse lasts from about September 4 to May 24, instruction being given 
in the following subjects :-Houaehnld.chemistry (fifty leBBon·houfs during tbe 
course). phy8iologyand hygiene (thirty·eight hours), general laws 0/ hygiene, 
/irs' aid (ten hours), science 0/ food (forty hours), cookery (twenty·five 
hours a week). watlhing, mangling, ironing, (each pupil has three times done 
a two days' washing), aeaning, tidying, scrubbing, polishing (in turn). simple 
book·keeping, special school·kitchen method, general pedagogics (eight lectures on 
this subject). 

Each pupil gives about seven triall6BBons during the spring.term. each leBBOn 
embracing one day's theoretical.practical instruction for children. 

Certificates of theoretical knowledge, practical ability and skill in teaching 
are given to successful pupils after examination." 

V. THB NAAS COUBSB II'OB TBAOBEBS 011' DOMESTIO ECONOMY. 

In 1902, courses were begun at the" August Abrahamson Foundation" at 
Naas, to give instruction in /ruit-presl!:nJing and gardening; the first was in· 
tended to familiarize male and female teachers, and the wives and daughters 
of teachers, with the drying and preserving of the products in question, 
the boiling of fruit, for the purpose of preservation, the making of syrups, 
the making of jams, and other methods of making preserves. 

At the course for gardening, the men and women teachers from the oountry 
aistricts receive instruction, based on practical exeroises, in the proper laying. 
out and care of a school garden. 

The course in school.cookery (1903) is intended to impart a knowledge of 
the daily events in the sphere of the home and the household, and a practical 
skill in household duties, partly for the immediate benefit of the students in 
the course, and partly that those students may be able to give instruction in 
the subject. 

The courses in needlework (1903) are intended to train women teachers 
from the eountry sohools as teachers also in needlework, such as knitting 
sewing. mending and marking. t 

* In March 1905, the Swedish Parliament voted an annual grant of 2,500 
kronor (about £1(0) to the Ateneum in Stockholm, and of 1,600 krvnor 
(about £90) to the Allmiinna Folkskola Styrelsen i Goteborg_ (See Footnote, 
pa.ge 167),-ED. ' 

t From "The August Abrahamson Foundation, Naas. " by Otto Salomon, 
Director of the establishment. 
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APPENDIX K. 

LIST OF THE CHIEF SCHOOLS WHERE DOllESTIC ECONOMY IS T1UGHT • . 
(The Schools of Stockholm and Gothenburg, 1-9 and 10-12,are placed first.· Unless otherwise stated, the subject is taught in the highest class.) 

Name of School. 

STOCKHOLM. 
1a.-Ateneum for 

Flickor. 
(Atheneum for Girls). 
)see aloo AppendiK J. 

II.,Training Scboola 
for Teachers of 

Cookery.) 

1b.-Ateneum for 
Flickor. Course for 
HOUle·mothers. 

2.- Arbets • stugor 
for barn. 
15in Stockholm and 

65 lu the country. 
(Workshops for 

Children.) 

Deocrlp- Special Annual No. of Length Pupils Len/tth of No. of 
tionof Government la .. Coun •• Leaaona. of Subjects taught practie&lb. Subjecto taught theoretically. CJau.Booka. 

SchooL' Gr&nt.t CIa88. Leason. 

Sd7. £140 9. 1 (""hool) ,eM, 17. 7ihn. Cooking, baking, ae"lng, BCul· Qualities, occurrence, Import- Almquist 
Sept....June. lery wor!'> cleaning up, etc. anee uf alimentary Bub.tancea. and 

eir ... 8 monLba Quantities, nOUllshing value, Lagerstedt. 
digestive properties, prepar&' ~NatUr&l 
lion and preserving of food cienee.) 
.tuffs. Coffee, tpa, cocoa, WiDell, 
etc., and th.:ir iruportance. 

-
C, Suabove. 8. 1 (Ichool) year, , - AI above, with addition ot Physics (1 lesoou weekly); 

(8dy.) Bept....June. weekly. house cleaning, tidying, wash- Chemistry 2 (Iuorganic and 
fng, mangling, ironing, needle- Organic, the latter especially 
work (with Ule of lewing witll r.gard to food stulf.); 
machin.), the Iaat lubject 4 Science of .Food 1; Domestic 
lesson. weekly. Science, Arithmetic, and Book ... 

ke.ping, 2 les.ona weekly ( ...... 
rangement of menuI, m&king. 
up accounts, writinl out in· 
voices, post-office or en, etc. ; 
calculation of expenditure 
according tD different annual 
Incomes); Physiology .. nd 
Hygiene (person .. l) I. 

. 
The Childreu have been iu· Mrs. 808' SpL -- - Sept. or Oct. to 2day8 4 hr •. Making IUUP and j0rridge. 

30 Apl.-l. Ma.y. in baking, washing an mangl. formed of quality of food and NII880n has 
8UCC8S .. Ing (towels), s.rubbing. BOYI its price, and have thereupon conducted a 

s~:ek~r ha.ve sawed and carried wood, c .. lculated cost of each portion class in 
and fetcbed wa.ter, etc. served. Stockholm. 

* Sdy., Secondary. Bpi., Speeia!. P., Primary. C. (ady.), Secondary Continuat.ion 8cbools. C: (Sp!.), Spedal Continuation Class. 
t A corresponding amount is Ulually received from tile communal authorities or 80me other source. 

Bernarka. 

Ta.ught In highest 
cl_, which i. dl· 
vlded Into 2 groups 
of 9. Each group 
baa 2 days' teach· 
Ing every other 
week. A vemge age 
of pupila, 17-18. 

.. The work In kit-
chen W&8 embraced 
with warmest in· 
terest by both chil· 
dren and p:l.rents. 
Scrubbing seemed 
a special pleasure. 
The girla executed 
their tasks,even the 
coarser ones, easily 
aDd willingly." 



APPENDIX K.-Oontinued. 
I-Q 
g 

n-rtp . Kpeclal Annual No. of Lenrh l'upil. Lenllth of No.nf 
Name nf 8clJwl. tI.m of Uovernment In a Cour ... r-oo. (, "ubJecta taught practically. SubJecta taught theo1'etlc.II,. CI ... BooIto. llemar .... 

lIchool.' Oftnt.t Cl ..... 
• '-.In. 

--- --- -
2b.-Phl1lpaen.b "pI. -- 3 Yrmn 1 105 Eacb 7 bra. A.ln 11'0. 1 ... Ith both pla!n A f_ .. ord. are .. Id no. an4 -- The length of the 

8l1otao. group. yean. aroup alld lODIe ftne cookIng. then dorlng tho ooune of tho counoe dependo uJ>" 
of 10 Il IJInner a,,4 8Upper a,. pre· practlcul work, eo that the on We length nf 

pupil. • eekly. pared. pupil. learn to choote and p, ... time the puplla 
each. pare the food In a ..,..Ihlo .a,. .ta, at the Primary 

They are alao taught to lIeep lIehool. As. rule 
houtehold accouota. the, begin he,. 

.hen they are 
ahout II or 12 yea" 
nf "If., and they .ta, uloogu the, 
ean. (8u ahoYe, 
p.IM.) 

1- --- --- .. -
18. 

•• - F'olkok"lor. P. -- ~Th. 1 (."hool) fear • 1321. 5~h,.. (-'It. ahove, pp. 1511-168.) (."" ahoYe pp. lr.o-I68.) 110ft \fll .. In 1ODI8 IChoo" 
HlIlrl-B.) IU". Aug. III-June 16. IIhmJld 000" Vlnt 10X.lo other ..,hooll 

(PrImary lIclwo".) k"ltchpfI b_ I Klementa :.:;:a ~~~~::. III Kala- .. eekl,. of DomMtlc 
rin .. Kconom,. A"" of pnplJa,llI-lf. 

(1I<~lra, ,,, 
I 

Mm.thl 
lIchoo 

I. fur 41, 

~~Jdre" 
d , .. " 

tew,h· 
I~ ---

4. - Hi.,. Polll· C. £250. 10. Ke~l~j~~ •. let' .... ' 7 bra. Aaln \fo. 1. .farketlnll. ftnt lot Y .. r~ I"t"",uellon to '" oertlftate I. 
IkoJan. P, I .. Ith te/U'h81' theD alon •• ehemlltry. J'ractk-al L ... leul .. 1I1 •• n after praeU· 
(I/I~h., Primary ...... kl' Put". OUtol". o,den o"me- tlon •. caI.umlnatl .... at 

lIcIJlJol.) Znd,ear tim... ..eentad, fo, oak. of 2nd Yea,. - (8) H01IIOh.lld end nf Ind ,ORr. 
2 practice. (o~anlcl cheml.~ry, .. ltb Kach ,oar' •• 1_ 

.... kly. ;I::~I C:;~~'lnt;~·~~~:: .. dlrided Into I 

~:C'if>-I!.Ke of 
Arra"f ... n.n~ of bill. of fnre. 
attant lJU bel". paid to pric. 
and value of nourt.tnnent. (e) 
ltol1klllJld account... 
hook·keeplnl!-

I!lmpl. 



Il-Itl ...... th ~t·PrtYaw. 
rDAnl H aauaodenkah. 

(l:o ...... ,orU ...... 
lIIOI.bara). 

1.-1.i\irnI J:_a I C. 
Hoth4i!JItolan .Id (8dJ.) 
H,,,",, IArarinD .. 
8f1mloariulU. 
rihool 0' Cook..., 

a Hillhor Tralnlll, 
COU""" for Wom.o 
T~here). - (Lgwer 
Coun&.) 
(!lee aIao TralnlDII 

&bllol. , .. , Teacben 
of UoolterJ. AI'''' I. 
lL) 

7. - r.,.,.. .. m fOr 847. 
Fltctor (8Jbberpka 
IIkolan). 
(l.1eeum for Olrll.) 

l -

8.;;,r"ta .kolan. C. 
(8c fo.tlul Dumb.) (8pL) 

-- a) 10 CI) 1""","-16 (.)1 ".) II h ... (a' Aa 10 No. L "arboUn •. (a' Aa ID No. I. An-a .... mont 
III,IL """- ... kly. bIOh .... prwenIDtr ....... 01 ,,-.ll .. aD.1 of bill. 01 fare • 

~) 16 m/ .... -I/o. (b)l <)'b~ ............ ~UOllol ....... (") .... 4 (.) A aborter _ ... _ ..... 
"lIO_IIo. ... kl,.. I ...... 4101 ... n aDd .opp.n. .,- e 10 ..... (.) I (")aD4(.) Aoboner_ 

I. _tl, 
JOWII -ui. 
....... eo 
.mplol· 
... dor· 
ID::', 

---------
&zso. II. I (lChool) ,.,, l!I ....... Ibn. AI In No. I. M"rketlnl. AI In No&. I /lOr!.. Ph,.l ... M_.,. 

BepL.-.lun .. .ml,. 8 ..... kI .. ' prepared f. other (10 hOlln a1 ....... ther. dllfill, (BI.m ..... 
poplll who hay. a lon •• ar to I"nnl·term), IIwedl.b. aormall. "'rJO"",nl~ 
.,.. and dinner fo .. tJ,emae ". and I1IIII1b (II hoon .... kl" (;heml • ...,.~ 
aod __ h.ra. Olltaldo orden a ... Iao tallllh~ topthor with Th .... b..'T/ 
'or Put., and n&ho, dl.h_ aIao hralone. an IlOmmunai Itl.mentao' 
•• eeu....... Food 'or .Ick·room maLt.efL 1"_"10 
aod trial dina ..... p .. pa .. d b, 
~i. puplll 10 turn, b, .",.. .. 

Ch.OIlaLr". 

--- ---
-- - 1 (achoc.l) ,ea •• 11 ...... n Ilbn. Dall, ph.nnmena, .. """lall, -- -

.eekl,. .u,·b .. oocor III the bo ..... hold 
wo,k In: wa.hlnl!. cleanlllll. 
alnOIl. ~klnlJ. baklDg. b .... • 
Inr.' nplalned from a oatural· 
~ enUlle point of VI8':!man,' 
Uloatrated b, m_ of pie 
eaperimeDta. 

1---- ---

-- I I (lChool) ,ear. nan, work. Poplll tab part. In dal1, -- -
hn ..... work : cI""'I"11 ... bIn" 
!roolDl. oookIDl. be DI. 

-
• lel,. 8ero1ldary. 8pl •• 8"",,1al. 1' .• Prim • .,.. C. (hdy.)' 1I", .. nd..., ContinuatloD 8chooll. C. (81'1.), 8peclal Coatlnuatioo C ..... 

t A IlOrrwpomllDIl amoullt I. nl1l&II, recel.ed from the commonal anthontl. or 10m. o&h •• 1OIlrca. 

'In~""'(a)no"'" 

:.- l::":r. ~~:; 
are .. ("h .. are 
._, 10 be m ... 
...... -TII_pupll. 
4 .. tho _hhl, 0"-
«: ..... '0 •. ek-.• f •• r6 

':":::"~:,t~'~~~ 
_nl. to ,U"",t 
&hel, .... ¥aD .... In 
cl..-(I.)Alld«) 
_nt 0' Um.p ..... 
Yenl. Ih' pupill 
'",,0 ... hlllll op 
and clMnlnll. Au 
aulltan, _·h., 
laempl..,.e4. 

1 ... , 1I,llmll.t ha .. 

~~I!!::;r!!!:: 
_mdar, llehonl. 
o'h ............ """d· 
-iDII acqolnm.n .... 

--

Por ",11 wl.o hay. 
eompl ...... th.1r II 

rhi. ... ::-I~ ... r:lt.~ 
IChooll. 

~ -



APPENDIX K.-Continued. 

Descrlp- Special Annual No. of 
Le~rb Name of School. tlon of GoYemment Pupils Length of No. of 8ubjecto taught practically. Subjecto tanght theoretically. C1aaa·books. Remarks. 

School.* Grant.t Ina Course. LeBBOns. Lealon. 
CIass. ---

9. - o.termalms Sdy. £'l!115s. 011. 8:6: 8 (school) years. 4; hra. v~ CIass. - Marketing, ac· V. C1 .... -FIre, range, firing, 80fi A voluntary suh· 
Bogt't' Laroanltalt 

~. }claase~ { 
1 in each counts, preparing dinner (2 combustion. water, salt, pots :NllsBOn's ~ct. The plan had 

for Flickor - (Dr. weekly. C]888; coursel), etc., preparation of and pans, qualities of food, Firat ere been previous-
Schwartz's 8chool.) VII. break· washing·blll, etc. the different alimentory sub· Elements of 1. tried of teaching 
(Secondary Girl" tast· VI. Class.-Ditto, more dim· slances, milk, making of butter Domestic omestic economy 

School in bater. time In· cult dishes, preserving, baking and cheeBe, eggs, receipts Economy. in .. special I 
maim.) eluded. (chleOy bread). learued by heart. YI., 6-28. year'. ccmrse. Age 

VII. Class. - Ditto, ditto, VI.-Vegetable., grain bak· VII.,1~5, at commencement 
dessert, birds. scraps, ja.ma, lng, fermentat.ionsj fungt flah, 63-68. 18-14. 
pastry ; trial· dinner for 10 meat, manufacture of sogar 
persons. and ale, etc. 

VII. - Tidying, scrubbing, 
washing, taking ant of .taina. 
Game, bird., crabs, crayfish. 
lobaten,oYBters, fruit, coffee, 
tea, cocoa, apices. Sick·tood, 
dilleltion, calrul .. tlon of prices 
and food values; menua tor 4-
weeks. ---

GOTHENBURG. 
10.-Folkakolor. P. -- 24. BOday. 80. 7hra, (See Appendl" G.) (Se. Appendix G.) Mis.L. The .glrls have 

(1001-2.) Larorstedt's been allowed to 
(Primary SchOOls.) ookery bake bread fol' 

Book. homo UIO. - The 
10Blone were given 
on con8ecutive 
days. 

---
11~ Fruntlmmera. C. 11.27 16&. D. (4~ 7 weeks. ~a? 85. 7-8 hr. A.ln No. 1.-Morketlng, pre· A. In No.1. - Fir., firing, - -forenlngens Flick. (Sdy.) (b 6weeta. b 86. .erving. kitchen·range, etc. . 

skola I Goteborg. 
(Women'. Society's 

Girls' School in Goth· 
enburg.) 

--- --- .. 

12. - Sigrid Rude. Sdy. £'J/Z 168. 17 7 weeka (spring). 85, 7hrs, .:;~\.~:t::rg'hre~m:[!nfur ~~~ . c~~~: r~~edl~~~~;~g~n:h~",r:~ - Thl. was the flnt 
beck'. Elemental" pupil. Secondal'Y School 
skola for Fllckor, in 2 pupils thems.lves, Bnd of din· made note.; simple book· In whlrh the Rub· 
Gothenburg. olasses. Der tor abont 20 pel'lon.; bBk~ keoping. jeot was taught. 
(Sigrid Rudebeck'. ing, pl'8servillg. lluplll havs Age of pupils 

Secondary Girla had ChartS of the OlOney in about 17. 
• School.) , tnru, and ave kept (u·coniltl . I. 



. 
.. 1J .. 1 .... 

18. -I'leoondary 
Glrl8' ~chool. 

FALUIf. 
14.-Elementarla ... 
overk fiir Fllckor. 
(Secondary Girls' 

8chool.) 

HBDltHORA. 
15. -Hi;gr. 

skola. 
Sem· 

(Recondary 
Co·.ducatlona\') 

HBL~INGBORG. 
16.-(Primary , 

SchOOls.) 
2 School· Kitchens. 

17.-Ebba Lund· 
bergs Ho",re Laro· 
verk fOr Flickor. 
(Ebba Lundberjl·. 

Secondary Glrla' 
IIchool). 

l8.-Hol'1'e Ele-
mentarskola for 
Elickor. 
(Secondary Girls' 

School). 

-
JONKOPING. 

19.-PlimarySchooll 
(Continu.). 2 School 
kitchens. 

. .. . " .. -.-, ; "-- " .~ . ~",.~ .. 
8dy. - 10. I thool) year, Iweek· 4 hrL Cooking, baking, clealllng, COmp .... itlvll and \'alue of --pt....June. Iy. aooounta. food·.tuff .. lind their prep ..... 

ation. 
--- --

C. - 10 86 montba. • daya 7thrL Plain and tlner kinde or cook· 81mple book.keeplng· dljlel. --(Sdy.) autumn weekly. lng, baking, preaerving, Ift)·lng tlve functionl; lIeneral J,yglene 
8 the tebl&, lerving, .... hing·up, of body; food .... tuff ... in No. spring. tidying, polllhiull Iilver, mar· 1. Menna; cah."tlatlon. ot 

keting(Saturdays). erice; the kitchen ~ range, IIr-
ng; pots and pan8. 

--- ---
Sdy. - - -- - - 81mple cookery, baking, wash· The alimentary .... Iue of food· --Ing,up,cleallillgalldotherwork Btuffl, their preparation lind 

appertelnlng to the household. preservation. 

--- ---
1 (Ichool) year. P. - 16-17 1 week· - Preewoably the lame as in the Presumably the same as In the --\yo PrImary Schoola of Gothenburg. Primary Schools of Gothenburg. 

-------_ .. -----

8dy. £27 15 •. ... 1 ~ChOOI) year, 1 6 bro. Marketing, accounts, cooking, Lellon 50 minute •. As in uCookery 
ept.-June. weekly. sausage· making, laying table, No.1. Choice of diet depen· Book for 

waiting at teble, washing·up, dent on age, employment, the Home." 
tidying, cleaning, Icrubbillg. health. Cleaning. First Aid -Upsala. 

for 8uch accidents 88 occur in 
kitchens: burna,scalding, cut •. 
The range. 

--- ---I- -
Bdy. £27 168. 10. 1 ~chOOI) year, 1 - A, In No. 14; marketing by AsilJ No.1. 

ept.-Juoe. weekly. turnl, both breakfast and 
dinner prepared. Pupils have 
paid for meals accol'dillg to 
price calculated. 

• 
C.P. -- 8·12. 6-6 months. 6 each 6i hr •. AI In the Primary School. of As In the Primary Schools of 

fort· 8tockholm; washing, Ironin\!, Stockholm. 
night. tidying. 

* Sdy., Secondary. 8pl.,8pecl"l. P., Primary. C. (Sdy.), Secondary ContinuatIOn Schools. C. (Spl.), Special ConLlDuatlon Class. 
t A corresponding amount is usually received from the communal authoritie. or .ome other source. 

--

Thi. cia •• I. In· 
tended n108tly f"r 
those p"pUI wh" 

have p .... ed thro,,~h 
thelt'houlL K~tah· 
ll.hed by the gener· 
08ityof two gentle .. 
men of the to ...... 
A~e over 17 a8 

a rule. 

-

--

Age about 17. 

2 Clas.es. Ag. 
about 17. 



l\' arne of Ilchwl. 

KARIMKOOA. 

No. of 
Del<!l'lp' IIseelal Annual PUI'II. 

~i'!''t. o:::r.t'~ In a 
CIoH. 

1-----1---

2/). -P ... k~lIka KkoJa C. 
Iii, Qvlhno,. PrIvate. 

1"",1I1wM Pl=
t ""I lIebool fur 
Women). 

6 DIODtha. 

APPENDIX K-Oontinued. 

Dall, .. .., 
4th 

" .. k. 

6~h ... 
praut •• 
4 h .... 
tb...". 

SubJech taUJIht prectlcally. 

The IlIItrul!tllJn I. In""nll.d 
toilYe pupil •• klll lu plain 
an line, "''''klllll, In prel,.ra
tiM of I&UC''', Ie... 1.111 •• , 

tam .. putr, baklnll, pr_rv· 
n, etc. i VretlCh It",dllnac,' 

mal.IOII (If ".d., tldyl"", 
,ardent"s work, br .. hJI, rna,· 
ketlur, ... ""u"ta. ',Ial dilln.,., .IoG. 

RubJeeta tau"ht theoretlcany. CJau.Booko. 

A. In N"o. 1 and 14. Weav· '"6f, lewin" Vreuch and 
"""1II'8ph, allO taullht. 

RemArk •• 

UI"al are from 
16-l/Ij. , 

~;!':-t!.i~I.I.~~:~ 
trtou., neat, car,,· 
t.1I and rellablo 
hmuewlte, hoUJM!e 

::;:Pj:'oforlnO:~r.~: 
ablo nluo t"J' a 
home."-

I-----·I---I----II-~I----i---I---'-------__i·-------I-·- - ._ .. /Jrn.p,"'''!.' 

KjRUlIlROU. 
21.-11""",, lAI...,. lIdy. 

v.,k fit' I'llckur. 
(lI"c"nd..,. OJ,I.' 

1Ie"""1 In Ka,I .. 
k,ona.) 

6!Z1 Uo. 7. 1 (echooJ) ,. ... ,. 1 .."".-/uo.. " .. kly. 
7bn. Aa In \110. I. A. III No. 1 .. Ith 'lJIDa,k. 

abol,t prooervlntr. 
W.lla and 

lI"hll/l" 
(Cook"r, 

lIo<.k). 
11,,11 

Nil_II'. 
"I .. ~ KI.· 

I paraUol nonl ..... A". abollt 17. 

':J::~~ I------I---I-----I---I-----i··----I--I--------I· ________ I-~=""'_I_----
Kaurr ••• IUIIU 

001f NOIIA. C. 
22.-l'raktl.ka 1I1II.lm P,lv&te. 
Ii), )Iilh ""h QVIIlDO'. 
(KrI.~lh.hlllnh alld 

1II'0,a l',a"U ... 1 
"<:b",,11 fur Men a"d 
Wrnn811). 

-----1-
LIIID, 

28.-Lu"d. JlIIII· 
.tal"lI"" LIl,overk 
fli, 1'11c1ll". 

(1'1111 MenmuJa". 
01,11' "cl"",I). 

l<Iy. 

emootha. 7 bra. A. In No. 'lI): .14I1rht.rllltr, 
euttJlIlI·uP •• torchb'l/, IrulIl"II, 
&eooUllta. 

I--·I-----t--· --1---- --

e. I (echool) ,.ea,. I 
/hpt.-.lWle. "eekl,. 

6hn. A. In \II f). 1: marketlnll 
makln" 01' n'.hllI (1'01/&':;/ 
bolr'lI paid to olhnolltar, an.1 
dl" .. LI •• l"OI""U", alld prl.,. 
of ItHJCI), lmkln., pre..,I'"loI, 
".ltlIIK.t tal.I" ...... hlllil Ul' ; 
a IIUI ... nohllli/. 

A. In 11'01. 1 811t1 14. We ... • 
Inl!', Hwlllll, .. rltl"" an4 oth., 
.ub)""t. aJIO talli/ht. 

Allo of pnl,lI. p, •• 
IUIIIAhl,. t.h. Mm. 
uln Jio. lie 

--- -------I---~-----I 

AI In No. 1 In COIlI".cUrm 
..lth chen.l.t.., and by"le"8. 



U. - til'gr8 Me· j .. 6"1. 
mentAnkolan t Lund 

f~~::~k.:':~,. ~ Irll 
School In Lund.) 
DtI 00. ContltlUotion C. (8d,.. 

CIaaa In the lime 
8ohool. 

iI. i !\&chUOII) ..... , ! 
"ept.-Juoe. weeki,.. 

6 (aut.) 1 (ochool) ,.ea.r, 1 
, lIept.-Juoe. weekI,.. 

(.prlng~ 

--------- ------I----J-----
lIALIdH. 

!5. -1·.kl& A berllS Sci,.. 
B;~Fc:o~roverk fOr 
(Secondary Glrla' 

School.) 

26.-Prlma". 
Schools. 

NAXs. 
27. -SUljd·Semln

arlum. 
(Niiii. Seminary for 

Teache .. of 810yd>. 
(So. ,,110 A vpendlx 

J., V.) 

P. 

IIpl. 

18. 

1 (.chool) yea.r, 1 
SepG.-JwI.. weekly. 

6-7 weeks. 

10 weekI. 

1 
dally 

Dally. 

All In ~o.. 1: marketing. 
calculation of prkeo. 

A.ln No. 1 : Vl'8llerving, etc., 
limple bookkeeping. 

VIII. cla88 go .. tn market; 
plain cookery, hakiug, pre· 
.erviug, waiting at table. 

c-5 hn. Prelumably the same n. In 
the primary 8chool. of Stock· 
holm or Gothenburg. 

- (a) A coune In8chool c~okery 
for the bonoflt of stucont. 
themselve. and for those who 
may afterward. gl\"O iostruc· 
tlon In the .uhject. 

~cte:~e ~~t~ .. ~~:~~nf.!~ 
COWl try to enable Utem to 
lay ,,"t and take care of a Ichool 
garden. 

(0) A coune In trnit prele .. • 

Min bio. L-

Min No. 1. 

ProhAbly aa In the Primary 
8,",tooll of 8tnckhobll ot· 
Gothenburg. 

Theoretlcl\llnstrnction In the 
lAme auhjeots. 

Thla ('ontlnua· 
tlon Cl .... learned 
In addition, hy· 
giene, poUt. 800n
om,. cornmuneJ 
affair.. hlotnry, 
Bngliah, .ewing, 
weaving, etc. Ag.o 
ahove 1 ~ ... a rule. 

Age of pupil .. 17. 

Ther. were 10 
luch group. work· 
Ing iu B lohool 
klt.chenl. The 
children have also 
had I houn' In· 
Itruction daily In 
other luhjecta_t 
t ... t 1 hour too 
much. 

Two coune. 
annually, 

I ______________ ~-----.I---------~:.--~------------ _____ I_----~~i~n~~~s~w==ee~k~··~----------4_---------------------I--------I-----. ________ .1 
NORRKHpING. 

!8.--0.tra Liiroverk 
tor Fllckor. 
(SecondAry Girl.' 

: School iu Ealt N orr
koplng). 

Sdy. £27 15 •• 2 (.chool) yea .. , 
Sept.-June. 

VII. }CI VIII. a88el. 

1 51 hrs. 
weeki,.. 

AI In No.1. In the VIII. 
clB88 the pupils have, two and 
two, prepared tri .. 1 dinners, 
the menu compoled by them· 
selves. During thll period 
the other pupill in the cl&ls 
h .. ve prepared Inpper. 

YII.-E1ementa of .. liment· 
al'Y Bub.tanoel (difference 
botwoen aliment .. ry alld food 
.ub.tance.), milk, butter, 
cbee.e, marll'o.rine : micro
or~anl.m. and nlilk·keeplng; 
egllS •• grain, y .... t and fer· 
m.ntation. 
VIII.-(n) Bame as above; 

lIIeat .. nd IIsh • .ioluts. (b) Do.·; 
fruits, presel'ving, scraps, 
ve"'et,ahleA. 

.. Cookery Age of pupils, 
Book for 16-17. 

the Rome." 

* Bdy., S.condary. Bpi., Special: P., Primary. C. (Sdy.). Secondary Continuation Schools. C. (Bpi.), Sp.ci"l ContInuation Clals. 
t A correspoodlng amount is u.ually received from the comlllunal authol"itle. or .ome other lourc.. . 



84. Ambulatory 
Scbool-kitchen (at 
Koppe.rberg). 

86.-Puplll from 
the Secondary 
SchooL 

36. PrActical PrO-
f&lslonal Coorae. 

37. - Continuation 
Course for lIirlo who 
bave already bad a 
one year'8 course In 
Primary IIchool 
kitchen. 

.. 

: 

I 
and Ite hytenlo lmportanee; 
11m aid in tcheo accldeot.a. 

8jlL 16. ltiJuoe-i16July. lIU 7 bra. Plain eOOkin~ (dlnnur for II 19 IOIIIIODI: kitchen utensil. ; .. peraonl at 2jd. ,8&re of purae, tbeir 8&re; and AI in Noa. 1 - marketing, baking &maD)' kind. and 83, but more fully. 
h of bread included ... usag ... 
~ making, waabing Ana mangling 
Ii of towell, 

iI!I . 
.!! 
i --->--

Bdy, a 

r'Y-
1 week- IV .• V •• For all cla.seea, bot differing IV.-Tbe kltcben In general, ~ . 

... ~ • V .• VI •• 10 Iy, e hra • 10 enent .... In No. 911, wltb range and firing, potoand pan .. 
0<11 f! Sept. - 10 VI .• 64 exceptioo of marketlnt and r.bYOiOI~cal imp'ortanee 01 
1; B llecember. houOl. wit·h preparation of etter Ood. mil and oulk-productl, 

>. Ci ..... IV •• dishes too (thla during the 0ItgB, Yegetabl&l. grain. baking, iii .. V •• 2llan.- last two yeaTS) • meat. flab. 
"'- 27May, V,-Preaemng of rooo. ; 
-0 conerYes; birds and game; II .. 

~~ 
dige.tlon ; fOod for oick-room ; 
plain menno: general manage-
ment of a houRehold. 

E-<- VI.-Repetitinn of foregoing. 
I!pl. .,":' -w. 4i months. 1 daily. 7 hra. Ao ID Nos. 1 and 36. EX6CU· Nothing said In Repnrt of ... ... 

;~ partly tion of outolde ordera for theoretical Inotructioll, bnt. 10 
on Suo· dinne.. and luppers: baking presumably as In N 08. 88 and 

U: days of all kinds; waahing, 84. 
a-<l too. mangling. ironing on a large 

~" acale. In turn. each purcn haa 

§! ... Isted In cooking. t dying 
lewing, etc •• In the housohold 

I "i of the teache .. ln the 'rechnical 
-"- Ichool. 

IijiL .. "b ~m~ 18 1 (school) year. (m)4}~ 2,4or The weekly Instruction In the 

'i b 12. Sept.-June, 6hrli. two different claaoes baa been: 
(b)S -~ (m) theoret - pract. inltr. ~2 2l mornings), Eractlcal work 2 ., .. 

hBlf·days), Y&iene (1 hour • .... 
i ..win... etc. 2 hours). The 

~ractical work ba.a been a. In .~ 
01. 88 & 84; the Instruction in ill hygiene ba.a Included bints on ., 

tl the care of young children and . , . 
! on chlldren·. food in general. I . 

(b) theor-pract. (1 morning~. : . 
~racttcal work (1 morning • 
. ygiene (1 hour). sewln~, eto • 
~2 hours). As above. wi h the 
heoretical instruction con-

cerniDl' foods more re.tricted. 

• 8dy •• Secondary •. Spl •• SpeclAl. P •• Primary. C. (8dy.). 8econdary Contmnatlon 8chooll. ,C. (Spl.). SpeCial Continuation ~laI8. 
't A corresponding amount fa UBuallt rMelved froni the ~oinniilnal authorities or 80me otber 8\!Ul'ce. 

Aye~ellrl ... !ld. 
to 8d. or I dtlh .. 
(1 pel'lOO'1 dlooer). 
Alt. of pnp\lII~1S 

Average age, 1611 
yearl. Tbe cblef 
eMt WB8 bome by 
tbe commune, but 
limllar bodies In 
other plac .. haye 
.ignilled tbelr In· 
ability to pay for 
tbil moch-oeeded 
work. 

Age. 18, 16, 18, 
u.rage coo. of 
dinO~ dishes). 
IV. d. to 61d. 

(\f,~t. to 714· 
(. ring. 
~I.- Id, 

For those wbo 
wilh to become 
housekeepers or 
cooks. Primary 
Ichool education 
lullielen'. 2 
conraea needed • 

, .. 

.~ 
,.', 



Name of School. 

aB.-Course for 
Housemothers. 

39.-Hlgher Course 
for Housemothers. 

40.-EnBkIlda Laro· 
verk och Prlvat-
gymnasium. 
(Private Secondary 

Co·educatlonal 
School,-Prlvate 
Gymnasium (p r e· 
pa ... tlon for matrle-
ulatlon». 

VBSTlIBAS. 
41.-90gr8 Ele· 

mentarlaroverk for 
Flickor. 
(Secondary Girls' 

School In Ve.terAs). 

APPENDIX K.-Oontinued . 

Descrlp· Special Annual .No. ot Length 
tlon of Government Pupil. Length of No. of of Subjects taught praotically. Subjeots taught theoretically. Class·Books, 

School.- Grant.t In a Course. L .. sons. Lesson. Class. 
"""8pf.'"" These classes 16-18. 1 (.chool) year iweek· 6 hr •• The practical work has been: The theoretical instruction 

receive, in com .. Sept.-June. Iy. marketing, prepal'lltion of has Included all that h ... been 
mon with the meals, baking, preservlnll, mentioned in ca.e of preceding 

rechnlcalSchool washing (Clothe;l' .erving, achool.: hygiene, care of sick 
of Dom .. tlc scullery·work, tid og. at home, IIrst aid. Hygiene 

Economy at Up· with special regard to women 
eala (.ee App. has also been taught. 

J., I.) a grant of 
about £390. 

Spl. Do. 18. 3imunths 2 week· Onain As In No. 38; making of As In No. 38, as re~rd. 
Iy. mom· confectionery. cookery; csre of young c lid· 

ing, ren-this subject taken very 
one in thoroUghIL-thel. natural and 
after· artillclal ood, weaning, dally 
DOOD. care, bath, washing, clothing, 

freah air, care of Important 

~'lr~~:i. d::e"..':.~. Important 
Soul· devel'!f'ment qf child: 

will and feeling., occupations, 

~fo~o~:~i~~~:nlf:~:i~ educa· 

~ IV. 11. S years 1 week· IV., 6 Marketing, cooking, ~reaerv. iV. 1 hour. 'J:he kit<lhen in 
V.-H. Sept.-June. !y. hours. ing, baklng,laylng tab e, walt· general: kltchen.range, fuel, 
VI.-15. V., & InN at table, walhing.u~, utenlllo ; physiological 1m· 

hours. ti ylng, cleaning, boo. portance of food; milk and 
VI., 8 keeping. mllk·producta ; egg., vege· 
houn. tables, grain; flour WId baking; . meat, 1I0h. 

V.-I hOUT. PreserVIn~ of 
food·Btuff.: fl'UI'·pre.erv ng ; 
birds and game: dlge.tion; 
diet In general: olck·diet; 
IDenUI for household. with 01" 
dinary incomea· management 
of a household In ItB entirety. 
VI.-l hoU/l·. Repetition of 

above in connection with 

--- --- explanation of recipes. 

8dy. £'1:1 15s. VI. { l~: 8 years, VI.-1 In VI.-Preparatlon of plain In VIU., as In No, 1. Wallnoch 
lelson dinner ~ dllhes). . Schager 

vnHg: fort· VII.- ItllO, 2 j.UPIlS In each (In VII. <II 
n'ght'y hou.ehold ma e dinner for VIII.) 

VIII{ l~: VII., a certain number of personl. 
VIII.- Laying the table, waiting at 
1leMRon table cleaning of range, 
weekI) BcuIl~ry-work, tidying. 
(each VIlI.-D1tto, with lDore dim· 
group). cult dishes. Baking, pastry. 

Outside orderl executed. A 
Bupper pro parer!. 

• 8dy., Secon<\r>ry. Bpi., StOClal. P., Primary. C. cady.), Secondary Contl!,uatlon Schools. C. (Sp!.), SpeCial Contlnufttloll CI~I' 
t .. correBponding amo\\ot B Ulually received from the c()mmupp.l autho"j~lel) or ~oPlO other BOUrCe, . I 

Remarks. 

The Couna Is 
meant for girl. 
who have IInlshed 
school education, 
and wish to obta.in 
a thorough know. 
ledge of what 
belongs to the care 
of a home. 
For tho.e who 

have palled 
through Course 88, 
or have correa-

t:r~l:e~I':; 
further ins\ruc. 
tion. All .ubjects 
are voluntary. 

For the girls only. 
It 8eemB as \I the 
1 hour'. thea-
retlcal iOltruction 
was In addition to 
the time given to 
practical work • 
Age of glrlo 14-16. 

Age of puplll 16-
17. 



List 0/ School, where Domestic Economy is taught. 209 

According to the .. Primary Reports from the Elementary (Primary)" 
Schools '! 1904, domestio economy (cookery) was also taught at Primary 
Schools &t the follOwing districts or towns: -

Norrkoping (4), Va.xjo (I), Oskarshamn (I), Orebro, (I), Hudiksvall (I). 
Karlskrona (1). Uddeva.1la. (I), Bor':' (I), Karlstad (1). Kristinehamn (I).· 

Government grants for the teaching of Domestio Economy are also given 
(190~) to the Secondary Girls' Schools at Djur81wlm (£27 ISs.), Falkenberg 
(£18 ISs.). KriBtine1tamn (£5 lOs.) and Marie8tatJ (£14).t but I find no details 
of the instruction given. . 

Thus, out of a total of 108 Secondary Girls' Schools, receiving Government 
aid in general (and this total included moat of the Higher Girls' Schools in 
Sweden), there are about 24. or 22'8 per cent .• giving instruction in Domestic 
Economy (Oookery). 

Domestio Economy (Cookery) is &lso t&ught &t nine People'S High Schools 
&nd at some other Higher Primary Schools and "Practical and House
hold .. Schools, ~ides those given in the above table.~ 

• 
• Celie. Halmstad, Karlshamn, Landskrona., LyaekiJ, Nykoping, SOderhamn 

Sundsva.11, Toraa.ker (Vestarnorrland), should also be added. 
t An article in the illustr&ted weekly paper Jd,un for June 8th. 1905, speaks 

of Mrs. Andriette Floren, the Head-Mistress of the Secondary Girls' School 
at Mariestad, as having done much to further the cause of cookery teaching 
at this School, allowing the pupils to use her private kitchen. kitchen utensils 
and dining-room for the purposes of instruction. 

t Early last century a Household Training School for Girls was established 
&t Vis by, Gotland, by H.M. Queen Desideria., wife of Charles XIV. (Berna
dotta). At this school a number of girls now receive instruction in cookery 
and domestic economy. . 

A movement has just begun in Gothenburg for giving instruction in vege
tarian cookery. (1905). 
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NOTE. 

Proposed Government Grant to School-Kitchens. 

(1906). 

[J:he following information was received too late for insertion in the body 
oIthe report; it is, therefore, given here as a footnotetoMr. Ray's pgper • .,....ED.] 

The following is a resume of the Government motion referred to in a foot· 
note on paae 154, laid before the Riksdag two weeks ago:-

The proposed Government grant of ;Kr. 90,000 (£5,000) for the teaching 
of cookery in Primary Schools, Higher Primary Schools, and People's High 
Schools, is calculated for i of the 2,400 school districts of the country, and 
will give Kr. 100 (£5 lOs.) towards the salary of the teacher, and Kr. fO 
(£2 168.) towards the general expenses of each of the proposed Oookery 
Schools. The Government grant is not to be used to defray the prelipUnary 
expenses, rent or firing of school-kitchens. . 

The initial cost of equipment has been calculated at about Kr. 850 (£47). 
The annual cost of each permanent School-Kitchen has been calculated as 
varying between Kr. 1,000 and Kr. 14,000 (£55 to £77), and of each course 
given in a peripatetic School-Kitchen as Kr. 200 to Kr. 300 (£11 to £17), 
excluding the cost of house rent and firing. A Primary School inspector in 
the Island of Gottland calculated that the annual cost of a well-managed 
permanent School-Kitchen there would amount to at least Kr. 2,700 (£150). 

The teachers in School-Kitchens shall have been trained at one of the 
recognised Training Schools of Cookery. Teachers' salaries would vary 
between Kr. 160 (£9) for a single course and Kr. 1,500 (£83). 

The pupils may be of an age varying between 12 (when they are in the 
4th class of the primary school) and 18. The number of pupils in a course 
shall be not less than eight and not more than suteen. The most suitable 
number is given as twelve, divided into three groups. 

A course should embrace thirty work days, with at lesst four hours' 
instruction a day. The pupils should spend one day a week in,tbe School
Kitchen, so that the course would last nearly the whole school year (reckoned 
at eight months in the country districts of Sweden). This would allow of 
the teacher giving six courses a year, whether the course was held for thirty 
consecutive days or for thirty weeks with one day's work a week. 

A:ll " fine cookery" shall be excluded from these Scbool-Kitchens. 
The number of extra mouths for which a School-Kitchen household shall 

prepare a meal shall not exceed one half of the number of pupils in that 
housebold. The guests may only be those who are school companions of the 
little cooks. 

, No other fee shall be taken from the pupils than the cost of the meals in 
lhe School-Kitcben, and this cost may not be estimated bigber than at an 
average figure. 

Newspapers of every shade of political opinion have given their warm 
approval to the proposed grant. " 

February, 1906. E. A.-R. 

• 

• 
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THE TEACHING OF DOMESTIC ECONOMY IN 
NORWAY. 

I.-SPECIAL SCHOOLS AND COURSES FOR ADUI,TS. 

A.-HO'/MJekeeping Schools and OowrBes. 

Durin~ the first decades a~ter the year 1814 active efforts were Introduction. 
made to ~prove the educatIOn of the people. Men such as the 
poet Henrik Wergeland warmly advocated the cause of the 

. working-man and the common people, and endeavoured to 
lighten their lot in every way. The first cookery book, by 
H~nna Winsnes, appeared in 1845. In 1852 Eilert Sundt, who 

, devoted himself entIrely to the education of the people, and knew 
, their conditions of life better than most men, published his book 
II Om renslighedRstellet i Norge" (On Arrangements for 
Cleanliness in Norway), dedicating it to the Storthing. During 
the sixties app'~a~ed " Fornuftigt madstel " (Rational ~ookery) by 
Clemens BonifacIUS, whose real name was P. Chr. AsbJornsen, the 
,untiring collector of our folk-tales, The Society for the Promo
tion 'of Popular Eduoationwas founded -during the same,period 
and its journal, " Folkevennen" (The People's Friend), with its 

. supplemen~s,regularly. contained articles, particularly ?y me!Dbers 
of the medIcal profeSSIOn, on the need for greater effiCiency m the 
ordinary conditions of life a'S regards sanitary and econotnic 
matters. Little by little it began to be generally realised that if 
there was to be any progress and improvement something must 
be done to instruct 'young women in all kinds of domestic work, 
a conclusion to whICh Wergeland's sister, Camilla Collett, the 
earnest pioneer and champion pf the woman's question, points in 
several of her writings. 

, A beginning was most naturally made by instructing peasant The first 
girls; for in the country parishes dirt and i~orance were more ~hoo~ of . 
obvious and glaring than in t.he towns. Owmg to these causes in °No~:rng 
the first true School of Housekeepin~ (husholdni'ngsskole) in . 

, Norway was founded in the country by Fru Mina Wetlesen at 
Abildso, neal' Christiania, in 1865. For sixteen years Fru Wetlesen 
laboured faithfully and with great ability at her school. During 
the 'latter part of this period, her undertaking received 
the support of the Society for the Welfare of Norway 
and of other agricultural societies. The school was arranged 
like a home in which the mother educates a number of daugh ters 
-a form of education which has been approved by experIence, 
and which is retained by these schools up to the present day. 
The method, though not without its faults, is suited to our 
simple, democratic circumstances. 
- This was followed in 1876 by the founding of the so-called 
practical schools fGr girls, of which further mention will be m~de. 

~8~ ~J 
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ichoola and In 1889 our central agricultural society, the Royal Society for 
CO~r&ellofth. the Welfa;e of Norway, which receives large annual Government 
~::IVS~J::e grants, placed t~e founding of "lLU8holdningsskoler' (housekeeping 
flf Norway:- schools) upon Its progr~mme. ,!wp schools were founded as. an 
ta) House. experiment, one exclusIvely practIcal and the other theoretical 
~:h~::~ ana practical. Mter the expiration of two years, the former had 
, . to be given up; but the other, at Berger in Asker, is still carry

ing on operatIOns under the guidance of Fru Wetlesen's daughter, 
Fredrikl.{e Torgersen, and her husband. It is the Society's 
oldest school, enjoys the highest reputation, and is attended by 
pupils from all parts of the country. 

The Society for the Welfare of Norway entered into com
munication With the various provincial agricultural societies, and 
induced them t? establish. similar schools for their provinces, 
the central SOCiety defraymg half the expenses 01 erection . 
.. HU8holdningsskoler" were founded in Kristian's province 
(Kristiansamt), in 1891, in Lister and MandaI in 1892, in 
Hedemarken in 1893, in Jarlsberg and Laurvick in 1895, and in 
South Trondhjem, experimentally, in 1893 and 1897. These 
schools cost the Society in all the sum of about Kr. 10,000 
[£550]* annually. , 

The plan for all the schools is somewhat similar, this being 
made a condition for the Society'S aid. 

PLAN FOR THE HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOLS FOUNDED BY THE SOCIETY 

FOR THE WELFARE OF NORWAY. 

1. The aim of the school is to train girls as capable house
wives or housekeepers for country life. 

2. The instruction is partly practical, partly theoretical. 
A.·-The practical instruction includes:-

(i) Housekeeping, both plain and high-class, with 
special attention to the teaching- of good and 
economical methods of simple house-manage
ment, adapted to local circumstances. This 
Includes Cooking, Slaughtering, the methods 
of conserving food (e.g., Salting, Drying, Can
ning, etc.), Baking, Fruit Preserving, Brewing 
and Wine-making; and also ordinary House
cleaning, Washing, Ironing and Mangling. 

(ii.) Hand-work, especially Dressmaking and' Plain 
Sewing, Cuttmg out, Spinning and Weaving . 

. (iii.) The care of Live Stock and Dairy, Churning and 
Cheese-making for domestic purposes. 

(iv.) Poultry-keeping. 
(v.) Gardening. 
(vi) Book-keeping aud practicarArithmetic. 

B·7 The theoretical instruction includes :-
(1.) Norwe~an, chiefly written accounts of what has 

been learnt. 

In this Report 10 Kroner are reckoned as equivalent to H 8hil1in~~, 
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(ii) Short Outlines of Chemistry, Physics and 
Physiology in their application to House
keeping. 

(iii.) The Treatment of Domestic Animals. 
~iv.) A slight knowledge of Botany, chiefly in 

connection with gardening. 
When op~rtunity affords, instruction is also 

given in Drawing, Singing, and Gymnastics. 
3. The length of the course is at least one year. 
4. The number of pupils is limited to nine or twelve. The 

conditions of admission are:-
That, as a general rule, the pupil shall have completed her 

eighteenth year; pupils, however, under speciiil circum
stances, are 8.dmitted at the age of seventeen. 

Ordintry abilities and good health. 
Certificates must be presented (1) of good moral character 

from the clergyman of the parish; (2) of sufficient 
intellectual attamment from the schoolmaster; and (3) of 
good health from the doctor. The last must specially 
certify that the candidate is not suffering from any 
infectious disease or any marked tendency to ill-health. 

5. The pupils live in the school, and pay Kr. 15 (16/6) per 
month for theIr board, teaching included. In each course one 
pupil may obtain a free place, or two pupils places at half fees. 
In applring for these, a certificate of want of means must be 
presented. 

6. There is no public final examination, but pupils on leaving 
receive a certificate of their efficiency and good conduct at the 
school. 

7. Besides housekeeping, the pupils should be employed in 
suitable work in the cow-house, in farming and gardening. 

8. The instruction is generally given by the manager and his 
wife, and, if necessary, by sllch extra assistants in teaching as the 
committee may find deSIrable. 

9. The school is under the control of a committee of inspec
tion, consisting of two men and one woman, appointed by the 
directors of the Royal Society for the Welfare ofN orway. 

RULES FOB HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOLS. 

(Dated October, 1889.) 

1. The pupils must readily perform whatever work is 
appointed tliem. 

2. The pupils must keep their rooms in order, clea.n their 
own boots, ana bring in thell' own firing. . 

3. No fires must be kept up, or lights burnt in the pupils' rooms 
after 10 p.m., without special pernussion. 

4. No pupil may leave the school premises without permissio!l. 
5. The pupils must pay in full fOT anything which they break 

or othel'Wlse destroy. . 
6. The pupils are divided into groups which alternately take 

hand-work (see p. 214) and housekeeping. ExceJ;>tions to this rule 
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may be made on certain occasiol!s, such lI;s washing-day, 
slaughtering time, important. gardenmg opera:tlOns, etc., when 
hand-work may be omItted, so that all the pupils may take part 
in the above-named· occupations. 

:7. The pupils mu~t furnish their own bedding, including two 
pairs of sheets and SIX towels. 

8. The pupils must pay the prescribed fee in advance every 
quarter. . 

9. The pupils must procure the books and materials necessary 
for their instruction . 

. 10. Pupils guilty ~f disobedience or negligence, or otherwise 
mlSbehavrng, may, With the consent of the lJoard, be expelled 
from the school. 

In addition to what the pupil herself pays, the cost per annum 
for every pupil is from Kr. 300 to Kr. 400 (£16 lOs. Od. to £22); 
and this-for us-heavy expense hinders the establi;hment of 
these schools with a home-like character. Only a, very small 
proportion·of the young female population can enjoy the benefits 
of this instruction. 

As early as 1867 the Society for the Welfare of Norway 
founded its first dairy-school for female 'pupils, and by 1888 had 
five such schools. The instruction in datry-work, and other plans 
for the furtherance of dairy IJlatters were then undertaken by the 
State. 

(e) Schools for In 1899 two schools for the care of cattle, for female pupils, 
the care of were started, one for the North, the other for the South of 
Cattle. Norway. . 
Cd) Fruit In the autumn of 1899 and in 1900 the Society supported 
Courses. courses of lectures on the uses of fruit, given by M. Aamot, 

Provincial gardener at Porsgrund; and it has also contributed 
to the cookery courses of the Norwegian Association for furthering. 
the interests of women (K",oindesagsjoreni'TIgen) (see page 221). 

(e) Conrses . The want of ablo teaching in the country housekeeping schools 
for Teachers. was felt more and more as the number of schools increased, and 

in 1897, at the suggestion of Froken Helgesen, courses for 
teachers were given at the Berger housekeeping school. Fifteen· 
teachers in all have been trained, one of these being from 
Iceland, where she has undertaken the work in the houseKeeping 
school in Reykjavik. 

Its. efforts to train Norwegian farmers' daughters for their 
future sphere are greatly to the credit of the Society for the 
Welfare of Norway. It has fre<tuently been remarked at the 
annual general meeting of the SOCiety that housekeeping-schools 
for women are quite as useful and necessary as agncultural 
schools for men. . Great importance attaches to the fact that our 
central agricultural society looks at the matter in this lig-ht.* 

Practical The ·Practical Schools for Girls are, as a rule, provinciaf schools, 
Schools for and ono quarter of the expense is defrayed from the funds of the 
Girls. province and three quarters by the Government. The instruction, 

which is free, occupIes from nine to ten months. About Kr. 15 

• Most of the schools of the Society for the WelIare of Norway are now 
provincial . schools. :under the superintendence of the Department of 
Agriculture. (1905). 
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to Kr. 20 (16s. 6d. to 22s.) is paid for boar1i and lodging, 'but a. 
third of the number of pupils have free places. . The . scho?l 
board .of the province appoints the teachers, draws up theIr 
instructions, determipes tne arrangement of subjects, hours of . 
study, and abode of the teachers, and decides what pupils are to' be 
admItted to the school, and which shall have free p1aces. The 
staff of teachers consists of an agricultUrally trained master who 
is also manager of the school, a. liousekeeper, who teaches cooking 
and house management, one teacher of dairy-work and the 
care of cows, and another of needlework. 

The ,object, method and plan of instruction are almost the 
same as tliose of the schools started by the Society for the Welfare 
of Norway, the latter, however, having the advantage of smaller 
numbers of pupils. Tpe schools are arranged like homes. The 
Practical GIrls Schools, of which there are at present six, this 
year cele~rate their 25th anniversary, the scnool in North 
Bcrgenhus having been founded in 1876. In the course of these 
twenty-five years five schools have been discontinued. 

The Practical School for Girls at Brerby in Id, in the province 
of Smaalenene,. though the ltttest in point of foundation, 
enjoys perhaps the highest reputation. A school. of horticulture 
for women is attached to the school, its plan being approved by 
tho Department of Agriculture. 

The twenty pupils in each Practical School for Girls are divided 
into four groups which work alternately (1) in the kitchen, (2) in 
the garde~ or wash-house (washing and ironing), (3) in the cow-
houses, and (4) at needlework. , . . 

The hour~ of study for the nine months' instruction are divided 
as follows :- . 

hrs. hra. 
Chemistry per pupil - 25 Horticulture - 24 . 
Physics -. - 32 Use of fruit 9 
Food -' - • 40 Mother Tongue - - 84 
Housekeeping - - - 39 Arithmetic - - 50 
Hygiene - ~ - - 22 Book-keeping - 9 
Zoology - - - - 23 Singing - - - 64 
Care of domestio animals - 31 Educational lectures - 20 
Dairy-work - 7 Sagas - 10 
Botany - 22 

There are fourt combined arrricultural and housekeeping Combined' 
schools which have been founded ill the course of the last'few Agricultura.l 
years. From some quarters they receive praise, from others ,:d s _ 
censure, according to whether tliere is a feeling in favour ofk'::'~~g 
mixed schools or against them, It is at any rate certain that in Schools. 
this way the instruction given is comparatIvely cheap. But, on ' 
the other hand, there are, of course, risks in brmging together a 
nU1llber of young men and women of about eighteen years of age, 
and . no small demands are made upon the personalities of the 
manager and manageress. However this may be, our experience 
of these schools is as yet too short to permit or justify the passing 
of fUly judgment upon them. 

,. Approved by the Education Department. . 
tBratsbergs Amt, Nedenes Amt (Sretersdalen), N. Trondhjems AmI; 

. Nordlands Amt. . 
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From twelve to fif~en female' pupils are admitted to each of 
these schools, and they keep hous~ for themselves and for the male 
pupils. The plan of the schools IS approved by the Department 
of Agriculture, and is very similar to that of the housekeeping 
schools given a~ove. .Th~ following extracts from t~e plan of th.o 
N ordlana PractIcal GIrls School at the Tromso· DIOcesan Agn
cultural School are given as showing slight ~ifferences in 
organisation:- . 

1. The main object of the school is to give the pupils an 
understanding of a housewife's work. 

• • • • • • 
3. The course lasts one year, with admission on the first week

day in April There are no holidays. 
4; The number of pupils is limIted to twelve. 

6. A manageress and a lady teacher to the school are appointed 
by the supreme board on the recommendation of the manager. 

7. The dut.ies of the manageress are;-
(a) After consultation with the manager, to make all 

necessary purchases. 
(b) To adminISter these in accordance with the plan 

and regulations. 
(c) After consultation with the manager, to engage and 

dismiss the female servants. . 
8. The duties of the manageress in co-operation with the 

teacher are:-
(a) To give with order and exactitude the instruction 

which is entrusted to them, and to keep an 
account of the same. 

(b) To watch over the behaviour of the pupils, and, 
out of school hours, to exert all possible beneficial 
influence upon them and thus to induce in 
them habits of order, industry, and considerate
ness. 

9. The school is under the control of the supreme board of 
the AS!iculturalSchool, and of two women chosen oythe provincial 
councIl, the latter undertaking the more regular and special 
superintendence. 

10. The supreme board shall-
(a) In co-operation with the manager and manageress, 

draw up the necessary regulations for the 
school 

(b) Engage and dismiss manageress and teacher. 
(c) Receive, investigate, and settle complaints or remon

strances from the functionaries and pupils of the 
school 

No housekeeping schools or combined schools receive direct 
support throul!n tne Department of Agriculture; but as the 
SOCIety for the Welfare of N orwaJ receives & very large annual 
Government grant, the schools of this society as well as the 

., 

• Removed to Bodo. (1904). 
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Practical Schools for Girls may be said to be supported by the 
Government.· 

Peoj>le's high schools (folkeMiskoler), schools for young people People'eHigb 
(ungd(YfnBskoler), and provincial schools (amtsskoler}t are more Schools, 
·advanced schools of general education for young people of the ~hoole for 
agricultural classes, of both sexes, and of the ages of fifteen to P:;! and 
twenty. The II JollrehOiskoler" and the II ungdmn8skoler." are Provincial 
generally started by private initiative; but most of them enjoy Schoole. 
Government support. 

The provincial schools, of which there are several in each pro
vince, are all in receipt of Government aid on the following con
ditions:-

(a) That out of the total sum voted by the Storthing, there 
shall be assigned to each school three times the amount 

• that the Provincial COlIDcil may grant from its funds for 
the same purpose; 

(b) That the arrangement and plan of the school shall be 
sanct.ioned by the King or by some person: authorised 
by him; 

(c) That the school shall be managed by the provincial school 
board, which shall also appoint the teachers. 

Some of the provincial schools are stationary, some itinerant, 
and they work from October to May. In almost all schools of 
this kirid the girls are generally taught ordinary needlework, 
darning and patching; but it is only in a comparatively small 
number of them that domestic economy and cooking have been 
introduced. The provinces of Hedemarken and of Jarlsberg and 
Laurvik have made the most advance in thii direction. 

There are in all one "/ulicehOiskole," one" u'l1gdoml/skole," and 
five or six provincial schools that have taken up domestic 
economy and cooking as subjects. In our country districts, 
with their scattered population and short school time, there is 
every reason to hope that the provincial and young people's 
schools will in the future extend tbeir efforts towards qualifYing 
young women in these subjects. The attempts they have 
already made should lead to further progress. One drawback 
to these schools is that, as regards cooking, for pecuniary 
reasons it has been necessary to give the maintenance of the 
pupils the first consideration, while instruction comes in the 
second place. thus making really methodical instruction in 
cooking aifficult. The want of experienced, capable teachers has 
also been felt in these schools as in the housekeeping schools. 

Of all the schools hitherto mentioned, it may De said that the Accommoda
instruction is given in buildings which have not been specially tion and 
erected for the puqx>se. The kitchens and equipment of the EqQi~men' 
houses on the whole are not as they should be. -rn many places of Se oole. 

• The grants given by Government in ~id of the provision of teaching in 
Domestic Economy for farmerzs' daughters in country districts amount in 
all to Kr. 301000 (£1,630) per annum. 

t An outlme 01 the organisation of these school. is given in the 
Appendix (page 239.-Further Education on the Basis of the Primary 
Scliool).-ED. 

: Educatbn Departll)ent. 
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the premises. are exceedingly primitive. In. th~ report of one 
provincial school for 1898-99, great complamt IS made of the 
llliserable state of the kitchen; for several weeks· during. ~he 
cold wet autumn months from October to December, boilmg. 
had 'to b~ done either at a neighbouring house or in a walled-in 
cauldron out of doors. 

On the whole, far too little has been done, both in the towns. 
and in the country districts, to procure good, suitable premises 
for cookery instruction. 

eripatetic In the province of Northern Bergenbus, the Agricultural 
purses of Society has appointed three itinerant teachers of Cookery and 
~okev IdDd Household l\fanagement. During the winter months courses 
~~~~e~ent. of one or two weeks are held in the various farms for from six to 

fifteen pupils, chiefly peasant women. The principal stress is laid 
upon the utilisation of the products of the farm, baking, preserv
ing of fruits, meat and fisli. The society's outlay amounts to 
Kr. 500 (£27 lOs.) per annum for all three teachers. The 
teachers, who are capable, practical women, with no. special 
training, are boarded and lod~ed at the farms gratis, and old and 

'louse. !,eping 
;hools, 

• ,uistiania. 

young a:like express their satISfaction with the courses. 
Housekeepi?~ .sc~ools for young ladies .in Christiania were 

started at the lDltlatlve of Froken F. Maurer m 1890. The course 
lasts three months, with hours from 10 to 2 every day, and fee 
Kr. 100 (£5 10s.~. The instruction embraces high-class and,. 
plain cookery, baking, preserving, physiology and household 
chemistry (12-15 hours per course). The school premises are 
exceedingly well fitted up, and are connected with a dining-room 
for ladies. 

1100ls and At the initiative of Fru BIehr, the Chairwoman of the Norwegian 
luraea~fthe Association for Furthering the Interests of Women, several 
I:o~i!ti:n lectures were held in Christiania during the' winter of 1896 for 
r. the improvement of household management. To fit women for 
rtie~lDg ta the work of a.home and increase their capability for the sphere 

, W :x:~::- of .domestic life, had hitherto not been included in the pr0s-ramme 
, of the Association. In the winter of 1898 the AssociatIOn gave 
I House· tw.o courses in housekeeping under Froken Schonberg's direction, 
:eping a~d and ~wo in dressmaking and cutting out. Several local associa
~essmaklDg tions in the smaller towns started similar courses. 'The necessary 
urses. funds were procured through the profits of the municipal savings 

ba,nk, the Government Spirlt~ monopoly, .a~d bimevolent s~cieties, 

e
~ ° u 8 e . The Drammen branCh of the AssoClatIOn fot Furthermg the 

. h~~~~ Interests of' yv omen * founde~ its regular housekeeping school
~ammen. day-school-m 1899, and obtamed a Government grant of Kr. 800 

(£44) on condition that a similar amount should he voted by the 
Drammen municipality. The school is under the control of the 
Educatio~ Department. The course lasts'six months, the fee is 
~. 8 (about 8s, 9id.), and ,!:>oard Kr. 20 (22s.) per month . 

. t 
Scho.ol of The Christiania branc. h ?f the same Association, at the initiative 
mestlc of Fru Qvam, founded Its school of domestic economy at 19 
~~:~ia. Wergelandsvei, in November, 1900, and obtained a Government 
, grj:1nt of Kr. 2,0~0 (£110) on con~ti.on ~hat a similar amount 

should be' procured ftom the mUlliClpahty. The school takes 
* Cha.irwoma.n Fru Batzy Kjelsberg. 
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twelve pupils, who pay Kr. 60 (£3 6s.) a month for instruction, 
board and lodging. The school is arranged as a home witha mana
geress and an assistant teacher. Two lady doctors give instruction 
In physiology, hygiene and household chemistry. A committee of 
inspection, consisting of three members and the president of the 
Norwegian Association for Furthering the Interests of Women, 
looks after the school, which is under the management of the 
Association, and under the control of the Education Department, 
which sanctions the plan of the school, and appoints the mana
geress and teacher. ~he course lasts five months, and is attended 
by young girls from all parts of the country. The school is 
prettily situated and weIf fitted up. In the autumn of 1901 it 
was eIllarged. . 

. The Associa.tion for Furthering the Interests of Women gives.<dl Evenin~. 
evening courses in cooking for the wives of working men, in the gooking 

boarll school premises, it work that was first taken up by the ch~i::i'::nia 
Christiania working men's academy, for which Froken H. _ 1 

Hel,S'esen held a series of demonstrations of general cookery 
dunng the winter of 1893. These were subsequently under-
taken by the Society for the Welfare of Christiania, which still 
continues its evening lectures an.d practical lessons for working 
women during the winter, with its own regularly appointed 
teachers. . The instruction is free; only a small entrance fee has 
to be paid. 

There is a 'combined school-kitchen- and school of cookery at Schools of 
FrOken Bonnevie's secondary school for girls (founded 1894), at ~ooke? at 
which FrOken Henriette Schonberg and Wilhelmine Schonberg S:h~~l:f~r 
hold their school of cookery with several different courses.t The Girls. 
school is connected with a dining-room and executes orders. 
Courses are also given in washing and ironing. The fees are 
from Kr. 10 to Kr. 15 (l1s.-16s. 6d.) :per month for instruction 
three times a week. The school premISes are well fitted up. 

Thel'e is a similar school at Froken Eliza Roll's secondary 
school for girls in Christiania . 
. There are at present only two! schools for domestic servants, Schools for 

Vemehjemmet's school for domestic servants in Bergen, which Domestic 
takes slxteen pupils, and the Eugenia Institute in Christiania. Servants. 
Both schools admit newly-confirmed girls (sixteen to seventeen 
years. of age). The:pupils live at the school, and receive 
lllStruction for two years. There are numel'OUS free places. 

B.-Schools of Industrial Arts and Home Industries. 
'. Besides aiding the Women's School of Industrial Arts in Chris

tiania, whicll is the property of the State and is managed by 
Fru Borchgrevink, the Government contributes to the support of 
about ten schools of industrial arts and hom~ industries. Most 
oJ these owe their existence to private initiative~ . 

. " For school-kitchens in secondary schools for girls, see page 232. 
t Among these are courses, of ten months duration, for training 

teachers of cookery for secondary schools for girls. (1904). 
~ In Christiania there was for some years a School and Home for 

Domestic Servants, under the patronage of the Crown Princess Victoria. 
It has now ceased to exist. 
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PLAN OF THB CHRISTIANIA WOMEN'S SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS, 33, 
KORT ALDERS GADE (FOUNDED 1875). 

The aim of th~ school is to instr~ct yo~ng girls in all kiuds of 
handiwork, . making them useful ill their ho~es, abl~ to eam 
their own living by industry, or to teach practIcal su. bJect& To 
attain this end. both theoretical and practical instruction are 
given in sewing and weaving, and also instruction in literary 
su~jects if desi~ed. ... . . . . 

In the princIpal dlVlsIOns of the school (diVISIOns A and B), 
new pupils are admitted about the 24th Au~t every year, and 
the course concludes at the end of June the following year, with 
an examination in both ,Practical 8J}.d literary subjects. . 

The practical instructIOn is given froD! 9 to I, and the literary 
from 4 to 7. The pupils' time is thus entirely taken up, and 
there is no opportunity of taking lessons elsewhere, except waen 
the pupil enters only as a morning pupil for the _ practical 
instruction. 

Div. A. In the weaving department instruction is given in 
setting up and weaving simple and compound 
kinds of material sw.itable for home and school, in 
the use of the couper, the leaf mechanism. and the 
Jacquard loom, in the theory of weaving, and in 
vegetable dyeing. 

Div. B. In the sewing department instruction is given in 
plain sewing, darning and patching, making boys' 
clothes, dress-making, takiiig measurements, draw
ing and cutting out, and ironing. 

The pupils must choose either plain sewing or weaving as their 
practical subject, as a whole school-year is required for proficiency 
ill each of these subjects. 

Pupils both in weavin~ and plain sewing can receive instruc
tio~. in Norwegian, arlthmetic, book-keeping, drawing and 
wrItmg. 

PupIls who receive literary instruction are tested on entrance 
in dictation and arithmetic, and are placed in classes according 
to their acquirements. 

Marks are given for diligence, progress and order in each 
subject, both practical and theoretical, at the end of each quarter, 
and a certificate is awarded when the examina.tion is passed. 
Absences ar~ entered in the mark-book, and the total number of 
absences is transferred to the certificate. 

The school fees for a year are Kr. 60 (£3 6s. Od.) in addition to 
Kr. 5 (5s. 6d.) entrance fee. The fee is the same, even if the pupil 
is only a " morning 'pupil," and the entire fee must be paid, even 
if the pupil withdraws before the end of the course. The 
necessary school requisites, such as drawing materials books 
sewing materials, etc., cost about Kr. _30 (33s.) for the yea; 
for pupils taking up both practical and theoretical instruction 
who are not already supplied with these articles. ' 

. Materials for instruction in ne~dl?work and wel1:ving are pro
vlded by the school, and the pu}>ils work when finished becQmes 
the property of the school, with the exception of certainspecilnens· 
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which it is thought the pupils should keep as models. If a 
. pupil wishes to work for lierself, the work must be paid for and 
regarded as an order, and, like other orders, can only be accepted 
a.s such by the school if it affords the' pmctice that is in accord-
a.nce with the plan of instruction. . 

Pupils may enter their names from the beginning of April. 
The applicants are entered as I'upils as lon~ as there is room, 
without competition. In orner to obtam admission the 
applicant must be confirmed, or she must have completed her 
slxteenth year and have received an ordinary education. A 
school certificate must a.<',company application for admission. 

His Majesty gives anIlQally four free places, preferably to pupils 
who wish to learn wea.ing and will eventUally work for the 
spreading of this art in their native pla.ce. The school also gives 
foulteen free pla.ces in the needlework or weaving school for needy 
and well-recommended young girls from either town or country. 
Free places should be applied for onlv by such as wish to take 
up bOth the. theoretical and practiCal instruction; and the 
application, accompanied. by certificates of want of means, 
swtability and sound health, must be sent in to the school 
before the 15th May. ' 

'A few grants of Kr. 200 (£11) are made from the Dowager 
Queen Josephine's bequest, to aid in the maintenance of highly 
recommended, needy country girls at the Women's School of 
Industrial Arts. Application for a grant is made to the 
Education Department, and sent to the school before the end of 
February. • 

At the School of Arts and Crafts, which is owned by the State, School of 
both male and female pupils are admitted. ~;n'l 

The Norwegian Home Industry Union receives ~ Government Conrs~ of 
w-antof about Kr. 20,000 (£1,100) and is also supported by the the Home 
Society for the Welfare of Norway, the Christiania Savings Bank, ~d.ustry 
and the Christiania. Spirits Monopoly Association. The Union Dian. 

holds courses in various parts of the country in weaving, basket-
making, chip and straw work, wood-carving, etc., for male and 
female pupilS. In 1899 twelve courses were held, for 192 pupils. 

Both the schools of Industrial Arts and Home Industry and Inspection 
of the Home Industry Union, are under the control of the 
Education DeI'artment, and are inspected by a male or female 
inspector who is appointed by and rel?0rts t.o the Department. . 

Complaints are m8.de of the insuffiCIent number and of the in- Teacher. 
efficiency of the teachers ill these schools and ('.ourses; and 
endeavours are being mnde to obtain a central school for home 
industry .• 

C.-Instruction in Cooking for Men. 
The first stewards' school was started in Sandefjord in 1893. SC~~)B fa' 

In 1~94., the Stort~gvoted Kr: 5,000(£275) towar~s the training ~:~&rds. 
of ShIpS cooks, this amount bemg pla.ced at the dispoRal of the ' 
Home Office to be paid out in sums-- not exceeding Kr. 600 (£33) 
for each stewards' school, on the following conditlOns : 
A. That the school and its plan and a.rrangement of instruction 

shall be approved by the said Government office. 
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B. That the school shall beloverned by a Board appointed by 
the Municipal Boar concerned. ! 

C. That free premises and a fourth part of the necessary 
expenses of the school shall be found by the mUnI
cipality or in some other way. 

In 1895, and subsequent years, stewards' schools were founded 
in several of our coast towns, more, in fact, than there was need 
for. In 1900, the Home Office appointed a committee to draw 
up it plan of instruction and regulations for the stewards' schools, 
wIth Professor U chermann as chairman. The number of schools 
was limited to four, namely in Sandefjord, Arendal, Kristianssand 
and Bergen. Three regular stewards';Courses of 2! months are 
held annually at the schools; and itinerant courses are given 
during the summer. There are, moreover, two courses for begipners 
which, i~ the Department so determine, may be held on the 
school-shIps. Boys who have completed theIr fourteenth year 
are admitted to the_ beginners' _courses, the fee f~r a co~rs? being 
K:.:. 30 (33s.) ; there are some free places. To obtam adIDlSsIon to a 
stewards' course, the applicant must be at least sixteen lears of 
age, have been at sea for twelve months, and have soun health. 
Fee for the course Kr. 80 (£4 8s.) for instruction,board and 

. lodging. -
~t the stewards~ schools, instruction is given in the following 

subjects :- . 
1. . Order and cleanliness, washing, and an econo~ical use of 

provisions. . ... 
2. Cooking according to the food regulations of Norwegian 

ships, and bread-making. 
3. The nutritive value of the various kinds of provisions. 
4. The best means of preserving provisions, and the changes 

that should be made in aiet in various climates. 
5. ,Store-keeping, accounts, etc., calculation of stores required 

for voyages. 
At the elementary courses, practical instruction is· given in 

order, cleanliness, washing, boiling and baking. . 
Up to the present time, 732 stewards have been trained at the 

stewards' schools. Consul J. Bryde, Fru Christensen, and Editor 
Andersen have rendered great service in the founding of the 
stewards' schools. The manager of the first stewards' school, 
Mr. N. A. Andersen, was Fraken Helgesen's first male pupil. 
He has since trained a number of steward-teachers. 

(my The Army Cookery courses were started on the initiative of 
,~:;!. General Keilhau, by the Commissariat Committee app'ointed .on 
1- the 15th August, 1898, and they commenced OperatIOns in 1900. 

Their continuation depends upon the annual grant of the 
Storthing. It has been suggested that this branch of instruction 
should be left to the schools for non"commissioned officers, but 
this presents so many difficulties, that it will' scarcely be capable 
of accomplishment.. -.' 

At the conclusion of this year's courses, a total of 68 non
commissioned officers will have received instruction. - . It is ehiefly 
young quartermaster-sergeants who -are ordered -to· attend the 
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. courses, but also sergeants awaiting promotion to the. rank 'of 
quartermaster-sergeant. . 

The two courses of last year were held in Christiania. This year 
one of the courses h~ been held in a military training camp in 
the north, V remesmoen, near Trondhjem, as it appeared desirable 
to give the courses under conditions as nearly as possible re
sembling those under which the sergeants would do the work 
when on active service. 

At the courses, instruction has been given in practical cooking, 
keeping mainly to dishes that can be used on the drill-grounds; 
but an attempt has also been made to obtain greater variety in 
the fare by varying the manner of preparation and changing the 
dishes. 

During the course, the pupils, both in Christiania and in the 
nort~, have prepared food for about 200 men. 

In addition to purely practical cooking, instruction has been 
. given in thescienee of cookery, and in the knowledge of com

modities. A very brief survey olthe laws of nutrition -has been 
given, but only in popular form. 

The practical cookery-cooking on'. a large ,scale-was con
ducted at the first two courses by an' elderly non-commissioned 
officer, Sergeant Oderud, who was a.pquainted with the conditions 
in the military training camps. The theoretical instruction in the 
science of cookery was given by a lady (Froken H. Helgesen), 
who also gave practical demonstrations durin~ her lessons. In
struction in tIle knowledge of commodities has.beell given by 
the manager of the courses, Dr. Reichborn Kjennerud, captain of 
the Sanitary Corps. . 

At the first two courses in Christiania. it was fotind that in 
order to secure the best possible results, the courses should be 
neld in an actual military kitchen, if possible in a military train
ing camp with its simple equipment, and that the theoretical 
instruction should embrace only what the pupils could really 
master with ease in the brief tlme allowed. An attempt has 
therefore been made, while retaining the former number of lessons, 
to give a more thorough survey of fewer details, whereby these 
lessons have undeniably gained in value. At the third course It 
further step was taken, namely, the instruction in practical 
cookery-cooking on a large scale--was also conducted by a 
woman. By this means the practical and the theoretical in
struction in cooking were made to go hand in hand. This, 
combined with the fact that the courses were held in a military 
training camp, has proved to be no small gain. The practical 
instruction in-culinary economy has thus gained considerably, as 
by examples from actual instances the pupils could obtain a 
better idea of the most practical uses of raw products than had 
previously been possible in the more lecture-like treatment of the 
su~iect outside the militarx kitchen itself. . . 

. The instruction in the knowledge of commodities has been 
made as practical as possible, the commodities received for the 
kitchen.liaving been employed as subjects of instruction. . 

Finally, at all the courses three days' instruction has been given 
in out-of-door camp COOkery. 'This has mainly consisted in the 
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making of practical cooking-places, arranged according to the 
nature of the ground, the weather, and other conditions. In this 
case the food has been prepared in the soldiers' camp cooking
utensils. 

Much might b~ said r~g.ar<l:ing the experience gained by means 
of these courses 1D provlSlODlDg the army. The 'courses have 
this year been instrumental in producing a "Cookery Book 
for the Norwegian Anny in Time of Peace," the fruits of the 
collaboration of teachers and Jlupils of the courses, the pupils, 
during conversation-classes, havin~ had an OppOrtlIDlty of 
bringing forward their own expenences. Useful facts nave 
been obtained from the pupils' written exercises, regarding 
the expediency of regulatIOns as to meals in various parts 
of. the country. Guidance has also been obtained in judging 
which branches of industry produce the most efficient ~gU1ar 
cooks. The introduction of regular cooks into the army (1900) 
is one of the most important reforms in our. Commissariat De
partment. 

I1.-PRIMARY ~ND SECONDARY SCHOOI.s.* 

A.-;-Needlework. 

The Elementa.ry Education Act of 1890 makes needlework a 
compulsory subject in towns and in those rural schools where 
there is an assistant mistress. 

In urban elementary schools much time and care ar~ 
generally given to needlework. The time devoted to this subject 
varies from 2 to 6 hours per week throughout the school. The 
instruction is methodical and progressive, and is thus made 
useful for life. The girls are arranged in classes according -to 
proficiency. All the teaching is practical, the girls learning to 
ao all the work themselves. The school provides all the material, 
and the children are free to buy the ready-made garments at 
cost price. The instruction is generally given by the ordinary 
staff of the school. In rural schools the instruction is less 
methodical and more difficult to organise, the pupils being, as a 
rule, of very various ages. 

All secondary schools for girls provide instruction in needl&
work and knitting, some in dressmaking as well. More stress 
than formerly is laid on plain needleworK, patching and darning. 

Teachers are trained at the Christiania Women's School of In
dustrial Arts and at all Training Colleges for Teachers . 

. B.-School-Kitchens. 

As will appear from what has been said abuve, it was not until 
about twelve years ago that a.ny serious endeavour was made in our 
country to bring. about a better aild more economical mode of 
hOllSehold and kitchen management by means 'of schools for 
adult female and male pupils. 

* A short outline of the St~ organisation of Primary and Secondary 
Education is given in the APpe\ix.-ED. 
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Tltis tn.OVement grew out of 1M t!8IabU,8hmenl of BChool
kitr..Aen., of which we obtained the first models from Scotland, 
~1and, and Belgium. This work began almost simultaneously 
in Sweden, Fin1aD.d, Germany, and Norway. From the year 
1887, people interested in education ~ to urge, through the 
medium of the Norwegian daily press, that in the school instruc
tion of girls, more attention should be ~id to that which was, 
after all, the most important thing for· them as women, viz., 
training for the work of the home. It was further urged that 
this traming, if scientific and thorough, and given in the right 
spirit, would help to ~ the home work of women, both in 
their own eyes and in those of society. 

The first direct proposal for the. starting of a school-kitchen 
was made in ChriStiania, in 1889, drawn up by Hr. Ellefsen, head
master eat the Kampen Public School, and FrOken Helgesen. 
The pro~ was not carried, and the first school-kitchen was 
started m Sandefjord by Fru Dorothea and Fro Margrethe 
Christensen, in 1890. At that time, Froken Helga Helgesen had 
obtained a travelling scholarship, and was staying at the "West 
End Training School of Cookery," in Glasgow, under the manage- . 
ment of Mrs. Black, where she received a certificate as teacher 
of cookery and domestic economy. On her return to Norway 
she obtained from the Christiania municipality the means 
necessary for an ~ri'Tl'Wmtal kitchen, which was opened in 1891. 
In 1893, the Chnstiania School Board determined to fit up 
school-kitchens in the schools, and there are now fifteen schoof
kitchens (cookery centres), where pupils from eighteen Board 
Schools are taugliL School-kitchen.'1 have been staited in .almost 
all Norwegian towns. The best fitted up are those of Drammen, 
Fredriksst&d and Christiania.. In many of the smaller towns 
the premises are unsuitable, and often defective. 

Several cou'fll:ry dWloicU have also introduced. domestic 
economy aud cookery as a school subject, and have erected school
kitchens in their parish schools. Most of them. and those the 
best, are in the Cliristiania. district. The length of the lectures is 
here four hours. demonstration and practice combined, as in the 
German schools. 

The subject is always optWnal and is given out of ordinary 
school hours; but etrorts are being made to make the subject of 
domestic economy compulsory, a reform which can oDly be 
etrected by a change in the school law.· With the present 
optional system, only a fourth or fifth ~ of the pupils are in
duced. to attend the lessons and these are principally children of the 
better classes. The children who most need this sort ofteac!llng, 
i.e., those from the poorest homes, whence the ranks of our 
domestic servants are more especially recruited, do not join, as 
even as children they have to contribute by their earnings 
towards the maintenance of their family. The following figures 

• Under the existing la.." the achool honn per week are only 24. Until 
at least 30 honn JM!I' week are &llowed in the upper standards, it would be 
U88lesa to make Domestic Economy compulsorY, as there would be no time 
~ teach it in achool hoUl'll, wi!-b()ut neglecting other comp.ry subjects. 

11088. R 
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will show the classes of society from which the SCh901-kitchen 
pupils in. the Christiania primary 'SChools come:...,.,.... "," 

Daughters of day labourers (without regular work)! - - '. 58 
labourers and labourers'foremen': ~ - ' '234 • 

" " ,. 
" " ,. " 
'" " 
" " 

" " 

mechanics and master mechanicS- - 342 
shopkeepers, office clerks; and 'agents ' 63 
men in various positions in life '- "- 88 
hou;e-owners,mailter-bnilders;and fanners," ~3: 
government officials, teachers alldcivii 

functionaries' ".~ ," ','. 55 
widows, and other fatherless children - .. ,77 --, 

:, Total ,- ,,9~() 
. The age of, the pupils, in. all the school-kitchens, ranges 
.from twelve to fift~en years, the normal age being frOJ.fitwelve 
to fourteen. , 

The length of the course is a year; when the accommodation 
permits, some pupils continue for two years. " ' , 

,ltl!:VISED SYLLABUS FOR OPTIONAL INSTRUCTION iN DOMEsTIC ~NOMY 
, AND COOKERY IN. THE' CHRISTIANIA PRIMARY SCHOOLs. ' 

Ai71t. 
: I;-=-To promote a taste and respect for all domestic work which co.n
. tributes to the health, economic prosperity and.. daily welfare of the f~. 
, ~.-To give some practical training ~ plain cO<?lQ,ng, baking and 
washmg ... , "', ,.':' 

For the attainment of the above, the following information and training 
Isba!! be given in demonstration lessons and practical work.: ,', , ' 

I.~Ma.nagement of coal and gaS ranges and 'cooking apparatus. The 
, 'composition .and heating value of fuel. '.. 
n.-Rouse-cleaning. Washing of white and coloured clothes. . 

IlL-Practice in :ereparing, the. most~u~ dish~ ~n t~e cheapest and 
most .senslble'way, and 10 combmlligthem ID sUltable meals for 
workmg people.' " ' 

IV.-A knowledge of foodstuffs: (I) their compoSiti.o~,,(2) thei~ use, (3) 
, ' their nutritive value in relation to their,cost •. , .' " '.' 
\T.-The daily requirements of the huniaD body asl'egards food'.' 'The 
" . digestive process~bnilding up and wo.qre in the body. ' , , ' 

VI.-FundamentaJ. rules regarding food for infants a,nd invalids., 
VII.-Accounts, estimates of average expenditure for small fal!lijies and 

" for individuals. 
This instruction is closely connected with the instruction in Jlatural 

science, ~nd constitutes a. practical basis for lessons in hygiene which are 
given at the close of the 7th class. '",-

N OTE.-In the deinonstration lessOm special attention should 'be given to 
,the chemical comJ,lositionof foodstuffs, their value, etc.. Q.nd ~he principle!! 
for their preparation. ,,', '.' .. ,' 
'. IIi the practical work' attention should be paid to, ,the daily, food and 
kitchen. arrang~~en~. tn Connection .with these are the su~sidi~rY. taskS: 
preservlng, bakmg, washmg a.nd mendmg clothes, alid cleamng.' , 

Schenl£ o/'Work for 0'1/£ Yea~~ i1istr~t~" 
, ,(The school year begiDs on.~he.1st AprilS" 

lJe1rwn.,tratirm lesson l.:::-:Dlvision Q~ t,b,epupils iI).to s~t.io,~s_ a.nd_gro~~ 
[families]. Table of lessons. . . ' ': 

lJ.l. 2 .. -:-Sweeping and l.ighting the cook~-s~ove.. Ordinary. fuelr " ,_ 
Practica!- work :(') PUP1,lS are mll:d~ acqua\l!-ted wt~ the, e'tJ,Ulp!Den~ o~ 't,he 
. kltch~rt,~he (,oo~lI~g. utensils and theu8:~ngemen<\, ',Dlctatiol1 an~ 

practlce In the divlslon of work. . , .'''. .'. - ,--, " 
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Demonltratirm lel.on 3.-Water, its use in the kitchen. Rules for,wash,-
ing up. Barley water or water gruel. '. " ' ' 

Practical ~k IL-Using and w~hin~ up, cooking utensils. Oatmeal-
pOrridge or oatmeal gruel with mdk. -

D.l. 4.-Milk, ita treatment and use. Boiled rice. 
P:w. lII.-Boiled rice with fruit syrup. " . 
Dol. 5.-The nutritive properties and the produce of milk •. Demoustratio~ 

of its nutritive 9.ualities. Hasty pudding. 
P.w. IV. -Hasty puddmg with fruit syrup. . 
Dol. 6.-Potatoes, their properties, and how' to cook them.~eaning 

herrings. ' , . .. 
P.w. V.-Potatoes, herrings and soup (barley groats). 
lJol. T.-Eggs. Flat pancakes. . . '. 
P.w. VI.-Pancakes. Herring soup. . 
D.l. S.-Meat, different kinds of meat, 'their properties, how to prepare 

them. 
P.w. VII .• Meat soup with preserved (dried), cabbage, meat with ontun 

, sance and {lOtatoes.' .' . . 
Dol. 9.-Mea~. frymg meat. Rtewed meat. 
P.w. VIII.- rltewed meat, mashed potatoes. Caraway soup or stew with 

red sauce. . . 
Dol. 10-~'i~h, how to clean and cook it. Fish and sonp. 
P.w. IX.-Flllh, soup, potatoes and white sauce. . .' . 
Dol. H.-Fish, various I6nds of fish their nature, how to fry them. 
P.w; X.-Fried mackerel,potato saiad (or ground sorrel), rhubarb soup. 
Dol. 12.-Washing. Soakmg, cold and warm water washing, boiling, rinsing, 

hanging up to dry, sprinkling, stretching, mangling. . 
P.w. XI.-Summer cIeani~~. , ' 

. Summer-Holidays •. 
D.I.13.-Summary of articles of animal food:Vegetabls' food.~ota.to 

soup. 
P.w. XII.-Potato soup. Fried pickled herrings and green~, 
D.l.14.-Fruit. Hermetic preserving. . . 
P.w. XIII.-Fricassee. Whortleber1'f. soup.' 
D.l. 16.-0rdin.ary preserving and boiling 0,ffruitsyrup. ~ugar. . 
P.w. XIV. -Fned eakeR. Preserving. , . 
1J.l. 16.-Vegetahle root.~ and green vegetables. School-kitchen soup; 
P.w. XV.-School·kitchen soup. Fried halibut; 'Pickled vegetables. 
D.l. IT.-Pulse. Green peas with friedbacon. ;,' " 
P.w. XVI.-Green pea6 with fried bacon. l!'ruit stew from the leavings 

after preservmg. , ,,' ,', , .'. 
D.l. 18.-Different kinds of corn, grinding, sifting~ groat~ their.propel'ties, 

" FladbrOd "(Flatbread, the national breaa, made wit40ut le~ven). 
" FIOdegrOd" (sour cream boiled wit1~ 110ur and milk). ' . 

P.w. XVII.-" FladbrOd.-· t' FIOdegrod." " . 
D.l. 19.-Yeast. How to bake rye bread.' ..,' . 
P.w. XVII I.-Boiled mutton with cabbage. Apple soup. Rye bread. , 
D.l. 20.-Baking powder; .. French bread. Scones ... H9lleycake. ..' 
P.w. XIX.-Haricot soup, plood d~plings (or cabbage rissoles). French 

bread 01' scones. . "! ~ " ' . 

Dol. 21.-On keeping.' food.' Hanging and salting mutton. Hermetic 

P.w. l~B:~, meat and b~~()n;~~~hed kohl-rabi. " " 
D.l. 22.-Blood. Pluck. Black pudding." Dumplings. .. ' 
P.w. XXI.-Black pudding.. Stewed {If b~ked apples, . Bread soup.' 
D.l. 23.-Decayof pluck and of meat ... LIver cooked like game. ~',: 
P.w. XXII.- Liver cooked li/!:e game.Syru!? of prunes,"" 
D.l. 24.-Fat. Clarifying fat .. · Fried bacon m broth. 
P.w. XXHI.-Fried bacon in broth. Lentils. Stewed sago with syrup 

and water. ' . ' , ... ',. t 
D.l. 25.~Relishes. . Seasonip$ .. Meat balls." '. '" '.; .\. 
P.w. XXIV.-Meat balls. Ma.'lhedpota.toes. .Whortleberries or apples 

with rice. . ' . 
pol. 26-Rclishes. Coffee, tea., chocola.te. How to boil and grind coffee. 

9088 '. R 2 
~ . , 
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SYLLABus-continued. 

Practical work XXV.-Minc~d liver. 9-re~ns or .~bbage. . 
De'TTWnstratWn lesson 27.-RehshM. Oil, WIDe, spmts. How to extract oil 
P.w. XXVI.-Dump,lings. Trondhjem soup. .. 
D I 28 -Cooking WIth lard. Flead cakes (cakes fned m lard). 
p''; x'XVII.-Cakes. Honey cake. Porridge or .. helmat " (Swedish dish 

• • of stewed potatoes, kohl-rabi and B8.usage). 
D.l. 29.-Cleaning. 
P.w. XXVlII.-Cleaning. 

. Christmas Holiday,. 
D.l. 30.-The composition and relative heating value of different kindS of 

fuel. Burnmg and produce of burning. 
P.w. XXIX.-Buns. Small fried fish in sauce. 
D.l. 31.-The composition of foodstuffs. 
P.w. XXX ....... Liver cooked like beef. Stewed haricot beans or sC3.rlet 

runners. Hotchpotch. . 
D.l. 32.-The principles of nutrition. 
P.w. XXXI.--8oup of split peas. Meat or fish cakes with brown sauce. 
D.l. 33.-Di!estion. 
P.w. XXXIL-Pork chops. Stewed cabbage. Sago pudding. 
D.l. 34.-The sufficiency of food and its combination. 
P.w. XXXIIL-Meat stew. Macaroni. Beer soup (bread boiled iu weak 

beer). 
D.l. 35.-Calculation of the nutritive qualities of a. given meal. 
P.w. XXXIV.-Cod fish, scarlet runners. Mustard sauce. Stewed prunes. 
D.l • . 36.-Calculation of the cost of a given meal. . 
P.w. XXXV.-Reindeer or other roast joint. Apple fritters. 
Dol. 37.-Feeding of infants. Milk gruel. 
P.w. XXXVl.-Milk gruel. Meat pudding. White or brown B8.uce. 
D.l. 38.-Food for invalids. Barley broth. Steamed fish. Omelette. 
P.w. XXXVII.-Barley broth. Fish soup. Steamed fish. Omelette. 
D.l. 39.-R.~.Il!ition. 
P.w. XXXVIIL-Repetition. 
D.l. 40.-Repetition. 
P.w. XXXIX.-Cleaning. 

This plan of instruction, with a few local alterations, is uniform 
througliout the country. In the Christiania public schools, the 
principal dishes are fixed by the plan which IS drawn up before
hand for each day throughout tbe school year, and the same 
text-book in used ill all schools. The instruction goes hand in 
hand with the natural science lessons. The uemonstration 
lessons are given to two or three classes combined, i.e., 50-60 
pupils, and last from 1 to I! hours. From 12 to 24 pupils
according to the size of the kit-chen-take part in the practical 
work, and this number is again divided into" families" of from 
three to six members. Each practical lesson lasts 3 hours. 
Each pupil receives 4-4i hours' instruction per week. 

The demonstration lesso.n includes: (1) questioning, (2) going 
over the new lesson, (3) demonstration ana explanation by the 
teacher of the mode of procedure in preparing tIie dishes which 
the pupils a.re to maKe in their practical lesson, and (4) the 
tidying of tbe rooms by two or three of the pupils in turn. 

The pra.cticallesson consists of-
(a) Preliminary work, i.e., clearing out the range and 

lighting the fire, fetching the articles of food, and 
. Jlutting out the utensils to be used; . 
(b) Going tlirough the receipts, and apportioning thq 

work for the day; 
(c) Prel>arins and cookin~ the appointed dishes i 
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(d) Laring the table and dining;-
(e) W~hing up, a.nd cleaning the kitcheD. 

In every kitchen there is a fixed distribution of labour. From 
the beginninlf. of the school year, the instruction is given by word 
of mouth. 'Ihe pupils reCeive numbers-AI, A2, A3, A4, A5; 
Bl, B2, E3, B4, B5, and so forth. All the" ones" have one kind 
of work to ~rfonll, all the" twos" another, and so on. . 

Each kitchen is divided into from three to five small kitchens, 
fitted up simply but completely, as befitting a working-man's or 
mechanic's home. The school kitchens are furnished with a 
larder, a scullery, & small room for the teacher, &l1d a drying
loft. The fitting-up of a kitchen in Christiania coats from 1,000 
to 1,500 kr. (£55-£82 10s.). The washing of the kitchen linen 
and of the pupils' caps and aprons, and the mending of the saine, 
is done. br the pupils dunng the lesson as an extra task. 
The cost 0 the foOd 18 calculated every day by the pupils them
selves, and the 1WCOunts are.entered in a little book. 

There is no leaving examination for the pupils, but only 
annual exhibitions of cookery, to which anyone may obtain 
Rdmitt&nce. 

InChristiania and many other towns, the exeenses of the school
kitchens are borne by the Municipality, aide<J. by a Government 
gIant as in the case of other public school teaching. In places 
where the Municipality has not yet taken upon itself the. 
expenses connected with the instruction in this subject, the work 
is supported by contributions from savings banks, Government 
spirits monopoly, and by private benevolence. 

The teachers are appomted under the same conditions as the 
other element.arr scho01 teachers, but they have shorter hours, 
as they give one lesson a day. The teachers have to mark the 
absences, see to all purchases for their kitchen, and keep 
a. general accolmt of all receipts and expenditure (the cakes 
and ~try are sold to the pupils for the eost of the raw 
matenal). 

In Christiania the kitchen accounts are checked by the 
inspectress of school-kitchens before they are sent in to be 
audited by the Corporation. The inspectrcss, who is appointed 
by the School Boara, also sees to the uniformity and systematic 
carrying out of the instruction, and to the enforcing of economy 
and order; and she makes suggestions with regard to the fitting
up of new kitchens, and draws up estimates of the working 
expenses. 

In 1898, by the direction of the Education Deyartment, the 
Storthing voted money for the inspection of al the school
kitchens then existing in the country, this office being entrusted 
to Froken Helgesen. A report was sent in to the Department. 
There is no regularly appointed inspectress for the whole 
country. 

Domestic economy, cookery, and gardening are taught to deaf School .. for 
and feeble-minded children to improve their general intelligence Dt:~t:<''''''e 
and health and to give them means of occupation, or of obtain- Cblhin-n. 
ing employment on leaving school 

• No charge is made for the dinner. 
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. In homes for neglected children great stress is laid on manual 
work (cookery and laundry), on account of its great value as an 
educatIonal discipline, and the training it gives the girls in self 
reliance. and adaJ>tability. . 

The first seconaary school for girls at which Ii. school-kitchen 
was started was Froken Henriette Wulfsber~s school- at 
Drammen in 1891.. In Christiania, Olaf Berg's gIrls' school was 
the first to start a kitchen (1892). The sympathy and support 
these schools gained from both f.arents and yupils resulted in the 
introduction of" housekeeping , as an optIOnal subject for girls 
into. the new law of 1896. for secondary· public schools (hOieIre 
aqnenskoler.).t In the plan of instruction also there are detailed 
regulations for instruction in housekeeping. This· led to the 
introduction of household management as an examination 
subject at all.girls' schools where suitable accommodation can 
be obtained; in ·Christiania there are at present six &f· these 
schools.. The examination in· household management is· held 
at the end.of the last school year but one, when the girls' average 
age is rather more than fifteen. As a subject of examination, 
household management takes the place of gymnastics, in which 
only boys are examined. The examination test is " to prepare 
and serve up· one course. Herein are. included all necessary 
preparations, and the cleaning of the utensils used; also calcu
lation of the cost of the dish prepared." 

The instruction embraces the composition and nutritive value 
of food, a littlt) domestic economy, heating and ventilation, and 
corresponds closely with the instruction in natural science and 
hygiene. The lessons are conducted in. very much the same 
manner .as ~hose,· already described, in t~e frimary schools. The 
demonstratIOn! lasts one hour; the practlca work two hoUrs. It 
would be. difficult to set apart inore'time for this instruction. 
Tlle parents often ex{>ress surprise at the amount their daughters 
learn in the comparatively ·short time, and the lessons arouse the 
interest of the pupils in household work. 

It is not usual in the secondary schools for the pupils to eat 
the food they have prepared This takes place orily now arid 
again, in order to afford an opportunity for laying a table, learning 
rules for waiting, etc. As a rule, the principal of th~ schoo~ finds 
a 'use for the food. Cakes and pastry are sold. It 18 conSIdered 
inadvisable for the pupils at a school kitchen to execute orders, 
or..to prepare dinners for customers, as this prevents methodical 
and. systematic teaching-. 

The" middelskoler" In the small towns are as a rule mixed 
schools. The girls are taught household management as in the 
higher girls' schools or the primary schools. . 

At the higher girls' schools and "middelskoler" the aim: is the 
same as at the pnmary schools, namely, to awaken an interest in, 
and respect for, domestic work, and to.1ay It foundation on whiGh ! 

* Froken Wulfsber~ founded her . school-kitchen on her return from a 
visit to· BelgiUIl'l, dunng which she had made a study of the Belgian 
schools for girls. '. . 

". " t. An account of," The New Law for the Secondallf Schools in Norway," 
by Dr. Otto Anderssen, is to be found in Vol. 8 of Special Reports OD. 
Educational Subjects (lQ02).-ED. 
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schools' .of cookery .and: household management,' and life' itself; 
may build. Neither the secondary nor the primary' schools aim: 
at producing ful1y-trained houseWIves or domestic servants; that, 
is a work that belongs, not to children's schools, but to the special. 
schools. ' 

Ill-TRAINING OF' TEACHER.S OF, :Do~<;TIC ECONOMY, 

From the very first, the State has undertaken the training' of lJomestic 
teachers for, the school-kitchens l providing courses of instruc- eoEconomYf . . d' r urses or tlon m omestlc economy .lor teac ers. ' 'j , Teachers. 

The lit course waa held in 1892, lastibg 6 weeks, attended by 20 pupils. 
.. 2nd.. .. .... 1894, • 3 months,.. .. 20, " 
.. 3rd.. .. " .. 1897, ,J" 3,. It ",24 " 
.. 4th" It It 'It 1899, It 4 , .. ~ It 31 .tt 

.. lit! It It to .. 1900, " 4 It . ", ,,18 It . 
'i (in TronOlljen1), 

.. 6th .. It It ,,1901, " 4" "by 24 pupils. . 
, , ' (in Bergen) , 

It '7th It It It .. 1902, It 4 ", , " .' by 24 'pupils" , 
.' ,... (in Chrlstiania)' 

The first four courseS we're held in Chiistiania under Froken 
Helgesen'S direction. 

The total amount voted towards the teachers' courses is about 
Kr. 25,000 (£1,:475), including travelling scholarships for pupils. 
The instruction at all the' courses has been free, and pupils 
who have held travelling scholarshi,l>s have'had their travellIng' 
expenses defrayed. " , ' 

The courses were intended 'fol' fully-trained teachers'jbut· 
it soon beca.ine· apparent that fully-trained teachers' aheadf 
appointed t? schoolS found .'th:~ .s~hool~kitche'nwork~do jhaJ:.d'" 
and unfamiliar, and were unWilling to undertake It.· ThlS" 
was especially the' case' in 'Christiania. It became necessary to~ 
admit to the lectures pupils who had no'tril.ining'asteachers;" 
and it was soon proved that-the short courSeS; though: perhaps' 
sufficient fo~ pupils already :pedagogi~lly ;tr~med, were .by no 
means suffic)':Int for young begmners With no teacher's certificate. 
The question of having the subject taken up in the training 
colleRe8 was raised~ question that has not ret been settled, but 
will It is to be hoped, find a. solution in a 'parliamentary revision 
of the training-college laws this year, wIlen domestic economy, 
in accordance with a proposition from the Education Depart..:' 
ment, will be taken up as an optional subject.* . 

. The subjec~s of the teachers courses a.re physiology, chemis~ry, 
alimentary SCIence, the system of school-kitchens, book-keepmg 
for school-kitche~, practical work and demonstration lectures in 
coc>kery, practice in the teaching' of children, the management 
and feediD.g of infants, a little sick: nursing, washing and mangling, ' 
and house cleaning. In the courses held in Christiania, the 
inStruction in chemistry is given 'at the University chemical 

.... • In November o(the Bame year, the Training College Bill passed our 
Storthing, and Housewifery was made an option9.l subject. 
'During the present'year.l902, a two years' course of "Housekeeping" 

baa been introduced, as an ll.::ral subject, into the Tr!lining Colleges fQr 
Teachel'8 at Levariger and. ' 
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laboratory and 'part of the physiology' at the physiological insti
tute of th~ Umversity. The rest of the instruction has been 
associated with the Christia~ public school· kitchens, and giv~n 
at the Mollergaden. school-kitchen. At. the last t'!o courses. m 
Christiania :five Damsh teachers were trallled, and WIth warm In
terest have'taken up and introduced school-kitchen instruction 
in primary and secondary ,schools in Denmark. 

At the course held in Trondhjem, and at that given this year in 
Bergen, there have proved to be many difficulties to overcome 
in order to make the courses fully satisfactory. There is too 
little opportunity of seeing different kinds of school-kitchens, 
and of nearing .the .teaching of various experienced school-kitchen 
teachers. 

At the conclusion of the course, there are written and 't'iva 
voce examinations. The candidates give a demonstration.lecture 
to children upon a given subject, and prepare the dish lectured 
upon. 

At the Government courses both the teachers in the secondary 
girls' schools, and public school teachers have been trained." 

Qualificll.' The training of teachers in domestic economy, or household 
~iO~ hI' management, as the subject is called in the secondary schools, 
a. T:ch~:nof has not quite kept pace with the rapid development of the 
])omestic school-kitchens and housekeeping schools during the last ten 
.J<~conomy. years--..:..a circumstance which may have important consequences 

and influence the whole matter. 
A mere training in the one subject is not considered sufficient 

for a teacher of domestic economy. In the hands of a pedago
gically trained teacher, the subject (1) J;>ossesses greater 
educative power; (2) can be more easily assoCIated with other 
school subJects, thus makins the instruction more general and 
productive; and (3) rises In popular estimation. Carpenters 
are not appointed as sloyd teacliers, nor seamstresses as teachers 
of nee.dlework; and.a good housekeeper or cook is not equal to 
undertaking the instruction in a school-kitchen, although she 
may be clever and have had special training. In schools for 
children, the main stress should be laid, in our opinion, on the edu
cative power of the subject i consequently the InStruction should 
preferably be imparted by pedagogically trained teachers. It 
18 generally found that purely specialist teachers of domestic 
economy are prone to treat the subject in a more complicated 
and elaborate way than the teacher who has received a general 
pedagogical training. In schools for adults, schools of domestic 
economy, housekeeping schools, schools of cookery, etc., the 
greatest weight is naturally attached to practical work; efficiency 
m the subject is,required frpm the teacher before pedagogic 
understandins· 
. The ends auned at.are:-

'(1) To have domestic economy introduced into the training 
colleg~s as an optional su~ject with two years' in
structIOn t, and 

• Courses for Teachers organised by the Society for the Welfare of Norway 
have been referred to above (page 216). (See also second footnote, page 221). 

't As ha.~ already been done' in two Training College.~, referred to above 
(footn'lte, page 233). • 



(2) To have short courses in Christiania for the further train· 
ing of appointed teachers in school-kitchens, schools of 
cookery, house-keeping schools. and housewifery schools, 
the theoretical subJects, i.e.. physiology. chemistry. and 
hygiene. being I>y preference associated with the 
UniTersity. and the practical with a training school 
of domestic economy. . 

CoNCLUSION. 

U Slideta dagverk, yrketa pligt skal til sODdagsgjerning adles. • 
-HlOOUJ[ lBSBN. 

• U Who Bweeps • room as (or Thy laws, 
Makes that and the action fine.· 

-TA. ElUir. GEORGB HBunT. 

In our schools, and among our teachers, there has been, and 
to some extent still is, a tendency to overrate intellectual develop
ment as compared with physical training and the formation of 
character. 'the school lias claimed the child's whole interest for 
lite~ pursuits, learning lessons. and sedentary mental wOrk. 

The sChool has not encour&ooOO the child's natural longing and 
desire for productive work-work in which there is movement 
and liCe. and a living connection between theory and :practice. 
A change came when stoyd and cookery found thell" way mto the 
Board School cuniculum. together with object lessons, and less 
bookish instruction in natur8l science. 

For a ~ple living under such hard conditions as prevail in . 
Norway. there is quite as much need of working handa as of 
.. orllig brains, in older to extract from the ungenerous soil and 
narrow surroundings that which is necessary for the maintenance 
of life i and it therefore becomes a matter for serious re1lection 
whether it is wise. by one-sided literary occuJl&tions. to stifle 
the desire for work frOm childhood upwards. The school must
teach both boys and girls a respect for the daily work of house 
and home-the physical work that most nearly touches the 
child -and must arouse and encoursge a desire for work and a 
sense of thrift. .. The secret of thrift is knowledaae.· said Charles 
Kingsley i a knowledge of domestic economy saves income, 
knowledge of sanitary laws saves health and life.· But theoreti
cal knowl~ does not suffice; it must be accompanied by 
trained skill m handiwork. Theoretical khowledge alone is un. 
remunerative capital. Owing to the increasing employment of 
women in factones, in business and other branches of industry. 
the home cannot give girls the foundations of that knowledge and 
efficiency which are necessary for the intelligent and economical 
m~nagement of a home i the school must try its best to supply 
thiS want.. 

The instruction both for children and for adults must be 
methodical and thorough, and exactly suited to the circumstances 
of the pupils. When these conditions are fulfilled. experience 
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shows, us' that lessons in domestic economy and, cookery~each 
conte~tip.ent, i,Ddustry,.order ~~d clea:n~~ess, and foster a woman's 
independence and. feelmg of respons~bility. ,',' 

Tlie special schools and life itself must build upon, the founda-
tion 'laid:i.n 'the schools for children. , " 
, T!,le ;iDstru~ti~nj.u this su~ject in our !lc~ools-,-t~~ ~Elcondary 

as well as the primary-has aroused the greatest mterest and 
sympathy among both parents and school authorities; men of 
science, and philanthropists have warmly supported the cause. 

Dr. Sophus Torup, professor of physiology, says: .. The 
principles of rational fooo nave gained 'an important ally in the 
schooI-kitc~e~ (in pu~ic ~chooJS). EyeI1, pupil who has .~ssed 
throu,g-h thIs 'httle hygtemc laboratory, 'will form a' centre m after 
life,whencEi' a 'knowledge of what is necessary for the proper 
nourishment of the body will spr~ ,8.I,Ilong ,the homes; and 
among the very homeS to" which, it ,is most desirable ill this 
respect to gain access, and let us add, which are always the most 
difficult o'f access. There is every reason to hope that in this wa J 
!{lay be brought about that spread ,of the kriowledge of what IS 

required for proper nourishment, and of the' ~naltles.attaehed 
~ the, , non-fulfilinent of those requirements, which must-be the 
first, as, it is the, most difficult step, towards reform,.in diet.", 

The ~tablishment of'school-kitchen$ has been au item in~the. 
programmes of both progressives and moderates in several munici
palitiesand, now-that women have obtained the municipal vote 
and ,can, themselves be elected to serve on munic, ipal authori-: 
ties .. one local branch of the Association for Furihering" the, 
Interes~~ .. of:Woinen ',has made 'the obligatory introductio& of 
~omestlc economy and cookery into Board Schools a, part of. 
Its -'pr~mme also., ' , ,,: 

These' ,eftorts afford,: a guarantee' for the, advancement and, 
growth of this movement in primarvand secondary schools, con .. , 
tinuation,schools, and-speciaJ schools, both in town and country. 

J~iy, 1902: 

, , 

, HELGA HELGESEN, 

j 7Ispectre88 'Qf, School-K~tclteTts ' 
, in Christiania. .' 

No~.":"'There ha,:e not been. many recent changes in. the 
teaching 'ot,domestlc. economy In Norway. A few alterations 
haveooen mtroduced m footnotes in the preceding pages. ' 

~ ;. 

';190~05, H. H. 
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APPENDIX. 

NOTES ON THE ORGANISATION, OF PRIMA~'y' AND .s~CONDAltX: 
EDUCATION IN NORWAY." ' .. ; (; 

., ).), 

[In order that points of general education8.lorganisation. touched JlppD mi 
connl'Ction with achools of various types in the foregoiBg pages,'may: 
be clearly understood, it has been thought advisable to supplement' 
M~ Helgesen's report wit~ a brief o~tlin!, of the Sta~e ?rga,Dlsati()n ~r' 

'Primary, "Secondary and allied educatIOn lD Norway.' " .' .. , 
: The followin6' information has been taken from: "Educationm.: 
NorW!'lin th~ l~ 1900," a short.summ'!:.l1!Ilprinted f!Om" Norwal"" 
(OffiC?iaI Pubhcatlon for t~e Paris ~xhibitlonl, 1900) IIi Volume, ~,p. ~. 
SJleiIal Repo~ on EdUcatIOn8.l Subjects (1902}.-ED.], ' , : 

(i) pn"tanI EdtlCaeiOR. ' 
The development of the school' in Norway 'has always been ina, 

decidedly democratic direction. From a school for th~ poor it has risen" 
to a n.atiorud school; from a church school to a schopl in which a general.' 
education is given, which ought to be common to all·members of society;' 
The local authoritIes and the parents have acquired a decided in1luence uPon. 
the arrangement of the schoolt and an organic connection has been brought 
about between the primary scnool and secondary education.' '. ' ".'. 

The Norwegian primary school has a seven years' course, adapted for, 
children between 7 and 141e&rs of am'. It is free to all children iii th~ . 
kingdom. There is no obligation to attend the public primary schooJ i ~ut' 
the oIJligatioft of educatioft exists, in that every Child b. etween 8 .and . Iii ill . 
the conntry, ana between' and 15 in the 'towns, who is not in .-eceipt of , 
instruction calculated to bring it up to the standard of. the: primary school~ 
instruction within its 15th year. is referred to the primary school, and the 
attendance of th~ child there can be ~nforcedby I/o ~~ imposeduPQn' ~e, 
parents or guardians., . . " ., " ' 

The primary schoofin each munici~ty is governed by the Sclwol Boa.,{ 
(skolestyret), which consists of a priest, the chairman of ,the Municipa!, 
Council (or one of the aldermen), one 'of thctea.cherschosen by the body of . 
teachers, and as many other members (men or women) chosen by the 
Municipal Council as the Council itself determines. In the towns, at leas~ 
one fouith of the members of the School Board chosen bI the Coullcil\ are 
chosen from t>&r8nts who have children in the primary school The ~.D.ool" 
Board elects Its own chairman. It appoints the teachers, gives detailed in-. 
strnctiona as to the arrangement of the prim&}l schools of the municipalitYl draws up the sch~Clan., with the pl~ ~f .lnstru<:tionP,ll~ .divi~~ 0,.' 
18S80na, and sends year to the Munlclpil Council an estimateOf' "the,., 
Bums BUpposed to be required to meet the e~nses of the school.for .th!t 
coming year. It is also the duty of the School Board to se., 'to the educa-, , 
tion of Children who are not pupils in the primary school.' ~l'he School " 
Board appoints a Board of Jn3pectiota fot every prim.ary school, Consisti~ , 
of on8 member of the School BOard as Chairman, and three membeni (men.", 
or women) chosen in the towns by the parents of thechildrenattendiIlg the 
school, and in the country by such parents and the ratep!9'erS in the school 
district. This committee ~aintains a constantsupervlSion of ~e:school, '1 

and takes care that there 18 good attendance and order •. ,It gIves to tho'., 
School ~ the information !'ond ad!'i~e f.\1at, ~. require4,', and, in ~~: 
country 18 to have the opportunity of gl"!D81ts opiDlon before thQ.appolnt- , 
ment of tea.chers. The School BOard and the Board of Inspection ,ill the:; 
country may also lay matters connected with the primary sChool before ", 
cl"erict _ting-i. •.• a meeting of the ratepayers of the distri~t, and, th~ ! 
pe.ren~ of childrena~nd.ingthe schO?I, !fho,live. in the district. ,Some 
questionB must be discu.sseclat the distric~ meetmg ~ore",the1can. be" .. ~ . - . 
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decided, e.g., whether corporal j)unishment may be administered, cha~ges 
in the district regulations, etc. In the large towns the School Board appomts 
school impecturs, and where there are several schools,. as a rule a head-
master to E'.a.ch. . ' . 1 S ~ --1 For every province (or county) there IS a Pt·OV:~ C"AJU. Board, 
consisting of three members chosen by the Provmclal Council. The 
Provincial School Board has to take charge of the comm0!l ~ucation~l 
matters of the province, and to ma!re proposals to ~he. ProvInCIal Council 
concerning the income and exp~ndlture o~ the provm~lal schools. It has 
to ~in the necessary acquamt8:nce WIth the PrmI~ry schools. a!ld 
contmuation schogls of the provmce, and may appomt a provIncIal 
inspector to assist in the supervision of the primary schools of the 
province a permission, however, which has scarcely ever been made use of. 

The Department/or Ecclesiastico.lMatterll and Public Instruction is the 
highest school authority in the country. Next come the School IJirecturl, 
one for each of the 6 dioceses, for the superintendence of the primary 
schools. Bishop and dean take part in the superintendence, and the priest 
in supervising the instruction in religious knowledge. • 

In the country, every municipality is divided into school distticts. In 
1895, the number of these was 5,923. Each school district hR.'! its primary 
school, with at least 2 classes, 1 for children from 7 to 10 years of age, 
(infant school), and 1 for children from 10 to 14. In consideration of the 
distances, the districts in many places are again divided into several infant
school districts. The CO'IT/,pulsory number of school-hours amounts to 12 
weeks per annum, and can be increased to 15 weeks, Six weeks'voluntary 
instruction may further be added to this. Every school-week amounts, in 
the infant school to 30

j 
and in the upper school to 36 lessonS. Thus in the 

infant school, each chi d has at least 360 lessons per annum, and the num
ber may be increased to 450 or 630 ; and in the upper school each child 
receives at least 432 lessons annually, and the number may be increased to 
540 or 756. In exceptional cases, botll schools may be taught together. 

In the towns the Jllimary schoo! is divided into three divisions, intended 
respectively for children between 7 and 10, 10 and 12, and 12 and 14. Each 
of these divi~ions may again be divided into several classes. The primary 
schools in the towns are, as a rule, divided into seven progressive classes, 
which yet again, when necessary, are divided into parallel classes. Instruc
tion has to be given daily for a number of hours amounting to from 18 to 
24 a week. Voluntary instruction may be added to this in the two upper 
dWisions. The total number of hours, however, must not exceed 30 per 
week. The school year, after the subtraction of the holidays, is intended 
to number 40 weeks. 

Both in the country and in the towns, whatever voluntary instruction is 
given must be imparted out of the school's legally ordained time for in
struction, so that the latter does not thereby suffer. In the country, the 
subjects of instruction in the voluntary lessons shall, as a -rule, be the 
ordinary subjects of the primary school and others closely allied to them. 
In the towns, instruction in foreign languages may be included. Domestic 
!lC0nom:y is becoming more and more frequently a subject in voluntary 
mstructIOn. 

For every primary school special buildings shall be erected or rented. 
In the country, however, in the infant-school districts and the primary 
s~hO<?I distlicts that have less than 20 scholars, school may be held m rota
tIOn m the houses of the inhabitants of the district where sufficient room 
can be procured. Peripatetic schools are steadily decreasing. 

The sylla~ 0/ B'!-'bjects in the primary school is religion, the Norwegian 
18:ngu~ arlth;metlc, elementary geometry, writing, singing geography, 
hIStory (mcludmg a knowledge of the administration and 10~ government 
of the country), botany, zoology and the elements of physics with the funda
meD;tal f~tu!1ls of. hYgiene (including instruction in the eff~cts and dangers 
of .mtoXlcatIn~ lIquors), manual work, drawing, and aymnastics (in 
~hlch may be mclu~ed preplI;ratory rilie practice). In undivided schools 
!Jl the country, the mtr<?ductIOn of manual work, gymnastics, and drawing 
18 a voluntary matter; If the school be divided into classes only one. of 
these subjec~ is compulsory, but in the towns all three subjects are com
pulsory. DIssenters are exempted from instruction in religious knowledgd. 
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The ,tandard to be attained is fixed bylaw only with regard to religious 
knowledge. In the other subjects it is left to the School Board to fix the 
standard in the school plan. In the town!.', where the school terms are of 
longer duration, and where absences are less frequent, it has been possible 
to set a higher standard than in the country districts. In Christiania the 
primary school is considered to be among the best and has been the model 
for a number of other towns. It is decided in the school plan whether 
yearly and leaving examinations are to be held, and if so, how they are to 
be arranged; the form of the leaving certilicate of the school is also 
determined. 

The PU1,il,.-In the' country, the number of pupils in each class must 
not exceed 35, and in the towns 40, except temporarily or from urgent 
pecuniary considerations, and must never exceed respectively- 45 and 5/). 
In the couutry boys and girls are generally taught together, In the towns, 
as a rule, separately. 

In 1895 there were 331,133 pupils iu primary schools, of whom 253,916 
"ere in rural districts, and 77 217 in towns, bemg 97 Jler cent. and 89 per 
cent., ¥Spectively, of the children who were of the legal age for instruction. 
More than 10 Jl8r cent. of the total number of children attending the 
primary school in the country in 1895 had to go more than 2 miles 
to school. Needy children receive their school books, etc., from the 
municipality. 

Teacher •. -Teachers may be men or women, according to the decision of 
the local authorities; but at each primary school in the towns there must 
be at lell$t one master and one mistress. All teachers in. the primary 
schools are appointed by the School Board. No one can receive a. 
permanent apI><lintment unless he or she has completed the 20th year, 
belongs to the Established Church, and has passed a teacher's examination. 
About one-third of the posts, however, may be filled on terms of 3 months' 
notice, and for these appointments, and for visiting and assistant tea.chel"lll 
no examination is required. Private or assistant teachers may be employea 
as teachers in Bin~ng, gymnastics, drawing and manual work. 

For the trainmg of masters and mistresses in sloyd needlework, 
domestic economy, gymnastics, drawing, singing, writing and repetition in 
these subjects, CQUr.e8 are held at longer or shorter intervals, according to 
requirement. 

Towards travelling scholarships for primary school teachers the 
Oovernment votes an annual sum, which of late years has amounted to 
10,000 kr. Several municipalities also give travelling scholarships. 

Budget.-The expenses of the primary school are paid by the municipali. 
ties, the couuties and the State. In the countl"f, every municipality receives 
a government grant towards the salaries of Its teachers, amounting to l 
(in exceptional cases !) of the salaries given (allowance for keep included). 
The town municipalities receive a grlloDt of 1 of the amount of the salaries. 

In each province, there is a provincial schooIfund,. of which I are made upby 
government grants, and t is voted out of the Jlrovmcial revenues. Vanous 
expenses are defrayed, b~Jl8rmission of the Provincial Council, out of the 
provincial school fund. What is required over and above the government 
grants(in the country, the government grants and the provincial school fund), 
to meet the expenses of the primary school is furnished by each muni· 
cipality in accordance with a vote of the Council. 

(ii) Further Education on the Basi, of tke Primar'lJ Schoul. 
The primary school law allows the country municipalities to establish by 

means of public contributions, Continuation Schools (fortsrettelsesskoier) 
as an optional school for children who have left the primary school, and 
for older children (14-18). The time of instruction may be extended from 
1 to 6 months. The primary school teachers are in charge of the education. 
In these schools, which are managed by the School Board, the aim is to 
take up and treat the educational material of the parish school (Norwegian, 
arithmetic, history, natural science) with the object of opening the pU{liIs' 
eyes to the claims that life makes upon every one in their sphere of action. 
In 1896-1897, there were 172 such schools at work, with 2,868 pupils. 
The schools lasted from I) to 18 weeks, and the number of classes per week 
for each school averaged 311, and the expenses kr. 17'07 per pupil.. 
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T~ meet 'the needs of the cJiiM~n who haye left 'the primary school 
Night School. (altenskoler) are also held ~ith publi~ and. municipal 
assIstance. The subjects are ~he 88'!1e 88 In the. contlDl:!atlo!, ~ch()(,1s 
(principall)' NorwegJlln and arithmetIc), an~ the IDst~ctlon. III ID the 
Jiands of the primary sc~ool teachers. ~hlle the COn~lDuatlon schools 
are attended cliieH, by children who have Just left the pnmary RChool (age 
16 and 16) the pupils in the night schools are rather older (l7-11l). In 
IS9S-IS91l 'there were 389 night schools being carried on. with a total of 
1I,61~ pupils. The average number of cl888e8 W88 60, and the expenl!e8 per 
pupIl kr. 3·36. . . 

In mORt of the 11rovinces (or counties) there are one or more PrrY/luu:iaJ 
School. (amtsskoler). In these schools, the education for a practical life is 
continued on the lines of the primary school and the continuation school. 
The provincial school8 are managed by the I'rovincial School Board, which 
also appoints the teachers. The arrangement and plan of the instruction is 
detcrmmed by the Provincial Conncil with the approbation o( the king. The 
provincial school course is for 2 years or 1 year. Some of the schools are 
Intended (or mixed schools, some for separate courses for each sex. ' In the 
mixed and the boys' cOUr&e.'I, the instruction, 88 a rule, lasts tor 6 or '1 
months of the year. The girls' counes are shorter-3 or 4 months. M08t of 
the provincial schools are peripatetic, and move from parish to parish re
maining I or 2 years in each rlace. Of late years, however, several of these 
schools have become fixed. The syllabu8 i8 generally the !l8me 88 that of 
the I,rimary school, but the aim is a higher one. The girls receive in
IItruction in needlework and, 88 a rule, houschold management, and the 
boy" in sloyd and technical drawing. In a (ew schools, instruction is also 
given in gardening, agricultural subjects and English. The instruction it 
being imJ>l!-fted more and more through the medium of lecturet'. ' 

In addItion to the provincial schools, there are the so-called PeOJ>le'. H0h 
,School. (folkebOiskoler) in 8evtlral of the provinces. At these schools, which 
are private, 8pecil\l attention i8 paid to inftuencin~ the characters of 
the young ~en and women, and to fostering an affectIOn (OT their country 
'and mother-ton~e. No atteml,t ill made to train the pupils for any par
ticular position Ih life or for anyenmination.but the end almM at ill that, on 
returning to their homes, the pupils may feel themselves at I"'me in what
ever IIjlhere of life they are called upon to enter. The pupils live at the 
school, alid make up 88 it were a hOURehold with the manager's family; 
'particular attention is given to the intercourse between mBllteNl and pupil", 

In aid ,of the provincial Rchoolll, the JX'ople's high schools, and 1,rivate 
!!Chools with a sllnilar object to that of the provincial Mehoo],., and for 
scholaldhips for needy pupils at such schools, the State grnnt..'4 thrice the 
amount voted to the ~hools by the. provincial fund. Direct govern
ment grants are al80 made to a few advanced people'li high schools. 
In the schoot-year 1898-!l9~ 43 provincial and people's high' schools lI·ere 
bein~ carried on, 9 of whien were printe. There were 101 masters and 
116 IIJlstreSllCll tc:achiQg at the school8, and the number of pupils was 1,273 
boys and 941 glrl8. ' , ': " 

Of .tate years,.adultmen and wom4!o, chiefty of the working classes, have 
been IDstructed In the so-called JV arking-Men', Culler/e. (arbeiderakademipr) 
in the phenomena of nature and of human and social life and in the 
development of human culture and its effects npon thought a~d commerce. 

(iii) S_lary Ed_tion. 

, ' By' tIle Act of 1896 an organic connec.tion h88, been brought about 
betwe .. n the .8econ~ary school and the pnmarr ~chool in the toWT.S. In 
~C?~dallce With thIS Ac~ the seconrla'1 Melloo builds upon tbe two first 
dlvI8Ions.o! .the, town pn!luU")' IIchool , "with voluntary inlotruction in the 
eecond dIVISIon). The l'nm,ary school IS to he, in general, the cOUlmon 
prep~~tory school for all c1l1ldreu for the first II years o( schooling; Ilt any 
rate, It 18 the only ,0vcmment-sl1pported school for children of this age. At 
presen,t. tbete &re, however., some preparatory schools in connection ",itb 
private higher schools.' , ' " , . 
'The secondary school is. alllO divided hy the Act of 1896, into mid.lel"llOle 
and gymnl18IWll.' The wddellikolo cOUflle ill generally 4 years (intended 
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Cordaildren between nand 15). According to the Act. 'the 'cOuri!6'mus( 
Dot be made longer, but may be shorter, if the middelskole.iD any place. can 
be connected with ~e primary ~ool higher up t~ after the lat~ef's: stli 
7ear.. The gymnaswm course.18 3 years. The aIm'of the schoollS given' 
1ft the Act &8 followa: "The middelskole is a school for children, which; 
\II unioD with the primary school, -gives its pupils' a . coml!.Jete;' thorough, 
~neral education, adapted to the receptivity of childhood. ' The gymnasium' 
IS a school for young people, which, on the middelskole foundation, leads on 
to a ~mp'lete, h!gber, general education, which may alB? serve as ,a basis 
for scientific studies." . , , . . 

Subi«t&-ID the middelskole, instructioD is given in the 'I,olloWing, 
iubjecta: ' Religious knowledgeo, Norwegian\ German; English, historyl 
goograph:v, science, aIithmetic and, mathematics, drawing, writing, manuar 
work, gyulDastics and singing. }'or girls there is also instruction in dumestic 
economy •. The law allows the establishment ofmiddelskoler in which; 
either with. or without the addition of instruction in other departments, 
onl>:'on.8 foreign lan~ is taught, .nll whe~ 'the instruction jn.~a;~e" 
matJCS, J8 somewbat restncted. -' . . .' '....., .. 
, Iii the gytDTUL.'<Iium, tbe following subjec.ts are to be taught: Religious. 

knowledge, Norwegian, German, English, French, history;geographYi 
.. cience, mathemati~ dra\\ing, gynmMtics and singing. Manual work may 
al..o be included in the syllabua. Latin and Greek, by the Act of 1896, are 
altogether omitted fnlm the subject-list of both the .middel!)kolE' .nd the 
gymn8.'lium, and instnlction in these languages is relegated to the Vniversity. 
Whereaa in the middelskole the iWJtructioD is common to all ~e pupils,'. 
gyrnD88iwn'may be divided into two sectionllt'the language-history Bet.'tion; 
and the science or ,. real" section.' -TtJis division; however, only takE'S 
place in thegymnasium'lI 2nd IUld 3rd classes, and not in all subjects. 

In connection with a middelskole, or if there is a gymnasiwn, with its 
lirst class, a one-rear's course may be arranged, which gives a complete 
tminin~ for special practical callinrs, ,.g., tradE'. 

1'he IDstruction in the middelskola and !P.l!nasium concludes with a 
If'aving examinationl...called respectively mlddelskole examination and 
.. examen artium. n ·.I:be holder of an examen artium certificate is entitled 
to enter his name as a student at the University. 

JrMp«tiQfl.-Some secondarr. schools are governmE'nt schools, some 
munici}ll&1, and some private. The Ecclesi8.'ltical and Educational Depart
ment hM thtl supreme mana.,oement of all the secondary schools. To assist 
the Department in the in'lpection of the schools and the arrangement of 
the leaving examinations, there is a council of education (undervi:mingsraad). 
consisting of 7 memhl'rs chosen from men with a practical undp,rstanding 
of higher education. In all hygienic questions, an expert is admitted into 
the council. Each of the government schools has a board (.of management 
consisting of the headmaster of the school and 4 members, o.ne of whom is 
chosen by the Department. and 3 by the Municipal Council., In many 
places, the School Board forms the bOard of management for the municipal 
toeOOndary schools. 

T-*rl.-In order to be appointed to • permanent post in . a 
secondary school, it is general1y ~uired that ilie candidate shall have 
passed one of the theoretical teachers examinations at the University-the 
language-history or the matheme.tical-natural-science. Kr. 15,000 bas been 
voted annually of late ~ for travelling studentships for teachers at the 
secondary 8{'hools, a third of that sum being an extraordinary grant on the 
OCC8IIion of the new law. The courses mentioned in connection with the 
primary school, for teachers in gymn8.'ltics, sJoyd, etc., are also iutended for 
teachers in the secondary schools. For the latter especially, holiday 
COUrsell have been held the IllSt two or three years, at the University, to 
enable them to meet the increased requirements of the new law. 

Stati.tie&-The number of government schools amounted, in the school
year 1899-1901), to 14. which all include middleskole and gymnasium. 
The number of municipal and private schools that have received the right 
of holding ll'&ving examinations with the same effect as the government 
lICbools, amounts l'I'.spectively to 42 (3 of them in the country) and 28. 
During the school year there have thus been 84 seeond.ary school .. at work. 
';l'wo of the municipal schools and 4 of the private schools have a gymnasiwn 
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as well as a middleskole~ A private Latin gymnasium is attached to one of 
the ~vernment schools. The government schools and most of the 
mUDlcipal schools are intended for the common instruction of boys and 
girls. Sixteen of the 28 private schools are exclusively for girls, the 
remainder are in BOme cases mixed schools, in others for boys only. . 

The municipalities have to provide the government schools with premises, 
school plant, apparatus, lighting and heating. The rest of the expenses 
are met by the government grants, the school fees, and, in a few cases, by 
the schools' private means. Thirty-nine of the 42 municipal schools are 
supported by government grants. The grant amounts to a third of the total of 
the teachers' falaries, and all the additional amounts for long servioe.The 
rest of the expenl!e8 are covered by the school fees and municipal 

~!ts~ddition to the secondary schools, there are BOme municipal and 
private boys' and girls' schools without the examination ~ht, in which 
IDstruction is given that goes beyond the aim of the pnmary schooL 
These schools have a freer arrangement than the middleskoler, and have 
for their object, in great part, the higher education of girls. In 1~ there 
were.65 of these schools, ~nd the number of pupils was 3,707. of whom 
2,751 were girls. . 

(iv) ScMola for Def«tivu, Waif' and Stray .. 

The law of 1881 for schools for defectives, and subsequent additional 
laws, regulate the instruction for deaf, blind, and imberile children. At 
the head of matters relating to defectlves' schools is a director under the 
Ecclesiastical and Educational Department. 
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THE TEACHING OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE IN 

DENMARK.' 

INTRODUCTORY. 

Until a. very few years ago a Report on this subject would 
have had to be confined to needlework, knitting, and hygiene, 
but quite lately the interest in Domestic Science has grown 
very rapidly, and although, wo are still behind many other 
countries we are now making satisfactory progress .. 

The principal types of schools to be dealt with in this article Prineipa.l 
are :_ types of 

• schools. 

Elenuntary Schools. -Mostly Municipal, all State-I:l,ided. 

In most of these schools the instruction is entirely free. The 
compulsory school age is from 7 to 14 years. In 1903 there 
were 326,000 children ,attending municipal elementary schools. 
Of these, 44,000 children were in Copenliagen (36 schools).. In 
1897 there were 3,118 schools, with 213,700 children in a.ttend
anee, in country districts, and 138 schools, with 56,750 children, 
in towns (excluding Copenhagen). There are about 20 private 
State-e.ided elementary schools in' Copenhagen. with 1,600 
children. 

Secondary Schools :-' 

(a)" Realskoler."-Some entirely Municipal, some ,private, 
with or, wjthout aid from Municipal Council, County Council, 
and State. ' ' ' , • . 

The recent Secondary Education Act, 1903, bases secondary 
education on elementary education, so that now a child ,can pass 
on from the Elementary School, .. Folkeskolen," through the 
II Mellemskole" (4 years) and the "gymnasium" (3 years) to the 
University. An examination, recognised and controlled by the 
State, is lield at the end of each course. The" Mellemskole " 
may have a fifth form (" Realklasse ") added to it for those pupils 
who do not intend to pass on to the II gymnasium." The 
II Realeksamen II at the end of this fifth ~ear IS required in many 
of the minor professions, and in the hiO'her departments of 
business. Some schools consist of both" jftellemsKole" (with or 
without preparatory classes) and" gymnasium"; these corre
spond to what were formerly called .. Latinskoler" or .. Lrerde 
b'koler." A far greater number have preparatory classes and 
.. Mellemskole" (generally with a .. Realkfasse"); these correspond 
to the old .. Realskoler" and are still generally callea so. In 
1903 there were 152 .. Realskoler," attended by 22,411 pupils;, 

9088 ,&2 
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34 of these schools were for girls o.o1y, many are for boys alone, 
but in the country and in smaller towns they are generally 
mixed. In" Mellemskolen" the Act orders provision to be 
made for needlework instruction for the girls, and recommends 
the introduction, where circumstances permit, of domestic work. 
The schools for girls' alone are free to hold a special examination 
giving the same rights as the .. Realeksamen," but with some 
modification of the syllabus. In provincial towns the State 
higher secondary schools, which used to be for boys only, now all 
admit girls as well. 

(b) Girls' High Schools.-All private, with no aid, or very 
little, from either State or Municipality. 

Attached to an increasing number of these schools, but gener
ally in no organic connection with the rest of the school, is a. 
two yea,rs' course preparatory to the above-mentioned "Real
skole" examination. 

Continuation Sclwols.-Often Munici'pal. Schools or classes 
for boys and girls w~o have left the pnmary school (aged from 

-14 years). 

People'8 High Schools (FolkehOjskoler).-Private State-aided. 

The "}'olkeh~jskoler," continuation schools for adults, are 
residential schools in the country, chiefly attended by young 
peasants of either. sex. In 1904 there' were 82 schools, including 
the related agricultural schools, attended by 7,679 students (4,377 
men, 3,302 women); of these the majority were between 18 and 
25 years of age, and I,Un were over 25 years of age. The courses 
for young well are ~enerally held during five or six winter 
months, courses for gIrls, for three summer months. £12 or, £13 
is sufficient to cover all ex.renses connected with a six months' 
course; many students obtam bursaries. 

HOl/,Sewifery Sclwols.-All private, only one receiving State
aid. 

1906. H. F. 
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L-DollESTIC ScrE...~CE IY EJ.}:~"TARY, SEOO~l).!RY, 

..L~ Co"~~ATlOY ScuOOLS. . 
(a) H(}U8I!wifery (induding Cookery and Laundry work). 

(i) Introduction of Housewifery as a. School Subject. 

Dntil very recently the idea of inaking cookery, etc., subjects Firat 
of instructIOn in schools was thought quite out of place; it atte.npLL 
was considered entirely the business of the home to train -
girls in household duties. But as time went 00, complaints 
of the deteriomtion of household skill in all classes grew louder 
and louder. School, and preparation for school, occupied an 
increasing proportion of the time of the #rls in the higher 
schools, ..-bile amongst the poorer classes the mcrease of women's 
work in factories. etc., maae it difficult. if not impossible, for 
mothers to teach· their daughters, even if they knew how 
to do so. In the seventies and the eighties a few advanced 
educationists bemm to advocate the introduction of Domestic 
Economy into schools, not only for the sake of the future homes, 
but also, as a goo<! educational discipline, for the sake of the 
schools, whose work had been getting too much out of touch 
with practical life.. ' 

The interest in the matter spread very slowly, however. In 
a few provincial towns private attempts were made to- teach 
girls in elementary schooIS, or girls who had just left school, a 
little cookery ana laundry work, but these attempts were 
unsystematic and did not infl.uence the later development of the 
movement. 

In 1893 the Town Councillors of Copenhagen adopted a tenta
tive plan for introducing the subject mto an elementary school, 
and voted the money for it; but on account of resistance 
from the Town Executive, nothing was done for some years. 
By this time reports from other countries had begUn to 
stIr up more interest in the subject. One of the mayors of 
Copenhagen had seen cookery centres in London; different 
Danish teachers reported on what had been done in Norway 
and Sweden; and articles in newspapers and ~riodicals impressed 
upon the public the economic, social, and educational vruue of 
the subject. 

At length in 1897 the first three housewifery centres (Skole- F"ust centl"t'B 
kokner) were o~ed almost simultaneously, one at an ~lementary opened, 1897. 
school at Fredriksberg,- one at Froken Wmteler's High School . 
for girls in Odense in Funeo, and one at a private day continua-
tion school in Copenhagen. It is worthy of notice that the 
suitability- of Domestic Economy as a school subject was thus 
recognised from the outset in three such different types of 
schools. 

These first practical attempts proved very successful and it 
was marvellous to see how fast the interest spread among 

it Fredrik.sbe~ is geographically Jl&rt of Copenhagen, but is a di'ltinct 
~unicipality and, nen to tbe capital, tbe largeSt in the country. 
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educationists, parents, an~ authorities. The ~rls themSelves 
deliO'hted in this new subject, and, even where It was voluntary 
anl'taught' out of school hours, as at Fredriksberg, the class.s 
were excellently attended. ' 

The following year the ',I.'own Council of Copenhagen opened a 
few voluntary housewifery dasses for girls ill the two nighest 
standards of the elementary .schools, an.l these also were well 
attended and much apJ?reciated by parents and pupils. In 
September, 1900, the subject was made part of the curriculum 
for Standard VI. of all schools having access to a centre. The 
necessary time was obtained by increasing the . school hours 
from 29 to 30 a week, and by taking 2 hours from. needlework; 
and 1 from writing. There are now 4 centres used by girls 
from 8 schools, and more kill'llens are being built or planried.· 

Fredriksberg. At Fredriksberg there are now two cent.res in elementary 
schools; the subject is still voluntary and taught out of school 
hours. 

At a few elementary schools in provincial towns kitchens are 
being built. No rural school has as yet introduced the subject, 
and the recent Elementary Education Act of 1899. which re
cognises the subject in urban schools, does not even mention it 
in connection with rural schools. ' 

Continuation In 1898 the CopenhaO'en Town Council also established 
~=agen. "continuation classes" ~ housewifery for girls from fourteen 

to twenty years of age. The first year the classes were attended 
by 132 girls; the numbers have continued to increase every 
year, and have now reached 300.t The courses are held in 
the morning or the afternoon, and never in the evening; t 
they are therefore not accessible to shop assistants, clerks, 
factory girls, etc. Some of the pupils are domestic servants; 
most of them live at home. . 

Secondary 
schools. 

There are eight t high schools for girls which have introduced 
housewifery, including the one in Odense mentioned above. 
Five are in Copenhagen (and Fredriksberg), one in Aalborg, and 
one in Silkeborg. This last centre, which was built in 1900 by 
Fraken Lang for the use of the practising school of her training 
college for elementary school teachers, as well as for her hi~h 
school, is now also used on four days of thc week by girls in the 
elementary schools of Silkeborg, the Municipal Council paying 
a certain amount for each child. Housewifery has also recently 
been introduced for the girls of a " Realskole " in Esbjerg. The 
subject is there voluntary and taught out of school hours. 
In the girls' high schools it forms part of· the· curriculum, is 
taught chiefly in school hours, and is compulsory. 

* The Copenhagen Elementary Schools have now ten housewifery centres, 
of which three were built last rear. (1904). . . . 

t The ~unicipal continuatIOn classes in housewifery in Copenhagen 
are ~ommg more jlOpul&f eve.ry year. In 1903, 660 girls ap{llied for 
admiSSion, and the Town Council had to open evening classeS m order 
to accommodate all ; these classes. held twice a week for \I to· 3 hours, 
were attended by 300 of the girls. "In 1904, out of 878 pupils, 603 attended 
the evening classes. (1906). . . 

::: There are now ten high schools for girls where housewifery is taught.. 
(1906). 
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(ii.) Methods of Teaching Housewifery, 
For the method, which, with slight va.riations, is used almost 

exclusively in Denmark, we are chiefly indebted to Norway, both 
Denmark and Norway having adopted the idea of demonstra
tion lessons from England ana Scotland. . . 

As a specimen I propose to describe fully the method em- Element.:ry 
ployed in the Copeiihagen Elementary Schools, stating after- C:oolst.' • 
wards in what -respects it differs from that in use in other pen a",ell. 

schools. 
The kitchens, large and well-lighted rooms, are at the top of 

the school buildings. One end of the kitchen is arranged as a 
classroom with raised seats. The girls are all in Standard VI.,
age 11 to 14 years. A whole class is instructed at a time, the 
number of pupils being generally about 30. t Each class has 
two les.~ns a week: a demonstration lesson of one hour, and a 
practical lessoQ. of three hours. With a school year of alulOst 
40 weeks this makes a course of about 160 hours for each girl. 
Six or eight classes are taught at each centre, some iii. the 
morning, some in the afternoon. . 

In the demonstration lesson, the teacher prepares the· dish 
or dishes which the girls are to prepare in the next practical 
lesson j she explains how the cooking is to be done 'and why, 
speaks about the diet.etic value and price of the mat.eriaIs used, 
and keeps the girls attentive by constant questioning. upon what 
they have learned before. Care is taken to choose the dishes 
with a view to showing how the different food stuffs may best 
be utilised, prepared and combined. The time is too short to 
allow more tl;mn the nece~sary minu:num of iheoret!cal teachin~. 
A book cfaXloms and reClpes (by Froken Stamert) 18 used j each 
girl must possess a copy. . 

For the practical work the girls are aivided into four (or five) 
II families." . Each family has the use of a small kitchen range 
or gas apparatus, and a simple kitchen outfit. The appliances 
used are mostly such as are generally found in the homes of the 
working-classes j still it is not thought necessary or desirable to: 
follow this rule strictly. . 

The different families are distinguished by different letterS, 
the different members of each family being numbercd-one, two, 
three, etc. . All .. number ones" have one part of the work to do, 
all .. twO!!" another, etc; At each practieallesson the numbers 
are changed, 110 that all the girls, in tum, do all the different 
kinds of work. 

With the exception of the first few lessons, a diriner of two 
dishes is general!y cooked at eve~y p~acticallesson. _T~e ~ishes· 
prepared are plam~great st.ress 18 laId on the economIC SIde of 
the question-and they.are, for the most part, in use in- the 
girls' homes j but the teacher adds other dishes, which it is 
thought desirable to introduce on account of their cheapness 
and n.utritive value, or iIi order to give more va~ety to the diet. 

. • Some schools have six standards' some have seven. . 
. t It may be noted thatl in Denml/.rk, the nwnbe\,. of pupils ill IUl elemen-

lLry school class is not allowed to exceed 35 or 37.-Eu.. . 
t Now F~ Stamer~Michelsen. (1906}r .', . 
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While two or t~ree gi~ls ot each family prepare the. dinner, t~e 
rest are occupied III baklllg bread or cakes, III clearung, and ill 
laundry work which is also done in the kitchen; the kitchen 
towels dish-cioths, table-cloths, and the girls' apron!'! and caps, 
are w~shed and mangled, but no ironing is done. The teaclier 
supervises the work, but does not help the girls; and from the 
beginning great care is taken to train the pupils to self-reliance 
and adaptability. 

The girls themselves eat what they have cooked. After an 
. hour and a half of busy work the dinner must be ready and the 
table laid. Then all the girls sit down, each family at their 
own table, and enjoy the meal, one of the girls acting as the 
mother of the family. The teacher gives her opinion of the 
food, and looks after the manners of the girls while they eat .. 
The food is not paid for by the girls; only bread and ~kes are 
sold, and these at cost price.. • 

The last hour of the lesson is occupied in washin~ u!l, etc., and 
at the end of the 3 hours everything must be ill Its proDer 
place, ready to be used again hy the next class. No hired help 
IS employed. 

The girls do not buy the provisions themselves; the teacher 
makes all the necessary purchases. Towards the end of the 
course, however, the pupils weigh and measure what they are 
to use, and note down and sum up the price. 

No examination is held in this subject. 
As the subject has been so recently introduced, and is still in 

an experin1ental stage, no fixed syllabus has as yet been adopted, 
and the teachers are given a free hand. Once in every month 
most of the housewifery instructresses meet, agree upon the 
syllabus to be followed during the next month, compare notes as 
to their experiences, and discuss questions concerning the subject. 

There has been, hitherto, no special correlation of housewifery 
with the other school subjects; but the curriculum of the 
schools is being revised, and some connection between the nature 
lessons and the housewifery teaching is to be established. From 

. Standard II. natural history is tauglit; from Standard V. botany; 
in Standard VII. both boys and girls have a weekly lesson on 
hygiene * and theoretical domestic science. 

The teachers of housewifery are all certificated elementary 
teachers with an additional training for the purpose. Their 
teaching is not restricted to housewifery and none of them as a 
rule give more than 12 to 16 hours a·week to this subject; lIS 

these lessons are very trying, and as the purchasing and accounts 
give much extra work, 2 hours in housewifery count lIS 3 
ordinary hours-the total number of hours for each teacher per 
week being 36. • 

Co) ntinua.tioD At the Continuation Classes established by the Copenhagen. 
c a.,ses, T C '1 h i£ . 1 Copenhageo._ own ounm, a ousew ery course comprtses forty essons 

of 4! hours each. The charge for the whole course includ
ing the food, is three kroner (3s. 4d.),t those who' are too 

* I~ an ir~creasing number of schools one aspect of practical hygiene, i.e., 
c1eanlinllll!l' 18 taugh~ by means of warm shower-baths. . 

t In this report mne kroner are re~koned as equivalent to ten shillings. 
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poor to pay being admitted without any fee. Method and 
syllabus are very nearly the same as in the elementary schools, 
except that there is a little more time for theory, and that it is 
generally possible, with these somewhat older pupils, to lay more 
stress on the communal importance as well as the indIvidual 
benefit of good hygiene and economy, and of a high level of 
domestic skill.·* Some instruction in nursing and the care of 
children is given, and some food for invalids prepared. 

The Town Council also arranges free evening courses on 
II first-aid." 

In the Fredriksbcrg elementary schools, each class is Elementary 
taught two days a week, 3 hours per day, which makes a F!d~!~sber 
course of about 240 hours. One leRson 18 used partly for B 
uemonstration and partly for practical work, and the other 
for prllctical work alone. The girls who can afford it pay 
ten ore (about lid.) per lesson, which is a little more tlian 
half the average cost price of a dinner of two dishes. Very 
little theory is tAught in these lessons, but in the nature 
lessons of Standards V. and VI. some theoretical domestic 
science teaching has been introduced, i.e., a little rractical 
physics, chemistry, and physiology. In Standard V I. both 
boys and girls have lessons on hygtene. -

In the secondary schools where housewifery is taught, some Seconda.ry 
diflerence is made as to apparatus, dishes, etc., because of the schools. 
different home-surroundings and social and economic circum-
stances of the girls. Upon the whole, however, the same methods 
are used as in the elementary schools, and care is also taken to 
teach these girls strict economy. The girls do all the work them-
selves, including washing, cleaning, scrubbing tables and floors. 
The time given to the subject varies from 4 to 6 hours a week, 
for one or two years. The average age is about 14 yep-rs. 
More theory is generally taught in the higher schools than in 
the elementary schools. 

In most cases the theoretical lesson is on one day, the practical 
on another; but in Froken Lang's school a whole scliool day 
a. week, from 8 to 2 o'clock, is given to the subject. 

The dinner is eaten on the premises by the pupils themselves. 
The girls generally pay about 2 kroner (about 2s. 2!d.) a month 
for materIals and fuel. 

In Froken Winteler's school each girl, in turn, has tOfropose 
a dinner for the next lesson, at a.n average cost price 0 40 ore 
(about 5d.) for each person, giving her reasons for the choice. 

It may be mentioned that an attemI?t has been made at the 
same school to correlate this subject Wlth the other lessons; the 
girls have somet.imes to write for the Danish lessons compositions 
bearing on the subject of domestic science, such as: "Describe 
the foOd-stuffs from the Animal Kingdom," and the like. 

The housewifery teachers are all trained; they generally 
belong to the staff of the school, and sometimes teach other 
subjects besides housewifery. . 

• An increasing number of the girls who attend the continuation cl3.'!S6S 
have already received housewifery instruction at school j these pupils ar~ 
taught in separate classes. (1904). 
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At some of these secondary schools housewifery courses a,re 
also arranged for outsiders. ...... .. 
. One school for feeble~minded children has for some years 
provided instruction in laundry work for the older and stronger 
gi,rlg, and another has recently introduced systematie teaching of 
. cookery. . '. '. 
. ~~o schools ~or t~e Deaf give some opportunity for domestic 
traIDlng: the grrls m the upper standards have no lessons: on 
Saturday morning but, under the supervision of aninspectress, 
half of them help to clean the school, while the others. help 
in the domestic. work in the homes where they are boarded 
out. This has been done chiefly with a view to maki.ng it 
easier for them· to enter domestic service on leaving school 

At most Children's. aomes there is some unsystematic training 
in domestic work. . . 

(iii.) Aims and Results of Housewifery Instructioa 

The fact that Housewifery has thus acquired, or is acquiring, 
&. place in schools of almost all types is due chiefly to 8. growing 
feeling . onth~ part of. the authorities . that; especially in the 
elementary schools, it has become 8. necessity on social and 
economic grounds to give the girls, while still at school, some 
fun~!Dental knowl?dge of the work whi<:h soo~er or later the 
maJonty of them will have to undertake m theIr. own or other 
people's homes. I~ this way.it ~ay be r?garded as an early 
instalment of techmcaleducatIOn mserted m the school cum~ 
culum, with what results it is far too early to judge; there 
are, however, many signs that it is an excellent means of eradi~ 
cating the idea, which had until lately been growing in all classes, 
that housework is meaner than other work, and that housework 
is something that everybody can do without learning it. . 

On the other hand the value of housewifery as an educational 
discipline is being more and more recognised in the school world, 
and it has generally been found possible to combine the dis~ 
ciplining of the intelligence with an increased manual and 
practical skill. There have even been cases where girls who were 
backward in all other f:ubjects have, through this practical work 
which they felt they could do, obtained more self-confidenc~ and 
begun to do their general school~work better. . 
. Very little opposition has been shown by teachers of other 
subjects, and often the whole staffofa. school is interested in the 
matter. Great interest is also shown in the homes in this branch 
of the school-work,-ruore, indeed,. than in any other subject. 
Mo~hers not. i~requently attend the le~ons themselves and 
thew appreCIatIOn has been almostunarumous, except at the 
very beginning· when some were disappointed that their 
daug~ters did not learn high-class cookery.' . 

It IS extremely common for the girls to apply at home what 
they learn at school; they often tell at school that . they have' 
been allowed to prepare such and such a dish .at home quite by 
themselves; In ~umerous cases the mothers tell the housewifery 
teachers that theIr daughters are now much more willinO' and 
inuch more able to help at home; the girls even now and'" t~eI1; 
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introduce the more rational methods they have learned at school. 
One mother reported that her daughter every evening reminded 
her to note, down the expenses of the day. '" 

At one Copenhagen elementary school, account-books were 
given last year to' girls willing to keep the family accounts on 
lea.vinO" school Two girls have now brought back th", books 
with the house-keeping accounts of &- whole year very neatly and 
accurately entered j one of them ~ves the ,daily, one the weekly 
expenses for meat, eggs, bread. ·milk, fuel, etc., not forgetting to 
add of how many members the family consists. 

Some time .after the introduction ,of housewifery as a school 
subject at the Esbjerg "Realskole," the headmaster sent 'out 
print.ed. forms of questions to the mothers of the girls. The 
answers were all .to the effect that the interest of the girls in the 
new subject was great and rather increasing than otherwise, that 
almost"8ll ofthe~ were more sorry to miss these lessons than 
any others, that they liked to help in the work at home, that 
they had successfully made various dishes they had learned at 
school, that they were more tidy than before, and more a~o~ 
to put everything,in it,s proper place, etc. " 

, ' ,'(b), Needlework and Dressmaking. ' 

~ eedlework is taught very differently in different sChools and Elementary 
in many rural schools it is not taught at all. ,The Elementary schools:
Education Act of '1899 makes it a compulsory subject in towns :':=ntary 
and in those rural IIchools where there is an assistant niistress. schools. 
Where there a.re only masterS, as in the majority of cases, it' is 
left to the local school authorities to decide whether they will 
provide for this instruction or not. But the· Education Depart~ 
ment, in c~culars to the school authorities, urges' them 'to take 
steps towards introducing' it. TOOse circuIarsiecommerid, 's. 
progressive syllabus for kriitting, plain needlework, patching and 
aarning. not only on Samplers, .but if possible'on real g~rDlents'; 
they a180 recommend the draftmg, of patterns and cnttmgout; 
the instruction is' meant to' 'occupy" at least' 4, hours 'per ',week 
in the summer terms throughout the school " 

The above syllabus, or' some 'Other' progresSive, method; 'is 
followed in an increasing number of schools where the instruction 
is gi ven by the aSsistant mistress or by some other woman . ~rained 
for t~e purpose. In other 8cho~~ where un~rained persons, eithe~ 
appomtoo. by the school authontIes or bolding voluntary claSses. 
are in c~rge of the instruction,' ~he teachiIi~is generally~~ 
systematic, and fancy-work and crochet are often' taught m 
preference to more useful branches ofthe subject. .' . 

In the elementary schools in towns .much time and care are Urban 
generally given to needlework. Even· ,before it was made'com~ elementary 
pulsory by law it was an ex(',eption to have no such instruction schools. 
provided, and in many towns the subject for years has, been 
compu).sory and taught in'schoolhoura. .'," ," ,~ 

, The schools are still left free as to the amount of time they 
give to needlework, and the plans they solect to follow, The time 
varies from 2.to 6 ho~rs ~r wC!lk throughout .the school. In many 
schools the mstruction IS still unsystematic; but onthewholQ 
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the tendency}s towards introduc~g metHodical and pr0w-essive 
class instructIOn, and towards laymg more stress than formerly 
on making the lessons. useful for the practical needs of life. 

Copenhagen 
ana 
1l'redriksberg 
elementary 
schools; 

In the Copenhagen and Fredriksberg schools considerable 
time is given to needlework; in Fredriksberg from 4 hours per 
week in the lowest standards to 6 in Standards VI. and VII.; in 
Copenhagen the hours are the same, except that Standard VII. has 

Secondary 
schools. 

8 llours. Class teaching is often used; wben anything new has to 
be taught it is demonstrated and explained by the teacher, and 
the whole class performs it simultaneously. The girls have to 
do everything themselves. In the lowest standards knitting 
and plam sewing are practised on samplers, and some plain 
garments are made. In the higher standards the girls are also 
taught to cut out, and to darn and patch .on samplers; only a 
few attempts have been made to introduce patching and .dammg 
on real garments. In Standard VII. dressmaking is taught, often 
without any special method; each girl makes a petticoat and a 
gown for herself: A sewing machine is used. Exceet in Standard 
VII. the school provides all the material, and the cllildren are free 
to buy the reauy-made garments at cost price. . 

The instruction is now generally given by the ordinary staff 
of the school; only dressmaking IS often taught by outsiders 
without any educatio~l training. . 

All Secondary Schools for girls provide instruction in needle1 
work and knitting, some in dressmaking as well. The time 
generally given to the subject is from 2 to 4 hours per week 
for from 8 to 10 years. In some schools preference is still given 
to ornamental needlework, but as a rule it may be said that the 
good schools lay more stress on plain needlework, patchin~ and 
damin~ ~ almost always practised on samplers ),than on embrOIdery, 
lacemaJcing, crocheting and the like. Class teaching and some 
progressive method, often the Schallenfeld, * are in increasing 
use. The instructresses generally belong to the 9rdinary staff 
of the school. 

In the mixed "Realskoler" there is a certain difficulty about 
the time-table; in some schools this difficulty is overcome by 
giving the boys woodwork, while the girls have needlework, in most 
by teaching this subject out of school hours, so that the girls have 
from 2 to 4 hours a week more than the boys. It is quite an 
exception when no provision is made for needlework. It is only 
in the two last school years that the subject is dropped altogether. 
In a mixed Latin school t in Copenha~en botll boys and girls 
learn sonte sewing and knitting in the SIX lowest forms. 

* The Schallenjeld method, so-called after Rosalie Schallenfeld, a. German 
teacher, who recognised the educational value of needlework as a. school 
subject for girls. In her well-known article on" Needlework instruction 
in Schools," published in 1861, R.S. urged that needlework should be 
taught in accordance with general educational laws and as class teaching 1 
and that the instruction in this subject should be inductive, methodical 
and progressive; she further drew up a model course of instruction, 
beginning with knitting. R. S. died in 1864 and did not, therefore, live to 
see the results of her pioneer work, but it is upon the method which she 
advocated and introduced that modern systems of teaching needlework 
have been based.-ED. . 

t See page 245. 
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In all schools for defective (lhildren much time is given· to Schools for 
needlework; even the blind girls are occupied with knitting and dhe~ledctive 
a little sewing during 2 hours or more every day. C I reno 

n.-TRAINING OF TEACHERS OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE. 

The first teachers of housewifery had to go abroad for their Tr&iuing 
training, to Cassel in Germany, to Sweden, but chiefly to ~ourse .~or 
Norway. In the winter 1899-1900 a four months' training =h:~ ory 
course was established in Copenhagen and was made part of Copenba'gen. 
II Statens Lrererkursus.". The first year 24, teachers were 
trained, the next 12. These two courses were in many respects 
very satisfactory, but it was felt to be difficult in such a 
short time to give a thorough training without over-working the 
studentl From September, 1901, the cour~es will be lengthened 
and spread over a. rear of about 38 weeks. This year 16 
students have been admitted. 

The subjects taught are: Chemistry (65 hours); Physiology 
(36 hours); Hygiene (20 hours); Bacteriology (10 hours); 
Nursing and FIrst Aid (32 hours); Dietetic value of foods (18 
hours); Demonstration (38 hours) ; Practical work (38 lessons of 
3 hours each). In addition, the students attend the lessons of 
a practising class, first as listeners, afterwards by turns giving 
the lessons themselves under supervision. A certain number of 
essays are written, and visits are made to different institutions, 
such as breweries, bakeries, etc. 

The lessons on ph~siology are ~ven by a lady doctor, those on 
chemistry and hygiene by Umversity lecturers. The rest of' 
the instruction is given by three housewifery teachers, who have 
held travelling scholarships from State or municipal funds to 
enable them to supplement their training by studies abroad; 
these are FrOken Eline Hansen, Frk. Blicher and Frk. Stamflr. 

Some practical skill and experience in housework are required 
for admlssion, and those of the students who are not already 
teachers have to go through a special. course of training, but, so 
far, the greater number have been well-trained, experienced 
teachers. 
. The instruction is quite free; everything is paid for by the 
State, which even gives a certain number of schofarships to cover 
lllaintena.nce in Copenhagen. Some students hold municipal 
schola.rships; thus, tliis year, the Copenhagen Town Council voted 

• Now called II Statens Lrererhojskole," an institution for teachers, 
eonsisting of training and continuation courses in the most various subjects, 
which costs the State yearly about 170,000 kroner (c. £9,(44), nearly half 
this sum being spent on scholarships. In 1904, 181 men and women (out of 
293 applicants) were admitted to the long courses, laating one school-year, 
and 890 (out of 2,176 applicants), to the shorter courses, laating from three 
weeks to three months, mostly held during the holidays. In the same 
year the institution opened its own large building in "Odensegade." The 
toP. floor contains excellent premises for the Training College for House- . 
wifery Teachers i there is accommodation for 14, but generally more than 
double this numoor apply for admission.. ' 

To understand the value of the figures given above, it must be remem
bered that the total population of Denmark is not quite 2,500,000. (1906). 
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2000 kl'oner (about £111) to pay the substitutes of sorneol their 
t~lJchers while these trained as housewifery instructresses. . 

No final examination is held, but .the students .on leaving 
receive a certificate in each subject. 

Needlework is part of the ordinary training. of women 
elementary school teachers, and a,1inal examination is held in the 
theoretical as well as the practical side of the subject, the 
teaching ability of the candiaates being a1so tested. Censors • 
appointoo py .the.Edu?Rtion. ,Department set the tests and give 
tliemarks lD conjunction wIth the teachers of needlework. 

For other teachers of needle'Y'ork there. have been hitherto 
very few oEPortunities of. training; and· there has been far . too 
s-rent a tenaency' to regard needlework as a subject which any
body who could sew herself was competent to teach. ' 

Trn,inin$ Some arrangements have been made, however. FQI". about 
::di:~~~k:- ~wenty years sho~t courses of four ~eeks have been o~ganised 
C penl In Copenhag~n, ui the summer holIdays, by the SOCIety for 

o lagen. Promoting HOme Industry· (Husflidsselskabet t)., Every year 

Silkeborg. 

free instruction and materials, besides free accommodation, are 
given to a.bout twenty-five women, mostly from the country, 
ninny of them teachers. '. , . 

Since 1899, winter courses of two months have been held at 
Froken Lang's Training College in. Silkeborg.t . These are 
chiefly intended for· peasant girls who are to tench needlework 
~n the village schools where they liv~. The syUabus followed 
IS that recommended by the EducatIOn. Department for rural 
schools. Froken Lang relates in her report of. the first course 
that one of the best pupils, who had taught needlework before, 
began by criticisin~ the method, ur~ng that it was chiefly the 
finer branches of t~e subject, embrOldery, etc., that ought to be 
taught, but ended by declarin~ it her firm intention to follow 
the syllabus in her future teaChing'. . . 

Besides the practicaJ. work, whlCh takes, up the {VOater EI\1't 
of the day, lectures are given on the method of teaching neeule
work, on school hygiene, on Danish history and geography; 
further. sing-in~classes are held.:. The charge is about 45 krOner 
(£2 lOs. Oct.) lor thecourso, 'including materials. Board: and. 
l~gin~ can ·be ?btained ,:ery .cheaply: . Many scholarships are 
grven ty·the ParIsh CounCIls or by tlle State.. .. 

This year these courses have boen amalgamated WIth those 
held by the" Husflidsselskabet" and a Joint Committee has been 
formed and entruRted by the S'tats '\Vithth~ sUm of ~,?OO __ ~~n~r 
(about -£277). - - - .. 

* In Denmark, oral exa.mina.tions a.re genera.l~y oonducted by the tea.c~el'S, 
while" oensors N as they are ca.lled, (often appomted by Go,:ernme~t), listen 
but do not as a rule mterfere; afterwards the censors gIve their marks 
in conjunction with the teach.ers· .. .. , • .. . .:.. 

t A private State-a.ided SOCIety. ,It IS generally pOSSIble for socooties of 
some standing to get State recognitio~ and State 8.ld for work of .oommul!la.l • 
importa.nce. . " ,. " 

~ 'l'he courses were started on the initiative of Fru· Langba.lle, a del'S!' 
man's wife,- who, by lecturing in villages and by other means, has don!! much 
towards arousing an interest in the matter in rural districts; l i'ru Lang
balle always finds that the chief obstacle to the introduction of needlework, 
is the ·want of suitable teachers.' .' 
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Besides the two sets of courses mentioned above, a third will Funen. 
be arranged in Funen. . 

III.-DoMESTIC SCIENCE. IN SCHOOLS AND COURSES FOR 
ADULTS.' . 

Very few opportunities of technical training have hitherto 
been available for women engaged to be married or wanting to 
earn their living by domestic work. A few unsystematic schools 
for maid-servants, a few courses of cooking were all that existed; 
for the rest; the training had to be obtained in private houses or 
in restaurants and hotels. No technical schooL had or has any 
department for any kind .of domestic science. 

The want of a thorough, systematic training is, however, being 
more an~ more felt and ackD.owledged, and during the last few 
years some housewifery schools, including in the curriculum,the 
various branches of the home arts, have been established.- .: 

As the most comprehensive, I· choose for. more detailed Housewifer.¥ 
description that in SorO, a small town in Zealand. The schoolllcbool, Soro, 

d . d firs" h d .. Zealand. was opene In 1895 an was at t In pnvate an Ii; now It. 
belongs to a company which has erected new school buildings 
and extended the work. ' This year· the school has, obtained a. 
grant of 2,000 kroner (about ,£111) from the State. . 

There are two courses of five months every year; about fifty 
pupils can be received at a time,each paying 35 kroner (nearly 39s.) 
per month for tuition, board. ana lodging. Three or fOUl: 
students share a. room. 

Theoretical teachina is given for 2 or 3 hours every day, and 
includes Chemistry, P~ysics, Hygiene, Botany, Bookkeeping~ 'fie 
practical work comprises: "Slagtning" (butcher's work),tplain 
and fine cooking, purchasing provisions, baking, French .waShing 
and ironin!!'. domestic work, dressmaking, plaiilsewing. darning 
and patchlng. Systematic class teachlng is·used.and the 
pupils take turns to do all the work. Some lectures are given 
on literature, woman's legal. position, social economy, etc. ; 
singing classes are also held. For classes in· horticulture an extra 
fee is charged. . ",' 

The students are mostly drawn from the same circles as the 
pupils of the" Folkehojskoler," that is from the well-to-do rural 
population. : . . .• . 

During the autumn holidays courses for married women,lastin~ Housewifery 
a fortnight, are arranged at the school.. Besides practical cour~es for 
houscwork, which takes up the greater part of the day, there is mamed 
a lecture evezy day on physiology, hygiene, the care of children, s:;.;~n, 
etc. The total cost, comprising-board and lodging, is 50 kroner 
(about £2 15s. 6d.). . 

* Of. Additional Note, page 260." , " .. 
t Tbis does not necessarily comprise the killing of animals, but the 

students are taught to cut up and prepare the meat of calves and pigs 
killed OD the premises. '. . . .., 

:: Two other housewifElrr-schools in Zealand, one in Fredriksborg, aneL 
ODe in Gentofte, are chiefly frequented by girls from Copenhagen and other 
towns. Tb,l charge is 50 krQ1ler (about £~ His. &1.) per month .. The curricu.., 
lum and method are very nearly the same 8s.inthe Soro.school. 
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The school has now also opened three months' training courses, 
comprising practical work and theory and practice in teaching, for 
teachers who are to be sent out to hold short courses in villages.* 

These village courses were started in 1900, under the ausI?ices of 
a women's association in SorO, by Froken Lauridsen, the Pnncipal 
of the SorO School of Housewifery, who got the idea from 
England. They very rapidly became popular in the country 
round about, and the organisation of ·£hem has now been 
taken over by the Joint Agricultural Societies for Zealand 
('~ De samvirkende Landboforeninger "). 

A course is generally of five months' duration, and comprises 
twenty demonstration lessons (each of 2 hours) on cookery. 
The same instructress is employed by six: neighbouring villages, 
and gives one lessori a week In -each. As a class generaIly 
consists of thirty to seventy persons, and as very little arparatus 
is needed, the whole thing can be arranged without great expense. 
The classes are held in the schools or ill the parish meeting~hall, or 
sometimes at a private house when a large enough room is available. 

There can be no doubt that in the hanils of well-trained, 
intelligent teachers, such courses may be of great use to women 
who have some practical eXllElrience, by increasing the interest 
in domestic work, and by helping to spread some fundamental 
knowledge of good hygiene and suitable diet.t 

At two of the" Folkehojskoler" housewifery courses are held. 
The pup~ls, besides p'reparing ~inner ~or t~ems~lves, cook. for 
the "HoJskole" pupIls. The InstructIOn IS chIefly practIcal, 
comprising cooking, laundry work, sewing, etc., but some 
theory is given by means of lectures on hygiene, chemistry, 
betany, etc. The pupils also attend some of the ordinary 
high-school lectures on literature, history, etc. The winter 
course is of five months', the summer course of three months' 
duration. Many of the pupils enter-domestic service. 

In Copenhagen, a cookery school of a different description 
was . opened early in 1901; it only receives day scholars, and 
has courses for married as well as for unmarried ladies. The 
courses last from three to nine months; the charge varies from 
25 to 35 kroner (about 28s. to 39s.) per month for three lessons a 
week of 4 hours ench (food included). The teaching is both 
practical and t.heoretical ; the Princi(>al, Froken Suhr, has prepared 
herself for her task, at home and abroad, with the greatest 
thoroughness. The premises are fitted up with elegance and 
comfort, and most proliably the school will help to make domestio 

. work fashionable in the capital. 
~or~lculture, During the last few years short courses· on horticulture and 
ar.r:ilier fruit preserving have been' arranged for cottag-ers' wives and 
courses open daughters by the Royal Horticultur81 Society, which has a special 
to women. State grant for this purpose. The courses have been well attended 

and seem to be very useful. 

* The trainin~ course for these peripatetic teachers is now of nine months 
duration and is In receipt of State support. (1004). 

t The short demonstration cow'ses held in villages are increasing in 
number every year. In 1903, 25 teachers held 170 courses atteflded by 
1,400 to 1,500 \VOlllfm. (1904). '. ' 
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Amongst other courses- may "be mentioned: Horticulture, 
Hygiene and Chemistry at "Statens Lrererkursus" t; Horticul
ture, Botany and Che~istry at Th~ Agricultural College 
(" LandbohOJskole"); HYgIene at the Umverslty. None of these 
courses have been specially arranged for women or with a view to 
furthering domestic science, but they are all accessible to women, 
and have been or may be utilised for the purpose of studying 
domestic and allied sciences; some of them, for instance, have 
been attended by housewifery teachers. ' 

Different kinds of needlework are taught in the "Folkehojskoler" ~~~lewor~. 
during tlleir three months' summer term for o-11'ls Two hours In FolkehoJ"' 

0- • skoler" 
are generally spent every afternoon on plain ne8dlework and . . 
fancy-work, for example, a kind of national white embroidery. 
In some schools courses of weaving or dressmaking are given as 
welL 

Durin/trecent years, private courses of dressmaking have also Dressmaking 
been he1<1 ~ many different places by Froken Steffensen, who IOurSes. 
has ~troduced & very practical method of drafting patterns and 
cuttmg out. 

Neither these courses of dressmaking nor those at secondary 
schools or elementary schools, mentioned above, are meant for 
training professional dressmakers; they aim at enabling women 
engaged in housework to make clothes for themselves and for 
their families. 

In Copenha~en there is a training school for professional dress- Dre88making 
makers, receivmg a yearly grant from the State, and another and k n~dl~ 
school for seamstresses, both started by women's associations. C:;eni~a;n.' 

Another women's association in Copenhagen has recently Needlework 
started different courses of ornamental needlework, besides anf! weaving 
courses on weaving, with free instruction and free accommodation cur"e~ 
for four months, for gir]s from the provinces, from Slesvig, and open agen. 
even from Iceland. The object is partly' to elevate the taste 
II'? .the ~o~es, partly to help the pupils towards earning" a 
Ivmg. 

CONCLUSION. 

Before closing I must mention that last session a sum of 500 State grant. 
kroner (about £27 15s. Od.) was voted bi Parliament to Fru Berg for exPleri. k 
N· 1 f h Ii ad h wifi h" menta wor Ie sen, one 0 t e ear est vocates 0 ouse ery teac mg m in domestic 
schools ~d of a thorough domestic science training for women, to science. 
enable her to go on With experimental domestic'science work.-
Besides ex~rimenting on brewing and baking, Fru Nielsen has 
begun to collect facts and statistics on the consumption of food 
inDenmark. In the preparation of these statistics the account 
books of the Copenhagen school-girls, mentioned above (p. 253), 
will be used. 

From this report it will be seen that the organisation of Progress of 
Domestic Science teaching in Denmark is, for the most part, d~mestic 
of recent date, some of it being in a very crude stage. ::;till the ~:Ci:i' 

• Of, Additional Note, page, 260. 
t $" Footnote, page 265. " 
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germs of development are to be found everywhere and, upon the 
whole I think I am justified in· saying that the teaching of 
Dome~tic Science is becoming more general and 'popular in all 
classes and is considered a matter of growing lmportance by 
educational and municipal authorities as well as by the State. 

September,1901. HENNI FORCRHAMMER. 

ADDITIONAL NOTE. 

I am glad to be able to say that, during the years which 
have passed since the above ReEort was wntten, the. cause of 
Domestic Science has been steadily growing and developing in 
my country. 4 few details, included in footnotes in the preced
ing pages and in this Note, suffice to show this. It will be seen 
that the following remarks sUEplement Section III (pp~ 257-259 
above), which deals with schools and courses for women (adults). 

During the year 1903-4, further peripatetic housewifery courses 
were started, on the initiative of Fru Berg Nielsen, by the 
"Dansk Kvindesamfund," a women's association. During the 
year nine courses were held; each course comprised from 60 to 
160 hours of instruction, of which at least half were given to 
Eractical work. The practical work was done in a kitchen which 
the teacher . brought with her. The }>upils generally paid 
25 are (3d.) per hour, but many were admItted free. 

The teachers of these courses had had a training lasting two 
and a-half years: six months at a housewifery school, one year 
at the State's Training College, Copenhagen, and one year 
at the" Landbohojskole" (The Agricultural College). 

At one of these courses, a short holiday course,one of the 
students was a village schoolmaster who especially wished to 

. learn baking, preparing v~getables and cleaning. . 
In 1905, Fru Berg NIelsen opened a houseWifery school in 

Copenhagen. A new feature of this school .is a laboratory, 
where the pupils themselves have to work at those branches of 
Chemistry which are related to housewifery; they also haTe to 
make experiments in Physics and Bacteriology. 

In November, 1904, a demonstration course of ten lessons 
on "Systematic Dietetic Cooking"· was started by 'Frofessor 
Dqned. Jllrgensen, specialist on dISeases of the digestive organs. 
The course was attended by twelve young doctors. Every lesson 
oEened with a lecture by the Professor on some kind of food : 
milk, meat, eggs, vegetables, etc.; after this Frk. Blicher, the 
inspectress of the Training College for Housewifery Teachers, 
demonstrated the different ways in which the food-stuff that had 
beeI?-the. subject of the lecture might he prepared, ~specially 
for mvalids. Every lesson was of three hours' duratIOn. The 
kitchen of the State's Training College at the" Statens Lrerer
hojskole " was lent for the purpose .. 

JOO~ . ~R 
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THE TEACHING OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE 
IN SWITZERLAND. 

PREFATOKY NOTE. 
In the course of preparing this report I visited the following 

schools: 
Canton ZiWich:-. . 

Ztlrich: Courses for primary school-g4-ls,1adies and factory 
workers in the three school kitchens; 

the Ztlrich Housekeeping School; 
• Swiss School of Dres8malPng and Lingerie; 

Private Housekeeping School at Booken, above 
the Lake of Zl1nch ; 

Institute Bros-J egher (private) ; 
WinterLhur: Housekeeping School; 

Morning Cooking Course ; 
Continuation scliool; 

Canton Zug:-
Housekeeping School, St. Carl. near Zug (private); 
Cloister SChool Menzingen ; 

Canton Solothwm:-
Olten: Second~ school sewing class ; 

School kitchen; 
Grenchen: Village Housekeeping School i 

Canton Bern:-
Bem: Housekeeping School; 

Needlework School; 
Sewing and Cooking Classes at the Training School 

for Primary School Teachers ; 
St.. Imier: Housekeeping School; . 

\Vorb: .. .. 
Herzogen- } 

buclisee: .. .. 
Ralligen: .. II (private) ; 

Ctlnton N t'UCMtel:-
Neuchatel: Needlework School; 

C(tnton Vaud:-
L'lusanne: Housekeeping School; 

Needlework School; 
Vevey: Training School for Servants i 

Needlework School j 
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Oanton Geneva:-
Geneva: Housekeeping and Needlework School; 

Oanton Fribourg:-
Fribourg: Housekeeping School; 

Needlework School; 
Cooking course for Secondary School girls; 

Oanton Aargau:-
Lenzburg: Housekeeping School; 

Oanton Baselstadt :-
(Town of }Needlework School, including Housekeeping 
Basel) • courses; 

Primary School Kitchen. 
The following Schools were closed at the time of my visit, but 

I was able to see the rooms, etc., and I am indebted to the 
authorities for much valuable information: Olten cooking 
course; Solothurn, Bern primary school classes and Gelterkinden. 

My warmest thanks for invaluable help are due to Dr. Huber 
of Zurich (author of the Schweizerische Schulstatistik); to 
Frau Coradi-Stahl of Zurich, Federal Inspectress of Technical 
and Domestic School8 for Women; and to the teachers and 
directors in all parts of Switzerland for their unvarying kindness 
and hospitality. 

M. C.M. 
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I.:-INTRODUCTION •. 

At the present time great importance is attached in Switzer
land to the teaching of the domestic sciences. It is more 
than twenty years since the subject first claimed attention, but 
the progress has been most rapid. during ,the last si~ lears. 
New scnools and classes are contmually being founded, an ,they 
are almost always quickly filled, so ready are the people to take 
advantage of the opportunities offered to them. 

(a) ~e ~hief subjects included under .the general hea4 of Cal Subjects 
domestic sCience are :~ . included 

Needlework, including mending, knitting, ~chine-sewing, D~:!8tio 
drafting and cutting-out, etc.; cookery, Wlth lessons on, the Science. 
theory of nourishment and book-keeping; housewifery, i.e., 
general nouse-work and theoretical lessons on hygiene, cleaning, 
arran~ement, etc., laundry work and gardening. MillinerJlS 
occaSIOnally taught in schools which give a business training. 
Some instruction on the proper feedii:lg of children is often 
given in the theory' and hygtene lessons ; otherwise . the care 
of nursery, and chil<Iren has not yet found a. place in domestic 
science curricula. 

(b) The different grades or types of schools in which the domestic ~lh TYfea of 
sciences are taught may be roughly. classified as follows :-'- w~: m 

(1) Primar,}" schools.. . Domestic 
(2) Fortbildti'T!{J88chulen or. continuation schools,' consisting ~ie~~ is 

of day and evening courses in different subjects. - . ug. 
(3) Arbeit88clilulen.or Ecol~ 1!rof~88ion'ne~le8, schools giving 

trade and pnvate trammg m every· branch of needle-
work. . '. . 

(4) Haushaltulng88ch'Ulen or Ecoles Menageres, house
keeping schools proper; these may be subdivided 
into two groups: reSident schools, where the pupils 
are responsible for all the practical work of the 
house; and non-resident schools, in which the pupils 
go through a more or less complete course m all 
branches of house-work. 

(5) Special courses in cooking, etc. 
Girls who are engaged to be married often attend the special 

schools or courses. Many· of these schools were founded 
primarily with the object of training girls for service, but in 
most cases the majority of the pupils return home after complet
ing the course. 

There are at present no special schools or colleges devoted 
to the training of domestic science teachers. One non-resident 
and two resident housekeeping schools have teachers' courses; 
and pedagogic courses for women already proficient in the 
subject they wish to teach are arranged as need arises. Many 
ot the teachers atlresent working in the various schools have 
been trained abroa ,principally in Germany. 

Some of the schools which correspond to the English high 
81:hool8 have optional cooking courses;· sewing is compulsory, 
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and in some places, two weekly lessons are given on hygiene 
(G~wrulheit8feh",e). The.pupils from the~e s~hoo~ attend ~he 
special schools where therr general education 18 fiDlshed. Grrls 
begin to learn sewing when they are between six and eight 
:years of age. In some of the primary schools they learn 
domestic economy in their last year, when they are between 
13 and 15. Special and contmuation.. schools only admit 
pupils who have passed the compulsory school age. No branch 
of domestic science is ever taught in bOys' schoolS: 

A great many small villages have their own courses, or 
housekeeping schools, which are, on the whole, simpler than 
those in tne towns, but not essentially different. 

Needlework is always taught in institutions for defective 
children, and if they are physically capable they are trained 
to earn their living by this means. Cooking and otlrer house
hold work is as yet rarely taught in such schools. 

(e) Arra.nge- (c) Text-books are not universally employed by domestic c:t o~T t science teachers. In many schools the teachers have drawn up 
book~ea~~x • their' own books; in sewing, they must always adhere to 

, the government plan. The teacher generally plans the cooking 
courses, subject to the approval of the committee who 
are 1'esponsible for the conduct of her school or course, but 
she is, as a rule, entirely free to arrange the theory lessons 
as she thinks best. . . 

As the whole subject gets more systematised, and as good 
text-books multiply, there will probably be less left to the 
individual teacher. Many of the specw schools are so new 
that they must be regarded as somewhat experimental. 

Domestic science is everywhere treated from an utilitarian 
point of view, and the theoretical lessons are extremely simple. 
The subject has been introduced by those who look beyond 
the help given to the individual pupil to the national importance 
of keepmg up the standard of home-life. The pupils themselves, 
as a rule, only realise the usefulness to their own immediate 
surroundings of the training they receive. 

The maximum number of pupils in a practical class under 
one teacher varies considerably in different parts of Switzerland. 
In cooking, the number varies from 6 to 24, and in a sewing 
class there may be as many as 40 girls. -Cooking lessons are 
always arranged on the same plan and they last about four 
hours. One to two hours are devoted to theory, i.e., discussion 
of nourishment-values, dictation and explanation of recipes, 
and simple book-keeping. Then the pupils cook the weal, 
which they all take together ,with the teacher, and afterwards 
the kitchen is cleaned and set in order. In some courses for 
advanced cooking, outside orders are executed in order that 
the pupils may'learn to prepare more luxurious dishes than 
the school could afford. 

(d) Te~chers. (d) There is, at present, no general law as to the training 
of any but the sewing teachers. In towns and more important 
schools, the domestic. science teachers are generally 'certificated, 
but it is not 1et possible to seoure certificate4 teaohers for all 
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eountry schools. In villages, the only teacher who can be 
found may be a woman proficient in one special branch of 
the work, but otherwise comparatively uneducated. Sometimes 
such women are sent to undergo a short course of training 
in teaching. This, however, must only be regarded as a 
temporary arrangement. In no country is the importance of 
proper training for teachers more reco~ed than in Switzerland. 
At the present time the demand for domestic science teachers 
exceeds the supply, and the schools must do the best they 
can. 'l'he preference is given to certificated teachers, and as 
the arrangements for thell" training improve, so will the demand 
for definite qualifications be raised.. At the present time the 
general trainmg courses can hardly be regarded as altogether 
complete and sufficient. 

DIJllbmas are issued, and the candidates are examined theo
retically and practically as well as in practical teaching. The 
diplomas are granted on the course as a whole, oy expert 

, examiners, in consultation with the teachers; thus both the 
class work and the actual examination are taken into con
sideration. 

(e) All types of domestic science classes, whether public or (e) InSpectiOi 
private, are under the supervision of .A ufsichtskommissionen, ItoDd Finance.. 
or voluntary committees of ladies, who are appointed to inspect 
the work, and to assist the teacher to make the instruction 
efficient. Nearly every canton has its own special inspectress 
of needlework, and, whenever II. school or claSs is assisted out 
of puhlic money, it is subject to inspection by the authority 
providing that assistance. 

A primary school class is instituted and supported by the 
educational authorities of its own canton and commune* 

... 'rhe Commune can truly be called the basis of Swiss republicau in~titutions. 
A SwillS Commune is an assemblage of individuals and families inhabiting a 
certain defined portion of national territory, and possessing intimate relations 
of neighbourhood, .. well &8 eommon interests regulated by .. eommon adminis
tralion. It is, in fact, .. kind of miniature of the St&te (Canton), .. nd has been 
dll8Cl"ibed &8 ODe of the cells of which the social body is composed. All the 
Communes .. re by no mee.ns of one unve.rying type. Some are rich and 
extensive, othel'll are poor .. nd .mall in size. Rules .. n.l regulations differ, but 
each Commnue is free and independent in itself, subject, however, to the super
vision of t.he State. That .. uthority must naturally ha\'e the right. to exercise 
.. certain eontrol ovel' communal &ciministration, so that the Ia.tter may be pre
vent-d from exceedin~ its powers or abusing its liberty. A Commune proVides 
for .. U the public aerVIC88 within its limits much after the manner of a Canton; 
it generally poesess8S a sort of local police, which keePOJ order d .. v and n4lht iu 
it.. lerritory, ill present at fail'll and markets, has .. n eye to public bou~, and 
wa.tches over rural property. There are &Iso eommun!!.l officials who maint&ill 
the public buildings, ro&ds, .. nd fountains, look after the lighting, take 
measures ~t fires, superintend schools and religious matters, and Bupply 
necessary aid to the poor, both in sickn81!8 and in health. The organisation of 
~ Commune depends much upon its extent. If its territory be small, .. 
Cummunalor MuniciJl:&I Conncil may be sufficient. This is eomposed of several 
memben, e.nd is presided over by an official called in difterent. Cantons either 
"yndic, maire or president. In larger Commnues thel'll are generally two 
Conncils, one legislative e.nd the other executive, .. nd there al'9 frequently 
lpecial oommittees uh&r!,"8d with the inspection of schools or h08pitalq , or again 
with the superintendence of bnildinb'8 in eonrse of erection."-17Ul Swiu 
ConfedetvtieA, pp. 99, 100, hy Sir Francis Ottiwell Adams, K.C.M:.G., C.B.. an«\ 
C. D. Cunningham. (1889). . 
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(Gemeinde), and the central or Federal 'Government ,has ne 
control over it. The Swiss Department of Industry can, how
ever assist special or. technical schools and classes, and it can 
ther~fore inspect them. Nearly all the special domestic schools 
are subject to this inspection, though they are private founda
tions. They are generally started by a local society and then 
supported by (1) federal grants; (2) communal and cantonal 
grants; (3) subscriptions from societies and indi viduals; (4) pupils' 
fees; and (5) in some cases by work sold or done to order. 

(1) The Federal Government has one inspectress of" profes
sional, industrial and domestic education." It is impossible for 
her to visit every school yearly, as there are more than 170 
institutions under her inspection, many of which are only open 
at certain seasons.· The inspection, however, is thorough, though 
occa&ional; as will be seen from the form prescribed for the 
report (see Appendix A., pp. 299-300). The Federal Government 
may increase liy one-half the total sum received by a school; in 
other words, it may provide one third of the income. Schools 
which are partially self-supporting do not always receive the 
ma.ximum amount; and there are a few schools which are in no 
way assisted by public money. The federal grant may not be 
used for ordinary current expenses, and it is generally devoted to 
teachers' salaries and special appliances. The full re~ations 
concerning federal industrial grants are given below (see Appendix 
A., p. 296), _ 

(2) The communal and cantonal grants are sup.(>lied out of 
the general taxes. No community or canton can ralSe a. special 
tax, such as the English library rate, to supply a special need. 
The incomes of the community and of the canton are divided 
between the different administrative Departments. If new 
demands are made the only way to meet them is to raise the 
general taxes. , 

( f) The teaching of domestic science is becoming every year 
more popular and more widely spread. Not only is its import
ance recognised alike by educational authoritIes and pnvate 
persons and institutions, but there is everywhere an Iilliance 
11etween private and governmental energies to further the work. 
There is a feeling that girls of .all classes learn less and Jess at 
home, and, in order to keep up the standard of home life, oppor
tunities must be furnished for them to learn home work outside 
the walls of home. The scarcity of servants is also a great 
and pressing difficulty, and so far the domestic science schools 
ltnd classes bave not made much progress towards the solution 
of this problem. 

The usual attitude of the people towards the whole subject is 
. undoubtedly a great help to the teachers and authorities. House

keeping is treated as a fine art, and its importance is fully recog
nised. There is no tendency to despise subject or teacher; the 
peoEle are generally quick to perceive the practical advantage of 
t.he Instruction. 

• Two additional federal inspectressea have now bee~ appointed, and tho 
number of institutions under theu inspection exceeds 200. (1904). . 
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. I The schools have not been founded in the idea thatit is the 
paramount and only duty of women to cook and sweep; but the 
founders are convIDced. that the domesti~ faculty must not~ be 
neglected because of the wider training now open to girls. It 
must be awakened and systematically trained tliat it may not be 
lost or crowded out amongst other interests, and if a woman of 
any cla.ss undertakes to manage a house, she ~ust understan~ 
its practical working. " 
. In our study of the different types of school in which the sub

ject is taught, it must be borne m mind. that only one phase of a 
remarkably rapid development can be presented. : Nothing is 
more striking than the progressive spirit that leads this branch 
of education m Switzerland. It is freely acknowledged that in 
many respects the work is new, and. therefore, to some extent 
experin1ental Mistakes have been made and corrected. The 
needlework schools, at any rate, rest on a foundati~n of many 
years of experience. Any arrangement in the other schools that 
strikes the observer as incomplete and behind the times will 
probably so impress those in authority. . There are points in 
which the Swiss could learn. from neighbouring countries but 
the chief obstacle to progress is removed because he recognises 
that there is still much to improve. . , 

Il-DOMESTIC SCIENCE IN: PRnIARY' SCHOOLS. 

In dealing with any branch of pl,lblic ~ducatioIi in Switzerland, (a) Intl'Oo 
the inquirer is confronted at the outset by the difficulty, that the duction. 
country possesses twenty-five distinct systems of' education. $ 

The central or Federal Government demands that g:eneral free 
elementAry education' shall be' provided; it. may aSSISt the ful-
filment of this demand by subsidies, and it may, in consequence. 
inquire into the application of the. money, but ,otherwise it has 
no authority. Eacli canton, and, to a. certain extent, each com-
mune (Gemeinde) levies its own taxes. distributes its funds, 
and is supreme in local affairs. Foremost among its duties is the 
regulation of public elementary education; and this is a duty that 
is everywhere performed in a liberal and progressive'spirit. No 
traveller in Switzerland can fail to observe the large square 
school house which is a feature of every village; and in the towns 
the public schools are often palatial buildings. 'l'he eublic 
schoOls are used by all classes; at the age of six: the children 
enter the primary school and they remain there from six to nine 
years. Scnool is compulsory for seven, eight, or nine years. 
This time is sometimes spent entirely in the primary school; 
in other places at the end of six years the pupilS enter a second-
ary school, where the teaching IS a direct continuation of the 
work of the primary school The first two' secondary school, and 
the last two primary school years may overlap; m this case 
parents who cannot afford to :Keep their children at school after 
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the compulsory aO'c may lct them follow the whole course in a 
primary school j ~hile the richer children enter a seco~dary 
school. when they ~re twelve, and there prepare for the high~r 
educational estabhshments of the country. Thus the public 
education of each canton of Switzerland resembles a work con
sisting of chapters forming a regular sequence and not a volume 
of disconnected essays. 

The systems of education in force in the different cantons are 
very similar in. their entirety, but in. detail and .arrangement 
they differ conslderably. Before studymgany particular bmnch 
of· public instruction, the inquirer must grasp at least these 
elementary general principles underlying the arrangement of 
public education. In dealmg with our present subject it will 
be impossible to examine tIie work of each canton separately. 
Representative examples can be selected where there is little 
difference, and in other cases we, shall confine our attention to 
cantons remarkable for progressive and enlightened administra-
tion. . 

Sewing, theoretical domestic economy and cooking are the 
chief domestic subjects taught in primary schools. 

(h). Sewing: Sewing is almost univer~lly taught j with the exception of 
Organisation. parts of the Forest Cantons, It IS everywhere compulsory. Great 

lmportance is attached to it, and the authorities insist that it 
has an educational as well as a practical value. Children do not 
enter the sewing schools (i.e., sewing classes) as soon as they 
cnter the primary school j but between their second and fourth 
school years they start on a systematic course which embraces 
all kinds of knitting, stitching, and mending, with some cutting
out, and occasionally lessons in the use of a sewing-machine. 
The practical work is accompanied by object lessons on the im
plements and various materIals used by the class. The official 
programmes must be strictly followed j they all cover approxi
mately the same ground, though differing as to arrangement. . 

The programmes for Neuchatel (French-Swiss) and Solothum 
(German-Swiss) are given as examples (see Appcndix B). It 
will be seen that a good deal of time is devoted, as in English 
schools, to detached samples of the different kinds of sewing, but 
the practice of making tIie pupils apply what they have learnt to 
the mending of garments wIiich they bring from home is far more 
general in Switzerland than in England. The A rbeits8chulen -
or. sewing schools are practically independent branches of the 
primary s?hools. They are ~he subject of scparate legislation, 
nnd the m~nute 'care. wlth whlCh they are arranged and governed 
shows the l.mmense Importance attached to needlework. 

The sewmg schools may be held either in rooms specia.lly 
arranged for. the purpose, or in the ordinary class-room. The 
former pla~ IS followed in the majority of schools in the north
?ast of SWltzerland. A light, airy l'oom in the school building 
lS set apart, or, occasionally, the pupils meet in the teacher's own 
house. In any case the room must be fitted with a large black-

• !hese school B~wing cla.~ses must not be ron fused with the Arbeit8'('kul~ 
or A'cole, profe.mmnelle, described iu Part IV .• p, 282 tf. 
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board, a cupboard with a lock for the work, and a frame for 
demonstrating the different stitches in knitting and sewing. 
Each primary school class forms also a distinct class in the 
se~ school, where the teaching must be collective or class 
teacbIDg. For country places, however, where the classes are 
very small, corresponding classes from different schools in the 
same district may be taught together, or the teacher may combine 
two or more clasSes. The maximum number of pupils that may 
be taught at one time by one teacher varies froll\. thirty to forty, 
whether in the case of a single or combined class. 

Girls must attend the sewing school during at least four years 
of their school life. The instruction is generally spread over 
six or seven years. Alternative cantonal programmes are often 
issued. giving different arrangements of the work to be accom
plished, and each commune may decide which it can most 
advantaieously follow. 

The number and distribution of the hours devoted weekly to 
needlework varies considerably. Occasionally this subject occupies 
&8 little &8 two or as much as eight hours, but. the usual time is 
from three to six hours. This time may be divided into short 
lessons of one hour eacli, or into two" half-days." The winter and 
summer time-tables are generally quite different. Some auth
orities arrange for nearly all the sewing to be done in summer; 
others look on it as a winter occupation. 

All the work done must be kept in the school b~ the teacher 
until &£ter the yearly examination, when each child takes her 
work home. The materials for sample-work are generally supplied 
free by the school In some cantons needles, thread, etc., are 
also gratuitous, and in others all materials are free; Zurich,
Baselland, Baselstadt, N euchatel and Geneva are the cantons 
where this latter plan is, at present, generally adopted, but it 
is tried in isolated schools in all JlIuts of the country and seems 
to be gaining ground in pubhc favour. Arrangements are 
almost always made to proVlde children with all that they need 
for their work if their parents or guardians are too ~r to do so. 

The sewing s<;hools are supported partly from the sum set 
apart for education out of the communal funds, and partly by 
special cantonal grants. These grants are used cbiefly to 
augment the teacners' salaries. The law and regulations for the 
Bemese sewing schools are given as an example (se~ Appendix C). 

There is great variety of opinion as to the practical value of the 
programme at present in force in these schools. Some teachers 
m the special needlework and housekeeping schools find that 
their pUJ>ils come well prepared to profit by the more advanced 
instruction. Many, on the other hand, make a complaint often 
heard in England, t;iz., that the girls can do tlie different 
stitches, but that they lack independence and power to apply 

• • The obligatory sewing materials prescribed by the Council of }4Uea-
tion, both for samples and useful articles, are to be gratuitously supplied to 
the pupils b1 the community. Knitting and sewing needles, pins, measure, 
86Wlng:eushion, acissors, etc., are not included." Order concerning Public 
&hoola, ZUrich, April 7, 1900, 1122. 
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(b) S~wing- them practically, and that, conseque~tly,. agrea~ deal. must be 
conttnued. re-taught and-re-Iearnt. The conclUSIOn IS tbat In SWitzerland. 

as elsewhere, the good teacher makes the goodschool,and with
out her the most excellent regulations are ineffective. 

Inspection. Each sewing school is under the special supervision· and 
management of a committee of ladies. They visit the school 
regularly, help in the purchase of whatever articles are provided 
grfttuitously in their locality, inspect the work, and transact all 
business except such as demands intercourse with the cantonal 
or state authority (see p. 30'7, Appendix C, 11., § 4). The 
sewing schools lire subject to visits from the s-eneral school 
inspectors, .but they are also under the supervisIOn of experts 
orinspectresses appointed by the cantonal governments. - . 

Teachers and The primary-school sewing teachers of Switzerland may be 
'-';raining divided into two classes: (a) those who are at the Baple time 
f~!~es primary-school teachers; and (b) specialists or teachers of sewing 
Zurich only. The former [Ian finds favour chiefly in Catholic and 

French Switzerlan , while in the north-eastern parts of the 
country, -where the cantons most famed for nee01ework are 
situated, it is almost unknown. In both cases the teacher is 
paid according ~o the number of lesso~s 'she gives weekly. In 
the case of a. prlmary-school teacher thIS payment supplements 
her ordinary salary. The salary may be anything between 10 
and 105 francs a. year (8s. and £4 4s.) for each weekly lesson. 

(a) In thecanton'of Bern sewing is generally taught by the 
J>rimary schoolmistresses, and it forms a compulsory branch of 
their training course (see Appendix C, I. §10-§13, §15, and IL 
§1l-§31). Their work COnsIsts lar~ely of samples of different 
kinds of sewing, knitting and mendmg. An important branch 
of mending is cloth patching; and every shape of patch that the 
clothes of a country ooy can need is practised 

(b) The employment of specialists to teach sewing would 
a{>pear at first sight to promise greater competence on the part 
of the teacher. This pran is so much more generally adopted in 
Switzerland than the other that it evidently gives greater satis
faction to the authorities. To an English eye it seems as if 
.there must be some danger lest, by giving sewing into the hands 
of I?rofessional needlewomen who are not likely to' be so 
cultIvated as the other teachers, its value should be lowered in 
the eyes of clever pupils, especially in the case of small 
country places where the sewing teacher, having to give but 
few lessons, continues to work at her trade and so cannot 
be much influenced by the educational atmosphere of the 
school The -danger however is less than it would be in 
England, owing to the different social customs. In - the first 
place, as all children share the same elementary education, they 
all have an equal stal"t in the race of life. Then, too, a sewing 
teacher must give evidence of a good general education--bef6re 
she may enter on the training course; rather more than the 
compulsory school course is generally required. The training 
courses vary in length, but they all include a good deal more 
than the mere practice and teaching of needlework. - The-teacher 
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is expected to give the object lessons, and in some cases. 
theoretical domestic economy is combined with sewing (8t'6 

Solothum Erogramme. 6th and -7th years. pp. 303-3(4). 
Elemen~ freehand and geOmetrical drawing are generally 
included. in order that the teacher may be able to illustrate her 
lessons on cutting out with easo and accuracy. 

The new Zilrich regulations for the course for sewing teachers 
are probably the most. stringent. and advanced. The full text 
of tlie ~lations and the syllabus or the course are given in 
AppendiX D. This training course lnsts a whole year, and in
eludes all branches of theoretical and practic&J. domestic 
economy. Cooking is already compulsory for all girls in the 
8th primary schoOl class in Ztlricli town; and the time will 
soon come when it is compulsory all over the canton. In 
rrepal'8tion for that time alf sewing teachers toust learn cooJr. 
mg and other branches of housework. in order that. as soon 
as school kitchens can be started in the more remote villages 
t.h~y may be able to give the necessary instruction. . 
. Most of the course, to which twenty-five candidates are 

admitted. is held at the beautiful Swiss School of Dressmaking 
and Lingerie at Zurich. Here the candidates are trained by the 
best teachers that can be found, under the guidance of the 
cantonal inspectress of needlework. Special masters are 
engaged to teach drawing. physiology and hygiene. The 
acientific lessons are very simple, but their existene-8 tends to 
raise sewing above the rank. of an ocCupation requiring mere 
technical sill 

The last six weeks of the course are spent entirely in the Z11rich 
hotL'lCkeepinO' school which is conducted b,)' specially trained 
teachers. T~e students reside there and do &ll the work or the 
house. The school was ori~y a private house. but it hIlS 
been adapted to meet the special requirements of a school. while 
retaining as far as possible the character of a home. 

The course closes with a government examination. and the 
successful candidates receive diplomas enabling them to teach in 
public schools. 

It is still rather the exception than the rule to find domestic (t') n-. 
economy a compulsory subJect in primary schools. It has already retioal . 
been mentioned as sometimes forming JlBn of the sewing course j ~::; 
in canton Baselland it is combined with science, and in Zug, (ZUrich). 
Lucerne, Z11rich and other cantons it is taken as a special subject.. 
In Zurich. one of the most advanced cantons in this as in many 
other respects. one hour a week is devoted to theoretic&l 
domestic mstruction and the course may be taken as an example 
?f f.!1e plan followed wherever the subject is taught. The follow-
mg IS the government programme:--

1. N~ qualities ofa housewife (love of order. cleanliness. 
punctuality. economy). 

2. The dwelling; Its a.rran~ment. how to keep the different 
rooms in order; cleaning. wit.b. reference to the he&lthy intluence 
ofa home. 

. 3. Heating and lighting. 
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4. Clothing: general and hygienic observations; cleaning and 

washing. . al' • If' d 5. Theory, of nourishment: fundamen~ pnnClp as 0 a DllXe 
diet· the chief articles of food, such as mIlk, eggs, meat, fish, green 
vege'tables potatoes, grains, pulse, luxuries and spices, with 
accounts of their origin, varieties,food-value, ingredients, purchase, 
price, use and :pres~rvation. . . . 

The subject IS still rather newa~d this programme IS mtended 
more as a ground work from whICh each teacher may develop 
her course of lessons than as a final and complete syllabus. 

(Il) Cooking: In addition to this theoretical domestic economy all girls of 
C~!".p"lsory the 8th primary school class in Zillich Town arc obliged to learn 
!l:;~)~ cooking. As girls who are able to continue their education 

beyond the compulsory school age usually enter a secondary 
school when they are about twelve, it follows that the eighth 
year pupils are generally the children of ,Poor parents. cl'hls is 
Just the class that the authorities are anXIOUS to reach, as these 
children have few home advantages and are not likely to be able 
to enter a special housekeeping school when they are older. 
There are three school kitchens in ZUrich and the lessons are 
given by trained teachers. There is a lesson lasting four 
hours _ once a week throughout t4e year. The teacher begins 
with a very simple theory lesson, discusses the dish to be cooked 
and its value as food. She then dictates the recipe, with an 
exact account of the cost; the latter is entered in the book. 
keeping section of the children's note-books. As soon as the 
theory IS finished the children are divided into groups of three, 
four, or six, and their duties are apportioned. Each group works 
at a separate stove and prepares the one or two dishes which 
form the subject of the day's lesson. As soon as the food is 
ready the tables are laid and teacher and children take the meal 
together. Then everything. is cleaned and put in order before 
they go home. 

A few rules are laid down for the teacher's guidance and to 
ensure that each child shall have her turn in every kind of 
practical work. The last rule sums up the aim of the lessons: 
" The children must be made acquainted with simple and cheap 
popular diet, must know the nourishing value of the most im
l?ortant articles of food, must notice their changes and learn to 
find out their uses. Thus shall real interest in domestic duties 
be awakened in them." 

The J?rogramme of the lessons on the different kinds of food is 
almost Identical with that prescribed in the training course for 
sewing-teacl;ters (see App. D, Syllabus, C. 6, pp.316-3l'1). The the0!'Y 
and housewifery lessons cover the same ground as those given III 
the school, but they are fuller and additional instruction 18 given 
in sir;uple physiology (the digestive and breathing organs in their 
relatIOnshIp to each other); the arrangement of meals with 
reference ~o the season,' the business, age and state of health of a 
pe~s?n; Simple household book-keeping; laying the table and 
·waItmg; and first aid to the injured and the elements of nursinS' 
A class generally consists of eighteen pupils, and twenty-four IS 
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the maximum number allowed. The lessons, including the 
meals, are entirely free and are very popular. 

In Bern, St. Gallen, and Baselstadt cooking is taught, but it Optional 
is not yet an obligatory subject. In Bern 80 per cent. of the (Baselstadt). 
primary school girls join the cooking classes. 

In Basel there are always too many applicants and the classes 
are over-filled. There four groups of six pupils each form a class. 
The p<?orest children have the first right of entrance and after 
them the children with the best school reports. The classes are 

, held twice a week for six months. Book-keeping is included in 
the course, but these lessons are given in the ordinary school 
by another teacher. The children come straight from school 
at four o'clock in the afternoon. First they prepare and 
drink coffee and then follows the theory lesson. This con
sists al~ost entirely of the explanation and dictation of the two 
recipes for the day. The preparation of supper is a lively scene. 
The teachers are instructed not to insist on strict school dis
cipline. Talking and even singing are allowed, but this is not 
likely to interfere with the work when the children are cooking 
the best meals they have in the week. About 6.30·the tables are 
scrubbed and laid for supper. After the meal the cleaning is 
finished, and the children go home about eight o'clock. The 
dishes cooked are generally simple and inexpensive, suitable for 
homes where means are small, but from tIme to time more 
luxurious food is introduced in order that the lessons may be a real 
help to girls going to service as well as to those who live at home. 

Laundry work is not yet a primary school suq1ect. Some 
theory is included in the domestic economy lessons but the actual 
practlCe is confined to washing and ironing kitchen cloths, etc. 

The most com{>lete and systematic compulsory course of (e) Complete 
domestic economy IS to be found in Canton Solothurn. The chief ~~:~g 
industry of Solothurn is watch-making, and the factories provide Courses: 
employment for women and girls as well as men. Consequently, in gompulsory 

poor h~mes, the mot.hers are away at work; most girls go to work (Soio~hurn). 
ImmedIately on leavmg school, and the homes are often much 
neglected, or left in the charge of quite young girls. Watch-
maKing is not a very healthy occuJ?atlOn; the constant smell of 
the oils used often causes serious illness and the workers have 
imperative need of nourishing food and healthy homes. It is 
now more .than twenty years smce the first hous~kee'ping ~chool 
was established, and the work, under the enthUSIastIC ~Idance· 
of a. J?rominent schoolmaster and various societies, is still 
increasmg. Some preparatory domestic economy has been intro-
duced into the winter sewing lessons of the 6th and 7th school 
years (Bee App. B., pp, 303-304) and it is now compulsory for every 
girl to spena one whole day or two half days weekly in a house-
keeping school during ~he first year in which she is free from 
the primary school, tinless she lives in one of the few districts 
where no such school exists; in the latter case she must 
attend an 8th year sewing school.· 

• In Lucerne,. girls who have left the primary school must attend & sewing 
school for one whole or two half days a week each winter until they are 16, 
uolen they are receiving equivalent inst.ruction in a con~inu&tion school. 

0088. l1 
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Girls are obliged to spend seven years in the primary school 
in Canton Solothurn, thus they are about fourteen when they 
begin to work in the factories, and the weekly school day not 
only gives them valuable and necessary instruction, but also 
makes a healthy and pleasant break in the long work hours. 
The different district authorities have a good deal of freedom in 
shaping the school programmes; ~sually half a day: is dev<1ted 
to sewmg, and httlf a day to cooking, theory,- etc. The courses 
include knitting, sewino-, and all kinds of mending, cutting out 
and machine-work, cooking, book-keeping, theory, ironing, and, 
in a few cases, washing. Gardening is added in four schools. 

IIi the village school of Grenchen gardening is obligatory, and 
excellently carried out. It precedes the cooking lessons, to which 
it acts as a preliminary subject. The school year ~egins in May, 
and for the first two monthst there are lessons m t~ory and 
gardening. In June, when the pupils have acquired some ele
mentary Ide8;s .on the subject, the. gardening lessons are given 
early, before It IS too hot, and cooking takes the place of theory. 
The garden is almost entirely given up to vegetables, 'which seem 
to thrive better than the few flowers which are cultivated. The 
girls are supplied with good tools, and work in a most business
like manner, though the ground is stony and unsheltered, and 
water has still to be fetched from a distance. 

Ten to sixteen pupils form a class or group in these schools. 
In another out,of-the-way village, Derendingen, there are sixty
five pupils in the school Each of the ten groups attends for a 
whore day (twelve hours) once a fortnight. The morning is 
generally devoted to theory and cooking; in the summer 
afternoons the girls work in the garden, and in the winter they 
sew; The sewing lessons are always a continuation of the primary
school lessons. The year's course closes with a public examina
ti0!t_ before the cantonal ins,Pectress . 

. '£hough these housekeepmg schools are compulsory, they are 
not supported wholly out of public funds. The federal govern
ment, the canton; the communal authorities, and various 
philanthropic societies contribute towards their support. The 
teachers are not yet all certificated; it is hoped that the cantonal 
authorities will shortly establish a special training school, and 
then only 'Certificated teachers will be appointed to vacancies . 

. <\ In Switzerland the term "theory" is used to include the theoretical 
teaching that accompanies the practice in all branches of domestic work. 

t Lesson plan of the Grenchen Housekeeping-school from May 1 to June 30. 

A.M. Ga.rdening. 
P.M. In case of bad 

~ Group. rD~y, 
Theory, weather, 10.30. Sewing. 

w~i!lgor Group. Da.y. ll"Onmg. 
. ,. 

,I. Mon. 7.30-9.30 9.30-10.30 .. II . Tues. .= 

} ",.-4 " 

II. Tues. 7.30-9.30 9.30-10.30 
... ~ 

IV. Tues. tID" rn . . Wed. 7.30-9:30 9.30-10.30 .9 § I. Fri. 
IV. Thurs. S.30-10.30 10.30-11.30 ~;; III. Fri. 
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In 1899 there were eleven of these· housekeeping schools; the 
work is increased, never by the enlargemento~ existing classes, 
but by the foundation of new ones. 

Geneva somewhat resembles Solothurn as far as the teaching Altem&tive 
of do~es~ic economy is co~cemed. In this canton, at . the end (G:~~~a.l. 
of theu sixth school year, gtrls have two courses open to them. 
They may either continue their. ordinary studies in· a secondary 
school, or they may enter an "Ecole professionneUe et'lnertagere" 
for two years. The chief of these schools is the enormous insti-
tute in Geneva, to which the pupils come from the surrounding 
country as well as from the. town. Geneva being almost entirely 
a commercial canton, the school is arranged not· only .. to train 
girls in domestic duties, but also to help those who propOBe to 
enter business houses.- ~ . 

The ~e . or apprentice classes belon~. ,to the section 
dealing with special schools, and .will· be conSidered -later. The 
course for pupils 'from' 13 to. 15 yeats ot age includes as 
commercial subjects: .French -and German,. arithmetic, book~ 
keeping and geography; and ·as·domestic training::' drawing; 
domestic economy and hygiene, cooking, .washing, .and all kinds 
of sewing, with cutting-out and mending;' Half· an hour daily is 
devoted ·to gymnastics; and . the, commercial subjects occupy 
cleven hours out of the weekly total of. twenty-niBe or thirty. 
The number of pupils in a practical dass must not exceed thirty. 
Each section or. group in tum spends a week 'in the kitchen and 
laundry; and those who cook dine at the school. For this meal 
they pay 3<L-aday,otherwise the- school is Eintirely free. The 
food 18 exceptionally good, and. the· dinner usuallycoDsisis of 
three courses-soup, meat and vegetables; and a pudding of some 
kind. The girls are in the. kitchen from nine till two .o'clock, 
and they work under it trained teacher. The other teachers in 
the school are generally engaged to' teach. the branch of work 
which they hav.e made their trade, arid ~hey take a short t.i'ain~ng 
course whICh gIves them the rank of pnmary school teachers, . 
: The kitchen, a large l'oomat· tlie top of 'thi:fl>uilding; 
is fit.ted with foW' stoves. The pupils are divided into four 
b7l'OUESj each group has distinct -duties. and does not. cook fi 
complete meal~ -as in the schooJs tn northern Switzei-land; , Thus 
one group does the marketing and tidying, anothercQoks the meat,' 
and another the fish and vegetables; ,A few teachers and pupils 
whose homes are at a distance'dine at the school, and this is an 
additional inducement-to the·children to make the service and 
waiting good. The classes'iir~'Very mixed, and the instruction 
is arranged to meet the requirements 'of all' The' domestic 
economY-'and hygiene-lessons are very elementary, and "are 
practically the same as those alreadydescribed. '.Genevashows 
her somewhat cosmopolitan character in this school, and makes 
it equally: free to all, whether natives, of Switzerland or foreigners: 0 t' 1 

The' JIoose-keeping, 'School{" E?o}e _Menagere") a~ Lauslmpe. c!u:::
a 

• 
though' hardly a branch of· the' pnmary -school; may perhaps' be (L&U8&nn~) . 

. • This institute now contains several,hundred pupils, and extensive additions 
h&ve been necessary during the l&st ·fe" yean. (1904). .". , '.. .. 

9088. -, " 11'3' 
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best included here. It is under the ordinary school authorities 
and a special ladies' committee, and, though optional, it is a 
direct continuation of the primary school. The rooms are in 
one of the large primary schools of the city and their arrangement 
is Earticularly good. The school consists of two parallel classes, 
each numbering thirty-five pupils. Every week six from each 
class work daily in the' kitcnen, where they prepare their own 
dinner, for which they pay 5d. a day. As in Geneva, drill, 
French, German, and arithmetic form part of the course. The 
teachers are certificated, hut not specially trained in the subjects 
they teach. '1'he teaching is free, but pupils provide their own 
materials for needlework Girls must be 13 or 14 years of age 
when they enter the school, and they remain there for one year; 
preference is given to natives of Lausanne. Connected with the 
" ecole menagere " is the " ecole professionnelle," ca. school 
devoted entirely to needlework. It is also free and preference 
is given to pupils who have passed through the domestic course. 
Though it 18 under the ordinary school authorities, it does not 
differ from the special sewing schools. 

As far as it goes, the introduction of domestic science into 
Swiss primary schools is very successful. It is much appreciated 
by children and parents, and even where it is not compulsory 
there is no danger of empty classes. Many people still think 
that the children are too young to derive much benefit from the 
lessons, but the opinion is steaaily gaining ground that it is well 
to'take the opportunity of giving them some idea of domestic 
work and of awakening their interest in it before they enter 
factories and workshops, and are out of the reach of the school 
authorities. 

III.--DoMESTIC SCIENCE IN SECONDARY AND CoNTINUATION 
. SCHOOlS. 

Domestic Science is less neglected in Switzerland than in 
E'ngland in the schools correspondIng to our high schools, but 
it is by no means a general subject of instruction. In some places 
where it has been tried there was so little demand for any branch 
except sewing that the classes were closed. As the. pupils in 
these schools have every opportunity of attending specw schools 
and courses when their ordinary education is finishea, it is not felt 
to be essential that tJ:tey should add to their" high sc?-ool" studies. 

Many schools, however, have very successful optIOnal courses 
in cooking, and hygiene or physiology often forms a part of the 
regular school course. The programmes closely resemble those 
issued for primary schools, but the subject is treated in a less 
elementary way. Some sewing is generally compulsory and 
fancy work is often allowed. . 

Cooking is always taught by trained teachers, and the lessons 
are given III specially arranged kitchens. 
. One of the" high schooLS ". where domestic science is taught 
IS the" ecole secondaire" at Fribourg, for girls from 14 to 18 
years of age. 

* The principal other" high schools" where the subject is DOW taught are in 
Schaffha.usen, ZUrich, Thurga.u and Bern. (1904.) 
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During the first two years five hours weekly are devoted to 
needlework. The courses recapitulate and extend what has been 
learned in the primary school, and much more new work is done, 
for which a sewing machine may be used. There is also a 
weekly lesson on domestic economy and hygiene, dealing with 

. the simple rules which regulate house and food, and which are 
necessary to health. 

In the third year needlework is limited to three hours weekly; 
patterns are given for difficult and ornamented garments and 
aressmaking is be~n. The weekly theoretical domestic economy 
lesson is continued and deals chiefly with sickness and nursing; 
in addition, the pupils go once a week to the town kitchen. 
This is a shOll that. has Deen adapted and fitted up with three 
stoves, and it 18 used for various courses, which are all arranged 
on the 8.'mle Elan. The lady who teaches domestic economy in 
the school is head of this kitchen. Both she and her assistant 
were trained in London. Their training has influenced their 
arrangement of lessons and in these Fribourg courses demonstra
tion lessons are always given. Generally, in Switzerland, the 
teacher gives full directions during the theory lesson, and does 
a little demonstration from time to time as occasion arises. The 
Fribourg course begins with two weeks' cleaning, then follow ten 
demonstration lessons, and afterwards the pupils begin to cook 
by them,:elves. This plan seems to answer well, for they work 
independently and intelligently. They work in couples and take 
turns at the different dishes. The school-girls have some cake or 
other light refreshment during the afternoon; otherwise every
thing cooked in this kitchen is sold. and most things are made 
to order. Tho sewing and cooking lessons are continued in the 
fourth and fifth school years, when they are, naturally, more 
advanced. 

If domestic science forms but a small part of "high school" (b) Continua· 
education, it is the chief subject of instruction in the" Tochter- ~oh Is' 
fortbildungsschulen." These schools are best described in C 00 .

English as. continuation schools for girls and women. They 
consist of various classes in technical and commercial subjects, 
which are held at any time of the day or evening, accordirig to 
local convenience. They are public schools, i.e., controlled by 
the ordinary educational authorities, but they are not compul-
sory. AB they are subsidized by the federal Department of 
Industry they are under the same inspectress as the special 
housekeeping and sewing schools. 

The continuation schools are open to all women and girls who 
have _passed the primary school age, and many mothers join the 
mending and boys' tailoring classes. There they can do their 

. family work in quiet and coi;nfort, and at the same time learn to 
make all the children's clothes properly. 

Young servants often get permission to do their own sewing 
at a. weekly mending class, and many a trousseau is prepared in 
the courses for white work or "lingerie." -

There are about eighty of these schools, and they are mostly 
i!l Germa~-Switze~lalld. There fl.r~ class~s fQ:r !ill kinds of 
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ornamental work and every kind of making and mendingr with 
special lessons,ou the renovation of old garments. There are 
also often evening cooking classes tor factory, workers. 
. The fees are very.·small and the clil.sses are practically open 
and useful to all. 

The teachers are not always certificated, being. often· chosen' 
solely on account of th~ir proficiency in a special subject. This 
plan, however, has not always been found successful, and· S<>IIle 
authorities have been led by experience to appoint. no fresh 
teacher who is uncertificated. . '. . . .' . 

Perhaps t~e largest. of these schools is the .one at Winterthur 
(canton Ztinch). ;Bemg a town school,' there IS a.demand· fora 
great variety:ofsubjects, and lessons can be given in the day 
time·as well as in the evening. In a poor manufacturing district 
all classes must be held in the evening and employers ssmetimes 
give special facilities to those who wish to attend the school -
. The regulations and programme of the Winterthur school are 
given in Appendix-E. They give some idea of the great amount 
of work done by one of these schools in what we should consider 
a small country town. Seven large rooms are devoted to this 
school in a primary school building. ~everal of the 'courses 
are so full" that they must be worked- ill two or even three 
divisions. 

Each "continuation school "must naturally be arranged to 
suit local needs, but the same principles underlie them: all. 
There are a great many special courses in towns and small 
villages which do the same .work as· the ";continuation schools," 
and though they are not all. public institutions, they may be 
classified with them. . ' - .: . 

(e) Evening Excellent evening cooking courses, which are· held in many 
Cooking . towns for women who are engaged ill factories and. business 
Classes;~ houses during the dav, belong to this class. '. . 
ZUrich Town. - The free evening [essons given in: one· of the ZUrich school-

. kitchens may serve as an example. The pupils come straight 
from work at seven o'clock and prepare theIr supper. This (:on
sists of tea, meat, and some inexpensive accompaniment, often a 
dish unknown in England.. There are two lessons weekly for ten 
weeks. The pupils pay threepence each time for supper. They are 
thoroughly in 'earnest and most eager to learn. Many take two 
courses, and. the classes are always full There is no examination 
at the end of the course, but the pupils and teacher celebrate it 
by a little feast. The programme of a similar course is given in 
Ap{le!ldi:J[, E (See page 322, Programme of Evening Courses.-
(Joohng). . . _ . 

(d) Country 
Housekeep
ing Classes: 
Aarau dis
trict. 

Aarau is an old town little known to the 'tourist, but it has 
lon~ been'i'emarkable for vigorous intellectual life. Like most 
SWiSS towns it has its society for promoting the public weal, and 
one of the works ofthis society has been to found little house
keeping sohools in the surrounding district (Bezirk). * The 
president goes to one of the small villages, and addresses the 
people on the iniportance of home life to the national prosperity. 

* A "district' is a division of the Cantl)n, embracing a Dumber of Communes. 
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He adds that the women must be trained before they can make the 
homes comfortable, and that his society would like to teach some 
of the village girls to cook and will provide a stove if the village 
will provide a. suitable room with the necessary furniture and 
fuel A teacher who visits all the different villages c9mes frQm 
Aarau; for five or six months lessons are given once or twice a. 
week, eight to twelve pupils being admitted to each class. There 
are no fees and there is no age limit; only the very: simplest 
cooking and needlework are taught. * The village· people are 
generally quick to recognise the value of the work They be
come enthusiastic and gradually take more of the responsibility. 
A good deal of ignorant prejudice had to be overcome, but the 
SOCIety looks forward to the time when the work will be taken 
out of its hands by the different local authorities and its members 
will be.free to devote their energies to some more neglected 
cause. The whole enterprise was supported by the society in its 
pioneer stage, but now it has assumea a partially public char
acter and is aided by the federal government, the canton and the 
town. 

Another country dist.rict that has sHnilar advantages is the Baselland. 
little canton of Baselland, where there are eight housekeeping 
schools which were started about four years ago by the bequest of 
a rich native of the canton. 

These schools are very like the" continuation schools," being 
sets of classes which are held two or three times a week. There 
are eight or ten pupils in a practical class and twenty in Ii 
lecture class; if too Dlany pupils apply parallel classes are 
started. The schools are not compulsory, but they are generally 
well attended, especially in winter when there is no field work, 
or at times when trade is good· and the people can afford the 
small fees. Baselland is one of the silk weaving cantons, and 
England is the chief customer, so the classes empty if England 
is financially depressed. Some of the schools are m small and 
remote villages, and girls come long distances to attend them. 
Nothing can give the visitor a stronger impression of the energy 

* S~cimen time-~ble for a village cooking and housekeeping course 
(Orinlchen). 4& pupils, 4 groups. 

ThurSday.,· 

.-. 

Monday. Tnesday. Wednesday. Friday. Satnrday. 

7-1lla.m. n. 
Domestic 

8COnomJ, 

sewiDg,and 

cooking. 
III. IV. I. 

Domestic } Domestlo Domestic 
IlL } IV. 

6.16-7.11 p.m 

} Coo~. 
economy economy .... d econom,. .... d 

CookiDg. Cooking. 
7.16-8.16 p.m. and sewing. lewing. . sewing. 

I 
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~d) Country and the public spirit of the country people than a visit to one of 
~oucikeep- these villag~s, buried among the wooded hills, and connected 
~~td. 1ISbes- only by a tramway with the outer world. There he will find a 
Ba.sella.nd- complete organisation worked by the village peoJ.>le with the help 
leontd. of tlie cantonal society of public utility and bringmg every kind of 
I domestic training within the reach of all women and girls in the 

neighbourhood. The federal government and the canton help the 
local authorities and private societies to support these schools. 

The teachers are generally chosen to give lessons in their own 
trade, and before they begin work they are sent to take a 
course at Basel or some other housekeepmg school, and their fees 
are paid for them. Theory lessons are given in the ordinary 
schools, and small kitchens are fitted up in the best room the 
village can provide. The classes are all held in the afternoon 
and evenin17 and some of the lectures are given on SundlJ.YS: In 
winter, pub1ic lectures on useful subjects, such as nursin~ or the 
education of children, form a branch of the school work. The 
courses are always so arranged that a pupil may take more than 
one subject, though only attending two or three times a week. 
The committee members offer free lodging for the night to girls 
from distant homes who want to attend the evening lessons. 

Much.importance is attached to domestic book-=keeping, and 
other subjects taught are cooking, sewinS, mending, dreSsmaking, 
ironing, wool work, hygiene and domestIc economy, nursing, and 
pickle and jam makirig. The village doctor gives the hygiene 
lessons and a nurse comes from Basel to teach bandaging. ]>oor 

-pupils are often admitted free or for reduced fees; the ordinary 
payment for a course varies from 4s. to lOs., and there are small 
fines for absence or unpunctuality. Pupils learning any branch 
of needlework are obliged to attend a weekly mending lesson; 
they must follow the regu).ar programme in each subject, and 
each one is expected to make one or two garments for one of the 
charitable institutions with which this pUblic-spirited little 
canton is well provided. The community provides the material 
for these garments; a sewing machine is provided for each pupil 
and they bring all they need for their own work. The syllabuses 
are very like those given in Ap}?endix E. 

The people bear emphatic testImony to the value of the schools, 
which have already given them much help. Baselland is pro
bably the most advanced country district in Switzerland as 
regards optional domestic teaching, but the example, once given, 
is likely to be soon followed elsewhere. The decentralisation of 
Swiss educatiooal arrangements seems to act as a powerful 
stimulus tothe.various authorities, who are enthusiastic workers 
and determined not to fall behind their neighbours. Public 
school teaching in domestic science has been here described as it 
now is; ere many years are. passed it will, at its present rate of 
progress, present a totally new aspect. 

IV.-NEEDLEWORK SCHOOlS. 

:';') Organisa. l'b.especial schools for needlework have two sides to their 
'lOn. work. They all have courses varying from three to six months m 
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len~h for private pupils who wish to perfect themselves in a 
partlcular oranch of work. These courses are ver: similar to 
those given in the best II continuation schools, but they 
are rather mor~ thorough and generally demand daily attend
ance. 

In addition, the majority of the needlework schools have 
apprenticeship courses Llsting from one and a half to four years . 
these courses are attended by pupils who intend to adopt dress~ 
making or "lingerie" (white sewing) as their traae. The 
course only differs from an ordinary apprenticeship in being more 
systematic an~ scient!fic, le~sons on drafting, C?tting out 
and book-keeping formmg an Important part of the mstruction. 
In large schools the two sets of pupils often work separately; 
in small schools all work together under one teacher. 

There .. re both public and private needlework schools. The 
public schools are governed by the ordinary school authorities 
with the help of special committees. The private schools are 
founded and controlled by societies of public utility; when grants 
are received from the canton and the commune, these authorities 
have either the right of inspection or that of nominating a 
certain number of tlie members of the executive committee. 

Both the public and the private needlework schools rank as 
technical scliools, and are assisted by grants from the Depart
ment of Industry and visited by the federal inspectress. 

The teachers are nearly all trained; many of them study in 
two or three different towns and some even pass through a 
re~ular trade apprenticeship before entering the more important 
SChools as teachers. 

Very few of these schools are free. Ordinary pupils pay the 
fixed fees and provide their own materials. At first they follow 
the school programme, but as soon aa they are sufficiently skilful 
they choose their own work. 

The chief needlework schools which do not profess to give a (b) Examples 
business training are those at Lausanne, N euclia.tel and BaseL of Schools ;
These are all public schools. At Lausanne the school is free, LaIlS&DOe. 

and is chiefly attended by girls of about 16 who have 
passed througli the primary school with the addition, in many 
cases, ofthe optionalbousekeeping course (see pp. 277-278 above). 

Pupils supply their own materIals, hooks, etc., and !,ork for 
themselves. The full course lasts two years, but most grrls leave 
at the end of the first year. Each pupil must choose on entering 
the school between the dressmaking and "lingerie" courses. At 
present the former seems to be the more popular, for the authori
ties have been obliged to ,start a second and parallel class. 
Thirty-four pupils are admitted to each class. A noteworthy 
feature of tlie arrangement of this school is the second set of 
tables provided for cutting out. These are higher than the 
ordinary ones, so that standing to work need not also mean 
stooping for growing girls. . . 

In N euchatel alsO the full course lasts two years; It Includes Neuchi.teL 
mending, hand and machine-sewn "lingerie," and ~lllbroidery. 
There is but little dressmaking attempted. Pupils are not 
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obliged to take the who. Ie course; there are short courses open 
to • them in each special branch . 
. The schooliJ:!sev~n years old, .an.d oec. upies five l~rge roOI~s 
m one of the .pu bhc ,school bUIldings. Here,as 18 usual ill 

French-Switzerland, the lingerie course begins with baby 
clothes. The work is. most exquisite, especially in the hand
sewing and mending classes. Mending, indeed, becomes a work 
of art, and would be a revelation to most English eyes. 

The largest and oldest needlework school of this class. is at 
Basel; and it is one of the .most interesting schools in history and 
org:anisation. It was founded in 1879 by the society of public 
utIlity, and was a private school carried on with public help till 
1894, when the canton, Baselstadt took possession of the school, 
on condition that the teachers should be retained, and that the 
years they had already,devoted to the school should be ltlckoned 
for their pension as years of state service. All public teachers in 
Basel are pensioned when they retire from teaching, and during 
working. years no teacher must teach for more than thirty-two 
hours a week. . 

Thirty teachers are employed in the needlework school and 
they are aU trained and certificated. The initial salary is £80 a 
year, and it rises by. a three-yearly increase to a maximum of 
£160. All the school courses are ·free and last SIX montl1S. 
Pupils learning dressmaking or "lingerie" must attend daily Tor 
eight hours, but there are two half-holidays every week. Iron
ing, embroidery and other courses occupy from' two to twelve 
hours weekly. The school is always too full and many of the 
classes are parallel courses. The school work is exhibited once 
a year. In spite of the short courses it is as good as that done 
at any of the schools which give It business training. A pupil 
may, naturally, take several courses and thus gain a complete 
knowledge of the subject. The book-keeping is particularly 
thorough and practical. There are also housekeepmg . courses 
connected with the school, but they are really ·distmct .and be
long to the group of non-resident how;ekeeping schools. 

The finest examples of private needlework schools are at Bern 
and. Zurich. Some of the chief public ones are those· at Geneva, 
Fribourg, St. Gallen and Aarau, but there are many more of each 
claSs, chiefly in German-Switzerland. In GeneTI.Io and Zurich 
the instruction is not confined to needlework and the theory re
lating to it. The Geneva pupils have lessons in German and 
French, book-keeping, hygtene, the elements of civil law, draw
ing and gymnastIcs. Twenty-two hours a week are devoted to 
the making of new garments and twqhours are set apart for the 
renovation of old ones. The remaining ninet.een hours are 
divided between the various theoretical SUbjects. During their 
first two years in the "ecole professionnelle" the pupils follow 
a general course (see page 277: alternative housekeeping course· 
(Geneva») and pass throu~h the lingerie and mending classes. In 
the third year they specialise and enter either the commercial 
section, or one of the apprenticeship sections, viz., dressmaking OJ: 
children's clothes. 
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The swiSs school for Dressmaking and Lingerie ·in Zurich is a ZUrich. -
much youn~er institution and the school premises are probably 
the finest ot their kind to be seen in Switzerland. The training-
courses fOf sewiD;g-teachers in primary schools are held here ~ 
there are also ~ous short -courses and others on special sub-
jects for members of the various trades represented; The school 
IS divided into two branches, dressmaking and lingerie. In. the 
former the period of apprenticeship is three and a half to four yearS~ 
in the latter it is one year less. At least six months of thistiine 
must be spent in the" atelier" or business department ~herethe 
pupils· work independently and receive a small salary. Natives 
of Switzerland are admitted free and may even receive 
a maintenance allowance in case of need. Foreigners are 
charged a premium of £6 ; any apprentice'leaving without suffi-
cient RaSon before completmgher ,course must 'pay £4 for 
each year of instruction. French, German, book-keeping and 
drawing are the theoretical subjects taught, and in the hIghest 
dressmaking class lessons on form and colour are added. An 
ordinary class may number twenty pupils, a class of apprentices 
not more than fifteen. , 

The w.ork of the .appre~ticesi~ either do?e to order or sold 
when firushed. ThlS plan makes It rather dIfficult to put each 
pupil through a systematic and progressive course, but the work 
18 caref~y divided between the difterent classes. Most ofthe 
Swiss apprenticeship courses are arranged on the same plan. 
Yearly examinations and exhibitions of work. are 'held and 'the 
successful pupils receive diplomas. , '. 
, The needlework school in Bern is a more modest undertakIng Bern. 

but it resembles the Z11richschool in general plan. It was 
founded by the Bernese "Women's Society of Public Utility," 
and it is assisted by the usual public grants. All pupilS~y 
some fees (4s. to £1 12s.) but as llSual there are free places for 
those who cannot afford to pay. A course lasts fourteen weeks; 
three are held yearly both for dressmaking and "lingerie:' 
Tho' pu{>ils, come every day and work from 8 till 12 o'clock 
in the wmter and from 7 till 11 a.m. in the summer, and also 
on three Afternoons a week from 2 till 5. The school is open. 
till 6 p.m. to any who desire an extra hour's work. ' . 

There are also half-day courses in embroidery and short 
courses in mending and Ironing. Boo~-kee{>ing and «!rawing 
are the additional subjects. The apprentICeshIp lasts one a~da 
half or two years and closes Witli the national appr~ntices' 
examination. The apprentices work for themselves at first, but 
as soon as possible they begin to execute orders and, as ap. 
inducement to indllStry, they receive 20 per cent. .of the profit 
of their work. They have only one free afternoon m the wee~, 
but there are ten weeks' holiday every year. T~e school lS 
in an old house and is kept gay with flowers. !h~ guls of Bern . 
rival the girls of Neuchatelm accuracy and d:untmess of ,,!ork. 

The scliool of St. Gallen combines the functIOns of a. contmua- St. G.Uen. 
tion school, a. training school for teachers an~ ~ special needle-
work school; nearly 600 pupils pass through It m the course o( 
a year. ' 
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At Fribourg there is a dressmaking school where the appren- , 
ticeship lasts two years. French, German, Drawing and 
Arithmetic are obligatory for apprentices. In a cutting-out class 
the number of pupils is limited to twelve. 

The cantonal school at Aarau is at present small, but it 'has 
excellent teachers. The apprenticeship only lasts a year and a 
half, and the pupils pay altogether nearly 30s. (36 francs). The 
special courses are also' short, lasting ten weeks, with a daily 
lesson of four hours. -The fee for each course is £1 4s, with an 
additional chal'lle of 5s, for the use of a machine. 

One very modest sewing-school deserves special mention, both 
for the brave struggle it makes against difficult conditions. and 
for the exquisite work that is produced. This is the little" Ecole 
professionne1J.e" at V evey. The town is small, and many pupils 
come from the surrounding country, where they are fulJ.y occu
pied in the vineyard~, etc., during certain parts of the year. It 
has therefore been found impossible to liave re~lar courses 
beginning on a fixed date. Pupils are received whenever they 
can come, and they stay from two months to two years. If they 
wish to, work for themselves they bring their own materials 
and pay 8s. (10 francs) a month. Others only pay 4s: a month 
and work for the school. The work is nearly an'done to order. 
The !>upils who stay two years are those who wish to take 
a busmess course. 

The work and organisation devolving on the single-handed 
teacher is enormous; every piece of work has to be planned out 
with reference to the pupilS who happen to be present, so that 
in the end each may pass through a complete course, and yet the 
teacher cannot choose what work is to be done, but must arrange 
to make whatever is ordered fit the needs of her pupils. This plan 
seems to suit the girls, for they are very independent and the 
finished wqrk is of beautiful quality. 

The attention given to sewmg in all grades of Swiss schools 
makes, it 'seem natural that the country should be famous for 
needlework. From the primary to the special needlework 
schools there is continuous training both in technique and in 
drawing and measurement. The s:eecial schools attract every 
class of pupil and are everywhere WIdely used and appreciated. 
The work done is often perfect as far as technique is concerned, 
and both' in sewing and drafting the greatest neatness 
and accuracy are shown. The dressmakinO' varies a good deal. 
The examples ,recently shown at the Trad'es Exhibition by the 
Basel School were excellent in cut and finish. The coloured 
embroidery is the only branch of work that leaves something to 
be desired. Execution is as usual perfect, but the artistic per
ception so necessary to such work is not sufficiently trained. A 
more careful selectIOn of designs and lessons in drawing from 
nature seem to be needed. 

V. -HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOLS. 

I.-Resident Schools. 
The resident housekeeping schools of Switzerland are all 

private foundations, and most of them owe their existence tQ 
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branches of the National Women's Society of Public Utility, or to 
kindred associations. Simple as these schools are in plan and 
management, they are a result of earnest study of various social 
problems of the day-problems that are everywhere acute, even 
JD Switzerland, where the population is comparatively small and 
cases of grinding poverty are rare. The country owes a great 
debt of gratitude to these bands of public spirited women; the 
housekeeping schools are only one branch of their work, the 
many-sidedness of which is shown in the variety of reasons 
which have led to the foundation of the schools. One of the oldest 
schools is a training home for servants at Vevey, which was founded 
in 1876 by a society whose original aim was rescue work. The 
members early came to the conclusion that one of their first 
duties was to provide training and honest employment for young 
girls asesoon as they leave the shelter of home; within a few 
years they established this school, a home for women ·out of 
work, a re~try and a sewing school, and undertook in addition 
various khids of social work, pris0n visiting, etc. 

One village society, founded in 1870, reminds one of the 
Charity Organisation Society, with its motto: "The main point 
is, and ever will be, to fight not the sym:r;>toms of J?overty but 
poverty itself, and while we cherish and raIse the spIrit of self
respect in the poor, we must endeavour to help as far as possible 
in such a way as shall make them later independent of our help." 
-(Paulsen.) This society early turned its attention to temper
ance reform. Convinced that it is useless to combat drink 
without reference to life as a whole, its members determined 
to do all in their power to raise the standard of home com
fort, and thus to offer a counter attraction to the public house. 
A temperance restaurant and a housekeeping school, most 
carefully: arranged to meet the special needS of the village, are 
two of the results of this work. 

To improve the national health through more scientifically 
arranged food, to raise the standard of home comfort through 
careful training of the women in economical and sensible 
administration of means and time, to combat the increasing 
dearth of servants-to these and other efforts do the schools owe 
their origin. 

The schools are generally very simply arranged, and are often (~) Organiaa
carried on in ordinary houses that have been adapted for the "on. 
purpose. The bedroom and kitchen space sometimes leave much 
to lie desired but the teachers always insist on the necessity of 
sunshine and fresh air in the dwell.iilg. Occasionally one or two 
young servants are kept to attend to ~he passages. errands, etc., 
but in the majority ofschools the pupIls must do all the work of 
the house. There are from six to twenty-eight pupils in & 

resident school The courses vary in length from three months to 
a year j they generally last nve or six months. The fees for bo~rd 
and tuition vary very much and may amount to anything 
between 48. and £2 15s. a month, but they are always lower 
than is usual in England. The committees always reserve the 
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,(b) Organisa- right oflowering the fees in case of need. The schools founded to 
. tion-contd. train· servants and to attract young peasant girls are naturally 

t.he, simplesb and the cheapest; the pupils have meat about three 
times.a week, and the directress is sometimes only allowed about 
I?d ... per head a day for food. In such schools, rooms are often set 
apart for lady boarders. and other ladies (teachers, etc.) come 
daily to dinner. This pla.n helps the finances of the school and 
gives the pupils an opportumty of learning to wait and of 
cooking more varied food, and it is thus very helpful to any who 
are going into service. On the other hand, it is apt to increase 
th~ difficulties of the teacher. One of the first requirements in 
every !?chool is that the pupils shall.learn to work independently. 
\Yltenthey ha.ve only to cook their own dinner it does not much 
matter if a little independence leads to a few mistakes; they learn 
by eXp'~rie:t;lce. It is different when they are cooking fi.>r other 
people ; ,then the teacher must watch closely and must interfere 
If :anyt~ing goes wrong,'lest the dinner should be spoiled. As 
far as waiting, cleaning: of rooms, etc., are concerned, the presence 
of these ladies seems hel,Pful. . Their rooms are always comfortj),bly 
a:iT~nged and the cost IS very -reasonable, so that the possibility 
of sl;lch a lodging is a boon to solitary and working women: 

.Even in the most expensive schools we should· consider the 
food simple, and every effort is made to instil a love of simplicity 
lind thrift into the minds of all the pupils.' At the same time, by 
?bs~rvance' of little festival~, such as birthdays, ek, opportunity 
IS gIven t,o cook more luxurIOUS food and to study the httle graces 
and daintinesses that make a home pleasant. In one school the 
arrangement of cut flowers is included in the programme. The 
ro~t~n~ is always strict and; t.o English. eyes, rigorous. . Breakfast, 
conslstmg of coffee, bread and perhaps cheese, IS between 6.30 and 
7.30' a.m, Very often'a good deal of the ~rdinary housework is 
done first .. Ali hour's theory lesson follows breakfast, and the 
menl,1 ~d, recipes for ,the day.arediscusse<1:·and eXElained. 
Afterwards one group of pupils prepares dinner, wliile' the 
otliersare busied With houseworK, sewing 'or washing and ironing. 
ThEm:) are theoreticallesso~s on hygiene,-nursing, etc:, and sewing 
less-ons iIi: the afternoon, and some time is generally set apar~ for 
61:1t<ioor'exercise. In many schools :lessons are given'.whichare 
not directly connected With domestic science; singing is generally 
ta:ught;French' or German may be compulsory, and in !lome ~ases 
any who Wish can leamEnghsh orinstrumentalmusic.,·'The 
washing of clothes takes place every . two, three, or four weeks 
a!lcordingto S'wiss custom. In schools where .all the washing is 
done on' t.he premises th~ \>upils'must' from. the first. help 'WIth 
everything; if, under these cIrcumstances, washing only comes once 
a month 'it is an enormous work, and the ordinary routine of the 
sehob14s 'altered fot a week. In some schools' all the house linen 
is! done by thepupilsi and th~yo~lY'YaS~su~h of their own dot~es 
as:'are''Oeedful lora. progreSSIve lronmg cour~e. : As the' washmg 
is rtearlyalwa.ys done at' home in an ordinary Swiss household it 
is:a"very important branch' of domestic training. Pupils are 
probably' 'not : entirely ignorant . of it when they 'come ,to the 
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schools, and so are ready to profit by the practical experience 
they gain. 

The theoretical domestic economy is very elementary. Some
times it is given in the form of lecture-lessons; in many schools 
the pupils use simple text-books .. These deal chiefly with the 
choice of a dwelling, the importance of light and air, the cleaning 
of various rooms, utensils, etc., clothing, service and the arrange-
ment of meals. ' 

Sewing occupies a. good deal of time; ordinary household 
mending is taught, and the pupils cut out and make under~ 
garments, aprons and blouses. 

Gardening is taught wherever possible, and many schools. are 
able to grow sufficient vegetables for their own use; flowers 
seldom receive much attention.· . The gardens are generally in 
good ora~r, and some have quite a professional aspect. In a few 
cases fowls and pigeons are also :Kept. The pupils always do 
the household shopping under the guidance of a teacher, and 
they are also taught how to make an advantageous choice of 
materials for clothes, etc. 

Cooking is, of course, the most important subject in the 
programme. In order to ensure plenty of practice to each pupil 
there are seldom more than eiglit in the kitchen at the sanie 
time. Sometimes the pupils work in couples, and each couJlle 
cooks a complete dinner; ,thus, if there are eight girls cooking 
for a household of twenty-eight, each couple cooks a dinner for 
seven persons. In other schools each pupil is, responRible for 
one dish and helps with others, and the duties are distl'ibuted 
and reatranged daily. A specimen of such a plan is given in 
Appendix F.-III. page 326; it is an example of . the. careful 
organisation of work which is common to all these schools. 
Sometimes the same group of pupils cooks every day. for a 
week; in this case they spend alternate weeks in the kitchen. 
In other schools the groups change their work daily, and each 
girl cooks on alternate days.· ' 

The Jlrincipals of·· the schools are not all trained teachers. (el Teac~e~8 
Many are ~ractical women,' whose tormer experience has rendered acnd Trammg • oursea 
them pecu larly fit for the work. (Bern, 

Nearly all the assistant teachers have· attended a· training Ziirich). 
course, and those who come from outside to give special lectures 
on health, etc., are generally either professional men or teachers. 

There are t'!o housekeepmg schoo~s whe~e training· courses 
are held, one m Bern and the other m Ztil'lch. Each school 
trains six teachers yearly. At .the, end of th~ cour~e they a~e 
expected to be capable of teachmg any domestIC subject, but m 
an important school a teacher generally specialises and' teaches 
either washing~ sewing, or·cooking. ., 

The' ·schools at Bern and Zttrich are very similar. At both 
there are ordinary courses, as well as the trainins courses for 
teachers. ~e ordinary courses at Zurich are chIefly for girls 
from well-to-do families, and those at .Bern are arranged more 
as a training for service. 
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In Bern there are several lady boarders. The school has a 
large vegetable garden. Twelve ordinary pupils are received 
and the course laSts six months. The teachers' course was first 
held in 1897, and the account in the report for that year de
scribes the training as still being carried on.- Mter thanking 
the various city professors, who freely gave their services to make 
the new project a success, it continues: "The theoretical in
struction included (weekly)-theory of teaching, two hours; 
chemistry and physics, two hours; law, one hour; theory of 
nourishment, one hour; hygiene and health, one hour (lessons 
given by a lady doctor); book-keeping, two hours; domestic 
economy, two hours; German and French, each two hours. 

"During the first term our candidates did all the different 
kinds of practical work, just like the other pupils of the school; 
at the end of the term they underwent a small exa.-llination. 
In the second term they began to teach; each had alternately 
to conduct the school, week by week, as kitchen and house' chef,' 
and also to conduct sewing-lessons as well as to teach domestic 
conomy, to talk over the menu and to do the accounts with the 
pupils. 

" They also in tum cook meals at a cost of 3d. per head, so 
that they may be able later to conduct cooking courses for 
workmen's families. In sewing we followed exactly our Cantonal 
plan for sewing teachers. (See Appendix C., page 308.) 

" Our school has this advantage over all other institutions of 
the kind, that the candidates can not only learn practically and 
theoretiCally all that they need for their future profession, but 
that they have opportunity in the housekeeping school at once 
to use in teaching what they have learnt and thuS to cultivate 
their talent for teaching'; for it is by no means sufficient for a 
teacher to know her subject, she must also understand how to 
imrrt it, and to achieve this is the chief aim of our teachers." 

resident teacher's salary begins at about .£40 a year. The 
• weak point in the position of these teachers is that in some 

schoolS no proper arrangement is made for holidays. The 
schools are by no means overstaffed, and the principal's position 
is a very exacting one. In schools where there are two or three 
courses every year it sometimes happens that there is only an 
interval of eight to sixteen days between the courses. Part of this 
time is necessarily spent in winding up the affairs of one term, 
and preparing for tlie incoming pupils, so the teacher has small 
chance of change or rest. Sometimes she has a month's holiday 
each year, and another teacher takes her place. In case of 
serious illness or need of complete rest, a teaclier may be allowed 
a term's absence. 

(d) Examples In ~neral plan the housekeeping schools are all similar. 
of Schools:- The different ways of carrying out and arranging the work 

can best be shown by describing a few of the leading and 
experienced schools. 

.• In 1903 the Bern school was moved to new premises, where twelve students 
are received. The training coorse has been extended and lasts oue and a half 
year& A weekly lesson in gardening has &lao been included. . 
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Among the .·hools f~ pool!r pupils. thal at Ht'rzogenbuchsoo. H_~. 
a prosperous &mt"Se \-ilLige. IS one of the most interesting. It '*~. 
is held in a beautiful and room, old house. which is the pro~rtv 
01 the 10Clll Women's Assocllltion. and is combined lnth it. 
temperance rest4urant and • home fOl' workmen. 

The monthly fee for board. lOO~-ing and tuition is t'ight 
shillings.. Six pupils are tn.ined ~>('ther. and the course 1Lsts 
six months. Three pupils are rectll\"t'd and three l __ ve every 
three months. thus there are never' six entirely inexperienced 
girls in the school In oNer to connect the te..c~ as much 
ILl ~ble with onlinary lua all l~ are given in dialect. 
ThiS is unusual in. Gennan-S .... iss School; the ~n('ral plan in 
domestic science clAsses is to give the lesson in German and to 
5~ diAlect in the kitchen during pract.kalwork. . 

Dome!tic book-keeping is everywhere an important subject. 
bul in this school it IS treated in its widest sense and is not 
rontined to kitchen accounts.. The whole weekly income of an 
orWnary ~ge &mily is considered; tha menus are urangro. 
(01' • week and not for a single da\". in oNer that the pupils 
way l~ to distribute the (ood as' adnmtagoously as possible. 
and they are most caftfully sho'A'll hoW' the money': should he 
di,·ided. and whAtrro~ions must he ft'Ckonoo for rent. 
clothing. food. t'tc. The LAdies of the committee are anxious to 
introdul'e p?rrid~ to the country folk, as a desirable addition t~ 
their limited chOlce of nourishing food. 

A sreat many short c."O\U'St.'S in special subjects (cooking, 
mending. et.c.) are also held. and the two sets of pupils tale 
lOme of the lessons to!,>ether. 

In 6.t~ up the school the committee has been guided bv 
the desire rather to introduce pupils to new economical ~ 
I4bour-saving methods and applWlces. than to imitate the 
arran~ments of their homes.. The vill4ge is- lighted by 
electncitv. which is used throughout the school. even for heating 
the ironi The classes are sriuill in summer. and at no time 
mar exceed fourteen in Dumber. The short roU1'SeS last. three 
Wel'U, the lessons being given dllily from 1 to 5 p..m. 

There are three teachers and the committee do not demand 
that applicants for Tacant posts shall he ~rt~catoo.. .. 

The pupils seem to respond to the lDtelhgent orgarusauon 
of the scliool. ThouCl'h most of them come from the humbl~ 
homes. they are bri,yh, and alert. ready to adlApt themselves. and 
thoroughlT interes~ both in the simpla hn.--it'ne and theory 
lessons an'd in ~e practk'&l work. 

Yevey. Fribourg. and "-lDterthur are to ... ~ ,·here there are 
schools (01' training semmts and fur. ~t gtrls.. .. 

In all these schools ladit'$ are receIVed as oo..Nt'ls.. At. '\ evey v .... ,.. 
there are ~nerally eight or nine girls in th~ school. "hich ha:." 
OOen at. 1rOrk more than Meen ~ There IS no regular course. 
Pupils tan enter ()n the tirst and the fifteenth of each month. 
and the monthly fee is about. ,£1. Many are taken at. ~ueed 
f~ or are sent. by friends who pay for ~llem. Th~ cumcul~lm 
is very simple; the aim of the founders 18· to e:ll'fClSe a re.finmg 
~ X 
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influence on the girls and to develop an upright Christian 
character '~ in them, while training them to earn their living. 

:ThellchooI at Fribourg is comparatively new, having only 
beenopElned in 1900. There is room for twelve pupils and the 
course lasts six months. A. small. restaurant is attached to the 
school, and, the advanced })upils. have extra' lessons. in cooking 
at the town kitchen which has already been mentioned. .. 

. At Win~rth?1" in addition to serving. boar~ers 'and extra 
dmner'gu~,!imners are s~t OJ}t i.-,thus the pupils have plenty 
of opport~ty. to adapt ~helr work to the I),eeds .Qf 9thers,.but ,f!:t 
the"same time ~heprmClpal;- has .It gre.at deal of extra. work and 
respo~!!ibility;~ "The 'school :is"in a new .house, .wbich.has :been 
buiIt-for the pnrpose, so there is pl~nty.of·space.andthe-du~ies 
B:.r~ ~o divided asto gi'Ve·eac~pupil.as.:mucli·~acticalw~rk·.as 
possIble. There are two kitChens; ill the·first' the pupIls' 
ainner is cooked i the second is for the boarders, etc.· There are 
sixteen girls iIi the school, of whom four cook in 'each kitchen. 
The remaining eight attend to the rooms, and then help in the 
kitchen with ·wasning and cleaning. The . girls . change their 
du~ies : ~>nce a. week. The prospectus and re~ations of this 
sclioolare a good example of schools of this· class, and are 
given below (See Appendix F). " ". 

Canton Bern is particularly rich in good housekeeping schools. 
Besides. those at Bern and Herzogenbuchsee, there are rather 
more ex})ensive ones at St. lniier~d Worb. ' . 

. St; Imier is 8. little French..swiss watch-ma.king village high 
up among the })ine woods of the .r UTa. The pupili!, of whom there 
are twenty-eight, come mostly from the Germaripart .. of the 
canton~and.tliey are sent to St. lmier as much ·to learn .French 
as to learn. to cook. They are. quite young,' being ,seldom more 
*ansixteen years of age. . .' . '. : . . ,: 
, . The' course includes French language' and literature, and 

English and music if desired. The school is in many ways like 
an: ordinary boarding school, and the discipline js very strict. 
ThEi girls take daily walks, but are never allowed to go out alone. 
They do all the work except. the odd errands, the heaviest garden 
work; arid the general wasning.The course lasts a whole year, 
an~ ~osts altogether £32-a Lirge sum for such an institution in 
SWltzerland . 
. '. AtWorb, a little 'villa.genot far from Bern, the girls are rather 
older, and the rules are less rigid. The school is in !In· old house 
standing- in a large and shady garden, a.nd it seems. to be half 
buried ill flowers. All the garoen work is dOtte by the pupils, 
under the principal's direction, and this includes the growing of 
all the vegetables needed for the house and the Care of a number 
of fowls, So beautiful are the . grounds that the place looks at 
first'sigh t· more ·like .8. gardenmg t~an a., house~eping school. 
However, a. tour of the house soon dIspels such an ldea.· :". 
. There are twenty-four pupils, and tliey pay about two guineas 
a. month. ,Three courses are ,neld yearly, the summer one"lasting 
five months, and the two others three months each." .' : 
, In this school thepupils'are divided into four groups. DirectJy 

ai~er breakfast, grOQ-P 1 does the bedr9~s, ~up 2 the sitting 



rooms, group 3 is busy in the kitchen. whil. group " does 
the ~~g. This 1I'Ork is finished aL 7.30 am.. when all come 
together b the theory lesson. At 8.30 one group begins to 
erepue dinner and the rest se... They l~ o( oourse. to prepare 
lhe nriou.s soups. wgeLables and meal dishes that are the usual 
We in Switz.erWld,. and in addition they make the Iinesl sorts at 
pa.stJy and cUe: The pupils are genen.uy fairly skilful needle-
1rOIIlen Wore lMY come to the scliool. so a strict ~e in 
this aubject is not DeCe\IS&rT. The\"' make and mend (or them
aelTeS, aDd can choose theii work. 5ul~ect. to the approw o( the 
~a . . 

Dinner is at 11.30. and in the afternoon there are three hours 
of Jessons-chemistI'Y. arithmetic, hygiene. sin~. etc. These 
Jt.'.ISSODS are given by the ~~ cl~ doctor and head 
achoolnWter. Washing and ironing I1ll alternate Yond4T after-
noons; the everun.,<'S are Cree.. -

The princip&l teaches rooking. theory and gardening; her 
assistant. .. hO 1I'U trained at the Bern needlework schOOI. has 
charge or the sewing. 1r&Shing and ironing. The school is very 
homelike, and the princip&! seems to be ~eularly successful in 
~ her pupils W'Ork mdependentlyand think for themselves.. 

The Ichools mentioned above may be Laken as fair examples o( 
the Swiss resid~nt housekeeping schools.. There are many others.· 
but their arran~ments are practiea.ll1 the same, and the chieC 
ditrtU'ences lie m the different indindualities o( the teachers. 
No account. of these resideIlt schools is oomplete, honver. with
out. lIOme mention or two out o( the small group o( schools which 
are entirely pinte. l.", whieh receive no grants from public funds. 

The tirst o( these is St. Carl. a Roman Catholic school belong- 11 . 
ing to the Sisters o( the Holy Cross. which is beautifully situated ... ~ 
on the Lal:e ot Zug in a tine old house. It is an oft-&hoot &om 
the great. cloister sChool at Ymzingen. a ~e ~ the hills 
o( Qmton Zug. about e~~ht. miles from SL Carl. There are alto-
~ther 300 pupils in lIle various divisions at 1IeuingeD. and 
8pecia1 attention has (or many years. been givet;» to dom~c 
science.. All eupils must attend to thell" 01rD cubicles, and ~ 
can learn rooking. 1I'&Sbing and ironing it their parents wish. In 
addition. there are specW liousekeepin~ OOUl'!leS for pupils o( 1" or 
15 who do not. wish to enter the- High School- e1as8es o! the train- • 
ing school (or teachers. These pueils lMrn to do ~. house-
won. in the momin<? when (oUJ' or tive of them help m the kitchen; 
and in the aftern::n they haTe ordinary lessOns. When it 
heoune difficult to do jusUt'e to all the domestic scien<,oe pu~ 
St. {'.arl '1I'as started (or older ~ who wish to take a lull 
h~keepin't oourse. This school is. oonducted. by six o( the 
lIenzin~ SISters. and Benes as a holidn home m summer ~r 
the f'orei~ pu~ in the big school. The oou.rse lasts three 
months; the fee is !8. and there is an extra ~ for th~ who 
prefer a bedroom with three or (our others to the dormttory . 

• 
• A li8& of edoooI. .... eaa- ill NNip& of Federal paD'- appean ia ... 
J~cA" t'~ .. - Sa\~ ..... UD1I&ll1. whK) -7 ... __ at'" BoaN ci IA-u.. ~1Iruy.-~ 

IIN6. xl 
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The number of pupils varies from 18 to 30. The special feature 
of the school work is individuality; a separate time-table is made 
out for each pupil to meet her special needs. Both here and at 
Menzingen the visitor is at once struck by the gentleness and 
motherly care shown by the Sisters to their pupils. The pros-
pectus is given in Appendix F, II. (page 324). . ' 

Another well-known private school is at the old castle of 
Rallig:en, ideally situated on the Lake of ThuD.. There are 
sixteen pupils in a course, and in summer there are two 
parallel but practically independent schools, under the super
vision of one principal. The rooms are large and airy, and 
the pupils spend a great deal of time in the open air. Foreign 
pupils are welcomed in this, school, as the directors hope 
that a mixture of nationalities will help to cttltivate.a broad
minded and friendly spirit among the pupils. There are two 
young servants to clean the corndors, carry the wood, and do 
other rough work. ' 

The pupils are divided into two groups; eight work in the 
kitchen, and eil?,ht are occupied with cleaning and sewing. Two 
.. housekeepers ' are appointed weekly in eac1i of the two schools, 
and they have numerous special duties, such as arranging the 
work lists and places at tabfe, keeping kitchen accounts, answer
ing the door and receiving visItors, etc. Extracts from the 
prospectus, etc., are given in Appendix F, III. (page 324, ft:). 

2.-Non-Resident Schools anll Classes. 
In addition to the resident housekeeping schools, there are a 

few town housekeeping schools, where the fUpils come at 8 a.m. 
and stay till 6 p.m. The most complete 0 these schools are at 
Basel and Neuchate1.* The course at Basel is one branch of the 
great needlework school, and was instituted thirteen years ago. 
There can naturally be very little housework in a school of this 
.lcind, and the time is chiefly devoted to cooking, needlework, and 
the usual theoretical lessons. The ~upils are charged 16s. a 
month to cover the cost of the daily dimier and afternoon coffee. 
In the kitchen they work singly. There are two parallel courses, 
each lasting six months. 

At N euchatel the course only lasts three months, but, as not 
more than six or eight pupils are usually admitted, each one 
receives a great deal of mdividual attention. The prognt.mme 
and time-tltble for this school are given in Appendix F, IV. 
(page 327, fL). 

There are also a great many cooking courses, both public and 
private, varying in length, where the pupils attend daily from 8 a.m. 
till 2 p.m. Many of these courses are free, a small payment 
being made for dinner. The instruction is very like that in 
an ordinary housekeeping school, but the fare is generally 
rather better. The number of pupils naturally depends on the 
size a.nd arrangement of the kitchen, as all must be occupied 
simultaneously with cooking. The pupils do the~ own ShoppinO' 
on market days. A simple theory lesson, including accounts ana 
a little hygiene, is given every morning; and then dinner is pr\:'-

* In 1903 & similar school was opened in Lucerne. 
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pared. The pupils leave as soon as the kitchen is cleaned and 
tidied. In these courses high-class cookery is taught, and the 
lessons are generally very popular. 

A specimen divislon of work is given below (see Appepdix F, V., 
~ 329). It is used in a clasS composed of eigliteen pupils 
working lmder one teacher; her kitchen is fitted with six stoves, 
and a complete dinner is cooked at each by three pupils. 

The most striking points in the teaching of domestic science Conclusion. 
-in Switzerland are ilie accessibility of the classes and the popu
larity of the subject. Its scientific side is almost too slmply 
treated in the more advanced schools; in some places the 
arrangements bear the mark of haste; but every school is 
indiVldual, and carefully adapted to the needs of its own locality. 

As Dr. Huber says: "ThlS branch of education attracts the 
increasing attention of both the comrtmIial and the cantonal 
authorities. The active emulation that shows itself between all 
parts of the country' is seen not only in the schemes of work and 
other details of school organisation, but also in the arrange
ments that are being made for the better training of the 
teachers."· 

The citizens have come to the conclusion that some domestic 
training is essential to all women. Private societies have founded 
schools and detached classes to meet the needs of every class of 
pupils. The fees are very low, and it is not difficult to obtain 
help from the central and local goverDDlents. Thus, over a large 
part of Switzerland a thorough domestic training is in reach of 
every woman, and this fortunate region is constantly increasing 
in area as the value of the work becomes more apparent. The 
people have responded heartily, and it is a cheering sight to see 
the well-filled classes. One seldom hears of an empty place in a 
school, and in many cases pupils are entered some weeks before 
the course begins. Of course, there are districts where ignorant 
opposition is experienced, but this seems to be a rare occurrence. 
The teaching may seem old-fashioned in some respects, but it 
is evidently well suited to the ..eountry and the customs of the 
people. Thanks to public-spirited directors and a responsive 
&nd grateful J><lpulation, there is every promise that the teachin'" 
of the domestic sciences will ex~d and increase to meet;;:n 
demands that may in future be made. 

1902. M. CtClLE MATHESON. 

In order to brin", the above report up to date, a few additions 
have been entered,'in the form of foot.notes, in the preceding pages.-
l00~ nan 

NQte.-In oonnection with the foregoing Report, the following article by 
Madame Jean Brunhes (Fribourg) may be read with interest: - " La 
developr.ement et l'orgaDlsation de l',:nseign~ment. men.a~r en Slli9;88 et 
~icuherement dana Ie Canton de Fnbo~. This artiCle was published 
In the "Musk Social. VI. auntie. No. 11, November, 1901 (Paris), and 
may be eonsulted at the BOard of Education Library, St. Stephen'. HoUBe, 
Cannon Row, S. W.-ED. 

• Jahrbuch des Unterrichtswesens in der Schweiz, 1900, p. 146. 
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APPENDIX A. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE FEDERAL -RESOLUTIO;NS . CONCERNING 
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION -AND THE DOMESTIC 
AND T~CHNICAL EDUCATIoN OF WOMEN. -(Nov;lnh; 1990.) 

- .. 
- --. ---l.--CONDITIONI(·OP APPLiCATtOZfFOR TEDERAL' GRAN'i'S;·~ 
.-. .••• " - '.. -. • _. -.1 _._ _ _ .', .:. 
Art. t. Applications for federal grants towards the expense of maintain

ing institutions whOse aim is technical arid industrial training" including 
the domestic and· tf>..chnical education of women. must be made every year 
before·August 15th' to the Swiss Department of. Industry, through the 
cantonal governments, by whom .they must previously be _ verified and 
approved.. In -the case ()f an inter-cantonalinstitution. it is suficient if 
the application is presented and approv!ld by the government of one of the 
cantons concerned. - . 

Art. ~.A first a.pplication must contain:-
(a) COncerrung orgamsation imd man&gement :-

1; . The exact name of the institution j description of the building, 
. . owner, time of opening. 

2. Description of aim, premises, organisation of managing council, 
. . teaching apyaratus, etc. Information concerning the teaching 

and managIng staff and their payment; and . 
In :the case of· schools: information -concerning the yearly 
amount of instruction and its distribution j syllabus and time
·table; attendance in the separate departments or classes, total 
attendance; conditions of entrance; . --
In the case of museums: conditions of use ; visiting time. 

(b) Concerning the fimtncialconditions :-
- A full statement of aCcountafor the laSt year's work, if the instl~ 

tution is in a position to make such a statement; the budget 
of the year for which a grant is desired. These documents 
must state accurately on the prescribed forms ;>-

1. The pecuniary and other donations of the canton, the communes, 
. corporations and private individuals. 
2. The capital belonging to the institution and the interest thereof. 
3. The sum derived from entrance and school fees and fines, from 

purchase of material, and the profit on work and other 
sales. 

4. The amount of the federal grant and its proposed application. 
In addition. the application must be accompanied by any documents 

th8t have been published concerning the institution, BUch as laws, 
decrees, resolutions, regulations, syllabus, annual repo~ 
catalogue, etc. 

Art. 3. Applications from institutions which have already been' sub-
,idised by the Federation must include-;- . . 

(a) A report of the progress, results, and attendance of the laSt 
year or course; prit;lted reports suffice fo~ s~ch instituti9.D!! as are 
able to send them. 

(b) The statement of aCcounts as described in Art 2 b .• .. 
-I. 

Art 4. The accounts (according to Art. 2 ~) (If institutions receiving· 
federal grants must. be delivered to the Department of Industry as !loon as 
possible after the close of the year or courae concerned, and at the latest 011 
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January 31st i the cantonal governments must duly audit the acconnts 
before preaen tmg them. BilIa: receipts. etc, must only be sent if specially 
demanded. Institutions lI'hicli carry on business need only send a beJance 
sheet. An inventory of all appliances obtained through the federal grant 
must accompany the acconnta. The government of the eauton COIlcerned 
is responsible for the accuracy of the acconnta and inventory., , 

Art. 6. Ap,?licationa for federal grants towards the UJl8~ of'~1l8cial 
~~ .. ~P!ltet~c co~· and ~ competi~ons ~ !-eclmical aoll 
industrial traw~, mcludiug the domestic and techmcal training of women, 
must give exact information concerning the fonndera, aim, organisation. 
syllabua aod date of fonndation; also detailed aeconnta. When the 
nndertaking concerned bali been brought to a successful close, a report on 
J1~. and result, accompanied b,. the acconnts and a statement of the 
applicatIon of the federal grant, must be sent through the cantonal govern-
ment., which is responsible for the accuracy of, the accounts. ' ' , 

IL AKomn' .tJD APPLIC.A.TION OP FEDEJUL GRANTS. 

Art. 8.. 'lhe federal grant rnay equal in amonnt one half of the total sum 
received from the canton. commnnea, eorporationa and private individuals. 
IDtereet derived from invested capital may be reckoned with the aforesaid. 
No decrease of former donations from canton. commnnes, corporatioDs 
and private individuafs mnst follow the receipt of a federal grant. 

Art. 7. The fed~ ~t IUSy ~ot be employed :-- ' ' '. ' 

(a) For general management, rent and repairs, lighting. heating. office 
expenses.. 

(6) For the purchase and re~ ot, .furniture. for pupils' IUSteriah, 
, ,raw materials, a~ suchuten~ as need frequent replacing. 

(e) To increase the working Cll.pital. 

Art. 8. Institutions, courses, etc.. in receipt of federal grants must make 
the advantages they offer as general and easy' of access as possible. In the 
matter of achool and entrance fees, it is not, as a rule, allowable to favour 
natives of the locality or canton more thao other natives of Switzerland. 

Museums must be open' free at suitable times to teachers, pupils, 'manu
facturers and their workmen; as much facility as possible must be' f·vea' 
for lending ont, under proper guarantee, and for nlaking other use 0 the 
IUSterials available advantageous to students (practical research, wor~ 
travelling exhihitions, etc.). , 

The cantonal governments must undertake to use' and preserve for 
public use all purchases made with the help of federal grants, shonld the 
Institutions which they originally served cease to exist. 

, ' 

1.: '.1 IIL ScIloLilSHlfS, 

, Art. 9. Applications for scholarships fn?m ~h~ who. wish to be trained, 
either at home or abroad, as teachers for mstitutions aIded by the Federa~ 
tion must be presented to the Swiss Department of Industry through the 
cantoual governments. and with their approval. 

Applicationslllust be accompanied by :-
(a) ,School certificates, and oth~ proofs .that the applicant has ~~ 

, _ _ Buch knowled~ and practi~,~ and possesaes su~ abilitiea 
. and qualificatiOns as ahall Justify the grant Of a scholarship. . 

, (iI).An official statement of the inancial circlPUStances of the candidate 
~d ~f ,his or her jl&l'8ntage, . ' " ' ' , 

(c) A decl~tion'that the candidate is already ass~ of aacholarship 
, ~ from ~the(. ~ (cantoD, commUJ;le"corporation. endowments, 

-etc.). , . 
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(d) The syllabus of the pro\losed institution if the candidate means to 
attend a foreign e4ucatlOnal establishment. . 

(e) A· written declaration from .the candidate that he will fulfil the 
conditions laid down in Art. 11. 

Art. 10. A federal scholarship is only granted if the candidate also 
receives assistance from other sources. 

The federM scholarship may equal the amount received from other 
sources. 

The department reserve.'!! to itself the right to send the candidate, if 
needful, to special institutions suitable to his work. 

Art. 11. The recipient of a federal scholarship binds himself :-
(a) To send the cantonal government annually, for the information of 

the Indu'!!trial Department, a report on the course of his studies, 
if possible with the addition of certificates. 

(b) At the close of the time of study, to take a position as teacher, at 
the usual salary, at one of the institutions sanctionEC. by the 
Federation, if opportunity offers. 

In case of non-fulfilment of these conditions the recipient may be called 
upon to refund the grant received from the Federation. 

The federal scholarship will only be continued if satisfactory reports 
o.the recipient are received. 

Art. 12: Applications for scholarships, in order to attend courses or make 
research journeys, from teachers alrea1y working at institutions receiving 
federal grants, are to be treated accordmgto Art. 9, §l. c. and Art. 10, §1,2. 
The recipient undertakes to furnish a report of the course or journey; 

IV. PAYMENT. 

Art. 13. The Swiss Department of Industry is empowered, under certain 
reservations, to make grants within the limits of the budget on receipt of 
applications (as described) and to decide on the amount to be granted in 
each case. . 

Art. 14. Federal grants are paid through the· cantonal governments, as 
soon as the department has declded thereon. Institutions whose course is 
regular and perpetual may, ·on application, receive the federal grant in two 
instalments, the first, amounting to about half the total grant, before 
inspection-at the earliest sometime in January-the second, as a rule, only 
after receipt of th~ exp'ert's report. The first payment is not binding on 
the subsequent decisions of the department. 

Should the accounts of 1I.n institution show that the federal grant has 
overstepped the maximum laid down in Art. 6, §1, a corresponding deduc
tion will be made from the next grant. Scholarships will be paid as soon 
as the consent of the department has been gained. 

V. INSPECTION. 

Art. 15. The Swiss Department of Industry is entitled to inspect the 
work of institutions or other undertakings receiving federal aid, to inquire 
into the application of the federal grants, and to be represented at examin
tions. . For the last-mentioned nurpose the inspecting experts must be 
punctnally informed of the dates of such examinations., 

The department may employ experts to decide upon applications for 
scholarshlps, and to supervise the recipients. 

The department will issue instructions to the experts, concerning their 
duties and fees. 
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INSTRUCTIONS TO EXPBRTS, § ]2. 

The Experts receive 20 francs (t6l.) per day of inspection or work 
relating thereto, also a travelling allowance of 20 centimes per kilometer 
(about 3d. per mile). . 

Where ,'ourneYI of inquiry in foreign countriea are undertaken at the 
request 0 the Department of Industry, an allowance is made of 35 francs 
(£1 In.) per travelling day and 20 francs n6l.) per work day (drawing up 
of report, etc.), and the amount actually expended on travelling and 
transport of luggage is refunded .• 

FoaM op EXPERT's REPORT. 

In .. hat build· Ro .. iB 
Super. Proprietor InlllB the Condition of Fees. in8llQlarl,y 

Institution, theroomB of attendance In&ending of the ... dto .. hom IUId appoint- pnrehaaea, dealt with, authorlt,. eotabllehment. does" ' ment.~ 
linea, etc. IUId with , belong? .. hat reault ? 

, 

PERSONS EMPLOYED IN THE INSTITUTION. 

Name. TraIning and tnrt.her Duties or Bubjecte 8.......,. 
profesBlon. taught. 

P ..... rY&tloD of eoUectione IUId Mnaenml. 
Condltlou and apparatul 

I lul_blllt, purch&Bed by the 
BntrlUlce fUB. of apparat .. l. federal grant. WheDopen. 
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............ Term. ' Courses .......... .. 
j 

TermorCoune. No. of pupllL 'Bow IllADJ pupllll 

No. of 'U: .. '1! . 11· ... 
i! "'. .. 

i .. ... 
weekaof "e ... ~~:r i8:~ .... " .. clura~. •• l§.-g ~ ... ~=i 

gil ..... ~e-g .,o.! eil 1 "'. ..; • ....... :i! oil! I!'& ~ .... " 
~s ~ -g5i 

..... .. - ce5;a =. ,'" .. .. ~ 
.... 

C /01. r.. 0 < CD --------- --------r--------
.. ' 

, 

• 
, , - - , 

Expert's report concerning organisation, time-table, results of the instruc
tion, progress of the institution :-

Suggestions of the Expert as to th(l amount and application of the federal 
grant:- . 

Date: ,Signature. , 
Further observations:-

APPENDIXB .. 

Two SP~ClMEN PROGRAMMES FOR SEWING SCHOOLS (N EUCB1TEL 
AND SOLOTHURN). ., 

I.-PRooJtAMM1C OF NEEDLEWORK IN TJIB INFANT AND PB.nLutY SCHOOLS 
OJ' THE CANTON OF NEucH.1TEL. (FEBRUARY 4, 1899.) 

In each class the pupils shall all be engaged on the same work. 
Any occupation' foreign to the lesson is strictl~ forbidden to the teacher. 

The preparatory exercises made on coarse linen 10 the infant school are to 
be repeated in the primary school on fine white calico. 

The theory taught shaII be applied to practical and useful objects. 
'There shall always be simultaneous or class teaching., 
As all the work in the programme is connected and developed progres

sively, the pupils can and ought to prepare their work themselves, both in 
llewing and knitting, according to the directions of the teacher. The at
tention of the P!lpils shall be. called ~th to ~he proportions of the objects, 
and to the necessity of employmg matenals swtable to the fineness or stren~h 
of the cloth. In the infant school the several exercises in the lower diviSIOn 
must have as object the training of the hand and eye. It is in the middle 
division that the exercises designed to serve as foundation to the prepara
tory sewing exercises begin ; thus the threading of beads leads to the thread
ing of needles, the first exercises of embroidery on paper are a preparation 
for the ditTerent stitches, and those of weaving paper mats by means of 
large strips of paper, lead to Swiss darning.· 

• Duu1nc acocmI1nc \0 ~ web of U1e ..... MriaI. 
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In the upper division, the dift'erEmt iltitches' employed later in the making 
of hand-eewn objecte shall be studied 011 coarse material ;- the exercises· of 
weaving with paper in narroW' bands should, by their gradation, put the 
child in a IM?8ition to execute spontaneously the first steps in the mending 
of cl,oth. The paper-eutting done in this division serves as foundation to 
cut~g out. In a word, these different exercises, while· preserving an 
8ntll'el, infantine character, should furnish a solid preparation for all kinds 
of sewmg. 

Programme for Infan' Schools. .. . 

.Lo'ww Divilior& (age/our tojiw ,Mr.): '. . 
First Y8ar.~Numerou8 exercises with the object of developing' manUal 

dexterity and accuracy of vision. . 

HiJJJe Divi.ion. (agej;,'w ~ M year.). 
Second Year.-Preliminary . exercises; threading of beads.. (Tntro-

ducti~~~~hreading of needles.) , 
Th ' of a wool-needle. . ' 
Pricking 'Of checked paper and embroidery .00 paper. (Introduct, i'On to 

sewing.) . .. . " 
.Exercises of weaving with paper cut into large strips. (Introduction. to 

tho mendinl{ 'Of cloth.) ,: 
Use of 8C1S8Ors for cutting paper previously ·folded. (Introduction to 

cutting. out in cloth.) . . . . .. 

Uppw Division. (age liz to "vela year,). 
Third. Year.-Preparatorr exercises in cutting 'Out canvas or coarse 

clo~h: overcasting; hemmlDg; crOSB-stitch; herring-bone ; back-stitch ; 
SWlBB da.rning. . '. . 

Further exercises with narrower strips (of paper), easy des~s. .(lntro
duction to the mending 'Of damask.) ~'urther exercises In cUttlDg out. 

Preparatory knitting exercises. 

Programme for Primary Schools. 

Lower DivisWft.·, .' 
First Year.-TAeory 0/ Knittmg :-Preliminary exercises in plain and 

purl stitch, using coarse 1lO10ured cotton and short needles; practical 
applications. Strip in cotton]. forward and back, with increase and 
decrease, seam-stitch and smaJJ heel as preparation for stockings; a 
stocking leg. 

St!V!ing .-Use of the thimble and ordinary needle.-Hemming, 'Over-
eastin~. Back-stitching on canvas. . _. 
S_ darning :-Exercise on canvas with an ordina.ry needle.-A 

hemmed article. 
Second Year.-Kflitting .-Second hee1-exercise.-A pair of stockings. 
SMfIAJ :-Running, hemming, 'Overcasting· on. cloth.. . Introductory 

mark.ing exercises: cJ"Ollll-stitch.: . . . , 
Sun.. dami"fl .--Continuation of preceding exercises. A cloth object 

(pocket. etc.). . '. . . . ' '.' 
. Middle Diw.wn. '. ,,',.; 

Fir;'t. Yc&r.-Kflitti~·:-Th~ry ~f the ;nti~. ~roc;ki~g. A pair of 
atockiog&.-. - .... - .--,. - ..... . . . . ... ."... .'. 

Sewi1lfl :-Various stitches. ,)Iending of stockings: thin places on the 
right aide. A cloth object: ,apron. . ." .', .• 
~econd Year.-KflittifIAJ :-Mending of stockings. 
SM"fI :-Recapitulation of differen' stitches. Sewing on the cross. 

Placing of oversewn patches with comers. Alphabet in cross-stitch on 

caG~fI :-Cutting out and ma~ing II: chel1}ise.. First ,theoretical 
principlell of tak.ing measurementl\ With thell'·apphcatuma. 
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Upper Divi8ion. 

First Year.-Knitting :-Re-footing stockings. Optional exercises in 
crochet. Sj;ockin~-mending. 

Sewing :-A pphcation of the different stitches to the making of finished 
objects. Making a cuff. Simple darning on canvas. Overcast patches 
with four corners. 

Garments :-Cutting out and making a pair of drawers. 
Second Year.-Knitting :-Re-heeling stockings. Stocking-mending. 

Optional crochet work. 
Sewing :-All kinds of mAnding. Complete wristband with back-stitch, 

button holes and loops; four-cornered patches; simple mending on cloth. 
Garment8 :-Taking of measurements. Cutting-out and making a 

chemise. Optional exercises in ornamental stitches on canvas. 

H.-PROGRAMME FOR THE SEWING-SCHOOLS OF THE CANTON OF 
SOLOTHURN. 

First Sewing-School Year-(Seoond Primary-School Year). . , 
(~) Knitting: To be learnt on a practice-strip, 24 stitches to be cast on. 

The plain stitch shall be practised till the {lupils have attained to some 
ease In knitting, for which at least 20 rows wlthout mistakes are necessary. 
Similarly with purl stitch. Then follows ribbed knitting with two plain 
and two purl stitches; similarly 20 rows. Afterwards a complete heel. 
Only on completion of this practice-piece follows the: , 
, (b) Stocking-lmitting: One pair ot stockings with 84 stitches cast on 
(the casting-on shall be done by pupils of the third school year), with 
discussion of the parts of a stockmg'and their proportions, with the aid of 
the drawn stocking-pattern and the knitting frame. Discussion of the 
properties of the material used for knitting. Material for practice-strip 
and stockings: unbleached cotton yarn, 12-ply, and four suitable needles. 
An extra strand to be uBed for heel and toe. 

Second Sewing-School Year-(Third Primary-School Year). 
(a) Knitting: Casting-on stockings. Lessons on the proportions of 

stpckings as in the first year. Calculation of the different parts. 
(b) Footing stockings: Instruction in sewing is not to 'begin until the 

majority of the pupils have finished a stocking. Afterwards knitting is to 
be contmued two hours weekly, and as extra work. 

(c) Sewing: Backstitch and seaming on a piece of cloth. (The remnants 
from the cuttiilg-out classes to be used for this.) Hemming pocket-hand
kerchiefs. 

Lessons on the use of material.and implements. 

Third Sewing-School Year-(Foilrth Primary-School Year). 

Summer. 
(a) Knitting: Re-footing and re-heeling stockings as extra work. 
(b) Sewing: Beginning of the sewing practice strips, which are continued 

in the two following years. 
Material: 30 cm. (ll! ins.) of bleached, coarse, soft cotton, red 

marking cotton and white cotton. . 
Running, quilting and backstitch (with red cotton) ; two narrow seams, 

and two tucks. 
Lessons on the origin, meaning, and uses of sewing, also on the quality 

of cloth and sewing materials. The texture Wlll be demonstrated 
on the sewin~-frame, also the different stitches. 

Winter. 
(a) Continuation of stocking making and mending as extra. work. 
(iJ) A girl's gored chemise, with a completed chemise as pattern. 

Material: l'SO m (2 yds.) medium calico, 84 cm. (32! ins.) in width. 
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Fourth Sewing-School Y ear-(Fifth Primary-School Year}. 

Summer. 
(a) Knitting: A pattern strip, 40 stitches wide, with five pique and five 

open-work patterns. . 
Material: English yarn and two suitable knitting-needles. 
(b) Sklcking-mending: Simple holes, and the covering of thin places 

with the pattern stitch. . 
(c) Sewing: Continuation of saml?le-piece; putting on a sleeve band; 

placing of a band with ornamentalstltcliing; sewing on loopB and buttons. 

Winter. 
(a~ Knitting: A pair of new stockings as extra work. 
(h, 8ewing: A lIimple chemiser 
(c) Limn Alarking on a canvas sampler, on which two or three alphabets 

are to be worked in cross-stitch; also simple numbers, the pupil's mitials, 
and the d'tte of the year. 

Demonstration on the canvas-net of the sewing-frame. 

Fifth Sewing-School Year-(Sixth Primary-School Year). 

Summer. 
(a) Kni~ting: A pair of BOcks as extra work. 
(6) 8ew;,ng: Thorough learning of button-holes,loopB and elelet--holes on 

a piece of material. Afterwards at least five button-holes, and BOrne loops 
and eyelet-holes are to be worked on the sample-piece. 

(cJ Mending: Two square patches to be made in the sample-picce. 

Winter. 

(a) Sewing: Further back-stitching, and some ornamental stitches on 
the I!8mple-piece. A plain chemise with short gores. 

Material: Bleached, medium calico, 2.15 m. (2 yds. 12in.) long, and 
84 cm. (32! ins.) wide. 

(6) Sklcking-mending: Two pairs of stockings to be p'l.tched and darned. 
(c) Limn-marking: Mark the sample-piece and a finished shirt in cross

stitch. 

Sixth Sewing-School Year-(Seventh Primary-School Year). 

Summer. 
(a) Stocking-mmding: Various kinds of patching. Darning of simple 

holes, and holes in seamll requiring d~rease. . . 
Demonstration on a mended stockmg-web on the kmttmg frame. 
(6) Mending: Square, rectangular and triangular patches on a coloured 

sample-piece. ..... 
Explanation of the use and apphcatl<~n of differ~nt kmds of mendmg. 
The different shapes of patches, showmg the fittmg at the corners, to be 

drawn on the blackboard. 

Winter. 
(a) Cutting que : The chemises for the fourth sewing-school year. 
(6) Sewing: A boy's shirt. (Cutting out the same with the help of the 

teacher.) . . I' f d' 'f (c) Mending of mattl'rial: At least two practlca pieces 0 men mg, 1 
J.088ible, one to be white and one coloured. 

(d) Alarking oft-he boy's shirt.. . • . 
(tI) Cutting out in paper: Chewl8O, With all Its parts m reduced pro-

portions. k rd d . • boo The patterns to be drawn on the blac boa ,an In an exercise- k 
with cliecked Jl&per. • . <!> Dome.tw. tICQ1/.Qmy: Care al!d clearung of the dwelling-bedroom, 
sittmg-room, kitchen, store-room, lmen-closet, loft, ('.allar, etc. 

Knowledge of the ditfCl'ent kinds of yam, calico and linen. 
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Seventh Sewing-School Year. 
Summer. 

(a) Slockirtg .-ding: Practice in mending. The mending of ribbed 
atockings. 

(b) NlJftdirtg of materials acoonling to Woven pattern. 
(e) C"tti"g 0tIt: Directions for measuring. dn.fting and cutting~ut a 

man'a shirt. Front, &boulder piece, and sleeves in full sUe in paper. 
(d) StItlfirtg: One pair of drawers, one dressing-jacket, one petticoat, or 

one bed-c:over. Each pupil to cut ont her own work under the teacher's 
supervision. 

Winter. 
(a) C"tt~-otd and making a ~'s shirt.. _ '. _ 
(6) Jlertdlrtg: Two or three practical exercIses as m year vt. 
(t") Xarlittg: The man's ahirt in CJ'08IHItitc:h j other artlcleS, BUell as 

I1anakerc:hief~ liapkins, towels, etc., in various stitches. 
(d) DomUtae itOttOiny:·care ina preservation of WlI.8hlng garments and of 

dresses. , 
Materials and Implements. 

(a) Each pUI>il receives from the ac:hool :-
1st year: Unbleached cotton yarn and kni~ needles. 
2nd year: Material for a pair of stockings, as m the first f8&1'. Sew

ing material: white cotton, needles (half-length) and pins. 
Similarly in all the fonowing classes. 

3rd year: Bleached, coarse, white calico for the sample work; red 
cotton; bleached medium calico (84 em., U. 32i ins. wide) 
for the chemise. 

4th year: English yarn for the pattern-strip and darnillS" Tapes and 
buttons for the sewing sample, canvas, 11'001, and darning 
needles. 

5th year: Knitting material for the IIOcks as in the first yenz; red 
cotton, ek' ... for the embroidUfand mar~; darning cotton 
as in the fourth year; material for the ahirt as in the third 

6th year ~ck fc.the mending-pattem; darning-c:otton as in the 
fourth fe&r ; paper for cutting out. -

7th year: Darnmg cotton; paper for cutting out. 
(b) EaCh pupil must provide: Thimble, scissors, darning-ball and sewing

cushion, alsO the necessary material for the garments. 

Teaching-Materials. 
(a) Obligatory: 1. A diagram of a stoc:kini

f
- !. Sewing frame, with the 

necessary cloth and knitted webs; 3. A large 0 ackboard ruled in squares 
(4 em .. LfJ.. Ii ins. to a side) ; 4.. Large examples of different alphabets and 
figures. 
, (b) Desirable: I, Collection of stuffs; 2, Check drawing-book (I in. side) j 
and, 3, TIw COMtiRllatimt Pupil. --the two latter for the use of the t.wo 
upper clasaes. 

APPE..."IDIX C. 
BUNES!: LAW, REGULATIONS .AND PROORAJOl» roR THl!: 

Gnu.s' SEWING ScHOOLS. 

I. 
THB LAw CONCEllNING Gnu.s' SlIWING ScHOOLS (27TH 0cr0BEB, 1878) 

0 .. TBlI GRUT CotnilCIL or TBlI CAlrroN 0 .. BERN, DETERlUNlIS:-

A.-GDDAL CoNDmoNS. 
§ 1. The instniction in sewing is oblintorY for Jlrima!1 school girls. It 

includes knitting, 8f<wing, mending and \he-makiD.g of simple garmNlts. 
Neatness and cleanliness must be strictly insisted upon. 
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A.t the ~ of e.ch term &be Primary School CommissiOll maT. in 
ex~DaI caseB and OIl the recommendation of the &eachel'll and the 
Ladies' Committee, exeuse pupila from further attendaDce. Such -PU{lila 
Illust be in the third echool diVJSion, and must pa88 an eumination shoWIng 
that they have reached a satisfactory standard. 

I ~ The girls of a pri~ ec!lool class -form also a s~ class in the 
&e~1IChool, and the mstruCtiOD must be properly graded as in other 
subject&, 

H the number of pupils ia a sewing echool exceeds forty, an additional 
cIaa must be formed: -

A claM numbering 1_ thaD fifteen pupils am be eombined with another 
aewiDg achool and cla.sa of the 8i.me district., provided that the tQtal Dumber 
of pupila does DOt exceed fortr. -

I~ This Jaw a:PPlies sin\ij&rly ~,-88OOI1dary echools., 

• 
R-SplllCLU. DIUCTION8. 

(I).-School Hours and Absenoes. 
I," The- Dumber of echool weeks' preecribed for primary echools by the 

law of 11th May, 187~ applies alsoto the aewingechoola. During this time 
the teaching is to be given =-

(I) In winter in all diYisions for three to four hours weekly.' 
(i) In I1lIIllD8J' on two half-days for four to six hours weekly. 

The echool hours for girls shall not in any C888 exceed the weekly maxi
mum of thirty-three hoW'll, sewing lessons included. 

f 5. H the unexc1l88d absences from the sewing achool exceed one-third 
of the time of instruction, thll delinquents shall be rep'orted by the Primary 
School Commission, even the first time. to the Council of Goverment. 

(II).-Financial Arrangements. 
'S6. The expensee of the &ewing echools are defrayed by the eommunee 

or echool-districts with the help of cantonal grants, and 80metimea of 
preeenta, legacieI and the eamin., ... of the echoolll. 

ST. The eommune or achool-district must provide :
(a) The room with furniture and heating. 
(6) The necessary teachin~ and demonstration apparatus (black-board. 

frames, charts, collection of patterns. etc.). 
-(e) Part of the salary of the teacher. 

S&.. The parents or guardians of the pupils must f~ the n~ 
materials, and if they neglect to do ao, ,the echool authontl~ must ~Vlde 
the 8IUJle at their expense: The materia:ls are !-O be ,supplied gr&tui~y 
to chilJren, if they or their parents r&C8lve parish relief or are othennse m 
needy circumstances. _ 

The School Commission must inform itself accurately of these eircum
stances at the beginning of the echool year. The requisite credit for these 
expensee must be granted to them yearly. 

f 9. The canton eontributea to the yearly aa1ary of a sewing teacher: _ 
(a) l'IO to 70 franca (£2 to £2 166.) per class if the teacher is certificated. 

. (6) 30 franca (£148.) pel' class if the teaCher is uncertificated. 
The limits of the· cantonal grant are determined by the financial eon

dition of the canton &8 set forth in the official budget. 
Th~ contribution of the commune -to the yearly salary of a &ewing 

teacher amounts to at leut 50 francs (£2) per -<lass.. This payment is 
made hali-Je&fly. -

The payment of the cantonal share is made on the report of the CoUllCil 
of EdU(&i.ion through the Government agent j but only if the provision. of 
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this law have been complied with; where this is not the case, the commune 
or the school district has to pay this contribution, unless the fault lies 
with the teacher concerned. 

The Council of Education, under appeal to the Council of ililvernment, 
decides any disputes on this point .. 

If the payments are not made within a month of the day when they are 
due, the recipients are entitled to 5 per cent. interest. 

(III).-Appointment of SeWing Teachers. 
§ 10. When a primary-school teacher is apJlOinted to a given class, she 

can only be absolved from the duties of sewmg teacher to that class by 
l?ermis~ion of the Council of Education. On the question of payment see 
9 9. 

§ 11. A primary school teacher is permitted to undertake the sewing 
lessons in other classes, provided that the instruction of her own class does 
not suffer thereby. . 

In this case the appointment to a further class is concurren't with her 
appointment to her own primary school class. 

§ 12. The appointment of sewing teachers, other than primary school 
teachers, is made not less than eight days after adwrtlSement .of the 
vacancy in the official organ of the district, or a similar public announce
ment. The teacher is appointed by the School Commission on the 
recommendation of the La.(iles' Committee, and this appointment is valid 
for six: years. 

§ 13. Only those persons are elilP-ble, who are certificated as having 
passed a special examination for sewmg teachers. Uncertificated teachers 
can only be provisionally appointed for one year. The apJ?!>intment of the 
latter is subject to the sanctIOn (ratification) of the Council of Education. 

The diploma of a primary school teacher includes the certificate neces· 
sary for a sewing teacher. . 

(IV).-:-Inspection of Sewing SchooL<il 
§ 14. The primary school commissioners stand in the same relationship 

to the sewing schools as to the primary schools; but they may transfer 
these duties to committees of ladies appointed by them for the special 
supervision of the sewing schools. The school commissioners must, how
ever, trausa.et all husiness with the cantonal authority. 

The duties of school inspectors are the same with regard to sewing 
schools and primary school ... 

The Council of Education may, from time to time, as it deems necessary, 
order special insJ;leetion by female experts, to which the school inspectors 

.must also he inVited. 
Should these a.rrangements for the inspection of the sewing instruction 

be found insufficient, further orders may be given through decree of the 
Grea.t Council. 

(V).-Training of Sewing Teachers .. 
§ 15. It is the duty of the canton to provide for the training of sewing 

teachers, either by the arrangement of the necessary. courses or in other 
suhable ways. 

By order of the Council of Education compulsory aud optional 
recapitulation and continuation courses for already certificated ~ers 
are 8.l80 held from time to time. 

§ 19. This law, after its acceptance by the people, comes into force on 
April 1st, 1879. It abolishes the law of June 23rd, 1864, concerning girls' 
sewing schools.. Before the first-mentioned date arrangements must be 
made for the .provision of institutions, where sewing teachers can obtain the 
necessary diplomas. 
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II. 
IUGULATlON8 WOK THB GlBLS' SEWING ScHOOLS 11( TUE CANTON ·op BiRR. 

(1).-The Instruction. 
11. Sewing haa the same value 8.8 other subjects, a.nd the sewing teachers 

have the same rights and duties 8.8 the other teachers. 
, I. The instruction must be simultaneous (class·teaching~ i.e., all pupils 

of the same CluB must be taught together; it must De aITanged in 
8CCO~d&nce with the prescribed programme with special reference to local 
reqwrementa. The teacher in consultation with the Ladies' Committee 
must arrange the details of instruction on the lines of the general official 
programme. • 

I 3. The teacher must conscientiously c~ out the obligatory sche~e 
of work. and must produce it at the times Ie ly a.ppointed for examination 
by the School Commissions. She shall sen the winter list of work before 
the 15th April, and the summer list of work before the 15th October to the 
school insptlCtor. . 

The school inspector shall forward these reports at once to the Coilncil of 
Education and the cantonal grant for the half year will be forthwith paid 
by the Government clerk. \. 

• 4. According to § 14 of the law the School Commission shall ~lect, for 
a term of from two to six years, committees of ladies consisting of at least 
five members. These committees of ladies, in co-operation with the School 
Co!Jlmissioo,.supervise the discipline and teaching in the sewing school. 
It 18 also their duty :- . 

(a) To see that the instruction is ¢ven carefully in accordance with 
§ 1 of the law, and in conformlty with these regulations, and that 
the programme is strictly followed. -

(b) To take care that the pupils are provided with the necessary 
matelials for tlie general teaching. 

(e) To aITange yearly, 8.8 a rule at the close of the school year for 
a public examination, at which an account of the work done 
during the year, and, if possible, the work itself shall be produced. 

(d) At the close of a school YE;ar to add their judgment on the work 
to the school report. . 

(e) To villit regularlYt and in turn, the sewing school, that they may 
form a correct juagment on its progress and results. 

(/) To examine tlie pupils who, in accordance with§ 1 of the lawl 
wish to be excused further ati;endance at the sewing school, ana 
to report to the School Commill8ion the result of such examination. 

(g) To forward a nomination (duly proposed and seconded) to the 
f'chool Commillsion when a new sewlDg t.:acher is to be chosen. 

§ 5. The materiali for the elementary exercises in knitting, sewing~ 
drawing, mending and cutting out sh8.l.l be provided by the ~ies 
Committee, through the sewing teachers, and tlie cost sh&Jl be divided 
among tlie children. 

}<'or the other instruction each pupil must bring the necessary materials. 
Should parents who are in a. position to provide the requisite materials 

refuse to do so, the Ladies' Committee shall provide the children in 
question with the necessary articles. If the par~nts. refuse to pay for 
these materials, the work alread.r completed by their children shall be sold 
to cover the expense incurred. The Ladies' COmmittee shall be empowered 

. to provide the '&~icribed ma~rial8 forPo/'f children. In «;arrying out 
this dut.y they . only conSider the efficiency of the teaching, and not 
the neeU of the children. . . 

§ 6. ne School Commisaion must fi:ve their attention and care to the 
'eewing aehools, and may at any time demand a report of them from the 
La(ti,.' Committee. 

908, y 
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Ally Tac:&DCy for a sewing teacher shall be made known by them according 
to § 11 of the law; they shall supply the Ladies' Commit~ with the list of 
applicants, and shall appoint the teacher not less than eight daYI after the 
Tac:&DCy has beeu advertised. AI a rule certificated candidates are to be 
prefem,d to uncertificat.ed. Sufficient reason must be given to the Council 
of Education for departures from this rule. 

The definite choice of a teacher must be ~ 'once announced to the insPflC: 
tor, as must al90 a provisional appointment, which requires the consent of 
the Council of Education. 

§ 7. The School Commission shall further :-
(a) Appoint the weekly number of hours of instruction within the 

limits bed by § 4 of the law, and their position in the time-table. 
(6) Decide, after receipt of a report from the ladies' Committee, in 

("8.qee of withdrawal demanded by pupils of the third division. 
(t") A('("()rding to § S of the law, check the absence list, and report 

delinquents to the authorities. 
(<I) Provide the necessary teaching and demonstration aplaratus and 

suitable furniture. The latter includes a cUl-'board with a lock in 
which the children's work and materials shall be neatly kept, also 
forms and tables. Where the ordinary school room alAO serves as 
sewing school, school tables must be provided whi~h can be con· 
veniently used aa work tables. The Uo"l'l of the school tables as 
seats and the forms as f'lOtstoolll is forbidden. 

§ S. Primary school teachers ""ho undertake to conduct a second sewing 
school ( § 11 law) must arrange the time of instruction with the consent of 
the School Commission and notify the !IIUlle to the inslleCtor. 

§ 9. In cases where, according to § 4 of the law, four hours weekly are 
devoted to needlework in winter, they may be divided between two half 
days or added in single hours to the other lessons. The laUer plan is 
recommended for the tirst division. 

§ 10. The cantonal school inspE'Ctor will inspE'Ct the selling schools.. In 
addition to his ordinary duties, he will :-

(<J) Have constant control over the teachers of the sewing schools. 
(6) Examine personally, as a rule onoe a year, the condition and work 

of the sewing schooi. and insist on the removal of existing 
inconveniences and deficiencies. 

(c) Report on the result in the difFerent kinds of work in the ~ .. y that 
seems best to him. 

(2).-Training Courses. 
§ 11. As a rule, two courses for the training of sewing teachers take 

place yearly. These courses are held at suitable centres in dilferent parts 
of the canton. 

§ Ii. Fif~n to thirty candidates may be admittted to a training course. 
§ 13. Whoever wishes to enter such a course must apply to the C()uncil 

of Education according to the prescribed form. The following papers must 
accompany the arplication :-

1
1.) A birth certificate. 
iL) An &l,'count of her education. drawn 1!P by the candidate henelf. 
3.) A testimonial from the 1<X'&l School CommissWn. 
4.) A testimonial as to character from competent authorities. 

(5.) If the applicant has already conducted a sewing school. testimo
nials as to teaching ability from the local School Commisaion, 
endorsed by the inspector. 

§ 14. Candidates must have completed th~ir seventeenth year, and must 
lIho1l' in an entrance examination-

(1.) That they can make a stocking suitabltl for a given age.. 



(2.) Tba& th4'1 tAli tut oot and make a man's shirt with aU ita part& 
(3.) That tb4'1 <'&II pakh a wbite pr1II4'ot IIMtly, and 
(4..) That tht'1 und4ntand how t<) m4'nd and pi- st(>('kinga. . 

I 15.. Th~ II('hOOol or lot-alauthoritiM of the plate or iostitut~ where 
the tOIlr'l'e 18 l<) he held mu'" provide premi_ suitahle in every respect. 
and fumiahed with the n-.-ry tables and -ta. and a black-board: they 
mUllt &Iso &IT&IIge that tht> n-.-ry Jlfa('ti<:e le&'IIOlIS sh&ll be gil'ell through-
011& the ~ ill the girls' eewing achools. 

The C.ouDcil of Education provides the necessary teaclUng apJWlltua. 
The caDdiJatft mnat prome the necessary sewing materials. 
f IfL A training courae includes at 1t'aSt m houra of instluetioa, which 

may be extended 01W from aix l<) twenty weeks. 
~ eourae ~sta 01 inst1"uctlO!l:in n-Ut'1I'O£~, methods and theory of 

te8.t'.hing. &eWIng, pedagogy, draWIng and practlt"e I_s in the Iooal 
eewmg achool .... 

f I!. The fonoll~ng kiods of work art' taugbt : knitting, sewing, drawing, 
mending end tutting-ooL At least 120 hoors must be de~ted l<) these 
IUbj4'da. The instru~tioo is given according to the method which the 
pupil~ ~l follow law in the school. and it ~os y,ith tbe elementary 
exe~ III MC:"h of the abo\"e-namN hran~bE'S. Lessons ou the materials 
empl~ must at't'OIIIpaDy the ('IVti~ instmctloo. Ussons on method 
are _binNi with the pnt"tit'Al ~k and are a guide l<) a rational 
divis~ of this instruction atrording to the requirements of the 
~me. 

I 18. The theory lessona must extend over at least twenty hours and 
must deal with IIChooi disciplioe, the elements of teaching, and the position 
and fllDCtloo of the eewing ilchools. 

At 1t'aSt tftnty hours must lie devoted to drawing. 
Each student must attend recapitulary specimen lessons in \he sewing 

I!I('hool. and must herself gi'" at least tll"O practice lessons under the 
cinctiOD of & tacher. 

I 19. A sjleciaJly qualified tftcller will be entrusted with the arrange
ment of each course. Before the beginning of the course abe must submit 
a detailed programme and time-table to the Council of Educatioa,. together 
with an estimate of the ClOSt : she must also arrange the details of the 
inStructiOD in consultation with the othe" tHchera, and oondud all business 
with the authoritif:d. 
. I so.. The coune is free to all students. The teachers receive from the 
Council of Education & fee of Ii francs l<) 3 francs per hoor, ~ to 
the number of pupils. 

The maintenance of the students durUtg & course is ananged for acoorcI
ing to cireumst&DCles. The Council of EducatiOD contributes .. sum not 
exCeeding eo franca (lj 8s. 011.) for ee.ch student. 

I 11. The Examinmg Commission mu!'t iD.~t the courses and report 
thereon l<) the Coun~il of Edll('ation. The memben mu...~ be ~t a& 
the concluding public examination and for at least one day during 
the C"OUl'Se.. . 

•. 21. The Goft1'1lme~t arra.ngM from ~e l<) time, a«Ording to loW 
Il~ties, for ~pitulary roursea. lastulg ~ or thI'M weeb, ~or 
already ~ted spwing te&che~ Th~ attendIng such COUlM8 reteml 
free instru~tion, &Iso their board or a mamtenance allowan~ 

\ 

(3).-Examination for Diplo~as. 
S is. The CouDcil of Ed~ca.tion appo~nt:s. for a period of four Jean. two 

mi:led Examination Clmml8.."Uons, cooSlSbug of three to five jler8OIl. ... for 
the German and Frenth parta of the ('1Ulton; the Council &1$0 appoints 
the prNidents of these Commissions. The lady members of the Commissiou 
&1$0 ronducl the examinations of the primary lICbooi teachers for needle-
work diploma..... \.. 

9OSS. T i 
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The Commission may be enlarged by the Council of Education if the 
number of candidates at an examination necessitates it. The members of 
this Commission receive the same remuneration as the members of Com
missions appointed to examine male candidates for the primary sch091 
diplomas. 

. § 24. Diploma examinations-primary school diploma-take· lllace 
. immediately after every teaching course for sewing teachers and at other 
tilnes when need arises. The Council of Education fixes the time and place 
of examination and announces the same at least one month beforehand in 
its official journal. . 

§ 25. Whoever wishes to eliter for such an examination must apply in 
writing to the Council of Education within the given time, and the appli
cation must be accompanied by the papers named in § 13. 

§ 26. The viva-voce part of the examination is public; the written 
examination,·to which the public are not admitted, is conducted under 
special supervision. 

The length of the examination depends on the number of candidates. 
The work must be given in whether finished or not, at the Close of the 

given time. . . 
§ 27. For the viva·voce examination the Commission may be 'divided 

into different sections, each of which must consist of two members. The 
. subjects must be divided between the different sections in such a manner 
that each may have, as far as possible, the same value in the examination. 
The sections examine simultaneously and devote an equal time to each 
group of candidates. 

§ 28. The examination includes the following subjects :-
(1) Theo~ of education; care and treatment of children; elements of 

teachmg, discipline, organisation of the Bernese system of educa
tion; object, arrangement and management of a sewing school; 
rights and duties of the sewing teacher. 

(2) Method of teaching according to the official programme. 
(3) Preparation of a paper-pattern and black-board drawing. 
(4) Preparation of work. 
(5) A rest lesson. 

• • • * • 
§ 30. Candidates who have not satisfied the examiners in each of the 

above subjects will not be recommended for a diploma. 
§ 31. The Examining Commission furnish the Council of Education 

with a detailed account 'of the examination, accompanied by their 
decisions, to which both the examination results and the testimonials of 
the candidates are to be added. . 

III. 
PROGR.UIME FOR THE GIRLS' SEWING SCHOOLS IN THE CANTON OF BERN. 

Needlework has the same value as any other school subject, and con
tributes equally to the education of the child. 

The aim of the teaching is "]lot purely utilitarian, nor the pleasure of this 
or that piece of fancy· work; its object is to acquire technical .skill in 
needlework, which is a part of all true domestic efficiency, and is the 
foundation of most branches of female industry, as well as of habits of 
order, cleaniness, industry and economy. 

In order that thoroughness may be combined with as complete a know
ledge of the subject as the short time devoted to it allows, the difficult 
parts of the different ~ments must be separately practised until the 
pupils are sufficiently skdful to make the whole article. On this account 
the basis of the instruction,.especially in the lower divisions, will be not 80 
much finished garments as samples of each kind of sewing. 

Although the circumstances of our country primary schools are not such 
as to allow of the immediate introductIOn of Bewin~-machines, the 
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authorities are strongly recommended to banish more and more from their 
programmes .such kinds of needlework as can be performed better by a 
!M'wIng-~hlDe, as, for example, backstitching, which is wearisome, un
Inten:stlDg and bad lor the eyes. In the arrangement of the teaching, . let 
t~e tlDle ~ rather ~evoted to that which cannot be done by a machine, 
tnZ_, m.endmg, cuttlDg-out and construction; all the more because both 
ed~twnally and practically mending is the most important branch of 
ae~, and cuttin.g-out and putting together train and test the self
reliance of the pupil • 

. The following tables, showing the division of the work between the 
dl!ferent grade~ of. the 8Choo~ ~ arranged according to the principles here 
laId down, and indIcate the mlDIIDUID of what must be accomplished. 

[Here follow 3 alternative syllabuses. 
Although differently arranged they cover approximately the same 

ground as the one already given for Solothurn CAppo B, II., page 302} and 
they have, therefore, been omitted to avoid multiplicity of programmes.] 

GENERAL DIRECTIONS. 

1. According to § 2 of the regulations the teaching must be simultaneous 
-ie. the children of the saIDe school-year must be taught to~ther. The 
teacher addresses herself to all in explaining each new step or 10 drawing a 
new pattern; she must insist that all do the same work and use the same 
kind of sewing materials, and that the different movements are simultan
eously copied and practised (drill work). She must also take care that the 
children, as far as po88ible, work at the same rate, in order that the explana
tions and com-.ctions made during the progress of the work may be useful 
to all. 

N.B. In the shirt-making the teacher may allow the pupils to bring cotton 
or linen, either coarse or fine; also when the general mending exercises 
have been completed, the girls may apply wha.t they have learnt to various 
articles. 

2. Pupils who have completed the prescribed work before the others, or 
who need the help of the teacher at a tIme when she is occupied with another 
class, may occupy themselves with some extra work (Nebenarbeit *) which 
shall aid the progress of the instruction, without disturbing the class teach, 
ing. The teacher may also appoint such pupils to supervise those who are 
younger or more backward.,' 

3. If the class teaching is to have good results, it must be clearly arid 
methodically given. The exercises must be so progressively arranged as to 
awaken and maintain the children's pleasure in the work; they must not 
only lead to the necessary understanding of the work, but must give the 
child by means of constant practice sufficient sureness and dexterity to 
enable her to proceed without diffic;;]ty to the next step. O~y II? can the 
foundation be laid for that practical facility, tbe absence of which IS so often 
deplored in pupils who have p&88ed through their nine school-year •• 

4. The instruction in cutting out and making garments shall be accom
panied by thorough demonstration; tbe ~escription of the. com.pleted 
gamlent shall be accompanied, whenever p088lble, by demonstratIon WIth the 
paper pattern and descriptive drawing on the blackboard; examples ml1l!t 
be shown giving exact proportions of form and measureI!lent, and comparl
IOns shall be made with common, faulty, and unpractical shapel!- Only 
when the full attention of the children has been fixed upon the subJ~ct, and 
their lively interest awakened in .it, can the ~her proceed to cuttmg out 
the different parts and to theoretlcal explanatIOns. 

Ii. Although the "drill work" is II? n~ and indispensable to the 
simultaneous learning of a new exercJ88, It must never be allowed to become 

• In the hlJrher cIaMea this a en"" work "I. otten knitting <oee Solothnm S111&bOl). Simple 
\I'IftllBlup or onuunmlAtioftl for dill ..... nt pnnenta lore .. 1110 t.lJowed. 
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monotonoWl and mechanical, to the detriment of real comprehension. ; it 
should only be used in the .elementary stages or as a means of arousing and 
holding together a class that is becoming sleepy or confused, ' 

6. The exercises in sewing must be done on practice pieces. Sixteen or 
more different stitches and seams cannot he learned and brougM to 
perfection on one piece of cloth from 4lHlO cm. long and 1lO· cm. wide 
(17 to 23 in. )( 31 in.), but each exercise requires a separate piece of stuff. 
and this may give ol?portunity for many exercises in the cutting out and 
joining together of Pleces of material. The material employed may be new 
or old, so long as it is clean and usable. The practice-plece itself can serve 
as a summing up and recapitulation of the instruction 1n the third division. 

7. With the exception of the pinafore,· which one cannot eXlJ6Ct children 
of nine to cut out, all work done in the school must be cut out m the school 
by the pupils themselves. In the third division, in addition to the garments 
which are made in the school~ patterns of other s1mple articles are to be given, 
which each girl shall be able to carry out indel!8ndently after leaving 
school. Economical use of the material can be iDSlsted on evenlljn cutting 
out paper patterns, and above all the pnpils must be trained to treat 
carefully everything that they use in their work, and always to show a 
sense of cleanliness and order, economy and conscientiousness. 

a. The teacher must ~ve special attention to mending; as much for the 
sake' of the work as for lts practical importance. 

The different kinds of mending must also be learnt on BIUIlples; the ma-
I terial need not be new; on the contrary, it is good for the children to leartl 

to adapt themselves to the use of old material. When the exercises on the 
darning of materials have been sufficiently explained and mastered with the 
help of the sewing frame, black-board, and canvas, the pupils receive small 
:pieces of coarse (not too thickly woven) table linen with a suitable pattern 
(100 mending pieces may be cut from one metre of such cloth); then each 
member of the class must cut out an equally large piece and darn it in 
according to the pattern. 

9. The exercises in stocking-mending are executed on fiat pieces of knit
ting, which can either be cut out of old stockings or specially prepared for 
this p~ Not only the stitches, but also, what is more important, the 
joining of the mending with the old stocking-web, can be practiSed on these 
samples. 

10. In order that intelligent class-teaching may have the best results, it 
. must be supplemented by proper apparatus for demonstration. 

This apparatus includes :-
(a) A checked blackboard for drawing the different exercises in 

knitting, mending, or cutting-out. 
(6) A mendi~ or sewing-frame, which must be so arranged that 

either a. plece of canvas for sho\\ing different stitches, marking 
and cloth darning, or a knitted-web for sho\'ing stocking· mending, 
. may be stretched upon it. 

(C") Tables showing different shapes and l\roportions in measurentent. 
(d) Thick wooden knitting-needles and red string or wool for showing 

the first steps in knitting. 
(t) A collection of raw materials, threads and stuffs which must be 

used by the teacher in her lessons on materials, their preparation, 
etc. 

<I) Samples made by the teacller of all articles which are subsequently 
to be made in the school by the pupils. ' . 

. U. Conscientious preparation on .the part of the t&1cher is .sential to 
. eatisfactory progress in the scliool. With the programme as a 

foundation she must have a definite plan of work for each lesson. 
She must carefully prepare the theoretical lessons. . 

• Garment rw tbe Int wlnkr In tbe MWInc lCbooi. 
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All ,arrangements for the le&lOD8 most be made either by herself or by her 
pnplls bef~", the letJ80o. T. 0 avoid UlUlecessary pauses in the teaching and 
W&8~ ~ time ahe mos~ not only be (arefu} to have all her materials ready 
to. distrlb!lte at the nght time, but she must also see that the children 
bnng the Implementa, etc., which they have to provide. 

li..All work shall be beguJl and entirely finished in the school and, as a 
rule, It most be kept by the teacher till the closing ,examination. ' 

APPENDIX D. 

ORGANISATION AND SYLLABUS OF THE TR.uNING CoURSE FOR 
SEWL~G TEACHERS L~ THE ELEMENTARY AND CoNTINUATION 
ScHOOLS OF THE CANTON OF ZORICH (May 16, 1900). 

• 
OllGA.NISA.TION. 

ConditioD8 of Admittance. A.ge: Completion of the,17th year. (Candi
datea, who have not already filled the potIt of sewing teacher, must not be 
more than 30 years of age.) EdurotWII: Three years' attendance at a. 
aecondary schOol or corresponding grade of edu(ation. (French not 
compulsory.) Sll~ preparatiora I" lelui"fI. (Certificate of apprentice
ship, IIt'wing«hool, etc.). 

Candidates must pa88 a practical and thooreti(al entrance examinatiou, 
which includes the following subjects; Sewing and mending, German 
(re~ng and comJM.>8ition>, arithmetic, geometrical design, writing, freehand 
draWln~, natural history. 

Application must be made at the appointed time to the education office. 
The appli(ation must be accompanied by ;-

(0) A certificate of age. 
(6) A certifi(ate of character from the authorities (G_8ittderat) of the 

district where the (andidate resides. 
(c) A certificate either that the candidate has attended a secondary 

school for three years, or that she has attained to such know
ledge and ability as she might have gained from three years' 
attendance at a good Zurich secondary school. 

(d) A certificate of sufficient preparatory knowledge of needlework. 
Fees; Those who are not natives of the (anton must pay a fee of 150 

francs (£6). Natives of the canton are admitted free, and may, in case of 
need, obtain scholarships on application to the Council of Education. 

At the close of the course the canton will refund to natives of Ziirich 
one half of the necessary outlay on material. 

Subjectll of Instruction; The J.lrognunme includes practical and th~ 
reLical iostruction and special IUlItruction in practit.'&l and theoretical 
domestic economr. 

The subjectll 0 the practi(al ill!ltruction in needlework are ;-Knitting, 
IIt'wing, mending, emb~idery, dressmaking. .• 

The theoretiCal subJects are;- Gennan, theory of teachmg, hYgIene, 
rometry, aritbmetit; drafting, freehand drawing, method and practice 
m the practice school 

The subjectll includ~ in domestic scien~ are :-Dom~tic econo~. 
method in a school-kitchen, theory of nounshment, cookmg, washin& 
ironing. 

Management_and superintendence: The ma~ent of the course is 
one of the duties of the cantonal inspectres8 of seWing schools. 

The course will be superintended by the Council of Edu(ation, in c0-
operation with a ladies'committee consisting of Beven members appointed 
by the Council. _ . . 

Examination; At the close of the course an examUllltlon IS held, on the 
results of which the Council of Education grants diplolll&ll to the teachers. 
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SYLLABUS. 

A.-NEEDLEWORK. 

(Twenty.four hours per week, durj.ng 38 weeks.) 

I.-Knitting. 
1. A sample (plain and purl-stitch, decreasing heel). 
2. A rttern-stocking according to prescribed dimensions (n?rmal 

stocking. 
3. Rational toes (right and left stockings). . 
4. Different kind.s of heels. 
5. A pair of lltockings, size optional. 
6. Fancy pll-tterns. 
7. Primary shapes: triangle, square, rectangle, circle; edgings. 

n.-Sewing. ct 

1. A sample of stitching (running, backstitch, hemming, and seaming or 
.oversewing). 

2. A sample showing the most important ways of joining selvages and 
rough edges. 

3. A sample in cross-stitch. 
4. A simple girl's chemise with gores. 
5. A cushion cover with further practice in buttonholing. 
6. A woman's chemise. 
7. A woman's chemise with yoke. Drafting of the yoke pattern accord

ing to normal measurements. Combination Qf different yoke and sleeve 
patterns with the original model with the use of fashion papers. How to 
take the measurements for making a yoke. 

8. A woman's nightdress . 
. 9. A man's shirt with yoke. 
10. A pair of drawers (full-size). 
11. Preparation of shirts in half-size (modllls):

(a) Country woman's chemise. 
(b) Woman's chemise (fastening in front). 
(c) Woman's chemise (fastening on the shoulders). 
(d) Woman's chemise With yoke. 
(e) Woman's nightdress. 
(f) Man's shirt. . 
(g) Man's shirt with yoke (repetition) according to other measure-

ments. . 
(Ii) Man's shirt with yoke fastening behind. 

In.-Mending. 
1. A sample in knitting· stitch, i.fI. Swiss darning (repairing thin places). 
2. Re~heeling, etc. 
3. Samples of patching:

(a) On white cotton. 
(b) Different shapes on coloured (and checked) cotton material. 
(c) On material with a pattern (flowers, etc.). 
(d) On cloth. 
(/!) On flannel. 
(I) On tulle. 
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4. A knitting-stitch sample (mending of holes).' 
5. Samples: darning of plain and pattemed materials and tulle. 
6. Mending of various useful articles. 

Samples :
IV.-Embroidery. 

(a) The various ornamental stitches. 
(6) English and couched embroidery. 
(c) Samples of open-work. 
(d) Transferring of designs on to materials. 
(e) A useful object showing applicatio~ of the embroidery. 

V.-Dressmaking. 
1. A petticoat. 
2. An ~nder-bodice according to measurement. 
3. A bed or dressing-jocket. 
4. A simple dress. 

B.-THEORETICAL SUBJECTS. 

I. Draftin~. This follows in connectlon with the practical exercises and 
• included 10 the time allowed for them. It comprises the following 
ltages:-

(fr) The taking of measurements. 
(b) Construction of a. pattern for cutting-out. 
(c) Geometrical drawing of patterns. 
(d) Drawing of the same on the black-board. 
(e) Cutting-out and trying on. 

n Freehand-drawing (two lessons weekly throughout the year): the 
instruction in drawing has for its object the trainin~ of the eye to a quick 
perception of form and proportion, and the cultivatlOn of precision of line. 

The means employed are: 
• '(a) Ol11amental drawing from the fiat, from pattems drawn on the 

black-board. 
(6) Letters and monograms. 

Ill. Geometry (one lesson weekly for one term). The instruction cover 
the ground necessary for the construction of pattems for, and the cutting
out and the ornamentation of different garments. 

IV. Arithmetic (one lesson weekly during the l\econd term). Mental and 
written calculations applicable to the practical needs of life. Domestic 
book-keeping. 

V. German, combined with lessons on the nature of materials, etc. (two 
lessons weekly throughout the year). The subjects selected for composi
tion have reference to the future calling of the candidates, or are drawn 
from the lessons on materials and on the theory of education. Reading 
and practice in independent verbal expression of thought. The lessons on 
materials deal with the products which are used in sewing (cotton [cloth 
and yam] fiax and hemp, silk, etc.), with special attention to the materials 
used in schools. 

VL Science of Education (one lesson weekly throughout the year):- . 
(a) General principles of education. 
(6) Mental and moral care of children. 
(e) Administration of discipline, reward and punishment· how to accus

tom the children to cheerful activity, love of order, cleanliness and 
mOttest behaviour. 
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VII. Hygiene (one lesson weekly throughout the.year); elementary 
principle! of the structure and functions of the human body with special 
reference to questions of health. 

1. The organs of motion :-
(a), The skeleton: deportment, dislocations, sprains, fracturea: 

bandaging in cases of accident. 
(b) The muscles: work. 
(c) The nervous system: sleep, recreation, unconsciousness. 

2. The organs of sense :-
(a) The skin: care of the skin, baths, clothing, hardening, bums. 
(b) Smell. 
(c) .Taste. 
(d) Hearing: mechanical derangement, care of the ear. 
(e) Sight: care of the eye, lighting, long-sight, rest. 

3. The digestive system:-
(a) The digestive organs: care of the teeth, poisons. 
(b) Circula.tion of the blood, care of the blood-vessels, exercise, 

. drinking of water, tight clothing, wounds, bleeding, bandaging. 
(c) Breathing, air, dwellings, ventilation, microbes, J!recautions 

against infectious diseases, suffocation and artifiCial respira
tion, the heat of the body, fever. 

(d) Functions of the kidneys and the skin. 

VIII. Ordinary complaints. General symptoms and precautions. 
Introduction to sick-nursing. 

C.-DOMESTIC TR.llNING. 

(8 hours a week during the first 38 weeks -&Ild 32 hours a week during 
the last six weeks.) . 

1. General observations concerning the province of the housewife. 
(a) Position ar:u duties of the wife, the daughter 'tnd the servant. 
(b) Essential qualities of a housewife. 

2. The dwelling. 
(a) Requirements of 8 healthy dwelling. 
(6) Arrangement; care of the val'ious rooms, especially the kitchen. 
(c) Cleaning. -

3. Heating and lighting. 
4. Clothing. 

(a) General and hygienic observations; 
(b) Purchase, preparation and preservation; 
(c) Washing and cleaning (clothes). 
(d) Repairs. 

5. The care of children. 
(a) Physical care: air, nourishment, clothing, bed, baths, rest 

. and exercise. 
(6) Sphitual care: training in habits of obedience, gratitude and 

truthfulness; habits,. activity, reward and punishment. 
6. Theory of nourishment. 

(a) GeneralobservatioDs (variety of food, nourishment, water). 
(6) Our most important foods and luxuries. 
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are issued for the organisation of these examinations and the granting of 
certificates to successful candidates. 

U-The Pupils. 
§ 7. Pupils must, as a rule, enter the school at the beginning of a term. 

Those who wish to enter later must obtain the permission of the 
president of the superintending committee. 

Application must be made to the Principal during the hours appointed in 
the public announcements of the different courses. 

§ 8. Pupils nlust be regular in attendance at the classes and in execution 
of the home-work. Whoever is hindered from attendance .by illness or 
other cause must excuse such absence to the PrincipaL 

Three unexcused absences arefunished by expulsion from the school. 
Pupils must obey the orders 0 the teachers respecting the preservation of 

order and cleanliness in the rooms. . 
§ 9. The school fee is 2 franca a term, and must be paid on entrance. 

Special fees may be demanded for certain courses. • 

I1I.-The Teachers and the Teachers'" Konvent." 

§ 10. The teachers are chosen by the !lChool council on the recommenda
tion of the superintending committee. The appointment is usually for one 
term. 

The school council determines the salaries of the teachers on the recom
mendation of the Buperintending committee. 

If the Principal is otherwise engaged the teachers must make arrange
ments for the suitable employment of the classes. 

If a teachE'r wishes to leave she must send in her resignation at the same 
time to the Principal and to the School Council. Notice of resignation shall, 
in ordinary circumstances, be given at laMt four weeks before the close of 
a. course. 

§ 11. All the teachers together constitute the "Teachers' Konvent." 
The Principal is the president. The vice-president and secretary are chosen 
from a.mong the members. The teachers are obliged to attend the meetings 
of the" Konvent. " 

§ 12. It is the duty of the teachers' .. Konvent." to foster the general 
well-being of the school. The members must aim at a methodical arrange
ment of the lessons within the limits of the programme, must observe any 
defect in the organisation of the school and bring such defect to the notice 
of the su~rintending committee. The proposals of the teachers' 
.. Konvent must be forwarded in writing to tlie superintending committee. 

§ 13. The teachers are forbidden to accept presents from the pupils. 

IV.-The Principal. 
S 14. The management of the institution is entrusted to a principal. She 

s appointed for a period of three years by the School Council on the 
recommendation of the superintending commlttee. Her salary is determined 
by the School Council. 

§ 15. The principal must give 11. maximum of 13 lessons a week. She 
must alilO superintend the whole institutution. She must listen every week 
to various lessons and must assist, through suitablt\ advice and discussions 
in the II Konvent," the methodical arrangement of the teaching, and the 
punctual observance of the programme laid down by the superintending 
committee. 

§ 16. In addition she has the following duties :-
1; To receive applications for entrance. 

. 2. To arrange the time-table. 

.3. To keE'p a register or the pupils. 
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" To keep an inventory of the furniture and app~ratus. 
5. To keep the books. 
8. To draw up the report of the term's work. 

V.-The Superintending Committee. 
, 17. The su~rintending committee consists of four nlembers of the 

prunary School Coun~il and nine Ja4ies. Mem~rs are c~osen for three ~ars 
by the School Council. The committee elects Its pre&ldent, vice-president 
and eecretary from among its own members. 

I 18. The luperintending committee is responsible for the man~ment 
and lupervision of the whole institution. It can divide itself into ditferent 
eections to visit the various classes. 

S 19. The Principal attends the meetinga of the committee, except when 
matters relating to herself are under discussion. The other teachers may also 
be asked to attend. 

S 20. T~C88 regulations c&me into force at the beginning of the winter 
term 1806-97. 

FROGR.uua 01' STUDIES. 

nAY COURSES. 

LINGERIE. 

Course I.-Nine hours a week, including I hourd' drafting, and I hours' 
hand sewing. 

A pillow-case and simple under-garments for women. In drafting, the 
necessary designs will be made for bed-linen and for the garments made 
in the 16d8ons. The patterns will be prepared in normal size and according 
to measure. 

Course n.-Five hours 8. wee~ including 2 hours' drafting. More compli. 
cated garments: nightdress, man s shirt, bOdice and dressing-jacket. 

The necess&ry patterns will be prepared as in CoUl'StI I. The drafting in 
this course ends with the pattern of an under-skirt. 

Course m.-Three hours weekly. 
With the U88 of the patterns drafted in Courses I. and II., and the help 

of fashion plates, simple and complicated articles will be made according to 
the capacity and d8dire of the pupils. . . 

Double Course.-llH4 hours weekly. 
In this course the programme of Courses I. and II. will be carried out in 

one term. 

CHILDREN'S GARMENTS. 

1. For home use.~ hours weekly. 

Drafting patterns for clilldren'. under-garments. 
I. Trade Course.-6 hours weekly for two terms, including 

2 houN' drafting. 
The ~ments of children from babyhood to the age of Courteen will be 

theoretically and practica\1y treated in systematic order. 

CHILDREN'II CLOTHL't. 

1. Girld' dresses for home use.-3 hours 1\·eekly. 

CoUJ'l!4) I.-Construction oC a normal pattern for a child's bodice. 
Elementary rul~ ~or ta~ing and prac~ical application of measurements. 

As prwctie&l applicatIOn: plnafores and sun pIe frocks. 
Coune II. -Simple and more difficult. frocks, jackets, cloaks, etc., 

aecurdiug to the cavacity and deaire of the pupils. 
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The necessary patterns will be drafted by the pupils according to measure. 

2. Boys' clothes for home use.~3-4 hours weekly. 
Course I.-Construction of the normal pattern for boys' clothes. 
Directions for taking measurements and drafting patterns according to 

measure. 
Simple boys' clothes. 

Course H.-More complicated boys' clothes with use of the ,patterns 
prepared according to measure. 

3. Children's clotbll$; trade course.-15 hours weekly, including 
, two nours' drafting, for 2 terms. . 

During the first term, dresSll$, jackets, cloaks, etc., for different ages will 
.be .thoroughly and systematically dealt with, both theoretically and 
prac~icaJly. . 

Similarlyy during the 2nd term the instruction will be continued to the 
preparation of boys' clothes. 

DRESSMAKING. 

Course 1.-4 hours weekly. 
A petticoat to be cut out and made from a pattern drafted by the pupil. 
Construction of a bodice pattern of normal size. 
Measurement and construction of a bodice. 
As practice in cutting out and sewing, 2 under-bodices will be made, of 

which the second may be sewn at home. ' . 
A simple dress. 
Course II.-3 hours weekly. 
Preparation of a bodice-pattern with changes according to the preVailing 

fashion . 
. An elaborate dress to be made, and if possible a dressing-gown or jacket. 

Course III.-3 hours'weekly. " 
Patterns for jacket, cape, waterproof, etc. Garments to be made accord

.iilg to pupil's choice. 
Double Course, 12 hours weekly, including 2 hours' drafting. 
The programmes of Courses I and 2 to be carried out in one course. 

MENDING.-3 hours ",·eekly. 
Course L-Practice in different kinds of patching-Practical a.pplication 

to garments. 

FINE MENDING.-2 hours weekly. . 
Practice and application of darning flannel, cloth and tulle according to 

the patterns. . ' 

MENDING OF KNITTED hTICLES.-3 hours weekl,.. 
Exercises and practice in mending aBd patching, according-Jo the web. 

WHrrE EMllJiomERY.-3 hours weekly. 
Course I.-PracUce, in the different kinds of white embroidery by 

6caUoping and different leaf forms j introduction to ornamental marking. 
Furtherpractice on different articles according to the pupil's choice and 

capacity. -
Course n.-More complica.ted embroideries, leading to the finest white 

flax embroidery. 
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CoLOUltED EK .. omuT.-3 hours weekly. 

Course I.-Practice ill ordinary ornlLmental stitchell, shaded embroidery 
ett" .. ~ng to choice and fasbioD. ' 

Courae lL-Furt.her practice aocording to choice. 

FlUKE 4ND CItOCBET WORL-3 hours weekly. 
NErTDG. 

Two ~ in di1ferent kinds of netting, ea.cb 3 hours weekly 
Simple stitches, etra.igbt &nd diagonal nets, pa.ttems with increasing and 

decreasing and requiring n.rious tools. Net-guipure 

DIl41l"L"lG.-2-3 hours weekly. 
Elements ol- form. Out.lines with U!lII of triangle and compasses 

Copying from black-board and copie&. TechniaIJ Drawing . 
• 

En.'itNG CoUltSU, 

Jltu:lUfI~'~' 2 hours weekly in courses lasting two months. 
Explanation of the machine and its parts. Instrut'tion in eorreet use 

through pl'Utice on a sample-ri_ and the mILking of a simple apron. 
rlit~ ...".1, I hours Wt.'Iekly. Simple under-ga.rments : :I COUI'!Ie!'. The 

prescribed pnnents are prep.red and drafted on a reduced _Ie and the 
proportiona are Doted. 
JI~;"9 of ".., a-rticln } . d 
J/ewdiwll OJ h4'1.t«l drl~ as In a1 course..'\" 

DrY_Jri,.", • hours 1f1!'ekly \ . d 
Chi/drew', d.ruaa. I hours _kly J as In 8y roursea. 

Drojti"-g lor ladies' dressmaking. 

The simple bodice is drawn &t'roI'ding to normal measurements; measur
ina a'ld drafting are ~tisecl in different sizes till the rupils are fairly 
skilful. and thoroughly understand the work. The pupils are ta~ht how 
their p&tterns must be altered to fit figures not normally developed, or to 
be brought into agreement with the changing fashioD. 

Patterua of muslin for fancy garmenta are also prerared
G--. I hours weekly, i COUJ'8e&. 

FrertcA, , courses, each ha'ring 3 lessons weekly. 
1I"ritUIg, 1-1 houra weekly. 
A~ GIld Booi-li:.pi"9, l' hours weekly. 
Hygt__l hov weekly. 
Air: Composition. uncleanliness, necessity of pure air, its action on the 

hUDU~ body, organs of breathing and cirt'ulatioa. 
Water: t;se in d&ily life, driDking 1l"ater, action on the body, structure 

and fuDctions of the "kin, action of bathli. 
Clothing-Food: Obsena.tions OD the care of t'.bild.rea. 
Leaaona on sick-nursing with practice. 
Do-Mtil: EootIoA.r-l hov weekly. 
The dwelling (arrangement, demands of health, how to keep it in repair, 

"en til&tion, etc.). 
Household articles (furniture, beds, etc.). 
Heating. lighting, clothes, wuhing, theory of food, toods popularly used 

for DOurilihmt:nt and enjoyment (appearance if good, food-n1ue, price. 
Ilfell&l1ltion, pre.qern.tion), the law ronceming mistresses and 1lerV&nts. 
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Ironing-3 hours weekly. 
Sprinkling preparatory to ironing; ironing and folding simple garments; 

starching collars, shirts, aprons, dresses; ironing of starched articles. 

Cooking-6 hours weekly. 
Preparation of a healthy, cheap, cooking tat. Arran~~ment of meals, 

with regular' changes from meat-foods to those in wnich maize, rice 
chestnuts, potatoes and flour are used. Preparation of macaroni and 
pastry. 

Dishing up and waiting. 
Cost and food-value of the various meals. ' 
Cleaning of kitchen and utensils. 

NOTES. 

1. A sufficient knowledge of machine-sewing ·is a condition of entrance 
to the practical courses in lingerie, dressmaking and children's clothes. 

2. Pupils are only admitted to a second course if they have successfully 
completed. the corresponding first course. If a pupil's work in any course 
is unsatisfactory, she may be Bent back into a more elementary course
simultaneous attendance at a first and second course is only allowed in 
exceptional cases and by special permission. , 

3. Only pupils who have attended the domestic economy course are 
eligible for the cooking and ironing cla.s.'leB. 

4. Pupils wishing to enter the trade class for children's clothes must 
have passed satisfactorily through two courses for home nse, or must have 
had equivalent practice. Pupils are obliged to attend the corresponding 
class for children's underelothing. 

5. The drafting class for dressmakers is only for pupils who have been 
apprenticed for at least one year to a dressmaker. . 

APPENDIX F .. 

PROSPECTUSES AND REGULATIONS OF HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOLS. 

I.-PROSPECTUS AND REGULATIONS OF THE HOUSEKEEPING AND 
SERVANTS' TRAINING SCHOOL OF THE WoMEN's' AsSOC,IATION. 
WINTERTHUR. . 

§ 1. The hOUsekeepin~ school of the Women's Association of Winterthur, 
founded especially for grrls of the poorer 'llasses, aims, through thorough 
theoretical and practiCal instruction in all branches of housewifery, at 
preparing the pupils to perform domestic duties in an efficient manner, 
whether helping their parents, in homes of their own, or in service. 

§ 2. The following are the different branches of instruction :-house
cleaning, cooking, washing ironing, mending, the making of new under-. 
garments, simple domestic book-keeping, letter-writing, elementary hygiene 
and gardening. A detailed time-table arranges the course of instruction in 
its pl'incipal branches. ' 

§ 3. The staft' consists of :-
(a) The principal, who teaches theoretical and practical domestic 

economy and under whose special supervision the pupils are 
'placed; 

(6) An assistant teacher, for simple cooking and gardening. 
(c) Teachers for washing and ironing courses. 
(d) A sewing Inistress. 
(os) Teachers for letter-writing, hygiene and singing. 

(/) A ma~ter for theory of gardening. 
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§ 4. The OOllJ'1Mlil last Ii full month&. A fee of 100 francs (.£4) for 
instrudion, board and lodging must be paid on entrance. 

I 5. The principal will choose six pupils to stay on and attend to the 
house during the four weeks' interval between the courses. They will 
receive I,~yment for this service acconling to their abilities. 

§ 6. Applications for entrance must be accompanied by certificates of 
grJOd health and character. j'ermiSllion to enter can only be granted after 
the receipt of these papers. Sixteen to eighteen pupils are taken for each 
COUI'88; natives of and dwellers in the Canton ZUrich, between 16 and 22 
yean of age, have the right to enter the schooL 

t 7. Withdrawals must be notified to the principal at the latest 8 days 
before the beginning of a course. Pupils who do not appear on the 
appointed day, must, unless detained hy illness, pay an indemnification of 
2\1 franca (I6&.) ie., the fee for the first month. 

I 8. Pupils must bring with them :-underclothing in good condition, 
sufficient for 3 weeks, I dres._ for outdoor wear, and 1 or \I house dresses, 
2 pairs of ~h~ 1 p&ir of slippers, " towels, 6 aprons, tooth and clothes 
brU:!hes and seW10g materials. -

S 9. An examination takes plaoe at the close of the course, and certifi
cates &I to conduct and progress are given. 

S 10. The Bureau of the Women's Association will find situations for 
pupils wishing to enter service, if they have gained a satisfactory report 
10 the schooL 

S II. If a pupil seriously disobeys the regulations, she can be dismissed 
by the rommittee on the application of the principal. In such a case she 
has no claim on the fee already paid_ The same applies to any pupil 
leaving the school of her own accord without sufficient reason. 

S I i. Alcoholic drinks are only allowed during the course on receipt of a 
written medical order. 

S 13. Pupils are forbidden to make presents to the principal and 
teachers. 

S 15. The expenses of the institution are met: 
(a) By the school fees. 
('I) By cantonal and federal granh; also by occasional presents and 

legacies. 
(c) Any deficit is met out of the funds of the Women's Association. 

Rules for the Pupils. 
I. The pupils of the housekeeping school must cheerfully obey all orders 

of the t.-..achcrs, and must, by their diligence, obedience and proper 
b~haviour, _ist them in carrying out the household rules. 

2. AU pupil .. must appear at the breakfast bble cleanly dressed and 
wa.~hed, with their hair neatly arran~ 

3. All PUllil1i mU'it punctually and c:onscienti?usly execute th!S work 
entrusted to them and return all utensils to thelr proper plaoes unmed· 
iat~ly after use. 
~o c:lothe.~ or other olucct3 bclon;;i~ to pupils must be left about; 

their cupboard .. must be tidy. 
4. Materials for J;1U'ment.:. funli.shed hy the &;hool <;Om mission must be 

pdid for by the pU!-,ils; the finished work rernams thelr property. . 
5. Pu!-,illl or their parents must make good !All damage to school furniture 

(bre&kagea, etc.). 
6. The pupila shall be peaceable, polite, friendly and serviceable to each 

other. 
7. In order that tbe house routine may not be di"turbed, visitOrs mn. .. t 

only be rereh-ed on Sunrlay afternoon". 

9088. Z 
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8. Pupils may only go out by permission or order of the principal. 
~. The girls attend church in turn on Sundays and Feast Days. They 

can have pefDlission to go out on Sunday afternoons. 

1I.-PROSPECTUS 01' THE HOUSEKEEPING SCHOOL SALESIANUM-8T. CARL, 
NEAR ZUG. . 

This institutton aims at fitting girls, at the close of their school educa
tion\ for the ratiunal, intelligent guidance of a household. In order more 
surelY to attain this end, only" limited number of pupils are received. 
This makes a pleasant home life possible without too great rigidity of 
programme. The idyllic situation of the house, by the Lake of Zug, is 
verT beautiful, exceptionally healthy, and also particularly suitable to 
dehcate girls who need to gain strength. 

1. Needlework:
. Programme. 

(a) Hand and machine sewing, cutting out and making of under
garments, darning and mending. 

(6) Dressmaking; introduction to measuring, cutting out and making 
ladies' and children's clothes. Remodelling of old clothes. 

(c) Introduction to fine needlework; embroidery, etc. 
2. Housework. 
3. Washing and ironing. 
4. Cooki~--6imple and high-class cooking. In spring and summer the 

opportunity 18 given to learn gardening.· 
5. Domestic economy, including theory of nourishment,· hygiene and 

nursing. 
6. Book-keeping, advanced book-keeping if desired, business corres

pondence. 
7. Lessons on education. 
Three courses are held during the year; each lasts three months. The 

school and boarding fee for each course is 200 francs (£8) and must be paid 
at the beginnIng of the course. A special account is kept for the extra 
expenses, such as school and sewing materials, two francs monthly fot 
those who practise the piano regularly, wine, baths, etc. Private rooms 
can be had at a small additional cost (about £1). 

If desired, the whole time of a. course (three months) may be devoted to 
one branch of work. Special armugements are made for pupils who wish 
to remain for two or three courses in the Salesianum. Special teachers 
from Zug and the neighbourhood are engaged for sewing. The cost per 
month is lSi francs (about lOs.). . 

Each pupil must bring:-
Writing and sewing materials. Two pair$ of stockings for darning, SODle 

garments to mend, material for under-garments, material for a dress, which 
will be made by the pupil herself at the end of the course, six kitchen aprons, 
some house aprons, towels and napkins, four sheets, a bed-spread, knife, 
fork and spoon, certificate of baptism, etc. 

lII.-PRoSPECTUS AND SPECIMEN PLAN 01' WORK 01' TilE TRA.lNING SCIIOOL 
FOR HOUSEKEEPING AND CoOKER'l\A.T CASTLE RALLIGEN ON TilE LAKE 
01' THUN. 

(Founded in 1893 under the protection of the Bern Society of Public 
Welfare.) . 

The aim of this establishment is to strengthen you~ ladies who have 
just passed through the trying time of their sChool educatlOn and to instruct 
them thoroughly in everything that appertains to the manal[8ment of a 
house. 

• Thll privilege I, 'Ie.,. rarell UMd. 
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On SUDdays the students may attend their own church. 
Exercise in the open air is encouragad (bathing, rowing, climbing, ete.). 

. The ~y interco';1J'88 of pupils of ditl'erent nationalities has a good 
Influence In broadenlDK the eharat-ter and provides opportunities for con
vel'll&tion in German, t'rench and English. 

Syllabus. 
I. Cooking, plain and high class. 
2. Ho1l8ekeeping. 
3. Washing, atarching and ironing. 
'" Scouring and cleaning. 
5. Needlework (darning, patching and plain aewing~ 
6. A little gardening in the apring and aummer terms. 
7. Bookkeeping. 
8. Lectures on hygiene, given by a lady doctor. 
9. Parltainging, taught by a master. 

10. Lessons in mll8ic and languages may also be taken during the half. 
yearly courses of instruction (A and B). 

Duration of Terms and Fees. 
(,,) Firat Spring Term. March 23rd to June 30th ; fees according to room 

£10 to £14 (fr. 250-350). 

Second Spring term, April lith to JUDe 30th: £8 to Eli (fr. 200-
300). 

(II) Summet Term. July 8th to October 15th: Eli to £16 (fr. 300-400). 
(c) Autumn Term. November 1st to December 22nd: £~ 4a. to £6 168. 

(fr. 13~170), including bedroom fires. . 
«(I) Wmter Term, January 6th to February 24th: £.f. to £6 128. (fr. 100 

-140). • 

(e) Second W"mter term. January 6th to April 16th : £7 4a. to £9 12s. 
(fr. 180-240). 

A. Firat Half-Year]y Term, January 6th to June 30th: £15 4a. to £20 
(fr.380-600). . 

B. Second Half-Yearly Term. July 8th to December 22nd: £18 to £24 
(fr. 450(600). 

The arrangement of two entirely distinct departments, each with its own 
kitchen, school-room and dining-hall, allOWl pupils entering at di1rerent 
dates to pursue the separate courses of instruction. 

The fees are regulated by the aize and situation of the rooms and are pay
able in advance for the school terms (I to d and quarterly in advance for 
A and B. 

·Outfit Required. 
Writing materials. (Books and exercise-books can be bought in the 

school).. Sewing materials. Two pairs of Btockings and BOme underclothes 
for mending.purpoeea. Six kitchen aprons. House aprons and towels. 
It i. desirable to have a good atock of underclothes. One pair of gol<lill!es, 
a »&ir of atrong boots, for moutain walks. In the 8ummer term a bathmg 
rostume. 

6a.m. 
6.30 a.m. 

'la.m. 

Order of the Day. 
The bell rings. 
Work beginB for those pupils who have to prepa!'e 

bres.klast and the dining-hail 
Rrea.kfast.· Afterwards cleaning bedroom8 ani 

eonidors. 

12 
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8.15·-9:30 a.m. Lesson on the recipes and discussion of the menu for 
the day. 

9.30 a.m. Milk. 
10--11.30 a.m. Sewing for the rooms' group.* 

9.30 a.m.--12 noon. Cooking the dinner, for the kitchen group. 
11.30--1~ noon. The rooms' group lay the table and clean the lamps. 

12 noon. Dinner.t 
2-3.30 p.m. Free.t 

3.30 p.m. Tea (or coffee). 
5-6 p.m. Theory (in summer, gardening once a week). 

6-7.15 p.m. Preparation of supper. 
7.15 p.m. Supper. 
9.15 p.m. Bed. 

After each. meal the pupils must clear the kitchen and dining-hall. 

Time-Table for Theory Lessons. 
M onday-Book-keeping. 
Tuesday-Domestic Economy. 
Wednesday-Hygiene. 
Thursday-Domestic Economy. 
Friday-Singing. 
Saturday-Domestic Economy. (Gardening in summer.) 

Specimen Plan of Work for Five Days for Fourteen pupils. 

No. or Name of Pupil. 

Day 1.IDay 2.IDay a/Day 4., Day 5. 

Group I. 

1 14 6 ·12 4, Chef, dispose of scraps, keep the accounts. 

2 8 7 13 5 Soup, make the lire, wasbthe china. 

3 9 2 14 6 Meat, clean the slove, sweep the kitchen. 
4, 10 3 8 7 l'"irst vegetable, wash kitchen crockery, clean 

1st corridor. 
5 11 4 9 2 Second ve:letable, w&!!h kitchen crockery, 

clean 2n corridor. 
6 12 5 10 3 Sweet dish, wash wooden aud tiu utensils. 

7 13 1 11 1 Sweet dish, dry wooden and tin uteW!ils. 

Group II. 

8 7 13 5 11 Breakfast and 4, o'clock tea, lamps, water, 
la! supper-table and wait. 

9 1 14 6 12 Breakfast, dry the china, lamf'!!, water, lay 
supf,er-table and wait. 

10 2 8 7 13 Soup or sup~er, dining-hall, cut the bread, 
wash the gasses. 

11 3 9 2 14 2nd supper-dish, dining-hall, put away 
crockery, and wash gla.~ses. 

12 4, 10 3 8 2nd supper-dish, dining-hall, help to lay 
diuner-table, wait. 

13 5 11 4 9 3rd supper-dish, "ait, cleau knives amI 
silver. 

14 6 12 1 10 Evening kitchen chef, wait, clean knives and 
sij,·er . 

• The pupil. are divided Into twa groUJl8, one le~ .. arklUg 10 Ule kItchen and the other 
attending to the rooms. 

t SouP. meat and vegetsblee. 
l Spent in walko. boating, etc. 
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IV.-REGULATION8, PBOGBUUlB AND TIME-TABLE OF THE nAY HOUSE

KEEPING SCHOOL AT NKUCHA'l·BL. 

1. 
The aim of this school is to initiate young girls into all the different 

kinds ~f w~rk tha~ are necessary in a house, by means of practical and 
theoreticallDstructl'ln. 

2. 

This school is attached to the needlework school (Ecole Profmwnnelle), 
and is controlled by the same committee. The Commission of lady 
inspectresses of the needlework school also supervises the housekeeping 
school, and must bring before the committee the programme of instruction, 
and all measures necessary to the efficiency and progress of the institution. 

1. 
The hOUlekeeping school has 3 courses yearly, each one lasting 3 months, 

with a manmum number of 15 pupils in a course. The courses open at 
the beginning of January and April and towards the middle of September. 

4. 
The fee, payable in advance, is fixed at £2 (50 francs). This includes 

dinner and refreshment at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. The committee may, 
on al)plicatioD, exempt certain pupils from the payment of the whole or 
of part of this fee. 

5. 
The pupils provide the materials. etc., necessary for the sewing lessons, 

and the work when completed is their property. 

6. 
The minimum age for admission is the age fixed by law fore:xemption 

from attendance at the primary school. 

7. 
Each course ends with an examination, after which each pupil receives 

a certificate showing the opinion of the experts on each branch of work 
submitted. The principal teacher gives the report on all the work done 
durin~ the term in certain branches of practical work. The certificate also 
contains a special report on the conduct and industry of the pupil. 

8. 
The school programme includes the following subjects :-
(a) Practical work : pre~~ation and cooki.ngof food, p~rcha:se, choic~ and 

preservation of food, w&ltmg, care of ~ltchen utensIls and furmture, 
washing, ironing, and care of lmen, domestic accounts. 

(b) Theoretical lessons: domestic economy, theory of nourishment, 
hYglenll, and sick nursing. 

9. 
There are lessons daily from 8 a.m. till 6 p.m., except on Saturday, when 

the school closes at ! p.m. 
10. 

The practical and theoretical .inst:sction is supplemented by the in~rnal 
organisation of the school, whIch 18 so pl~nned 8.!J to enable the pupIl~ to 
learn all kinds of housework and to &CqUlre .habIts of order, punctuality, 
neatness and economy. 

With this end in view,.the ~ul'illl are. divided !nto differen~ groups which 
are aimultaneoualy OCCUPIed With the different kinds of practlC:al work. 
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Detailed Programme of the Co1U'll8. 

L-Pradicul IV or!. 

(a) Cooking.-Before all else the school kitchen most JlOIII!eS8 all the 
qualities of a good middle<1a8s kitchen. The aim is to develop good bonae
wives, rather than professional cooks. 

Special 00Ul'l!e8 in high-class cookery may, however, be orgam-l 
subeequently un the schoOl preDWeL 

Every evening the pupils will arrange the menu for the next day with 
the mistress ; they will calculate the probable eost, and each ODe must keep 
careful a.ceonnt&. 

<b) Choke and ~hase of meat, vegetables, etc:.-Groups of the pupils 
will go in turn 1I'lth the mistress, every day, to do the shopping, that they 
may leam to make a propel' choire, and may acquire a proper bowledge of 
the eost and relative value of the different kinds of food. 

f 

(c) Cleaning.-The pupils most in turn wash up, cleaa tha kitchea 
lltensils, and keep the rooms and furniture of the IIChooI in good c:ooditioa. 

(<I) Waiting at table.-The pupils most leam tolay the table and to wail 
on visitor.!.. 

(e) Washing.-There will be every week aome washing of kitchen cloths, 
aprons, table-linen, material prescribed for the irouiDg COUI'IIe, body-linen, 
&nnel and woollen garment&. The pupils will &lao leam recipes for 
washing laces and for cleaning stn1I'.s. 

U) In.oing.-TIW COUI'IIe, which is absolutely distinct from those given 
in the needlework IIChool, includes the ironing of everrtJring washed in the 
school 

(q) llending.-Yaking and mending of linen belonging to the school ; 
mending of objects washed by the pupils. llaking of an aproD, the uniform 
for all the pupils. 

!..-TALordical r-.. 
Ca) Domestic Eoonomy.-WOIII8D'. mission in the home; her duties as 

wife and mother. N eces;;ity of neatDess, foresight and ecooomy. Domestic 
book-keeping, employment of time i ¥y and periodical occupaOooa. Care 
of rooms, cleaning, advice and metllOO& Concerning the house in ~ 
Rooms and furninue, their arrangement and care; the different I'OOIIIS, 
cel1ara, kitchen and wash-hou.ae. lIethoda of lighting and beating, different 
kinds of fuel, their U8e and heating value. Linen and c:lothing. Bedding; 
choice and treatmenL Cleaning, how to take stains out of different mate
rials.. Theoretical ideas of cooking, choice and prepuatioa of food for 
penIOIl8 in health and for invalids; pradical methods of detecting common 
frauda or adulteration of ordinarv articles of food. 

(b) Theory of nouri.WnenL-Seoe:IIIity of food; chemical composition 
of plants and animals· modifications in the comrosition of our bodies, 
produced by work and life. Judicious choice of food; necessity of variety, 
cooking and aeuoning. Different classes of foods; miDeI'al foods, hydro
carbonates, fats, nitrogenous foods, composite foods, condiments, drinks.. 
Study of each of these group&. Preservation of food; re&iIOD8 why food 
d~ not keep; mould and decay; presenation by means of heat, anti-
8t'ptica and dessication. 

(c) Hygiene.-General principles.. Health and illness. Penr»tOl Itygieae : 
BodYl clothing. dwelling. food. drink, mode of life, exc:eas, exercise, rest, 
late !IOUI'll, etc. HygieM of tIu Family: All the preceding hf,adings 
treated. in their relat;ionship to family life. Hygieu of cltildrera aflll old 
peupI~ Distribution of work between the different members of a family, 
and aoc:ording to times and eeasona. Sick nursing. Firat aid (m case of 
accidents and before the arrival of the doctor), dreaiingi!.. 
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Time-Table . 
. 

Monda,. Tueeda,. Wellneada.)'. Thurada.)'. Frida,. Saturda,. 

11_...,:-
Oroup L 8-U Shopping prelDra.tion Shopping Shoppiug Shopping Cleanln~ 

o DiODer of Kite en 
Uteo.ils 

11-11 l'r:lD~~:: P~fDr:!I:: PrepBra.tioo 
of Dinner ~;r::::~n P:;t't:;a:~~n 

OIVuplL .... 11 Mendln, W ... hinS Ironing &Iendiog Ironin, C1ea.nlog 
Boom •• ete, 

11-11 Prer:;ratlon CleAnlog 
for' ueedu.,.1 Window., 
W ... hing etc. 

Orou~l.t: IL 
l~-B Dinner, ..... h and put aw .. )' all Utensils, etc., tidy the dioinjl(·room, etc. 

A.fI4nwon : ... 
Oro.~I.t: U. Theor),of W ... hing Theory Dlcta.tioo Composl· 

I-a Nourilh. ofRecipea tioo of 
ment MenulAnd 

tholrCost 
1-4 Prepara.tlon Afternoon !:Te:::':~? ~'l:~~h~ ~l:I~~lh.n of Refr .. h· Meal 

menta and W ... hlng monte and mente and mente and 
Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon Afternoon 
Meal Meal )leal Meal 

.-6 Domeotlc Dictation C~Tt8~~J! Theory of Theo'lof 
Economr of Recipes Waohlng Nounsh· 

and their ment 
Cost 

1-8 c:r~:~~!on C'mp'sltl'n 
of III"nul 

Hygiene CoT~!~I~~ Hygiene 

and their and their and their 
Co.t Cost Cost 

V.-SPECIMEN PLAN or WORK FOR A MORNING CoOKERY CLASS. 

Specimen plan of work for each group in a cookery course where there 
are 18 pupils divided into six groups of three, each group cooking a 
complete dmner at a separate stove. (The pupils change tlieir numbers 
weekly.) 

. 
Before the Lellllon. . During the Lesson. After the Lesson. 

No.1. ShoPpinlf' Make IOUp. CleankDivt'8and forke. 
Tidy dinlDg·room. Lay the table. Sweep kilchen, dining· 

room and passage 
fioors. 

No.2. Distribute Btores. Cook meat or pudding. Clean the ltove. 
Lu.~ the table aDd 

c ear away after 
dinner. 

No.3. Warm the crockery, Cook ve!(etablea or WlI.l'h and put away 
fruit and d_t'I't. the crockery. 

(Dessert= Liscnitp,etc.). 
J _______ -----
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THE TEACmNG OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE IN STATE 

INSTITUTIONS IN FRANCE, WITH SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO PARIS. 

This report on the teaching of domestic science in France rntroductory 
deals necessarily with the education of girls, upon whom the 
care of the household will devolve, even when, as in many 
case~, tl~ey have to be bread-wi~ners as well as housekeepers. 

WIth the development of the Idea. of woman as a being to be 
fi tted forleading her own life, whether married or single, much 
has been done within the last twenty years for the education of 
girls. 'l.'he educational authorities of the Third Republic have 
multiplied schools of every grade and kind, where girls of every 
class and station can receive the instruction they need. 

l-EcoLES PRUUIRES (ELEMENTARY SCHOOI.s).-

In 1881 education at the public elementary schools was Education, 
made free, and the following year attendance became com- free an~ 
pulsory for all children (aged six to thirteen) who did not attend compu ry. 
any other school and who could not receive elementary instruc-
tion at home. In the towns these schools are frequented in the 
main by children of workmen and small tradesmen, in the 
villages by the children of farmers and agricultural labourers. 
A general elementary education is provided, including moral Curriculum. 
nnd civic instruction, reading and writing, grammar, syn-
tax and spelling-all .the subjects, in fact, comprised under 
the term la la1l9ueJra1lfUise,-arithmetic, especially the metric 
system, history, geography, object lessons with practical 
elementary science, singing, drawing, and last but not least, 
elements of manual instruction (needlework for girls). 

At the elementary school, all the girls from the age of six or Needlework. 
seven to thirteen do needlework for 2} hours a week in each of 
the lower divisions, and for three hours a week in the highest class 
(cours 8uperieur). The first two terms, October to March, are 
usually devoted t<? learning the di~erent stitc~es-running, 
hemmina, oversewmg, button-hole stItch, cross-stItch for mark-
ing etc.~r to the recapitulation of what has already been learnt. 
The stitches are learnt on little squareR of calico, linen or 
canvas and the children nse coloured thread that the stitch 

. may ~how better; some of these little pieces of pre
preparatory work are often very tastefully made. In the two 

• A short account of the general organisation of education in France 
will be found in a Ilrevio\lll volume. of ~pecial Rep<lrts on Educational 
Subjects, Le.-Vol. 7, Rural.Educatlon In France,.(London,I902). The 
forthcoming volume of Special Reports, alluded to In the Annual Report 
of the Board of Education for 1904-6, will contain an account of secon<1ary 
and higher education in France.-E». 
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last terms the different stitches are applied to practical articles, 
such as towels or napkins, small sheets and pillow-cases. 

The children are expected, at a very early age, to exercise 
their taste by the invention 'of simple geometrical patterns 
which they draw on thin paper with pe~cils of various colours. 
The patterns are then tacked on to a piece of linen or canvas with 
coloured thread; this done the paper is carefully torn off and 
the pattern remains traced on the linen or canvas. In the higher 
'classes (age eleven to thirteen), part of the time devoted to needle
work is given to the methodical tracing of patterns and to the 
making of baby linen, or of little chemises, frocks and pinafores, 
and to darning. Each child is expected to ha.ve a little case 
or housewife with her name marked on it, in which her thread, 
needles, thimble, scissors, and piece of calico or linen are to be 
kept. f 

In Paris, in elementary schools of this type where girls do 
not remain later than the age of thirteen, regular and methodical 
teaching in theoretical domestic science is given only in the 
CO'Uh'S superieur, in one lesson of about three-quarters of an hour 
every week. The qualities necessary for a good housewife, her 
various duties and their importance -to the welfare of the house
hold, are explained to the children in familiar language. Among 
other things the children will be given some ideas of order, 
economy, cleanliness, of keeping accounts, of choosing furniture, 
of the proper way to make a bed, to sweep and dust, to trim 
lamps, to take care of linen, to remove stains, and further, of 
the pygiene of the house arid furniture, of ventilation, of 
different kinds of lighting and heating a~paratus, their 
advantag-es and dangers, of the hygiene of clothing and of the 
general mfhience of cleanliness on health. 

II.-COURS COMPLEMENTAIRES (CONTINUATION CLASSES). 

The greater number of children who frequent the elemen
tary school leave when they are eleven or twelve years 
old as they must, even at that early age, begin to earn some
thing, be it ever so little; others may perhaps compete for 
entrance to technical schools (ecoles professionnelles), or to 
higher elementary schools (ecoles primaires superieures), but 
there still remains a large number of girls whose parents can 
allow them a little more schooling and who are either unable 
or unwilling to EtIlter technical schools or higher elementary 
schools. For these girls it was found necessary to provide 
more advanced education than that given in the elementary 
schools. Thus the cours compUmentaires were created 
(1884-1887), and formed one or two higher classes in some of 
the existing elementary schools. 

The :(>upils are admitted into these classes after 
examinatIOn at ages varying from thirteen to fifteen; 
the same subjects are taught as in the elementary 
schools, but the different branches are treated in greater 
detail and some fr~sh elements are introduced, such 
al'l hook-kEeping, a fO~gn language (English-especially in 
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Paris), etc. In the cours complbnentaires 2 hours a week 
are devoted to needlework, 21 hours to dressmaking; 2 hours 
Bre .given t? a theor~tic!1'1 lesson o~ domestic economy and 
~YgIene, while a certalO time, am,!untl~g to about a fortnight 
10 the year for each group of gtrls, IS devoted to practical 
teaching in cookery and household work. 

At the needlework class the pupils learn to make all the differ- Needlework 
ent articles of a. girl's trousseau; they design, trace, and work and .DreEs. 
the patterns, and the trimmings, frills and embroidery are makmg. 
entirely made by them. They also learn to dam linen, cloth 
and stocking-web material. Of the time devoted to dress: 
making, part is employed in taking measurements, tracing 
patterns on the blackboard from given measures, and drafting 
patterns on paper (natural size), the remainder in cutting out 
tacking together, fitting and sewing the garments. Th~ 
girls get.erally learn to make a bodice in the first year, and 
in the second year a plain dress, with bodice and skirt, and 
blouses for themselves. 

Instruction in domestic economy and hygiene, as in needle- Domestic 
work and dressmaking, is generally given by the class-mistress. ~co~omyand 
The work that has been done in the COtvr8 supiriewr, the yglene. 
highest class of the elementary school proper, is first revised. 
Then follow theoretical lessons in cookery; the most nutritive 
kinds of food and drink are indicated, and explanations are 
given of the methods of preserving household stores (butter, 
e!5gs, oil, vegetables, fruits), and of making jams and pickles. 
Further, the utility and charm of gardening, especially in rural 
schools, are pointed out. The lessons on hygiene are co-ordinate 
with those on domestic economy, and include explanations olthe 
nutritive properties and digestibility of the different kinds of 
food and drink, of the danger of eating unripe fruit or 
adulterated articles of food, of the precautions to be taken in 
cases of epidemic disease, of the necessity for vaccination and 
re-vaccination, of the danger of alcohol, of the hygiene of the 
body, of the necessity of bathing and of general cleanliness, 
of the preparation of tea and some simple medicaments, and 
of the first principles of sick-nursing. 

In some Parisian schools practical instruction in cookery is Cookery. 
given from October to April or May on two consecutive days
Tuesday and Wednesday-every week, in order that the pupi~s 
may learn how to prepare in appetising ways t~e f?0!l tha:t IS 
left over from one day to another. The cl~ss IS dlvl~ed 1OtO 
groups of eight or ten, not more, and the tlme-t~ble IS so ar· 
ranged as to give each group two courses of eIghteen days 
instruction in cookery, that all the girls m.ay ~ee eac~ of th.e 
eight summer and eight winter menus mdICated 10. their 
syllabus. The teacher of cookery is chosen for her capaCIty as 
cook by the directress of the school and approved by t~e 
inspectress of domestic science and needlework, b~t no speCial 
certificate of efficiency is required of her. It IS generally 
arranged that one of the class teachers should be present at 
these lessons. The girls take it in turns to go, two or .t~ree 
at a. time, with the cook to purchase the necessary prOVISions 
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for tbe day, and tbey have little note-books in which to enter 
the details of what is spent. The following are luncheon 
menus for two successive days in winter and in summer:-

MENU D'IDTEJL 

MA.RDI.- Soupe au pommes de Yeau r6ti oa rouelle Salade de 
terre et au poireaUL de veau. I~gumes. 

Poisson sur Ie gril ou 
en friture. 

MOCUDL- Soupe a l'oignon. Beste8 de veau acrom
modes en blanquette 
ou en croquette.. 

POmDIes de terTe au 
lard. 

Manne
lade de 
pommes 
on autre 
dessert. 

llD11 D'£ri. 

MA.RDI.- Soup!! au chou et 
au lard. 

ROti de mouton : ~pa1l1e <Eufs au 
011 gigot aUI haricots.. Jail. 

YOCUDL- Yenrjeelle au beurre. Restes de mouton en Froma.,"6 
eminn:s 011 brfUst:s. a la 

PommES de terre en creme. 
ptlJ'i.e avec sauciSSES. 

Lunch ready, the little cooks sit down and relish with good 
appetites the work of their own hands. They have nothing to 
pay for tbis lunch, as the Ville de Paris grants 60 centimes 
~6d.) per head per day to cover expenses; the pupils have only 
to find their own bread and wine. After luuch, the kitchen is 
set in order and everything tidied up under the direction of 
the cookery mistress. 

The kitchen of the school cannot always be used for the 
cookery class; in one of the ('OUrB rompUmentaiff.8 I visited, 
a kind of recess in the priau·, below the staircase leading to 
tbe class-rooms, was turned into & kitchen; it had been already 
supplied with water, and the necessary additions ·were a sink, a 
cooking stove, some cupboards, & kitchen table, and nails 
on the wall for the kitchen utensils. 

Household As regards household work, the tours romJ~clire8 
work. were not originally adapted for this kind of teaching. and the 

directress of the school has to find some sort of ~uivalent 
to take the place of regular instruction; generally It is her 
own study which serves to give the pupils practice in polishing 
tables and chairs, cleaning ranges and stoves, dusting shelves, 
ete. 

'Laundry "nen laundry work is inclutled in the curriculum of the 
wurk. rotl-rs CQml-.limnu41ire.s it consists of ironin~ only, as the 

cbildren are not allowed to do the actual washing. A regular 
laundress is tbe iustructress, and there are sixteen lessons 
in the year for each group of ten pupils; in connection 

.. The prla. is a sort of large, bare haD 1I"here the pupils remain during 
pIa v hours when the 1I"eather Iftventa them from staying in the playground. 
and 1I"here all aorta of functK>ns take place 1I"hich dE'mand mOl"f' sr.t"e than 
thE' c1&s9-I'OOOl!l alford. 
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witb this class the pupils a.re taught how to take out stains of 
ink, rust, or fruit on linen, and stains of ~se or candle 
on wooUen material, how to trim and fill a lamp, to clean 
copper, steel and bronze articles, and kid gloves, and how 
to prepare a poultice, etc. 

II!.-COUB8 COMPLbiENUIBE8 MANUEL8 ET MtNAGERS (CON
TINUATION CLASSES FOB MANUAL AND DoMESTIC TRAINING). 

So far, in these cou,'" cOTnpUmentairt. of the elementary Their raison 
schools. of which about thirty exist in Paris alone,- the tea.ching d'etre. 
of domestic science is ver1 fragmentary and takes up but a 
small proportion of the time devoted to study. The pupils 
consider it an addition to their general course of instruction 
and not a very important one. It was resolved, three or four 
years a~o. that some cour, cO'mpliJMnt(ti'NJIJ should be organised 
In such a way as to comprise the teaching of all the domestic 
subjects which girls might need in their own homes, to enable 
thelD to be their own cooks, laundresses, seamstresses. dress-
makers, milliners, etc., the general studies acquired at the 
l'1ementary schools being at the same time continued and 
extended. 

live such courses now exist in Pari st. under the title of Org"nisation 
tour" cmnplimrotairt8 ma111uls tt ,ni1lagef'8; they are attached anu Curri· 
to elementary schools, the CQUrB and the schoo) being under CilIum. 
the same directress. A course of this kind, but with a some-
what different organisation, was founded in the ru~ du JUnimt's 
ill IRW; this course is not attached to an elementa.ry school 
and the (lirectress can therefore devote all her tillle to it., and 
experiments can be made more easily than in the larger schools. 
Tbe course of study in the cour, cf.YI1lpUmmtaire8 malltu18 
tl ,niu(/gN" last" two years. The entrance examination. which 
is not very dit11('ult, Cl\n only be takfln by girls who have 
1)l\8Sed the exa.mination for It! cn·tiji.N,t d'itlUus primai1'tIl, 
Bij 1U000t children of the elelUenta.ry schools do at the age 
of eleven or twelve. 

'l'be instruction given forms three divisions: (a) lteneral 
instruction, including "wrale, }'rench, arithmetic, hIstory, 
geography, book-keeJ?inf.i. elementary, science, hy~ene a~d 
domestio economy. SIDgmg, gymnastIcs, and Enghsb (whIch 
is optional), whicb togetber occupy 161 hours a week; (b) 
technical instruction, including drawing, dressmaking, needle
work, millinery, 18 hours a weeK; (c)practical.domestic science. 
comprisin<Y cookery, laundry wOI'k, housewIfery, 3 bours a 
week: lUllking a. wookly total of 371 hours. 

The class-mistress, besides the in'tut .ltpine"7" required of all Toacbera. 
class-tco.chors in the co"rll CQ1l1pli1Aentai1't8. must be provided • 
with a. special certifica.te proving her ability to t('a.ch domestio 

• The lC'.hool. iD the provincel have similar. but .orne what lesa advanced 
c:urricula. 

tIn tb. r ... d, r ",-6I"1-S«", ",. Dal .. ~l, "" dtl Pata.", 'w (1t111 PVrlnJ.t .. 
"" Sl)rbj,r. 
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science-le certificat d'aptitude d, l'enseignement manuel. 
The theoretical classes in domestic economy and hygiene are 
taken by' the class-mistress, and she has to be present at 
all tbe practical lessons in domestic science given to her 
pupils, but she does not berself give tbese lessons, as tbere are 
special mistresses for needlework (including embroidery and 
dressmaking), millinery, cookery, ironing and cleaning, drawing. 

In the first year of the needlework class, the pupils make all 
the simple articles of baby linen and a baby s plain frock; 
during the second year a more elaborate frock, with tucks, 
embroidery, trimmings, etc., hemstitched handkerchiefs and girls' 
underlinen. In the first year of dressmaking a girl's plain bodice 
is made from measurements taken on a dummy and corrected 
by the pupils, who cut out the patterns first in paper and then 
in the material; in the second year the work consists of shaped 
skirts with flounces, cut out and marle entirely by the pupils, 
several of whom work at the same skirt, if necessary. 

In the millinery class the pupils learn how to make shapes of 
hats and bonnets with wire, straw or stiff mURlin, and how to 
trim them; they are allowed to buy the articles they have made 
by paying only the price of the material used. This encourages 
them in their work and the parents are delighted when their 
daughters bring home some article-a frock, a hat, a baby's 
sun-bonnet-which they have themselves manufactured. 

The kitchen I visited in the rue de Patay is well arranged 
and neat. Here also the girls take it in turns to go and buy the 
provisions with the cook, to prepare the vegetables and clean the 
copper, tin, and brass utensils used. The directress sometimes 
varies the menu a little, by adding to it some dish likely to be 
serviceable in a workman's family. On the day I was there a few 
pounds of strawberries had been bought because the directress 
wished to hltve the girls shown how to make strawberry jam. 
The cookery class takes place in the morning, and at lunch-time 
the pupils lay the cloth, take off their aprons and sit down 
to the meal. they have prepared. 

There is a special laundry, but ironing is the work principally 
done, for it is thought that the actnal washing may be pre
judicial to the health of young girls. The Impils are instructed 
to bring from home the different articles which they must learn 
to iron (women's underlinen, men's shirts, etc.); they are also 
taught how to take out stains of ink, grease or tar, and how to 
clean kid gloves, straw hats, etc. 

?cbool The school in the rue de.s lJIin'irnes, already alluded to, was 
~n t~~,l',!-e founde(l in 1899 with- money bequeathed for that purpose to 
" es , lOUllee. the Ville de Paris by Mme. Trelat. It is intended only for 

girls, aged thirteen to fifteen, who have left the elementary school 
II.nd who donat think they will have to earn their living, butexJlect, 
as the directress explained, to marry and have homes of their 
own to manage. Small tradesmen of the neiahbourhood, clerks 
and employes send their daughters there. the school is free; 
admission is gained by examination, as in most French higher 
primary schools. As the school has only been two years in 
exiRtence, the results cannot yet be foretold. Of the thirty pupils 
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in the first year, none bad left at the beginning of the second and 
in July, 1901, there were fift}"-two pupils on the roll * The c~urse 
of study hsts two years, and during this time the girls are ex}>ected 
to leam a.ll lIhat concerns the management of a household: 
cookery and the purchase of provisions, laundry-work, needle
work, millinery, dressmaking, embroidery. Out of a total of 
35 hours a week (7 hours a day except Thursday) 22t 
hours are giveq to domestic subjects, 8 hours 20 minute~ only 
~ ge!leraI instruction, 3 hours 2~ m~nutes to drawing, and 
6') mmntes to shorthand Thus, m thlS school the classes in 
domestic lICience decidedly outweigh those devoted to general 
culture. There are no regular classes for teaching the care of 
child~en, but th~ direct~ess, it seems, has taken the girls once 
or tWIce to a nelghbourmg creche, where some elementary prin
ciples of tile care of infants were taught them.-

The orgt!onisation of the school is far from complete, as it is 
only proVIsionally installed in its present CJ.uarters; a house is 
being built purposely for it next doot and It is hoped that the 
pupils will Eo able to enter the new building in October, 1901. 
The directress seems very hopeful as to future results.-

iV.-EooLES PaoFEsSIONNELLES MtNAGERES (TECHNICAL 
. SCHOOLS). 

A certain number of children, after leaving the elementary 
school, or after having passed one year at the COUTS cornpUme7~
ta·ires, cowp(lte for entrance tCl a technical school where theY' can 
loam a trade which will enable them to earn a living. They 
may enter these schools, of which five for girls exist in Po.ris,t at 
an age not under twelve nor over fifteen. 

The course of stud~ lasts three years, or four years for those Curri"u\um. 
pupils who take draWIng or painting for their suhject. General 
mstruction is given in the moming from 8.30 to 11.30, technical 
instruction in the afternoon from 12.30 to 5, with half an hou.r's 
interval from 3.30 to 4 for recreati9n. The technical classes vary 
a little according to the needs of the neighbourhoods in which 
the schools are situated. The }>rincipal ateliers, or workshops, 
are those for dressmaking, neealework, embroidery (dress and 
furniture), artificial flower-making, drawing and paintinR"' stay-
making, straw-hat· making. The school m the rue Jondary 
has also an atelier for laundry-work, or rather for ironing, as t~e 
washing is done by a. profeSSIOnal washerwoman. The school In 
the rue Bowret haS an atelier for making men's coats, little boys' 
suits and ladies' garments. Each pupil must attend one of these 
tech~ical classes to the exclusion of the rest, in addition to 
the instruction which all receive in sewing,' housewifery, 
and cooking, while hygiene and domestic economy form part 

• The school in the rue de. y'",ime. bas ~rospered since it w~ moved into 
the new building, which is nearly full. There' are now 85 pU~lls on the roll. 
ltegular claaaea have been formed for teaching the care of chIldren. (1905). 

t In the ~. cU Poitou, BON'nt, FfYIUUlry, GanMrO'll, de la Tombe-lll.oire: 
The two kola proJeuVmnelle. in the ru4 Duperri and ru4 dea BON/eel, 
which served .. mOdels to the State and to the L'ity of Paris when they 
wished to orpnise technical schools, were founded by Mme. Elizii. 
LeDlonnier durmg the E!Dpire ; they' ar:e independent of the State and sup-
ported principally b1 Jlnva~ BubacnptlOna. 

II08IL 2.A. 
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of the general instruction· in science. The curriculum~ 
is more flexible than in the cours complimentairt!8, as the 
directresses are allowed greater initiative. All these schools 
have practical classes for cookery, except that.in the ~ de 
Poitou, where space was wanting when the cookery classes .were 
established In two, those in the "I.~ Bouret and Fondary, 
there are classes for ironing. 

The ecole Jacq.uard, in ~he rue BOil/ret, is. very, well arranged 
for the classes m houseWIfery, as the pupils have not only .a 
laundry with a boiler and appliances ad.ipted to their size, but 
also their kitchen and two dining-rooms, their own and the 
teachers', for practice in household work. The girls are taught, 
in groups of twelve, for a whole week about three times a year, 
except during their last school-vear when they have only 
two weeks of cooking and household work. Each rupil has, 
therefore, eight weeks of cooking, laundry work and house
wifery during the three years she is at the school 

The work is organised in the following manner :-In the 
mOrnIDO', some of the pupils go to purchase provisions with 
the coo1.ery mistress, others undertake the work of the house, 
some lighting the fires, others putting in order the two dining
I'OOms, cleanmg and brushing tables, cupboards and chairs, and 
polishing the brass ornaments of faIence stoves. On the return 
of the foraging party, some set to work to prepare the ve~tables, 
others clean the saucepans, making them shine brightly. 
During this time cooking goes on under the supervision of the 
cook. When everything is ready, the pupils lay the clothand 
sit down to lunch with one of the class-teachers, who take it in 
turn to share the meal After lunch everything is put back in 
its proper place, the dining-rooms are swept and the plates, 
knives and forks washed up and cl~ed The IUPils have 
note-books in which they write out their menus an the recipe 
for each dish they have" cooked, and also the cost of the 
provisions. Expenses are distributed among the pupils who 
share the meal, and tIle amount to be prud by eacli is very 
small. In the afternoon, at one o'clock, the classes in laundry 
work begin; first the torn linen has to be repaired and" the 
stains removed; then comes the washing and Ironing_ Only 
very small things are washed at the school; the pupils bring 
the heavier linen ready washed from home and lI'On it with 
the school linen (napkins, towels, et<:.). . 

At the ecole professionnelle in the rue Gan7l.erQ'n the 
practice in housewifery consists in cleaninO' the directress's 
study. The girls of the cookery class, besi~es cooking their 
own. lunch according to the menu of the day, attend to the 
dejeuner of all their comrades. The pupils do not go home to 
lunch but bring their midday meal to school and, if they do not 
wish to eat it cold, have it warmed up in the kitchen; or they 
may have some little thing cooked, such as an egg, an omelet, 
a beefsteak, and it is the girls of the cookery class who take 
care that the food in the numerous little saucepans on the 
oven or gas-stove is not burnt, and who wait upon their 
companions. In this school there are eighteen different menus, 
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an~ it is arranged that each group of pupils shall prepare them 
all In turn. 

The following is a menu of the dijeuner of July 4th at the 
sch?ol in th~ '1'1U F()'I'I,(]ary, which <;,ne of the pupils kindly 
COpIed out, With the cost of the artICles necessary for makinO' 
the various dishes:- . 0 

MBNU DU 4 JVILLET, 1901. 

Roupe a l'oseil1e. 
Bamf bouilli parmentier. 
Petite poi8 au lard. 
Cafe. 

DEPEN8J'.8. 

1,0® gr. de lard. • 
1 knO pommea de terre • 
31 knoa petite poia • 
1 Jaitue • - -
60 gr. cafe i. 5'1lOf Ie kilo 
Oseille· • 
Poivre-· - - - -
125 gr. beurre a 3'2Of Ie kilo-
500 gr. pain • 
loouf - - • • .. 

francs. 
- 0'20 
- 0'25 
- 0'80 

0'15 
• 0'35 
- 0'05 
- 0'10 
- 0'45 
- 0'20 
- 0'10 

2'65 

Eight pupils shared this meal 80 that each liad the small 
sum of 0'35 centimes (3ld) tolay, but this was a cheap day, 
as the meat had been purchase the day before; on an average 
the cost of the lunch is about 5 francs, or O'60f (6d,) each. 

The programme in needlework and dressma.king is the same Needlework 
in all the ecole8 'JY1'ofessionnelles of Paris at least. During the and. presd' 
first year the pupils cut out and make baby linen; in the makmg. 
second year they make the different articles of a child's outfit, 
and they begin learning to make a woman's bodice, that is, 
they cut it out in stiff muslin, tack it together and try it on. 
In the third year the complete bodice is made. 

Domestic economy and hygiene are taught theoretically ~y DomeAtic 
the teacher of science' there is no general syllabus for thIS EHco~omy and , ' d yglene. . 
branch of the subject as each teacher draws up her own an , 
probably, submits it to the directress for a~proval. .At t~e 
ecole profetl8ionnelle or the '1'1U de Poit01J" for ~sta:nce, there IS 
no regular class in domestic economy and hYl¥en~ for t,he .first 
and second years, but the pupils are taught SCIentIfic pnn~lples 
which prepare them for the methodical study of these subjects. 
In the third year there are forty lessons, o! three-quarters of an 
hour each, in domestic economy and hy~en,e, an~ t~e teac~er 
explains the practical application of the SCIentIfic pnncIp,les WhIch 
the girls have previously learnt; she spe,!,ks to them, for ~stance, 
of the various causes of sickness and dIsease, andexp~alI~s. how 
some of these causes may be preve~ted by p~oper hygtemc co~-
ditions of the body and of the dwelling; or, lD a lesson on aCCI· 
dents &he tells them how brnises, cuts, suffocation, etc., sJ on1d 

'be tr~ated pendin, the IIomnJ of the doctor. 
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V.-ECOLES PRIMAIRES SUPERIEURES (HIGHER PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS).-

:Organisation The ,cot~8 primaires 8'Uperieures for girls, of which there are 
and Curri· two in Paris, l'ecole Sophie Germain and Ncole Edgar Quinet, 
culum. give a complete primary education, of a much higher standard 

than the COur8 compUmentaire8, to girls whose parents'can afford 
to let them continue their schooling to the age of sixteen or 
seventeen. These schools are not meant to train teachers like 
the training colleges, nor to prepare for any trade orpl"ofession, 
like the technical schools, although they provide instruction of 
a practical kind. The pupils enter by competitive examination 
at the age o~ twelve to fifteen. The course of study lasts three 
years and a fourth year is optional for those who wish to prepare 
for entrance to a training college, OJ; to fit themselves for employ. 
ment as accoimtants, interpreters, clerks in' banks, in pust and 
telegraph offices, etc: The school is open for 3 hours in the 
morning and for 3i hours in'the afternoon, on five days of the 
week, Sundays and Thursdays being holidays. The' branches' 
of domestic science taught iIi these schools are needlework, 
dressmaking and miI)ine~y, hygiene, domestic economy and 
cookery. Though the general scope of all the ecoles primitires 
superieures is the saime, they are- not;.' closely ~formedon the 
same model; each school arranges its own time-table and has 
its own curriculum. 

'Ecole Edgar 
,(,!Ilinet. 

I will speak here more particularly of the last hi~her primary 
school founded in Paris (1892), the ecole Edgar Qu~netisituated 

~ in the rue des Martyrs. . 
'(a) Net'dle- In this school the classes in needlework, dressmaking and 
\York, DrcsR- millinery together occupy 3i hours a week in each class. The 
'Inaking and pupils are taught all the different kinds of needlework which a 
:MilIintry. kin woman may have to practise in her own home: the ma . g of' . 

baby linen and children's outfits, the .dra.fting and cutting out 
of patterns for frocks and dresses, embroidery from designs 
of their own composition, the trimming and making up of 
plain hats and bonnets~ There is one mending day in the 
month, when the pupils .bring their own underlinen, stockings 
Or frocks which are In need of repair, and thus learn practical 
darning and patching. One' interesting featur~ of the sewing 
class at the ecole Edgar Quinet is what is called the 'I:estiaire des 
pauvres. Friends of the school and pupils or teachers who have 
garments which they can. no longer use themselves, bring or 
send them to the school, which first has them disinfected an(l 
cleaned, if necessary, and then altered and re-made bi the 
pupils. A grown person's dress is turned into a child's frock, 
for instance, or some torn garment is mended and .·made to 
look neat. Sometimes new materials are given, and they are 
made into petticoats, frocks or dresses, and placed in the 
'I~fJlJtiai1'e des pauvres, out of which they issue at stated times 
to clothe poor children of the neighbourhood. Not pply are 

* (}j. Special REllorts on Educational Subjects, Yol. T., p.28'i.-The 
French System of Higher Primary Schools. By R. L. Morant. (London, 
18n}.·-ED. . . ...' 
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the poor c~ildren thus ~enefited, ~ut the pupils of the school 
have p~actlc,,:l lessons 10 housewIfery an,d are shown besides 
how, WIth 8. httle labour, they may render the giving of their 
cast-off clothes a. work of love. 

Th.e cookery cl~ss is.conducted b:r So specialist, 1\f. Driessens, (b) Cookery. 
who IS a.fir~ bel.lever 10 the educ.atlOna~ value of good cooking. 
Under hIS dlr!3~tlOn,. once a. f~rtmght, SIX or ,seven young girls 
prepare appetIsmg dIshes, whIle the others look on and write 
down recipes from his dictation. M. Driessens has several little 
portable ~as stoves which can be connected with the gas supply 
of the rijectoire, where the lesson is given. I understand that 
the cookery lesson is very pleasant, for the pupils all taste 
what has been cooked; as the lesson takes place in the after-
noon, the dainties, cremes, sweats, etc., are no doubt more 
pala.ta.bte than the solid food. .. 

There is not much time available for the teaching of hygiene (ei Hygiene 
and domestic economy, which form part of the course in and Domesti( 
natural science in the first and third years; so many things Ecomon,.. 
have to be learnt in the koles primaires 8uperie'lJ/res in about 
26 class hours a week, that only Ii hours can be devoted 
every week to natural science. 

VI.-ECOLES NORMALES PRIMAIRES (TRAINING COLLEGES 
FOR" PRIMARY SCHOOL TEACHERS). 

As the students in the ecoles '1UY1"'Inales primaires are boarders, Household 
there is greater facility for teaching practical household work. 
work of every kind. In fact, in most training colleges the 
students sweep, dust and keep in order all the different parts 
of the house which they use themselves-class-rooms, school-
rooms, dining-hall, dormitories, linen-cuJ?board, cloak-room, 
staircases, etc. A sort of monthly rotation IS organised, so that 
each pupil in tum is entrusted with every part of the work of 
the household, under the superintendence of Madame l' Econome, 
who has to see that every pupil acquits herself well of her 
share of the common task. In some training colleges, even 
the care of the heating and lighting apparatus is confided to 
the students, but usually the servants attend to this. One 
or two of the most obliging and steady students, one ~t 
least being in her third year, are appointed to tend those of theIr 
comrades who are oblIged by illness to remain temporarily in 
the dormitory: this is, however, only in cases of slight indis
position, for when there is any serious illness, or any dange! of 
infjction, the students are carefully kept away from the SIck-
room and it is the directress, with perhaps one of the teachers, 
who takes the post of danger. The students also have charge 

" of tho linen· they count the articles sent to the laundress, receive 
them "When'they are brought back, distribute them, and replace 
in J{ood order the household linen. In the hours devoted to 
ne'J<llework, they are expected to mend the linen of the school 
and their own clothes. 

When there is a. botanic W\rden attached to the college, the (lardeniDR. 
students take care eof it under tho direction of a. teacher; 
t.hey also dQ the gardening w hen th~ school keeps nQ gardener. 
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:SeI'dlework . The classes in needlework and d~makin<p take up 3 
lO.1 Dress· hours a week in the first year, and 2 hours in tite second and 

,uAking. third years.. The students learn to knit mittens, stockings, etc., 
to crochet babies' socks, vests and undergarments, and to cut 
out, tack together and make the various articles of a child's and 
a woman's outfit: chemises, drawers, petticoats, pinafores, 
blouses, frocks, etc. The use of the sewing machine is taught in 
the second year . 

• DomOlstie Hygiene and domestic economy are taught theoretically I>y 
E~'O~omy AnJ the science teacher in the third ~ear' hyciene takes up twenty Hygiene. J_ , I:) 

. lessons of an hour each, and domestic economy one hour a 
week. 

Cookery. Cookery is very seldom taught in' training colle!reS; it would 
be difficult to organise the classes in such a way t.hat students 
on duty in the kitchen should not miss any important \ectureF 

moreover the teaching staff have so much work on their hands 
that it would be almost impossible to detach one of them for' 
tile superintendence of a cookery class. ' 

VII.-Lycb:s DE JEUNES Fu.u:s (PuBLIC SECOXDARY 

SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS). 

)rganL ... tion. The lyeles de jeunes fill~! provide education and instruction 
: for girls of all a,..,aes from five or six to eighteen. There are three or 

four elementary classes (classes priparatO'iNs) and five secondary 
<'lasses. The pupil<l who enter at five years of age can attend ail 
the classes in tum, till they pass the exammat.ion for the 
ce-rtifirot de fin d'itud~s stCO'1ultlln:8 at the end of the fifth 
secondary class, at ages varying from sixteen to ei~hteen. 

}, . The only domestIc science subjects included In the official 
, ·omestle eedl k d are king d f Economy and programmes are n ewor an ssma 0', an a course 0 
;Hygie.ue. lectures on domestic economy and hygiene in the 3· annie 
I 8ecO'nda'i~. (age fourteen to fifteen), given by the science 

teachers. This course consists of twelve lectures of an hour 
each. In the fourth year (age fifteen to sixteen); and fifth year 
(age sixteen and over), hygiene is included in the lessons on 
na.tural science which occupy one hour a week throughout the 

Seedlework 
And Dress
making. 

year. 
Needlework is compulsory in all the elementary classes, and 

in secondary classes up to the third year, except in the lycit8 
.La11lartin~ and VictO'r Hugo in Paris where the organisation 
as regards optional and compulsory courses is somewhat 
dllTerent from that of the other Paristan and of the provincial 
lyd(!~. The needlework lessons last 2 hours a week' at 
ll'ast, and in the provinces generally 3 hours, in the 
secondary classes and 1 hour in the elementAry classes. 
For the Pllpils of the fourth and fifth years these lessons are 
optional. Under the modest name of nt.'Cdlework (COltturt), 
the pupils during their progress through the difterent classes 
of the lyctes learn to sew (all the dift{,rent stitches), to crochet, 
knit, embroider, darn, etc. In the preparatory classes they 

• The dasses are called ye&l'S-~ annt. S«'QfI(la"in, :r allHlt $«OIltltt"", 
etc. 
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'apply what they have leamt. to the ~ of handkerchiefs. 
table napkins, towels, baby linen; they crochet. or knit. babies' 
pettienats. nsts, woollen shoes. caps, etc. In the first three 
Ilt'OOndary cJa.sses. they make all the different. articles of a 
<,hild's or girl'. outfit; in the fourth and fifth years they try 
their hands on complete dresses, blouses. morning-go1fIl'1, 
children's frocks, :r..:ns and pinafores, and little boys' suits. 
From the lowest upn.rdS, they are taught hoy to traoo 
and cut. out the articles of clothing 1rhich they afterwards 
-make, and in the higher classes they cut out, tack together. 
and fit bodices and skirts.. They alSo- leam hoy to use the 
..ewing machine. "nen they leue the l.ydeJl they are able 
tAl cut. out and make their own clothes. and to do many kinds 
of fancy work which they have also learnt at school Many 
of the garments made at the lyela are intended for charitable 
purposes. At. the lyck Victor Hugo.- for example, tw-enty 
poor children of the neighbourhood w-ere provided laSt 
('hrist.maa with frocks, chemises, pinafores, ~ttiCOllts, etc... • 
..-hich, for the most. part. 1rere pre~ and begun by the 
pupils in the school hours devoted to needlew-ork, and generally 
fimshed by them in their leisure time at home. 

The committee entrusted with the revision of the school Cookery 
p~es in 1897 thought that the teaching of other domestic 
subJects-the purchase of provisions. cookery. etc.-6hould be 
left to the mothers, w-ho 1rould be able to do it in a better and 
more practical ..... y than the lyck. and 1rho could adapt it to the 
particUlar circumstances of each £unilv. Optional classes in 
cookery have, how-eyer, been opened in ~aris lit the i!lrU8 Vidor 
Hllgo and Finilor&.. The cookery cLu;,s at the ly~~ n.ctor Hugo 
L1sts 11 hours every .. eek durin~ seven months, from November 
to llay; it is generally attendea by ¢rls 1rho have already left. 
f1Choo~ or by those w-ho do not. take the complete school course. 
The cook of the establishment pre~ beforeilie pupils the dishes 
he has to shoy them. and .. hile t.hese are cooking a ftpititria 
dictates the recipes.. The pupils in this school are not forced to 
tiidtnJ la mai" cl la pdu themselves and, 1rith one or two 
exceptions, they are content. to look on. 

It..-ill be clear from this sUlTey or the teaching or domestic CoaduiaQ. 
science in France. that the authorities respollSlble {or the 
curriculum in public schools, primary ~d secondary,lay ~ 
cwetly on neeille1rork and dressmaking and on theoretIcal 
dollK"Slic E'OOno~y and hygiene ; an~ further, as regards ~nd:uy 
schools, that It has been dec1ded. after discUSSIon, that 
practical domestic science can be best tau~ht by the mothers 
and that it is, therefore, unnecessary to add lessons in cookery. 
house...uery. etc .• to an aIrea.Jy c:ow-doo curriculum. .It is. alSo 
obvious that w-hen much UWe IS de\"oted to domesuc 8CJenoe 
teaching in primary schools, less must be gi\"en to subjects or 

• I sl'If&k of th~ lyM best bo..-a to me, thou",<>h it is prollahly DOt the 
0Dls 0IIe .-heN this C:ustoDll'NnW. -



~eneral instruction, and in those primary schools where a. higher 
mtellectual standard is maintained, or where a trade or profession 
is taught, necessarily but few hours can be given to practical 
housewifery teaching. . 

It must not be forgotten, however, that efficient instruction in 
domestic science, provided that it is not permitted to usu!1? a. 
place of unfair importance in the curriculum· of schools WliICh 
aim at giving a general edncation, must always ~ssess a. peculia.r 
value in so far as it makes girls familiar wlth the different 
branches of household work with which, in all 1?robability, 
they will one day have to deal, whatever their statlon in life. 
Towards this end the state schools in France _ have made con
siderable progress. 

1901. REGINE PITSCH. 
Agregee de 1: UniversiUj 

P'1'ojesseur d'anglais au lycee Victor Hugo. 

There have been no important developments in the teaching 
of domestic science in France since 1901. -

1905. RP. 
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APPENDIX. 

A HIGHER EDUCATION FOR WOMEN AS 1V OMEN. 

[An interesting report on the subject of a higher educA.tion for women 
&II women, addressed to M.le Ministre de l'Instruction publiqueand written 
at his instigation, by MA.dame Yon-Lamperiere. was published in the 
Revue Internationale de I'E'TIMiflne~nt of October, 1903_* 
~ t~e organisatio!l of a. scheme for domestic scieD;ce teaching of a 

UnlVerslty standard lB. an ldea that has not been senously considered 
outside the United States of America, it has been thought desirable t~ 
give a short lIummary of this article. , 

A note is added on the new Ecole de, Meres in Paris.-ED.] 

, Madan& Yon-Lamperiere pleads for ' .. la creation d'un enseignement 
BUplrieU7 I~minin.," - a higher education for women based up(\n the 
methodical and scientific study of the nature and conditions of woman's 
existence, and 80 constituted as to instruct men as well as women ; in other 
words, a university education that might be described as, in the widest 
sense, the teaching of the domestic and allied sciences. 
• Although universities in many clI.Ses have opened their doors, more 
or less generously, to women, or in others have at least placed certain special 
courses within their reach, tbere has been so far, says the writer, no attempt 
to organise a higher education on the lines that she suggests. 

The report is divided into five sections :-
I.-The principle, upon which the writer bases her conclusions. 
2.-The need whic~ in her opinion, makes the institution of a higher 

education for women as women essential. 
3.-The flaturll of this education and the method by which it should be 

differentiated from the higher education of men. 
4.-The resultant occupations open to women, apart from those to which 

the actual development of the knowledge to be acquired will lead in the 
future. 

Ii.-A general outline of the practical measures of prelimiruLry (Yl'gani.a
tion to be adopwd, in order that this education may be developed, by II. 

wise 'pro~e..'!8ion, from the necessarily restricted beginning to complete 
orgllmsatlOn. 

The report opens with a discussion of woman's position and calling, and : 
of !lOCill.l relations generally. 

Man in the scheme of existence is the producer, woman the organiser of Princil'le~ 
the resources necessary to their common life; and what is true of the un~erlyillg 
family is true of society, which is simply an extension of the family. -By a tlgh~1 
IItudy and research the man can discover new truths useful to the com- e ncatlon 
D1uruty, but it is the woman, by extending her sphere of action as the family for warnell 
expands into society, who alone can eusure the practical application ofthese&8 womell. 
d iKcoveries. 

A partial realisation of this truthhM led intelIi~ent men to interest 
themselves in the education of women, in order to brmg women np-arer to 
thcmOielvel', to interest them in modern discoveries, to le~ them 
to an attitude of less indifference towards questions of gen~ral. mteres.t. 
Hilt it is to be recognised that in doing this men have had m v~ew thl'~r 
ll€ed of finding in the woman a companion more in harmony With thelr 
own ideas, of feeling themselves better undet'::!t.<>o<;l; ~hey ha~.e not had the 
conception of a distinct social element whose actlOn y~ of an lmportance. at 
least equal to their own in the sphere of huma~ actmty. whose educat10n 
must also be quite distinct often very different, 10 order. that har!Dony may 
be established in the ne~ry differentiation of respectl ve functlons. 
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Need for this The 'first point of view has produced the secondary education of girls, 
educo.tion. which is nothing but a guarantee of intellectual equipment for the future 

husband; the second point of view should produce the higher education for 
women, as women. The secondary educatlOn of girls responds to an im
mediate, an urgent and practical need; but it leaves unsolved questions of 
necessity no less :pressing. ' , ' .-

Nat.ure and 
methnd of 

,the Dew 
education. 

The girl who IS' educated in ,the sll-me way as the young men of her 
acquaintance tends' to adojltth,e same career to compete with them, to 
become, in a word, a .. modern woman" instead of becoming woman. An 
incomplete and really unenlightened idea of justice leads liberal-minded 
men to accept the consequence'! of a situation-which they have created, and 
this accentuates a tendency, dangerous alike for the well-being of society 
and for the future of the race: the wrong employment of women's activities; 
, ,Although people of insight recognise these undeniable results of a reform 
from which enormous benefits had, been anticipated, they recoil, from 
oyerthrowing: a!1 instit~tion sO recently created which, if reorganised, 
would run the rIsk <)f losmg the support of thos,e who are now accustoming 
themselv.es to attend it. 0 Hut there is a means by which this ~ducation 
might be improved, without being overthrown, solely by the influence 
6f progress and the natural development of ideas, that is by the creation 
of a higher education for women as women, of an education truly adapted 
to the real conditions of a woman's life. ' , 

This new education would inevitably affec~animat'e and insensibly 
modify secondary education, and would make It what it ought to be, a. 

- preparation of girls for a woman's life, for the series of tasks which await 
them in social life and which, well established, would ensure them the' 
security and the consideration which they quite legitimately seek. - To 
recognise and rightly to estimate these tasks and to give them their due 
importance, is the aim .which would be pursued by a higher education 
for ,women as women. 

o Once this special function has been clearly defined and well recognisedl 
an appeal would be made ,to the best efforts of men and women to make 
the immense value of the new education appreciated, from the point of view 
both of the individual and of society. ,It would then be easy to retain 
within their legitimate sphere the ambitions of women, impatient for 

'an opportunity of distinguishing themselves by some discovery or by 
the'exercise of ,some beneficial influence, thus enabling them to attain to 
well merited honours. . 

To be truly suitable, the new education must' concern itself with those 
data which are espeCially connected with woman's activity:

l.-Mate~ity, wit~ all that depends lIPon i~ and in all its applications ; 
"!I.-DomestIc and SOCIal economy; 3.-lEsthetlcs. 0 

The woman, as alrE:ady mentioned, is not, producer like the man; but 
organiser, dispenser of the resources created or discovered by him. Her 
knowledge, therefore, should not be obtained by an analagous method. 
While the education of the man should enable him to make independent 
research in the vast domain of accessible knowledge, the woman needs, 
rather, to know all that has been acquired in order to utilise it to the best 
advantage; the method which suits her is therefore the historical method, 
establishing the results obtained by the activity: ~f men. This me~h?rl; 
exclusively employed, would present a danger if It tended, by aVOldmg 
useless investigation, to develop in women a habit of taking for granted 
what is told them by others, but they should acquire good, methodical, 
intellect,ual hal>its by being allowed to practise research into the facts 
of their special life, and to employ the historical method on'ly in those 
fields which relate to these special facts. . 

The higher &<iucation for women as women would thus allow, at the same 
time, scientific study, research, and a practical education ensuring the 
diffusion of acquired and proved truths. . . 
. The necessary specialisations would be developed as a matter of course. 
No woman~ were she a gemus, could know all that is known and apply it 
to all the pnases of existence. . . 0 0 ,. 0 

In the section relating to maternity, for example, the sub-divisions are • 
obvious :-(a) Physical care of the mother, of the child, of the famil~ 
{embryology, morphology, etc.) j hygiene, chemistry of foods. (b) IntellectUl\J 
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cultur~; IJ8ychol~gy of the child a~d, of the. adult, pedagogy, me.thods of 
a.cquinng moral ideas, etc. (c) entlcal perlOds of growth and Illnesses, 
care of the sick, of convalescents, of invalIds, of the abnormal, etc. 

In the section of domestic and social economy:-Balance of family 
income, investigations as to its disposal, 88 to its organil!ation (practical 
knowledge of household management) ; social organisations for the stability 
of family incomes (theory and practice of co~operation and of insurance); 
social orl{anisations for the security and tho well-being of individuals 
(orj;anisauon of charity). 

In the IIlsthetics flection the specialisations would be numerous; at 
present three main sections can be distinguished :-(a) Individuallesthetics : 
IIlsthetics of the human figure; calisthenics; clothing and ornament, lines, 
forms and colours. (b) ....Esthetics 9f the home: the house and the furniture' 
lOunds, colours and scents; family f~tes. (c) Sociallilsthetics : concerts and 
exhibitions; books to read; means of diffusion; social f~tcs ; arrangement of 
recreations, festivities and theatricals. ' 

From the practical point of view these necessary specialisations would Occupations 
be the soune of a great many employments, 88 yet unforeseen, for women. for women 

By the very extension and diffusion of these rrinciples, the 'woman's resulting 
activity in her home; the individual and socia usefulness which this from the' 
activity represents, would receive recognition; they would be sanctioned ~.ew educa
finally by measures which would preserve the home from a desertion Ion. 
disastrous from every point of view. 

The activities of women should, in fact, never be employed for remunera
tion except in quite abnormal cases j the growth of an organisation is there
fore desirable which under the guidance of mor~ enlightened women, 
would permit luitabfe women to exel'ciHe their caJ?abilities in society, just 
as they would normally exercise them in their family, under the· guarantee 
of 1OCI&1 protection and IUppOIt, and apart from any spirit 'of gain. But 
that belongs to the future. . 

}<'or the present, the defective conditions of actual society impose upon a 
considerable number of women the necessity of creating their own incomes; 
the whole discussion between the" modern wODl&n" movement and its ad
versaliea (to whom the writer belongs) depends upon whether these means 
are to be found by women in the careers creatt.d and opened up by men, to 
which they demand access and free competition, or if, on the othcr hand, 
they are to be furnished by new occupatlOns, created by the in~nuity and 
the knowledKe of women themselvefl, outside the field of masculIne activity. 

l1adame Yon-Lamptkiere supports the latter opinion. If it is true 
that women could easily fill the posts invented by men to provide 
means for themselves and for their families, it is not less true that men 
are unable to fulfil the absolutely different duties which are imposed upon 
the woman if the well-being and the full dev('lopment of the present and of 
future generations are to be assured. Instead, then, of throwing women 
into a foolish and sterile competition with men, instead of the easy and 
short-sighted ambition which leads them to wish to take part in everything 
that men undertake, women should undertake what men cannot do ; thus 
only will a rational social organisation be developed corresponding to t~e 
normal diviHion of the respective tasks of the man and of the woman In 
their common life. 

It is in this sense th&t the higher education for women as women would. 
lead women to employments .more. and more varied and ~efinite.. The 
following examples may be gIVen, In the order of the lIectlOns reVlcwed 
above'-

1. S~prlementag motherll, more enlightened than the teachers oC 
to-day, and speciahsi,ng as: (a) g~vemeMes in fa,milies; (6) teachers of em
te0nement ,eco-nda,,'/j j (c) hospital nurses, dll'ectresses of ~hools for 
training sick-nurses specialist doctors, etc" and other occupations which 
would follow as th~e studies are developed. , • 

2 Trained economists whose knowledge could be apphed : (al In schools 
for 'traifting teachers of domestio science; (b) in th~ administration of 
co-operative food societies, extended to the productIOn, of food,. these 
last organisations being independent of th!, co-operative body Itself j 
(c) in the organisation of loc&l philanthrol11c servlce~ and others of ~ 
liko kind. 
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3. WOlUen spacia.lly qualified, theoretically and pra.ctically : (a) in the 
tra.ining of the body (. (b) in the design of clothing and of ornament and 
in their execution j c) m home arts and cra.fts . (d) iii art as applied to 
public life. with the infinite applications of detail' which the matter admits. 

Leaving on one side the consideration of special future developments, 
studies seriously and methodically carried out in these various subjects 
would give women opportunities of a.ctivity clearly distinguished from the 
opportunities of men, and wOllld enable the former, as the latter, to 
develop themselves fully, while giving mutual support instead of injuring 
and fighting each other in competitive fields. 

Formatwn of Staff-Firstly, all precipitation, all impatience, must be 
avoided; nothing is ready, neither staff nor public opiruon i means must 
be founa of accustoming opinion to the idea of this new ec1ucation, and, 
above all, of discovering possible teachers resolved not to permit any 
deviation from the fundamental idea, the distinctness and mtegrity of 
which must remain inta.ct. 

In the beginning we should require no elabora.te organisa.on, but only 
clear investigation, occasional pertinent experiments j but thenJt would be 
necessary to welcome with ala.crity everything bearing on the subject, 
to facilitate experience..~ and experiments. All those willing to help_must 
be encouraged, b'lt their credentials would have to be thoroughly in
vestigated before a.ccepting them. 

Practice only can determine how these experiments could be made 
compatible with a respect fOl' the actual regulations of higher education 
on the one hand, and, on the other with the exa.ct environment and 
conditions by means of which alOM they could be judged impartially on 
their possible results, • 

Oommission of in itialion.-In order to apply and test the..~ attem pte 
at realisation, it would obviously be useful to begin by constitutmg a com
mission which should first study! and afterwards control, the course and 
methods to be adopted, the expenments to be attempted. 

In forming this commission-in some respects a commission of initiation
it would be essential to avoid everyone who had indulged in greater or less 
enthusiasm for the "modern woman" movement, and to avoid equally all 
elements of puerility, under cover of sentiment or of feminine intuition. 
A few people would be sufficient but it would be necessary to choo,qe them 
well; the circle could only be enlarged after the first impression had been 
given. 

Diplomas.-What diplomas would grant a right to give instruction in 
this new bra.nch of study, and what diplomas would qualify their holder 
to pra.ctice in it' 

Only the finnl studies could enable formal stipulations to be made 
in this respect, but as a principle, the diplomas of men, necessitating 
studies made perforce in the masculine environment I\nd spirit, should 
not be demanded of future teachers. The first commission could give, 
provisionally, personal authorisations after an examination of which it 
would be sole Judge until, after experience, the conditions and the syllabus 
of a special examination should be fixed. 

The question of diplomas giving the right to pra.ctise is not so 
immediate, but 1\ double necessity must be mentioned: firstly, not to ~ve 
them names similar to those of men j it would be necessary to find some
thing other than docuur, agl'lge. iu-mcii, etc. j secondly, to ensure them 
equal value in honours and precedence, an equality which could not 
detmct from their character in the opinion of the teaeher3, of the students 
or of the public, • 

Oonditions of admi8sWn.-Students could be entered on the production 
of a diploma of: baccalaurlat rlwdern.e, or certiftcat ~etudu S«01ulailYS,or 
bretJet 8upirUur~ mseignement primau'ewith an additional modern lauguage. 

Each of the sections instituted would be sanctioned by one or more 
special diplomas j but a first division of general subjects might be JlI'Ovided 
bearing on the fundamental questions of the three sections, and giving rise 
to a special diploma.. 
. Oommittee of patrorwge.-As soon a.'I the matter took shape and it "'&01 

decided to put it in pra.ctise, it would be necessary to appeal to a COlll

lIlittee Qf patronage, drawn as much from among the .fmia cU fU16iwrsit. 
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IS from ... mong the kind of people who could efficiently protect the .students 
and the whole future of the higher education for women &8 women. 

Sup,plementary expenses incompatible with official resources could be 
JIJ''Ovlded by this committte. The members of the committee could also 
be of a.&listance in placing the first students of the new education, on 
the &8Bumption that secondary education did not immediately a,bsoru 
them as teachers, for eecondary education would, in fact, find in the 
new eduCA.tion a means of renaissance, of finding its true pll\ce in relation 
to the !18K, and of ensuring its own proper development by dissipating pre
judicl'll, still too often jUlitifi~d. 

J n concluHi'lD, Madame Yon-Lamperlere says that, once put in possession 
of the widest means of study for what is her normal task, the woman wouJcl 
bring to BOCia.l existence her contribution of activity and intelligence a 
contribution neceasary to the harmonious equilibrium of the common lif~ . 

• 
It should be noted that two letters* on this subject were subsequently 

addressed to the editor, pointing out that partial experiments had already 
been attempted in the direction indicated by Madame Yon-Lamperiere. 

1\1. Cledate described a course for ~irls which had been instituted during 
the preceding year at Lyons UniverSity, at the proposal of the Faculte d,s 
kth·e,. This cour~e, held in the winter for two hours three mornings a 
week, was attended in its first year by twenty-two pupils. It included a 
course of moral philosophy and pedagogy (e.g., subject: 19031.." The r(lle of 
women in education"); a Jaw course (subjects, 1st fear: "'l'he family" ; 
lind year (1903): "The theory of punishment") ; a sCience course {1st year : 
"Bacteriolo¢cal theories and their application to the study of mfectious 
ilIn8llPes and of hygiene" ; 2nd year: ' Principles of applied biology," and 
a course of II.I!tl'onomy).,i., courses of history and geography, literature, 
bistory of art (1903: ",r'urniture "), and history of language. 

M. Loisel* drew attention chiefly to the work that is done and that 
might be done in this connection by the .AsBociation p01llr l'enseignemene 
del jt'llone. litle. a la Sorbonne. 

Further, it may be mentioned that a. private school, called L'Ecole des L'tcole Ilell 
Mere., hu.s been started in Paris (Avenue Wagram, 25). It is a Meres, Palilt. 
8chool of hygiene, of home education and of housewifery, and is intended 
to include four sections, of which the firs~tJ for teachers, women, and girls 
over fifteen years of age, was opened on .November 15th, 1904. The other 
sections are called the ,ecfifm, de. profeB8ionnelle9 (cooks, nurses, etc.); 
la ,ection popu/atre (working women, etc.), held in 1904 at the Univlf/·.de 
IIO~ulaire de Belleville; la .ection Ifetude. "uInauh'ea ee eC01Wmiq'IU'. 

The school is patroT.illed by a body of women and men, and direct!'d by 
a committee compolled of teachers and lecturers of the school; the directress 
is Madame Augusta Moll-Weiss. 

Courses of lessons, theoretical and practiCll;l, are given in hy-giene, 
principles of law (partil:ularly, the law regardmg women and children), 
domestic. econl?my\ the. care B:nd educatiot;l of chil.dren,,' sic~-nursi~g, 
cooking (mcludmg mvahd cookmg), care of hnenz makmg 1,'Mlen.e, cuttmg 
out and altering garments, millinery; there are, JIIrthElr, higher courses in 
principles of aocial economy, modern forms of II&ving, physiological 
pedagogy, etc'

l 
and optioDa.l courses (music, drawing, languages). 

The course asta (minimum) one year. The school year comprises two 
terms' November 15th to ~Iarch 15th and March 15th to June 15th. At the 
end of' the 8chool year examinations are held ; there a.re special conditions 
for intending teachers. }'ees for a year are 120 francs. 

-See BellU. Intemalionale de l' Ellleignement, vol. xlvi. Page 447-
L'E_igMfMn' ,u~rWur (lmlnm .. letter from L. CJedat, Doym de In 
FamdtitV.8 kteru de Lyon. Ootober2-2nd, 1903. Page 553-A propoa d'un l>rojet 
de erlatiol& d'un enaeignement ,"~ur /eminln; letter from Guatave Loisel, 
Profu6tur G r A88OCiation pour l'e1lleignemenl ck, ;eune, lillf. G lo SOI'/)Gnlte. 
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The aim of, the school is to give girls. after they leave school and before 
they marry, a methodical preparation for their future home and social duties, 
to educate them for the double rOle of mother, and of mistress of a house. 
The intention is not so much to give the pupils new knowledge as 
to teach them to apply, what they have already learnt to practical, daily 
life, to make them observe and think, and to teach them how to turn 
the resources at hand to the best advantage, how to conduct a household 
economically and intelligently. ' 

Before starting this school in Paris, Madame Moll-Weiss oonducted a 
similar school in Bordeaux, with an a.ttendance of four or five hundred 
pupils. The ideas which led to the foundation of this school, and an 
account of the instruction, are givp.n in the following books, which may 
be seen at the Board of Education Library :-

'( 

Les Meres dedemain. L'Education de Ill. Jeune Fille d'apres sa 
Physiologie. By Mme. Augusta Moll-Weiss. (Paris, 1902). 

Le Foyer Domestique. Cours d'economie domestique, d'hygiene et de 
cuisine pratique -professe-e..·-l'eoole ,libre et gratuite d'eoonomie 
domestique et d'hygiene de Bordeaux. By Mme. AUJUsta Moll
Weiss. (Paris, 1902). 
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Volume 4 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
. Chief Colonies of the British Empire-Dominion of 

Canada; Newfoundland, West Indies) (1901) contains the 
following Papers:-

A. DOlllINION oir CANADA-:-

1. Ont&ria, The System of Educationin. . 
. Prepared from official documents supplied by the Education De
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2. Quebec, The System ~f Education in the Province of. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. R. Balfour • 
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Volume 5 of Special Reports (Educational Systems dc" ih'e 
Chief Colonies of the British Emp~e-Ca.pe' Colony, 
Natal, Commonwealth of Australia., New' Zealand, 
Ceylon, Malta) (1901) contains the following Papers:-

A. .umCA-

I. Cape Colony, The History and Prcsen"t State of Education in. 
Part I., Seotions 1-74. " 

By Mr. G. B. Muir, B.A., of the Department of Publio Eduoa. 
tion, Cape Town. " 

Part L, Sections 75 to end, Part IL lind Part III. 
Prepared from offioial documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Natal, The System of Eduoation in. 
By Mr. Ro' RU88ell, Superintendent of Eduoation, Natal. 

B. CoJO[OlllWB.lLTlI O. AusTJU.x.u-
1. New SO'!th Wales, The System of Education in. " 

Prepared from official doouments supplied by the Department of 
~blio Instruotion for New South Wales. 

2. Victoria, The System of Education in. 
By the Hon. A. J. Peacock, late Minister of Publio Instruotion, 

Viotoria. ..... i~ ,I I 

3. Queensland, The System of Eduoation in. -
By Mr. J. G. Anderson, Under Seoretary for Publio Instruotion, 

Queensland. 

4. Tasmania, The System of Education in. 
" Prepared from offioial documents by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

6. South Au.~tralia, The System of Eduoation in. 
By Mr. a L. Whitham. Member of the Board of Inspeotors of Sohools, 

South Australia. J ... • ... . _, 
6. Western Australia, The System of Eduoation in. 

By Mr. Cyril Jackson, Inspeotor·Generai of Sohools, Western Aus
tralia. 

C. NBw ZBA.UBD-
New Zealand, The System of Eduoation In. 

Prepared by Mr. M. E. Sadler, from offioial doouments supplied by 
the Department of Eduoation for New Zealand. 

D. CBYLOlII-

Ceylon, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. J. B. Cull, late Direotorof PublioInstruotion, and Mr.A. Van 

Cuylenburg, Inspeotor of Schools, Ceylon. " _ 

E. HALu-
Malta, The System of Eduoation in. 

B)' Mr. N. Tagliaferro, Director of Eduoation, Malta. 

This volume (Cd. 417) can be obtained, either direotl)' or through any Book- " 
IOller. from MBSIIBS. WYMAN AlIID SONS, LTD., FB'M'BB !.dB, E.C., and 32," 
ABmGDOlil 5mBBT, WBSTMDI'8TBB, S.W.; or OLIVER AlIID BOYD, EDnr. 
BUBaK; or Eo PONSONBY. 116, G.a.uTOlf Sm.ST. DUBLIlf. 

Price ~. Od.; fIOII frce ~. 6d. 
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Volume 6 ot Special Reports (Preplutlrl Schools tor Boys 
Their place in English Secondary Education) (1900) 
containi the following Papers :-

1. Introd uotion. 
By Mr. Co Co CotterilL 

2. The Masters of a Preparatory SohooL 
, By Mr. Co Co Cotterill 

3. Preparatory Sohool EquiJ,lment. 
By Mr. Frank Ritohie. 

4. The Time-Table of Work in Preparatory Sohools. 
By Mr. lL Frampton Stallard. 

5. The Preparatory Sohool Currioulum. 
By Mr. G. Gidley Robinson. 

6. The Place of the Preparatory Sohool for BoY' in Seoondary Education 
in England. 

By Mr. 14. Eo Sadler. 

7. Entrance Soholarships at Publio Sohools, and their Influence on Preparatory 
Sohools. 

By the Bel'. the Honourable Canon Eo Lyttelton. 

8. Examinations for Entrance Soholarships at the Publio Sohools. Their 
Character and Elleot all the Educational Work of Preparatory Sohoola. 

By Mr. Co C. Lynam. 

9. The Teaching of Latin and Greek in Preparatory Sohools. 
By the Bel'. Co Eooles Williams, D.D. 

10. The Teaohing of the Mother·Tongue in Preparatory Sohools. 
By Mr. H. Co Tillard. 

11. The Teaching of History in Preparatory Sohools. 
By Mr. A. 14. Curtail. 

12. The Teaching of Geography in Preparatory Sohools. 
By the Bel'. F. R. Burro_ 

13. The Teaching of Modern Languages in Preparatory Sohools. 
By Messra. Eo P. Arnold and Fabian Ware. 

14. The Teaching of Mathematios in Preparatory Sohools. 
By the late Mr. Co G. Allum. 

15. Natural Soience in Preparatory Sohools. 
By Mr. Archer Vassall. 

16. The Teaching of Drawing in Preparatory Sohools. 
By Mr. James T. Watt.. 

17. Art Teaching in Preparatory Sohoola. 
By Mr. W. Egerton Hine. 

18. The Sohool Workshop. 
By Mr. Eo D. Mans.6.eld. 

19. Musio in Preparatory Sohools. 
By the Bel'. W. Earle. with an Appendiz by Mr. W. W. Cheriton. 

20. Singing in Preparatory Sohools. 
..; ~ By Mr. Leonard Co Venables. 

21. Gardening, its Role in Preparatory Sohool Life. 
WI By Mr. A. Co Bartholome\1. . 

22. Health and Physical Training in Preparatory Sohools. 
By the Bel'. C. T. Wiokham. 
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23. Games in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. A. J. C. Dowding. 

U. The Employment of Leiaur8 Houra in Boys' Boarding Schools. 
By Mr. Arthur Rowntree. 

25. Preparatory School Libraries. 
By Mr. W. Douglaa. 

26. A Day in a Boy'. Life at a Preparatory School 
By Mr. P. S. Dealtry. 

27. School Management in Preparatory Schools. 
B1>~' J. B. Wilkinson, with an Appendix by Mr, A. J, C. 

28. Eoonomica of Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. C. Black. 

29. Preparation for the Preparatory SchooL 
By Mr. E. D. Mansfield. 

30. Preparatory Boys' Schoola nnder Lady Principals. 
By Mr. C. D. Olive. 

31. The Preparatory Dep&rtment at Publio Schools. 
By Mr. A. T. Martin. 

32. The Prtt-atory Dep&rtment at a Publio SchooL 
By Mr. T. B. Mallon. 

33. The Relations between Publio and Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. Herbert BulL 

34. The Preparatory School Product.. 
By the Rev. B. A. James, D.D. 

35. The Preparatory &hool Product.. 
By the Rev. the Honourable Omon E. Lyttelton. 

36. The Preparatory School Product.. 
By Dr. Hely Hutchinson Almond. 

37. The Preparatory School Produot.. 
By Mr. Arthur C. Benson. 

38. The Home Training of Children. 
By Mrs. Frimldin. 

39. ThePOIl8ibilityof Co-education in English Preparatory and other Secondary 
Schools. 

By Mr. J. B. Badley • 
.0. Notes on a Preparatory School for Girls. 

41. AppendiL 

Thia YOlume (Cd. 418) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book. 
aeDer, from llusBB. WYMAN .A1fD SONS, LTD., FBTTD LAlfB, KC., .A1fD 32, 
ABurODOJr STBllft, WII8TJ1Ilr8TIIB, S. W.; or OLIVER UD BOYD, EDurBUlIOB; 
or E. PONSONBY, 116, GurroJr STBllft, DUlILIlf. 

Price 2& 314.; poll frea~. 714. 

Volume T of Special Reports (Rural Education in France) 
(1902) contains the following Papers :-

1. The Rural School8 of North·West France.. 
By Mr. Cloudealey Brereton. 

2. Rural Education in France. 
By Mr. John C. Hedd. 

Thi_ yolume (Cd. 834) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book. 
aeDer, from MlIsIlBB. WYMAN .A1fD SONS, LTD., FllTTIIB LAlfB, KC., .A1fD 32, 
ABurODOJr 8TBIIft, WII8TJ1Ilr8T11B, S. W.; or OLIVER .A1fD BOYD, Bour.UlIOB ; 
or & f'ONSQNBY, 116. Ga.u'l'O. STBD'l', DUlILIlf. 

Prict I" 4d.; poll frea ... 84. 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports (Education in Scandinavia, 
Switzerland, Holland, Hungary, &c.) (1902) contains the 
following Papers :--

I. 
I,. Ti:" New Law fot the Secondary Schools in Norway. 

, 'By Dr. Kand. Mag. Otto Anderssen. 
2. Education in Norway in the year 1900. . 

A short summary reprinted from" Norway." (Official Publication 
for the Paris Exhibition, 1900.) 

3. Education in Sweden. 
Summarised translation of " Enseignement et Culture Intellectuelle 

en Suede," iB8ued in connection with the Paria Exhibition, 1900, 
by the Swedish Government. 

4. Note on Children's Workshops in Sweden. 
By Mr. J. G. Legge and Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

5. The Nobel Foundation and the Nobel Prizes. 
By Mr. P. J. Harthog. 

6. The Training and Status of Primary and Secondary Teachers in Switzerland • 
. By Dr. Alexander Morgan. 

7. The Main Features of the School System of Ziirich. 
By Dr. H. J. Spenser and Mr. A. J. Pressland. 

8. The Ecoles Maternelles of Paris. 
By Miss Mary S. Beard. 

9. The Simplification of French Syntax. Decree of the French Minister for 
Public Instruction, February 26, 1901. 

Translation prepared by Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 
10. Primary Education in the Netherlands. 

By Mr. R. Balfour. 
n. Primary and Secondary Instruction in PortugaL 

Translated and abridged from publications issued in connection with 
the Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 

12. Technical Instruction in PortugaL 
Translated and abridged from publications issued in connection with 

the Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 
13. Hungarian Education. 

By Miss C • .I. Dodd. 
14. Publio Instruction in Servia. 

Summarised translation of .. Notice sur l'instruction publique en 
Serbie," published on the occasion of the Paris Exhibition, 1900, 
by the Ministry of Publio Instruction in the Kingdom of Servia. 

15. Commercial Education in Japan. 
By Mr. Zensaku Sano. . 

II. 
16. The Study of Arithmetic in Elementary Schools. 

By Mr. A. Sonnenschein. 
17. A suggestion as regards Languages in Secondary Day Schools. 

By Mr. S. R. Hart. ' 
18. Newer Methods in the Teaching of Latin. 

By Dr. E. A.. Sonnenschein. 
19. Three School Journeys in Yorkshire. 
20. The School Journey (London to Caterham, etc.) made by the Students at 

the Westminster Training College, 111'79-1900. 
By Mr. Joseph M. Cowham. 

21. A plea for a great Agricultural SchooL 
By Mr. James Mortimer. . 

22. The Education; Earnings and Social Condition of Boys engaged in Street 
Trading in Manchester. 

By Mr. E. T. Campagnac and Mr. C. E. B. RuBBelL 
m. 

23. Sketch of the History of Educational Work in the late South African Re. 
public. 

By Mr. John Robinson. 
24. The Ec!ucation of Asiatics. 

By Mr. R. J. Wilkinson. 
This volume (Cd. 835) can be 1)btained, either directly or through any Book. 

seller, from MESSRS. WYMA.."i AND SONS, LTD., FE'l"l'EB L.unr, E.C., and 32, . 
ABINGDON STREET, WESTlIIINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, EDINBURGH; . 
or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. ' . 

PriCtl 38. 2d..; pod free 38. 7d.. 
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Supplements to Volume 8 of Special Reports (1902 and 
1903) contain the .following Papers :-

A ahort account of Education in the Netherlands. 
By Mr. John C. Medd. 

Report on the School Training and Early Employment of Lancashire Children. 
~ylrlr. E. T. Cempagnao and Mr. _C. E. B. RusselL 

These Reports (Cd. 1157 and 1867) oan be obtained either directly or through 
any Bookseller, from MEssRS. WYMAN DD SONS, LTD., FETTBB LuiE, E.C.; 
and 32, ABIl'IGDOlf STREET, WESTMIliSTBB, S.W.; or OLIVER DD BOYD, 
EDIlI'BUBGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GBUTOlf STREET, DUBLIN. 

Prke &l. ; p08I free 8d. Priu 3d.; p08I free 4tl. 

Volume 9. of Special Reports (Education in Germany) (1902) 
c~DtainB the follOwing Papers :-

1. The Unrest in Secondary Education in Germany and elsewhere. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

2. Nota on Revised Curricula and Programmes of Work for IDgher Schools 
for Boys in Prussia, 1901. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
3. Higher Sohools for Girls in Germany: An Introductory Sketch. 

By Miss Mary A. Lyster. 
4. The Smaller Publio Elementary Sohools of Prussia and Saxony, with Notes 

on the Training and Position of Teachers. 
By Mr. E. M. Field. 

Ii. Nota on impending Changes in the Profes8tonal Training of Elementary 
Sohool Teachers in Prussia. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
8. School Gardens in Germany. 

By Mr. T. G. Rooper. 
7. Impressions of Bome Aspects of the work in Primary and other Schools in 

Rhineland, eto. 
By Mr. R. E. Hughes and Mr. W. A. Beanland. 

8. The Continuation Schools in Berlin. 
By Geheimregierungsrat Professor Dr. Bertram. (Translated by 

Mr. A. E. Twentyman.) 
O. Nota on the Earlier IDstory of the Technioal IDgh Schools in Germany. 

By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 
10. Recent Developments in IDgher Commercial Eduoation in Germany. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
11.. On the MeaB1ll'8ment of Mental Fatigue in Germany. 

By Mr. C. C. Th. Parez. 
12. Report of the Congress on the Education of Feeble-minded Children, held 

at Augsburg, April 10-12, 1901. 
Dr. A. Eiohholz. 

13. On the Education of Neglected Children in Germany. 
By Dr. Fritz Rathenau. 

This volume (Cd. 638) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book. 
seller from }l&ssRS. WYMAN DD SONS, LTD., FETTER LAN., E.C., and 32, 
AB",~DOlf STR.BT, WESTMIlfSTBB, S.W.; or OLIVER AlID BOYD. EDllfBUBGR ; 
pr E. PONSONBY, 116, GBAJ'TOlf STEBET, DUBLIN. 

Prke 21. 74.; po6I free 38. Od. 
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Volume 10 of Special Reports (Education in the United Sta.tes 
of America, Pa.rt I.) (1902) contains the following 
Pa.pers :-

1. The Study of American Eduoation: Its interest and importance to English 
Readers. 

By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 

2. Moral Education in American Schools. With special reference to the forma
, tion of Character and to Instruotion in the Duties of Citizenship. 

By Mr. H. Thiselton Mark. 

3. The Constitution of the City School Systems of the United States. 
By Mr. A. 1.. Bowley, 

4. Summary Acoount of the Report of the Educational CommiBBion of the City 
of Chicago. 1898. 

By Mr. A. L. Bowley. . 

IS. The Publio Sohool System of Chicago. 
By Dr. E. B. Andrews, revised and completed by Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

« 
6. The Publio School System of the City of New York. 

By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

7. The Publio Sohool System of Boston. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

8. The Publio Sohool System of St. Louis. MiBBouri. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

9. The Publio School System of Phil&delphia. 
By Mr. Edward Brooks. 

10. A Sketch of the Development and present Condition of the System of Edu· 
cation in the State~f Minnesota, with an Appendix dealing with Min· 
neapolis and St. Paul. 

By Professor D. L. Kiehle. 

11. Note on School Attendance in the Publio Schools of the Unitd States. 
By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

12. Some points of Educational Interest in the Schools of the United States. 
By MiBB Alice· Ravenhill. 

,13. The Training of Teachers in the United States of America. 
By MiBB M. E. Findlay. 

14. Teachers College of Columbia University (New York\. 
By Dr. James E. RUBBeIL 

lIS. .. Nature Study" in the United States. 
By Mr. R. Hedger Wallace. 

This volume (Cd. 837) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book. 
seller, from MESSlIS. WYMAN All'D SONS, UrD., FE'rrEB LANE, E.C., and 32, 
A1II:NGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER All'D BOYD, ]j:DpiBVBGlli 
or E. PONSONBY, 116, GBAlI'TON STREET, DUBLIN. . 

Price 28. 3d.: poe' /rlltl 28. 8d. 



• VOl1lD18 11 of Special- Reports (Educa.tion in the United States 
of America., Part II.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers :-

1. The Curriculum of the American Secondary School (High School). 
By Mr. D. S. Sanford. 

2. Secondary Education in a Democratio Community. 
By Professor Paul B. Hanus. 

3. A Comparison between the English and American Secondary SchooJa. . 
By Mr. George I. FOL 

4. Can American Co-education be grafted upon the English Public School 
System' 

By the Rev. Q,cU Grant. 

6. Education and Industry in the United State&. 
By Mr. H. Thiaelton Mark. 

8. Compoial Education in the United State&. 
JJy Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

7. Some Note8 on American UniverBitiea. 
By Mr. Percy Ashley. 

S. Tablea ShOwing the Chief Recent Benefactions to Higher Education in the 
United State&. 

9. A Contrast between German and American Ideals in Education. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

10. Education in the American Dependencies. 
By Misa M. E. Tanner. 

11. The Holiday Course for Cuban Teachers at Harvard. 
Prepared by Misa M. E. Tanner from documents supplied bI the 

United State8 CommiBBioner of Education. 

12. The Education of the Coloured Race. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

Appendice8_I-

A. The Function of Education in Democratic Society (reprinted from 'Educa
tional Reform," Essays and AddreBBeS by Charlea William Eliot, 
LL.D., President of Harvard University). 

B. Bible Reading in the Public Schools of the United State&. 

C. Harvard University. Opportunities provided for Religious Worship, 
Instruction and Fellowship. 

D. President Nicholas Murray Butler on Religious Instruction and its Rels
tion to Education. 

Thill volume (Cd. 1156) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book
Beller, from MssBBS. WYMAN .&BD SONS, 1/rD., FIITTBB Lug, E.c., and 
32, ABmODOI( SnllllT, WIIBnmrsTBB, S.W.; or OLIVER .&BD BOYD, 
EDmBVlWR; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GBAnOI( Sn.lIT, DUBLDr. 

Price ~. 1Id.; fI08I fru ~. ilL 
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Volume 12 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Orown Colonies and Possessions' of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part I.-West Indies and Central America, St. 
Helena, Cyprus and Gibraltar) (1905) (published simul· 
taneously with Volumes 13 and 14) contains the follOwing 
Papers:-

A. WEST INDIES AlIID CBNTRAL AxBBIC.&-
1. The System of Education in the Bahamas. 

By Mr. G. Cole, Inspector and General SlIperintendent of Schools, 
Babamaa. 

2. The System of Education in Barbados. 
By the Rev. J. Eo Reece, Inspector of Sohools, Mr. J. A. Carrington, 

Assistant Inspector of Sohools, and the Rev. J. It. Nichols, Secre
tary to the Education Board, BarbadOs. 

3, The System of Education in Bermuda. ( 
, By Mr. George Simpson, Inspeotor of Schools, Bermuda,. 

4. The System of Education in British Honduras. 
By Mr. A. Barrow Dillon, Inspector of Sohools, British Honduras. 

ll. The System of Education in Trinidad and Tobago. 
By Mr. It. Gervase Bushe, late Inspector of Schools, Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

6. ,The System of Education in the Windward Islands. 
(a) Grenada. 

By Mr. John Harbin, Inspector of Schools, Grenada. 
(b) St. Luoia. 

By Mr. Fred. Eo Bundy, Inspector of Schools, St. Lucia. 
(e) St. Vincent. 

By Mr. Frank W. Griffith, Secretary of the Board of Education, 
formerly Inspector of Sohools, St. .Vincent. 

B. ST. lhLu.&-

The System of Education in St. Helena. 
By the Rev. Canon Alfred Porter, Inspector of Government Sohools, 

St. Helena. 

C. EUBOPB-

1. The System of Education in Cyprus. 
By the Rev. F. D. Newham, Inspector of Sohools, Cyprus. 

2. The System of Education in Gibraltar. 

APPBNDIX-

By Mr. G. F. Cornwall, K.c., Colonial Ins1l8Otor of Schools, 
Gibraltar. 

A. WEST INDIES AlIID CBNTB.&L AxBIUC'&-

Education in Jamaica in its relation to Skillod Handicraft and Agrioul. 
tural Work. 

By the Most Rev. the Archbishop of the West Indies. 

Thill volume (Cd. 2377) ClAD be obtainod, either directly or through Imy Book· 
seller, from MBssBB. WYMAN AlIID SONS, 'LTD., FBTTBR LAlIIa, E.C., and 
32, ABINGDON STRUT, WESTJDNSTBB, S.W.; or OLIVER .&liD BOYD, 
EDINBUBGII; or Eo PONSONBY, 116 GBUTON STRUT, Dl1BL1lf. 

Price 2.1. Od.; pod /rail 21. 4L 
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Volume 13 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonles and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Pan lL-West Africa. Basutoland, Southern 
Rhodesia. East Africa Protectorate, Uganda. Mauritiul! 
Seychelles) (1905) (published simultaneously with 
Volumes 1~ and H) contains the following Papers :-

A. W .. T AnuCA-
L Tbe System of Eduoation ill the Gold Oou& Colony. 

By the late Mr. F. Wri~ht, Inspector of Schools, Gold Coast Colony. 
S. The System of Ed_tion Ul Lagoa. 

By Mr. Henry Carr, late Inspector of SchooJa. Lagos. 
S. The System of Edueation ill Sierra Leone. 

B1 Mr. H. J. Harke. Inspector of Sohools. Sierra Leone. 
4.. The System of Eduoation in South8l'll Nigeria. 

By Mr. C. J. H. Gordon, late Inspector of Sohools, Southern Nigeria. 
Do Sotmr AlI'O Ca!mLLL AnuCA-

1. The System of Eduoation ill Baautoland. 
Bfopon supplied by Mr. H. C. SIGley, Resident Commissioner, 

Baautoland. 
S. The System of Eduoation ill South8l'll Rhodeaia (1890-1901). Ita origin 

·!IIId dnelopment.. 
By Mr. H. E. D. Hammond, First Inspector of Schools for South8l'll 

Rhodeeia. 
S. Note on Eduoation ill the East Afrioa Proteotorak!. 
4.. Ed_tion ill Uganda. 

(1) SooiIS.e dee Missionairee d'Afri,_Peree Blanca. Vicaria' 
Apoetolique du NyanA Septentrional. By the Right Rev. 
the Bishop of North Viotoria NyanA. 

~) Tbe Church MillllionU)' Society. By Mr. R. H. Walker. 
(3) Tbe Nsambya Mission. Conduoted by the Hill Hill (London) 

Fathere. By the Right Rev. the Bishop of the Upper Nile. 
C. JU V1Ift'l17S-

Tha System of Eduoatioo in Hauritiua. 
Prepared from materiala IUpplied by the Department of Publio 

Instruotion. Halll'it·iua. 
Do SBTCllm.u&-

Tbe S,.tem of EdUCl&tion in Seychelles. 
By Mr. r. 0. Chitty, late Inspector of Schools, Seychelles. 

APrUOJOD-
A. WETAnuCA-

L The Eduoational Work of the Basel Hission on the Gold Coast: Ita 
Method in oombining Industrial !IIId Manual Training with other In· 
ftuen_ indispensable &0 the Formation of the <lIaraoter of the Native 
~ 

By the Rev. W. J. Rottmann, Prillcipal of the Basel Mission Training 
School for Catechista !IIId Teachers. Akropong, Gold Coast.. 

B. Sotmr 00 CUTaU. A~-
L Notea on Industrial Training for Nativee OIl the Congo (Baptist Hillllion. 

U)' Society). 
By the Rev. George Grenfell, Baptist HissionU)' Society. 

9. Eduoatlonal Work ill Liringetonia, with IIJMMlial ReferenOll &0 the e1fecta 
of Hanual, Ind ustrial. !ilia AJrrioultural InstruotiOD. 

BJ'the Rev. J. Fairley Daly, B.D., Hon. Secretary of the Living
atonia Mission (United Free <lIurch of Scot.land). 

S. The EdUCl&tional Work of the Blantyre Mission. British Central Afri.ca. 
Prepared from materiala supplied by the <lIuroh of Scotland Foreign 
Milllion Committee. 

4.. The Eduoation of Nat.iftll in South Africa. 
By Lieu'--ColOIlel Sir Hanhal J. Oarke. K..c.K.G., Imperial Resi

den' Commissioner, Southern Rhodesia. 
IS.. OR Native Eduoat.ion-South Africa. 

By the Re". Jamca Stewart, M.D., D.D •• of Loftdale lIi8llion, 
Caps Colony (United Free Church of Soot.land). 

8. The Work of the lIoravi!lll Hillaionariee ia South Africa !IIId Nodla 
Q~d. 

By the Rev. J. H. Wilson of the Horavi!lll Church. 
This volume (Cd. 2378) caD be obtained, either direot.li or throu@h 1lIIY Book. 

1I8ller. from HBSSBS. WYMAN ANO SONS, LTD., FIIT'I'B. LAltB. E.c., !IIId 32, 
ABIlfOOOIf STun, WISTJIIlfST." S. W.; or OLIVER 00 BOYD, EDlNBU1IOR , 

w Eo PONSONBY, 116. Gunolf STBU1', D111IUIf. 
Prw. 1.. u., pool free 21.. Od. 
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Volume 14 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part IlI.-Federated Malay Stll.tes, Hong Kong, 
Straits Settlements, Fiji and Falkland Islands) (1905) 
(published simultaneously with Volumes 12 and 13) con
tains the following Papers :-

A. AsIA-
1. The System of Education in the Federated Malay States. 

Report supplied by the Federal Education Office, Federated Mala.y 
States. 

2. The System of Education in Hong Kong. 
By Mr. Edward A. Irving, Inspector of Schools, Hong Kong. 

3. The System of Education in the Straits Settlements. 

B. FIJI-

By Mr. J. B. E!cum, Director of Public Instruction, Straits Settle· 
ments. 

The System of Education in Fiji. 
By the Hon. W. L. Allardyce, c.M.G., Colonial Secretary and Re· 

ceiver General, Fiji. 

C. FALKLAlID IsLAlllDS-

The System of Education in the Fa.lkland Islands. 
By the Very Rev. Lowther E. Brandon, Dean, Colonial Chaplain 

and Government School Inspector, Falkland Islands. 

,ApPBNDIOBS-

1. Note on the Work of the Industrial Missions Aid Society. 
Prepared from materials supplied by the Industrial Missions Aid 

Society. 

2. On the Education .of Native Races (C.M.B.), 
By Mr. R. Machonachie. 

3. Industrial Education in Catholic Missions. 
By the Right Rev. the Bishop of Salford. 

4. Education in British New Guinea. 
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PRuATORY NOTE TO VOLUllE 17 

. OF 

SPECIAL REPORTS ON Ent:CATlOYAL S(;BJECTS. 

The author of this Report has had experience as a teacher 
both in private and public secondary schools in England. He 
was for long the head of his own private school for boys at 
Manchester, and both before and after that taught for years in 
University College School. London, a public day school for boys 
~m 12 to 19 years of age, so that the secondary school systems 
of the Scandinavian countries. which are remarkable for the 
way in which public and private activities have been reconciled, 
have had a great attraction for him. His acquaintance with 
these lands, which ~ more thJln fourteen years ago, has 
gradually led to the lormation of intimate friendships in all 
of them. and he has had the advantage which few Englishmen 
have enjoyed of teaching in their schools. The present 
'Report is the outcome of thiS long study. Part of it, that aealin~ 
with the School Leaving Examinations, has already been printed 
and issued as a pamphlet by the Board of Education to Local 
Education Authorities and others interested in this problem. but 
publication has been delayed until the whole was ready. 

Besides the hearty co-operation of public and private effort 
which marks the systems of Norway. Sweden and Denmark, a 
oo-operation which has no doubt been encoura~ by the heavy 
pressure of modern educational needs upon the financial resources 
of the State. the establishment of one standard of examination 
for the pupils of all secondary schools whether public or private 
is of great interest in connection with the recent report of the 
Consultative Committee of the Board of Education upon a 
School Leaving Examination. The lllird matter which has 
some direct bearing upon our own problems is the method 
adopted over thirty years a~ in Sweden of training seconc!arY 
school teachers under the headmasters of selected secondary 
schools, a plan which has just been followed in Denmark also. 

The Board desire to taKe this opportunity of thanking the 
Gilchrist Trustees for the ~t of £60 made in 1900 towards 
the expen~ o! this investIgation. ~t a time when th~ question 
of the pubhcatlon of Mr. Thornton s paper as a Specl&l Report 
had not yet arisen. In this case, as always, the BOard must not 
be taken as necessarily endorsing the opinions of the author; 
the responsibility for these is his and his &lone. 

Office of S~ial Inquiries and Reports, 
May. 1907. 

-t-
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SCHOOLS PUBLIC AND PIny ATE IN THE 
NORTH OF EUROPE. . 

The secondary school systems of Sweden, Finland, Norway and 
Denmark differ from those of most other countries in a wider com. 
prehension. It may be stated broadly (with sQme exceptions to be 
.afterwards noted) that education authorities, central and local, do 
not seek a monopoly, but welcome schools of other origin to a 
position QO·ordinate with that of their own schools. To do this, 
the State must have some principle of discrimination, readily 
applicable, in order to determine whether any particular school 
shall be received within the privileged circle or not. The particular 
form of discrimination used bv these four countries is the result of 
the investigation which takes· place when a school applies for State 
recognition. And State recognition consists in the right, confined 
to recognised schools, of holding the State leaving examination 
within their walls. Under this system, in the last fifty years, there 
has grown up alongside the public schools an equal, sometimes a 
larger, number of other schools, conforming to the same standards, 
costing the public funds either nothing at all or much less than the 
public schools, and by the variety of their methods introducing 
fresh life and vigour into all educational work. It has thus become 
almost an axiom in the North of Europe that a balance of schools 
public and private most conduces to the welfare of the State. 

It has therefore seemed useful to collect materials for a com
parative account not only of the leaving examinations themselves 
and their working, but also of their value as an instrument in the 
hands of government for the spread of sound education, and as a 
means of harnessing in the State service schools of varying origin 
and methods, that are nevertheless working efficiently towards the 
same goal. Some opportunity will also arise for showing the 
relative merits and demerits of the different kinds of schools, the 
manner in which they supply each other's defects, their relative cost, 
and the amount of favour they win from the population around. 

All this has been done in part for Denmark in Vol. 1 of Special 
Reports. but not comparatively. Valuable accounts have also been 
given in Vols. 3 and 8 of secondary schools in Sweden, and of 
the new school law of 1896 in Norway; but the point of view is so 
different that only to a very small degree is it here necessary to go 
over the same ground. 

I had long wished to make a study of these leaving examinations 
in the North of Europe. and the opportunity came in the year 1900 
when the Gilchrist Trustees appointed me one of their trave1li!lg 

7875. 3000.-Wt. 9-21. 6/07. w,. & S. 2412r, A 



students for that year.. It 80 happens these examinations are not 
held quite at the same time in the four countries. They begin 
earlier in Sweden and Finland than in the other two countries; 
and they are a little earlier in Norway than in Denmark. And so 
it is possibJe,notwithstanding the great distanc.ea to be traversed, 
to watch the examination in each country in succession. 

The list of friends and correspondents in all these countries. 
npon whose help I have now for so many yt'&1'8 fully drawn, is 
lUucb too long to be given here; but as they read these lines, they 
will be reminded of v.-hat they already how, that lowe them a 
debt of gratitude I can hardly hope to repay. To some extent 
they will feel repaid, if they find that their achievem('nta and 
methods provo iuterelting and may be helpful to their kinsmen 
across the sea. 

• This visit i~ was Dl't't'I!IMry to sUl'plclllt'D~ by ODe' 8p"D~ in No"",y alOflt", in 
~IA~', JUDO and July. 1903. It ...... only in till' IAtt4."r ,)'t"ar thAt the Dl'1r onkr 
initiatro by the ll'gislatioD of 1896 l'ame into full opt'ratiQIL. 



I. SWEDEX'. 

LunsG EX.umrAnos I~ SWEDE.."l. 

I n!aChed Stockholm 011 the 15th May just aa the second or 
t'1~f'G roa! part?f the exa~~tio~ was beginnin/? Down to the yt'ar 
1t\63 the leaVIng exaounahon In Sweden (which provides the sole 
passport to the Vninrsity and iscalWAI!ril'lg~.rank"ll or Malurild$
(".ralllt''') was held entirely within the univemty; but since that 
yt'ar it haa been held entirely within the school, that is, not in any 
achool, but only in those, whether public or private, which are com
plete enough to be recognised by the State for that purpose. The 
examinatipn is conducted by censors and exaIninera. The censors 
in Sweden, about eightt.'t'll in number, are chOdt'n for the most part 
from the professors of tho two Cnivemtiea at t"paaIa and Lund. 
Some of them have served in that capacity for many yt'ars and so 
hllVe become upc."rts in the pc."rfonnancc of their duties. 'fho 
examiners are just the teachers of the schools, acting always unde!' 
the direction of the censor and of course in his presence. Que~tiolls 
for the written part of the examination, which had taken 1)18ce 
simultaneously some weeks before in each recognised school through
out the country, had been drawn up by the censors and then sent 
for final revision and for printing to the Education Office. 

Secondary school work in Sweden is conducted on one or other 
of three lines, m., Latin line A (both Latin and Greek); Latin line B 
(Latin but no Greek); and the Real line. Four papers of questions 
are set in each of the three lines. 

In line A, (I) all essay must be writt~n wh'18e subject lies within 
the scope of the ordinary school work. It is requiretl that it be 
written in correct language, with an onlerly arrangement and a due 
development of the subject hanJlt.>J. (2) A Latin extract muat be 
ttaD81ated into Swedish; (3) a Swedish passage into German; 
and (t) another passage into French. 

The first two requirements hold good for line B. also; and there 
is required in addition (3) a traD8lation from Swedish into French or 
Gennan, and (-I) three problems in Mathematics. 

In the Real line, there is required in addition to the Essay, (:l) 
a translation from Swedish into Engliahand (3) anotherinto French 
«(or either of which German may be substituted); and (t) foW' 
problems in Mathematics, to which is added one in mechanics or 

physics.. . ' . . 
The qut'stions a' the lllavlllg exanunatiOD8 In these northern 

eountries are not neuly so numerous as with U8; nor need they be 
ill ,iew of the fact that the fttICI l'OC8 examination v .. hich foUo" .. 
is of so 8E'&rChing a character. But they are of such importance 
that ample time (from four to six hours) is allowt'd for each paper. 
The answt'rs art\, in the first iD8tanoo, lookoo over and nl8l'koo 
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by the teacher himself and one colleague appointed by the Lilrare
kollegium (the regularly organized masters' meeting presided over 
by the Headmaster). And as the result of the examination, each 
paper falls into one of she classes, the fifth of which is satisfactory, 
and the sixth unsatisfactory. In the rare cases where two colleagues 
cannot agree, an appeal must be made to the headmaster. 

The candidate cannot claim to pass to the viva voce part of the 
examination, unless in each of his four papers he gain the mark 
satis/actory at least. But to this rule there are some relaxations. 
A classical candidate who is strong in his mother tongue and in 
Latin but somewhat below the mark in the other two papers may 
nevertheless be allowed to proceed, if at the L1.trare-kollegium two
thirds of his teachers approve. And a realist who is good in his 
mathematics but weak in French, German or English(may have 
the like grace accorded to him. When the teachers have thus 
arrived at their decisions, the papers are stitched together into 
books on the school premises and sent to the department, which 
distributes them among the censors; and they in their turn do a 
good deal of their inspection of the books as they travel in the train 
from school to school, from one end of Sweden to the other. The 
final decision is not reached until censors and teachers sit together 
in conclave somewhat later. 

The vit'a voce is wider in its range than the written examination, 
and embraces all the subjects taught in the later years of school 
life. These are in line A the following subjects :~Religion, 
Latin, Greek, German, French, History and Geography, Elementary 
Philosophy, Mathematics. Natural Science and (optional) English. 
Line B drops Greek and adds Natural History; and English now 
becomes obligatory. The Real line, as compared with line B, 
drops Latin and adds Chemistry. 

It is this second or viva voce part of the examination which 
presents the mf)st novel features to an English observer. It 
begins in Stockholm, and is then continued through all the re
cognised schools in the country. The Head Master in each school 
arranges the candidates in groups of five or six in a room; and these 
rooms they keep for the rest of the examination, whilst the censor 
is sometimes in one room and sometimes in another, according to 
the subjects of the examination. The order in one room is not that 
of another; subject must follow subject in each room in such a 
way that there shall be a censor of the right kind present. Various 
outer arrangements emphasise the importance of the occasion. 
At least three persons of position nominated by the inspecting 
local authority represent the public. Evening dress is de rigueur for 
censors, .examiners and candidates; and the censors and the 
teachers wear their orders and decorations. The teacher of the 
candidates is generally the examiner, and, as a rule, puts all the 
questions under the direction and the guidance of the censor. 
Before the examination begins the censors are provided with list~ . ' 
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of the pupils examined and of their marks in each subject for the past 
year. They can thus compare their impressions with the teacher's 
settled judgment; and if a candidate through ill-health or for 
other reason has hardly done himself justice they can to some 
extent correct the unfavourable estimate they may have formed. 

If the subject be unseen Latin, Greek, French, German or 
English, it is the censor who produces the books which shall be used 
and tells the teacher (a few minutes beforehand) at what page and 
line the comltruing shall begin. The examination then goes on 
much like an ordinary lesson. First one reads, then another. If 
a phrase of unusual difficulty occurs which none can explain, the 
master gives the needed help. The censor makes a sign when 
questioning may stop; or he may, at any point, give it a fresh 
direction, ~r occasionally even take it into his own hands. The 
examination can hardly be called a competitive one, for no attempt 
is made to determine the relative position of candidates with the 
utmost nicety. In each oral examination the candidate is put in 
one of six classes, which are named A, a, AB., B a., B. (satisfactory) 
and C. (unsatisfactory). A single C is enough to cause entire 
fa.ilure, if the subject be an important one. Otherwise it may 
require two C's or even three (in the case of less important subjects) 
before the candidate is rejected, so long of course as he is strong 
in the rest. The mark in each subject, whatever it be, depends 
on the teacher alone. The censor can reject but not alter. Most 
teachers have settled what their marks shall be before the viva 
voce begins, and it is seldom that any excellence in answering 
makes them change the verdict which they have reached as a 
result of the past year's work. It might, therefore, be thought 
that the examination was not a real one. But if the written part of 
the examination affords a doubtful result, or if the school marks 
are not good, the teacher is directed by the censor to press that 
particular candidate, or may himself press him with questions. In 
ordinary cases, however, the examination, though apparently. for 
the pupil alone, is really quite as much for the teacher, to enable the 
censor to judge of the efficiency of his work. It must always be. 
useful also for the University professors to be brought for a few days 
in the year into such close touch with the leaving forms of all the 
public schools in the country, and for school and University to be 
thus brought into relation. 

The last scene of all is the sorutinium, at which I was present by 
special permission. The Head Master takes the chair, and before 
him on one side sit the censors who are responsible for that particular 
school, and on the other such members of his staff as have taken part 
in the examination. 

A large sheet lies before the Head Master, and on it are th9 
candidates' names with ruled spaces for one or other of the six 
marks which are employed (numbers are not used). The marks for 
written work have been previously entered, but are read out by 
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the Hea..l Master in onler that those present may have the whole 
case before tht'lU. Wht'n the lIead Mast(lr comes to the ,-it'd ~ 
subjl'<.'ts, he l'('()Ciw$ the marb from one or (lther of his roll~agu('l' 
aUlI C'art'fully se~ tht'lU down on tho sht't't. lIe th£'n reads out tht' 
Dl:U'ks a..,"1lin, in order t~ hln-o any pos..c;ible mistake correctoo, and 
pu~ it first to his collt'a...rrues, and then to the censors, wheth£'r the 
l'andillate shall pas.:;. It is so difficult for an iU-prepaJ'\.'tl C'an
didate to be })foll1o~'t1 to the I~aving class, that the num~r of 
rejections at the leaving examination is t'XCN'dingly small. Oc· 
l'a...qonally a doubtful case turns up and an interesting discussion 
tllk£'s place. Very ooC'asionally, also, the C'ensors reject a C'andidate 
whom the «-achers h~ve passed, but sUl'h cases are rart". If the 
l'andidate haspassl'C.I, it remains to settle what marks shall be given 
to the It'aving certml'.ate as a whole. This OOC'ssions little 
(lilllt'ulty. as it follows naturally from the marks givt'n for the 
&'}larate suhjt'C.,ts. Tho lI~ad Mash'r next rour~'Ou"ly thanks the 
cens.)t'S for tht'ir a..""~tanl'e, and tho examiners and e..'usors 
appt'ud thl~ir names to tho sht't't of result., C'alll.J a }'rot{lkol. 
which now bt.'Comes a publio document, of which any dtUt'n lllay 
claim to take a COlly. 'I'ho successful candidates are now 
illtrodul't'd and receive tho C'ongratulations of their teachen; 
as they go out, their hienU3 ha\'e in readiness for them the 
Illuch-covetoo stullt'nts' (II' undergraduates' c~p, " .. ith i~ little 
star in fn)nt-the svmbol of a freedom denied t~ them while still 
schoolboys. Two further ('t'lE'lllonil's remain, the first of which 
was not allowoo in one of the schoot:J I yisitt-d. As the suC('t'ssful 
C'anditlatt's }'1lSS through the Sl'hoolroom, thl'ir comradt'S actually 
toss them (Ai&'tJ), not indt'ec.l in a blanket, but with (lutstl'l'lt'ht'C.l 
hands and arms. It St't'llled dangt'rous for a young mlUl t~l be l'fQ
l,dll'tl six (lr Sl'Ven ft't'\ towards the ffiling; bu\ I coultl not hl'ar 
of any acdtll'nt resulting. l~entlt'r congratullltions from lIlotht'f 
amI sistt.'lS in tho },layground como next, in tht' shsloc of a bouquet 
susllendt..J from the nt'Ck and royt'ring tho chl'St-a bouqul't worn 
by the candidate Yo-heleYer he goes for the rest (If tltt'day. 

Thexo are Ulree kinds (If ~ndary schoot:J whO&! work is more 
or It'ss shapt.>d by this Icning examination in S""('I.len. By far the 
most important of tllCse are the State &condary &hools fllr boys; 
next rome fi\'9 printe schools Yo-hil-h hlt.\'9 established their daim 
to State rerognition and support; and lastly, eight of O\'el' a hundrOO 
~irls' schoot:J and C'o-(';.luc-ation sl'hools, due to Ilfh-ate or local 
initiative, whit'h receh-e substantial support from publ.il) funds, 
both central and local. The leaying dass ill these st·hoot:J com
l,rises on an a,~rage not more than. per cent. (If the entire numb<>r 
of pupils. It is tht'l'l'fore a relatiwly small number that is directly 
afIl'Ctt'd by the examination. But whten SWMen, like Norway and 
~nmark, proYil.lt'S, as she set-ms about to do, a minor leaving 
namination for those who leave school at fift~n Orsixtt't'll, both 
the number of schools and the number of pupils directly aiIeocteJ 
by thl.'S6 examinations must grt'atly increase. 
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STATE SECONDA.RY SCHOOLS. 

The s(!venty-nino State Secondary Schools for boys in ~weden 
are of threo typM, cl&IJgical, semi-cla.saical (Latin but no Greek), 
or modern. All three types or only ono may, according to circum
stances, be found in any particular school. The full course ex
t.'nds o\'t'r nine years. The first bifurcation takcs place at t.he 
beginning of the fourth year,· when a pupl must decide whether 
hi' shall procl'ed on the classicallino or the mOtlern. At the begin
ning of the sixth year a classical pupil must again decide whether he 
will begin Greek or take instead of it a larger quantity of mathe
mitics, French and English. Of the seventy-nine schools, thirty
six have lIeparate classes for each of the nine years; twenty-two 
have the first five classes only; lIeventeen the first three (though 
local contributionll often provide for two additional years); and 
there are four of a still more limited extt"nt. It follows that a 
pupil at one of the incomplete s.-:hools must if he wishes to com
plete the full cours~ and pass the leaving examination, be 
transferred to a school of nine classes (possibly in some distant 
town). In that case he must arrange to board with a family in 
the neighbourhood, for all the schools are day schools only. In 
1897 there were 15,762 pupils in thesB schools, of whom three
fourths were in the t.hirty-six complete schools. The State defrays 
the entire cost of the instruction, though the pupils have to pay 
('very year, for light and firing,library, and rt~pai.rs, a sum somewhat 
less than £2. But the payments for library and repairs may be 
reduced or altogether remitted in the caSB of boys-about one
fourth of the whole number-whose circumstances make it desirable. 
In 1895 the cost of these schools to the State, in addition to the 
cost of the buildings (the site is provided by the locality), was 
3.13~.5it kr., an average of 229 kr. or nearly £13 for each boy.t 

COSNEXIO!'( IlETWEE!'( PaUURY AND SI!:CONDARY Selloor .. 

It should be atllied that no boy is recl'ivell into the first or lowest 
clas." before he is nine y"ars of ago; and that the ent.rance 
requirements (the tllrce R.'s, with Scripture and catechism, a little 
geography and n~tural history) have p~rp0gely. been made of Buch 
a kind' that a child who has passed WIth credit through the first 
three years of the primary Bchools will not find it difficult to pass 
the entrance examination. 

SCHOOL INSPECTION DOWN TO 1904. 
School inspection down to 1m was a local rather than a central 

matter in Sweden. The Ecklesiastik Department, which has also 

• I am here deeoribing the order that ill DOW coming to an end. The new 
h'platioD of 1M will be deaeribed in itA! place. 

t In 1~ the result ia not very dilJeront. In t.hat. year the pupils Dum
bt'Irod 19,501. the yo&I'ly 008' to the State. '.335,001 kr •• or 223 kr. per boy. 
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charge of education, had no army of inspectors at its beck and 
call. Secondary school inspection was exercised partly through 
the leaving examination as described above and partly by the 
local inspecting authority, i.e., the bishop of the diocese; or, if 
the school were at a distance :£rom the cathedral city, by an in
spector. (often the parish clergyman), whom he appointed as his 
deputy. 

Sweden was the only one of the Scandinavian countries where the 
bishop retained this close connexion with the secondary IIchool, his 
influence in the neighbouring countries being confined to the relig
ious instruction. His duty was to see that the schools in his diocese 
answered their purpose (as set forth in the collection of ordinances 
known as Zimmerman's Liiroverkslorlattningar,* 3rd Ed., 1896), 
arid that the teachers were earnest in the performance of their 
duties. Many school arrangements, such as the fixing of \:he time 
table, the choice of new school books, did not become valid until they 
were submitted to him and gained his approval. In what was perhaps 
the most important of his duties-the filling up of vacancies iD. the 
school staff-he was assisted by the Domkapitel or Consistorium, 
in which several of the higher teachers in the diocese (Lektors) 
shared with him the responsibility of the choice. At the final deci
s:on, each member of the Consistorium had one vote, whilst the 
b:shop had two and also (if o::casion arose) a casting vote. But it 
is to be noted that in Stockholm, where the largest and most im
portant schoo!s are of course to be found, the corresponding duties 
were performed by a special, non-ecclesiastical body (Direktionen, 
olver Stockholms stads undervisningsverk). Thus ran the written 
letter ofthe law. But when one came to speak with teachers them
selves, one soon found that the head of the secondary education 
office in Stockholm, who himself used to be the Rektor of a State 
school, exercised by his occasional school visits a much more im-
1 ortant influence than the legally constituted inspecting authority. 

RIGIDITY OF THE STATE SCHOOLS. 

~ducation in Sweden is so cheap that a State monopoly arises, 
llnd with the State monopoly there comes too gre,at a tendency 
to rigid uniformity, too little readiness to develop the schools ac
cording to the needs of the time and the locality. It is impossible 
not to admire the beautiful buildings in which the schools are housed, 
the accomplished trained teachers employed in them, and the amount 
of care and thought embodied in the regulations that govern them. 
But there is little power of spontaneous development. There is 
not the same State monopoly in secondary schools in the sister 
countries to the East and the West; nor are there the same com
plaints of unbending uniformity. It becomes interesting to note 

* This is now largely superseded by Liil'overksra.det Bergquist's Nya 
Larooerksstadga71. Stockholm,1905. __ , _____ _ 
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the re-action, or series of re-actions, which this state 01 things hal 
brought about in Sweden_ . 

THE STATE'S SCHOOL FOR EXPERIMENTS. 

It was early felt that the uniformity in the State schools was 
of so strict a kind that some special provision should be made for 
carrying out educational experiments. Accordingly, in 1828, the 
N.IIa Elementarskola it was opened with the understanding that it 
should be at liberty, whenever it seemed desirable, to depart from 
the regulations fixedfor the rest of the schools. And in order that 
this might more easily be done, it was placed under a governing body 
of its own, quite distinct from the Direktion olver Stockholmsstads 
Undervisningsverk. Of all the experiments made, the one that 
lasted IOllgest and cut deepest was the so-called" Fria flyttningen " 
-the promotion of a boy in each separate subject at the moment 
when his proficiency in it allowed. Opportunities for promotion 
were given every week, with the consequence that classes were 
broken up into more divisions than one teacher could take charge 
of. This had been foreseen, and in a measure provided for by the 
emp!oyment on a large scale of elder boys as monitors. Indeed, 
it seemed to be regarded almost as an axiom that without this 
the "Fria flyttningen" could not be worked. But as the years 
went by, the monitors or pupil teachers were found unsatisfactory, 
and their employment became more and more restricted, the free 
promotion being used of late years only in the upper parts of the 
sehool. And within the last fifteen or twenty years the experiment 
has been entirely dropped and the school been conducted almost 
entirely like an ordinary State school. 

EXPERIMENTS IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 

But the Nya Elementarskola is far from exhausting the experi. 
ments needed by the secondary schools in Sweden. If the 
prolonged attempt to make a boy's time-table more flexible has not 
succeeded, it does not follow that the question is dead. Indeed, in 
the kindred form of Vallrihet (greater freedom of choice in the 
subjects taken up) it is very much alive. But the experiments 
in this 'and other directions (e.g., co-education, the teaching 
of foreign languages, and sloyd) have been carried out much more 
fully in the private schools than elsewhere. Of these there are 
five boys' schools which have acquired the right. to hold the 
leaving examination on the same terms as the Public Secondary 
Schools, two in Upsala, one in Lund, and two in Stockholm . 

• New Elementary School. This expression, it will be noticed, denotes 
in Sweden, and Btill more commonly in Finland. a secondary Bchool, who3e 
curriculum is terminated by a State leaving examination at the age of 
f'ighteen. But in Swo)deD the term Liroverk h now more common. · 
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Of course as the instruction in the Public Secondary Schools is 
gratuitous, these five schools are kept in existence by subventions 
from the State amounting.to sums varying from 6,000 to 9,000 kr. 
a year. The State docs not ask in return for free places many 
or few. Apparently the State regards the money as well earned 
if the school keeps itself in a condition of efficiency, and 
occasionally originates new methods from which all the other 8chools 
call derive profit. The most famous of these five schools are the 
two in Stockholm, the Beskowskaskola and Rektor Palmgren's. The 
Beskowskaskola differs from the State schools in receiving both 
girls and boys in all but the four highest classes; it also gives much 
more attention to sloyd. It is on the scale of a public school, and 
could. hardly be distinguished therefrom by the casual observer. 
It was the school at which the present Crown Prince and his 
brothers received their education, being chosen perhaps lor that 
purpose quite as much through the Royal sympathy with the 
religious views of the founder of this school as on account of tho 
excellence of its arrangements. The largest grant naturally goes 
to Rekt()r Palmgren's school, the one which ha'! shown itself most 
fertile in experiments. It has been a Samskola in all its classes 
from top to bottom since it was founded in I8i6 ; and there seems 
every likelihood that its example, with that of the schoolsin 
Finland, will soon receive a large extension throughout Sweden. 

In sloyd, too, in methods of teaching foreign languages, and in 
suiting the time· table to individual needs, the school has made 
successful experiments from which all the rest have benefited.* 

HIGHBR SCHOOLS FOR GIRLS AND THEIR SEMINARY. 

But the partial reversion of Sweden from an exclusive State 
system of secondary schools to a system of schools more or less 
private is seen most fully in the establishment of girls' schools 
throughout Sweden during the last half-century. I callnot do 
hetter than draw here upon an account of them written by the 
late Dr. Ellen Fries.t One of the schools in Stockholm and another 
in Gothenburg were founded in the thirties, but most of them dato 
from a year subsequent to the mid-point of the century. In ISH 
a motion was made in the Riddarhus (the Parliament until 1866 
consisted of four estates) in favour of a Normal School for Girls. 
which ho\\-cver, did not come into existence until 186!, and was 
then put in conneXlon with the Seminary for Women Teachers 
in Secondary Schools, that had been opened three years before. 
These are the only two institutions connected with the secondary 

* Of this school Direktor Max Walter, of the Muster3chule in Frl\llkfurt am ll. 
bas written I\Il account, which may be seen in tho Board of Education 
LibrMY· 

t This was written in 1897 for an E3hi.bit.ion of Industries that was held 
in St<,ckholm that year. 
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education of girls for which the State is solely responsible in 
Sweden; and such is the influence they exert on every girls' 
school in the land that some brief account of them becomes neces
sary. The two institutions are situated in the same building in 
Riddaregatan, and are presided over by a Rektor assisted by a 
Lady Principal in each. The permanent staff 'consists of five 
lektors, one adjunkt, and four lady teachers, in addition to whom 
there are thirty extra or visiting teachers. There are about twenty
five students in each of the three yearly courses at the seminary, 
and a number of voluntary students in a continuation COUTse. In 
addition to the ordinary subjects, three foreign languages, German, 
English and French, form part of the instruction; but only two 
of them are obligatory. There is also a department of domestic 
economy which is used by the students intending to teach the 
subject and by the girls in the continuation class of the school. 
The entrance examination to the seminary consists of written 
work and viva voce. The written work consists of a Swedish 
dictation, a Swedish essay on one of several subjects, a translation 
of Swedish into French, and of Swedish into German or English. 
Any candidate that fails in either of the Swedish papers or in both 
of the translations is not allowed to proceed to the viva voce part 
of the examination, which extends over all the nine subjects taught 
in the seminary (the mother tongue, French, German, English, 
history, geography, mathematics, physics and chemistry, and 
natural history). Instruction in the seminary is entirely free 
'of cost; but the students make their own arrangements for board: 
none of them live at the seminary. It must be added that the 
seminary, like any ordinary training college in England, is first 
~nd foremost a school for the acquisition of knowledge. It is 
only in a secondary degree a place of professional training. For 
illstance, students of the first year give two hours a week to watch
ing les80ns in the school (hospitering), to viva voce reports of the 
same, and to practice in lessons with their comrades for pupils. 
The second-year students watch lessons six days in each of the 
two terms and themselves give six lessons chosen by themselves 
from a certain group. The third-year students give the same 
amount of lessons as the second year; and they have also to give 
a test iesson in a subject chosen by themselves, which constitutes 
part of the examination for their leaving certificate.* 

.The Normal School, a fully equipped secondary school, that 
serves to a large extent as a model for other higher girls' schools 
in the country, consists of three preparatory and eight ordinary 
classes with one continuation class. It has in it more than 300 
girls aud is mainly self-supporting, the fees ranging from 75 kr. 
a year in the lowest class to 185 in the highest. The two institu
tions cost the State 75,000 kr. a year • 

• • There is every likelihood that in 1907 a four~h year will be added to 
t~e o:>uraa, giving fuller opportunities for pr,)fe~8iona.l training. 
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Next came a Government Bill for the erection of Statu 
Secondary Schools for girls, but it was rejected by the Riksdag 
in 1873, and again in 1874. In the latter year, however, a sum of 
60,000 kr. a year was set aside for the help of schools already 
existing, and in 1882 this sum was raised to 70,000 kr. Meanwhile 
(1870) women had been admitted to the leaving examination on 
the same terms as men and to university degrees (1873). 

A commis3ion was appointed in 188;5 to inquire into the con
dition of girls' schools, and reported three years later. As a result 
the grant was increased to 100,000 kr. Financial difficulties in the 
schools led to a petition for further help in 1895, and the grant 
was then increased to 200,000 kr., to be shared among ninety-one 
schools in every part of the country. Five of them have acquired 
the right of holding the State Leaving Examination. 11\ towns 
where the State has no secondary school for boys, these girls' 
schools are allowed to develop themselves into Samskolor, and in 
this way additional provision for the education of boys is often 
made. And in one town (Motala) a boys' school, by becoming a. 
Samskola, and thereby having a claim upon the Government grant, 
seems to have been saved from the extinction that threatened it. 
The school had been in existence for more than twenty years, 
and Wag maintained by fees and contributions from private 
persons and public bodies. The corporation had for a long time 
granted a yearly contribution of 2,000 kr., with a schoolhoUBe 
rent-free. But the school had still financial difficulties to contend 
with; and as the population of the town was incre:).8ing, help was 
sought from the State, but in vain. As, however, the grant of 
2)0,000 kr. made to higher girls' schools the year before was also 
available for Samskolor if they had at least five classes, the school 
was at once turned into a Samskola and the 2,250 kr. a year (since 
increased to 3,000) which it thereupon received from the State, 
in addition to a like amount from the corporation, not only enabled 
it to reduce fees which were felt to be too high, but also gave 
the school a new lease of life; 

Financial Oondition 01 the Higher Girls' Schools. 

The next step came in 1901. In that year Dr. L. M. Wrorn, 
the rektor of the higher Seminary for Women, was commissioned 
by the Government to make a searching investigation into the 
financial condition of the girls' schools in receipt of State grants; 
this report * contains the latest accounts of these schools. 

It will be seen from his findings that notwithstanding the great 
success of the schools they still suffer from serioUB defects calling 
for remedy. In 1901 the schools had increased to 103, but, as 
one of them had sent in no returns, the report relates only to 102. 

* Yttrande rurande de ekonomislca jOrhdUandena vid de at Beaten Ult 1".. 

todda hi5g1'e Bkolorna fur kvinnlig ungdom • •• Stockholm, 1901, pp. 28. 
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(In 1905 these schools number 114.) The fees for the last com
pleted year, 1,334,736 kr., are not much more than enough to pay 
salaries, 1,073,721 kr., so that the grants from the State and from 
local authorities, 375,137 kr., are absolutely necessary in order to 
pay for rent and maintenance, 186,031 kr., and for ordinary working 
expenses, 231,155 kr., i.e. for light, fire, cleaning, school materials 
and renewal of furniture. The debts, moreover, 1,309,943 kr., 
are greater than the assets, 946,656 kr., though the latter have some
what increased and the former decreased during the year. 

Of the State grant of 196,845 kr., 150,000 kr. is required to pay 
the fees of 611 free pupils and in part those of 980 others, who are 
admitted at the reduced rate of 50 kr. (the average school fee 
being reckoned at 125 kr. a year or £7), so that in considering the 
question of further aid for these schools from the State it must 
be remembered that the net annual grant from the State is not 
more than 47,000 kr. With regard to the other half of the con
tribution, i.e. the grants from commune, landsting or other local 
source, Dr. Lagerstedt says, "Some of these grants have been given 
without condition, others on condition of free instruction for a 
fixed number of pupils. In addition, several schools have received 
single contributions from communes, savings banks and private 
persons, besides which, in some cases, there are guarantee unions 
and capitalists who have taken upon themselves to make good 
any deficit that arises." In 1897, for instance, the commune in 
Stockholm granted to eight schools for a term of years an amount 
equal to that of the State" without any other condition than that 
a report of the school's activity should be sent in every year to the 
financial committee." 

The schoo!s to which these grants are given owe their origin to 
various sources. The earliest and also the largest are due to 
private initiative, whether of a single individual or a company of 
shareholders. For others the commune is responsible. It is 
a matter of indifIerence to the State what the origin may be eo long 
as the schools satisfy the conditions. It becomes interesting, there
{o::e, with the help of Dr. Wmrn not only to mark the conditions 
which have been made to meet the cases of schools of difIerent 
origi~ but also to record the additions and modifications found 
desirable at each increase of the Parliamentary grant, in order to 
remedy the defects and correct the faults which have coree to 
light year after year in dealing with the schools. , 

Conditions 01 State A.id. 

The conditions bed in 1882 wcre,-
(1) that a certain number of pupils should receive, some of 

them free instruction, and others at the reduced fee of 50 kr. a year. 
(2) That a yearly report should be sent in. 
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(3) That the sohool should submit to the control and 
regulations prescribed by His Majesty. 

(4) That at the application for grant particulars should bo 
given with regard to the fol~owing eight points: 
(a) The object and organization of the school (tho 

division into classes, the subjects taught, the courses and 
hours of instruction, and the sc1:001 rules). 

(b) The government of the school. 
(e) The qualifications of the head master or mistress. 
(d) The number of the teachers and tle number of 

hours that they are at work. 
(t') The number of pupils in separate classes at one time. 
(/) The yearly fees in each class with and witlo It 

extras. t 

(g) The income and outgoings for the last year with the 
salary of the head master or mistress, and of each teacher. 

(Ii) The size of tho school rooms (a certificate {lOlll 

the Board of Health should show that they are suitable 
for their purpose}. 

When in 1896, the grant was raised from 100,000 n. to 200,000 kr. 
important changes were made. Not only higher girls' schools but 
Samsko!or" were henceforth to share in the grant. It was also for the 
first time made an indispensable condition that the contribution 
from some local source should be at least equal to that of the State. 
Any altm-ation in this princip!e insisted on by Parliament ought 
not, says Dr. WlDln, to be proposed; "although in carrying it out 
serious hardships are caused and-to the great inconvenience of 
certain districts and private illdividuals-several schools have had 
in consequence to be discontinued. These hardships and incon
veniences should nevertheless not make us flinch, if we have grounds 
for hoping that the carrying out of the principle will in the long 
run best advance the happy development of the schools." 

Further conditions were added at; the same time, as follows: 
(I) The school must, without reckoning the preparatory 

classes, give instruction in at least five classes and must for 
the last three years have had at least an average of thirty 
pupils in the last named olasses. 

(2) Suoh a sohool may receive a grant of 30 kr. for every 
pupil in the classes above the preparatory, but no school may 
receive more than 3,000 kr. a year. 

(3) But if a school gh~ instruotion in domestic economy, 
it may receive an extra grant of not more than 500 kr. 

(!) Various additions are also made to the particulars which 
must be given when a school applies for State grant. Not only 
must the number of pupils be gil-en, but the number for the 
last three years. It also must bt>c made clear that the class 
which is regarded as the 10w("St in. the girls' school propt'r (as 
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opposed to the preparatory classes) is doing substantially 'the 
Bame work as the first class in the State secondary school. Cer
tificates also must be enclosed to testify: 

(a) That the local contribution is at least equal to that 
of the State. 

(b) That the school regulations are satisfactory in regard 
to health, and that the instruction is so arranged that no 
undue strain be caused; and that a qualified doctor be 
appointed at the school. The two last documents have 
to be forwarded by the inspecting authorities: 

In lall!) it was further directed that the report sent in at the 
eud of every school year should be drawn up in the same form as 
that of a State secondary school; and that if it be printed, five 
copies glllOuld be sent to the department. One month also after 
the beginning of each term a list must be sent of the teachers with 
tho number of hoUls each of them works; of the number of pupils 
in each class; and of the school rules for the term. 

The school also engages to furnish the Minister of Education 
with such information as he may find it necessary to demand. 

Defect8 in Higher Girl8' Selwola. 

Rektor W mrn sums up his results under six heads :-
1. Salaries, he finds, especially those of the lady teachers, 

are unusually low, and, as a rule, insufficient for decent subsist
ence. (A third of the principals had less than £100 a year;. 
the 200 teachers who had the higher qualification of a Univer
sity degree or of the certificate of the Higher Seminary were 
receiving on the average not more than £60 a year.) 

2. Most of the principals teach too many hours, and cannot 
exercise the necessary oversight. 

3. Untrained .teachers are widely employed in these schools. 
(The rektor is speaking according to a high Swedish standard. 
An Englishman would not think schools badly off if they could 
show that 69 per cent. of the teachers on the permanent staff 
were either University graduates or had passed through a 
seminary.) 

4. The putting together of two classes under one teacher 
is found in many schools to such an extent as to cause real 
injury. 

5. Fees on tho average amount to 125 kr. a year (£7) (at 
least twice as much as in the corresponding schools for boys 
in 1905 and afterwards). 

6. About 40 per cent. of the schools in question either ar.! 
run at a loss or yield an insuffident remuneration to their 
~wr.ers. 
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Increased Grant; 

As a result of Dr. Wrern's report the State grant was increased 
from 200,000 kr. to 347,500 kr. Where the payment was 30 kr. 
a pupil it is now 45 kr., without any stipulation that the number 
of free places shall be increased. That is to say, whereas the State 
grant was formerly applied mainly in such a way as to relieve parents 
and guardians, it will now in addition exercise some effect, not at 
all too soon, in increasing the salaries of teachers, as will appear 
from the following new conditioIlll :-

That teachers who are chiefly employed' in classes above the 
preparatory shall, for twenty-four hours' work a week during thirty
six weeks & year, in which Easter and Whitsuntide and occasional 
holidays are included, receive a salary amounting, at least, to the 
lowest salary which is paid in the same Commune for eight(months' 
work to any ordinary teacher in an elementary school for girls, 
reckoning as part of the latter's salary any payment in kind she 
receives (e.g., schoolhouse, firing, forage for cow). 

This list of conditions looks very formidable. But everything 
depends on the spirit behind them, on the way in which they are 
worked. Of this I had good evidence once when I asked a lady 
principal whose school had recently been admitted among the 
aided schools. the conditions she had had to comply with. "Con
ditions ! " she exclaimed, "there are no conditions. I just go and, 
receive the money." She had conformed to the conditions virtu
.ally prior to any thought of grant, from a determination to make 
the school all it should be. She could do no more after receiving 

. the grant, and therefore felt no additional yoke. 

Distribution 01 the Sehools. 

Such is the contribution from the State, powerfully aided by 
public interest and by the earnestness of the teachers, which has 

'sufficed to build up within one generation a, network of schools 
that covers the whole land. Fifty of the 114 schools which are 
at work in 1905 lie along the coast of the Cattegat, the Sound, 
the Baltic, and the Gulf of Bothnia (almost up to the Arctic circle) ; 
thirty-five (including thirteen in Stockholm) are on or n~l\r the 
shores of the three larger lakes, and twenty-nine are at various 
places inland. Their distribution, due to no pre-concerted arrange
ment, coincides for the most part with that of the State Secondary 
Schools for boys. In two places where there is such a school for 
boys (one a Realskola and one a Samskola) there is indeed no higher 
girls' school; but, on the other hand, there are twenty-one higher 
girls' schools (six of them Samskolor and so providing in their 
respective areas the only instruction for boys above the elementary 
school stal!dard) in places where there is no corresponding State 
school for boys. Some of these girls' schools are in places with 
less than 2,000 inha~itants; forty of them in places with 5,000 
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inhabitants or under. The aggregate number of pupils in these 
schools amounted to 10,694 in 1901, exclusive of those in the pre
paratory classes; and if there be added the pupils of the twelve 
new sehools down to 1905, the present nUmber of pupils must 
exceed 12,000 (not to speak of those in twenty or thirty other 
sehools of like kind that work without public assistance). 

Though each girl's schooling costs public authorities and parents 
together from 60 to 100 kr. a year less than each boy's in a State 
school, such a saving is not to be reckoned as the chief advantage 
of the system under which the sehools have grown up; for, as 
we have seen, it may be easily attained. at the cost of serious in
justice to the teaching staff. The chief advantage of the system 
is its greater freedom and flexibility. These schools, moreover, are 
exercising. a beneficial influence outside the middle classes, for 
whom in the main they were i!l8tituted. At the training college 
for elementary schoolmistresses in Skara I learnt that fifty per 
cent. of the students had received their earlier education at one 
or other of the higher girls' schools, and I found afterwards that this 
was by no means a solitary experience. 

Such results at such a cost it is not easy to attain. They can 
only be brought about by pressing every available force into 
harmonious, efficient service. The aid given by the State is of such 
a kind that each description of school, whether under public or in
dividual control, is qualified to receive it. Nothing is; given, for 
instance, as a grant to aid in the erecting of buildings. The grants 
are given yearly in return for service rendered within the year. 
Least of all could the schools strictly private be dispensed with. 
They were first in the field, and still remain the largest girls' schools 
in the land. One of them has sent up to the University one half 
of the number of girls, now nearly 500 in number, who have passed 
the leaving examination. 

But of all the agencies producing this result none has been more 
powern,l than the Higher Seminary for Teachers in Stockholm. 
The State, though possessing no schools of its own (beyond the 
normal school attached to the seminary), has yet sent into the 
higher girls' schools for the last thirty-five years a steady stream 
of capable, well-trained teachers. Of the 777 teachers on the 
permane1.t staff, no les8 than 277 (close upon thirty-six per cent.) 
have passed through this higher seminary. The higher teachers 
in each school have, consciously or unconsciously, reproduced 
the plans and features of the normal 8chool in which they gained 
their first experience. There is thus a strong family likeness to be 
found in the schools; but as it has been a free imitation without 
the compulsion of any code, there is also constant diversity. Some 
make a point of preparing their pupils for the University or for the 
higher seminary; another trains teachers in household 'economy; 
a third will give more than usual attention toforeignjianguages, 
or to musio_and art; a fourth grafts on its higher classes a training 

7875. B 
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department for secondary school teachers.* The imitation has 
gone just as far as is suitable for the school or the neighbourhood, 
and with such variations and additions as the locality demanded.t 

THE YEAR OF TRAINING. 

Sweden possesses what Denmark and Norway stilllack:f: -a course 
of training for teachers in State Secondary Schools. And as this 
has been in successful operation for an entire generation, it seems 
desirable, before leaving Sweden for Finland, to describe it in 

~ some detail. 
The year of training in Sweden (called Proof Year) is a necessary 

preliminary to employment in State Secondary Schools. It was 
organised on its present lines in 1875, and at the outset owed much 
to German influence. When I asked an earnest young teacher 
to give me a detailed informal account of his own "Proof Year," 
he told me that there were five schools in the country, three in 
Stockholm, one at Upsala, and one at Lund, at which this year 
of training could be passed. Formerly the year could be spent at 
any complete Secondary School. But it was found that not all head 
IJ).asters relished this addition to their ordinary work. And now the 
work is confined to five schools, whose Rektors, we may presume, are 
so chosen that they take as kindly to this as to their other duties. 
At each of. these five schools there are generally ten teachers in 
training every year. And if women have passed through a full 
university course and taken a degree, they are eligible as well as 
men. Fifty new teachers every year are quite as many as the 
schools have need for. My friend had finished his university course 
in May, 1893; and haVing decided to become a teacher in secondary 
schools he sent in to the Chief Secretary of the Secondary Education 
Department copies of his leaving examination certificate and of his 
various university certificates, naming at the same time the three 
subjects he wished to be traiD.ed in, which were in his case mathe
matics, physics, and.chemistry. He also asked to have his year of 
training at Upsala. A few weeks after, his application was granted; 
and he began his training with six others at the beginning of the 
autumn term, there being also three others who had begun one term 
earlier. The seven new candidates had first an hour's 'interview 
with the head master; and according to the subjects they had chosen 

* E.g. Frk. Anna. Ronstrom's training olasse3 in oonnexion with her 
sohoolin Lund have had suoh suooess that they are now developed into a 
separa.te institution under publio management. 

tAdjuukt S. G. Dahl's Laroverks-Matrikel for 1897-1899 (Stockholm, 1900, 
pp. 696 octavo) oontains a full list of all seoondary teaohers in Sweden, not only 
those in State schools, but also in all other seoondary sohools recognised or 
aided by the State. It also inoludes the names of the entire staff of the various 
seIriinaries both for seoondary and elementary sohools. The full particulars 
given in regard to each teacher are very helpful to anyone making a. studr iq 
detail of secondary eduoation in Sweden. 

t But Bee note on V~e 64, 
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had various leaders or guides. (Hahdledare) assigned to them 
amongst the members of the staff. under whose particular direction 
they had to remain during their training. . My friend had one leader 
given him for ma4hematics in the lower classes. another for mathe
matics in the higher. and a third for physics and chemistry. The 
first two or three weeks were spent in watching the work of the 
classes (the lowest class for the most part) and listening to the 
1essons given. Then came a little teaching, first in the presence of 
the teacher and then in his absence. After that came the first 
proof (Prof), i.e .• & criticism lesson was given to the lowest class 
in mathematics in the presence of the head master, the teacher of 
the class. who was also the candidate's leader, and the rest of the 
students·in training; and as soon as possible after the termination 
of the lejson. all those who had thus witnessed it along with the 
candidate himself met and discussed its matter and manner. In the 
next class there was" Auskultation" only, with some teaching. 
In the third class, after some listening and some teaching, came the 
second proof (in geometry). In the fourth class there was a~ain 
listening and teaching only. But in the fifth there was continued 
teaching for a month, both with and without the teacher. Then 
came two proofs one in geometry and one in algebra. This brought 
the candidate to the end of the lower classes, and also to the end 
of the autumn term. During the same term he had to hear lessons 
in the lowest class of physics and chemistry; i.e., the lower sixth. 
and to give a few lessons and go through a proof. 
. In the sprin~ term he merely watched the teaching in geometry 
and algebra in the lower sixth. going through his first proof in 
those subjects in the upper sixth. But he had a criticism lesson in 
the lower sixth in trigonometry and stereometry, being only a 
listener in the upper sixth. In the upper sixth he had a criti
cism lesson in chemistry and in physics, and one also in chemistry 
in the upper seventh. He also gave continuous instruction in 
physics in the upper seventh for a month, followed by a criticism 
lesson. In addition to this he was expected to take the class 
teaching if one of his leaders was away ill. Each of the three 
leaders received an addition to his salary of 50 kr. a term for the 
care bestowed upon him. 

Beside all this a Docent in the University gave to the candidates 
two lectures a week on the History of Education and Pedagogik. 
followed by an examination at the end of the second term; but 
there seemed to be no sort of connexion between this theoretical 
work and the practical. The Docent. for instance. wa'J not 
required to be present at the criticism lesson and the subsequent 
disoussion. Then the Rektor, having heard the criticism lessons 
and received periodical reports both from the candidate and his 
leaders. holds a lertJtinium, attended by those of his colleagues 
who have taken part in the training; and the precise character 
of the certificate is theD Ilettled by discussion and by full inter-

~~ p~ 
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change of opinion and evidence. As this certificate becomes an 
important asset in the young teacher's stock-in-trade, one upon 
which the character of his first employment largely depends, I have 
asked the friend, who gave me his own experience so fully, to 
aUow me to append his own certificate. It will serve to complete 
his picture of the situation. (SefJ page 22.) 

The Rektor of the Higher Realliroverk in Stockholm kindly 
allowed me to examine the papers relating to two or three years' 
candidates and thereby enabled me to gain a clearer insight into 
the nature and method of the training. These documents COD

sisted mainly of the weekly schedules, filled in by the candidates, 
and of the Rektor's own half-yearly report to the department. A 
reproduction of the two sides of one of these schedules .viII serve 
better than any description. It relates to a candidate in. hi9 first 
half year, who had begun his course of training about seven weeks 
before. (See pages 23 and 24.) 

In his report to the Department, the Rektor gives the names of his 
five first term candidates and of the five in their second term j 
and then devotes a folio page to each. The report for a second term 
candidate is, of necessity, fuller than that for one only half way 
through his course. 

It will perhaps be useful to extract here the leading particulars 
of a candidate whose training is just finished. First, the three or 
four subjects are named in which he has elected. to be trained, 
and the names given of the leader in each. Then (to pick out 
what seemed a typical instance) it was stated he had spent 9 hours 
in the term in practice lessons, 33 in criticism lessons, 140 in Aus
kultation, and 11 as "Vikar". j and counting in the previous 
term he had in his whole year of training spent 91 hours in teaching, 
366 in Auskultation, and 15 as "Vikar." One candidate is stated 
to have spent only 106 hours in one or other of these ways in his 
second term, because he was allowed a month before its close to 
·take up a vacant appointment in a country school. But this is a 
rare case. Next came fuller particulars of the candidate's training 
certificate precisely as they are given in the certificate itBelf. And 
last of all the Rektor mentions the extra payments (ranging in this 
particular report from 40 kr. to 300 kr. according to the. amount 
of work done) which in his opinion should be paid to his colleagues 
who have acted as leaders. It will, of course, be understood that 
the detailed methods of one school are not those of another; and 
that in the same school those of one year may difIer in 
some respects from those of the next, according to circumstances. 
Much is left to the discretion of the headmaster and the leaders. 

When the greater part of the preceding. account was written 
a commission was still investigating the condition of the State 
Secondary Schools with a view to a report. A Bill was drawn np 
in 1903 on the basis of that report and passed the two Housea of 
Parliament in the following year. The framers of that Bill had 

. • t.t., substitute for an absent teacher. 
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before them the sweeping changes made in Norway in 1896 and the 
new legislation on Danish secondary schools of the years 1902 
and 1903. It seems better, therefore, to defer some account of 
the changes in Sweden until those in Norway and Denmark have 
been described. But first of all a brief description of schools in 
Ymland must be given. 

SoIe.-Ia autumn. IS97. Professor Gen&. chief inspector of the I.tin
akol« in Denmark, accompanied by \he late Emil Slomann and Dr. Tuxen. 
headmuters of Copenhagen Lat.inskol«, were BeIlt by the State to spend 
a week in September and another week in the middle of October carefully 
watching \he methods of tnr.in.ing _dary teachers-teachers. be it remem
bered. who were aD Cniversity graduatell (some of them Doctors of PhilOlSOphy) 
bet_ twenty-five and thirty years of age. Their report appeant in 
Asm_'s JI~ for 1899-1900. pp. S2--a From this I extract tho 
following paaaagea: •• The chief impression we got of the work of the young 
teacher candidatell waa ~ they lacked the an of teaching (~i.t). 
The les&onJI were ilI-arranged. In the language 1eaIons, for exampJe. the 
grammar took eo much time that only five minutes were left for the reading
book. The candidates had no clear idea what q18ltions they should uk. 
DOl' how they should deal with the arunrera they received. When the pupils 
Ilad given a 1I'TOIlg &IllIW8l', the teacher went on without saying it was wrong, 
and without nbetituting for it what waa COl'I"ed Several of the candids\e8 
spoke eo low that the children had difficulty in understanding them.. The 
whole instruction dragged and had no life in it.. When we came to regard 
\he method of dealing with the Bep&l'&te subjeetB, the most frequent fault 
.... that candida&ee with children in the loW'e6t cI_ went on too fast 
and too far. and shot over their pupils' heads. Ymally, the candida&ee all 
through managed only in a smaIl degree to keep the elasa occupied and fasten 
the attention. 

.. It .... nch pointe as th_ and the like that were ~ at the 000-

ferenoea that followed the IeaIona. Th_ conferences were uranged in 
di1r_t ways at di1Ierent echools ••• 

•• When ... apin witn~ the candida&ee at work, we noticed time after 
time with how much diligence theyeought to apply the rulee im~ upon 
them. hoy they 86t about correcting their faultB, and what ~ the actual 
atagea in their developmellL The eBorts of eome were entirely nccessful, 
otbera had much difficulty in struggling through, but we could always Bee 

thM \be continuous guidance waa of great importance for thl"JIl.. 
•• W. are, therefore, convinced that Sweden baa developed a system of 

Vaining fOl'the high« echools which, whilst leaving each echool free to form 
ita own methods, WOI'U firmly and eecurely within the given limitB, eo that 
both headmaster and staB show great intereet and zeal in giving the candi
datea practical guidanee in school methods and helping them to understand 
their importance. and candidate. show corTe8ponding diligence and intenst in 
availing themselves of the guidance oBered. and 110 there can be DO douU 
that tM level of tt*hiDg in the higb« schools baa been raiJ;ed in a way full 
of eignifi«*lOa. » 



TRAINING . CERTIFICATE. 

x. Y. Z., Licentiate of Philosophy, 
who in autumn term 1893 a'na spring term 1891,. accCYrdi'ng to the regulation8 in force- has u'nd'ergone a 
training course at the Elementarliilroverk in this place, has therein displa,yed 

in the theCYretical course: 
an exceedingly satisfactory knowledge of the theory and history of education i 

at the practical course: 
In Mathematics (cl~s~ I., III., V., VI.2 & VII.I) adistinguished* capacity lor teachitng i: 
"Physics (" VI. &VII.I ) an exceedingly satisfactory* " 
"Chemistry (" VI. & VII.I ) an exceedingly satisfactory* " 
,. ( " ) " 
" ( " ) " 
" ( " ) " and there has therefore been awarded to him, as a public testimony to his capctcity for teaching,. the 

certificate .. exceedingly satisfactory." He has besides shown distinguished industry and exceptional aptitude 
for the teacher's calling. 

UppBala the 2nd of June 1894.' 

(Signed) A. B., (Signed) C. D., 
~, Principal in the prq.ctical course. Pr0i.cl'pal in the theo'Fetical course. 
r*There is a descending scale of six adjectives, anyone of which may, on occasion, be used at each of these three 'places. Theyneed 

not 1)e given here, for in every day practice they are replaced by the six letters or pairs of letters, A (mark of distinctIOn), a (exceedingly' 
satisfactory), AB, Ba .. B (satisfactory); Be-much as aliove, page 5. It will be seen how great the number of permutations and com.. 
binations may be-alSO that the certificate above is of un~ual excellence.] 
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[Weekly Schedule-Front.] 

Report for the week October 17th-23rd. 

. Subject. Teacher. Class. 
Number 

of 
Hours. 

, 

.A. uskul eation : 

• 
AIge~a · · -I Adjunkt A · - up. VI. a. 2 

Do. · - - Extra-teacher N . up. VI. c 2 

Geometry· - - Do. do. . Do. I 

Physics · · - Lektor L· · low. VII. 2 

, 

Practic, Les80ns I 

Geometry - · - AdjunktA · up. VI. a. 1 

• 

Criticism Lessons I 
(none this week) 

I 
Stockholm. October 23rd, 1897. 

Candidate's name .......................... . 

P.T.O. 
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[Weekly Schedule-Back.] 

Work gone through in practice Le880n8 in up. VI. a. 

Propositions 6 and 7 in Hellgren's Euclid, Bk. VI. 

Written Work corrected. 

One set of mathematical exercises in up. VI. a. 

Vikariat. 

(i.e. work done for absent teachers) four hours in Class m. 

Present twice at Lectures on Pedagogik. 
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II. FINLAND. 

It is not difficult to understand the organisation of secondary 
Iklhools in Finland on coming to them from those of Sweden, just 
as a knowledge of secondary education in Denmark makes an 
investigation of that in Norway all the easier. For it is less than 
a hundred years since Finland was separated from Sweden, less than 
a hundred years since Norway was separated from Denmark. 
And it is only natural that these two countries that have lost their 
old attachments should nevertheless continue to build in the main 
on the previous foundation. 

In Fiqland, as compared with Sweden, it is interesting to notice 
where some feature received from Sweden has remained unaltered 
and unlleveloped, e.g., Finland has still four Estates-Nobles, 
Clergy, Burghers, and Yeomen*-which Sweden exchanged for 
two Chambers in 1866; whilst in other respects Finland has 
moved earlier or moved further than Sweden. For instance, 
Finland was in ad vance, not only of Sweden but of all other countries 
also, in making Sloyd an essential feature in national education 
(it was Uno Cygnaeus who first convinced Otto Salomon that Sloyd 
should be a means of general rather than technical education); 
and though Sweden was first by seven years to introduce co
education, Finland has made of it a more brilliant IrUcceBS. Finland 
was also earlier than Swedp,n by thirty-five years in freeing the 
schools from ecclesiastical oversight and replacing it by the control 
of experts. 

THE LEAVING EXAMINATION MAINLY A UmVER'ilITY 

MATTER. 

But the State leaving examination in Finland remains still 
In an undeveloped form. Finland, in fact, is the only one of these 
four countries in which the university continues to be mainly 
responsible for the examination. The written part of the examina
tion takes place every year in March (and also in September) at 
the various schools which posseBB the right of dismiBBion to the 
Univer~ity. And the candidates consist mainly of the pupils of 
such schools, but also of such others as have been prepared 
privately and have intimated their desire to be examined at 
that particular school. This written part consist&-

(1) Of an essay on some subject that has been treated of 
in the school work (eight or ten subjects are generally given 
for the candidate to choose from) . 

• The regainiog of freedom has been quick to bring with it new political 
development.. The Diet of 1906 has replaced the four Estates by a single 
Chamber of 200 membel'll, ohosen by universalsuflrage of women as well as 
men, who have reaohed the age of 24 yean. '!'he Chamber meets for the 
irst time in 1907. 
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(2.) Of a piece of Latin prose to be translated into the 
mother tongue (when the pupil has not gone through a lyceum 
where Latin is an obligatory subject. he may substitute 
RllBSian. German. or French). Four hours are allowed for 
the paper. 

(3.) Of a translation from the pupil's mother tongue into 
the other" hemmande sprog"; that is, if the pupil speaks 
Swedish at home, the translation must be into Finnish; and 
if his mother tongue be Finnish, the translation must be into 
Swedish. 

(4.) There are also at least three mathematical problems. 
Logarithmic tables allowed. 

Papers are looked over by the teachers and the results' entered 
into a minute book, a copy of which is kept in the UniV'ersity; 
and the University authorities add the result of their own separate 
decisions alongside. Only when a candidate's written work has 
been found satisfactory, is he allowed to send in his name for 
the tntJa wee at the University. I was present at this tntJa tJOCe. 

The examination was conducted by one of the younger professors, 
totally unknown, it may be presumed, to the examinees; the six or 
seven candidates (who were examined altogether, as in Sweden. 
and not separately, as in Denmark and Norway) answered question 
after question (the subject was history) much in the same way 
as in a class lesson at school. They were handled in a manner 
quite sympathetic. But no teacher was present; and co-opera
tion between University all.d School was evidently reduced to a 
minimum, so that I am not surprised to read, in the report drawn 
up in 1900 by Chief Inspector K. Synnerberg for the French . 
Exhibition, that success in the examination is "often a matter of 
chance: ,. pupil who is not timid often succeeds beyond all ex
pectation, whilst another fails to pass trials of a limited duration 
(from four to six hours) before examiners who are strangers. 
And so a lively opposition has for a long time been displayed 
against this kind of examination, as well on the part of the masters 
as of the public. But all the plans having for their object the 
transference of the examination to the schools have hitherto 
fallen to the ground in view of the fact that the Universityes little 
disposed to renounce the control over the schools, which the leaving 
examination undoubtedly confers." * 

In the year 1899 there were 52! candidates at the examination 
-498 in spring and 26 at the supplementary examination in the 
autumn. Of the 498, 109 were rejected at the written part of the 
examination, of whom 95 presented themselves again in the autumn 
with the 26 new candidates. Of the 121, 84 were approved. Of 
the 473 thus quali1ied to proceed to tntJa ooce, 465 actually presented 
themselves, of whom 460 passed. These with twelve from the last 

• Page 17 of .. Relation sur l'Etat aotuel de l'Eoseignement SeoondaiJ:e l" 

Primaire en Finlan<ie." 
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year made a total of 4:72 persona qualified to proceed to the Uni
versity. Of the 4:72, 113 were women. In 1900 the candidates 
numbered 535; and in 1903, 649, of whom half came from public 
and half from recognised private schools or from private tuition 
(privatistB). In the latter half the number of failures is nearly 
three times as great as in the former: this is probably due to 
the number of privatista (i.e. candidates that have not gone 
through the regular school course in a recognised school). It will 
be noticed that Finland is now the only one of the four countries 
without a l~ving examination at an intermediate stage for pupils 
going out into business life at the age of fifteen or sixteen • 

• 
Co\-XEDON BETWEEN Pltnu.By ScHOOLS AND SECONDARY. 

Before giving a brief account of the schools whose work has this 
examination for ita goal, it will be well to prefix a statement kindly 
furnished me by Dr. GUBtaf LOnnheck, Chief Inspector of primary 
schools, with regard to the relation of the secondary school to the 
primary school in Finland :-" In Section 1 of the Skolordning of 
August 8, 1872, it is laid down that the instruction in Finland's 
secondary schools pre-supposes the activity of the elementary school. 
If this ordinance is to become a full reality, it is necessary that the 
classes both in the primary school and the secondary school be 80 

arranged that those in the latter constitute a direct continuation of 
those in the former. Such an ordinance haa in the meantime not 
fet been issued. But a significant step in this direction was taken 
by the general teachers' meeting that met in 1897, when it decided 
inter alia to propose to the government that the higher schools, 
both those for bofS and those for girls, should be so ordered as to 
be in immediate connexion with the second rear's division of the 
primary school (the higher primary schools have four fearly divi
siona or classes). 

The Government has at pl'l'sent declined this proposal, but that 
can have taken place only because they do not regard the present 
time as suitable for any attempt at radical reform in school matters. 
There is no doubt tl>at, in the near future perhaps, the primary 
school-in Finland will become the common" bottom-school" 
for aU education. Of course the secondary school has alread1 at the 
present time a goodly number of pupils who have a1read1 paased 
through the primary school only." 

It is not difficult to give an account of all the schools whose 
work in its complete form has regard to the leaving examination. 
For just as in the city of Copenhagen no new school may be erected 
without the consent of the commune, 80 in Finland the consent of 
the State is necessary before any new school can be begun. The 
regulations for the publio schools were drawn up in 1872 and are 
set forth in Dr. G. F. LOnnbeck's Fiit'/attAift9ar Maw ~-
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za,over'ken i Finland 1852-1895 at pp. 42-87; and to these the 
other schools have to conform, with the exception of the regulations 
that relate to the appointment and dismissal of teachers and the 
financial management of the school. 

STATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

There are twenty-four- state Lyceums for boys in Finland, each 
with its full eight yearly classes. The average age in the first class 
is twelve and in the highest nineteen, though in each pupils may be 
found two or three years younger than the average. In Helsingfors 
half the population speaks Swedish and the other half Finnish; 
and in the country as a whole six-sevenths speak Finnish I\nd the 
rest Swedish. This necessitates double sets of secondary schools. 
In sixteen of the twenty-four Lyceums Finnish is the langtiage of 
instruction; Swedish in eight. As far as the secondary school 
is concerned, the country may be described as trilingual. Finnish 
pupils must learn Swedish; aJl Swedish-speaking pupils must 
learn Finnish, and unless they learn Latin and Greek, they 
must also on the average give three hours a week to Russian. 
As none of these three languages is a culture language of any 
wide currency, it will be seen under what disadvantages a 
secondary school works in Finland, as compared with one in 
England, France or Germany. Of the twenty-four Lyceums 
fifteen are classical Lyceums and nine are Real-Lyceums. But 
wherever a classical Lyceum has not in its neighbourhood a Real
Lyceum with the same language as the medium of instruction, the 
pupils may at their option take modern languages instead of Latin 
and Greek; and as this has been done by all the pupils intended for 
business, it will probably be found that the modernizing movement 
has proceeded as far in Finland as in the countries to the West. 

The two classical Lyceums at Helsingfors, the one Finnish and 
the other Swedish, are called Normal Lyceums, because thecandi
dates for employment in State secondary schools there receive 
their training. They must aJl have first taken a University degree. 
"The candidate," says Chief Inspector K. Synnerberg, "must 
during two half years follow the instruction in the subjects chosen 
by him and himself take part in that instruction. A sum of «iO,OOO 

. ~'innish markS (i.e. francs) is assigned for bursaries to the candi
dates; it is divided between the two normal schools in proportion 
to the number of the candidates. Every week they meet in con
ference in the different groups of subjects. In these conferences 
they criticise .the trial lessons, examine and compare different 
methods or books of instruction, discuss pedagogic and didactic 
questions, etc. Once a'month the professor of pedagogic in the 
Univer~ity, who is likewise inspector of the normal schools, gathers 

* The statistics ill this and the following paragraphs relate to 1903. Those 
of 1906 lIhow some inoreaae all round, but do not ohaDge the relative situation. 
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all the ~an<?dates together in one conference. When their period of 
probation 18 over, they pass before the same professor the examina
tion in pedagogy, which is required of all who wish to obtain 
positions on the staff of the schools; last of all comes a. practical 
examination at the normal school." At the Swedish normal 
school there are from fifteen to twenty candidates each year, and 
at the Finnish rather more than twice that number. The methods 
of training, it will "be seen, are very similar to those followed in 
Sweden. 

At these twenty-four Lyceums there were, according to the re
turns issued in 1903, 5,334 boys. Seven other schools in the 
provinces, called elementarskolor, having only four or five of these 
eight y~rly classes, add 550 (395 boys and 155 girls) to this num
ber, mp~ing a total of 5,884. There were formerly eight of these 
schools; but when the numbers at one of them diminished so 
greatly a few years ago as to bring the expense of each pupil (all 
the schools are day schools) to £135 a year, the school was dis
continued. These Elementarskoler are very necessary; but the 
State, instead of establishing more of them, prefers to give aid to 
private or local effort. 

There are also eleven Stat.e schools for girls, two in Helsingfors 
with seven classes each, and the rest with five; and in these eleven 
schools there are 2,211 girls. The two in Helsingfors, one Swedish 
and the other Finnish and· each with 300 or 400 pupils, have in 
connexion with them advanced classes extending over two years, 
which are intended both for the tra.ining of teachers and the higher 
(lducation of women. In addition to the mother tongue and its 
literature, which is obligatory for all, a student takes a special 
course (a) in history and geography, or (b) in French and German 
or (c) in mathematics and science. The intending teacher must add 
to this psychology and pedagogy and spend a third year in the 
practice of teaching in the school, at the end of which she may 
pass a theoretIcal and practical examination which qualifies f-or 
employment in State secondary schools for girls. Some who have 
acquired their knowledge at the University or elsewhere and pre
sent evidence to that effect attend only at the third year course, 
in or~r to win the certificate of competency to teach. In the 
Finnish school the numbers in these three advanC',ed classes ranged 
from eighty to ninety each year and in the corresponding Swedish 
school from forty to fifty. " 

There are therefore altogether 8,095 boys and girls in the forty
two State secondary schools. In addition, there are also four 
schools (two for boys and two for girls-two in Helsingfors and 
two in Viborg) in which Russian is the medium of instruction: 
in these four schools there are altogether 142 children of Finnish 
citizens. The fees at all these State schools are as low as in Sweden. 
One-fifth of the pupils pay nothing; and of the rest those in Helsing-
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. forspay 50 marks a year (£2), and those in the country 40 marks. 
At the girls' schools the fees are 80 marks a year. . 

RECOGNISED PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 

Alongside these forty-two State schools with their 8,095.pupils 
are 101 'so-called private schools (i.e. communal schools or company 
schools or schools belonging to private individuals) with 9,858 
pupils (3,736 boys and 6,122 girls).* One of these dates from 1853, 
but the great majority have sprung up within the last thirty years. 
Though these two totals are thus put alongside one another, it 
must not be supposed that the larger total represents the more 
responsible part of the work, for of the 101 schools, only twelve 
(seven saIIiBkolor, four girls' schools and one boys' schqol) have 
the right to dismiss pupils to the University (as against the twenty
five State schools with the same right). Sixty-eight receite grants 
and thirty-three are either of too preparatory a character or too 
thinly attended to receive State aid. t 

Oo-Eduoatio'R.. 
There are two features in these schools which call for special 

remark. Only to a partial extent has the State School in Finland 
adopted the principle of co-education, declining to employ it at all 
after the age of fourteen or fifteen. But in the private schools 
it has always been found in every class, from the lowest to the 
highest; and after meeting some opposition on its first intrQduction 
in 1883, it spread rapidly all over the country, and met with an 
enthusiastic acceptance. The economical reason is not enough 
.to account for this. for some of the best samskolor are in Helsingfors, 
where that reason cannot apply. Its chief advocate there, the 
late Pastor Broberg, was accustomed to say that the more the 
school could be made like the home, the better it was both for 
boys and for girls; and his own school amply bore ~ut his opinion. 
A third reason that weighs with some is that thereby they see a 
means of reducing the inequality between men and women. Of 
the 101 schools eighty-two have both boys .and girls, two have 
boys only and seventeen girls only. 

* It is not easy to ascertain how many of these 101 schools are communal; 
how many are company schools, and how many the property ofindi~duaIs. 
It is a difference which the State is not concerned to indicate. No more 
difficulty is found in dealing with them by one common system of rules 
than in the case of the Higher Girls' Schools in Sweden. 

t As I correct the proof, some statistics come to hand, dated 8th December, 
1906, which show very clearly the relation between public and private 
effort in Finnish Secondary Schools during the hst twenty-five years. In 1880 
there were 4,592 boys and girls in 47 State Secondary Schools, which cost the 
State 1,220,135 Finnish marks; as against 3,282 boys and girls in 50 private 
Secondary Schools, which cost the State 132,800 marks. In 1905 the 
corresponding figures are 9,495 boys and girls in 49 State Schools, costing 
the State 3,190,543 marks; and 11,148 boys and girls in 111 priVa.te 1I0400}s, 
Qostin~ the State 951,133 mar~, . 
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A.mount of StoJ,e Aid. 
The other feature is the much greater amount of State aid 

given to the schools than in any of the other three countries (ex
cept in the case of the Higher Girls' Schools in Sweden). This 
is rendered necessary, if such schools are to exist at all, by the 
lowness of the fees at the State schools. For the_preparatory 
classes the State seems to make no grant. But for the classes in 
a boys' school that correspond to the eight classes in a State school, 
a grant of 4,000 marks a year is made for each class, with a proviso 
that the aggregate grant shall not exceed a certain sum. The 
school that obtains the highest grant (24,000 marks) is a boys' 
school in Helsingfors. Three samskolor in Helsingfors and ten 
others ih the provinces receive 20,000 marks a year. In girls' 
schools ,'3,000 marKS a class is given, with a limit of 15,000 marks. 
If the number of pupils in a class falls below ten, the grant stops. 
The grants to these schools amounted in 1891 to 253,000 marks, 
in 1900 to 508,000 marks, and in 1903 to 781,000 marks, from which 
it will appear that the sixty-eight aided schools that year received 
on an average 11,490 marks each (£453) or 94 marks for each of 
their 8,321 pupils. 

The Justifi,coJ,ion of the StoJ,e. 
If the State be asked to justify this unusual amount of help to 

such schools, its I!:nswer is ready. In Table VII. of the yearly 
report (StoJ,istisk Olversikt af Elementarlaroverkens i Finland Till
stand) there appears every year opposite the name of each State 
school the amount voted to it in the last budget, the number of 
pupils that pay fees, the number that are excused fees (20 per cent.), 
the total amount of the school fees, and the net cost to the State 
of each pupil. From this table it appears that the net cost per 
boy in the complete Lyceums has in the last eight years been 
gradually faIling from 357 marks to 330 marks per year. The 
State has not been so fortunate in its management of the elemen
lars'kolor, which have only the first four or five of these eight classes. 
The net cost per pupil has diminished in the same period from 
509 marks to 386 marks; and one cannot be surprised that they 
have sunk in number from eleven to seven, for of three schools 
which ~ad to be brought to an end, one had cost the State in the 
last year of its existence £30 a head, another £80, and a third £320. 
The net cost of each pupil in the State secondary schools for girls 
remains fairly constant at or near 190 marks (the fees at these 
schools being nearly double those of the boys). It may be well 
to pick out from this Table VII. four representative items to show 
how these facts are set forth year after rear for everr State school 
(see overleaf). 



FINANOIAL STATEMENT FOR THE SOHOOLS NAMED BENEATH, WITH AVERAGE ANNUAL COST OF THE INSTRUCTION FOR EACH Pl.1PIL. 

FOR THE YEAR 190HZ. 

Net Cost to the 
Kind of School. Situation. Yearlh Cost in Number of Fee- Number of Total of State of each Pupil 

Finnis marks. paying Pupils. Free Pupils. School Fees. when }'ees have been 
deducted. 

.-. 

ClasHic Lyceum Kuopio. 76,770 167 39 
(~'inDish). (80 per cent.) (20 per cent,) 6,810 362'04 

Rea.! ~ceum HelsingforM. 112,840 340 79 
(l:iw ish). (81 per cent.) (19 per cent.) 16,226 230'68 

-I 

'",Class School LoviK"'. 32,820 67 14 
. (SwediKh). (80 per cent.) (20 per con t.) 3,360 414'03 

6 ClasA Girls' Abo. 41,130 136 34 i" .., 
~ 

School (~'inniHh). (80 per cent.) (20 p<'r cont.) 10,660 179'24 



Ii might be said that it is better for the State to pay 9-& marks a 
head thaD 330 marb-to pay 781,<XX> marks for 8.321 pupils in 
recognised private achoola than three times as much for 8.095 in 
State schools. But that 1rOuld be to ignore the higher fees at 
the private schools. Enn if these be taken into account, the 
private school still makes for economy. Ii"or if to the 330 marks 
paid by the State be added the school fee of {() or 50 marks, this 
sum is greater thaD the fees in the higher classes of a good samskola 
in the capital (2!O marks) pIns the Government grant of 9-& marks. 

There are instances in these countries whele this economy is 
carried much further than in FinJaDd, but wherever this is done, 
it is u the cost of inius~ sometimes amounting to cruelty, to 
the teacllera. This advantage on the score of economy must not 
therefore be unduly insisted upon. The real advan~"9 of the 
recognis&l private school is the greater life, variety and freshness 
introduced thereby into all school1rOrk. And so it is needed quite 
as much for the sake of the State school aa ita own. The samskola 
in Finland has won great favour and has in it more than (,00) girls. 
But all t~, with the exU'ption of 155, are in the private schook 

Cmuliliou 0/ Slote .lid. 
State grants to private schoola are made for a period of ten 

pan! at most. The conditions for reoe.il'ing them 1rill be found at 
p.2lt of LOnnhEoek'. Fiirl«t .. irtgar. ee Appplications for granta." 
50 runs the Royal proclamation of ~mber 11th. 1&,'4 ... shoulJ 
be aceompanied by evidence that the achool has been at work for 
two pan! at least; by a detailed statement of income and expen
diture ... hich should in particular include the amount of the fe61 per 
term and of the sums contributed by the commune or other 8Oun:e; 
by a list of pupils drawn up in appointed form; by a time-table. 
showing also the apportionment of lessons among the te~hers; 
and by a summary Tiew of the eomsee of instruction .. hich ought 
iRln eli. to include the two lan.,.~ of the country and the 
Ruaian language to the same extent as in the State achoola. ~ 
'Dle application must be sent to the General School Council 
({}fw:ntyrtha lar .w~). which fonrarda it wit~ an expres
sion of ita own opinion to the Senate ; and the Senate 1Flth a further 
expression of opinion must then refer the application to "Our 
own gneions pleasure. .. 

Should any deviation tab place from the course of instruction 
as giftJl in the application. or should it transpire that the number 
of pupils has dropped considerably since the grant Y&8 made, 
the council must report to the Sena~ which after satisfying itaelf 
by eloee enquiry aa to the actual circumstances, may order the 
amount to be diminished or altogether withdrawn before the ex
piration of the period for .. hich it 1I"a8 giyen. U the absence from 
the abont conditions of any requirement with regard to school 
buildings or atafl be noted. it will be remembered that tilt- matters 

j!l';3, (" 
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had been goneinto at a previous date, when the permission to open 
the school 'Was granted. 

THE INSPECTION OF THE SCHOOLS. 

The general direction of schools, both primary and secondary, 
formerly lay with the chapter of the diocese. But by a royal 
ordinance dated 24th November, 1869, it was ~ansferred to the 
Higher School Council (Olve1styre1se lor Slcolvasendet). The 
powers of this Council are set forth at pp. 18-23 and pp. 71-75 
of Lonnbeck's Forlattningar j but the account given by Chief 
Inspector Synnerberg is at once more clear and concise. " The duty" 
of the Council," says Dr. Synnerberg, "is to inspect the e,stablish
ments of instruction and appoint the masters and mistresses, 
except the superintendents of the normal lyceums, whoarea~pointed 
by the Senate from a list drawn up by the Council. Trus latter, 
wruch has its seat at Helsingfors, is composed of a Director General 
and his assistant, of three chief inspectors of secondary schools and 
of one chief inspector of primary sohools. Of the three inspectors 
of secondary schools, one represents the historical sciences, another 
languages, and the third mathematics and natural sciences. The 
Senate may besides appoirit a consult.ative member who is skilled 
in questions of instruction, e.g. one of the professors in the university. 
Moreover, the Council includes two inspectors of primary schools 
and one of schools for the deaf and dumb and the blind. Busi
ness is conducted sometimes in fulf meeting, sometimes in two 
sections, the one dealing with secondary schools, the other with 
primary schools and schools for the deaf a.nd dumb and blind. 
In each section there is a secretary who takes part in the delibera
tions and resolutions. The Council publishes yearly statistics. 

"Inspection is cond.ucted by the chief inspector~. . • • At the 
inspection, the inspector must hear lessons from all the teachers 
and examine the copy-books wruch contain the written work of 
the pupils. His inspection over, the inspector meets the teachers, 
to impart to them the observations and hints wruch he finds 
suitable, and to ask them their advice as to the arrangements 
necessary for improving the instruction. In judging of the in
struction in dr,awing, music, singing, and gymnastics the inspector 
has competent assistance. . 

" In the oversight of schools, the Council is assisted by school 
councils (slcolrad), one for each school, whose members, from three 
to five in number, are appointed by the Council for a period of three 
years from lists drawn up by the communes. The task of these 
councils is to follow with attention the activity of the schools en
trusted to them, and if there appear any necessity for putting mat
ters to rights, to inform the Higher Council and to help by their 
advice and information both the head masters of the schools and 
the chief inspector on his visits, etc. Trus institution, created a~ 
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the same time as the Higher Council itself. has shown itself very 
useful. especially in keeping up the necessary co-operation between 
the public and the inspecting authority." . 

This Higher Council figures in the budget for a sum exceeding 
120,000 mks. If this appears much greater than the cost of the 
Underoimingtrraatl in Norway (7,000 kr.), or of the new O/vers
tyre1se in Sweden (22,000 kr.), it must be remembered that the two 
latter bOllics have oversight of secondary education only, whilst 
the former is responsible for both primary and sccondary. 

-- ------------

c 2 
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III. NORWAY.· 

In passing from Sweden and Finland on the one hand to 
Norway' and Denmark on the other, there are two great differences 
in the State leaving examinations to be remarked.t The viva voce, 
whilst occupying the same important place in the examination 
relatively to the written work, is conducted in a very different 
way; and there is in the latter two countries an intermediate 
examination, which in Norway is passed three years, and in Denmark 
two years, before the leaving examination proper (Examen Artium). 
This intermediate examination in Norway is called Middelskole 
Examl'n. The bulk of those who pass it are pupils er.tering at 
once on the active occupations of life, and to them it ~ecomes a 
minor leaving examination. For all others it is an intermediate 
examination which must be passed before a pupil can be admitted 
to the upper or gymnasial classes of the school and begin his 
special preparation for Artium. 

THE OLD ORDER IN NORWAY AND THE NEW. 

These two examinations in Norway are now conducted according 
to the new order, fixed by the law of 1896, which came into complete 
operation only in 1903. A glance at the old order, which dates 
from 1869, will best prepare for the consideration of the new. In 
the old order the secondary school consisted (a) of a six years' 
middelskole closed by a leaving examination (Middelskole Examen) ; 
and (b) of a three years' gymnasium, preparing for the leaving 
examination proper (Examen Artium). The first three years of the 
middle school were alike for all pupils; but in the fourth year pupils 
had to choose either the latin line (giving seven hours a week to Latin) 
or the English line (giving five hours a week to English and two to 
drawing). This division was continued through the three years 
of the gymnasium according as Latin and Greek were the prominent 
subjects of instruction, or mathematics and modern languages. The 
steadily decreasing number of the classical candidates at the leaving 
examinations from 1885 onwards will show most clearly the drift of 
public opinion, that made the radical and startling chan~ of 1896 
possible. III 1885 there were 1,264 candidates at the Mlddelskole 
Examen, 396 of whom (31 per cent.) were on the Latin line. But in 
1899, when that examination was held for the last time according to 
the old order, the classical candidates had fallen to 159, being only 
6'8 per cent. of the entire number (2,319). It is not to be expected 

• This Norse portion of the report was prinUld. in advance and ciroulated 
amongst various eduoational authorities in 1904 and 1905. It was my in
tention, before it appeared again, to bring it down to da~ But when I had 
spent some hours on the task, I found it imperatively necessary to refrain, 
and to use only a small part of the material oollected. The situation at the 
beginning of 1907 is essentially the same as in 1904. 

t The date is 1900. Changes are ooming-for Denmark in 1903 (8ee page 
94), for Smoden in 1904 (aee page 911). . . .. . 
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that the Artium candidates. most of whom are destined for the 
university, will show to an equal extent the same preference for 
purely modem studies, but though the change here is not so great, 
it is still very remarkable. In 1885 the candidates for Classic Amum 
were 339 as against 171 for Real Artium. But in 1901 the positions 
are reversed, the candidates for the former being 131 as against 
328 for the latter. The 661 per cent. of classical candidates in 1885 
have sunk: to 281 per cent. in 1901, whilst the Realists have risen 
from 331 per cent. to 711. Without trenching on Mr. Otto Anders
len'. admirable account of the causes and effects of this striking 
drift of public opinion, I must here briefly indicate the four great 
changea in secondary school organisation which were brought about 
by the law of 1896. The circumstances of Norway were thought 
at the time to be so peculiar that these changes were not expected 
to affect other countriea; but they are already affecting legislation 
.0 directly in the sister countries," that they become even more 
interesting and important than before. (1) An organic con
nenon was set up between the primary school and the lower 
division of the secondary school (Middelskole), by arranging 
that the work of the first or lowest class in the latter should 
dovetaIl into that of the fifth (or last year but two) in the 
elementary schooL The permission, moreover, which had been given 
to the State secondary school some thirty years ago, to hold pre
paratory classes, was at the same time withdrawn. The effect of this 
is that the first five years of school life. so far as the State makes any 
provision for them, must henceforth be passed by rich and poor 
alike in one common elementary school. It is to be noted in passing 
that the State attempts to put no compulsion upon private schools 
in this matter, and that preparatory c1asses are to be found in them 
just as before. And in some few instancea the legislation of 1896 
has led to the opening of new private schools, to take the younger 
pupils which the State secondary school is no longer allowed to teach. 

• It is interesting to notice that it has taken about the aame ~ven 
yean-for the practice of Norway to become that of Denmark. all i~ took an 
English county (Bedford) to adopt principles current in Denmark. reckoning 
from the tim. when thoIIe principlee first be.lama known in thia country. 
The new law in Norway is dated 27th luly, 1896; and the new law in 
Denmark. which has paid it the complimeM of a fairly clolle imitation. is 
dated 24th April, 1903. . 

The Higher Education Scheme of the Beds. County Cooncilwhhh appeared 
early in I ~ deelaree (No. 53 of IWxwd 0/ TuAAiaJl n4 8e«mtlary EdlIOIlitm. 
p. 131) that .. the best proprietary or private echoola have been pione8m of 
educational improwment; and their continued existence, efficiency and 
rivalry will diminish the risk of stagnation or rigidity in the public manage
ment of SChoolB.... It is not therefore p~ "to exclude thOll6 proprietary 
or private achooJa which apply for recognition from the advantages arising 
from the administration of local funds to which they are admitted under the 
Education Act, 1902." Thia Danish -1 of CODlidering the matter was firft 
mad. kncnm in Engtnd at the end of 1895; and again to • wider audienoo 
in 1897 in Vol. 1 of Special RepoliiJ" 
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Further, when a school board proves to the satisfaction of the 
department ,acting in consultation with the Undervisningsraad (a 
consultative body of school experts working harmoniously side by 
side with the Education Office), that its staff and appliances are 
sufficient to enable it to undertake the first two years' work of the 
middle school, it is to be allowed to that extent to absorb the 
middle school, i.e., to provide gratuitously, in the upper classes 
of the folkeskole, instruction that covers the first two years of the 
middelskole, so that the middelskole proper shall then consist of 
a two years' course only. With less than this, Mr. Anderssen 
points out, the ultra-democratic trend of thought in Norway will 
not be content. And he adds the grave warning that if the plan 
be pushed forward at all hazards, before the folkeskole, bX a series 
of far-reaching and costly reforms, has attained the strength and 
completeness necessary for the task, it can result only Uf the de
generation of the higher school. The department seems fully alive 
to the danger; for, with two or three partial exceptions (e.g., "The 
Three Year Middelskole," p. 54), this part of tb"e Jaw still remains 
a dead letter . 

... -(2) If the first change takes away the younger partof the pupils 
in the State schools, the second brings others of a later age to take 
their places. The State, which has hitherto made no provision for 
the higher education of girls but has left it entirely to private 
effort, now makes co-education obligatory in all schools receiving its 
aid. The English reader of the law of 1896 * may not readily 
.observe what paragraph introduces this sweeping change. It is intro· 
duced so qu~tly as easily to escape notice. The change follows from 
the definition in the second paragraph that "the middle school is a 
school for children, which in union with the elementary school 
(folkeskole) gives the pupils a completed gen~ral education of a wider 
extent, suited to the receptive powers of children. The gymnasium is 
a school for youth, which on the basis of the middle school leads to 
a completed general education of a higher character, which may 
likewise serve as a basis for scientific (i.e., university) studies" ; 
and all through the Act the general term pupils is used rather than 
boys and girls. The three or four larger towns have not been much 
affected by the change. There the girls' schools are strong and 
hold their own. But in the numerous small towns with a po~ulation 
of 2,000 to 4,000, where the boys and girls together are not more 
than enough to make one respectable middle school, the economical 
advantage has been great. In about forty such towns, the State; 
with.out any considerable outlay, has, by a stroke of the pen, given 

* The chief para.graphs of tliis law are to be found translated in the ap
p~ndix to Mr. Otto Anderasen's paper in vol. 8 of Special Reports. In 1900 
th~ Education Office in Christiania had the El~menta.ry School Laws of 
18S9 and the Higher School L!l.w of 1896 translated into French, and pub. 
lish3d them in one volume under. the title" Norvege .. Lois BUr l'Enseignemem 
Public;' (pp. '17). It would be difficult to find a more compact body of 
educatinn.llcgislation. 
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the aame intellectual opportunities to girls as to boys~At the 
present time more than one-third of the pupils in these schools 
are girls; and in the gymnasia about one-tenth. Perhaps it would. 
hardly be fair for a few years to look for the finest fruits of co-educa
tion in these schools. The boys and the girls who are taught ther& 
have not been comrades from the first, and do not always work 
together with the same smoothness and freedom from inconvenienc~ 
88 if they had always been taught together. Moreover, when 
the stajf was chosen, it was chosen for the teaching of boys only, 
and no such thorough re-organisation has been possible as would 
make it entirely suitable for the teaching of boys and girls together. 
Nor can the women teachers, so long as they have not passed through 
the sam~ university training as the men, claim by law the same 
salaries. But these are defects that will disappear in time, and are 
not snffi~ent to mar success. • 

(3) By the third change Greek is removed altogether from the list 
of school subjects and relegated to the university, notwithstanding 
a petition from the clergymen of Norway for its retention as an 
optional subject; and Latin, if retained at aU, is not begun before 
sixteen, in the second year of the gymnasium, and then only in 
seven of the State schools (Christiania, Bergen, Trondhjem, Drammen, 
Christiansand, Hamar, and Stavanger) and in some of the private 
schools. Whilst it may be doubted whether the option of a Latin 
and Greek line in the gymnasium might not have been left to 
those who desired it (as' in the adjoining countries), the 
change is by no means due to merely utilitarian considerations. 
The aim is still humanistic, to shape the character and the life by 
the study of aU that is best in the modern literatures (chiefly N orse~ 
Danish, English, and German). . 

(4) The fourth change is the introduction of Sloyd (two hourS a 
week) into all the classes of the middle school, not, of course, asa 
technical subject but as a means of general education, and, therefore, 
to be taught by the ordinary teacher who lw.s gone through the 
necessary training. 

THE MIDDELSr{OLE EXAMEN. 

The new secondary school in Norway consists of a four years' 
middle \chool (beginning at the eleventh year) and of a three years, 
gymnasium. Each is terminated by a State leaving examination, 
held as a rule onl" within the schools themselves,either State schools 
or recognised communal and private schools. The MiddeJt.kole 
Examen must be passed before the pupil can enter the gymnasium, 
and the final leaving examination (Examen Artium) is a necessary 
preliminary to university studies. These examinations are the 
result of prolonged thought and experience on the part of the experts 
and teachers in Norway, whose work is profoundly affected by them; 
and some description of them will best show the precise nature. of 
the schools themselves. 
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The full Middelskole Examen consists of sixteen different tests, 
of which the'four written ones come first. Thllse are (1) A Norse 
essay on some subject of a descriptive kind; (2) the translation into 
German, without the help of a dictionary, but with a few of the 
harder words giv~n, of a piece of continuous prose, in which no 
unusual difficulties occur; (3) the reproduction of an English story, 
which has first been read aloud twice; (4) two problems in arith· 
metic, one in algebra and one in geometry. (All these subjecta may 
come up again at the tnva tlooo.) In examining the papers, six 
characters are used, of which the fourth is "fairly satisfactory" 
and the fifth" ,mddling." If none of the four is lower than " fairly 
satisfactory," the candidate is allowed to proceed. But if one of 
them, so long as it be not the Norse essay, is only" middling," the 
candidate may still pass, if the remaining three are decidedly good. 
Any candidate who falls below this standard fails, and is no't allowed 
to present himself at the tliva tlOoo and practical tests which follow. 

In the tnva tlOoo, both in Norway and Denmark, each pupil is 
examined separately for fifteen or twenty minutes by an examiner 
(his usual teacher), and by a publicly appointed censor (generally 
one of the higher teachers from another recognised school). The 
censor fixes the parts of the subject from which the questions shall 
be drawn, but the precise form and sequence of the questions 
depend on the examiner. In languages the censor directs that the 
reading begin at a certain line, or comes prepared with the pieces of 
unseen to be translated. In other subjects he will bring with him 
slips of paper, on each of which are indicated the two or three dis
tinct parts of the subject, from which the questions shall be drawn (no 
two slips of course being alike). These slips are placed face downwards 
on the table; and each candidate, as he comes up, draws one. He 
is in the witness-box, examined by one with whose voice and ways 
he is familiar. The censor for the most part sits silent taking notes. 
If examiner and censor do not agree as to the mark to be given, it 
is the censor in Norway that decides. In Denmark they split the 
difference. But in Norway the censor's mark is not to be con· 
sidered as final, until he has been made acquainted with the mark 
whlch the law reqwres the teacher of the subject in conjunction 
With the headmaster to record in writing, a fortnight before the 
examination begins, after a review of the boy's diligence and pro
gress in the subject during the past year. Whatever the teacher 
does at these examinations is regarded as part of his ordinary 
work, but the censor, who is a visitor from a distance, is remun
erated according to a fixed scale for each d6cision he arrives at. 
This interchange of' censors between town and country, between 
public school and private school, seems to have the happiest 
results. It constitutes an informal inspection every year of the 
. higher classes. Many opportunities for hospitality arise; the 
ideas and experience of one school are passed on to another i 
and thus schools of varying origin and history tend to be 
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brought, 80 far as is desirable, to the same level of practice, and 
are all practically welded into one'. 

An Englishman is apt to be suspicious, and to doubt the im
partiality of the decisions, when sohoolm~sters thus examine one 
another's schools, as though it were in some way possible for 
collll'lion to be practised between school and school. Silch fears 
uuse only a smile to anyone who has himself witnessed the 
COndllCt of the examinations. Censors can come only from a 
recogniIJ6d school; and recognition brings with it a Bense of 
distinction and of honour which no man in his wits could dream 
of parting with. 

Such an examination is thorough and gives the pupil a good 
opportuaity uf showing what he has in him. But it formerly took 
up 80 much time (two to three weeks), that steps have been taken 
in Norw~y, and wiIlsoon be taken in Denmark, to shorten the pro
cess, without losing its advantages. The new law in Norway is 
satisfied if out of the eight book-subjects taken in the Middle School, 
viva tIOC6 be held in not less than four. But what those four or more 
shall be is not made known for each school (they may vary from 
school to school), until the close of the written part of the 
examination. Witllregard to each of the omitted subjects, the class 
mark, determined as it was described above, is entered on the 
examination certificate, and counts there with preciseJy the 
same effect as if it had been given by the censor. But privatists, 
i.e., candidates for the most part from non-recognised schools or 
teachers, have to undergo viva OOC8 in all subjects; and have not the 
privilege of being examined by their own teachers. 

The twelve remaining tests, mostly .,wa 0000, are in:-
(1) Religion (Bible history, Luther's Catechism, leading events 

in Church history). From this non-members of the National Church 
are excused, without thereby running the risk of a lower place in the 
examination. 

(2) The mother tongue and specimens of its literature. This 
includes not only the Norse-Danish, which as a literary language 
scarcely differs from Danish, but also the special Norse language 
called Landsmaal, which was developed by Ivar Aasen (1813-1896) 
out of the western dialects of Norway and presents wide differences 
from banish both in grammar and vocabulary. 

(3) German. Reading and translation of a piece of unseen. Read
ing of an extract from the set books, followed by a conversation in 
German (with books closed) on what has been read. 

(4) English (the same as for German). 
(5) History. 
(6) Geography. 
(7) .outlines of zoology, botany and physiology. 
(8) Mathematics; 

to which are added
(9) Writing. 
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(10) Drawing from the round. 
(11) Handwork. Sloyd for boys :. sewing for girls. 
(12) Gymnastics ,or boys: cooking (if it be taught at the school) 

for girls. Girls have gymnastic lessons but are not tested in 
them. 

It will thus be seen that the new middle school is the same 
for all, whatever their ultimate destination. In other words, the 
modern side, which was added as a sort of annexe to the classical 
side thirty years before, is now, up to the fifteenth year, in posses
sion of the whole building; 

The marks given for triva ooce and for the practical subjects are 
of four kinds, of which the third is "fairly satisfactory" and the 
fourth "not satisfactory." Each of the subjects must b~" fairly 
satisfactory" at the least, 'and two or three must be somewhat 
higher than this, if the necessary minimum is to be reache'll. But 
if a candidate fails at viva voce in not more than one book subject 
and one practical subject, he may present them again a few months 
later and so not lose a year, so long as the rest of his subjects are 
good enough to promise success. 

Candidates at viva voce are divided into sets of six or eight for 
each subject and are all examined separately. As- soon as all the 
set has been examined, the results are entered in the special minute
book provided for the purpose and the signatures of censor and 
examiner are appended. One of them thereupon steps out into the 
corridor and tells the candidates how they have fared. So the 
results grow day by day and are discussed at home, and sometim~s 
in the newspapers, with as much keenness as a cricket or football 
match in England. . 

Pains are taken that children shall not suffer from over-pressure 
in preparing for the examinations. The Bible history and catechism, 
the zoology and botany must be taken at the end of the third year, 
twelve months before the examination-in-chief; and girls may also 
take the examination in cooking and sewing at the same early date. 
Of still greater importance is it that candidates may pass the ex
amination in a restricted form, by leaving out one of the foreign 
languages and .some portion of the mathematics. Out of 2,354 
candidates in 1901, 596 (263 boys and 333 girls) chose the examina
tion in its milder form. They must, if they wish to pass iIl'to the 
gymnasium, add the omitted portions another year. 

Such an elaborate form of examination, perhaps, would hardly 
have been devised, in the. first instance, for boys and girls of fifteen 
or sixteen. But the methods employed are those that have been 
developed in the examination for older pupils (Artium), which is of 
a much earlier date; and the machinery being already in existence 
for this, it was easy to apply it, with the necessary changes, to the 
examination of younger pupils. These methods it will be unneces
sary to describe again, at any rate with any fullness. 
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EXAMEN ARTIUM. 

More than 2,000 pupils present themselves every year at the 
Middc1skole Examen; the candidates at Artium three years 
later are rather more than a fourth of this number 
(614 in 1903). The rest have gone out into life. In the first year 
of the gymnasium all the pupils still have a common time-table. 
But with the second year comes a threefold division according as 
the pupil chooses line A or B or C. Line A is the "Real" line, 
whicJ!. gives much more time to mathematics and science than the 
others, but without neglecting the mother iongue, German, English 
and French (the last-named makes its first appearance in the first 
year of the gymnasium). Line B is the linguistic-historical, which 
gives sp~cial attention to English (not only language and literature, 
but political and' social institutions), French, and History. 
Line C (a sub-division of line B) is also called linguistic
historical. with the addition of Latin (to which seven hours and 
eleven hours are given respectively in the second and in 
the third year of the gymnasium). Religious instruction is 
given in the gymnasium; but it has been thought betfi,fr it should 
not form part of the examination. At Artium four kinils of written 
work are required, the first three of which are for the most part 
common to the three lines :- • 

1. In Norse two essays have to be written, one of which 
relates to some subject the candidate's school work has made 
him familiar with; whilst. the other deals with some matter 
of daily life and experience (e.g .• "What are the causes that 
have made Norway a country for tourists! "). 

2. Reproduction of & story in German. which has been 
read aloud twice. 

3. Three or four problems in mathematics (the requirements 
are of course more stringent for line A) ; 

to which are added for A : Three problems in physics,light, electricity. 
.. .. B: An English essay (its subject drawn from 

the set book). 
.. .. C: A translation from unseen Latin. 

This written work is regarded as of the highest importance; and 
no lesSl than three censors are employed in adjudging the value of 
each paper. It is not so much an examination in knowledge as 
in the power to use knowledge. In the essays, for example, occa
sional faults in details are not regarded as an inexcusable blemish, 
so long as the facts are marshalled in a clear and connected manner, 
and evidence given of & thoughtful mind. And it is this part 
of the examination more than the viva voce that is usually fatal 
to candidates, so much so that, when its results are known; 
they are at once printed in the newspapers, and congratulations 
pour in upon thc candidates, on the presumption that though the 
rest of the examination may have much influence on the candidate's 
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relative place, there ~ little chance of his absolute rejection. One 
cannot but admire the skill which has thrown the chief stress of 
the examination on the part which cannot be crammed, the part 
which gives opportunity for showing disciplined taste, a balanced 
judgment and a cultivated mind; and has yet contrived incon
veruences, delays and loss of relative rank (all falling short of 
absolute rejectIOn) for him who in anyone subject has been 
careless in the acquisition of knowledge. This, of course, is also 
the aim in the sister countries; but in Norway, where these 
examinations have quite recently been in the meltin,g-pot 
again, the fact is almost forced upon one's attention. In 
1903 there were 614 candidates at Artium made. up in the following 
way :-381 Realists (269 new order, 112 old), 108 linguistic-historical 
line, 111 linguistic-historical with Latin, and fourteen on the old 
Latin line. Of these 614, 112, or 18 per cent., failed and. were not 
allowed to proceed to viva floce. The percentage would be much 
lower but for the numerous privatists, amongst whom the rejections 
may be five, six:, sometimes seven times as numerous as in the 
recognised schools. 

In the viva voce there are nine subjects :-
(1) Norse. As four or five hours a week are given to the subject 

in the gymnasium the requirements are not small. They comprise 
(a) some work common to the Danish and Norse literatures; (b) 
another work specially Norse, written since 1814; (e) a selection 
of prose and poetry covering the whole ground; (d) Landsmaal ; 
(e) Old Norse. Line B must also ·offer some works of ancient or 
modem literature in translation (e.g., Homer or Plato), in addition 
to a larger quantity of old Norse. 

(2) and (3). In German and English, candidates are tested both 
in seen and unseen; and must be able to give reproductions and 
answer questions in the foreign tongue. Line B, which gives on 
an average six: hours a week to English, has to read twice as much 
in that subject as the other two, and must also show some knowledge 
of the most important political and social institutions of England. 

(4a) French. For lines A and B only. But B is examined in 
both seen and unseen, whilst A is examined in the former only. 
The candidate has been learning French only three years and so 
is not expected to converse in the language. But if, never"theless, 
he is able to understand a question addressed to him in French and 
to reply in the same, it coUnts to his credit. 

Line C, in order to make more room for Latin, has no French in 
the third year, and therefore takes a qualifying examination in that 
subject at the end of the second year. The candidate must present 
evidence of this before he can be held to have passed Artium. 

(4b) Latin. For line C only. As the subject has been studied 
only two years, the candidate is not expected to present more than 
130 pages of Latin literature. 
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(5) History, with special attention to the period since the French 
Revolution. Line B is expected to show a knowledge of" Kultur
historie " not required of the rest. 

(6) Geography, especially mathematical and physical geography. 
(7) Zoology and botany, to which line A must add a somewhat 

close acquaintance with physics. The rudiments of chemistry 
and physiology have also been studied in the first year of the 
gymnasium, and a qualifying examination has been passed at the end 
of that year. Evidence of this must be forthcoming two years 
later, on proceeding.to Artium. 

(8) Mathematics as far as trigonometry and the elements of 
lltereometry. Line A must add analytical geometry, the theory 
of functions, and higher a1gebraical series. 

(9) Qymnastica (for boys only). It is something new that a 
lubject like this should form a necessary part of an examination, 
but so little can it be trifled with, that a candidate was rejected 
in it in the summer of 1903 and had to present it again in the autumn. 
The fact that he had to do so will be entered on his certificate and 
there constitute a blemish. Precisely the same arrangements are 
made for keeping the viva tJOC6 within reasonable limits as were 
described under the Yiddelskole Examen, except that at Artium 
the Undervisningsraad possesses a wider discretion than at 
Middelskole Examen, and may, if it think fit, dispense in any given 
year with the mva voce altogether. 

Each of the fOUl" pieces of written work falls into one or other 
of six classes, of which the thir<I is "satisfactory," the fourth" fairly 
satisfactory," and the fifth "middling." A candidate passes 
in his written work if none of the four pieces falls below " fairly 
satisfactory." But a Realist may have" middling" for his German, 
if his other three subjects are "sat.isfactOJ:y"; and a language 
candidate may have" middling" for his mathematics on the samo 
condition. These cla!ses have numerical values attached to them, 
e.g.," satisfactory" = 2 ;" fairly satisfactory" = 1 ; "middling" = -2. 

Two further conditions are necessary for passing: 
(1) A candidate mu.'It not in any viva voce subject or in gymnastics 

fall below" fairly satisfactory." But in case of failure in a single 
subject, he may present it by itself some months later, and so be 
prevented from failing. But the fact of the second examination 
must be entered on his certificate. 

(2) For his thirteen subjects he must get at least 15 marks. 
The maximum of marks for thirteen subjects is 43. Of these 

a candidate must obtain 39 for a first division, 32 for a second, 
22 for a third, and 15 for a fourth. The examination in its present 
form is young and is probably as stringent as is desirable, until some 
years' experience of its working has been gained. Danish Artium, 
it may be noted, requires half the maximum marks for the barest 
pass; but it was only after many years, i.e., in 1896, that the 
authorities found it safe to fix the mioimum so high. 
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kNDSMAAL. 

A word should be added with regard to the burning question of 
Landsmaal. A decisive majority in the Storting of 1885 (78 to 31) 
resolved that Rigsmaal (as the ordinary Norse-Danish is called) 
and Landsmaal should be put on a footing of equality, the desire 
being that Landsmaal. an admirable medium for ballads and storie!! 
of country life, should by degrees become developed enough to ex
press all the ideas of modem civilisation, and should then become 
the recognised mother tongue. The two languages are as far 

. apart as the Galloway Scots of the Stickit. MiniSter and the King's 
English. And yet it is quite possible, quite within the limits of the 
law, for one school board to conduct all the instruction in Rigsmaal, 
whilst its next neighbour in the same valley uses only Landsmaal 
and books written in Landsmaal; or for a school board which for 
years has employed only Rigsmaal, to change round and use only 
Landsmaal, or vice tlersa. And at both Middelskole Examen and 
Artium candidates have the option of writing their essays in 
Landsmaal, though perhaps not more than .one per cent. avail 
themselves of il. But the candidate must in that case show that he 
has a sufficient knowledge of -Rigsmaal also. There are scarcely 
any that would object to the reading of Landsmaal in the 
schools. But there are many who think that the attempt to give 
it a position of absolute equality will cause more ills than it cures, 
and instead of awakening the people to a keener feeling of patriotism 
by the use of a language all their own, will only bring with it a 
hopeless confusion. A language, says Professor Falk, is a skin 
you grow up in and not a coat you take off and put on at pleasure. 

PRIVATISTS. 

It becomes necessary to give fuller particJPars of the privatists. 
who fill such a large place in the history of higher education in 
Norway. Privatists are candidates who pass one or other of the 
State examinations in an irregular way, without undergoing the full 
course of instruction (or in some instances, any part of it) provided 
at authorised schools. To Bome degree their existence is natural 
and necessary; but their very large number in Norway is generally 
held to be a blot in the higher education of that country. From 
the years 1823 to 1857 inclusive, 2,893 candidates passed Artium, of 
whom 1,651 were privatists and 1,242 pupils from recognised schools ; 
and again in the years 1871-3, 326 privatists passed the examination 
as against 183 from the recognised schools. It is this larger number 
of privatists in Denmark and Norway that has made it necessary at 
the oral examinations to take each candidate separately and not in 
sets of six or seven as in Sweden and Finland. State schools were 
few and far between in the earlier years of last century; and of recog
nised private schools there was only one so late as 1840. So long as 
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this was the case. many candidates for the University had to be pre
pared at home with the assistance as Auslanr of some young student 
from the university. Hartvig Nissen, in a lecture on th~ dool 
aystem of Norway which he gave in London in 18M, calculated that 
of 10,000 pupils receiving secondary instruction, 4,000 were taught 
at home, 3,000 in schools little better than higher elementary. and 
3,000 in State schools; such of the timt two groups aa were intended 
for the university would often before Artium put themselves for 
IIOme months under a .. coach" in Christiania who had made a 
lpec:ia1 study of the conditions necessary for passing that examina
tion. Before 1883 Artium waa an eu.mination held in the university 
and oould not beu the very close relation to the school work which 
it does rutW'. Sach" coaches • were also resorted to by those who 
were entering the university at a later age than uauaI. In this way 
.. GamJe tIeltberg:' of whom Bjornson has left 118 a graphic sketch 
in the doable rhymes that come 80 easily in his mother-tongue 
had on his benches in 1850-1 not only BjOrnson, but Ibsen, Vmje. 
and Jonas Lie. 

Long and .lender, half-dreaming, on OUterm06t line. 
8&t Jrinding for himaelf Aaamund OJaneD"Vinje; 
AnxlfJllll aad worn. with the ooJour of gypIlUJD, 
Ilt:hind. coal-Llack. mighty beard was seen Heurik Th!en; 
I, youngest in the lot, waa a ... ,uting my 'parti ,-
Till the new Bet eame in after Yule-Jonaa Lie. 

But by degrees good achools became more numer01l8, partly 
through the increasing wealth of the country and partly through 
the institution of the lIiddelakole Enmen and the relegation of 
Artium from the university to the achool. The State has taken 
these two examinationa (the former more especially) and made 
them the instruments of a achool propaganda. Any communal 
higher achool that reached the middelskole standard was to have 
money help; and any private achool that reached either that or 
the higher standard was to have recognition. with the resnlt that 
in one generation the number of places in recognised higher schools 
was increased fourfold. 

Under these circumstances, the relative .number of privatiata 
has declined at Artium to one in three. But in Denmark it is not 
more than one in six, and in Sweden one in fourteen. 

The hal reason then of this large percentage of privatiats in 
former years seems to be the great area of the country and the 
very unU8ll&l distance from many homes of a good seoondary echool; 
and this reason could be removed only by slow degrees. Meanwhile 
the way of conducting the examinations tends to keep the number 
of privatista within narrower limits. Instead of being examined 
onJly by their own teachers, they are exa.m,ined by strangers; 
and whenever a large portion of the oral eu.mination at recognised 
schoob is remitted, and the class mark substituted instead (under 
the safeguards detailed above)-, this is a proceeding that cannot be 

• ,til" P"gt'8 40, 41. 
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extended to privatists who have been prepared for-the examination 
in all kinds .of ways. 

There are one or two schools in Christiania that prepare not a 
few candidates· for Artium without the examination right. They 
send in candidates as privatists after two years' preparation, in place 
of the usual three ordained by the law. Where the candidates are 
beyond the usual school age, and in earlier years have been specially 
well prepared, this may often be done without injury or disaster. This 
was the case when women began to prepare for Artium. For a 
while many such candidates (the accumulations of several years) 
passed exceptionally well, though their special preparation had 
been confined· to two years. But in ordinary cases, it cannot be 
educational to scramble through three years' work in twp, not to 
speak of the- great percentage of failures that takes place in such 
cases. It is just pOBBible there may be, on the part of o<he or two 
teachers of marked individuality, a further and, on the whole, a 
worthier reason for not surrendering their liberty by accepting re
cognition, at any rate in the higher part of the school. No way is 
so good for them as their own way; no weapons so effective as those 
they have themselves proved. And it cannot be denied, as we look 
at the matter from the outside, that these State leaving examinations 
and those of Norway more particularly, excellent as they are, do 
considerably limit the work of the school, tying it down to a closely 
prescribed path and tending to reduce teachers to one pattern. 
The freedom of the private school with examination-right in Norway 
is after all a relative freedom, not enough for such an original as 
" Gamle Reltberg "; not su,fficient for such trial of new methods 
as takes place, for instance, in Rektor Palmgren's school in Stock
holm. Such thoughts suggest themselves most freely in Denmark, 
as one steps from a recognised secondary school into a FolkehOjskole ; 
for· though a school for boys and girls can hardly be compared 
with onefor adults, the advantage of the very wide freedom enjoyed 
by the latter,.as evidenced in quickened industries and national 
prosperity, cannot but re-act in the long run upon the methods 
used in the schools for younger folk. 

PROVISION FOB EXPERIMENTS-

" One paragraph in the new law (§lO) calls for notice. It runs 
as follows: "Deviations from • • • the group of subjects and the 
aim of the instruction may be allowed by the Department" (in 
State-recognised schools to wit) "if the length of the school 
course is not thereby shortened, if the group of subjects is not essen
tially reduced, and if the aim of the whole instruction in regard 
to knowledge and ability is not lowered, and the leaving examination 
thereby made easier.''' This paragraph does little more than give 
legal sanction to such a method of proceeding as obtains, for 
instance, in the Brockske· Randels-skole (Business College 1 in 
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Copenhagen, where more attention is paid to writing and mercan
tile arithmetic than in ordinary Realskoler, and a higher standard 
b composition is required in foreign languages with the result that 
corresponding changes to suit the altered curriculum must be made 
in the questions asked at the State Leaving Examination which 
closes the work of the Realskoler. But Mr. P. Voss, one of the 
most eminent private schoolmasters in the North of Europe. wl:o 
WM for many years Norse editor of Vor Ungdom and also.oneJof 
the seven members of the Higher School Commission in 1892-4, 
breathes into the paragraph a life it does not possess when he 
says in his School Fight on Norse Ground*: "And so when people 
are dissatisfied and strive for improvements, the State takes their 
efforts under its guidance and care, inasmuch as it permits them 
to work t>ut their pedagogical ideals in schools which within certain 
limits h~ve the same rights a'J the public schools, and thereby if 
possible to make their ideals universally current." 

The thought is admirable and easier to carry out than in most 
countries. For in Norway (and also in Sweden but not in Denmark) 
the Expeditionschef (the permanent secretary at the Education 
Office) has been a schoolmaster, and may, when he is weary of 
public work, become a schoolmaster again, and is naturally more 
sympathetic and approachable than he could otherwise be. But 
for all that it is easier to introduce such words into a law than for 
the Expeditionschef to act upon them or to be asked to act upon 
them. A man of an independent turn of mind does not easily cry 
., by your leave" at every turn and comer; and the best .. guidance 
and care" the Department can give a capable man who has won 
State recognition is, in such a matter, to leave him as much as 
possible to himself. 

THE CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL: 

To help the Department in the oversight of schools and in the 
proper conduct of the leaving examinations, the law Df 1896 estab
lished an Educational Council (UnderoisningSf'aad), consisting of 
a chairman and six ordina.ry members with a medical member 
added and a secretary. '-They are appointed for five years at a 
time. The first chairman was formerly Departementschef (i.e., 
Cabinet Minister in charge of Church and Education); and of the 
rest one is the present Expeditionschef, three are Rektors of State 
schools and two are senior assistant masters (one in a large private 
school).t The secretary is also an assistant master (in the Cathedral 
school in Christiania). They relieve the Department of the entire 

* Wychgra.m·s Deul8che Zeil8chri/t Iiii' Ausliindi&cke Unlerriclitl1'IJeaen. 
Leipzig 1897-8. Also in Yor U1IiJdum 1899. 
. t In the early part of 1904, four of these members retired and were 
replaced by others. Therl! ~ now two headlll:a.ste!8 of private schools 
,..pOD the Council. 

~~ p 
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responsibility for the leaving examinations, in'lpect as many schools 
as their other duties permit, viait schools applying for recognition, 
and virtually decide whether the application can be granted or not, 
and pass judgment on and authorise new school-books for secondary 
schools (they authorise as many as they can and so the liberty of 
choice is not greatly restricted). In addition to this there are some 
scoreS of questions, sent them from the Department, which they 
first discuss, before the Department gives an answer. It has been 
proposed for instance that the number of hours an assistant master 
in the State secondary schools shall be required to teach, be in
creased from 24 to 27 hours a week.. And as four hours seems a 
short day's work for a man in the vigour of life, the change would 
probably have been made, had it depended upon the Storting alone .. 
But a body of experts like the Undervisningsraad knew well that 
in order to do his work properly an assistant needs t~e to look 
over exercises and essays, to keep up his reading and prepare for 
aetual teaching. Nor did they forget that if a child is to be 
brought past the bitterness of his learning, the teacher must keep 
himself lin sympathy with his purils, by retaining, as far as may 
be, alertness of body and mind. And 80 for all these reasons they 
decided to leave matters as they were. They have three or four 
meetings a year, generally of three to four days each. They 
would like to see more of the Communal Middelskoler in the small 
towns; and as they have not enough time for this, they desire to 
have an inspector whose full time should be put at their disposal; 
but the Storting is as yet unwilling to provide the means. Every 
year the Undervisningsraad issues a report of its work, which 
appears in the official publication entitled Universitets-og Skole
.dnnaler, and from the Report for 1901 it appears that in addition to 
their management.of the leaving examinations they discussed eighty 
school questions and reported on thirty· five school-books. In the 
spring term, the details of the new examinations had prevented 
them from inspecting any 8chools. But in June, when the examina
tions were on, four of them had visited schools in south. mid and 
north Norway; and in the autumn three had visited middelskoler 
in the districts of Bergen and Tromso. The members of this 
Education Council receive some acknowledgment of their services, 
but the entire amount is under 7,000 kr. (less than £4(0)" a year, 
including the secretary's salary. It is the institutions they are 
connected with that really pay for their public services, in the time 
withdrawn from their ordinary occupations. 

EDUCATlOYAL PROGRESS IN TIlE LAST NnmTY YEARS. 

In giving a bird's eye view of the various schoo~, whose work is 
so intimately bound up with these two leaving eXaminations, one 
cannot but be amazed at the enormous advance which Norway has 
made in edu~~n, in, ~h~ n,inety years of h~r independe~t ~~t~nce, 

• . • I 
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especially when we bear in mind the difficulties caused by a thin and 
scattered population. due to the small arE'.& of cultivable land. *. In 
1837. 86 per cent. of elementary school childre:l were taught in 
ollt.'lllltlj8llIwier. echools which had no buildings of their own but 
met for two or three weeks first in one farmhouse and then in 
another. Now only 1·7 per cent. ate 80 taught. In 1814 there were 
only four higher echooLl with an aggregate of 200 pupils. In 1901 
there were nineteen gymnasia which are also middelskoler besides 
sixty·seven middelskoler pure and simple. with an aggregate of 
la,OOO pupils. This latter result is one which neither State nor local 
authorities, whether acting alone or together. could in tho circum
stanccs have produced: it is duo to public authorities and private 
initiativ:. acting for the most p~rt in harmony and constantly in
fluencing-one another. And this is the more remarkable, because 
of all these northern countries Norway is the least disposed to spend 
money on private 1tchools. It does so, as we shall see. but only 
in very special cases. Of these eighty-six schools in the year 1899 
(all of them. by the bye, day schools), 57 were public with 
an attendance of 7,936 and 29 private attended. by 7,561, in 
addition to which there were 73 private unrecognised schools of 
a very miscellaneous character with an attendance of 4.013.' > 

UNRECOGNISED Pal\'ATE SCHOOLS. 

The number of these unrecognised schools and. of the pupils 
attending them has remained fairly constant for the last five years fo~ 
which we have any returns (1895-9), Some of them send up can
didates to Artium who are entered as privatists; others are, on the 
way. to recognition; others again, especially some girls' school~. 
are working without regard to public examinations .and therefore 
cannot need the examination-right; whilst a third ~of the entire 
number have each only three classes or under. and however useful 
they may be within their limits are too incomplete t~ asp~ to 
rccolTnition; they aro for the most part not much more i;han.pre
par:tory schools. There is, no incompleteness in the retu~ns ~f 
theso unrecognised schools, for the elementary schoolla", of 1889 
(Secs. 5., 57 of the law for towns; Sees. 63, 64 of that f~r the cOun
try) ordainS that everyone taking over a private school for children 
under fifteen must inform the school board of the fact pr be liable 
to a fine of 50 kr; and he must also before the end of Septembe,rin 
each year fill up and send in a schedule which gives the number (1) 
of classes in the school, (2) of Loys and girls in attendance, (3) of 
those, that have left in the year, (4) of University men Qr (5) of 
aeminaristi on the staff or (6) of those that have neither of these 
advantages, (7) of lady teachers who have passed tho elementary 
teachers' examination and (8) of those that have not done so. Th" 

• Only one·fifth pt>r cent. is arable: 2·7 per cent. meadow or pasture: 
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last column of all is for a statement of the ordinary working expenses 
of the school in the year; but one school, I learnt, had never filled 
in this last column, from which, perhaps, it may be inferred that 
this particular return is not insisted upon. All these statistics, 
except those in the last column, appear in the printed Government 
report. A fine of 5 to 25 kr .. may be inflicted for every week's 
neglect to send in these yearly' returns. 

PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

Of the fifty-seven public schooIS, fourteen are State schools, 
and forty-three (forty-four in 1902) are Communal Middel· 
skoler. 

n 

State Secondary Schools. 

For the fourteen State schools, which are all both gymnasia 
and middelskoler, the communes in which they are situated provide 
the buildings and the site, with the expenses of lighting and warming, 
whilst school fees, landed or funded property and the State provide 
the rest. The entire income in 1900 was 496,000 kr., of which 
202,000 came from school fees, 219,000 from the State, 60,000 
was interest on capital, and the rest came from other sources. There 
were in 1900 490 pupils, 25 of them girls, in these 14 
gymnasia; 1,950 (512 of them girls) in the fourteen attached middeI
skoler; and 449 (15 of them girls) in the rapidly dwindling 
preparatory classes, which have now by law come to an end. If we 
divide the yearly working expenses by the entire number of pupils, 
2,889, this gives 172 kr. as the yearly expense of each pupil. If we 
neglect the preparatory school pupils, the yearly expense will be 
200 kr. But as the buildings are all rent free, the real cost is 8Ome
.what higher than this. The school fees actually paid can hardly 
exceed half the cost of the instruction, as a not unusual fee in the 
middelskole is 100 kr., and in the gymnasium, 160 kr. Moreover, 
'one-tenth of the gross amount of fees is remitted in free places 
to deserving pupils needing help; and a substantial reduction is madt! 
when two or .more members of a family attend school together. 

This latter arrangement favours co-education; e.g., if three 
'brothers attend school together, the first pays full fees, tHe second 
three-fourths, the third one-half; and if their sister then join them, 
she, as the lourth member of the family, would be received free of 
charge, as long as she remained the fourth; whereas full fees, repre
senting something more than the prime cost, must be paid for her, 
if she be sent to a girls' school. 

Seven of these fourteen schools have all three lines in the gym_ 
nasium, viz., Christiania, Trondhjem, Bergen, Christiansand, Hamar
Drammen and Stavanger. Frederikshald, Skien and Bodo have 
the Real line only; and Arendal, Aalesund, Christiansund, anc;l 
Tromso have only the lan~ua~e line, ' 
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Communal M iJdelskoler. 

Tl.c origin of the forty-three Communal Middelskoler is due to tlle 
communes in which they are situated. But the State provides one
third of the initial salaries and all subsequent additions on account 
of length of Bervice. The aggregate yearly income of thf' schools 
was in 1900, 814,000 kr., of which 414,000 kr. comes from school 
fees, 182,000 kr. from the communes, 33,000 kr. is the interest on 
capital, 25,000 kr. comes from miscellaneous sources, and 160,000 kr. 
from the State, which in recent years has arranged to take ovcr 
the appointment of the staffs, 80 that virtually the schools become 
State schools, though they are not called so. They have on the 
average an attendance of 117 pupils, of whom more than one-third 
are girl:. One of these schools is in Christiania (to ovhich another 
has beell added since 1900). Nearly all the l'f'st are in small towns ; 
some not even in towns but amid two or three parishes somewhat 
more thickly inhabited than usual. Thirty of these towns have 
on the average a population of less than 3,000. Most of the schools 
spran~ up in 1880 and the following years, though many of them 
mUit have had a previous exist.ence in a less developed form. 

A. Comparison. 

An interesting comparison here suggests itself. The most difficult 
part of the secondary school problem both in Norway and Denmark 
during the last twenty or twenty-five years has been how to provide 
enough higher schools of a modem character for the provinces, in every 
part of which, except two or three of the larger towns, no fully 
equipped secondary day school can be expected to maintain itself 
without some public help. If from the population of the two 
countries be subtracted that of thp. two capitals, it will be found that 
the population of the provinces is in each case nearly the same. 
The sums expended by the public authorities of the two countries 
on secondary schools outside the capital are not very different. 
But the results are different. Norway outside the capital had in 
1900, sixty-six middelskolcr (13 in connexion with State 
gymnasia, 42 communal, and 11 State-recognised private 
schools in three or four of the larger towns) with an aggregate Qf 
9,700 pupils (6,800 in the first two kinds of schools and 2,900 in the 
third); whilst Denmark had 124 Realskoler (12 in connexion 
with State Lrerdeskoler or gymnasia, 32 communal and 
80 private State-recognised schools) with an aggregate of 15,OCO 
pupils (6,000 in State and communal schools and 9,000 in private 
schools). The population of Norway is spread over eight times as 
much ground as that of Denmark, and this to some extent, but by 
no means entirely, will account for the difference. Norway, in fact, 
in providing higher schools for her country population, has worked 
viaorously with one hand, while Denmark has worked with two; and 
th~ latter has in con~equence been able to bring the higher education 
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to many thousands of homes that must otherwise have dispensed 
with it. But the Danish realskoler, as we shall see, present some 
dllfects from which the t:orrespondingschools in Norway.are much 
more free; and the smaller number of middelskoler in ~orway, 
ending their course one year earlier than the Danish realskoler. 
are able to bring 200 more pupils through the intermediate leaving 
examination than. the corresponding schools in Denmark. The two 
sets of schools may indeed learn from one another. Norway may 
learn ·from Denmark .the deft, ingenious ways by which a larger 
number of secondary schools in the country districts-both kinds 
of ,them~andnot one kind only-may be raised to the standard of 
recognition. And Denmark may learn from Norway (she is already 
learning, but all too slowly) how,to raise the /!tatus and remuneration 
of teachers in. the recognised schools, and how to induce a larger 
proportion of the pupils to stay on until the end of the school course. 

Two Oommunal M ii1delsko'le-r in the Oapital. 

But of all these. Communal Middelskoler. there are two in Chris
tiania (entirely supported by the commune without any help from 
the State), which have been the subject of most discussion in the 
last two ?r three years-schools whose object is to pave the way 
from the elementary school to the middelskole. Of these the four
year-middelskole. is the old Borgerskole remodelled, with the fees 
reduced· one-half. It has (in 1903) 390 boys and girls, but room' 
for 500~ The fee is now '12 kroner, which must be somewha~ less 
than· ·half the cost price; and 25 per cent. of the children have 
free places, which are granted to pupils already in the school after· 
due consideration of behaviour, ability, and parents' means. In 
1903, ISO children applied to enter the first class ; but as there was 
room only for 130, a three days', examination was held to determine 
who were the best. The children are taken from the elementary 
school soon after they are eleven years 'of age, and so 'can pass the' 
middelskole examen at the age of fifteen. In 1901, thirty-seven, 
andinl902 forty-one pupils from the school passed that examination. 
But the pupils come not only from the elementary school. Every 
citizen in Christiania has the right of sending his children there, 
so far as there is room. In 1901-2, two-fifths of the new pupils 
came from schools· other than "elementary"; and so, to that 
extent, the school competes on unequal terms with other schools 
that pay their way. 

It is very natural that teachers at the elementary schools should 
not- like to have their best pupils removed two years before that 
school has done all it can for them. And so the second communal 
school is an attempt . to build on the top of the elementary school, 
on the seventh year instead of the fifth. It is called " The Three 
Year Middelskole " and meets in the old Cathedral school buildings. 
It is a. free school, recruited entirely from the elementary schools, 
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Every spring the headmaaters of the eighteen elementary schools 
in Christiania nominate about 220 boys and girls in the leaving 
classea whom they find most suitable for the middelskole. The 
elementary school year in Christiania is not co-terminous with the 
secondary school year. The former ends three months before 
the latter. In this three months the 220 children, besides beginning 
German, recapitulate at the new school the work they have done 
at the old, undergo an examination, and are reduced in the following 
August to 140, who are then prepared in four parallel classes for 
the lfiddelskole Examen. They are picked pupils and have had 
two years' extra instruction in the elementary school; and so it 
is thought they can easily prepare for the examination in three 
years ~tead of four, thus ending their school career one year later 
than pupils in the othM' school. The school presents its first set 
of candibte& at the Middelakole Examen in the year l!)()t. 

It should be added that both these schools are very well staffed: 
the teachers are paid at the same rate as teachers in the State 
secondary schools; and, by special resolution of the Storting, receive 
according to their rank the same titles-Rektor, Ovedrerer, or Ad~ 
junkt. The two schools cost the commune 30,000 kr. and 40,000 kr. 
a year respectively (nearly 90 kr. per pupil). 

Qvam', School. 

But there is one agency that is turning out nearly as much good 
work as these two schools put together, and at a much less cost. 
Mr. Qvam, though a private schoolmaster, is doing work 80 much 
akin to that of these two schools and doing it on such a scale, that 
his school can be more fitly considered here than among the private 
schools to which we are coming. Twenty years ago the State 
gave him 2,500 kr. to enable him to take children from the 
elementary schools and carry them on to the Middelskole Examen. 
In later years the grant has amounted to 4,500 kr. (of which 2,800 
kr. must be spent in providing free places); and to this the com
mune adds another 4,500 kr. (altogether about 22 kr. a pupil). 
It is a large amount, quite the iargest amount of public money 
given to any private school in Norway. But.if either of the 
parties to the bargain has reason to be dissatisfied, it is certainly 

. not th~ public authorities. When the 2,800 kr. has been spent 
in free places, the remaining 6,200 is no longer applied to the free 
instruction of a limited number of children, but to the reduction 
of the fee to the lowest poMible amount (SO kr.) for the whole school; 
and there are, besides, the usual liberal reductions when several 
children come from one family at the same time. The handsome 
school buildings were erected in part by the help of a loan 
from the commune. The number of pupils, wllich was' 640 
before the two previous schools were placed on their prel!lent 
footing, is now (1903) 339; and of these, in each of thQ 
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three years, 1901-11)03, about 105 have passed the Middel
skole Examen. It is an amount of successful work which 
has never yet been approached by any other school, public 
or private, ,in Norway. In conformity with the law of 1896, and 
as a condition of receiving the grant, the school forgoes the prepara
tory classes, which are a source of profit to most private schools. 
It is, under all these circumstances, impossible for the salaries to 
be adequate; and this alone would be sufficient to hinder the school 
from obtaining the examination-right. But, as a matter of con
venience, the candidates are not; like other privatists, drafted in 
groups to re~ognised schools for examination, but have the 
great advantage of being examined in their own school by 
their own teachers, of course under the direction, ande. in the 
presence, of the outside censor. We shall find other i'lstances 
in these northern countries of able enthusiasts, who if they can 
be set to do, under conditions of tolerable freedom, the work they 
like best, are glad to make" pecuniary gain a secondary consideration. 
Such men ar~ often the readiest, most efficient means of promot
ing the public weal; but the economies efiected by employing 
them need not be pushed so far, as to withhold from them a 
remuneration more proportiOIi.ate to their deserts.· 

As in the Borgerskole (now called the Four Year Communal School) 
so here. Not all the pupils come from the elementary school, and to 
some extent, therefore, the school competes on unequal terms with 
the schools that pay their way. 

OTHER FORMS OF THE EDUCATIONAL LADDER. 

It may be noted in passing that Stavanger in proportion to its 
size expends twice as much as Christiania in passing pupils from the 
primary to the secondary school. The commune pays the fees 
of no less than 280 children at 80 kr. each (70 in each of the four 
middelskole classes) ,at the State school. Such children must be 
residents in the town and must have attended the elementary school 
at least one year. This is a notable accomplishment for a town of 
30,000 inhabitants. These children have their fees paid only at the 
State school, riot at any efficient, State-recognised school in the 
to~ t 

It must not be supposed, however, that it is public schools alone' 
that make a rule of giving help to those that need it. In the year 
1900 there were 2,007 children, about one-eighth of the whole num
ber in authorised higher- schools throughout Norway, whose feel' 
were remitted in whole or in part; of these 1,325 were in aided 
public schools and 682 in unaided private schools. The largest 

* It remains to add (February, 1907) that the State grant was given for 
,the last time in 1904, and that from the Commune in 1906. In 1906, Mr. 
Qvam, an octogenarian, received from State and Commune a pension of 
2,400 kr. The school is still continued by his children, the number of pupils 
being now 200. 
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private scboul in Christiania in twenty-five years remitteu fees 
to the ~xt~llt of 133,252 kr. 

RECOGNITION OF SCHOOLS BY THE STATE. 

Conditions 01 State Recognition. 

Before gIvmg some brief account of the twenty-nine State
recognised private schools that were in operation in 1900, it may be 
well to state the conditions upon which the State gives the exaInina
tion-right that carries with it State recognition." They are stated 
much more explicitly in Norway than in the adjoining countries 
and are as follows (§72 of the law of 1896) :-

(p) That the length of the school course and the hours of 
instruction be found sufficient. 

(fJ) That instruction in' the various subjects be given to the 
extent set forth in Chapter II. of the law. 

(c) That the staff of the school has on the whore such an 
education as is required from those who are appointed to the 
service of the higher schools of the State. 

(d) That teachers' salaries be approved by the Department. 
(In the yearly return the headmaster states the number of 
teachers, the total amount paid in salaries, the highest salary 
paid, and the lowest.) 

(e) That the buildings, furniture, and apparatus be suitable, 
and complete. 

U) That at least one set of pupils have been presented at the 
leaving exaInination and have passed it in a satisfactory way. 
(The school will in the first instance seek recognition as a 
middelskole; and if not content with that, will, at least three 

. years after, seek recognition as a gymnasium also, by pre-
senting candidates at Artium.) 

(g) That the instruction in the school and the leaving tests 
be subInitted to the control appointed by the Department. 
(What that control at present is has been fully shown in. the 
account given above of the Undervisningsraad and of the way 
in which the leaving examinations are conducted.) 

(h) That every year there be sent in to the Department a 
r~port of the school work. (At the beginning of the school 
year in August a schedule is filled up giving such statistics of 
the school as appear in the yearly government report. Amongst 
the other columns is one for the amount expended in salaries, 
but this item is not printed. Where the school prints a 
report or prospectus, this also is sent.) 

The examination-right is not given, as in Denmark, for a term of 
years (three or five) but indefinitely. One instance at least has 

• The earlier history of this movement for recognition can be traced better 
when we come to Denmark. with which Norway was united for 400 years 
prior to 1814 (Bell pages 71 to 73.). 
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occurred in recent years, where the right has had to be withdrawn, 
because the school had been allowed to fall beneath the mark. 
But such instances are rare. The fear of losing the right operates 
to produce ,c9ntinued efficiency. . 

The State thus holds itself responsible for ~econd.ary education 
as for primary, but provides forit in a different way. In each large 
centre it establishes a secondary school with a fee below cost price, 
but not, as in boys' schools in Sweden, so low as to render the 
existence of other schools impossible. Such a State school serves 
a double purpose. It not only provides a sound education for the 
pupils frequenting it, but becomes, in buildings, equipment and 
staff, a model or standard for such other schools, co-ordinate for 
the most part with itself, as are erected by private effort to meet 
growing demands. These latter schools are private, inas~uch as 
they are owned by private men and have greater free~om and 
initiative than the State schools; but they are also public, inasmuch 
as they conform to public standards, and at slight cost to the State 
supply public needs in a measure quite as fullas the public. or State 
schools. And so in these four northern countries the State is 
not slow, when absolute need arises, to bestow in widely varying 
degrees public money on schools which combine some of the 
~est points in the public and in the private school. It may be use
ful as we pass along to note these widely different degrees and to 
trace the varying effects on the. ·distribution of schools, on the 
extent of appreciation they call Jorth from the population around, 
and. on the efficiency and the economy of educational work. 

The Recogniseil Private Sclwols .. 

If now we tum to the twenty-nine recognised private schools 
that were in existence in 1900, we shall be at once struck by the large 
amount of success which a Bmall number of schools in the larger 
towns have had in the higher branches of school work. There were 
in 1881. seventeen. State schools in Norway.with an.aggregate of 
3,027 pupils and. ninety-six passes at Artium, whilst three private 
schools in Christiania had 1,624 pupils .and eighty passes at 
Artium. (The privatists numbered, in addition, 117 that year.) 
And .if we take .into account those schools and private uachers 
that prepare for Artium without the examination-right, the 
comparison becomes more striking still. . In the nine· years 
1893-1901,the State schools passed 986 candidates at Artium, 
whilst the recognised private $chools and the unrecognised schools 
and teachers passed 1,740, or 63 per cent. of the whole number. And 
i,f we confine ourselves to the Real candidates at Artium, upon whom 
much. of the.higher industrial activity.of the country must after
wards depend; 'Wll' find that the unaided schools, recognised and 
unrecognised, passed 82 per cent. of the whole Dumber. 
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Ol these twenty-nine rccognised schools only six had in 1900 the 
right to hold Artium, viz., three large schools in Christiania, one large 
school in Bergen, and two smaller ones of a temporary"and excep
t.ional charactt>r at Hamar and Bodo. But since 1900 a seventh 
has been added of a very interesting character. Three of the chief 
Rirls' schools -in Christiania, showing a readiness to act together 
which is even more general among private schools in Copenhagen 
than in Christiania, have united their forces to form from their 
advanced pupils a "kvindeligt gymnasium" (girls' gymnasium). 
In the first year of its existence aU the girls from the three schools 
met for their fil"Ht yeu's gymnasial work at school A, and remained 
there until Artium; next year aU the girls from the combining 
schools met for first vear's work at school B, and remained there 
all th~ three years,· and so on. The gymnasium classes are 
smaller t)1an the classes beneath them, and require higher teaching. 
They are much more costly. may adJ to a 8C~ool's reputation, 
but hardly to its profits. Such a union therelorecombines 
efficiency and economy. * 

Of the twenty-three other schools which in 1900 had the right 
to hold the Middelskole Examen only, fourteen were in Christiania 
and neighbourhood, four in Bergen, two in Drammen, and 'one each 
in Trondhjem, Stavanger and Fredrikstad. It will be noticed 
that all these schools are in the larger t.owns, for Norway, unlike the 
other three countries we are considering, makes no grant to' any 
ordinary boys' or girls' school, and so renders quite impossible, so 
far as the country and the smaller iowns are concerned, that blend
ing of publio and approved private effort, of whose valda Christiania 
and Bergen furnish brilliant instances. Accordingly the 8chools, 
under a control entirely public, claim a larger percentage of middel
skole pupils than of gymnasian pupils. In 1890 they had 7,4:30 
pupils in the middelskole as against 6,938 in the private recognised 
schools. And if pupils in the preparatory classes be neglected 
(and they have now entirely disappeared from State and communal 
schools), the numbers were 5,604 and 3,14:1 respectively. And 
in the five years 1893-97 the former schools had 55 per cent. of the 
passes at the Middelskole Examen, whilst the unaided schools had 
45 per cent. 

• Private Schools P,edominam in the Capital. 
In 1900 there were in the State school in Christiania and in the 

Borgerskole supported by the Commune 77lt pupils altogethel',.aud 
-.-TWa gi;ls' iYmna.sium has now come to an end. On the other hand 
Vestheim School in Christiania, which shares with Aars and Voss's school 
the distinction of being the largest secondary school in Norway, has lately 
added a gymnasium to ita other classes. 

t To this 771 and 5,006, must be addOO. the 400 children in the three yev 
Communal School and .bon' 1,170 children in unreoognised private 8Chools. 
if we are to get the aggregate aeoondary achool attendance (7.276). Liverpool. 
with" population more than three times thatof ~tiana. h~ 6,600childreQ 
Illl800Ddary lOhool attendance. 600 16118 than <Jhrllltiania. 
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in the various recognised private schools 5,ooG pupils. This is a 
position very different from that obtaining in other parts of Norway, 
though there is some approach to it in Bergen. 

Amongst the reasons for tills surprising growth of recognised 
private schools in the capital in the last twenty or twenty-five years 
may be mentioned :-

1. The rapid growth of Christiania. . In 1879 there was a. 
population of 116,800; in 1903, of 225,Goo. 

2. Teachers in State schools in Norway do not receive a 
pension as a matter of course at a certain age. .(But a more· 
adequate pension scheme is preparing.) Each case is considered 
on its merits; and whatever sum the Department pro;oses. 
is apt to be reduced by the Storting. In consequenJe many 
teachers stayed on at their work longer than was expedient. In 
one school the average age of the ten or twelve masters was over 
sixty. The State school could not be so vigorous as it ought 
to be and now is, and the efficient private school became an 
established institution in the larger towns. There could be no 
good- school without the examination-right, and the difficulty 
of obtaining this tended to limit the number of schools and to 
discourage a ruinous competition. 

3. The private schoolmaster's freedom is much greater than 
in the State school. The Rektor there is a civil servant with 
a fixed orbit in which to move, out of which he can hardly 
step, whatever be his ability and earn(8~ness. He does not 
appoint· and still less can he dismiss any single member of his 
statIo His position and theirs is as good as a freehold. 1£ he 
fills his post just respectably, he receives as much as if he put his 
whole heart into his work. Anything like a small fixed salary, 
with the bulk of his income drawn from capitation fees, is an 
arrangement not known in a State schopl. An Adjunkt seeks 
to be an Overl::erer, an Overl::erer to be a Rektor; but for the 
Rektor himself there is no such promotion except from a 
school in the north to one nearer the capital. He may, however, 
be returned to llarliament if his district choose to elect him, 
may become a Cabinet Minister or (as was recently the case) 
Prime Ministcr, and have his headmastel'sillp kept op'en for 
him, by employing a "vikar" all the years he is in the Sliorting. 
Some of these arrangements do not tend to the efficiency of the 
State school. . 

4. The fees of these recognised schools, though necessarily 
higher than those of the aided State schools, are still much 
lower than in many schools of like excellence in England. 
In the dearest schools, the school fee in the higher classes is 
£13 to £14; and in other schools it is much less. Moreover, 
the second member of the family pays two-thirds, and the 
third goes free; and these schools in 1900 had 400 places 
that were free in whole or in part. 
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TRAINING COLLEGES-Pt;BLlC AND PRIVATE. 

A training college for elementary teachers is not very different 
from a secondary s;:hool. It does not indeed, in Norway, include 
instruction in any foreign language; but the other subjects are 
studied to about the same extent as in a good secondary school. 
And so we find both Norway and Denmark providing a supply 
of training colleges in much the same way as they provide a supply 
of secondary schools. If the buildings, equipment, and staff of 
private seminaries conform to the model or standard presented 
by the State seminaries, and if the course of study be the same, 
the private seminaries obtain the examination-right, i.e., can present 
their candidates at the examination which qualifies for fixed em
ployment at the elementary school. This examination is conducted 
in a sirpilar way to the State leaving examination in secondary 
schools, except that the teachers at one seminary do not act as 
censors in another seminary. In this instance that important 
office is committed to an Examenskommission,which costs 28,000 kr. 
a year. The State assigns grants to the private seminaries ample 
enough apparently to bring the greater cost within the means of 
the students. I find, for example, in the case of one private semin
ary that the State pays 1,500 kr. a year in aid of salaries, 1,000 kr. 
to belp needy students, 500 kr. for apparatus, and 600 kr. for the pre
paratory class, 3,600 kr. a year altogether, besides 4,000 kr. (from 
State grant) for the expense of the practising school. This seminary 
is conducted by a section in the State pburch, and ~ helped by 
subscriptions from its friends to the extent of 3,000 kr. Another 
is in Christiania, so that in this case the students (all women) can 
live in their own homes. It is carried on in connection with Nissen's 
Girls' School (which was established in 1849 and is the pioneer of 
higher girls' schools in Norway); and the fee-a much larger one 
than at the other seminaries-is the same as that in the higber 
classes of the girls' school in the same building. The three other 
seminaries belong to private individuals. At the present time 
the private seminaries have rather more students than the public. 
At the final examination in 1903 145 candidates from the six State 
seminaries passed out of 175; and 162 out of 183 from the five 
private. The State expends on the latter considerably under 
20,000 kr. a year; on the former, somewhat over 220,000 kr., not 
including in either case the cost of the Examenskommission. 

THE .INFLUENCE OF THE PRIVATE SCHOOL ON THE PUBLIC SCHOOL. 

We have seen that fully one-half of the higher school teaching 
in Norway is done by private men who owe very little to public 
funds but very much to State recognition. But to leave the state
ment there would be to say less than the truth. The private school, 
or rather a few select spirits, nurtured in the freedom of the private 
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school, haS been the lever in the last sixty years by which the 
chief changes in the State schools, necessary to bring t.hem into 
touch with the times, have been brought about. And this will 
be clear if some brief account be given of one private school in the 
lirst half of these sixty years and of another in the second. 

H artvig Nissen. 

Hartvig Nissen, of all the school men in Norway in the last cen
tury, ha:,l the greatest influence upon the development of educa
tion, whether in the primary or the secondary field. He was born 
in 1815 in a country parsonage near Trondhjem. After P8{l,!>ing his 
first university examination, his slender means made it necessary 
for him to work a while 8'3 huilfl.?rer. We next find him attending 
Madvig's lectures at Copenhagen, where he busied himself both 
theoretically and practically with education, and made himself 
familiar with· some of the Realskoler. two at least of which had 
existed from the end of the previous century. In 1843 he took his 
degree in philology at Christiania; and at once, in conjunction 
with O. d. Broch, afterwards rrofessor of Mathematics, opened a 
school for boYs, whicb, says Professor J. Paludan, "in a still higher 
degreethari the Danish private schools went ahead of the State 
schools by the adoption of new educational ideas and methods. 
His .school became more and more a model school, to which the 
public schools had to conform. Norse and German were the basis 
of language instruction, and the living languages were studied 
befQre th~.dead~J.atinnot till twelve years of age and Greek not 
before thirteen or fourteen. The Union of classical side and modern 
side in one school. the longer preparatory course common to both 
sjdes, the putting off of .the ancient languages to a later age, as well 
as the relatively large number of pupils in each class were economical 
necessities for the private school, which Nissen at a later date 
elevated into educational principles and then gave them an ever 
widening extension. Great importance was attached to object 
lessons, viva voce instruction and gymnastics; in 1847 a whole week 
was occupied excluSively in musket drill. Amongst other experi
~ents it may be mentioned that for two years from 1856 too two 
highest classes did all their work in school, so as to have no home
work with the exception of a few essays. Under constant super
intendence and with only occasional use of examination as a means 
of control, each pupil in those classes worked on independently, as 
fast as he could, without being kept back by the necessity of being 
taught with others, and so the transition was made to the freer 
methods of university studies. But the experiment did not give 
satisfaction."* The thirty-three pupils o~ 1843 became 663 twenty 

• 'Ibis isa condensed translation of pp. 282. 283 in Dr. PalUdan'B H4>jero 
Skolevre&eJ1 i D:lnmark, Norge Of} Sverige. CAlpenhagen. 18!15. 
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years later ; and in 1849 a corresponding school was opened for girls, 
which exista to this day. "As a scholar," says Mr. P. Voss (Vor 
Ungdom, 1899, p. 25), .. Nissen did not excel his fellows. But he 
was strong in administration and organisation, scented from 
afar the require menta and possibilities of the time, and was ani
mated by an energetic will to do all he could to raise the condition 
of our schools, elementary schools as well • . • He had studied 
Lis Germana, was a diligent reader of Karl Meyer's Review that 
worked in a 'realistio' direction and he often quotes it. He wason 
the whole conversant above all his contemporaries with pedagogio 
literature and was in this way equipped with insight and authority." 
From 1850 to 1854 he had to transfer his school for a while to other 
guidanCE"t{he parted with it finally in 1866), for in those years he was 
acting as the government's 'Konsulent' in school matters and in 
that capAcity paid a long visit to Scotland in 1853, in order to study 
the parish schools. The results of that visit were embodied in a 
report of several hundred pages which was published next year and 
formed the basis of the elementary school law of 1860. In 1854, 
with Rektor Steen, who afterwards was twice Prime lfinister, he 
represented Norway at the educational exhibition promoted 'in 
London by the Society of Arts· and on that occasion delivered a 
lecture, to be found in the Society's Journal for October, 1854, on 
the school system of Norway, prefixing to it the motto Amica 
schola, amica palm, sed mag;,. arnica verita8. He was next a mem
ber of the Commission that transformed eleven out of the fourteen 
State schools into combined Latin and Realskoler: (the other 
three were transformed later). From 1865 to 1873 he was Expedi-

• tionschef at the Education Office and was at the same time appointed 
. Chairman of the. Commission for the re-organisation of the higher 

schools. Their labours resulted in the new school law of 1869 
which fixed the form of the higher schools down to 1896. In 1872 
he was appointed Rektor of the old Cathedral School in Christiania, 
which dates from the twelfth century; and in that position he died 
in 1874. 

Aarl and V 088. 

Of t~ leading school in Norway dUring the generation just ending 
one must speak with more resefYe, for its two founders after forty 
years of strenuous work are still at their post. Aars and Voss's 
school takes its name from its two founders, who whilst still under
graduates formed the plan of opening, by and by, a school which· 
might realise their educational ideals. ]i'or four or five years just 
before beginning the school, Aara had been a teacher at NiBBen'a 
school, of which his own school must be regarded if not formally 
yet really as the SUCceBBor. The two friends began in 1863 with 117 
pupils; in three years, on removing into a school building specially 
erected fur them, their numbers had trebled, They touched. high 
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water mark in 1880 with 842 pupils. Though the numbers have 
since .somewhat declined, the gymnasium still remains the most 
important in Norway. The school has always been to the fore 
in the discussion of educational developments, and has been among 
the first to give increased attention to the physical side of education 
and to Sloyd, and girls from an early period w('re admitted as pupils 
into the classes of its gymnasium and so won access to a university 
career. But its chief claim to public gratHude, after its long list 
of able pupils (Fridtjof Nansen perhaps the most eminent of them) 
is the large number of successful teachers whom it has trained. 
The two head masters, keen scholars themselves, have been quick 
to discern scholarship in others, and to give it the practical guidance 
in teaching necessary for the highest and readiest success. The 
young graduate has hot been planted down in the sclroolroom 
and left to sink or swim. He has been trained "partly .,through 
discussion and criticism in teachers' meetings of the current official 
plans of instruction, partly through the more detailed elaborated 
methods of instruction for separate subjects or separate sections 
of the school; and lastly, through the observation and criticism, 
on the part of a more experienced member of the staff, of his way of 
going to work, and by the occasional setting forth of the general 
principles found most useful both with respect to the way of teaching 
the subjects and to the general educational treatment of children." 
But young teachers that taught in the school have been helped still 
more by the spirit that ruled there. 

In the first twenty-five' years there were nine teachers who 
became professors in the university. The one best known to 
Englishmen, Johan Storm, taught for eighteen years in the school. 
In the same period were also thirteen teachers who became Rektors 
of State or communal higher schools, principals of State seminaries, 
or directors of the technical school, besides many others who were 
appointed Overlrerere and Adjunkts in State schools, and six who 
became head masters of large recognised schools in the capital. 
The present Expeditionschef has been both pupil and teacher in 
the school. 

Neither Norway nor Denmark has yet any recognised. method of 
training teachers for secondary school work. * Meanwhile Aars and 
Voss have provided the chief but by no means the only tWining 
ground for the secondary school teacher in Norway. 

CO-OPERATION ESSENTIAL. 

The summing up can best be given in the words of Rektor D. F. 
Knudsen, spoken in 1894, whilst he was still Expeditionschef: "I 
must in one word maintain that the intellectual interests the higher 

. • But in Norway the law of September 14th, 1905, provides. for such 
training, and the necessary grant for it will be made in 1907. In Denmark 
the methods of the new Training Course may be described as a free imitation 
of the Swedish methods described above, pp. 18-24. See also concluding 
lines of the Appendix, p. 136. 
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IV. DENMARK. 

The law that re-organises the higher schools in Denmark was 
passed 24th April, 1903, but will not come into complete operation 
before 1910. So I propose to describe, as briefly as may be, the 
'old order, under which the present condition of things has grown 
up and then to indicate the chief changes that are coming. It 
would hardly be possible to do otherwise, for the law only outlines 
the co;ning changes, and leaves the government and pllblic opinion 
to thrash out the details, some of them very important, as they 
come up for settlement. 

The higher school in Denmark consists (1) of a. six years' gym
naosium, varionsly called a. herde school, a cathedral" school, 
or a. Latin school, beginning at the twelfth year; and (2) 'Df a. four 
years' Realskole or modern school, sometimes in the same building 
as the first, and under the same headmaster, but more frequent.ly 
standing alone, This also begins at the twelfth year. In addition 
to thes;} many of the schools, especially the private schools, have six 
preparatory classes, which oft-en contain more than half of the 
pupils at the school. At the end of the fourth yea~ each school 
has a State examination of about the same difficulty, but with some 
difference in the sllbjects presented. The Realskole examination 
is called Almindelig FOTberedelses-examen, or, more popularly, 
Priiliminar-examen, and forms a minor leaving examination. 

The intermediate examination in the gymnasium is called the 
Fourth Class Hoved-examen; and when it is passed the pupils 
a!e divided more clearly than before into a classical line and a 
mathematical line with classical artium and mathematical artillID, 
respectively, for their gO:11. 

FORBEREDELSES-ExAMEN OR PRALIMINAR-ExAMEN. 

The Forberedelses-examen comprises: 
L A Danish essay on some subject that fails within the 

programme of the school studies; 
2. An oral examin~tion in Danish language and literature. 
3. A translation of a piece of English prose. 
4. English viva voce, in which special stress is laitt upon 

translation into correct Danish of prepared and unprepared 
passages. 

5 & 6. In French and German the examinat.ion is t.'iva voce 
only and the requirements as in English. 

7. His~ory. 
8. Geography. 
9. Two or three problems in arithmetic. 

10 Three problems in algebra, and in addition an oral test. 
lL Three problems in geometry followed by an oral test .. 



12.. Zoology and botany. 
13. Elements of physics. 
U. NeatMaa in the written work counts aa a subject. 

For each of these fourteen subjects (six written. eight oral), 
a .. karal..-ter" is given (IL marks); and aa each division of the 
mother.tongue count. double. there are sixteen karalcten in all. But 
those who wish to leave out either French or German and pass 
with fifteen karal-ten may do so. Of 1.1 U achool candidates who 
passed in 1m, 5:)7 passed in three language&. 582 in German and 
English. and two in French and English; and of 2,5 successful 
privatista, 86 presented three Ia.n..auages and 189 German and 
En.,..mh. The muimum of marks is 128; of these, m are neces
sary for 1he fin>t class and G9 for the lowest (or G;j if only two lan
guages are presented) ~ but of the 69 at least one quarter must be 
WOD for "'e mother-tun.,fYUe if the candidate is to pass. Before I&t6. 
forty~ight marks were enough for a pass. When the minimum 
1rU raised from !S to 69, there was an iDlIJlecliate drop of Ij() in the 
number of sucoes&ful candidatn; and it Wy t..-o or three years 
before thia number began to shoW' again ita usual steady increase. 
The written work is not sha!ply dilIcrimin.ated from the oral in such 
a way that fAilure in the £rst preVents &CttSS to the second. Nor 
in any subject but the mother-tongue is it necessary to reach any 
particular standard; but in adding up the total. the two lowest 
marks are exchanged for minus quantities (-7 and -23), either 
of which may pull down. ~ total beloW' the. minimum required 
for a paaa. Each candidate is examined aeparately in the AN 
roee in each subject; and the marks, whether for written work 
or for f'iN roee. are determined by the examiner (the teacher) 
and the publicly appointed censor jointly. In cue of di1Ierence 
the two marb are added, and the half of the sum gives the final 
mark. An examination like this, where at any given moment 
the examiners are twice (and in the higher examinations three times) 
aa many aa the examined, makes a ~t inroad upon the time for 
teaching at the end of each acbool year; and for this, according 
to the new law, some remedy must soon be found. It must be 
noticed that in the foreign languages stress is laid upon trans
lation into correct Danish, and not aa in Norway upon the use 
of the ~an language on every possible opportunity. In 1892 
I· 3 per rent. of the achool eandidates failed, from which it must 
not be inferred that the examination is unduly easy; for it is only 
the pupils of the leaving class that have the right to present them
selves at the examination. and the entrance to this elass is so 
feooed about that no pupillil-ely to fail can gain admittance. The 
pereentage of failures among the privatir..a in the same year 11"&8 

much greater (~ per rent.). It is incumbent upon all reeognised 
achoola to give instruction in religion, drawing,. singing, and 
gymnastics; but these fUbjecta do not enter into the examination. 
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Many of the details here given will apply also to the two following 
examinations. 

FOURTH CLASS HOVED-ExAMEN. 

The fourth class Hoved-examen includes: 
1. A Danish essay (as for Prlilirriinlir). 
2 and 3. An oral examination in German and French seen 

and unseen. 
4 and 5. History and geography. 
6 and 7. Algebra (with arithmetic) and geometry, both 

written and oral. 
8. Zoology and botany. 
9 and 10. Latin, reckoned double. Latin has b<!en read 

all the four years, nearly seven hours a week. t-

11. Greek (oral) 01' elements of physics, according as the can
didate henceforth takes the classical or the mathematical line. 
The Greek has been read five hours a week for the last two 
years. 

The candidate passes to the remaining classes of the gymnasium 
if (1) for his eleven subjects he obtain 55 marks ou,t of a possible 
88; (2) if for the mother tongue he obtain the mark good denoted 
by 5; and if (3) he obtains 20 marks for the four subjects to which 
he now says good-bye, viz., German, geography, natural history 
and either mathematics (if he be proceeding on the classical line) 
or LatiD. (if he be 'proceeding on the mathematical line). If a 
candidate fail only in requirement (2) or requirement (3) he may 
have another try in that subject or subjects alone after a short 
interval. Where a school is both a Latin~kole and a Real~kole, 
the subjects common to these two examinations are prepared to
gether; and if a pupil having passed one of the two examinations, 
changes his plans and wishes to possess the privileges .oelonging to 
the other, he is not examined again in the subjects common to both. 
At this examination and at Artium two censors are employed in 
addition to the examiner. In 1902 there were 425 pupils who 
passed this examination, of whom 22 were privatists, besides 90 
Prliliminilrists who' by passing a supplementary examination in 
Latin or in Latin and Greek acquired the privileges bestowed by 
the Fourth class examination. e. 

If to these 425 be added the 1,416 who passed Prilliminar in the 
fla.me year, we see that in Denmark there were, in 1902,1,841 young 
people who passed one of these State examinations at or about the 
age of sixteen. Denmark has a population of two and a half 
millions', and Norway has only a quarter of a million less, so that w~ 
may fairly institute a comparison between the two countries. And 
we find that Denmark with 167 recognised higher schools which 
have rather more than 10,000 pupils in them from twelve to sixteen 
years of age, had, in 1902, 1,841 of them who passed successfully 
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through this intermediate stage; whilst Norway in 1900, with 
eightY-ilix schools and 8,745 pupils in them from eleven to fifteen 
years of age, was successful with 1,873 (in 1901, 2,151). There is 
a tendency to leave school soon after confirmation at the age of 
fourteen; and under such circumtances, the middle school that 
ends at fifteen or a little over gets more of its pupils to finish their 
course than the school which ends a year later. We shall find that 
in this matter of the age limits of the middle school, Denmark is 
conforming to the example of Norway. 

CLASSICAL ARTIUM. 

CIassictl Artium consists of :-
1. A Danish essay on some subject within the candidate's 

genetal knowledge. 
2. An essay on some subject of history or literature falling 

within the prescribed pensum. . 
3. An oral examination in Danish literature and old Nordillk 

(equal weight given to each part). 
4. A piece of prose to be translated into French (with a few 

of the harder words given). 
o. An oral examination in German or English. The latter 

is generally chosen; but English in the gymnasium is not a 
strong subject, as but two hours a week for two years aro 
given to it. 

6. History. 
7. A written t.ranslation of a piece of unprepared Latin. 
8 and 9. An oral examination in Latin authors prepared 

and unprepared (no Latin prose composition is required). 
10. Greek (oral). 
11. Elements of physics. 

It will be noticed there are no mathematics. French, history 
and Greek are reckoned double, so that there are fourteen "Kar
akters" altogether. 'l'he maximum is 112 points, of which 105 
are needed for a first class and 56 for a pass. 

MATHEMATICAL ARTIUM. 

The mathematical line has, in common with the classical, the 
first six of the above subjects and in addition :-

7 and 8. Four problems in algebra, with an oral examina
tion. 

9 and ,10. Four problems in trigonometry, conics. and 
analytical geometry, with oral examination. 

11. Mechanical physics and optics. 
12. Chemical physics, astronomy and meteorology. 

French and history as before, being counted double, make the 
number of "Karakters" fourteen. The candidates on this line 
give two hours a week to classical antiq]lities or to Latin, or to 
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reading Greek authors in a translation; but such work forms no 
part of the examination. 

Iri 1902 twenty Icelanders passed the examination at Reykavik 
on the classical line. Their two essays were written in Icelandic; 
they presented Danish, written and oral, as a foreign language; 
of the two optional languages they all preferred German to English. 

In 1902, 345 candidates passed Artium, 196 on the classical line 
and 149 on the mathematical. Twenty-five of them were women 
and fifty-eight privatists. The average of successful candidates 
for the last ten years is 391; and the numbers differ from those in 
Norway in showing a tendency slightly downwards rather than 
upwards. The mathematical or. modern line is four times as 
numerous as it was twenty years ago, but in its present f6l'm does 
not seem likely, as in Norway, to change places with the elder line. 
It, will be seen how much fewer the privatists are in Denmark than in 
the sister country. . 

. HIGHER SCHOOLS, PUBUC AND PRIVATE, BALANCE ONE 

ANOTHER. 

If i~ be asked from what schools these 345 "students" or under 
graduates proceed, it will be well first to put on one side the twenty 
Icelanders as somewhat exceptional and forming in any case a set 
by themselves. The remainder come from thirteen State schools, 
most of them of early date; from Herlufsholm, which is conducted 
like a State school; from four communal Or town corporation 
schools, which occupy a place midway between the State schools 
and the private schools; from sixteen recognised private Latin 
schools (thirteen day schools in Copenhagen and three boarding 
schools in the country) and from the ranks of the privatists. Most 
of the latter have been taught in private courses Or classes, a few 
in four private Latin schools on their way to recognition, Ilome 
perhaps at home. Of the thirteen State schools the Metropolitan 
skole in C.openhagen, which is the only State school in the capital, 
and has always mOre applicants than it can receive, dismisses rather 
more students than any other school in the country. This school 
and Herlufsholm are the only Latin schools that have not taken 
to themselves a Realskole. Herlufsholm and Soro are public 
boarding-schools, mOre like English public schools, perhap!, than 
any other schools on the Continent, and in that respect stand 
quite apart from other schools in the north of Europe. All the 
State schools have property of their own, which is managed and 
since 1892 has been largely supplemented by the State'; but one of 
them, Soril Academy, whose chief benefactor was Ludvig Holberg, 
is so rich that the State applies half its revenu~ to quite a number 
of educational and scientific objects. Of the private schools those 
in Copenhagen are by far the most important, and some account of 
their recent development' must be given below. If we endeavour 
to ascertain the relative .oontributions made by these different 
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schools, we find that in the five years ending with 190"2 the State 
schools, including Herlufsholm, scnt 7M students to the University, 
the fo:u co:nmunal Latin schools 63, and the private Latin schools 
68-1, and that there were a~o 371 privatiJIts.' If the communal 
schools b~ reckoned with the State schools, and the privatists with 
the private schools, we find that State schoo!s dismissed 827 and 
the private teachers 1,055. If we look at the number of pupils, 
reckoning only those over twelve years of age, we get a similar 
result. In the year 1901-2, there were in the thirteen State schools 
1,583 pupils, 102 at Herlufsholm, and 364: in the four communal 
Latin schools, making altogether 2,029, whilst the fourteen private 
re:ognised &;)hools had ·2,04:4, without reckoning 433 privatists. 

• H 0111 this Balance has come aboul. 

How Aas it come about that alongside these State schools, costing 
the country every year large sums of money, there have grown 
up other schools, doing the same amount of work and satisfying 
the same tests, costing the State next to nothing beyond the expense 
of superintendence, and yet contriving to be the chief avenues 
of new ideas and needed developments! The prosperity of the one 
doea not mean the downfall of the other. What happy influence 
has brought these two kinds of schools of di1Ierent origin and to 
some extent of di1Ierent methods to work in harmony aide by side, 
each in1luencing the other for good ! 

The result, &8 happy &8 it was perhaps unforeseen, has not come 
about through any abdication on the part.of the State of an over
sight which it alone can exercise. but in the main by providing 
('qual opportunities to qualified teachers, public and private, of 
presenting candidates at the leaving examination. Private enter· 
prise and zeal have done the rest. There has been fair play. The 
~tate with its long purse has not entered into ruinous competition 
with other providers of higher education. It has not discouraged 
but encouraged the educational employment of capital. Though 
the fees at the State schools are as low as two-thirds of the prime 
C08t, this, coupled with the fact that it is a more frequent occurrence 
to discontinue a State secondary school than to open a new one, 
has still left the other schools a chance . 

• GROWTH OJ' THE RECOGNlTIOY BY THE STATE 0)' OTHER SCHOOLS 
THAN ITS OWN. 

It may be well to trace the development of the system. 
The re!!Ulatious for the higher State schools were revised. and 

cOU80lida~ in 1809; and there we read amid much else that the 
right to present candidates at the leaving examination. which was 
then conducted by the professors in the University buildings, 
"belongs • • • (b) to principals of existing private institutious, 
in which the instruction is given in the same subjects and to the 
same extent as in the fWIy-equipped state schools. • • • All 
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others, be they principals of institutions or private teachers, must, 
before they exercise the aforesaid privilege, seek and obtain per
mission from 'the authorities. Whether the privilege can afterwards 
be granted to an institution depends on its being equipped, and pro
vided with teachers, in such a way as to present a reasonable ex
pectation that it can bring candidates to the required degree of 
maturity" (p. 21, Vol., II. of Weis and Rage's Gaddende Retsregler 
fordet hiiiere Skolev03Sen i Danmark. Copenhagen, 1891). 

When in 1850-52 this leaviil.g examination ceased to be a Univer
sity ma.tter and was transferred to the schools, it was arranged that 
"the headmasters of the private schools who (1) through a sufficient 
number of classes conduct the instruction over the same grounds 
and up to the same limits as in the public schools, and (2) "at least 
as far as regards the last three school years conform on the whole to 
the time table in force at the public schools," should hold ilie right 
of "dismission" to the leaving examination (ibid. p. 90). As 
these words for many years contained the fullest expression that 
could be found of the conditions of State recognition in Denmark, it 
is desirable to see how they are interpreted by the Department. In 
some remarks. appended by the Government to the Bill (now the law) 
of 1903, we read (p. 38): "In the Bill for a reform of the higher 
school which was brought forward in 1900, the second of the two 
conditions above was allowed to drop, whilst the first was retained. 
But the feeling of the Government was tha.t neither ought the first 
be retained in any strictly literal sense, and so much the less bemiuse 
the expression "a sufficient number of classes" is all too vague and 
may give opportunity for quite an arbitrary interpretation. Of 
course the communal and private, schools must be required to con
dUQt the instruction of their pupils towards the same goal as the 
State schools just as the ordinary rules for good order must be the 
same in both kinds of schools ; but the same goal can be reached by 
different ways and with quite a different arrangement of the time 
table in details; and the Government cannot think it right in this 
matter to lay too tight a bond on the freedom of individual 
schools in making the arrangements which they are persuaded are 
most serviceable." State regulation of education is evidently not 
incompatible with a large amount of freedom in Denmark. 

Since 1890 it has been necessary' for new Latin schools (bd not 
for Realskoler) to obtain a double permission from the Depart
ment: (1) permission to. begin the school; (2) permission some 
years after to have the leaving examination. 

Before the first permission can be given, the applicant-! 
1. Must give 'evidence of upright and honourable life. 
2. If he is not a University graduate, he may very exception

ally be allowed to offer evidence (a) that he has taught well for 
five years in such a school as he proposes to erect and (b) that 
he is " accustomed to teach in three school subjects aild is in 
a position especially in one of the chief subjects of t.he school 
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(Danish, Latin, Greek, French, history, mathematics or physics) 
to conduct the instruction through all the school classes up to 
the leaving examination." 

3. He must present a full plan of instruction, showing that 
the school hours amount to thirty a week, not reckoning sing
ing and gymnastics. To the latter subject four hours a week 
should be given. 

4. School buildings, furniture and apparatus must be 
satisfactory (ibid., I., 261). 

When he has added class to class, and in five or six years has 
pupils ~ady for the University and therefore applies for the exami
nation right, he bas to satisfy pretty much the same requirements 
as beforr; and so in most cases the application will not be much 
more th~ a matter of fo;rm. But if the applicant himself have 
not ~he'" required training" <i.e. in most instances; if he be not a 
university man), it is now stipula_d that it sball be his duty to 
appoint a classical graduate with one of the old languages as 
his chief subjeot to be a teacher in these subjects in the two highest 
olasses, and that particulars of the ohoioe be sent to the depart
ment (ibid., I., 263). The bigher girls' schools more especially 
must in their early development have suffered greatly, but for some 
such provision as this, for it is only since 1875 that women have 
been admitted to degrees in the University of Copenhagen. 

INSPECTION. 

The oversight of these thirty-four schools (inoluding the Real
skoler oonnected with thirty-two of them) is committed to a body 
of three inspeotors, who aot also as oonfidential experts to the 
Government. One has obarge of the language teaching (this post 
was held by Madvig from 1848 onwards); the second of mathe
matics and the third of natural science. They are all professors 
or docents in the University and can give only a portion of their 
time to the work of inspection. * 

" , ". REALSKOLER. 

HistfWY 0/ the ReoJakoler. 
The-recent history of the Realskoler shows a more remarkable 

development still. The movement for school instruction of a more 
modern kind began in Copenhagen as early as the end of the 
eighteenth century and was chiefly promoted in two sohools which 
are still in vigorous existence-the Efterslregts-skole and the 
Borgerdyd-skole. By and by several of the State schools had 

• In 1906 a ohange in the inspection of these schools was ma:le, Dr. Tuxen, 
hea:lmaster of one of the Unite! Latin Schools in Copenhagen, beooming 
sole inllpl"Ctor, anel giving the whole of his time to his duties. His salary is 
1,000 kr. a year, and to this 2,000 kr. is added for assistance in th.e work 
of inspection. 
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Real classes added to them, unW at last in 1855 the State organised 
an intermediate leaving examination in modern subjects not diller
ing essentially from the present Praliminii.r. It was found conve
nient four years later to have a lower examination of the same kind ; 
and alongside of these two were two similar ones (the earlier dated 
from 1838) conducted by the university-all four being used as 
preliminary examinations for those who wished to be solicitors, 
dentists, veterinary surgeons or to be students at the polytechnic 
school. None of these examinations had 200 candidates a year; 
but as they were evidently in increasing request, the State in 1881 
consolidated the four into one. In 1882 there were forty-two 
schools with about 3,500 pupils which had the right to hold this 
new examination. The map in Vol. I of Special Rep~rts will 
show how these schools went on covering the land down to 1896 ; 
and in the succeeding seven years, they increased 20 per cen't. more, 
so that in 1903 they amounted to 165 (133 Realskoler pure and 
simple and 32 in connexion with Latin schools). One hundred and 
twenty of these schools lie outside Copenhagen and its immediate 
neighbourhood; and twenty-seven in towns of 2,000 inhabitants 
or under. On an average each of the 124 serves a population of a 
little;-over 4,000. There is scarcely any small town or island to 
which they have not made their way.* 

Causes 01 their Success. 
It is by the offer of the exalnination-right and the State recogni

tion thereby gained much more than by the expenditure of large 
sums of public money that this result has been brought about. 
The -right of examination is a privilege highly prized, giving a 
character of distinction to a school and conducing directly to its 
success and permanence. Nownere will the conditions on which this 
right is bestowed on the Realskoler be found fully set down in 
black and white, though it will be readily understood that the 

• The following tables gives the number of pupils in recognised Realskoler 
(both in the lower classes and the four Real Classes proper) from 1891 to 1905. 
Some part of the increase is due to the fact that co-education has become 
much more common in Denmark than formerly during these years :-

On l~t June, 1891, the pupils amounted to 11,089 
,,' "1892,,, " 11,791 .. 
" ,,1893, " " 12,477 
" ,,1894,.. " 14,817 
" "1895,,, " 15,708 
" "1896,,, " 16,507 
" ~,1897,.. " 16,801 
" "1898,,, " 17,388 
" "1899,,, " 19,089 
.. t, 1900,,, " ·19,605 
.. "1901,,, .. 20,684 
.. ,,1902,.. .. 21,447 
.. ,. 1903,,, .. 22,661 
.. .. 1904, It It 23,444 
H "1905,,, .. 25,616 



methods which ha,,"'8 for many years been employed in the recogni
tion of eommunal and private Latin schools will with the necessary 
changes be found equally useful for the newer Realskoler. At p. 
303. Vol. I .• o( Weis and Rage. where the right of examination for 
~alskoler is treated of. it ia stated that •• at every school. which 
desires to hold or to retain the examination-right. certain require
ments must be satisfied with regard to the principal's qualifica
tions. ~h~ staff. the arrangement of the school. the number of pupils, 
the buiLlings, and the apparatus. In the absence of special regula
tions, the real issue depends on the chief inspector's discretion." 
That is. he will take the circumstances as a whole into his eonsidera
tion. and finds it easier to do so if he is not hampered by hard and 
fast eo'lditions. But these conditions are not doubtful, as the 
many J'l'OOrded instances will show. 

oi tAe head-masters, perhaps two-thirds are graduates, the 
remainder are either seminarists or possess some equivalent quali
fication. In the case of head-mistresses, the Inspector is satisfied 
if he finds they are capable experienced teachers. Of the 
importance attached to the staff one may ju~oe from the fact 
that nery recognised school p~oes itself to report at once to the 
department any change in its teachers. In the yearly issue of 
Asmussen's Meddelelser. sixty-seven of the schools outside the 
capital-all boys' schools to which in these last years there has 
been an accession of girls to the extent of one-third.-.gjve the 
fullest particulars with re~d to each member of the staff-llame. 
age. qualification. length of service, subjects taught and the Classell 

in which they are taught, number of hours a week spent in teaching. 
TW\'lve of them are communal schools and have 10"3 teachers on the 
permanent staff, o( whom fifty-nine are graduates. twenty-two 
semmarists. nineteen women. and two are undescribed.. The 
rl~Ulailling fifty-seven are pri"'ate schools and have 3i3 teachers 
on the permanent staff. of whom 130 are graduates. 92 seminarists, 
13.3 are women. with 15 others. It is not required that the buildings 
ha,,-e been specially erected for school purposes if otherwise suitable. 
Recognition may be refused or deferred if there be no suitable 
building for gymnastics. Sometimes when the Inspector is much 
impressed by a teacher's work and feels the importance of ita 
contiAuance in the neighbourhood, he may suggest the throwing 
out of a room here or a new building there. and offer to do his best 
to ~t a State loan at a low rate of interest. The abetracts of the 
yearly income and expendihl.!e of these sixty-seven schools show 
clearly the amount paid for interest and yearly repayment of 
loans incurred for the purpose of extensions and improvements. 
In some instances this item amounts to a fourth, a third. or even 
a half of the yearly remuneration that falls to principal and 
assistants.· 
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Grants to Realskoler, Communal and Private. 

The second way in which the State has helped the growth of 
these private schools in thinly populated neighbourhoods (the 
country and the smaller towns) is by grants of money, which in 
.1902 were increased 50 per cent. On p. 310 of Weis and Hage, 
Vol. I., the State thus justifies its action in so doing: "The condi
tion of State support is just this, that the existence of the school 
in question is necessary in order that the population around may 
have opportunities of higher school instruction .... Realskoler 
for girls may everywhere outside Copenhagen expect a grant if the 
circumstances make it necessary. The State-grant in every case 
depends on two considerations (1) that the school cannot go on 
and develop its activity without pecuniary help (2) tMt there 
is a real demand for the school. " 

To prove this last point it must be shown that the school has 
not too small a number of pupils and that commune and amt 
according to ability make a contribution to its maintenance." 

The State thus acknowledges itself responsible for the secondary 
as well as the primary schools of the country. It finds no difficulty 
in giving to communal and private Realskoler the same amount of 
help on precisely the same terms; and it will be noticed that in so 
doing it is guided by no feeling of tenderness or even justice to 
existing schools, but by a regard to the public good. The fees at 
these schools range from £2 a year to £8 according to age, and could 
hardly be higher if there is to be any wide use of them. But this 
alone is not enough to maintain the schools in efficiency, and 
above all to give the teachers anything like an adequate remunera,.:. 
tion. And so we can hardly be surprised that the State by slow 
degrees is increasing the amount of help. In 1902 a new law was 
passed for the special purpose of helping the private recognised Real
skoler in the country districts. As a consequence of this law the 
number of aided schools was increased from fifty-three to eighty-one 
and the yearly amount distributed from 65,000 kr. to 100,000 kr. * A 
pension fund was established at the same time, not only for the 
aided Realskoler in the country, but for the unaided Realskoler 
in .the capital. And instead of the old, somewhat hap-hazard rules 
for distributing the grants, new ones were now framed on a ~yste
matic plan, with this immediat~ result, amongst others, that the 
girls' schools henceforth received from tlITee to four times as much 
as had been given them before. The chief of these new rules are-

1 .. The aided school must have been recognised (i.e., must 
have had the examination-right) for at least two years. 

to 2. It must have at least sixty pupils, of whom half must 
be over twelve years of age. 

3. The average salary of teachers working full time (thirty
six hours a week) must not be less than 900 kr. a year. (The 

* This sum wa.s increased by 35,000 kr. in 1906. 
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elementary school law of 1899 fixes 900 kr. aathe com
mencing salary of trained men teachers in elementary schools.} 

4. The school must pay every year to a pension fund not 
more than 4 per cent. of the aggregate expenditure in salaries. 
including the headmasters' remuneration. The percentage 
paid at present is 21. 

5. The staff must pay 2 per cent. of their salaries to the same 
fund, and to th~ the State adds other 2 per cent. 

6. The State contribution must be accompanied by con
tributions from the town, parish, and county councils, which 
in the aggregate must reach at least one-fourth of the sum 
received from the State. 

7. The grant consists (a) of a small fixed sum, 400 kr., and 
(b) 'of larger sums that depend on various considerations, e.g., 
on~he extent to which salaries rise above the minimum in (3) 
the liberality with which repairs and extensions have been 
carried out, the proportion between the number of leaving 
certificate holders and the entire number of pupils; But no 
single grant must exceed 2,500 kr. 

8. Two-fifths of the grant must be expended in giving free 
places or half free places to children of limited means. 

Some freedom is allowed the department in granting exemptions 
from one or two of these conditions, so that it may be able to meet 
highly exceptional cases. It will be noticed how deftly these rules 
have been framed. It can hardly be said that a penny of the money 
goes direct into the headmaster's pocket. Even if t)l.e school gets 
the highest grant, 2,500 kr., 1,000 kr. of this must be devoted to 
free places. The remaining 1,500 kr. help the school to provide 
b<.>tter teaching and make its equipment more complete. The help 
is given really to the public. The schoolmaster is helped only ashe 
himself is incited through better school arrangements to render 
greater help to the community around. 

Inspection 01 Rea?skoler. 

The 133 Realskoler that stand by themselves without any con
nexion with a Latin school have a separate inspection of their own. 
The clllef inspector has 5,000 kr. and his assistant, who is respon
sible lor mathematics and science, 3,000 kr.; and both of them 
devote the bulk of their time to the work. 

In these ways then the Danish State during the last twenty years 
has at an insignificant expense, fanned every worthy effort, from 
wh~tever quarter proceeding, into· greater activity; and secured a 
higher education on modern lines and at a reasonable rate for over 
21,000 young people. Th~ old c~th~~ral school, t.he schools of. the 
town corporations, a~d prlva~ mdiVlduals, wo~king .from vanous 
standpoints, and Wlth varylng advantages and disadvantages, 
have all been incited to do their best on common lines.· The twelve· 
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cathedral and Imrde skoler contribute 595 to this total; the thirty
two corporation Or communal schools, 5,142; and 111 private 
schools (most of them, be it remembered, slightly helped by the 
central and local authority), 15,710.* The latter, it seems, is an 
agency that moves more nimbly and readily, penetrating to places, 
and influencing sections of the population out of the reach of the 
other two. It is, as ·we shall see,· subject to some defects of its 
own, that call for constant watchfulness; but when every deduc
tion is made for these it renders at an insignificant cost an in
dispensable contribution to the national advancement. 

PRIVATE TRAINING CoLLEGES. 

The spirit in which the State in Denmark regards approved 
private enterprise may also be clearly seen from the cas" of the 
private training colleges for elementary teachers. These are 
recognised in much the same way as the private secondary schools. 
"Private seminaries, both for men and women," says section 7 of 
the Seminary Law of 1894, "which in admitting students follow the 
rules of section 2, and in _three one-year classes conduct the instruc
tion through the same subjects and to the same limits as the State 
seminaries (including the practical training of teachers in the normal 
school) can for six years at a time, after previous approval of build
ings, apparatus, and staff, obtain the right to send up candidates 
and hold the qualifying examination" according to the rules pre
scribed f(}r State seminaries. All the women teachers and a majority 
of men teachers are trained in such private seminaries. In 1902 
eighty-eight men from the four State training colleges passed the 
examination qualifying for fixed employment in elementary schools 
and the thirteen private training colleges at the same examination 
passed 127 men and 89 women, making altogether· 304 (29 per 
cent. in State colleges, and 71 per cent. in private). Of these 
only one passed asa privatist. That is, all the 304 except one 
not only passed the examination but had previously gone through 
a training college. Only under very special circumstances is a 
student allowed to present himself at the examination who has not 
passed through a training college. . 

The qualifying examination, part of which is held at the e~d of 
the sec'ond and the rest at the end of the third yea.r, is cond~cted 
for the most part like Artium. The first part of the examinatio!l 
consists of, (1) drawmg from the round; (2) writing; (3) arithmetic 
(written and oral); (4) mathematics (written and oral); (5) physio
graphy; (6) natural hist(}ry; (7.) geography; (8) mother tongue 
(written and oral); (9) religion; (5) (6) (7) and (9) being oral 
examinations only. The first seven subjects are finished in the 

* The cOIT3Sponding numbers on the 1st June, 1905 (three years bter), 
are 1,354, 6,643, and ]7,619, making ii. total of 25,616. . . 
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first two years, but the eighth and the ninth are continued into the 
third year. At the oral examinations the teachers examine in the 
presence of the censor, and Bhare with him the responsibility of 
&88igning the marks. The censors instead of being the higher 
teachers from another seminary are members of a Bpecially ap
pointed Examenskommission consisting of thirteen persons, whose 
yearly cost to the State is 31,000 kr. The Chairman of this Com
mission acta 83 consulting expert to the department; and when 
a new seminary applies for recognition, is practically responsible 
for giving 01' withholding the examination-right. The maximum 
of marks for the fuBt seven subjects of the fuBt eIamination is 
fiftY-Bix. Unless the student gain at least 301, he cannot present 
himself at the second examination. 

This bnd examination consists (1) of gymnastics; (2) Binging 
and mu»ic ; (3) history; tt) pedagogik (written and oral) ; (5) ability 
to teach (written and oral, the latter counting double); (6) mother 
tongue (an essay, for which four hours are given, and an oral examin
ation); (1) religion (written and oral); (8) needlework for women 
candidates, including the drawing of patterns. 

In order to P8SB, a candidate must (1) obtain rather more than 
half the maximum marks and (2) not fall below a certain minimum 
in arithmetic, history, Danish (written), Danish (oral), and religion; 
the minimum he must not fall below in "Capacity to teach" is 
higher than this ;' but if the rest of the subjects be in good order, 
this last one may be repeaW in BOme BUcceeding year, for the pur
pose of improving the general character of the certificate. SUcceBB
ful candidates are arranged in Bix divisions, BO that every oppor-
tunity is given for distinguished merit to declare itself. ' 

A candidate may also upon his own request be examined in 
German, English, French or Swedish and have the result entered 
upon his certificate, but without any effect on its main character. 

It would be quite impossible for the private seminaries to send 
out into the schools BO many as 71 per cent. of the trained teachers 
if the State were not keenly alive to the value of their co-operation 
and gave them corresponding help. 

That help consists of-
1. A loan not exceeding 5,000 kr., free of interest, that 

sllall be applied in the extension and improvement of buildings, 
claas-rooIDB and furniture. The loan not to be called in, as 
long 88 the seminary remains n;co~. The St:-te calla for 
suitable security, but does not lD.S18t on a mortgage. 

2. A grant is given that amounts to one thlrd of the 88lari~ 
p!l.id to teachers on the staff, the principal's remuneration for 
this purpose being calculated according to the average salary 
of his colleagues. The grant under this head .not to exceed 
,3.~kr. 

,3. A further sum of 5,000 kr. which is distributed among 
the private seminaries, for carrying out repairs; one.h.alf is 
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assigned aooording to the nllillber of suooessful oandidates 
during the last three years; the other half is given aooording to 
the Ministry's disoretion. 

Further help that may be needed is decided when each year's 
estimates are passed. 

4. A yearly grant of 1,200 kr. is made to each seminary for 
the· expenses of. the normal sohool (and the local authority 
which has so many children taken off its hands makes a further 
grant of 25 to 28 kr. for each ohild). 

5. When a teaoher has worked fifteen years in such a seminary 
he mayexpeot a pension (1,000 kr. was granted in a reoent 
oase). 

6. The students of the private seminaries share equally with 
.those of the publio seminaries in the 80,000 kr., whioti. is dis
tributed every year in bursaries of 300 kr. and under, to !itudents 
needing help. 

The four publio seminaries cost the State 145,000 kr. a year, 
and the thirteen private seminaries 51,000 kr., without reokoning 
the oost of the examenskommission and that of the bursaries to 
students. 

Students both in publio and private seminaries defray the oost 
of board and lodging (about 300 kr. a year). The oost of instruction 
in the publio seminaries is 40 kr. & year. In the private it varies; but 
150 kr. may be regarded as a usual Sllill. This larger fee, with some 
small profits from boarding arrangements and the grants from the 
State, provide an inoome, far indeed from sufficient to tempt a 
man's cupidity, but enough for the modest wants of men and women 
who find their happiness in suoh work. They find in it a career alike 
honourable and useful, whose monetary reward, if sm~ll, is yet 
higher than that of many a parish clergyman. As one sees them at 
work or ht;lars of the regard in which they are held, it is impossible 
not to admire the prooess of natural seleotion, by whioh men and 
women of suohability and earnestness have been drawn to the help 
of the State. They are not, of course, more able and earnest than 
their publio brethren; some of them may be less able. But their 
greater freedom makes their work tell more; their very position 
obliges them to turn their opportunities to best acoount. They 
add freshness and variety to the work; and in training frel\hness 
and variety are some at least of the elements of efficienoy. Two 
of these private training colleges are worked in oonnexion with 
girls' seoon!'ary sohools, and the abler members of the staffs work 
both in school and seminary; one is oonducted along with a FolkehOj
skole; two others, in east and south-west Jutland, are near State 
seoondary sohools, whose sta.ffs give much assistanoe in their spare 
time. In one Sl'minary there is a Grundtvigian leaning; another 
is favoured by the friends of the " !ndre Mission"; but most of 
them have no special ecclesiastioal bent; and all are owned by 
intiividnals. Three are for men only; four for women only; in 
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six oo~ucation is found. The four in the capital have on their 
staffs many men from the university, who would not be available 
in the country; of the rest, one is in S. Zealand, one in FI1nen one 
in Bomholm and six in Jutland. It is not the least advanta'ge of 
this wide distribution that many students of slender means can 
pass through the seminary whilst living at home. In more ways 
than one it seeOl8 clear that these private seminaries make both for 
efficiency and economy.-

SECONDARY ScHOOLS IN THB CA.PITA.L. 

The supply of Secondary Schools in Copenhagen and its suburb 
Frederik\berg is such &8 to call for very special treatment. It 
is of three kinds. Of the first kind of schools, those that prepare 
for Artium, there were in 1902 fourteen, with an aggregate of 
5,062 pupils (1,858 in the gymnasial classes and 3,204 in the Real
skoler attached to thirteen of them). Of the fourteen, one-the 
Metropolitanskole-is a State School with 200 pupils; it is the 
only one of the fourteen without a Realskole attached. Two are 
girls' schools, and the remaining eleven are for boys. A fifteenth 
school, a mixed school for boys and girls, was added in 1903. But 
&8 one of the others was discontinued the same year, the total 
remains the same. 

Schools of the second kind are Realskoler only. Of these there 
are seven for boys and ten for girls, with an aggregate of 3,438 
pupils. Both these kinds of schools are, of course, under the control 
of the State. To these eighteen Realskoler, one of a new kind 
was added some years ago, the BelOnnings·skole (Reward School) 
in latedgade; and it received the examination right for the 
first time in 1903. It is a Communal School and consists of a 
hundred of the best boys (twenty-five every year) chosen by com
petition from the Elementary Schools of the City. Two·thirds 
of these Elementary Schools are free; at the remaining third 
there is a fee of one krone per month. Of the boys who are success· 
ful in the competition, more than three·fourths come from the 
latter kind of school. The fee in the Reward School is one krone a 
month; with this school is connected a Borgerskole of 345 boys, 
held ina the same building and taught by the same staff. The 
Borgerskole has fourteen as the usual leaving age, i.e., it lacks 
the two higher classes of the Realskole. It is open to the children 
of every citizen on the payment according to age of two to six kroner 
a month (somewhat less than half cost price). This combined 
school is the same, in a developed form, as that discussed on page 
605 of Vol. 1 of Special Reports, whose first unfortunate effect 

• ProfOEOr N. A. Larsen in Vor Ungdom. January, 1907. notioes some 
defectB in these priv"ta 86minari6IJ. He would in particul8l' have the entrance 
examination made more romprehcnsive. And he urgee. on certain preecrlbed 
conditions, an increased StI'ta grant, • 

.,. 
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was to draw 150 pupils from neighbouring State-recognised Real
skoler. Fifty per cent. of the pupils are sons of master artisans 
or journeyinen, and it may be concluded that at least half the pupils 
would not be able to pay the ordinary fees in other Secondary 
Schools.. It seems strange that the girls have no share in this 
Reward School. 

These aided boys have not the option of proceeding either to the 
BelOnnings-slrole or (by means of scholarships or free places) to one 
of the eighteen State-recognised Realskoler in Copenhagen, for 
neither State nor Commune has provided free places in the latter, 
whether for boys from the Elementary School or for others, though 
this is freely done by both in the country. 

From Cordt Trap's Kj6benhavns-Skolestatistik (1900) it appears 
that of all the children in school attendance in Copenhage~ in 1844, 
10·8 per cent. (all boys) were in these two kinds of HighlT Schools 
Under the supervision of the State; and that in 1900 the percentage 
was 13·5 (8·3 boys and 5·2 girls). 

Schools of the third kind comprise all schools, whether ordinary 
Private Schools, Denominational Schools, or schools of benevolent 
Societies, that lie between the State-recognised schools alieady 
considered, and the Communal Elementary Schools (Folkeskoler). 
All these schools, unlike the corresponding schools in Frederiksberg 
and the provinces, are recognised in a very special way by the 
Commune, for in Copenhagen, by a law passed in 1844, five years 
before the country received its constitution, no school may be 
opened without consent from the Commune. (Vol. 1. Special 
:Reports, page 607.) .And that consent is not given unless the 
applicant shows either that he is a graduate, or a seminarist with 
adequate knowledge of German, English or French; that he has 
been teaching with success for three years, is twenty-five years of 
age and of good character; particulars must also be given with 
regard to the aim of the school, the number of classes and the 
subjects taught; and the School Commission of the parish must be 
satisfied with regard to the buildings. A Direktor with two Vice
Direktors, one for the Elementary Schools and one for the Private 
Schools, exercises oversight over all the schools in the capital, except 
those the State is responsible for. The DirectorS may visit the 
schools when they will; they are invited to the varioUli school 
functions, and receive copies of the school reports. But it will be 
understood that their oversight makes itself more felt in giving 
or withholding consent to establish the school than in the conduct 
of the school once established. There were in 1902, 4,453 children 
in schools of this kind-660 in schools supported by their own means, 
948 in schools partly so supported, and 2,845 in schools entirely 
supported by school fees (756 boys and 2,089 girls). To these must 
be added 1,836 children in corresponding schools in Frederiks
berg, which has a separa~ municiFal eovernment frOIq that of 
Cop~nhagen. 



&au and Commwae not Animated by the lame Spirit. 
Though the Commune. by thus licensing these schools in the 

capital. gives a guarantee that they do not fall below a minimum 
atand&rd. there seems to be no evidence that it has ever sought to 
secure the continued existence of even the best of them, or to guard 
them from ita own impossible competition. Since 1844. both at 
top and bottom, they have been slowly but steadily decreasing. 
The schools at the top one by one seek and gain recognition. and so 
pass from the oversight of the Commune to that of the State ; 
and those at the bottom, &8 the Board Schools increase in number 
and quality, have shrunk more and more, especially in recent yeam. 
They have shrunk absolutely from 6,900 pupils in 1894: to 4,450 in 
1902; and they have shrunk still more relatively. In 1844 Copen
hagen ~ a population of about 126,000; and 46 per cent. of 
childremin school attendance were in these schools, unrecognised by 
the State, but licensed by the Commune, whilst 42 per cent. were 
in the Board Schools. But in 1900, when the population had more 
than trebled, and the artisans had begun to form a much larger 
percentage of the population than before, the 46 per cent. had sunk: 
to 10 per cent., and the 42 per cent. risen to 76 per cent. Of the 
10 per cent., two-thirds are girls and one-third boys; and most of 
the boys belong to various Denominational and Benevolent Schools, 
supported by private funds-are, in fact, in schools not very dUIer
ent from the Board Schools. The licensed private schools for boys 
are, therefore, all but extinct. It will thus be seen that such 
schools have little chance of continued existence in Copenhagen, 
except they have a full complement of classes of such excellence 
&8 to win the higher and more difficult recognition of the State ; 
and even tha~ exception, &8 we have seen, does not in every case 
hold good. 

It will now be clear that what was said above of the Danish State 
cannot be said of the Commune in its capital. viz., that" it has not 
with its long purse entered into ruinous competition with other 
providers of education. It has not discouraged. but encouraged, 
the educational employment of capital" It exhibita at least a 
tendency (and the same thing may be said of the Commune of 
Christiania,) not to care for the- good of education &8 a whole, but 
to fig~ for its own hand, and subject ita competitors to a slow but 
inevitable death. How far the tendency will go it is impossible to 
say; but if it go much further, two things will happen: (1) The 
freedom and variety of educational effort will be so much diminished 
&8 to impair general educational efficiency. It has already been 
said by one competent observer (the late Frk. Frederiksen in Yor 
Ungdom) that the progress of Board Schools in Copenhagen is 
outward rather than inward. and that they are not furnishing to 
the State such men of mark as have come from the humbler schools 
in the country. (2) Capital will be frightened away from the schools 
-already. in fact, begins to be frightened away. In 1901 aiDe of 
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the priricipals of the large Latinskoler, whose activity did not seem 
likely to be affected for years to '-lome by anything the Commune 
could do, were not unready (as we shall see below) to avail 
themselves of an opportunity of extricating their capital from their 
undertakings. The remuneration for anxious and responsible 
work, whether for principals or assistants, is already too low; 
and should it sink only a little lower, either State or Commune 
will be involved in an unwelcome expenditure, without any cor
responding increase in the efficiency of the schools, or the life 
and energy with which they are carried on. 

Secondary School Attendance in Copenhagen compared with that in 
large English Cities. 

There are therefore in Cope'llhagen and Frederiksberg, which 
have a united population of 408,000, 15,000 boys and girls in schools 
usually classed as secondary, or 3'6 per cent. of the population. 
And in Christiania we saw that the percentage is not lower. We 
have not in England as yet any means so efficient as in these 
northern countries for ascertaining the exact number of children 
in secondary school attendance, and the figures of our 1897 return 
must therefore be somewhat under the mark. It is there stated 
that the population of England (excluding 'Monmouth) was, in 
1897,29,140,945, and that in June, 1897, there were 291,544 pupils 
in secondary schools, or just over 1 per cent. And this is the per
centage that also obtains in our largest cities-;-in London, Birming
ham, Liverpool, Manchester. It is only in cities like Bristol (with 
Clifton) and Brighton that the percentage rises as high as 2i. 
The difference does not end there, for these schools across the 
North Sea are not only more, but better. The English schools are 
of every degree. of excellence or the want of it; but those in these 
Northern capitals satisfy, as to two-thirds of them, the somewhat 
severe requirements of the State, and more than half of the re
mainder satisfy those of the Copenhagen Commune. Danish and 
Norse parents, moreover, have incomes much lower than ours. 
What is there about these schools that nevertheless makes them 
appreciated to such an extent 1 It might be difficult to give an 
exhaustive answer. But it is quite certain that at the tnve and 
place neither State Schools nor Communal Schools nor yet Private 
Schools (as we know them in England) could have produced such 
a result. In these two capitals it is schools compounded of State 
recognition and private initiative which have both created the 
demand and supplied it-schools that lack the rigidity and ex
cessive adherence to use and wont that too often characterise the 
State School, and that, on the other hand, display but little of those 
deficiencies in buildings and equipment, and that poverty of 
qualifications in the staff, that cling, at least in part, to too many 
of omr own Private Schools and small Grammar Schools. In 
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Copenhagen 95 per cent. and in Christiania 85 per cent. of the 
secondary instruction is given in Private Schools. It is wise co. 
operation, and not ruinous antagQnism or sublime indifference on the 
part of the powers that be, that has enabled private initiative so all 
but completely, and on the whole so efficiently, to cover the field. 

Co-operat~ve Secondary Schools in Copenhagen. 

Of the thirteen private State-recognised Latinskoler existing 
in Copenhagen in 1901, nine were amalgamated in that year into 
one institution. It came about in this way. These schools in the 
previous twenty years had renewed their buildings in a very hand
some fashion; and finding the consequent burdens hard to bear, 
they pr~sented a petition to the Ministry in 1892, asking for the 
same amount of help as was given to Latinskoler of like kind outside 
the capital. The Ministry thereupon asked if it would not be pos
sible for the schools to form themselves into one institution, and 
thereby effect considerable economies in management, besides secur
ing other advantages. Nothing came of the suggestion at that time, 
but some relief was given two or three years later by the substitution 
for the second mortgage of a State-guaranteed loan. It is no wonder 
that in the next petition (autumn, 1896) 339 assistants joined 
18 principals in asking for some State contribution for the increase 
of salaries, and for the formation of a Pension Fund. For in the 
previous ten years a change had taken place in the staffs of the 
schools, and the salaries that were formerly fairly sufficient as long 
as some considerable portion of the staff were young students on 
their way to other employment, became far from sufficient, now that 
a larger proportion of the teachers was on the permanent staff, 
through the popularity of the special teacher's degree (candidatus 
magisterii) which had been instituted in 1883. It was found that 
whilst the headmasters were not receiving for their labour, capital 
and risk more than £300 to £400 a year, the 264 men assistants were 
remunerated at the average rate of Is. 3d. an hour, and the 142 
women teachers at the rate of IOd. Though it was felt that a 
substantial increase was imperatively necessary, it was not easy 
to see from what source it should come, for it was shown that as 
long y the income of the schools remained unaltered, an increase 
of salaries to the extent of 10 per cent. would bring the schools to 
"the verge of insolvency, and an incrtlase of 20 per cent. would 
ruin them." 

The petition was referred by Parliament to the Ministry, who in 
1899 appointed a Commission to consider the matter. This Com
mission consisted of Departementschef A. F. Asmussen as chairman, 
of a merchant who was a member of the Upper House, of a banker, 
of four of the headmasters, and two assistants. Their report is 
dated 5th February, 1900, and is printed at length at pp. 194 sqq., 
of AsmuBBen's Medde1dBer for the school year 1899-1900. • 



The report concludes with thirteen recommendations. the essen
tial parts of which are as follow :-

(1) The eight schools to form. from 1d August, 1000. one 
institution. to be carried on under the control of the State. 
(The actual date of the amalgamation was one rear later than 
this.) 

(2) The sum for which buildings. land. furniture and ap
paratus are to be bougM is fixed at 1.Ut,U6 kroner. 

(!) From the purohase money is to be subtracted 7U,813 
kroner, amount of two mortgages, for whioh the institution 
makes itself responsible. The difference between the purehase 
money and the mortgages to be defrayed by a loan (ultimately 
fixed at 600,000 kroner), the interest and repayments tf which 
are to be guaranteed by the State. f' 

(6) The institution to continue the presen\ headmaswrs in 
their office at a salary, on conditions se\ forth in the documents 
annexed. 

(7) A pension fund to be established to which headmasters 
and assistants are to contribute 2 per cen\. of their salaries. 
(This fund came into exiswnce 1st August, 1903. To the 
teachers' 2 per cent. the institution adds 3 per cent.; and in 
spring, 1904, a Bill was passed through rarlianlent to enable 
the State to add 3 per cent. more.. The pensions providt'd are 
on such a scale that a teacher retiring at the age of sixty-fh-e 
after forty years' sonioe becomes entitled to a pen...uon 
amounting to two-thirds of his salary.) 

(8) The governing body to consist of the nine headmasters, 
and of three assistants chosen for three years at a time by tht'ir 
colleagues. Its first duties shall be (a) to choose a business 
director. (b) an e.ucutive, which shall consist of three of the 
headmasters, the business director. and an outside member, 
a non-teacher, chosen for three years at a time. (The present 
holder of this office is Kontorohef Weis.) One of the three 
headmasters to be chairman both of the governing body and 
the executive. 

(9) The governing body to choose each year from ita mt'ruben 
a Finance ~mmittee, consisting of two headmasters and two 
assistants. The yearly budget and audik..J accounts r to be 
laid before this Committee, which shall have a consultath-e 
voice in all financial questions, and may. in spt'Clal Munl
stanoes, require ita decisions to be laid before the Ministry. 

(10) The auditM. accounts each year to be se.nt to the 
Ministry. 

(11) In case a headmaster's office is "acant, the governing 
body lays three namN before the Ministry, which makes the 
final choice. The gOYl"rning body Dlay Jlropose that a head
~aster be dismissed, but the Ministry mal.-es the final de
cision. 
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(12) No teacher on the permanent staff to be dismissed until 
. the matter has been laid before the executive, who must on 
such occasion be reinforced by the three assistants who are 
members of the governing body. - If the position of one of these 
three be in· question, his place on the executive must be·taken' 
by a depnty. 

(13) The question of erection or reception of new schools, or of 
bringing old ones to an end, to come fust before the Finance 
Committee, reinforced by the business manager, who lay their 
proposition before the governing body, The decision to be 

. sent to the Ministry for approbation. 
There still remained one obstacle that prevented these recom

mendatifms from being accepted by both sides. The difficulty 
the Sta~ found in giving the help asked for lay not so much in 
the fact that the schools were in private hands, as in the further 
fact that they were institutions subject to competition; and that 
any help given to them might be rendered inoperative by the 
erection of new schools in exceB8 of the demand. whose competition 
would soon bring down teachers' salaries to the former rate. In 
Denmark no Latin school can come into existence without State 
permiBBion. And the nine headmasters thought that it would' b~ 
neceBB&ry for the succeB8 of the institution that it should have 
the right, at least for a term of years, of granting or withholding 
this recognition, so far as new schools in the capital were concerned. 
Though the Ministry did not meet this request with a direct nega
tive, but gave it a further investigation, they were hardly likely 
to hand over to another body a power they had themselves never 
exercised-the power, to wit, of arbitrarily limiting the number 
of schools. Thereupon (October, 1900) the assistants came forward 
and saved the situation. They had formed themselves into a 
strong union, practically embracing all secondary teachers in 
the capital, and were so warmly in favour of the Institution, as 
set forth in the 'Commission's report, as to say, "That they will 
be no parties to bringing on the Institution a disloyal competition 

• • • and are persuaded the teachers can only obtain toler
able terms if they themselves contribute to give the Institution 
a qui"a1 and assured existence." In other words, if new competing 
schools be opened, there will be no teachers to serve in them. And 
as the desired limitation was thus brought about in another way, 
the headmasters were induced to withdraw their embarrassing 
request. 

The next thing was to obtain the money to buy the schools 
from their previous owners; and early in 1901 there appeared in 
the Budget a proposal to guarantee the interest of a loan of 600,000 
kroner to the Institution (the difference between the value of 
the schools and the amount of the two mortgages). In the report 
of the CommiB8ion in the previous year it had been remarked that 
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" in case of some future re-organisation of our entire school system 
it might be of importance if the private Latin schools in Copen
hagen fonned one united institution in such a way as to reserve 
to the State the right either of taking over the same at any time; 
with all assets and liabilities, but otherwise free of cost; or, as 
perhaps is more likely to happen, of transferring it to the Com
mune (i.e.; the municipality), with the advantage of thUs rendering 
it easier to bind the lower and higher schools closely together." 
The proposal was debated in the Folketing in January, and again 
in March, and was agreed to by fifty-six votes to nine. 

And so from August, 1901, the schools ceased to be purely private, 
and became, in Danish phrase, a " self· owning Institution," secured 
by a legal deed, the terms of which may be inferred from \11e Com
missioner's recommendations quoted above. 

In at least two other cases have private schools in I1enmark, 
on attaining somewhat unwieldy dimensions, passed into similar 
self-owning institutions. The first was Miss Zahle's higher school 
for girls! for many years the only school of its kind in the country ; 
and the second the advanced Folkehojskole at Askov, of which 
more below. But in neither of these cases was any representation of 
the whole staff provided for. 

It may not be without interest to add a few notes on the work
ing of the Institution during the two or three years of its existence. 
From August, 1901, the fees have been raised 2 kroner a month 
each pupil, so as to provide higher salaries for the teachers. This 
brings the fees in the last two school years to 22 kroner per month, 
i.e., 12 x 22 kroner per ye3:r. But much of the effect of this has been 
neutralised through a loss of 300 pupils, due for the most part to an 
increasing migration of families to suburbs outside the city limits 
The 27,000 kroner a year applied to the augmentation of salaries (an 
average increase of 15 per cent.) has therefore chiefly come out of 
economies rendered possible by the amalgamation. One school was 
found to be working at a loss, and has been discontinued, and its 
pupils drafted into one or other of the remaiIi.ing schools, whilst the 
headmaster and the staff have found employment in the same 
schools at their former salaries. The tendency of the Institution 
(as with our owP Girls' Public Day School Trust) is thus 
to have fewer schools and larger, as it is only the <larger 
schools that can be worked at an appreciable profit. This 
on educational grounds is to be regretted. The building was 
disposed of to the State to serve as a new home for the Statens 
Lrererkur8U8. (Special Reports,. Vol. 1, p. 591). One headmaster 
has retired through ill-health, and his place has been supplied in the 
way described. 

Of the 2,690 pupils that were in the schools in 1903-4, 409 have 
their fees reduced to the aggregate amount of 36,000 kroner (88 
receive an education entirely free, and 321 at a reduced rate). 
The Oommissioners, at p. 197 of their report, desiderate on the 
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part of the State, the Commune, or private benefactors a still 
ampler provision of free places or places half free j but no step 
of this kind has yet been taken. If these 409 pupils had the 
fee. paid from one of these three sources, or all three jointly, it 
would of course be at once possible to double the recent increase 
of salaries.· 

Though the influence of the Institution is extending in consequence 
of most of the seven Realskoler for boys being also brought under its 
management, it cannot be said to have fulfilled the expectations 
of many of its promoters; and its deficit in 1905 is such that it 
has applied to Parliament for a grant of 100,000 kroner. It cannot 
be surprising, under the circumstances, that everyt~g has been 
subordinated to the provision of more adequate salaries for the 
staff. But this increase, modest as it is, has been obtained at 
80mo c'ost. It is impossible in the long run that the headmasters 
can be as much on their mettle as before; nor can they, having 

. lost so much of their influence on the appointment of their staffs, be 
as full of resource and initiative. It is therefore to be feared that in 
the future the peculiar function of private schools, that of making 
experiments and initiating improvements, must pass in some 
measure to those other private schools that have retained their 
independence. 

DEFECTS IN DANISH SECONDARY SCHOOL SYSTEM. 

It is now time to draw attention to some defects of the Danish 
Secondary School system. These are, in the main, two: (1) 
The large number of unrecognised schools that lie between the 
recognised Higher Schools and the Elementary Schools; and (2) the 
low rate of remuneration in the recognised private schools (an.d a 
fortiori in the unrecognised). 

First De/ect-Too Many Unrecognisea Schoo18. 

The unrecognised private schools faU into two divisions (a) those 
in the capital already described; and (b) those in about fifty 
towns and the country districts. The schools under (a) being 
recognised by the municipality, may here be left out of account. 
It ia'> the condition of the unrecognised schools under (b) that 
constitutes such a blot on the Danish system. Outside Copenhagen 
no permission to open a private school other than a Latin School 
is necessary any more than in England. But it is a duty imposed 
by law on the School Commission of each parish (consisting of four 
mem hers elected by the Parish Council, with the parish clergyman as 
ez officio chairman) to ascertain that the children in private schools 
" possess the same degree of knowledge and capacity in the prescribed 
subjects" as the average pupil in the Public Elementary School. 

• The Frederiksberg Commune is offering 25,000 kr. a yea.r on condition 
that the State also makes a grant. 
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This may be done either by requiring their attendance at the half
yearly' examination in the Elementary School or by allowing ~hem 
to be examined in their own school. If the latter course be pre
ferred, the principal must" at least three months before the (first) 
examination give notice of his school's existence to the School 
Commission, must show tha~ i~ has a constant attendance of at 
least ten children, and lay before the Commission such evidence 
of his efficiency as it may deem sufficient .... , It then becomes 
the duty of the Commission to hold the examination at the school 
itself, with the school teachers acting as examiners under the 
direction of the Commission," and, of course, in presence of such 
of its members' as choose to attend. The Commission must also 
be satisfied of the fitness of the school buildings. . A privatS' school 
thus' enters into a sort of relation to the public school. If in 
provincial towns and country districts the average nmJber of 
pupils ina class exceed thirty-five and thirty-seven respectively in 
two successive years, one of the six ways prescribed by the law 
of 1899 for relieving the pressure is to come to an agreement with a 
private )!Ichool to take over so ma.ny of the children at a fixed 
rate of payment. If the school Commission is not satisfied with 
the school it can oblige the pupils to leave it and attend the Public 
Elementary School. These powers, when fully used, are sufficient 
to terminate the existence of a worthless school. But they are 
exercised in very different ways and with very different results 
from Commune .to Commune. The best results are, perhaps, found 
in the case of large and wealthy Communes that are able to employ 
a salaried expert as School Direktor, t9 take a general oversight of 
all the schools for which the Commune is responsible. For 
instance, in the Commune of Frederiksberg, which forms 
the western suburb of Copenhagen, the powers ,given by the 
law are exercised in such a way that the Commune is able to 
describe every private school within its area as "recognised," i.e.; 
by the Commune (not; of course, by the State). 

But it is when we get away from the capital that the evil of 
schools which are not ,only unrecognised, but seriously defective, 
assumes large proportions. In Vor Ungdom for 1899, p. 153, will 
be found some statistic$ with regard to fifty towns which the 
editor of that journal collected, with the help of many frIends. 
These figures go to show that on an average 70 per cent. of the 
children in these towns are in the Elementary Schools, 10 per cent. 
in State-recognised Realskoler, and 18 per cent. in unrecognised 
private schoOls, the rest being taught at home. With these figures 
the Government returns' published in 1900, which are compiled 
from materials furnished by the Skole-direktion of each Amt, 
fairly agree: According to these returns, there were in towns 
outside the capital 8,193 children in recognised Latinskoler and 
RealskQler, and 16,660 in unrecognised private schools of a secondary 
or preparatory character. When we ask in what sort of Bchools 
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the 16,660 are taught, we learn from Vor Ungdom that the condition 
of 90 (lubic feet for each child is generally complied with; that 
premises, staff. ventilation, playgrounds are often defective· and 
that in girls' schools foreign languages are best taught, ';hilst 
arithmetio and. Anskuelsesundervisning (Anschawungsunte"icht) are 
weak. The picture reminds one of private schools in England 
before the days of looal examinations. In the country the state 
of things is even worse. There were at the same date 1,850 children 
in recognised secondary schools (mostly private) and 14:,991 in 
unrecognised private schools. Of these 14:,991, 7,000 are children 
in Grundtvigian Friakoler, which do the same work as the Elemen
tary Schools on freer lines. They draw their inspiration from the 
FolkeMjskoler, and have powerfully affected the ordinary schools, 
and be,n in turn affected by them. By the law of 1899, the State 
gives' them a grant of 35,000 kroner a year, lately increased to 
45,000 kroner, on condition that the Commune give a grant also. 
Deducting the 1,000, we find there are in the towns twice as many 
pupils in the unrecognised private schools as in the recognised 
schools, private and public, and in the country four times as many. 
The broom sweeps cleaner in Norway. In that country there are 
4,013 pupils in uIllecognised private schools, whilst in Denmark, 
in a population of like amount, there are 24,600 (without reckoning 
the (,500 in Copenhagen, ,\!hich stand in a class by themselves.) It 
would be a pity that these schools should entirely disappear in 
either country, for it is well to have some Secondary Schools that 
do not work for examinations. It is, however, difficult to resist 
the conclusion that they are both too numerous and too irrespon
sible in the provinces in Denmark. But if (1) the Elementary 
Schools in the country be improved, and (2) the parish skole· 
commission become more alert, if (3) more of the ,private schools 
seek and gain State recognition, and (4) the Communes become 
more active in Secondary School work, a better 'state of things 
must soon come about. None of these four conditions is entirely 
inoperative; and all four acting together must, if some little stim
ulus be applied, speedily produce the desired result. That stimulus 
may well be found in the example set by the two neighbours on the 
nortq and on the east. 

Second Delect-Low Salaries. 
With regard to the second defect, the low rate of. re~~eration 

in recognised schools. so much has already been ~al<llDCldentally 
that it is not necessary to do much more than brlDg~ogether the 
various scattered facts. The evil is perhaps greatest in Copen
hagen, for there the staffs are of unusual excellence. But that 
it is also great in the country will be seen from the fact that the 
State, in drawing up the conditions of recognition in the Act of 
1902, fdt obliged to fix the minimum average salary of teaphers in 
full employment (thirtY-iJix hours a week) ,as low as 900 kroner 
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(£50). It would be misleading to compare such minimum salaries 
with those in most other countries; but they may usefully be 
compared with the salaries in Danish Elementary Schools in the 
same neighbourhoods. According to the Elementary School law 
of 1899, teachers in towns (and it is in towns that most Realskoler 
are found) are paid'either on the lowest scale, on the middle scale, 
or the highest scale. The beginning salary on the lowest scale is 
900 kroner for men, and 700 kroner for women-amounts which 
are gradually raised until after twenty years' service they become 
doubled. The minimum in the Realskoler, therefore, must not 
fall below that for men in the Folkeskoler ; but there is no provision 
that the salary of the Realskole teachers shall be doubled after 
twenty years' service. t 

It must not be supposed that the State in fixing this minimum 
average salary as one of the conditions of recognition regarUs Jt 81! 

sufficient. It would be truer to say that the State has placed the 
figure as high as it can at present venture to do, taking all the 
circumstances into consideration. That this is so may be seen 
by giving the actual salaries paid five or six years ago at a school 
in a town of less than 4,000 inhabitants-a school which may be • 
regarded as typical of many others. It arose thirty years ago 
from the smallest beginnings, and ha.'J now nine classes with 110 
boys and girls in them, thirty-seven of whom have school fees 
paid in whole or in part by State, Commune, or the school itself. 
There were, including the headma.ster, eight permanent teachers 
Qn the staff, two of whom were giving half their working time to 
the school and the rest full time. The first assistant, a university 
man, had 1,600 kroner a year; the second, also a imiversity man, 
who was working half time, had 837 kroner; the third, a seminarist, 
working twenty hours a week, had 337 kroner, with board and 
lodging, reckoned at 500 kroner; the fourth, a lady seminarist, 
had 800 kroner, with board and lodging; the fifth, a trained gover
ness, had 576 kroner; the sixth, a lady teacher, with no stated 
qualification, 420 kroner; and the seventh, the youngest member 
of the staff, and a lady seminarist, was paid at the rate of 450 
kroner plus board and lodging. There were also three visiting 
teachers, with an aggregate, of thirty hours a week. The head
master, a seminarist, was receiving 200 kroner more than big. first 
assistant, but had five or six boys living with him in his house, and 
so added materially to his income. If it be added that the fees 
are from £2 to £6 a year, according to age, and that the greater 
part of the 2,000 kroner granted yearly by the State, and of the 
700 kroner granted by Amt and Commune, is earmarked for the 
provision of free places, it will be seen that the alternative does not 
lie between this school and a better one, but between a school like 
this and none at all.* 

* The school now numbers nearly 300 boys and girls. I had special oppcr
tunitie8 bf watching its working in 1906; and can speak highly both of tho 
exoollenoo of the tone tha.t rules in it and of the work done thore. 
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n, in ea.aea like this, the State had insisted on higher salaries the 
school must have lost the inspiration and encouragement that come 
with State recognition in Denmark. Ita conditioDll at the beat are 
far from ideal, but it meeta a want. is conducted with spirit and 
energy, clleerfWly rises to the level of State requirements, and 
without it the boys and girls must have taken a daily railway 
journey of several miles or gone to a boarding school, or dispensed. 
with the higher education altogether. 

But great as has been the SUCCe88 of these schools in covering the 
whole land in one generation, in bringing the higher education BO 

near to middle-class homes, in awakening a desire for it and then 
aatisfying it (all things coDllidered) BO amply, their condition cannot 
be looked upon as BOund BO long as the simpler work of the Elemen
tary 8t:hool is rewarded with the higher aalary. Their ablest 
teachelJl meet with no adequate remuneration, and are often drawn 
awaf to other work; and too many of the rest, however devoted 
and succesaful in their labour, have not had the advantage of any 
complete training. 

AUempted 1 mprovemenls. 

The State is unremitting in ita efforts to remedy these defects. 
The IIeCOnd it seeks to diminish by the opportunities of the StateM 
LaJrerlu"UI already alluded to; and with regard to the first, we 
have seen that the State, besides increasing ita granta 50 per cent., 
has recently instituted a v&luable PeDllion Fund, and made partici
pation in it necessary to a recognised school 

The Department not only keeps itself posted in the strong and 
weak points of these particular schools, but takes care (by pub
lishing such particulars as those given on page 75), that each 
citizen, if and when he will, be kept well posted also. It is as 
though & strong searchlight were continually directed on the 
schools, and thereby a public opinion created which has given the 
force needed for carrying out the recent improvements. It would 
be hard to think that this force has already spent itself, for it has 
surely much other work to do. 

CLASSIFICATION OJ' SEOONDARY SCHOOLS. 

Serondary educa.tion in D~nmark, as apart from technical and 
profeaaional education, lalla into three groups-the Lmrdeskoler or 
Latinakoler, the Realskoler, and the special schools which constitute 
Denmark'. chief contribution to educational advancement-the 
FolkehOjskoler. The thirteen Royal Lmrdeskoler with their 2,500 
pupils, which make up one-half of the first group, have their revenues 
.upplemented by a State contribution of 368,000 kroner a year ; the 
Folkekojakoler, all of them priva1.e, draW' for their 7,000 pupils 
400,000 kroner; whilst the Realakoler, with close on 22,000 pupils, 
cost the State 208,000 kroner, of which 131,000 kroner is drawn from 

• 
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the surplus funds of Soro Academy, and only 77,000 kroner falls 
upon the taxpayer. Within the last quarter of a century these 
schools last-named have, with the concurrence and encouragement 
of the State, wedged themselves in between the Latinskoler and the 
Folkeskoler, both of them long-established and powerful ipstitutions 
which could hardly be expected to regard the new school with 
particular favour, or to bestir themselves in order to get for it 
that amount of help and consideration which is necessary for the 
consolidation of its work and the welfare of the State. The 
Folkehojskoler have shot up scarcely less recently than the Real
skoler; but the ground they hold so effectively was previously 
entirely unoccupied, and this seems to be the reason why their work 
.has been aided so much more readily and fully than the equally 
i!ldispensable and useful work of the Realskoler. ~ 

THE NEW LAw OF 1903. 

It now remains to indicate the leading lines of the new secondary 
school law of April 24, 1903. It consists of 28 paragraphs, whose 
chief points for our purpose may be arranged under the following 
ten heads :- . 

(1) The secondary school, which consists of a. four years' 
Mellemskole (i.e., Middle School), and a three years'Gymnasium 
is in future to be built (precisely as in Norway) upon the ele
mentary school. That is, 

(2) Children from the elementary school pass into the 
Mellemskole after their eleventh year; and no subject must 
be taught in the first year of the secondary school which the 
children of the elementary school are not prepared to enter 
upon. 

(3) The foreign languages in the Mellemskole are English and 
German. Permission may be given to begin Latin or French 
in the fourth year. The beginning of Latin in that year will 
be necessary for any pupil who intends to pass to either of the 
language lines in the Gymnasium. . 

(4) At the end of the fourth year an examination (Mellemskole
examen) is held. This is confined to the last year's work, and 
must be passed before the pupil can enter the Gymnasium 
or present himself at the Real examen described in (7) below. 

(5) But instead of this examination may be substituted 
a more informal entrance examination (Optagelse8pt'olJe, held not 
at the school the pupil is leaving, but at the one he wishes to 
enter), sufficient to prove that the candidate will be able to 
undertake the first year's work in the Gymnasium. (The idea 
seems to be that the pupil who has gone through all the seven 
classes of the elementary sehool shall with some private pre
paration pass straight into the Gymnasium without entering 
the Mellemskole; and it is understood that the ministry 
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attach great importance to this provision. This entrance 
examination will also serve, both in regard to those who have 
passed the Mellemskole-examen elsewhere, and those who 
have not passed it at all, to protect the gymnasium from the 
influx of pupils not ripe enough to profit by its instruction.) 

(6) Sloyd is to be one of the subjects of the Mellemskole, 
with Domestio Economy for the girls (but this is to become 
compulsory only by degrees, as the necessary apparatus and 
rooms have yet to be provided. State recognition is usually 
granted.. for three years at a time; and, at the next renewal 
of the recognition, the opportunity will come for arranging 
the date when the Sloyd instruction shall begin.) 

(7) Those who do not contemplate going to the Gymnasium 
Il$Y. after pasaing the Mellemskole examen, stay one year longer 
at~ the Mellemskole and pass the Real examen, which is an 

.equivalent to the present Prltliminil.r examen. (That is, they 
must pass two elaborate State examinations within twelve 
months. There is moreover nothing in the Law which puts 
these examinations into relation with· one another. The two 
examinations cannot exist side by side. One must kill the 
other. The time-table is not to be identical in this final year 
of school life; it may embrace, in addition to the obligatory 
subjects, certain others that may vary from neighbourhood to 
neighbourhood according to arrangement with the depart
ment.) 

• (8) The Gymnasium comprises three different lines :-(a) 
the classical line with Latin and Greek; (b}"the modem 
language line (with Latin but no Greek); (c) the mathematical 
scientifio line with neither Latin nor Greek. Only six of the 
State schools are to have all of these three lines. It will be 
seen that this three-fold division follows the example of 
Sweden. The addition of line (b) is a great boon to the Gym
nasium. 

(9) From 19th of August, 1908, no teacher is to be appointed 
in any State school unless he has passed an examination in 
Pedagogik and shown his ability to teach. Here the in· 
fluence of Sweden has made itself felt. In 1883, a royal 
ordinance established a new university degree for school-

'masters. entitled Oandidatu8 MfJ{Jisterii (Cand. Mag.); and it 
has since been taken by a large number of the best men enter
ing the profession. That ordinance, after fixing the subjects 
of the examination, established in addition a proof year or year 
of practical training for those seeking employment in the 'State 
secondary schools. But the last paragraph added that this 
practical training would be dispensed with "if a candidate 
has worked at least two years at a school, and has his skill in 
teaching tested by an ezame1l8kommission. • • • con
sisting of three experts appointed by the Ministry. for that 
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purpose." Not more than one or two candidates have 
actually gone through this year of training. All the rest 
have preferred to teach for two years in some private school. 
The private schools in Denmark, as in Norway, have been 
the training ground for the teachers in the public schools. 

(10) Section 27 of the law enumerates ten matters, some of 
them of mere detail, which· remain over to be decided by 
.. Royal Resolution," i.e., by the Department after conference 
with school experts. Such a resolution certainly has the 
advantage that it can be varied or rescinded according to cir
cumstances, without having recourse to Parliament; and so 
the working of the Act is rendered more flexible. 

Before considering the e:IIect of the new law, it may be well to 
premise that the Danish constitution dates only from 18d; and 
that although there has often belm a decisive radical Dlii\jority 
in the lower house, it has not, until the Deuntzer ministry'was 
formed in 1901, been allowed to come into power. No wonder then 
that the ministry has been eager to make hay while the sun shines 
and has not paved the way for the new law by such careful, deliberate 
investigations on the part of all parties concerned as were made in 
Norway, and more recently in Sweden. Had the Left been accus
tomed to their fair share of political power, much more time must 
have been allowed for the preliminary investigations and inquiries. 

We saw that in Norway the corresponding law of 1896 introduced 
four great changes viz. (1) an organic connexion between the ~ri
mary and secondary school; (2) co-education in all State schools; 
(3) the exclUsion of Greek from the secondary school, with the 
provisional and exceptional retention of Latin in the last two 
years of the gymnasium; and (4) obligatory sloyd up to the fifteenth 
year (i.e. in the Middelskole) .. 

In Denmark changes have been made in all these directions, but 
in a mitigated form, with the sharp edges rounded off. 

1. The first change carries with it as a consequence that 
the time table up to the eleventh year shall be the same for 
all children, whether their school education is to end at the 
earliest possible moment or at the latest. It introduces a 
cast-iron uniformity. Whether the child be of the most 
promising aptitudes 01' of the least promising, it is not ~on
templated that he shall begin any foreign language, learn 
anything in fact beyond the three R's, with a sprinkling of 
history and geography, before his eleventh year. The old 
method of almost entire disconnexion and want of relation 
between the primary and the secondary school must be wrong. 
But it is not clear that the method of connexion which Denmark 
has adopted from Norway is the absolutely right one. 

Accordingly the recognised private schools are using their 
freedom to begin one foreign language, generally English, 
at the age of ten instead of eleven. And this they are able 
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to do, because the law in its entirety dects the State school 
only. ~e po8i~on of the C?mmunal !lnd private secondary 
schools 18 determined by section 18, which says that the right 
of hol~ ~he various State exa~ations "may be granted 
by the Minister to communal or pnvate schools for a certain 
term of years and upon the conditions which the Minister 
appoints." This enables the Minister to take all the special 
cireo.m.stancea of the case into consideration. 

2. Co-education in both countries was begun in private 
schools, and on its proving a success was introduced into the 
State schools (except the Metropolitanskole and Odense). 
And now it is obligatory in most State schools, and optional in 
the rrivate. 

3. Greek in Denmark may now be taken at the age of 
fifteen on one of three lines ; formerly at the age of fourteen, 
od one of two. Latin, which was formerly begun at twelve, 
may now begin at fourteen in the last class of the Mellemskole. 
The modernizing example of Norway has pulled its two neigh
bours, Sweden as well as Denmark, a certain distance, and 
there they seem likely to remain for many years to come. 
These northern countries do not possess, in the mother
tongue, languages of more or leas universal currency 
like English, French or German; and are, therefore, 
obliged, if they will keep in touch with the oth~ culture lands, 
to lay greater stress on foreign languages in their schools, 
and to be foremost in deferring the study of Latin and Greek 
to a later age. 

4. Sloyd is to be found in every recognised school in N or
way; but it may be many years before it is found in every 
such school in Denmark. These are the exact words of the 
law: "Instruction in Sloyd or other handwork, and in 
Domestic Economy for girls ought to be given by and by, as 
suitable teachers can be obtained, and in so far as circum
stances in the Minister's opinion permit of it." And of course, 
as long as some schools have it and others not, it cannot, as in 
Norway, form any essential part of the examination that closes 
the Mellemskole course. 

The .new law is the result of a compromise and bears on the 
face of it marks of not having been thought out in all its details. 
And it is not easy to see how it will work out. Some of the matters, 
which might have been thrashed out in a year or two before a 
Royal Commission, remain to be thrashed out, after the passing of 
the Act, by public agitation. The immediate result of the organic 
connenon between the primary and secondary school will be that 
the communes will pay increased attention to secondary education. 
As it is no longer a question of providing a school of different iype, 
but merely of adding one or two stories to the schools they already 
provide, we may expect to find in the future more communal 

7r.~ G 
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secondary schools than in the past. Six or seven communes that 
previously undertook no secondary school work have already started 
Mellemskoler; and in three cases the schools are absolutely free. 
If this last example be widely followed, one of two things must take 
place. Either the communes will.sweep out of existence not only the 
weak, irresponsible schools, of which, as we saw, Denmark had 
f~r too many, but also the State recognised private schools whose 
healthy competition and more flexible methods cannot be dis
pensed with; or public aid in much larger amounts must in Den
mark, as in Finland, be forthcoming for the latter school. The 
former is taking place in the smaller towns, where there is room 
for only one school. In these cases the commune buys the school 
and either gives the owner a pension or takes. over the whole or 
greater part of the staff, revising at the same time the scalelof fees. 

The idea of the Enhedsskole or Unity Schoo~that t:!e school 
should be one from bottom to top-has quite a fascination for 
many minds. It looks beautiful on paper, but in practice is beset 
with difficulties. The idea is more deeply rooted in the national 
mind in Norway, more in consonance with the national character, 
than in Denmark. Even there we saw how keenly alive the author
ities were to the attendant dangers, and by what safeguards its 
practical adoption was surrounded. But to precipitate changes in 
this direction, to disregard the historical development of the schools, 
to destroy or endanger a structure that all parties in the State have 
carefully and successfully built up, to discourage and render im
possible the educational employment of capital on lines which 
the State itself has laid down, is a serious matter indeed .. In a 
circular issued in October, 1906, by the Department itself, it is 
stated that the new system was pitchforked (indli5rl rel lwvedkulds) 
into the schools, that the schools· are thereby left to grope in the 
dark (arbeide nogel lam1ende), and all the more so, because the text
books already in existence contain either too much or too little for 
the new requirements. Some schools have been unable to find 
any remedy for the inconveniences and defects that encounter 
them and have reverted to the old order. And if others too find 
the situation intolerable, the Department encourages them to take 
the like course, and urges them to do it without delay". 

The Enhedsskole meets a democratic sentiment much m~e than 
it satU;fies democratic needs. For, in Denmark as in Scotland, no 
boy of parts has ever found any insuperable difficulty in making his 
way to the University. Many such, like Madvig and Rasmus 

. Rask, have made their way there from the poorest homes. .Real 
democratic needs, as we shall soon see, are met more amply and 
generously in Denmark than elsewhere, in a school of citizenship 
attended by young people of all classes in their most formative 
years, which has given a new zest to life and its {)ccupations, has 
imparted a marvellous skill tq industry, and trained ordinary men 
and women to take a deeper, more abiding, and enlightened interest 
in public affairs. 
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v. THE LAW 01.1' 1004 IN SWEDE..'i. 

The last of the three countries to reorganise its secondary 
education was Sweden. 

In 1899 a Royal Olmmission of fifteen persons (U,ooeru Kom
mitten) was appointed to draw up a report, which appeared in three 
thick volumes at the end of 1902. This was circulated and opinions 
obtained from different quarters with regard to its proposals. An 
abstract of these opinions and of petitions arising from them 
was published in 1904: (pp. 208). And finally the Government 
proposals, bearing date the last day of 1903, were formulated in a 
document that runs to 310 pages. It is a great tribute to the care 
a·nd wisOOm with which the OlIll.Illissioners' report was drawn 
up, that the law which passed the two houses in May 1904 differed 
to such.a·slight degree from their original proposals. 

I cannot do better than follow in the main Overdirektor Ernst 
Carlson's very lucid account· of the improvements introduced 
by the new law. 

REALSKOLA AND Gncu.sIUM:. 

(1.) The secondary school in Sweden (del alltWinna za,overkd) 
is in future to be divided into ~wo stages intended for different 
ages and different degrees of culture-the realskola and the gymna
sium. The whole work of the secondary school in Sweden and in 
FinLmd has hitherto been arranged with a view to the leaving 
examination (now to be cal1ed 8tudent e.zamen) at the age of nineteen, 
though the bulk of the pupils have been obliged to leave school 
before that age. This was to sacrifice the many for the sake of the 
few. And even those who went through the entire course and 
pass~d the leaving examination were not in many cases well pre
pared for the business of life. A Swedish merchant with an office 
in London has told me he has often taken such youths from Stock
holm or Helsingfors into his London office, and after ~me years' 
trial has found that a London Board School boy who has attended 
cvening continuation classes has proved himself superior in office 
work to men who have passed a leaving examination whieh is 
almost, if not quite, as difficult as a University pass degree. One 
wonded that Sweden has been 80 much longer than the two sister 
countries in removing this reproach. 

The secondary school is, as heretofore, to be built on the third 
year (instead of the fifth, as in Denmark and Norway) of a good 
elementary school; nor, considering how small are the expenses 
of secondary education for boys in Sweden, relatively to other 

• SltdfnJgaulOntiwg 1M 1901 d ... riUdag ocA deM betydeUe fiil" tldr ftIJliontlla 
hlt..,. ocA MJeiaIl4 tdv«1rling, pp. 32. Allother 1l8eful brief account by P. E. 
Lindstrom, who aerfed on the Royal Commission with Mr. Carlson, is to be 
found at pp. ~210 of the .dlmtJRtJCi tar .dUa for 1905. 
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countries, has any attempt been made, as in the sister countries, 
to carry on any portion of secondary school work within the walls 
of elementary schools. ' The first five years of secondary school 
life (formerly, the first three years) are to be the same for all pupils, 
whether they leave the realskola at sixteen, or at fifteen go up 
into the gymnasium and leave at nineteen. The gymnasium is 
either a Latin gymnasium (with or without Greek) or a Real 
gymnasium with none but modem languages. 

The drift of opinion that has prepared the way for the modernis
ing of the secondary school in Sweden up to the age of fifteen is 
not perhaps so striking there as in Norway. It is nevertheless 
very striking, as will appear from the following figures. Of the 
7,895 pupils in the six highest classes in 1883, 5,506 were on the 
Latin line and 2,389 on the Real line. Twenty years later there 
were out of a total of 10,693, 4,01l on the Latin line and 6,002 on the 
Real line. I 

LATIN DEFERRED UNTIL THE FIFTEENTH YEAR. 

(2) This five years of common life has been rendered possible by 
deferring Latin from the thirteenth to the fifteenth year.' And so a 
boy's destination in life need not under the new arrangements be 
fixed until the latter age, and opportunity is given for humanistic 
training on modem lines. More time is made for the mother 
tongue and modern languages. German occupies the place given 
to English in the corresponding school in Norway, i.e., rather more 
time is given to it than to the mother tongue: The time now 
given to Latin is six hours a week for four years, ,three-fifths of the 
time given formerly. But as it now comes later, when attention' 
and industry are developed, the loss is not so great as it seems. 

REALSKOLEXAMEY. 

(3) The last class of the Realskole, ending with the sixteenth year 
runs parallel (as in Denmark, but not in Norway) with the first 
gymnasial class, having a separate organisation of its own, so as to 
form a rounded completion, designed solely in the interests of the 
pupils who are now to pass out into the active occupations of life. It 
is remarkable, by-the-by, that Sweden, the home of Sloyd, makes no 
definite place for Sloyd in the time-table of its new realskol&; and 
in this respect differs from Denmark and still more from Norway. 
Provision is made for it, out of school hoUl'S, for those who desire it .. 
The realskola has for its final goal a State examination (Realskol
examen), which gives admittance to various techriical schools, to the 
Handelsinstitut (Business College), to forestry, agricultural and 
mining schools, and qualifies for various appointments in the post 
office or telegraph service, on the State railways and the like. 

As this examination has not yet been held, no d~tailed account of 
it seems here necessary, especially as such a full account was given 
of the' corresponding examination in Denmark and Norway. 
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IIr RELIu OP 0VEB-1'RESSt:llE. 

(') In order to avoid over-pl'e881lle. and to allow of a pupil's 
devoting himself to some special study for which he displays marked 
aptitude. some options (Val/rind) are allowed in the last two years 
of the gymnasium. For instance. of the thirteen subjects which a 
pupil in the Latin gymnasium studies in his last two yeam (religion, 
mother tongue, Latin, Greek, German, English. French. history. 
geography. the outlines of psychology and logic, natural history. 
physics, and drawing), he may with his parents' consent drop 
entirely anyone of the heavier subjects or any two of the lighter 
ones, always provided that the mother tongue and (exceRt in case of 
a dissenter) religion be not among the omitted subjects, provided 
also that-the number of hours he is excnsed do not exceed six a 
week. So also, mutatis mutandis, with a pupil in the Real gymna
sium. ~.1ruI. the relief is to be complete; he is not required to 
substitute any other subject in the omitted hours. The need of 

. some alleviation had. long been felt; and it may fairly be said that 
a satisfactory solution of the problem in Sweden was first reached 
by Rektor Palmgren in the freedom of a private school. 

CIIANGES I~ A.LL STATE ScaooLS. 

(5) We saw above that Sweden had. seventy-nine State secondary 
schools for boys, vi&. :-

(a) Thirty-eix with the full number of nine yearly classes; 
(b) Twenty-two with the first five classes ; 
(t') Seventeen with the first three ; and 
(d) Four Pedagogier with two classes or one only. 

The re~rganisation has gh-en the opportunity of extending the 
usefulness of nearly all these, and especially of (b) and (e). 

The number of schools in the first cIa.ss has been increased from 
thirty-eix to thirty-eeven; and some of them, that before had. 
only one line in their gymnasium, now have two; and all the thirty
seven, in addition to the nine classes, following one upon another. 
have now a tenth, the special realskola cla.ss. parallel with the first 
gymnasium class. Each of the thirty-eeven therefore contains 
both a full gymnasium and a full reaIskoIa. 

Seventeen out of the twenty-two schools in (b) have had one 
higher ~lass added and four schools of those in (e) have had. three 
higher classes added, so that the State has now twenty~ne six
class realskolor, pure and simple. In addition to these, five 
schools in (b), twelve schools in (e), and two in (d)-nineteen in 
all, in places with an average population of 3,5OO-have the oppor
tunity given them of being transformed into State samskolor. 
(co-education schools, with one-half the teachers men and the other 
half women), which in aU essentials will conform to the reaIskolor 
Five schools in (e) and (J), with an average of twenty pupils each, 
have been dropped, so that the number of State schools now sWlds 
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at seventy-aeven. If to the forty realskolor and samskolor be 
added the ,thirty-seven realskolor connected with the gymnasium, 
it will be seen that the Swedish State in its new departure sets out 
with an array of seventy-seven fully equipped realskolor, which 
give four and a half hours a week to the mother tongue for six 
years, five hours a week to German for the same time, three and 
a half to English for three years, seven and a half to mathematics 
and physics, besides leBSons in religion, history, geography, writing 
(for the first three years), drawing and gymnastics. The secondary 
school in Sweden, then, is to consist in future only of ten-class 
schools and six-class schools, each claBS lasting one year. 
~ Such a State school will also serve, as in the adjoining countries, 
fora model or standard, to which other schools that slfak recog
nition and help must in essential features conform. The State 
provision is already so ample and the charge for tuitio~ rtill so 
trifling, so much below cost price, that it is not easy to foresee the 
amount of the contribution that in a few years will be forthcoming 
from private effort. The contribution cannot certainly attain the 
proportion it reaches in Denmark, where the private realskoler 
that have received State recognition do much more than twice 
as much as the Communal and State realskoler put together. 
It may even fall short of the proportion reached in Norway and 
Finland. But the State in Sweden has shown itself so keenly alive 
to the value of approved private effort, has indeed been so deeply 
indebted to it for essential features in the new organisation it has 
just given to its secondary school, and has by grants so steadily 
supported it and made its existence possible in the past, that the 
contribution from this source is not likely to be diminishe I and 
may even be increased. 

INCREASED SALARIES OF TEACHERS. 

(6) Opportunity has also been taken to revise the scale of salaries 
and pensions in the new law. An adjunkt formerly began with 
2,000 kr. a year. He now begins with 3,000 kr. (nearly £170) ; 
and every fi~e years may ha~e an increase of 500 kr., until he reach 
5,000 kr. or rise to the higher grade of lektor or even rektor. 
Out of the 3,000 kr. he must pay 65 kr. a year (and higher a1nounts 
with each rise) towards his pension, which amounts to 3,400 krs. a 
year, after 35 years' service. There is also an increase amounting 
to 20 or 25 per cent. in the salaries of lektors and rektors. A lady 
teacher in a State samskola begins with 1,500 kr. a year, out of 
which she pays 30 kr. a year towards a pension of 1,500 kr. after 
2& years' service. 

The consequence of this increase in staff and in salaries has been 
an added expense of one-fifth (885,000 kr.) on account of the 
State,. secondary school. To meet this, at least in part; a fee of 
20 kr. a year in the realskolor and 30 kr. in the gymnasium has 
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lor the fimt time been charged. Bnt as with the charge for school 
repaim and school library (which, with the charge for light and 
fire, have hitherto been the only payments at a State secondary 
school). 80 with this school fee. Any boy may for due cause be 
excused the fee in whole or in part; and there is a specially 
appointed local committee for each school, whose duty it is to 
receive applications for remission and decide on them, after a 
consideration of all the circumstances; i.e., not merely the means of 
the parents, but also the number of their children, the cost of 
living at the place, and the distance of the boy's home from the 
school These school fees are paid into the State Treasury and 
bring down the extra yearly expense to the State, caused by the 
re-organpation, to 465,000 kr. (£25,000). 

• Co-EnUCATIOY. 

(7) lvith regard to the principle of co-education, it will be noticed 
• that, though it has made considerable progress ill Sweden through 

the new law, it has not been adopted to the same extent as in the 
adjacent countries. The chief ground for its acceptance is the 
economical one. The first school of the kind in Sweden (Rektor 
Palmgren's) was begun in 1876; and there were at least eleven 
others at work, all private. whose experience was available for 
guidance in the new departure. Dr. N. G. W. Lagerstedt* says 
of four of these. three in Stockholm and one in Uppsala, that .. they 
all strive to work for reforms in other respects also, for greater 
freedom in the choice of 8llbjects. better methods in the ~hing 
of languages and other subjects. and a more general use of Sloyd as 
a school subject .,; and the same may no doubt be said in a measure 
of the rest. 

The Swedish State does not make itself directly responsible for 
the higher education of girls; and 80 the expenses of these State 
samskolor are met not quite in the same way as those of the boys' 
schools. The establishment of a State samskola is conditional 
on the payment by the Commune. within whose limits the school 
is situated, of a sum corresponding to the fourth part of the initial 
aalariea of the teachers; and the Commune in return is allowed 
to keep all the school fees, which in the case of other schools have 
to be'Paid into the State treasury. Of these two IIllIIIS the first 
varies very little, whether there be 50 pupils or 150, for a real
skola must have a separate teacher for each of its six classes. But 
the second sum varies with the number of pupils. These nineteen 
schools that are to be turned into samskolor had in 1903 an ave~oe 
of seventy-one pupils each. n they remain as before, without 
any great influx of new pupils. the Communes get back one-third 

• SrwV~ U~~ p. 52.. Edited by Dr. C. G. Bergman 
Stockholm. 1897. A German kaosl&Qon by Dr. G. Elmquist 1i"88 issued at 
the _ lime 1IDder the ti&le Du Sclt«rlicM U~. KfInC 
U e6tnidII. P. 170. 
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of what they have paid into the treasury. But if the Communes 
bestir themselves, take an interest in the new schools and send to 
them as many girls as boys, they get back two-thirds. If this 
be satisfactory to the Communes, it is no less satisfactory to the 
State. For the State, when it has at great expense planted a body 
of earnest capable teachers in a small country town, can never 
be satisfied if it sees them turning out only half as many capable 
citizens as time and strength easily allow. 

It is one serious drawback to the establishment of these nineteen 
State samskolor that in seventeen out of the nineteen places where 
they are situated there already exists a Higher Girl'!' School; 
and the competition of the State samskola with the fee of 20 kr. 
per year must act prejudicially on the Higher Girls' Scho~l which 
charges five or six times as much.* 

THE HIGHER COUNCIL. 
• 
" 

(8) The last change (one that the Royal Commissioners did not 
venture to propose) is that a Higher Council for secondary schools 
be established consisting of five experts appointed for five years at a 
time to act as inspectors, to conduct the examinations, to take 
measures for the appointment of teachers, and generally to take 
care that the reform resolved upon shall become a living reality. 
The powers formerly exercised by the Bishop and chapter, by the 
Direktion for Stockholm's Undervisningsverk, and by the head of 
the secondary education department are henceforth transferred 
to this new body. The Bishop's influence is limited to oversight 
of the religious teaching. The five members must, as a rule, _have 
been ordinary teachers at a State secondary school or the higher 
seminary and must represent the various branches of school in
struction. The chairman receives 8,000 kr. a year and the other 
four members 7,000 kr. It will be seen that in the extent of their 
powers they resemble the Higher Council in Helsingsfors. (Olver
stY',.else lor skolfJiisendet) rather than the Underoisningsraad in 
Christiania. Their powers extend not only over State schools but 
also overall others· that are recognised or aided. Their duties 
are defined at length at pp. 141-157 and at pp. 94-97 of Bergqvist's 
Nya Liiroverksstadgan. '0 

* Many of these Girls' Schools have already ceased to exist. 
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VL PEOPLE'S mGH SCHOOLS. 

I have kept the best to the last. Most of what has gone before 
is an original modification of educational arrangements in Germany 
but is not itself original It is work which in varying degrees 
8ubmits to conditions and conforms to rules imposed by an outside 
authority. But the schools for adults I am about to describe are 
original both in their conception and in their methods of working, 
forming the chief contribution which these northern nations, and 
more particularly Denmark, have made to educational progress. 
They are conditioned only by the needs and requirements of the 
population around, as these are apprehended by the teacherS 
themselves and their friends; nor are they confined within any 
limitatjons except such as are inherent in the capacities of teachers 
and .etudents. Though they thus differ indefinitely from one 
another in details, they all conform to one type impressed on them 
by a common devotion to their founder. It might be thought that 
schools having a freedom 80 uncontrolled, schools moreover that in 
most instances are the property of a single individual, were unfit 
objects of publio 8upport. But we shall find on the one hand that 
the very best results flow from this large liberty and on the other 
that the schools are able to give abundant evidence that the State 
gets good value for the large snms of money expended on them. 
It is to this latter point that inspection is chiefly directed. The 
State inspector in our sense of the term is a very shadowy person 
indeed. His visits are not frequent. His duties begin and end with 
the oollection of information going to show that the schools are or are 
not fulfilling the objects for which the grants in aid are given. To 
interfere in the arrangements of the school, to impose or modify a 
time table, to curtail one subject or to extend another, even to offer 
suggestions on any large scale would be as much outside his duty; 
as it would be for an English Government official, when a large 
subsidy has been given to the Cunard Company for carrying the 
mails, to object to the composition of the Board of Directors, 
to find fault with the construction of their ships, and to insist on 
other ways of carrying on their business. This absolute freedom, 
this undivided responsibility, the FolkehOjskole teacher regards as 
essmttial to the full success of his work. 

The feeling against examination for such schools as these is 
intensely strong. Rather than submit to it, the schools would 
surrender their grants. In at least one instance, where some 
patron or generous supporter of a school has insisted on examina
tion of the pupils, the consequence has been the entire discon
tinuance of the school Some of the teachers do not hesitate to 
describe examination of their pupils as actually degrading. And 
indeed if ... we remember the aim of the most characteristio part of 
their work. it will be seen that examination of pupils would be as • 
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incongruous as if some one were to insist that Englishmen on 
leaving St. Paul's or the Metropolitan Tabernacle should be re
quired to show in writing that they nnderstood or remembered 
what they had heard and were in agreement with the doctrinal 
standards upheld in Cathedral or Tabernacle. For the aim, the 
primary aim, of the schools is to inform (in the proper sense of 
the word) rather than to impart information. No doubt every 
student at the end of his four or five month's course knows many 
things he did not know before. But whether he knows many or 
few, is a matter of small concern, so long as a new hope, a new life, a 
new spring of energy within him be called into being. The Folke
hOjskole teacher, whilst leaving all distinctive religious instruction 
to the Church of which he is an attached member, So teaches 
history, both that of his own and of other conntries, as ~ show 
that there is a divine purpose running through the ages, that be
hind all human events there is a higher and spiritual influence ~ak
ing for all that is good and right, in conformity and in union with 
which he may gladly work for the establishment of a Kingdom of 
God upon earth. The whole spirit of the schools, as evidenced most 
of all in the unique historical songs that begin and close each lecture, 
most of which have been sung so often as to be known by heart, 
enforces the conviction that ;-

"There's a divinity that shapes our ends 
Rough hew them how we will." 

THE HIGH SCHOOL IN DENMARK. 

V allekilde. 
In order to bring out still more clearly the nature of these schools, 

it may be well, though at the risk of some slight repetition, to trans
scribe here the acconnt, given by Valdemar Bennike to some English 
visitors in AugUst, 1905, of an ordinary day's work at one of the 
largest FoIkehOjskoler in Denmark (V allekilde). It must be pre
mised that Folkehojskoler are of three kinds (1) FolkehOjskoler pure 
and simple which give the elements of a liberal education. (2) The 
second group are like the first with the addition of one or two 
branches or departments of a technical character, which give in
struction in agriculture, dairy work, horticulture, building con
struction or navigation. (3) The third group of schools· are 
technical only; but having been developed out of the successful 
branches or departments of the second group they are all happily 
in close connexion and harmony with the schools of culture pure 
and simple, drawing from them their best pupils. Vallekilde, we 
shall see, belongs to the second of these groups. 

" The main object of this school," says Mr. Beunike, .. is not to 
impart to our pupils a mass of useful information-that is only a 
secondary aim. The principal aim is to impart to them a spiritual 
view of iue, so that they may see th~e is some sense in theirexist-
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enoe and BOme connenon in all that happena, in little as in great 
events. They will thus be prepared to enter on the work of life 
with good hope and faith, the faith that there is a direction from 
above in all that happena. The students are of all ages over eighteen 
years, most of them between twenty and twenty-five, and come 
from all parts of the eonntry and all classes of society, though the 
majority belong to the class of small freeholders and cottars, 
which is BO numerous in our country. 

" Now I should like to give you the picture of a single day here in 
the winter months, when we have from 190 to 200 young men under 
our care from the beginning of November to the end of March. 

"The bell rings them up at 7 o'clock in the morning. They then 
dresB • .make their beds. sweep out their rooms, wash and at 7.30 are 
ready for a cup of coffee and a bun . 

•• At a quarter to eight the principal (Mr. PonI Hansen) has morn
ing ~rayers with his household; there also, are to be found most of 
the 'Jtndents, though attendance is not compulsory. First, a hymn 
is sung, then are repeated baptismal vows, the Apostles' Creed and 
the Lord's Prayer. Another short hymn brings the service to a 
close . 

.. At eight o'clock, four mornings in the week, I give a lecture on 
geography, and thereby I try to show the audience what relation 
there is between man and the earth, and how far the people in the 
various countries have succeeded in reducing the BOil to subjection. 
A song suited to the theme is sung both before and after alllecturea. 
On the two other mornings our Free Kirk clergyman lectures on 
Church history • 

.. Breakfast comes at 9.15 and conaists of a coupie of sandwiches 
and a glass of home-brewed ale • 

.. At half pa.st nine the artisana go to a special department in a 
house a few minutes' walk from here, where they are taught what 
belongs to their various trades; carpenters in one room, brick
layers in another, painters in a third. and on so. Most of their time 
there is taken up in learning to execute working drawings. like
wise the fishermen go to their special department, where they are 
taught navigation and the natural history of fishes and other wa.ter
animala, sea-plants. etc. 

·"The farm-lada stay here in the central building and are divided 
into foul classes held in various rooms; and for two holJI'B practise 
writing and drawing. From twelve to one the principal gives 
a lecture on the history of Denmark, the political histozy &8 well 
as the history o[ civilisation. dwelling more especially on the 
live! of noted men and women of the last century. whose work 
we are continuing . 

.. At half·past one comes dinner in the large room below . 

.. At half-past two the artisana and the fishermen go to their 
own departments again until six o'clock. The farm-lads in the 
meantime are taught accounts and arithmetic for an hoUr in two 
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classes. At half-past three these last have gymnastics according 
to Ling's system. 

" At five various teachers lecture to the fami-Iads only, on 
physics, on the geography of Denmark, on hygiene, and the his
tory of the world. 

" At six supper is taken. 
"From 7 .30 to 8.30 lectures for the whole school are given on the 

history of Danish literature by Mr. Hansen, and on various sub
jects by th1'l other teachers, Mrs. Hansen twice a week reading 
aloud from the best of our poets, and I once a week showing lantern 
slides or glass photographs from all parts of the world, and ex
plaining them to the pupils. 

" From 8.30 to 9.30 the artisans and fishermen have their g)'!Ilnas
tics while the others have leisure time for the rest of the ev~ning. 
But you will understand there is not much leisure time for !mY of 
them; what there is, is used for writing letters, reading, (on
versing, playing or short walks. 

" At 10.30 the electric light is put out in the schoolrooms." 
An Englishman can only wonder that some time in this long, 

busy day is not found for organised societies and organised games. 
The women's course, as numerously attended as the men's, extends 
over May, June and July; and whilst the lectures are much the 
same as those for the men, every kind of work done with the 
needle takes the place of the men's technical classes. Danes 
take to such a school as ducks take to water. Since Vallekilde 
Schl)ol was begun by the late Ernst Trier, in 1865, it has had 11,416 
pupils-6,391 men and 5,025 women. 

Askov. 
The first of these FolkehOjskoler, founded in 1844, though not, 

until quite recently so numerously attended as Vallekilde, is even. 
more famous. It was situated at Rodding in North Schleswig; 
and one of its main objects was to keep alive the feeling of Danish 
patriotism in the majority of the inhabitants. 

But after the war of 1864 the school had to transfer its activities 
to the north of the new boundary. Here at a point midway be
tween the east and west coasts of South Jutland it found a new 
home in some farm buildings at Askov, near Vejen Station. 
Ludvig SchrOder, a. young graduate in divinity, had beC()me cits 
principal twO' years before it left its first home; and it is he, 
zealously supported by comrades and friends, who by his energy 
and enterprise has developed it to its present proportions.* A 
great step onward was taken in 1878, when to the single course 

* There are two of Professor Schroder's books which I have had constantly 
before me in writing these pages: (1) N. F. S. Grundtviga Levned, pp. 223. 
Copenhagen, 1901; and (2) Den Nordiske Hiijakole, p. 488, Copenhagen, 
1905. In 1906 Mr. Schroder retired from his post as principal and was suc
ceeded by hi" son-in-law Mr. Jacob Appel. 
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which is the rule at all other FolkehOjskoler was added a second 
year course for men, and in 1885 for women also. So, if we visit 
Askov any time between the beginning of November and the end 
of April we find first-year students, both men and women, taught 
in one series of classes; and second-year students, both men and 
women, taught in another; whilst in May, June and July there is 
just an ordinary course for women only as in the other schools. 
Co-education is found at one or two other Danish Folkehojskoler, 
though not nearly to the same extent as at Askov. This widening 
of the school activities was undertaken in the interests of the 
movement at large, and received in the early and more difficult 
years much help from le'ading teachers in some of the other schools. 
For these two-year courses begin where most of the other schools 
leave tff; and Askov has in this way provided a training ground, 
a red alma mater, for no small portion of the teachers and more 
ad"'nced pupils in other schools both in Denmark and the neigh-
bouring lands. ' 

Since 1892 when the State grant was increased from 5000 kr. 
to 13,000 kr. (£730). the school has by the further help of a State 
loan added to its buildings to such an extent that it has passed from 
private hands and become a "self-owning institution," i.e., the 
school has been formed into a trust for the public benefit with four 
of its leading teachers as trustees. 

There are no bread-and-butter sciences at Askov.· But although 
a student in one of the winter courses will have had as many as 360 
lessons in history (including Scripture and Church history), 313 in 
natural science, 243 in mathematics and book-keeping, 205 in the 
mother tongue and so on, t bqth teachers and pupils are in closest 

. touch with hard reality. They are as far as possible from becoming 
mere dreamy students. For all around, in rich variety, are spread 
works of practical utility, carried on by the teachers or by former 
students, which are quite independent of the school courses, but 
,et lie open for observation and inquiry from day to day. First 
comes the Agricultural Experiment Station of forty acres, the 
largest in Denmark, managed by a staff of six experts and visited 
every year by 2,000 farmers and others. Here at any given time 
hundreds of experiments are going on with all sorts of seeds and 
plapts on varying soils (clay, sand, moss). Close to the school is 
the research windmill, built by the State, in which Professor Poul 
La Cour has learnt how to harness the wind and make it generate 

.. There are rather more High Sohools of the Askov type than the VaHe
kilde type. Mr. Alfred Poulsen, who has a school of the former type, but 
who formerly taught for several years at a sohool of the latter type, affirms 
that the teohnical wOl'k brings bustle with it., and breaks in upon the quiet 
oonoentration, whioh is neoessary, if the High Sohool is to produce its full 
effec~ I 

t Of course these numbers vary somewhat from year to yea.r. Th~ 
pa.rticular numbers are true for the Session 1893-4. 
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ele~tricity. And a further walk of 200 or 300 yards brings one to a 
farm with windmill and power of its own, besides light at will in 
farmhouse, cowsheds and pigs~ies. Then there is also the principal's 
model farm, and a model orchard, showing what kinds of fruit 
trees thrive best on a sandy soil; .a Sloyd school; a school of 
domestic industries; and one for home weaving. Many of the 
visitors are cottars, small peasant proprietors, travelling round 
with help from various funds, in search of practical hints. Mr. 
SchrOder himself tells what generally happens at such a visit. 
After they have seen all they can out of doors, they ask to go in to 
lecture, which is flexible enough to allow of a few words for them
selves. He calls to their remembrance item by item all they have 
just seen, and shows how it puts to shame the charges broug?t from 
time to time against himself and colleagues, perhaps in the very 
districts from which his guests have come, of taking up the ttroe of 
his pupils with what from the practical point of view is oftei'i: re
garded as "useless nonsense.'" If they had seen so much at Askov 
on the part of its teachers and former pupils that showed capacity 
in the practical world, the reason was that the school in putting a 
new spirit into its pupils and enlarging their outlook-all "useless 
nonsense" from the practical point- of view-was in an indirect 
way promoting the disp()sition and increasing the courage of its 
pupils, to accomplish some capable work in the world outside. 
And Mr. Schroder goes on to add: "After thirty-six years in the 
service of the FolkehOjskole, I have not been able to give up the 
faith with which I began my work. Our way through life goes from 
within outwards; if that which is within a man be set in the right 
direction it will bear fruit in the whole of his outer activity; a real 
enlightenment, of spirit in the man of full age will call forth the. 
energy, capacity and perseverance, which are more necessary than 
acquirements, when we come to the solution of practical problems."· 

Bishop Grundtm.·g. 

How did such schools come to be 1 It was not much easier to 
get them"in Denmark than it would now be in England. Christian 
Flor, who helped the school at Rodding and at Askov so much. 
said with regard to the former, "every new thing that is ~o have 
great and weighty consequences has a painful birth, and mustsliller 
hardships in its childhood." So the answer to the question is a 
story of sacrifices cheerfully undergone in a good cause. 
I The father of the People's High School was N. F. S. Grundtvig 
(1783-1872), who after being for more than a generation a persona 
ingrata to authorities in Church and State, received from the King 
on the fiftieth anniversary of his ordination the title of Bishop 
(without diocese) with rank next after the Primate. His home as 

.. Vmlens Ga7l!1 (Christiania), Sep. 26th and 27th, 1893. 
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a child waa in South Zealand, but he .,as sent to be prepared for 
the Latin school to a bachelor clergyman who had been house 
tutor at home for his elder brothers, and now lived in Mid Jutland 
in an out of the way parish that bomered on the heath. Here for 
six years he was in his leisure time thrown much more than at 
home upon the farmers and the farmers' men for companionship 
and recreation, "amused himself with the peasants and the bees," 
and so developed an interest in working folk: which displayed itself 
in all his after life. 

In 1811 he was ordained and became his father's curate. 
But his father died in a year or two, and it was not until 1839 that 
he settled down for the remaining thirty-three years of his life to 
continuous pastoral work. In 1807 Denmark had lost her fleet; 
in 1811 Norway was taken from her. The country was bankrupt. 
Both ~urch and State for many years were at their lowest ebb. 
AniIftated by love for his country, Grundtvig did all he could, 
without regard to his own comfort or worldly advancement, to 
awaken both Church and State to greater activity and more vigorous 
life. Even his trial sermon prior to ordination (" Why is the 
Lord's word departed from His house! "), though it received from 
the University authorities the mark egregie, was regarded by the 
clergy of the capital as a reflexion upon themselves, and led to a 
formal complaint and reprimand; and this was one of the reasons 
why on his father's death he was shut out for some years from 
further clerical employment. Thirteen years later a much more 
pointed protest against the teaching of a young theological pro
fessor won so little sympathy from the bulk: of people in authority 
that Grundtvig, instead of having his arguments duly met, was 
fined for libel and felt compelled to throw up the office he held in 

·the Church; and so, fora second term of years, he turned to other 
work. These two prolonged periods of enforced leisure did much 
to determine the precise form of his educational activity in later 
years. In the first period he employed the seven years from 1815 
to 1821 in putting the old chroniclers of Ncrway and Denmark, 
Snorre Sturlason and Suo Grammaticus, into a Danish dress-into 
a form that would be acceptable to ordinary readers_ He wished 
his countrymen to enter on their spiritual inheritance, to be animated 
by aU that was noble in the ideals of the past. He did not think, 
as ~lyle some years afte!' when discoursing of Heroes did not 
think, that there was no use in knowing Bmnething about this old 
Paganism of our Fathers. Unconsciously and combined with 
higher things, "this Norse religion, a rude but earnest, sternly 
impressive COfI.Iecration 0/ Valmtr •. is in us yet." But as the 
years went on, he found the printed page an insnfficient means 
for his purpose. 

During the second period, he spent at the expense of the State 
three successive summers (1829, 1830 and 1831) in England, studying 
the Anglo-Saxon ma~uscripts, then entirely neglected, in .Londoll. 
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Exeter, Oxford and Cambtidge. The earlier history of England 
and that of Denmark are so intertwined that these MSS. are of 
equal importance to the two countries. But his visits tanght him 
much else than Anglo-Saxon. He found us in the midst of our 
reform agitation; and the free energy both of our political and our 

" business life was just what he wished to s~e in his own land. He 
had no thought of urging his countrymen to agitate like Englishmen 
for the franchise. The time for that was not yet, for the Danish 
kings were still absolute and the Danish Constitution as yet unborn. 
He began to think in those days of a People's High School for grown
up folk, in which the chief, but not the only subjects of instruction 
should be history, the mother tongue, poetry and Bong. " From 
the Jews," Mr. Alfred Poulsen told us at Oxford,* "he learned that 
all education must be historical, from the Greeks that it must 
be poetical; and the life of the Roman people taught him "tiP shun 
that amassing of knowledge which has nothing at all to doorwith 
the development of conscience and heart." He was a great ballad 
writer, and perhaps thought with "the very wise man," whom 
Fletcher of Saltoun tells us about, that if he "were permitted to 
make all the ballads he need not care who should make the laws 
of a nation." He had, moreover, been Dr. Whewell's guest for a 
fortnight at Trinity College as well as a post-graduate student at 
Valkendorl's Collegium in Copenhagen; and the High School he 
desired to see must not be an evening school only, but a place where 
the ordinary citizen could for months together live a common life 
with men as eager as himself. Meanwhile a development in his 
theological position was influencing his educational plans. So far 
was he from regarding the Bible as the only religion of Protestants, 
that he said every written word must be a dead word. The young 
theological professor he had been contending with had maintained 
with somewhat greater freedom than usual that the origin, extent, 
genuineness and correct interpretation of the Holy Scriptures 
were often very doubtful matters. Grundtvig, considering that the 
common man, whose interests he always had at heart, had often 
neither time nor capacity Jor such questions, sought for a founda
tion of Christianity independent of Bible texts. And just as the 
Quaker apart from the sacraments finds such a foundation in the 
" inner light," so Grundtvig found in the two sacraments that have 
come down from primitive times (and ~e found it more espec~ally 
in the Baptismal confession) a living voice speaking direct to the 
hearts of men. The Quaker and the Lutheran, in fact, travelling 
by different roads, have reached the same goal. It was easy, there
fore, for Grundtvig when he dwelt on such thoughts and remem
bered too that the books" that he had spent so many years over had 
failed to influence his countrymen as much as he hoped, to insist, 
in a similar way, on the living word that comes from the heart 
and goes to the heart, as the chief influence in his High School for 

• • See Ox/arrJ U niveraity Extension Gazttte. Sept. 1894. 
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a wakening men to a higher and nobler life. Only life could beget 
life. He even goes so far as to say (in 1838) that to him it hall 
been given to discover in the living winged word "the great law 
of Nature for the working and propagation of spirit," of the spiritual 
and intellectual life in man. 

And this conviction of Grundtvig certainly finds its counterpart 
in the high level of clear, popular, attractive utterance attained by 
the average High School Teacher. 

The only assured constant income he had for the support olhis 
family during these years was a Stat~ pension of £60 or £70 granted 
him for historical research. But a brother clergyman of ampler 
means helped him for many years, and so gave him the freedom 
from care that enabled him still further to enrich Danish psalmt'dy. 
It may.be questioned whether Danish psalmody as a whole is 
superio~ to English; but we have no English hymn writer, .not 
even ~arles Wesley or Isaac Watts, whose work in strength and 
beauty can compare with Grundtvig's. 

In these years, then, of enforced leisure Grundtvig had been en
gllged in setting forth ideals of life, as preserved in history and 
song; he had extended these ideals by a close acquaintance with a 
kindred country; he had himself made notable contributions to 
history and song; he had faith to believe that men could be drawn 
from plough or bench for months together to have the noblest ideals 
impressed upon their minds; and the chief means of impression 
was to be not; the reading of books but free human speech with 
the accent of conviction in it, and without the intervention of 
manuscript or note-speech of men who did not repeat slavi'!hly 
what they had written in the study, but drew no small part of 
their inspiration from the looks bent upon them, and amplified or 
curtailed their message according to the indications they read there. 

It will now be seen why Grundtvig is called the father of the 
High School. He laid down the lines, interested people far and 
\l;Je in the plan, inspired the chief workers, and was ever ready. 
so far as he was able. to assist with purse, pen and voice. But 
he was never himself at the head of such a school, though on the 
seventieth anniversary of his birthday his friends presented him 
with a sum of money for "Grundtvig's High School," which was 
erected three years later in the northern em;rons of Copenhagen, 
and tas since been removed a few miles further north to 
Lyngby. Here for some years he gave a few lectures every 
week. 

Among those practically interested in the movement was the new 
King Christian VIII. (1839-1848), who while Crown Prince had 
as Stat holder in Norway signed its constitution in 1814. But 
he died before the wealthy foundation at Soro could be formed 
into the sort of 8chool desired; and the plan, thongh often dis
oussed, has never ~Il cMried Otlt. Meanwhile, as wO bvo leen. 

~ eU 
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a few men of academic- standing, with Professor Chr. Flor as their 
chief helper, p.ad in a private way made a successful beginning at 
Rodding in 1844; 

Kristen Kold. 

But it was Kristen Kold in Funen who, commencing seven years 
later in the very humblest way, first made it clear that the move
ment could affec~ large masses of the people and had really come 
to stay. He was the son of a poor shoemaker by the Limfjord; 
was sent to a training college, but did not do much good there until 
he was stirred by a religious revival conducted by a well-known 
lay preacher. An early experience gave him a horror of everything 
mechanical in teaching. The catechism with its long a~wers he 
haq a special dislike for; and it was a joy to him to throw it aside 
and talk its contents to the children, and to find how glM they 
were to listen and how easy it was for them to understan~ and 
retain. But such an innovation frightened parson, bishop, and 
department, and .£ur~her public employment became impossible. 
So he learnt book-binding, and helped a missionary in Smyrna for 
five years, supporting himself by the trade he had learnt. He 
was back in time for the three years' war in Schleswig-Holstein 
(1848-1850); but found his fingers too clumsy for musket drill. 
Soon after, during a house tutorship he took, he met with Grundtvig's 
"History of the World," and with its help was rejoiced to find a 
thread of purpose running through human events. It gave a new 
interest to life-an interest he felt he must communicate to others. 
He began in Ryslinge, soon moved to Dalby in N .E. Funen, and in the 
last years of his life had a hundred pupils at a time at Dalum, near 
Odense. When the young women wished to join their brothers, 
he started a summer school for them in May, June, and July, with 
such success that it has become a constant feature in every school 
since. Kold was a sort of rustic blend of Socrates and Pestalozzi, 
he had a ready store of idiomatic Danish, had thought much of life 
and its problems, had a keen insight into character, possessed an 
unlimited store of illustrations and experiences, and was consumed 
by a passion for communicating to others what had hrought light 
and help to himself. Perhaps his very limitations helped him to 
attract some strata of his countrymen which his more thonughly 
trained friends at Rodding could not so easily reach. It was 
Grundtvig who kept the two streams from flowing apart. If there. 
ate a hundred University graduates hard at work in the High Schools, 
there must be nearly twice as many teachers who have passed 
through a training college. A third large group have received their 
higher training at the High Schools themselves, especially at those 
with the wider courses. It is these three groups of teachers, work
ing heartily together, that have made the Danish FolkehOjskol~ 
what it is • . 
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.. Outward Lou, Inward Gain." 

Prior to the war of 1864 there were about twelve of these schools 
at work in Denmark, but many others sprang up immediately 
afterwards. In this and other ways the Danes justified their 
proverb ... Outward loss. inward gain." The first High School in 
Norway was opened in the very year of the war; the first in 
Sweden in 1868. Before Grundtvig died in 1872, his visionary 
fantastio plana (so they are still called at times) had become a 
brilliant success. 

ConditionB 0/ Succe&/I. 

The schools had had. and were still to have, a hard fight for exist
ence. lit was not much the pupils could pay; and the sums in aid, 
whethe~ from central or local sources, are not great now, and were 
much less then. It was only where the principal possessed qualities 
not often found together-business ability, intellectual gifts, ready 
and forcible speech, a winning character, and popular instincts
that the schools could hold their own. It is possible where a man 
in one or two of these respects is not so strong as in the rest, his wife 
may more than make up for the deficiency. Then all may still go 
well. And there have been many noble women in the service of the 
High School. Where all these qualities have been found, help from 
some source, public or private, has been to hand; where they were 
wanting there have been failures, and schools have ceased to exist. 
But the successes have been more than the failures, and the schools 
are spreading in all the countries to which they have found their 
way. The number of men possessing such an array of qualities 
must always be small; and it is highly desirable that their activity 
should have its full effect. In all these countries no one has sought 
to exercise any hampering control. The grants become greater, 
but the teachers, once they are recognised, claim and receive, so far as 
Government is concerned, an absolute freedom. The pupils are 
g;own men and women, able to judge for themselves, bent of course 
on securing the highest improvement their hard-eamed savings will 
secure; and naturally gravitate to the teacher whom they find 
most inspiring and helpful. This is a much subtler, surer, and at 
the same time safer centrol than any other that could be exercised: 

• 
Present Po~Wn 0/ the High School. in Denmark. 

So much for the rise and progress of the schools in Denmark. It 
remains to give some account of their present position in the 
different countries and of their in1luence on national prosperity. 

In the year 1001 there were eighty-two recognised schools, all 
dealt with by the Government after the same fashion. Sixty-nine 
of these were FolkehOjskoler and thirteen agricultural schools 
(ten agricultural, two horticultural and one· a school of minor 
husbandry). 

H2 
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Of the sixty-nine, rather more than half are FolkehOjskoler pure 
and simple, and the rest have SOlle amount of technical work com
bined with the ordinary classes. At. the sixty-nine schools there 
were 3,151 men in attendance, most of thElm for five months; and 
3',18,6 women for three months. At the thirteen agricultural schools 
there were 1,054 men and seven women. The fifteen high schools 
with the largest attendance are Vallekilde (Z), Askov (J), Haslev (Z), 
""':"'these three are nearly neck and neck-Vestbirk (J), Frederiksborg 
(Z), Ollerup (F), Testrup (J), Hong (Z), Norre Nissum (J), Ryslinge 
(F), Hadsten (J), Rodkilde (M), Broderup (Z), Lyngby (Z), and 
Vraa (J), where the capital letter denotes whether the school be in 
Jutland, Zealand, ;Fiinen or Moen. The three largest agricultural 
schools are Ladelund (J),Dalum (F) and Tune (Z). Of these 7,378 
students, 3,758 were sons or daughters of farmers (owning 26 to 150 
acres), 1,642 of cottars (owning 3 to 15 acres), 218 of la'Qourers, 
817 of artiaa~, 214 of shopkeepers, 417 of teachers or of ci'Wil ser· 
vants, and 310 of parents notdesignated;'5,607, were between eighteen , 
and twenty-five years of age, 1,159 being overthat age and 612 under. 
This concourse of pupils has been rendered possible by the homely, 
inexpensive way in which the schools have been arranged, and by 
the Government grants to schools and to the students in need of 
help~ Nearly all the schools conform to the scale of payments fixed 
by the Association of High Schools and Agricultural Schools, to which 
most of them belOIi.g. The charge for board and lodging on this scale 
amounts to 100 kr. for five months; and for instruction the charge 
is 50 kr. for five months. If to this be added 10 kr. for books and 
appliances and 2 kr. for possible medical attendance, the total for 
five months is 162 kr., or £9 (less than Ss. 6d. a week). The corre
sponding expenses for the women's course of three months will be 102 
kr., a little over five guineas. The charges at Askov and at the 
AgriculturalSchool8 are 25 per cent. more than this. 

The schools have received some help from the Government from 
the very beginning. And this was increased in the law of 1892 to 
300,000 kr. (£17,000), of which 180,000 kr. was devoted to bur
saries and 120,000 kr. was given in direct aid~o the schools. In 
1902 the total amount was further increased to 400,000 kr. (£22,500), 
of which 250,000 kr. is given in'bursaries and 140,000 kr. goes to 
the schools; the remaining 10,000 kr' is a contribution to a pension 
fund for the teachers. ' 

. The County Councils are made the distributors of the Rtate's 
bounty to the students needing help. These make their applica
tion to the Council on schedules, in which they make an attested 
statement of their means, give copies of one or two testimonials, 
say whether they have had a bursary before and state their ex
penses at the school they wish to attend (they are not confined to 
schools within their:own county; they may choose any of the 
eighty-two fJchools ~ question). If ther c4Qos~ ~ agricw.tural 
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achool. they must give evidence of a general education sl1ffi.cient 
to enable them to follow the instruction. A bursary amounts on an 
average to 20 kr. a month at a High School and 21 kr. at an Agri
cultural School (this covers a little more than half the expenses). 
The 2,902 aided students make up nearly two-fifths of the whole 
number-7.398. The statistics show fairly well that no man, what
ever his condition. can fail to find his way to the High School if he 
be determined. Take for instance the 1,172 men who had bursaries 
for the High School in 19<»; 572 were in service on farms for the 
most part: 381 were either journeymen or apprentices: 100 were 
still at home with their parents: 71 were farm pupils; !2 artizans 
and so on. It 18 noticeable by the way that there were as many 
&92,229 applicants for these 1,172 bursaries. This shows that the 
movenent is far from having reached its limits. 

Though the County Councils are thus responsible for distributing 
the ~te bursaries, they do not as rule help on the movement 
with any grants of their own. Here and there they do it. But 
the bulk of the local contributions come from private individuals. 

In addition to these State bursaries, some of the schools have 
private funds placed at their disposal for helping students who have 
failed to obtain a State bursary. And the North Slesvig School 
Union provides bursaries for those across the border who desire 
to retain and extend their knowledge of things Danish. This Union 
in 1905-0 helped ninety-eight men and 'Women to attend one or 
other of twenty-nine High Schools or Agricultural Schools. Down 
to the present day. 2,849 men and women from &cross the border 
have been helped by the Union to attend Danish High Schools, 
A.,,«rrieultural Schools, or After-Schools (schools for those betwet'n 
fourteen and sixteen or seventeen). To these must be added 
those who needed no help. 

The conditions enabling a school to share in the grant of 140,000 ]a. 
are these. The school must be rooognised. and the chief conditions 
for this are that it must have been at work at least two years, 
"and must have a fixed minimum of pupils (ten for twelve months, 
or twenty-four for five months. or forty for three months, as the 
ease may be). Every leC6gnised school receives a fixed grant 
of 000 kr. and a further grant corresponding to last year's 
expenditure in salaries, equipment, repairs and interest. The 
inktntion seems to be that this further grant shall cover one-third 
of the expenses named. But in the ten years' interval between the 
last law and tho one that preceded it the number of claims on this 
fund so increased as by degrees to diminish the grant from 33 per 
cent. to 16 per cent. 

The High School is dissatisfied with the influence it has upon the 
towns. Of the 1,398 pupils in 1903-:4, only 419 or less than 6 per 
cent. came from the towns. II Here," says Herr SchrOder, .. is 
eviJently a problem we must desire to solve better and bettet 
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8.11 time goes on, if the new Danish school for young men and women 
is to have the good fortune to f1l8e the vario1l8 classes of the people 
into a. real ~ty." 

The reason of this seems to be that the people in the towns have 
no such command of their time as the freeholders and small peasant 
proprietors in the country, who are their own masters.* And it is 
this that constitutes the difficulty in introducing such schools into 
England. When the Danes have solved :Mr. SchrOder's problem, 
when too the English yeoman makes his re-appearance, we may 
hope for a. People's High School in our midst. But if in Ireland 
some Father Mathew could initiate ,a High School cIllSade with 
something of the Danish enth1l8iasm, Ireland's c4y of prosperity 
would have come indeed. In England, it seems, we m1l8t be con
tent for a while \'lith University Extension work, with ~uaker 
Adult schools, University Settlements, Home Reading Unions, 
Co-operative Holidays, and institutions like Rnskin Hltl and 
W oodbrooke. But of all these, it is only the last two that give 
the students for months together a. common life with like-minded 
comrades. Before any institution of this last kind can be as widely 
successful in England as in Denmark, two conditions at least are 
required-to halve the present expenses; and, if some public 
help be needed for that end, to give it without hampering conditions. 

As the years have gone on, the High Schools are losing any 
i>arty character they may be supposed to have had, and are re; 
garded as schools of the nation. They are attended in an increas
ing degree by all sections of the National Ohurch and by all classes 
of the population. Four of the schools indeed (Haslev, N. Nissum, 
Borkop and Horne) are carried on by the earnest, low church, "Indre 
Mission" party. Though their outlook upon life and views of 
Christian doctrine do not coincide with those held by the two other 
Church parties, it is a subject of general regret that these four 
schools take no part in the work of the Association, of which the 
remaining schools are members. If the Salvation Army, too, in 
its search for wider training, sought to establish a High Schoo} 

• Mr. Jakob J.:mge of Dalum, seeking to account for the greater success 
of the People's High Schools among the country people, says in a letter to 
me that "when the high-school idea was born, it found in the country a 
peasantry, spiritually speaking, ready to take hold of it. It must also be 
noted that the struggle for recognition as citizens equal, politicallY' and 
socially, to the townspeople and educated classes, made the peasant look 
with favourable eyes to the High School, where an enlightenment and 
education were to be had, every bit as genuine as the German-Latin culture 
to be found among educated people. And although very few high-school 
teachers took an active part in the political struggle from the seventies to 
the nineties, it was everywhere felt that their sympathies were with the 
peasants. The thorough amalgamation of Christian and human elements in 
Grundtvig's work of enlightenment evidently came much more natural to the 
peaoantry, whose schooling had hitherto been of an entirely religious kind. 
than to the town population with its more or less developed • esthetic seMe.· .. 
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ott its own religious lines, and to receive the same treatment from 
the State &8 the rest. it is difficult to see what objection could be 
raised. 

When a pu~il l~a ves a High Scho?l •. it must not be supposed 
he has done Wlth It for the rest of his life. In most cases it has 
left its. mark on him, and ~e will turn it to again and again as op· 
portumty serves.. There 18. every year an autumn meeting for 
old pupils and friends, lastmg over two or three days, with an 
attractive programme. In every large town there are Hiah School 
homes or modest hotels, where High School men and wo~en meet 
one a:tother and have opportunities of engaging in work of a High 
School character. Or through one of the many lecture societies he 
may ask one of the more celebrated teachers to come and lecture in 
the villpge FOT8amling8h'UII to his friends and himself. And if there 
be in his neighbourhood a Valgmenighed church (of which more by 
and b1), he is at once brought into touch with th1 formative in· 
ftuenl!e3 and the ideas of the High Schools. 

TUB HIGH SCHOOL IN NORWAY. 

Of all the countries into which the Folkehojskole has been in· 
troduced, in none has it had a harder struggle than in Norway, 
notwithstanding the gallant prolonged' efforts of not a few of its 
promoters, and more particularly of Christoffer Bruun, whose. 
Folkelige arundtanker is one of the classical works on the subject~. 
Tilere were two chief reasons for this. The promoters, like their 
frienus in Denmark, were attached disciples of Grundtvig, whose 
special doctrinal opinions were not at all relished by the prevailing 
achool of orthodoxy in Norway. The second reason was more 
general Sir Henry Lawrence was wont to say a mixture of romance 
and reality, of prose and poetry, best carried a man through life. 
It has been seen how thoroughly these two elements have been 
blended in the Danish FolkehUjskoler. But a Norseman would 
~ve in such schools th~ prose only, without the poetry; and so, 
eleven years after Anker and Arvesen erected the first High School 
at Hamar in 1864, the authorities in Norway established a system 
of Amtsskoler, which were like the Folkehojskoler, inasmuch as 
the young men and women gave up several entire months in some 
country spot to self-improvement; and unlike them, because the 
subj~cts they studied were o~ a less generous, of a strictly utili· 
tarian character. But in the course of a gen&ration both these 
reasons have largely disappeared, and Amtsskole and Folkehojskole 
now flourish side by side. And it sometimes happens that the 
FolkeMjskole student is found best fitted to direct the Amtsskole 
and make of it a good success. 

In 1900 the,re were 1,717 pupils at the thirty-seven Amtsskoler 
and 634 at fifteen FolkeMjskoler, the corresponding numbers six 
years previously being 1,838 and 339. It would thus appear that 
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at last the Folkehojskoler is beginning to look up in Norway. Bu 
its prospects have hrightened still more of late .. There was in 1898 
a petition to -the State for direct help to the Folkehojskoler; its 
closing sentences are given below. After acknowledging the good work 
done in the Amtsskoler, it yet declares the work has not been quite 
of the right kind. They have for the most part been stepping
stones to the seminaries and other advanced schools, have drawn 
the smartest of the yeoman's. sons away from life on the land to 
other occupations, instead of "enabling them to live the farmer's 
life as enlightened and interested citizens with the living sense for 
their father's life and ways and the ends their fathers sought to 
reach. And so they have helped on the belief which has become 
only too common among many young people that the farmer's life 
and work is something rather low and simple, which may Ke good 
enough for the more ignorant and uneducated but is so~ething 
to be avoided by those who are gifted and well off .... , The 
Amtsskoler have been arranged in such a way that they can hardly 
render the same service for us as· the Folkehojskoler do for Den
mark. Erected as public institutions, directed from the first as 
State Schools with publicly appointed teachers, they can never do 
the work of a Free School for young men and women, which has 
grown out of the people's 'necessities, been upborne by the per
sonalityof their teachers, and whose chief raison d' etre it is to pre
serve their inner relation to the conditions oi life and way of thinking 
that prevail among ordinary folk. The free Folkehtijskole can more 
easily adapt itself to shifting timers and requirements, and it will 
be able far better than the Amtsskole to perfect that part of the 
task of the school for youth that consists in creating life, interest, 
enthusiasm." 

The petition goes on to plead that the State contribution be 
not made conditional on the previous consent of the local authority 
to give some help, alluding to t}le many instances where political 
and purely personal considerations or other unjustifiable reason~ 
come in and cause the local contribution to be refused, or to be 
granted one year and denied the next, so rendering the position of 
the school very insecure. 

In 1900 the Minister for Church and Education in Norway 
(Statsraad W exelsen, n~w Bishop of Trondhjem) was a Grundt
vigianer, as his father was before hi.nJ.. And the petition for dttect 
help prospered as it hardly could have done at any previous time. 
The Department drew up a report favourable to the petition, 
which was considered with equal favour by the Parliamentary 
Committee, and the final grant made was as follows :-

(a) To the Amtsskoler 113,893. kr. on condition (1) that 
the scheme of the school, after being accepted by the County 
Council, be approved by the :pepartment, and (2) that the 
County Education Committee be governors of the school and 
apRoint the teachers. 
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(b) To the ordinary FolkehOjskoler and to private schoob 
which have the same aim as the Amtsskoler 22,050 kr., on 
condition that a yearly report be sent in to the County Council 
and that the schools have the same oversight (tilsyn) as the 
Amtsskoler. . 

The wider freedom here will be noticed, e.g., the school appoints 
its own teachers and, instead of submitting a plan before a course, 
scndll in a report at its close. 

(c) For bursaries in schools in (a) and (b) was granted 20,500 
kr. 

These three amounts, whose sum is 156,443 kr., are granted on 
condition that the County Council adds one-third as much again. 

(d) As a direct contribution to the more advanced Folke
h(ljskoler 19,500 kr. was granted; and though this was done 
wjthout any condition that the County Council should make 
.. dditions thereto, such additions are nevertheless made. 

There were five of these wider Folkehojskoler in 1903, one at 
KIep, near Stavanger, a second at Voss, east of Bergen, a third at 
Sund, near Trondhjem, a fourth at Orsta (Sondmor), and the last 
at Seljord in Telemarken. The first three have 5,000 kr. and the 
other two 4,500 kr. And each of them has 2,500 kr. besides as 
bursaries for needy students. These bursaries are assigned by 
the teachers of the school. 

Sund gets in addition from the County Council 3,000 kr. and 
1,000 kr. for bursaries; and it is to be presumed that others do 
the same. 

But misapprdhensions die hard. On Constitution Day, 1903, 
a well-known Admiral exclaimed: .. It is not on the wide poetic 
prospect furnished by the FolkehOjskole, but on the every-day pros I} 
of the work-school that a people's happiness must be built." And 
the remark called forth ready cheers. .. The future must show 
whether the danger is past for the Folkehojskoler" in Norway-is 
.ldr. Schrodejr's final word on the whole matter. 

THE HIGH SCHOOL IN SWEDEN. 

In Sweden the course of the FolkehOjskole has been much smoother 
than in Norway, though it has not covered the country to anything 
liketthe same extent as in Denmark. In so:ne measure it had an 
independent origin. Several far-seeing citizens were beginning to 
move in this direction. Municipal self-government had been 
resuscitated in 1862. In 1866 two chambers had been substitutcd 
for the four estates-nobles, clergy, citizens and peasants; and 
this had led to a large extension of the franchise. But it was not 
until the impulse came from Denmark that the schools for a wider 
civic training were opened and pupils gathered. The first three 
schools, H vilan, Onnestad (both in the extreme south), and the 
school that is now located at Lunnevad, east from Lake Vetter, . 
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weze opened on two successive days early in November.lS6S. Of 
these the school at Hvilan. between Malmo and Lund. whose 
principal is Dr~ Leonard Holmstrom. is 80 near the Sound that it can 
easily be reached in little over two hours from Copenhagen. It was 
the first to begin a school for women (ISi3). It is the largest of the 
schools in Sweden. and has supplied se\"er&l of the other schools 
with their present principals; and Dr. Holmstrom holds a position 
in Swede.n corresponding to that of Professor Schroder in Denmark. 
Mr. G . .Alden (in SIMln. : tu Peopl~ and tu [,.Jury, edited by G. 
SundblU'g. 19(1) gi\"eS the following as a ~imen of a first year"s 
COUl'Se in a Swedish Folkehojskole: .. Swedish language, 186 hours; 
history. 80; ~oyaphy, 57; politics.and municipal law. 56; rural 
economy. 2:l; natural science and hygiene, 120; arithmetic, 8.); 

geometry. land SlUTI'ying and levelling. -l5; book-keep~g • .n; 
architectural dra1l-IDg and drawing tools, 68; writing, 016; smging, 
-l6 ; and gymnastics, 69 hours; to 1I-hich may be added readi.ng aloud 
literary works, discu..."8ions, assemblies (i.~, mimic parlia£ents 
or town councils), and, in some scho,)ls, sloyd'" 

From this it will be see.n that history and literature do not bulk 
so largely as in the Danish schools.. Other minor differences are 
the somewhat greatex use of t~xt books and the partial boarding out 
of the students. The schools also are not so hequently the pro
perty of a priYat\ individual; but the Board of Mana.,<"ement, newl'
theless, having chosen the best man they can find, give him as free 
a hand as if he were the proprit'tor. The amount given by the 
State to the schools has since 1900 been 120,(0) 17. with 25,(0) b. 
for needy pupils.· This latkr sum is too small to enable 
the Swedish school to attract so many pupils from tile 
pooreI homes as the Danish. The.re has been no Kristen Kold in 
Sweden; and the more ent6prising ~achers from the training 
colleges do not seem to share in the work to the same extt'nt as in 
the sister country. But that the movement is in all ('SS('ntials the 
same will be see.n from these words of Dr. Bergman, one of the 
chief promo~rs of the school at ()nnestad :_u The objl.'Ct of thiS' 
school," wrote Dr. Bezgman, U is to communicate to young men 
from 18 to 25 years of a.,<Ye the higher civic enlightenment, which 
must now be considered as necessary for every member of the free 
peoples of the north. In order to reach this end the activity of the 
school ought first and foremost to aim at awaking and den·lo,ing 
in the young man the higher life slumbering within him. retlexion, 
love of counuy, and IO\"e of men in general; and nt'xt. to sharpen the 
judgment, to extend the pupil's spiritual outlook, to awal..-en plt'asure 
in the work and actiyity he has chosen, in order and seemliness, and 
in the attainmt'nt of msh light on, and practice of, enrything which 

• Th_ amounts in 1906 1nmt 161,000 U. and 35.000 U. 1'l'O!~,ti\"\'ly. 
Th._ 1I'eI'e in lh-' )"1\1' M schoob and 1.901 pupiLl (1,089 men and 81:l 
->-



relat .. to Olll acthity as Swedish citia<'l18, as members of a pariah • 
.. heads of a family. as thoughtlul householders, f&rmers, or 
mem~ra of &Dy other profession. • . • The teachers must give 
the inatruction preferably by word of mouth, in familiar lec:turee. 
or .. answers to questions. The prindpal must be a man who 
ia armed not only with a living fear of God, a love of his country 
and good bowlec.lge of his subjects, but also with power to 
im~ what he knon in a bright and living way; he ought 
to cherish a love of working folk, be familiar with their circum· 
stances, and be able at once to win his pupils' affection and 
respt!ICt for the enda he wishes to attain." 

At the thirty Swedish FolkehOjskoler there ha\"e been from the 
beginning until 190&. 19,117 men studentB and 8,751 women. in 
additio" to which there have been 3,552 pupils at the second year's 
course. This ma.l.-es a total of :lI,tsO. The second year course 
in S1n:41en ia entirely devoted to agricultural subjects. At twelve 
echoofa a thorough agricultural course has been arranged, and a 
special St.\te grant ia given. 

TaB HIGH ScHOOL L'f FniI.4.'fD. 

It was not until 1&-'9 that the FolkehOjskole was introduced into 
Finland, the first attempt being made by a woman, Sophia Hagman 
(1t42-1900). She had been a student at Aal"Ov and had also 
\'isiW FolbhOjskoler in Sweden and Norway. There have been 
few winters since in which .hlov has not had one or two students 
from Finl&nd. A unique ieature in the history of the FolkebOj. 
akoler in Finland is the energetic help given by undergraduatea' 
aocietit>a in IIelsingsfors in hoMing con~rts, m~ti~ and buaars, 
in order to eollfft money for achool buildings. There are now 
sixteen schools with Finnish and six with Swedish as the I&nguage 
of instruetion. Down to 1895 there had been 2,695 pupils in atten
d&n~, 1,~12 at the Finnish schools a.nd 863 at the Swedish. The 
aumn~r in Finl&nd is 80 ahort that neither man nor woman ~a.n 
De spared to go to school; and 80 all the schools in FinI&nd (as 
well as the two northe.rnmost in Sweden) m~t only in the winter 
ud are co-edueation achools. Their relation to the State is 
somewhat peculiar. The St.\te givee them DO surport as Folke
hOjskoler. but gi\"t"s a grant ranging from 2,(0) to 3,000 Finnish 
mar. (=franl'8) for the agricultural tt'aching and the domestic 
economy elasst'a in connexion with each school On the other 
hand. a domestio economy and agricultural school must, as one 
condition of State help. give instruction in history. geography, 
and literature. 

IIIGH ScHOOLS L'f mB t:~ilTED SUTES.. 

n ia more than twenty.fh-e years since the first Foll-chojskole 
was set on foot amongst the Danish colonists in the Western States 
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of, America. Of such schools there are at the' present time three 
in existence-one at Nysted in Nebraska, another at Danebod on 
the southern border of Minnesota, and a ~hird, which has under the 
same roof a training college for clergymen and another for teachers, 
at Des Moin~s, in Iowa. 

INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS. 

There have been six general High School meetings of teachers 
from the various countries. The first was held in 1883 at Testrupin 
Denmark: The fourth was held at Askov on the fiftieth anniversary 
of the foundation of the first FQIkehOjskole. Noone who was 
present at the fi.£th at Seljord in the finest par~ of Telemarken is . 
likely to forget it. It was held at the invitation of Viggo IDlmann, 
principal of the school there, who was just completing his Mteenth 
year as President of the Storting. The sixth was held ~ 1902 
at Borghamn in Sweden. • 

RESULTS OF THE WORK OF PEOPLE'S HIGH SCHOOLS. 

Four years before ever the first HighSchool was begun, Grundtvig 
saw a vision" of a well of healing in the land, which will be sought 
by crowds from generation to generation, and win this fame, even in 
distant lands and the latest times, that there, past counting, the 
blind received their sight, the deaf their hearing, and the dumb their 
speech, that there the halt flung away their crutches and showed 
clearly that the dance trips it lightly through the wood." 

There is a poetic glow in the words which can be pardoned only in 8: 
poet.. But the prophecy remains the truest description. Under the 
influence, continued for months together at the most receptive 
period of a man's life, in places free from distractions, of living word, 
glad song, and genial comradeship, men's natures are expanded; 
dorm~nt, unsuspected, faculties are awakened; the mental horizon 
is ~tended; prejudices fall away; desires for new activities arise. 
These are the purest, most lasting joys. Once gained, they Ca\l 

never be lost. They are independent <!.f time and change. They 
. lift life to a higher plane, and from this there can be no falling a way. 
And so it may well be said that the chief result. of this sixty years' 
work is a huge increase in the sum of human happiness. 

But lest Ibe thought to be only romancing, I must add '~ome 
results of a more. palpable nature, which are but the outward, spon
taneous' inevitable manifestation of that spiritual development the 
High School seeks to secure. Such palpable results may be found 
in the sphere of industry, in church life, and in public affairs. 

First Result-Heightened Industrial Efficiency. 

A correspondent describes the High Schools to me as" hotbeds " 
of the co-operative movement; and how far co-operation has gone 
in DenVlark will appear from a remarkable list of agricultural 
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and co-operative societies which I derive from Mr. T. S. Dymond's 
account of a visit of Essex: farmers to Denmark in 1900.* Old 
High School students will be found plentifully represented amid 
the rank and file and more particularly on the governing bodies of 
all these societies. 

The list runs as follows t :-
Number. Members. State Subvention. 

(1) Agricultural Societies - 102 
(2) Societies for the breeding of horses - 203 

,. " cattle - 610 
(4).. .. poultry - 44-

• (5) Control Unions (for the oversight of 

58,900 
16,550 
14,900 

770 

dairy herds) - 188 4,100 
(6) Co-orrative Dairies - - - 1,029 150,000 
(7) .. Bacon factories - - 25 
(8) .. Societies for purchase 

£ 
8,000 
2,700 
3,800 

220 

.,700 

(9) • -and sale of agricultural produce - 640 46,000 
Farmers' loan societies or credit banks 147 240,000 

. (Loan from State.) 
Some statistics exist showing how many of the chief officials in 

the eo-operative dairies have been students in one or other of the 
eighty-two schools described above.t Unfortunately the statistics 
are not complete. But they go to show that every other chairman 
of committee, and much more than every other dairy manager has 
stood in that position. Mr. Alfred Poulsen tells us Englishmen, who 
consume so much Danish butter, that we "have come into a sort 
of contact with the High Schools," inasmuch as " the greater part 
of the men and women who manufacture this butter" have. been 
pupils there. 

When it is borne in mind that the whole population of Denmark 
falls below that of the West Riding, one can realize the amount of 
intelligent activity that the work of these societies denotes. No 
wonder Mr. Dymond comes to the conclusion that by co-operation 
of this amount and kind "(1) yield has been increased, (2) quality 

-has been improved, (3) cost of production has been lessened, and 
(4) better prices have been obtained." 

Since 1881, just before the first co-operative dairy began work in 
West Jutland, the exports of butter, bacon, and eggs have increased 
fivefold, making up nearly one half of the total exports of the 
cOlVltry. And so it need not surprise us that when the countries 
of Europe are ranged according to the wealth per. inhabitant, 
Mulhall sometimes places Denmark second and sometimes third, 
either just above 0]: just below France. . 

• Mr. Dymond's account WILl! issued by the Essex County Council. 
t For the fullest account in English of the work of these societies, Bee the 

report issued in 1903 by the Department of Agriculture in Ireland on Co
operative Agriculture and Rural Conditions in Denmark. 

t See Prof. Povl La Cour', addresa at an Agricultural Congress in Stock. 
holm, printed in uteMO ill M wlkerilidende (Odelll!o), No. 31, Au~. 6, 1897. 
pp. 611 sll ll' . • 
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Second Result-A Freer and Richer Ohurch Life. 

The Indre W-ssion and Free Kirk or Valgmenighed movement 
have in different ways done much for church life and social ameliora
tion in Denmark. It is only of the latter I have to speak here. 
Though the Valmenighed movement bears a strong resemblance 
to the Free Kirk movement in Scotland, it must not be supposed 
it has had or is likely to have, any such extension in Denmark as 
the Free Kirk has had in Scotland. But its twenty or twenty-five 
churches have nevertheless exercised an influence quite out of 
proportion to their number. If it can hardly be described as a 
product of the High School, it can-nevertheless be said to be fostered 
by the High School and to flourish best in its near neighbourhood. 
Three different laws mark as many stages in its history. Jp 1855 
the tie that bound the parishioner by pains and penalties to his 
parish church was loosed and he was permitted to attach lfipself 
elsewhere. In 1868 power was given to twenty heads of familie3, 
always at their own expense, to bUild a church of their own, choose 
their own minister, out of those legally qualified for office in the 
national church, and then have their choice ratified by the King, 
so as not to oecome dissenters. And in 1903 the various laws 
were consolidated, and permission further given to such communi
ties to use the parish church for their services at times when it was 
not required by the usual congregation. The Valgmenigheder 
are outposts of freedom. They have enabled many laymen to 
take a fuller share in church work. They promote a fuller, richer 
church life and set on foot new forms of social activity. _ 

The most striking instance of this is to be found at Immanuel 
Church at the corner of Svanholmsvej and ForhaabningshoIms 
Alle in a western suburb of Copenhagen. Here three years ago 
stood the church by itself, beautified time after time by gifts
mosaics and.a fine altar picture-from the two artist brothers, 
Joachim and Niels Skovgaard, members of the congregation. Now 
it stands on one side of a quadrangle, two other sides of which· 
are covered with buildings rich -in varied usefulness. The fourth 
side lies open to the street and the ~fternoon sun. At right angles 
to the church and connected with it by an arch is a spacious gym
nasium with a handsome ca.mpanile at the corner next the church. 
Over the gymnasium is an assembly hall that will hold 400 to GOO 
people. Next the gymnasium and in line with it is a five-storey 
building, the ground floor of which provides rooms for a club for 
lads from fourteen to sixteen years of age. On the floor above 
is the home of the Hojskoleforening, long associated with the names 
of its first leaders, Harald and Gudrun Holm.* This provides 
a club for 650 persons, men and women, engaged in business or in 
study in Copenhagen. Here they may have a meal, read the papers, 
consult reference books, borrow books from the library, join the 

• See Special Reports on Educational Subjects, Vol. I, p. 598. 
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MUBical Society or the Cycling or Football Club, attend lectures 
of tll kinds, or arrange a dance, or an excursion into the country
for a subscription of half a krone (7d.) a month. On the three 
higher floors is to be found a High School Home, i.e., a simple neat 
hotel for High School folk and their friends. Everyone, in fact, 
is welcome, so far as room allows. On the third side of the quad
rangle, the curate finds a home for his family on the right of the 
front entrance; and on the left, Miss Anna Boje, after doing an 
ordinary day's work in the city elementary schools, conducts, with 
the help of zealoUB friends, an evening school for 100 working girls. 
As this school is the most successful effort yet made to introduce 

• the methods of the High School into city life, it may be well to add 
in her own words a fuller description. "These young girls," she 
writes,'" in the course of half a year had a hundred lessons in 
histol"J" in four courses :-( 1) The History of the Nineteenth Cent ury; 
(2) The History of Denmark, Norway and Sweden in the Middle 
Ages; (3) The History of the Word" (i.e., if I may venture an 
explanation of this enigmatical, Grundtvigian expression, the 
history of those critical periods, those turning-points, in the develop
ment of the human race, where some word of prophet, seer, poet, 
king, or other leader has been so far-reaching in its benep.cent 
influence, has so moulded all the time to come, as to prove itself 
a very word of God); "(4) Outlines of Church History; also 130 
lessons in Northern Literature; besides Hygiene, Physics, Geology, 
Gymnastics, Singing, Danish Grammar, English, and several 
lessons every week in Arithmetic, Writing, and Book-keeping ...•• 
We have also had a course of Sunday lectures in our great hall, to 
which we invite the parents and friends of our pupils and at which 
we have received help from such lecturers as Dr. Norregaard, Holger 
Begtrqp, and P. A. Rosenberg. . . . .. The school's popularity 
is no doubt due to its extraordinary cheapness. The pupils pay 
only two kroner (2s. 3d.) a month for all subjects. We have set the 
lees so low because we have the city council's classes to compete 
with and also because it is young working folk we wish to get hold 
of. . . •. Another reason for the popularity of our school is that 
children from the working classes are, in my opinion, easier to 
influence than others. Young people from humble homes as a rule 
do not know what it is to be blase, and besides have a closer acquaint
ancfl than others with the difficulties of life. Life is a battle in 
their case, in a degree not known to others. And they feel that our 
desire is to stretch out a helping hand to them in this battle, that 
we will render them what practical service we can, that we will 
gladly make their hours of leisure bright and happy, by refreshing 
the spirit whilst the hand is at rest. But of course our work cannot 
be done without great sacrifices. It can go on only if all of us work 
for nothing. And even then there are many expenses that must 
b(met by gifts." 
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To get ~hrough the whole of this programme, the 'pupils must 
attend from 4 p.m to 9 p.m six days a week, from October 1st to 
May 1st. And as many as fifty of them are found able and willing 
to do this. Twenty-six of these are engaged in the earlier part of 
the day in ordinary house work at home; eight in housework 
elsewhere; thirteen have busine88 appointments as cashiers, 
shop girls, or seamstresses; one is preparing to be a teacher,. 
another to be a hospital nurse, and a third to take a place in the 
telephone service. One could not but be struck, as one sat facing 
them at lecture, by the bright, eager, happy expression on their 
faces and by their evident appreciation of the opportunities pro
vided them of improvement, of comradeship, and of friendly • 
guidance. 

So much for the ground floor of the quadrangle's t~ side. 
On the first floor are the church offices; on the second the pastor's 
residence. The third is let out as a private residence. flp the 
fourth Fru Birgitte Nielsen, who like Miss Boje is engaged during 
the day in elementary school work, has a cookery and housekeeping 
school. The night I was there, I found thirty-five ;young married 
women learning how to be better cooks. 

The way in which all this is done is peculiarly Danish. It is all 
individualist effort in a collectivist framework, ample enough for 
the free exercise of faculty and character. * It is not the Church, 
'as a Church, that is responsible for all this activity. But its 
members, acting as individuals, have taken shares in a company 
formed for the erection of these additional buildings. And the 
shareholders let this or that portion of the buildings to the individual 
or committee that seems likely to make the best use of them. Miss 
Boje, Mrs. Nielsen, and Mr. Rasmussen, the teacher of gymnastics, 
each pay a rent for the premises they occupy, and are solely re
sponsible for that rent. In England collectivists and individualists 
are apt to regard themselves as o'pponents fighting to the death. 
In Denmark and its sister countries, as has appeared so abundantly 
all through my story, they join hands, devoting themselves to thei! 
appropriate fields of labour. Anything short of this is unworthy 
of the name of a State System of Education. It is like a description 
of the solar system with half the planets left out, as of no account. 
Compared with this harmonious union of tendencies. often thought 
of as mutually exclusive, dominant English methods seew (to 
one at least who has long been familiar with methods on both 
sides of the North Sea), absurdly wasteful, almost suicidal. We 
have not yet learnt in education, as we have long since learnt 

• The' collectivist framework in this instance may be understood in a 
double sense: (1) it may denote the opportunity provided by the body of 
shareholders for a.pproved individual effort; but (2) it may also denote, 
when the Bchool becomes entitled next year to the usual High School grants, 
the opportunity, the field of activity, reoognised by the Stato M lJuit"l)lo 
for tho el(orciso of Approved, UQcQQtroUe<l, iIl<llvitlual "ction, 
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in business, to saddle the willing horse and give him his head. 
Until at least some considerable portion of our State-favoured 
education be of this freer, more fruitful ch.uacter, as I have tried 
to picture it under varying forma above, we can never in any rea
sonable period cover the great distances to be traversed and make 
up for the time and opportunities we have l06t. 

Third Ruvll-Keenn GM more Inle/1jgetll [,tlen81 ,fa 
PtJJic JJDGi". 

It was only to be expected that the High School man, with his 
• love of country and his country's history should take an intelligent 
interest in public affairs. We have already seen what share he 
takes in eo-operative work. When the new Parliament assembled 
in 1901,tit was found that 30 per cent. of the members in upper and 
lower M>1l8e8 had been High School pupils.· In the same Parlia
ment,-J. C. Christensen-who came as a young Bondekarl from a 
farm in Weat Jutland to "Grundtvig's High School" in 187l-5, 
then went to Gedved private aeminaIy, and after tweh-e years' 
work in the elementary acboollr&8 ch06en a member of Parliament
became Kultua-Minister, and two or three )"eaD later Prime 
Minister. 

From this it lrill be clear how verr much larger must be the 
number of th06e serving in county, town, and parish councils, and 
in other positions of trust. 

• The evidenoe of &his ill &0 be fou:.d in Erandsager'a.Dn& DaM" R~flui' g 
Of RiplGg, which .~ in 1901, the ~ in which the majority in tic 
Lower HOIIII8 11118 for the finll time allowed to determine the c:ompk-xion or 
~ MiniItry. 

, I 
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VII. THE QUINQUENNIAL SCHOOL MEETING IN THE 
NORTH. 

If the unity of the school from bottom to top be for some nations 
a counsel of perfection, to be reached (if at all) by slow degrees, 
the unity of the teaching profession is at any rate an attainable 
ideal. It is an ideal which in these northern lands has in a high • 
degree been long ago attained. And the attainment of the ideal 
brings with it the possibility of more frequent and more Jargely 
attended gatherings, not only among the different sections and 
nationalities, but among all the sections and nationalities to~ther ; 
and with the gatherings come full and varied opportunities of 
comparing and discussing and to some extent of witnessing new 
plans and fresh departures. To this is largely due the rich variety 
of educational effort and achievement, which I have endeavoured 
at least to indicate in this report. All these meetings culminate 
every five years in the great SChool Meeting (perhaps the most 
remarkable School Meeting in Europe) that gathers at each of the 
three capitals-Stockholm, Christiania, Copenhagen-in rotation. 
I may perhaps be allowed to reproduce here the account written 
at the time of the meeting in Christiania in 1900. It was attended 
by 1,600 Swedes, 200 Swedish-speaking Finlanders, 1,300 Danes, 
and 2,000 Norse. In Copenhagen, five years later, there were 
7,000 teachers present. The meeting in'19OO was the eighth of its 
kind (Det OUende NOTdiske SkolemOde). 

"Like our own Teachers' Guild, it draws its members from 
every part of the teaching profession, from the highest to the lowest. 
The Minister for Church and Schools in Norway (Etatsraad WexelsenJ 
was present, and preached one of the opening sermons. There 
wEl"le many members of Parliament from the various countries, 
and some professors froni the Universities. Eminent secondary 
teachers were well to the fore, both as readers of papers and as 
participators in discussion; but the great majority of the members 
were not secondary teachers, but teachers from the elemeIftary 
schools. They found, on their arrival, a series of useful documents 
prepared for them-e.g., full lists of the members from the difierent 
countries, a full programme of the meeting, containing maps, 
abstracts of the thirtr-three papers to be read, and the words of 
twenty-one songs, mostly of a national character; also a brief 
historical account, drawn up br a score of experts, of the chief 
developments in Scandinavian schools since the last meeting 
(' De Nordiske .Landes Undervisningsvasen, 1895-1900,' p. 136). 
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•• Of the thirty-three papers read, twenty-one related to subjects 
interesting to teachers of all schools; seven were of special interest 
to elementary teachers, and five to secondary_ Five of the papers 
were taken at general meetings and twenty-eight at sectional 
meetings. Of the former, the most interest was shown in a set 
of three papers on ' Co-operation between the Schools of the North' ; 
in Dr. Norregaard's contention that the school-history should not 
be a history of Norway, or Sweden, or Denmark, but of all three 
in their relatiQ,ll to one another; and in Rector S. Almquist's papel 
on 'The Period between Youth and Manhood.' Of the sectional 

• papers may be mentioned Miss Anna Sandstrom'S, on 'The Method 
of Incorporating the History of Culture with the Ordinary History
Les80nJ' and a paper asking the question whether the development
hypotnesis can usefully be introduced into the religious lesson in 
school, 

"Ih the papers and discussions no Swede tried to speak Norse, 
nor did any Dane speak Danish in the Norse way. Each spoke 
as he speaks at home; and it was interesting to see how readily 
each was understood. There is a greater difference in each country 
between the King's speech and the more pronounced dialects 
than between any of the three languag~ and the other two. There 
was no sort of indication that the speakers came from three or 
four different countries of varying political conditions. They met 
as friends and brothers. In such easy interchange of opinion 
and plans going on every day in numberless newspapers and periodi
cals, and brought to a focus at the great meetings, eve:ry new 
dcparture in the schools of one country immediately becomes the 
subject of comment or criticism amongst its neighbours. In no 
country are the educational questions entirely different from those 
in the other three; in no two countries are they entirely the same. 

" It is interesting to watch whether a change in one country is 
adopted or not adopted by its neighbour, to notice how long the 
.ldoption may be- delayed, whether the adoption be partial or 
entire, and what new elements may be introduced in the passage 
from one country t~ another. It is this that makes the North 
a quite unique laboratory of educational research. Of such research 
the Conference just closed constitutes, by its printed documents, 
by j~ discUBSions, and equally, perhaps, by its informal friendly 
meetings, a valuable five years' record. \ 
~".t It seems incredible that such developments taking place in 
countrie.s so near akin to us in blood, in religion, and love of freedom 
should so long have been to England as an unopened book. If 
the introduction of comparative grammar revolutionised our study 
of language so that, as Prof. Skeat once said, we have made more 
progress in thirty years than in the previous two thousand, the 
study of comparative education must prove equally fruitful. It is 
• studr tltatis, of course, always going on among cultivated peoples. 

, 
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But in Scandinavia it is, in the circumstances of the case. cloder. 
more varied. more fully informed than ... elsewhere." * 

It is to b~ hoped that no future meeting of this kind will iack 
its contingent of Englishmen. And if those who thus come a 
first time do not come again it will be for no want of warmth in 
their welcome. It is only through such visits that we shall see 
the arrival of the time. pictured by Hugo Groiius. when ., any 
nation sha.ll be called upon to effect that which is wanting in another, 
ill order that things germinated somewhere may be seen to have 
sprung up everywhere." . 

• See Edllcalional Timea, October, 1900. An a.ccount of the meeting at • 
Stookholm in 1895 will be found in tile Juurnal ul Education for October, 
1895, p. 582; and of tllat in Copenhagen in the Educational Times for Novem· 
ber, 1905. • 
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VllI. THE FUNCTION 01l' PRIVATE SCHOOLS IN A STATE 
• SYSTEM. • 

It will have been noticed that school nomenclature varies much 
from country to country. In the four countries we have been con
sider~, any school foz whic~ state or commune is not directly 
responsible may be called a private school. And so the foundation 
school, (generally called in England the public school), the company 
school and the school owned by a private individual all rank as 
private schools. With us it is only the first two that are held in 

• general honour; but in the north of Europe it is the third that 
bulks much more largely than the other two and has been in the 
van o} progre88 and rendered the State unique service. What is 
the ca,use of the difference' It is not the number, greater or smaller, 
uf poor, weak private schools which in,England blinds the authorities 
to the excellence of the really good ones. For in Denmark they 
have as many poor weak private schools as we have in England. 
But it is rather the fact that the State in these four countries has 
for the last two or three generations had the insight to devise, 
and the determination year after year to apply, a ready means of 
discrimination between schools it could approve and schools it 
could not, and then to recognise and support the former, as sup
plying an indispensable element in the public provision of schools. 
The private'schools which have achieved the triumphs enumerated 
above are not, in fact, private schools 8S we know them. They are 
neither publio nor private but something between-schools which, 
giving guarantees and yet retaining their freedom, combine 
in themselves some of the strongest points of the public school 
and the private school. The steady support which such a school 
has received on the part of the powers that be in the north is no 
doubt due in part to the fact that they had to study economy, but it is 
~lso due to their grasping more readily than we the truth that it is 
through the good private school that needed improvements and 
reforms finit make their appearance and win approval. In Sweden, 
where the number of private schools for boys is much less than in 
the other three countries, the importance of trying new ideas and 
plans was, we saw, so keenly felt, that the State at great expense 
maae special provision for the establishment of such a school of 
research. And the result is that the school, which has now been in 
existence three quarters of a century, approximates more and more 
to an ordinary State school; and that a single private school in its 
neighbourhood provides, perhaps (lot one twentieth of the cost to 
the public purse, the needed experiments in much greater fulness 
and variety. 

In Finland, the wide adoption of the co-education schools, which 
have proved so acceptable in that country, is all ~ut entirely d~e 
to the private schools. In Norway we saw t~t It w~ H!'l'tVlg 
Nissen, a private schoolmaster, who re-orgarused the PrlID&rf 
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and secon,dary schools of the State; and that in the next generation 
it is still two private schoolmasters who lead the way in higher 
education. In Denmark also it is to private effort that schools, 
both secondary and primary, owe their chief developments, their 
freshest life. It was two private schools in Denmark that more 
than a hundred years ago intrpduced the modern school 
curriculum into these northern lands; and it is private schools 
that have carried it into every corner of Denmark and made its 
influence more and more felt in the Higher School or Gymnasium. 
And if Gr11ndtvig was the father of the private continuation schools 
called People's High Schools, his follower Kristen Kold* was the 
father of the private elementary school called the Friskole (see 
p. 91), which, notwithstanding the poverty of its outward appear
ance, has, more than any other influence, by its humane m~thods 
and generous conception of education, transformed the Danish iublic 
elementary school from a place of torture and parrot-like repetition 
into a real home of education. 

But we have seen that it is not only in in the sphere of intension 
(if one may so speak), but also in that of extension that the school 
owned and directed by an individual, has, when handlei/, wisely, 
rendered the State such welcome service. In the north of Europe 
such schools, such recognised schools, have, in varying measures, 
not only kept other schools from stagnation by introducing new 
methods and new subjects, and occasionally by raising the whole 
tone and conception of education; but they have also, if we take 
one'country with another, borne quite half the burden of providing 
adequate secondary instruction-and that at a less cost to the 
community (the State and the parent together) than the other half. 
If, with a wave of the hand, they could be swept out of existence 
the land would be bare indeed. In Christiania eighty-five per cent. 
of her secondary school pupils, and in Copenhagen ninety-five, 
would be left without instruction; half the higher secondary 
schools of Denmark, with three-fourths of those that prepare for the. 
higher ranks of business must disappear; half the higher schools 
in Norway and more than half of those in Finland, with the best 
and the' largest of the higher schools for girls in Sweden, must all go, 
not to speak of the People'S High Schools in Denmark, upon which 
national prosperity so largely depends. 

J. S. THORNTOJ. 

* Kold's infiuenCle was felt most in Fiinen. In Jutland two of Grundtvig's 
disciples, Ludv. Kr. Miiller, head of the State Seminary at Ra.num, and 
Svendsen, head of the State Seminary at Jellinge, were working zealously 
in the same direotion as Kold, so that Grundtvig's ideals are now widely 
sprea.d among elementary teachers in Denmark. My plan hail hardly allowej 
me to sa.y as much of Kold as I desired. There have been many books written 
about him, including a life, by F. Nygaard (1895). But his own account 
of himself, given at great length, by Grundtvig's special request, at a meeting 
held in Copenhagen four years before his death, still remains, and is likely 
to remain, our best representation of his work and methods. It was reportett 
iQ full, a~d·is witQ re¥Qq hel4 an e4uca~ional classio iq Denmark, 
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APPENDIX. 

THE TEACHING OF HYGIENE AND TEMPERANCE IN DENMARK. 

In the seminaries where oountry school·teachel'S receive their educational 
training in a three yeal'S COUI'8e, Hygiene is not a speciar'subject; it is'taught 
in connection with: (1) Pedagogy; (2) AthleticB; (3) Anatomy; (4fphysi
ology, and (5) Zoology. It cannot be said with certainty how much time 
is spent weekly on the teaching of Hygiene-probably not more than two 
or three houl'S. 

Tomperance is not taugh~. 
In the public elementary schools Hygiene is not taught aa a Bubject. The 

teacher of Zoology may, if he likes, give the pupils information in Hygiene, 
but this is entirely left to his discretion. 

In th~ State High School for Teachers in Copenhagen (called Statentl Lrerer
kur8U8fBee above, pp. 88 and 93, and especially p. 591, Vol. I., Special Reports) 
Ii heel'S are given weekly to the teaching of Hygiene, besides varioUB demon
strations and visits to hOBpitals and other institutions. The following matters 
are 0.180 dealt with :-

Water: The requirements for good drinking water; pel'Sonal cleanli· 
neBS; Bkin treatment; baths. 

Nourishment: The selection of stimulating and healthy food i its value 
aa nourishment, etc. 

Articles 0/ Food: Their content of nutritive stuff; food injurioUB or 
dangeroUB to the health. 

S'imuJant8: Detailed information aa to the detrimental effect of alooholic 
drinks. 

HO'UIIu: DampneBB; heating; oleanlineBB, etc. 
Work: Overwork; rest; physical exercise; spor'
Hygiene lor Ohildren: The growing age. 
School Hygiene: Risk run by teachel'S themselves of oatching infootious 

diseaaes; measures to bo takon against BUch, espeoillllYLtuberculOBis. 
Thore is a Bpeoial yearly State grant of 5,000 kr. (£278) for IccturoB on 

Pedagogy and Hygiene in the State High Sohool, and 4,000 kr. of t.his are 
Bpent on Hygiene. This grant haa hoen allowed since 1890 on the initiative 
~f the" Selskabot for Sundhedaploje " (Society for the Toaching of Hygiene). 

Teachol'S from the country generally visit the State High School in Copen
hagen during ·their vacation, but the Bchool is open all the year round, and 
the ,-arious 1'0UI'88B are always attended by a sufficient number of Copenhagen 
teachol'S. The total State grant for the maintenanOB of this 8chool is 200,000 
kr_ (£ll,ooo) a year. 

T~ere is a speuial one·year oourae for teachers, on which 1,000 kr. is spent 
This money is paid out of the general grant for education (kr. 200,000). 
'fhe State has, in addition, during the last five ye&I'8 granted an amount of 
Ii,OOO Ia. for loctures on Hygiene and Gymnastics, given by travelling in
Bw-uotol'S. who visit schools in the oountry. 

It. will be seen that in this way about. 10,000 kr. (£000) are spent. Bpecially 
on the teaching of Hygillne. 

During the last two or three yeal'S a oonsiderable number of teachers 
have oxpl'6llll8d a wish to have Bpecialleotures on the effect of alooholicdrinks 
and special OOUI'8611 have, therefore, DOW boon arranged for this matter· 
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The opportunities of this Lrererkur8U8 of the State are intended chiefly 
(I) for elementary sohool teachel'll, especially those who wish to add to their 
ordinary duties some evening or oontinuation &Chool work, and (2) for 
teachers in the realskoler. There has hitherto been no instruotion in School 
Hygiene for teachers in the Latin School or Gymnasium. Henceforth, 
however, some provision will be made for it in connexion with the new Training 
Course for Higher Teachers, which the new law of 1903 (see p. 95) has made 
necessary. The theoretical training in Pedagogik, extending over 50 hours, 
is given by a University Docent, to whom is &8Signed 2,400 kr. a year; and 
that in School Hygiene (20 hours) by anothe.r Docent, who receives 1,200 kr. 
The general practical training is given in the schools themselves; and 
4,000 kr. is divided amongst those teachers who are willing to add to 
their usual duties the oversight of the teacher candidates, whilBt 1-,400 kr. 
is set aside for such of the latter as need some &8Sistance to complete their 
studies. Thus IJ,OOO kr. a year (£450) covers the yearly expense of this new 
training course for higher teachers. See Asmussen's Meddelel8er for 1904-5, 
published in 1906, especially pp. 88-92). . II 



Volume 1 of Special Reports (Education in England, Wales, 
and Irela.nd, France, Germany, Denmark, Belgium, &c.) 
(1896-7) contains the following Papers :-

1. Public Elementary Education in En:;:land and Wales, 1870·1895. 
By ftIes91'8. lIf. E. Sadler ana J. W. l~dwards. 

2. English Students in Foreign Tmining Colleges. 
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17. The School Journey iu Germany. 
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18. The Teaching of the Mother·Tongue in Germany. 

By Mr. F. H. Dale. 
19. Holiday Coul"Be. in France aud Germany for Instrnction in Modern 

LanguRges. 
By MCHBI"B. F. ~. :Marvin and R. L. It,forant.. 

20. &anent Jo:dul'-&tional Progress in Denmark (With maps). 
By Mr. J. S. Thornton. 

21. Education in Egypt. 
By Mr. P. A. Barnett. 

22. The Education of Girls And Women in SpaiD. 
By Senor Don Fernando. de Arteaga y. Pereira •. 

23. The National Bureau of Educatlon m theUDlted States. 
By Mr. n. L. Morant. 

24.. The History of the Mlinitobli School System and the Issues of the Recent 
Controversy. 

• By Mr. n. L. Morant. . • .. . I 
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Prepared by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
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Volume 2 of Special Reports (Education in England and 
Wales, Physical Education, the Heuristic Method of 
Teaching, University Education in France, &c.) (1898) 

',contains the following Papers:-

1. The 'Velsh Intermediate Education Act, 1889, its Origin and 'Vorking. 
Contributed by the Charity Commissioners for ~Dgland and Wales 

2. The London Polytechnic Institutes (with illustrations). 
By Mr. Sydney Webb. . 

3. The London School of Economics and Political Science. 
By Mr. W. A. S. Hewins. 

4. The Curriculum of a. Girl's School. 
By Mr~. Bryant, Miss Burstall, and Miss Aitken. 

5. Physical Education at the Sheffield High School for Girls. 
By Mra. Woodhouse. 

6. Games and Athletics in Secondary Schools for Girls (with illustr~tions). 
By Miss P. Lawrence.' . 

7. The Organisation of Games out of School for the Children attending Pnblia 
Elementarv Schools. 

By Mr. George·Sharples. 
8. Physical Education UDder the School Board for London (with illllstrations). 

. By Mr. Thomas Chesterton. 
9. Physical Education for Girls a.nd Infants nnder the London Schtol Board 

(with illustrations). 8 
By the late Mrs. Ely Dallas. 

10. Physical Training in Birmingham Board Schools (with illustrations). 
BV Mr. Samuel Bott. 

ll. Physical Training under the Leeds School Board. 
By Mr. R. E. Thomas. 

12. The School Gardens at the Boscombe British School (with illustrations). 
By Mr. T .. G. Rooper. 

13. The Connection between the Public Library and the Public Elementary 
School. - . 

By Mr. John J. Ogle. 
14. The Educational Museum of the Teachers' Guild. 

By Mr. John L. Myres. 
15. The Haslemere Educational Museum (with plans). 

By Dr. Jonatha.n Hutchinson, J<'.R.S. 
16. School Plays in Latin and Greek. 

By Mr. J. if. Baker-Penoyre. 
17. The Study of Education. 

By Mr. J. J. Findlay. 
18. The Training of Secondary Teachers and Educational Ideals. 

By MI'. F. J. R. Hendy. 
19. The HeurIStic Method of Teaching. 

By Dr. Henry Armstrong, F.R.S. 
20. Statistics, &0., of Elementary Education in England and Wales,I833-1870. 

13y Me3srs. M. E. Sadler and J. W. Edwards. • . 
21. List of Publications on Educational Subjects issued by the Chief Local 

Educational Authorities in England lind Wales. 
Prepared by Miss S. Beard. 

22. Les Univer.ites Fran9aises. 
By Monsieur Lonis Liard. 

23. The French Universities. (Tra.nsl .. tion of No. 22.) 
By MI'. J. W. Longsdon. 

24. The Position of Teachers in the State Se('ondary Schools for Boys in France. 
By Mr. F. B. Kirkman. 

25. The French Leaving Certificate-Certificat d'Etudes Primaires. 
By Sir Joshua G. Fitcb. 

26. The Teaching of Modem Languages in Belginm and Holland. 
By Miss J. D. Montgomery. 

27. School Hygiene in Brussels. 
By Miss J. D. Montgomery. 

This volume (Cd. 8943) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book
seller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, E.C., and 
32, ADINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER. S. W., or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 
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Volume 3 of Special Reports (National Organisation of 
Education in Switzerland, Secondary Education in 
Prussia, Baden, and Sweden, Teaching of Modern 
Languages, Higher Commercial Educa.tion in France, 
Germany, and Belgium) (1898) contains the following 
Papers:-

1. The National Or~anisation of Education in Switzerland. 
By Mr. R. L. Morant. 

2. Problems in PruRRian Secondary Education for Boya, wi~h apecial reference 
to similar que.tiona in England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

3. "The Curricula and Prol,"rammes of Work for Higher Schools in Prussia." 
Translated by Mr. W. G. LipRcomb. 

• 4. The Higher Schools of the Grand Duchy of Baden. 
By Mr. H E. D. Hammond. 

Ii. Str6lJungen auf dem Gebiet des Schul·und Bildungswesens in Deutschland. 
Von Professor Dr. W. Rein in Jen&. , 

8. Teldencies in the Educational Systems of Germany. (Translation of No.5.) 
• By Mr. F. H. Dale. 

7. The Teaching of Modem Languages in Frankfurt a M. and district. 
By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

8. The Teaching of Modern Languages in Germany. 
By Miss Mary Hrebner. 

9. The Teaching of Foreign Languages. 
By Professor Dr. Emil Hausknecht. 

10. The Teacher of Modem Langua{1es in PrussiBn Secondary Schools for Boys. 
His education and professlOnal training. 

By Mr. Fabian Ware. 

H. Higher Commercial Education in Antwerp, Leipzig, Paris Bnd Havre. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

12. The PreRent Position of Manual In.traction in Gcrmany. 
By Dr. Otto W. Hcyer. (Translated by Mr. A. E. Twentyman.) 

13. The Silcondary Schools in Sweden. 
Hy Dr. Otto Gallander. 

14~ Ellimeutary Education in the Grand Duchy of Finhmd. 
lly the Baron Dr. Yrjo.Koakinen. 
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The Board of Education issued in 1900 :-
'Report on Technical and Commercial Eduration in Ellilt Pru88ia, Poland, 

Galicia, Silesi&, and Bohemia. 
By Mr. James Baker. 
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Volume 4 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Colonies of the British Empire-Dominion of 
Canada, Newfoundland, West Indies) (1901) contains the 
following Papers :-

A. DOMINION OF CANADA-
1. Ontario, The System of Education in. 

Prepared from official documents supplied by the Eduoa~ion De
partment of Ontario. 

2. Quebee, The System of Education in the Proviuce of. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. R. Balfour. 

3. Nova Scotia, The System of }:ducatiou in. 
By Mr. A. H. MacKay, Superintendent of Education, Nova Scotia.. 

4. New Brunswick, The System of Education in. • 
By Profe880r J. Brittain, Instructor in the Provi.ncia.l Normal 

School, FredeIicton, New B,runswick. 

• 5. Manitoba, The System of Education in. 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. A. E. Twentym{n. 

• 
6. North-WIl3t. T"rritories, The System of Education in the. 

Prepared from official documents by Mr. R. Balfour. 

7. British Columbia., The System of Education in_ 
Prepared from official documents by Mr. H.. Balfour. 

8. Prince Edward Island, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. D. J. MacLeod, Chief Superintendent of Education, Prince 

Ed WRrd Island. 

9. Memorandum on Agricultural Educatiou in Ca.nada. 
By Dr. W_ Saunders, Director of Dominion EXJ>eriment.a.l Farms. 

10. Note on the Macdonald Manual Training Fund for the development of 
manual and practical instrnction in Primary Schools in Canada. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

B. NEWroUNDLAND-
Newfoundland, The System of Edncation in. 

I. Hy the Hev. Canon W. Pilot, D.D., D.C.L., Snperintendent of 
Church of Engla.od Schools in Newfoundland. 

II. By the Rev. G_ S. Milli~, M.A., LL.D., Superintendent. of 
MethodISt l:ichools in NewfoUDruand. _ 

C. WEST INDIES-
.1. Jamaica, The System of Education in. 

Part I. witb Appendices. 
By the Hon. T. Capper, Superintending Inspector of Schools. 

Jamaica. 
Part n. 

. Prepa.reol from official documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. ' 

2. British Guiana, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. W. Blair. Chief Inspector of Schools. British Guiana. 

3. The Teaching of Agriculture in Elementary and Highfr Schools in the 
West Indies. 

Compiled from official documents by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
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Vhlume is of Special Reports (Educa.tional Systems of the 
Chief Colonies of' the British Empire-Ca.pe Colony, 
Na.tal, Commonwealth of Australia. New Zealand, 
Ceylon, Malta) (1901) contains the following Papers:-

A. AnuCA-
1. Cape Colony, The Hi.tory and Pre'eot State of Educ&tioD ill. 

Par, I., Section. I-H. 
By Mr. G. B. Muir, B.A., of the Department of Publio Educa

tion, Cape Town. 
Pan I., 8ectiou 75 to end. Part It IUld Pan III. 

Prepared frelln official document. by Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

IZ. Natal, The SVlltem of Edu .... tion in. 
By Mr. R. Rueeell, Superint.endeot of Education, Natal. 

on. COJlMOJrWULTB 0,. AUSTIlALlA-

1. New South Wales. The S)'lItem of Education in. 
• Prepared from oltieial documents 8upplied by the Department of 

!'ublio 1nat.rlletioD for New South Wale&. 

2. .(riotooria, The Syatem of EducatioD in. 
By the Bon. A. J. Peaoock. late Milliliter of Publio lnetruction, 

Victoria. 

a. Queensland, The System of Education in. 
By Mr. J. G, Aod8l1lOn, Under Secretary for Publio lnatructionl 

Queensland. 

" TUlnania, The System of Education in. 
l'npareci from offioial doouments by Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

a. South Australia. The System of E.lueRtion in. 
By Mr. C::" L. Whitham, Member of the Doa.rd of Inapactors.1 

Schools, South Au.tralia. 

8. We.teru Anlltralia, The System of E.laootion in. 
ST Mr. Cyril JackBOn, In.l_tor·(ieneral of Schools, WestAim Aus. 

traha. 

C. Na:w ZULAND-

New ZeallUld, The System of Education in. 
Prepared by Mr. M, &. Sadler, from official .1ocnment8 sUl'pUed hI 

thel>epartment of Edue&tion for New Zealand. . 

41 
D. CnLOK-

Ceylon, The Sptem of Education in. 
By Mr. J. B. Cull. late Director of Publio Instruotion, ud Mr. A. 

Vao Cu,leDburg, Inspector of Schools, Cerlon. 

Eo MALTA-
~ta, The System of Education iD. 
• By Mr. N" TagliaIerro, Director of Education, If&l~ 
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\folume 6 of Special Reports (Prepara.tory Schools for Boys. 

Their place in English Secondary Education) (1900) 
contains the following Papers :-

1 Introduction. 
By Mr. C. C. Cotterill. 

2. The Masters of a Preparatory' School. 
By Mr. C. C. Cottenll. 

3. Preparatory School Equipment. 
By Mr. Frank Ritchie. 

4. The ~Dle-Table of Work in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. H. Frampton Stallard. 

5. The Preparatory School Curriculum. 
By Mr. G. Gidley Robinson. 

6. The Place of the Preparatory School for Boys in Seco~dary Education in 
England. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

7. Entrance Soholarship at Pnblic Schools, and their Inftnence on Pre
paratory Schools. 

By tlie Rev. the Honoorable C.a.non E. Lyttelton. • 

8. Examinations for Entrance Scholarships at ths Publio Schools. Their 
Character and Effect 01) the Educational Work of Preparatory Schools. 

By Mr. C. C. Lynam. 

9. The Teaching of Latin and Greek in Preparatory Sohools. 
By the Rev. C. Eccles Williams, D.D. • 

10. The Teaching of the Mother Tongue in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. H. C. Tillard. 

11. The Teaching of History in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. A. M. Corteis. 

12. The Teaching of Geography in Preparatory Sohools. 
By the Rev. F. R. Borrows. . 

13. The Teaching of Modem Languages in Preparatory Schools. 
By Messrs. Eo P. Arnold and Fabian Ware. 

14. The Teaching of Mathematics in Preparatory Schools. 
Dy the late Mr. C. G. Allum. 

15. Natural Scieuce in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. Arthur Vassall. 

16. The Teaching of Drawing in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. James T. Watts. 

17. Art Teaching in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. W. Egerton Hine. 

18. The School W orksbop. 
By E. D. Mansfield. 

19. Music in Preparatory School~. 
By the Rev. W. Earle, with an Appendix by Mr. W. W. Cheriton. 

20. Singing in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. Leonard C. Venables. 

21. Gardening, its Role in Preparatory Sohool Life. 
By Mr. A. C. Bartholomew. 

22. Health and Physical Training in Preparatory Schools. 
By the Rev. C. T. Wiokham. 
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23. Games in Preparatory Schools. 
By Mr. A. J. C. Dowding. 

IU. The EmpltJyment of Leisure Houl'8 in Bo)'ll' lluaruing Schoole. 
By Mr. Arthur Rowntree. 

26. Preparatory School Libraries. 
By Mr. W. Douglas. 

26. A Day in a Boy's Life at a Preparatory School. 
Hy Mr. P. 8. Dealtry. 

~. School Management in Preparatory Schools. 
HYDthed~v. J. H. Wilkinson, with an Appendix by Mr. A. J. C. 

ow mg. 
l!lI. Economies of Preparatory Schoole. 

By the Rev. C. mack. 
29. Preparation for the Preparatory School. 

By Mr. E. D. Mansfield. 
30. Preparatory 110ys' Schoola under lJIdy Principals. 

By Mr. C. D. Olive. 
The Preparatory Department at Public Schools. 

,oy Mr. A. T. Martin. 
3:1 The.Preparatory Department at a Publio School. 

Hy Mr. T. H. Mason. 
38. T'f Relatione,between Publio and Preparatory Schools. 

• lly the Rev. Herbert llu 11. 
• 3-1 The Preparatory Sohool Product. 

lly the Rev. H. A. James, D.D. 
35. The Preparatory Scbool Product. 

lly theltev. the Honourable Canon E. Lyttclton. 
36. The Preparatory School Product. 

By Dr. Hely Hutchinson Almond. 
37. The Preparatory School Product. 

By Mr. Artbur C. Benaon. 
38. The Home Training of Children. 

By MI'8. Franklin. 
39. The Pouibility of Co·education in Engli:ili llreparatory anti other 

Secondary Sohools. 
By Mr. J. H. Badley. 

40. Note. on a Preparatory Scbool for Girls. 
U. Appendix. 

Tbis volume (Cd. 418) can be obt.H.ined, eitherdiruutly orthrougb any Book· 
lI4l11ur from l\h;sSRS. WVltAN AND HONS, LTD .. FETTER LANE, E:C., mul 
32, ABINGDON STREET, WKSTMINSTER, S. W.; or OLIVE1t AND llOYD, 
EDINBURGH; or E. I'ONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STRt:KT, DUBLIN • 

• Price 21. 3&d.; po,' free 21. 7id. 

Volume 7 of Special Reports (Rural Education in 'France 
(1902) contains the following Papers!-

J 

1. • The Rural Schools of North·West FrlUloe. 
By Mr. Cloudesley Brereton. 

2. Rural Education in France. 
By Mr. John C. Med ... 

This volume (Cd. 834) ean be obtained, either directly or through any Ilouk· 
seller} froUl MXSSltS. WYMANS AND SONS, LTD., !<'ETrER LANK, ItC., Bnll 
82, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLlVEH AND BUYU. 
EDU(BURGH; or E. PONSONBY. 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Pric, 1,. 4J. ; poIt free II. 84. 
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Volume 8 of Special Reports (Education in Scandinavia, 
Switzerland, Holland, Hungary, &c.) (1902) contains the 
following Papers :-

I. 
1. The New Law for the Secondary Schools ito Norway. 

By Dr. Kand. Mag. Otto Anderssen. 
2. Education in Norway in the year 1900. 

A short summary r!l?rinted from "Nerwa.y." (OfficialPnblication 
for the Paris Exhlbition, 1900.) 

3. Education in Sweden. 
Summarised trL\uslation of " Enseignement et culture intel1ectuelle 

en Suede," issued in connection with the Paris Exhibition, 1900, 
by the Swedish Government. 

f. Note on Children's lVorkshops in Sweden. 
By Mr. J. G. Legge and Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

5. The Nobel Foundation and the Nobel Prizes. 
By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

6. The Training and Status of Primary and Secondary Teachers in Switzerland 
By Dr. Alexander Morg&n. 

7. The Main Featnres of the School System of ZUrich. 
By Dr. H. J. Spenser and Mr. A. J. Pressland. 

8. The Ecoles Maternel1es of Paris. 
By Miss Mary S. Deard. 

9. The Simplification of French Syntax. Decree of the French Mini\ter for 
Public Instruction, February 26. 1901. • 

Tra.uslation prepared by.Mr. W. G. Lipscomb. 
10. Primary Education in the Netherlands. 

By Mr. R. Balfour. 
11. Primary and Secondary Instruction in Portu~a1. 

Translated and abridged from pubhcations issued in connection 
with the Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 

12. Technical Instruction in Portugal. 
Translated and abridged from publications issued in connection with 

the Paris Exhibition of 1900 by the Portuguese Government. 
13. Hungarian Eclucation. 

By Miss C. I. Dodd. • 
14. Public InStructlon in Servia.. 

Summarised tra.nslation of cc Notice Bur l'instruction publique en 
Serbie," published on the occasion of the Paris Exhibition, 1900, 
hy the Ministry of Pnblic Instruction in the Kingdom of Servia. 

16. Commercial Education in Japan. 
By Mr. Zensa.ku Sano. 

II. 
16. The Study of Arithmetic in EleDlentary Schools. 

By Mr. A. Sonnenschein. 
17. A suggestion as regards Languagea in Secondary Day Schools. 

By Mr. S. R. Hart. 
18. Newer Methods in the Teaching of Latin. 

By Dr. E. A. Sonnenschein. 
19. Three School Journeys in Y orksltire. 
20. The School Journey (London to Caterha.m, etc.) made by the Students at 

the Westminster Training College, 1879-1900. 
By Mr. Joseph M. Cowha.m. 

21. A plea. for a great Agricultura.l School. 
By Mr. Jamea Mortimer. . 

22. The Education, Earnings and Social Condition of Boys engaged in S~t 
Trading in Manchester. 

By Mr. E. T. Campa.gnao and Mr. C. E. B. Russell. 
III. 

23. Sketch of the History of Educational Work in the late South African 
Republic. 

By Mr. John Robertson. 
24. The Education of Asiatics. 

By Mr. R. J. Wilkinson. 
This volume (Cd. 835) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book· 

seller, from MEssRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FI,,'TTER LUE, B.c., and 
32, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

& P,;ce 3s. 2d.; postfru &. 7d. 
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Supplements to VolUIIie 8 ot Special :B.eports (190:2a.n.d 
1903) contain the following Papers :-

A ahort account of Edncation in the Netherlands. 
By Mr. John C. Medd. 

Report on the School Training and Ea.rly Employment of Lancashire Child,·en. 
By Mr. E. T. Campll.gnao and Mr. C. E. B. Russell. 

1'helle Repor~ (Cd. 1157 and 1867) ca.n be obtained either directly or through 
any Bookseller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS; LTD., FETTER LANE, 
E.C., and 3'2, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND 
BOYD, EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DURLIN. 

PM 5et j post free 8tl. Price 3d.; post free 4tl. 

Vol1ll\e 9 of Special :Reports (Education in Germa.ny) (1902) 
conta.ins the following Papers :-

I 
1. The Unrut in Secondary Education in Germany and elsewhere. 

By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 
2. Note on Revised Curricula and Programmes of Work for Higher Schools 

for Hays in Prus~ia, 1901. 
By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

3. Higher Schools for Girls in Germany: An Introductory Sketch. 
By Miss Mary A. Lyster. 

4. The Smaller Pilblic Elementary Schools of Prussia and Saxony, with Notes 
on the Trl.l.ioi~15 and Position of Teachers. 

By Mr. E;'.LU. Field. 
0. Note on impending Chan.ll8S in the Professional Training of Eiementary 

School Teachers in rrossia.. 
By Mr. A. E. Twentymau. 

6. School Gardena in Germany. 
By Mr. T. G. Rooper. 

7. Impressions of some Aspeets of the work in Primary and other Schools in 
Rhineland, etc. 

Hy Mr. it E. Hughes and Mr. W. A. Beanland. 
II. The Continnation Schools in Berlin • 

.8y Geheimr~ierUDgsrat Professor Dr. Bertram. (Translated'" by 
• Mr. A. E.1wentyman.) 

9. Note on the Earlier History of the Technical High Schools in Germany. 
By Mr. A. E. Twentyma.n. 

10. Recent 'Developments in Higher Commercial Education in Germany. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

11. On the Measurement of Mental Fatigue in Gel·many. 
Mr. C. C. Th. Parez. 

12. • Report of the Congress on the Education of Feeble·minded Children, held 
II at Angsburg, April 10-12, 1901. 

By Dr. A. Eichholz. 
13. On I.he Education of Neglected Children in Germany. 

By Dr. Fritz Rathenau. 

This volume (Cd. 836) can be obtained, either directly or through any Hook· 
leller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, E.C., and 
32, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDINBURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Prics 28, 7d. j post free 38. Od. 
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Volume 10 of Special Reports (Education in the United States 
of America, Part I.) (1902) contains the following 
Papers:- . 

1. The study of Amerioan Education: It. interest and importance t.o English 
Readers. 

By Sir Joshua G. Fitch. 

2. Moral E.luMtion in AmeriMn Schools. With special reference to the for. 
mation of ChaMlCter and to Instruction in ~he Duties of Cit.i&en8hip. 

By Mr. H. Thiselton Mark. . 

3. The Con~Utution of the City Sohool Systems of the United States. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

" Summary Aooount of the Report of the Educational Commission of ~he City 
of Chicago, 1898-

By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

5. The Publio School System of Chicago. 
By Dr. E. 8. Andrews, revised and completed by Mr. A. L. Jiowley. 

6. The Public Sohool System of the City of New York. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

7. The Publio Sohnel System of Boston. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

8. The Publio 8oltool System of St. Louis, Missouri. 
By Mr. A. L. Bowley. 

9. The Publio School System of Philadelphia. 
By Mr. Edward Brooks. 

10. A Sketch of the Development and presen~ ConditiOll of the System of 
Education in the S~te of Minnesota, with an Appendix dealing wit~ 
Minneapolis and ~t. Paul. 

By Professor D. L. Kiehle. 

11. Note on School Attendance in the Publio Sohools of the United States. 
By Mr. A. E. Twentyman. 

12. Some points of EducaUonal Interest in the Schools of the United Srates. 
By Miss Alice Ravenhill. 

13. The Training of Teachers in the United States of Amerioa. 
By Mise M. E. Findlay. 

U. TeaChers' College of Colnmbia University (New York). 
By Dr. James E. Rnssell. 

15. .. Nature Study II in the United States. 
By Mr. R. Hedger WalllloC8. 

This volume (Cd. 837) can be obtained. either directly or through any Boot. 
seUer, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS .. LTD., FETl'ER LANE, E.C., and ~ 
ABINGDON STREh"l'. WE.~TMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD. EDIN
BURGH; or E. PONSONBY. lUi, GRAFl'ON STRUT, DUBLIN. 

PM 2.t. 3d.; pod "'" 28. 8d. 
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Volume 11 of SpeciaJ Reports (Education in the 'United States 
of America, Part Do). (1902) contains the following 
Papers :-

1. The Curriculum of the American s-mdary School (High School). 
By Mr. D. S. Sanford. 

2. Secondary Education in a Democratic Community. 
By Prof_ Paul R. Hanus. 

3. A Comparison between the Ene:liah and American Secondary Schools. 
B, Mr. George L. Fox. 

.. 
a. 

6. 

7 • 

8. 

Can American CcHduca.tion be grafted upon the Euglish Pnblic School 
System! 

By the Rev. Cecil Grant . 

EdUllation and Industry in the United States. 
By Mr. R. Thistleton Mark. 

• Commercial Edncation in the United States. I By Mr. P. J. Hartog. 

Some Notes on American Universities. 
By Mr. Percy Ashley. 

Tables Showing .he Chief Recent Benefaction4 to ru"her Education in the 
United States. .. 

II. A Contl'8llt between German and American Ideals in Education. 
By Mr. AL E. SlMIler. 

10. Education in the American Dependencies. 
By Miss M. E. Tanner. 

ll. The Holiday Course for Cuban Teachers at Harvard. 
PrePared by Miss M. E. Taoner from Docnments aupplied by the 

U'nited States CoDlJDlB8ioner of Education. 

12. The Education of the Coloured Race. 
By Mr. M. E. Sadler. 

Appendices :-
A. The Functions of Education in Democratic Society (reprinted froID .. Educ:&-

• tioua.I Reform," Essays and Adm- by Charles William Eliot, 
LL.D., President of Harvard University). 

B. Bible Readmg in the Public Schools in the United States. 

C. Harvard University. Opportunities provided for Religious Worship, 
Instruction and FellowBhip. 

J. President Nicholaa Murray Butler on Religious Instruction and its ReJ&. 
tion to Education. 

This volume (Cd. 1156) can be obtamed, either directly or througb any Book· 
seller from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FEn'EB LANE, E.C., and 
3'2, ABHiGDON STREET, WF.sTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDUIBVBGR; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAfTON STREET, Dt"BLIlf. 

PM 28. 6d. ; fKJ6t /ru 2&. ntL 
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Volume i2 of Speciai Reports (Ed.ucational ~ystems ot the 
Chief Orown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Ra.ces: Part I.-We~t Indies and Central America, St. 
Helena, Cyprus and Gibraltar) (1905) (published simul
taneously with Volumes 13 and 14) contains the following 
Papers:-

A. WEST INDIES AND CENTRAL AMERICA-

1. The System of Education in the Bahamas. 
By Mr. G. Cole, Inspector and General Superintendent of Schooll!, 

Bahamas. 

2. The System of Education in Barbados. 
By the Rev. J. E. Reece, Inspector of Schools, Mr. J. A. Carrington, 

Assistant Inspector ot SOOools, and the Rev. J. R. Nichols, Secre
tary ,to the Education Board, Barbados. 

3. The System of Education in Bermuda.. 
By Mr. George Simpson, Inspector of Schools, Bermuda.. 

4. The System of Education in British Honduras. 
By Mr. A. Barrow Dillon, Inspector of Schools, British Honduras. 

5. The System of Education in Trinidad aud Tobago. 
By Mr. R. Gervase Bushe, late Inspector of Schools, Trinidad and 

Tobago. 

6. The System of Education in the Windward Islands. 
(a) Grenada. 

By MI'. John Harbin, Inspector of Sllhools, Grenada. 
(b) St. Lucia. 

By Mr. Fred. E. Bundy, Inspector of Schools, St. Lucia. 
(e) St. Vincent. 

By Mr. Frank W. Griffith, Secretary of the Board of 
Education, formerly Inspector of Schools, St. Vincent. 

B. ST. HELENA-

The System of Education in St. Helena. 
By the Rev. Canon Alfred Porter, Inspector of Government Schooll!, 

St. Helena. 

C. EUROPE"':" 

1. The System of Education in Cyprus. 
By the Rev. F. D. Newham, Inspector of Schools, CyprllS. 

2. The System of Education in Gibraltar. 
By Mr. G. F. Cornwall,' K.C., Colonial Inspector ~of Schools, 

Gibraltar. 

A!'PENDIX-

A. WEST INDIES AND CENTRAL AMERICA-

Education in Jama.ica. in its relation to Skilled Handicraft and 
Agricultural Work. , 

By .the Most Rev. the Archbishop of the West Indies. 

This volume (Od. 2377) cau be obtained, either directly or through any Book
seller, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, E.C., and 
32, ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDINBURGH l or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Price 2.1'. Od.; P?st fre8 2&. 4d. 
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Volume 13 of Special Re:ports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire, including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part IL-West Africa., Basutoland, Southern 
Rhodesia., East Africa Protectorate, Uganda., Mauritius, 
Seychelles) (1905) (published slmulta.neously with 
Volumes 12 and 14) contains the following Papers:-

A. WEST AFRICA--
I. The System of Education in the Gold Coast Colony. 

By the late Mr. F. Wright, Inspector of Schools, Gold Coast Colony. 
2. The System of Education in Lagos. 

By Mr. Henry Carr, late Inspector of SchoolR, Lagos. 
3. The System of Education in Sierra l,eone. 

By Mr. Y. J. Marke. Inspector of Schools, Sierra Leone. 
4. The System of F.ducation in Southern Nigeria. 

By Mr. C. J. M. Gordon, late Inspector of Schools, Southern Nigeria.. 
B. SOUTH AND CENTRAL AFRICA-

1. The System of Education in Ba.sntola.nd. -
l{eport supplied br Mr. H. C. Sioley, Resident Commissioner, 

naantoland. _ 
2. The System of Education in Southern Rhodesia (1890-1901). Its origin 

• and development. 
By Mr. H. E. D. Hammond, FiI'llt Inspector of Schools for Southern 

J Hhode8ia. 
Note on Education in the East African Protectora.te . 

• _ Education in Uganda.. 
(1) Societe des Missionares d'Afriq.ue-perea BlanCB. Vicaria.t 

. AJl?8tolique du Nya.nza Beptentnona.1. By the Right Rev. the 
BI.hop of North Victoria Nyanza. 

(2) The Church Mill8ionary Society. By Mr. R. H. Walker. 
(3) N8&mbya Mission. Conducted by the Mill Bill (London) 

Fathers. Br the Right Rev. the BIshop of the Upper Nile. 
C. MAURITlUS-

The System of Education in Ma.uritius. 
Prepa.red from materia.1s supplied by the Depa.rtment of Public 

Instruction, Ma.uritiu8. 
D. SEYCHELLES-

Thil System of Education in Seychelles. 
By Mr. L O. Chitty, late Inspector of SchoolR, Seychelles. 

ApPF.NDICES-
A. WIST AFRlCA-

1. The Educational Work of the Basel MiBBion on the Gold Coast: Its 
M"thod in combining Industria.1 and Manua.1 Training with other In
fluences indil!pensable to the Formation of the Cha.ra.cter of the Native 
~e. . 

By the Rev. W.l. Rottmann, Principal of the Ba.sel Mission Training 
School for Catechists and Teachers, Akropong, Gold Coa.st. 

n. SOUTH AND CENTRAL AFRICA-
I 1. Notes on Industrial Tra.ining for Na.tive8 on the Congo (Ba.ptist Mission

ary Society). 
By the Rev. Geor~e Grenfel1, Ba.ptist Missionary Society. 

2. Educatlona.1 Work in Llvingstonia, with specia.l Reference to the effects 
of Manual, Industrial, and Agricultural Instruction. 

By the Rev. J. Fairley Daly, B.D., Hon. Secretary of the Living. 
stonia Missioll (United Free Church of Scotland). 

S. Tltfl Eduoationa.1 Work of the Blantyre MiBBion, Briti~h Centra.l Africa. 

r Prepared from Materials supplied by the Church of Scotland Foreign 
Mission Committee. 

4. Ths Education of Nativt's in South Africa.. 
By Lieut.-Colonel Sir Mal"llha.1 J. Cla.rk, K.C.M.G •• Imperia.1 Resi. 

dent CommiBBioner, Southern Rhodesia. 
II. On Native Education-South Africa. 

By the Rev. James Stewa.rt, M.D., D.D., of Lovedale Miesion, Car Colony (United Free Church of Scotland). 
fJ. The wor of the Moravian Missionaries in South Africa and North 

Queensland. 
By the Rev. J. M. Wilson, of the Moravian Church. 

This volume (Cd. 2378) can be obtained, either directly or through any Book. 
l16J)er, from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, £.C., a.nd32, 
ABINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.; or OLIVER AND BVYD, EDIN. 
BURGH: or E. PUNSUNBY. 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLlN_ 

J>rir.e lB. 8d.; pod free 2a. Od. 
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Volume 14 of Special Reports (Educational Systems of the 
Chief Crown Colonies and Possessions of the British 
Empire. including Reports on the Training of Native 
Races: Part I1I.-Federated Malay States, Hong Kong, 
Strai~s Settlements, Fiji and Falkland Islands) (1905) 
(published simultaneously with Volumes 12 and 13) con
tains the following Papers :-

A. ASIA-

1. The system of Education in the Federated Malay States. 
Report supplied by the Federal Education Office, Federated Malay 

States. 

2. The System of Education in Hong Kong. 
By Mr. Edward A. Irving, Inspector of Schools, Hong Kong., 

3. The System of Education in the Straits Settlements. 
By Mr. J. B. E!eum, Director of Public Instruction, Straits Settle· 

ments. . 

B. }<'IJI-

The System of Education in Fiji. " 
By the Hon. W. L. Allardyce, C.M.G., Colonial Secretary and 

lteceiver General, Fiji. 

C. FALKLAND ISLANDS-

The System of Education in the Falkland Islands. 
By the Very Rev. Lowther E. Brandon, Dean, Colonial Chaplain 

and Government School Inspector, Falkland Islands. 

ApPENDICES-
1. Note on the Work of the Industrial Missions Aid Society. 

Prepared from materials supplied by the Industrial Missions Aid 
Society. 

2. On the Education of Native Races (C.M.S.). 
By Mr. R. Machonachie. 

3. Industrial Education in Catholic Missions. 
By the Right Rev. the Bishop of Salford. 

4. Education in British New Guinea. 
By the Right Rev. the Bishop of New Guinea. 

Ii. \Vork of the American Board of Commissioners for' Foreign Mi~sions" 
in reg .. rd to Industri .. l .. nd Agricultural Education in Indi ... 

Prel?ared from materials supplied by the American Board of Com. 
mISsioners for Foreign MIssions. 

6.· Memorandum on Technical Education in Southern India. 
By the Rev. Canon A. Margoschis (Fellow of Madras University), 

Nazareth, South.ern India.. , 

7. Industrial Schools and 'School Gardens i~ Ceylon. \, 
By Mr. S. M. Burrows, la.te Director of Pnblic Instruction in Ceylon. 

S. The Education of the Indians of Canada.. 
By Mr. Harry Moody,of the Canadian and Pacific Railway Company 

This volume (Cd. 2379) can be obtained, either directly or thron*h any Book· 
seller. from MESSRS. WYMAN AND SONS, LTD., FETTER LANE, E.C., and 32, 
ADINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W. ; or OLIVER AND BOYD, EnIN
BURGH; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN. 

Price Is. Sel.; ,post free 2s. Oel. 
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Volume 15 of Special Reports (School Training. for the Home 
Duties of Women: Part I.-The United States of America) 

(1905) contains the following paper:-

'fhe Tea.ching of" Domestic Science" in the United Sta.tes of America. 
By Miss Alice Ra.venhill. 

Thill volume fCd. 2498) can be obta.ined, either directly or throngh any 
Bookoeller. from MESSR.'J. WYMAN AND SONS, Ltd., FETTER LANE, K0., 
Rnd 32, ADINGDON STREET, WESTMINSTER, S. W. ; or OLIVER AND BOYD, 
EDINDURGU; or E. PONSONBY, 116, GRAFTON STREET, DUBLIN, 

Price 18. 9el. ; post free 28. Iel. 

Volume .16 of Special Reports (School Training for the Home 
. Duties of Women: Part II.-Belgium, Sweden, Norway, 
Denmark, Switzerland and France) (1906) contains the 
following papers :-

1. Housewifery Instruction in State·supported Schools in Belgium. 
By Miss Helen E. Matheson. 

2. The Teaching of Domestic Economy in Sweden. 
By Mr. Edward Adams·Ray, Stockholm. 

With Supplementa.ry notes by Fru A. IIiertll·Retzills, Stockholm. 

lI. The Teaching of Domestio Economy in Norway. 
By Fruken Helga Helgesen, Christiania • 
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